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STAR PICTURES

By the Sister Nivedita

III.

Planet-worship.

The spirituality which was characteristic
of Aryan and Sanskritic conceptions
in general, gained ground in India

and began to colour the interpretation
of all phenomena. It came to seem self-

evident that the stars were the seats of
meditating souls, steadfast in virtue. Even
the shooting stars were explained as falling
from heaven because their religious merit
was exhausted ! We can hardly doubt that
the dedication of the days of the week to
the sun and moon and five chief planets—
the ‘old planets seven,* as they are called

—

iwas a worship of propitiation. The
:;planets had. from the beginning been
regarded as rebel beings, in some way
opposed to the fixed order of the stars.

They were w^anderers. Great powers they
could not fail to be, but errant they also
were. It was most necessary, therefore^ to
propitiate the spirits that they embodied.
From this stratum of thought, then, are
born the names of the week-days, which
from the east of Bengal to the west of
France or the north of Scandinavia, are
sacred to the Sun, the Moon, Mars, Mercury,
Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn. In this organi-
sation of the idea of the planets, we meet
with a new^ date, one long subsequent to

iif
the age of star-worship.

We have here the seven-day week^ and a
||)erfected theory of the place of sun and
^oon in the whole scheme of things. The
^ery fact that no twinkling stars are includ-
pd in the category, shows that there was an

accepted differentiation, a clear definition of

the fixed stars as such behind this formula-

tion. It may be that the mystic importance
of the number seven was originally born of

the contemplation of the constellation of

the Great Bear. Or it is just possible that

this particular enumeration of the planeU
was one at which the development df

knowledge halted long, and that here the

impressiveness of the number was born.

At any rate, the seven-day week and the

twelve-month year seem to have been
known in old Assyria, as long ago as 4,000
or 5,000 B.C....Saturn was the deity of the

original first day of the planetary week.
This only confirms the idea that the dedica-

tion was, to begin with, one of propitiation.

There are still homes in Bengal where the
mother w’orships Saturn every Saturday,
for the protection of her family. It is held

that his power is highly spiritual, but a
disastrous influence in things of worldly
prosperity, and something of the same
association hangs, to this day, about the

name and idea of the sun himself. And
yet such observances, indicating^ as they
must once have done, a new accession of

thought and mythology, are now long
superseded by developments of a very much
higher order, and linger on, here and there,

amongst anxious women, in something of
a shamefaced and reserved fashion. The
fortune-teller, stopping at the door one day,
and reading palms, tells that some parti-

cular maiden is to be unlucky, and ought
to avert evil, by worshipping the planets.

But a hard-headed old grandmother, n

strong in puritanism and in intellect, wiUl
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STAR WCTIjRES

contemplate the idea of a dog in heaven I

Yudhisthira is begged therefore to send away
the dog. Strange to say, he refuses. To
him the dog appears as one who has been

devoted, loyal in time of loss and disaster,

living and faithful in the hour of entire

solitude. He cannot imagine happiness,

!: even in heaven, if it were to be haunted by

: the thought of one so true who had been
r cast off.

I;.

The god pleads and argues, but each

word only makes the sovereign more

f
determined. His idea of manliness rs in-

volved. *To cast off one who has loved

,
us is infinitely sinful." But also his personal

pride and honour as the king, are roused.

He has never yet abandoned the terrified,

;
or the devoted, or such as have sought

sanctuary with him, nor one who has

begged mercy, nor any who was too weak
to protect himself. He will certainly not

infringe his own honour, merely out of a
desire for personal happiness.

Then the most sacred considerations are

brought to bear on the situation. It must
be remembered that the Hindu eats on the

floor, and the dread of a dog entering the

room is therefore easy to understand. There
is evidently an equal dislike of the same
thing in Heaven. "Thou knowest," urges

[ndra, "that by the presence of a dog,

Heaven itself would be defiled." His mere
glance deprives the sacraments of their

consecration. Why then should one who
has renounced his very family, so strenu-

ously object to giving up a dog?
Yudhisthira answers bitterly that he had to

abandon those who did not live to accom-

pany him further ; and admitting that his

resolution has probably been growing, in the

course of the debate, finally declares that he

cannot now conceive of a crime that would
be more heinous than to leave the dog.

The test is finished. Yudhisthira has re-

fused heaven for the sake of a dog; and
the dog stands transformed into a shining

god, Dharma himself, the God of Right-

eousness. The mortal is acclaimed by
radiant multitudes, and seated in the chariot

of glory, he enters heaven in his mortal

form.

Even now, however, the poet has not

made clear all that is to be required of a
perfect man. Elevated alone to a position of

great glory, Yudhisthira, entering Heaven,

i

beholds his enemies, the heroes with whom
he has contended, seated on thrones, and
blazing with light. At this, the soul of the

Emperor is mightily offended. Are the

mere joys of the senses to be accepted by
him, he argues, in effect, as any equivalent

for the delight of good company? Where
his comrades are, will be heaven for him:
a place inhabited by the personages he
sees before him, deserves a very different

name.
Yudhisthira, therefore is conducted to a

region of another quality. Here, amidst
horrors of darkness and anguish, his energy
is exhausted, and he orders his guide angrily

to lead him away. At this moment, sigh-

ing voices are heard in all directions, beg*-

ging him to stay. With him, comes a
moment of relief for all the souls imprisoned
in this living pain, of sight and sound and
touch.

Involuntarily the Emperor paused. And
then, as he stood and listened, he realised,

with dismay, that the voices to which he
was listening were familiar. Here, in Hell,

were his kinsmen and comrades. There, in

Heaven, he had seen the great amongst his

foes. Anger blazed up within him. Turning
to the messenger, who, had not yet left him,
"Gol" he thundered, in his wrath, "Return
to the high gods, whence thou earnest, and
make it known to them that never shall I

look upon their face again. What 1 Evil

men with them, and these my kinsfolk fallen

into Hell! This is a crime! Never shall I

return to them that wrought it. Here with
my friends, in Hell, where my presence aids

them, shall I abide for ever. Go !"

Swiftly the messenger^ departed, and
Yudhisthira remained alone, with his head
sunk on his breast, brooding in Hell on the

fate of all he loved.

Only a moment passed, and suddenly the

scene was changed. The sky above them
became bright. Sweet airs began to blow.
All that had been foul and repulsive dis-

appeared. And Yudhisthira, looking up,

found himself surrounded by the gods.

"Well done!" they cried, "Thy trials are

ended. Oh lord of men, thou hast fought
and won. All kings must see hell as well

as heaven. Happy are they who see it

first. For thee, and these thy kin, nothing
n^mains save happiness and glory. Then
plunge thou here into the Heavenly Ganges,
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and put away in it thy mortal enmity and
grief. Here, in the Milky Way, put on the

body of immortality, and then ascend thy

throne. Be seated amongst the gods, great

thou as Indra, alone amongst mortals raised

to Heaven in this thine earthly form
!"

That process of spiritualising which we
have caught at its moment -of inception in

the story of Daksha and Siva, is here seen

at its flowering-point. Thoroughly eman-
cipated from the early worship of cosmic

imptessiveness and power, the Hero of the

Sky appears no longer as a great Prajapati,

or Lord of Creation, nor even as the Wild
Huntsman slaying the winter sun, but

entirely as a man, one of ourselves, only

nobler. The Hindu imagination has now
reached a point where it can conceive of

nothing in the universe transcending in

greatness man’s conquest of himself. Yudhi-
sthira shone amongst men, in royal clemency,

and manly faithfulness and truth, even as

now he shines amongst the stars. Whatever
came to him, he first renounced, and Anally

accepted, on his own terms only. This was
the demand that Buddhism, with its exal-

tation of character and detachment, had
taught the Indian people to make of manly
men. Greatest of all was the renunciation

of the monk, but next to this, and a
different expression of the same greatness,

was the acceptance of life and the world,

as their master, not as their slave.

It cannot be denied that this story of

Yudhisthira, with its subtlety of incident

and of character-drawing, is thoroughly

modern in tone and grasp. The particular

conception of loyalty which it embodies,
is one that is deeply characteristic of the

Indian people. To them, loyalty is a social,

rather than a military or political virtue,

and it is carried to great lengths. We must
remember that this tale of Yudhisthira will

be in part the offspring, and in part the

parent, of that quality which it embodies
and extols. Because this standard was cha-

racteristic of the nation it found expression

in the epic. Because the epic has preached
it in every village, in song and sermon
and drama, these AFteen centuries past, it

has moulded Indian character and institu-

tions with increased momentum, and gone
far to realise and democratise the form of

nobility it praises. Would the Greek myths
if left to develop freely, have passed even-

tually through the same process of ethicising

and spiritualising as the Indian ? Is India,

in fact, to be regarded as the sole member of

the circle of classical civilisations which has

been given its normal and perfect growth ?

Or must we consider that the early emer-
gence of the idea of beauty and conscious

efforts after poetic effect supersedes in the

Hellenic genius, all that becomes, in the

Indian, high moral interpretation? A
certain aroma of poetry there cannot fail

to be, in productions that have engaged
the noblest powers of man, but this in the

Indian seems always to be unconscious,

the result of beauty of thought and nobility

of signiAcance, while in the Greek we are

keenly aware, of the desire of a supreme
craftsman for beauty, as an end in itself.

THE JEWS*

There are several points of resem-
blance between Judaism and Hindu-
ism. Both consider certain rules about

eating and drinking an essential part of
religion.

** A Jew must not eat at the same table with a gen-
tile nor any food prepared by the latter, must not eat
or drink from dishes, with spoons, forks, knives, &c.,
which have been used by a gentile ; must not drink

* The Jews : A Study of Race and Environment, by
Maurice Fishberg.

wine, the container of which has been touched by a
Christian, Mohamedan or heathen.f"

Substitute Hindu for Jew, and Mlechchha
for gentile, and the statement is still true.

The Hindu regards the Mlechchha, and the

Jew the goi (Gentile) with dislike and con-

tempt, and in both cases this dislike is based

on a claim to superior holiness.
**

I the Lord
am holy and have severed you from otheir

t P-
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people, that ye should be mine.’* By holiness

is meant, not morality in the ordinary sense

o( the word, but the strict observance of cere-

monial law. To steal or to lie is consistent

with holiness but to eat forbidden food is

]V>t. While Christianity and Islam, in

theory and to some extent in practice, admit

the equality of mankind, the Jew and the

Hindu claim tp be by birth superior to

other men. Neither religion sends out mis-

sionaries or seeks to make converts. Again,

in both religions, festivals based on very

primitive modes of thought, such as the

Passover and Holi, have been retained

down to our own times. Lastly, both reli-

gions, have sacred writings, to which they

attribute an antiquity far beyond what cri-

tical scholarship can concede. A dispassion-

ate, scientific study of the Jews should then

be of some interest to Hindus. Such a study

we have in Dr. Flshberg's book. Although

thoroughly scientific in method, it is not too

technical for the general reader. Above all,

worthy of praise, is the matter-of-fact, un-

emotional tone Dr. Fishberg has maintained

in writing on a subject which has aroused

so many passions. From beginning to end
there is an absence of all rhetoric. The
book is a model of anthropological research

and as such deserves attention even

apart from the interest of the special

question.

The Jews have always been supposed
' to be of the same race, as well as of the

same religion. Unfortunately “ race " is a

term as ill-defined in anthropology as

’’species” in general biology. But at any
rate, race must imply the possession of

certain peculiar physical characteristics

transmitted hereditarily. First of all, then,

we must try to ascertain what is the physi-

cal type of the Jew. This is easy for the

caricaturist in the comic papers, but the

imagination of the caricaturist does not

correspond with actual fact. Take the fea-

ture he fixes upon as distinctive, the nose.

In caricature this is drawn hooked like the

beak of a parrot. As a matter of fact, such

a nose is uncommon among Jews. Among
2,836 adult male Jews Dr. Fishberg found
only 14 per cent, had hooked noses and
among 1,284 Jewesses an even smaller

proportion, only X3'per cent. Besides this

form of nose is not peculiar to Jews.' It is

found among Russians, Poles, Bavarians,

1

JEWS >

Greeks, Italians, Spaniards, and
American Indians.

*

^'Considering on the one hand that only one

in six has an aquiline or hook nose, and on the o^W>
that so many races in various parts of the world h^;
just as many and often more persons with this ki^
of nose, there is hardly any justification for speaking

of a “Jewish" or “Semitic nose."*

This is all true for the form of the head.

’’There is no single type of head which is

found among the Jews in all countries in

which they live.” Dr, Fishberg gives three

polygons of frequency for the cephalic indi-

ces of the Jews in 'I unis, in the Caucasus
and in Lithuania respectively. As far as

we can tell from simple inspection these

may conform to Gauss’ law, but it would
require fuller details and elaborate calcula-

tions to ascertain whether they do or not.

ft is clear, however, that the Jews in Tunis
are dolichocephalic and the Jews in the

Caucasus brachicephalic. The important
point is that the form of head found among
the Jews corresponds to that of the people
by whom they are surrounded. In Morocco,
Algeria, Tunis, Jews and non-Jews are long-

headed, while in Russia and Poland they

are broad-headed. Even slight variations

shew the same correspondence.

“The Russian Poles have an average cephalic index
of 82*13 those of Galicia, 84*4. The Jews of these

two parts of ancient Poland also shew the same differ-

ences; their average cephalic index is in Russian
'

Poland 81*91 and in Austrian Poland (Galicia)

^3*33* On the whole the slight differences which are
to be observed between the Jews and non-Jews in these
countries may be ascribed to the usual and practically

unavoidable errors of observation and calculation."

§

There is then no more a Jewish than a
Roman Catholic or ProtcstAnt head-form.

Sotne writers, both among friends and
enemies, have attributed a superiority in

brain to the Jews. Very few observations of

the weight of Jewish brains have been
reported. These few shew a ratio of brain
weight to stature rather less for Jews than
for other people, but the number of observa^
tions in too small for any conclusion to be
drawn. The assertion of superiority is

based on no evidence.

In stature the Jews of Eastern Europe are
generally shorter than the surrounding popu-
lation. But they live in extreme poverty
and are for the most part dwellers in towns.
Nqw in all countries the height of the< urban

*P. 83.
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population falls below the general standard,

and again height has been shewn to depend
in part on nourishment and exercise. The
rich lews of the West End of London are as

tall as the average Englishman. When the

Jews of Eastern Europe leave their homes for

America and live under better economic
conditions their height increases.

,**Tht author has found that the average stature of

1,404 immigrants in New York City was 164-2 centi-

metres, while their children, the hrst generation of des-

cendants of Eastern European Jewish immigrants,

measured 167*9 height, an increase of 3*7 cm. in

hdght in one generation.

< When Jews in different countries are com-
pared it is found that, as for cephalic index,

“The stature of the Jews varies with the stature of

the non-Jewish population among which they live.*’

In popular estimation, races are generally

distinguished by the colour of the skin, hair

and eyes. The Jews differ widely from one
another in this respect, On the Malabar
coast there are the so-called **black Jews*’

with a skin as dark as that of their Hindu
neighbours. The Jews of Europe are count-
ed among the **white races,” but they may
be either blonde or brunette in complexion.
While the majority is always brunette

the percentage of blondes varies in different

countries. In England over forty per cent,

have blue eyes and over twenty-five per cent,

fair hair, but in Italy the corresponding

rates are thirty and five per cent. Some
anthropologists have thought that both types

existed among the Jews before the disper-

sion. This supposition Dr. Fishberg rejects

on the ground that blonde Jews are only

{ound where a part of the surrounding popu-
lation is blonde.

We see then that it is not possible to define

the Jewish race either by the nose, or the

shape of the head, or the stature or the com-
plexion. But some writers have asserted

that there is a peculiar Jewish physiog-

nomy which can easily be distinguished

even if it cannot be described. But as a
matter of fact Jews who habitually live in

the society of Christians cannot always be dis-

tinguished from them. In Western Europe
they often mix freely with the people

around them without any one knowing or

caring about their religion. 2^ngwill in his

novel “The Children of the Ghetto** tells an
anecdote of a Christian artist who first

• P. .
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discovered that a family he had known tof

four years was Jewish when he asked peiH

mission to marry one of the daughters.

But the clearest proof that there is no
specially Jewish physiognomy is supplied

by the photographs Dr. Fishberg giv^g.

From these we see that the Chinese Jews
have the slanting eyes and flattened nose

of the.Mongolian, that the Jews in Germany
may have the typically Teutonic fair hair

and skin, and that Jews in India are

exactly like Hindus.

Still Dr. Fishberg admits that in Eastern

Europe and certain oriental countries the

Jews can generally be distinguished round

the surrounding population, but he disputes

the inference that they are distinguished

because of certain racial characters. In

many cases the explanation is very simple.

The Jew often has a peculiar dress or a

peculiar method of dressing the hair. When
these are abandoned it is not always easy

to recognize him. Dr. Fishberg found he

could point out nearly every Jew in the

smaller towns in Poland, Russia, but often

failed with Jewish immigrants from these

countries in New York City. But there are

cases to which this explanation does not

apply.

“ In these careful study reveals that it is not the

.body which marks the Jew ;
it is his soul. In other

words the type is not anthropological or physical, it is

social or psychic Centuries of confinement in the

Ghetto, social ostracism, ceaseless suffering under the

ban of abuse and persecution have been instrumental

in producing a characteristic psychic type.’'t

Long ago some unknown Jew wrote of

his nation

;

“ He was despised and rejected of men, a man of

sorrows and acquainted with grief."

' This was true of the Jews in all countries

till recent times and is even now true in

Eastern Europe. Habitual suflering leaves

an impress on the features which a happier

life canttot at once remove. The Jews who
have emigrated to free-er countries may per-

haps never lose this impress themselves, but
their descendants will.

“The peculiar Jewish egression disappears in Jews
who have been out of the Ghetto for a few generations.”

The characteristic Ghetto face, is thein

not racial, since it is hot transmitted by
heredity. It is worthwhile to insist on this

point since the failure to distinguish between
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marrie#|m the other mces inhabiting

PalestiittSv: After the return from the

: Szra found mixed
mart and tried to prevent

the^lnii With f>nly
^

partial auccest. Much
later^t^hurch Councils found it neceWary to

between jeWs *aiid

Ch^j^aniii Such marraiages were accord-

mi; and Spain

.
i%t^e sixth century. Seven hundred years

' ''.|^r^rds in' -1229

Archbishop Robert von Gran complained to the

:7^pe.:that many Jews in Hunrary are married to

women! and that the latter are often

bohverted to Judaism ;
t^t Christian parents are

s^tng their children to Jews, and some, out of greed

for money, permit themWives to be circumcised and
that within a few years many thousands of Christians,

were lost to the Church.*'

We see from this that proselytism as well

as intermarriage has modified the racial

character of the Jews. At the beginning

of our era there were many converts from
paganism to Judaism. When Europe
became Christian the converts diminished

in number but so long as slavery iasted»

the slaves of Jews often accepted the

religion of their masters. Even in modelu
times- there have been many converts to

' Judaism in Russia.

There is then no Jewish race. AH the

evidence tends to shew that the Jews in

different countries are of the same race as

the other inhabitants of those countries.

** There is no more juWi^cation for speaking

of ethnic unity among the modern Jews or of a
* Jewish' race ; than there is justification to speak of

Wnnlc unity of the Christians^ of Mohammedans, or of

a Unitarian, Presbyterian or Methodist race." The
Jew in Russia has less kinship in blood with his

co-religionist in the interior of Morocco than with the

Slavs among whom he lives
;
the thirty per cent, of

Jewish biondes are nearer in blood relationship to

the North European Teutons, or the East European
blWides than to their co-religionists in Yemen,
Arabia*"

Tbe point U of great importance, and
our condensed sutnmary gives only a very

imperfect idea of Dr. Fiswerg’s arguments.
Another of the race theories prevalent

even so late as thirty years ago has been
swept away. The wri ter remembers that

when he was a student it was still

generally' believed that all the speakers of

Tndo-Epropean languages were descended
from a primitive Indo-EurOpean or

r.
•* Aryan ” race. These “ Aryans ” accord-
ing to Max Mulleri possessed a hi||^

standard of morals, a pure fathiiy |He anti

a religion somewhat resemblii^ Lut^^^

Protestantism. Iri^ course of^^hnc the-
“A^ans **

became sub-divided into various

distinct races, Latins, Celts, Teutons; .of

which races the Teutonic is the noblest.

A German profcHor. once told the present'*

writer that only the Teutonic race was
capabie.of reaching the highest degree of

civilisation. Historical facts were simply
and quftkly explained by the differing

qualities of di^rent races. Why do the

Jews believe in one God ? M. Renan
tells us the reason ;

because the Semitic

races are monotheistic. The great charm
of these explanations was their extreme
facility. Why do the English play cricket ?

The answer is obvious ;
because the English

are a cricket-playing race. The English, it

is true, have not always played cricket, nor
were the Jews always monotheists, but the

literary mail in search of generalisations

does not allow himsiflf to be cuibarras^d

by such'mere details. These race theories

were the work of philologists who entirely

ignored biology. Even before the time

of which I am speaking, anthropologists,

especially Broca and Huxley, had pointed

out the mistake of supposing that race

corresponded with language, but errors

persist in the popular mind long after they

have been tefuted. Even how it is

common enough to see in journals such

phrases as the “Latin raees,*’ “the

Teutonic races.” The reader can best

convince himself of their absurdity by a
glance at an anthropblogical map of

Europe,* where he will see that the distribu-

tion of race does not correspond to the

distribution of lan^age. '

' Dr. Fishberg’s discussibn of the Jewish

“race”, apart from its own interest Is valu-

^le for the light it throws oh two generid

questions ; acclimatisation and the possibi-

lity of mixed races. In hiis article in the

“Encyclopaedia Britanhica” Wallace takes

the Jewel as a good example of acclimati-

sation because *'tbey keep themselves almost

wholly frqe from intenhixtpre with the

. people found them.** As wo have seen this

is not the ekse^ No dotd>t ks Wallace

“If the human race constitute a singte species,

• Such iiii Is given in OenHcer's



mere now inh^lbils liflery rte^n,

and is in each conStitutibiiaUy adapted to the

climate provei that acclimatisadon ha s occurred/*

But we arc dealing not lantb the long

period of time during Which the human
race has existed

^
but with:the short period

Covered by history. There do».ts not seem

to be any satisfactory evidence that wrthin

such a short period ^men mayA, beco.me

adapted to. a climate widely differthg fw.oi

their own. It must be remembered that

climate is not a matter of latitude only.

White men may live even in tropical

countries on high table-lands. But as a
rule the man from the north cannot adapt
himself to the climate of the south. The
conquests which occupy so much spuice in

history have probably effected no perrnanent

change in the population of the conqu ered,

countries. It seems less difficult for th<e

southerner to adapt himself to the mirth.

Men of the plains can live perfectly welil in

Kulu and Kashmir, btvt the hill-man can not

i'ive in the plains. ^VHamlog is miilk nien

n larjflenge**, a hill-man once said to .ttie.

So too, while Englishmen suffer from the

he at of India, Indians do not, 1 believe, fe«l

the** cold of England more than EugUsbrnen
themselves. It seems then likely that the

mo vement of population has been in the

reve rse direction to the general course of

inva uons; the one from south to north,

the ibther from north to south ; the one
silent and peaceful but permanent in its

effects ; the other noisy and violent but
producing only temporary results.

in a former article in this Review we
quoted Broca^s opinion as to the possibility

qf mixed races. Recently fresh evidence

has been obtained by Profemr Boas. His

**mvestigations have shown that crossing of whites

trith North American Indians and Negroes has not

produced any hew type nor middfe types, but generally

the half-breed showed a reversion to one oif the parent

types,"* \ V

This is confirmed by tlie example the

Jews. Thus the Chinese Jews, although some
of their ancestors may have been Jewish, are,

ai photo^phs shew, exactly like Ol^er
Chinese.. We

; W conjecture that the
iretiirn to apo of the parent types takes place
eoine#hat

' in thW, ImlaWlng
on one tide the ^ue^tou bowiar
results apply to humah hWnjpi

•U the childfjsri of » fardily 4a

-.the
'

tioha Aoy .

• Eurasian lamilieSa'..;^^ -While

which distiMe^ theMpim

:

'

. confer- any a»V8totage',. fhey-.-hm- probaMgi^;'

sqciated with: <rtfeW^

example, greater power of ^^iston^^^

maUria or tubercu^^^ Thus a cftild

rCHembling
'

rtha

greater chance pf iuryiv^^^

resembling the djffier.
'

'a

a continuous- pfocW|S;;of to

;

eliminate one of the types.
; t ^

We come now to the or

vital statistics of ttie

makes the very important gen^

‘‘It must be stated at the outs^ itlWtAfrpm the

enormous mass of vital statistics Wfl^cted: durWg the

past century nothing doRnite has been

to the influence of race on the birth and death rates.*

‘‘Standards of comfort, ihtelledrual, Waal and

ecoi?omic condition arc the sole detisrthining factors.’*

Thus' Ae great diSerenCe in the birth-rates

of Italy
Southern France cbnnot be

1 ’* either by climate or by race,

fo^Xl • nearly^he .ame in both

Wruf “^4 Smith observed that

nnvow
•' 'compnnied. by great

fertili'rv
'* y “* **»« preset time,

thl&’k !" -t part, East,
•‘^aSitants of the poore. *1% dt^rMses

are the mo^ fertile,, and ferti. ineneasing
as we go West; So too the A.t with
prosperity of reOent years has brougi^ This
It a steady decline in the birthrate. He
IS true both for ^ews and Christians^ but t.

'

W.*“Tk“ among the
fews. Thus we find that the annual Krth-
rate m E^yaria among Christians drimped ?

46i>«r *hou8ahd in 1876 ta^ iwWe a^g Jewstt dieppcdl^^ i

y^tle atairng Jews it waj paly ;

tfeia decline is do#

limiting ttie^ of the^,^

^^s^ aigdcuifuifial dUtrictt, and Ja
SS'Jf it itgreater than^ in cities,

*

;
a^' th Weita» the most
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accounts idf
r that of Chris-

ii'm GenMi}^ wentCOM
' ‘

*ior ace nieirctiantiii, ‘mapi&tiiirer^i •

hankera» etc, thei^^ ^uld hanji^
letwcen the two groiips in fegara

sasia the birth-rate among Jc^s
but even there ‘pmclthtial

of the size of the family is no
unknown. Pamphlets explaining

this
^

result may be obtained Have
;:%p|^ared in Yiddish and had a wide chcu-.

^ 0f. . Pishberg disHuiues

; Uty of ihi^d^^^^^ Jews and
I'he.discateion is v^fy interest •

i ing as it showa the, fatk^ conclusions to

wUcHstatistits not carefully

used. At firatit sisems a« if In mixed marriages
there were fewer ehildfen born per marriage.

Put the figures are obtein^ by the fallaci-

. otts method of dividing the ndmber of births

in a year by the dumber of marriages in

that year. Aa the number of inix^ mar-
riages is stekdiiy increasing this gives too
low a r«*diV Again either^ husband or

wifefreq^ religion and then

;? the mamagdISM entered as mixed.
'

;
Ayhcni; sources of :error are 'removed; it

;does not appear that mi *ed marriages are

Jess than pure marriages. There is

po reaspt^ why they should; be, smee^ as we
r V have seen> ^ it . ie a' mistake to suppose that

; ^^ different race from th^r
^hristian neighbour^^^^ .

‘ v'v If the blr^^rate is low ampng Jews so

l||lso is the death-nsm.^ ih the

liiiibttality; of Jjews and
;,g^ke^d dd<ing; infancy and . childhood,

too* there is ho need to IdA to “race”

. f^fii ex^anation-r,. V

lower mortality of Jewish mfsiits i^ due
' to any 'i^ial Inherent vitaJiCy, hut ..finds Us eimlanav
tion ,fh ^certain social causes. Jewessas;^.^W
Europe^'tlw UnM Sutes fimmt nurse

their iidai^;#i;the breast and It is rert tq . ^find among
them an up by artiftcial filing; uiileb

: the nWther%^ySieal^ which
. h iubita%
5 rf hipasti^^ i^r tl^Mi thatof lumd*^
^ A large;"^ is thus saved, Jewish
% • 'mothers' bniy-iiSslygO ,:to;- .work .afte^i.'.marriagei .'and

> y
’ can thendoreibestow# ;pq^bhf-;car^e pn their .iafietts,

VA’sdiicK taneot' 1^ ’

;peorer..ciasses'

.and

The di^rehce of

'Jews-'And;.' .'C%is8t^oayvU^ ...^Ught^'.:-: iand’.such

.difiefen.ee; ;asVyth^.''.:.'i8;';miiy

.-the rarity' 'b{
'

;.
It -ta very ;BeIdbm:'ijrt^ed

.; an i','birih.pddii

‘Jcw-is'a;druuka^
But j|the low mortality does npt compen-

sate fbr thelow birith-rate) ab4
increase^ or excesp erf births is;

steadily Sinking. I'hie is shewn clearly for

Prussia by the {onowing tables—
NAT^aJtt'''l'aCRXASE.

i8?S
‘ i8^
1895
1900

Jews,

1013

7J46-1

Christians?

i 2'ao

1905
1008

12*51

15*12

I4 S7
«^93
I4‘97

•v 4'SV
334

... 3*33

Thus the natural increase of the Jews in

Prussia is how only about one-fourfh that

of the Christians, although in 1885 they

were nearly equal. Some writers have said

that the Hindus are a dying race,, but it

will be seen ..the Jews have much more
reason for. fear^ Indeed there are towns
such as Breslau where the number of deaths

actually exceeds the number of births.

Judaism like Hinduism seldom gains and
often loses adherents, l^ere is a constant

drain through conversion tp other religions.

It sebms that in Europe some 224,000 Jears

werebaptized durihg the nineteenth century.

But this does not nearly replin^nt .the whole
tp^ to Judgtsm, since these figures apply

chiefly '

,
Europe. In .Prancii,

England, the pmted ^ates, where the State

does not intettere^ y^^ religion vei*y lew
baptisms taire placev There is no reason

why a Jew who has given up his r^^^

should be baptized, for many Englishmen of

Christian v pkrehu dp nbt nave thehr

chiidren ; In^ a
Jew quietiy d as many
Christiaps do^ Now in Au^
a man; onb of three teeog*

nized re^ligiohsi; Jadaim^

f in HqSnialilid is



there a^e, d m ttiie aa regaf^s
military a^rvfce^ ad t^t moat
natt^ ' belpng o ^^igidf^lu

'It- jis^;aliho^':.'aI^ayi-'-i^

">#; 1aaa|>;-a^^ educ^ixi.

;

ciaiiBiea' vThe' .^.pt^ot'.'*wr^ 'when; .Ife 'WWis-

'

flifihg ^ Austri^ha^ dtany fridhda ^dng
j-thtf proiesapf'^

: They werte -all ofiBcially

[either Proteat^te, 6t ^way^\or ii<>fna^

^Catholics, but ck>n^ of then) belid^d in

|ariy religion or attended any 'reli

l^orahip. Siiice baptisni ia a mere .conven-
tional form, m&ny Jews in Auatria and
^Gerrnany are willing to let their children be
i
baptized* In England baptism ‘

impliea

I
more real belief iii Christianity and ap
baptisms are not, common. But none the
less Judaism is abandoned.

“The Jews have fairly advanced on the path of
discarding most of their separative dogmas and
practices There are to-day very few Jews,
natives of Western countries, who refuse to partake at
a Christian table, or who will not eat from dishes
previously used by non-Jews The Sabbath is a
^dead letter to the majority of Western Jews; they
rest when the general population rests, and work
^when everybody is working.**

Another •source of loss to Judaism is thp
marriage of Jews with Christians. Such
marriages are steadily increasing in number.
The statistics for Prussia sheW that since
1875, when these niarriagcs were first legal-
ized, the ratio of the number of rnixed-
marriages to the total number of marttagts

' has more, than doubled. Ini all countries
for which the statistics of ihiaed niarH^es
pan be obtained there has been an increase.
Now the childiren of these marriageif are
g^erally brought up as Christians and even
when not brought lip as Chrlstisins often
become Christians in later life; Hence there
IS a loss tp Judaism through marriage whi^
IS estimated to be greater sjian the kni
through conversion.

-

According to the strict law a Jew bu^t
not to marry a
“Thy daughter thou slwlt spa,

npr his daugutor shalt thou take uutp thym
^
But as already noted, ifhe obs^hte^

tlie laiiy iSbfteri dsglsctecb especiaQy
|swa, .

.

ipl^t^genibrieii by gib talm .dm !spidt
of exdtifliveness which hdd th^.togelher |iv cent^^
19 vanigungwbstevar the Jew is admitted ftegy into
the mptee sChoqk and; uolveriilissi', Abariwihiff.
Ripst of the rhfial and oerempidai tenets dm

rV';-:

ratigion,4^^ left for which to
anuuphpld“*

. .

;Majt Nbidau's^
"The poor, the young end-tbe uneA^^

true to Judatsmi no soonbr IWsa Ims}
attained wealth and,cidtoto,
ptd been seized with ambition, than k'M S*. iwqs,^
in the next genemtion lost to

He ^dcfs^;'
..>v

‘‘If lylbbin UoaV a
ence-wll sopbputan^c^^

:
Anod>er ieW| M8ar^i.:Wri.!t^^^^^

.
*jThe jewish religion itselfjs^in fts i^^

ts the oldest of ell existing rriigidns, and ft w
right that it should be the first to disappear."

-In#;&SYern. Europe
poor and persecuted they to
their retigionl iu^W

. abandon. it,
‘

"^‘>5 T. v.

''Orthodoxy and poverty, Sssimtliulon
are almost synonymws torms wUh:

:The perfect tolerance of Vifeslc^ fSatppe
makes more converts than the cmei^-ppfsei
cutions of Russia. * It is the pid story M
the north-wind anS the sun*

.
In France

and England^ Judaism would dtiiappear
were it not lor the cobtinud^s st^^
immigrants from Russia and Itouma^

Religious indiffeience in Weste^^
18 as common amonb; Ghriettans aa
Jews, We read that inJS^ance-^
^“The re-actionaries and the Clerical party are jelmmy.
Keports_ pf deplmed seminaries arid of d^mato in
recruite tor the priesthood seem to bear out their m-
sirhist attitude; It does not appear that more &an
10 per cent, of the population practise their nrfigion.Mf

in AuStrijI, Southem
i from pettoiihl pl^rv-

atton^ the nJl^lect of mligiOUs pb^^^^ is
mpm 'parked* Tbbse :;^who atte^

Church seem frpui theit cb^ to belong
entirtfjy tp the 0drcr and' UnddhotiM

Mgrow .and miriutWBS InifowCbi^^^
and African nstiyse^

ofthe
mnuwiicier ami m1^. .peasants and i^iiabr ‘uniirlMtiK . vmT

'

.

is most ftreyaldht

tpxb, p. 237*
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amoii^ ibe illiterate. But-;^

country^ vtQOi there the eame complain

of tbi^^iilficuhy of finding recruits for the

cteqi^; /'Men ;
o ums^illihg to

ent5;4M3
^ A writer in one of the

litite observation to perceive that at

of the vigfour shewn by the Church

aif^ 0lh£ relispous bodies, indifference to religious

pr^ widely prevails.’*^^^

In 'Ae EasV*^ is not

0iql|b.radvanced as in West but it is

'^rt^tible. Take as an iilustration the

anecdote related by Mr. Bevan :—

; .i*^Wben I was staying some years ago with an

> ^gllah archseologist in the desert, only one out of

;:bislarge gang of .workmen perforined and

: die rest mocked him. This struck me, since I had

up tilUheii supposed that for a man to be mocked by
those who pratess the same religion for perforrhing

the duties ot the religion was a phenomenon peculiarly

Christian.”

:
This general religious indifference affects

the Jews particularly, since in all countries

they are in a minority, and men without

any strong cohvictiohs are naturally in-

clined to follow the majority. **The Western

Jews”, says Dr. Fishberg, ‘^have practically

discarded all their former particularisms in

exchange for the culture, civilization,

habits, custoins, and manners of the people

among whom they live.” Naturally the

prospect of the disappearance of Judaism

> is viewed by some Jews with dismay. **The

v! ancient faith that has united us so long’\

; says the hero of Mr. Zangwill's novel,

Vmust not be lost just as it is on the very

eve of surviving the faiths that sprung from

it, even as it lias survived Egypt,, Assyria,'

Rome, Greece and! the Moors.” As Judaisni

preseired by isolation, of recent

a movement hiu been sorted with the*

pSib of procurm^ a country of

s^ir For centunes the Jews have

fool^ for a Messiah who wpuldl lead them
bac& to the Holy Land. The Zionist, as he

is of modem times haa lost fai^ in

the MiMi^ more priidenHy hopes to

secure by a commercial transac-

tion. Iffiejr^ews are

by one of tW Characters in Mn ZangwilVs
^Children oLtfo Ohet^^^

**Wc, who twenty:
'

^
eationV wUb ala^aiia and a 'ltligion

V National R<^iew> November, 19^^ ”C^mhii4ge

y Revisited” by a noO-resident girMUater.

,

which have been the key notes rf the civiltsaCloii of
the world, we who sat in judgment by the gates of
great cities clothed in purjde and fine Itnea, are the
sport of peoples whb wera then rimming wild in woods
and marshm dothpl in theskth %^ w^f and the
bear. Now in the feast there gleams again a star d
hope, why shall we,notiolloik iti Palestine is

our own if we wish ; the whole hotjise of Israel has but
to speak with a mi^ty uhahin^^^ voice. Poets will

sing for us, joitrnafi^s wrife for us, diplomatists
haggle for us, milhonaircs pay the price for us.”

In 1897 an international Zionist Congress
met at Baile and formulated the Zionist
programme. The aim of Zionism was de-
clared to be ‘‘the establishing for the Jewish
people a publicly and legally assured home
in Palestine.” Of the four means consider-
ed serviceable for the attainment of this pur-

pose^ the first is the settlement in Palestine

of Jewish agriculturists and handicraftsmen.

So far about one hundred thousand Jewish
colonists have been settled. This is claimed
as a remarkable success, since in 1827 the

Jewish population was only about five hun-
dred. But as the total number of Jews
throughout the world is estimated at twelve
millions it is clear that the prospect of the
Jewish state is still far distant. We are
told by a Zionist

:

It is mainly the Russian and Polish refugees who.
have turned certain parts of the country in and*

around Palestine into a veritable 'Garden of Eden''

and such places in Tiberias, Galilee, Safed andi
Hebron into prosperous Jewish colonies.f

;^his sounds well but we learn from Dn.
FisKberg that the colonists are not men
who work with their own hands. -Phey are
peuy landlords living on mohey supplied

by Rothschild and the Zionist societies.

This' money passes at last into the hands oC
Arab labourers who do all the real work^
The boasted prosperity of the Colonies is

iilnsory since it depends on subsidies received

from outside. ' Even if they were more suc*^

cessful there is not roomin Palestine. In Bel-

gium, a country of the same size, there are six

mitUon inhabitants and Belgium is the most
mpulous country in Europe. Even then if

Palestine could become as thickly populat-^

:ed as jBelgium, which is very improbaUe^
Inhere would only be room for half the lews
in the world, and
Moslem inhabitantB 0^^^ palestine, at presdit

by far the greater pui^r, would have to.

he persuadSd to lea^ their country. V

.

'
"

ij Isaac Goodnumrin ^bihiigh^
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At present the attitude of the refonP^
Turkish Govermentls ndt fayoursible to th«

'

hop(»s of . th^ Zionists* Some ferven^t;

Jews have end^ayouTed to obtain a hqiha

for their ccHreligionists in other parts of the

worlds In 19091 Mt- Chamberlain, ti|eh

Cdlonial Secretai^ niade ah offer to Dr*

Herzl, the leader of the Zionists, of territory

in East Africa. . This offer
.

Herz4
was willing to accept, but it was rejected

by the greater part of bis followers. How-
ever the Zionists consented to send a com-
mission to examine the land. The report

of the commission was that the territory

was unsuitable for colonisation. Such a
result might have been foreseen. It is not

likely that any country will give away to

Efussian and Polish Jews land suitable to its

own people* Repeated attempts of Mr.

Zangwill's society, the Jewish Territorial

Organisation, to secure land for settlement

•have met with failure. At present, the

prospects of a Jewish state are not hopeful.

The Jewish nationalists are divided among
themselves ; one party, the Zionists, seeks

to recover Palestine ; while the other party,

the Jewish Territorial Organisation, aims at

‘^acquiring a territory in any place in the

world for Jews.'V It seems indeed that the

movement is dying out. Although the subs-

cription to the Zionist societies is very low,

only a shilling yearly, the number of mem-
bers is small and decreasing.

The truth is the idea of sl religious state

belongs to a stage of thought which has

passed away. Athens was the city of Athene,
and a citizen of Athens worshipped the

e
>ds of Athens. But a Frenchman or

erman or Englishman may be of any reli-

gion; Conversely a Roman . Catholic or

Protestant may belong to any nationality.

Patriotism and religion have Imn complete-
ly dissociated, and the idea of a national

religion is as absurd as the idea of a imtion-
al astronomy or nationar mathematics. A
Jew in Mr. Zangwill's novel says

*^We ar^ proud; and happ^f in that the dread upv
known Qod of the infinite universe has chosen our raice

as the medium by which to reveal His wtb! to the
world. We are sanctified to Mts sery^ ...... God
madechmce of onti race to be messengers and apostkn,
martyrs at need to Hb truth.” ..

Oi^ may notice in tbgt moddtW
is evidently pot bnc of the virtue* whii^
God bav Hi,
But putting ttiii aatde, U iii eviwt

iem'willi^better-^bte^ to

;

: to' the. '.world Mod pJejMebgeiu

'

. apostiee

Other- people ';:^an '-li

selves^-'' 'In' .Western E.uiopev '^ Amarbil^S
. diey can -preach- and teach.

aider God*8tTuth m. anyone ^th^,p^|Je.witl^^

out hindrance. They can OVm ; ?

peculiar practices so long a$v- not ^

inconsisteik ordinary bvMibityw In

Switzerland and Saxony the
allowed to slaughter animals *

ble cruelty their Talmud
otherwise they are not int^fered. wit& Ip tic

least.'*

The Jews have then no f

plain of intolerance ex^pt in Russia,
Poland and Roumania. It is troe the ttmep*
tion is an important one, since these couh*
tries contain the greatest numbei of Jews.;
But even in Russia intolerance is dunmisbing
and Jews are now allowed to vote and to be
elected as members of the Duma, It is skid,

however, that although the political disabi^
lities of the Jew have been in a great measure
removed they still suffer from Social dis-

abilities. This question is discussii^ with
admirable fairness by Dr. Fishberg. He
admits that the exclusion of JeWs from
best society is often due to their ostentktipii

and bad manners. Indeed one ha* only to
read Zangwill’s **Children of the Ctetto,*' a *

picture of Jews by a Jew, to ubderstaitd
why they are so generally disliked, ThU
dislike is not confined to any one countiy.
If a man quarrels with all bis neighbours it

is impossible to believe that he is bn overy
occasion in the right. So, too, whim we find
the Jews hated in ancient timies by the
pagan .Greeks of Alexandria^ ai^ in. modem
timM by the Muselmnna of Bag^, the
orthodox Christians of &
of Auitrta and the we
cannot belike that they, aib a^y* the
mnocent victims of unjust

.

|M^cutionii
Throughout all ages the Jew shut him-
self off from his fellow 0^
them with contempt. tlnl$e the^ m
StoiCk Musontiis looked bii every man
aiB .*a cttiaen cd the City of God’ the JeW has
cared only for ^e membe^ of bis own
community* If the Jewi lmyel^n despised

I**«*'>«1**«« to
pagss.^ The reader is referred to an

amde m the Kimme Review for rpm.
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h ibinljr in

.. otherfc-;-J-Wlii*n' give 'dieit'iiiianf^iit- ;,'j?^{!'j|fciiit i«
^

' *>ec<^ a
clainit iB^i^piiriorj^ and their h#ti»d#f the ia^bet PhrUawwi i^:|pre»eftt

to theni i»iti

. :'’.||i8a|fci^y-thif'.b a work of;ri«ei ^'A«'’ Dt.-

' '’

•

,

'''inereasing 'inos^ity ;:hnd''.<l»]tuto^the.Jew<

:'^j[«|fe-:ipr^k* give u)> their utioieaeant euttoms and be-
jje^W, two generations of have like ordii»iy -imoian brings. The

:

process of etisimilaririt'ie i^bid'and'OOn^^^

A ||i?|^tt we consider hoW feW yean have
.
ous, arid it seents that at no .distant tube the

since the entancipbtibn of the Jem^ will be absorbed iii the general popu-

sbrpHeing fact is that so ntuch of the lation Of the cbiintries in whtch.they live,

i^di iiprejndice has disappeared, ndt Wiat Hosiermam Cost.

THE A B C OF RURAL SCHOOLS IN AMERICA*

<<Teach the children ! It is painting in fresco*’.

Emerson*

VWhat tnade our Revolution (American) a foregone

conclusion was the Act of General Courti passed in

May, 1647, which established the system of cximmon

schools". Lowell*

The Httle school house at Libertyvi I Icy^

Iowa, !i typical of the many schools

scattered everywhere through the

riiral districts of America. Over the maple

I; grdve the traveller can see the stars and
' stripes floating proudly from the white

steeple or can hear the iron ^ bell Rs it clangs

fi^m the cupola^ The building itself, which

stands in 1^e midst of a shaded lawn, is

jjiicturcsqae. The white WfaHs of the house

4<^ith giten trimmings vinake a set-

;
Jttiig against the back grmiiid of the autumn

i
;ttee8, whose leaves arc just turning yellow,

and red, > Su<;b a school, asBenjamin

^liufclin said, is tmly ^tfaedn^

oitHWisdom.*’'

But watch the children f Their faces are

flesh And bright, their hands are clean, and

theif hair combed smooth.. ^ they riish

iitio^^e building, they leave thitir bats and ^

cloaki in the anteroom; and ento the Class

satchels stuSed drith books.

Ho# they mbk] Do these

a 1^: iltus^^ this

sDedaliy sec#^ for the Modern R^iew throtlgh the

:
courtesy*"^ t'

Presidmt dfm Csdiera Art Qub idf the^Sti^ (Jnwer*

sweet little children ever remind you a bit

of kaphaers cherubs ?

Let us step into the class room. It is

commodious, well lighted. Well heated,

beautifully furnished and equipped. The
furniture is simple but attractive. It con-

sists of individual desks and settees for the

children ; a chair and a table on the plat-

form for the teacher. In the centre of the

room a fire burns cheerfully in a ppHshed
coat stove ; and on the left and ri^t, the

glass windows are shaded by green blinds

and snow-white curtains. One thing that

specially attjcacts our atmhtion for conye-

hience and usefulfiess is the paper black

bqaid running all ar^ound the walls. And
just above rim black board, the walb are

tastefully adorned with suggestive life-

mottoes, pietutes of national historical

ri|;mficance, and portraits of Washington,
Lincblfi and; other American hetoies^ Every-

^ihg is in propriety And good ti#te. The
Vtry air of the place secms to put new zest

f into Kfe-^ukes one miger to stu ambi-

achidye. There is; no nnise, no
muirmur, pd whbpered. Conyt^ation. ^

You
can Alicnost hear a pin:^|k Ali^

quiet, and^^ready for i liye business,^’ as the

Americafo;^ a child’s

iirind Irntp tfobitriiig the en-

nOhUngj^^ slimriforing en-
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Programme of the day.

The school commences in the morning
with appropriate opening exercises. There
is, however, no set programnie. The teacher

on these occasions either makes a bright

t^lk or tells a short'story with a moral/ At
other times he reads a selection from an
author or sings with the whole school

some national hymns. The most popular
national anthecn which the children are

taught to sing, of course, is “America.** With
what swing and rhythm it goes ! There is

nothing like it. It will warm the cockles

of your heart to hear the music. Listen

!

My country *tis of thee,

Sweet land of liberty,

Of thee I sing

;

Land where my fathers died,

Land of the pilgrims' pride,

From every mountain side

I^et freedom ring.

My native country, thee,

Land of the noble Free,

Thy name I love

;

I love thy rocks and rills.

Thy woods and templed hills,

My heart with rapture thrills.

Like that above.

The school day consists of seven periods,

one of which is given to mid-day lunch.

The school hours are from 9 to 4. The
lunch is taken from 12 to i. Since nearly

all the students bring their “snacks** along
with them in tiny dinner-pails, they eat

their lunch at school. Besides this one
period of necessary relaxation at noon, there

are two short recesses lasting for fifteen

minutes each ; one recess comes at half-past

ten,and the other at half-past two. These brief

intermissions are utilized in open-air sports,

and they are expected to be participated in

by all. As a rule, the boys and girls play
separately and as they choose. Evidently
the object of the recess is to prevent school

work from degenerating into a lifeless grind.

It brings the children out-of-doors into

sunlight and fresh air, and keeps them from
getting brain fag. Nothing else can give
the little ones so much of the needed men-
tal relaxation as a lively, rousing game in

the open-air. The teacher, of course, is

always with the children on, the play
ground; but he is there not so much to

guide and direct the games as to enthuse
the cbiidren by his pretence as an intensely
interested spectator. The teacher in this

counti^ does not think that he has done

"l %

his full duty by his pupils when he has

explained their lessons and listened to

recitations. Iristead, be endeavours by:^
means to enter into their daily lives.

^

mingles with them, thinks with them a^
feels with them; and the children come
to accept him naturally enon|fh as one of
their personal friends. He is -}nst it,** say

the youngsters informally.

What they teaCb.

The subjects taught In the rural schools

are reading, spelling, grammar, composi-

tion, arithmetic, United States History,

Geography, Physiology, Music and Drawing.

To these, many schools have added recently

courses in manual training, agriculture and
domestic science. Domestic science is de-

signed to increase the home efficiency of

the young girls who will some day become
the home-makers of the nation. It teaches

the latest and most scientific methods of

cooking, sewing, knitting, and the art of

home decoration. The work in agriculture

concerns itself with instruction in the com-
position of soil, the maintenance of the

soirs fertility, the selection of proper seed,

the rotation of crops and the care of rabing
and feeding stock. The manual training

course gives the boys practice in handling
tools, and making simple chairs, tables,

fences, and gates. The work throughout

is practical.

The purpose of the educational leaders

in introducing these new branches is to

bring the school close to the homes of the

rural population, is to make the school a
real “Laboratory of Life.** A study of these

practical subjects inspires the boys and mrls

with a love for country life. Instead of

drifting into the over-crowded citim, they

are encouraged to stay on the farms and
prepare themselves for the practical duties

of “the man on the land.” The American
educators have felt that in these days of

scientific farming the farrher*^ boys, in order

to live useful and successful lives at home,
must needs have something more thati

instruction in the traditionaf “three R's."

They should not only know “readih, ’ritjhi

and *rithmetic** ; but they should also get
some training in those very subjects which
bear on their life work. Here is an object-

lesion for India#
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How LONG THEY TEACH.

The w>erk !h these schools extends through
eight yirars^ H one is desirous of going
further, he can enter the High School and
graduate in four years; and if he is still

more ambitious* he can go to a University
and get his Bachelor's Degree at the end
of aorother four years. Thus, a boy who
gMB to a rural echool at six years of age
will be ready to begin his life’s vocation
as a well-equipped university graduate
when he is only twenty two. However,
as a matter of actual record, a vast majority
of the children become wage-earners after

their common school education, and only
a small fraction ever reaches the University
campus.

Elementary Education compulsory.

The rural schools are absolutely free.

All children between the ages of six and
fourteen are required by law to attend
school for at least twenty-four consecutive
weeks of every year. In cases of real pri-

vation, the school board furnishes suitable

clothing, books, and other necessary school
supplies. But send each parent must his

children to school. When the law is vio-

lated, the offending parent is reported by the
truant officer, is hauled before the Justice

of the Peace, and is rendered liable to a fine

of from ten to one hundred and fifty rupees,

or to imprisonment for not over six months.

School Administration.

The school is administered by a board of

directors, whose number varies from three

to five. The directors are elected by po-
pular suffrage for three years, oiie retiring

every year. As they have the immediate
control of the school, they are individually

and collectively held responsible for the
successful working of the school machinery.
They frame rules of school government,
hire teachers, keep the school building in

repair and furnish necessary school material.

The board receives no remuneration for its

services. Next to the board, the school is

under the supervision of the County Super-
intendent of Schools. This official does not
interfere with the details of school adminis-
tration, which is left entirely to the discre-

tion of the local board. The superintendent

has only the general oversight of the schools.

He visits the schools occasionally, attends

to examinations, and sees that the state

laws of education are enforced. The
County Superintendent is again under the

authority of the State Superintendent, who
is at the head of common schools in every

state. The State Superintendent and the

County Superintendent are both appointed

for two years by the direct votes of the

people. They both receive compensation.

Financing the School.

The average expense of running a country

school for a year of eight months is about

a thousand rupees. The average cost per

pupil is a little over six rupees a month.

Now the school budget is met by revenues

from two different sources. First, there is

the permanent school fund provided by the

State. In Iowa the State pays five rupees

for each pupil of school age. Secondly,

there is the district school tax levied on all

taxable property. This tax is proportionate

to the needs of the school district. It falls

on all who have property, irrespective of

the number of children. Thus, a proper-

tied man or woman, who has no children,

has to pay the school tax just the same as

the one who has dozens of children. It is

significant that the man who has no pro-

perty and is therefore exempt from taxation,

has a perfect right to educate his children

at public expense. The underlying principle

is that all, rich or poor, need education.

And while the children of the rich can live

on the interest of their parents’ money and
do not require an education to make a
living, the children of the poor cannot do
that. In fact, the poor are in need of more
and better education than the rich.

In the country there is a public school in

nearly every four square miles
;

this area is

called a school district. The school is so

centrally located that the farthest child in

the district is only two miles distant from

his school. There are very few county
school districts where there are no public

schools. I have known of schools of only

three pupils and the people of the district

taxed a singularly large amount to support

those schools. Waste? Extravagence? No.

Who can measure the intrinsic value of

education and its contributing services to

the commonwealth in mere dollars and
cents?

* A .
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A Class in Applied Cooking.

,
School Library.

! The schools in the country district have
' often fine juvenile libraries. The methods

[
of providing a library for the school are

I'

many. Sometimes children and their

teacher become so interested in having a
library that they work together to raise

funds by selling tickets for socials and
various entertainments. More often the
state lends a helping hand. I'he State of

North Carolina has a law on its statute-

books, which provides that whenever the

patrons of a country school raise thirty

rupees for books, the State will duplicate it

by a similar amount. In Wisconsin, the
law authorizes the levy for a school library,

of five annas per capita for each person of

school age in every district.

TeachbrsV Examination.

It is comparatively easy to provide money
and equipment for schools in a country
where almost everybody seems to have
money to spare. However, if the Americans
are lavish in spending money for education,
they are none the less careful in selecting
the best of men and women to teach their

children. No one in this country, not even
a college professor, has a legal right to be a
common school teacher unless he can pass a
fecial examination of the State Board of

Examination. To the successful candidate
Ae Board gives a license or teacher's certi-

ficate granting him the previlege to teach.

Briefly speaking, there are four classes of
certificates. I he third grade certificate is

granted to those who average at the exami-
nation 65 per cent, with no subject below
60 per cent. The holder of this certificate

is entitled to teach only one year before his

certificate must be renewed. The second
grade certificate is for those who get an
average of 75 percent, with no subject below
70. rhe first class certificate is hard to get
and therefore sharply, contested by all. It is

given to those lucky few who can secure an
average of ^ per cent, with no subject
below 80. The holder of the first class

certificate can teach schools for three years
without any examination. The final goal
of every ambitious teacher, however, is to
obtain a Life certificate ; when one has this

certificate he can teach school all his life

without any further examination. To get
the Life certificate, a teacher must have a
record of five years of continuous successful

teachings the quality of success to be judged
by the school or county superintendent
under whom he may be engaged.

In a country where the auctioneer, the
undertaker and even the barber are required
to pass examinations and receive Government
license before they are allowed to practise
at their callings, there is no conceivable
reason why the teacher should not be
req^uired to do the same. Obviously the
teacher has a greater responsibility than
either barber of 'funeral director*. The
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teacherB^«;xamination serves as a stimulus

for thorough preparatioa. Itweeds out the

incompet^t and inefficient. It advances

the staodard of teaching as a whole.

The .teachers* examination is not all

‘^ntitSiaji^ nectar.” At every examination

a surprisingly large number of candidates

fail to get through. This, of course, is

partly due to general incompetency
;
but

principally to insufficient preparation. At

a certain county examination early last ,

summer, 1 found the applicants for teachers’

license return, among others, the following

curious answers. ^‘Congress at large” is

when Congress is in session. ^’Humidity”

is the human race ; also the average length

of human life. Benjamin Franklin was the

first inventor of lightning. *The Suez

Canal” is between Lake Erie and Lake
Ontario. **Slavery was introduced in

America by William Lloyd Garrison.”

**Comparison of Fore” is Forer, Forest.

“Hygiene” is the principle article of food

without which the body would die ; every

kind of food contains hygiene. “Absorption”

is breathing pure air into our lungs and blow-

ing it back through the nostrils. “Saliva is

a kind of a soup made in the salivary

gland.” “Anatomy is pure air and correct

use of ventilation.*’

These answers contain a moral lesson

which needs to be rubbed in on us. They
cannot but make one think that had there

been no system of examination to expose

these embryonic teachers, they would, in

all probablity, have got into some school

and done more harm than good. They also

serve to emphasize that a teacher, whether

in America or India, needs to be well

trained before entering upon the responsible

duties of his vocation.

Man versus woman teachers.

Almost all the teachers in the rural

schools are women. Occasionally one hears

a spasmodic cry against the “feminization”

of elementary education
; but that is only

a false alarm of the professional muck-rakers.

There are at least two reasons why the

teaching force of the elementary schools is

made up almost entirely of women. First,

there is not money enough to attract men.
The salary of a country school teacher is

from one hundred to two hundred rupees a
month^a poor salary in America for worthy

man, And as an average American can
seldom rise above the “bread and Gutter”
attitude towards his profession, he does not
fancy the rural schools much. Secondly,

men do not fully understand the little

children and do not care to teach very long,

not even long enough to make a successful

failure. A man makes teaching a quick

stepping stone to some business. Whatever
may be the reasons for the scarcity of men
in rural schools, it goes, without dispute

that women are after all more capable to

teach the little folks than men. For un-

selfish devotion to duty the women come as

near the ideal type of teacher as can be

;

they are like the “candle which lights others

in consuming itself.” They have more
8tick-to-itivenes5

; they are more conscien-

tious. Then, too, they are unusually v^gifted

with patience and human sympathy—
qualities which go a long way to stimulate

a child to do his very utmost.

Notable Characteristics of American
Education.

It is not possible within the limits of a
brief article to touch upon all phases of

rural education. Mention may be made,
however, of a few of the leading features

that are peculiarly characteristic of the

American system of education. Almost the

first thing that strikes an observer is the

democratic spirit which permeates the

whole school life. It is, indeed, something
more than a mere vague, elusive spirit.

You can almost feel it, touch it— it is so

vital, so real. This wholesome American
democracy finds a living expression in

the absolute equality which exists among
students. It is a very common thing to see

the boy whose father, owns a thousand

acres of land and has a big red automobile,

treated by school-mates and teacher just

like the ragged urchin by his side, whose
father is the “hired hand” of the rich man.
“Who are some of the richest students in

your school ?”
1 queried a teacher.

“1 don’t know,” was her short reply.

“Why, you don’t say!”

“Yes ;
f treat every child just the same.

I never care to find out who his father is, or

his mother. All 1 want to know is what he
can do. He has got a chance to prove it to

me.” This is no put-up talk of an Utopian

;

it is ideal democracy in action.



These rugs, doilies, pictures and wallets are the work of little folks in the elementary grade.

In elementary schools throughout the

United States boys and girls recite together
in class. This system of co-education is

favored by the
.

progressive leaders of edu-
cational thou|;ht not only because it is

economical, but because it has actually

raised the quality of scholarship in the

schools where it has been fairly tried. A
lady school principal of unusual stamp, who
has taught school for twenty years, once
explained to the writer that the chief ad-
vantage of co-education is that the presence
of boys makes the girls work harder. The
girls do not like to fail in the presence of

the boys. Of course, it also works the other

way ; it makes the boys study hard to keep
pace with the girls.

Another special glory of the American
school system is to be found in the fact that

the public schools do not countenance the

teaching of church creeds and dogmas.
Some years ago an English missionary eealot

—a Bishop Weldon^ it seems to ble—suc-

ceeded in creating a stir in India and get-

ting a good deal of notoriety for himMlf by
his Issued proposal to teach the Bible in

Government schools. It is hard to imagine
how this missionary would have felt had he
known that the American people, who are
more than holding their own in every field

of human endeavour, have achieved that
tremendous success without having religion
rammed down their throats in schools. In-

deed, the go-ahead Americans have totally
eliminated the Bible from school rooms as a
book of religion. There is precious little

doubt that the attempt to teach religion in

public schools would foil the very ends of
education. It is every way fortunate for the
interest of the world's progress and civili-

zation that the American nation as a whole
still clings to the good old teachings of
Socrates, *'That knowledge is virtue and
virtue is knowledge."
To all who have travelled in rural districts,

it is a well-known fact that the American
mothers are great factors in the education
of their children. The mothers apparently
seem to care for their children more than the
fathers, if you ask an average farrper in
wjiat class his boy is, in ninety-nine cases
out of a hundred, the horny-handed one

1
,
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will'^fitroke iiig cbin and exclaim, “1 do^n’t

know thaf.i You ha4 better ask my wife.

She can /fell you aheap better than I can."

Once I inet a farmer’s wife, nearly fifty years

old. On discussing the education of her

children, the woman with silvering hair

casually remarked, “I never had the chance

of a college education. 1 wish 1 could go
to a college now I My soul craves for

knowledge ! I am right up to the neck in my
farnv.work ; but I always devote some time to

study each day. 1 also require my children

to do the same— even during the holidays."

Her eyes sparkled and 1 knew she was sin-

cere and earnest. Then with a broad, illumi-

nating smile, the gray woman in blue

apron rose from the black leather chair and
took me over to the kitchen.

don’t allow myself to waste time," she

continued with an accent of enthusiasm.

“See that little sofa yonder by the north

window?”
^“Yesi" ; .

.

'
;

.

“That’s my favorite study*”

“Oh, Indeed I”

VYes. Ypu t»ee, while waiting for the.poV

tatoes to boil and the meat to stew over the *

kitchen stove, I rest on the sofa and improve
the spare moments by reading history. This
^ort life-—”

A Matter of Vital Concern to India.

But why are we interested in the Ameri-
can- school? Of all things which come
home to us with greatest force in India

there is none more highly important than
providing ways and means for practical

education. .This is a practical age. Indian

education, copied after the standardized

English model, has descended to us from
another day. It should be now so organised

as to square with the modern spirit,, with the

condition of modern life. It should fill the

needs, the requirements of the time and the

country. In Indian village schools—such

as they are— attempts should be made to

open up, at leas*, elementary vocational

education. Right now is the time to pro-

vide for the training of our coming
mechanics, farmers, and skilled workmen,
if as a nation we are to go up and
not sink down, The boys of to-day
will be the future citizens of . New
India. Think of it. Why not train them
to be workers and producers? Too often

the students of the Indian schoolg: imagine
that education has no other ulterior end
than to live by their wits on easy street.

Surely there is something radically wrong
with the schools which make such -a distort-

ed conception of education possible. The
remedy should be sought by giving instruc-

tion in vocational training, by teaching

occupations which ensure self-support.

1 think 1 hear a chorus of disapproval al*

ready. Let it be distinctly undertood that

this is not meant in opposition to higher

education se
;
we simply insist that our

zeal for book-education has carried us to an
extreme, and that it is high time to cry an
emphatic halt. We must learn to respect

manual labor combined with head work.

We cannot live for ever on fine spun
theories of literature and philosophy. Some
must learn the industries, the manual arts :

some must know how to use their hands as

well as their heads.

r We are^ triumphantly told that there can

be. np sound education, no real mental
cultivation, without ~ classical .or liierary

courses.. The - argilmerrts pn the ., side , of

those who liold this ancienr theory do not

seem to have enough weight. A man can

as well be educated through a course in

medicine or law as through a course in

agriculture. Indeed, there is no differerence

of quality, in the intellectual discipline that

comes from a study of law or a study of

agriculture. The alert American educators

have long since realized the truth of this

fact. A short time ago the Superintendent

of Boston City Schools permitted a student

in the High School to substitute for Algebra
a higher course in violin music. That may
seem like educational heresy to old-time

Indian teachers; but there is no doubt that

the Superintendent of Boston Schools was
fully justified in believing that as far as the

development of intellect is concerned, a
student would be as fully benefited by a
course in difficult music as by a course in

Algebra, Sanskrit or Persian.

To conclude, the Americans have learn-

ed how to make education cultural as well

as serviceable. The Indians should also “go
and do. likewise ” It may not be advisable

to imitate the American educational system
blindly

; but we should keep our minds open
and accept the best wherever it may be
founds SuDHiNDRA Bobb.
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THE UNIVERSITY

Thf UnivBRSiTv OF California.

Extracts from the Circular of Information

issued hy the University of California.

History.—Soon after the migration of the ‘gold-

hunler’s of California from the Eastern States in 184.9,

(who are also called "The Forty-niners"), Rev.

Henry Durant, a native of Massachusetts and a
graduate of Yale College landed in San Francisco

in 1853, with the purpose of founding a university.

In the same year he opened the "Contra Costa

Academy" in Oakland, which name was shortly

afterwards changed to "College School" and was

ultimately incorporated under the name of "College

of California" in 1855. Rev. Samuel H. Wiley

(who is still living in Berkeley at the age of 92) was

appointed vice-president, no pesident being selected.

In 1856 a tract of one hunared and sixty acres, five

miles north of Oakland, was selected as the permanent

home of the college. In i860 this plot was formally

dedicated to the purposes of education, and in 1866

the name of Berkeley was given to the town site.

From 1849 to 1868 the matter of establishing the

University of California in one form or another was

constantly agitated. In 1853 Congress gave to the

Slate forty-six thousand and eighty acres of land for

a "seminary of learning." In 1862 according to the

Morrill Act, California was granted one hundred

and fifty thousand acres of public land for the purpose

i
of founding at least one college in the State. In 1866

; an act was passed by the California LegisUture to

i
establish an agricultural, mining and mechanical arts

College. Through the efforts of Professor Durant,

: Governor Low and three other prominent men, the

College of California generously offered its property

. in Oakland and its grounds in Berkeley on condition

that the State should "forthwith organise and put

into operation upon the site at Berkeley a University

of California which shall include a College of Mines,

a College of Civil Engineering, a College of

Mechanics, a College of Agriculture, an academical

[
college, all of the same grade and with courses

I

of instruction at least e^al to those of eastern

I

colleges and universities." The Legislature accord-

!
ingly passed an act organising the University of

California, which was signed by Governor H. H.
Haight on March 23, 1868.

In 1869 the College of California discontinued its

;
work of instruction and gave place to the new uni-

j
verslty which opened its doors on September 23.

;
During the construction of buildings at Berkclw

\
the University occupied the College halls in Oakland.

' On July 16, 1873, the commencement cxerdses (known
as 'convocation' in the* Indian universities) were

held at Berkeley and the university took formal

possession of its new home.

OF CALIFORNIA

The first appointees to the faculty iiKfluded Profes-

sors Martin Kellog,.John Leconte, and jfdimh Leconte.

The first President was Prof. Durant.' The present

President is Benjamin Ide Wheeler, PH. D., LL. D,,

one of the greatest ediicationi.sts of this country, who
was elected the Roosevelt Lecturer at the University

of Berlin in 1909.

The faculty now consists of about 530 Professors,

Emeritus Professors, Honorary Professors, Associate

Professors, Instructors,, etc., and .72 administrative

officers, among whom are many eminent scientists

and educationists of the world. .The. number of

students in attendance during the year is about 5,500,

of whom 4,000 are men and 1,500 are women.
About 600 men and women graduate each year from

the various colleges of the university
;
and the number

of Freshmen entering the university this Ipll was
about 1,400 which is ever increasing. The g(a<loAte

school consists of some 5(X) men and women candi-

dates for the degrees of PH.D., M.O.. M;A.^ M.L.,

M.S., A.B., B.L., B.S., and J.D. (juris. Doetpf). ..

Such an institution, the glory of the west coast of

the United States, has grown from a little school

which consisted of less than a dozen students and
one instructor who had hardly anything to eat tn

those early days. This has been achieved through
the help of the public, the State, and the United States

during a short period of fifty-one years, the fiftieth

anniversary of the founding of the College of California

having been celebrated in May, 1910.

In 1869 the legislature directed that no admission
or tuition fees be charged for the residents of California

and in 1870 that the University should be opened
to women on terms Of equality with men. In- 1887
the slate legislature rendered the income of the

University more secure and (permanent by providing
for the annual levy of an 'ad valoremVtax ofone
cent on each one hundred dollars of the taxatble

property of the state. 101897 this tax was increased
to two cents, and in 1909 to three cents on each one
hundred dollars.

Among other features of public good rendered by
the university is the holding of the Farmers' Insti-

tutes throughout .the state since 1891, 'T.ater in 1897,
anew department was erected, called the DeMitment
of University Extension in Agriculture^ Through
these institutes, through bulletins, and through pro#
fessional visits to farm, garden, orchard and vine-
yard the university constantly stands ready to reni^
md and instruction in relieving agricultural emer«
gencles and in solving agricultural problems.

;

The demonstration train, sent out through the
generous offer of the Southern Pacific Railroad Co.,
goes out in service for some seventy days, covering

3,436 miles of road and making 250 stems. A
m 80,000 people visit the trtdn and sot tne cKtensive

1,
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exhibits instetled in its many coaches, iUustrating

modern a{^to of science and good sense in

agriculttire, the ways ana means of how to fight the

diMasM the plants and animals, malaria, tufairculo-

si8,'&cr^...'

The
:
aummer session of six weeks, beginning

abpuii^^ihe Utird week of June, is designed for teachers

and aether persons who are unable to attend the

itgular- m The courses of instruction are

rhaiiily ^ University grade, and credit toward the

uhi^rsity degrees is given to the attendants who
.
cbft^iy with the requirements and pass the examina-
ttpns. A marked feature of the summer sessions is

the firesence as lecturers of leading men from
Eastern rU.S.) and European Universities.

The total endowment or the University of California

at June, 30, 1910, was 3 4 i3ni995
'

34» the income
earned by this endowment for the year 1908-1909,

$211,238:99.
The San Francisco Institute of Art, the College of

Medicine, the College of Dentistry, and the California

College of Pharmacy, are supported by fees from
students. 'I'he Hastings College of the Law has

a separate fund.

The University of California.

The U. C. is aided by the State and the

United States and by private gifts
; and

comprises the following Colleges which
are open to all qualified persons without

any distinction of sex color or creed.

1

.

Ik Bbrxxlit (four years courses).

A, B. in the College of Letters,

B. L. in the CoUege of So(^
Sciences,

B. S. in the College of Natural

Sciences;

B. S. in the College of Commerce,
in the College ofAgriculture

—

(1) in the general course, or (a)

in the technical courses,

in the Collie of Mechanics—

The Colleges of

General Culture

leading to the

Degree of

The Colleges of

Applied Science

leading to the

Degree of

(i) in Mechanical Engineering,

or (2} in Electrical Engineer-

ing,

in the College of Mining, in the

College of Civil Engineering—

(1) in Kail-road Engineering, or

(2) in Sanitary Bnjgineering,

or (3) in IrrigatiOT Engi-
neering;

in the CoUege of Chemistry.

Students in architecture, although pursu-

ing an established curriculum in part corh-

parable with a collet of applied science,

are classified *as students in letters, social

sciences, br natural sciences.

In thd Colleges of Mechanics, Mining,
' Engineering, and Chemistry there ate

also courBea of five years, leading also to iht

degree of liachelbr of Science, but providing

a broader, cultural imd professtimal traimng.

In the five-year course in mining, provision
is made for specialisation either in (i.)

mining engineering, or (2) metallurgy or

{3) Geology.

11.

At Mount Hamilton, Cal.

Lick Astronomical Department (Lkk
Observatory). For information regarding
this department of the University, address
the Recorder of the Faculties, University of
California,' Barkeley, Cal.

III. In San Francisco.

1. San Francisco Institute of Art.

2. Hastings College of the Law.
3. College of Medicine, third and fourth

years, first and second years being
in Berkeley.

4. College of Dentistry.

5. California College of Pharmacy.

IV. In Los Angeles, Cal.

College of Medicine (Los Angeles Depart-
ment), third and fourth years.

Departments of Instruction in the
Colleges at Berkeley.

Philosophy, Education, Jurisprudence,

History, Political Science, Economics, An-
thropology, Music, Semitic Languages,
Oriental Languages (Chinese, Japanese),

Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, English, Germanic
Philology, German, Romanic Languages
(French, Spanish), Slavic Languages, Mathe-
matics, General lienee, Physics, Astronomy,
Geography, Chemistry, Botany, Zoology,
Physiology,Hygiene,Palaeontology,Geology,
Mineralogy, Mechanical and Electrical En-
gineering, Civil Enginming, Irrigation,

Mining and Metallurgy, ^ Diawingi Agricul-

ture, Architecture, Horticulture and En-
tomology, Military Science and Tactics,

Physical Culture, Anatomy, Pathology.

Library, Museums, and Laboratories.

Library.—The General Library, recently

moved to the new colossal Charles F. Doe
Library Building, contains over 300,000
volumes. It is constantly augmented by
donations and exchange, and by large

purchases of books with the inebme from
the several funds of the Library.

The extensive^ Bamcroft collectioh of

manuscripts and l^kt relating to Pacific

coast histcuy k kicated in Calm
well arrange Ibr use ,1^ biitbrkialstudeate*



In tke Doe Libraiy there are about a
dozen seminary rooms provided for advanced
research work.

The various departments of inatructibn

have separate collections of books, useful

for ready reference* and class-room = vvork.

The Library and Reading Room of the

Department of Agriculture, situated in

Agricultural HalJ;, receives the publications

of the Experiment Stations of the United
States and other countries, as well as

pamphlets on agricultural subjects published
by various Governnaents and Commissions.
About one hundred and forty dailies,

weeklies, and monthlies are regularly re-

ceived.

The General Periodical Room is in the
Doe Library, where the important dailies,

weeklies, monthlies and quarterlies of the
various languages of the world are received.

The Library is open from 8 A. M. to lo
p. M. daily, on Saturday, 9-12 a. m. to 7-10
p. M. and Sunday, 9 a. m. to 4 p. m.

Art Collections.-'The Gallery of Fitie

Arts, containing three pieces of sculpture
and seventy-five paintings, illustrative of the
various periods and schools of art, is located
in the Bacon Art Building. There, are also
numerous portraits, etchings, bronzes and
a fine collection of reproductions from the
Lower Gallery, Blancas Peintres, Galerie
des Peintres, Mantz; Krell, etc. The four-

teen hundred photographs of ancient and
modern masterpieces of sculpture, presented
by John S. Hittel, may be freely used in
connection with the study of the plastic

art. Besides these, there is a vast collection
of classical archaeology comprising original
pieces of Greek, Etruscan, and early Itaiian
material. There are also reproductions of
antique art, a cabinet of about three
thousand ancient and modern coins and
medals, sets of wall maps of ancient coun-
tries, many engravings, photographs, a
unique series of facsimile copies after the
portrait jpanels of Greek and Egyptian
mummies, and a group of Bysantine eikones
from Italy and Russia iliustrating the long
survival in Christian art of methods
of^ainHng,

Greece, are in
the Building, est^^^

’department '
.by'; A,

Ovving ^'to: '.'fjNie' incjmse- - cplleblil^:;.;;'

one of the university^ truM the

liated cblieges in ifr8nci.|cb[:' ;ih

colleciiohs me arts and ipdpsirtei^^

ancient tribes of north and sb^ Amei^'
are represented," al8b.."pf..

British New Guinea, and Ifchaiti- f

medan, Christian and other ^^iis ;
of die

Philippine Islands. The Egypti^cbilictions
,

are among the most extensive in

and are the result of sYStehokatic ::eada^

by the Hearst Egyptian expedltidn for d
number of years, and. repreSii^r^^^^^

periods, from the predynastic’ ^ ;tb -the

Coptic.
'

'
'

From Europe the ntoseuni ^Contaiiui a
series of original and faOstmife Specimeiis

illustrating palaeolithic and: neblidiic

The museum possesses also t,5dd phono^
graph cylinders recording religiot^ 'atad

secular songs, instrumental mnsiCi

charms, etc., mainly in Xhe language rof ttie

California Indians*; 'A

'

Maihemdiica

I

tfiode/s.—The Depaitment
of Mathematics has a collection of ^bput
three hundred models of Mathdbtaticai
curves and surfaces in plaster, threa^^^ m^
wood, and celluloid, including the finll

collection and the Schreeder models bl des**

criptive Geometry.
Botany.--Thc botanical collcGtions con-

tain the following

:

I. A Phaenerogamte Herbarium of over two
hundred thousand sheets of mounted speci-

mens and fully as much unmounted
rial representing plants from all /jparts pf

the, world.
,

it. A Cryfihgam:ic Htrburmm^
ing twenty-one thousand :sheets,

iliustratinig the California species;

111. A Baiankal Afaseaiei^ conUinmg a
valuable Gpllectiou. of nadydlw
barksi cones, acpiris, and^

large number pi 4rii||| ah Ve^
collection.

Zpoiogy,‘^Tbt depiMrtih^ht of i&bibgy kas
an excellem collectibh of
brates and vertebratOSi hf ni^ar^^^

bra^ of the ^lonte-
rata; btyoebai : Obkiubderm^^ anhelidai

In en?

a; bvef two thousiod
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well. deier^Sitied Apecies of beetlcA and a
large collectibn of le|fidoptera. The col-

lections fairly complete for the purpose
of general InAtruction in comparative ana-

The California museum of vertebrate

established and maintained- by
MtAs;:i!knhie M; Alexander, gives the univer-

sity complete collection of the

West American land vertebrate fauna ever

bsWght tegether for purpose of research.

—The collections of the

Geoiogicai Survey, now the property of the

university, contain either the types or re-

presentative specimens of almost all the

California fossils.

Geology and Mineralogy ,—There is an ex-

tensive suite of mineirals and ores illustrat-

ing the chief phenomena of crystals and of

economic deposits. There are, besides,

many crystallographic models, relief maps
geologically colored, petrological specimens

and many specimens illustrative of the more
interesting features of Structural Geology.

Agriculture,—A collection of more than
two thousand specimens of the soils of the
state fully illustrates the character of the
several agricultural regions of California.

A general collection of seeds is being formed,
for the purpose of study as well as of a seed-
control stationii There is also a collection

of viticultural and enological apparatus,
and a library pertaining to these subjects.

Lahoratortee,—Almost all
.
the following

laboratories are well-equipped with original

flU^d up-to-date apparatus and instruments
both for instruction and research.

The Psychological Laboratory occupies the
entire second and third floors and part of

the basement of the Philosophy Building,
and contains a demonstration room for class

instruction, which can be darkened when
necessary. For research work, there is an
optical room, a special dark, a silent room,
an acoustical room and three other rooms
which can be adapted to any special
problems.

The Physical Laboratory occupies the
entire basement floors of South Hall and
East Hall, with rooms set apart for photo-
metry, for Spectroscopic research, for dynamos
and for a workshop. It offers good facilities

to students who wish to pursue the study of
physics beyond the limits of the prescribed
courses, like electrical engineering, astro-
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physics, the practical uses of polarised light,

and physical chemistry.

The Students* Observatory {BerktXty Astro-
nomical Department).—The equipment
consists of an eight-inch reflector, a six-inch
refractor with position micrometer, a fiv^-

inch refractor, a six-inch photographic
telescope and a five-inch photographic with
a three-inch guiding telescope, all equatori-
ally mounted with driving clocks ; a three-

inch Davidson combination transit and
zenith telescope, a two-inch altazimuth
instrument, a surveyor's transit with solar

attachment, spectroscopes, a Repsold
measuring engine for measuring astro-

nomical photographs, a Gaertner micros-

cope, an electrochronograph, a Harkness
spherometer, a level trier, six sextants,

three chronometers, a Howard M. T.
Clock, all necessary electric connec-
tions for recording time and determining
longitude by the telegraphic method, and a
set of meteorological instruments with
which abservations are regularly recorded
and forwarded to the United States Weather
Bureau in Washington, D. C.

The Lick Observatory at Mt, Hamilton,-^
For particular information about these two
departments, address the Recorder of the

Faculties, University of California, Berkeley,

Cal.

The Chemical Laboratories are situated in

the Chemistry Building, are large and com-
modious, well lighted and well ventilated,

and offer excellent facilities! for the study of

Chemistry. They comprise the following:—

An Elementary Laboratory for beginners;

a Qualitative and a Quantitative Labora-

tory ; an Organic Laboratory for special and
advanced studies in organic chemistry; a
well^quipped laboratory for Physical

Chemistry, a laboratory for Physiological

Chemistry, and two large Research Labora-

tories. Special rooms are
,

devoted to

volumetric analysis, gas analysis, spectrum

analysis and electrolysis. Ample facilities

are provided for chemical analysis and for

investigations in foods, drinking waters,

mineral waters, poisons, etc.

A Botanical Garden covers about four

acres of land, and furnishes abundant ma-
terial for the classes in botany.

The Botanicdl La6orah»rfe8 are well lighted

and equipped with the necessary instru-

ments and ri»igen^ for work in morphology,
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histology* and physiology, both of floweriOg

and flowerless plants,.

The CanseiDaiory has five subdivisons

arranged for different temperatures, accord-

ing to the. needs of different classes of

exotics. A large coUectioh of plants is kept
fdr illustration in horticultural and botanic

cal instruction.

The TMogieal Laboratories occupy the

greater part of the first floor and part of the

second of East Hall, and are equipped for

both elementary and advanced work in

general morphology, microscopical anatomy,
ind embryology.

The Rudolph Spreckels Physiological La-
boratory^ erected by Mr. Rudolph Spreckels

>f San Francisco, provides facilities for

4Qdi». j^ase^ tjmclironousin(rt$^|^^

constant ape^d, i^^ in

froin 100 down, direct curnwl^^;

constant pptotitial and
;

types, and single and polypha#^ ;^^^^ .

current gelleratori^ and thd^ctidil add ^
syrichronous motors, many dyoi^ eltc

machine^ constructed by dyna-
mometers of various types, mdJtipte plug
switchboards, ete.

The hydraulic laboratory has* recently

been fully equipped /with an artificial

head of water for tests upon intpulle, wheels^

two experirnental water wheek of50 Hy P,

capacity, a standpipe giving varipUt h
up to 60 feet, and other laboratory

ments*

ibout forty students. Provision is also made
dr work in general physiology and experi-

nental biology.

The Mineralogical Laboratory is provided
vith a large collection of minerals, and is

veil-equipped with necessary apparatus for

esearch work in crystallography both as
egards gonimetric work and the determina-
ion of physical constants.

The Petrographical Laboratory contains a
arge collection of rocks, and several thou-
and thin sections. These two laboratories

re situated in the South Hall.

The Mechanical and Electrical Laboratories

re situated in the Mechanical and Electrical

Engineering Building, and consist of steam
engineering, hydraulic engineering and elec-

trical engineering. The machine shops
rfiave a floor area of 10,000 square feet and
comprise the following :

—

z. The main machine room for metal
working machines, bench and hand tools.

2. The woodworking, carpentry, -ind

;
pattern rooms.

3. The blacksmith room.
4. A foomi for delicate metal work.
The laboratories have a total area isi

Z2,ooo sq. ft., of which 6,300 sq. feet con-
sists of a covered court iii which are instal-

led the apparatus and equipment of the
hydraulic laboratory.

The Mechanical Engineering traboratories
contain a number of experimental fteam
engine, gas engines/and ah air cornpitessor,

including conden^f^^ hot well^ etCr
^

In Efectricai ehgineetjng, the d^mo
labor.ntory con^ins a zoo H; P. Batl hngine^ :

^ 5® H. |p.;^raightline engine^

Civil Engineering Laborato^ is fiftiioied in

the Civil Engineering Building, an
excellent assortment of modela
mens of trade products, of photographs and
blue prints of existing European aha Ame-
rican structures, of photographic laritefti

slides of engineering apparatus ahd stnio-

tures, &c. For purposes of instructioh both
in the regular session in Berkley and at
the Summer School of surveying near
Crue, the department has a supply pf
surveying, drawing, computing ana ather
necessary instruments. The testing

tory is fitted with apparatus for detem^
ing the elasticity and resistance of thie

materials used in engineering cohstrucrion

and for the inspection of cements and
manufactured products.

The Sanitary and Municipal Ldboratin^ies

of the department aflord facilities lor work
on problems relating to the deterBiiiiattpns

of chemical, bacteriological and physicsi

properties of water, sewage, air, mumciosl
refuse ; have apparatus lor special studi^
of rainfall rat^ and run-ofi in streams and
sewers. Practical problems ^
water and sewage purification, municipal
refuse disposal and Venttlatibn' eith^^

be studied in the laboratories' solved
elsewhere with the use of thh; kbof^^

’.equipment... / '.

oc^py the f^krst^ Bid-
ing which i|»M. four floors, Tie
first fl<mr^^ yenti-
lattng aii^iafi<;^s, arid them ^ instaiied a

air imm.
;

‘a:;i6on-



duptexfif cohden^
Thc|fe -;'a;it two large'.-

store crucibles,

M stipplies used in the

assa#jp;i^b^ and metallur-

and apparatus. On this

aUo two locker rodnis and
shower baths, the Mining
{orge-rooms, metal and

igpiiiiid^ and a central switch-

rooms of the building

’ with c<>mj[>tessed air, steani,

electricity. In the mining
"lAbdtator given in the

^ m in the use of

di^ond and artesian drill boring tools,

together with some experimental work with
the leading typ^s of hoisting and ventilat-

in^machines*
;The memorial vestibule, the museum of

mining and metallurgy ; three large lecture

rooms, a number of offices, studies, and
reading rooms ;

the assaying laboratoy

consisting oi six large rooms fitted up to

illustrate the use of assay furnaces ; a suite

of rooms devoted to work oo an experi-

mental scale in concentration, chlorination,

and amalgamktion of gold and silver ores,

and to hyposulphate lixiviatibn and cyanide

work ; and a large smelting laboratory, are

;
all on the second or m
The Third Floor has six large rooms

V devoted to advanced work . in metallurgy

by ^nior niiinih students, and a similar

suite of six room^for research work.

;
J The Fourth Floor is used as a large steel

||ack room containing a reference libiary of

and metallurgy; and twp suites of

fiirye rooms each, lights from above, serve

!as diaughtingf designing, photographic and
;1)iue printing ropms. v . ^

la the rear end of the building is a tower

\jd feet square, extending up through three

Stories^ from second to t^e fourthi devoted
and samplihg of ores,

all the heccssaij UP*tP-date
and appliances. Tb tw

tuis iower large room ;
extending

also up thj^ three storiesi dWatdd to the
c^hihg and amalgamating of gold/

La^aiorits 6f4iiiculiuralCfwntit^
Ce^if li^Ugui^i yiticuUui^,

^rkJSyff^gyt Cmfttoi

iSh^neermgv and Agricultii^ the

Central Experimental Ration,

in the AgricutiMre

Laboratory is devoted to investigations Jn

the physics anij chemistry of toIs^
.
In

these laboratories the cherhical examination
ol soils, Wateis, foods, agricultoral product,
natural and commercial fertilizers, etc.

sent by the farmers and others^ is conduct-

ed ;
and the results thereof communicated .

to the parties interested or published, in the

form of bulletins, if they are of general

interest.

The Fertiliser Control Laboratory, the

State Pure Feed Laboratories, the Enio^

mological Laboratories, the Laboratories

of ,
Bacteriology and Veterinary Science, and

Plant: Pathological Laboratory occupy
separate buildings designated by the

names of the different subjects.

The University Dairy is located in the

hill lands of the University at Berkeley,

and consists of a dairy herd, barns, corrals,

and a milk house with nice arrangements
for sanitary milk handling.

TheUnwersity farm comprises 780 acres

of .first, class valley land under irrigation

at Davis, Yale County, and is provided

with buildings for instruction in practical

agriculture and horticulture, including a
commercial creamery, stock pavilion, horti-

cultural building, dairy barn, cerial build-

ing, mechanical shops, and a dormitory

building and dining hall. The farm is

both for experiment and
,
instructional^

purposes. Instruction is provided in short

courses for adults, secondary instruction for .

youth, and practical instructibn , for Uni-
versity students. ,

The Experiment Station and Sub-Staiions

of the college of agriculture make provi-

sion for systcniatic experimentation in the

culture of the various farm products, in the

introduction and testing of new varieties,

in the

S

of diseases of piants and
animals and of the reF^sion of animal anb
y^itable parasites, There are at present

five stations where the technical staff

of the department takes part, The
Statlont from Which is directed

:

and ^ll the bulletins

'.^kelcy.;-
. ;V' . /.

'
;



experiment in the n^tnre and control dE

plaint disease?;,.,. '

.v.''''.''i.^'.^^.

The Matine fliolngicaj Laboratory at

San I)iegp, Califernia ^lBoxAb dpportUnitj^

for investigation in: the and euriitg <

of "&hes. .
.;

.

There arc too Fitreitfy one at

Santa Mpnicai Los Angeies County, the

other near Chico, Buttee County, tised for

the experirtiental'"jgro#tng of

Among other Stations are the viticttltufal

stations at Fresno, Napa,Liverinore,Mountain
View, Lodi, Sonoma, Geyserville, and Cuca-
monga, and the California Poultry Experi-

ment Station at Petaluma, Sonoma County.
The buildings of the University at

Berkeley,—Among the older wood struc-

tures are North Hall, South Hall, East

Hall, Agricultural Building, Botany Build-

ing, Philosophy Building, Civil Engineer-

ing Building, etc. Some of the older

brick buildings are Bacon Library and
Chemistry Building. The Mechanical and
Electrical Engineering Building is a recent

brick structure.

The Harmon Gymnasium is a vast wood
structure presented to the university by the

late A. K. P. Harmon and provides all tht

mfen students with opportunities for physi-

cal culture. Besides the main hall, where
all the students take physical exercises fivP

evenings in the week fps an hour under the

direct supervision of the Professor of Physi-

cal culture, there are athletic quarters, a
rowing room, one hundred and sixty five

showier baths, and two thousand lockers

for use of the students.

The Hearst Hall is a besiutiful wood
building presented by Mrs. Phoebe A. Hearst
for a women^? gymnasium. . It contains the

very best pf modern equipment, with spCC^

facilities to overcome deformities and to

correct physical defects. In a
building connected with it arc one httnjdre.d

shower baths with hot and cold water, two
hundred dressing rppmS, and nine hundred^

lockers for the use of wpmeh students.

Connected^^^^^ the. Hearst HaJI
ah piit4borg^n^ pnislosed cbur^
150 ft long an4 ftp ft. wide, with a seating

capacity of one
Mrs, Hea^. It is psed Id*
other games-anitabK^ot
The-

cami

the priySd^s of hospital trea

; durtiig''jl:h(E|^ colfdge.yeair.V ;.Batteiit:s^ are-

;';|rito tneThfito^^^ mti-1 they

.'•'fislly. This:-priviU^^^^^^

paying. pWly-’-j-^jp -iper'.

: -com.pu|80ry 'for

'

' every . student .catoi^; -.'S

;
"be had.: inVahy other

.that 1 .knoW'pf. '

As the result oif a competHibni;;

by Mrs. Hearst between one bjatrnmd and^
five prominent architects of
America ^-for a pern^rient and CCWprchiih^
sive plan for a systeih of,

erected on the grounds of the

California at Be^ke^ey*^ that

Emile Benard of Paris won the pr^; The
first structure according to this plap .wa^ they

Greek theatre, the gift of

Hearst, the newspaper milUonai^.
an open-air auditorium of ahipue beauty,

lying in the hollow of the hitf? and
rounded with trees

; and 1? Used for great
university occasions, and for rhu^
dramatic representations. A musical cphcdtti

represented by the local' talents ah^d -fc

times by famous artists y^bb happ^ Tp; b^
in San Frahcisco, is given eveiy ; Sunday
afternoon during the college ahd idiiihier

sessions free to the public. ‘

The second building completed^ accoidihg
to the Hearst plans was the GatiTbrnia 'Hall,
a solid granite structure, erected thtbugh ^

appropriationamade by the State legisiatiire.

Ail the admihistrative offices are itbeat^

in the second story of this buftdingi ai^

:

almost all the classes in histoiy, Hteiatuw,
language, mathen^tic[^^etb»^> a
hirid in the lecture rPocas bn The fi

The third buiiding^^ w
'--Idming ’ yBuiiding;: ..ejected ' hy
h* .’Hearst.; -as : a^ .

- the..,-..;}ite-'-. Hhited’- -S^es'.'- 'Senatbr-'---f|^rge
"

Hearst,. TheybiiildihgTsybLj^h^^
;

ov^ll: bbb, 'bbb:T-.hndWib j^.pitoitt
'

;

^"mpre8ent&yan.:butiay -

:

y{purdi:;is:the^:ma|0^ffc«b^-:

;^£i:h •

’

’the ^Boaljt
‘

•;ihe-aixtb. :’the-’. AgWcultufaltl
cPhstfuctionv

^

Tratne. ... The next btie'^tib'^be- begpii .In- a
or jKi is >Gri^u^diy!

; ali the old^^M
;.neiy;::oh<^ ';thbywbble;bampus'will -be’va

niteand steel;
-'
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THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE*

Bv Dr. Charles Eliot, LL. D.^

summer's School of

Theology you have attended a series

of lectures on fluAuations in religious

interest, on the frequent occurrence of

religious declines followed soon by reco-

or regenerations both within and
without the churches, on the frequent

attempts to bring prevalent religious

doctrines into harmony with new tenden-

cies in the intdlectual world, on the cons-

tant struggle between conservatism and
liberalism in existing churches and between
idealism and materialism in society at large,

on the effects of popular education and the

modem spirit of inquiry on religious doc-
trines and organizations, on the changed
views of thinking people concerning the

nature of the world and of man, on the

increase of knowledge as affecting religion,

and on the new ideas of God. You have
also listened to lectures on psychotherapy,

a neiy development of an ancient tendency
to mix religion with medicine, and on the

theory of evolution, a modern scientific

doctrine which within fifty years has pro-

foundly modified the religious conceptions

and expectations of many thinking people.

Vpu have heard, too, how the new ideas of

democracy and social progress have modifi-

ed and ought to modify not only the actual

work done by the churches, but the whole
conception of the function of churches.

Again, you have heard how many and how
profound are the religious implications in

contemporary philosophy. Your attention

has been tailed to the most recent views
concerning the conservation of energy in the

universe, to the wonderful phenomena
of radio-activity, and to die most recent

definitiohs of atom,
.
molecule, ioh, and

electron-^human imaginings which have
jmuch to do with the modem conceptions

,
A lecture delivered at the Harvard Snmnier

School of Theolojj^,

Ex^President of Harvard University,

of matter and spirit. The influence on
popular religion of modern scholarship

applied to the New t estament has also

engaged your attention ; and, finally, you
have heard an exposition of religious

conditions and practices in the United
States which assumed an intimate connec-

tion' between the advance of civilization

and the contemporaneous aspects of reli-

gions, and illustrated from history the

service of religion—and particularly of

Christianity—to the progress of civilization

through its contributions to individual

freedom, intellectual culture, and social

co-operation.

The general impression you have received

from this comprehensive survey must surely

be that religion is not a fixed, but a fluent

thing. It is, therefore, wholly, natural and
to be expected that the conceptions of

religion prevalent among educated people

should change from. century to century.

Modern studies in comparative religion and
in the history bl religions demonstrate

that such has been the case in times past.

Now the nineteenth century immeasurably
surpassed all preceding centuries in the

increase of knowledge, and in the spread

of the spirit of scientific inquiry and of

the passion for truth-seeking. Hence the

changes in religious beliefs and practices,

and in the relation of churches to human
society as a whole, were much deeper

and more extensive iii that century than

ever before in the history of the world;

and the approach made to the embodiment
in the actual practices of mankind of the

doctrines of the greatest religious teachers

was more significant and more rapid than

ever before. The religion of a multitude

of humane persons in the twentieth century

may, therefore, be called w;ithout inexcusable

exaggeration a ‘‘new religion,”—hot that ,

a single one pf its doctrines and practices

is really new in essence, .but bply j^at the :
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wider acceptance and better actual appli-

cation of truths fatniliar in the past %t

many tithes and places, but never taken to

heart by the multitude or put in force on
a large scale, are new. I shall attempt

to ^tate without reserve and in simplest

terms free from technicalities, first, ivhat

the religion of the future seems likely not

to be, and secondly^^what it may resonably

be expected to be. My point of view is

that of an American layman, whose observ-

ing and thinking life has covered the extra-

ordinary period since the Voyage of the

Beagle was published^ anaesthesia and
the telegraph came into use, Herbert Spencer
issued his first series of papers on evolution,

Kuenen, Robertson Simth, and Wellhausen
developed and vindicated Biblical criticism,

J. S. Mill’s Principles of Political Economy
appeared, and the United States by going
to war with Mexico set in operation the

forces which abolished slavery on the

American continent—the period within

which mechanical power came to be widely

distributed through the explosive engine

and the applications of electricity, and all

the great fundamental industries of civilized

mankind were reconstructed.

(i) The religion of the future will not
be based on authority, either spiritual or

temporal. The decline of the reliance

upon absolute authority is one of the

most significant phenomena of the inodem
world. This decline is to be seen every-

where,—in government, in education,

in the church, in business, and in

the family. The present generation is

willing, and indeed often eager, to be led

;

but it is averse to being driven, aiid it wants
to understand the grounds and sanctions of

authoritative decisions. As a rule, the

Christiain churches, the Roman, Greek, and
Protestant, have heretofOK relied mainly
upon the principle of authority, the Refdrrn-
ation having substituted for an authorita-
tive church an authoritative book ; but it is

evident that the authority both^of the most
authoritative church^ and of the Bible as a
verbally inspired guide is already greafly

impaired, and that the tendency towards
liberty is ^progressive, and anrniog educated
meri'-irresistibie,

(a) It is hardly necessary to
the religion of Ac futire

perso]||fications of the pnmitiye fores': Of

W ^

nature, such as lights firey frost, Witi4V
srorm, and earth<;[Ua&, althoiigh primitive^

religions and the actual ieligions of

barbarous or semi-civilisedjpeopies abound
in such personificatiohs. The mountain^^^^

groves, volcanoes, and oceans will no .

longer be inhabited by either kindly or

malevolent deities ; although than still

look to the hills for rest, still find in the

ocean a symbol of infinity, and i^fifeshment

and delight in the forests and the streams.

The love of nature, mounts and sjprcads,

while faith in fairies, imps, nyrnphs, demons,
and angels declines and fades away.

(3) There will be in the religion of the

future no worship, express or implied, of
dead ancestors, teachers, or rulers

; no more
tribal, racial, or tutelary gods ; no indentifi-

cation of any human being, however majestic
in character, with the Eternal Deity. In
these respects the religion of the future will

not be essentially new, for nineteen Centuries

ago Jesus said, “Neither in this mountain,
nor in Jerusalem, shall^ ye womhip the
Father. . . . God is a Spirit

;
s^nd they that

worship Him must worship in spirit and
truth,” It should be recognised, howeveri
first, that Christianity was soon deeply
affected by the surrounding paganism, and
that some of these pagan intrusions have
survived to this day ; and secondly, t^t
the Hebrew religion, the influence of which
on the Christian has been, and is, very
potent, was in the highest degree a racial
religion, and its Holy of Holies was locaU
In wartimes, that is, in times when the
brutal or savage instincts rematriing in
humanity become temporarily dominaiit,
and good-will is limited to people of the
same nation, the survival of a tribal or
national quality in institutional Christianity
comes put veiy plainly. The aid of the
'Lord of Hosts is

,
stilf invoked by both

parties to international Warfare, a^rid each
side praises and thanks Him for its successes.

Indeed, the same spirit has often been ex-
hibited in civil wars caused by religious

differences.

“Now glo^ to the Lord of Hosts, from whom all

glories are 1

And glory to our soverei^ Uege, King Henrv of.

^ \ ;Navarre:!M

It is not many yearn since an Archbishop
Curiteibury to be given
adV Axiiglieah chorches that the Loid '"0
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'V I ..i^mjp: oy^ir.

,,,

. .
yei';--h£td;;'cmt1bc^s''

of

ta fcvoyr <>f bi« fattHt^l

Jt;-wa». the' g^rt4ti^.t /.p|'-:J

,
.who told King He«ei;iih tha the
Attyria, who ha4 ap^

a grtht aripy; diould noV
city 1^^^ an arrow

feiwd repcMrt^^ the Lord M sayingv
;;^ajl defend thU ^ty to aave it, lor

:;^n iiafce^ and lor iny lervant DavidV
js?' ^‘And it came to pass that night,

1:^
the angel of the Lord went forth, and

^'-i^s^ie-’in./the' c^^ the Assytiana an
fourscore and five thousand: and

men arose parly in the morning, be-
4iO^ they were^ corpses,” The

cahnbt promise that sort of

. hid to either oaiions or individuals in peril.

In the religions life of the: future the

primary objebl will not be the personal
' welfare or safety of the individu^^^ in this

world or pn^ :bt^r. That safety, that wel-
fare or salyatton, Oiay be incidentally se-

cured, but ip hyii not be the prime object in

view. The rel igious person wilt not think

of his own welfare or security, hot of service

to others, and^o^ to the com-
mon good;

,

will not teach
'

that charaeter U to be suddenly
changed, either in this^^s^^^ any other,

:
--^althb^gh m any world a sudden oppor-

! tunity for
;

may present itself,

and the^gte of that opportunity may be a
The new religion

#iil hbt sely on a sadden conversion

.Id this: world 0^^ a /sudden paradise in

from gut ;a sensual, selfish, or
dit^onest life. It wid teach that repentance

wip^ out nothing in the and is only
step towgids a

uf >:beiter

bd In

.

;

pri'ihitigd.'-'
' .society/ . iear oi > tte' -^superhat

pow^eC^ as mpieiehte^^ in the ayrlul fOrpes

of nature, was the mot of religibh. lliese

V. dntadfui.' /poWeiS'.' .must -ibe^piopitiated. br/
^ pU^ted»|uuilhey pi^itiaiisd^l^

;
in the meet titeind

oiences;r^^^

W ^ apt to he vicayi

^

^r-Cv-v

.
.fices ;ler/generatt^.j/and' aliyayt ^a>igpmt''

theit-'i%UgibW.;.'T^^ ':Cpnfiat^;'fSn
^ aacr^eesof.'aniinaJ.s;^^

;madi|'" a^gieat itejp’iorwayd^tvhck

;stttumd: tuirnjng
;
.;bf . mcensp/Jfof/the'

.

burning oi bidlockp and : dpVtd f biit tb

this day there; survives, hot bply'Jn
doctrines but in tl^ piactices of :^he^;'t^

ttan church the principle of expiam sac-

rifice. ft will if

twentieth-certitury Christianity^ puri-

fied from all these survivalsmhar^^
semi-barbarous, religious conceptions; be-
cause they imply such ati unworthy idea of

•God. .

f6) The religion of the future will not
perpetuate the Hebrew anthropomorphic
representations of Qod, conceptions which
were carried in large measure into institu-

tional Christianity. It will not think of

God as an enlarged and glorified man,
.
who

walks ”in the garden ih the cool of the

day,” or as a judge deciding between
human litigants, or as a king, Pharaoh, or

emperor, ruling arbitrarily his subjects, or

as the patriarch who, in the early history

of the race, ruled his fafhtly absolutely.

These human functions will cease to re-

present adequately the ariributes of Qpd.
The nineteenth century has made all these

conceptions of deity look archaic and crude.

(7) The Tcligion of the future will not be
gloomy, ascetic, or maledictory. It will

not deal chiefly with sorrow and death,

but with joy and life. It will not care so

much to account for tte evir and the ugly
in the world aa to interpret the good and
the beautiful;

’ ft will belicyp in ho
;
ma|i|^;

nant powers-^petther in

witches* neither in the evil i^e|ior in rite

malign ^8ugges^ibh/^^': discipie

encounters a wripeg or evil in the wqrld,

his impulse will 1^ its origin,

souree,^er v€ause,^ d^^ he attack it at
its starting^noifit He may not ; sf^late
on the wigih of in grneral, but wilf

. surely .to-; bmt ",ibay to
:

'

emdicafp';.ihe;:.p^ticttfc
"

_ lbe‘ pslig^ba

^
of;- ..'ii0ty;-hev-'--'fe...ua\h^

; co^ider whafIhif

chamcteriitse^ 11i&
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Christian UiiiveYwr Father, die modem
physicist’s omnipresent and ezhaustlMi
Energy, and the biological conception ofa
Vital Forces The Infinite Spirit pervades
the tiniverw, just as the spirit of a man
pervades his body, and acts, consciously

or uhconscioosly, in every atom of it.

The twentieth centiiry will accept literally

and implicity St. Paul’s statement, ‘*In Him
we live, and moVe, and have our being,”
and God is that vital atmosphere, or inces-
sant inspiration. The new religion is

therefore thoroughly monotheistic, its God
being the one infinite force ; but this one
God is not withdrawn or removed, but
indwelling, and especially dwelling in every
living cmature. God is so absolutely im-
manent in all things, animate and inani-
niate, that no mediation is needed between
him and the least particle of his creation.
In his moral attributes, he is for every man
the multiplication to infinity of all the
noblest, tenderest, and most potent qualities
which that man has ever seen or imagined
in a human being. In this sense every man
makes his own picture of God. Every age,
barbarous or civilized, happy or unhappy,
improving or degenerating, frames its own
conception of God within the limits of its

own experiences and imaginings. In this
sense, too, a humane religion has to wait
for a humane generation. The central
thought of the new religion will therefore
be a humane and worthy idea of God, tho-
roughly consistent with the nineteenth-cen-
tury revelations concerning man and nature,
and with all the tenderest and loveliest
teachings which have come down to us from
the past.

The scientific doctrine of one omnipre-
sent, eternal Energy, informing and ins-
piring the whole creation at every instant
of time and throughout the infinite spaces,
IS fundamentally and completely inconsis*'
tent with the dualistic conception which
sets spirit over against matter, good over
against evil, man’s wickedness against God’s
righteousness, and Satan against Christ.
The doctrine of God’s immanence is also
inconsistent with the conception that he once
set the universe a-going and: then withdrew,
le^mg die universe to be operated under
physical laws, which wisre bis vioegerelHts
or substftutes. if Qod is

,
thorougmy int*

manent^in the entire creation^ there can be

OF THE FOTtIRjB

no ^seconds^ causesy^ in airier the mat^^ :

al or the spiritual universe. The new
,

gion rejects absolutely die conception

man is an alien in the world, or that God is

alienated from the world. It rejects alsb

;

the entire conception of man ae a fallen

;

being, hopelessly wicked, and > tending

downward by nature ; and it ma& this eni^

phatic rejection of long-accepted beliefs

because it finds them all inconsistent with

a humane, civilized, or worthy idea of God.
If, now, man discovers God through self-

consciousness, or, in other words, if it is the

human soul through which God is revealed,

the race has come to the knowledge of God
through knowledge of itself; and the best

knowledge of God comes through knowledge
of the best of the race. Men have always
attributed to man a spirit distinct from his

body, though immanent in it. No one of

us is willing to identify himself withfajs

body ; but on the contrary every one iiQ:W

believes, and all men have believed, that

there is in a man an apimating, ruling,

characteristic essence, or spirit, which is him-
self. This spirit, dull or bright, petty or
grand, pure or foul, looks out of the eyes,’

sounds in the voice, and appears in the

bearing and manners of each individualr It ^

is something just as real as the body, aiMl'

more characteristic. To every influential

person it gives far the greater part of his

power. It is what we call the personality.

This spirit, or soul, is the most elective part

of every human being, and is recognized as

such, and always has been. It can use a
fine body more effectively than it can a poor

body, but it can do wonders through an
inadequate body. In the crisis of a losing

battle, it is a human soul that rallies the

flying troops. It looks out qf flashing eyes,

and speaks in ringing tones^ but its appeal

is to other souls, and not to other bodies.

In the midst of terrible natural catastrophes,

—earthquakes, stotths, conflagrations, vol-

canic eruptions,—-when men’s best works

are being destroyed and thousands of lives

are ceasing suddenly and horribly, it is not

a few especially good human bodies which

steady the survivois, maintain order, imd
organize die forces of rescue and relief.

It is a few supmtof souls. The leading men
savage or civi-

the strongest |^riOfuilittes,---tlse

persoAgUty being primarily spiritual, and
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religion God’s love
and :Coti||{)iiU not venture to
state a^bat of God may, or may
not, re^il^ of himself or of any of his
finite omaihsr^ This witl be one of the
great tmeidnces between the future religion
and Institutional Christianity as
a m the mass of mankind to
eteriisd ^O^cfit

;
partly because the leaders

of ^ churches ’ thought they understood
eocaf^etely the justice of God, and partly
because the exclusive possession of means
m deliverance gave the churches some
mtraintng influence over even the boldest
•fhneri, and much over the timid. The
new religion will make no such pretensions,
and will teach no such horrible and perverse
doctrines.

Do you ask what consolation for human
ills the new religion will ofier? I answer,
the consolation which often comes to the
sufferer from being more serviceable to
others than he was before the loss or the
suffering for which consolation is needed;
the consolation of being ene’s self wiser
and tenderer than before, and therefore
more able to be serviceable to human kind
in the best ways ; the consolation through
the memory, which preserves the sweet
fragrance of characters and lives no longer
in presence, recalls the joys and achieve-
ments of those lives while still within mortal
view, and treasures up and multiplies the
good influences they exerted. Moreover,

v

such a religion has no tendency to diminish
r ^the force in this world, or any other, of the

best human imaginings concerning the
nature of the infinite Spirit immanent in
the univerw. ft urges its disciples to
believe that as the best and happiest man
is he who best loves and serves, so the soul
of the universe finds its perfect bliss and
efficiency in supreme and universal love
EM service. It sees evidence in the moral
histbry of the human race that a loving
God rules the universe. Trust in His
supreme rule is genuine consolation and
support under many human trials and
sufferings. Nevertheless, although brave
and patient endurance of evils is always
a^mirablei and generally happier than
timid or in-patient conduct under suffering
or wiongi k must be admitted that endur-
ance or cons^ncy is not consolation^and
that there aie many phyticai and mental

disabilities and injuries for whidi there is

no consolation in a literal sense; Humain
skill may mitigate or palliate some of them,
human sympathy and kindness may make
them more bearable, but neither religion nor
philosophy offers any complete consolation
for them, or ever has.

. ^
In thus describing the consolations for hu-

man woes and evils which such a religion can
offer, its chief motives have been depicted.

It will teach a universal good-will, under
the influence of which men will do their

duty, and at the same time, promote their

own happiness. I'he devotees of a religion

of service will always be asking what
they can contribute to the common
good ; but their greatest service must
always be to increase the stock of good-
will among men. One of the worst
of chronic human evils is working for

daily bread without any interest in the

work, and with ill-will towards the insti-

tution or person that provides the work.
The work of the world must be done

;
and

the great question is, shall it be done happi-
ly or unhappily 7 Much of it is today done
unhappily. The new religion will contri-

bute powerfully towards the reduction of

this mass of unnecessary misery, and will

do so chiefly by promoting good-will
among men.
A paganised Hebrew-Christianity has

unquestionably made much of personal

sacrifice as a religious duty. The new
religion will greatly qualify the supposed
duty of sacrifice, and will regard all sacrifice

as unnecessary and injurious, except those

which love dictates and justifies. ‘^Greater

love hath no man than this, that a man
lay down his life for his friend,” Self-

^crifice is not a good or a merit in itself;

it must be intelligent and loving to be
meritorious, and the object in view must
be worth its price. Giving up attractive

pleasures or labours' in favor of some higher

satisfaction, or some engrossing work, is

not self-sacrifice. It is a: renunciation of

inferior or irrelevant objects in favor

of one superior object; it is only
the intelligent inhibition of whatever
distracts from the main pumiity or the

worthiest . task. Here, af^iu, the new
religion will teach that happiness goes
with dutifulness even in this world.

hii the religions have been, to a gftatar
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or less extent, uplifting and inspiring, in

the sense that they taised men's thouilht

to some power above them, to some being

or beings, which have more power and more
duration than the worshippers had. . When
kings or emperors were deified, they were
idq^lized, and so lifted men’s thoughts out

of the daily round 'of their ordinary lives.

As the objects of worship became nobler,

purer, and kinder with the progress of civi-

lization, the prevailing religion became
more stimulating to magnanimity and right-

eousness. Will the future religion be as

helpful to the spirit of man ? Will it touch

his imagination as the anthropomorphism
of Judaism, polytheism, Islam, and paganiz-

ed Christianity have done? Can it be as

moving to the human soul as the deified

powers of nature, the various gods and
goddesses that inhabited sky, ocean, moun-
tains, groves, and streams, or the numerous
deities revered in the various Christian

communions,—God the Father, the Son of

God, the Mother of God, the Holy Ghost,

and the host of tutelary saints ? All these

objects of worship have greatly moved the

human soul, and have inspired men to

thoughts and deeds of beauty, love, and
duty. Will the new religion do as much ?

It is reasonable to expect that it will. The
sentiments of awe and reverence, and the

love of beauty and goodness, will remain,
and will increase in strength and influence.

All the natural human affections will remain
in full force. The new religion will foster

powerfully a virtue which is comparatively
new in the world— the love of truth and
the passion for seeking it, and the truth

will progressively make men free
;
so that

the coming generations will be freer, and
therefore more productive and stronger than
the preceding. The new religionists will

not worship their ancestors ; but they will

have a stronger sense of the descent of the

present from the past than men have ever
had before, and each generation will feel

more strongly than ever before its indebt-

edness to the preceding.

The two sentiments which roost inspire

nien to good deeds are love and hope.
Religion should give freer and more rational
pixy to these two sentiments than die world
has heretofore witness^ ; and the love and
hope will be tborou^ly grounded in and
on efficient, serviceable, visible, aeloiil, and

concrete deeds and conduct. When a
works out a successfiiU treatment for cerebi^ ^

spinal meningitis-’- a disease before Whicti

medicine was absolutely helpless a doa^^^
years ago—by applying to. the discovery of .

a remedy ideas and processes Invented or
developed by other othdip

diseases, he does a great work of love;

prevents for the future the breaking of
innumerable ties of. love, and establishes

good grounds for hope of many like benefits

for human generations to come. The men
who do such things in the present World
are ministers of the religion of the future.

The future religion will prove, has proved,
as effective as any of the older ones in inspir-

ing men to love and serve their fellow-
beings,—and that is the true object and
end of all philosophies and all religions;
for that is the way to make men better and
happier, alike the servants and the served.
The future religion will have the attribute

of universality and of adaptability to the
rapidly increasing stores of knowledge and
power over nature acquired by the human
race. As the religion of a child is inevita-
bly very different from that of an adult, and
must grow up with the child, so the religion
of a race whose capacities are rapidly en-
larging must be capable of correspond-
ing development. The religion of aby
single individual ought to grow up with
him all the way from infancy to age

;

and the same is true of the religion*

of a race. It is bad for any people to stand
still in their governmental conceptions
and practices, or in the organization of their
industries, or in any of their arts or trades
even the oldest ; but it is much worse for a
people to stand still in their religious epneep-
tions and practices. Now, the new religioii

affords an indefinite acope, or range, for
progress and development. It, rejects all the
limitations of family, tribal, or national
religion. It is not bound tp any dogma,
creed, book, or institution. It has the whole
world for the field of the loving labors of
its disciples; and its ftindamental precept
of serviceablenesB admits an infinite variety
and range in both time and space. It is

very simple, and thmfore possesses an im-
portant element of durability. It is the
eomplicated thingi that get out of order.
Its symbob will no^^ relate to sacrifice or
dogma; but it will doubtless have symbols,

1 ,
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instai^e of hypnotism by auto-suggestion

in tb# (^se of many* European men and
womeb.

The. opinions expressed in this article are

baiedf dh personal observation of social life

in several countries and among all classes,

corrected and supplemented by the tcsti-

moiiy of representative thinkers and the

stilt isiore eloquent evidence of facts. One
fact is worth a thousand fibs. And seeing is

betievtng. As a doubting Thomas, I have

not been able to believe without seeing,

even though I was in danger of losing my
•hare of the evangelical benediction.

For the purpose of discussion, I shall

divide the women of Europe and America
into two sharply marked classes : the

working class, and the upper classes. This

latter category includes the “middle
classes,” which control the politics of

Europe, and the few fortunate or unfor-

tunate adventurers who are called “the

upper ten,” because thev have drawn some

f
rizes in the lottery of business . or birth.

shall try to describe the condition of the

women of each class, and leave tny readers

to judge if a social system, which tolerates

such injustice and misery, and which con-

demns its delicate women to a life of such

servitude and degradation, can be said to

be permeated with the spirit of chivalry or

even ordinary respect for woman. By their

fruits, ye shall judge them. And the

Western man is to be judged by his actions,

individual and collective, and not by his

professions. Hypocrites and tyrants .have

always been adepts in the use of the voca-

bulary of benevolence and virtue. Let us

not be deceived by words.

1 shall begin with the upper classes lirst,

as they are supposed to provide ideal condi-

tions for women, and boast of education,

freedom, and self-respect for them in the

hearing of the whole world. It is this rotten

class, that is the object of the simple Oriental

schojarV envy and admiration, when he

considers the question of the position of

woman.' He sees the ladies go to college,

play the piano, read the newest books,

deliver l^tores and write novels; and he is

enraptured at the sight. He immediately

accepts the: of the “higher position^

of woman in the West, which has-been
patented for expiah to Asia by missionaries

and other af^les oiF ^civtlisation*” He

does not see the h3qx>criqr, the misery, the

contempt, the awful cruelty that are con-

cealed beneath this fair show of beauty and
accomplishments. He does not know that

alt this refinement is an additioml insult to

woman, and is the product of circumstanqps

involving the acutest suffering to all women,
and the denial of common human rights to

them by this society of gallant men. He
cannot realise that this middle class and

upper society is like unto a whitened sepul-

'

chre. He does not see its hidden machi-

nery of lies, cruelties, insults and agonies,

which is crushing the women every moment
under its monstrous wheels. He cannot

hear the wail of the maiden between the

tunes of the piano, or see the tears of the

wife on her smiling face, rubbed and scrub-

bed and polished for social decorum. Ap-
pearances are deceptive, as they say; but

nowhere are they so misleading and menda-
cious, so infernally false and faithless, as in

this same educated and cultured European

society in which woman is said to occupy

an incomparably “higher” position than in

Morocco or Kordofan.

In this society, the life of a woman
between the age of 15 and her death is one

continual crucifixion. / speak in general

terms, and am not concerned with individual

exceptions. And why is this so ? Because

of the extreme difficulty of economic sup-

port for women. Woman must eat and

drink and wear clothes, and she must there-

fore find some man to keep her. For under

our present social system, that is the only

way for a woman to escape starvation.

Man is the master of food, and its sole dis-

penser. Now this great civilised society

is exquisitely ruthless in its arrangements

for this necessary provision for woman.
That is the starting-point of every living

creature’s life—the search for means to live,

for food, fuel, clothing and medicine. Even
the most angelic ladies cannot live on air

or ether. So with this all-important ques-

tion of marriage, the tragedy of woman’s
life begins. It is a sadder tragedy in the

West than in the East, for in the East, the

duty of finding a bread-winner d^olves on

the girl’s parents. The young maiden has

».not to go in search of a home. Society

, does her the service of anticipating her

greatest need. But here, by . a strange-

finedkntt of cfudty, i girl her teens is



left to herseJf to ^ind som^ one wide,

world id; Vlov^” her - as the higli^undtng
phfOse gdes. What it really ^eans^» that

the poor Idnety girl is to hunt for herself

iii the dark jungle of tea-parties, dancest

“churchy-parades* * friendly dinners and
surfer-resorts (or ineat and drink for her

life* What cruel ty in the name of “freedom

of choice” in marriage ! What ghostly

sacrifices are offered under the pretext of

“love”! Carlyle once said in the bitterness

of his heart : “Freedom is a Mivine* thing.

Freedom to die of starvation is not so

divine.” That is exactly how the average

European girl feels, or ought to feel, when
she is complimented on the possession of

“freedom” in her love affairs.

And here comes the utility of music, and
college education, and dancing, and ins-

truction in “deportment.” It will surprise

my readers to learn that there are profes-

sors of “deportment” in all towns in Europe.

Now what does this “deportment” mean?
Is it possible that young ladies, who are

brought up in cultured middle-class homes,
do not know how to behave themselves in

society ? Is it probable that they have not

been taught by their mothers that it is

improper to bite one*s nails, or blow one's

nose, or interrupt another person in con-

versation, or have dirty-hands at the dinner-

table 7 What is the business of these pro-

fessors of “deportment”? As a matter of

fact, this art of deportment does not refer

to such social amenities as we understand,

and as we all learn at our mother's knees.

It is the art of appearing very attractive

and bewitching in society. It is the art of

batting the hook with the biggest fly. It is

an education in coquetry and artificial

behaviour.' I shall never forget how puzzled
I felt, when 1 saw a young lady assume a
peculiar expression of amiability and look
at her interlocutors with an altogether

indescribable leer in her eyes, (which was
probably intended to be graceful, but had
just the opposite effect), whenever she said

“Good Morning” or “Good-bye,” to an^
person, i was thinking how and why this

lady can sttdden/y begin to smile and look
so funny, when she greets others, even per-
fect strangei*; And Aeh my
mind that aM igctaf contortion was

•fdoportitient,”

l^rned atjsu^

rladV'was

: natmgj... 'niat;was';:alli^

rather' ugly, her.eitorbi'Wdeli^

culous t^n'beautifn'l.
;

:

• Similarly
'

' the
.

;

piano-tKnio^
^

institution, not because all

have a musical ear, prie^uie
gentlemen like this

room screeching, but - because |t is ati

.

“accomplishment,”

marriage-hunt, or a bid in the

market. Marriage i$ secured by

Europe in two ways:—by a huht^^ iir^b^

purchase. The latter is often m
merciful method. Now it is clearlhat a
hunter must have good weapons. And. this

music and dancing are really tb<e^|^^

trade. She learns them, not beciaiaSe tbp*

Europeans love a refined domestic UfP; biit

because these things constitute her l^sin<^^

She persecutes the piano, as her brd^r
joins the technical institute or the college

of arts and sciences. In both ckiies, the

object is not human improvement or dei^
lopment, but that bugbear of mortal mao
and woman in our civilisation, that tyrafit

of our boyhood and yPuth, our middle-age

and our declining years, that lord of out

affections, opinions, principles, beliefs and
actions, that master of our speech agd oUt

silence, our love and our hate,—-Bread apd

Butter. Marriage is for woman what a jpr^

fession is for a man. An unmarried wCtman

is in the ranks of “the unemployeds^' ^
every girl is taught and schooled and dfitted

for this necessary object. To show that 01^

interpretation of the value of this, super-

ficial ^neer of “refinement” in Eurof^lUi

society is not a libel invented by my cynical

fancy, I shall quote a few lipei from

Bernard Shaw’s famous play, and

Superman/' Mr. Shaw is one of the forol*

most writers and thinkers of ^England - at

present, and enjoys an interrmtitmal rejui*

tation. He introduced a man and ‘ hiiii^

friend's wife talking in hell after dcatfe—
Come, Ana l donot look shocked ; ySi

know better than any of us tlwt a manti^'
baited with simulate aco^jpliBbeientS and delusim

,

idealisations. When your saiiued mother, by dint pf::, .

scoldings and punishments, forced you to Imm how ;

to play half-a-dozeh pieces On the spinet—wbichpbe ^

hated as much as you did-rhad she any other pupiOse

than to delude your suitors into the belief that

husband would have in hh home an ari^ who; would:

fill it with; melody, or m least play him to dbep after

dinnwr ? You married my frietiu
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>0^ west;

rcioi l6bk at itie flowerft and
drink in t^ha sung^ With the rose and ihe

linnigt rv if to atk gui^.;

qu^tionSi^^ curtiy reply :

/^Becausjr ydu\ ha capture: a husband
wltfm twenty, my child. Nature
an#^pdvided^ and true deyelopnaent are

all fine ihiiiiga| but they Will not ^ve ydb
food and clothing and a roof to sleep under..

You
;

are^ not being prepared for true,

abounding^ natural, well-developed life,

but fbr the marriage-market. You cannot

be true to yourself, my girl, for then you
may starve. So we have to follow the

directions issued by the controllers of the

market. We can't help it, so go and learn

that Highlanders' march, dear, and don't

be silly. Do."

Then after cruelty in childhood comes
contempt in youth, on the part of man in

his relations to woman. Ihis marriage-^

hunt is a weary strugi^le indeed, suitor

after suitor passes by,iOTifferent or disdain-

ful. The girls try all uieir arts of fascina^

tion. For a young man can wait for a wife,

but a young womiin cannot wait for a
husband, both for economic and psycholo*

gical reasons. Women want bread but

they want love too. And above all, they

want children to fill the, void in their hearts.

But this system does not ca|*.e fpr these

primary rights of woman. She has to shift

for herself, and' find bread, love and a
child by degrading position

of a flatterer, : buS^^^ a flddler, Lm
and miherhadd ,

are atnang ike essential

iimntest/itbU i^ ef woma A child is

evon more precious to her tlum a vote, But

this hOpWlMS search entbitteW

biasu so many w virtues. How often

1 have secW Wpmin of twenty-live

and thirty ipoking wtstfu%:at nhk cbu(des

thiiii? ehtW' in ai thi cljj^ br pass

them :hn thb fesi

diat:a sighjtWmiP^ And I :hayp

seen marnage-huht in opens'^

tioiiv { have; notibedaU its shamelessnen^its

mmi;!:.tiljr)W viiifjhnat« :;tlWfeielveS into; 'the
•'

'

' .

>'

^iPoeir

':bannibi-..--ha.ye'-'^e^^ 'btesfiof^v'nhtif

favfinir in sight hf some >jnmn

-;tymhny:; :ii{b deiia

. #hp. eapnsp
.purcba^ in;

irng^some ln.'thi^;'hunt.^Ci|ir^

stranded, anidhb ohe.pttits

is :One;'of'%^ )wr3ship..iW

ciassea They becbiicie mere w
the '.'refuse-'.:, of ...the-- ’market, 'vl^eh- ',tbsV:'/

ihauagers thirOw inlb the "

Am 1 drawing on my imagiimttdd^ Ales
no 1 ;

Here' .|(i: %. ':ci9ixki6iM^

herself.. aBWO/.;;^^^ ' yearning '-{dr. 'marria|^;V.V:

inriplanted' in |h'c 'hearts' of-'Wil 'Wpt^
*''rhere is not one. woman in a iniij^ who

not be mairied if;.;,;:.ihe haws s: Clf
’

-

do I know ? Just aS I know that the
:

shinifigin the sky, though It is high lieqini: f .jWvsr

saw a star at noonday^ bet it is the natm
shine in the sky, and alt the ^y;W hosl ipi awm" •

(GaiTHaWikon.)
.

Bernard Shaw lifts the mask k IkfIp
show what is passing in this

cultured and civilised socifty whie^^ ^

an exalted " position on woinatiitf:

**Look at fashionable sodety Ss you know fev:'

"

does it pretend tobe 7 An exqwijdW^imucVw
What is it? A horrible pmccsslon OT:^
each in the dW of a cynical, cupfii!^

dtsillunoned, ignorantly experieiibad^ to
woman whom she iSkhii mplherj |hd
to corrupt her mtridm sell her to the bkmeH
Why do these unhapby daves mSiVyanybofetepto
old and vile^ sooner than not mar^ at alif '

marriage is their only means: of escape

decrepit fiends who hide their selfish

jealous hatreds of the young rivals who.limim-
planted them, under ;the mask d maternal

family affection. Such things ace abonirinabls.'^ >j; .
v

. ''=And I
' aittcsti from 'pers6riWl.- .'.lUi^^

tlj^'.evety.'word ^
' Jliuly*rd Kipliriit loir onec'- 't:''!'

even in the vidat of

"the. white man’* hatden”

^;.*^iiMol,h<*te” of 'tlMae ^’DiodlKh

dl Sngtand. The fom^
a tetter from hi, Ift4y4i6#(^ m

-

1^ '.cannot marry.:

habit of smokitt(> tSiM qHj#att^;il^;;,:i

-Wm
,

'.thinking. He ......iMij«...'..te:

'-^iMinan it.a womant'btit a'.04W.i>;B.'liBO^-iV?''

/ A'»d‘ finally he-. deci||^.tb:iti^.^'.1ln,';dU!^'''^

'

V-.:;. <,,v=
’
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tUrphs Mmgits ere milling to hear
" theyoh;

'Anil;A wbtnan is a womans biit a rood dear is a.

smoke.”
-<KjpIing's •The Betrothed’^^^^

'
; Behel, thd leader of the

Getimn and one of the

orators of the world, says :—
:'^W<kiian is at the present day chiefly an object of
" jyioiwt for man : her pecuniary circumstances

ga her to look to marriage for support ; she thus

^_^|i9ies dependent on man... Her position is rendered

diofe unfavourable by the fact that the number of

larger than that of men... This
which IS further augmented by those

;ined/who for one reason or other remain unmarried,M the competitive struggle among women,
amdiorces them to pay the greatest attention to the.

of their personal appearance, if they are

td have any chance 61 successful emulation with their

fellow-women in the favour of men A man' is

free from a number of restrictions which a woman is

bound to observe. He alonci thanks to his position

as ruler, has the right of exercising choice in love, a
right which is limited only by social considerations.

The nature of marriage as a means of subsistence,

the numeric excess of women, and custom conjoin in

forbidding a woman to express her desires ;
it is her

I

lot to wait till she is sought, and to accept her fate

whatever it may be. As a rule, she seises the first

opportunity that presents itself for securing a main-

I
tainer, who rescues her from the social proscription

land contempt which is the portion of the unfortunate

(dd maid,”

\ Is not the condition of the Oriental

wipinan, who finds a husband, a home, and
a^ured maintenance piroyiided for her as

soots as she reaches maturity, a hundred
tim^ better than that of these pitiable

«CTa.chblers in the matrimonial market,

wto troubles, the supply

far exceeds the demand? Marriage here

being a personal affair, and not a social

duty, many men do not marry. Others
want to be very wealthy before marrying.

An anonymous writer, who describes himself

as a ‘^Christian philanthropist'^ thus enu-

mei^tes the causes that lead to the dispro-

portion in the numbers of marrigeable men
and woinen

: Jew young men are born to large fortunes,

these times of extravagance require for the

fashibnable maintenance of a family
;
and those who

are. rich cue hbt alwto the most prompt to marry.
Tbf^ prefer to spend tneir early manhood in dissi-

paikm, and are unwilling to: bow to the yoke d
Wedlock tin they begin to feel the infirmities of age;

r WHle thnp^r^^^ years of his

majority to toil before he becomes able to assume
nmlrimonjaV expenses. Alter men hate arrived at

aduh in^ have acquired the meahs of

auppefediigalamUy,;.|n^ them refuse marriage.

Some have outlived their youthful derires, and have
acquired decided habits of celibacy

;
some are loo

gay and too profligate : bthds too busy ^and too

selfish : others so broken down by early dissipation

and diseased by the contagious poison of low vice that

they are totally unfit to marry ; while there are
many others whose occupations (such as soldiers and
sailors) most commonly prevent mamage.”-^TAs
History and Philosophy cf Jliarriage.

The picture is complete. Every girl to

find out her. own husband : an overstocked

market : wearisome search ; debasing self-

humiliation : worry and anxiety : delay

in motherhood : and finally failure for many
women even after these trials and ordeals.

Thus does gallant Europe treat her ‘^edu-

cated" ladies on the threshold of life
j

But the end is not yet. A double inquiry

here presents itself. What becomes of those

who cannot marry and how do the mar-
ried ones fare in their domestic life ?

As regards the first question, the un-

married women are always on the look-out

for a new chance. Better 'late than never.

In the meantime, they work as best they can

to eke out a living as clerks, teachers, ty-

pists, dressmakers, music-teachers and in

other similar capacities. This sad pheno-

menon is one of the gravest indictments

that I bring against the chivalrous men of

the West. So many post-ofhee clerks are

women, that one begins to think of the

post-ofBce as a particularly feminine institu-

tion. There these frail middle-class girls

stand for hours together at counters, While

they ought to have been mistresses of a
home and mothers of healthy children.

They take lodgers, and cook and sew for

strangers. A lady once said to me : -^‘*1 work
like a horse, and earn my livelihood." And
her life was really one cotitihual drudgery

of cooking, sweeping the rooms, making
the beds and even cleaning the boots for

strangers who boarded with her. Thts lady

came of a respectable middle-class family.

She had been educated at a high school, and
had refined manners. But she had no hus-

band. And the Europeans, who honour wo-
man so much, leave their sisters and nieces

and even their daughters to slave for black

strangers rat ler than support them on ac-

count of the claims of family ^ove. Often
as 1 have seen tfaiege over-driven waifs apd
strays of this cruertPeiet^, have 1 aski^ my-^

self with indignation :-r-^^Have these simmen
no brosiiers, um^les, oir ^ven brothers^in-lavv,



with whom they could live? Must all the

woinanhoo4 be crushed out of them in this

sordid conimercial world, where men meet
only to rob or to be robbed ?’*

And: the iroses on their cheeks were fading.

I'beir hearts were empty as dark catacombs.
Their eyes had never lit up at an infant’s

smile, or watched the home-coming of the

beloved husband from the door-steps in the

evening The joys of maternal sacrifice were
not theirs. They were mere ma'chines,

grinding their daily bread out of their bones.

Their work was the work of the galley-

slave. For a woman, deprived of her right

of motherhood, is only a slave of society,

not a citizen. Their sad wistful looks, that

seemed to search for something that was
lost, their- desire of conversation with young
men, their lack of the grace and charm that

motherhood alone can confer on woman, all

proclaimed more loudly than words their

plaint against society, which can he thus

rendered :—‘*0 men, who come to buy
stamps from us, or learn music from us, or

send your children to our classes, we are

the wrecks of your marriage-market. We
are those wretched creatures for whom
your chivalrous society makes no economic
provision because no man has wanted us.

And our relatives drive us away from them,

for we are burdensome to them, even though

we are all alone. So we work like Kited

hacks, and..save you so much money for

your other pleasures and necessities, for are

we not cheaper than men in the post

offices and the educational deparrment,

as music-teachers and librarians ? So
learn what our fate should teach you.

Hasten to find husbands for your own
daughters as soon as possible. Do not

leave them to the tender mercies of

chance. May they never be reduced to

our plight! But go and do it before it is

too late:”

A few women, who are left behind in the

race, find a home through that efficacious

lubricant of the wheels of the world—money.
Marriages hy purchase are common in

Europe. So the missionaries need iiot

expend all their indignation in Bengal.

A large pa of it is wanted for con-

sumption at hdjne. Heie art ^
of Mohgieiir CfaT^ Letourn^tt^^

sociologist, who Wai General Socittary

to ^ Societj' of

and vProfcssoir .in the 'BibiCiol '/Of ,Ah^
pplogy .

*

;;f,ature of Pv
the struggle f6r exigence is inOres^ Ohete the

care for money is itidrie predbihlham, late, marrtagfts

abound....Whether these fSfcts proceed
ing difficuUies of existence, tMT frotha fear, alWays aui^
menting also, of trouble and cai«, bir Irddi these two
causes combined and - mutually strenglliimtng; each
other, the consequence is: the same : are In-
coming more ana more sithpte CblUmeii^lil^^
from whence arises the worstand mostshhineful of sMee-
tions—selections by tnoney. . . . ft is surely tb thelovedEihe
dowry rather than to 'the beautiful s^yes Of the cask^,'
that we must attribute a whole list true mafTiagesiby
purchase, much more common in. otir own caantry
than eslewhere. ^metimes it is pld men who conju-
gally purchase young girls, and sometimes old woman
who buy.young husbands. As regards' these marriages
bypurcha.se, France is unwortl^ diitic|guiihe

yond other nations.”

Thus are women bartered m a country,
where male gallantry is eupposedl to have
reached its perfection ! All this bowing and
scraping in presence of ladies is only m^elia-
nical gymna.stics. It is not a homage of

the heart at 'all. To an it

appears like a cruel jblui, A? geriticman
once said “I don’t thjtik a woiiiiii emn
reason at all.” And tbis iame gentlennan
was a perfect model ^of ehivalry in social
manners, and paid the utmost dirferehcfr to
ladies in the details o| sociai etitjuette; I

was reminded 6! the prigsts who bdW before
their idols and offer lowers and ineCtise^

while they know that they Worship oiirty

wooden figures, which they really despise

in their hearts. And both the gemteihen
and the priests are entirely unconsetous of

the humour of the situation. So true it is

that, as Bacon says, spectators sometimes
see more of the game rthan played

The increasing competition of educated
women in the marriagcMirarket has led to
their admission to the liberal professSoos
of law and medicine. This changd is

ed by many public men of BtiroiM as a step
in advance, that estabUsheVwomanV equa^
lity with bnan. As a fnatter of fact, it is

not a sign of progmsa at all ; it isa cbh-
fession of social failure. No woman naturaHy
wishes io .practise Uw or mediciiie. Even
ineii adopt a trade or a profession in Order

make not fronii any idea
of social serviO^^^ intellectual devetob-
m^t. The^ doos
mt destce wbrk fer hbr living. Women
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'Nw pbffSwioiis of liiiiiifiV
•

.Jnault^^

boeause^' of ' the.. '%h.Hog.'' -fb.f 'bi^.
prelM|bre ;of econm^ not frpth w^an

^
a of

any apputeiation of wonianV io-^ m 3b';iOtt£^ fbir th^ honour in

of Europe; gehtjtoefi &f Europe
already ^ many t^^ss male

,: everywher^^ and the medical

, ..
i ie alw oveferowded with men

ai^^aye nothing to do 1 But the numbed
,

tytip fail to get married is $0^

wise paientf educate their

ior some useful profession, lorno
onl^npws what the future has in store for

: top ai« thrpwp; into

^ for money,

ladies.;::

TKe^ the
Surface in those **breach?p%
whiob come before the courts firocn time to

time; These cases aie lihe yplGahoes, which
f^ow how much igneous aetlvi ry is going
on in the bowels of the earth^^ So when a
helpless, bewildered and wronged Woman's
despair breaks through the mick crust of

silence and cphyehtipnality that society has
ftoai; which the least laid on all such aflfpirs, there is a“breach-

: shipMs fhentv They have been turned out
pf the marriagermarketv and sO enter tha

;
Podnmercial or |>rQfes8ioiial arena* Out of

the frying pan into the fire. If the econo-
mic system were founded on just and
humane principles, woman would only
benefit society and ennoble herself by doing
any work for

^
which she Was fit. But in

the present mdiyiduaiistie regime of produce

tion and distributipn, every man's hand is

against his neighbpuf^ and one can hardly
feed onePeli without raking the bread out
of somp"^ One man's Ipm is

another ’man; I
ga in. Trickery and chicane

are the business. Competition foir

wealth is an ei^eiition in all the un^ciat
Qualities of grepd; cunning and envy, and

pf-promise" case. Pecuniary compensation
18 awarded by the judges. Thus even
society, in its repentant moods, confesses

that marriage is business, and not allro-^

mance. Truth will out, though a judicial

decision be the form that she prefers to

assume in this hypocritical age.

Turning to the question of married life

we find that women of the upper and
middle classes are rendered miserable on
account of the conjugal infidelity of their

husbands. Of course, it is impossible to

obtain facts and figures on such a subject,

bur the concurrent testimony of European
wl^^^ters, who are born and bred, up in that

society, leaves no doubt as to the very lax

standard of morality recognised by Western
wointn muit thw lott^niaiiy valuable traiti ^tlemen. the impertahee atttichei. to
of character, which her very dependence - -

on man has fostered, a# she has been kept
put of the bidppt^ shambleB, called the

business world.'^^^ She baS therefore preserv-

ed her natives

pless, naivetd and idepltiiii:;
:
if she has been

mated tike also enjoyed
the dark, and

V.-proO^ -ways- ,'pf .the. world; whidi'-'ie'^a •.

"

M But ihis a.dvapc^

Wg ;
bpr in tbe^^w ^

cPib-merciMrsm., aapst- aisp;,.

and pbeati to haggle and calr

,:culi^;:|0;btty/tn;':.thi vcbeapest andv^sel^l.'.'iiii
.

,

' ^ is^ :Siiat. ^ .

^;..b0aklE»^::'lSw

j^riiy ameng men ^ a mre mUrion oi the

^$Mon of pmnnn th p tputtity. Mr. August
Pebeii thc German publfcrst^^

'^Qy hp. the gr iniinber pC^ >lWiTied men.poUld
iiot siippPtt • a SBCOpd;

;
a rule, they have

^ivadvi two Mid mo^ OPe ii faje-ttiiidate, and
.die pthprs'fk^^

Mr. ^ Xetdurfteau, : -a Fio^ author

^*The white lacjs Haii ne divine Investituie* Like
all (Qithers, it has iprungvirDm aiiimality

;

like pH the mheis, and
U opeh eiir to pdrPeive that/ in

tlWpiysent day^ in eoimtnes ' ,to most
•cb^iiNd/ and in die das^
didst:, distihgukhed; thP: have

to
iiks;aiemlhe)i

eyitetp,"'evfh:-,gw^ '

‘.‘v^T-iWed' jineapoiuy

fetoojifc'
.: Hit 'W i'ttm-
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elusive prodf of A low position of woman

The of the. middle and upper classes

is a,rtificfi9tl in the extreme. Women attach

too- much inip^ to the conservation

of thciTT and youth. I'hey also fear

aVery lar^e family. Constant excitement

also ! renders them unfit for motherhood.
The reM prevalence of nervous

disordepe Ofiian^ women, and an increasing

degree of artificial sterility. Marriage is

regarded more as a means of gratification

than as ah institution for multiplying and
replenishing the earth. The custom of late

marriage induces incurable nervous de-

rangements among women in the prime of

life. Another cause of the falling birth-rate

of Europe and of the native Saxon stock in

America is thus hinted at by Mr. Max Monte-
sole in an article on France

"It is the relaxation during several generations of the

laws of conventional morality, and the diversion of

natural instincts into by-paths of erotic ecstasy, which
not only prevents the birth of children, but fashions

men, and in a lesser degree, women incapable of be-
coming parents."

Surely there must be something rotten in

the social system which is thus running to

suicide. Over-population is not desirable,

but the degeneracy of women as physical

types is a very serious evil. There is some-
thing wrong somewhere, either in the

ethical or the economic condition of such

a society, tor natural instincts can never be

warped and perverted except under the

influence of radically vicious surroundings.

Man can defeat nature, but he must become
terribly wicked knd looUsh or miserably

unfortunate before he caii succeed. Thus
an individual commits suicide, when be is

insane, or frightfully wretched. A similar

rule applies to sociial phenomena of the

kind that we have been considering.

As regardli the education of the women
of the ini^die and upper classes, it is meagre
and sup^cial. Even (hose who go to the

univeixity learn tittle that makes them
serious and thoughtful. Conversation is a
very satisfact(»ry test of the intellectua!

development of a nation. Now the wonlten

of like women all over the world,

talk; ito twaddle. Their |K>ciety

is intolteirii^l^toredo Gossip U theiir forte..

If re^ anyttipg at home; thgr

GircuUit^rl librariki^^^ %
sc^ttsnes ohly of

:'ficti6n« ,
, . Thie- fact giyer,

of /.their..mental- 'Stayi^^ are-..-t^|j^?

idrildren iii|C:tfeeir.

. of
'

their.-,

ditioh is pfcvaletoc;

of sffperstfiwn in all Weatern^^c^^ AndSy;
;

•.the ladies ' of^^tlievOttltii^

'strongest -chamtntos of'

every charlatan^ ‘"Ands . a'/ipppy -rf

-ground among theht;. -

of science^'.but jt'ji'S'.-atso tke-'jla^pfc^persti*

tion. A 'pa-lmist and
become as; necessary:

of ordinary dim.ensibns v as tto irfer^i^

the 'baker;'
-'

The.;- sale- of
'

thriving trade, and several^isdiis haye
indicted for it in New
women are the greatest obstaipWih;

of progresa No wonder thit^^ to
cannot think very highly of

In Utah, the women were the wtoiptden^^^

advocates of polygamy. inevery^^ ;$^

America, they are the first victims of’ ^spi-

ritual healers,** ‘^divine prophets^*^ and otor
miracle mongers of this mstless It is

the women 'of the socialist

whom a person can,carry on a dae^t^epii- •

versation, but they are very few. Ai a rylsf^

the women of the educated clasto am
lessly superstitious and incapable bf serioits

thought or intelligent cofiversation. In thm
respect, they are neither totter np^

than women in other lands. But there iiSe

no traces of the immense superiority ovbr

the Turkish women, that some people

ascribe to the educated ladies of the West.

They are all alike ds yet. They alV h^tve

to,

'^Wild hearts and feeble wings,

That every sophister can lime." .

They all chatter trifles. They are aU
eredttipus and tollowtootod;

;
Th<m

no grimt difference to^ East aiid tiie

West, or even and
in this rcypect.

;
fclen in EpTopy tove gone

forward, hut tow^ lefT be-

hind.
,
It is to . t

'•

..’tsKa'Il 'no.w tato'.up';'tov.

and the question of to;|i0Sit{on 0?
can be best decided toir
cal, mental and to, after

sdif. /the
'

minority pf

'.••to popto:ti9t^'/:'1Pbey?^ Iito'-

to tol society.
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The natt4(^ does not live ia palace or

the cottage, hut in that slums. If you wish

to find the real Westj go to the slums. The
worfeing classes constitute the nation. And
the position bf woman among them is one
of such terrible hardship and misery that no

one ;^ho has seen them, can hear » the sick-

ening'
;
cant of missionaries and others

about &e **higher position” of woman in

Europe without uttering that appropriate

ifijuhctibn first employed for protection

a^inst shameless and extravagant menda-
city in Grimm's fairy tales ;—“Open the

window that these lies may escape,”

The life of the women of the working-
classes is worse than that of helots. Girls

of tender age are overworked in factories

like beasts of burden. Mothers have to

work in the factories, and the children are

left in nurseries, or allowed to play about
the streets. The generous insurance laws

of Germany allow these women six weeks
of rest after childbirth a provision which
is considered a triumph of humane legisla-

tion, but which really carries with it a hor-

rible reminiscence of negro-slavery days. At
Charlottenburg in Germany, nurseries are

now attached to factories, so that the

women may suckle their children in the

intervals of toil! The excessive infant-

mortality of Germany is largely due to the

fact that the infants are not suckled; so

400,1100 out of 2,000^000 children that are

born every year, die within the first twelve-

months of their Hfel This is civilised Europe,

where women cannot suckle their children,

and where yet all men are horrified at

Herod's atrocities! The working-woman
has to work at night at home till one or

two in the morning, washing clothes^ and
sewing and mending garments, for she

returns from the factory in the evening.

iHte young women employed at the big

stofut, where the mtddle-classes come to

buy silk and satin, perfumes and ribbons,

are paid less than the Atnerican equivalent of

xf ufixn* ^ of or 14 hours. They
hat>t to remain standing all the tiine, and
thus titepaiable injury is done to their

constitution, And the smirking gentlemen

of Europe! who. honour woman so much,
never think of the martyrdom of these

sisters, Who are like flowers ^Vasting theit

sweetness bn the desert air.” Thore

^000,000 wbmen in the United States alonei

FOR JANUARY, ibil

earning less than the equivalent of i annas

a day lor exhausting labour which even a

moderately humane pebpio will never

impose on its miilos and donkeys.^ There

are families of fomign workmen in New
York, whose womenfolk earn the equivalent

of laatia a day by working far into the

night on artificial flowers, millinerjv etc.

They live in dingy rooms not fit for pigs,

filthy breeding-places of tuberculosis and
incest. The greatest English poet of the

last quarter of the nineteenth century has

branded his age with infamy for all time to

come by mentioning the ^‘crowded couch of

incest in the warrens of the poor” in the

passionate jeremiad of ^Locksley Hall Sixty

Years After.” Women and men sleep like

beasts in these hovels, and poverty often

obliges them to take strangers as lodgers

even in that one room ! This is civilised

J^urope that brings together such hosts and
such paying guests ! The women are pale,

and hagard, with sunken eyes and hollow

cheeks. Premature death is their only

friend. The horrors of negro-slavery are

only read of in books, but the worse horrors

of wage-slavery are there for all to see to-

day, in every town of the West, under all

flags and skies. No Turkish 4roman or

Soudanese slave leads such a life of unremit-

ting toil and brutish squalor. This is almost

the nadir of human degradation and it is

found in the West, which is said to honour
woman.
As regards intellectual life among these

classes, it would be a cruel mockery to

mention the subject at all. Can a beast

of burden think or read? Can human
machines for grinding out dividends for the

rich possess a mind ? The life of women
amonjs these classes is one unbroken round
of toil and care ;

they know not rest or

comfort ; theirs it is to work and die, work
and die, unpitied and unknown, and join

the great army of the martyrs of labour,

which has been increasing in numbers ever

since the dawn of history, from the unwill-

ing builders qI the Pyramids, the Coliseum
and the Taj down to the latest girl who^^bas

been crucified on the cross of civilisation.

The suflerings of all these dumb, millions

would^ break any heart not made of stone,

were it not for the consolation that the

longer the p^pamtion has been, the greater

tim deltverahbe will be. The time is com*
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itig when the helot, the serf, the ryot, the

moujik, the fellah, the negro, the prole-

tarian and the working-girl will stand

transfigured in the sight of humanity, like

Jesus in the garden, as the saviours and
martyrs of Labour, the unconscious prophets

of the golden age to come. Then the plaints

and groans of these our tender sisters will

resound
,
in the ears of our grandchildren,

not as wails of woe, but as poeans of

triumph, for who will dare think of grief in

that harppy time? Then all sorrow will

lecome sacred, because it has been the price

of the victory. Then these heroic women
will stand foremost on the pedestals of our

statues. Tyranny may last so long as it

torments men, for they can endure it : but

it sounds its own death-knell when it touch-

es women and children, for then it kindles

the spark of heroism even in the flinty

bosoms of the selfish and the indifferent.'

That stage has been reached in the West.

It is darkest before dawn, and poverty has

now reached that point, which marks the

beginning of its end for all time.

As a consequence of this terrible condi-

tion of things, many men desert their wives,

and the **Boston Transcript” ascribes the

growing frequency of this evil to economic

circumstances. The recent investigations

of the Royal Commission on Divorce in

England revealed the fact that many young

women did not wish to have children at

all 1 What a scathing condemnation of

“civilisation*^ is implied in this unnatural

phenomenon ! This is civilised Europe

which kills out the maternal instinct by

luxury among the rich, and want among
the poor! This stage marks the last gasp

of the woman's despair, for a woman who
renounces the right of motherhood is like a

man who commits suicide. A man lives

for the sake of living, but a woman lives for

her children. But everything is topsy-turvy

in this society, where woman has been

reduced to a condition of wretchedness,

compared with which the harem and the

kraal are heaven itself.

I draw the veil over the darker aspects of

the question. The “social evil,*’ a euphe*
misin employed by relined persons in talkiiijg .

of the degradation thousands of wbnteii

;

through poverty and the exijpncies of thO

present marriage-system j is the product of

these institutions, on which Euiope plumes
herself. Congresses meet to discuss the

“white slave traffic,” which is an organised

trade now as it was in the days of Haroun-
al-rashid or the Mahdi. Modern Europe is

not a whit better in this respect than

Morocco or old Turkestan. The “maiden
tribute” is exacted by the rich and the pro-

fligate from the working classes today as it

was in antiquity. Thus Europe honours its

women I Those who wish to know more
about the human side of this tragedy may ^

read the reports of special commissioqs and
Bernard Shaw’s play “Mrs. Warren’s Pro-

fession.” These armies of “abandoned”
women are the nemesis of society in the

West. Their existence is due not to human
depravity, but to economic conditions and
the marriage-customs of the people.

1 also pass, over in silence some other

ghastly evils that afflict women here as a
conseqence of all these conditions. There
are many things about which silence is more
eloquent than speech. And one essay can
not cover the whole ground.

In conclusion, I may be allowed to hope
that woman, both in the East and the West,

will emerge from this slough of despond.by
the united efforts of young men and women
of all nations. Neither the East, ancient or

modern, nor the West, nor again a union of

the two, but something higher than both,

will save us. Some noble souls dream of the

interchange of ideas and ideals between the

East and the West, but that will not give us

much. Barbarism added to barbarism re-

mains barbarism still. Above the East and
the West, far from the present misery of both,

shines the light of truth, freedom and social

co-operation, that beckons us. And the mes-

sage of the happy Future of Humanity to the

perplexed and miserable Preser^t is.: “Follow,

the gleam. Follow the gleam,”

Har Dayal.
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THE CABULIWALLAH

A Short Story by Rabindranath Tagore : Translated by the Sister Nivedita.

My five years’ old daughter Mini cannot
live without chattering. I really

believe that in all her life she has

not wasted a minute in silence. Her mother
is often vexed at this, and would stop her

prattle, but I cannot feel so. To see Mini
quiet is so unnatural that I cannot bear it

long. And so my own conversation with
her is always animated.

One morning, for instance, when I was in ^

the midst of the seventeenth chapter of my
new novel, my little Mini stole into the

room, and putting her hand into mine, said,

**Father! Ramdayal the door-keeper calls

a crow a krow ! He doesn’t know anything,
does he?”

Before I could explain to her the dif-

ferences of language in this world, she was
embarked on the full tide of another subject.

“What do you think. Father? Bhola says

there is an elephant in the clouds, blowing
water out of his trunk, and that is why it

* Iff
^

rains 1

And then, darting off anew, while I sat

still making ready some reply to this last

remark, “Father ! what relation is Mother
to you ?”

“My dear little sister in the law!” I mur-
mured involuntarily to myself, but with a
grave face contrived to answer, “Go and
play with Bhola, Mini I I am busy !”

The window of my room overlooked the

road. The child had seated herself at my
feet near my table, and was playing softly,

drumming on her knees. I was hard at

work on my seventeenth chapter,—where
Protap Singh the hero had just caught
Kanc&snlata the heroine in his arms, and
both were about to escape by the .third

storev window of the Castle,—when all of

a sudden Mini left her play, and ran to the

window, crying “A CabuHwallah ! a
Cabuliwailah !” Sure enough in the street

below was a Cabuliwailah passing slowly

along. He wore the loose soiled clothing

of his people, with a tall turban ; there was
a bag on his back, and he carried boxes of

grapes in his hand.

1 cannot tell what were my daughter’s

feelings, at the sight of this man, but she

began to call him loudly. “Ah 1” I

thought, “he will come in, and my seven-

teenth chapter will never be finished I” At
which exact moment the Cabuliwailah
turned and looked up at the child. When
she saw this, however, overcome by terror,

she turned to flee to her Mother’s protection

and completely disappeared. She had a
blind belief that inside the bag that the big

man carried there were perhaps two or three

other children like herself. I'he pedlar

meanwhile entered my doorway, and greet-

ed me with a smiling face.

My first impulse, precarious as was the

position of my hero and my heroine, was
to stop and buy something, since the man
had been called. So I made some small

purchases, and a conversation began about
Abdurrahman, the Russians, the English,

and the Frontier Policy.

As he was about to leave^ however, he
asked,—“And where is the little girl. Sir?”

And I, thinking that Mini must get rid of

her false fear, had her brought out.

But she stood by my chair, and looked at

the Cabuliwailah and his bag. He offered

nuts and raisins, but she would not be
tempted, and only clung the closer to me,
with all her doubts increased^

This was their first meeting.

One morning, however, not many days
later, as I was leaving the house, I was
startled to find Mini, seated on a bench near

the door, laughing and talking, with the

great Cabuliwailah at her feet. In all her

life, it appeared, my small daughter had
not found, save her father, so patient a
listener. And already the corner of her
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Thb Cabuliwallah.

By Babu Nanda Lai Bose.

By die courtesy of Babu Rabindranath Tagore.
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little sari was stuffed with almonds and
raisins, the gift of her visitor. “Why did

you give her those?** I said, and taking

out an eight-anna bit, I handed it to him.

The man accepted the money without
demur, and slipped it into his pocket.

Alas, on my return, an hour later, I found

that unfortunate coin had made twice its

own worth of trouble ! For the Cabuli-

wallah had given it to Mini, and her Mother
catching sight of the bright round object,

had pounced on the child with, “Where did

you get that eight-anna bit ?**

“The Cabuliwallah gave it me’*, said Mini

cheerfully.

“The Cabuliwallah gave it you !** cried

her Mother much shocked, “Oh Mini ! how
could you take it from him?’*

I, entering at the moment, saved her from

the impending disaster, and proceeded to

make my own enquiries.

It was not the first or second time, I found,

that the two had met. The Cabuliwallah

had overcome the child’s first terror by a

judicious bribery of nuts and almonds, and

the two were now great friends.

They had a succession of quaint jokes

which afforded them much amusement.

Seated in front of him, looking down on his

gigantic frame in all her tiny dignity^

Mini’s face would ripple over with laughter,

and she would begin, “O Cabuliwallah,

Cabuliwallah, what have vou got in your

bag?”
And he would reply, in the nasal accents

of the mountaineer, “An Elephant !** Not

much cause for merriment, perhaps, but

how they both enjoyed the witticism I And
for me, this child’s talk with a grown-up

man had always in it something strangely

fascinating.

Then the Cabuliwallah, not to be behind-

hand, would begin in his turn, “Well, little

one, and when are you going to the father-

in-law’s house ?”

Now most small Bengali maidens have

heard long ago about the father-in law’s

house, only we being a little new-fangled,

had kept these things from our child, and

Mini at this question must have been a

trifle bewildered. But she would not show
it, and with ready tact replied, ‘^Are you

going there ?”

Amongst men of the Cabuliwallah’s class,

however, it is well-known that the words

fathir^n*law*s house have a double meaning.
It is a euphemism for jgil, the place where
we are so well cared for, at no expense to

ourselves. In this sense would the sturdy

pedlar take my daughter’s question. “Ah !”

he would say, shaking his fist at an invisi-

ble policeman, “I will thrash my father-in-

law!” Hearing this, and picturing the

poor discomforted relative, Mini wOuld go
off into peals of laughter, in which her

formidable friend would join.

These were autumn mornings, —the very

time of year when kings of old would go
forth to conquest, — and I never stirring from

my little corner in Calcutta, would let my
mind wander over the whole world. At
the very name of another country my heart

would go out to it, and at the sight of a
foreigner in the streets I would fall to

weaving a network of dreams,— the moun-
tains, the glens, and the forests of his distant

home, with his cottage in its setting, and
the free and independent life of distant

wilds. Perhaps all the more because I lead

such a vegetable existence that a call to

travel would Tall upon me like a thunder-

bolt, do the scenes of travel conjure them-
selves up before me, and pass and repass

in my imagination. In the presence of this

Cabuliwallah I was immediately transport-

ed to the foot of arid mountain-peaks with

narrow little defiles twistit^g in and out

amongst their towering heights. I could

see the string of camels bearing the mer-

chandise, and the company of turbaned

merchants,—carrying some of them queer

old firearms, and some of them spears,—

journeying downward towards the plains.

I could see—but at some such point Mini’s

Mother would intervene, imploring me to

“beware of that man.”

Mini’s Mother is unfortunately a very

timid individual. Whenever she hears a
noise in the street, or sees people coming
towards the house, she always jumps to the

conclusion that thty are either thieve.s, or

drunkards, or snakes, or tigers, or malaria

or cockroaches, or caterpillars, or an
English sailor. Even after all these years

of experience she is not able to overcome
this terror. So she was full of doubts about
the Cabuliwallah, and used to beg me to

keep a watchful eye on him.

1 tried to laugh her fear gently away,
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but then she would round on me seriously

and ask me solemn questions.

Were children never kidnapped ?

Was it, then, not true that there was sla-

very in Cabul ?

Was it so very absurd that this big man
should be able to carry off a tin

3f
child ?

I urged that though not impossible it

was highly improbable. But this was not

enough, and her dread persisted. As it was

so indefinite however, it did not seem right

to forbid the man the house, and the in-

timacy went on unchecked.

Once a year in the middle of January

Rahmud the Cabuliwallah was in the habit^

of returning to his country, and as the time

approached he would be very busy, going

from house to house collecting his debts.

This year, however, he could always find

time to come and see Mini. It would have
seemed to an outsider that there was some
conspiracy between the two, for when he

could not come in the morning, he would
appear in the evening.

Even to me it was a little startling to

come suddenly now and then, in the corner

of a dark room, upon this tall, loose-

garmented, much bebagged man, but when
Mini tiypuld run in smiling, with her

|

Cabuliwallah ! Cabuliwallah !*’ and the

two friends, so unequal in age, would sub-

side into there old laughter and their old

jokes, 1 would feel reassured.

One morning, a few days before the date

fixed for his departure, 1 was correcting my
proof sheets in my little study. It was
chilly weather. Through the window the

rays of the sun touched my feet, and the

slight warmth was very welcome. It was
almost eight o’clock and the early pedes-

trians were returning home, with their heads
covered. All at once, 1 heard an uproar

in the street, and on looking out, saw
Rahmud being led away bound between
two policemen and behind them quite a
crowd of curious boys. There were blood-

stains on the clothes of the Cabuliwallah, and
one of the policemen carried a knife. Hurry-

ing out, 1 stopped them, and enquired what
it all meant. Partly from one, partly from

another, I gathered that a certain neighbour

had owed the pedlar something for a Ram-
uri shawl, but had falsely denied having
ought it, and that in the course of the

quarrel, Rahmud had struck him. Now

in the heat of his excitement the prisoner

began calling his enemy all sorts of names,
when suddenly in a verandah of my house
appeared my little Mini, with her usual

exclamation, *'0 Cabuliwallah ! Cabuli-
wallah I” Rahmud's face lighted up as

he turned to her. He had no bag under fiis

arm to-day, so she could not discuss the

elephant with him. She at once therefore

proceeded to the next question,— “Are you
going to the father-in-law’s house ?” Rah-
mud laughed and said, “Just where I am
going, little one I’’ 7'hen seeing that the

reply did not amuse the child, he held up
his fettered hands, “Ah he said, “I would
have thrashed that old father-in-law, but
my hands are bound !’’

On a charge of murderous assault, Rah-
mud nas sentenced to some years’ imprison-
ment.

Time passed away, and he was not
remembered. The accustomed work in the

accustomed place was ours, and the thought
of the once-free mountaineer spending
his years in prison seldom or never occurred
to us. Even my light-hearted Mini, I am
ashamed to say, forgot her old friend. New
companions filled her life. As she grew
older, she spent her time more with girls.

So much time indeed did she spend with
them that she came no more as she used
to do to her father’s room. I was scarcely

on speaking terms with her.

Years had passed away. It was once
more autumn, and we had made arrange-

ments for our Mini's marriage. It was to

take place during the Puja holidays. With
Durga returning to Kailash, the light of

our home also was to depart to her hus-

band’s house, and leave her father’s in the

shadow.
The morning was bright. After the rains,

there was a sense of ablution in the air,

and the sun- rays looked like pure gold. So
much so that they gave a beautiful radiance

even to the sordid brick walls of our Cal-

cutta lanes. Since early dawn to-day the

wedding-pipes had been sounding, and at

each beat my own heart throbbed. The
wail of the tune Bkairavf seemed to intensi-

fy my pain at the approaching separation.

My Mini was to be married to-night.

From early morning noise and bustle had
pervaded the house. In the court-yard the

canopy had to be slung on its bamboo
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poles; the chandeliers with their tinkling

sound, must be hung in each room and
verandah. There was no end of hurry and
excitement. I was sitting in my study

looking through the accounts, when some-
one entered,* saluting respectfully, and stood

before me. It was Rahmud the Cabuli-

wallah. At first I did not recognise him.

He had no bag, nor the long hair, nor the

same vigour that he used to have. But he
smiled, and I knew him again.

“When did you come, Rahmud ?” f asked

him.

“Last evening”, he said, “I was released

from jail.”

The words struck harsh upon my ear. I

had never before talked with one who had

wounded his fellow, and my heart shrank

within itself when I reali.sed this, for I felt

that the day would have been better-omened

had he not turned up.

“There are ceremonies going on”, I said,

“and 1 am busy. Could you perhaps come
another day ?”

At once he turned to go ;
but as he reach-

ed the door he hesitated and said, “May I

not see the little one. Sir, for a moment?”
It was his belief that Mini was still the

same. He had pictured her running to him
as she used, calling “O Cabuliwallah f Ca-

buliwallah !” He had imagined too that

they would laugh and talk together, just as

of old. In fact, in memory of former days

he had brought, carefully wrapped up in

paper, a few almonds and raisins and

grapes, obtained somehow from a country-

man, for his own little fund was dispersed.

I said again, “There is a ceremony in the

house, and you will not be able to see any-

one to-day.”

The man’s face fell. He looked wistfully

at me for a moment, said “Good morning”

and went out.

I felt a little sorry, and would have called

him back, but I found he was returning of

his own accord. He came close up to me
holding out his offerings and said “1 brought

these few things. Sir, for the little one.

Will you give them to her ?”

I took them and was going to pay him,

but he caught my hand and said “You are

very kind, Sir I Keep me in your recollec-

tion. Do not offer me money 1—You have

a little girl, 1 too have, one like her in my
own home. I think of her and bring fruits

to your child, not to make a profit for my-
self.”

Saying this, he put his hand inside his

big loose robe, and brought out a small

and dirty piece of paper. With great care

he unfolded this, and smoothed it out with
both hands on my table. It bore the

impression of a little hand. Not a photo-

graph. Not a drawing. The impression of

an ink-smeared hand laid flat on the paper.

This touch of his own little daughter had
been always on his heart as he had come
year after year to Calcutta, to sell his wares
in the streets.

^
Tears come to my eyes. 1 forgot that he

was a poor Cabuli fruit-seller, while I was

—

but no, what was I more than he ? He
also was a father,

That impression of the hand of his little

Parbati in her distant mountain home
reminded me of my own little Mini.

I sent for her immediately from the inner

apartment. Many dfBculties were raised

there, but f would not listen. Clad in the

red silk of her wedding-da}^ with the

sandal paste on her forehead, and adorned

as a young bride, Mini came and stood

bashfully before me.

The Cabuliwallah looked a littln stag-

gered at the apparition. He could not

revive their old friendship. At last he smiled

and said, “Little one, are you going to your

father-in-law’s house ?”

But Mini now understood the meaning
of the word “father-in-law” and she could

not reply to him as of old. She flushed

up at the question, and stood before him
with her bride-like face turned down.

I remembered the day when the Cabuli-

wallah and my Mini had first met, and I

felt sad. When she had gone, Rahmud
heaved a deep sigh and sat down on the

floor. Phe idea had suddenly come to him
that his daughter too must have grown in

this long time, and that he would have to

make friends with her anew. Assuredly he

would not find her as he used to know her.

And besides, what might not have happened
to her in these eight years ?

The marriage-pipes sounded, and the

mild autumn sun streamed round us. But
Rahmud sat in the little Calcutta lane,

and saw before him the barren mountains
of Afghanistan.

1 took out a bank-note and gave if to
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him, saying, back to your own daugh-
ter, Rahmud, in youaown country, and may
the happiness of your meeting bring fortune

to my child !*’

Having made this present, I had to

curtail some items of the festivities. I could

not have the electric lights I had intended,

nor the military band, and the ladi^ of the

house were very despondent over this. But
to me the wedding feast was all the bright-

er lor the thought that in a distant land a
long lost father had met again with his

only child.

FOLKTALES, RIDDLES, PROVERBS AND DRAMATIC
GAMES OF THE MUNDAS

I
N every typical Mundft village, there

is a common dormitory or “giti-orJl”

for all the bachelors, and another

for all the maidens of the village.

This ‘giti-ori’ is at once a sleeping-house,

a club, and an educational seminary, for

the young folk. But the MundSL is an unal-

phabet, and up till recehily instruction

through books was altogether unknown to

the non-Christian Mundft. Even to this

day, it is only a microscopic minority of

the unconverted Mundas who have learnt

the Hindi alphabet. The only vehicle for

instruction and culture known to the ordinary

Mundk is folklore or *kgh&ni\ consisting of

narratives or folktales, riddles, and proverbs.

These are recited and learnt in the evening,

bv young bachelors and maidens assembled

in their respective ‘giti-oras’, after the day’s

work is over.

The commoner class of folktales are

*
called ‘kaii-kahanis, and

stance we give below the story of the Tiger

and the Thief ad kumbarua-ka-

ani”;-
A thief used to lurk about a king's stable

night after night, seeking an opportunity to

steal a horse. For the first few nights, no
suitable opportunity presented itself. But

at length the opportunity came, and on one

dark night the thief entered the unguarded

stable, unperceived. A tiger, however, had

already noticed the thief lurking about the

stable. And anticipating that the thief

would enter the stable, and promising him-

self a meal of human fiesh, the tiger fore-

stalled him and lay crouching at one end

of the stable. The thief on entering the

dark stable, began to scrutinise each animal
by feeling its back with his hands. When
at length he felt the back of the tiger,

he adjudged this to be the best horse in the

whole stable. Accordingly he put a bridle

into this selected animal’s mouth, and forth-

with got up on its back. Unused to such

treatment, the tiger got frightened out of

his wits and thought within himself that the

man who thus succeeded in mounting his

back was undoubtedly stronger and more
powerful than himself. In a mortal fright,

the tiger began to run with all possible

speed. And thus with the thief on his back,

on and on he ran through jungles and over

rocks, the whole night through. The thief

too was no less frightened than the animal

on whose back he rode. And at frequent

intervals, the thief would call out to the

animal in the most coaxing tones he could

command,—“Slowly, slowly, O royal horse,”

“Wait a little, O king’s horse 1”. At these

words, however, the tiger would get more
frightened than ever, and would double his

speed. When, at length, day dawned, the thief

was horrified at discovering that he was
riding a veritable tiger. His first consternation,

however, did not get the better of the thief’s

accustomed presence of mind. At the very

first opportunity he caught hold of the

overhanging branches of a tree. And, in the

twinkling of an eye, he scrambled up the

tree and heaved a sigh of relief. The tiger

too was overjoyed at finding his human
rider mysteriously vanished. And in great

glee the animal ran away with all possible

speed. When the tiger was at a safe distance,

the thief got down from the tree but felt so

exhausted that he lay down on the ridge of
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“I am afraid still, my friend. If I must go began to sing aloud—
with you, fasten your body to mine, so [CHbUOS.]
that in case things do not turn out to our

Kb-kp-re cho,
expectation, you may not run away leaving Baum-do-na
me in the lurch." To this the wolf agreed, Buru-bing Janae chi,

and the two, tied to each other with Sangsuri jaaaT*
i ;

a cord, approached the field where the thief At the sound, the matron of the gilii^ft

was still lying asleep. When the tiger told the girl,—**Llsttn ! a cock is

saw the sleeping man, he began to move at your house]" **Probab!y," iep!ii(|||f/'ti^b

backwards, and importuned the wolf to un- girl, **my brother has seized Some
fasten the rope. The wolf remonstrated, bout’s fowl." On her return bomb bi .t^
Their words awakened the thief, who at morning, the girl opened the doors of the

this extreme peril, desperately shouted hut to find a huge snake occupying it.

out at the top of his voice, **What
!
you stood spell-bound at the thresbald

come again, tiger 1" In a mortal fright, the snake called her out by nameand:Mid»^
tiger ran away, dragging the wolf along the not, sister. 1 am your brother^ Tne tgg
stony ground. This was too much for the gave me to eat is responsible for this tipjis^

poor Wolf who was soon done to death. The formation. Sweep thedustotf half the fopm
thief, now a sadder and a wiser man, and prepare it for your own use, abd
returned home, and was cured of his thievish occupy the other half/* The girf

propensities. and swept the floor of half ; tte

A second variety of the folk-tale is the her broom. Then her snahe^brbjdmr jfold

w Daring Ka4lni, in which her to get ready one bisketfol bf
^onraag Ka-

yj, interspers- rice (sWern and marki) to
ed. A boy in the boys* badeet was placed befofo .btof hb difocted

giti-ori or a girl in the girls’ giti-ori tells his ««ter to bfiil^

the prose part of the story, and when a as dte could

song comeS: in, all the assembled^ boys or When to had jSoiw th^
girls, as the case may be« sing it in chorua

Here it an example of this class of iolk-

tkto
.Once upon a At cocK-crowi—

mothers and a.n unmarrtol sister of thciia Thy brother,

Of to brotoie, six^^^i^ and /^ a: babStibr, Or

e This and the fottowiiiK to of song are iung%
all the boys or of tte The
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told her.Id place all the knives within the intheevening, at their giti-orfts, these riddles

heap ol patched ricje in the basket. The give them pleasant intellectual exercise,

knives having been thus arranged to his There are hundreds and hundreds of these

satisfaction, he directed his sister to take riddles out of which we cite only half a

iip^ the basket on her head and follow him. dozen examples.—
And thus off they went into the forest, and (i) Riddle Moydd mAchire mdnr6

hnaliy stopped at the spot where the fateful hSgako dfibakflnSlkp, jupQtid kflko juputid

egg had been found. Arrived there, the man- tftnft.

snake told his sister to get up on a tree [On one chair, sit five brethren, although

and hide herself. He himself remained touching, they do not touch one another],

under the tree and began to sing aloud :— Answer,—The two ears(iutur), the two eyes

Chorus* (med), and the nose (md), all sitting on one

Heseljurujuru,
Karekeu lidi lidi

; W Rtddle : --Moynd horo do senotinre

Neado neado, hfip^ hftpdte senoa
;
birte teb&kiatd k&klae.

Bunibing kinv ora, [A certain individual keeps quiet while
Ch.s.ngsunktngrosom?* going a,o„g. but makes noise while he

At this song, the ‘bdrubing’ and ‘s3 ngstiri’ reaches the wood ].

(the male hill-snake and his consort) came ‘Kondd’ (the axe) which makes
out of their hole. The human snake oEered noise while cutting wood,
themthebasketof fried rice, which the pair

(3) Rfdd/c;—Ritipite sikamteft, gagara-
eagerly fell to eating. The knives conceal- leka ja-tea.

ed within the basket soon split their tongues. [It has small leaves, and fruits like small
Then the hill snake told the human snake, ankle-bells.]

“If you can smooth the surface of a bamboo ^«s.—‘Bflt’ (gram).
with your tongue, we shall admit you into

(4) Riddle .—Moyod horo dea-skre data-
the serpent race.” The human snake did akana.
what was required of him and was accord-

[
Some one has his teeth on his back ].

admitted into the tribe of the ‘burd- /Ins.—‘Pati* (leaf-palm-mat).
bing’. Naw the human-snake entered a

{5) Ridd/e .—Pdndi loyongre karani baba-
neighbouring hill-stream and stopped the k5 herjeda.
current by interposing his own huge body as [On white field grows karhani paddy
an embankment. At his desire, the girl invited (which is black.)

]

all her sisters-in-law to come and fish in the .4ns,—Pdndi kagach (white paper, which
stream whose flow had been arrested. The is written upon with black ink),

girl herself stood on the bank, as directed, but
her sisters-in-law eagerly rushed into the Dramatic Games.

water and began to catch fish. When they These form the most interesting class of

were in the height of excitement, the man- Mfinddri games. They are meant to corn-

snake suddenly slipped . away, and the bine amusement with instruction, and are

released current swept away all his mali- generally played in the evening. The
cioiis sistenhin-law. The man-snake remain- Mundfts have a large number of games of

ed in tbe stream, and his forlorn sister this class. We shall describe one which
relurn^ home alone with a heavy heart.

The third class of Kt^ftnig or K&hinis are

youth*

not stories but riddles which
Nutum

pyj powers of

observation of the Munda
When the young folk are assembled

* This song, sung by all the assembled young folk

in chorus, may be translated as follows

^

The d&safu (kesel) tree stands with widesprtading

blanches,
The Ssrisfo tree towers high

;

Is this the hddse of the mde-snake,
Or h this tl^famse of the fenuUe-ma^^

inay be taken as typical of the whole class.

In the *Kftnt3ru inn’ or the jack-fruit game,
one boy represents a jaek-

***^*"*" tree, a number of boys and
^ girls represent its fruits, one

boy personates the owner of the tree, and
another boy a dog, and a third boy a thief.

The boys and girls representing the iack-

fruits hold on to the boy representing the

tree, and shout;—“Hdtd tiri b&ndft hfikft;

hiti tdrd bftndft hfikk.” The thief comes

to the tree when the owner is asleep. The
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dog gets scent and barks at him. The bark-

ing awakens the owner from sleep. Oh
seeing the thief stealing his jack-fruits^ he

raises a hiie and cry. Thereupon the thief

takes to his heels, carrying away with him
the fruits he has just plucked. In the

molding, th6 thief comes to the owner of

the tree and requests the loan of a knife.

The latter asks, **What do you. want a knife

for ?” The thief replies, “I have killed a

goat. I require a knife to dress the slain

animal with;” The owner of the tree

unsuspectrngly lends his knife.

Giggling with mirth, the thief runs home
with the knife« rips open the jack-fruit, and
eats his fill. When he takes back the knife

to its owner, the latter smells it and asks

“Why does it smell of jack-fruit, eh?”

Before the words are spoken, the thief runs

aw'ay. The following night, jack-fruits are

again stolen. The dog barks again
;

its

master gets up and raises a hue and cry;

and thethief bolts away with the stolen fruits

as before. In the morning the owner of the

tree exclaims—“No more jack-fruits will

1 leave on the tree. The thieves are taking

them all away.” Just when he is saying

this, the thief, looking the very picture of

innocence, once more appears, asks the loan

of a knife to kill a fowl with, and goes

away with the same knife he had borrowed

the day before. In the night, the thief cuts

down the jack-tree with this knife. And
early next morning takes it back to its

befooled owner. The owner comes out of

the house to see his jack-tree lying down
full length on the ground. He then seeks

out a sdkhft or ghost-finder to ascertain

what
'

'w'
mhchiet
none Other ihlib^lii Atid :

mpck-sofemn pi«t^ded ‘sdkhl^

directs the owner
white heni oiie blaelt gnafe buffelo,**

besides rice and other customary^ t^^ to

propitiate the oflepcied;^^^%

The offerings are dul3
j
broui^t foitbi and

;
a'

mimickry of a pdjft cerempi^ ; w goiie

through. The sham puja over^

boys seizes hold of the legs the boy
representing the fallen jack^tree, and an-

other seizes hiin by the two. hand^^all
dioutinginchoruB—

**Sim daroin joma
Merom darom joma chj ?

Kera darom joma chi ?'*#

The tree will now stand up again. And
all the other players will join handst and

dance round the tree.

Among other drarnatic games may be
mentioned the 'Dtdi-faft’ or

Other Dramatic Vulture-play’ played bytwo
Games.

all-fours and a

third boy representing a dog ; and the

‘Tfiyu oro sim lun,* or the ‘gaipc of

the "fox and the hen’ in which one *bdy pr

girl represents a hen, and a nunibe/ of

children represent so many Ghickens, ' one

boy represents the keeper of the fowls and

another a fox who makes many unsucces^

ful attempts to catch the chickens.

Sarat Cmanora Ray.

These lines may be literally translated as

lows 'Will you eat fowl-sacrifice t Will 3^0 eat goat-

sacrifice? Will you cat buffalo-sacrificeT

THE LAW COURTS OF CHANDRAGUPTA

By Narendranath Law, m.a.

I
T goes without saying that the welfare

of the people is determined to a con-

siderable extent by the nature of the

law of the land and the efficient adininjs-

tration ol justice.
. LaWa are .unseen age

as important for popular welWieing aathe

visible agents of government. The object

of this and the following papers will be#
consider in detail the laWa of Chaiidra-

guptaV government, the way they were

administered, and ifee cootrjfiution they

made to the iimterial welf#i of the countiy.



MOPSiim;
;'v .ii

^Jihliiiwi/'iif.lftw.fioiirtg.in

, iifjimritwit V(Dttft«--eie'li <Kflen»ti5r

eea^titti^i /wa* alip a fliileKiiice :

. ia iaipact af tlia ' aatute of the tetiet that -

. aa .ito^'-composttionl ; , aach <<taN '

ina<fe up jf '^^i»MOn$ welk;

^
m wlio sat together^:

hearing cases | the former were most
^nilbably Brahinans,— the recognized depo-
tileries of aacred learnings and the latter the

Ime judicial officers who supplemented the

knowledge of sacred lore of the former by
tiimr know^^^ experience of the

wprld,-.,

In each ae9n<N<r court, three snnar's and
thim iitvn*s sat to decide cases. The aaln’s

as has been explained above were three

officers with their knowledge of the world
and the irthn^fs were three “pvcr-seers” whOf^
it seems; investigated the cases by enquiries

'^

on the spot wh^ required, remained present

at the time of trial and helped the winar's*

Nexti as to the jurisdiction of the courts

:

axMla court generaily decided cases as

arose lirpfn the personal grievances of one or

a feor Individuals against or a few
other individuals, atid^fae punishments were
onlyTo fines nos even
very htiivy^.0

^
cases that, came

within the jurisdiction of a sfegeiilee court

generally related either to matters that

^ affected the government, the king himself,

the public at large and large bodies of men,
or to such other heinous offences as murder.

Though small fines were inflicted by this

court for offences that urere not so grave

;
yet the for the griver ofiences ranged

up to a very high This distinguishes

itfromhd#0fiv Another distinction

consisted in the fact that it lay in the power
of a iseerOhPI nhurt to inflict capital punish-

ment with or ifsithout torture according to

,,;'A«.gravity of'the

9oh)^ are ^veo two lists of the kinds of

• cqims^ of jiidgM well-

f the cobifts for Ute

oj anoes}*'-
'

.

X Vtit andp. soo.

; Bk* Ulr;AiO»sSSOa.

cam that caims ttii^ of the

two of law coutts

{« court tried cases bearing

oni^foHo
(i) Vali^ty of («> Vio-

tetiem of contracts for serricer^ utiOVIHIimo) ;
(“')

delation between inastef and servant, employed and

labourer-r.( enwfirilri:, unenikuw: ); Pv) Slavery-

(etiww:); (v) Recoveiy of Debts-(ewnnmt);

(vi) De;^sits-*<OnPlStijq ) ;
(vii) Rescission of sale—

(faftmftaigne;); (viH) Resumption, of gifts-

(inWJWTOW) ;
(ix) Robbery and Violence—(uTWq);

(x) Assault—
( ssfmmsil ) ;

(x*) Defamation—(

^

vnmi); (xii) Gambling^ (xiii) Sales

of property by another than owner—

(

viwiBifilWS : )

;

(xiv) Rights of ownership—(wenfimuw:) ;
(xv)

Boundary Disputes— (tftmfiww;, SimloiUnqifq )

;

(xvi) Construction of Buildings—(viV|arq) ;
(xvii)

Sale of house-property—(arqjfiniiV: ) ;
(xviii) Damage

to agriculture, pasture and public roads—
(

(xix) Miscellaneous hindrances- (grin-

J
(xx) Duties of man and wife—( fimfUTmi,

fkaifV*:, etc.); (xxi) Guilds—

UnnH); (xxii) Inheritance and Succession—(^pnina:,

vunm:, etc.) ;
(xxiii) Miscellaneous offences—

(

mfir) ;
(xxlv) Rules of procedure—(ftglgqgfinRf:) |

II. The HWudIvn court tried cases relat-

ing to the following

-

(i) Protection of Artisans—( grfVUWWq ) ;
(H) Pro-

tection of merchants—
( KftrtUUlf ) ;

(iii) Measures

against national calamities—
( UgfitMWiwfinv: ) ;

(iv)

SuppreMkm of the wicked—
( Wt)j

(v) Detection of criminals by aMetic-spies—

(

eiltWWWHn); («i) Arrerting nibbers on suapicion

<»• in the act—(

)

J
(vii) PostTmortera

CMminittion—(^npnnrai^); (viii) Cron-axaniina.

ti<n—(miRmilgdlli:) : <«) Discipline in govemnwnt

departments—

;

(*) Fines in lieu of

mutilation of limbs—( )

;

(’<>) Capital

pwushment with or whhoiit torture (vvDliilMWtR;);

l^ii) Iinproper Social Intercourse—

(

imiiff^ ) ;
(xiii)

Punjthments for miseeBeneoas ofienees
|

, U ikiwuld be that oyer and above
: dwM ebiira, the .ht^miui ) and the

/
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:

;. Vv:i!^
'

tlitri f ' TiHage-4iiinpt^ 'pJayed'-.-an;:-:':^lhey.- heU'^k wtriinaiiin

iiniHSiftaiit pi^ in tte awtfemtnt of 4ia|mt« toi^p fcrmi^
4iiumg .;.4)e.;^]1ageir8/'^ .'the;'- l^adtiiiaQ.'

.was- vj^-red -'.wiih.':the:^^^ ^of-sutnin^Hy /h|^nqirtaf!tjw»'p^^^^

pv^1i6h''ij^'. .'Certain'
.
pSences 'witb'ih -his ju'ris-

'

. '.i,ilVa.t6Wn;:^^^:;tM
''

dicti0n.;;'''^ltdp''pears'from'a^ that: .he ... village

;

could -^acporf” out of the village under his centrally sitt^itiid twb pprCN 9 ,

change a thief or an adiiltei'er if such a vihccs of the &
step hecatne necessary, diat the capitarcity^W^

The hihg with his ministers and learned of the above : twO claJ^ h^
Brahmans formed the highest court of law-coult

appeal.*'

Now, as to the seats of the above courts: * iSsVKVMl aed iff f see afcNS

* Bk. I. VTOfhfv: I
Bk. II, eiiiqaftle: I

HISTORY OF AURANGZIB

CHAPTER XI,

War with Bijapur, 1657.

The treaty of 1636 had turned the king

of Bijapur into a friendly ally of the

Emperor of Delhi, but left his sover-

eignty unimpaired. He had not become a

vassal prince, nor bound himself to pay an

annual tribute. On the other hand, he had

been formally confirmed in the possession

of a large portion of the territory of the

extinct royal house of Ahmadnagar, the

whole of which the Mughals had once

claimed.* Secure from his mighty neighbour

Sultat) began to extend hi»

dominions westwards into

the Konkan, southwards into Mysore, and

eastwards into the Kamatak. The prin-

cipality of ikkeri (or BeSnur, in N. W.
Mysore) had been raided in 1635 at the

invitation of a local faction, and^ a heavy

fine of 30 iakhs of hun imposed on its Rajah,

Virabhadra Nayak.
;
Two years later the

invasion was renewed and the Nayak de-

posed.f Shortly afterwards, a vast Bija-

puri armyf numbering 40^000, led by the

famous gcUeral Randatilah Khan, took Sira,

-'.P.*-
. Vasu's’ -.MS.)-

$. fC; 293-^94
"

' Slewelv37, haines^the

Bangalore, and the country north >f the

Kaveri (1639)! and theh advancing

wards into the Karnataka went

:

on captur- ,

ing forts and fcities for many yeats* In

2647, the entire Bijapur irmyundeifi iMiistafa

Khan, the foremost noble of fhp State,

repeated the invasion, but met #ith stub*

born opposition at first. lO a great baWle
fought east of Bangalore,* the impet^tptis

valour of an Abyssinian geniiai,

Raihan, saved the livOs oT the. Bijapur

troops and the honour Of their king . from
destruction; the famous Hindu general

Vailuar was routed and his cause tuinefL

Finally starvation opened the impregn^^
.

fortress of Jinji to^ ^Wpur
December Jj549),S^e» JU?.

the Whole SoatJ^rn
^Karnatablay^ppenvlp^^^^

Moslims. The prize thus setmmd was^
splendid ; besides the vast ^ apd: fertile

terfitpry annexed, the treasute captpied^^rw

valued at four Wwit^n'ds,

a Bijapur force lbvaded thp:l^^ tiprri*

tory of Goa and Saisette

with some success^ to short, in the iripgnj

* In the Pernan inrianescnp|» of the

.$aluiin, the place of enm ts IhdisiinctlYjSri^^^

'^Antiir, between Bapkalere and Afasti.*^ There.ts a
iVaniuTt n.e.< (ij Bang^o^r Aitur 9nd^V9liian

,are'tbo far pgv'

^ i p'Any 308 and 309.
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<ii Mukamipad Adil Shah (ia26^<6) the

kmgdbrn of Bijapur attained to its highest

lextent,^ p^ inagniiicence. His

domimon stretched from the Arabian Sea

to the Bay of Bt^gal, across the entire

lodiah Peoin^^
.

^

Eyer since 1636, Muhammad Adil Shah

had lived at peace with the Emperor of

Piifiiif and we read of friendly exchanges

of ptesents between the two Courts.* This

be- Sultan's good nime for

tweea Hht Delhi piety, love of justice, and
mad ^ Bijapur care for his subjects,—which
Coorts. heightenedby a certain

simplicity of understanding and ignorance

of the world,—greatly pleased Shah Jahan.

The Emperor recognised the merits of the

king and the increased power of the king-

dom by addressing him as Shah or King

( X648 ),t—whereas the former sovereigns

of Delhi, in their pride of suzerainty^ had
styled th e rulers of Bijapur as mere Khans
or Lords. Some years afterwards, dif-

ferences had arisen between the two4 Adil

Sluk Jduni.
Shah displeased Shah Ja-

departing from the

practice of his ancestors in

holding Court in a lofty palace outside his

citadel and witnessing elephant-combats

in an open plain beyond the fort instead of

within It, and lastly by conferring the title

of Kkan^^i^ihanan on ,his premiei noble.

These actb were taken to imply a pre-

sumptuous assumption of the prerogatives

of the Emperor and rivalry with the Court
of Delhi. Shah Jahan wrote him a letter of

rebuke, sharply telling him to return to the

ways of his forefathers, or a Delhi army
would visit his dominion. The letter was
discussed in full Court. The captains of

Bijapur clattered their swords and cried,

^*Let them come on 1 We too are ready and
eager for such a day. We shall be glad to

meatus our swords with the blades of

Hindustan." A haughty reply was deli-

vered to the Delhi envoy.

* Abdul Hamid. Wans, 90 a, 98 S, 101 a, 1x3 S,

117 6, ( in these passages the word peshkssh is used,

but evidently in the sense of ‘present*, and not in that

of ‘tribute).^

t Bdsstiu4^9slatiti, 324 and 325. Aurangeib
refers to the granting of this title in a letter written lo

Shah Jahan in September 1654 44a.)

J In October 1652, also, Shah Jahan was angry
with the Bikpur king for some reason unknown to us.

{MahySsa.] ,

With the night came a ^change. A
charming story is told,* how the ktnjg was
amusing himself with his chiefs aiid favour-

ites on the lofty terraced roof of his palace,

under the moonlit sky. Hours rollea on in

delight. At midnight, when all other

hearts were sunk in pleasure, the pensjve

king turned his ears to the City of Bijapur

and heard only sounds of revelry coming
from it on the night wind. **What does the

City say, Afzal Khan Ji?’' he asked of his

favourite general. “It is only singing the

praise your Majesty’s love of justice and
care for your subjects, and praying for your
long life, so that the people may continue
to enjoy the same peace, plenty and happi-
ness." The pleased king asked again,

“What will be the result if we encounter
the forces of Delhi ?“ The reply was, “Only
lamentation and grief will be heard in the

place of these joyous sounds. Whichever
side may win, every house will mourn some
deaths and the people will know no peace or

happiness." The king brooded over the

answer, preferred ease to honour, and next
morning took his haughty reply back and
sent in its stead a letter of apology and

AdUShdiyUM.. to Delhi. This
long and prosperous reign

of 30 years ended with his death at the age
of 47 (on 4th Nov. 1656),+ and the danger
he had .successfully averted fell on his

kingdom.
But before we can proceed to the troubled

history of his successor, it is necessary to

take up the thread of narrative where we
dropped it at the end of the last chapter.

When returning from the Golkonda ex-
pedition Aurangzib had sent Mir Jumla off

BUrromUsttli. w ‘

Imperial CoitrL May), to nil the high post of

prime minister. In the mean-
time he had completely won Mir Jumla
over to his interests, and the Mir’s arrival

at Delhi (7th July, 1656) secured the triumph
of Aurangzib’s policy of aggression in the
Emperor’s council.^ Mir Juxtxla’s presents,

matchless diamonds, rubies and topazes,

Basatfn-t^sala/ifi, 324—^26. For another quarrel
about Imperial dignity, see AM, 40 6.

t The glories of the reign are described in detail in

the Basaitft~i-saiaiiM, $o4r^34S, esp^ially 329—331.

I Waris, 113 a (Mir Jumla took leave of Aurangzib
at Indur on 3 May, and left that place for Drihi four
days Afterwards), 114 a. 83 a, 205 6.
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dazzled the eyes of the Emperor and brou^t
about the downfall of the peace party

under Dara Shukoh. The land whence
these jewels came was worth annexing 1

The late wazir of Golkonda knew all the

seij^ets of the Deccani Courts, the insand outs

of the land, and the exact prices of all the

chief officers of Qutb Shah and Adil Shah.*

Therefore, as an authority on Deccan ques-

tions he was unapproached by any other

courtier of Shah Jahan. His expert know-
ledge was now utilised in intriguing with the

Deccani Courts and seducing their officers.

With Mir Jumla dominating the Emperor’s

counsels, Aurangzib confidently matured
the plan of invading Bija-

supports policy expected death

of k-ft ^ho
was lingering on the bed of

illness. The Mir, as one fully conversant

with the country, was urged by Aurangzib
to return to him as quickly as possible,

‘*in order that this opportunity might not

slip away.*’|

On 4th November, 1656, Muhammed Adil

Shah, the seventh of the royal line of Bija-

pur, died. Through the efforts of his chief

minister, Khan Muhammad, and the Queen,
Bari Sahiba, a sister of the Golkonda King,

the crown was placed on the head of Ali

Adil Shah II, a youth of 18 years, and the

only son of Muhammad.
All Adil Shall news reached Aurang-

luccee B.
November, and

he immediately wrote to Shah Jahan, urg-

ing an invasion on the plea that Ali was
not really a son of the late King, but a boy
of obscure parentage whom Muhammad
Adil Shah had brought up in the harem.
In anticipation of the Emperor’s orders, he
massed his troops on the Bijapur frontier,

and proposed to go himself to Ahmadnagar
to be nearer to the point of attack,

* Adabf 49 b,

t Adab, 88 a and 6. 91 a and b 191 a (Aurangzib

thanks Mir Jumla for having supported him against

Dara). (Aurangzib planned the invasion of Bijapur

even btfore the death; of its king, Adabt 88 a). Aqil

Khan, 15, asserts that Mir Jumla induced Shah Jahan
to sanction the invasion of Bijapur.

t Adabt 88 60 h, 145 a. 132 b, (Aurangzib writes

to Khawajah Abdul Ghaffar that he invaded Bijapur

for thegiood ^ the paofli, as the late king had left

no heir!) Basatin^i^sdiatint 32^ Waris, u8tf.
There was even a talk of Shah JaHaih gorng tdthe

Deccan to direct the operations. \Adabt 89 S.f

The death of MtiliAmmad Adil Shah was
followed by disoriier in the Karnatak
had conquered. The zamindars recovered

mulch of their former lands, and Bijapur

i

ofBcers werediiven to the shelter of the fortS;

_ . Bhbnsia disobeyed
Rebwoa Md his new niiaster/and set up

111 ti«
.

t̂hiiigS were even worse.

Bijapur hobles had never bbeii k^t under

proper control by their king, and had
been wont to regard themselves as their

own masters. They now quarrelled with

one another and with the prime minis-

ter Khan Muhammad for the division of

power.* To aggravate the evili Auirangzib

intrigued with them, and succeeded in cor*

rupting most of them. “I atn trying my ut-

most/’ he writes to Mir Jumla, **to win the

Bijapur army over, for then the chiefs of

that country will join us of their own
accord.” Randaulah Khan's son and
several other leading men of the Gourt pro-

mised their adhesion and prepared to desert

to the Mughal territory with their troops.

After they had reached him Aurangzib Hoped
to seduce the others with the

Officer. MdueeiJ ^id of Mir Jumlai So, he
by A«r«g*lb.

,0 Multafat
Khan, the Governor of .Ahmadnagar, ^
nearest point on the Mughal frontier

towards Bijapur, with instructidns to dn-
tribute it among the deserters : every Bijapur
captain who brought a hundred meh to

the muster was to get Rs. 3,000 out pf the

local treasury, (evidently after the above
sum had been spent). The Governor ssas

ordered to welcome, and conciliate every
arrival from Bijapur, even if he were not a
captain of known position and irrtportafKfe.f

An envoy from Shivaji waited on Aurangzib
proposing the terms on which the MaratHa
chieftain was willing to co-operate with the
Mughals by making a diversion in' the

Bijapuri Konkan. He received iii reply ia

letter of vague promises.

|

On 36th November ShaH Jahan sane*
tioned the invasion and gave Aurangzib a

• Adahti^ S, 91 a.

^ Adaht^i at A b, \^ b.

X •Adabt 144 ^ (about July 10^6)^ 146 a (about Fchni*
ary or March io$7).



to

-ii’li- itoviS'flSe'iiiM",

t'to;
' dip -

<)iMpk4y, to itot we ttoybm ctaitt together.’’

It was ofto ^se waiting 1^ bf {he

reicifbjrceihents ordered froni Northern India.

Several offieefs were tow ^ their

yagirs, in spite of strong letters from tto

Emperor urging them on j a^d Aurangzib
could not expect to get the whole additional

*f6rce of 20,000 men beifore 19th February,

1657-*
:

Mir Jubila arrived at Aurangabad on i8th

January, and that very day
at the auspicious hour

chosen by the astrologers, the

Wsebcgim. Pnnce set out with him to

invade Bijapur.f As he was
encumbered with heavy artillery and siege

materials; his movement was very slow ;

240 miles were covered in 43 days. On
28th February, he reached the environs of

Bidar, and laid siege to the fort on and
M(archr|

A short distance south of the Mughal
frontier fort of tJdgir and across the Man-
jira river lies the city of BidXr. it is large

and well peopled, and the remains of fine

buildings speak of its ancient grandeur.

Tradition connects it with the father of

BidA# Damayanti, the devoted
wife of Rajah Nala, who

flourished jn the mythical age of the Afailia-

bhat^t Cotnx^g down to historic times^

WOtod that Btdaf| Was captured by IMuhamf
mad Tughlaq in the' 14th century, and
became iiuccesitvely the capital of the^

Bihmahi %iltans and of the short-Hve4
Band toaht djhasty, both of whmh adorn-
ed it with toe jwlaccSi totoHi and mpsques^
as rnemoHats. of their The glory
of >>1^ city is the magnttoent toHcge built

.agWeitimt ^between the Mughals and Bijapur, and
Shah jahan [the maker of the treaty] was

^ ^ 19s

^ t h.

: ,

^hjjbii, 2 (bto wrongly give 14 days

I a* it8

Wtorto^ itobtt ft hiied on Kamhu. a ^

to ^’setto

J'S&f f^Of^'BiJapur : ^ ^

wa^'he -though t'

the.. "Same .timeOrd^A’tojrd'

'

v^iHtdvy'Sbaista 'the- Govtobr 'bf--'

" and: '.‘Kbld

-Aurabgzib’i'-^sence.: in' the'waiv'-.

'troupe^ .pa^ly
'

-toin; thg'

i'-jiSS^'-yaod'-.- partly
' from ' the

ji^totf of officers, was despatched to to*

army of the Deccaii. Lastly

^rl^la himself, with tnost o{%e ofhee^

land
:
a portion of the t^ps ordered; was

‘Vsent.^ist DeCeml^r) to jptii Aurangzib.f

Tto Etnperor’s instructions to his son

Weif, first to march wfth Mir, Jumla to the

( ^Japur frontier and conquer the whole
. of

V^the kingdom* if peftstW^^^^ otherwise, to

- to that portion of the old Ahmadnagat
hingdoin which had been to Bijapur

% the treaty of 1636, and to spare the

territory of Bijapur proper on the payment
of an indemnity of ftrsrvs of Rupees and
the recognition of the Emperor’s suzer-

ainty, the issuing of coins in his name
and the ptotic reading of his title from the

pulpit at Bijapur. If the latter alternative

was carried but, Aumngztb was to employ
the vast atoy ^^Wi^^hled under his banner
in the Golkonda. The Prince,

hpwever,\to^ Bijapur
j'

- fiiSt V to* o® the conquest of
'^ whito can be seized at any time

Tto war thus sanctioned was wholly

^ unrighteous. Bijapur was
yto to not a vassal State, but an

jndi^ndent and to *lly

the latter had
iio lawful cohfitrbai or question the

; reason of

tto^ the helplessness

: :,to'.>'bby«king^’ -.tod ttoi'discbird- among . .his

.

whitojto^dt^ra to
^ fur tobesmtibn, to Autobgzib toP^^ssed

. f
j|

8 :''i;;4toSi. 96-0y

'

: f ihni K (list' cif://fidltos',seiit to tHe <

* (Mir Jnmft tetotow of to
Mr bn NoveWher, but aptiMy sUuW ftom '

t'Cn iflt
'.-V ,



rfV-

hy Af^nnid CawMy :t^

of fiahotanja On the

pf tibe ^rid
•;
^ahi kinjgd, Bida^ passed

jntO''\the fit|ifidii'';of;&

Tic city on a high: :

•. U ^ 4310 feet above the sea-

A wall >itji adry
ditdh and glacis surrounds

the city hsetfvand bastions rising at various

points of the wall add to its defensive

power* Thefort or citadel, finished in 1^32
and occupying the eastern face of tha city,

is of immense strength. Its wall $ 4500
yards in circuit and 12 yards in. height.

Three separate ditches each 25 yards wide
and 15 yards deep, cut in the solid rock,

surround the citadel, which contains many
palaces, mosques, Turkish baths, mint,

arsenal, magazine, and other public edifices

built of trap but now in ruin. The only

entrance is a zigzag passage from the south*

west, protected by three gateways. On the

bastions stood several guns, one of them
being 33 feet long with a 19 inch bore. In

the age before modern artillery, Bidar was
rightly held to be impregnable to assault.

Aurangzib's opponent at the siege* was
Siddi Marjan, an Abyssinian who had held

Bijapur for
Siege of Bidar.

lected abundance of materials of defence

and a garrison of 1000 horse, and 4000
foot, including musketeers, gunners, and
rocket-inen. Inspite of a fierce fire from the

fort walls, the Mughal sappers worked hard
in the inspiring presence of their chief, and
in tw6 days carried the trenches to the edge
of the moat. Then they began to fill up
the ditch. Siddi Marjan ofieted a stOHjt de-

fence
;
he made several sorties^ and falling

on the tfenches tried to arrest the progress

of the siege. But the superior numbers of

the Mughals told m the end, and Mir
JumlaV fine train of artillery did great

damage to the fort walls ; two towers were
demolished, and the b^^^ of the

lowei>th6Bt wali as well as the outer breast-

works were levellaGl to tl^ ground.

the ditch having been filled up, the

assault was deUvemd On 29th March.

nhe hittoiy of the siege/ lUhibu, 23-3«»

IS, Adfihr i69^xtoer iiviV ia7«i

MuhamiOad Misrad,^ at the head of a .

:
:

. taache^ rviktd to

of the tower Mir jBttria*/port,

planting lad^ero. sealed thtV*!!* An :,-i

Bid«r captured.

dent favoured

with his sons and close

to the tower ready to But
.

a^ark from a rocket thfOWn^^^b^ Mu-
ghals fell into a cl^ifibet and
grenades behind ihfe i ;

terrific explosiom Marjan
wounded with two of hi* sons aodsmany
of his followers. The garrison, appalled by
the disaster, carried their dying chief to

the citadel, while the exultipg Mughals ;

swarmed out of all their trenches and rashcd'
.

into the city, driving the remnant of the

defenders back with featful slaughter:

hind them came Aurangzib Himself, with

his banners waving and his drums, beating

a victorious note, and took possession 0^

the city. The Mugimls
closely followed the letreat-

ing garrison apd took possession of tpe

gate of the citadel. But the fall pf their

leader had taken the heart out of the de*

fenders. In response to the Mughal
surrender and promise of quarter, Siddi

Marjan from his death-bed sent bis seven.

sons to Aurangzib with the keys of the foxt.

Thus, the stronghold of Bidar, hithefto

reputed impregnable throughout Indie, fell

into the hands of Aurangzib after a sic^e of

37 days biity. Among the

J^e spoUi of gpoils were li of
victory.

Rupees in cash, % lakhs

worth of powder, shot, grain and other

stores, besides 330 pieces of canpoQ*
^

Weil

might Aurangzib exult ovcir such a yiceoiy

Well might He boast to ShivjSj^ ‘the

of Bidar, which was accounted impiegnaMe,

and which is the key to the eon^hest pf

die Deccan and Kainamk,, has b^n ca]^^

tured by mein one day, both Iprt add toWn,

which was scarcely to have been expected

without one year's fighting.”* .

On Wednesday, tst April, Siddi vMarjah^^'^^^:

succumbi^ to his burns, Aurangsib again

visited the city and fort, and had. the

V Quoted in G»nt Buff, i. I57«« This,

is relerred to In a lettw ctf.. SHivaji to the^G3S
officers in T665 (Kkek^^^Shivaji^ a). There is a
simUar boast in AurengBb- sletters to Nasiri Khan and
Abdul Gh|dlBr/(i^
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titles ptibH read 6ut from the

pul^tt of ’the built by the

DahnUni Sultans two centuries earlier.

Meantii^ile the bijapuris had made some
feebly attempts , to relieve Bidar. A force

: undet ithafi Muhammad^ their prime minister,

h^d b^n ftdvancin during the

tiii^e ; but it had evidently retreated with-

odt striking a blow.* After the fall of the

iort, Aurangzlb learnt that a large Bijapurt

arepty was being mobilised near Kulbarga.

^ / Their light troopers arrived
Mafimt Khaa within six miles of the

MughaV camp and carried

oft some of the transport

Oxen that were grazing there. So, Aurang-
zib serit a force of 15,000 well mounted
afid experienced troopers under Mahabat
Khan, to punish the assembled enemy and
ravage Bijapur territory up to Kaliani in

the west and Kulbarga in the south, *4eav-
ing no vestige of cultivation in that tract.**

In his march southwards from Kaliani, the

Mughal general encountered the enemy
Ori 1 2th April. The Bijapuris, numbering
softie 20,000, under their famous chiefs

Khan Muhammad, Afzal Khan, and the

sons of Kandaulah and
of lath Raihan, began the attack.

^ * Mahabat Khan, leaving his

baggage and camp behind, advanced with

the VaA. The fiercest onslaught was deliver-

ed on the Mughal Right under Dilir Khan.
Thei Bijapuris kept up a hot fire of rockets

and muskets from all sides, but, as was their

Forty miles west of Bidar, on the old

road from the holy shrine dl Tuljapur to

Golkonda, standi the city of . KitiANi,* the

ancient capital ojf the Chalukya kings and of

the Kanarese country. With the fail of the

Kalachuris in the twelfth century, it ceased

to be a capital, and afterwards passed into

the hands of the Deccani Muslim powers as

a mere dependency of Bidar. But the large

mounds surrounding the town indicate its

greater extent in days of yore.

Mahabat Khan having cleared the road

SlegeofKidUiil.
holering bands of the

^ enemy, Aurangzib on 27th

April set but with light kit and arrived

before Kalianif in a week’s time. The
place was immediately invested, and through
Mir Jumla’s exertions and supervision the

siege trenches were pushed on to the edge
of the ditch by the nth May. Day and night

the garrison kept up a ceaseless fire from the

walls ; they made fierce onslaughts on Mir

Jumla’s trenches, but to no purpose. The
bands of the enemy roving outside gave
greater trouble and retarded the siege. They
established themselves four miles from the

besiegers' camp and molested them at night

by the discharge of rockets, the favourite

fire-arm of the Deccanis and especially of

the Marathas. Expert in partisan warfare,

they effectually closed the path for the

coming of provisions and couriers. The
Mughal army could not be fed unless its

food supply was sent under strong escort.

Once Mahabat Khan himself on escort duty

wont, did not engage at close quarters.

; A counter-charge on the enemy’s centre pro-

duced no lasting effect on the illusive Dec-
canis. Mahabat Khan, like a good general,

kept his men well in hand, amidst the ring

of his enemies ind their distracting mode
of attack. Finding his Right Wing hard
pressed, he charged the enemy with his

. own followers ;
the Bijaouris fled without

ftknding the shock, and tne Mughal general

chased them for four miles, but evidently

be found his position insecure, as, on the

I4thi he fell back on Bhalki, without wait-

ing for the reinforcements sent under Naja-
batKban.f

•. 4dah, 146 a.

f Kaiiihu, 30 and {for the battle of 12th April).

1250 and (Aurangrib's instructions of 13th

April to VMahabat Khan), 1200 (Naj^t Khaji seiA

pn 15th A(^1 to reinforce Mahabat). Najabat Khan’s

was hemmed round by the

north-east of Kaliani. The
' ^

small Mughal detachment
of 2,000 was outnumbered a$ ten to one,

but stood its ground heroically, The battle

raged long and fiercely* ’The field ivas

force is given as io,ooo on 1250 and as 2,000 tm 1200;
the latter is more likely. Aurangzib's instruction was
that the two generals should unite south of Kaliani

and advance to attack Chidgttpa. But on Mahabat
Khan’s retreating northwards to Bhalki, he ordered
them to meet near fort Nilanga and try to capture

it by corrupting the .qtladar through his brother

Mamaji (or Nanaji) Desnmukh, who Iw made over-

tures to the Mugnals. The attempt failed. (Adah,

1256, {26^^i27ir).

• Burgess, 23, 37, 38.

f For the siege of Kalianii Kambu, 3^50, jUdh,
(v^ meagre, no detail) 1130, ispai

Tno defenderwas Mn Abyssinian named Dilawwar,



obscured by the stiioke of artillery and
muskets, and the dust raised by horses*

hoofs. Fathers could not look after their

sons/* as the Mughal annalist writes. The
brunt of the battle . fell on the Rajputs.

The horsemen of Khan Muhammad burst in

vain upon the granite wall of Rao Satar Sal

and his Hada clansmen.. Rajah Rai Singh

Sisodia, assaulted by the sons of Bahlol

Khan of Bijapur, was wounded and unhors-

ed in the press of the enemy. Shivaram,

the captain of the Maharana's contingent,

was slain with many followers of Rai Singh.

Barhamdeo and others, as is the wont of

Rajputs in desperate straits, dismounted,

drew their swords, and hung themselves in

reckless fury on the enemy, vowed to slay

and be slain. Just then relief arrived : a
charge by Mahabat Khan bnvke the enemy’s
ranks and they fled. Sujan Singh Sisodia

and others of his party were severely wound-
ed, but they had not quitted the held.

Ikhas Khan, the leader of the Mughal Van,
had been wounded during

the onset, but inspite of it

^ he had held his ground and
even driven back Afzal

Khan’s division which was opposed to him.

The obstinate struggle had raged till an
hour after nightfall, when the enemy with-

drew,* and the hard-pressed Mughals at last

got the respite they sorely needed.

Aurangzib concentrated his efforts on
pressing the siege hard and capturing Katia-

ni as quickly as he had done Bidar. He,

therefore, paid no attention to the Bijapuri

army assembled only fotir miles frorh^ his

camp. This emboldened them to acts of

greater audacity. A force of 30,000 enemies

posted only an hour’s journey from his camp
could no longer be neglected. So, he cun-

ningly announced that his army would pro-

ceed to Bhalki in the north-east to bring in

provisions; but on 28th May, leaving a

screen of tents round the fort, he marched
with the main body of his troops upon the

enemy's position,

The sons of Bahlol Khan attacked

^ hfughal Van under Mir
^Battle efsstli Jumla and Dilir Khan and
V * fought with valour and

obstinacy for ^sotiie . time. Dilir Khan
received some sword-cuU, but bis armour
saved him . from harm. The battle soon

became general. All divisions of the twj^

armies were engaged with dieir respective

opponents. The fight raged for six hoiira^:

The Deccanis kept up a running fight* iu
their customary manner : lour times in suc-

cession were they ^oken and as often did
they form again al(0 face the advancing
Mughals, regardless of their thinned ranks.

But at last the repeated charges of the

northern horse prevailed in the : close

fight; the Imperial army crowded upon
them from left and right; and they were
finally repulsed ; their whole array "fled in

confusion ; the Imj^rialists pursued them
pell-mell to their camp, slaying and captur-

ing all that they could. Everything found

in the Bijapuri camp, —arms, slave-girls,

Imperial victory ^

Bijapuri camp
looted.

horses, transport-cattle,

and all kinds of property,—
was plundered; and the

tents were burnt down. In

the evening Aurangzib returned to* his

trenches before Kaliani, his brows adorned
with victory.*

The siege was pressed with vigour, but

the defence was equally
Progrress of the heroic. 1 he sap had reach-

ed the moat on JitH May,
and by the 23rd three-fourths of the ditch

had been filled up, under the guidance of

Mir Jumla, with thorny plants. The garri-

son, by hurling down lighted gunpowder
and burning naphtha and grass, reduced

these plants to ashes ; the work of bridging

the ditch had to be begun anew; the

assault was delayed. Stones and earth were
now thrown into the ditch, but progress

in this task was necessarily slow. During this

period of enforced idleness detachrhents from

the besieging army were usefully employed
in capturing the forts of Nilanga and Chin-

choly.t

Since their defeat in the great battle of

28th May^ the Bijapurts had not interfered

with the siege for nearly two months. At
the end of this interval they repaired their

losses and began to araemble in order to

V For the battle of 28th May, Kambii, 46,

1120, 147&1 154^- In his letters Aurangzib speaks of the

Bijapuris generally as Zaugii or Negroes. The con-

text shows that the term is merely used by way of

abuse, and docs not mean any Negro corps in the

service of Bijapur.

f*Kambu, 50.



:\'<jii|{0^^itte./i9i^al«^', :^'V.'iEm‘'''''aand ' July,'
’

'^ AuTiinjgzife' se'rtt .

' a
'

'large-

dS visibh under his eldest son

ind Mir Jumla to brea:k up
their forces before they

could gain fprtnidable

!«ir^ This MugliN corps advanced
l^rty^ght miles, and then, sighting the

' cafpp at a distance, charged and
pursued them

lipr fpiir miles. The viciprs proceeded,

: ta^ng the Bijapur villages waste with

Are iind sword, and leaving no vestige of

habitation invtheir path. They
^ unprotected hamlet near the

' fort of Kulbarga, the old Bahmani capital,

vi/'h^ they reverently spared the tomb of

Syed Gisu Daraa, a famous saint of Southern
India.*

At last the end of the siege came in

« sight; the ditch was filled up with stone

and mud, the parapets were demolished by
artillery fim, and on apth July the Imperial-

its scaled a tower on the other side of the

k.li«ittok«n
gamson

by assault.
built a wall across

this tower, and under shel ter

of it fought the Mughals hard with rockets,

bows, and matchlocks. The struggle here

was most obstinate. While the ' Mughals
were checked by the unexpected obstacle

' of the wait and had to demolish it, the

Bijapuris flung on their heads lighted

bombs, blazing sheets steeped in naphtha,

and bundles of burning mss. But regard*

iess of all these, the assaiTiints swarmed into

t^e fort and held this portion of the
y^fenc Two days afterwards, the

comxnatidant DilaWwar (an
^ Abyssinian)

^ered to capitulate on condition of a free

f

iassage out for the garrison and their

amities." Aurangzib readily consented to

grant theiii tjuarter, as the place shelter-

ved: many Muhammadans, especially Syeds.t

OA August the keys Pf the fort were
derlive^d. to him by Dilawwar, who waa

* Kaiitbui*. Aqtl Khan states that after Uilcing Kati-

ausi^Auiiixuim
Gtini Ehm ,1571 makes hiAi beside Bij^ur

!

neither histCiy <rf Kambu noir Ajurangv

2ibV ietters msertion. Aiirannrib did
not advance aoiitb than Kaliani^ and his sohi^

.
who had^|N^ Kuttukiga; did net Ndege
that fpct;';K --v

given'% a/..io'bev4)fabnCW-A^
‘ go tO'BTjapUr, //.

/ Bidar aiid Kaliani, the;i^

of Adi I • Shah’s ^

_
talle'n., an'd ' -thA,,way^^

an advance oh Bijajpur itself^ But A cruel

dtsapppintment wai in store for Aurahgaib

;

hit victorious career was
checked. The Bijapur agents Had intrigued

hard atCourt:;/D^ jealousy wag rising

in proportion to the success of his younger

brother, and he at last persuaded the

Emperor to put an end to the war.^ Even

in the midst of the siege of Kaliani

ct t T i.
Jahan had repeatedly

$hali7aii*ii written to the Prince to
crs pescs.

patch up a peace with Bija-

pur as soon as possible, because the rainy

season was approaching when the Mughal
army must retire to cantonments at Bidar,

and Shaista Khan, who had been guarding

Aurangabad during the Prince’s absence,

must return to his own charge of Malwa
without further delay. Aurangzib knew
that to raise the siege of Kaliani and ‘retire

to Bidar, would only embolden the Bija-

puris and take away from them their only

motive for offering terms of peace.f So,

he had sat down before Kaliani a month
longer, and brought the siege to a success-

ful issue. Negotiations for peace were now
opened. The Bijapur envoy, Ibrahim

Bichittar Khan, agreed to pay an indemnity
of rf ibrores of Rupees and to cede not only

_ . Bidar and Kaliani, but

al«» the iprt of Patwnda
its dependent terrh^^

all the forts in the Nizam Shahl ko
and the dtstrict pf Wangi. The King 61,

Bijapur accepti^ these tering and sent; letters

to his officers to deliver the forts in^question

to the Mughals. Shah Jahan radued the

treaty, remitting half a iffire from the

indemnity, and sending a gracious letteir

to Adil Shah. He at same time ordered

Aiuangzib to M his army to

Bids^r; the offii^rs and men sent from
Malwa and Hindusmn were recalled from

^e Deccan tp their forcuer ppsts* Mtr Jumla

;

* Ad^f $f7a (Aubp^A^ P^ja^r but two
years before lyii Uiue.) AqP Kairtbu,

iba (probably twO:\ 1^^
^

'



wa».

c«4.e'4 - thea'miUjeii:^^
'

tte.fcripfe^

Thud ^ Awahjjaib^.^ a dHarp ch|(ck

tftf in tije hour ol his triumph;;

eadedf wld^» H only the
eniifrlttrciMi- northeim'^m of the vast
quest.

/ ^
Bijapur kingdom y^hen his

father halt to hun. Small as his

acquisitidhs by the treaty were, he had no
power to hold the Bijapuri King to his pro*

mises. At the Imperial order dictating

peace, the Mughal officers slackened their

efforts and many of them set out for the

Court in spite of Aurangzib’s entreaty to

stay a little longer.f The Bijapuris profited

by his distraction and weakened power,

and delayed fulfilling the terms of a peace

lehiikt
.
easier ;.af ;..vg.matriess ' whdse^;

to daiale
•th^, .

.hyiword:^:l^^ -the son bf;::;;:

^ Bhbftsla, a ' Maratha :

possess- ;

of’

;

f&giVe and seiacdMlt^^ the

Ghatrfrom js|^ ^Wien the

Mughals si^re abo^ to inyade;\^U; Shah^
territory, his vhad:^^ an envoy m Aurang-
zib*s tieutenaht at Abmadimgkrr n^rihg to

co-^operate on; conditton of being guaranteed
by the MughiUs In the possessicm of d»eAdil
Shahi Kbnkab; HeJud feceived^^^^^^m return J

vague promises 0f favour and pro
£ven a less astute man than he must have

that had no armed strength behind it.

Their commandants refused to surrender

the forts ceded by the treaty.

To complete the misfortunes of the Mughal
cause in the Deccan, Shah Jahan fell ill on

6th September and for one
IjlneMef week lay at death’s door.

Hoghri
his death spread

through the Empire, and
gave rise to confusion and disorder in every

province. Aurangzib, harassed by anxiety

and distracted by conflicting plans, at last

decided to be content with what could be

easily secured from Bijapur. On 30th

September he sent MiV Jumla towards Para*
inda to take deliveiy of it, and on 4th

October he himself began his retreat from

Kaliiini to the Imperial dpmmion.j:

Only one episode of thd war still remains
to be recorded. While Aurangzib was
busy conquering th^ north-eastern angle

of the Bijapur kingdom, stirring events

were occurring in its north-western corner,

where the boundary Of the Mughal district

of Ahmadnagar adjoined the Northern

Konkan. Here a young and obscure local

chief of yei^ small meam and ^ high fami-

ly iirfluence, was jbk beginning to peer

above the Hpriaon of history and to

V /Kan»b% (mwsrdg fb£:the caq^re of Kaliani,

and settleinrtent of l^sce^l iSja* Aurang-
zib wns . comn^nded to to .Bidar (according

to iis^t '^ ip Aurangabad, the

authi^ky ol a^ich latter ts Very unlikely.

t todi:w Aqil

Hban, Kafbbuv-.OBy^ ;

known that such promises Would amount to

nothing in practice when the need of the

Imperialists would ;be over. So, bn the out-

break of the war, he seized his opportunity,

fMt tke to- .

wit**
;

perUi domfailon. officers m the

^neighbourhood,
^

he raided

the Mughal territory from the west One
night he silently scaled the walls dfJunir
with rope-ladders, and after slaughtering

the defenders carried off n,6oD kua, adp
horses, and much costly elothing and jewekf
Bands of Maratha light horsemen spread in

all directions, cutting off provision trains

and foraging parties, plundering the smaller

towns and flourishing villages^ rendering

the roads unsafe, and carrying devastation

and alarm to the vpry gates of Ahmadnagar,
the seat of the Mughal administration In
that region. ; An attack on the town (Mns/i)

which nestled under shelter of the tort ,ol

Ahmadnagar *.vas frustrated by a timpty

sortie of the garrison. But so great was
alarm it c^u^ tha^ Mughal governor
made the eiiizens remove their

within the foirt as a precaution Two other

Marathas,. and Kashi, were :

notably successful^^m^^^^^^^

Aurangaib learnt

and hurried reinforcements up to Ahmadi

* Grant Dufl. j; i6i-i6s. AdaK 144^ (Shiva sends
agent, July 1656); 146a (Shiva seiids agent, Pebfuaiy
i^S7 )*

.

'

:

'

i’ The histofy (^ntpst with Shiva' Is given in
• Giant Puff, i. i62r*^l64, Kamb^ jii and ddao, no^
iiaaYAuraDjgstb to Shalsta Kban); i^ (to

Mv£hfat KhaO); 1530^
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ijagaLt, whh Strict to punish Shiva.
Hi^ chastised with his pen thos* captains who
were;s|ow ih mifcHtni^ to the scene. Hie

his officers breathe fiiry and
hsv^hl^e;; the MujB[hal captains must beat

I-
. the raiders back from the

"iSSlS dominions and

||
make reprisals by entering
Shiva's land from all sides,

;»*ijastiflg the villages, slaying the people
without pity, and plundering them to the
extreme" Shivaji’s possessions, Poona and
Ghakha, must be utterly ruined and not the
least remissness shown in slaying and enslav-
ing the people;—the village headmen and
peasants of the Imperial territory who had
secretly abetted the enemy, must be slain
without compunction.

Aurangzib's new dispositions for guard-
ing this tract showed excellent combination
and judgment. Kartalab Khan was posted

- Abdul Munim

protects Mughal Garh Namuna, Hushdar

territory.
Khan at Chamargunda and
Raisin, and Nasiri Khan

andjsome others at Bir and Dharoor. These
officers stood facing the frontier and barring
every path of the enemy’s advance, so that
the Imperial ryots behind them might enjoy
peace and safety. The officers were further
bidden to make a dash forward across the
frontier, whenever they got an opportunity,
rairageas much of the enemy’s territory in
front to them as they could, and then quickly
return to the defence of their respective
posts. At last in May, 1657, Nasiri
Khan, so often'< rebuked for his stow move-
ments and failure to catch Shivaji up, made

SWvaili defeat-
® march, for once,
to the neighbourhood of

^ ,
Ahmadnagaip and fell upon

Shiva, who escaped with heavy loss. Orders
Were sent to the victor to pursue Shiva into
his own territory and wrest all his lands
which had been given up to the Mugbals
by the Bijapur king in the new treaty^.
But a campaign in the Tal Kbnkah m
the rainy season was impossible, and Poona
escaped an invasion. When his liege-lord,
the King of Bijapur, made peace, Shivaji
found it uselew* ruinous to himself
to cottrinue the^ with the Mughal empire v

^ 154^ (rebuke for sloWnew),
Kambu, 4lii::iS6« (n^ of defftSt of Shiva, irt May,

single-handed. I^U must try to sav^ his
patrimony. So, he sent Un agent, named
Raghunath Panth, to Khan, with a
letter offering submission and promisr
ing loyal behaviour in future. To this a
conciliatory reply was given. Then Shiva

makes peace
another ambassatlor,

with Attfaagtib, Krishnaji Bhaskar, to
’

.
Aurangzib himself, begging

forgiveness for his raids and offering to send
a contingent of 500 horse to the Prince's
assistance.* Aurangzib was then about to

to contest the throne of
i>elhi. He received Shivaji’s submission
with outward pleasure; but his mind was
not really composed about the Konkan

; he
omitted no precaution to maintain peace in
that quarter by force, for he felt convinced
that the young Maratha chief Was a raider
whose daring was only equalled by his
cunning, and an ambitious adventurer who
p aced self-interest above fidelity to his
plighted word or gratitude for favours
received.f

The invasion of Bijapur now ends, and
the great War of Mughal Succession begins.

[ Chapter X, which deals with the Mughal raid on
Haidarabad in 1656, has not been printed here, as it
IS neces^ry to wonomise space; but it will be in-
cluded when this History is issued in book form, ]

APPENDICES.

I.—Parbntagb of Alx II,

The parentage of Ali Adil Shah II is not alto-
gether free from doubt. The Moghals declared him

? 1. 1 unknown origin whom the late
Sultan had brought up IHce a son, jftisar.i^khanda,

Ti'
* * . The Bijapur side stated

mat Ah w^ born to Muhammad Adil Shah on, 17th
August, i6}8^ and that at the forid request of the
Quern, Ban Sahba, the sister of the tiotkodda King,
the baby was handed over to her to be brought up

Wisents, known as the InatS
Mahal, The boy birth, initiation into Islam, and
Mmmcncement of education, were all celebrated with

a prince of the
blood, and he piibhcly rode through the capital in the
style of the heir to the throne. His rii^t to ateend

• AfoJ. 1564-is7«, GrkntJJuff, 1,163.164.

Adtti, iS7«, 163.. ‘'Take care of Ahmadnaesr.
Keep your troops ready, lest when Nasiri fChan mm

Sbi.a, Jindbig thp. fidd vacant,
should hegm to plunder” (To Mdhafat Khan. Adat,
W*)*

,

Don t leave yourphaflje at,th* call of, Shah
Jahan. kM Shiva ahodd saUy itat”^^^ Nawri Khan,

Khan’s dspaitu^ ihatd^r^ jiM been left vacant. Attend to it^ as the s«w
(To MirJttinli,

9M.) SO and zi.



the thipoiie was ^parently Hot questioned by the after using hot words IMk^
Bijapur nobility and officers of the aniiy

,
though they Bijapur, and reported the matter tp the Sultan; . .

. J.-,'

soon afterwards began to quarrel about the di^sion of Wha recalled Khan Muhammad e^ Hjs army Vo Em -

power and influence. But such internal discords were capital. The Khan, icnp^ving tl^t hii death
the usual case at Bijapur and in every other country certain, marched vwy slowly, with halls, Uft

"

where the king is w^fc ^and his officers strong and the day l.e entSred^he cityV two armed unth;
'

selfish. Against Aurangzib’s theory that Ali wasa many sharp weapons, stood on the
lowborn lad .smuggled into the harem, stands the fact Mecca gate. As the they Wl

"

that at tlm lime of his birth (August 1638), Muham- on him and desp^ched him with blows.
mad Adil Shah was only 39 years old. Are we to was the year ic)68 A. H., [early in MJ^mbef; 1657^^^

believe that at this early age he and his queen had A. D.]...Itis said that Aurangxib <wdew
.

tliat the
given up alt hope of having any issue, and had con- annual tribute from Bijapur to the

;
!E^pi^r sh^

trived the fraud of proclaiming a stranger child as not that year be paid to him,' biH s^t in building a .

their son? Some scandalous tale about the private tomb for Khan Muhamtfiad,"
life of Muhammad Adil Shah was told after his death 349-35^)
by a Bijapur officer who had deserted to Aiirangxib, Now, this story of Khan/Muhammad having caught
(Adab, ga) but we do not know of its precise Aurangzib in a trap in a mountain pass hear thO
nature. Aurangzib himself utters a pious cry of dis- frontier, is clearly false. The detailed official history

belief in it! Who All’s mother was is not explicitly of the Mughals and Aurangzib's letters^shbw that he.
stated in the Bijapur history. In the record of an only marched from his own frontier to Bidar (a short
event a few years after his accession the chief Dowager distance), and then from Bidar to Kaliani,. and
Queen, Bari Saheba, is s(M)ken of as his waltda, but lastly (28 May) he made a four miles’ advance from
tne term may. mean nothing more than adoptive Kalian! in order to disperse the enemy assembled in

mother, because in the account of All’s birth even the neighbourhood. There is no formidable mouhtain-
this lady is never once described as his mother. Pos- pass in this route, and at every one of these steps

sibly he was the son of a slave-girl of the harem. Aurangzib had a strong base close behind him
; tua.,

But under Islamic law children of such birth are not the Mughal fort of Udgir when he first marched to

debarred from inheritance. Bidar, the conquered fort of Bidar when he procemled
[The history of Ali Adil Shah II from his birth to to li^liani, and lastly the part of his army left to invest

accession is given in the Basatin-’Usalaiin, 345— Kalian! when he adyanced four miles from thiat fort.

347.] Further more, the road between Bidar and Kklvini
Tavernier, i. 183, repeats the prevalent story that had been cleared of the enemy by Mahabat Khan,

Ali was merely an adopted child. Also Bernier, 197. before Aurangzib traversed it.

^ Khan Muhammad might possibly have hemmed
11.—Corruption OF THE Bijapur Wazir BY round some small Mughal detachment escorting

Aurangzib. provbions, or even Mahabat Khan’s division

The Bijapur history asserts that the prime minister, in its march towards Kulbarga, (12th April) but then
Khan Muhammad, surnamed Khan-i-khanan, was Aurangzib himself was too far off to write to, the

corrupted by Aurangzib, and gives the following ac- Bijapur wagir the letter of temptation described

count of his treachery and its punishment above. 1 think it most likely that the charge ph which
" Adil Shah had appointed Khan Muhammad, with he was condemned of treason and murdered was that,

a large army to guard the kingdom. He took post having been already corrupted byJAurangzib, he had
on the frontier. Spies brought him news that the made a sham fight in the battle of 28th May, when
Delhi army was crossing a pass only two or three he might have easil^y annihilated.Auran^zib's force,

days’ march off, Khan Muhammad by a forced From the description in the Bnsaiin^i-sdldiin it

march at night barred the road. Famine raged in appears that Khan Muhammad had an opportunity

the Mughal camp, but. the troops had no way open of crushing Aurangzib during the latter’s vetnai from
for escape. Aurangzib then wrote to the prime Kalian! or Bidar. This theory receives; some support

minister: ‘If you let me oft now, there will be perpe- from Aqi! Khan Razi, who writes (p. f7), “Aurang-
tual friendship between the Bijapuris and us, and so zib's army was distracted, but he remained firih,

long as you or your descendants hold the wazirship of without being at qll shaken by t|ie departure of such
the country, we shall never covet any of it^ territoiy.” high officers [as Mahabat Khan and Aao Satar fSal.j

The letter reached Khan Muhammad when he was With boldness and prudence he returned, Uftbu^ and
sitting down with some learned men after his evening without loss, from the plaoe, th^gh that ring of

prayer, and he remarked, ‘This letter will be the enemies.”

death of me.’ After long reflection, he replied on the In a letter written a few dUys after SthlOctobcr,

back of the epistle, 'Early next morning, getting Secretary Qabil KhMn imports a rutii^ thitAfzal
your men ready as for amight-attack, make a forced Khan with the Bijapuri army had crossed the Beita*

march and escape.’ Aurangzib vnth his men fell on thora with a view to mvawie the mako/s on ‘‘this side”,

the Khan’s troops who left a path open for them, and evidently meting the pewly annexed districts Of

SO they escapM. At the news w the night-attack Bidar and Kaliani 1970.) We read 04^,)
Khah Miihainmad’s efficeis hasiened to him, found that the Bijapuri territory north of the river had been
Aurangzib already fled, and urged him to chase the previously occupied and:a!dmini8tered by Aurangzib’s
MiUghals as there was yet tinie* 'f'he Khan replied, ofticers. Therefore, his letuim march from lUfiani to

*We shafi thus eeeure pe^ BOt if Bidar, 4th^th October, could hot have been;m<deked
ah Ocean of thHi^ surge Up and [Mhghof] by Khan MuhOniimadv
armies will dtowii life "Deccan land, ' Good, thM he DM the BhapUr prime minhicert get and
has escaped,’

' So, he Icnithkfe piirswt AjOhd Khan throw awayi wkh latal cohifeqimhces to himse^i
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reciting Purina to ^ who were
iitidate<i3 iand^ a holy

aacrii^i was iipt forgotten ; for, the Paurft*

nikil in the follow-

ascertain whether they were

a $t atite to lis to the narration

hutflg-

ftsahe svastbl bravime kima-

Ji^^jlh? (15).

the fact that the Vedas have to be

. explained by the Itihftsa and the Purina, a

Une occurs in the very introductory chapter

of the Mahibhirata, naiiidy, ^Mtihlsa-

purlnlbhylm Vedam samupabriiiihayet*’

We can thus see that the Purina litera-

ture is as old as the collection of £he

muniras themselves. The orthodox tradi-

tion is, that Vy&sa divided the Veda in the

early years of the Kali yuga, and became
the progenitor of the Purina literature.

We need not concern ourselves here with

the question as to when and under what
circumstances the different Vedic Samhitls

were compiled. But there can be no doubt
that once it became necessary to divide the

Veda, or more properly to classify the

Vedic mantras Sind rites from the ritualistic

standpoint of view. When this division or

classification had to be made, Purinetihlsa

could not but form a separate branch

under the Vedas. The account we get by
tradition is therefore not wrong that the

PudSLna as a literature arose out of the

work of classification or division of the

Vedas, no matter whether the author of that

work of classification or division be called

Vylsa or not. Since the word Wyas* means
ip Sanskrit (to divide into parts or to

arrange), the sage of the olden times who
was principally instrutnental in bringing

ibout the aforesaid distribution and
irrangement, can be safely said to be the

progenitor of the Purina as a special

branch of the sacred literature.

That the Purina as a sacred literature

was bath taught and learnt by the Brlhma-
nai aioiig With the Vedic ^ and the

other coritiited sciences, is distinctly m&i^
tioned in the ^tapatha BrShmana (XI. V.

y. xp). There is similar

mentiph alspJp^;t^^ Aranyaka
(II.,.^X0). The: Upanisads liave referred

to IHhIsa studied

by the orthodox Vedic scholars. The old

Chlndogya Upantsad of the Sima-veda
school states that the Itihlsa-Purlnam^ is

the Fifth Veda in the division of the Vedas:
‘-Rig-vedo Yljurvedah • ^nia Atha^
vanscaturtha Itihlsa Puflnah plncamo
vedinim vedah", Ch. ViT. I. 4. •

From the remarks made before regarding

the Purlna-Hterature, it is clear beyond any
doubt that the Purlna-Hterature was bound
to be recognised as the Fifth Veda, when the

Atharvana collection was recognised as the

fourth division of the Veda. When the

Mahlbhlrata was compiled as a SamhitI
with the nucleus of the BhIrati-kathI, all

the stories that existed at the time of the

compilation in the name of Purlnetlhlsa

were included in, or intertwined with, the

Kuru Pindava story. It is for that reason

that Mahlbhlrata SamhitI claimed for it-

self the title ‘the Pancama Veda’, and that

the people considered that title to be quite

legitimate.

We have noticed that the Purina has

been in association with the Itihlsa from

a remote past. There are many instances

in the Mahlbhlrata, where the Purina has

been spoken of as a depository of Vediq
Sruti ( Ninisrutisamlyuktam ). We meet
also with such passages in the Mahlbhlrata
where in narrating some legends or ‘Vam-i

slnucaritam’ it has been stated by way of

an introductory remark, that “Mayl srutam

idam pQrvam Purine purusarsabha,” or

“Atrlpyudiharantimam Itihlsam purlta**

nam,” or “Sruyatehi Purine’pi Jatill-nima

Gautami,” etc. These instances show that

the Purina handed down the ‘Vamslnu-
caiitamV and other historical accounts from
generation to generation and its character

as the history not only of the gods, but

also of men, Was established even in the

days of the later Atharvana Siktas. Being
the history of the gods and the Risis, the

Purlna-Hterature had to deal with the

original or primary Creation, the secondary;

creation or the creation of the world men
were living in and the Manvantara revolu*

tions. Again, as associated with Itihlsa, it

had to narrate the stories p! the ideal epoch*

making ruleis and the records

of many Raj families of note. In this

coinbined character, the Purina of the oilmen

Hines did npt much differ from the modeni
PuAnas ; since, for ftp detoitipfi pf tbt



THE CHARACTER AND the ORIGIN OE THE PURANAS

Purina we get it in almost all the Purinas
that the subjects referred to above must be
delineated in a Purina. I quote the defini*

tion here of the V4yu Purina which has a
special significance in this introduction :—

Kiirtaham...’...

Svargasca pratisvargarsca vamso manvan*
tarinica

Vamsanucaritam ceti Purinam panca
laksanam.

-(Ch. IV. lo-ii).

Though 1 could not cite any proof from
the oldest Vedic literature in support of

the statement that Purina, as associated

with Itihasa, had the character of a history,

as we now understand it, I think the evi-

dence of the Mahibhirata goes to some
extent to establish my view. That the

history of the mighty kings from the re-

motest antiquity was maintained in the

very work in which the history of
. the cre-

ation was preserved, is pretty clear from the

accounts of Megasthenes. We get it recorded

in the fragments of the accounts of Megas-
thenes that when he came to India, the In-

dians narrated to him their previous history

as well as the history of the creation of the

world. Arrian records in His Indica that

Megasthenes reported that the Hindus
reckoned 6,042 years from the earliest day
to the time of Chandra Gupta. It must
also be noticed that Arrian has remarked

tion on the evidence of

ing or not menrioningany
In what form and state

of olden tinies /c^tinued till itl

complete absorption by the Mahibhf
SamhitI, canhot be definUety
appears to me highly probe^^^^
each Veda there are Brlhnil^aOaiii Anutc;-

ramanis and Upanysads, the Purina
story cum history of eld) for eatli V^ic
school was also separately orgahUeSd. The
Purinas given in the Brihaddevatl fait b
explain many allusions of the Atharva-
veda. As such, a separate book of allusions >

for the Atharva-veda must be ptesiumed to

have existed. 1 adduce one fact in support
of my supposition.

We get it in the Satapatha and the

Aiteraya Brihmanas that the Rig-ved i pro-

ceeded from Agni, the Sima-veda front

Surya and the Yajur-veda from VlyUf When
the Prajlpati performed tapas to get the

Vedas (Sat. BrI. XL 5 ^8, t; Ait. BrI: V.
32-—34), The Chlndogya. Upanisad also

gives us the same story :

—

Prajlpatih lokin abhyatapat, tesim tapya-
mlninim rasin pribrihat agnim prithiyyl

vlyum antariksftt Idityam divah (t) Sa
etistisro devata abbya-tapat ; tlslm tapya*

mlninim rasin pribrihat agneh rico, vlyoh
yajumsi, simini iditylt (2) [Ch. IV. 17. 1-2J,

The names Vlyu, Agni and Sirya for the

three extant Purinas seem to have theiir

in his Indica that it was a* matter of origin from the Vedas to which their once
wonder with him how Megasthenes could existing originals belonged. The use. of

give an accurate account of 118 tribes and the word Turana’ in singular form in the

58 rivers of India without visiting most parts Atharva-veda does not show that originally

of that country. This points to the fact, there was but one collection of the story-

as has been noticed by Mr. A. M. T. Jackson literature. The use in the singular poihte
in his instructive essay—The Epic and the to the reference to a class of liter^^^ Con*

l^uranic Notes [J. R. A. S. (Bom.) Extra sidered collectively. Similarly the plural

1905 and 67], that Megasthenes roust have form ‘Itihlsapurlhlni* in the Taittireya

got before him a regular catalogue of rivers Aranyaka does not also support the view that
and tribes, l^on-raentioh of the character there were many treatises bn the subject

;

of the Purina and Itihlsa in the oldest this use in the plural is: intended^^^t^^

literature, docs not prove that the Purina many stories that might have Iben^
did not assume the character of a history, in a single Work^

It is curious to note that though Purina It is quite true thitt the extant
is found mentioned in the Atharva-veda and did not exist previoui' to the time of the

,

in the Satapatha Brihiriana, this word does collection of the Purin^ in the Mahlbhl-
not occur in ahy Sitra of Pahini. It may^ rata SamhitI; br; the/

however be mentioUisd and differ in- mapy cl^es

the Mahlbhli^a mention it ih isbeiation sbries given ih . Mkhlbhlrata. I have
wib the Jiihlsav^ reader Can eariiy^ ijiro:v»n out bil;s bat the prig- :

St* hu\v unbfe it is to Mahibhirata pbinas existed
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V|ly;u;:-:Sfirya''OTd . Ajgiil:'

it is true that re/ereiaclee to
'. of the VsLtiaL

:P‘Sl^,^fi^:in,:Chk .the last '

.

Purftnas-

'

are

'

a^itions, can be detected by even
reader; The Mah&bfaftrata

itself, when it refers to

of a tiixie

whbn name of the Samhhl became
widi^^ known (t;fds Vana Parva, Chapter
ic®%5*36)- Again it may be observed that

thobgh Yudhisthfra had the fullest advantage
o} hearing from MSLrkahdeya what would
happen in the Kali^ Yuga, he asked Mllr-

kandeya over again
^
the saire question

. regarding the future events of the Kali Yuga
at the cofniheiiceitient of Chapter 190 of the

Vana Parva. The facts stated in Chapter

190 are mere repititions of old facts with
additiohs of things which make the chapter
bad from a chrbnplc^ical point of view. The
^Rksi-cakra* or the Zodiac unknown to the

whole of the Mahftbhkrata-literature, is

mentioned ip verse 91. Chapter Z9Z is only
a conttnuation of Chapter 190. In this

chap^r occurs the following verse

£UU tfsaryamakhyatam atitanagatam maya
Vayuproktam aniismritya puranam risisamstutam.

It may be that this reference is to an old

Purina of the Yajur-yeda school. But as

the Mahibhirata Samhiti absorbed all the

Purinas and assumed the title of the Fifth

Veda, it is not likely that consistently with
its character it would cite the authority of

any other book. In the next place the

quotations made Irbm die. Viyu Purina

:
ihow

:
that a careieis niaii inserted some

new ' chapti^B ^ at a very late date, to speak
with some vehemence of the evil effects of the

: tiii^ in«. For, oh the authority of

the Vijp Pi^inait hah be^ stated in the

49tb vhtse beiiir children

at the age of 3 bri&; while in reality it Has
beeh; iu the .Vhy® Purina (Chapter

5$^ yersa 58) *bat in the ; evil days o
tlm gir^
the sixteenth year* There are i^vo ' dillemnt

read^gi quote ji^ huth
,
.bt^bthcreajimgatr^

.

Pmiiaalk cw muhtakesiittt .. ^
-

,Ih the second reading qf i^ie aloha; we^ g
*^ilhiniyisya,nti nvihavCof for the words

V^prajiyan'te'yuj^ah 5'

second leading
^
a to be

coriect, as thh last words 4^ this readirig are
quite in keeping wtiji meanShg of jbe
first portion of tfe

.
sloka, where c^^^^

men by female charms hat been spoken of.

But practically both the readings indicate
tlm ^same thing that the girls were hot
married before they became t6 years old
by those who adhered to the ideal rules of

the Brihmanas. That this was the custom
in oldeq times Can also be known from a
passage in Susruta which could never
recommend any rule which was not in

accordance with the orthodox Smriti rules.

The sloka runs thus

Dnasodasa varsiyimapriptah pancavim-
satim

Yadi dhatte pumin garbham kuksistha
' sa vipadyate

Jatpvi na ciram jivet, jiyedva durvalendriya
Tasmit atyanta biUyim garbhadhinam

na kirayet. (X. 13).

The mention of the x8 Purinas in the

last two chapters of the very last Parva is

quite singular; for, the Mahibhirata
Samhiti does not disclose this knowledge
elsewhere, even where there has been special

enumeration of different branches of know-
ledge s^nd of different Sastric treatises. The
last or the sixth chapter may be easily

disregarded, as the Mahibh is said to

have ended with the fifth chapter. The
filth chapter also seems tp be a late addi-
tion ; for, in the first ^place the ^‘svargiro-

hana*; concluded with the fourth chapter,

and in the spephd place the filth ^^apter has
been improved by quptations from other

previous cbapteii of the book* For example^
the atokas 68 and 69 are the same as 391; and

394 ^pf Chapter it m the Adi Parv^^^^^^^^^ From
the very fact that many Purinas, mcluding^ Viyiif name the Mahlbhimta Samhiti,
it is proved

, concluiively that neither the >

group of the 18 mbdern Purlhas nor the

Viyu Purina could exist' at the time of die

compilation of

:I; have ;shpwb^^^t^ the PiJirtna

b^qh ltd Sacred^ the

. tl./attnUbuted;:' tb:-.;.itv;.in. .ibe^-...yejrtaiji't

;

pp^pilation:'4^



I Filti^ extant ^ PurftnM

r were iiot inv Iea$t in their

preseiit A^ain on reference

to tfae inythoto^ Hindus as it v^as

bjr abbnt ^ C;, it can be atated thet

the ^odbrn Purftnas with their panthepn

of new^g^ could, not come into existence

in the .Mcond century B. C. Gods like

Durg&, Gaiiesa and the Paurlnika Siva

were not known to MahftbhSsya of 140

B. C., or to modern ManusamhitA which has

not got a itreater antiquity. Of my essays

on Siva«puj&, Ganesa and DurgA, I may
refer the readers only to the last essay (J.

R. A. S., 1906, p. 365) and my paper on

‘Phallus worship in the MahAhhArata* (J.

R. A. S., 1907, p. 337). The other essays

having t^en published in Bengali magazines,

I could not refer the readers to them.

Besides setting up the above highest

limit, no definite chronology can be fixed

in respect of the extant 18 MahA-jPurAnas.

On comparing with the PaurAnika stories

of the Vedic days, it may be asserted with-

out any fear of contradictioh that many
stories in the modern PurAnas, though based

on Vedic basis, have not only been changed,

but have been given quite new and incon-

sistent forms. New stories unknown to the

Vedic literature ‘are often met with. The

scope and the character of the PtirAna or

the PurAnas made it inevitable that new

lists of kings' should be introduced with

the progress of time. As the PurAnas had

to be recited to the people throughout all

ages to communicate to them the glory of

the gods and the noWe deeds of the idekl

sages and kings, the language of the

PurAita of one age coiild not ^tit chahge

at a subsequent timb.. With the expansion

of Aryan influence in India,
.

the npw geogra-

phical hapies pi Countries, rivers and

mountains were requited tb be, introduced.

When we notice such . changes wrought

at k jparticular time; we cannot say that

such and such a bbpk bearing evidence of

such a time was really composed at such

a^tete datc*'"'
'

,

SiiiM the radreally

diftsr Iroiti theTe^c btrth my-

.'.iqiiiy -hit. 'Uii4
'

.
wd it •

^

’,:.hta«ei^. i>
- tbp addUi^ r

The' old;

the Vedie.

in, the"' new.;Pi>iA'iiiiui«'.'

:

alogy '
of thei'.ik^fcuv'-'-’f^^jaai

Pur&na
Atrinu vamaa afdfc^att) vipritfj|^b’ purS^

.

tanaih'

Iksftkunjlmajram ; vamaah..:

bhavisyatu
Simitar a^telhentt oecur in #11 the Parity .

nas, wherein old gen^ealoipet j^^
given. That the Panrinika Hifeof ktngf of

;

very olden timeit are not fanciful, and that

old chronology can be roughjy establithed!

with their help have.been very ably thown
by Mr. F. Pargiter | Retiied;, Puwne
Judge of the Calcutta High Court
masterly paper on the '^‘Ancieot

Genealogies and: Cbronologi^'V < J,

1910, pp. iT-56 ). I eamnot rCsiet

temptation of quoting the rpmarh
Pargiter ti>at “these old genealogiee, ^th
their incidental stories, are; not to^ j^^ed
upon as legends or fables, deyoid of’ pju^
or substance, but contain gehwinn histori^t

tradition, and may well be considered#09
dealt with froip a cotnn^n-eense point,

of .view.*' '.'.v.

Those who are in favour of the Opinion"

that the principal modem PurlnaB 'Were

compiled during tinie of the lea^al V
Guptas because of the fact that the! K^al
genealogies do imt go far beyond the hiaiit

of their tiiAe; ignore the fact that when |fter

the Hena invasion the Gupta
practkaliy 'dissoiyed towards, thaend'^ tiie

wth century A: the b:^ or dtno

could not got
' any' pirticufartitii^r ftdi^

which could be desighated As;l#^eriak The
.downfall of''''Hihdn,''JndSa' "dewliMpn^. flora'.,

this date< Petty' :

' grow 'ail' over ..India;\''llH::t^

olden liditi.;..

established under ohp? d^did,
doihs ’.'""and.. '.;iprindi|ito'':'‘:<^''l'’.''l^^

India had- Sttdh ' it^eiihltlildnvai^iij^

selvesth^'dj^iticafgeBeai^
'

';'of

'

'Iioy'al:'.«a|^h^''ciiudi’'lie'''h^^ ..in' the

' tirae-honOiiafd'Piiaiih^^ wv
'

'Sdt:<.wfa«n.':hdH^.'. ';tiMi.'.,fatt.'-til':.ifah..taperial ' -

’Gs^taiii' .of



Q0utd|; Jile; a^<jj no mterreUtion

Opnlid' iiisitlt*; t cannot teftl with this poll-

4^^ olaborsi^tcly hcra beyond
actually took place.

hi$ own bard, and he never

ip a lairly accurate Royal
U&t of hia master’s house, ^

ii knp^ to all scholars who deal with the

ej^raphw^

III this dark poriod of Hindu India, the

Purthas, nay even the Mahkbhftrata

hitk, received interpoiations to record the

glory of the new tribal gods and the new
local tirthas. At different centres of impor-
tance several Putinas received additional

books of considerable bulk. Thus it' was
that the Brahma PurSna swelled in bulk in

Orissa, the Aghi PurSna obtained some
new chapters at Gaya and the Padma
PurSna besides singing the glory of Puskara
followed the poet KSlidSsa of his own
country in narmting the stories of SakuntalS
and of Raghu’s progeny.

Beyond noticing these local additions or

changes necessitated by the change of time,

we cannot say, unless proved ptherwise,

that the PurSnas have not retained their

general form and character since their com-
pilation, This time must be, as 1 have al-

ready stated, long after the second or even
firsf century B. C.

I have stated it above that the PufSnas
originated when the Vedas were classified

or divided to secure ritualistic convenience,
"rhis does not imply that Vyllsa was the
author of the PuranetihftBa-literature. The
Mahkbfallrata also 4^es not assert It. It

has been only stated in the Mah&bhftrata
that Vyisa* taught the Purina to some disr

ciples of his, and in the ha^ those dis-

ciples the Purinas were developed. But
if we separate the Bhirati-kathi from the

Purinas, we find that the Mahibhirata
favoura this opinion that the Purinas

.

ou^d their origin to komaharsaha (XH*
319, at)> while the khirati-^thl was
promttlj^ted by the other disciples of Vyisa
(h i et ^Romahatsana’ is

extremely jutereBti A very good derivar
tion of tl^is a been given m Vdie
Vlyu- ftiiripa;

Lbmani eiikre s
' Kamuwia

This shows clearly that it was pot a par-

ticular person to whom the am^^ of

; tbe Purinas is to be attributed. Ldi^^

na is a class name to represeht those per-

sons, who, by reciting some wonderful and

exciting stories to the peoplO, made the

hair to stand on the bodies of the audiefice.

That the 18 Purinas were composed at

different times by differeht sages, has been>

clearly stated in many Purinas. The order

in which the Purinas were compiled is also

given generally in the. Purinas. This order

is as follows: (i) Brahma, (2) Padma, (3)

Visnu, (4) Viyu or Siva, (5) Bhigavata,

(6) Niradiya, (7) Mirkandeya, (8) Agni,

(9) Bhavisya, (10) Brahmavaivarta, (ic)

Linga, (12) Variha, (13) Skanda, (14) Vi-
mana, (15) KQrma, (16) Matsya, (17). Garu-
da, (z8) Brahminda. That this list was
inserted after the compilation of the Puri-

nas is apparent on the face of it; for, all

Ihe Purinas could not manage to copy one
another.

The narrators of the Purinas have been
designated generally by the class-name

*SQta.’ The Sutas and Magadhas are held

to be of low origin in the modern Smritis.

In the Viyu Purina also (i 32 et seq,) a
Sdta is said to have no right or *adhikira’

to study the Vedas. Some passages of the

Mahibhirata Samhiti also .support this,

view, k is however to be noted that the

solemn introduction of *Sauti* in the *Nai-

misiranya’ as described in the introduction

of the Mahibhirata, shows that the narrator

of the Purinetihasa, was not a member of

any degraded caste, but was one who could

be honoured by the Brihmanas. Many
Purinas ajsb. show that venerable 'Munis*

like Mirkaodeya and Nirada were the

narrators of t^ Purinas. That in the

Vedic times very respectable Brihmanas
recited the Purinas, cannot be doubted. It

may be owing to the fact that the Pauri-
nikas commenced to earn money by singing

the baUads to the common people that they

lowered thernmlves in the estimation of

others. Another reason for this degrada-

tion may be supposed. It may be that

when the kings of Magadba became supreme
in India, men other thaii Brihm
empldyed as chrohiclers and ballad-^^

and as stich 'ihe Pa^ were
ed rion^priestly iclas!^

ihodii^ in it^ity they disdargeo soni^^
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functions of the priests on ceremonial occa-

sions.*

It is not difficult tp understand how once

long after the Vcdic times and previous

to the time . of the compilation of the

MahUbhUrata and the modern Purinas, the

! Purina literature became non-^Brahmanical

:
in the strict sense of the word. When the

j
true Vediq priests extolled the Rajas, they

chose only the ideal kings from the priestly

,

point of view. For this reason many Rajas

of real note were not included in the old

Brahmanical lists of the kings, and many
otherwise insignificant rulers were lauded

in the BrSihmanas. Many instances of it

* Now-a-days there are many degraded Brahmanas
who have to discharge some important functions in

connection with the Sraddha ceremony of the high

class Hindus. It must be mentioned, however, that

very respectable Brahmanas nbw-a-days recite

Piiranas in India on ceremonial occasions, and no

one is degraded because of this profession of his.

wilL be jM>ifit€d in my notes on the

genesIpgiGa) sections of the VSvu Purlina;

This is whit led the powerful kings to
employ their pwn bards to sing their glori-

ous exploits, and to recotd their family

histo^. This Ksatriya-Purftnetthftsa was
bound to be incorporated in the modem
Brahmanic Pu^nas when the Brfthtnanas

had to depend ^ppn the favour of the Royal
houses. In his paper referred to above,
Mr. Pargiter has made the following remark
touching this point t—
“This Ksatriya literature grew up in virtual

independence of Brahmanical literature, and tally

when it had developed ipto an imposing mass and
attained great popular appreciation was it takeh oyer
by the Brahmanas as a hot unwoilhy branch of know-
ledge. It was then that it was arranged and aug.'

mented with stories and discourses fashioned after
Brahmanical ideas.*'

B. C Mazumoar.

THE NEXT STEP IN THE INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS
OF THE WEST

The “Modern Review” for November
last, contains a discriminating article

entitled “The Coming Industrial War
in the West.” In that article the signifi-

cance of the recent railway strike in England

is dwelt upon» with its indication of wide-

spread discontent among the railway

servants, and of “the growing solidarity of

labour forces” in the British Islands. That

growing solidarity is clearly visible, as the

writer of the article remarks, in the

‘sympathetic strike”, which though not

new in idea has recently attained in more

countries than one an effectiveness never

before seen in the combinations of labour

against capital. In the course of the

railway strike it was found that men who
had no declared grievances of their own
struck work on behalf of other men’s griev-

ances, and that sections of strikers whose
demands were granted by the employers

refused to return to work until tMr com-

rades’ demands had b^n granted.

By this “sympathetic” and' co-operative

developinent a new lease of life and utiH^

from the wage-earners’ point of view has
been accorded to the strike. Prior to this

new development, the lessons of experience
had been accepted by the most intelligent

of Trade Unionists as telling against the
usefulness of strike-warfare, and telling in

favour of the employment of the more
peaceable instrument of parliamentaiy
agitation. Strikes cost the Unions large

sums of money difficult to replace in the
reserve funds; it is impossihle to foresee

the result of a strike ; and the most success-

ful of strikes benefits only a small section of
the wage-earners

^

and does nothing to
improve the condition of. the wftg^-earners

as a whole. An Act of Partiainent on the
other hand aecompltshei by royal assent
for large masses of men what a tong series

of strikes may fail at last to accomplish for

a few. It was thus the officials of the Trade
Unions reasoned, and one result of their
reasoning has been the considerable share
the Trade Unions have taheh in the crea-
tion of the Labour Party in Parliament
Another rmuttbas bteen a beard



iiLgajii^ tl^ Xta^it

dUcpongemebt of

in many emergencies;

a c^ come
temiknr or the officialB^ wfiPse

forced by the eagerness of

ihiltf; f^Howeirs, and who have been obliged

'<to^fee«^ise the fact that the higher orga-

m unification of capitalist enter*

:;^rtse introduces of itself a higher prganisa*

tvon and unification into the ranks of the

: wage*eamer8, and lays the capitalists and

public iriore open to attack at the same
time that it places the wage*earners in a
better position for conducting a combined
assault.
'

,
The railway strike has demonstrated to

ail who study labour problems that an

increase of power in the hands of the wage-
earners will be accompanied by no lack of

daring . to make use of the power, A body
of workers possessed of grievances will not

hesitate to paralyse a vast national industry

if they have the power to paralyse it, when
the time appears to them to have come
for making their grievances heard. The
stoppage of the railways in England brought

many cities to the verge of disorganisation

and famine, caused a serious embarrassment

to trade and communication, provoked riot-

ing and the calling out of the military, and

exacted from mtllions of non-combatant

citizens a toll in the form of inconvenience

or ill-afforded expense or loss. These effects

were clearly foreseen by the strike organisers

and deliberately treated ;--^npt we may be

:^re without the gravest sense of respon-

sibility, and the endurance of anxieties

with which the anxieties of the Cabinet

during the crisis ate to be compared.

Nothing less than the conviction that they *

were acting in the tong run in the truest

inierests of the country can have carried

ti^ Trade Union leaders through the fiery

oideals of the few eventf^^
’

II iwe consider the yUal importance of

its railways to a countty so populous and

:^vcnup to industry as Great Britain we
fad reason to wonder that the effi-

ciency and the smooth working of its rail-

ways have hot long ago been placed as; far

as hdman ibrbsij^t can place them; beyond

the dis^nutice. A railsmy mriits

in idea although nor always in fact% the

natieehl hemdi^ ^ W

shareholder why he held s^res in a railway

,
Company, one would receive the aiiswer

:

;Ih the hope of selling them by ajid by for

a, proliti Of for the saifei of receiving divU

dends. Groat Britain tboii Suffers

to be carried on not as ran acknowledged
branch of

:
the; civil service, not directlykand

professedly in the interest of the nation as

a whole, but as a permitted means of mak-
ing money to be put into the pockets of

private speculatbrs and: proprietors. The
various grades of workers upon the railway

systems, --labourers, porters, guards, engine

drivers, clerks, station masters, and the

rest—^are not regarded as what they are,

civil servants, rendering an honourable and

indispensable service to the community
and therefore entitled ^to adequate remuner-

ation and adequate leisure ; their condition

is far removed from this; they are on the

whole an underpaid and overworked body
of men (and women) whose just demands
for a higher rate of wages and for less try-

ing hours of labour are always liable to be

put off by the shareholders upon an alarm
raised in respect of dividends. It is this

condition of affairs which brought about
the railway strike, and the responsibility

for the confusions and disasters of last

August must rest eventually upon the

shoulders of those who are responsible for

the existing condition of affairs, upon the

shoulders of the common body of citizens,

the parliamentary electors of the country,

who have manifested hitherto but a tardy

willingness to redress or even to understand
^e railway problem*

It IS difficult to see how any possible end
can come to the railway troubles before the
obvious step is t^ken of nationalising the

railways, constituting the railway service a
civil service like the post office^ and grant-

ing to every railway servant a proper
and a pension as the mward of well doing.

The wage? would necessarily be higher
wages than are paid at present, and it

would be possible for the Government to

afford this expenditure out of the economies
of a centraiisdd'administration While lower-
ing rather than misiiig the rates charged for

both goods and passenger traffic.

Tfaeptop^ railways

in ^glatid is ;alrea4y Ihe air,; aiij no^

fheautioas ^ : might; proi^iic^
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that the Government wiW eoon be taking

over the railway systems. If that is done

and if an adequate rate of wages is paid to

every railway servant, a battle will have

been won for a principle the acceptance of

whii:h seems to represent the next step to be

taken in the progress of industrialism in the

West. I ^efer to the principle of the mini-

fpum wage which Mr. Sidney Webb hails

as belonging to “the necessary basis of

society/’

—

“There will dearly have to be a legal minimum of

wages, as there is already in Australasia, and as we

have now, in the Trade Boards Act, already adopted

in principle for the United Kingdom....The employers

ivill be under no legal obligation to employ any person

whatsoever, but if they do employ him or her it will

be a condition of every contract...that its terms .shall

lot be such as will impair the efficiency of the citizen

}r diminish the vitality of the race.”

“The Coming Industrial War in the West”

therefore does not promise to be a war

without solid results for civilised society.

The long history of Trade Unionism ex-

plains itself in the light of Mr. Sidney

Webb’s theory
;
the suffering and the pas-

sion in the breasts of hundreds of thousands

who have struggled for better conditions

since the dawn of modern industrialism find

in the minimum wage their justification

and reward.

The Trade Union movement has been

subjected to a great deal of deserved and

undeserved criticism. Trade Unions have

their, drawbacks like all other human
institutions; but it is purely cynical and

erroneous to look upon Trade Unions as

merely organised manifestations of primal

human selfishness. At first sight there is

something vulgar and ignoble in the deter-

mination of organised societies of men not

to sell their labour at less than the best

price they can bargain for; but a deeper

view of the matter will show that the man
who deprives his fellow of employment, by

accepting a lower rate of wages than he, is

not playing the part of a good citizen. It

is to the interest of a nation that its

workers of all classes should be well paid,

so that the wives and children of the

workers and the efficiency of the workers

themselves inay be protected by good food,

good clothes, and good shelter. Under the

stress of ^competition these .vital necessities

have been left unguarded and uncared for

except by the precarious humanity of

; u

capitalists and the belligerent comtijon

sense of the Trade Unions. A working

man who joins a Trade Union may be cons-

cious merely of the advantage to himself

of doing so. He may be thinking solely of

his own livelihood. But there is joined on

to his act a consequence of much wider

significance. In standing shoulder
^

to

shoulder with his fellows he is benefiting

not merely his own life and home but the

lives and homes of all his fellow workers,

and ultimately therefore he is acting in the

best interests of the states. For it is a

social disadvantage that any body of men

should be poor, and it is a social injtistice

that any body of men should be victims of

want who are enabling other men to become

rich.

There is still another consideration.

Manufacturers have various ways of com-

peting against each other for custom, some

ways socially beneficial, some socially

injurious. An unscrupulous manufacturer

will try to gain an advantage by adulterat-

ing his articles or issuing a lying advertise-

ment. The long arm of the law is liable to

come down upon him if he adopts either of

these practices. Driven out of these fields of

enterprise an unscrupulous manufacturer will

try to lessen his expenses by lowering wages.

The Trade Union endeavours to intercept

him here, and discharges a function as

conservative of the public well-being as

any performed by an Adulteration Act.

Unable to cheat any longer his customers

or his work-people ihe unscrupulous manu-

facturer is either driven out of his business

or is compelled to compete for custom upon

lines beneficial to society. He must make

his goods of better quality than his rivals’,

or he must invent some new process by

which a satisfactory article can be manu-

factured for a smaller price than has hither-

to been paid for it.

If the ideal of the . Trade Unions were

realised competition between employers

would be confined to beneficial paths, and

no employer in Great Britain would .be

able to underpay his work-people. The

existence of the underpaid and sweated

worker shows what Timitations have hither-

to been set to the success of Trade

Unionism. The difficulties that lie in the

way*of combination must for a long time

to come frustrate the efforts of the Trade
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Unions, Hence the idea of achieving the
minimum wage by legal enactment. It has
begun to dawn upon the ranks of the wage-
earners of the West for what they have
been struggling,—that no man, woman or

child should be sweated. **It is this policy

of a National Minimum which in my judg-
ment,’* says Mr. Sidney Webb, “is going to

inspire and explain the statesmanship and
the politics of the twentieth century."

The development of industrial policy in

England therefore promises a return to the

methods employed in the West during the
Middle Ages. The legal minimum wage
is no new thing. As we learn from his-

torians, the prices of all articles in conamon
use were fixed by law and custom during
the Middle Ages, so as to provide a fair

and living wage to the craftsman, and so as
to defend the consumer from excessive pro-
fits charged by the producer or middleman.
Modem conditions have placed the crafts-

man at a great disadvantage in the battle
of life, and the growth of monopolies is

beginning now to threaten the position of

the consumer.

As India increases her manufactures It

is to be hoped that she will profit by Wes-
tern . experience in policy as well as in

inventions. Wealth gained at the expense
of classes of underpaid or sweated wage-
earners is scarcely national wealth. Riches

poured into the pockets of the few while

the many are but barely provided with the

means of subsistence is a condition of

affairs which in the West is fast becoming
discredited. The baneful effects of wealth
are produced for the most part by its

glaringly unequal distribution, or by injury

done to the worker in providing the exertion

that creates wealth. The next step in the

industrial progress of the West seems to be

not an equal distribution of wealth, but

such a distribution by means of a wages
law as shall leave no wage earner with less

than the minimum needed to maintain life

in well-being of body and soul.

P. li. Richards.

DRAVIDIAN SCULPTURE

The ethnology of the people speaking
Tamil and other cognate tongues and
who inhabit the southern part of

India otherwise called the Dravida Desa
offers many points of dissimilarity to that

of their Aryan brethren of the Gangetic
valley. They are the representatives of the
Pre-Aryan races who were in possession

of the tract south of the Vindhya moun-
tains before the Aryan migration and prob-
ably belonged to the Turanian group who
occupied southern and eastern Persia in

ancient times and who either by sea or by
land passed to the western shores of India.

Whatever may be the origin of the Dravi-
dian races it is beyond doubt that the two
divisions of the country indicated by the
Vindhya ranges were occupied by people
essentially different in blood and tempera-
ment. This is also evidenced by the langu-
age and physical pecularities of the two
races and the style of architecture practised

by each. Yet the civilisation that we meet

with in South India today is essentially

Aryan in its general features and there is no
record whatsoever, except now and then

in minor social practices and mythological
details, of the civilization which existed

there before South India was aryanised.

*’The Dravidian civi]i2ation of the South though
much more ancient than its history, owes its history to

Aryan immigration as much as does Nortli India

In the centuries on either side of 750 B.C. the Aryan
began to penetrate into the Maha-Kantara round
about the Vindhyas the memory of which is preserved
in the tradition regarding Agastya's advent into the

South. The forest is supposed to have extended upto
Pampa Sarovar. The advent of Agastya introduces

reclamation of the jungle into arable land. Agastya
is also the reputed author of the first Tamil grammar.
Whoever this Agastya was, Rishi or some one else by
that name, he does for Tamil what Panini did for

Sanskrit.” •

And the South of India is referred to in

various local works as “the land lit bp by
the glory of Agastya/’ who was evidently

• Ancient India by S. Krishna Swami Aiyangar,
M.A„ 19M, pages 3,8 &: 30.
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regarded as the first missionary of Aryan

culture in the South. There is one fact to

be noticed in connection with the Aryan

migration to the south : when the Aryans

displaced the original inhabitants of the

Pugjab and tbe Gangetic valley their policy

was usurpation. They practically swept

away the life which existed there and

Fig. I.

established the supremacy of Aryan thought.

In the South the Aryans had to change
their policy of usurpation to that of

amalgamation, which alone was possible

under the circumstances prevailing there.

As Dr, Bhandarkar has pointed out,

—

"Further south and on the eastern coast, though
the Aryans penetrated there and communicated their

own civilization to the aboriginal races inhabiting

those parts, tliey were not able to incorporate them
thoroughly into their own society and to root out
their languages and their peculiar civilization. Thus
the Kanarese, the Telugu, the Tamil and other lan-

guages of those races now spoken in Southern India
are not derived from Sanskrit but* belong altogether
to a different stock and hence it is also that Southern
art is so different from the Northern. When the

Aryans penetrated into the South, there existed al*

ready well-organised communities and kingdoms."*

To this fact must be attributed many of

the peculiarities which we meet with in

South Indian sculpture, architecture and
iconography. In its Vaisnab and Saivaite

pantheon we very often meet with concep-
tions of deity which have no counterpart

in the northern Puranas. I he style of the

architecture though related to those prevail-

ing in the north displays features which
are quite individual. I'he sculptures, parti-

cularly those representing images other than
those of gods and goddesses, strike out a
fantastic note—which jars rather than

Fig. 2.

chimes with the idealistic conceptions of

the Pauranic mythology. The Turanian

blood now and then asserts itself in spite

of its Aryan clothing. In some of the sculp-

tures of South India we get a peep into

the mettle of the original Dravidian race

* Early History of the Deccan by G. Bhandarkar,

p. 5.
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which the Aryan thought and culture

sought to envelop and overpower.

We have chosen for our illustrations four

examples of stone figures which decorate

the pillars in the famous choultry of Tiru-

MALA Nayaka at Madura. One is struck

at once with the high-degree of technical

ikill and the remarkable beauty of the de-

corative designs displayed in the ornaments

and the dresses in all the figures, particularly

in figures i and 3. Figure 3 representing
probably Indra makes up with the two
attendant figures a beautiful group which
fits in admirably with the pillar which the
figures are intended to decorate. The unity
of design here illustrated bespeaks an
artist of no mean merit. The statues here
illustrated form a few of a series of life-size

stone figures which decorate the monolithic
pillars in the Hall. Next to Siva-Tandaba
(figure i) the figure of .Ardhanariswara
(figure 4) is perhaps the best of the group.
The choultry also called the Vasanta Manda-

pam was built in 1645 Tiruniala, the

then I'amilian Prince of Madura. It was
originally intended as the summer resort of

Sundareswara, the presiding deity of the

Madura temple, ft has now been improvis-

ed as a market and is covered on all sides

-yS-'

Fig. 4.

by bamboo screens and mats which make
it difficult to obtain good photographs of
the figures. Some of them are certainly
very grotesque in their subject matter, And
to the casual observer unacquainted with
the strange stories related in the Madura
Purana ihe figure of Minakshi* nursing the
pigs and some of the other sculptures are
certainly repellent. But they hardly de-
serve the abuses heaped on them by Fer-
gussonj whose reproaches must be taken to

The legend is related at p. 211, Journal of ihe
Royal Asiatic Society

t Vol 111 , old series.

t Fergusson

—

History of Indian Architecture,
Second Edition 1910, p. 390, Vol I . It will be inter-

esting to compare the impression of a French critic

with regard to these sculptures. M. Le Bon in his

Monuments de I* Inde, p. 163, says **It is, difficult to
dream of something more imposing than this long
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be against the subject matter of the legends
themselves rather than upon their sculptured
representations. The importance of this

group of sculptures lies in the fact that in-

spite of their fine technical execution and
their subject matter, which is entirely Pau-
ranit, they display in their general conception

tion which the northern style (now represent-
ed by the South Indian bronzes) introduced
in the country. He has been attempting to
follow the bent of his own mind in shapin'g

his stones to the requirements of the Paiira-
nic legends. The faces in all the figures

betray a strange, uncouth if not a grotesque
feeling which hardly accords with the

general conception of the figures. In both
their technique and motH they are similar to

It:'

4 II';

'Pf

fm

i'

Fig. 5.

and particularly in the type of the faces a note
which is distinctly non-Aryan. It appears
that the Dravidian artist has for the moment
set aside the standards of Divine concep-

avenue of fantastic monsters, of images of gods and
goddesses of which these sculptured figures, smiling or
terrible, crowded together in this recess, transport the
visitor into a world 01 the strangest dreams.’’

Fig. 6.

the series of sculptures which adorn the
pillars along the corridors in the main tem-
ple of Madura and were probably construct-

ed about the same time though not by the
same artists. Perhaps the best specimen of this

class of sculpture is represented by the figure
of Ganesha in the main temple reproduced in
figure S' P^se and the movement of the
figure present a new invention of the artist

whiph is quite different from the treatment
which is usually given to this hackneyed
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subjeifct in other parts of India. The imajves mark on the forehead titfeer the effect

in the mantapam in the temple of Ava- of the figure. The dignity and the fine

DYAR Koil in Arantangi (District Tanjore) . repose of the image and the simplicity of

display the same peculiarities and can be its conception recall the ,best traditions of

assigned to the same school. It is possible the North Indian style which has been

there aire other examples of the style spread adopted in South India images in connec-

ovcT the various temples of southern India tion with the most important temples and

but the figure sculptures of the Madura tern- shrines. The black stone images of Bhairaba

pies may be taken to fairly represent the and Mah5k5li in the temple of Chidaniba-

best efforts of the Dravidian genius in stone ram are some of the best examples of this

sculpture. Except with regard to this style, which could be easily multiplied,

class of images, it will be a mistake to ac- It is a well-known fact that when the

cept as a general proposition Dr. Bhandar* ritualistic Hiiuiu religion was over-run

kar*s statement ‘that the southern art by the Mahomedan invasion in the North

is different from the north.* I had an it had to take refuge in the South wlitie

opportunity to examine various copper Bramhinism with its elaborate ceremonial

images in South Indian temples 'belter practices and all that folh»wed in their

known as “South Indian Bronzes/* In their train practically reproduced in the mlnule^l

technique and convention they seem, to details the same systems and institinnnis

repeat practically Mie same style with which which prevailed in the North and wliich

we are familiar in the northern parts of are now perpetuated in ilie ca hedral cities

India. Apart from these lironzes, now and of South India. In couise of lime all

then, w^e meet in these temples, stone that represented the best in the religious

images which belonging to a group quite art of North India became imbediled in

distinct from the examples at Madura and has remained as a part of the art

illustrate the same style of the north and practices of the South. Jt would hardly

could he hardly labelled as ‘South Indian’ be proper, therefore, to designate ail the

solely on account of \Uc\r habitat. One of sculptures theie, indiscriminately, as ‘South

these stone i mages from Sri rangani i.s repro- Indian*. Wlien the materials are available

duced in figure 6. It is intended to illustrate for the study of the detailed History of

the distinciirrn between the style indicated Indian sculpture the examples here dis-

in the sculptures at Madura and those cussed, which pre.'^ent a well characterized
which do not betray the local peculiarities school and which 1 have provisionally called

which characterize the Madura images. Dravidian, should claim a separate place
'I he image (figure 6) is in black stone and among the mediaeval non-Buddhist scuip-
is a representation of a 'I'amil saint named tures of India.

Nammaluar, The cloth covering and the Ordhendra Coomar Gangoly.

A BROTHER'S TRIBUTE

I
generally look forward veiy much to
reading the “Modern Review.” This
month your number naturally has a

melancholy interest for one, though that
melancholy is mixed with satisfaction and
pleasure, because it is a testimony of the
kindly feeling that many Indian workers had
for my sister. Perhaps you may think it un-
usual and immodest for a brother to cpme
forward and speak of his sister, yet, in

writing to you 1 can assure you it is not

any motive of immodesty which prompts me,
but rather a feeling of gratitude to you all.

There were two sides to my sister’s life

which are not always known, one her

great religious feeling, and the other, her

ardent national fervour. These two attri-

butes with her were so closely interwoven

that it might truly be said, that there

was one thing which she stood for, %
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and not two, naihely, the unquestionable
right of a people to express theinselyes in

the terms of their own heredity. This we
have cause to understand in the country

from which I write, where various reaction-

aries, both so-called Nationalists and so-

I

called Unionists, seek to persuade the people

; to make themselves more or less bad iinita-

i tions of other nations, and to forsake the

:
genius of their Gaelic ancestors. That is

one of the secrets of Ireland’s decadence,

the denationalising process which has been
going on in the form of Anglicisation. To
counteract this we have to seek to revive

the Gaelic language, the Gaelic dances, the

Gaelic customs, and to consolidate Irish

farmers so that they may be as little as

possible the prey of the Gombeen Middleman.
In other words the problem that faces us

here is to conserve the traditions of the Irish

race. I expect, you have, as we have, per-

sons who say that our policy is reactionary,

that we are seeking to make a people

national when the tendency of the time

is to make them inter-national, and that we
are preventing them from d(>ing well in the

world. One’s reply to that is that no one can

truly be inter-rational before he has first

learnt to be national, that in making him
national and in making him use the medi-

um of experience which was used by his

forefathers, we are giving him backbone,

we are giving him individuality, and we
are making him a stronger and a better

man, than he otherwise would have been,

and that in so doing we are enabling him
to make his way better in the world,

than he otherwise would have done.

We know, for we have seen it, that the

Irishman who wants nothing of what his

country is to him, lacks Morale, and is

really nothing more than a decadent and a

degenerate. Our materialistic friends who
dwell upon commercial success overlook

this very important factor in the education

of a human being.

I feel, however, that I am digressing from

the subject on which I set out. My object

was to say in a few words something of the

consecutive causes which led my sister to

go to India. Mrs. Bose was good enough
in her article to refer to a curious premoni-
tion which my father had. It was curious,

however, the form in which Marg6t (the

name by which 1 always refer to my

sister), received her first fraiiiing for the
call which she was to have in later life.

The Tractarian movement in the Church of

England caught her attention when she was
about 15 years of age, and the colour which
it introduced into its services, the import-

ance it attached to symbols, and sacraments,

and the devotion, and the physical exertion

which it called upon its adherents to per-

form, caught hold of my sister’s imagination,

and gave her the first strong religious influ-

ence in life. This influence of High Anglicism
lasted to the end of her days. It was how-
ever the persecution which she had to

undergo at this time, which did most to

make her fitter for the work which she was
afterwards to be called upon to do.

High Anglicism was too rigid, too in-

flexible, and too illiberal, to hold such a
spirit as hers in long control. The hardness

of its dogmas, the lack of charity which its

adherents displayed to those holding differ-

ent beliefs, in the end caused her to inquire

further, and to seek beyond this ecclesias-

tical system for a more Christian and a more
human religion. The I'ractarians had,
however, taught her the value r)f the tradi-

tion. By degrees she joined what is known
as The Broad Church School in the Church
of England, but very much of the influence

of her early rraefarian experience remained
with her.

Still, Broad Churchism, for want of a
better term, could not satisfy the spiritual

craving of such a nature as hers, for it

merely uttered platitudes without any
positive feeling or teaching underneath.
There was a spirit of cynicism which seem-
ed to look down on everyone else’s belief

as being superstitious or as being wanting
in scholarship which would make it lack

the poetry of the emotion so necessary to

the religious life. It was at this juncture of

her life, that Swami Vivekananda arrived.

Hi.s teaching seemed toco ordinate all which
she had previously learnt and experienced,

it made them all one as part of a whole,
and that there was nothing which contra-
dicted the other. Everything was thus
galvanised, with a new life and with a new
meaning, and her sympathies, which had
always been quick, were easily aroused on
behalf of the suffering which a subordinate
people were undergoing.

Swamiji died when young; my sister
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was Httle older when she died. That my
sister should have obeyed his call was no-

thing wonderful, for 1 myself saw Swamiji,

and I know his power. One had only to

sec and to hear Swamiji, and to say to one-

self, “behold the man”. One knew he spoke

truth, for he spoke with authority, and not

merely as a scholar or as a priest. Swamiji
brought certainty with him, he gave assur-

ance and confidence to the inquirer. This

1 think was what he did for my sister, and
it was the certainty which led her to obey
the call fearlessly, and once having obeyed
without hesitation she never had cause to

regret.

Usually one feels additional sorrow in

loosing a loved one far away from home,
but in my sister's case 1 feel that she really

passed away in the midst of us here in

Ireland. I feel even that being with Dr. and
Mrs. Bose at her end that .she was ii\ the

midst of her family, and of her own people.

One feels too a sense of gratitude that she

upheld to the last the traditional duty of her

race, to help those that were in the shadow
of death, and to guide their feet into the

ways of peace.

Richmond Noble.

ART AND ETHICS

I.

The Essential Morality of Art.

^

“He who is able to endure here on earth, ere he be
liber.atfd from the body, the force born from desire and

ssion, he is a Vegi, he is a blest. “

—

Bhagavad GitUf

I
F it is not the function of art to preach

any moral, or to incite to any action,

whether virtuous or selfish, what actual-

ly is the relation of art to morality?

The morality of art lies in same-sightedness

of aesthetic contemplation. In all natural ex-

pressions the will and its actualisingareone

—

the body of a crystal, a tree, or a man is an ac-

tual expression of 1Vj7/! idea, force, character)

affirmed in time and space. “Outward the

creator pierced the holes”;* therefore crea-

tures see. In nature, art and artist are one
and the same thing. The sum of what a
man has willed, he actually is. In momen-
tary expressions equally,the will is attached

;

the angry man curses because of his anger,

the good man gives alms out of pity.

In aesthetic expression on the contrary,

the will is not attached— the senses are not

united with their objects but serve only to

make possible the contemplation of those

objects. The man who expresses anger

aesthetically is not sCngry
; a sad man may

be an excellent clown.

We are often moved by beauty to tears or

* Kathaka Upanishad, 4. i.

to awe—but how different are this sadness

and this fear from the disappointments and
alarms of our daily life ! In aitsthetic con-

templation we behold life itself from afar.

We are the spectators, no longer the actors

in a drama. Thus beholding life, we may
well be sad, as Buddha and Christ were sad,

sorrowing over the world (Samsara, Jerusa-

lem). For in that moment our will, like

theirs, is beyond the attraction of the pairs

of opposites, we are same-sighted (sama-
drishtah), regarding equally the evil and the

good.

It is in this sense that we sometimes say
all the best art is saddening. We do not
mean that it makes us unhappy, as frustrated

aims for good or evil do. We feel, rather,

too experienced to suffer again. We remem-
ber, perhaps as the mother of Jiva remem-
bered, that a thousand Jivas in other lives

have been loved and wept for.

Deirdre wept for her own sorrows : but if

the story brings tears to our eyes at all, it is

not for her sorrows, but because of sorrow.

The story would not move us less if it were
proved that Deirdre never lived,—as it

would if our grief had been for any indivi-

dual woman. The Trojan women had al-

ready for a moment escaped from their set*

vitude, when they reflected that their grief

should make a story for all time.

Art is also as much an emancipation fromh
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[
personal joy as from personal sorrow. The

I
mother singing her own cradle song, or wor-
shipping a picture of the Mother of God,
Maya or Mary or Isis, is no longer the mother
of one but Adi'Shakti, the mother of all

children, all manifested things.

In this emancipation lies the profound
morality of art: the impassioned contem-
plation of the world without attachment of

the will ! For what is morality? “The
Lord accepteth neither the evil-doing nor

the well-doing of any.” Morality is the

turning of the will from affirmation to

denial, from attachment to indifference.

“ He who is the same to loved and to un-

loved —he is said to have crossed over the

qualities.”

Is art then antipathetic to life ? The
answer is both Yes and No. Art appears

in its noblest forms in those times and places

where life is strongest, where movements of

the will, whether of affirmation or denial,

are most passionate. For art is made of

life, and declines where luxury, indolence,

materialism, pride of intellect, or false asce-

ticism prevail, or conflict is absent. Yet,

the artist is one who stands aloof, at least in

times of creation, and it is only in moments
of aloofness,—non-willing, that the ordinary

man also becomes an artist. Aesthetic

contemplation, however, is a momentary
enthusiasm— it does not like renunciation,

take us away from life forever. It is a gen-

tler training than mortification of the flesh.

Very often indeed the hedonistic accom-

paniments of art, the pleasures accompanying
but not at all essential to aesthetic contem-

plation, bind us very closely to life ; so

closely that some mistaking these pleasures

for art itself have looked on art as immoral.

Art then does not separate us from life,

but it prepares us to relinquish the hopes
and fears that belong to life. Hence its pro-

found peace. At the same time it assures us

that the reality beyond these hopes and fears

w a reality, though only to be described

in negative terms. Our brief experience of

Brahmanic bliss—a term used by Abhina-
vagupta* in describing the moment oL
aesthetic contemplation—proves to us that

this bliss is indeed different from annihila-

tion, that it is not merely Bliss, but
Intelligence and Being. And so we need not

fear when in this or in some other life

the Infinite calls upon us to surrender the

affections ; we may have courage to “culti-

vate vision, even when it is terrible”; for

we have had intimations, additional to

those which the practice of morality other-

wise brings us, of that life which he finds

who loses what in common speech we call

by the same name, but from the stand-

point of Vedanta is rather Death or Dream.
Here it is necessary to take warning. It

must not be supposed that the purpose of

art is to afford us this delight or to promote
morality. Aesthetic ex[)erience has no pur-

pose whatever
;

it is in itself an end. We
shall find it fail us if we seek it cither as

a means of escape from the vexations of

life, or, in pedagogic fashion, to encourage

practical goodness. Art is simply a spiritual

adventure—the quest of Beauty. By means
of external works,— pictures, musical per-

formances, dances, poems or other aesthetic

expressions,—we are able to share this

adventure with others. But those only can

achieve this adventure who seek it, not

because they think they ought, but for its

own sake and because they must. We have
here a parallel to the case of practical

morality. Good deeds, spontaneous if they

are the fruit of a will turned to denial, are

morally valueless if performed with a desire

for reward, or in obedience to the com-
mands of the intellect.

Ananda K. Coomaraswamy.
• Abhinavr'igupta sfiys th.ut when we enjoy a beauti-

ful piece of poetry, we realise our own higher self.

What is called hhofra, delight, is . nothing but the
revelation of our own higher nature conditioned by
sattva though previously obscured by rajai and tamas.
This 'delight' is akin to the bits;, {ananda) of Brahma-
nic consciousness. The experience of it is an intima-

tion or foreshadowing of Moksha,

KASHMIR AND THE KASHMIRIS

III

The City of Seven Bridges.
IF the ancient City of Rome is rightly

1 called the City of the Seven Hills, the

Capital of Kashmir (Srinagar) can most

appropriately be called the City of Seven
Bridges.

It is to the credit of this land that I can
say with great emphasis that the men
of no other country on the face of the

U
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earth can boast of greater intelligence.

But intelligence void of manly qualities

and high principles is of little avail. 1

have been told by school masters and
professors that they find in Kashmir the

average student sharper than his contem-
porary of the Indian plains. Kashmir has

produced great Sanskrit scholars and philo-

sophic works of which mention will be

made later on at its proper place.

Architecture and Plan of the City.

The Jhelam, which according to Hindu
tradition and legend takes its rise from
Bitasta two miles off Verinag, and
according to common sense,'—which builds

its conclusions on the volume of water
ard its flow from a glacier as the source of

the river—from Verinag itself, flows in its

curves right through the city of Srinagar. It

washes the foundation stones of almost

every wooden house. When it swells, it

even makes the lowest storey close its doors

and be vacated.

The city is situated on either ban% of the

river, and begins from the palace of the

Maharaja—a portion of which is the ugliest

building ever made by any prince, i'he

jmlace is right on the left of the Jhelam.
The accompanying illustration does not
give a full vie,w of the oalace, yet itg;ives

the major portion and an idea of the building.

Seven Bridges.

The middle part of the palace is not rather

bad, but the wings need cutting off. I'he

state in modern India, be it the British

Government or the native Princes, is wholly

responsible for vulgarising buildings and

demoralising Indian art. Evtn an Anglo-

Indian waiter of the type of Sir John

Strachey, G.C.S.l., in his official book on

“India’* holds the British Government res-

ponsible for the deterioration of Indian

arts : he writes on p. 294 of his India, 4th

Ed. 1911

;

"Indi.* lias noiliiiig to learn from us in this respect.

We have done much lo debase her beautiful and still

living arts, and almost all the influence that we have

exercised has been destructive."

Note that he is one who justifies and

apologises for every action of the Indian

Government—and if he says so much, then

there must be really great truth in it. We
need not quote here the opinions of Mr.

Havcll, the wellknown an critic and artist.

I'he Opinions of men like Fergusson are too

wellknown. Dr. Cuornaraswamy has often

brought it home to the minds of Indian prin-

ces that their aping proclivities were not ap-

preciated by Europeans, who understand art

much more than the Indians of modern times.

I'he case of that Prince is too well known to

be mentioned here who when going to enter-

tain Lord Curzon kept aside European

furniture and stuffed his palace with Indian,

for the time beings and again replaced, it
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The Maharaja’s * Palace.

by European as soon as Lord Curzon
had turned his back on the palace. 1 he

taste of our Princes has been demo-
ralised indeed and there are only a very few
who care for and understand the greatness,

beauty and utility of Indian art. 1 may
remind our Princes most humbly in the

words of Lord Curzon, whom they would
have done anything to please, as long as

he was in India, that

*

'There is no country the antiquities and arts and
monuments of which are more precious than those of

India.”

1 may also quote here with advantage
Mr. Fergusson, who needs no introduction

:

"Architecture in India is still a living art, and there

consequently and there alone, the student of architec-

ture has a chance of seeing the real principles of art

in action...those who have an opportunity of seeing
M^hat perfect buildings the uneducated natives of India

produce.”

We live amongst such living artists and
products of art of so high an order about
which the same art critic, Mr. Fergusson,
says,—

"There is nothing in Italy in this sort of decoration
that can compared, in beauty of design, or colour,
3r effect, with the work found in the (oldT palaces and
tombs of India.”

If the producers of such excellent archi-
tecture belong to the race of ours then
what makes it necessary to Vulgarise our
houses? Indian princes can do much to
^vive and regenerate Indian arts and crafts

if they only take to

patronising Indian art-

ists as their forefathers,

the old rulers, did.

Kashmir is a countiy
where domestic archi-

tecture is executed most
wonderfully. The house
for the most part being
of wood affords a great
facility to the artist to

show his skill. A slow
rowing with keen eyes
to find out beautiful

houses rather than to

detect signboards of

curio-shops will enable
one to find very beauti-
ful houses down the
Jhelam; particularly

near the fourth bridge

on the left, there are 2 or 3 superb wooden
houses. The doors, fronts, and balconies are

very beautifully ca'rved. I can hardly think

of more beautiful small houses.

The town is situated on the banks of the

Jhelam—the streets all running landward
and also along the bank. The Jhelam is

crossed by seven bridges within the boundary
of the city which is about 3 miles in

length. Fhe different parts of the city are

connected across by these seven wooden
bridges. The houses of wealthy men and
big merchants nearly all rise just from the

water of the Jhelam as it were. A rowing
down the river in the early morn or at dusk
presents a unique scene in several respects,

in the midday also boating in the river is a
pleasant pastime.

Floating shops of pedlars or curio^selling

Kashmiri-merchants are very amusing
features on the waters of the Jhelam. The
people (tourists) living in house-boats on
the Jhelam or her tributaries, canals or lakes

connected with the Jhelam are invaded by
these curio-merchants from morn to. eve.

The Filth of the city.

The houses for the most part are all

built of wood. It is far beyond the means
even of the richest in kashmir to paint

the houses. Consequently just after one
year pr so, all houses grow dark. Gradu-
ally the smoke makes them darker and
the winter snow covers them to strengthen
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their dull colour. Thus the whole town
wears a very gloomy and dull aspect.

i wish 1 could not think of the filth and
the dirt of the capital of Kashmir. 1

cannot imagine any dirtier town. Unless the

fabulous filth of Tibet were to surpass that

of Kashmir, 1 would hardly allow the lau-

rels to any other dirty place in this respect.

Think of the dirtiest possible streets and
homes and you will have a picture of Kashmiri
towns or villages. In this respect the
capital city is the greatest sinner. 1 found
in the muHassil, that the villages were com-
paratively a little less dirty—though I re-

member that some of the purely Muhamma-
dan villages were simply disgusting. Of
course the Hindu Pandits bathe every day,
but what about their yards and streets and
surroundings? 1 had the occasion to enter
some of the houses of the Pandits of the
town too. Some were remarkably clean

but others were full of dirt and dust.. As
^0 the^houses of the Muhammadans and their

surroundings, one can hardly bear to stay

there. They are store-houses of filth as it

were. The houses and surroundings of the

Hindus are comparatively cleaner but they

too seem not disgusted with the filthy

streets and dirty habits.

There are practically no public latrines

in the city. Though the municipality has

a huge crowd of sweepers in its service,

yet they are unable to improve the sani-

tation of the city. It is no wonder that

Srinagar is almost every year attacked by
cholera. If there were any city in the plains

so dirty, it would have become the home
of perpetual plague and cholera. The State

and the municipality can adopt very radical

and efficacious methods to remove the filth

of the city. It is a disgrace to the State to

have such a filthy capital.

I was told by people themselves tl»t

sometime ago the people had very foolish

superstitions: they were actually proud
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of the heap of dirt at their doors. It spoke
of their prosperity 1

The People of the City.

It is the case everywhere that the cities

contain the best men as well as the worst. So
it will be no news if I add that the city of

the seven bridges contains people who
have no scruples to tell lies and to flatter

and cheat and that they can do any thing
or yield every thing to get money or win
posts or official favour from the State offi-

cials, etc. Visitors constantly fall victims
to the cheating, lies and the sycophancy
and sweet words of the people, both high
and low, learned and ignorant.

In this respect the people of the country
(muffasil) are much better. When I went out
into the valley the good qualities and the

goodness of the people so constantly and so

often came before me that 1 almost with-
drew my remarks about the truthfulness

and honesty of the people even of the
town.

The people of this city by race belong
to one stock— the pure remnants of the

Aryans with a little mixture of Turks and
Mongolians. By religion they belong to

Kashmiri-Muhammadanism and Hinduism,
the former being 90 or 85 per cent. Almost
all the trades and arts are in the hands of

the Muslims. 1'he Hindus (Pandits) think it

beneath their dignity to handle the hammer
even of the goldsmith or to deal in

any trade. Now, gradually they are taking
to the least paying trades—some are opening
shops of foreign cloth, some are becoming
photographers. 1 may add here in a paren-

thetical way that almost all the photo-
graphers are pandits. They would not
feel it degrading to touch foreign stuff

and chemical solutions but the handle of

the honest hammer or the needle is not
becoming to them

j
They go in for the least

lucrative profession if they ever think it

worth while to go in for any particular

occupation, otherwise astrology and copying
Sanskrit manuscripts are the only works
worthy of them. The rest are ‘unholy.’

The Camping Grounds.

,

The chief features of the suburb of the
city are its splendid camping grounds.
On the banks of the Jhelam or at the

skirts of the lakes there are very happy

lawns studded by lovely gigantic chinar

trees. It is at the skirts of these lawns and
grounds that house-boats are generally

moored. Chief of such camping grounds are :

the Chinarbagh, the Munshibagh and Sone-
warbagh. These are all within the city proper.

There are others close by on the Dal lake.

The Chinarbagh is near the gate of the Dal
lake and is on a canal of the Jhelam coa-

nected with that of the outlet of the Dal.

There is a part (the best part) of this Bagh
which is specially reserved for ‘European

Bachelors.’ I'he Snnewar and the Munshi-

bagh also are practically in the posses-

sion of the European visitors. Poor Indians

generally launch their boats near or about

Amirakadal and some other odd corners

and places. The famous Bund (embankment
constructed to dam up the water of the flood)

is covered with European shops, offices

and the houses for European officers. A most

pleasant walk in the morning just after

sunrise can be enjoyed on the Bund road.

Thu pLACjis of Interest at or

NEAR Srinagar.

(a) The Shavkaracharya Pca^.—There is

a very high peak close to the tity called

The Shankaracharya Peak ^The Takhl-i-Suleman).

Shankaracharya by the Hindus, and Takht-
i-Suleman by the Muhammadans. There is

a 4emple of a very peculiar type on the
top of this hillock. I'he plinth of this
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Rajputana chiefs are beinj

temple is said to belong to the Asokan
period of Indian architecture. Srijut Jagadish

Chandra Chatterjee, the Director of Archaeo-

logy, affirms that there is some reason to

believe the traditon that the original temple

was built by Asoka. The one now in exis-

tence is said to have been built by the well-

known temple-builder—Shankaracharya.

The Muhammadan iconoclasts did only a

little damage to it as they baptised it by

the name of Suleman, a Muhammadan saint,

and thought it worthwhile to respect it,

but I am afraid that the present idolatrous

rulers may do it more harm than the icono-

clasts. Sometime ago a bomb was fired

on its plinth on a public occasion and it

damaged the temple in part. This hill is

made use of on public occasions as a pillar

for bonfires. To have a complete birds-

eye-view of the city and its surroundings

tiKis peak is a splendid place : no visitor

should miss a climb up the Shankaracharya.

(b) Th€ Hart Parbat-—On the other ex-

tremity is another hill little less in height.

It was turned into a fort by Akbar, the ruins

May 1911. The Maharaja of Alwar and some
received by the Maharaja.

of which have now been converted into a
state prison. There are some chiefs of the

frontier imprisoned in it at present. On the

slopes of this hill there are some remains of

old palaces. On one side there is the temple
of a Hindu Goddess.

(c) The Dal Lake.—To call this piece

of water, which is the second largest

in Kashmir, the dal-lake, is a misnomer.
Because in the Kashmiri language Dal itself

is the word for a lake. However the visi-

tors call it Dal-Lake. This splendid lake is

a very charming thing in the city of Srinagar.

Tourists and visitors ply on its waters freely

and often. The public and the Court also

enjoy the Dal a great deal. On festive

occasions water fetes are performed in it.

This lake besides produces a large quanti-

ty of fodder and vegetables for the city. It

is in this lake that the floating gardens of

Kashmir float about and are stolen away.
They are small pieces of fields made with
earth spread over mats. Only vegetables

and such creepers as bear cucumbers adn
pumpkins grow in them. They are no
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^rdens but only small patches of artificial

fields. They are very beautifully stolen

away ! The fields are tied to a long pole

stuck to the bpttom of the lake. The
thief comes in a small canoe. He cuts the

rope and drags* the whole thing from one

parf of the lake to another 1 The whole of

the lake excepting the central part is leased

out by the State to tenants on seasonal rents.

Thus it pays the State a great deal.

(d) The Salimar and (e)The Nishat—These
are two most famous Miiglial gardens of

Kashmir ; they are to the north of Srinagar

at the base of the northern mountains.

Both of them are said to have been
founded by Shah Jahan. Salimar is just

after the famous Salimar of Lahore. It is in

ruins now. But the Nishatbagh is being

taken great care of by the State and is placed

under the special care of Sjt. J. C. Chatterjee.

The fountains which number about 200 are

now being put in order. On Sundays they are

in working order and the scene on that day is

simply charming and most impressive. The
fountains are very systematically arranged.

They arc run or supplied with water from

a canal that comes from a stream of fresh

water. There are some artificial small

waterfalls also. At the gate and within

the garden there are some small beautiful

Mughal buildings with splendid inlay

(painting) work in the ceilings. It is a joy

to spend the whole day in a fascinating gar-

den like the Nishat. The flower-beds

are a special feature of Nishatbagh.

The uneducated pe(>ple of India are gene-

rally supposed by some pef>ple to be void of

the sense of beauty and love of nature. In

Kashmir both poor and rich, illiterate men
and women, are quite fond of visiting such

gardens, flower beds, lakes and streams. 1 hey

love them. They enjoy the natural scenery

as much as any so-called educated being.

On Fridays this Nishatbagh is crowded by

people, particularly by Muhammadans. I hey

Come out of their homes in boats with

tea-pots (the samawar) and articles of

food —all cooking is made in the boat by
both Hindus and Muhammadans, the boat

being rowed by Muhammadan boatsmen.
They first go to Hazarat Bal, a place of wor-
ship for Muhammadans and jfrom there they

come to this garden simply to enjoy and
see. It is unfortunate that the fountains

%rc not set at .work on this day when the

people come to visit it but on Sundays when
the tourists come to enjoy it. Further back
in the lap of the hills, i| mile from Salt-

marbagh there is Harban—a small lake

w*hich is an artificial reservoir of fresh

water 20 feet deep, and several yards in

circumference. It is one of the most
charming and sublime spots 1 have ever

seen.

The Vandalism of the iconoclast.

One can hardly imagine another city

in India where the ruins of old Hindu
temples tell a more pathetic tale of Muham-
madan vmdalism. Here and there, every-

where are heaps of carved and well cut grey

A Hindu Temple in the City with a Oharmasala
round it on the J.tclam.

Stones of the remples ruined by the icono-

clast -Shekandar, the Bur-Sikin, who demo-
lished all the temples of Kashmir. 'Phe

stones of these ancient temples have been
turned into tom!)stones and the sites into

places of Muhammadan worship, and the

materials of the temples used for Muham-
madan Ziyarats and mosques. 'I'he ^Mladsha*’

is a good example. It is a tomb of a Muham-
madan prince built on the site of a Hindu
temple. In this case bricks are used instead

of the actual stones of the temple.
Kashmir is as good in stone architecture

as in wood* The remains of these once
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IS being worshipped by the Hindus.
"^ration

'he Miadiw worship a stone of the plinth
I this Ziyaraty Irpin the river side. They

waiiK;u,.<$lUaeil[S <
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rrom me Mis
building, near the 3rd bridge.

proselytising zeal of the missionaries are too
w«I-knownlo be mentioned here.

In Kashmir 1 am told up to this time only
one young man has succumbed to the
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ancj^t^..:.^i^;''.|^ •and .tie wodld.. be
welcom4^. ia 4^6 rbrigiM^ fj^s was
pdor ahd But he said, ?I

am contented iht my o Muslim fpld. And
why t
else ? It is the .Hifidus that 'become

M

madans and ChHstiaTis and hot we that

become converts/* The conversion of Kash-
mir into Christianity is an impossibility.

Therefore the missionaries do not talk of

proselytising. But they are doin|[ other

things. They are gradually preparing the

way. They are making the Hindu Pandit
touch the oar which his father would rather

die than do. He is taking to cigarettes, boots,

watches and European dress gradually. He
is sure to be miserable and unhappy in the

near future. Discontent is spreading among
the half-educated boys of the Christian

Schools. They hate their homes and
indigenous things: they can allow the

mleJichha to touch the sacred thread

when taken to learn diving and similar

other water feats. This is done all with

' 1 tell ' him ' that'.^e

-

ichool is during 4ii|:te'

;

full of shoes.
,

For ali siudenu^^

classes according W Hindu
shoes off. This is the^ way of ci^prairiiiie

. of the tactful rnissionawies/;';'':

In addition to schools there arc

run by the enterprising miMionarks. A
very large and prosperous hospi tal is a!; the

foot of the Shankaracharya hill ihf Srinagar.

Of course they expect much more of the
indoor patients but the outdoor patients are

only asked to wait till the largest possible

number collect together and then they offer

their prayers to the Healer of the sick, who
cured without medicine, before the chemi-
cal solutions are freely and magnanirhously

distributed in cups and pots---phiaU of glass

being rare. This is the way of .winning.

Indeed need and want can demoraiise man
very easily.

Mukandi Lal.

RITUALS AT HINDU CORONATION : THEIR CONSTITU-
TIONAL ASPECTS

By K. P. Jayaswal, b.a. (Oxon.), Bar.-at-Law,

The term ‘Coronation’ is used here for

the sake of convenience and its pre-

sent-day associations. For the plac-

ing of the crown on the head of the King-

elect was not one of the elements of the

Hindu Coronation,* where, firstly, sacred

rites culminating in the ‘Abhisheka’ or ‘the

^ It is, however, interesting to notice that a tradi-

ional crown Is mentioned in the Ramayana (Yuddha,

30.64,65.)

nrm ftflin* fx 1

nwrtf annflaiStWw!! 1

sprinkling of waters' over the peixdn 6{' tl;k

King-elect, secondly*, the ascent to' ^
throne,* and, thirdly the repeating of some
solemn vows by the King-elect farmeci the

essentials. The ‘Abhisheka - riM' W
symbols of election, and the ascent to tjhb

throne symbolised the taking of
;
ifee difiee

by the sovereign. Tte ‘Conmgripn’: 0^^

defined the legal position of the office and
the holder thereof. The first two elements

and, partly the third alsOi are embodied . in

Originally wooden, spread upon with tiger-skin,

but later on, A scdid gold. |Ram^« Ytid, 130, 59.)

13
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a ftairicss of sacred formulas in the Shrutis

or tlie class of post-vedic literature called

the
;

The royal vows, crys*

taUiiie41n the form of oaths, have a popular,

mok;)^^bly, a republican origin. Their
: Specifhetis are to be found in the great ency-

: ciopa^^^^^ of the Hindu civilisation so

the ^Maha-
r;l®liwrata/

. .
. 'The Vboic Age.

l^cfore We proceed to the examination of
\^Cbronation rituals,* it would be con-

venient to sketch here the older procedure

of the Vedic age which developed into the

Coronation of Hindu kings in later times.

It seems that the word rajan originally did

not possess the sense conveyed by the term

'king* or ‘monarch,’ it simply meant a ruler

and, literally, perhaps, ‘one who had a seat*

in the assembly. There are two lines of

evidence for this supposition. In the

Atharva Veda, Kanda HI, Anuvaka 6,

Sukta 3, we find the plural term ‘rajanah’*

predicated of the rnembers ^of the assembly)
‘sftifW,* and similarly, in 111, 1, 4, the offi-

cers of state sitting round the newly elected

raja^ are styled rajanah. In the popular
language of the country as found in the

6th century B, C., the term is used, as

K
inted but by the greatest Pali scholar

of. Bhys Davids,t to denote ‘something
like the Roman consul or the Greek archon.’

At the same time we find all the Vajjians

called rajas, A young cousin of the

Buddha is styled ra/a, while Shuddhodana,
the father of the great teacher, is similarly

designated, the latter, however, being ‘else*

. where spoken of as a simple citizen.* What-
ever the original meaning, it is clear that

its early significance was not of the word
king.^ It is also clear that the officer under
the title raja was elected by the people (the

yishas)^ cong^gated in the national as-

sembly called the Samiti, Here is a passage
einplbyed at the re-election of a r<ya who
had been apparently driven out

ist wet. sufiw EfiW! I

W^ frttar A mm i

“The people you to nil^hip, the five glorious

qunrters (01^) you. \Be seated on this high point in

tnp body of the state and from there vigorously distri-

. bdtethe natural wealth/' Atharva-Veda, III, 1, 4, z.

sif sNi^l AmsW v«nmi; t

1
*'

Let us take a complete Song of Elec-
tion :

—

ftwtW «n iRwfir’wm I

«IW '#1*1! Wlflf'IWSUjl

nr tffwfhnf i(,*’ ffiw I^ *fv nn' * nm#: i

,
»

ifWt yty finfinr' nm i

**iin it iwit fnwn

«

%

t im tn' fit nwfii: i

Tii'iinr*iRpi'cit''iiTOitii’ IIa

<

*1^ ft*: t *ftft: inaifm «

^Gladly you come among us
;
remain firmly without

faltering
;

all the people want you ; may you not be

degrad^ from the State.

'Here be you firm tike the mountain and may you

not come down. Be you firm here like Indra
;
remain

you here and hold the State.

*Indra has held it (the State) firm on account of the

firm Habi offeriog
;
for it Soma also the Brahmanas-

pati, has said the same.

•Firm (as) the heaven, firm (as) the earth, firm (as)

the universe, firr (as) the mountains, let this raja

the people be Brm.
'Let the State be held by you, be made firm by the

rajan Varuna, the God Brmaspati, Indra and also

Agni.
'Vanquish you firmly without falling the enemies,

and those behaving like enemies crush you under your
feet. All the quarters unanimously honour you and
for firmness the assembly here creates (appoint) you.

—Atharva-Veda VI. 9,a.

The main features and aspects of the

Vedic election may be summed up as

follows;—
1.^ The election is by the and the

whole people. Latter on this is expressed,

as we shkll presently see, in a number of

rites and formulas acepmpany^^^

mineht ceremony of the abkiAechaniyam,

The priiiciple of popular election occupies

the most important place in coronation even
when Hindu kingriiip becomes in practice

almost invariably hereditary.*

* Apart froin the ifidbqpensabie rituals which embody
the pnnciple, we Trim in literature whiri)
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2. The rftjan thus elected had his power,

as rightly ol^erved by Dr. Macdonell, *by

no means absolute, being limited by the

will of the people expressed in the tribal

assembly {Samiti).' (History of Sanskrit

Literature, p..i58). This limitation when the

rajA assumes the character of a monarch
still exists, being exercised by the council in

the first instance and the people ultimately

in practice and by law in theory.

3. There is yet no territorial conception
in the appointment of the, ruler, he being
only the proctor of the people and the

holder of the State, the rashtra,

4. The sprinkling has not yet become
prominent.

5. The raja is asked to ascend a raised seat

which is significantly described in the first

quotation as *the highest point in the body
politic*. This symbolisation of the throne is

unique in the literature of the world, its

parallel is nowhere found. It is also note-

worthy that the rashtra is called a body.

The organic nature of the state seems to

be somewhat present to the mind of the

Vedic Hindus.
6. The only symbolical ceremony which

accompanied the Vedic election consisted

in the function that the Raja after ascend-

ing the throne and sitting thereon, received

from all the high functionaries of state

there seated (*the rajanah’) a symbolic armlet

(mani—irfis) made of palasa wood. He puts

it on and says: *Let the rajanah rajakritah

indicate that the principle did not exist only in theoiy.

The coronation described in the Ramayana as that

of Rama has the sprinkling performed by Brahmanas,
women, ministers, soldiers and guilds of merchants
(Yuddha. 230, 62). As to the aSkisheha of Rama as

Crown Prince, the townships, the districts, the leaders

of men, and the Brahmanas after holding a conference

unanimously declare in favour and approval of the

king's.suggestion;

TOW VI

I

iWi iwfiwi vmf H

Their reply takes the form ; Cosecrate him, we want

vTOlWOhl®*'

(the seated stjiic '

office^)*' v, the:

head of tbe ;''vil|agev:Opm«tPh^i'*]^'',:(i^ti^^

(and others they
.
;alj\being:^.ttii^

the honorific j>lurafV and: - v d'®
around be seated In order by^yiftjiifi

palasha (mahi ).* This little

lops into a yery intef^»t|ng and

:

function in the sacerdotal

Brahmans^ which we shall hayie occasion

to examine later.
'

Just before wfe take leave

rajan it may be remarked that

under the same title is found presidtidg ovpr:

the sessions of republican assemblies of the

;

6th century B.C.f
One is inclined to think that there were ^ ,

instances preserving the Vedic institution'

perhaps in its more original form.

The Ritualistic Age. :

In the ritualistic age sacred formulse and
rites for royal installation are fornited 'and

prescribed. And they were prescribed biftce

for all. Since that time every Hindu
sovereign crowned in India has obieyved

them^ for without them, according -to the

orthodox view of both law and ritualsy no
one could attain kingship. They are

preserved with considerable detail in the
Shruti literature*

In the Shrutis there are three ceremomes
for consecrating heads of society. There
is the first and foremost, the Raj^ya or the

Inauguration of a King, thete is, secondly,

the Vajapeya used for consecrating a king
or a high functionary as the royal priest,

and thirdly there is the Sarva-medha, *a

sacrifice for universal rule.’ The Vajapeya
partakes of a political nature owing tb its

orijgin, it being primarily designed to

brate something like an Oly*npic vic^ry.

It was later on adapted for royal and reWr
gious consecrations. The $aryaipedha
more or less an exccptipnaV 'iwmmon
perhaps a mere devjse to emphasise the

territoriar ideal of a ‘^dne^tate*- India.| ;

• Atharvabeda, I Ilrl.i''5
'

,
In the days when the Mahabharata was composed

^yitatlqn to a coronation of ^all the respectable

Shudras^ aim was deemed necessary (xxiii, 41^
We read in the MahavamspOv) that in Magadha,

finding the dcecendants of UdAyibhadra 'a race of par-

l^ider **the popular of the capital assembled and
fopnally deposed Nagad^koVaod d^^ grali-
mng the whole naSod they nneniintoutly installed

(Sshi-Abhisinchcsii) iri the soweighfy** Sistinaga.

(Tumour, p. X5>..

t VHtrtt KwroiAwfe I

f Rhys DavM'i ^ud^isl Ih4iili p< I9<

.

tfuNl i AiMin^a Bnihi^^i,



tHi: »tot>Eftr4 rEVieW Eor jAiitjARV, i^ti

The noriftil cetemony of Coronation, how
ever, the Rajasttya

“To the km^ doubtless belong.the Rajasuya, fdr b,

oSmhg idle Rajasaya be becomes king.

^ the rituals

litter. In fact, they all have very

tfeta/k in common.
: The Rajasuya is compri^^ of three dis^

tinct parts : the first is a series of prelimi-

nary sacrifices, the second is the Abhishe-

chaniya^ the sprinkling or the annointing,

and! the third is a number of post-annoint-

ing ceremonies. Out of the three, the

Abhishechaniya is the most important
;
and,

perii^ps, in practice the rites and formulas

of it alone were considered indispensable.

. One of the first things which strikes the

students of the ceremony is the pronoun

**he" by which the king-elebt is studiously

designated. It is only after the sprinkling-

stage that he is called *king*. That is, the

ceremony only when complete, invested him
with the royal office and powers, before

that he is an ordinary citizen.

The Ratna-Havis.

Vedic bestpwers of the palnsha^^mani. The
latter were the state-makers’ (musw:) (the

ministers), the Suta, the head of the village

community, the builders ofxhariots and the

skilful in metals, ^surrounded by the folk.’

Now the ratnins are all high officers, the

priest being added and the headman of*the
village alone representing the people. The
change is due to the growth and differ-

entiation of society. The popular clement
is narrowed down in the symbol of the

village-headman but its importance is, re-

tained, if not (enhanced, by the symbolic
offering made to the gramani. The Brah-
manas say the gramani stands for the people
(Vishah, vaishayah). That being so, the

King-elect would be regarded as almost
worshipping the people before his conse-

cration.

The offerings to the ‘jewel-holders’ is ex-

plained by the set phrase in each case,’ for it

is for him that he is thereby consecrated

and him he makes his faithful follower.’

He treats with havi the headman of the

village corporation because ‘he assuredly is

one of his jewels and it is for him that he is

thereby consecrated, etc.**

Among the preliminary offerings there are

the eleven ratna^havts (the ‘jewcl’-offering)

which he has to make' to the eleven Ratnins

or ‘the jewcls-holders* at their respective

houses. The recipients of the Ratna-havis

are
:

(i) the commander of the army, (2)

the court-cbaplain, (3) the King-elect him-
self in his prospective capacity, (4) the

queen-elect in her prospective capacity, (5)
me court minstrel and chronicler (the Suta),

(6) the head of the village-corporation

(gramani), (7) the chamberlain, (8) the master

of the treasury, (^) the collector of reve-

nue, (xo) the superintendent of gambling,!
(zi) the keeper of forests (lit. destroyer of

beasts) and (12) the courier.^

The ratnins are a development of the

Apparently the whole procedure symbolises

the obtainment of the approval of the differen-

tiated organs of government in his selection

like the symbolic approval (the Anumatt) of

the Earth which he has already received*!

It also symbolizes the respect which was
due to the traditional offices from the crown

;

they are significantly called by the Brahma-
nas the ‘jewels of sovereignty/ The enumera-
tion of the queen among state institutions

is also remarkable. In the Vajapeya the

consort ascends the throne with the king-

elect and the coronation scenes of the

epics have the queen-elect by the side of

the king-elect. Similarly offering havi at

his own house only confirms that his is also

in its nature an office like that of the other

functionaries.

Vlll, 4,1. ‘Empire should be extant up to natural The idea underlying is altogether human ;

Irontibrs ; it should be temtoriall) ^all-embracing, up there is no divinity about the person or the
totheveryetids undivided, then should be one-state -

up to the seas in the land (country).*
. ^ ^ .

• Shrtapatlw. Bimhmana, V, i, i, i*.
*

t Gambling bemg under Mate-control, the depart- ^ emA teWiWW
ment had an individuality. It brought in revenue. vSwi «| ^ m tntwfiw*
But me prominence ct the department is rather --p ^ -

strange. V^ShiUapatha, V, 3,1,6.

.

* ShataftethaBrahamana, V,3, i.-Cf.u1wTaittiriya ' t iwiofln ni

Brahtewiiai f, 7.3iS. >.8.9- TOU dftKh V, a, 3 , 4.^
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office of the sovereign. Then it may also

be supposed, that the offices of the depart-

ments of the government existed independ-

ent of the sovcrmgn; at any rate, they

were not hijs creations but they were institu-

tions^which he found already existing. It

reminds one of the precautionary and sus-

picious division of power in republican con-

stitutions of the sixth and the fifth century

B.C.*

Here amongst the Shruti ‘jewels* the judi-

cial officer is conspicuous by his absence. It

was perhaps due to the fact that law was

originally administered by a body of men
which still bore the name of assembly but

which, as a matter of fact, consisted of a few

men in uneven numbers. This had its found-

ation in the orthodox theory that law was

eternal and self-existent and it could be ex-

plained only by an assembly of learned men
who, of course, acted without any remunera-

tion. Such a body could not be regarded as

a machinery of state administration.

“After the jewels he offers a pap to Soma
and Rudra.’* That the great gods should

come after the secular officers was unpala-

table to theologians, and they, therefore,

give a fanciful explanation by introducing

a myth imposing that as offerings had been

rendered to some unworthy of sacrifice, it

was necessary to sacrifice to gods ‘for enlight-

enment’ (expiation).t

The Abhishechntyam or the sprinkling

ceremony starts with sacrifices to a set of

deities for instilling in the king-elect certain

virtues necessary for his office. The Savita

is prayed for energy, the family fire for

family virtues, Soma for capacity to protect

forests, Brihaspati for eloquence, Indra for

ruling capacity, Rudra for power to protect

the cattle, Mitra for truth, and lastly Varuna
for the protection of law. Says the Shatapatha

Brahaman thereby

“Varuna the protector of law makes him the protec-

tor of law, and that truly is the supreme state when
one is protector of the law, for whosoever attains to

the supreme state to him they come in causes of law."

Here is a new theory of the monarchical

days when the Brahmanas were written.

* The Lichchhavis had separated the functions of

the Commander-til-Chief and the Judge from the

head of the republic. Cf. the Jaina Acharanga Suttam, ii.

3i I, 8, where among constitutions are mentioned the

rule of the lot 'the rule d tW (gana-rayani, do-rayani,.

t ShaUpatha V. 3,2.

The sacred formula only contemplates the'

prbtection of law as a necessary duty of the
king, but the commentator takes it in the
sense that one of the chief features of it fuil-

fiedged state must he that the law should be
administered by the king (Hdr him they
come in causes of law"). The old theory

had been that the law of- the community
was administered by the community.
The new theory of the Br/rkmans was

extended in the Imperial days of the

Mauryas, when salaried judges not only

dispensed royal justice but also administered

royal laws.

Collection op Waters.

Waters are then collected from the sea and '

other reservoirs of the land, proclaiming in

sacred formulas the name for whose an-

nointing they were gathered. The waters

are taken in each case with the poetic

formula ; ^^Self-ruling waters, ye are hestpwrs

of kingship, bestow ye kingship on A'. JV.”

In the description and details of the waters

there is to be found a touch of rude but

pathetic constitutionalism. Waters are

brought from the Sarasvati of historic me-
mories, from the mighty rivers of the land,

from the great ocean. I'he sum total of

the waters is also contributed by a humble
pool of the country, which is also styled

with the lofty address: “Pleasing ye are,

Bestowers of kingship, bestow ye kingship

on N. N,” The comment upon the sacred

address of the is majestic and it

is reserved only for the insignificant reservoir.

“He thereby makes the people steady and faith*

fultohimr^
A common pool of the country over

which he was going to rule is made a
sacred source of his sovereign powers. The
gods have been invoked to endow the poten-

tial king with ruling virtues ‘for national

rule,* anroro ‘for the ruling of the folk,* yet

the rivers of the land, the waters of India are

prayed as ‘bestowers of State’ to confer the

actual status of kingship. Gods might give

him virtues for ‘national rule’, but they could
not give the kingship of the land ; it was
the right of the waters in the land to do it.

And they too when combined from the

nwn WTHPHW * fif TO! aiTO es ttih-

eiMf V, 3, 4^
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lo^west, could 4o it ; hence the
flettetJBjj A^difieM td e coiutnon country

,

Ai^i^^rUot conception i* crystalised
to t^....ctilde procedur^i It is on the whole

but a symbol en-
wihwg a great idea for all ages.

r' The Abhisrechan^*
''

' The Abhishechana is. twofold, the first

.part 'is the sprinkling of waters by what
thay be described as different estates of the
realm, and the second is the theological
annOinting on the head by the priest just
before the king-elect ascends the throne.
A tiger-skin is spread in front of the
MaiNi-Varuna’s hearth and the king-elect
stefn upon it. Four men, one after another
pinkie on him,—a Brahman, a kinsman
of the king-elect, a nobleman, and a Vaishya,
which literall;/ means 'one of the people.’
The Shudra is absent and the kinsman
seems to be a tautology; either he has
been substituted for the Shudra, if he had
yet formed a distinct class, to make up the
number four or the Shudra is supposed to
be represented by the ‘Vaishya’ the com-
mouer.*

The king-elect then puts on a silk under-
' wear, a wdoUen upper-wear, a mantle and
a turban. Our Shatapatha Brahmana does
ndiAFpitp^ of the dressing ; and there is a
Heft.^ic^tpUch in the reason eiven. “For mTI ' ™ v '»“’>/ w «»«

.»«»»' ««»»» >i..y

4^^vy<6 hiin of hit native bodily form,” 4a auit — »»ir ' '

iTtBlrt foUotsrs the Investiture. The priest

:
3giyiN him a strong bow with three arrov^
;ijwith: the ,f6itDUla“l*fi^# yeAim m frotrti

While'ihe king-
ftfiect w Standing bh^ t^ over the

'.ts’made, the

heal.* Agni syipbolising ^diie Brahaihanas,
Indra, the Mobility, Fusban.. the world of
cattle and so on. In any case, the king-
elect IS expressly announced to men, what-
ever be the real import of the other avtds.

Ascent fp 'fiiitONB. r

Abhtshtia by Priest.

After the Announcement he is- asked to
Mcend the wooden throne spread upon with
furs, generally yvith tiger-skim The formulas
for the occasion are four, and the four
estates arc asked thereby to protect the
king-elect “as the precious treasure.”
There is also a fifth formula which seems
to be. addressed to guilds (‘Pankti*=Shreni=
guild):—

“Ascend thou the west, may Jagati protect thee, the
Vairupa mantra, the seventeen bold Stoma, the

(piloted thee) that precious

Just before he ascends, he steps upon a
gold-plate and through a perforated gold
vessel the waters are sprinkled over his
head by the priest^ with the following
sacred text,--

/
With Serna's ^glory I sprinkle thee, with Agni's

fflovF, with Surya!* splendour, with Indra’s enervy,
be thou the chieftain of chiefs. Quicken him, 0 gt^sf
to be unrivalled for great chieftainship, for great
lordship, for national rule,for the ruling of the folk
(yutcken)him’--theSonof\theman) N. N, the son

1 t

' - - .-'i AJlS »' _ .'JOSL jfc ’/
.

'' >

u our king, of Brahmiins:'%

? V, 3, 5, 31—3^,

*'’* quarteft’. that <». hi*
installation IS alUsiifed.

.

•

I
•••....« • • . V- ... . V » •

...'\'Shrt«^., V, i'.i; 3-j.

'

'

-fiiiia.

.ApM|(jb Brtl wail

bSa WHUiwi
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’

ySSTING OF SoVSRmGNTY.

After three stepii he ascends the wooden
throne and he is addressed these three cons^

titutionar sentences

:

w' • eim; i i

4vinrikT^w nWwn i ’anrtsn i

** To thee this State u given,thou Art the ruler, the

ruling lord, thou art firm and steadfast

—

to thee (this

**State Ugiveii) for agYicultuve,for nuelUheing^ for
prosperityi for rearing^ (that is) for the common

The theological interpreter emphasisesf

that it is by the virtue of the above formula

that sovereignty vests in the man. To thee

this State h given' is naturally the most

sacred text uttered at the Hindu coronation.

It bore such a mightily solemn consequence

as the vesting of soveriegnty in one man. The
terse comment of the author of the Brah-

mana is immensely important in the history

of the institution of kingship.

Then, it is this sacred act of delivering

the trust that kingship depended upon,

and not any other principle such as that

of succession and inheritance or bequest.

Such is the orthodox Hindu attitude.

The purpose for which ‘the State is given’

is defined, ‘/or culture, well-beings prosperity^

rearing' and is generally summed up in the

expression : ‘/or the weal' It is not a gift

;

it is a trust, and a trust made sacred by the

most sacred rites.f

The conception armoured in sacredness is

wholly human. The son of N. N. is made
the king of the people N. N. He is not the

son or lieutenant of any god. Nor is he

appointed by any superhuman spirit. He
is appointed by man, ahnointed by man.

Gods are invoked to aid him, just as they

are invoked for any other undertakings But

they do not confer ‘the State’, that being

effected by the human act expressed in the

words—‘To thee the State is given.

CoRONAiriON Oaths : A(scep^i^60i^

.Tne trust is accepted ' ^hen .tmintdisi^

after ^the one who has faftiw ife w
his seat on the throne. W
vow ? We have not jgQt it in the Shmti '

literature. The reason of omtssj^
be that either the vow was i^pt^ed, br at

the time when the Shatapatha Brahihana
'

was written the ihtrckluction of the - vow
was too recent, and most likely

with something not regarded with
^

cular favour by the rituaVistie ^hobl,*
,

Whatever the reason, we havein evidence that;

the vow in the form of certain coronation

oaths was expressed as a part and parcel

of the coronation ceremony ; and that

they were more popular than sacerdotal.

Through these oaths the king accepted and
reciprocated the trust vested in him. Speci-

mens of these oaths are preserved, as already

observed, in the Mahabharata, in the form
as they were administered by the priest.

They are of Supreme legal and constitu-

tional significance.

(a) “Do you swear from your heart, by weird of

mouth and in fact, *1 will see to the growth of the

country, regarding it as the Deity and this ever and
always.*

(b) * I will act unhesitatingly according fo the law as
prevails here and in accordance with the. policy of

the Ethics of Government. I will never act arbitranly.lf

* It appears that there obained a system of oath-
taking amongst the little republics which had
apparently grown out of the triral assembly l^stem
ot the Vedas. On the model of the government of the

republics, certain corporate institutions were consti-

tuted in the country, The Buddhist brotherhood was
copied by the Buddha (?) from the Lichchavi coiistjitu?

tion. Trade guilds ( Shrenit Sangha ) were tailed

little sovereignties, merchant companies were sUiiHar

bodies. The Buddhist Sangha took a vow, the ga&b
and merchant companies had their vows (iMiyiriRU,

Artha Shastra 11, x . ) These corporate bedids.bei^^^
descendants of republics, the feature of oath may
be presumed in their parehu : and the borpnation
oaths may have been substantially the same j|s those
administered to the head of a republic. IndM. they
bear distinct traces of higher Ukai Of social lS(e than
that generally seen under Iftndu monarcHs. The

evident by the existence of the indicative This, ami*,

the naming of the people or folk, and the homage
when the Brahmaim resigns his priyil^e in the person

of the the feng.; fesds sub Homage). However con-

sideriug the general attitude of the Brahmana, he can

not be acetmed4 diehonest to place Brahmanas
above the kingm shepep^.
• Shaiapa^':V, 3,1,35.'' '"v-

t .j-'v V V
•

doctrine which regartkd the country,

was surely different from that,which treated the mhabi- <

unts of the country as mere childfen ( Riri: ).

iiAfisitfk^Rtar ifSfm i

-wwi -M^^Httlssl i
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To the royal oaths, the people pronounced Amen
(Wt).
That theM were the stereotyped forms at the time

at least; of the compilation of the Mahabharata may
be in^ri^ from the fact that the portion embodying
them is declar^ to be of the *Shruti authority of the

highest order (LIX, no), amongst men/

U.i^ld be noticed that the passage also* points to a
|M|Hilar origin {*amongst men').

To these two fundamental oaths there

were added others to suit circumstances, as

is evidenced by one appended to them in

the Mahabharata, (Verse, 108) which stands

out on account of its incongruous style and
subject-matter.

'How originated the word Raja O Bharat, as it is

generally used. Having hands and arms and neck
like others, subject like others to the same kind of

pain and pleasures... in fact, similar to others

rcigarding all the attributes of men, why does one man,
via., the king, govern the rest of the world containing
many brave and intelligent persons, (Shanti, LIX,

This was the question put by Yudhisthira
which elicited from Bhishma a history of

Coronation Oaths.

**There must be some mighty reason for all this

because it is seen that the whole world bows down to

one man as if to a God."

The *mighty reason* was explained by
Bhishma with a professed historical account
of the institution of Hindu monarchy.
* There was no monarchy and no monarch,’
be related, in early times, and that then the

people protected one another by law. As
they thus lived, they found in time that

mutual co-operation was not sufficiently

powerful and law itself began to suffer.

These men in consultation with gods decid-

ed to elect a monarch. The gods gave
them Virajas who however refused to be
king. His three successors followed as

‘Lords,’ the fourth one ‘built an empire and
became arbitrary.’ Evidently they had not
taken any oaths, coming, as they were,
froin gods to men. The fifth lord of divine

origin, called Vena, proved to be quite ‘un-

lawful’ to the people, and he was deposed
and executed. Thereupon now the men (the

wise) elected a man called Prithu, a relation

of the head of a frontier-tribe, the Nishadas.
He promised faithfulness and the above
oaths were administered to him. He was
called the ‘Pleaser’ (Raja).

Such is an^ historical theoiy devised to

explain the Hindu coronation oathi and the
jnstitutidti of Hindu monarchy.

An analysis of the oaths discloses the

following position of the Hindu king.

1. That the trust in his hands—the tend-

ing (lit. I will see to the growth’, insrfiwiTfif)

of the country—is the foremost solemn ob-

ligation of the sovereign.

2. That the country put under his* care

is to be regarded by him nothing less than a

god, which implies sincerity, respect and awe.

The relation is far from being patriarchal

or theocratic or aristrocratic.

3. That he is expressly not arbitrary. He
is bound by the law and the rules of political

science, fhese two regulate his actions in

internal administration and foreign relations.

He is brought under the law. If he acts ar-

bitrarily, he would be breaking faith with

the people and his action would be illegal^

ior which the people who have installed him
would depose him. In the Mahabharata the

plea for the deposition and execution of the

tyrant Vena was that he was unlawful

(vidharmi)
;
the ‘formal’ deposition of the

predecessor of Sisunaga of Magadha was
due to his murder of his father. King Palaka
of the Mrichchhakatika was deposed because

he had incarcerated the cowherd Aryaka with-

out the latter having committed any crime.

That the King is deemed to be subject

to law is quite in keeping with the general

attitude of the Hindu mind towards the

majesty of law. ‘Law is the king of kings,

far more powerful and rigid than they;

nothing can be mightier than law.’ (Vyava-
hara Darpana). Hence constitutional laws

were laid down in a special chapter in the

Smritis called the law of the king (the

Rajadharma). He is regarded so perfectly

amenable to law that provisions for severely

fining him find place in the law books.*

4* Such being the case his position by
virtue of his vow would be strictly con-

tractual. The consequence of the breach of

the royal contract would have been consider-

ed as a legal 8equence.t

• Cf. Manu, VIII, 336. He is, however, excused

froin corporeal punishment, as it could only be execu-

ted in the case Of deposition, when the people assume
the position of judge and chastiser in one.

t The account of the fall of the last Mauryan
empemr has a curious expression. Brihadratha was
*praiijna-4urhdla' says Bana who drew upon some
record now lost. The expression literally means [weak

in observing his vow*. The vciy word p^atijna is

used in the Mahabharata for the coronation oath.

We know that Brihadratha was a weak monarch ; and^
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Now we come to comparatively unimport-
ant and less rigid ,

VosT-Abhisheka ceremonies.

Symbolism of Judicial Supremacy,

The vow-holder steps down from the

throne and puts on shoes of boar-skin, and
takes a symbolically short drive in a chariot

drawn by .four horses. This seems to be
the origin of the Hindu pageantry of the

coronation procession, which assumes an
oppressive gorgeousness in the age of the

Ramayana.*
The King comes back immediately to the

throne which he again ascends while the

priest cries : *Sit thee on the pleasant soft-

seated throne !* Then follows an exceed-

ingly queer procedure. The king's person

is ‘silently’ touched with a rod which is the

symbolic sceptre of justice^ conveying by
the action the view of the sacred common-
law that the king was not above but under

the law. The interpretation given of this

is an amusing piece of euphemism. The
commentator says that it is done to carry

the king’s person beyond ‘judicial destruc-

tion.’

The Homage.

Amongst post-abhisheka ceremonies, the

homage and its symbolical acknowledg-

ment are the most important both from the

ritualistic and constitutional points of view.

The set formulas with fixed epithets and

adjectives and their universal and uniform

occurrence in the Shruti literature indicate

sacerdotal rigidity and the consequent im-

portance of the two functions.

The King seated on the throne is sur-

rounded by the Ratnins sitting below the

Brahnianas as an estate of the realm, the

Brahmanas as priests, to the king and the

nobles. But the homage of the estates has

been preceded by the homage of the king to

the Prithivi or the Earth, the Land.

tWi siRWit in ff ifliiTw’HifiifiT

'Mother Prithivi, injure me not, nor I thee.'

perhaps it is implied that he was removed for non-

fulfilment of the ooligation conveyed by the first oath
As set above.

* Cf. the prraaratibns for the j^rocession at the

consecration ot Rama to the office of the crown
prince.

,

t Shaupatha V, 4, 4, 7.

Vh'

This is- performed) says- the'..

‘lest She should shaka hida-dfh*# i

'

The homage to the Kin]| is fiWt

the Brahmanas both as estate and as prtes^v

in the council of the Ratnins.

The prologue of the {unctioh is as cruM
as it is significant To thb address ^6;

Brahmana’—the reply forthcohtei almost
interrupting:

Thou an Brahmana (because) thou art Varunaf
of true power. 'Tkou wt Brahmdna^ mighty through
the strength of the people,'X

Five times, to five individual Brahmanas
and priests, the king tries to address by
privileged designation, and in all cases the

title is resigned in the sovereigb's favour, ;

describing their reason in expressions point*

ing out the sovereign character or the

representative character of the king as in

the above quotations.

*'A Brahmana or a priest then offers the sword”)
to the king ‘the Increaser of Public Prosperity.

'|j

The sword thus received he passes on aS

symbol of authority to all of the State

ofiicerb including the village-headman and
demands their co-operation by what was
thought a graceful employment of the wbtdl
of fealty of the Brahmana ‘Rule for me
therewith,’ ( fbr M tSft ) in a different sense

‘serve me therewith’ (fPr The
command for co-operation is even di-

rected to the SajaUtf the individual memk
her of the ‘nation.’**

The new king does not stop here. He
calls the ratnins as ‘the true king.’ Further^

to impress that administration like a game
of dice was not possible by a single man,
he asks the true kings to a symbolical gaime

of dice. The bet is a cow, brought for the

occasion by an ordinary member of the

community.

• Ibid, V, 4, 3, 20*

f Varuna in the vedic pantheon is the king Gods*

J Shaupatha V, 4, 4, 10, i h

)
Ibid 4» 4/ IS-

II
Ibid 4» 4i 14*

% The puzzle in which the author of the Shatgr
patna (V, 4, 4i 15—19) lands himself arises for not

realising the pun.

Receiving cosily presents in homage and making
generous gifts in return which abnormally developed

In Hindu India and which M^h^medait indnams
inherited therefrom is wknom rituUs even
in symbols.
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Thus
:^ this great game of governments

which ministers were going
vto A]ay^^e;re was laid that sacred bet with
ita provoking all the

^ the players. The bet was the

the most humble member of the

It was willingly and ^gractous-

humble citizen. It was
^ mercy by a Sa/ate, ‘one born

is a constitutionalism put here in

symbols; there is pathos inter-

mingled in duty. The abstract has been
'

thickly clad in the concrete.

Now the chief features of the ceremonies

comprised in ‘Hindu coronation* are before

Ihe reader. In modern language they may
be summed up and expressed for the sake of

. clearness in a few sentences

:

(a) The Hindu Kingship is a human
institution.

(i) The Hindu Kingship is elective;* the

electorate being the whole people.

(e) The Hindu Kingship is a contractual

engagement.

{d) The Hiudu Kingship is an office of

^ In theory the herediu^ principle appears in
as much m , a son of the King«elect once plays a little

part in a minor ritual
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StatCf which has to work 4n Co-operation

with other offices of State.

(e) The Hindu Kingship is a trust, the

trust being the tending of tbc conntcy to its

material and moral* benefit and growths

if) The Hindu Kingship is expressly not

arbitrary,
*

(g) The Hindu Kingship is not above the

law but under it,

(h) The Hindu Kingship is primarily

national and secondarily territorial.l

This constitutional conception is not

undeserving of our philosophic forefathers.

It appears that, after all, the Hindu race

did not care all in all for the world-after.

Here, in one instance, we see the Hindus
of flesh and blood and of sinews and muscles.

It is surely not the despicable picture which
represents them as an unholy assemblage of

spiritual imbeciles, the ohermen who were
used tQ ‘bow before the blast and plunge in

thought again.*

rffl dWl 911:1

'In my. country there is no thief, no coward, no
drunkard, no one uneducated etc.' Chhandogya Vlf,

5»H*

t Cf. 'King of the people N.N.’ and the collection

of water and the homage to the Lord.

COMMENT AND CRITICISM

KJB.--Goiitrlhttton tc this section are requested
kindly to make their nhservatlone as brief as practi-
able, as thiM is always great pressure on our space,

HlitoirT Uie CpastlM^ Movemeot
in J«pan.

In the Pecember issue of the "Modern Review"

'

Mpe^rs the secotid Article on the "History of the

Constitutional Movement in Japan." There are again

certain iaactittracies in this article which I deem it

necSss^ to point;out.

On pm igSi column I, lines ip to 28 run as fol*

tows .*r-*'THeGovernment seeing that the movement
was every day gainmg in stren^h and power tried

: to dived: tlie current of: public feeing by organising

a UCtUtary expedkion to Formosa. But all these

tactics were id vain, and in April 1874, the Govern-
ment Imiied ad Imperial Deci^ convening die

a^embly of Prdto^ral Governors as a first step

National Pariioment.^

THb language of fb abdve quofUtion elw^

We cannot as a rule give to any sinsda contributor
more than two pagea, A page in small type con-
tains uOo words approdmately.

that the Imperial Decree convening the assembly of

Prefectural Governors was issued after the organjea*

tion of a military expedition to Formosa haa. failed

in its real object, namely, that of diverting the current

of public feeling from home politics. Th» is wrong,
for ihe Imperial Decree convening the assembly of

Prefectural Governors had been issued on the 14th

^ April, that is, several weeks before the military

expedition to Formou was organised. The latter

mEpeditiem left the shore of Japan in the month of

May when the assembly of I^eCtaial Governors had
already been establishM, The establishment of the

assembly of Prd^ural Govnmors was a reform in

die dvfl administraribn M the Coimt^^ was. no
doubt chiefly due to the agitotiDO carried,on by the

pdiMeians orthe sdib^. But the capede:
tion to Formosa was a miliMl^Aftotr and wup n^^
due to iqutiie a diBerent set m oidmeta^
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founded the i?t!fikf>Aa, which— least as far

as its open propaganda went—^was a purely academic

institution ,
anotmir popular hero named Sdigo Tiled

-

mori simultaneously started a private school for

military education in the province of Sdtsuma. This

Siigo had somelinfe back been the Commander-in-

chief of the Imperial army at Tokyo. Being dis-

satisfied with the policy of the Government on the

Korean question he tendered his resignation with

Itigiki and others in October, 1873. A few months

later he started his military school at Kagoshima

the capital of Siisuma. A number of branch institu-

tions were started throughout the province and

affiliated to this central one at Kafpishima. Thousands

of patriotic young men from different parts of the

empire flocked to these institutions for military train-

ing. These young men were not only given up-to-

date military education but were also filled with hatred

for the existing Government. Again^ in February

1874. an insurrection broke out in Sd/ta which could

be quelled only after much bloodshed. The Govern-

.
ment got alarmed at these terrible war-like activities

and it was to divert the attention of these military

firebrands from home politics that an expedition was

sent to Formosa in May 1874 under the command
of Saigo Yorimichi, a younger brother of Sai^o

Takamori. Of course the Government failed in its

object and the famous Satsuma Rebellion of 1877

was the ultimate outcome of Saigo Takamori's acti-

vities. Yet it is strange that the writer of the article

under review should have altogether ignored these

important facts and thus missed the real causes which

directly led to the establishment of the assembly of

Prefecturai Governors and to the Formosan expedition

respectively.

oaigo Takamori was killed in the Satsuma Rebel-

lion. Okubo Toshimichi was then in office. Some
misguided fanatics of the Saigo school thought that

Okubo had directly instigated the murder of the

popular hero Saigo Takamori. It was this misappre-

nension which was the immediate cause of Okubo's

murder to which reference has been made by the

writer at the end of page 555 and which has only been

partially explained in the beginning of page 356.

On page 556, column 1, line 13 -‘sand” ought to

be** 20th." In column II, line 14 “Akuma’* ought

to be ** Okuma.” An exactly similar^ mistake occurs

in line 30. On page 557, column I, line 3
** Okumo **

ought to be “Okuma.” The obove four mistakes

may be due not to the writer but possibly to the

devil without whom no paper can be conducted.

However, 1 thought it necessary to point them out.

On page 557, column I, fii^ 17 and 18, that is

item liumoer (3) in the programme of the Liberal

Party ought to be replaced by the lollowtng

(3; We shall strive to realise our objects by the

united efforts of those of our fellow-countrymen who
faithfully uphold these principles.

It appears that the writer has. confused thepro-

f
ramnie of the Liberal Party as omnised efter the

mperial Decree of October 18S1 With the pro([ramme
of a different part)^bearing the same name w^ kad
existed sinte the Xbngrw of
Soon after the issuing ibf the said Decii^ a
new strong Liberai Paity was organbie^^^he party
was ama^amsM with ft gnd a 'nenf^lP
was the ^blh of October ; iflSij. it is tWs

ftii profp'aniiiie that

the writer can correctly include in

of his ‘^History of the e0ltttitUti9^^1..^meve(fh^

Japan.'^ . .
‘v 'i.

Further on in the nrqgrgmine of flie ConstlfUt^W*^^

Progiessive Party the Writer has altopsther oa^

the sixth item which ran as folIbWjl ^ ^ ^
(6) We advocate a reform of the; monetary

on the principle of the "hard money system.’^ ,

Similarly in the progrgmnte m the 'Constitutional

:

Imperialist Party items number (2) and (3); have, been

shortened and items nuhiber {3)» (9)aud (iij haim

been omitted. Item number (8) as girishbn

columnil, was really item number ( 10) pf tfe party

e

programme. The dmitted items ran as folloWs :--^

(8) We mainuin that naval and mtlliaiy iheh should

be excluded from the politics of the country.
^

:

(9) We maintain that the holders of all judicial

offices should be made independent' of the executive

with the complete development of the judicial system.

(11) We also maintain that the present inconver-

tible paper money .should be changed 1010 conycp*

tible paper money by a gradual reform of the mbne-

taiy system. »

I venture to say that the omission of the above iew

items was not necessary to keep the volume of the

article within bounds and that their menttoii Woiild

have been more in the interest of accuracy.

On page 557, column 11 ,
lines 7 to 9 the writer

asserts that ‘*the real leader" of the Imperialist Party

was Ito. "though he,did not openly profess to be its

leader." I am altogether unable to find any grounds

for the above assertion. Rather the followln|f four

reasons may be given against any such assumption

(x) The Imperialist Party was first organised bn

the 19th of March, 1883 and early in that^ month Ito

had already left Japan for the West in order to

study the constitutions of the different countries of

Europe and America. Ito returned from his tour

in September, £883, while both the Progressive pnd the

Imperialist Parties were dissolved during the months

of ^piember and October. Thus the period of the

Imperialist Party’s Hfe-time was very nearly co-exten-

sive with the period of Ito’s absence from Japan;

(3) Numerically speaking this party was almost

significant when comparea with the other two» its

leaders were very unpopular among the people. One
Mr. Fukuchi, the then editor of the ‘'Nkhirttetii

Shimbun" was one of its chief promoters and leaders.

He was openly hated by the people and 1^ was
branded as *‘6oyo Shimbun,'* or ” Herald oh Official

Service,” because of its staunch Offegiance to

Government. Prince Ito was all Ws life a wopular

hero and even those firebrands Who could throw a
bomb at Okuma’s carriage nci^r i^ugkt Of attack-

ing or accusing Ito.
, ; .

(3) From the bttjinning it appears to have been the

declared policy oT Prmtk Iw nift toilsoO^^ ^

particular pofUical party. He ajl alcmg : tried Jo
temain above imrty-q[uesttdns. Aa a member Of the

governing body he wm a sUiuhch bdiever iti the

principle di **Ministeria1 Independence.** Ito stuck

to these views up to 1895 parliamentary

experiences compeiled him U) abandon this aloofness.

In that year as Minister PitesldehM^^

formed an alliance with the

(i When lto*s" viOi^s on ythe ^qiMniori of ** Mims;,

terial Independerriee” had unffi^goM A complete

change he begag to dalwer a series of mures on the
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be true be prevented *and cured
by adopti^ nM^farjan system of livibjif.

Accor^'ng; self-inflict*

ed disease bdi it m preventible and curable. The food

(rf. the patiet^ ehouid, extent, consist of un-
eoaked vegetables and butcher's

ipeat ne completely abstained from.

is profusely illustrated and itsget<fUp is

Mabssh Cbakora Ghosh.

SANiKRlT AND ENGLISH.

the Sacred Books of the Hindus {No. oB end eg), VoL
jX-^Parts rand a. Purva-Mimatua Sutras if Jai»
mini translated hy Mahamakopadhyaya Ganga~
natha Jha, D, Lit; published ^ Babu Sudhitmra
Nath vasu at Pantni OfficSt Bahadur^nja Alla*

habad. Pp, lyj. Annual subscriptiont Ps. 12*12*0.

Foreign £ t. Price of this copy Rs. 3.

The book contains

1. The Sanskrit Text of the sutras.

2. The meaning of every word in English.

3. An English Translation of the sutras.

4. An original commentary in English.

Very few persons are nowconversant with the Purva>

Mimansa and the Editor of the sacred books is to be

congratulated on his being able to secure the services

of Mahainahopadhyaya Ganganatha Jha in translat*

ing the book. Pandit Jha is one of the profoundest

scholars and that he is the translator is a guarantee

that it will bean excellent edition of the Purva-Miman*

sa.

The commentaiy given in the book is learned, origi-

nal and v^uable,
- In this part the first Adhyaya and the first Pada of

the second Adhyaya have been translated.

The get-up 0! the book is excellent.

Gujarati.

Gujarati Kahevat Sangraba or a collection of

Gujarati ProverbSt hy Asharam Dalichand Shah^

PriKted atthe Shri Satyanarayan Priting Press,

Ahmedabad, Pp. 35^^ ^^oth bound. Price Rs.

2-orO {sgti).

** Proverbs," in the words of Bacon, " are the

genius, wit and spirit of a native," and a collection of

moverbs is therefore sure to be interesting and ins-

tructive. There have been two or three such small

collectioiis published ere now, but they were meant to

assist sdhool boys, and did not cover a wide range. So

far as we know, the work was taken systematically in

hand by a late Parsi millionaire, Mr. Jamshedjt N.

Petit, the result of whose labors was a magnificent

collertion of 12,205 proverbs and sayinjfs, published

in two large vbfufhes, called ATaAnrafAra/a, in i^.
TheWks are up-to-date In every respect, printing,

mderinitr kc.,

and readable introduction by Mr. Jijibhai Pesianji

Mistri, H.A., setting out and applying in detail, the

ddfereht canons of .proverb-literature, to the subject

in hiind. The prowrb-wisdom of the world was also

put sidei^ side,In the shape of proverbs and sayings

many Other languages, Indian and Foreign, for

. a comparlsoti with their Gujarati parallels to shew, that

^ wkKliom df the Gujands was in no way inferior to
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that of other nations. The collection under review
preweeds in other lines altogether. The great, practi-

calism in life, the highly developed powers of obseiva-
tion, the intelligent grasp of all worldly subjects, and
the retentive powers of the writer’s brain, coupled
with a wide outlook on all affairs, which are known to

his friends and acquaintanras, are here reflected very
faithfully. They know that his luck on any subject
is always illustrated with proverbs and stories picked
up during a chequered career in Gujarat and Kathi-
awad, and the marshalling of these proverbs to

iliu.strate the different topics of life, and the illustra-

tive stories appended to them make interesting read-
ing. 'riiere are several verses also printed towards
the close of the book. Cognate in every way to the
subject of proverbs, they also bear on the folklore of

Kathiawar and are reminiscent of the days passed
in that province by Mr. Asharam. In snort even
though the collection might fall short of the magni-
ficent work of Petit, and hence of lesser value as a
collection than that work, still its chatty light nature,
and the arrangement of the sayings according to

the subjects which they illustrate, along with the
typical stories interspersed here and there makes the
book excellent reading, and we felicitate the author
on the way in which he is spending the leisure earned
in the evening of his life, a way which is neither fri-

volous nor usele.ss but of benefit to others.

Prospectus of the Kala Bhavan, Baroda, Pp, 72.
Paper bound. {igit*j3.)

His Highness the Maharaja Gaekwad’s solicitude

for Technical Education is too well known to need
any dilation there on by us. The founder of this highly
useful institution was Professor T. K. Gajjar of wide
fame. It has for the last two decades been pursuing
its even course, and turning out a number of passed
pupils in the various branches in which tuition is

given there, . I'he present Principal is Mr. C. H.
Vora who was educated in England. The book sup-
plies all information, about Entrance Examination, fees,

students’ quarters, etc.

Bhagvad Dharma Marga Darshan* by Bulakheram
Naihuram^hatt, Printed at the Hitechchhu Press,

Ahmedabad. Paper wver. Pp. gs. Price Rs. 2-0-0

(ign).

This is a treatise on a religious subject and shows
by what stages Salvation {Aksharaham) could be
readied. It treats of Golok and other LeA;, the differ-

ent passions, the different modes of Koga, etc. The
price is out of all proportion to the sisd or contents of
the book.

Sudama ^hantra of Premanand. Text and annota*
tions, by Mangalji Harjivan Ooa, Second Assistant
Master, KaihiamaHiale Training College, RtHkot,
Printed at the Lakshmivijaya Printing Press,
Rajkot. Paper cover, Pp, pj, Pme Re, 0*4-0

(/pi/).

These notes on this fampuis poem of Kavi Prema-
nanda are intended to be of use to students of the
Fopith Siatvdard in Engfish Schools; Oh going
through them, we fiSd them likely to fulfil their pOr-
poee. .
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Shri Samayih Suira^ by Mohanlal Dulichattd Desai,
uL% Bit yohilt High Courts f^omboy.

Printed at the Diamond Jubilee Printing Presst
Ahmedabad, Cardboard cover, Pp, igi. Price
Re. 0-^-0 {191 ij»

The practical part of the Jaina religfion is as full of

rituals as any other religion, and the samayik ritual

is tUc most general amongst the communiiv. Mr.
Desai has tried with the aid of the original ^Sanskrit

sutras which have to be repeated in this ritual, to

explain in simple Gujarati, the purpose and the
rationale of each step in the performance of the ritual.

A perusal of the book is sure to explain the signifi-

cance of many parts of the ritual which on account
of the ignorance of those who practise them, has come
to be regarded as ridiculous absurdities. He has at-

tempted to tear off this cover of absurdity and present

them in their true light, and shown to what good
purpose those who instituted them, meant them to

be applied. It is a useful and readable book.

Sitarno Shokh by Bhogevidratal Ratanlal
_

B,A,, Published by Somalal Mangatdas

I

Ahmedabad, Paper cover, Pp, io$t Price Re^

To readers of Leo Tolstoy, his bookVailed **The
Scrutzer Sonata^’ is well known. This is an ddip*

.

ration of that book, and as the first attempt to intro-

duce Tolstoy to Gujarati readers it dejierves every

commendation. The adaptation is so dcilFully made,
that we hardly feel, that we are trading something
borrowed from foreign literature. Not only is the

spirit of the original preserved, but the language ioo

is suitably simple. The /question of mariiage being
a contract or a sacrament is now before the public in

a prominent form on account of the Basu Bill, and a
perusal of this work is sure to help the problem, as

Tolstoy has treated it from all points of view, national,

foreign and international.

K. M. J,

NOTES

^^Civie and National Ideals/^

All that Sister Nivedita possessed she has

left for the education of **our women,” as

she loved to say. All the income derived

from her writings is to be devoted accord*

ing to her last wishes to the education of

Indian women. Some of her writings have

long been available in book form. Others

are still in manuscript. Some, and they too

are of great value, lie scattered in the pages of

various newspapers and periodicals to which

she contributed. These and her manus-

cripts, it has beer^ decided to publish in a

scries of small handy volumes. We are

glad to find that the first volume of the

series is ready. It has been styled “Civic

and National Ideals,’* and can be had at

the Vdbodhan Office, Baghbazar, Calcutta,

at Re. I per copy. The contents arc : I he

Civic Ideal, Civic Elements in Indian Life,

The Modern Epoch and Nationality, Indian

Unity, The Indian National Congress, The
Principle of Nationality, 'The Function of

Art in Shaping Nationality, The Message

of Art, Indian Sculpture, Indian Painting,

Shah }ahan Dreasning of the Taj, The
Passing of Shah jahan, and, The Sati.

Nationalism is a great spinfual force*

It can succeed in dbtng ispmiaed good to

humanity only if ivc can spiritualise it« To

this end, we know of no better means than
writings like those of Sister Nivedita.

The Modification of the Partition.

Lord Curzon divided the administrative ‘

unit of Bengal in one way, it has now been
divided in another. Lord Curzon’s division

displeased the majority of the Bengali-

speaking population, the present division

has pleased that majority, and has pleased

the Beharis, too. The division which will

soon be made is, therefore, far better than

Lord Curzon's partition.

In our opinion it ought to please all

Bengali-speaking persons residing in the

five divisions to be placed under a Gcuernor-tn-

Council. It has undoubtedly pleased Hindu
Bengalis, it ought to please the Musalman
Bengalis of West Bengal, for they had been
openly demanding re-union with their

brethren of hast Bengal, and it ought not

to dissatisfy the Musalman Bengalis of East

Bengal. For Dacca ivitl, under the new
scheme, be one of the twdcapitals of Bengal,

where the Governor will spend some time
every year, and, taking both West and East
Bengal together, the Musalmans will still

be in a majority, as the following figures

will ^ow. According to the Census of

190X, in the five divisipps now to be const!*
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tuted a province, the Hindu population
numbered 20,191,082 and the Musalman
population 21,954,976 ; that is to say, the

Musalmans were in a majority of 1,763,894.
The inajontiy must be greater now accord-
ing to the present year's census.

. Bring^ing together the motives ascribed to

l>ord Curzon for the partition of Bengal by
hU friends and critics, we may say that he
wanted to make the administration more
efficient, he wanted to break up the solida-

rity of the Bengali people, he wanted to

satisfy the Musalman Bengalis, and he

wanted to diminish the influence of the

Bengali Hindus, by, among other means,

placing them in a minority in both Bengals.

That shows that when the **'rimes” says

that the chief objects towards which Lord
Curzon's partition of Bengal was directed

have been fully safeguarded and the “Daily

Mail" says that Lord Curzon's ends have
been attained by slightly different means,

their observations are not without a sub-

stratum of truth. This will be more evident

when we take into consideration the

removal of the capital to Delhi.

We have said above that the new parti-

tion ought to please all Bengali-speaking

persons residing in the five divisions to he

placed under a Governor^in-Council, We have
used the words in italics advisedly. For

the proposed partition will not satisfy all

Bengalis, if certain Bengali-speaking areas

which have hitherto formed parts of Bengal

(West or East) be not placed under the

Governor of Bengal. Let us consider their

case.

Bengailis in Border Districts.

It is stated in the Bengal Census Report

.

for 190T, p. 315, that

*'in the portions of Purnea and Malda which lie to

the east of the Mahananda riverj the language in

common use is Bengali, and not Hindi. South of the

Ganges, in the Sonthal Parganas, Bengali is current,

in the whole of the eastern and southern portions of the

Sonthal Parganas, in the Dhalbhum Pargana of

Singhbhum, in the greater part of Manbhum and in

about half of the State of Scraikela. It also, according

to the Census, projects to some distance inter the

district of Hazarihagh."

Now hitherto, though these places may
have been included in North Bihar and
Chota Nagpur, tlicy were all under the

Lieutenant-Governor of Bengal. Hence the

Bengalis mident therein were not cut ofi

from their other Bengali brethren. For

this reason, by a re-adjustment of bound-

aries, all these places shpuld be placed

under the Governor of Bengal.,

Let us quote again from the same Census
Report

—

*'The Oriya of North Balasore shows signs of being

Begalised, and as we approach the boundary between

that District and Midnapore, we find at length almost

a new dialect. It is not, however, a true dialect. It is

a mechanical mixture of corrupt Bengali and of corrupt

Oriya. A man will begin a sentence in Ortya, drop

into Bengali in its middle, and go back to Oriya at its

end. The vocabulary freely borrows from Bengali.”

Added to this the character employed in writing it

is usually the Bengali.

As this area, though included in Orissa,

has hitherto been ruled by the Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal, the residents were not

cut off from their brethren of Bengal. So
here also a redistribution of areas is

necessary.

Let us now turn our eyes to the north-

eastern borders of Bengal proper. We find

in the Report on the Census of Assam. 1901,

that

“The two main indigenous languages of the Pro-
vince are Bengali, which is spoken by 48 per cent, of

the population, and Assamese, which has been
retumea by 22 per cent. Bengali* is the common
vernacular of the Surma Valley, where it is spoken
by 61 per cent, of the inhabitants of the Cochar
plains, and 93 per cent, of those in Sylhct. In Goal-
para, too, it is the language of the people and has been

returned by 69 per cent, of the persons censused
there;

”

It will thus be found that these three

districts are really parts of Bengal. It was
only in 1874 that they were incorporated

with the Chief Commissionership of Assam.
Again, from 1905 they have formed one
administrative unit with East Bengal. Now
to sever their newly-revived political connec-

tion with their Bengali brethren would be felt

by them as a just grievance. The Bengali-

speaking districts were added to Assam to

give the latter sufficient revenue for admi-
nistrative purposes. This object may as

well be gained by a subsidy from the Imperi-

al Government until Assam proper is suffi-

ciently developed to be able to meet her

own expenses.

A Solid Bengali Province*

But whatever may happen with the bor-

der districts mentioned in the foregoing

note, within the province to be henceforward

administratively
.
styled “Bengal," there i\
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going to be only one indigenous language
prevalent throughout the country. One
land, one language, one literature, one
script and one law,— if under these five

great unifying influences, Hindu and Musal-

man, Buddhisf and Christian and Brahmo
cannot live together like one people, as they

really are, then they would prove that

they are greater fools than any that exist on

earth. As for our border brothers, they are

also to march with us to a common goal,

and we ought all to see that in all move-
ments which have not to do with merely

administrative details, we act together as

one people.

Appearances may be against it, but it is

our firm conviction that if ever the Hindu-
Musalman problem be solved in India,

—

and solved it must be if we are to exist as a
nation,--it will be solved first in Bengal.

Babu Syama Charan Ganguli wrote in

our last November number
"The idea that community of language, with terri-

torial contiguity or proximity, is the right basis

of national unity, has created in Europe politiral as-

pirations which have brought about the unification of

Italy and of Germany, and which, under the natnes of

Pan-Germanism and Irredentism threaten to disturb

the existing territorial distributions in that continent.

Under the influence of these aspirations, the German-
speaking portion of Austria-Hungary gravitates

towards Germany, and the Italian Tyrol and Trieste,

and also Corsica and Nice, thouf'b in a less pronounced
way, gravitate towards Italy. Those Germans and
Italians who are averse to such territorial changes being

brought about by force of arms may yet cherish the

hope that they will ultimately be brought about by the

progress of liberal opinion and be based on plebiscites

of the peoples concerned. The Idea of community
of language being a right basis of political federation

has now gone even beyond the conditions of contiguity

or proximity of territory. High-type men of English
race in Europe, America, Australasia and South
Africa have begun to look forward to the day when
the English-speaking race all over the world would be
politically federated together. When Lord Charles

Beresfora at a public meeting in America mme years
ago declared his belief in the ultimate union of the

English-speaking world, the audience rose to their

feet. The trend of the human mind now is thus
towards a political union where there is already a
woral union, resting on unity of speech, this unity of
speech facilitating interchange of ideas and sentiments
just as diversity of speech bars it.**

The greater portion of Bengal and the
Bengali people having attained external
union based on unity of speech, it is incum-
bent on the Bengalis to show by their inner
unity of aim and method that they hive
served this great advantage.

IS

The genesis of the adininistrative > r

changes,

in the Government of India’s Despatch
to Lord Crewe on the administrative changes
announced by the King-Emperor at Delhi,

it is said :

—

**A settlement to be satisfactory and conclusive must
(i) provide convenient administrative unirs, (a) satisfy

the legitimate aspirations of the Bengalis, (3) duly

s.afeguard the interests of the Mahonied.'ins of F^stem
Bengal, and generally conciliate Mahomechin .«ienii-

ment, and (4) be so clearly based upon broad grounds
of political and administrative expediency as to nc^ga-

tive any presumption that it has been exacted by
clamour or agitation.

When under Lord Min to, Lord Morley’s

“Reform Scheme” was promulgated, stre-

nuous efforts were made to prove that the

“Scheme” was the outcome neither of

Moderate agitation, nor of Extremist “vio-

lence,” nor of the two acting together, hut
of political generosity bred in the liberal

atmosphere of Simla. That is the correct

Anglo-Indian tradition. There is no harm
if the British Government yields to agita-

tation, &c., and is admitted to have done
so in England, Scotland, Wales, Ireland or

in the Colonies ;
but in India you must

never have the consolation, never the sti-

mulating conviction that your self-assertion

is of any earthly use to you ; it is always a
favour that you receive. Hence the anxiety

to “negative any presumption that it. has
been exacted by clamour or agitation,”

But whatever the genesis of the changes,

let us on this solemn occasion bo^ down
in all humility before the throne of the

Most High and pray to Him to teach us
wherein lies true strength and the way to

conserve it. Let us not forget, too, in the

midst of our rejoicings, all who have
suffered, directly or indirectly, on account
of the partition and for undoing the parti-

tion.

^^Bengalls^^ ft ^^Musalmans/^

Throughout Lord Hardinge’s and Lord
Crewe’s Despatches, the Hindu Bengalis

are spoken of as “Bengalis” and the Musal-
man Bengalis as “Musalmans”. If the
Musalmans of Turkey, Arabia, Persia and
Afghanistan are spoken of as Turks, Arabs,
Persians and Afghans, and not as mere
“Musalmans,’* we do not see why the Musal-
mans />f Bennl or of India as a whole,
should be called simply “Mutolmans,” Do
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they possess no habitat, no country, no race,

no nationality ? Are they a nondescript

people, belonging to no race or nation 7 Or
is it that if they be spoken of as Musalman
Indians or Bengalis, or Indian or Bengali

Musalmans, the implication would be that

there is some common ground between

them and the Hindu Indians or Bengalis 7

The new province of Bihar.

Though according to Dr. Grierson the

language of Bihar is more closely allied to

Bengali than to Hindi, there is no doubt that

that province possesses a language of its

own. Therefore, as 1 Bengalis have claimed

to have a separate administration of their

own, Biharis are perfectly justified in demand-
ing a similar status. The cry of **Bihar for

the Biharis” has been heard for some time

there. Young Bihar has been feeling that

Bihar’s connection with Bengal has been

detrimental to the interests of the children

of the soil. So for Bihar to have a separate

Lieutenant-Governor has been quite in the

natural course of things. That some leading

Biharis are believed to have been opposed

to the separation from Bengal, is a matter

that concerns the Biharis, not the Bengalis.

We are glad the Biharis have got what
they wanted. We shall be delighted if this

leads to better feelings between Biharis and
Bengalis than has been the case for some

time past. We know the separation of Bihar

will lead in course of time to narrow the

Bengalis’ field of employment and acquisi-

tion of wealth ; but it is the birthright of

a man to obtain opportunities of labour in

his own mother-area, not in any other area

to the exclusion of the children of that

area. Besides, talent wins in the long run.

Do not Marwaris and Peshawaris and
Kabulis make money in Bengal ! Do not

Bengalis make money in the Panjab, in

Oudh and Agra 7 Do not Madrasis find

employment in Bengal and all along the

Bengal-Nagpur Railway line 7 Let there

be no jealousies therefore.

We only wish and hope that Biharis will

not rest satisfied with only a few Government
posts and pleaderships and the self-cpm-

placency that the cheap tricks of shallow

journalism and platform oratory breed, but

will strive to achieve something worthy of

the land where Buddha preached and
Chandra Gupta and Asoka reignedt

Chota Nagpur,

Chota Nagpur contains a population

speaking Bengali, Hindi, Oriya and some
non-Aryan languages. Bihar has no claim

to the Bengali-speaking areas. I hese

should go to Bengal. The areas where, the

non-Aryan tongues prevail may go either to

Bengal or Bihar, but as they are generally

those where Hindi also prevails, Bihar seems
to have a better claim to them than Bengal.

The Hindi-speaking areas are, of course,

Bihar’s. Of the Oriya-speaking tracts, we
shall speak under Orissa.

Orissa.

In Lord Hardinge's Despatch we read :
—

The Oriyas, like the Beharis, have little in common
with the Bengalis, and we propose to leave Orissa and
the Sambalpore district with Kehar and Chota Nagpur.
We believe that this arrangement will accord with po-
pular sentiment in Orissa and will be welcome to

Behar as presenting a seaboard to that province.

But the question is, have the Oriyas more
in common with the Biharis than with Ben-
galis 7 We presume not. We believe the facts

point quite the other way. Orissa is nearer
to Bengal than Bihar; along one region

the southern boundary of Bengal is the same
as the northern boundary of Orissa. But
Bihar and Orissa nowhere meet. Flvery

educated Oriya can also, we believe,

speak and read Bengali. But the same
cannot be said with regard to Hindi.
From the days of the Bengali Vaishnav
prophet Chaitanya, Orissa has been peculi-

arly a sacred land for the Bengalis, and
there has been constant interchange of

religious thought and influence between
Orissa and Bengal. The Oriyas find em-
ployment in Bengal in large numbers, but
not in Bihar. The Bengal-Nagpur Railway
has made the two regions much more access-

ible to each other than before. All these
facts show that there is a closer connection
between Bihar and Orissa. But it is said

that the proposed subordination to Bihar
(for union with a more populous province
cannot but result in practical subordination

to it) will accord with popular sentiment
in Orissa. We do not know. There is a
proverb that the fish that escapes being
caught is very big; meaning that the uh-
attained and therefore the unfamiliar has
a certain charm. So it may be that the

Oriyas may hope to find in the Bihari



more convenient yoke-fellow than he has
found in the Bengali. Experience will

^how. In any case, we Bengalis ought not
lo show any predilection which may be
construed to mean a desire to swallow up
:i backward region. Let the Oriyas judge
For themselves. Let them consider whether
contact and competition with Bengalis or

with Biharis, is more calculated to bring

out the best that is in them. But as it is

something like Hobson’s choice, it does not
matter what they think

j
whether they like

it or not, they will have to accept the pro-

posed arrangement.

Again, it is said that Orissa “will be wel-
come to Behar as presenting a sea-board
to that province.” Undoubtedly. But this

sea-board is equally w»elcome to Bengal,
and whether Bihar took advantage of it or

Bengal, the resulting benefit in either

case would accrue to Orissa. One thing,

however, we must not omit to mention.

I'here is already a rumour in the air that

the idea is to create on the sea-board of

Orissa something like a rival sea-port to

Calcutta. In the Despatch the influence

of Calcutta and Bengal has been referred

to several times in terms which do not

exactly betoken high appreciation of that

influence. So there may be something in

the rumour.

There ia another reason, a political one,

why it may have been thought advisable to

tack Orissa on to Bihar. As Musa Iman
interests have to be safeguarded and the

Musalmans to be conciliated, the majority
in which they would find them.selves in the

newly ccnstituted Bengal, must not be
destroyed. But Orissa is a Hindu province,

over 97 percent, of the population being

Hindu and only a little less than 2*5 per-

cent. being Muhammadan. So if it were
to be tacked on to Bengal, Musalmans
would find themselves in a minority,

A High Court for Bihar,

There is another rumour in the air, name-
ly* that Bihar will claim and get a separate
High Court for herself. Here again the
Bengali should not say anything from the

pecuniary point of view of the Bengali
lawyers. We can and shohld only say this,

jhat a High Court situated in Patna will be
Qigfily inconvenient for Orissa and the
southern and eastern regions of Chota

m
Nagpur, being more distant from them than
Calcutta, and that two small High Courts
in Calcutta and Patna will not be such
great bulwarks against injustice as one
strong Court in Calcutta, and that Calcutta
is quite as accessible from the greater por-
tion of the new province of Bihar as Patna,
As for the pecuniary point of view of

Bengali lawyers,— well, if some of them can
make money in the U. P. and the Central
Provinces, some of them will be able to

make money in Bihar, too. And whether they
be so able or not, the first and natural
claim on the wealth of Bihar belongs to the

Bihari, not to any outsider.

The influence of Calcutta and Bengal,

Let us bring together passages from Lord
Hardinge’s Despatch in which the influence

of Calcutta and Bengal is referred to.

"On the other hand the peculiar political situation

whii:h has arisen in Bengal since the Partition makes
it eminently dosiiahle to withdraw the Government (rf

India from ils present provincial environment

"In the first place the development of the Legisla-

tive (Council has made the witluliawal of the Supreme
C ouncil and the Government of India from the influ-

ence of local opinion a inalter of ever-increasing

urgency. Secondly, events in Bengal are apt to re-

act on the Viceroy and the Ciovernment of India to

whom the responsibility for tliem is often wrongly
attributed. The connection is bad for the Govern-
ment of India, bad for the Bengal Government
and unfair to the other provinces, whose repre-

sentatives view with great and increasing jealousy

the predominance of Bengal. Further, public opinion

in Calcutta is by no means always the same as that

which ohlains elsewhere in India, and it is undesirable

that the (hivernment of India should be subject ex-

clusively lo its influence.”

"The Bengalis might not, of course, be favourably

disposed lo the proposal if it stood alone, for it will

entail the loss of some of the influence which they now
exercise owing to the fact that Calcutta is the head-
quarters of the Government of India. But as we hope
presently to show, they should be reconciled to the

change by other features of our scheme which are
specially designed to give satisfaction to Bengali senti-

ment. In these circumstances we do not think that

they would be so manifestly unreasonable as to oppose
it and, if they did, might confidently expect that their

opposition would n^ise no echo in the rest of India."

It will be observed that the influence of

Calcutta and Bengal is spoken of as some-
thing from which it is necessary to escape.

Why, we are not told explicitly.

Let us consider the opinion expressed in

the first extract given above. Why is it ne«

cessary for the Government of India to with-
draw from its present provincial environ*
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meint the Bengalis become so turbu-

lent, or yociferous or politically active that

the. Viceroy cannot think calmly and
dispassionately in their midst? If so, vocal

and strong public opinion must be every-

where a nuisance, and the capital of every

country should be situated in a hermitage far

awa^y from the noisy haunts of men. Or is it

that the ruler of Bengal requires to be given

a free hand to deal with the situation so

that the Bengalis may be made to know
their place ? Or does the influence of Bengal
go to weaken bureaucratic and autocratic

methods and traditions ? Or are the Bengalis

so bad that life for four months in the year
nominally in their midst is harmful and
unbearable ? Of course, if the influence of

Calcutta and Bengal be deleterious, it should

be avoided. But if it be not worse than
that of any other province, it is no condem-
nation to say that it is different from that

of other regions.

Really we have not been able to under-

stand why Bengal must be avoided. Cal-
cutta and Bengal opinion is local opinion,

provincial opinion ; but every opinion,

every influence, must be local, must be pro-

vincial. Suppose Bombay were the capital.

Would its opinion have been universal

opinion, or would its opinion have been
simply opinion without a local habitation

and a name ? Would it not have been
different in some respects from the opinion

of other places ? But, of course, if there be
a place which has no opinion, that would
perhaps be the ideal capital. Is Delhi that

place ? Then indeed has Lord Hardinge
made a very happy selection.

But is it good either for the rulers or the

ruled if the Government do not feel the

pressure of any strong opinion ? The reply

will perhaps be that it is not good, followed

by a rejoinder that at Delhi the Viceroy
will really feel the opinions of all provinces

conveyed to him by newspapers, memorials,

&c. Well, if that be so, why could he not

do so during his four months’ stay in

Calcutta and his eight months’ stay in

Simla ? The answer may be that Calcutta
opinion was too insistent and vocal to

allow other provincial opinions to have a
hearing. But have not recent enactments
reduced all opinion to the level of emas-
culated journalism, the human tx»ce of

remonstrance or protest being seldom heard

either in Calcutta or elsewhere ? And
suppose in the near future Delhi and its

neighborhood were to have a strong public

opinion? Will there be in that case again

a trek to some other somnolent city? Or is

it possible to adopt means to prevent the

growth of public opinion in any area?

It is said that the representatives of the

other provinces view with great and increas-

ing jealousy the predominance of Bengal.

This is a very serious statement. In the

first place, is Bengal really- predominant?
If so, is it the Government of India that has

made her predominant ? That cannot be

;

for the Bengali has long ceased to be in the

good books of the Anglo-Indians. Has the

Viceroy’s four months* stay in Calcutta

made Bengal predominant ? Why then has

not His Excellency’s stay for twice that

period in Simla made the province where
Simla is situated twice as predominant? In

the second place, is the Viceroy’s connection

with Calcutta really unfair to the other

provinces? Can the capital be situated

everywhere, or can it be situated nowhere?
Delhi itself and its neighborhood will be
an Imperial Province. In the third place,

the representatives of othe provinces are

said to be jealous of Bengal. If they be,

they are neither large-hearted nor wise. But

we are not willing to believe that they are.

For, we can understand the meaning of a

jealousy which seeks to possess the advan-
tages of its rival ;

but to seek to deprive

another of an advantage (if it be an advant-

age) simply in order that all may be at

an equal disadvantage, that is pure lunacy.

However, as many things exist in this

world which ought not to exist, let us

suppose that this jealousy has existed. We
should simply rejoice to be assured that

now this feeling would vanish. I'he des-

truction of this interprovincial jealousy is

worth any sacrifice. The removal of the

capital from Calcutta is a low price to pay
for the restoration of feelings of fraternal

equality between province and province.

Now that Bengal has been humiliated, now
that the glory of Calcutta has departed for

ever, let the jealous (if any) exult and
begin to like Bengal, let them cease to

repine and grumble.

Why Bengal and Calcutta are wliat
they are.

Throughout the despatches of Lorde d
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Hardinge and Crewe there seems to be an

underlying assumption that Bengal and

Calcutta are what they are mainly owing

to Calcutta being the capital of India for

four months in the year. We have no

desire to dispute that assumption. We
would simply state what in our opinion are

the factors that have contributed to the

making of Bengal and Calcutta. They
are: natural situation and physical features,

with their advantages and drawbacks;

geological formation and character of the

soil
;

character of the people, with its

good features, and bad progressive efforts

of the people; pre-British history of the

province ;
British rule

;
Western education

;

British commercial enterprise; and, the

Viceroy’s stay in Calcutta as the Capital of

India for four months in the year. This

rough enumeration (in which the different

factors may not be mutually exclusive

according to the rules of logical division)

will show that after the transference of the

Capital to Delhi, all the factors at work
will remain except the last. If that last

alone has been the making of Calcutta,

the cessation of its operation will be her

marring
;

otherwise not. I'he new situa-

tion has not yet given us a sleepless hour.

It may be that our bliss is due to ignorance

;

in that case we do not want to be wise.

Our feeling is that if any adventitious

circumstances made Bengal influential (if

influential she be), it is good for Bengal to

have an opportunity to know both her own
native weakness and strength. Nothing

gives strength so much as a knowledge of

the reality, and self-help.

** Subject exclusively to its influence/^

Lord Hardinge says in his despatch that

“ it is undesirable that the Government of

India should be subject exclusively to”

Calcutta's “influence.” But it is not a fact

that the Government of India has ever

been subject exclusively to Calcutta influ-

ence, even during its four months* stay

in Calcutta. But supposing it was so

during that period, what of the remaining

eight months ? Did the echoes of Calcutta

opinion reach Simla in such loud tones as

to drown the voice of the rest of India?
If so, what will prevent Calcutta opinion
from thundering at the gates of Delhi,

which is nearer than Simla? We think

Lord Hardinge has unconsciously and un* v

intentionally exaggerated the importance
and persistence of Calcutta opinion and
influence.

The Commerce of Calcutta.

Some are of opinion that owing to the

removal of the Capital to Delhi, Calcutta’s

trade will suffer
;
whilst others hold that it

will undergo no serious diminution, and
that that diminution, if any, will be con-
verted into an increase in the course of a
few years owing to the natural develop-

ment of her commerce. I'he commerce of

Calcutta is in the hands of Europeans, and
we are neither Europeans, nor men of

business. So we arc as little competent to

discuss the question as the proverbial ginger-

seller is to discuss shippping. But we
remember that when the Bengal Chamber
of Commerce was asked by I..ord Curzon
whether the Partition of Bengal with the

creation of a Capital at Dacca would affect

the trade of Calcutta, that body said that

it would not be affected and wc find that

the effort to divert some part of Calcutta’s

traffic to Chittagong has not been successful.

So it seems to us now that the establishment

of the Capital at Delhi will not seriously tell

on the business of Calcutta, though at first

we were disposed to think otherwise. For the

Ganges remains, the tides remain, British

rule remains, British enterprise remains, the

Bengali people and Bengali middlemen and
Bengali clerks remain, the vegetable and
mineral resources and products of Bengal
and its neighborhood and of Assam, such

as coal, jute, rice, tea, remain. So Calcutta

may after all manage to exist.

Provincial Autonomy.

It is said that the removal of the Capital
to Delhi is the precursor of provincial

autonomy. We should * like to know what
is precisely meant by this provincial auto-
nomy. If it means that the people of every
province through an elected majority of

their representatives are to have an effective

and controlling voice in legislation and
administration, then it is welcome. But if

it means that there are to be only the present
nomical non-official majorities, and the pro-
vincial rulers and the bureaucracy are to

have a freer hand than before in the
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Government of the provinces, then we do
not see any cause for rejoicing.

The permanency of British Rule.

The Viceroy says in his Dispatch :

—

“The change would strike the imagination of the
people of India as nothing else could do, would send
a wave of enthusiasm throughout the country, and
would be accepted by all as the assertion of an unfal-
tering determination to maintain British Rule in

India.”

The establishment of the Capital at
Delhi has indeed been very popular all

over India, except with some Europeans
and Indians living in Calcutta and Bengal.
It has caught our fancy, too. But we do
not see how Delhi is going to signalise, the
British determination to rule India for ever
any more than Calcutta did. Why, did
the British ever falter in that determination ?

And is Delhi to be the symbol of lasting

rule ? Let The Indian Witness, a Christian
European journal, reply.

His five )'ears will soon be over and all his interest

in India will vanish as a dream, but to him will belong
the distinction of having chosen the historic grave of

Indian Empire as the new capital of India. May
all the omens prove false in this case. It is evident

Lord Hardinge is not at all superstitious. I'he haun-
ting, taunting ^hoes from old Delhi have not in any
way daunted him

;
or, it may be that the voice of the

centuries has yet to reach his ears.

The move of the Government of India was clever,

it was brilliant, it was marvellously well stage-acted,

but whether it was genuine statesmanship remains to

be seen. It was a blow at the first city in India deli-

ver^ between wind and water. The unrelieved
cynicism of the Government of India despatch will be
interesting reading to Mr. Surendra Nath Banerjea's
successors. He himself is wild with at the thought
that he has brought to earth Lord Curzon's edifice^

and it was a great achievement, but he has succeeded
at enormous cost. It is, of course, nothing to him
that the majority of the clerks in the Government of

India offices are Bengalis, and that they have now
to choose exile or give up service in the Government
of India. But those who have to make the difficult

choice will not thank Mr. Banerjea. And their sons
will be supplanted in imperial service by the more
hardy residents of Northern India. Lord Curzon is

execrated as the man who treated Bengal with con-
tempt and disdain. We wonder how tne Bengalis of

the future will enjoy reading :

"Events in Benml are apt to re-act on the Viceroy and
the Government of India to whom the responsibility for

them is oft^n wrongly attributed. The connection is bad

for the Government of India, bad for the Bengal Govern-

ment, and unfair to the other provinces, whose representa

fives view with great and increasing jealousy the, predo-

minance of Ben^ Further, public opinion in Calcutta it

\rf no means always the Mine as that which obtains else-

where in India, and it is undesirable thi-it the Government

of India should be subject exclusively to its influence.”

The influence of Calcutta must be curtailed, is the

only meaning of such an outburst. I.ord Curzon tried

to accomplish this re.sult, and became the bogie-man

of Bengal. Lord Hardinge is in a fair way to be

idolized by some who think themselves to be statesmen

because he is likely to succeed in doing what Lord

Curzon tried and failed to accomplisli. “Consistency

thou art a jewel.”

As we have already dealt with the

question of the influence of Calcutta which

our contemporary raises, we need not discuss

it again. If Lord Hardinge really wanted

to curtail Bengali influence, the future his-

torian will say, “he builded better than he

knew ;** for an inert region will now be

roused. As for the Bengali clerks, they

will certainly prefer “exile** with full sto-

machs to .“home” with pangs of hunger,

as hundreds are doing in the U. P.

and other regions. And the sons of

these Imperial clerks will do well to seek

other careers ; already Bengali clerks had

begun to be displaced by others. We do

not think that God gave Bengalis the right

to usurp clerkships in every province. Let

Panjabis and Hindustanis have a taste of

the joys and emoluments of clerkships ; it

is only proper that they should. We are

never dissatisfied with what is a loss to us

but. is a gain to the inhabitants of some
other province. We have just cai^se to be

dissatisfied when the loss is a loss to all

Indians, or when under the pretext of doing

good to a section a blow is really aimed at

national solidarity and popular advance-

ment.

Durbar Boons^

Among the Durbar boons which will be

appreciated is the grant of 50 lakhs for

popular education. The amount is not

large, considering the vast extent and
population of India, but it will be a bless-

ing if it foreshadows a policy of universal

education.

Among the boons that have been missed

are commissions for Indian soldiers, the

grant of the right of volunteering to Indian

citizens and the liberation of prisoners who
have been guilty only of political offences.

The Indian National Congress as k
Social Function,

One of the greatest Services that the

Congress has rendered is the social
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character ;—and it would be
no defence or justification to

assert that the same defect

characterises others, too. Our
duty is to combat this failing

by every means in our power.

And henceforth we should be

more wide-awake in this

respect than ever. Travel,

knowledge of other verna-

culars, the discussion in our
journals of non-Bengali ques-

tions, widening the circle of

frindship beyond the bounds
of our province, are some of

these means.

Maldah students in

America,

For the first time in the
history of Maldah, four

students have gone to Ame-
rica for education at Wis-
consin State University. Their
names (from the left of the

illustration) are Rajendra
Naravan Chaudhuri,Khagen-
dra Naravan Mitra, Nabin
Chandra Das, Baneswar Das.
They will study chemistry,

pharmacy, agriculture, and
engineering respectively.

They received their educa-
tion in the Bengal National
College and were working
as teachers in different

National Schools. The late

Four Mai.dah Students in America.
Babu Radhes Chandra Seth
and Babus Bipin Bihari

assemblage of distinguished men from

distant provinces that it has brought about.

This has promoted mutual knowledge and

interchange of thoughts and feelings and
the resultant friendship between men of

distant parts. This is no mean advantage.

Calcutta and Bengal must now value this

advantage more than ever, as owing to the

removal of the capital to Delhi, it will

cease to be the regular yearly resort of

many distinguished non-Bengalis.
Both Self-laudation and self-condemnation

are apt to be exaggerated. But we think
we shall not be wrong in saying that there

IS some insularity, some provincial narrow-
ness, some parochialism in the Bengali

Ghosh and Krishna Lai Chaudhuri were the

prime movers in sending them abroad. They
will be under the supervision of the Associa-

tion for the Advancement of the Scientific

and Industrial Education of Indians.

Persia,

It is said that Persia has acceded to all

the demands of Russia, and also that after

a fight at Tabriz Russia has occupied all

the Government offices and the Telegraph
office. “The Times” has expressed the

opinion that the independence of Persia is

not worth the loss of a single English
Grenadier. “The Times” forgets that it

is published for the same nation to which
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belonged Lord Byron, who (ought for Greek
independence, and the volunteers who join-

ed Garibaldi to fight for Italian indepen-

dence. But the cynic may say that The

Times thinks that England had no interest

in Greece or Italy and the Greeks and
Italians are Christians and Europeans.

However, it is a matter of great sorrow

that the Anglo-Russian convention is per-

haps going to be the precursor of the

extinction of Persia as an independent

country.

A Student trained In America.

We have received the following for public-

ation :

—

"Mr. Satyasaran Sinha, a native of Calcutta, and
a scholar of the Association for the Advancement of

Scientific and Industrial Education of the Indians, was
given the degree of Bachelor of science in Agriculture

m June, iQTi, by the University of Illinois. During
one Semester o^ the last year of his attendance at the

SaTYASARAN SlNHA.

Universitity of Illinois, he was registered in the Gradu-

ate school where he took a special course of research as

a graduate student. He has specialized in Agronomy

and has completed a thesis upon the subject m Maize

Breeding. He took honors in several subjects in his

egaminaiions that he appeared at the Ontario Agri-

cultural College, which is largest agricultur;.

college in the British Empire."

Pandit Bishan Narain Dar^R

Presldental Address.

The address delivered by Pandit Bishan

Narain Dar as President of the Twenty-

sixth Indian National Congress is able and

trenchant and is lucidly and vigorously ex-

pressed. In it be refers to, describes,

recounts or discusses, as the case may be,

the following topics and questions : India’s

losses. Lord Hardinge and the Congress.

The Uoyal visit and the Durbar, Annulment
of the partition. The change of capital, New
Lieutenant-Governorship and Executive

Council. Other Durbar boons such as the

education grant, British achievements in

India, The attitude of the Bureaucracy,

Council Regulations, Communal Re-

presentation in Local Bodies, the Public

Service Question, Hindu and Muslim Uni-

versities, the Elementary Education Bill,

and other questions, such as the status of

Indians in British colonies, the separation

of executive and judical functions and

Police reform. His conclusion is sober yet

enthusiastic. From it we make the follow-

ing extract.

Enthusiasm is good, and idealism is good, and even

crying for the moon is sometimes good ;
and I for one

sympathise with those who are called visionaries and

dreamers, for 1 know that in every active and reform-

ing body there is always an extreme wing that is not

without its uses in great human movements. I know
that moderation sometimes means indifference and

caution timidity, and I hold that India needs bold and

enthusiastic characters—not men of pale hopes and

middling expectations, but courageous natures, fanatics

in the cause of their country--

"Whose breath is agitation,

And whose life a storm whereon they ride."

But enthusiasm and idealism cannot achieve im-

possibilities. Human nature is conservative and

national progress is slow of foot. First the blade,

then the ear, and after that the corn in the ear—this

is the law of nature. Self-government, such as ob-

tains in British colonies, is a noble ideal, and we are

perfectly justified in keeping that before our eyes ,* but

!s it attainable to-day or to-morrow or even in the

lifetime of the present generation ? Consider where

we stand in the scale of civilisation, when we have

only 4 women and 18 men
^

per thousand who are

literate
;
when there are millions of our countrymen

whom we look upon as "untouchables" ; when we have

about a hundred thousand widows of less than five

years, and caste rules still forbid sea-voyage, and Mr.

oasu’s Special Marriage Bill is condemned as a dan-

gerous innovation; when many Hindus do not suffi-

ciently realise the fact that there are 65 million Mahp-
me^ns whose interests and feelings have to be cared:

ft:
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for and the Mahometeist^ equally oblivious of the ^

interests and feelii\^s of 240 million Hindus—when

tlifis i44he tf^wHitfitin' -tb^ltfch; we thrive been' hnou^ht

|;y., c<;inu fi.es,of <jecay and ^ej^radation,
.
to talk

. of ;
a

nfiViohal^goveriifneiit for tiidia'to-da is to iiiake' oUr-

. selv'SBS tlj^WjfKiJtiSf-stoq.k of the civIKsed world. Affi-

tate for political r-jrhts ’'iy all means, but do not forget

that the true salvation of India lies in the amelioration

of its social and moral, conditions.

He has discussed in detail and with acute-

ness and frankness, the attitude of the

bureaucracy, the council regulations, com-
munal representation in local bodies and
and the Public Service question. He has

very correctly diagnosed that “The greatest

wound in the heart of India was the parti-

tion of Bengal,** and has in hi.s own words

and in those of Lord Hardinge enumerated
the various evil results of this measure. He
has truly said that “the cause of Bengal is

the cause of all India and its triumph marks
the triumph of the claims of justice over

those of prestige.*’

“Bengal waged a brave struggle against a great

army, and it has won a great victory. The victory is

due to the justice and righteousness of our rulers, but

it is .also due to the heroic courage and self-sacrifice of

those selfless and patriotic leaders who through ail the

storm that raged round them and the clouds of sorrow

and suffering that darkened their path,

“Saw the distant gales of Kdeii gleam
And did not dream it was a dream.””

Regarding the change of capital he

says:—
“Calcutta will not lose its importance, for that lies

in the we.'ilth, culture and public spirit of its people

who will retain their eminent position in future as be-

fits their remark.'iblc qualities, while a new life will

spring up in the ancient and historic city of Delhi.**

“ Gentlemen, in mental and moral endowments the

people of Upper India are not inferior to the people of

any other Indian province ;
but the social and political

conditions obtaining there have in a great measure

tended to obstruct their progress, and some years will

elapse before we can expect to see that public lile there

which we see in our Prcsideni:y towns, h'or some

years, undoubtedly, the new capital will not be able to

show that political activity for which Calcutta is justly

famous, and its public opinion cannot perhaps carry

anything like the same weight
;
but when it becomes

the seat of the Supren^e Government, and new institu-

tions arise there, as in course of time they must, and
men from the four quarters of the globe arc draw'ii to

it for business or pleasure, and it becomes the theatre of

important political actions, a new spirit will arise among
its inhabitants, which .spreading beyond its limits will

carry its contagion to the Punjab on the one side and
the United Provinces on the other, and may, as the

years roll by, be expected to send a vivifying thrill

through the veins of the feudal system of the Indian

States. A great future lies before Delhi, and through
her influence, before the whole of Upper . India ,

and
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I4C U my firm belief :thatthe causrof Indian nation*

atkm. which pwep. so much to the ;pepplc of Bengal,

will gain,’ not lose, ^by‘ the'establlt^htriem of dondltione

.under; which. the Hiilduslauis and;ll.ha Punjabis will be
induced to shake off their .sloth and enter with /cst

and vigour in thelarger, wider, and more stirring life

of the new times.'*

In our hope and imagination we joyfully

share this vision of Mr. Dar, and wish that

in times to come Delhi may never be sought

to be deserted becau.se- of her public spirit,

opinion and influence.

In the new lieutenant-governorship and

executive council, he detects a liappy

augury for the grant of Executive Councils

to the U. P. and Panjab, of a lieutenant-

governor and council to the Central Provin-

ces, and possibly of a Governor from

England to the U. P„ which is now going

to be the largest province in India.

The address is long but not tedious. It

will be read with interest and pleasure.

There is no dull passage in it. It is infor-

ming throughout. We could have quoted

many passages with advantage and had

marked many ; but time presses and limits

of space stand in the way. Nor can we
criticise some of the passages that we think

call for discussion. Having said this much
in praise of the address, we may be allowed

to advert to some of its defects It resem-

bles a number of newspaper articles and

paragraphs brought together in the form

of a discourse ;
there is no ci>mmon note,

no underlying principle, running as a thread

through all or most of them, no great idea

pervading the whole of it to give it an

organic unity. The second defect is that Mr.

Dar has nothing to say regarding Indian

economical and industrial problems. When
we say this we do not demand that he

should have usurped the functions of

the president of the Industrial Conference.

We only mean that the political aspects

of the economical and
.
industrial problems

Ought to be dwelt upon by the President

of the Congress,—the more so as sonie-

times the President of the Industrial

Conference cannot discuss these aspects

freely. Without economic improvement

our political enfranchisement is a dream.

Hunger and ignorance are the greatest

allies, of those who would like to

see India for ever politically backward*
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Connected with : the Indian - economical

'

problemp, f« the question ot the high prices

of articles of food and the poverty of the

masM^ on which Mr, Darhas not had. any-

thing to say. Nor has he said anything

on the terrible destruction of human
lives by plague and famine. The

question of sanitation has not come in

for any share of his attention. We
know a Presidential address is not an

encyclopaedia ; but as he has dealt with

some questions of less moment, he should

not have omitted these questions of vital

concern to the people. The next defect is

that Mr. Dar’s address is for the most part

critical ; there is no constructive programme

in it for the people, or even for the Govern-

ment. What can we do ourselves? That

is a question that we ought to ask and

answer, and act accordingly. There is

another thing that we ought to bestow

serious thought upon. How can we really

become one people ? We who are called

educated, we who are comparatively well-

clad, often fashionably clothed, we who do

not feel the pinch of hunger so sharply as

our less fortunate sisters and brethren, we

who wish to do good to them, uplift

them, as the phrase goes,—how can we

touch a responsive chord in their hearts, how

can we make them accept us as their very

own, how can we destroy our own conceit

of superior education or gentility or good

clothes, how can we destroy our aloofness?

We do not want to stoop from the heights

to help those below ; we do not want even

to seem to stoop. We want to stand shoulder

to shoulder with them. Should not the

president of a National Congress feel called

upon to speak on some such topic ? For ear

nation dwells in huts and hovels, and our

message should reach these humble abodes

pfthu lowly.

GUiia.v •r M /

The conference at Shanghai between the

Imperialists and the Reyolutionarles is still

going on. Yuan*shi-Kai is sticking out for

a constitutional monarchy, and the **rebels”

for a republic. It is said that Yuan-shi-

Kai may after all agree to become the first

president of a federal republic.

Indians in Canada.

The Canadian Government has decided to permit

the immigration of the wives and families of Indians,

mostly Sikhs, who have settled to the number of four

thousand in Western Canada.

We thank the Canadian Government for

this concession to justice.

A Commission will be sent to the West to in-

vestigate the conditions and report to the Minister of the

Interior before any relaxation of the continuous pass-

age regulations is considered.

These continuous passage regulations are

not only a hardship to Indian immigrants,

but they are somewhat dishonest, there be-

ing no continuous steam navigation at

present between India and Canada, and

therefore they are unworthy of a great

colony like Canada. They ought to be

done away with.

Mr. S. P. Sinha on the Future of

India.

According to a report published in Indta^

the following passed between Mr. S. P.

Sinha and an interviewer of the Manchester

Guardian,

**Upon the whole it would be correct to say you are

m favour of self-government V*

"That is somewhat vagudy put. I am decidedly

in favour of my people being allowed an increasing

share in the government of their own country—i.e., in

oo-operation and collaboration with the British Govern-

ment But I cannot conceive the idea of India gover-

ning herself, without the British being there as the

paramount power-Hhat is to say, within any tim^ that

I foresee, /.



NOTES

John Brighton Indla^F Future.

In ihe coum of an article on *The

Centenarj^of John Bright” India writes ;
-

As regards tiie fiAurft’ of India, Bright surveyed it

with that "clear *and good conscience" which

Lord Morley bade King Edward reserve for a review

of the labours of the past. Referring at a great public

meeting in Manchester on December 1 1, 1877, to his

scheme for the abolition of a central government and

the substitution for it of five or six separate and in-

dependent Presidency administrations, he said :

—

And thus, if the time should comc—and it will come—

I

agree with Lord Lawrence that no man who examines the

question can doubt that some time it must come—when the

power of England, from some cause or other, is withdrawn

from India, then each of these St<(tes would be aide to sus-

tain itself as compact as a self-governing c<.mninnity. Vou

would have five or six States there, as you have five or six

great States in Europe ; hut that would he a thousand times

l)ettcr than our being withdrawn from it now, when there is

no coherence amongst those twenty nations.

"I believe," he continued, "that it is our duty not

only to govern India well now for our own sakes and

to satisfy our own consciences, but so to arrange its

government and so to administer it that we should

look forward to the time—which may be distant but

may not be remote—when India will have to take up

her own government and administer it in her own

fashion." These sentiments w'ere not so common in

1877 as they have since become. But they are based

on the eternal and unchanging law of evolution ; and

it is beyond the power of the reactionary to interpose

more than a temporary obstacle.

The Indian National Congress.

The Calcutta Session of the Indian

National Congress began its work on the

26th December last in a simply and taste-

fully decorated large pandal in Greer

Square. The attendance was large, but

not as large as was expected, as the long

rows of empty benches in the visitors’

galleries sadly testified. This shows that

ior some reason or other, which should be

discovered, people have lost some of their

enthusiasm for the Congress. This is greatly

to l^e regr^ttf^d ;
for, ip the words of Babu

Bhupendranath Basu’s stately address of

welcome to the delegates, ‘^there is no other

institution in India which will help us to

attain this end, to realise this ideal of an

Indian nationality.” Therefore strenuous

efforts should be made to revive enthusiasm

and enlist popular co-operation, by regu-

larising its constitution, improving its

methods of work, giving a nevv and cons-

tructive turn to its work, or by such other

means as may be deemed necessary.

Babu Bhupendranath Basu’s

Address.

The greater portion of Babu Bhupendra-

nath Basu's address of welcome was a

beautifully worded and substantial produc-

tion, with passages here and there full of fine

feeling. The most important parts were those

in which he described the aims, ideals and

work of the Congress, showed that the ex-

panded legislative counci Is could not render

and had not rendered the Congress a super-

fluity, and proved that inspite of their vari-

ous differences the people of India were a

nascent nation and would become a fully'

developed and organised nation in the

future.

"I almost seem to hear," he said, "ihc inaudible and

noiseless steps of time marching over the debris of jarring

creeds and mouldering mcMnories of war and feud on

to the goal of our hopes and aKpiralions—a united

Indian Nation. I sec the shooting gleams of the

rising sun and I feel that tiie soul of India, silent so

long, will yet burst into music like the fabled Theban

statue charming the world with its solemn and sacred

symphony."

He said that, owing to the transfer of th^

capital to Delhi, he was ^'aware that blank

despair has spread in many of our humble

homes” ;
but we are not aware of any such

thing, though it may have done so, as he

thought, “in the palaces of the rich,” who
are owners of hops^s and land in Calcutta,
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But that also, we think, is due to exagge-
rated panic. But we agree with him when
he says that even though there be, loss

Let us have faith in ourselves, in our destiny and
above all in Him who has heard our prayer and
**who stills the raven’s clamorous nest and decks the

lily fair in flowery pride.”

And such as Bengal will be, “cabinned, cribbed,

confined,” she will still be our inspiration, our faith

and our love "fairer to us than the evening air, clad
in the beauty of a thousand stars.”

But ours will not be the only loss: the isolation of

the Government of India apart from any centre of

public opinion, surrounded only by pomp and cere-

mony, will be a loss to all India. It will not conduce
to the strength or popularity of the Government, whioh

will come to be regarded as a secret conclave working
in a new srxilne cli;ipcl screened by long- stretching

paiiiiio.is of lime and sp-ice and issuing its edicts

through the cold pages of lilclcss official publications.

But as the whole of India outside Bengal
seems to hail Delhi as the new capital with
unmixed pleasure, it is not for the Bengalis

to lay stress on this ^Moss to all India.*’

Let us hope that it is only a temporary loss,

and that the presence of the Viceroy in

their midst will galvanise Delhi and Upper
India generally into new life and activity.

And that will be a consummation as

welcome to Bengal as to any other part

of India.
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SHELLEY’S PERSONALITY

By thb Rbv. C. F. Andrews, Delhi.

WHEN Shelley’s private life is men-
tioned, most frequently it happens

that the only things remembered
about him are that he was sent down from

Oxford for preaching atheism, and that he

set the marriage law of England flagrantly

at defiance. No one perhaps has suffered

more from his own recklessness than

Shelley. That there was very much in his

conduct which cannot be extenuated is true,

but it is equally true that in spite of his

failures he was one of the noblest and
most unselfish of men. It is to vindicate

this side of his character that the present

article is written; for Shelley, among all

the English poets, comes nearest^ to the

Indian mind in his intellectual idealism

and his supreme imaginative power. It

would be a distinct loss to India in her

awakening if his character were misunder-
stood. He has also, as the prophet of a
great revolution period, a distinct message
for India in the revolution of thoughts and
ideas which she is now experiencing. His
poetry is too lofty, his ideals are too noble,

for him to suffer under the lurking suspicion

that his private life did not correspond with
his public utterance.

Fortunately we have ahtuidtiit contem-
porary testimony with legard to Sielley’t

habits and manner Of living. The most
vivid sketches have been handed down tp
us by men famous in iitetature and ,by his

<>wn personal friends. From these a fairly

comfllete picture may be drawn of this

strange and fascinating character scarcely

more earthly in many of his ways than his

own sky-lark, of which he wrote—
^*Higher still and higher

From the earth thou springest

Like a cloud of fire I

The blue deep thou wingest

And singing still dost soar and soaring

ever stngest.^

Professor J. A. Symonds, when starting to

write a criticism of Shelley the poet,

declares that he found it necessary to give

his work the narrative rather than the essay

form. For Shelley acted out what he

thought and felt with a directness so unique,

that bis life was the key to his poetry itself.

Great as was bis poetic power, his life in

spite of its terrible lapses was somehow
greater still.

Never in all literary history did a stranger

anomaly appear than the birth of Shelley

intbehnsae of a rich and worldly Tory

Sussex. tbwards the latter end of the

eighteenth; ^centttly in England. Both

parents of the poet were commoh-place

peofrie, ip Khglp gentle-folk,

with all Ike vast pre|iidiGes, the lour ideals,

the ingrained bigd!^, that marked the

^rmd. One is reminded bf the story of

the ugly duckling appearing in the mother

hen’s brood, only here it is 00 ugly duckling

but—
pard-like Spirit, beautiful and swift,

A Love in desolation masked,—a Power

Girt round with weakness^”
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as Shelley describes himself in one of his

most pathetic passages of self-revelation.

But my object in this brief picture of the

poet is not to tell the whole story of his

life. It is rather, by means of illustrations

from contemporary writers, to set forth his

personality. Here is one illuminating des-

cription of his Oxford days :
*

** His complexion was delicate and almost

feminine and of the purest red and white.

His features were unusually small and
refined : his hair was long, and in fits of

absence, and in the agonies (if I may use

the word) of anxious thought, he often

rubbed it fiercely with his hands, or passed

his fingers quickly through his locks un-

consciously, so that it was singularly wild

and rough. His features were not symme-
trical (the mouth perhaps excepted) yet the

effect of the whole was extremely powerful.

They breathed an animation, a fire, an
enthusiasm, a vivid and preternatural

intelligence that I never met with in any
other countenance. Nor was the moral

expression less beautiful than the intellec-

tual ; for there was a softness, a delicacy,

a grace, a gentleness and especially (though

this will surprise many) that air of profound

religious veneration, that characterised the

best paintings of the great Masters of

Florence and Rome I never beheld eyes

that devoured the pages of books more
voraciously than his, nor can the tongue

express the emotion that agitated him,

when he approached for the first time a

volume which he believed to be replete

with the mystic philosophy of antiquity

:

his cheeks glowed, his whole frame trembled

and his entire attention was immediately
swallowed up in contemplation Often,

in the evenings he would lie stretched upon
the rug before a large fire, like a cat, and
his head was exposed to such a fierce heat

that 1 used to wonder how he could bear it.

Sometimes I have interposed some shelter,

but rarely with any permanent effect, for

the sleeper usually contrived to turn himself

and roll again into the spot where the fire

glowed the brightest. He would lie buried

in oblivion until ten o’clock, when he
would suddenly start up, and rubbing his

eyes with great violence and passing his

fingers swiftly through his hair would begin
to recite verses, either of his own composi-
tion or from the works of others, with a

rapidity and energy that were often quite

painful
”

Such is the drawing of his character

while he was at Oxford. It needs only

to be added that as he grew older he spent

less and less on his own personal needs.

His dress became no less simple than his

food. His favourite diet consisted of pulse

or bread, which he ate dry, with a draught
of water to end his frugal meal. When
away from town he would always go out

bare-headed, his wild hair tossed about
by the wind. Heat and cold at their greatest

intensity seemed to invigorate him most.

He would sit, hatlcss, in Italy on the roof

of his villa under a scorching sun, delight-

ing in the fierce heat which poured down
upon him. Equally he revelled in bathing
in ice-cold water. The very extremes of

temperature seemed to be the natural ele-

ments of his strange spirit. Me seemed
also to be quite unconscious, when the poetic

mood seized him, of time, place, persons,

seasons. He would fall into some poetic

dream and remain to all outward sense

unconscious for hours at a time and then

wake up and write fast and furiously.

Soon after leaving Oxford, the disaster

of his first marriage to Harriet Westbrook,
the daughter of a coffee-house keeper,

occurred. A letter published by W. M.
Rossetti proves beyond any doubt that

he was shamefully inveigled into it by
the whole intriguing family. But this is

not the place to go into the sordid story

which ended with his repudiation of the

marriage tie and Harriet’s own suicide

two years later. Volumes have been written

about the rights and wrong of this painful

chapter in his life. There can be little

question that Shelley erred, -erred griev-

ously, in his reckless impatience to be freed

from an Intolerable burden ; but at the

same time there is very much to show that

in the whole shameful affair he was “more
sinned against than sinning.”

During this London period of his life we
have a second wonderfully graphic picture

by the essayist, Leigh Hunt,—a friend, who
stood by^him during all the calumnies that

were brought against him and was with
him almost at the end. He writes about
his daily habits as follows ;

—“Shelley rose

early in the morning, walked and read

before breakfast, took that meal sparingly.
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wrote and studied during the morning,

walked and read again, dined on vegetables

(for he took no meat or wine), conversed

with his friends and usually finished the day
with reading to his wife. His charity though

liberal was not weak.* He enquired per-

sonally into the circumstances of his

petitioners, visited the sick in their beds...

and kept a regular list of the industrious

poor, whom he assisted with small sums to

make up their accounts.” An acute attack

of opthalmia, from which he twice suffered,

was caught during his constant visits to

the filthy homes of the London poor. Leigh
Hunt himself tells the story, how he once

found a poor woman ill and helpless on
Hampstead Heath and carried her in his

arms till he was ready to drop down with

exhaustion and at last brought her to

Leigh Hunt’s own house in Hampstead to

he tenderly cared for till she recovered.

His generosity went so far that he was
himself frequently in need of money. All

his income, with the exception of the barest

provision for his own wants, was spent

on others. Himself the heir of the richest

haronet in the whole of Sussex, he illustrat-

ed in practice the principles of equality

and fraternity which were the refrain of so

many of his poems.

A word may be added at this point with
regard to his reputed ‘atheism.’ No charge
could be more false, w^hen Shelley’s writings

and life are regarded as a whole. Leigh
Hunt says of him, “His want of faith in

the letter and his exceeding faith in

the spirit of Christianity formed a com-
ment, the one on the other,—very formi-

dable to those who choose to forget what
Scripture itself observes on that point.”

His real hostility was not with religion,

but against that ecclesiasticism and spiri-

tual tyranny over conscience which he saw
clothed in the dress of religion in his own
generation. He had a profound reverence
lor the Person of Christ Himself, and enter-
ed deeply into the spirit of His teaching,

his act in helping the poor sick woman
showed. Few deeds could come nearer to
that of the Good Samaritan whom Christ
pictured as His own ideal of charity.

.

Shelley’s faith in a future life and personal
immortality after death may be seen in the
greatest of all English Elegies, Adonais*

1
.
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There, after speaking of his dead brother
poet

—

“He is made one with Nature : there is heard
His voice in all her music, from the moan
Of thunder to the song of night’s sweet

bird...

He is a portion of the loveliness

Which once he made more lovely : he

doth bear
His part, while the One Spirit’s plastic stress

Svveeps through the dull dense world.”

Shelley is unsatisfied with the mere
thought of the absorption of the human
spirit into primaeval nature forces. In the

stanzas following he speaks of the indes-

tructibility of the soul of man and its

personal identity beyond the grave :

—

“The splendours of the firmament of time

May be eclipsed, but are extinguished not.

Like stars to their appointed height they

climb.

And death is a low mist which cannot blot

The brightness it may veil, when lofty

thought

Lifts a young heart above 'its mortal lair

And love and life contend in it, for what
Shall be its earthly doom, the dead live

there,

And move like winds of light on dark and
stormy air.”

He goes on to describe how the mighty
dead, the singers of unfulfilled renown,

rose from their thrones to greet the new
poet at his coming among them, -

“'I'hou art become as one of us” they cry

‘It was for thee yon kingless sphere has long

‘Swung blind in unascended majesty

'Silent above, amid a heaven of song.

Assume thy winged throne, thou Vesper of

our throng
!”

If it be argued that this after all is

poetic imagery, magnificent but vague,

we may turn to the conclusion of ^The

Sensitive Plant' where Shelley gives us a
glimpse into his own belief concerning

death,

—

“I dare not guess : but in this life

Of error, ignorance and strife.

Where nothing is, but all things seem
And we, the shadows of a dream,

—

It is a modest creed, and yet

Pleasant if one considers it,

To own that death itself must be,

Lik^ all the rest, a mockery
''

In those words there is more than a
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mere poetic figure. There is not. It is

true, the note of certainty ; but there is at

least a longing hope. The author is no
atheist or materialist. He faces the great

unknown with his *modest creed’, trusting

that death after all may be but a shadow,
like the rest,—a mockery, an illusion.

We have one more illustration to give of

Shelley’s personality, perhaps the most
vivid of all. It is told us by an acquaint-

ance who met him in the last year of his

life and was at sea with him, but in another

boat and unable to render assistance, at the

time the poet met his death. Trelawney,

the writer, was a striking figure himself. A
bluff Cornishman, he had travelled in the

wildest parts of the world, away from
society and civilisation, face to face with

nature under conditions, which called forth

constant courage and endurance. He was
a hater of all shams and affectations, and
knew, as only those can know who are

daily face to face with death, what true

courage and manhood meant. He had a

very poor opinion of Byron, with his

theatrical airs and cynical moods, but for

Shelley (whose feminine appearance might
well have di.sgustcd him at the outset) he

had the deepest reverence. Shelley, he

declared, was *brave as a lion’ ; he was
'uncommonly awkward as a sailor,’—and
IVelawney often had the laugh of him there,

as in other ways; he was 'oversensitive,

one who had seen no more of the waking day
(i,e, the world*.s public life) than a girl at a
boarding school.’ But on the other hand
'true, gentle, tender, with the courage of

a lion’, 'he was frank and out-spoken, like

a well-conditioned boy, well-bred and
considerate for others, because he was
totally devoid of selfishness and vanity.”

"Even that cynic Byron”, he writes, "ac-

knowledged Shelley to be the best and
ablest man he had ever known. 1 have
seen them together in society and the

contrast was as marked as their characters.

Shelley, not thinking of himself, was as

much at ease as in his own home, omitting

no occasion of obliging those whom he
came in contact with, readily conversing

with all or any who addressed him, irrespect-

ive of age or rank, of dress or address..,.all

who heard him felt the charm of his simple,

earnest manner; while Byron knew him
to be exempt from the egotism, the pedantry,

the coxcombry and, more than all, the

rivalry of authorship.”

But the greatest passage in Trelawney, so

well known that I am almost afraid to

quote it, runs as follows—it is the descrip,

tion of his first interview with Shelley,

and must be quoted in full or not at all,

—

"The Williamses received me in their

earnest, cordial manner ; we had a great

deal to communicate to each other and

were in loud and animated conversation,

when I was rather put out by observing In

the passage, near the open door, opposite

to where I sat, a pair of glittering eyes

steadily fixed on mine
; it was too dark to

make out whom they belonged to. With tlie

acuteness of a woman, Mrs. Williams’ eyes

followed the direction of mine and going

to the door way she laughingly said 'come

in, Shelley, it’s only our friend Trelawney
just arrived.’ Swiftly gliding in, blushing

like a girl, a tall, thin, stripling held out

both his hands: and although 1 could

hardly believe, as I looked at his flushed,

feminine and artless face, that it could

be the poet, I returned his warm pressure.

After the ordinary greetings and courtesies

he sat down and listened. I was silent

from astonishment; was it possible this

mild, beardless boy could be the veritable

monster at war with all the world ?—Excom-
municated by the Fathers of the Church,

deprived of his civil rights by the fiat of a

grim Lord Chancellor, discarded by every

member of his family, and denounced by the

rival sages of our literature as the founder

of a Satanic School ? 1 could not believe

it: it must be a hoax. He was habited

like a boy, in a black jacket and trousers,

which he seemed to have outgrown, or else

his tailor, as is the custom, had most shame-
fully stinted him in 'sizings’. Mrs. Williams

saw my embarrassment and to relieve me
asked Shelley what book he had in his

hand? His face brightened and he answered
quickly,

—

"‘Calderon’s Magico Prodigioso.—1 am
translating some passages in it.’

" 'Oh, read it to us.’

"Shoved off from the shore of common-
place incidents that could not interest him,

and fairly launched on a theme that did,

he instantly became oblivious of every thing

but the book in his hand. The masterly

manner in which he analysed the genius of
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the author, his lucid interpretation of the

story, and the ease with which he translated

into our language the most subtle and
imaginative passages of the Spanish poet,

were marvellous, as was his command of

the two languages. After this touch of

quality 1 no longer doubted his identity;

a dead silence ensued ;
looking up 1 asked,

—

“ ‘Where is he ?*

“Mrs. Williams’ said ‘Who? Shelley? Oh,
he comes and goes like a spirit^ no one knmvs

when or where,'
”

‘He comes and goes like a spirit, no one

knows when and where !*
I he words might

almost be a summary of Shelley's whole life

and character, and it is just this which
makes the supreme difficulty either of des-

cribing his personality or passing on him
our own moral judgment. ‘He comes and
goes like a spirit !’ It is just this again that

gives the unique quality to his poetry. His

genius flashes forth in some perfect lyric

and then it vanishes. It makes him after

Shakespeare the one undisputed master of

lyric poetry in the English language; at

the same time it accounts for the compara-
tive failure of many of his longer poems.

‘He comes and goes like a spirit!* Ihe

words were also prophetic of his early

death, though she who used them had no

thought how near that death was. A few

days passed and the spirit life of Shelley

had reached the goal towards which it had

so often strained. He had sung in his great

elegy

;

“That light whose smile kindles the Universe,

That beauty in which all things work
and move.

That benediction which the eclipsing curse

Of birth can quench not, that sustaining love

Which through the web of being blindly wove
By man and beast and earth and air and sea

Burns bright or dim, as each are mirrors of

The fire for which all thirst, now beams
on me

Consuming the last clouds of immortality.

The breath whose might I have invoked
in song

Descends on me : my spirit’s bark is driven

Far from the shore, far from the trembling

throng,

Whose sails were never to the tempest given.

The massy earth and sphered skies are riven

!

I am borne darkly fearfully afar

;

Whilst, burning through the inmost veil

of Heaven,

The soul of Adonais, like a star,

Beacons from the abode where the Eternal

arc.”

His last days were spent in meeting and
making provision for the comfort of his old

friend, l.eigh Hunt. Phey had visited the

Cathedral at Pisa together, and Leigh Hunt
relates that while they were standing, with

heads bowed, listening to tl.e organ playing

“he warmly assented to the opinion I

expressed that a truly divine religion might

yet be established on the earth, if charity

were really made the principle of it, instead

of faith.” How greatly the first part of

that opinion was the longing of Shelley’s

heart the poems he wrote and the acts he

performed W'ere witnesses. Mie disparage-

ment of faith with which Leigh Hunt ended

might have suited Shelley's earlier (Jxford

days, but towards the etui of his short life

we find him more and more finding in faith

itself— faith in the unseen, faith in immor-
tality, faith in God,— the strength and sup-

port of charity. A deeper yearning for the

Divine Lfiee is the key-note of his Uter

poems, and this is mingled with a growing
faith and trust in God,

The end came very .suddenly. One of his

many sailing excursions hi his boat, a

treacherous calm, — a sudUeri tempest,—and
when the clouds rolled away the boat wa.s

gone and Shelley had perished. They found

him later with a volume of Keats’ poems
doubled backward. He had evidently been

reading it at the moment the fatal storm

descended. The soul of ‘Adonais* had
beckoned to him in that last hour of death,

as he had prophesied.

Often in the last year he had spoken
earnestly to his friends of the great mystery

of death, *1 hope,’ he had said, ‘but my hopes

are not unnilxed with fear for what will

befall this inestimable spirit when we
appear to die\..“l am content”, he told

Trelawney, “to see no further into futurity

than Plato and Bacon. My mind is tranquil.

I have no fears and some hopes. In our
gross material state our faculties are cloud-
ed ;

when Death removes our clay coverings
the mystery will be solved.” And the mys-
tery was solved for him in that brief moment
when he sank beneath the waves of the
fathomless sea and perished.
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When we remember that Shelley had only

reached the a|;e of thirty and that each year

his great poetic powers were coming to the

full, the mystery of his death—accidental,

as we call it in our feeble human terms

—

becomes the more inscrutable. We cannot

even explain the prodigal waste in Nature;

the prodigal waste, as it appears to our

mortal vision, of a soul such as Shelley’s

is far more inexplicable. Everything points

to his own character becoming more steady

and less impulsive if time had been given

him to mature. Everything points to his

spiritual genius working out the discords

of his youth in some full harmony of mighty
verse. But it was not to be

;
and he remains

the wonder and the tragedy of English song.

The lesson of Shelley’s life for this age is

not so much one of warning and of pru-

dence in the light of the great and notable

errors he committed. It is rather the lesson

of lofty daring which essays, in times of

change, to aim at an ideal however seeming-

ly impossible. Infinitely nobler was Shelley’s

recklessness even, as he stumbled forward

toward the light, than a cold calculated

prudence which never moves out of the

groove of convention because of selfish fears

and desires for bodily comfort.

“The high that proved too high, the heroic

for earth too hard,

The passion that left the ground to lose

itself in the sky

Are music sent up to God by the poet and

the bard.

Enough that He heard it once ; we shall

hear it by and by.

And what is our failure here but a triumph’s

evidence

For the fulness of the days? Have we
withered or agonised ?

Why else was the pause prolonged but

that singing might issue thence ?

Why rushed the discords in but that har-

mony might be prized?

Sorrow is hard to bear and doubt is slow

to clear

Each sufferer says his say, his scheme of

the weal and woe

But God has a few of us whom He whispers

in the ear.

The rest may reason and welcome : ’tis

we musicians know.”

And *God’s musicians’ are those who
dare to make the great venture of faith,

not those who grovel in the dust. God
‘whispers in the ear’ of heroic men, who
give all they can to him with free and
lavish hands.

“High heaven rejects the lore

Of nicely calculated Jess or more.”

A great age calls for the chivalry of roman-
tic daring, and Shelley, living in the greatest

age of modern history, was more greatly dar-

ing than any other poet. We can study the

spirit of the Revolution Period at its best,

not in the theatrical pages of Byron, not in

the grossly one-sided picture of Burke, not

even in the half-sympathetic, half-cynical

pages of Carlyle, but in the pure lyric of

Shelley.

The Revolution and Renaissance in

India have been saved from bloodshed and

massacre, from the tumbrils and the guillo-

tine. The danger lies not in that direction,

but rather in the weakening of high ideals

by brooding on the memories of the past, —
“To lend our hearts and spirits wholly

To the influence of mild-eyed melancholy ;

To muse and brood and live again in

memory,
W’ith those old faces of our infancy

Heaped over with a mound of grass,

Two handfuls of white dust, shut in an

urn of brass.”

One of the best cordials for such

drooping spirits is to read Shelley. He
has the secret of perpetual youth and
unconquerable hope* He sounds Indeed at

times notes of deepest gloom, but his buoy-

ancy never forsakes him and he rises out of

the shadows into the sunlight, daring to

gaze upon the sun itself with undazzled

eyes; he never lingers in the darkening

caves of song brooding and despairing. The
heart of young India is beating with the

throb of new life : In Shelley it will find

a singular response.
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-A NOTE ON HISTORICAL RESEARCH

By THE Late Sister Nivedita.

HERE have been already published

many recollections of the late

Sister Nivedita bv all those who
had the privilcji^e of knowin;2[ her intimately

and coming under her influence and inspira-

tion. But perhaps the best tribute we can

yet offer to the sacred memory of the rever-

ed Sister is a story of the life that has just

closed after years of crushing toil for the

good of this land of her adoption. The
example which that life afforded of sincerity,

earnestness, and self-sacrifice in the pursuit

of its lofty ideals is rare in any age or clime.

As unfolding to some extent the real

^>'pirit which animated the life and work
of the saintly Sister, the following publica-

tion will, I hope, be of some interest. The
communication was received by me a few
years back and was not so long published

on account of its somewhat personal cha-

racter.—Radhakumud Mookerji.]

17 Bose Para Lane,

Bagh Ba/.ar,

Calcutta, Feb. 4, [1906.]

My dear Radhakumud Babu,

My letter to you has grown very

long, but it has been a great pleasure to

write it. If you think other students

would be helped by it, and that you ought
therefore to print it, I hope that at least

you will keep the manuscript, as written for

yourself, and see that I have an opportunity
of correcting the proofs.

Ever your earnest and sincere friend,

Nivedita of RK.-V.

I. In all that you do, be dominated by the

n^oral aim. Remember that Truth, in its

fulness, is revealed, not only through the

intellect, but also through the heart, and
the will. Never rest content, therefore, with
^ realisation which is purely mental. And
never forget that every act of our lives is

a necessary sacrifice to knowledge, that a

man who consciously choosts a mean or

ignoble course cannot long continue to be

a pioneer in the march of his fellows on-

wards. Only if we are always striving, in

every \vay, for the highest that is attainable

can we actually achieve anything at all in

any path.

it has been said that “the great scientific

discoveries are great social events.’* 'I'his

is true of all advances in learning. We
labour, even to win truth, not on behalf of

self, but f>n behalf of man and the fruits

of our labour are to he given to man, not

selfishly enjoyed. Better a low attainment

generously shared, than a high vision seen

by oneself alone. Better, because more
finally effective to the advance of know-
ledge. The result of the struggle of the

individual in our generation ought to be the

starting-point of the race in the next.

2. Never he contented vvitli the ideas and
the wisdom which are gathered in the study. •

We are bodies, as well as minds. We have

other senses and other faculties, besides

those of language. We have limbs, as well

as brains. TIsc the body, use all the senses,

use even the limbs, in the pursuit of truth.

That which is learned, not only with the

mind, by means of manuscripts and books,

hut also through the eyes and the touch, by
travel and by work, is really known. There-

fore, if you want to understand India, visit

the great historic centres of each age. Turn
over the earth and stroke the chiselled stones,

with your own hands. Walk to the sight

that you want to see, if possible, rather

than ride. Ride r.ither than drive. Stand
in the spot, where an event happened,
even if no trace of its occurrence is still

visible. If you desire to understand a
religious idea, reproduce as perfectly as
you can, in every detail, the daily life

of the man to whom it came, or the
race .to which it was familiar. To
understand the Buddhist Bhikkhu, go out
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and beg. To understand Aurangzebe, sit

in the mosque at Delhi, and pray there the

prayers of the Mohammedan. Or, if social

formations are your study, be sure to work,

to experimeni, as well as to learn. Verify

each truth, test each idea, that comes to

you. Whatever you seek, bend every facul-

ty on its achievement. What you believe,

—make yourself to it as dough kneaded by
the baker, as clay worked by the potter, as

the channel to the water of the river.

Spurn ease. Never rest content. Make
thought into sensation; sensation into

experience ;
experience into knowledge.

Let knowledge become character. Glory in

suffering. By what your work costs you, you
may know its possible value to the world.

3. Never forget the Future. “By means of

the Past to understand the Present, for the

conquest of the Future.*' Let this be your
motto. Knowledtje without a purpose is

mere pedantry. Yet at the same time, the

intrusion (»f self-interest upon the pursuit

of knowledge, must be turned aside, as with
the flaming sword. Purpose, moral purpose,

others-regarding purpose, is the very anti-

thesis of self-interest. Refuse to be drawn
into personal, social or doctrinal disputes.

Release the energy that belongs to these

worlds, and let it find a higher function, in

aiding you to your self-chosen goal.

And now comes the question of the

scope of your work, the question of what you
are actually to do. On two points I know you
to be clear,* first, you are determined, what-
ever you do, through it to serve the Indian

Nationality ; and second, you know that to

do this, you must make yourself a world-

authority in that particular branch of work.

On these two points, therefore, I do not

need to dwell.

With regard to the actual field of labour, it

has long, I think, been determined amongst
us that India's assimilation of the modern
spirit may be divided into three elements,

which she has not only to grasp but also to

democratise. These are: Modern Science;

Indian History ; and the World-Sense or

Geography,—Synthetic Geography,

5. Now in whichever of these you choose

your own task, most of your intellectual

pleasure must come from the others. If you
were a worker in Science, you might read

a good deal of History, in interesting forms,

as recreation. And so on. One of the modes

by which a line of high research becomes
democratized is just this. The historical

epoch, for instance, that is opened up by

the scholar is immediately appropriated and

clothed with flesh, by the novelist, the poet

and the dramatist. Scott’.s novels have been

one of the chief factors in the creation of

the modern spirit. And you do not need

to be told what poetry has done for the

popularising of Buddhist research amongst
the Engli.sh-speaking peoples.

6. But w’hatever you do, plunge into it

heart and soul. Believe that, in a sense, it

alone,—this modern form of knowledge,

young though it be,

—

is true. Carry into it

•no prepossessions, no prejudices. Do not try,

through it, to prove that your ancestors

understood all things, hut manfully deter-

mine to add its mastery to the intellectual

realm of your ancestor’s descendants.

I see this vice on all hands. People ima-

gine that it is “national’' to reply when
told something new that ought to thrill

them through and through, “Ah yes, I am
familiar with that in Sanskrit, or from the

Mahabharata^ or from the sayings of such

and such a Sadhu." And there their thought

ends. This is pure idleness and irreverence.

Such recognition kills thought, and coffins

it : if offers it no home in which to dwell,

no garden in which to grow ! 'I'he man who
would conquer new realms intellectually

must never look back, except to find tools.

The man who would see Truth face to face

must first wash his eyes in dew, unused by

human kind. Afterwards, when the task

is done, w'hen you come home laden with

your spoils, you may perh)rm the great

sacrifice of reverence. You may tally this

and that, amongst your own discoveries,

with this and that amongst the utterances

of the forefathers, and find, in an extasy of

reconciliation, that you have gone by the

same mad as they, only calling the mile-

stones by different names. But today set

your face sternly towards the tabulation of

difference, towards the new, the strange, the

unproven, and undreamt. You will prove

yourself the true son of your father, not by
wearing garments of their fashions but by
living their life, by fighting with their

strength. Concentration and renunciation

are the true differentiae of the Hindu mind,

not certain subjects of study, or a pre-occupa-

tion with Sanskrit*
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7. And now as to the subject itself.

Already you have prop;ressed in the direc-

tion of History and Indian Economics. It

is to be supposed therefore that your work
itself will be somewhere in this region. But
side by side with your own specialism in

which you will faithfully do, with your train-

ed habits, what Prof. Jadunath Sarkar calls

“Spade-work”— do not forget to interest

yourself in subjects as a whole. If you take
up (ieography, read History for recreation,

but be a great geographer, like Reclus.
If you take up History, do not forget to read
Reclus’ Universal (ieography, and every
other synthetic work that you can find,

I he mind sec*ks energy by reposing in

synthesis, or unity, and uses the energy so
acquired, in analytical or specialistic fields.

Again if Indian History be your work of
research, read the finest European treatises

on Western History. They may not always
be valuable for their facts, but thej' are
priceless for their method. Read Buckle
and Lecky as well as Gibbon. And read
the great Frenchmen if you can. It is said
that Bossuet’s short work on the movement
of History, written fora Dauphin of France,
was the spark that set the soul of Napoleon
on fire. I have not yet read it, but I hope to
do so. I hope al.so to read Condorcet and
Lamartine, and more than I have yet done
of Michelet. About Comte, 1 feel unable to
advise you. I believe fully that his has
been the greatest mind ever devoted to
History. But whether his treatment of the
subject is as valuable as his conclusions,
1 am unable to tell you. For my own part,
I have hitherto only been able to grasp a
little bit at a time, and with regard to
the thousands of questions that are in my
mind, 1 can not even tell whether he has
given definite answers to them or not.
Vet the two books that I have lent you, by
English positivists,—“T/ie Meaning of
fitslory**—and **The New Calendar of Great
Men ”—seem to me, though very popular,
yet extremely profound. As I have already
pointed out to you, the short essays with
which each division of the latter book is

introduced, and the connectedness of the
treatment of each life with others, are to
my mind worth their weight in gold.

In Indian History, such a point of view is

conspicuous by its absence. Some writers
are interested in Buddhist India (if indeed

3

we have any right to employ such a. term)
and some in various st.nges of Mahratta
or Sikh or Indo-lslamic History, or what
not. But who has caught the palpitation
of the Indian heart-beat through one and
all of these It is India that makes Indian
History glorious. It is Indui that makes
the whole joy of the Indian places. I felt

this, when 1 was at Rajgir, and saw so

plainly, shining through the Buddhist perioil,

the outline and colour of an earlier India
still,—the India of the Mahahharata.
And the other day amongst the ruins at
Sanchi, when a lady who had been in Egypt
turned and said to me, “If you think so

much of 2000 years, what WfmUl you think
of 4000?” I said “I care nothing for 2000 I

Even Sanchi is but a heap of stones. But
this strength is in the Indian still

!”

Are you the man who can catch this truth,

and justify it betore the vvhole world by
the mingling of stern seliolarship, with
poetic warmth ? Better still, are you the

man who can make India herself feel it ?

An Upanishad of the' National History
would make eternal foundations for the

Indian nationality, in the Indian heart, the

only world in which the nationality can be
built enduringly. Or do you lean rather

to the economic side of your studies ? If .so,

do not allow yourself to become a mere
specialist on statistics, and still more earn-

estly guard yourself against being the one
person in the world wlu) knows all that is

to be known alv)iit India’s grievances,

and knows nothing t:lse. I'.very country
and every community in the world has
grievances, and grievances against certain

definite other persons and communities also.

To think of our mistakes and weaknesses as

our grievances against another, is to post-

pone indefinitely the day of setting them
right. The active, the aggressive, attitude

is quite different. Accepting the pa.st—and
if you wish to be proud of some f)f your an-
cestors* deeds, you must be calmly prepared
to suffer for others. The law of opposites

will hold here, as elsewhere !—the question
is, what is to be done next? Even the

science of economics may be made moral,
may be made constructive. The doctrine

that man always does what pays him, is

vulgar nonsense. In fact the highest men
are ratjier attracted to the opposite extreme,

of doing always what does not pay.
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Ruskin, Wicksteed and the Fabians,

amongst English writers, may help one to

a true viewpoint for economics, for these

have felt the wholeness of human interests,

through the specialism. For the technology

of the subject, you must read many books.

But the morality and wholesomeness of

human love, in it, you will share with very

few, and those nearly always representa-

tives of some cult or other, which teaches

the love and service, instead of the exploiting

and extermination, of human beings, as

the highest and most permanent joy of man.
There is however a third subject which you
might take up, and feed from both your

studies, of Indian History and Indian Eco-
nomics. I allude to Sociology^ or the study

of society. This term was the creation of

Comte, but was popularised by Herbert

Spencer, a very different person. Spencer

and a host of other writers have gone into

the subject, through the study of Customs,

in which there can be little doubt that the

history of society is chiefly written. Comte
regarded it rather from the point of view
of an organism having a meaning, a
responsiblity, and a destiny. He saw the

whole spirituality of man in every human
being of every human race ! And many
writers have attempted to work out theories

of society, by comparing those of men
with those of ants and bees and so on.

King of modern sociologists is perhaps

Kropotkin, with his book on Mutual Aid
published by Heinemann, in which he works
out the idea that mutual aid, co-operation,

self-organisation, have been much stronger

factors than the competition of fellows, in

the evolution of high forms of life and in

the determining of success for the commu-
nity.

Now this is surely a line of thought and
research, which is most important to the

question of Nationality. In my own opinion,

we are entering here on a new period, in

which Mutual Aid, Co-operation^ Self-organi-

sation is to be the motto, and we want,

not only determined workers, but also great

leaders, equipped with all the knowledge

that is to be had and, therefore capable of

leading us in thought. Is it true that an

industrial society represents the highest

social formation ? If so, is it equally true

that it is always based upon an antecedent

military? “From the military, through the

active, to the industrial,*’ some one said to

me the other day. We stand here on the

verge of great questions. Yet one thing

would seem clear— only a people who arc

capable of industrialism, are capable of

anything else. If the beginning determines

the end, clearly the end also determines the

beginning, the struggle to become fully

industrialised is as high as the highest

struggle that there is.

Even to write the History of India,

even to set down clearly the problems which

that history involves, I have long felt that

we must first have experts in sociology,-*-

men who can at a glance assign to a social

group its possible age in prehistoric chro-

nology. We want after that, and combined

with it, those to whom the History of the

early Asiatic Empires, Chaldean, Assyrian,

Tartar, Pelasgian, Egyptian, Phoenician,

is an open book. And, lastly, we want

those who are competent to look out upon

the future and determine to>vards what

goal, by what line upon the trackless ocean,

the great ship of national well-being is to

be navigated.

Are you to be a solitary student ? Or are

you one of those most happy and most

fruitful workers who can call about them

fellow-captains and fellow-crewsmen to toil

along the same lines and exchange the

results of thought ?

WILL WAR EVER END?

The question with which we start and
which we shall discuss does, indeed,

provoke a smile, for it appears, to all

fts purely academic and having no chance

of its being answered in the affirmative in

the near or distant future. There are of

course ample grounds for this view of the

question. The most outstanding social
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event in Europe in our own time has been

tlie failure of the peace movement. It is

true that there have been successive peace

conferences at the Hague and no doubt

there will be many more in the future but

the fact remains that we have so far seen

only the baffling of peace advocates and an

enormous increase of armaments in nearly

every country in Europe.

Again, we cannot overlook the insistent

fact that despite most solemn and sacred

engagements at the Hague, the nations of

Europe will cynically lay them aside and

plunge into war whenever they will think

that their interests are at stake or they can

be improved by aggression or conquest.

As evidence of this fact, we have only to

recall the two most fearful and prolonged

wars of our own lime, namely, the South

African War and the Russo-Japanese War.

.^nd we can strengthen this evidence by

adding the case of the shameful and uni-

versally condemned war that is at prasent

going on in Tripoli.

Rut there are other grounds as well for

thinking that the question we have asked

at the beginning is of a piurely academic

nature. It is known to everybody that

hardly any serious attention is paid to the

peace movement. It is true that ruling

monarchs and responsible statesmen, not

infrei]ucntlY, give expression to the most

ardent and anxious desire for peace but

nevertheless the fact cannot be gainsaid

that every year witnesses a progressive

increase of discrepancy between what they

say and what they do. Since the first peace

conference at the Hague there has been a

rapid and overwhelming increase of arma-

ments in nearly every country in the West

and with it an astonishing change of atti-

tude of the popular mind. The ordinary

peace advocate is looked upon with derision ;

his activities are taken as the harmless play

^^f a faddist
;
the peace meetings at the

Hague are beginning to be considered as

pleasant social functions where statesmen

'»f different countries meet and exchange
pious opinions and when the German
hmperor or the President of the United

^^tates makes a speech advocating peace,

the average man thinks that the speech is

made just because it is fashionable to talk

<^f peace and he is not wrong because he

hnds the next day that the German Emperor
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addressing his soldiers says, “We must keep
our powder dry.”

There is hardly any responsible politician

or statesman in the West who does not
know that he will be torn to pieces by his

people if he is seriously minded to try and
reduce the armaments of his own country.

He knows that his effort will be futile and
if he is sincere and honest he generally

consoles himself with the reflection that he

must wait till sane and rational views
on war prevail among the nations of Eu-
rope. And if he is dishonest or a politician

first and everything else afterwards, he
knows that the easiest way of gaining
popularity is to constantly harp on the

necessity of increased armaments and des-

cribe in lurid colours the dire calamity
which would befall his own country if more
money is not spent in increasing the sinews

of war. And it is a matter of common
knowledge that great electoral contests are

sometimes decided solely on the question

of increase of armaments, and to the unscru-

pulous politician, a war panic is a powerful

weapon, which he uses w'ith considerable

dexterity in order to gain power and popu-
larity.

Perhaps it may also be said, with some
degree of certainty, that the baffling of

German Social Democrats, which is an out-

standing event in Flurope in our day, is due

not so much to the inferiority of their own
creed as to a fear in the popular mind in

Germany that should the Social Democrats
get the machinery of government in their

hands they would reduce armaments and
expose their country to danger and calamity.

In England, the impression one gets is that

the vast majority of the people will never

give its vote in favour of a socialist govern-

ment, because armaments would be reduced

and the position of the empire would be
made weaker.

This, then, is the situation by which the

pacifist is confronted and at present his

activities, such as they are, meet with

absolute and dismal failure.

But failure and bewilderment may present

as stern a demand for thought as the most
successful movement and in some respects

the demand has been well answered. A
remarkable and epoch-making book by
Norman Angcll has set people to think that

the time may not he far distant when we
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might yet see the end of war. This little

book (because its size is most modest) is

now published under the name of “The
(keat Illusion’*, and it deserves to be read

by millions of men, for it strikes a most

original line of thought. The author

leaves the ordinary argument of the peace

advocate severely alone. He knows by

bitter experience the futility of that argu-

ment. In 1903 he wrote a book on war
dwelling on the moral aspect of the case

and it fell absolutely flat. He has since

become wiser and his “(iieat Illusion’,

hardly talks of peace or morality. Before

we deal with Mr. Norman Angell’s novel

argument for peace, let us understand

clearly why the ordinary argument of the

pacifist so easily breaks down. What does

the pacifist .say ? He says that it is quite

true that the victorious party in a struggle

for political predominance gains some
material advantage over the party which

is conquered but what we plead is that if

the two part; s were to devote to honest

labour the time and energy devoted to

preying upon each other, the permanent

gain would more than offset the occasional

booty. This, in a nutshell, is the argument

of the peace advocate. It will be seen that

it breaks down beacuse of one fatal admis-

sion which it contains, 'fhe pacifist un-

hesitatingly accepts the proposition that

some material advantage is gained by

conquest. This admission is the weakest

spot in his argument. If war docs bring

some material advantage then why blame it

at all ? Is it not common knowledge that in

spheres other than those of international

rivalry the race is to the swift and the battle

to the strong ? Industrialism, commercialism

is as full of horrors and cruelties as war
itself. A glance at the casualty statistics

in railroading, fishing, mining, seamanship

will bring a shudder as sharp as that which

comes from a study of the most dreadful

war news. Again, human nature being

what it is, it is futile to expect that while

it is possible to seize a tangible advantage

by a man’s strong right arm, that arm will

remain idle or employ itself otherwise.

What is the universal experience of human
nature ? When a man’s self-interest or what
he deems to be his self-interest is concerned,

does he pay any heed to strict moral prin-

ciples ? With a few rare exceptions, he

never docs it. And it may be said without

any hesitation that hardly any great idea

or movement is influenced by an appeal to

justice or morality. Would any politician,

who is not an impatient idealist, ever think

of appealing in the name of justice or

morality ? Protectionism in England and

trust-promotion in America are at present

great and absorbing questions. But does any
politician in cither country seriously believe

that any appeal in the name of electoral

purity or strict morality to protectionists

and trust-promoters that they should droj)

their respective movements, would not fall,

naturally enough, on deaf ears ? We need

not labour this point any further. It must

be quite apparent that too much insistence

on morality has been the cause of the

failure of the peace movement. I'he ideal

of the pacifist has come to be regarded as

a counsel of perfection which may very

properly adorn a peroration but is hardly

suitable for those who are engaged in di-

recting the practical affairs of the world.

In a word, the peace movement has been

thoroughly discredited. 'Ihe discredit of

the peace movement has made people some-

what over-anxious to avoid discussing the

pos.sibilities of peace and the strength of

Mr. Norman Angell’s argument lies in the

fact that it leaves peace severely alone. His

whole argument put in a nutshell is this

"War condilions havf? changed. Nations h.'i\'{‘

become so iiiltM'-depcndenl that it. is an economic im-

possibility for one n.ition to seize iir destroy the wealth

of another or for one nation to enrich itself by the

ruin of another."

He elaborates this argument, with admir-

able lucidity, directness of expression and

a wealth of detail and it is no exaggeration

to say that should his novel plea for peace

receive a wide and universal acceptance,

it would mark a tremendous revolution in

thought.

Let us now see how the elaboration of

his argument proceeds. He illustrates his

argument mainly by taking the case of a

war between England and Germany. Even
of Frederic Harrison, than whom a more

ardent and sincere peace advocate it is

difficult to find, shrieks in terror at the

appalling catastrophe which he foresees

would take place in the event of England

being beaten in a war with Germany. Mr.

Norman Angell begins by trying to combat
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this view and he demonstrates its incorrect*

ness by an exposition of the political facts of

Kiirope as they exist to-day. The proposi-

tions into which he splits up his main
argument are these :

—

(1) An extent of devastation, even

approximating that which Mr. Harrison

preshadows is a physical impossibility. No
nation can in our day by military conquest

permanently or for any cosiderable period

destroy or greatly damage the trade of

another, since trade depends upon the

existence of natural wealth and a popula-

tion capable of working it.

(2) In the case of a German invasion of

England if there is a disturbance of capital

and destruction of credit, German capital

would, because of the internationalisation

and delicate interdependence of European

credit-built finance and industry, also

disappear in large part and the chaos would

only be put an end to by removing the cause

which had produced it.

(3) The exaction of tribute from a con-

i|ucred people has become an economic

impossiblity if they care to resist it.

(.|) Damage could only be inflicted by

an invader as a means of punishment costly

to himself or as the result of an unselfish

and expensive desire to inflict misery for the

mere joy of inflicting it.

(5)

’It is a physical and economic im-

fPossibility to capture tlie external or carry-

ing trade of a nation by military conquest.

-Nor can a conqueror destroy the competi-

tion of a conquered nation by annexing
it

; his competitors would still compete

with him.

(6) The wealth, prosperity and well-

being of a nation depend in no way upon
its political power.

(7) No nation could gain any advantage
by the conquest of the British Colonies and

Great Britain could not suffer material

damage by their loss.

'I'hese are the points which Mr. Angell

discusses in order to prove the validity

of his argument. It is not possible nor is

It our purpose to give a complete .summary

what he says. But we will place before

the reader a few facts which will cause him
to think and perhaps to revise some of his

ootions.

I he prevailing notion that the wealth,

prosperity and well-being of a nation

depend to a great extent upon Its political

power is wholly incorrect. Is the com-
mercial prosperity of the smaller nations in

Europe below that of the great nations?
A study of facts and statistics discloses that

the trade per capita of the small nations

is in excess of the trade per capita of the

great. Thus the 3 per cents, of powerless

Belgium are quoted at 9b ami the 3 per

cents, of powerful Germany at 82 ;
the 3.';

per cents, of the Russian Empire which
possesses an army of something like four

million are quoted at 8r, while the 3.'. per

cents, of Norw’ay, which has liardly an army
at all are quoted at 102. Again Norway
has relatively to populaiion a greater

carrying trade than Great Britain, and
Dutch, Swiss and Belgian mcrclumts
compete in all the markets of the world

successfully with those of Germaiiy and
Fratice. Ihe idea that a conqueror can

destroy the competition of a conquered
nation is a complete delusion. For instance

if Germany conquered Hollriiul, German
merchants vamhl still diave to meet the

competition of Dutch merchants ami on

keener terms than originally, because the

Dutch merchaiKs would be within the

German’s customs lines.

It may be said that the small states owe
their security to the various t tea tics guaran-

teeing their neutrality. But if this is true,

what are we to say of the annexation of

Bosnia and Herzegovina by .Austria ? What
are the facts of that shameful proceeding ?

Inspite of the im>st solemn engagements
entered into with the oilier European
powers, Austria took advantage of the

struggle for civilization in which the new
Turkish Government was engaged to annex
Bosnia and Herzegovina, which it had given

an absolute undertaking not to do. 'Therefore,

it will be seen that treaties do not afford

any protection to the small state. Its

security lies in the fact that its conquest

would bring no profit to the conqueror.

The disillusionment with regard to the

annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina has

already come. One paper says :

—

“'The annexation h;is cost us millions, was a j^reat

disturbance to our trade and it is irfq>o.ssilH.' to point

to one single beneiil that has resulted.’'

People talk of the annihilation of

Germany by England or vice versa. Let us

considier for a moment what would actually
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happen if either of these were to take place.

If England could annihilate Germany, it

would annihilate such an important section

of its debtors as to create hopeless panic in

London and such panic would so react on
its own trade that it would be in no sort

of condition to take the place which
Germany had previously occupied in neutral

markets^ leaving aside the question that by
such annihilation a market equal to that of

Canada and South Africa would be destroy-

ed. Similarly in the case of a German
invasion of England, the chaos in Germany
would be perhaps as great as that in

England.

The reader will find in the book many
facts and points like these and they are

sure to stimulate his interest in the subject.

Let us now consider what will happen if

there is a wide and universal acceptance

of Mr. Angell’s argument for peace. Will
war altogether cease ? Will the building of

Dreadnoughts be at once stopped? Will
conscription and maintenance of huge
armies be done away with ? Will all disputes

be henceforth settled by arbitration? These
and various other questions come to our

mind in perplexing disarray and while on
the one hand there is a buoyant hope for

the future in reading Mr. AngeU’shook there

is on the other, a creeping fear that perhaps
this novel and convincing argument may
not suffice to bring about universal peace.

Of course, the foolish fear of a German
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invasion of England or vice versa or the

idea of conquering British Colonies will no

doubt disappear. Also it may be confident-

ly asserted that no war by one country

upon another in Europe is at all likely to

take place. But is it certain that no war

outside Europe will take place? What
argument and guarantee are there that the

nations of Europe will not scramble and

fight for territorial possessions in Asia and

Africa I While it may be perfectly true that

the loss of the British Colonies will not

cause any material damage to Great Britain,

it cannot be said that the loss of a Depend-
ency like India will make no difference

either. Mr. Angell does not touch these

questions ; he confines his argument strictly

to the countries in Europe and the British

Colonies and as regards these he succeeds

admirably in convincing us that war is

absolutely futile. But it is obvious that

unless he enlarges the scope of his argument
or deals otherwise with the fears and

misgivings that naturally come to one*s

mind he will not get what he and the vast

majority of men and women in every coun-

try wish for, namely Universal Peace.

Let us hope that the peace movement
put upon a different and practical basis by
Mr. .\ngeirs novel argument will regain some
measure of confidence and it will be shewn
that not only is war futile in Europe but

it is futile as well outside Europe.

Dhirbnder Chunder Ghose.

V SISTER NIVEDITA

S
ISTER Nivedita and 1 both believed

strongly in spiritual communion* It

was but seldom that we could hope to

meet one another, but we knew that spiri-

tually we were never separated, and that

whenever either of us realized the presence

of God, the absent friend also became rea-

lized as present. This has been particularly*

the case lately ; it was for me a preparation

for realizing the new phase of being into

which the Sister was so soon to pass. I

cannot feel that 1 have lost her. And now
that I gather up a few of the reminiscences

which I treasure of her, I feel that I am
repaying a small part of the debt which

1 owe her. It is likely that others will

claim the same privilege, but it is not pro-

bable that many ministers of the Anglican

Church or professors of Christian theology

will be among the number.

It was The Web of Indian Life which

brought us spiritually together. The book
fascinated me; I had never before seen

India described from the inside. I wrote

to her as warmly as I felt, at the same
time drawing he.r attention to the criticisms
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which some dry-as-dust professor had
brought against her views of history. She
replied in glowing terms, at the same time

answering my inquiry as to the best sources

of information for Hindu religion in its

noblest form. She .pointed me to the

Bhagavad Gita and to the Lectures of the

Swami Vivekananda. This produced a
revolution in my^view of the capacity of

Hindu religion for adapting itself progres-

sively to the spiritual needs of Indians, and
for contributing elements of enormous value

to the purification, enrichment, and re-inter-

pretation of Christianity. As yet,this capacity

of Hinduism for helping Western religion is

not generally granted, nor is the eminence
of Vivekananda as a forerunner of some
greater helper of mankind at all widely

recognized. Sister Nivedita knew this*

she was the victim of no illusion. She was
also well aware that I looked for help to

the Aryan East, and especially to her and
her Master, and this may have been the

chief reason why she paid me in the daz<

zling coin of affection, reverence, and
gratitude for the sympathy which I de-

lighted to express to her.

It was not, of course, all at once that I

came to this high reward. Personal

acquaintance it was, that transformed our

original somewhat vague goodwill into an

imperishable friendship. Of this friendship

I have many monuments in the shape of

beautifully expressed and altogether charm-
ing letters. From this friendship-garland

I select a passage which throws light on her

mental picture of her guru. It is dated

April 7th, 1910—
“I cannot say that the Swami desired to make a

profound impression on any people. He always had
the air of a messenger—as if his great interests were

behind him, or as it he were listenings and telling

what he heard. He had a royal sort of air, yet no

ambition, apparently. As if perhaps he were too

proud."

"Of course he was not versed in Christian exegesis.

He was wonderfully apt in quoting the Bible, . . .... I think

one may say that he doubted the historicity of the

story, but worshipped the ideal revealed. Of course

he felt that he had seen Christ—the Incarnation of the

Hivine Compassion—and lived with Him, in the

person of his own Master."

'That is what one always comes back to One
has seen with one's eyes, down here in this human
world ! The story told in the Gospels may not be true.

But who knows? Were there perhaps a- hundred
Christs, all kaleidoscoped into one great Figure? It i$

far more likely than that there was never One/’ \

*T never told you how, last year when my mother
died, away in a little Yorkshire parish, \vc owedinhnite
things to our clergyman. He had been under your
own fathcr'.s influence at Oxford, and his mind seemed
so broad, and at the .same time so helpful .and fine !'*

I have added the last paragraph because
it helps to show that by devoting herself to

the highest interests of India Sister Nivedita

did not think that she was cutting herself

off from the higher life of the West. This
indeed is obvious from her published

writings, and it is also written large on
every page of her letters to me. In the

very first of those letters she begs me if I

ever met a clergyman who did much to

mould her in her early womanhood, to

assure him that she was still true to cons-

cience. She was also, when in Oxford, no
less pleased to address gatherings of English

girls than those of Indian undergraduates.

Her favourite idea certainly was that the

East and the West were not doomed to

remain eternally apart, but that each

should learn from the other. In the field of

religion, however, she—of course—did not

think that the Jews w6re the only experts

deserving to be consulted by the W*e.st.

How much she might have helped Western
students of religion, by her writings!

It was in a time of trouble so great that

I cannot speak of it here, that I learned to

know the full beauty of Sister Nivedita *s

character. She was then in London as the

guest of that kind friend who had, in early

days, done so much for the Sister, and who
passed away last winter in Cambridge
(Massachusetts) tenderly nursed by Nivedita,

—Mrs. Ole Bull. No sooner did she hear

of my trouble than she offered an immediate

visit. Before many days had elapsed, she

was by my side. Her letters at this time

are full of suggestive teaching with a view

to “realization.” It was now that I became
possessed, through her kindness, of her two
beautiful little books, Love and Death and
Kali the Mother. It was, now, too, that, to

comfort me, she intoned that impressive

Indian chant which she had learned from

her Master.

Naturally she loved India most; the

descriptions given of it in The Web are

inspired by love—the love of one who has

taken a new mother-land. But her letters

to me contain many references of warm
^ection to the old home. For instance,
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take this from a letter written in mid-
January, 1910—

"Sopn the snow-drops and the spring-buds will all

be out in Enj^land. And we can picture you, resting

in the shadow of the eternities, whether in your Oxford
study or in the sunlight patches in the parks. It is

wonderful to be able to picture such corners of peace."

Peace is also the key-note of a scene from

her Indian travels described by the Sister

in this very year (May 23)—

"How 1 wish I could send you a little sense of the

vaslncss and wild grtindeur of these mountains ! As
wc came along the way, through pine-woods, and
often along roads shaded on two sides by deodar

cedars, every now and then passing some temple or

pilgrim shnnes 1 thought of you, and wished so much
that I could send you a vision of it! But after all,

all peace is one, and your study in beautiful Oxford

is one with all this ancient sanctity, inasmuch as both

alike are but the abodes of aspiring meditating souls.

The mountains so definitely associated with this

thought in uame, are really less so, perhaps, than your

own cells."

In the same letter she let me into the

course of her private studies. What she

tells me, however, is of more than personal

interest. She says,—

"I have been working lately on something like

an analysis of the sources of Hindu mythology, and
behind the Aryan Vedas I find the Animal Epos, and

the Planetary Epos, and the Sacred Tree, and the

Divine Mother, all early and perfectly detachable

religious moitifsn How interesting and how obvious

it all is!"

Later on, she tells me about her Star-

pictures, and the strong impression made
by Tilak*s book; she had been reading

the Orion. Her studies led her from

ancient India to ancient Arabia, and I had

the pleasure of sending her a small book

by a German scholar on that little known
country. It was all the outcome of her

fondness for symbolism.

**How can I thank you enough for your beautiful

book? There were long years of my life when
such a book as this was the only thing I craved*

Then I thought these subjects were beyond me. 1

imagined that the mixture of sentiment and early

n>o5session would make them impossible to unravel.

bund a foreign scripture relatively simple and
uncoloured. And now I find that order and clearness

may reign even here!."

"You make Christianity seem so really Asiatic I And

the Jew merely a distributor, to this daj^-an organizer

of idea then, perhaps, as now of finance, but always

one who ran up and down the world,—-then in a

caravan acrass deserts, now in long distance trains

across Europe, scattering his view of the universe.

If you have a doctrine to preach, 1 am inclined to

think that you musi^ sooner or later find a Jew to

translate it for you, and carry it into all the languages

of the world."

An Asiatic, in distinction from a European

Christianity, it was certainly my aim to

discover, and though I could not go the

same length as Mozoomdar in Indianizing

the life of Jesus, I recognized the legitimacy

of the attempt, from a non-critical point

of view. The Sister’s attitude towards that

life was also non-critical, but I had the

good fortune to secure her warm approval

by the treatment which I gave to the “ap-

pearances” of Jesus after death. And now
the same fascinating question is raised in

her own case. Cannot the beloved dead

appear again after this body has been laid

aside ?

Sister Nivedita was highly sympathetic.

How tenderly she sought to comfort me in

my great trouble ! And how she loved to

tell me of anything which would mitigate

my loneliness. Both she and her kind

and motherly friend, Mrs. Ole Bull, were

delighted at the warmth of my appre-

ciation of The Master as I knew him. Sister

Nivedita described to me a touching scene

in Mrs. Ole Bull’s sick room, transformed

for the nonce into a chapel. I too would

fain commemorate these noble women, but

it must be in my inner chapel.

These letters from which I have so copi-

ously drawn are so gracefully expressed that

the Sister’s literary remains must be worth

preservation in a printed form. I wonder
whether she has also more to say on the

Swami Vivekananda. She told me that she

had some diaries of his which she wished

to print

She lived long enough, to see the new
“passion” for Indian education which, as

the Sister assured me, has grown up in the

Indian people.

T. K. Chbyns.
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EDUCATION IN THE WEST : A SUGGESTION

The question ,.of higher education for will, in my opinion, do good to our country.

Indian boys and girls is occupying the Although its promulgators might have had
minds of many parents belonging to quite different motives, they have really

the upper classes. The days of content- conferred a boon on India. The sons of

ment with a superficial culture are fast rich zemindars and merchants will not

disappearing. The upper classes are re- come to waste their money and ruin their

alising the importance of refinement and health and character in the modern Baby-
knowledge. Especially is this the case with Ion on the Thames. They should now
the landowners and manufacturers, who turn to commerce and agriculture, as is fit

feel that they are being ousted from social

leadership by the new educated middle-

class, merely because they are boorish and
incompetent. Many rich men of these

influential sections of the community are

willing to send their sons to Europe for

education, in order that they may take their

proper place in the new order of things in

India. These landowners and manufac-
turers do not even desire to make education

a stepping-stone to wealth, for their wealth
is derived from other sources. They are

independent of official favour and free from

the worries and cares incidental to the daily

struggle for bread. The poor or well-to-do

middle-class student comes to England in

order to prepare himself for the civil

service, the educational service, medicine,

engineering or other professions. His

objective is bread, not culture. If he gets

any culture, it is by the way. But those

whom birth has placed in a fortunate posi-

tion can devote themselves to real educa-
tion, as they need not trouble about money.
They need not acquire an Oxford or Cam-
bridge degree. They can learn scientific

agriculture and technical industy in order

to develop their estates or improve their

factories. So they are not bound to the

ordinary routine of education by necessity.

They can go wherever they can find the

best opportunities for education combined
'vtth [useful equipment Jfor their future

careers.

One great safety-valve for this class has
been closed by the action of the Bar in

England. Only graduates will henceforth
|>e admitted to the Bar, This provision

3

and natural, for they can thus carry on
their business enterprises and increase their

income from their landed property. Sons
of landowners can use their money to

enter business, if they do not wish to take

up agriculture. Banking, insurance, manufac-
tures and other profitable openings for rich

men are waiting for Indian talent. Up till

now, the younger sons of the landed gentry

and the higher trading class were smothered

in the Bar. 'Fhcy hankered after social

position and some means of making money
without energy and industry. Now that

they are not permitted to become barristers,

they should turn to business, which is their

proper vocation.

Now business is not a monopoly of

England or the English universities. The
best schools of agriculture and technology

are found in Germany and France, for

France is an agricultural country, and
Germany is the mother of science. England

is far behind these two countries in edu-

cational development. I speak from personal

experience of Oxford when 1 say that the

English universities are the veriest cess-

pools of moral and intellectual stagnation.

So long as a man knows pnly Oxford,

Cambridge and Edinburgh, he admires

them, but when he sees other universities

of the world, he is disgusted with his alma
mater. I hope Oxford will pardon me, for

though she teaches us to love her, she

teaches, us tia love truth better (or ought to).

/Englfsh universities live in the Middle Ages.

/.Compulsory Greek, degrees in theology,

’ch'iapelPiP.Torjisism, MHlJs- Political Economy,

j

^qwns^/iomtiohs in Latin, aristocratic Rec-
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tors and all other anachronisms flourish

there, and there alone, in this twentieth

century. They are not meant for intellec-

tual development, but for the strangulation

and decent interment of intellect. England
is the laggard of nations in this respect.

Wrapped in her shroud of self-compla-

cency, as in a November fog, she is fast

sinking to decay. A revival must come,
if she is to live.

France and Germany are the two most
advanced nations today in the whole civi-

lized world. America is ahead of England,
but still follows in the rear of France and
Germany. In science, art, literature, social

progress and tvoral vitality, the French and
the Germans are to the English what the
English are to the Italians. Life, abundant
irrepressible life, is welling up in France
and Germany, while English thinkers like

H, G. Wells ask what the English youths
do with their brains. We must look to

France and Germany for good education
and thorough technical training. England
is almost Oriental in her backwardness.
Those who have seen only England think
much of her. But persons who have not
confined themselves to the P. and 0 , route
hold quite other views. The University of
Paris is the central institution for education
in the whole world. It draws students from
Russia, Poland, Persia and China. The
Japanese flock to Germany : very few come
to England. The Egyptians go to France
and Switzerland. I hese facts show that
Oriental nations which are not bound to
England by the tie of political subjection,
do not care for her educational institutions.

The choice of the Japanese ought to be
decisive in this matter. For the Japanese
knows a good thing when he sees it.

There is another great disadvantage in

England and America. These countries are
frightfully expensive, both for education
and for daily expenses. In America, prices
are very high, and it is impossible for a
student to study at Harvard or Yale without
an allowance of at jeast Rs. 300 a month.
I am not speaking of ascetics, but of
ordinary young men belonging to the upper
classes of India. They cannot live like
labourers or clergymen. And they should
not do so, for such Spartan simplicity would
injure their health and deprive them of the
full benefit of their residence in the’ Wes^

The golden mean is the best. They should

live just like other students, and need not

make themselves conspicuous for shabbi-

ness, niggardliness, or puritanism. A natural

healthy mode of living in America requires

at least Rs. 300 a month for a regular

student at one of the great universities. In

England, this sum can be reduced to

Rs. 250; it cannot be brought down lower.

But in France and Switzerland, life is much
cheaper than in England or America. Many
English families retire to Switzerland to

economise, as a decent and comfortable

existence can be enjoyed there at a smaller

expense than in England. Hundreds of

middle-class Englishmen of this type are

found in Switzerland and along the Italian

Riviera. Hence those who have a fixed

sum of money to spend to the best advan-

tage will find central Europe much more

agreeable than England. Fees too are low

at all French and Swiss universities. In

England the educational institutions are

intended to preserve the monopoly of

culture and power enjoyed by the moneyed

classes. But in France and Switzerland,

they are for the benefit of the whole nation.

Education is therefore cheaper there than

in England. Germany is also cheaper than

England, but the difference is not very great.

Switzerland is one of the cheapest countries

in Europe for all purposes. It is also the

garden of the world.

Again, considerations of climate must

deter Indian parents from sending their

sons for education to England or the Eastern

States of America. These countries are

very cold, damp and windy. England has

one of the worst climates in the world.

No Englishman will deny it. In Eastern

America, the extremes of heat and cold

are so great that people die of tuberculosis

and bronchitis in winter, and of sunstroke

in summer. The range of temperature at

Boston or Washington is—15® to 104, or

somewhere near these figures. Now no

Indian can imagine what a winter of such

severity is like. He cannot even have an

idea of a temperature of 10®. It is colder

than his ice-cream. America has the

climate of the North Pole in winter and

the boudan in summer. It is not safe for

delicate persons of the richer classes to

live for a long period in England or Eastern

America, I know several young men who
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have died of pleurisy and consumption, or

taken the seeds of consumption in their

constitution on their return to India. The
proportion of ‘barristers-at-law* who fall

victims to this fell disease after their return

home is remarkabl}? large in some parts

of the country. The effect of climate on

weak health and intemperate habits accounts

for this lamentable circumstance.

Paris is the intellectual centre of Europe,

and the University of Paris is the most

efficient university in the world. But I

would not advise young men to go there

for education, for Paris is noted for many
things besides education. “Giddy Paris” is

a byword among the nonconformists across

the channel. It is too gay and glittering.

The notions of students about the ethics

of sex are not quite orthodox. The social

atmosphere is enervating and unhealthy.

“Le Quartier Latin” (the students* quarter)

is as famous for its cafes and cabarets as for

its libraries and laboratories. *1 he average

Parisian student is not a very admirable type

of youthful humanity. Student-life is more

or less Bohemian in character. A large

city is not a suitable place for a modern

university. Young Hindus would run a

great risk of going astray altogether, if

they were to study in Paris. Of course, edu-

cation is cheap and excellent. Life is rich

and picturesque. But one may have these

blessings at the expense of moral qualities

which are precious in youth. A well-dis-

ciplined and serious student can be trusted

to take care of himself and avoid all

dangers. But such students are very few,

and youth is pleasure-loving. Paris is there-

fore not to be recommended to Indian

students in their teens. Paris has ruined

many men, and perhaps one Indian State

too.

t aking one thing with another, I would

recommend the University of Lausanne in

Switzerland for the sons and daughters of

the upper classes. Switzerland is noted for

her good schools and colleges. The canton
of Geneva spends one-third of its revenue
on education. Lausanne is the centre of

rench-speaking Switzerland and the seat
of a great University. Students from all

countries congregate there. Fees are mode-
ft^te, and all subjects of study are provided
for. The climate of Switzerland is very

salubrious. Nature too is at her best. The

social and political institutions of this

wonderful little country are models for

statesmen all over the world. Switzerland

is the home of beauty, freedom and educa-

tion. If a man loves a country not his own,
it is always Switzerland. The moral at-

mosphere at the University of Lausanne is

healthy and uplifting, for the Swiss combine
French culture with antique simplicity.

On the whole, Lausanne is the best place

for Indian boys and girls. They may go
farther and fare worse. For an all-round

education at a low cost it is to be preferred

even to the Scotch universities. An Indian

student would profit immensely by a three

years* course at this university.

There remains one difficulty, if it can be

called a difficulty at all. The language is

French. But Indian students should know
that a person who has learned only one

European language is not regarded as an

“educated” man in the West. French is not

difficult to learn. Six month’s study in

India would be sufficient to begin with.

Practice in speaking can be acquired after

arrival in Switzerland. There is a saying

that a man who knows two languages is

worth two men. Besides, no science can

be studied with a knowledge of English

alone. French or German must be learned.

Many universities of America do not confer

a degree In any subject without assuring

themselves of the candidate’s knowledge of

French or German, or both. So these

languages cannot be dispensed with any-

where. One of them is compulsory for the

history examinations at Oxford. And
many other English universities insist on

similar tests. Hence it is no hardship for

young men to learn French at home before

coming over to Europe, It will help them

immensely in their career. It will make
them direct partners in civilisation instead

of second rate imitators of English writers

and thinkers*. For civilisation is not English

but Continental. England only steals such

crumbs of it as fall from the master’s table

in France and Germany. Civilisation is

living, progressive, self-conscious on the

Continent. It is dull, timid, ashamed of

itself in slow-moving England. Lausanne is

in the very heart of Europe, right in the

centre of civilisation: London, Oxford and
Edinburgh are the outlying suburbs of

civilisation. Togo to study at Lausanne
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or Paris is like going on a pilgrimage to

the Ganges : to live in London is like

drinking Ganges water brought in jars by pil-

grims. Let us slake our thirst for knowledge
at the fountain-head. Why lose money and
health to get second-hand mouldy civilisa-

tion at English universities?

For poor students, I would recommend
the universities on the Western Coast of

America at Berkely^ Palo Alto, Seattle, etc.

The earnest young man can earn his living

by manual labour, and take his degree

^without sending home for money during his

whole academic career.

This advice is not the result of any parti-

cular theories of education or culture. 1

am not a pedagogue. But it is dishearten-

ing to see Indian students going like a flock

of sheep to the same stupid old univer-

sities, which are despised by all advanced
thinkers. Why should they not seek for

other better institutions? Why should they

all make the English language a China-wall

between India and the real living world of

civilisation? India will never advance
very far towards modern ideals, if she

remains a kind of dead barnacle

attached to the unseaworthy vessel of

English culture. English culture is only a

modified variety of medieval barbarism,

with its piety, its hypocrisy, its timidity, its

conservatism, its immobility and its coarse-

ness. India must not be content to look at

civilisation only through English glasses.

She would get a distorted view of it. India

should go straight to civilisation, and help

herself to it wdth both hands. Indian

youths must not look to England for

intellectual guidance, for England herself

is in tutelage to France and Germany.
What is the use of learning wisdom from

the pupil and not from the master ?

If this short article on the merits of Swiss

Universities and especially of the University

of Lausanne, leads some students to think

of acting on the advice given in it, 1 shall

deem myself amply rewarded.

Har Dayal.

THE SISTER NIVEDITA: HER INDIAN OUTLOOK

Years ago sister Nivedita had written

an essay entitled ^^Aggressive Hindu-
ism” in the text of which she herself

has incorporated her own position. Therein

she expressed her understanding as to the

needs for change. She stated the imperative

need as to the restoration and re-empower-
ing of India’s faith in herself. Therein she

speaks of the ways and means by which
the renewed faith which was to come could

be made active and widespread.

In this essay one realises that she was not

a reactionary nor yet a reformer. If be-

comes clear that she was one possessed of

the Indian soul making way for its re-birth

into the modern world and that she had
taken upon herself the task of preaching

to the Hindus themselves and to the world
at large the gospel of Indian idealism.

In a general sense she was both a reaction-

ary and a reformer. In a particular sense

she was neither. She was a reactionary in

those elements of thought, tradition and

culture, the conservation of which meant

the firmer establishment of Hindu life

and expeiience as distinct from the life and

experience of other races. She was a re-

former in so far as she demanded that all

those antiquated traditions and customs

that stop the channels of progress through

which an enlightened India must find

ampler racial expression, be discontinued.

She demanded that they be consigned to

the world’s rubbish heap.

Her life and her vision of India cannot

be compressed within the narrow definitions

implied by the terms reactionary or refor-

mer. These designate the workers in local

fields, who labour in minor ways and upon

whose vision often gathers the blindness of

hopeless fanaticism.

^‘/Accepted as their equal by leading socio-

logists of the West, she concerned herself*

as do they, with nation-building. Her

writings reveal her as a seer of the weld-
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ing of different social units into a national

entirety.

Her life dealt with the moulding of many
forces of national energy into a unit of

enlightened and definite purpose. As great

as is the distinction between the maker of

an historic era and the leader of a political

faction, so great was the distance of the

Sister Nivedita’s purpose from the work
of provincial reactionarism or reform.

Her mind was an open window through
which her spirit gazed upon the Indian

world ; she regarded India, not in its details,

but in its synthesis. She did not trouble

herself about the undergrowth of custom
and tradition that had accumulated
throughout the ages, nor with the form
whose development was incidental to par-

ticular time and environment. For her

vision was changelessly fixed on essentials

and upon the promotion of the whole pur-

pose and psychology of the Indian mind.

Realizing that, of necessity, there arise

in every nation, methods by which the

thought of the nation is moulded into the

currents of progress at given times, she also

felt that gradually they become obsolete

when that thought takes higher flight. She
therefore directed her chief attention and
message from them in particular, pointing
out the great need of educating the Indian
mind into perceiving the national require-

ment as an entirety. This, she knew, if

brought about, would introduce the concep-
tion and scheme of a civic and public life

into this land, hitherto concerned only
with family and local communal life. It

would broaden the social into the national

horizon. It would enlarge the tribal or

caste and family vision into the vision of

a national co-operative life.

She pointed out the necessity of a clear

consciousness of a national life wdiose strug-

gle for expression into new moods and
channels should be its main purpose.

An ancient and palatial structure is the

Indian historic experience. As in all old

edifices, in many parts there is need of

repair because of internal decay. Indeed
there is danger of an entire collapse. How
lamentable then, that there should be such
violent disagreement over details ! How
glaringly and irritatingly stupid I She saw
that it was like leaving a great treasury
open to theft while one seeks for a trifle.

145

The Sister Nivedita possessed the tempera-
ment of the great architect in the reshaping
of the Indian world. As a supervising
architect, in whose mind the whole work of
reconstruction is mapped out in large and
general lines, she set herself to the study of
the structure of Indian history and society.
She had no time for those who fretted
themselves and the people with details
while they brought as yet, no definite
conception to bear upon that which was to
be rebuilt as a whole.
A thorough builder, she wisely ordered

the pulling down of various minor parts.
Here and there she herself worked merci-
lessly. In this she found herself criticized
by many who claimed to be orthodox,
but her answer to this was that orthodoxy
was of the spirit and not of the form.
Meeting with differences in her interpretation
from both the reactionaries who wish to put
all the bygone undergrowth and the modern
extremists who desire to sweep away every
tradition and custom and introduce in their
place, foreign elements in every department
of life, she fought her way to the presenta-
tion of her vision before the public by the
sheer force of a commanding intellect and
intense austerity of character.

And what a vision ! Deep had she plunged
the torrent of her thought into the history of
the land and its life. For the time, she lost

herself to the present. When she came
from those depths of insight, it was with an
irrepressible consciousness of the astonishing
power of this land to give birth to new
historic epochs. It had been said that the
life of the country was at an ebb. She found
it at its full flow.

Her purpose thereafter was that this
ocean should be churned into high and
leaping waves of racial purpose and activi-

ty, that over its smooth surface the tempest-
winds of a new life .should flow and beat
the long historic silence into the loud refrain
of a new civilization.

Knergy and aggressiveness, an over-
whelming masculine self-assertiveness must
come to her, oldest among nations. ‘Again
must she bestir herself.* Again must she
give rise to world-ideas and world-power.
Other periods must come equal to, if not
greater than those of Chandragupta, Asoka
and Akbar.

The Sister Nivedita had touched the
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fibres of the Indian consciousness. And
as, of old, the Buddhist monk saw him-

self the shaper of empires, the maker of

national destinies and the spiritual instructor

of the nations, actually transporting to dis-

tant lands the Indian outlook on life— so

again might the spirit of **Maha-Bharata,’*

or Heroic India go forth, armed with the

strength that India's civilization is a message

to the world and her “Dhartna” or sense of

national righteousness, a powtr of resurrec-

tion, social and spiritual, to the peoples of

the earth.

F. J. Alexander.

PHULKARI WORK IN THE PUNJAB

VERY little is known about phulkari or

kashida work outside the Punjab.

Yet it is undoubtedly one of the most
remarkable arts of embroidery and deserves

the admiration of all art-lovers and claims

a very high and important place in Indian

needlework.

It is difficult to find out how and when
phulkari work probably originated ; but it

can be said with some certainty that it

art. Of these two the former is the older

.art. The shuttle must have followed the

needle. And the weaver tried to imitate

in his loom the result achieved by the em-
broiderer. A cursory inspection of some of

the Indian embroideries will be found in-

teresting and helpful to the reader in com-

ing to the conclusion that woven patterns

followed needlework. It may also be said

that there is more individuality and freedom

Plate i.

might have originated in the huts of the in embroidered designs than in woven
rough Jats belonging to the districts in the patterns.

northern and north western plains of the ' It is curious that embroidery in India has
Punjab. For, even uplo this time, this art got a very interesting association with the
still lives there almost unchanged and un- climatic conditions of the country. During
contaminated by exotic influence. my short experience, I have noted with

In its inception, embroidery is a cottage considerable interest that as a rule highly

art in India, whereas loom work is an urban coloured embroideries are to be found in
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Plate 2.

temperate tracts, and light-coloured or white
embroideries in tropical parts. It is also

noteworthy that people living in the

plains are not so fond of embroideries as

people living in the hills. This might be
explained by the theory that in the hill

districts, which have always a cool climate,

people do not change and wash their clothes
so often as people in the plains generally
do. Embroideries dp not stand washing
and hence they do not suit people living

in the plains. Throughout the mountain-
ous districts of India embroidery in some
form or other is nearly always found. And
even some of the semi-barbarous aborigines
bordering the limits of northern India show
a strong appreciation of embroidery, which
more or less retains the primitive charac-
teristics of a pastoral art, showing simple
and bold patterns in rich colours.

But phulkari work is not one of those
which might be called either barbaric or

primitive art. It is one of those arts

which still retain their native originality
00th in design and form, and are to a great
extent free from the depredations of Euro-
pean vandalism, which has been ruinous to so
many of our arts. A finished piece of phul-^

work is a glorious sight,—a treasure
which every art-lpver and one who respects
^rt will be proud to possess.

The word ^phulkart literally means a

‘flowered work', phul meaning a flower.
Ihe term is exclusively used with reference
to this particular kind of needlework em-
broidery, peculiar to the Punjab. It is also
known as kashida work.

Phulkari work may be divided into four
different varieties, viz,, the true phulkari,
hagh, chobe "Sind shishadar phulkari. In the
true phulkari the ornamentations are gene-
rally scattered and a considerable portion
of the ground cloth is shown between the
buUes or floral designs. (Plate I, Figs, i and 2;
Plate II, Fig 2). The patterns, though some-
times very intricate and closely set out, are
seldom connected. The butees are distinctly

sparse.

Bagh literally means a garden. This
work is quite different from that of the real
phulkari. It is an embroidered work of
connected ornamentation. The whole
surface of the ground cloth is covered up with
a layer of silk stitches in regular and metho-
dical parallel lines. (Plate II, Fig. i and
Plate III, Fig. i). Consequently the bagh work
becomes so full of ornamentation that
the embroidery itself ceases to be a decora-
tive adjunct and becomes the cloth itself.

The rough surface of the original cloth ik

entirely covered with a coating of floss silk
which gives it a most beautiful effect. A
finished piece of this work has the dazzling
effect oil kinkhab from a distance.
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Plate 3.

Chohea liJive patterns, either connected or

scattered, embroidered onlv alone the bor-

ders and the central portion of the cloth is

lef» plain.

Shishadnr hhulkaris have small glass or

mica mirrors stitched into the embroidery.

These mirrors are verN^ thin and are gene-

rally of a circular shape. They form the

centre-pieces of htitees ^flowers^ in the em-
broider\' and are suspended in position by
long button-hole stitches. This custom of

using mirror pieces in embroidery, which
gives it a verv quaint and pretty effect, is

met with not onlv in the Punjab but may
be found also in Sind, Kathiawar and
Berar.

The ground cloth used in the phulkart work
is known as khndda^—a very coarse home-
spun texture. Deep Tndian-red, black and
white are the different shades that are

mostly in use. The stitch employed is the

simple darn stitch done entirely from the

back. Unmistakable regularity and abso-

lute accuracy are observed in working out

the patterns bv means of ‘thread counting’

—

a process which is verv uninteresting and
tiresome. Every stitch is counted and the

threads of the ground cloth through which the

dam stitches run are also counted, so that

they may be uniform in length. To a novice

this task of ‘thread counting’ may appear

to be hopelessly uninteresting and laborious

but to the phul^ari worker it is always an

easy and pleasant work which they do with

wonderful alacrity.

No special frame or stretcher is required

^or pkulkart work, as in the case of gold

and silver embroidery work. The coarse

ground cloth, an assortment of loose silk

threads in round bundles, a few needles and

a pair of scissors form all the implements

of a phulkari worker. Cotton, instead of

silk, was used when silk was not very com-

mon as now. Preliminary sketching is

sometimes done by threads to avoid irre-

gularity in size and shape of the dinerent

butees or flowers. The fabric of the ground

cloth is utilised geometrically as cither an

inner decoration or a part of the tmished

pattern. (Plate 1 , Fig. 2 and Plate II, Fig. 2).

Regular spaces are left bare in the ground

cloth to form a part of the decoration. The

fine dark lines crossing diagonally in the

diamonds of Fig. i. Plate III, are not stitches

of dark coloured silk but are portions of

the cloth carefully left out to give them

an effect of worked stitches.

It is noteworthy that there is a consider-
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able difference between the Hindu and
Muhammadan phulkari arts. The difference,

which is quite apparent, seems to be almost

sectarian in its feeling. The Hindus as a rule

have Indian-red and white ground cloths

;

the Muhammadans care more for black cloth.

The shades of the floss silk threads also

differ. The Hindus mostly use white, bright

orange, gold-yellow, deep brown-madder,
deep purple, vermilion and crimson shades.

Green is very seldom used. Whereas the

Muhammadans generally use green, guldnar

—tint of pomegranate blossoms, lemon-
yellow and sometimes white. Both the

patterns as well as the general get up vary

considerably. The Hindu work is usually

characterised by patterns made up of regular

curves and flowered designs. The Muham-
madan work is generally full of regulargeome-

trical figures which have a Saracenic origin.

Plate IV is a specimen of such a phulkari.

It is a pillow case done by a Muhammadan
girl. 'Phe reader may compare it with Fig. i,

Plate 1, which is a purely Hindu work, and
the difference will be quite apparent. It is

also interesting to note that in the Muha-
madan work the stitches are always visible,

being done on the same surface of the cloth

and are not done from the back of the cloth

like the Hindu work, as already explained.

The social life of some of the districts in

the Punjab is very interestingly associated

with the phulkari art. It is one of the most

important functions to exhibit phulkaris

both old and new, during a marriage. They
take particular pride in hanging up these

phulkaris on the walls. Such exhibitions

are always quite interesting and make a
most lovely show. There is also a custom
of presenting a few phulkari pieces to the

bride in marriage. Seven pieces of beauti-

ful ^ku/^ari-worked chaddars or orhnas

(veil cloth) are generally presented to the

girl along with her dowery and trousseau.

A phulkari piece takes a long time from
start to finish. There is a playful saying in

this province that the seven pieces of

phulkaris which are to be presented to the

girl at her marriage must be begun as soon
as the girl is born. This proverb, though

immensely, will, I believe,

give some idea of the patience, industry and
time required to make the phulkaris^

Though the phulkaris do not at all suit

the field-life of the labouring classes, Jat
1 .

women are particularly fond of them. The
leisure hours of a Jat woman are utilised in

making phulkaris for her own use and for

the use of others in the family. And any
number of such finely worked phulkaris

are to be seen in a gathering of common
folk, in a local mela or tamasha or in a
wayside railway station enclosure where the

wretched third class passengers are huddled
together.

In the towns and cities too, phulkari art

is cultivated. Some of the big houses in

the cities have elderly dependents doing
this embroidery. In some towns it has been
seen that Hindu and Sikh ladies and girls

very often meet together during the day
at some common meeting place where they

do phulkaris under the supervision and
guidance of a senior matron who is always
willing to help her sisters, as she calls them,
in doing some new and better patterns of

phulkari. It is a beautiful sight to see them
turning out the phulkaris with wonderful
alacrity and absolute freedom. And careful

though they are in couhting the threads

and stitches, they are always gay and
indulge in every kind of happy humour
which helps to keep them lively and make
the tedious work a pleasure. Sometimes a
girl will recite a poem or sing a song

; an
elderly lady will chant a hymn of praise of

the Guru. Thus they will add stitch after

stitch, either singing a couplet of Ghalib’s

gasal Or reciting a bachan (saying) of one of

the gurus. And thus they work day after

day, week after week, with patient and
cheerful industry, not for money’s sake but

for love’s sake, till their labour is rewarded

by the production of a beautiful piece of

phulkari, a thing of beauty and of joy.

It is with considerable concern that I

have to observe that the phulkari work in

the Punjab instead of making progress is

at present suffering a miserable decadence

and may become extinct in the near future,

if generous support and patronage be not

forthcoming. Degeneration has already set

in the phulkari art, contamination by exotic

ideas has also crept in. Some of the modem
phulkaris have European designs worked
out; the original association of different

shades of colour is also being lost. Some-
times the original stitch is missing and bad
lengthy stitches are used. This mischief

has hekn done by European customers

4
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and Indians having acquired European
tastes.

It remains to be seen whether anything
effective will be done to prevent this fasci-

nating and artistic industry from perishing.

Taking the Punjab alone it may b^ said

that there is a wide field for this art which
may turn out a notable and profitable

industry like the pashmina embroidery of

Kashmir, which is so much patronised both

by Indian and foreign markets. And if all

the Indian princes of the Punjab alone were
to patronise these poor phulkari workers,

the art would get a hllip and very beautiful

phulkaris would become available to the

purchaser.

The arts of India are either becoming
extinct or shamefully degraded for want of

patronage and encouragement. And speak-

ing of the phulkari art, it is to be noted

with regret that its fate is worse than that

of the other arts. For, it is now being
looked upon as an art of the lowly who
are but the hewers of wood and drawers of

water—a cottage industry which in the

opinion of thoughtless people lacking the

aesthetic sense is not worth encouragiiijnr.

But is it necessary to remind our country-

men that the treasures handed down to us

by our forbears should be maintained,

developed and treated like a sacred trust?

Art is one of the many legacies that have

been bequeathed to us by our forefathers.

Our inheritance must be uplifted and up-

held, must be extended and developed.

And then and then only we can leave be-

hind us a rich legacy worthy of our posterity.

But if we fail to recognise the intrinsic

value and importance of our inheritance, if

we neglect our own arts and let them perish

of isolation, if we take a fancy for foreign

arts, we shall bequeathe to those who come
after us monstrous hybrids of Europeanis-

ed ideals which will humiliate them in the

eyes of other nations, which will point at

them the finger of scorn and make mock
of them.

SamarENDRANATH Gupta.

ART AND ETHICS

II.

The Censorship of Art.

THERE is no morality in a work of art

;

that is to say, when we call a work
of art good or bad, our standard of

reference is not, as it is when we speak of

actions, ethical. For art is expression, and
good art is good in proportion to its expres-

siveness ; not good or bad according to the

nature of the psychic material with which
it deals. Immorality only appears in a work
of art when, ceasing to be perfectly and
purely expressive, it appeals to some passion

or prejudice of the beholder or hearer ; that

is to say, in so far as it is not a work of

art, but a luxury, an unnecessary gratifica-

tion of the senses. A true work of art is

always a necessity, and not a luxury, for it

has been created in response to a cate-

gorical imperative ; and its appreciation as

a stimulus to the perception of beauty,

fo ^e^th^tic contemplation, U only com*

plete when the need for that especial ex-

perience is consciously or unconsciously an

equally real necessity to the beholder.

That art can be thus necessary is demons-

trable, if proof were needed, by the fact

that the artist will sacrifice every material

consideration rather than deny to the spirit

its opportunity of expression ; and the need

of others than the artist himself for art is

shown, not by those wealthy patrons who
regard and treat it as the upholstery of life,

not by those who would make use of it to

adorn a moral, nor by those who look to

it for the satisfaction of curiosities, but by

those who deny themselves sense enjoy-

ments in order to compass the conditions

necessary for some particular aesthetic ex-

perience.

The morality of a work of art does not

depend upon its subject, but only upon the

way that subject is treated, aesthetically or

otherwise. Art is not good because the

villain of the play is painted very black,
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or the hero very white ; but it is good when
the character of each is well expressed.

Were it otherwise we should prefer Sunday-
school stories to the works of genius. It

is we only who can be good or bad accord-

ing to the way in which we allow external

stimuli to affect us.

Take, for exaifiple, the typical problem
of the nude in art Let us suppose a woman
bathing at the edge of a river, imagine
no possible spectator to be present. How
shall we ascribe morality or immorality to

the fact of her nakedness ? “The nakedness

of woman is the handiwork of God T*

Now suppose an approaching traveller.

When is he more moral, when as an artist

he looks upon the whole scene with frank

delight, admiring equally the fairness of the

woman with that of the birds and flowers,

content to behold without possessing, or

when as a natural man, knowing that he

cannot look without desire, he turns away
his eyes ? Who does not know from his own
inner experience that these two points ot

view are possible, but mutually conflicting ?

If the first attitude is thq more difficult,

that is only a proof of the superiority of art

to false asceticism (plucking out the right

eye).

Again suppose the same scene to be re-

presented in a picture. To whom shall*we
ascribe the true understanding of morality—
to him who declares that the work, and

perhaps the artist himself must be immoral

because of the subject of the picture, or to

him who indeed admits that the treat-

ment of such a subject or any subject, may
he chaste ot sensuous ( i, e«, may be calcu-

lated to appeal cither to our sense of pure

beauty, or to our senses) but declares that

no morality or immorality can be ascribed

to a work in respect of its subject ? Strictly

speaking, morality and immorality cannot
he predicated of any physical objects, but
only of movements of the will : shall we
call the knife moral when it is used by the

surgeon, and immoral when it is used by the

murderer ? It
,
is as |iiipo^b|l:e to predict

'vhat may be stiie; tfiect of a work of art

upon a person imbnown; ^ '

what use he may nii
^

It is

only by an etlifisisi justi-

hed for practical purpe»e§*:^t wa> de^be
as moral or imincMi ja 'at’^u-
lates^s to momi Irnmo^ : even

1

$0 we can speak only for ourselves^ ani^

ourselves at one given moment of our life.;

But we must always remember that a
work which is calculated as a stimulus tb

moral or immoral thought if not, or not
wholly, a work of art. There are many
who claim to be artists, who in point of

fact are merely pedagogues on the one
hand, no better than writers of ; copybook
maxims, or on the other, purveyors :of wares
intended to appeal, and o/ren success-

fully appealing, to our passions and pre-

judices. Because of the number of those

we must not lay the blame on art I If such

abound at any period or any place, this is

the fault of the patrons who encourage the

inartistic and neglect the artistic works.

If the period be our own, it is society, and
not art, which we have to correct.

Is all censorship of art then futile ? Pro-

bably yes, where real art is concerned. The
object of a censorship in the interests of

ethics (some censorsliip.s are exercised in

other interests, as those of trade or politics)

should then be to distinguish art from

specious works claiming to be art, but not

truly artistic. It is not, of course, neces-

sary to prohibit the publication of works
intended as a stimulus to moral action

(unless perhaps their unctuous rectitude

should be altogether too exasperating), but

it is certainly desirable to discourage the

publication of works whose only signi-

ficance lies in their appeal to passion or

prejudice. For example, during the late

Boer war, one of the London dailies exhi-

bited a poster representing a very magni-

ficent lion holding two miserable boars

under itb forepaws and roaring with

triumph, there were likewise innumeilAble

music-ball references to the war, siniHar in

character. Whatever one’s view as lo the

ethics of the war itself, it ts obvious that

these pictorial and niusical reletences were

not artistic, but purely prejudic^ appeals

for popularity, mpraUy .beljtadtng in ten-

dency. 'I.:'’:

Yet how should such wprtcf bc censored .?

If we appoint any jndividuid, he is liable

to have Ws judgment affecM by one pre-

;
judice or another.

fhi rely ofi jpublk

o^nion; hhich not but

welches such wofks;a^ to,

we .shatl get no fac^r The only

mm^^y*jl^t;such olfencm li in educating the
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public to appreciate art, In which case they
would recognize such exhibitions as offensive

tbgood taste, or in educating the public to a
htgbbr standard of morality, in which case

jdiey.would recognize them as unethical.

L in the same way we are forced to admit
llUkt neither one individual, nor the* com*
muOity getierally, is fit to be entrusted with
the censmship oif works of art in respect

of sexual morality. All that we can wisely

do is to leave it to the police to see that

the actual law of the land is not infringed.

If we desire more or less than this, our
endeavour should be to effect a change in

these laws.

It may be argued that even true works
of art may, by reason of their subject, sti-

mulate to ixnmoral thought or action

persons who do not regard them aestheti-

cally, and that therefore such works should
be suppressed. This is as if one should
argue that, inasmuch children and incap-
able persons generally, are liable to cut

themselves with knives, or because these

implements may be deliberately misused,

therefore the whole community riiould al-

together eschew their use. Such an argu-

ment needs no refutation. All that we must

concede is the right of parents, guardians

of the imbecile or of criminals, and the

leaders of communities such as the Roman
Catholic, whose adult members submit

themselves to tutelage, t6 exercise, however

clumsily, a protective censorship. Even

these persons we shall not respect unlesr

it is their constant endeavour to give their

wards, except when these are incurable

imbeciles, greater and
.

greater freedom of

personal judgment.

However this may be, we who are not

children, and do not submit ourselves to

tutelage, have an absolute right to demand
that no one shall interfere with our choice

of aesthetic experience^ so long as in seek-

ing this experience we do not infringe the

law. This right is entirely analogous to

that of freedom of religious belief and

worship.

A. K. CoOMARASWAMY.

GREATER INDIA

I
N the light of modern sociological

facts, we know that the spirit - of com-
petition among different nations can

alone keep up life and vigour in a nation.

Thus the continuance of rivalry among the

modern nations of Europe is a very impor-
tant facfor in the national life of the West.
Take away this spirit of rivalry, make one
power supreme, and let it have no fear from
the rest ; the very sense of supremacy and
security will undermine the spirit of

constant vigilance with the disappearance
of which, indolence, luxury and decay will

set in. Under such conditions a nation
becomes old and any slight attack leaves
it a dead mass. :

The above process .has worked in India
as well knd has been the root-cause of
our decay. ITie Hindus in very ancient

.

times may or may not have been supreme
morally and ppliiically in the then kuoam
and populated parts of the earth. They may
or may imt have had any peoples left with

whom to compete. But we can be certain

that centuries before the invasions of the

Mohammedans they bad shut themselves up

within the four walls of India. They not

only lost all touch with other peoples, but

even lost all knowledge of them. They

began to live in a peculiar sort of complete

isolation. This spirit prevailed to such an

extent among the leading class of Brahmans

that injunctions were devised to stop the

people from going out of Indian Ibe

crossing of the ocean became a sin and led

to excommunication/ The wonder is that

the common people not only tolerated this

but were happy with it— that is an indica-

tion that the old spirit wfts gpne.. Asa
natural consequence of

,
such conditions, the

spirited classes began to among them-

selves for trifling cauaes; ^

prey to petty jealpasies at home; They

quarrelled among .
ihmOie fought and

died for vanity y rather any

noble or high aspimdem in The
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degradation was abundantly displayed in

the ruling princes of India when they came
in contact with the Mohammedan invaders

or soon after with the nations of the West.

The remnants of that spirit still govern the

courts of our princes. - This state of things

can be remedied only by bringing India into

touch with the outside world and thus

uniting its people^ in common ambitions

for the national destiny. No Indian can

be a true citizen unless he has seen: the

world abroad. The greater the number of

Indians who go out of India, the greater

will be the real progress made within the

country.

Under British rule, various motives have

led the people out of India. 'Fo the well-

to-do and higher classes, foreign education

is the great impetus. Following their

example many young men belonging to the

middle class but not possessing sufficient

means have gone out to Japan or America

and have worked their way managing to

receive education in various branches. But

this class of young men does not form perma-

nent colonies abroad.

The second class which has gone out and>

is of greater importance, is that of the poor

emigrants who have left the thickly popu -

lated parts of the country to find work
outside and thus better their prospects in

life. Very few people in India realise the

importance of this process of emigration.

It would be difficult for many of my readers

to imagine that hundreds of well-to-do

families, Hindu in every sense of the word,

are found in regions as distant as South

America and Oceania. It is they who in

their humble way form what I call Greater

India outside the limits of o.ur motherland.

Having had some personal experience in

these distant lands, I propose to give a very

rough outline of this new phase of deve-

lopment of our people.

This colonisation of the Indians can be

divided into three main sections.

The first is round the Indian, Ocean on the

coast of Afrit 1. In this division first

comes ‘East Africa, About a week from

Bombay, is a ^ali imasC town, Lamti. It

*8 important as an old
8ome Hidn firms whi^h to the

time of tlie Moorish tradeirs. They are frorn

the Bombay coasi^ There hw; however,
heenM new additions to them. Two days

.S- .

from Lamu we have a very important town,
Mombassa. The interior of it presents all

the features of an Indian tow;n. It enjoys a
very beautiful situation with a moderately
warm climate. It seems to be the growing
commercial centre for East Africa, The
major part of the merchants and govern-
ment employees are Indians. The town has

not a large white population, Large tracts

of land were given to the English at a
nominal price, but the place and the climate

does not seem to suit the white people.

The Indians too could buy lands cheap.

The currency isJndian. The Railway line,

600 miles inland, from Mombassa to Lake
Victoria Nianza was constructed chiefly

with Punjabee labour; and consequent-

ly a good number of the Punjahees are

employed on it. Three hundred miles

inland from Mombassa, is another growing
town, Nairobi. It is a very pretty town.

The population consists of the Railway
employees and the merchants who are

mostly from the Punjab.

The second day from^ Mombassa brings

one to Zanjibar. This town enjoys native

rule, but is under British protection. The
trading population in the town is mainly
Indian, both Hindu and Mohammedan, who
went out there from Bombay a long time

ago. Again we have Indian traders in the

German and Portuguese East Africa. By
the way, it were the Indian mariners in

Mozambique who showed Vasco-da-gama,

the way to India.

We can not pass from here without notic-

ing the island of Mauritius. In this island,

out of a population of between three and
four hundred thousand, nearly half are In-

dians. A section of them is rich and in-

fluential and some Mbhammedans own sugar

factories. A dialect of French is the spoken

language, though Hindi is current among
the Indians. Doctor Manila]/ m.a., Bar-at-

law, settled some years agp at Port

Louis, the principal town in the island.

The next part of this section consists of

the different States of United South Africa,

f.e.. Cape Colony, Natal, and the Transvaal,

including the Portuguese possession of

Delagoa Bay. The Iqtpg and persistent

struggle of the Indians in the Transvaal is

a famihar thing and the natiie of Mr.

Gandhi adds real aweetness to it.

In Cape Colohy, several thousands of
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Hindus from Madras have settled in Port

Elizabeth, East London and Kimberly.

They are earning a good livelihood in the

fruit trade and other kinds of labour. But
there are very few traders and not a single

man of education among them. They speak

their own language. An educated Madrasi

with some capital will find a good oppor-

tunity of establishing himself among them,

At Cape Town itself there is no Indian popu-
lation excepting half-a-dozen merchants;

though the Malayan Mohammedans form a
considerable part of the population. When
I was in South Africa, in the Transvaal,

the towns of Johannesburg and Pretoria

with their suburbs contained nearly ten

thousand Indians. Excepting a few rich

merchants, they carried on the fruit trade or

earned their living as hawkers. The white

population, however, was unusually jealous

of them. I am afraid their number is very

much reduced now. In Natal the Indians

form the back-bone of the Colony. Most
of the industries, agriculture, factories and
mines, are worked by them. They form
more than half the population of the

Colony, reaching nearly a hundred thousand.

There is a class of merchants in the towns
of Durban, Maritzburg, Ladysmith and
Dundee. The immigrants are from Madras
and the United Provinces and the trading

class has followed from Madras and Bombay.
Though working under prejudices and dis-

advantages, the community on the whole
is progressing. In 1906, the first Madrasi

Hindu boy accompanied me to London for

the study of law. He must have gone back
by this time^ Without arty political rights

and the advantage of state-education, they

have a large field for development if they

help themselves or receive help from their

better educated countrymen from India.

Mr. Doorosawmy Pillay of Durban was a
very important figure.

One point to be remembered is that the

Christian Missionaries have not done much
work of ‘^conversion’’ among them, as

compared with what they have accom-
plished in our second division, f.e., in South
America.
The second section of colonisation, is in

the West Indietli and South America. In

this part of the world, British Guiana ranks

first. It is a very large country with large

undeveloped resources. This is perhaps the

only British Colony where the Indians havi

got all political privileges. About half thi

population, t.e., a hundred and fifty thou

sand in number, is composed of Indians

The emigration to this part began as earh

as the exodus to South Africa. It date

from 1834. So we find the Indians livin)

here to the third and even to the fourtl

generation. The peculiarity about thi

section is that ail the population consist

of such persons as have come under contrac

as labourers or their descendants. It wai

rarely that a person came from India other

wise. I'his is a strange contrast with Soutl

Africa where a number of merchant emi<

grants have gone, though it takes less tirm

to come over to this part. Coming vu

Europe it takes a month to reach Guiana
or any other part of the West Indies ; whih
the voyage to South Africa usually occupiei

more time.

In British Guiana, the people under con-

tract generally work on sugar plantations

When free, they engage in agriculture

trade or some other occupation. It is quitt

surprising how some Indians could amast

.wealth, having come as labourers and with-

out a knowledge of the ' English language
One man, Bindraban Maharaj, came as a

labourer under contract and on finishing

his contract started as a money-lender. He

died a short time ago, while I was there

On his d\.ath he left forty thousand dollars

in the Bank, besides the cash or jewellery

he left with his family, and a vast amouni
of assets. He had his dealings with all

classes, both white and black. There arc

others who have risen to become estate

owners and merchants. Bhawani Pershad

Maharaj is a leading property holder in

George Town, and Bihari Saw of Henrietta,

a leading merchant among the Hindus.

Both came under contract and now they

own thousands of dollars, the fortune of the

former approximating a hundred thousand.

Rice-cultivation was introduced into British

Guiana by the Indians and some of them
now are in a position to own rice-factories.

Mr. Veerasawmy Mudaliar-is another rich

Hindu land-owner in George Town. His son

is studying for the bar in England and
making a name in the cricket world there.

The Hindus here are suffering from a great

disadvantage. The education of children is

compulsory by law. And almost all the
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schools are in the hands of Christian Mis-

sionaries, and are aided by the State. A
large number of the youths of the new
generation is thus being converted to Chris-

tianity. Among the Christian converts there

are some very important persons. Practi^

cally speaking the educated class has gone
over to Christianity, and a gulf of religion

is created between the two sections of the

educated and their uneducated compatriots.

The result is that though there are men
of position like Dr. Wharton, they could

not get any influence in politics because

the mass of the Indian population is not

at their back. A very important recent

arrival is Dr. Ram Narain Sharma. In a
few months he has acquired a leading posi-

tion among the Hindus. He is acting as

Secretary of the Hindu School started to

educate the Hindu children without teach-

ing Christianity. He is doing very well

in his work and no doubt he has set a noble
example to other Indian youths who possess

the qualifications to go abroad and work
for their people as well as for themselves.

Next to Briti.sh Guiana comes Trinidad.
In this island the Indian population occu>

pies a similar position, with the difference

that they are far better in their worldly
circumstances. Their number exceeds one
hundred thousand. The defect however is

that in strange contrast with George Town
of Guiana which contains a large number
of Indian merchants, no Indian merchant
could he found in Port of Spain, the princi-

pal town of Trinidad. I could .find only
one young man, Ram Persad, who has
opened an Indian hotel in Chacon Street.

In the country, however, there are villages

which contain a purely Indian population.
In some cases these villages look very
pretty, running along the road with Indian
houses with little gardens and some small

cultivated fields on either side. In Tanapuna
a well-to-do youngman named Sagar holds

Sood views. In the country districts prac-
tise two young Indian barristers, both
having gone over to Christianity on account
nl early training. In the District of San-
I^ernando, several Hindus own big coco
estates. There are three whose estates
ean be valued at more than a hundred
thousand dollars. Kalanal Sing was a
leading man among them. He died only
tecerttly. Lai Singh is another well-known

merchant. Trinidad is in great need of a
man of the type of Dr. Ramnarain. In the

beginning he might meet with some diffi-

culty, but gradually he is sure to gel on.

Next we come to the Dutch Guiana,
known as Surinam, Paramaribo being its

capital. Surinam contains about 40 thou-

sand Indians, some of whom are traders

and land-owners. A large number of them
works on plantations. The treatment ac-

corded to them by the Dutch, is very good.

They are admitted to the Government
Service. Special schools are provided

for their children in which the Hindi

language is taught. Sital Persad Maharaj,

the chief Interpreter there, has a great in-

fluence. His son whom I had the pleasure

to meet, is perhaps the only Indian

employed as an officer in the Navy.
Lachliman Singh is an Indian merchant in

the town.

Jamaica, though a large island, contains

not more than ten thousand Indians, who
will be gradually swallowed up by Christia-

nity, if they are not taken care of.

The third section comprises the colonics

in the Pacific ocean. We start with Cali-

fornia, which has a few thousand Sikh

labourers, some of whom are trying to be-

come farmers. They are not of much
importance because their wives are not with

them and further immigration has been

prohibited.

Then comes British Columbia, which also

contains a few thousand Sikhs, mostly

labourers on the fields. Only a few have

their wives with them. ‘^I’he Government

of Canada too has practically stopped

further immigration from India, At one

time the Government wanted to transport

them all to Honduras ; they were fortunate-

ly helped by Sardar Teja Singh and other

patriotic gentlemen. They have got a

splendid Sikh Temple and a large property

attached to it in Vancouver. . There is a

vast amount of land in Canada and it needs

labour badly; but there exists a strong

prejudice against Asiatic labour. The
Indians have not lost all hope of overcom-

ing this prejudice; and only recently Dr.

Sunder Singh and three other gentlemen

have been sent to represent the Indian case

to the Dominion Government and request

permission for Indian immigration in the

Colony: The Fiji Islands come next; which
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have got a papulation of about 70 thousand
Indians. The Straits Settlements is also an
important centre of colonisation, where a
lar/^e number of Madras immigrants have
settled, just as they have done in Ceylon
and Burma. It can be expected that men
of education and means from Madras would
follow their brethren to these parts.

The labouring immigrants may not ap-
pear very important at first sight

; but there

is a great future in store for them. The
proof of this lies in the present progress

which the negro race has made in North
and South America. The negroes were
brought in slavery. They were little better

than savages. At present in the West
Indies, they have got an independent state

of their own (Haiti). In some they are

looking for independence. In the rest they

are trying to advance oh the lines of

modern civilisation.

The abolition of slavery in 1832 created a
demand for free labour. This demand led

to the immigration of the Indians in these

distant parts of the African and the Ame-
rican continents. The Hindus have not

come as savages or slaves. They bring, on
the other hand, their hereditary intelligence,

skill and habits of economy. They have
immediate prospects of becoming free men.
A glance at their present condition shows
that they have been advancing very steadily

and their future generations may improve
in a remarkable manner. As individuals

they have much broader views and a
greater scope for their ambition. Some-
times it is necessary to give them a little

encouragement, and it would be much more
elevating if that comes from Hindu young
men instead of from Christian missionaries.

In conclusion, I appeal to all young men in

India to go abroad in ever-increasing

numbers. There is no national progress

without foreign travel. Sea-sickness is the

best national tonic. And it is our duty to

help, enlighten and encourage our brethren

across the seas. Greater India has arisen

without noise of drum or trumpet, under

the palm-trees of tropical America and on
the snow-girt plains of Canada. It is tiine

to take stock of our position and think in

terms of a universal Hindu consciousness.

The children of these colonists should be
educated along national lilies. They should

be taught Hindu history, and Hindu institu-

tions should be established and preserved

wherever the Hindus live. The Ramayana
and the Gita should follow the footsteps of

Hindu emigrants. We can thus save our

young men abroad from absorption in the

Christian community. They are converted

to Christianity only for social reasons and

not for the sake of their souls. The deve-

lopment of the social machinery of Hindu-
ism in their midst is the great remedy for

this evil.

Enterprising young men should learn

some lucrative art or industry before ven-

turing out in the broad world. Medicine,

pharmacy, carpentry, bricklaying, signpaint-

ing, watch making and the arts of the gold-

smith and ironsmith, are all useful avoca-

tions that will enable a person to earn his

livelihood anywhere. A small amount of

capital will also set up the owner in retail

trade in any town. But it is folly to go
abroad without some capital and business

experience or the knowledge of some useful

skilled industry or some medical or legal

qualifications. A simple degree from an
Indian university or the more common cre-

dentials of a '^failed F. A” will not feed any
one in the colonies.

A good constitution too is a necessary

part of the equipment of the young man
who is restless at home. He must not fall ill

immediately after arrival and must be able

to endure some hardship and privation in

the early period of his sojourn abroad.

Clever physicians and surgeons or Barris-

ters have the best chance everywhere, if

they bring a little money to set up a decent

establishment at first. Medicine is the uni-

versal passport to success.

So the call of Greater India comes to

our stay-at-home youths. The pearl is

placed on the heacis of monarchs, only

when it leaves its little shell in the dark-

ness of the ocean depths. Even so young
men of India should go abroad to seek

wealth, experience and an . honorable life,

combined with opportunities of serving

their countrymen.
If Greater India attracts some of our “un-

employed” and able youths, V shall deem
my labour amply rewarded.

Bhai Parmananp.
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INDIAN INDENTURE SYSTEM IN THE COLONIES

I
(With special reference to Mauritius.)

! Put an end to it in any shape or form.

WHOEVER has gone to the colonies,

without official or personal bias, to

see the working of the system of

indentured Indian labour, must admit that

official reports conceal more than they

:
reveal and that red-tape language conceals

'human thoughts more than ordinary

language. And yet for those who want to

read between the lines, evidence is not

wanting to show that the system of Indian

indentured labour is a civilized form of

slavery, of which it is the modern substitute

in fact, in most, if not all, colonies.

Sir Charles Bruce in The Broad Stone of

Empire^ says that in the colonies where the

white people are unable to do physical

work on account of a tropical climate, etc.,

there could be no exploitation without the

labour of coloured people. In some colo-

nies after the emancipation of negro slaves,

I

with whose labour the plantations had been

jworked, the negroes could not be persuaded

|to do agricultural labour as free men, having

been brought up to look upon such work as

being fit only for slaves. In others the

native races were too uncivilized to do, or to

be induced to do, regular agricultural work,

their wants being few and these easily

supplied. It was under these circumsta rices

that Mauritius, Natal, Trinidad, Jamaica,

British Guiana and other colonies started

|he system known as indentured Indian

immigration to supply labour for their

industries.

There have been many separate official

inquiries, commissions, royal or otherwise,

official visits, etc., from time to time to

obtain information regarding the condition

Indian coolies in the various British and
^ueiga colonies, which have flourished

nriinly^ I may say wholly, upon cheap
ndian labour. This can be seen from^ the

nost recent official report on the subject,

^ublisljjie(j in 2910 as a blue-book (Cd.

5

5192)—I mean the Report of the Depart-

mental Committee (Lord Sanderson was

Chairman) on emigration from India to the

Crown Colonies and Protectorates. Mauri-

tius seems to have taken the lead in forging

the system of law governing indentured

labour, which, with some changes, obtains

in all these colonies. This sugar colony

imported about 7,000 Indians between

1834 and 1837. In the latter year Mr,

Fowell Buxton, Lord Brougham and others

denounced the system of indentured labour

as being slavery in disguise. I he result

was an official’ enquiry which ended in a

report in 1840. Three members of the

Committee were altog<;ther opposed to

further emigration ;
but the fourth member,

Sir J. P. Grant, wrote strongly in favour of

the system, only suggesting a number of

precautions to remove some abuses. Strange

to say, a motion supporting the majority

report was lost in Parliament on the

26lh of July, 1842. So this system of

exploiting the colonies at the expense of

the caste-feelings, chastity, honour, self-

respect, youth, health and in some cases,

even the lives of Indian men and women,

continues in full swing to this day.

Some idea can be gained of the number

of the unfortunate victims of this system,

from the following tables- -though they do

not furnish recent statistics.

Emigrants from 1842 to 1870.

Mauritius ... ... 3S>40*
British Guiana ... 79.691

Trinidad ... 4*.SI9

Jamaica ... ••• iS.«69

Other West Indian Islands 7,oai

Natal ... 6^
French Colonies ... 3«.346

Note.—Emigration to Fiji opened in 1885.

According to the returns for 1907, the

number of persons of Indian nationality

in the various colonies were as follows

British Guiana
Trinidad

Jamaica
Mauritius

127.000

103.000

13,000

264.000
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Natal ... ... ... 115.000

Fiji ... ... ... 3^000

In 185I1 Mauritius, whose sons generally

aim at being qualified as “Malin" rather than

be described as simple folks, straight or

honest (and are, by the way, proud of the

first adjective only) obtained the consent

of the Government of India to keep their

coolie slaves even after the stipulated five

years by refusing to give return passages

to those men and women who were yet

young or strong enough for exploitation.

All the Crown Colonies grant return

passages to their Indian victims, not at

the end of five years, as is generally suppos-

ed, but after a further indenture of five

years or more and not without some diffi-

culties; whilst Mauritius is unique in

granting; free return passages to those only

who are too old, sick, infirm or decrepit

to work for the pseudo-French or Semi-

white nobles, who benefit by the sugar in-

dustry. These men and women return to India

and live on the hospitality of their friends

or relatives or beg and starve in the streets

of Calcutta or other cities containing coolie-

recruiting depdts, after their youth, health,

and social and moral purity have been con-

verted into rupees by the planters of

Mauritius. Fresh information regarding

the brutal treatment of Indian labourers

in Mauritius led to the suspension of emi*

gration from India in 1856-57, after which

it was re-opened, when the Indian Govern-

ment felt satisfied that Mauritius had

mended some of her ways. Till 1867, the

planters of Mauritius went on passing

laws “to acquire complete control over

the labour market by means of regulations

and administrative measures which aimed

at compelling the coolie to re-engage him-

self on the expiry of his indenture and

were less and less favourable to freedom.”

This is the language of the official report

;

but people who have lived in Mauritius

will tell you that this period was pure and

unmitigated slavery, characteristically des-

cribed by old immigrants as “le temps

margoz” or “times bitter as the vegetable

harda^
Now the Government of India had been

sleeping all this time, but on the initiative

of a noble European M. de Plevitz, whose

name I must not omit, and Sir Arthur

Gordon, now Lord Stanmore, the then
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Governor of Mauritius, a Royal Commission

came to Mauritius to enquire into the con-

dition of Indian labourers in 1872. I may
mention in passing that M, de Plevitz was

assaulted and thrashed by the “malin"

planters of the colony and there is a floating

tradition in the colony, that one Mr. Raja-

ratnam Mudaliar, a gentleman from Madras

holding an appointment in Mauritius either

as interpretor or teacher of Tamil, who had

instigated a petition recounting the griev-

ances of Indian labourers, was persecuted

into retiring from the colony. But whatever

be the sufferings of Messrs, de Plevitz and

Look at the k.nee-cap.

The little boy Raniperiab Soomaroo was brutall

beaten by Mr. Conne on the 4lh of Aujjust, loi

because he warned the labourers of Z’ile d’Ambi

Estate in Mauritius against complaining of bad an

reduced rations (ric^ if they did not want to t

shot down on the estate.

Rajaratnam, true it is, that the Commissio

issued an elaborate report, in which tb

grievances of indentured Indian labourei

were substantiated, with the result that th

police restrictions upon the movements (

Indians away from their estates, etc., wei

done away with, the powers of the pn

lector were enlarged, and English or Angl<

Indian magistrates were appointed to ac

minister the labour law, which had bee



Indian slaves in the British Empire on Coronation Day.

These indentured laborers of Z’ile d’Ambre
Georire V 's Coronation Dav. thouch the Government had ordered a holiday on all dugar ustaies ana

Ses T-STerr on various cha-^es because they sent a pct.Uon to the King

protesting against such and other general ill-treatment.

hitherto administered by local men, about

one of whom, the official report said, “the

administration of justice in the district^ of

Savanne was the administration of injus-

tice.” Without obtaining the consent of

the Government of India the Mauritius

tiovernment has now almost completely

^substituted Mauritian magistrates (interested

directly or indirectly in the sugar industry)

hir the English stipendiary magistrates.

Iri 1894, Mr. Muir Mackenzie, an Indian

Civilian, visited Mauritius en passant after

studying the condition of Indian labourers

*•» the neighbouring French colony of

l^eunion, commonly known as Bourbon.
1 hough Mr. Muir Mackenzie’s report is

jgerierally favourable to the planters of

I

Mauri|ius, he could not fail to notice that

It^e “double cut” or a deduction of two

days’ wages for each day of absence was

a great evil. If an Indian labourer was

overworked, beaten and ill-treated for

days and if he took ill and the estate

hospital said there was nothing the matter

with him, the poor man had to absent him-

self from work for, may be, the next 15

days. Under “the double cut” law he would

have no wages at the end of the month,

but only rations all the time. Many labour-

ers were thus able to just keep body and

soul together on their rations, getting no

wages at all for 15 days’ work. This great

grievance had been noticed as far back as

1894 and yet the “malin” planters of Mauri-

tius somehow or other managed to continue

this institution of slavery till 1909 and even

then strenuously opposed the Government

measure to remedy this evil. Their efforts,
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tion of each student for a year ;
but so

long as the University can render such sig-

nal service to the commonwealth, the

money expended for education is well

invested.

Prof. Benj. F. Siumd\uoh

Wlio believes lliat America and India will be drawn
closer together into a bond of international brother-

hood in the near future.

Dr. Shambaugh himself is very modest

in speaking of the big things which he has

already accomplished in life. He is the

editor of the **lowa Journal of History and

Politics,** the Superintendent of the State

Historical Society of Iowa, Member of the

Board of Editors of the “American Histori-

cal Review**, Editor of the “Proceedings

of the Mississipi Valley Historical Associa-

tion**, and, as a part of his practical

interest in the progress of the world

at large, he is now supervising the

preparation of a thesis on the “l^glish

methods of Administration in India’*. 1£

the visitor look around Dr. Shambaugh*s
office he will find that the books on history

and political science which Professor Sham-
baugh has written and edited fill nearly

three shelves of a large book* case. .Books,

however, are not the things that he prizes

most. He seems to count his greatest success

when he has been able to make life worth

while for others. His exuberance and enthu-

siasm are infectious. He pours himself

into his subject with such a rush as to make
it impossible for any one not to react. He
is as busy as busy can be, yet ever ready

to lend a hand. There doubtless are other

professors like him in other colleges of the

University, but I have taken him as a not-

able type of those great men who have

made Iowa what it is.

The University embraces a College of

Medicine, two Schools for Nurses, a College

of Applied Science, a School of Education,

a College of Liberal Arts, a School of Poli-

tical and Social Science and Commerce,
a College of Pharmacy, a College of Dentis-

try, a College of Law, a Graduate Col-

lege, and a College of Fine Arts. The
glory and strength of Iowa lies in its profes-

sional colleges. The Medical College is

among the best in the land. The College

of Applied Science is in the front rank.

It teaches such branches of engineering as

electrical engineering, mechanical engi-

neering, civil engineering, and structural

engineering. 1 he School of Education
sends out every year from seventy-five to a

hundred teachers for the best High Schools,

Normal Schools, Colleges and Universities,

including several of those in foreign coun-

tries. I hese men and women are trained

to be something more than mere profes-

sional teachers
;

they are the leaders of

advanced educational thought. The Gra-
duate College represents the capstone of all

the colleges. To be a member of this Col-

lege one should have received his bachelor's

degree. The Graduate College offers un-

limited opportunities for advanced study

and research in almost every field of human
knowledge. This College confers upon
successful candidates the degrees of M. A..

M. S., and Ph. D.

I'he student who goes to Oxford [^Univer-

sity does not have a large number of sub-

jects to choose from. He selects a course,

which in reality is prescribed for him, from
a few limited groups of studies

—

Literae

HumanioreSy Mathematics, Science, Eng-
lish and Modern History. There the field

is so circumscribed that one can exhaust
the entire course of instruction in ten or

twelve years. Iil great American Univer-
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sities, like Iowa’s for example, it would

require several hundred years to finish the

entire body of instruction. The vast range of

the subjects covered by the Iowa University

may be faintly guessed from the fact that

it offers over three hundred electives in the

departments of Archeology, Astronomy,

Botany, Chemistry, Education, English (in-

cluding Public Speaking), Fine Arts, Geo-
logy, German, Greek, History, Latin,

Mathematics, Philosopy, Physics, Political

Science, Political Economy, Religious Edu-
cation, Romance Languages (that is French,

Italian and Spanish), Sanskrit, Scandi-

navian, Sociology, and Zoology.

On an average, it takes a student from
India who has a training equivalent to that

of the English High School, four years to

get his first degree. However, I have known
Indian students who took their B. A. de-

grees in three years.

The instruction is given principally

through lectures
;
but the students are re-

quired to supplement the lectures by inde-

pendent study and investigation. To this

end the University has one General and
twenty-two Departmental Libraries open to

the students from eight in the morning till

ten at night every day during the week.
Then there are also fifty laboratories for

students of every science. The charac-
teristic University spirit is thoroughly dis-

played by the Zoological Museum in the

Hall of Natural Science. For the last

twenty years the University has sent zoolo-

gical expeditions to collect specimens from
such far-off places as Bahama Islands, Alas-

ka, the Arctic Coast, Siberia, Cuba, the
Bay of Naples, the Hawaian Islands. The
mounting of these specimens is done by
the students under a competent teacher.

A Bengali student, who is specializing in

taxidermy, has been doing very creditable

work along this line. Besides the Zoolo-
gical Museum, there are nine other depart-
tnental museums.
The State University of Iowa in its effort

for intellectual development of the stu*

dents does not underestimate the value of

physical training. It maintains a well

equipped gymnasium as an organised

department of the University work, and
requires all students to take physical exer-

cise. As a rule all male students report

forvmilitaiy duty to the Commandant at

the Armory. The instruction in this depart-

ment is mostly practical. It includes infan-

try drill, guard duty, running up signals,

and target practice. The interest of the

Indian students in the milit iry tactics has

always been most intense.

It is almost unnecessary to call attention

to the fact that Iowa, like all other State

Universities, emphasizes the need for ^‘full

and complete education” of both sexes.

The welfare and comfort of the women
students are specially looked after by t'le

Dean of Women. She acts as a mother to

the young women whenever they need her

advice. The relation between the two
sexes is normal, and wholesome. I never

heard a man complain of the loss of the

peace of his mind because of the presence

of the young ladies in the class. There are,

of course, men who can never claim much
acquaintance with the feminine members
of the University. They are what you may
call “uniques”. The normal student,

however, who has social proclivities, finds

abundant opportunity 'for their indulgence

in walks through the beautiful woods,

rowing on the Iowa River, picnics on the

hill-sicies, skating by frosty moonlight on

the frozen river, formal calls, balls, and
other forms of healthy amusement.

What chance has a man in a crowd of

two or three thousand students for personal

development, for coming in close touch

with his professors ? is a question that may
suggest itself to a prospective Iowan. The
University, in order to make instruction

more personal, has put a limit to the

number of students in its classes. This year

for every twenty-five fresh men in English

there has been organised a separate class.

Iowa has also introduced a new idea to

bring the students closer to the teachers by
appointing a Faculty Adviser for practically

every student. The Adviser is a sort of

“big brother”. He looks after the general

welfare of the student
;
he gives him friend-

ly advice when he falls behind in his

studies. But woe to those who persistently

disregard his “advice” and fail to buckle

down to their books, for surely they will be
“allowed” to drop from the college-roll

before long

!

The cost of living at Iowa ranges from

six hundred to nine hundred rupees a school

year. ' Generally the students lodge in one
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place an4 take their meals at restaurants

or boardthg clubs. Some of these clubs are

run by students on a co-operative basis, and
the pnee of board is appreciably lower
than in places under private management.
At some boarding houses both men and
women are admitted, while others exclude
wotnen. It is a good idea to get into a
place where there are both men and women
boarders - the meals here are likely to be
more respectable and table manners dis-

tinctly superior. The average rate for

board in a private boarding club is about
ten rupees a week. Those who patronize

inexpensive restaurants live even more cheap-
ly. They can get three good square meals
a day at the restaurant for seven rupees a
week. Some of the Hindu students who
have tried to cook their own meals are
known to have done it for as low as five

rupees a week. 1'he average room rent is

from twelve to sixteen rupees a month.
'Khe best way to cut down the rent is to get

an American room-mate. He will not only

pay half the rent, but will assist the Indian
student in many ways in getting accustom-
ed to new surroundings.

True to its democratic tradition Iowa
has never been meant only for those who
have a large bank account. The Registrar

for the University and the Dean of Women
are authority for the statement that nearly

fifty per cent, of the men and from five to

ten per cent, of the women students are

self-supporting. However, it should be
well understood that the University has
nothing whatever to do with finding

employment for the students. They must
look for themselves. They work as waiters,

dish washers, barbers, book-keepers, steno-

graphers, salesmen, tutors. The skilled

man naturally gets the pick of the jobs.

He can make at least ten annas an hour.

Last year an Indian student was in the

habit of charging twelve annas an hour
for tutoring in Chemistry. Let no one
forget that those who earn their support
carry a double burden, perform a double
task. It involves the expenditure of such
extra time and energy that it may lead to

broken health and possibly to intellectual

failure. And while the Indian students are

likely to get some work that may help pay
part of their expenses, they should think

twice before they come to America
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expecting to earn all their way through

college.

*'What do you like best about this Uni-

versity?” I asked a number of representative

students. ”It is the University atmosphere—
the students and the teachers who make it”,

was * the unanimous reply. The students

here really put their hearts into their college

work ; they make study a part of real life.

There exists what one has called a ”unity of

loyalty”. An Iowan is loyal to his Univer-

sity, loyal to his state, and loyal to his

country. His college spirit is inseparable

from his national patriotism
;
but the Iowan

President John G. Bowman
Who predicts that Indian National Universities will

exchange professors with the great American Uni-
versities, as they do now with those of Germany
and England.

18 made after the image of his teacher.

Patient, thoughtful, generous, this teacher

exercises a wonderfully beneficent influence

over the lives of the students. How often

have the foreign students seen a professor

go far but of bis way to give them sbio^
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help? How often have they felt that

kindliness is his daily creed ? To be sure,

every time a professor meets a student

he does not say, ‘‘charmed, I am glad to

see you*’; but he has a large heart throb-

bing with human sympathy.

The destinies of Iowa’s great University

are now being guided by Mr. John G. Bow-
man, the new Pjesident. It is a sheer

stimulus to hear him talk of India and its

educational possibilities. He is a man with

a broad vision and with a deep sympathy
for all that concerns student’s welfare.

Although he has been in office less than

three months, he has already iriaugurated

reforms which at once mark him as a man
with rare creative and administrative

energy. Among other things he has organiz-

ed the Iowa Union—an institution where
the polyglot members of the University

can meet socially to develop a united

college sentiment. He has also plans under
way to build a system of dormitories for

both men and women. Under such a clear-

headed leadership the future of Iowa is

assured.

The University occupies at present thirty

buildings on a fifty-acre campus in the

heart of Iowa City. It is located about
two hundred and thirty miles west of

Chicago. The reason why the Indian

students who look for the kind of education
that Iowa offers should prefer this institu-

tion, is that the people in this part of the

country have great kindliness in their hearts.

Moreover, the cost of living here is much
smaller than either in the East or West,
There is a section of Anglo Indian pres^

in India which has been doing its worst
for the past few years to discredit the work
of the Indian students abroad. These
papers for the most part are as mendacious
as they are ignorant. Professor E. D.

Starbuck, of the Department of Philosophy,

who has special opportunities to observe

the Indian students in his official capacity

as the Faculty Adviser of the foreign

students, takes a direct issue with these

papers. He says : “One of the best assets

of the University of Iowa in preserving its

morale and in helping it to maintain a
world view of things is the presence here

of foreign students. This is especially true

on acconnt of the high type of manhood
that we get from abroad, ^cond to none
among these is the group of Hindu students.

They have invariably been choice persona-

lities who are the embodiment of the

beautiful old culture that lies back of them.

As adviser for foreign students and in other

ways, I have come to know their work
somewhat intimately. It has been without

exception of high order. It promises well

for the future of the nations when men of

this stamp can come, and while being true

to their own national life, can assimilate the

best elements in our own civilization and
appropriate it to the furtherance of their

own.”
SUDHINDRA Boss.

HISTORY OF AURANGZIB

CHAPTER XII.

The Illness of Shah Jahan, 1657.

I
M December, 1656, the public health of

Delhi became so bad that Shah Jahan
with his Court proceeded to the bank of

the Ganges at Garh Mukteshwar, a place
noted for its game. In less than a month

returned to the capital ; but as the
epidemic continued he again left it (Febru-

1657). ^tid went to Mukhiispur on the
Jumni^ nearly a hundred miles north of

6

Delhi. The cool climate of this place, at
the foot of the Sirmur hills and yet within
easy reach of the capital by boat^ had led

him to choose it as his summer retreat, and
he had adorned it with fine palaces for

himself and his eldest son, and given it the
glorious name of Faizabad.*

Here a grand Court ceremony was held.f

.

* Waris, 1186, 1190, 121a and A, (Mukhiispur
described), 1320 (palaces described).

f Kambu, ib»
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t i He Juit completed three

reint
decades of hiB reign and

^ began the 3i8t year on 7th

Mafch. In the official annals of the Mughal
Einperots written by their command, every

of ten years (called a dawwar) was
thk together and a volume devoted to it.

Three such decades formed an epoch
(qarn)^^ which was regarded as a sort of

perfect and auspicious number. Shah Jahan
had completed one such epoch and begun
another. The occasion was, therefore, one
of peculiar importance and solemnity.

The reign had been as prosperous as it

had been long. The ^wealth of Ind’ under

in glorle.,
Mughal dazzled

the eyes of foreign visitors,

and on gala days ambassadors from
Bukhara and Persia, Turkey and Arabia,
as well as travellers from France and Italy,

gazed with wonder at the Peacock Throne
and the Kohinoor and other jewels which
cast a luminous halo round the Emperor's
person. The white marble edifices which he
loved to build were as costly as they were
chaste in design. The nobles of the

empire eclipsed the kings of other lands in

wealth and pomp. Save for two failures of

his arms outside the natural frontiers of

India, the Imperial prestige stood higher

than ever before. The bounds of the
** protected empire" had been stretched

• further than in any preced-

ing Within the

. . country itself a profound

peace reigned. The peasantry were care-

fully cherished ; harsh and exacting gover-

nors were in many cases dismissed on the

complaint of the people. Wealth and
prosperity increased on all hands. As a
paneg3rrist sang

*'The people were light of heart as the

Emperor bore the heavy burden
(of looking after them)

;

Disorder fell into a deep sleep

through his wak«ulness."t

A kind and yet wise master, Shah Jahan
had gathered round himself a band of very

able officers, and made his Court the centre

of the wi t and wisdom of the land.

But some ominous shadows had already

* Inayat Skah ^ahan namah (as quoted in

^Uot,yn. 740.

f India Office ii!>ibraty, Pers. Ms. No. 1344, folio

76. . i .

;• •••

been cast on this bright prospect and with

the passage of time the^r were deepening;

One by one the great ministers and generals

who had contributed to the glory of the

reign were being removed by the pitiless

hand of Death. The three best known
officers and dearest personal friends of Shah

Jahan died within the last five years ; Said

Khan Bahadur Zafar Jang on 4th January,

1652, Sadullah Khan, the Abul Fazl of his

age, on 7th April, 1656, and Alt Mardan

Khan, the premier peer, on i6th April,

1657.* And, as the giants of old passed

away, the Emperor found no worthy

successors to them among the new faces

and younger men about him.f He had a1
-

' ready completed 67 lunar years,J and the

life of warfare and hardship that he had

gone through in his father’s latter years,

followed by the long ease of his own

tranquil reign, had undermined his body,

and he already felt the hand of age.

What would happen after him? That was

the question now present in

The qwstion of ^11 minds. Often and often
iiicceision.

talked with his

confidants about the future,§ arid that future

was most gloomy.

Shah Jahan had four sons. All of them

were past youth, and all had gained ex-

perience as governors of provinces and

commanders of armies. But there was no

brotherly love among them, though the

three younger princes,—Shuja, Aurangzib

and Murad Bakhsh, were usually, drawn

together by a common jealousy of the eldest,

Dara Shukoh, their father's favourite and

intended heir. The ill-feeling between

Dara and Aurangzib in particular was so

bitter and had continued growing bitterer for

sOtnany years past, that it was the talk of the

whole empire, and peace had been main-

tained between them only by keeping

Aurangzib far away from the Court and

his eldest brother.lf Everyone fprebpded

Waris, 57S, io8« j
Kambu, i^, A/. C/. ii, 436.

f Jfugat*i-Alamgiri, No. 48.

I 25th January, 1657, was,his 68th lunar birth-dayi

(Vvaris, laoS), while his 66th solar year began 15 days

earlier (Waris, 1196). '

^

i No. $4* ')

II
Hamiduddin'S tr. by me as

AnMvtss rf AutitngMih fa and 5, Masum, 6S, Kambu,

66, 1716, 174J, Aqil Khan,. 10.
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that the succession to Shah Jahan*s throne

would be disputed, and that a universal and
complicated civil war would deluge all

parts of India with blood, as soon as he

would close his eyes or oven earlier^

Shah Jahan had given clear indications

Dm Shttkoh, that.he wished to leaye the

tbe Heir deslg- crown to Dara. As this

natei prince was the eldest of the

four sons by the same mother^ the choice was
not an act of unjust partiality, but simply

followed the law of nature which gives the

eldest born authority and precedence above
the youger ones. In order to train him in

the administration of the empire and to

smooth the transfer of the supreme autho-
rity to him, the Emperor had kept Dara by
his side for many years past. The vice-

royalty of rich and long-settled provinces

like Allahabad, the Punjab, and Multan,

had been conferred on him, but he was
allowed to stay at his father’s Court and
govern them by deputies. At the same
time the Emperor bestowed on hirxi rank
and privileges which raised him to an
almost royal position, midway between the

Emperor and the other princes. Dara now
enjoyed the high title of Shah-i-buland-tqbal^

(King of Lofty Fortune), the unprecedented

His power an4 r^nk of a Commander of

influence at Forty Thousand Horse, and
Coim, income which many a
king might have envied. When he
attended Court he was allowed to sit near
thH Emperor on a gold chair only a little

lower than the throne.* Dara’s sons got

military ranks as high as those of the

Emperor’s younger sons, and his officers

were frequently ennobled by the Emperor.f
Dependent kings, tributary princes, offenders

under the Imperial wrath, aspirants to office

or title, all bought or begged Dara’s

mediation before they could approach the

Emperor. Government officials and new
recipients of titles, after having had
audience of the Emperor, were sent by him

.* Waris, 96a, (golden chair and title of Shah
Rjven lo Dara, 3rd Februaiy, 1655), 97«i 120a,

(L)ara*s pay was ij krores of rupees, januaiy, 1657),
^^3^1 (mansabs of all the princes). Kambu 6a (Dara
promoted to a cotrimand of 50,006 horse, 14th Sep-
tember),

76 (Dara promoted to a command of 60i00p

Q A w’ *W 0^ a kroreit aplli December),
86. Masum, 66.-.:

V4ris, 96e, it6o.

to pay their respects to the Crown Prinde.*

Much of the administration was latterly

conducted at Data's direction in the
Emperor's presence, or even by Dara alone
with permission to use the Emperor’s name
and seal. In short everything was done to

make the public familiar with the idea that

he was their future sovereign and to make
the transfer of the Crown to him on Shah
Jahan's death easy.

Dara was just turned of forty-two years.

views. great-grandfather Akbar.
In his thirst for pantheistic

philosophy he had studied f the Talmud and
the New Testament, the writings of the

Muslim SuRs, and the Hindu Vedanta. The
easy government of Allahabad had assisted

his natural inclination, and with the help

of a band of pandits he had tnade a Persian

version of the Upanishads. The title of

Majmna-uUBaharain (“the Mingling of Two
Oceans”) which he gave to another of his

works, as well as his prefatory remarks, t
prove that his aim was to find a meeting

* WariS, 85a (Ismail Hut presents a remarkable

horse to Dara), 916, n6a (Srinagar Rajah makes
Dara his meaiator), 876, 976 (Dara procures a
pardon).

f This account of Data's philosophical studies is

based on the extracts from the prefaces of his works as

given by Rieu in his British Museum Catalogue* Dara
wrote in Persian (i) Sirr^ul^asrar, a translation of 50

of the UpanishadSf completed on i July, 1657. (2)

Majmua^uUBaharaint a treatise on the technical

terms of Hindu pantheism and their e^ivalentS in Sufi

phraseology. (3) Dialogue ntith Baba Lai (really

recorded by Chandrabnan). (4) Safinat»ml^awliya

or lives of Muslim saints, completed on ix Tan., 1640;

(5) Sakinat-ul-awliya ov the life of Mian Mir, com-
pleted 1052 A. H. The 3nd, 3rd, and 4th are in the

khuda Bakhsh Library. See also Faiyag-uLqawanin,

377.388, for Data's correspondence ^th Shaikhs

Muhibullah and Dilruba;

{ He writes that although he Had perused the

Pentateuch, the Gospels, the Psalms an^ Other sacred

books, he had nowhere found the doctrine of Tauhid

or Pantheism explicitly taught but In the Kedos. and
more especially in the upanishads, contain their

essence. As Benares, the greet seat of Hindu learning

was under his rule, he called to^het the most learned

pandits of that place, and with their assbtance wrote

himself the translation of the Upainnhads j[Rieu, i, 54
to Sirvul^mdr), Elsewhere he^ Sirvui^eofitr), Elsewhere

smes that he had embraced the doctrine of the Sufis,

and having, ascertained; iti his thtercourse with Hindu
Fakirs that their dlveijieriee f^ the former was

vertSAl, he had written ^Majnma^uUBaharain
frith Uie object (d the two ^sterns (Rieu,
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point for Hinduism and Islam in those uni-

versal truths which form the common basis

of all true religions and which fanatics are

too apt to ignore in their zeal lor the mere

externals 01 faith. Alike from the Hindu
yogi Ul-dds and the Muslim ^ faqtr Sarmad,

his eclectic philosophy, and
at the feet of both he had sat as an atten-

tive pupil. But he was no apostate from

Islam/ Ife had compiled a biography of

Muslim saints, and he had been initiated as

a disciple of the Muslim saint Mian Mir,

which no kafir could have been. The
saintly Jahanara also speaks of Data as

her spiritual preceptor. The manifesto

in which Aurangzib as the champion of

Islamic orthodoxy denounces Dara for

Dara*s own wards in introducing to the

reader his theological works, clearly prove

that he • never discarded the essential

dogmas of Islam; he only displayed the

eclecticism of the Sufis, a recognised school

of Islamic believers. If he showed contempt
for the external rites of religion he only

shared the standpoint of many noble thinkers

of all churches, such as John Milton. How-
ever, his coquetry with Hindu philosophy

made it impossible for him, even if he had
the inclination, to pose as the champion of

orthodox and exclusive Islam, or to

roclaim a holy war against all who were

eyond the fold of the faith.

Then, again, his father’s excessive love

did him a distinct harm. He was always

heresy, ascribes to him no idolatrous prac-

tice or denial of Muham-
Chsrgf of mad’s prophetic mission,
heresy hrought . ,

,

iSStD^ following

faults
:

(i) Consorting with

Brahmans, yogis and sanyasis,—considering

kept at Court and never, except at the third

siege of Qandahar, sent to conduct

campaigns or administer
^^arscter of provinces. Thus he never

acquired experience in the

arts of war and government ; he never

them as perfect spiritual guides and ^knowers

of God*,— regarding the Veda as a divine

book, and spending his days in translating

and studying it.

(ii) Wearing rings and jewels inscribed

with the word Prabhu (‘‘lord”) in Hindi

letters.!

(iii) Discarding prayers, the fast during

learnt to judge men by the crucial test of

danger and difficulty
; and he lost touch

with the active array. Hence he was rendered

unfit for that war of succession which
among the Mughals served as a practical

test for the survival of the fittest. Basking
in the sunshine of his father’s favour and
flattered by an entire empire, Dara had

the month of Ramzan, and other canonical

ceremonies of Islam, as necessary only in the

case of the spiritually undeveloped,—while

he believed himself to be a man possessed

of a perfect knowledge of God.^

e During his stay in Kashmir, 1050 A. H., Dara
had become a disciple of the great Sun, Muila Shah
(who died in 1073)...... Dara received the initiation to

the Qadiri order iti 1049 from an eminent master,

Muhammad Shah Usanullah, one of the disciples of

Mian Mir. • He erected a sumptuous dome over Mian
Mir's tomb outside I^hore. Jahanara wrote the

Munis^uUarwaht a life of Shaikh Muinuddin Chishti,

into whose order she was initiated as a disciple,

murida (Rieu, 1, 54, 358 Sf 357). Dara used to

add to his signature the titles Qadiri and Hanifi,

which is not consistent with a profession of heresy.

f Prahku is simply a Sanskrit word meaning **one

able to punish and to bless'*, *'the supreme lord''. It
'

is not the name of any idol^ but an epithet the

Deity, as innocent of any connection with polytheism
’

as the Arabic term Raib^ul-alamin {'*Lord of the

Univer^”) applied to God in the Quran*

I Alamgirnamahi 34 and 35. Some other chai^
of heresy, such as the drinking of beer made from
sugar, were brot^t against Dara by Aurangrib,

if we can bdieve Masttm (710). /.

acquired some vices unworthy of a philo-

sopher and fatal to an aspirant to the

throne. Aurangzib in later life spoke of

Dara as proud, insolent to the nobles, and
ungovernable in temper and speech.* But
while rejecting this testimony of his mortal

enemy, we may at least believe that his

unrivalled wealth arul influence were not

likely to develop modleration, self-restraint,

or foresight in him ; while the fulsome

flattery which he received from all must
have aggravated the natural pride and
arrogance of an heir to the thr6ne of Delhi.

The detailed account of his siege of

Qandahar, ,written by an admirer, shows
him in the odious light of an incompetent

braggart! almost insane with conceit,

• Ruqat^i^Alamgirif Nos. $, 47, 53. Anecdotes of

Auranggiht {3 and 4. In the Adab (2606) Aurangzib
writes to Shah Jahan that Dara's only qualifica-

tions lor winning his father's fdvour were 'Hattery,

smoothness of tongue, and much laughing, while

in carrying ^ out any business entrusted by his

father his heart was not in conformity with his

tongue.”
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capricious and childish in the management

of affairs. His history during the war of

succession clearly proves that, with all the

wealth and influence he had enjoyed for

years, he could secure very few devoted

followers or efiicient lieutenants. Evidently

he was no judge of character. Men of

ability and self-respect must have kept

away from such ^ vain and injudicious

master, while the mercenary self-seekers of

the army and Court must have recognised

that in following him against the astute and
experienced Aurangzib they would be only

backing the losing side. Dara was a loving

husband, a doting father, and a devoted

son; but as a ruler of men in troubled

times he must have been a failure. Long
continued prosperity had unnerved his

character and made him incapable of

planning wisely, daring boldly, and achiev-

ing strenuously,—or if, need be, of wresting

victory from the jaws of defeat by desperate

effort or heroic endurance. The darling of

the Court was utterly out of his element in

the Camp. The centre of a circle of flatter-

ing nobles and ministers knew not how to

make a number of generals obey one

masterly will and act in harmony and

concert. Military organisation and tactical

combination were beyond his power. And
he had never learnt by practice how to

guide the varying tides of a battle with

the coolness and judgment of a true general.

This novice in the art of war was destined

to meet a practised veteran as his rival for

the throne.*

However dark the future might look,

for the present things were going on well

with Shah Jahan. The usual Court festivals

were celebrated as they came round. The
victory over Bijapur led to the playing of

joyous music, and the granting of rewards
and titles, f Marriages took place among

^

his grand children. He held durbars with'
his usual magnificence, and received or

sent off generals and viceroys, ambassadors
and scholars.

Prom Mukhlispur Shah Jahan had re-

turned to Delhi at the end of April, 1657,

• Kambu, 9a, loa, 1510 ;
Alamgirnama/if ^

;

Aqil

33.

t Klmbu, 56,

Illness of Shah
Jahan t

Here, on 6th September, he suddenly fell

^ ill of stranguary and cons-
tipation.* For one week
the royal physicians toiled

in vain. The malady went on increasing

;

his lower limbs swelled, his palate and
tongue grew very dry, and at times symp-
tonis of fever appeared. During all this

period the patient took no food or nourish-
ment, and the medicines produced no effect

on him. His weakness was extreme add
his pain intense, though borne with heroic

fortitude.

The daily durbar was stopped
; the

Emperor even ceased to show his face to

the public from tthe balcony as was his

wont every morning; the courtiers were
denied access to his sick-bed, which only
Dara and a few trusted officers watched.
Immediately the wildest rumours spread
through the empire : Shah Jahan was dead,
and Dara was keeping the fact a secret

till he had ensured his own succession I

After a week the doctors at last got
control over the malady. Soup of mint
and manna did him great good, and he felt

some relief. But the needs of empire are

imperative. So, on i4th September the

patient dragged himself to the window of

his bed-room {kkwabgah) and showed his

face to the anxious public standing outside,

to prove that he was still alive! Large
sums were given away in charity, prisoners

were released, and Dara was covered with
rewards and honours for his filial care.

But the improvement in the Emperor’s
condition had been slight ; he had still

to be carefully treated and nursed
; and his

weakness continued. It was more than a
month ( 15th October ) before he again
appeared at the window in 'view of the
public, though papers were taken to his

chamber ostensibly to be read out for his

orders, and royal letters were* still issued

in his name and stamped with his seal.

The acute stage of the disease had passed,

no doubt. But his death was now regarded
as only a question of time. He knew it,

and appointed Dara as his successor in the
presence of the nobles. Then, with his

mind freed from earthly cares, he went to

* For the history of the illness, Kambu, 6a, ja
;

ALamgirnamah, 27, 80-8 r. Masum, 29^-30^;
Isard^, 76-90.
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Agra to die there* quietly in si^ht of the

of the wife he had loved^so well.

Jife ji tiieimrtd
A change of air had also

been advised by the doctors.

On iSth October Shah
Jal^Q left Delhi and moved by easy stages

tb Agra. Samighat, on the Jumna, six

miles above Agra Fort, was reached on
^th November, and here he waited for an
auspicious day. The journey had com-
pletely restored him to health and he now
discarded drugs as unnecessary. On the

26th, the day chosen by the astrologers,

he made a royal progress from Bahadur-
pisra, down the Jumna, in a State barge,

the people thronging both banks for miles

and miles to gaze on their beloved and long-

lost ruler. Shouts of prayer and blessings for

him filled the air. In this way he entered

Agra city and put up in Dara*s mansion
on the river-bank. After nine days he
entered his sumptuous palace in the Fort

and there held a durhar. At Agra he lived

for the next five months. To Agra he re-

turned after a short and futile eKort to

return to Delhi (April), and from Agra Fort

he was destined never again to issue in life.

During Shah Jahan’s illness Dara constant-

ly Watched by his bedside; but he also

stopped the visit of others to the sick-

chamber. Only three or four officers of the

highest trust and the Court physicians had
access to the Emperor. **Dara tended and

Dsn's dcvodoa nursed his father beyond
to his fsther in the utmost limit of possibi-
hls illness. lity.” But he showed no
indecent haste to seize the crown. All

urgent orders wer^e issued by him, but in

the Emperor’s name.f He exercised su-

preme authority and transacted the affairs

of State at his own will, but merely as

his father’s agent. The transfer of power
to his own hands, he hoped, would be

easy, aod he might wait for his father’s

death without any harm to the work of

the State. He had so long occupied

in the public eye the place at the right

hand of the Emperor that he naturally ex-

pected that his ekercise of authority on
behalf of his invalid father would be accept-

ed without question.

When Shah Jahan’s illness first took a

favourable turn (14th September), he heaped
on Dara promotion and rewards worth 2^
lakhs of rupees, and again on 20th December
presented him with one krore of rupees be-

sides jewellery valued at 34 lakhs, in

recognition of his filial piety and tender

nursing during the Emperor’s illness. Dara’s

rank was raised to that of a Commander
of Sixty Thousand Horse, and his eldest

two sons were promoted Commanders of

15,000 and 10,000 troopers respectively.*

After the first week of illness Shah Jahan,

as we have already seen, felt some relief,

but no hope of recovery. So he piously set

Dw. i. .oml-
BMUd br Stub world. Calling to

Jahan as his sue- his presence some coiifiden-

cessor, hist does tial courtiers and the chief
not assume the officers of the State, he
crown.

made his last will before

them, and ordered them to * obey Dara

henceforth in everything, at all times, and

in every place, as their sovereign. To Dara

as his successor he gave the advice to seek

to please God, to treat the public well, and

to care for the peasantry and the army-t

Dara now had the supreme power in his

hand, though he did not assuine the crown

but continued to iBSue orders in his father’s

name. The history of the next eight months

is the history of his attempt to strengthen

his position,—an attempt often thwarted

by the necessity of taking Shah Jahan’s

consent in important matters, and also

by his own faults of judgment. His policy

lacked that strength and singleness of

purpose which jt ^might have gained

if he had been the absolute niaster of the

realm, or if Shah jahan, in full possession

of his physical powers, had dictated every

step himself.

First of all he coold no longer retain

He attempts to Jumla, the confidant

etreagthea hli and partisan of his rival

owa position. Aurangzib, as. Prime Minis-

ter of the Empire, Towards the end of

September he was removed from the wazir-

ship, and his son, Muhammad Amin,, who
had been acting as his vicar at Delhi, was
forbidden entrance to the office. Orders

were also sent to Mir Jumla, Mah^at Khan,
and other Imperial officets to mtum from

* Kambu, Bi. * Kambu, 60, 76.

fKambUiyi. f Kambu, 86.
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the Deccan* to the Court with the re-

inforccfnents that they had led to Aurang-

zib’s army for the Bijapur war.

In the case of Mir Jumla the order of

recall was not peremptory ; he was first of

all to secure the surrender of Parainda fort

from the Bijapuris. But Mahabat Khan
and Rao Satar Sal were commanded to

come away immediately with the Muham-
madan and Rajput troops respectively of

the supplementary force ; and this they did

without waiting to take leave of Aurang-

zib. They returned to Agra and had

audience of the Emperor on 26th Decem-

ber.f

Meantime Dara’s partisans and followers

received from the Emperor promotions and
high administrative offices, and even the

province of Bihar was given to him in

addition to the Punjab and Multan. Dara
also set about acquiring new friends

:

Khalilullah Khan was promoted and

appointed Subahdar of Delhi
;
Qasim Khan

was tempted with the viceroyalty of

Guzerat from which it was decided to

remove Murad .j!

By the middle of November Shah Jahan
was completely recovered, and important

matters which had hitherto been kept from

him, could no longer be withheld. Dara,

therefore, told him how Shuja had crowned
himself and was advancing from Bengal.

Shah Jahan consented to an army being

sent against him, under the leadership of

of Rajah Jai Singh. But
sent only a prince could

a prince, Dara's

eldest son Sulaifiian Shukoh

was joined in the command.
This force, 22,000 strong, left Agra on 30th

November, and encountered Shuja near

Benares on 14th February, 1658, as we shall

see. Dara’s most trusted friends and best

generals were sent to support his son, and
thus he greatly weakened himself at Agra.§

Meantime equally alarming news had
arrived from Guzerat. There Murad had
murdered his diwan AH Naqi (early * in

October)j looted Surat city (early in Novem-

Annies
aaainst J

mmd
Amagsib.

ber), and finally crowned himself (sidi
"

December). At first Dara sent hitn a littiet!

purporting to proceed from the Emperl^v

.

transferring him from Guzerat to BerahV;
Dara thereby hoped to set one foe against ;

another, as Berar was included in Aurang-
zib’s viceroyalty. Murad saw through the

plan, laughed the order to scorn, and
neither moved from Guzerat nor acted
against Aurangzib.* As yet Aurangzib had
done no overt act of disloyalty or prepara-

tion for war. But ‘*Dara feared him most.”
He learnt that Aurangzib had allied himself,

with Murad and Shuja, and at the same
time was secretly intriguing with the nobles

of the Court and the officers of the army.
Strong letters were, therefore, sent out in

the Emperor’s name recalling Mir Jumla
and the remaining geperals from the

Deccan (early in December), and on i8th

and 26th December two armies were des-

patched to Malwa, the first to oppose the

advance of Aurangzib from the South and
the second to march into Guzerat and oust

Murad from the province, or, if necessary,

to stay in Malwa and co-operate with thje

first force, t
The leadership of these two armies had

gone abegging. Noble after noble had
been offered the posts, but had declined,

saying that they were ready to fight to the

last drop of their blood under the Emperor
or Dara in person, but could not of them-
selves presume to resist to the bitter end a
prince of the imperial blood. The rash

Ra.thor Chief Jaswant alone had consented

to fight Aurangzib and even promised to

bring him back a prisoner.^: So, he was
sent (18 Dec.) io Ujjain as governor of

Malwa, vice Shaista Khan^ whose j>resence

so near Aurangzib gave Dara ground of

fear. Such a great noble and near kins-

man of the Emperor could not be safely

left close to the rebel frontier as his

adhesion to the two younger princes would
have greatly increased their strength aiid

influence. Shaista Khan Had served with
Aurangzib in the Golkonda and Bijapiir

wars and there was a brisk and friendly

* Kambu, 6Si loa
;

Afani^irnamah, 29.

t f^mbtt, 5S, 6S, IoA, 8a ,^Aqi^I^^

t Kambtt, iiZ i Fatyag^-ul^qawanin, 413, 4<4*

«j Kambu, ps and b ; Aiamgimamah, 31 ; Khj^

5 ; Mamm, 326-^^

e Kambu, loa and S* Xia; FaiyaM^ulmqawanint

414,420^
'

t Kambu, loe
; Alamgifn^niah, 29, 34 f Aqil Khan,

ao&ai.
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correspondence between the two. Murad
had even planned to dash into Malwa,
aeiae Sbaista Khan, and force him to join

his aide! So Shaista Khan was recalled to

the capital, where he secretly served Au-
ni.ngzib’s cause.* Qasim Khan was induced
to accept the command of the second army
by being created governor of Guzerat in the

place of Murad.
While giving leave to the three armies

sent from Agra, §hah Jahan had besought
their generals to spare the lives of his

ounger sons, to try at first to send them
ack to their provinces by fair words if

possible! otherwise by a demonstration of

force, and not, except in extreme need,

resort to a deadly battle, f

In January 1658, the news of further

developments reached Agra. Aurangzib

^
had arrested Mir Jumla,

AttrMgzIbopen- ^2^5 coming to Delhi

in obedience to Imperial

orders, and seized his

wealth, troops, and artillery. The Prince, no
doubt, wrote a lying letter to the Emperor
saying that he had arrested Mir Jumla for

treasonable intrigue with Bijapur and neg-

lect of the Imperial business
; X but Data

knew the true reason. Murad had captured

Surat Fort, and the preparations of the two
brothers to advance into Hindustan could

not be kept concealed any longer. Aurang-

zib*8 Vanguard began its northward march
from Aurangabad on 25th January. At last

all the three younger princes had rebelled

;

they had dropped the mask, or, in - the

language of the Persian annalists, ^*the

curtain had been removed from the face of

the afbir.”

At Dara’s instigation the Emperor threw

into prison Isa Beg, the court agent of

Aurangzib, and attached his property. But
after a time he felt ashamed of such perse-

cution, released the innocent man, and let

him go to his master, whom he joined at

Burhanpur early in March. §

« Kambu, iia, Alarngirnamaht 114; Aqil Khan,

21; FatvaB^uhqawanin, 426, For Aurangzib's

friendly correspondence with Shaista Khan, see Adab,
102a—*1x30.

^ Masum, 45^; Aqil Khan, 21 ; Kambu, ixa.

X Alamgimamaht 84 ; Khafi Khan, ii, 9 j Adab, 95a,

67 b, Aqil Khan 19, 20, 22.

} dl0iM|girii«imib, 35and39; Aqil Khan, 18 and 23.
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Shah Jahan^s severe illness and withdrawal
from the public gaze had at once created a

popular belief that he was dead. Dara
guarded the sick-bed day and night ; none

Dara tries to ^ut one or two ministers in

cut off news of his confidence had access
Shah Jahan. to the Emperor. Even the

people of Delhi, therefore, had reason to

suspect that Shah Jahan was no more.

The rumour spread to the farthest provinces

with the proverbial speed of ill news. The
evil was aggravated by Dara’s injudicious

action. To smooth the path of his own
accession, he set men to watch the ferries

and stop all letters and messengers going

to his brothers in Bengal, Guzerat, and the

Deccan. He also kept their court agents

under watch lest they should send any
report to their masters.*

But this only wrought greater mischief.

Alarm, suspi- Ignorance and uncertainty

don, and confu- are more dangerous than
sion throttghofst the knowledge of truth,
the Empire* ^he princes and people in

the distant provinces, with their regular

news-letters from the Court suddenly stop-

ped, naturally concluded that the worst had
already come to pass. What letters they

got indirectly only confirmed the belief.

While their official news-writers and court-

agents at the capital were being guarded
by Dara, other people of the city contrived

to smuggle letters out to the princes, offer-

ing their devotion and reporting the gossip

of the market-place about the condition

of Shah Jahan, which was a compound of

truth and falsehood.^ It was clearly the

interest of such men, who from their low
position had no access to the inner circle

of the Court, to send misrepresentations

likely to fan the ambition of the younger
princes. Above all, the princess Raushan-
rai intrigued vigorously for Aurangzib from
within the harem and guarded his inter-

ests:!: as against Dara’s.

Shah Jahan being given up as dead, all

the confusion and disorder of a Mughal
succession broke out, and the evil was. in-

tensified by the expectation of a foursided

duel between his sons, each with the army

* Alamgtmamah, 98 ; Kambu, 88 ; Faiyaa^uU
qtmanin, 418 ; Masum. 300 and 8.

f Kambu, 88.

X Alamgirnamah,



and resources Of a province at his back.

Everyarhere lawless men caused tumults,

the tyots refused to pay the revenue, the

zamindars disobeyed the local governors

or tried to rob and conquer their rivals;

foreign powers, especially in the north-east,

violated the frontiers and made inroads

into the Imperial territory. ^ Wicked men
of eveiy class took<advantege of- the politi-

cal trouble to raise their heads, and thereby

added to the disorder. The local authori-

ties were paralysed by uncertainty and
anxiety about the future, and law and

'

order suddenly disappeared in many places.*

Such is the curse of autocracy : when the

one central authority, from which all have
been accustomed to receive their orders

and to which they had ever taught them-
selves to look up for guidance, ceases to

exist, all the officers become bewildered and
helpless like children.

The younger princes in their provinces

got ready to contest the

throne. Shuja and Murad

themselves crowned themselves. Au-
rangzib played a cool and

waiting game, while carefully increasing
his resources and army. Even when Shah
Jahan began to show his face to the public

again, the mischief did not cease. It was
openly said all over the empire that Shah
Jahan was really dead, and that a slave

who bore some resemblance to him, disguis-

ed in the Imperial robes, personated him
on the high palace balcony, and received

the aalatns of the public standing below.*!

Letters in Shah Jahan’shand and seal were
issued to the princes and the nobles, but
they did not remove the suspicion. Murad
echoed the sentiments of others when he
asserted that these letters were really written
by Dara, an expert tmitatof of Shah Jahan’s
hand, and that the late Emperor’s seal was
necessarily in the possession of his succes-

sQr.:( Even those who did not go so far,

* Ahmgirnamah, 27 and 28 ; Kaihbu, Masum,
The Rajah of Kiich Bihar micM Northern

Bened and ICamrupy while an Assamese army occupi-*

ed K^rup including 6aiihatt. (Fathij^J^ihrixyd,
oand7). The officiar histoty d/amsgiV-W Auiangaib's lecim to Shah Jahan in the
ddaS spitok^Qf the the country tensed by

t Muaim;';|aaand.:a!«: '
; V

A a ilialier

fa^lkilh Ihah io

{Aought with Aurangeib As^tShah lafam
was either dead or a helpless invalid
under Data’s control, so - that he
practically vacated the throne/ Some evAi
asserted that Data had wickedly Sung his
helpless father into prison add wat doing
him to death.* The three younger brothers,
Aerefore, very plausibly asserted in their
letters to the Emperor that their loving

minds had been unsettlraa^^ march on aljtrming rumour^^ and they were marching on
Agra to see their father with their own eyes
and satisfy themselves as to his real condi-
tion. Thereafter (they promised) they
would return peacefully to their provinces
or loyally do whatever their father would
personally command them. Their marching
on Agra was no 8i|;n .of rebellion. Had
they not hastened thither from their head
quarters without waiting ifor permission,
when they heard of Jahanara being burnt ?

And was not Shah Jahan’s present illness a
more serious affair and a greater cause of

anxiety to them ? Thus argued Murad in one
of his letters.*!*

When the agents of Aurangzib and Murad
at the Imperial Court wrote to their masters
that the Emperor had fully recovered,.

Murad frankly refused to accept such letters

as genuine. For, Dara had previously

imprisoned these agents and their houses
were still watched by his men ; they could
not communicate the truth, but had to

write to the dictation of Data’s secretary.

Hence their letters ’ contained only what
Dara wished his brothers to believe. No-
thing (Murad argued) would disclose the

truth except a march on Agm aiid an
interview with the Emperor himBell:|:;

Seeing is believing.

Events moved apace. On soth March,
1658, Aurangzib set out from Burhanpur,
crossed Ac Narmada on jrd ^A
Murad on the Z4A and attacked ik^ IjmperiaL

army the next day. The oeriiod ojf intrigue
and dipioma.cy now enas, : and the appeal
to Ae aAitrament of the sword begins. \

aame^le of hand, as the
,

(

adpte Aixian i4sik^ of thii: !

^ :^V
C">,!

' i'/-

[Mturtii. o{ the .two in
|i^ B.hhah Uhnwy
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THE REVOLT OF WOMAN IN THE WEST

I
T 18 hiurdly possible to convey the true

position of Woman, in the West to
East^ readersi if one ignores entirely

tile amazing rebellion that is permeating
her life. The writer of an article on the
subject in a recent issue of this magazine,
states “that woman’s condition in all

countries is sad servitude.’’ True. And why ?

half grown man is of course a tyrant.

And so it has come about that the rule of
man in the world has for many centuries
meant the serfdom of woman.^* (Love’s
Coming of Age.’’ Ed. Carpenter. Swan
Sonnenschein and Co.). The same idea
seems to occur to the writer of “Woman in
the West.’’ He speaks of man, as “the
same gross brutal egoist everywhere,’’ and
couples with “the disdainful indifferent
man-brute’’ the “stunted, weak, timid, de-
pendent, and ignorant slave-woman.’’
Since this state of tyranny and serfdom are
coinplementary, what is left for woman but
rebellion? In England, such rebellion is

evident not only in the vast class of women
that do not come under the head of upper
and lower class, but in these classes them-
selves. There are factory girls and titled
ladies in England to-day, who are moulding
a grander life for women of the future;
and consequently for men and children.
These women have endured the tyranny of
th« piano and the tyranny of starvation, to
say nothing 'of that of man. But in the
fact that they have rebelled, lies the supe-
riority in their position to that of Woman in
thp East. Such comparisons would ^
likely to induce petty feelings, were it not
for the fact that the progress of the one is

of the other. The passionate
fight for Woman's freedom in the West will
mon surely be echoed in the East. Men,
and women having become equals and
comrades, Eastern married, life will be
relieved of thO dead weight that too often
ch^cteirises it now ; and the spegd of
sowl pmgrem wUrim do

Woman revolted ? First and foremost, she

has revolted against her economic depend-
ence on man, and against marriage as a

profession. To earn her own living present-

ed the only alternative. Many unhappily
married women have undertaken any work
that offered, rather than exist in a state

which to them was nothing less than lega-

lised prostitution. Some, passing through
the fires of suffering and experience, gained

a clear sighted view of the situation, and
set about the task of elucidating their ideas,

and infecting others with them. Conse-

quently, today for a large class of women,
the choice of a profession is quite naturally

undertaken by the parents and by the girls

themselves. Such a change in the outlook of

womanhood has led to other developments.

In many families girls are receiving as good

an education as boys. Any special talent

that shows itself is being fostered and train-

ed, and the result has been a plentiful crop

of women artists, writers, and musicians.

Other girls whose parents show opposition

to the tendency, break into open rebellion,

and strike out on independent lines for

themselves. It may not be that every girl

that has made a bid for freedom, has cons-

ciously done so at first as a protest against

the economic dependence on man. Those

of artistic temperament, for instance* may
have done so in search of a fuller life, far

removed from the petty exclusive atmos-

phere of the home. Whatever the original

motive, the result is always the samey-a

slackening of the idea of the unquestioning

subjection of woman to man. Openings for

women as Sanitary In8pector8,Tactory Ins-

pectors,Medica1 inspectors. Municipal Health

Visitors, and many others of social tendency,

have served to develop a social conscious-

ness which was not possible in the cramped

life of the home. The result of sudian
awakehing has moused in wonian a moral

passion for the wrongs of her sex. Many
evils in the/ domestic life of the wortog
j^latses eiy aloud far woujatfs interv^opf
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' Female docton and lawyers have sprung

into existence, and above all, the female

political agitator. The woman who has

developed along these lines is creating a

newtypeof womanhood, a type more nearly

approaching the heroic. Her subjection

can never again enter into the marriage

relationship. It follows that the conven-

tional “lady" dis^pears. Henceforth the

atmosphere of the drawing-room is

suffocating, with its enervating luxuri-

ousness and the empty life for which it

stands. A feature of English modern archi-

tecture is worth noting here. Instead of

the two rooms usually set aside for dining-

room and drawing-room, one room only,

of generous and dignified proportions, is

designed. In middle class houses it is

called the “common-room," and in the

cottages it is called the “living-room." The
latter contains a cooking stove, thereby

combining the “back kitchen" and the

“front parlour". The “front parlour" is a

reflection of the drawing-room, but it is

never used, and reeks of musty respectabi-

lity
; while the “back kitchen" where the

family really lives is a poky little place,

overcrowded, unhealthy, and provocative

of much ill temper. The aforesaid inodi-

fications in domestic architecture Radicate

clearly that in women’s province a new do-

mesthp order is appearing.

"Yet it must never be forgotten that nothing short

emancipation . -

mercial system, with its barter of human labour and

Human love for gain, is done away, and not till a

whole new code of ideals and customs of life have

come in, will women really be free. ITiey must

remember that their cause is also the cause of the

oppressed laborer over the whole earth, and the laborer

Has to remember that his cause is theirs."

• • * *

"The freedom of Woman must ultimately rest on

the communism of society—which alone can give her

support during the period of motherhood, witho^
forcing her into dependence on the arbitrary will w
one man, Whilpthe present effort of women towards

earning their own economic independence is a heathy
sign and a necessary feature of the times, it is evident

that it alone will not entirely solve the problem, sina
it is just during the difliralt ytears « motherhood,

when support is most needed, thgt the woman is least

capable of earning it for beriself." .
. ^ ^

(hmingof E. C.

It is deemed by many, ikhat

losing her womanlinesa by ind^iKinde^j
freedbqi and adf-aMertioxi. Tlic 4***^*®

arises-^What is wonttniiness ? b it realiwed

in ‘^graceful incapacity," or in Ae many
other soft, weak, and clinging attributes,

so priceless as a foil to man’s manliness ?

Is it well that her body should be pinched
and squeezed into unnatural shapes to suit

a fleeting, flimsy, and foolish fashion ? That
;

her skin should be unhealthy and white,

and her muscles flabby ? Let us decently

bury such a type of womanhood, duly ob-

serving conventional rites, lest her ghost

arises to remind us of what once had been.

Rather true womanliness lies in a free-

moving, strong, well proportioned and
healthy body, with a corresponding mind-
fit for the Mothers of the Race, On the

subject of Woman, Walt Whitman writes :

—

"They are not one jot less than I am,
They are tanned in the face by shining suns

and blowing winds,

Their flesh has the old divine suppleness

and strength,

They know how to swim, row, ride, wrestle,

shoot, run, strike, retreat,

advance, resist, defend themselves.

They are ultimate in their o^ right—
they are calm, clear, well-

possessed of themselves."

Many women prominent in the emancipa-
tion of the West, have a decidedly masculine

type of mind, and are somewhat lacking

in the maternal instinct. This fact leads

shallow critics astray. That such a type

exists, is of the utmost value to the purely

feminine, who by nature being more frail

than men, and possessing the intuitive

faculty rather than the reasoning, find them-

selves in a helpless position. Thus the

purest attributes of her sex, have served as

the impetus to man’s tyranny, and have led

to her subjection in all their relations,

'^Sometimes it seems possible that a hew sex is bn.

the make—like the feminine neuter of Ants and Bees—
not adapted for child-bearing, but with a marvellous

and perfect instinct of social service, indispensable

for the maintenance of the common lifo^ Certainly

most ^ those who strt freeing themselves—often with

serious struggles—from the "lady" Ch^salis, are fired

with an ardent social enthusiasm ; ahd If they may
personally differ in some re^eebi from the average
of their sex, it is certain that their efforts will result

in a tremendous improvement in ihe general position

thdr more coRtmonplaoe sisteii;^

E,Cn

That Woman in ; West is in a sad
plight, np-one would depy, teit salvation

m at bantk “Who wmld Ireti himself

ttmt Most tmt is this
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tts. If SUkeipesuRe hid

be4i^ anidU life, the m^teh^
V .of hi8 thoughts would

• ^ been set dowh for the^^^^'l^
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posterity. If Christ had done his b^e

the carpentet’s shop, the most sbihf

^ng sample of manly perfection and the

iplendid prospect of the Fatherhood of C^d
and the Brotherhood of man, culminating

in the hope of the life beyond, would hot

have been handed down to us. Wherever

we note the results of a great life we* see

that it was caused by ceawless effort, stre-

nuous living, and endless self-culture. Each

of us has his gift. If you have a poem in

your mind write it down, however feebly.

Prefection is the result only of drudgery,

and that is the reason of the saying

;

**Genius is an infinite capacity for taking

pains.*’

Consider the evolution of Nature—how
slow it is, measured by our standards of

time. In the field we see the tillage, then

the sowing, then the sprouting of the seed,

followed by the shooting of the stem, the

bud, and, finally, the full bloom of the

Sower.

Gradual Progress.

All through Nature there is this same
gradual progression. Can we hope to deve-

lop our powers more rapidly, and should

we not learn from this and be well content

to make our gradual progress ? We cannot

see the Sowers grow, nor can we see our

own intellectual progression. Day by day,

as we study and work we are moving for-

ward. God made the earth of countless

atoms. He covered it with numberless

green, things and many-hued details of

shrub, bloom and tree. I'he sea is colourless

if you take a little in your hand. But as

you look at all these millions and millions

of infinitesimal particles you see the earth

in ail its beauty, and the sea in all its

grandeur* So it4s with our daily life. We
toil and drudge, we bear the burden and

beat of the day, we are. weary and depres-

sed, and when a new day dawns we see

the fruits of our labour in some completed

and satisfying work. As the Psalmist says :

duu sow in teais shall reap in He that

goii^loi^ wespeth, bearing piedoiis sh^

'

pom

only again

joy isthat and

. THB;'PlGOTTy':'OpV.L^

Though bdore the eyes oT omnipotent

Providence we must seem small and in-

significant, we each have our part in the

great scheme of the Universe, and it is

expected of us that we bear our part

worthily. The ideal of life is a gradual

evolution towards perfection. All our trials

and struggles are part of that evolution,

and, remembering this, we cannot lose

heart. To ourselves, however, our own life

is the paramount thing. A French poet

said: “My life is but a little thing; but

it is—my life.” Whether our life is big or

little depends upon ourselves. If we desire

to make it big, fruitful and complete, our

desire must result in effort. However small

our life may be, it is necessary to the

schecne of the universe or we should not be

living at all. If we only regard our daily

work as necessary to the whole living race

and the races to come (as it surely is), no

task can be ignoble and no endeavour

unfruitful.

Before we can command success we must

be competent and we must be confident ir

that competence. That is self-reliance, li

you have not yet read Emerson’s essay on

self-reliance, I advise you to do so. In time

of doubt and difficulty it is like the voice

of a strong friend cheering you. *Tet a

man, then, know his worth and keep things

under his feet,” he says.

*'Let him not peep or steal, or skulk up or down
with the air of a charity b(^, a bastard, or an inter-

loper, in the world which exists for him. . . . lnsi.st on

yourself
; never imitate. Your own gift you can

present every moment with the cumulative force of

a whole life’s cultivation ; but of the adopted talent

of another you have only an extemporaneous, half-

possession. That which each can do best, none but

his Maker can teach him. . . . Where is the master
who could have taught Shakespeare? . . . Do that

which is assigned thee, and thou canst not hope too

much or dare too much.*’

And again,

“To believe your own thought, to believe that what
is true for you in yoiir private heart, is true for all

men—that is genivs^ Speak your latent conviction,

and it shall be the universal sense
;
for alwews the

inmost becomes the outmost^ atid thought
is rendered back to us by the tmiiqp^ of the
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traditions, aihd $iiqW:^ wltat idw^

thought. A Idl^Id ddh^
. add liratcn

that gleam o! %l^;

from within; idott

of bards atid sagas; Vet hd dMiss^ without notice

;

his thought, because it is his. lli every

! we recognise our own rejected thoughts ;r they come
back to us with a certain alienated niijesty. Great
works of art have no more affecting lessoh for us
than this. They teach us to abide by our spontaneous

impression with good humoured inflexibility, the most
when the whole cry of voices is on the other side.

Else to-morrow a stranger will say with masterly good
sense, precisely what we have thought and relt all

the time, and we shall be forced to take with shame
our own opinion from another."

I will take one more stirring passage from
this essay, because it hints so plainly at the

Divine Providence that in times of inspira-

tion we feel working within us.

r/

tiiiifiin^; itie mi^
(Nrga»s to such a state

is Able to withstand eaifdty il^
that is put Upon him.

lo the remorseless cochpetitiOn

modem business life a similar attain is piut

upon the mental capacity^ Have you ever
thought of training your mind to meet it?

Few men think of it, but those who do are
stronger for it. The mind is a m3fsteriou8

element which we are unable to fathom.
It governs the body, and as we know, it is

so potent that it even shapes the body.
People judge other people by their faces.

That is to say, they discern in a man’s face

the impress of his mind. An imbecile has
a vacant expression. A keen mind produces

a keen looking face.

I remember discussing a financial mag-
nate with another man. The magnate in

I A Confident Attitude.

"Trust thyself : every heart vibrates to that iron

string. Accept the place the Divine Providence h.is

found for you
;
the society of your contemporaries,

the connection of events. Great men have always
t done so, and confided themselves childlike to the

I
genius of their age, betraying their perception that

• the Eternal was stirring at the heart, working through
I their hands, predominating in all their being. And we
1 are now, men, and must accept in the highest mincl the
? same transcendent destiny . and not pinched in comer,
not cowards fleeing before a revolution, but redeemers
and benefactors, pious aspirants to be noble clay
plastic under the Almighty effort, let us advance and
advance on Chaos and the Dark."

Does this passage not inspire us in our
lowliest and humblest work ? Is it not a
grand destiny to form a part in a great

Bcheme planned by an all-wise Providence,

working out His will, subordinate to it,

but necessary to its perfection ? And should
we not in our smallest work, strive to make
our labours worthy of the noble fabric

which we are permitted to weave If we
^re to make a real success of our lives, we
must develop and use the talents with
which the Creator has endowed us.

Training the Mind.

We come, theii, to the question of the

methods by which we are to do our best

work ^nd how we are to fit ourselves to fill

our allotted place in life. The athlete

drains himself for the strain o/ the race.
^

In

^ athletic oontest the body is sharply- tried.

The heart and lungs are called upon to do
a mfAmbttnt of «tm^w but by aitful

question, I pointed out, has a very indolent

air, and at a casual glance looks very stupid.

**Yes/* said my friend, **but when you catch

him looking at you, you are struck by the

fact that he has a very intelligent eye.”

A sage once remarked, “No clever man
ever had a lack-lustre eye.” I doubt if any
very bad man has a serene face. Certainly

he would not have a clear gaxe. Such
things are the external manifestations of

the mind. The hypnotist exercises his in-

fluence through his eyes. The human voice,

as shown by the orator, has its effect in pro-

ducing emotions in the listener. The vc^
expression plays its part, as a sympathetic

look can take the place of volumes of words.

All these things are directly influenced by

the mind, and the stronger your mind is the

more forcibly will you impress your will

and your personality upon the people with

whom you come in contact.

Start right away upon the prelimtimry

training of the intellect, because its ftfree

in daily life depends upon the power with

which you can exercise it, and that power
can only be developed by careful study.

First of all, you should strengthen your

intellect by reading good literature, and
whenever you come across a fine passage

you should memorise it.

It was said of Macaula3r that if every

copy of Milton’s Paradise LostV were
accidentally destroyed, he could feplace it

from his memory down lo each comma. He
trained bia wondcridl aiemory ih fhcfoUoW^
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ing wfty he was reading a book,
to w at the end of each page and

to lecoUect what that page was
this so carefully that gradu-

to himself to such a pitch that

a page* or a
dr even an article, he could repeat it

A Cultivated Memory.

if you will follow this practice you will

tod that your memory will be wonderfully
strengthened. More than this, you will lay

yuur mind a vast store of literary

treasure that will reflect itself in your speech
and writing, and influence your thought in

the most desirable manner. Take the best

literary models and commit the passages to

memory. John Bright, one of the most
famous orators that ever lived, took the
Bible, for his model, and became so familiar
with its style that his speeches reflecting

that style were remarkable for the purity,

grace and splendour of their diction. The
example of Demosthenes, whose name will

ever live as an orator, is a shining light to

the struggling man. He had an impediment
in his speech, of which he cured himself by
putting pebbles in his mouth and declaim-
ing on the seashore. If you have a talent,

you can develop it even if you possess some
physical or mental disqualification. How
much less should you be discouraged if you
have no such drawback ?

How TO Memorise.

Start training your memory with poetry,

and learn it by reading it out loud. If you
toad it merely, you have only the eye to

help you recall it. If you speak it, the

toupd of the words helps you to remember
thii^ Blank verse is more difficult to me-

models you
'hquto ^ nobility of diction and thought at

the ttoe that you are further strengthening
your mind; Moreover, you will learn how
to express your thoughts, both in words and
writing,

^
tersely and suecinctly, Prose is

harder still to team, but when you can learn

;

it :eiuily, y6u will know that you have a
eultivated metoory that will serve you well

ttyonabiiM rememberuHhat you toa^
vrtot you r smd what you see. Your
[mS^:yyn% ht acrive ato receprivh, YooV

will observe keenly, and you ‘will to better

fitted for success in every way.
Dpn*t try to do too much at the start.

Give ten minutes a day at first Master a
small po^m, even if it takes you several

days. In that way you won’t get tired of

J

rour exercises, and as you go on^ you will

earn more in the time you allow yourself.

I would recommend Addison’s “Spectator”
for your prose memorising, Shakespeare’s
sonnets for your poetry. . Dr. Ginsburg, the

eminent Hebrew scholar, once described
the “Spectator,” in my hearing, as the finest

prose writing in the language. I will give

you one passage from it to memorise. The
, subject is “Superstition.”

"I know but one way of fortifying my soul against

those gloomy presages and terrors of mind; and that

is, by securing to myself the friendship and protection

of that Being Who disposes of events, and governs
futurit}^. He sees, at one view, the whole thread of

my existence, not only that part of it which I have

already passed through, but that which runs forward
into all the depths of eternity. When I lay me down
to bleep, 1 recommend myself to His care; when I

awake, 1 give myself up to His direction. Amidst ail

the evils that threaten me, 1 will look up to Him for

help, and question not but He will either avert them,
or turn them to my advantage. Though I know
neither the time nor the manner of the death I am to

die, I am not at all solicitous about it ; because 1 am
sure that He knows them both, and that He will not

fail to comfort and support me under them.’’

Reading the “Spectator” lately, I came
across a quotation from “Paradise Lost,”

which gives an excellent example for

memorising

:

Nor think, though men were none,
That heav’n would want spectators, God want praise

;

Millions of spiritual creatures walk the earth
Unseen, both when we wake and when we deep

;

All these with ceaseless praise his works behold
Both day and night How often from the stety
Of echoing hill or thicket have we heard
Celestial voices to the midnight air.

Sole, or responsive each to other’s note,
Singing their great Creator ? Oft in bands.
While they keep watch, or nightly rounding walk,
With heav’nly touch of instrumental sounds.
In full harmonic number join’d, their songs
Divide the night, and lift dur thoughts tolieav’n.

The Need of Thought.

Now it U essential to mind training that

you do not learn without thinking/ . If you
are content merely to mei^iee the finest

passages of our Utetotuto yto ato maki^ a

lumbM rocM Ani
mott. You muto to<tonta^

^

/Twould.iecoiiii^^ i



and Liliesf ’ by Ruskin, i^nd you will under-

stand what I mean.
So much for the theory of elemeiitrymind

culture. It is worth your while to practise

it The strengthening of your memory is

the first step towsCrds the cultivation of

your mind which will have far-reaching

effects upon your will power and upon your

whole life. Your life fe 3rourB to t)a^

mar^ You have inherited a glorious j^lt.
It is your duty to use it well, and in
ing that duty be sure you will gain yoiir .

reward in increased capacity for getting the
utmost out of all that life has to oifer.

Kbith J. Thomas.

EUROPEAN SUPERSTITIONS ABOUT JEWELS

By Louisa Thomson-Pricb.

OF the many articles used for personal

adornment, jewels have always been

those which, from the remotest ages,

have most fascinated humanity. Such
fascination is not always due to vanity.

Jewels appeal to both sexes, not only for

their flash and glimmer and gleam, for their

dazzling fire or their translucent beauty,

but because, apart from their relative scar-

city and the value which arises from the

labour of obtaining them, there seems

to have been ever in the minds of men a

curious belief that some elusive mystery is

attached to gems.
All kinds of superstitions and legends

have been wreathed around them, and
according to Professor Ridgeway, who is

an authority upon, and a collector of, preci-

ous stones, the ancients adorned themselves

with finger-rings, earrings, bracelets, neck-

lets, and brooches, not from any aesthetic

sense, but from a belief in the magical

power of the gems. He says that the Greeks

and Asiatics used stones, beads, and crystals

primarily as amulets, and cut devices on
them to enhance thrir magical power.

When a primitive people first find gold they

value it only fpr its supposed magic, and
wear nuggets of it strung with beads. Even
in these days of civilisation there are people

who entertain a superstitious regard for

special ItoneAcf Peculiar shape or colour,

and them about^M^^^^

It fstejppwd thar^ M stones

pos^ 1^:

ind Some arc even
iCiedlt<^ with and others

are said to have a special affinity for parti*

cular persons. Probably from this supersti-

tion arose the idea of **birth-stones,*' by
which each month is supposed to be under

the influence of a precious stone, and by
which a person born in certain month is

advised to wear a particular stone assumed

to influence his particular month. Bv this

theory the garnet should be worn by her

whose birthday is in January, for that stone

is believed to engender friendship, sympathy,

and constancy.

Those born in February should wear the

amethyst, to obtain sincerity and freedom

from care and strife. The bloodstone

(March) is believed to bestow wisdom and
courage, and the diamond (April) innocence

and preservation from sorrow. The birth-

stone of May is an emerald, indicating

married bliss. The agate (June) involves

the gifts of health and long life ; the ruby

(July) happiness and peace ; while the

moonstone (August), if always Worn, is

alleged to secure the wearer aguinst spinster-

hood. The sapphire (September) ig said to

cure mental diseases; the opaJ (October) to

supply hope and an antidote to grief and
sorrow ;

the topaz (November) fidelity iii

love, and the turquoise (Dumber) guccesg

in enterprises.

There is a fashion in i^ihs as in garments^

At one time the risby is to the fore, at

other time the euoimld.

craze for pearls, td be Succeeded, pe^ by
n almost unaniegbtfe degire^M^

the fe^thine world^ sdmd iniignificant
' totkli V eh^gbi the



'luring coril is continually V

'
.j^i it is credited

gem is the

I ^ a coinparatively

ii^ Stopip,; Royal preference

widely in favour.

gone up during recent

of the stone are

in conjunction with

4il^onds^ ;

of a

or purple-violet colour, and is very

tt^s^ and many people will recall

il^lacti of its popularity* -how successfully

itwas introduced to public favour again

soma yaats ago by Messrs. J. W. Benson,

;:Ltd., tte wetl-knpwh jewellers on Lud-

gate noticed the

other day were still showing some delight-

ful amethyst designs in pendants, necklets,

bmoches, and so forth. Of course the hues

of different amethysts are as various as are

^e tints of purple. The stone is also found

colourless, and it may be made perfectly so

by subjecting it to fire. It then so nearly

..resembles the diamond that its want of

hardness seams the only way of distinguish-

ing it. The finest specimens of amethysts are

hmught front India, Ceylon, and Brasil,

but stone is also found in other parts,

y Wales loves pearls, so

a.l|^ ,
djOKSs the present Duchess of Marl-

Another Society woman who has

a deep affection for pearls is Princess Henry

iaf Pless. Her collection of pearls is said to

be worth £100,000. There are, perhaps,

hO; |(ems moT^ Their classic form,

pullty of cplbuTingy and the romance which

attaches to themrfeven the dangers which

aecompany their recovery from the heart of

thn elements which add to their

viluh and have them appreciated and

admited in ail segm and in all climes.
,^ those of the

:
fishery, like the

Indw: ones on the Madras aide of the Strait

oifAmas^li^ only allowed at

The worth of a pearl is

its magnitude^ round fomit

';p^^h',;y'dndt.''^^ ' but.

.

v^ large as A
-hiding

these

stmped pearls, and then th^ l^ar-
shaped ones. Perfectly pearli^ over
ajj grains in Weijght, are Cxc#^ scarce,

aiid are considered to bje very mfe m pro-

fitable investments. Pearls ot gr^t beauty,
size, and brilliancy Will always
extravagant prices. Black pearls are veiy
rare ; the largest and finest of these come
from Lower California, the •central point
being La Paz.

Pearls are more easily imitated than any
other jewels, and the great value of pure

specimens of the genuine gem has led to all

kinds of inventions for manufacturing false

pearls. A jeweller can easily detect an
imitation peart, but the lay observer can
more readily be deceived. Inriitations are

usually lighter than real pearls, and are

generally brittle, although some are made
solid, from fish scales, and do not break so

easily ; while the holes, which in the real

pearl are drilled very small, and have a
sharp edge, are much larger in false ones
and have a blunt edge.

The ruby is the most precious of all

stones, and few women can aspire to a
cpllection of this magnificent gem. Lady
Crewe, however, is the possessor of some
marvellous rubies, of rare pure carmine
colour, which blaze with the most exquisite

and unrivalled tints,

A ruby, perfect both in colour and trans-

parency, is much less common than a good
diamond, and when of the weight of three

or four carats, is even more valuable than
that gem. Although rubies are; usually

red, there are violet, pink, and purple rubies.

The most valuable of all are the pigeon-
blood rubies. Th^ over a carat in weight
are worth from £20 to £100 per carat, and
no stone increases so much in value m
portion to the size. The Burmese Govern-
ment sent two rubies to London iu:.x875)

one of Which, reduced by rebutting to

carats, was 8b^ for £sb>obo
of 38^ carats, wab sbM for

A peculiarity /about the. ru^ is
;
fitat,

when rubbed, it jbeCpm^ electM^
/'mains .«(>.: vior/':^lhe:\-;tit^^ 'Of'. .die

superi^titions
:-- 4s..ithat it -presages:|e^:the-'w^

-;chti^.-and:';::dai^

. ,
; vht'W/'V- '

.j; . i' .t." ... r'f,.
J'-''.

j:','
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coming evil, it amuhes a gf:eater or less

degree 01 4arkness^ or opacity. An infallible

test to 4istiogajiab the ruby from the garnet

is to hold each so as to reflect the light

directly. The garnet, however pure and
* lustrous, will appear black and opaque,
while the ru^ retains its transparency and
true colour. Thejincst rubies—those having
the colour of pigeons’ blood --come from
Upper Burmah, near Mogok, north of

Mandalay.

Lady Londesborough’s favourite jewel is

the emerald. This beautiful stone, which is

the symbol of spring, hope, immortality,

and victory, would, no doubt, be widely
worn were it less expensive. Emeralds were,
at one time very plentiful, but they are

becoming remarkably scarce, and now rank
next in value to the oriental ruby and sap-

phire. A very perfect emerald of 6 carats

has been sold for £i,ooo.

The Countess of Mayo has an Indian cup
and saucer of rare beauty. The bowl of

the spoon belonging to the cup is cut out
of a single emerald as large as a bean. No
precious stone is more liable to defect than
the emerald

; an emerald without a flaw
is a proverb for an unattainable prefection.

The turquoise is the favourite gem of the

Empress Eugdnie. Princess Henry of Pless,

tooj has a love for this stone ; she possesses

a State crown set with diamonds and
turquoises of most exquisite quality; Its

mystic powers are supposed to transcend
those pi any other jewel. In ancient days
It was credited with being able to strengthen
the eyfs, cheer the soul of the wearer, and
to tad^e upon itself the consequences of

any fail hie might have—by cracking itself,

for instapce, and saving the fracture of a
bone, ft grew paler as the wearer sickened,

and lostlb Goloor entirely at the death of

itsowpi^
; but mcovered when placed on

Ae of a new and healthy possessor.

Suspends a glass cup.
It tpid the nOttia bv exact number of

strpkes pgaiust theM It was also asserted
that « with
tbe houm >^^ so that an observer

-'hecoming.':.-:':gem

log upon it. Turqupisesv ait ve|:y p0i|^^
arid readily discoloured by jiquida
green spots have not ^peiiettaied vety-^;
into the stone the colour eanv
restored by allowing the turquoise tO
remain in a solution of eqUal
cohol and ammonia, or embeddmg^^^ ih

time in fuller’s earth mOistened whh
hoi and water.

Among all the precioua stones the dia?
mond will always hold its own. It is the
one stone which is ctemally in faihion*
The Duchess of Westminster owns some
magnificent diamonds, and her tiara, neck-
lets, and other diamond ornaments M
strikingly beautiful when they appear in

conjunction with the black gowns which
she so frequently wears.

The Duchess of Sutherland has a prev
ference for diamonds over all other stones,

and she has some exquisite ornaments set

with pure crystals of dazzling brilliancy.

The occult attractions of the diamond
are many. The ancienttf believed it had the

power of giving victory to him who carried

it bound on his left arm, whatever
number of his enemies. It also was sup-

posed to put to flight panics and pestilences.

. Now-a-days it may be said that practically

the whole of our vast supply of diamonds
comes from South Africa, Indian and Brazil

diamonds, though not extinct, betng eom-
mercially (except as regards the stones uted

in engineering, glass-cutting, etc.) things pf
the past. Nevertheless, what ^We have
gained in quantity we have lost ip qimUty.
Thus the South African diamond^ hd#eVer
pure the substance or ‘^matter” mpy
and wonderfully pure it sometimes Un-
doubtedly is—(ie»pite all the modciU im-
provement in cutting cannot Approach
either the limpid whitendU pi ^the ^1^^

or the dazzling *‘fire^’ of BrUzitiUd itC^

Exactlywhy this is so is ideami an
easy problem to solve, but:

pends (the cutting, Of

;

on the mfrac^ive a;Ad m
the ciystal itsdf, it mgy^be^ a^^
the more perfect the ^r^tal dui m
liant the

A alone which its Own
a^tn as a layoUriteim ummteu,.

the .ppat. gjum
of .&e:-m%.

the



.tojgcthitf. ' sji ' ".uiiiijnsid^l^ .AtiHOAi -:,*
•.jSiP"',

- .-tbc

. '.emitted

Vf piftdits the Opi^i

.#lth biii^dg4 tve^r seems

to fall into aWyade4 itow^(^
’ when th.» imppenb 'it tMObnies suddenly

popular. At the present momient West-End
jewellers are doing a large trade in opals.

,

The black opal set^s to be the stone of

the moment, and is greatly used in the

nouveatHtt Jewellery so much in vogue.

If blue lighted opals are used they are set

in duU beaten silver. The wonderful Mexi-

ctm fire opals show to best advantage in

red gojd. A peculiar lighting effect is ob-

Th

' mny Ofth way* ftla lite Bame 61 burn-

'Tfe '8a|)pbire.1ike^t^''^^

a faybunte, and seei^ft to bem inde

pendently of fashioa^ It is a barticu^

favourite with the Lady yoitetElttot
;

now-a-days many Society women aie wear

ing antique jewellery. . London possesses in

numerable shops in which antiques-^botl

real and recently manufactured*—can b

found and one may choose from an infinit

variety of quaint and curious ornaments

from an old paste pendant or broochp ai

Indian seal ring, or a carved cameo. In fad

it may safely be said that if you would b

modern, you must search for the antique.

VERNACULAR EDUCATION IN THE DAYS OF THE
EAST INDIA COMPANY

At the present time many English states-

men and politicians declare them-
selves more in favour of education

through the medium of the Indian vema-
culars than through that of English. But
no encoitragement was held out to the

cultivation of these vernaculars so long

as the East India Company were the rulers

of the country. Speaking of Shivaji, the

laty Revd. Ur. John Wilson of Bombay
wrote:--'

''There can not be a doubt that the vernacular

literature which had eprung up in the province to

which he
.
belonged, during the two centuries which

preceded him, nursed the spirit of Hinduism in him-
self and his contemporaries, and was one of the main
cai^ of their hatied Of, and successful rebellion

against the Midiammadan power which he was instru-

menud in

A wrttdr in the Bombay QuarUrfy Rmm
fdv October tS57 (page jaa), quoting the

abbve.i'iaid:%;'

-

''Win it [the mhacular literature] exercise any
tnflminOe adverse .to the British Govenunent ? Tune

it ia eyideor^^t^^

Anglidsta of those atoid bf

growth of any vernacular literature in thi

country, for it might exercise some iiifluenc

adverse to the Bmish Government
Macaulay was well versed in the histor;

of his own countiy. It would seem that h

came out to India to do what had h^n 5<

successfully done in Ireland. It is a histori

cal fact that
^

The English Government passed Acts of f’ariianien

without number to suppress utterly the Ifudi Ian

guage, In ElisabetVs time even the King of Den
mam was refused by the English Govemmerit thi

servjce.s of ah Irishman to translate Irish
,

lesi

that should injure Irtish interests. I Henry the

Eighth required a knowledge of English as the stm
qua non for a Church-living in Ireland, got men
who knew nothing of the psop/t. Subs^uently it was

enacted, in caise the minister could net read the service

in English, he might read it to the poofh in LaitUt

but not in Irish.*” ,
. ^ .

A writer in the C^lcUita Review for
’ December, 1855* p. 309,:satd

" History teib us, thatim ever yet been

dvHiied or educidedr save through iri own yewu^
and that the upiootii^ of a vere^ the eiUeW

/ ifdiiatipir of ; tne raeei ^^
chasecmrisik^ Sjp6e&f



Et;' ai
•; ;:

•

My bound

then we rtriva. ite'

fcuntry. or

,ought, bu^waAi:tei^:ii

0
progress, orsucnii|WT

ish tu undo it, '^But wifinstn.

[ducation has thus acted,
; ;.

^ ' •

nd b^ihning at thci^ong

ley thought that tika air-platiU they : wcmld^

ducation grow downward, diid so OoHege

thools, and schbols without pnmary schbo^^^^ khd
hspectors, with schools to create for their inspection,

flaking but one taint attempt to raise native teachertr—

in attempt that from the first contained in it the

dements of its own destruction, they went on using

foreigners and a foreign tongue, and a foreign

iterature, and thus never reachra those inner springs

)f thought and action, that exist even in a Bengalee’s

ioul, and will yet maike a man of him and men of his

nation.”

To prevent adverse criticism, to conciliate

those who had raised a hue and cry against

the Anglicisation of Education, it was a
grand stroke of policy which Bentinck

adopted in deputing Mr. Adam to report

on Vernacular Education in Bengal. Mr.
Adam submitted three reports on the subject

i^^3S» 18369 1838, and recommended

"Goverment to afford encouragement to existing

\chooUt thus calling forth the dRforts of the natives—the
preparation of improved class books—the appointment
:o each district of a native examiner of teachers and
K-hoIars, with an inspector to each five districts—

o

^oiel vernacular school in each district^io
promising pupils from the ordinary schools should be
idmissible, to be paid small stipends in order to .

enable
:ncm to continue their studies.'^

A writer in the Calcutta Review for June,

^854 (No. XLIV), p. 324, commenting on
the above, said

*'
It is now i854j sixteen years have elapsed, no-

nmg has been done to carry out those plans in Bengal.

Constituted as the Berigal Council ot Ediidation is,

he members residtOg in Calcutta, a semi-Anglicised
•ty# we could not expect them to take up with seal ver-

lacular ediication. Their first act in this case was to

aside Mr. Adann's plan, the only one feasible in

countiy. Mr. Macaulay, their president, knew no-
ling of the people

j his knowledge of India was limi-

Ijl by the bounds of the Manratta ditch, ****
he Council have, however, in wordst constantly held

Jtih the necessity of * the acquisition by the students,

^
a suBicient mastery of the Vernacular, to enable

pern to ComniUhicate. with facility and correctness, in

ij^ianfppigc of the peepl^i the knowleiJge obtained by

It wai bo thw ^
Chaiter tn 1813 that ihe aiithorittca of

He East ftidU hadbi^
ne Gewenibrs; ^ dTOrent Prgai4encibs

.

flodia to;&

edotatiob.'-m -

VfBf this counti^f. t1i» <^qdi«y ^

in B^gal It was obt unto
dayl^bl/'the'aiKomi

underiakw tliii cn-

^

Adaih bad been at ooe tibie a
pliet the Tfini-
But hii aieetinjg with the celebrated

Kam Mphun Roy mad^^ him give up his be*
lief iti the Trinify and be converted to Uni-
tarian Christianity. He was on this account
nicknamed the ‘‘ Seebnd fallen Adam’* by
his chritable Christian countrymen. He
edited with great ability TAc India Gazette,

a popular Calcutta Journal.

Mr. Adam performed his task with great
zeal and ability. The three reports which
he drew up on the state of Education in

Bengal and Behar contain a valuable mine
of information on the contemporary state of

instruction in native institutions and in

native society. It is not necessary to refer

to the contents of these reports at great

length. But it is necessary to mention what
Mr. Adam found to be the vernacular media
of instruction in Bengal Proper. According

to him Bengali is

" The language of the Musalman as well as of the

Hindu population.”

And that, though
** The Hindustani or Urdu is the currenjt spoken

language of the educated Musalmans of Bengal and
Behar, It is never employed In the schools as the. medi-

um or instrument of written instri^tion. Bengali

school books arc employed by the Hindus of Bengal,

and Hindi school books by the Hindus of Behar
|
but,

although Urdu is more copious and expressive, more

cultivated and refined than either, and possesMS

a richer and more comprehensive literature,* Urdii

school books are wholly unknown. It is the language

of conversation in the daily intercourse of life and Tn

the business of the world, and it is the langu^e also

of oral instruction for the explanation of Persian and

Arabic ; but it is never taught or learned for its own
sake or for what it contains.^’

A writer in the Cakutia Review for

December, 1844 (Vol. 11
, p. 317I, Paid

**Educated Mussalmans, ** team to speak and
write the Bengali; and even several low castes of

Hindus, occupying entire villages iii va.rtous diteo<«

dons and amounting to sevefrarthousand individius^,

whose ancestors three or fdiir generations ago, eini-

giated from the Western Provinces, have found it

necawaty to combine the use of Bengali with the

Hindi their mother-tongUe. Jt thus appears that,

in bus, provinces of Bengal the Bengali may

; w'i^is'Vnpjon^^^^



’''.|ttrt^J)iii;tip||^b^ the .i|iiivem| - bn((ttaje Sverm*

ojF'.ilie.Anj^orlDdiam,. that
..

; 'lanj^gas
-''

'Uiptd' . W ;..

..'iwjjp^cutan : lo;a;i!i^viheet It eras impt^ble

;>
' ; rW%if a8';fl^ai«a8.;dp^^
' !';lTte ChH^]^ intellect al«d of no'

fat anc of his repoitSi Mr.

**The hifttivc mind <4 the present davt although it is

ssle^,:i» ' not dead. It has: a dreamy sort d
e^tende in aerating, rambtnin^^^ recasting in

. vimdus forms the fibles and s^*uletions of past
/ The ampunt ^of authorship shown to exist

, in the different districts is a measure of the intellec-

;tuet eptivity which, however now misdirected, inight

be employed for usefol purposes, 'fhe same men
who have wasted and are still wasting their learning

and their powers in weaving complicated alliterations,

tecompounding a^ and vtcious fictions, and re*

volving in perpetual circles of metaphysical abstrac-

tions, never ending ^ill beginning, have professed to.

me their readiness to engage in any sort of literary

composition that would obtaiii the patronage of Govern-
'ment.'*'

The Indian verna culars were neglected by
the Indian authorities. Thus Mr. (after-

wards Si^ Frederick) Halliday, in hii evi-

dence before the Select Committee of the

{ipttse of Commons oh Indian I'erritories

bn the 2Sth Ittljr 1 853* on being asked by
theChairmaDi

failed .on 'accpuAt of its ihSid^u^
viSWr andthm weaie '^ in conse-

qiienee of the faBore elf that scheittei fo^d^ our bes

towards
;
introducing, heaitily and p^^atically,

^

gbbd plan of yefoiusular 'ediicatbn ; all over thi
•' eoufitry.’ ’ \ • i..;.

*^^269. What gave fisfe to the; plan of Lord Har
dtnge ?r^A gehecal complaint {hat vernacular edu

cation was neglected, and a cphstaiit call upon th

Government to do something towards extendinj

Vernacular education ; there happened 'to be at tba

moment certain fun^temporarily at the disposal 0

the Governor of Bengal, vfliich were applicable t*

that purpose, and he 30 applied thein/’

“S790." When you left Bengal, instruction in th

vernacular languages was made secondary to instruc

tion in English ; was it not?-^uite so
; more lha:

secondary.'"

**87^1. And that you think not desirable ?-r-Not a

all desirable ; I think both are of enormous import

ance; there are parties in India who tell you the on

thing needful is English instruction, and other panic

Who tell you the one thing needful is vernacula

instruction. I differ with them both^ I think th

two ought to go on ; they relate to different classes <

the people akagether, aiid they ought to go 0

togetner. You ought, as far as possible, to give a goo

vernacular education to the masses, at the «ani

time that you give opportunities to the classes w!i

have leisure to do so, to acquire a knowledge (

English literature anil science.

But it was considered incompatible witi

the ^enlightened selfishness’—we beg pardoi

r-*with the philanthropy of the Anglicist

tb encourage the cultivation of the Indiai

vernaculars. The well-known Scotcl

I understand, you to be in favour of the
tuition in the vernacular languages 7

'*

'Very much so indeed j I am very desirous to see

a grmt
:
eftort made in that direction

; nothing serious

iWis yk b^ done ^ the Gpvernment prfi^^ in all

its ' schocBs and to teach ; English and the

VernaoiUr, ; but' ^ it imperfect^.. Wherever
Sngllsh is taughtIt swallows everything else ; the
ttatiiws are io aiwileus to obtatn it, and there is so

g^ and excitement with respect to

k da tmJMn who are at the head of educa*

ddi^ >afeirsr is more attehtibh and more
ea^ed bestovf^^;.u^ in English than
u^ ecfocation in m and the whole of

the tnesttis of. edueSitm; ^
. suffideiit, the Yfi^acular is likely to bb the; mor^
pinched of. the two, im that tiiat is dimb which
m'^t b^ wkhed* ah;

altenijpt;: :^foa€|i%^ •

masfon weitr^i^ pai4« and
other errors

think, causM ift foiaxl. 1 Witt hot chhteaf; tluit wih^
/some pmmi the feilufe iirf fiaxw sdipc^ -

beep to indicate that-all such, effhtto.

.veiuacuiar education in Bengal must liil, 1 ate

not one fd th(we on the cOtitxtey, 1 think;tl|h:

Christian Missionary Dr. Duff was ai

earliest Atiglicist. Prom such a man on

should have expected fairness. . But as ;

zealous Christian he perhaps thought it hi

duty to do everything that lay in bis
.

powe

to destroy ^heathen’ institutibbs. ;

fore be could not eocourUige the/

of Indian vemaculais. fb^^

was intended to be /a defen^ of Lon

BentinckV resolution on Maeablay^^^^^^

the reverend doctor wrote ^ .

.. /*The
.

Act has hemi in b>bbance styled, <

extermination
.

the. Literature and Classic

.Languages bt^Hindustoh*^^
.

"Why, if common 9en.8e has nOt fied the habitatior

df mah, .j^hu; detormioati^ withdrawing positi\

support; is dmnly the ‘ o£ the first positio

of airks neuttehbr ; k is thet^^
of:U!k)r4r^erence ; it ii a xetefotimt to ^do; nothin

; directly .and tiphptd br abolis

itethie .fiir as. the 'Brdish' Gbvernmen
"k,;#xiste‘

;
brf(^=. • •iis-” -mteiiibStkte th

'

agSiith -BepbAr'in^^ tt£.Siditt'Coteihittee' (Hous
: ildC(iimMb^«aJni|^ j9h6o.
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support of those who have cultivated and .perpetuated

he Knowledge of it during the last thirty centuries.

« a a .
. a

.

<* If it could be shown that at any time when the

British smote into the. dust the confederacies of the

ndian Rajahs aiid Nawabs, mounted the throne of

he Great Mogul, ahd wielded the imperial sceptre

ver a domain niiore extensive, an empire more consoli-

ated than that of the Mighty Aurungseb, could it be

roved that then, or at any subsequent period, the

iovernment had really pledged itself, had actually

itcred into a solemn compact with the representa-

vesof the people of India, to devote in perpetuity a

eterminate amount of funds for the spline purpose

encouraging native literature in certain native

istitutions ; then, indeed, but not till then, would the

idden or gradual withdrawment of such funds

nplicate the good faith, the honour or the justice of

le British Government.”*

The Calcutta Review for June, 1854, No.

lLIV, p. 297, wrote:

—

"It has been said, do nothing to enlighten the

lasses, till you give a high education to a number,
id these will educate the masses—we do not object

> the former, but we do not postpone the latter to an

definite period. To enlighten only the few is, to

50 a Hindu proverb, to sweeten the ocean by casting

few drops of milk on it. The rush for keraniships

iih their deadening effects, and the want of practical

lucation among Hindus, show that vernacular

iucation should have been combined with the

nglish. The Government began in 1835 with educat-
ig the few,—is not the time now arrived, in 1854,
fter a lap.se of twenty years, for not ending there,

ut extending education to the many ? To wait until

ur English students awake from the torpor of

eraniship, until they renounce the selfishness of

taking a monopoly of knowledge, will, we fear, be
ke Horace's ru.stic—waiting to cross the river until

dries up. To carry out the principle of enlightening
nly the few at first, we ought to have Colleges before

-hools, and even an university before a college.

sec the case of France, where there was a highly
sfined nobilityt that of the days of Louis le Grand, the

of Paris were the resort of a brilliant class of

rvanst but the peasantry were kept ii\ a state of

wful ignorance-^revolution broke out, and all this

rapery of refinement was torn to shreds before the

'hirjwmd of infuriated masses, discharging a lava of

assions uncontrolled by any barriers of knowledge.
He aristocracy, (the Vpung Bengal of that day), who
cpi the peasantry debarred from knowledge, were
tartled from their dream of fancied security by the

aincs of their castles and midnight yell of [la paix

Chaumieres, Ut guerre aux Chateaux*-^ wam-
“Ig voice, that the mere education of the few is a
•oeyard clothing the Volcanoe's side, * • *

't late yeat^, notwithstmuding, the influence of our

‘">versit|es and classtcal schools, what awful disclos-

ures have the Eari of Shaftesbury and the, promoters
't *'agged* schools made, as to^ the condition of the

ctass^ and the dense ignorance and cnUie
riiich even; tpitill /furni; ; tfier eu^tratum of

*, an aMe writer sn^ rcniii^

* The Lords*^ Committee'S'9^ RepdttOfl Indiim -.

on this subject, 'when we know how little the English
universities, colleges, and great public schools exitiing
through centuries^ have done fpr

;

the people 5
England, we cannot hope that a similar system in

India, where the barriers of ca^stp strengthen the wall
of partition betwixt the educated/nv anothe ignorant
many, will produce more satisfactory r^iilts. The
light of knowledge naturally bums upward. It was
only when the National SchoolSi Suttddy Sohooh\
Mechanics' Institutes, began to spread their influence

among the labouring body in England, that the people
received anything like enlightenment. But even these

agencies left a yet lower class in darknes.s, to be in

time illuminated by the heroic teachers of ragged
Schools’. Knowledge made a monopoly of by a mw,
and invested with power, is an instrument of despotism,

as the Histories of Chaldea, India, Persia, Egypti
and the Middle Ages show, and we say with Mr.
Hodgson in his letters, that 'niaking knowledge an
oflicial monopoly, in the hands of a small number of

people, is not identifying the security of our dominion
with the happiness of me mass of the subjects'. Do
not the waters of knowledge, restrained in a limited

space, stagnate, whereas, when diffused like the ocean,

they become the purifiers of the world? In 1848 the

Government of the N. W. Provinces very properly

e^ressed their fears 'that the village and district

officers will be so far ahead of the mass of the people,

as the more to expose the latter to injury from dis-

honesty and intrigues
’ * * Im Ireland on the other

hand, we have had for centuries intelligent but tyran-

nical landlords, who ruled, with a rod of iron, the

tenantry they abandoned to ignorance.

"** Young Bengal, equally with the proud Brahman,’
despises 'the vulgar tongue/ reminding us of the

English squires in Locke’s days, who could not write

correct English,—'though they could 'sport Latin

versas.’ And this is justified on the plea that there is so

little in Bengali to read. Well, supposing it to be so-
ls not this, on the principle that *it is more blessed to

give than to receive a reason why the language should

be enriched by those who have got the wealth of

another tongue ? Did Dante and Chaucer despise

their own tongues because they were poor 7—"No
{

that was just the stimulus to proinpt them, to raise

thern.

"Of course, those natives who wish their sons to get
employment in offices, where a knowledge of EngUsh
is requisite, would wish all the Government funds for

education, to be given to English schools, 'the high
road to affluence',-"forgetting that the land revenue
of Bengal amounts to three and aMf niillions sterl-

ing, besides five millions from saltJand opium; and
tl^ the peasantry have a claim *00 those revenues
for an education suited to their dircumsUnces, a
guid pro gup, * * And yet, for sod^i ull knowledge
ufo be excluded, unless the peddle Uiill sit down to
an eight years’ study of forei|pi language, with its

arbitrary pronunciation and mtricaGy m meaning.
EngUsh Education, to a^iect thn mass, must have^
vernacular medium—oil by Itadlf will not mix with

:
water. V '

Vlf we are to' do nothing tii : Vernacular Education
until the upper classes are ehUghtened by EngJj^,
then let us be consistent, us stop our Bible
Societies^ VernaciUar Litmwfiire Committees, Tract
$001^^ -for they veiy little use, if
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thei^ ;be iipt a cbrreipcindent jBystem of Vernacular
Education. Can we reckon that those few will carry

out the pnnciple of 'doina what they can for the bene-
their less favored neighbours Does not the

ydiee of history show that there are aristocrats in

khowledgei who fear lest *the peasants' toe should

tifead on the courtierls heel.'"

One of Macaulay's motives in introducing

EttgUsh Education in India was that such

a step would help in the conversion of

Indians to Christianity, a hope never ade-
quately fulfilled. Thus in 1836 he wrote
to his father that

"The effect of this education on the Hindus is

jprodigious. No Hindu who has received an English

education ever remains sincerely attached to his

religion. Some continue to profess it as a matter of

policy, but many profess tnemselves pure Deists and
some embrace Christianity. It is my nrm belirf that

if our plans of education arsfolloi»ea up there will

not he a single idolater among the respectable classes

in Bengal thirtyyears hence^

But the Anglicists probably meant to

prevent the growth of Indian nationality

and therefore they made use- of arguments
and language to serve their ulterior ends.

This is evident from what Or. Duff further

wrote in the paper already referred to above.

He wrote ;

—

"The vast influence of language in moulding
national feelings and habits, more especially if frought

with superior stores of knowledge, is too little attended

to, ana too inadequately understood.* * When the

Romans conquered a province, they forthwith set

themselves to the task of * Romanising' it; that is,

they strove to create a taste for their own more refined

language and literature, and thereby aimed at turning

the song and the romance and the history—^the thought

and the feeling and fancy of the subjugated people

into Roman channels, which fed and augmented
Roman interests. And has Rome not succeeded?
Has she not saturated every vernacular dialect with

which she came in contact with terms copiously drawn
from her own ? Has she not perpetuated for. ages,

after her sceptre moulders in the dust, the magic
influence of her character and name ? Has she not

stamped the impress of her own genius bn the literature

and the laws of almost every European Kingdom
with a fixedness that has remained unchanged up to

the present hour ?

"And who can mil to what extent the strenjgth and
perpetuity of the Arabic domination is indebtecTto the

* The/ Mian Daily Nows ior March, 30, 1909,

from which the above extract is made, truly obseives

:

"Lord Macaulay's triumph over the Oriental School,
* * Was really the triumph of a deliberate intention to

undermine the rel^ous and social life of India. It is

no doubt a hard thing to say that this was not merely
the consequence of his act but that it was alsoh»
ddllbeiate mtenUqn, fanit the * * tett^ in 1836
to his fathin^ ehbvm;

there layquite a dififemat view^^

FOR FEBRUARY, iqia

Caliph Walid, who issued the celebrated decree, thi

the language of the Koran should be the univers

language of the Mahomedan world, so that from ti

InoJan Archipelago to Portugal it actually became tl

language of religion, of literature, of govemmen
and generally of common life ?"

"And who can estimate the extent of influeni

exerted in India by the famous- Edict of Akbar, t)

greatest and the wisest far of the sovereigns of the Hou
of Timur? Of this Edict, an authority * * wrot
* * , ‘The great Akbir established the Persis

language as the language of business and of poli

literature throughout his extensive dominions, ar

the popular tongue naturally became deeply impre|

nated with it. The literature and the language

the country thus became identified with the genii

of his dynasty
;
and this has tended more than ait

thing else to produce a kind of intuitive ^eneratu

for the family t
which has long survived even f,

destruction of their power \ am this feeling w
continue to exist until we substitute the Engli.

lanpiogefor the Persian^ which will dissolve the spe

and direct the ideas and sympathies of the nativ

towards their present rulers.’
"* * He (Lord Bentinck) it was who first resolvi

to supersede the Persian, in the political departme

of the public service, by the substitution of the Englis

• *
;
and having thus by one act created a necessi

and consequently^ an increased and yearly increasir

demand for English, he next consummated the gre

design by superadding the enactment under revie

which provides the requisite means for supplying t

demand that had been previously created
;
and tl

united Act now bids fair to outrival in importance t

Edicts of the Roman, the Arabic and the Mogul Er

perors, inasmuch as the English language is inflnit

iy more fraught with the seeds of truth in every pr

vince of literature, science and religion, than t

languages of Italy, Arabia or Persia ever were. Hen
it is that I venture to hazard the opinion, that Lo

W. Bentirick's double Act for the encouragemc

and diffusion of the English language and Engli

literature in the East, will, long after contemporanec

paity interests, and individual jealousies, and epi

meral rivalries have sunk into oblivion, be hailed

a grateful and benefited posterity as the grand
master-stroke of sound policy that has yet characti

ized the administration of the British Government
India.’' o

From the above it is quite evident thi

the Anglicists strove from interested motiv

to make English the medium, of instructic

in Indian schools and colleg^ They we
not actuated by any altr^tic or phila;

thropic considerations to diffuse Engli

education in India but to ‘‘direct the idei

and the sympathies of the native tpwan
their present rulers.”

But it was imppssible for the English

do what the Csetan, the Caliphs and Akbi

and JehArigir did. 'fhe. people of Englar

ladt symi^atheiie iinagination and tberefo

V -a /Nd'p. 40^
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! it is impossible for them to anglicise their

Indian fellow-subjects.* As a native of

Scotland^ Dr. Alexander Duff lacked ima-

gination and therefore he failed to imagine

the non-possibility of his co-religionists and

compatriots being able to. do what the

Romans, Arab^ and Moguls did.

Regarding the ^British Government of

India, the late Mr. R. C. Dutt in one of

his speeches said :

—

ExcursivE Rulb Unexampled in History.

Gentlemen, history records scarcely any example of

a great and civilised nation permanently placed under

a system of government which allowed them no sl^re

in the control over their own concerns. In ancient

India, the entire village administration was in the

hands of village communities or local landlords, and

though there was no representation in its modern forms

kings and potentates listened to the wishes of the

people and the leaders of the people in deciding on

great questions of administration. In ancient Europe

the policy of Imperial Rome was inspired by the same

spirit, and you no doubt recollect the eloquent words in

which Gibbon has described the treatment of con-

quered provinces by Rome
“The grandsons of the Gauls, who had besieged Julius

Camr in Alesia, commanded legions, governed provinces,

and were admitted into the Senate of Rome. Their ambi*

tion, instead of disturbing the tranquillity of the State, was

intimately connected with its safety and greatness.”

The history of Moghul Rule in India may also be

described in almost the same words, and we can truly

say

“ The grandsons of the Hindus who had fought ag^nst

halwT in the field of Fatehpar Sikri, commanded legions,

governed provinces, and were admitted into the Councils of

Akiiar. Their ambition, instead of disturbing the tranquillity

of the State, was intimately connected with its safety and

greatness.”

Shall we for ever continue to describe British Rule

in India in words the reverse of this? Shall we tor

ever have to say

,

“ The grandsons and great-grandsons of Aosc who
helped the Britirii in the fields of Plassy and Wandewash, m
Laswari and Amye, ^ were excluded from the commwd of

armies, from the government of provinces, from the Council

the Secretow of SUte f(»r>Wia, from the Executive

Council of the Viceroy, horn the Executive Councils of the

Indian Provinces^’-f

Gentlemen, tms defect in British rule, this reproach

; British administration, cannot last. One of the

; strongest of British Imperialists of modern days has

recorded

Jo those who take a pmely selfish riew, it may be
urged that we ean hardly long go on as we are^ refusing to

proceed fimtier in the direction of the employment of

* "The Anglo-Saxon nitiions,” writes Lecky» ‘'though

^om^irnes roused to strong but transient enthusiasm,
are habitually singularly narrow, unappreciative, and

not nowandfely excluded from these

natives In high office, with Russians at our door pursuing
the other policy.

* * * The unshared rule of a close

bureaucra^ from across the seas cann:)t last in the face of

widespread modern education of a people so intelligent

Indian Natives.”

The inhabitants of England in whatever

capacity they come to India, whether as

public servants of the State or merchants

or missionaries, do not make India their

homes. So they cannot b ; the objects of

that veneration which the descendants of

Akbar even after the destruction of their

power received from the Hindoos.

The Caliphs civilized the Christian

nations of Syria, Egypt, Northern Africa

and even of Spain and Portugal. The
Arabs or Saracens, as they were latterly

called, behaved in such a chivalrous

manner that the Christian women of

those countries willingly became the in-

mates of their harems and gladly accepted

the crescent in the place of the cross. It

was not all by the confiscation of the

women of the Christian countries that Islam

succeeded in exterminating Christianity in

the countries bordering the Mediterranean.

Of course, the author of the Conflict be"

tween Religion and Science writes

—

Confiscation of Women.

“A nation may recover the confiscation of its pro-

vinces, the confiscation of its wealth
;

it may survive

the imposition of enormous war-fines ;
but it never

can recover from that most frightful of all war-acts,

the confiscation of its women. * * It was the institu-

tion of polygamy, based upon the confisc.ation of the

women in the vanquished countries, that secured

for ever the Mohammedan rule. The children of

these unions gloried in their descent from their con-

quering fathers. No better proof can be given of

the efficacy of this policy than that which is furnished

by North Africa. The irresistible effect of polygamy

in consolidating the new order of things was vwy strik-

ing. In little more than a generation, the Khalif was

informed by his officers that the tribute must cease,

all the children born in that region were Moham-

medans, and all spoke Arabic.*

But it is impossible to imagine that those

countries would have become Muham-
madanized by mere confiscation of their

women folk if those Christian women were

not willing to tender their persons to their

Muhammadan conquerors. India never

l^camc a Muhammadan country by the

^confiscation’ of her women. No, Hindoo

women cheerfully mounted the funeral pyre

and reduced themselvM to ashes rather

Deeper, pp. 100-101/
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than suSer themselves to be polluted by
the touch of any conqueror.

The thorough Anglicisation of the whole

of India is not desired by Anglo-Indians.

In his New India^ Cotton has written :

—

**The more Aiif^Iicised a native is, the more he is

disliked by Englishmen. The sense of jealousy be-

comes greater. Whatever may be professed, English-

men are ready to encourage the natives who speak

broken English more than those who speak good
English

;
those who are subject to Hindu prejudices

more than those who have renounced them
;
and

generally those who are far removed from English

habits of thought and life more than those who have

made a very close approach to them. They arc more
pleased with the backward Hindu th.in with his

advanced compatriot, because the former has made
no attempt to attain equality with themselves.

“This abhorrence of equality rankles in the mind
of all Anglo-Indians, and especially of officials. It

is the peculiarity of residence in the East to develop

sentiments of intolerance and race superiority."*

Such being the feelings of the Anglo-

Indians towards Indians, it is impossible

for English people to succeed like the

Romans, the Caliphs or the Moghuls in

^^anglicising” the whole of India.

But there can be no doubt that the occi-

dentalists or the Anglicists made English

* New India (Second Edition), 1886, pp. 40-41.

the medium of instruction for Indian

scholars to prevent the cultivation of Indian

vernaculars, and thus of Indian nationality,

but also “aimed at turning * • *

the thought and the feeling and fancy of

the subjugated people into” English chan-

nels, to feed and augment English interests,

and to “direct the ideas and sympathies of

the natives towards their present rulers.”

Whatever promotes better understanding

between different races is bound to produce

good results. Therefore, whatever the

motives of the Anglicists in the days of the

East India Company might have been, our

knowledge of the English language and

•literature has borne good fruit. The
Anglicists have builded better than they

knew or perhaps meant to. English educa-

tion has been one of the causes of the birth

of national consciousness in India. If now
the vernaculars be encouraged instead of

English, the ultimate result will be a further

impetus to the growth of national feeling.

Directly or indirectly, whatever the edu-

cational policy adopted, it is destined to

play a leading part in the progressive

nationalisation of the Indian people.

THE FIRST INDIAN EXPLORER OF THIBET

European intrusion in Asiatic coun-

tries is eyed with suspicion and mis-

trust,however harmless be the intention

of the Europeans. The most vigilant and
jealous of all Asiatics are the Thibetans.

No European is allowed to enter their

boundary, without undergoing a strict and
minute search. Several European attempts

to explore the Thibetan territory* have

proved abortive and fatal. A European,

even if disguised, attracts attention when
travelling among Asiatics, and his presence

if detected is often apt to lead to outrage,

.

The difficulty of redressing such outrages

and various* other causes has made the

exploration of Thibet by Europeans practi-

cally impossible.

* This article refers to the days before the Thibetan
Expedition sent by Lord Curzon to Thibet.

On the other hand Asiatics, the subjects

of the British Government, are known to

travel freely without molestation in coun-

tries far beyond the British frontier
;
they

constantly pass to and fro between India

and Central Asia, and also between India

and Thibet, for trading and other purposes,

without exciting suspicion.

In 1861, it was consequently proposed to

take advantage of this facility possessed by

Asiatics, and to employ them on explora-

tions beyond the frontier. The Government
of India approved of the project and
agreed to support it liberally.

With a view to carry out the above plan,

Colonel Walker, the Superintendent, G. T*

Survey, engaged two British subjects from
one of the upper valleys of the Himalayas.
These men were recommended by Major
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Kishen Singh, llie first Indian Explorer of Thibet.

Chinese authorities the

privilege of travelling and
trading in the upper basin

of the Sutlej.

Such promising recruits

having been secured they

were at once sent to the

head quarters of the G.
'T. Survey, in order to be

trained for Trans-Hima-
layan exploration. They
were found to be very

intelligent and rapidly

learnt the use of the sex-

tant^ compass, etc., and
before long recognized all

the larger stars without

any difficulty. Their work,

from actual practice, hav-

ing been found satisfac-

tory, they were directed

to make a route-survey

from the Mansarowar to

Lhasa. ,From Lhasa they

were directed to return by

a more northerly route to

Mansarowar, an estimated

distance of 7 or 8 hundred

miles, a capital field for

exploration.

'These explorers were

known as the Pandits, and

one of them was known
as A “K, whose real name
was Krishna or Kishen

Singh Milam-wal, by caste

a Rawat Rajput, and first

cousin to Nain Singh,

C.I.E., another celebrated

explorer. 'The family have

been established for many
generations in Milam in

Kumaun. In 1812, when
Milam was in Nepalese

territory, Messrs. Moorcroft

and Hearsey were travel-

ling in Western Thibet,

disguised as fakirs, and
under the assumed names
of Mayapuri and Hargiri.

But on their return journey

Smyth of the Educational Department, as they were taken prisoners. I^b Singh and

hkely to have great facility in travelling Ber Singh, father and uncle of Kishen Singh,

through various parts of Thibet, their coun- hastened to proffer their good services,

flymen having always been granted by the And by their interposition and on their
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•ecurity the prisoners were eventually
releasedi

With this ^precedent Kishen Singh was
selected for this arduous task. The Pandits
started on the first week of January 1865
frotp Dehra, and through Moradabad reach-

ed Bareilly. At Bareilly they took latitude

observations, and commenced their route

survey. They crossed the Nepalese frontier

at Nepalgunj, and from thence went by the
Cheesaghurri road to Katmandu, reaching

the lattes place on the 7th of March 1865.
In Katmandu they made inquiries on all

sides as to the best route to Lhasa. Having
made their arrangements, the Pandits start-

ed on the 20th of March 1865, accompanied
by four men^ whom they had hired as ser-

vants. On the road they changed their

mode of dress to one better known to the

people of Lhasa, and gave out that they
were Bisahiris, t. e. inhabitants of a British

valley of that name north-east of Simla, and
were going to buy horses and at the same
time to do homage to the Lhasa shrine.

The character of Bisahiris was assumed be*

cause they knew that those people had from
time immemorial been privileged to travel

in the Lhasa territory without question.

But much to their disappointment they
were stopped by the Chinese oHicials, who
questioned them as to the object of their

journey and searched their baggage. For
tuhately the instruments with them were
few. Their instrumental equipment con-
sisted of two large sextants, too box sex-

tants, prismatic and pocket compasses, ther-

mometers for observing temperature of air

and of boiling water, pocket chronometer,

and a common watch, with apparatus, all of

which had been ingeniously secreted in a
false compartment of the box, and therefore

escaped detection. But this did not satisfy

the jealousy of the Chinese authorities, who
declined to let them pass on any considera-

tion. They were, therefore, forced to retrace

their steps from Kirong to Katmandu on the

loth April.

Here they made fresh inquiries as to

some more promising way of getting,

to Lhasa. At last they heard of two oppor-
tunities, the first by accompanying the

camp of a new agent (vakil) that Jung
Bahadur was about to send to Lhasa, and
the second by accompanying a Bhot mer-
chant. In order to increase their'chances
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of success, they decided that one should go
with the Nepal agent and the other with

the merchant. But the vakil ultimately re-

fused to take one of them with him.

Kishen Singh's brother being personally

known to the Kirong governor could not

proceed with the merchant, who intended

to take the Kirong route. I'herefore he re-

turned to British territory, and Kishen Singh

alone proceeded with the merchant’s ser-

vants. He assumed the dress of a Ladaki,

and, to complete his disguise, added a pig-

tail to his head. This change was made,

because he was afraid that the Kirong

oHicials who stopped him the first time

might recognize him again.

At Shabra he had a bad attack of fever,

but was kindly treated by the merchant's

family. The merchant's uncle gave him a

pass and a letter to the merchant's brother

at Kirong requesting him to arrange for the

Pandit’s journey to Lhasa, and, if necessary,

to stand security for him. Through the

help of the merchant’s brother the Pandit

secured permission to travel onwards though

not by the direct route.

He reached Lue on the 2 jrd August. From
Katmandu up to this point vegetation and

jungle had been abundant, but beyond, the

mountains were throughout bare, and all

but^barren.

On the 24th the Pandit joined a large

trading party tiravelling via Tadum to

Mansarowar and was allowed to accom-
pany them. On the 30th he reached

Talla Labrong and there first caught sight

of the great river Brahmaputra flowing to-

wards Lhasa. Crossing the river they reach-

ed Fadum monastery on the great road be-

tween Lhasa and Gartokh on the 6th

September. Here the Pandit feigned sick-

ness, as a reason for not going on to Man-
sarowar, and he was accordingly left behind.

Here at last he found an admirable oppor-

tunity of going to Lhasa, by accompanying
a Ladak merchant in the employ of the

Kashmir Maharaja. On the 2nd October the

merchant's headman reached Tadum and

consented to take him on to Lhasa. On
the next niorning he started with the

Ladaki camip and marching eastward reach-

ed the town of Sarkajong on the 8th

October. Here the enquiries of the au-

thorities and the shortness of his funds made
the Paindit very uneasy* But he having
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become a great favorite with the Ladaki

camp resolved to proceed and on the 19th

reached Ralang. From Tadum to this

point no cultivation was seen, but here

there was little, and a few willow trees, and
onwards to Lhasa cultivation was met with

nearly every day.

On his way he went on counting paces

on his rosary, and, surveying the route,

visited the Tashilumbo monastery. The
Pandit was much afraid of paying a visit

to the Lama, who, it is believed, knows
the secrets of all hearts. However, putting

a bold face on the matter, he went, and was
much relieved to find the Lama, a mere
boy, not evince any extra intelligence.

At Shigatze he took to teaching Nepalese
shop-keepers the Hindu method of calcula-

tion, and thereby earned a few rupees.

For two days the Pandit coasted along
the Great Yamdokcho Lake, the margin of

which was frozen. Here he narrowly escap-

ed falling a prey .to a band of robbers.

The lake from the Pandit’s observations

appears to be about 13500 feet above the

sea; 2 to 3 miles in width and 45 miles in

circumference; its water is perfectly fresh

and contains quantities of fish. 'I'here is

an island in the centre, which rises into

low rounded hills 2 or 3,000 feet abov4 the

surface of the Uke.
From the basin of the Yamdokcho Lake

the party crossed over the Khambala moun-
tains by a pass, reaching the great Naricha
(the Brahmaputra), and ascending its tribu-

tary, the Kichu Sangpo or Lhasa river, in

a north-easterly direction, reached Lhasa
on the loth January, 1866.

The Pandit took up his abode in a cara-

vanserai, selecting two rooms which he

thought well-suited for taking observations
of stars, &c. without being noticed. Here
be remained till the aist of April, 1866.

I he Pandit's account of the extraordinary
city of Lhasa dwells particularly upon the

size, great number and magnificence of the

various monasteries, and the vast number
of monks, Ac. serving in them. The city

stands at a level of 11,400 feet above the

sea.

He had an interview with the Grand
^atna, whom be describes as a fair and
handsome boy of 13 years of age. The
Lama was seated on a throne six f^ high

^
and: on a lower throne to his right was

seated his chief minister^ the Gyalbo or
Potolah Raja. The latter is evidently
the actual ruler of Lhasa, under the Chinese
Amban or resident, the Grand Lama being
a puppet in their hands. It is curious that

the few times these great Lamas have been
seen by reliable people, they have been
always found to be small boys or fair effe-

minate looking young men.
Here the Pandit’s funds arrived at a

very low ebb, and he was obliged to make
his livelihood by teaching the Hindu
methods of accounts to the merchants;

but these merchants chiefiy remunerated

him with small presents of butter and food

on which he managed somehow to subsist.

During his stay in Lhasa the Pandit seems

to have been unmolested, and his account of

himself was only once called in question.

On that occasion two Mahometans of

Kashmiri descent managed to penetrate

his disguise and made him confess his secret.

However they kept it faithfully and assist-

ed the poor Pandit with a small loan on the

security of his watch. On another occasion

the Pandit was surprised to see the Kirong

governor in the streets of Lhasa. This

official refused to let him pass Kirong and

the violation of his order involved the

penalty of forfeiting life. Just about the

same time the Pandit saw the summary way
in which suspects were dealt with in Lh sa.

A Chinaman, who had raistrd a quarrel

between two monasteries, was taken out

and beheaded without the slightei-t com-

punction. All these things combined

alarmed the Pandit so much that he changed

his residence, and from that time seldom

appeared in public.

On th 2ist April he left Lhasa with the

Ladaki party. On his return journey he

passed over a very elevated tract of country

from 14 to 16,000 feet above the sea,

inhabited solely by nomadic people, who
possess large flocks and herds of sheep, goat

and yaks. On the road his faithful servant

fell ill and remained behind as a sort of

security for the money that had been

advanced to the Pandit. At Thajung on

the 23rd June the Pandit was much aston-

ished to find even the low hills covered with

snow in a way he had never seen before.

The fact being that he was approaching the

outer Himalayan chain. After an adven-

ture with the Bhotiyas from whom he
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escaped with difficultly, he finally crossed

the Himalayan range on the 26th June and
thence descended into British territory

after making a great detour and after an
absence of 18 months.

The Pandit meeting his brother sent him
to Gartokh to carry on a route survey to

that place where the Bhotiyas had made
him^to leave off. The brother succeeded in

reaching Gartokh and in making the route

survey.

It being necessary that the Pandit should

be able to take his compass bearings un-

observed, and also that when counting his

paces he should not be interrupted by
having to answer questions, he always
marched separate with his very faithful

servants either behind or in front of the

rest of the camp. When he saw any one
approaching he at once began to whirl his

prayer-wheel round. Whilst doing that one
is supposed to be absorbed in religious con-

templation and he was very seldom inter-

rupted.

A Lama with a prayer-wheel and rosary.

The prayer wheels ordinarily contain a

scroll of paper with the prayer om mani
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padme hum written on it. The one used by
the Pandit had inside it instead of that

prayer scroll long slips of paper for the

purpose of recording the bearing and number
of paces, etc. The top of the cylinder was
made loose enough to allow the paper to be

taken out when required. The prayer

wheels being free from all examination by

custom house or other officials, several

copper prayer wheels were especially made
for the Pandit in the G. 'f. S. workshop
fitted with compasses, sextants, levels, etc.

The rosary, which ought to have 108

beads, was made of too beads every loth

bead being larger than the others. The
rosary was carried in the left sleeve; at

every hundredth pace a bead was dropped,

and each large bead dropped, consequently,

represented 1000 paces. With his prayer

wheel and rosary the Pandit always

managed in one way or another to take his

bearing and to count his paces. He was
practised to walk 2,000 paces in a mile.

The Pandit with his servant's assistance

managed to take latitude observations

at thirty-one different places. His obser-

vations for latitude were all taken with

a large sextant. He carried quicksilver

safely and unobserved up to Lhasa concealed

in a wooden bowl, by putting some into a

cocoanut, and by carrying a reserve in

cowrie shellif closed with wax. The whole

of his altitudes were taken with quicksilver.

At first he used to read the sextant at

night by a bull’s eye lantern, which soon

attracted attention, and he had to sell it to

avoid suspicion. Thence onwards a common
oil wick was the only thing to be got, the

use of which was often prevented by the

wind. The Pandit was often obliged to

take his night observations and then put his

instrument carefully by, and not read it till

the next morning.

The results of the expedition consisted

of

—

(1) A great number of meridian altitudes

of the sun and stars taken for latitude at

31 different points.

(2I An elaborate route survey, extending
over 1200 miles, fixing generally the whole
course of the great Brahmaputra river from
its source near Mansarowar to the point

where it is joined by the stream on which
Lhasa stands.

(3) Observations of the temperature of
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the air and boiling water with thermometers

bv which the heights of 33 points have been

determined, also giving some idea of the

climate of those places.

(4)
Notes as to what was seen, and as

to the information gathered, during the

expedition.

Bearing in mind^ the great elevation at

which the road is carried, the average height

of the road above the sea being over 15,000

feet, and bearing in mind that the greater

part of this march was made in mid-winter,

it will be allowed that the Pandit has per-

formed a feat of which a native of Hindus-
than or of any other country may well be
proud. The Pandit made fifty-one marches
between Lhasa and the Mansarowar Lake,
and his brother makes out the remaining
distance to Gartokh, seven marches more,
or, in all fifty-eight maches, a great many
of which were very long and tedious and
dangerous too. Some idea of the general

aspect and account of the country which
the road traversed could be given from the

Pandit’s account. 'I'he I hibetants have, as

a rule, had simply to clear away the loose

Slones, and only in three or four places,

for a few miles, has anything in the

way of making a road . been necessary.

In many parts there appears to have been
considerable danger of losing the road in

the open stretches of the tableland, the

whole surface looking very much like a
road

; but this danger is guarded against
by the frequent erection of piles of stones,

surmounted with flags on slick, &c. These
piles called lapeha by the Tibetans were
found exceedingly handy by the Pandit on
which to take his compass bearings. Travel-
lers generally contribute a stone or a piece
of rag to these piles as they pass, and regard
these as objects of veneration. Between
I-hasa and Gartokh there are 22 staging
places, called Tarjums, where the baggage
itnimals are changed. The 'farjums are
from 20 to 70 miles apart and generally
consist of a house or houses made with
^un-dried bricks. Each Tarjum is in charge
of an official called rarjumpa. They can
.supply any numbers of horses and beasts of

burden, being supplied on their turn by the

nomadic tribes.

Between Mansarowar and Sarkajong
nothing in the shape of spirits was to be
ihad, but to the eastward of the latter place

T9S

a liquor made from barley could generally
be got in every village. A great deal of
fruit is produced on the banks of the
Brahmaputra.
The ribetans stew their tea with water,

meal, and butter; the tea-leaves are always
eaten. Another brew of sa//oo with barley
meal and water is always made.

Ordinary letters have a feather attached
to them, and is carried from Lhasa to

Gartokh, Soo miles, in little over 30 days.

Special messages are carrleil l>y special

messengers carrying the message day and
night on horseback, both messenger and
horse being changed at each village on the

route. Thibet is rarely troubled by dark
nights. A special messenger docs the 800
miles in 22 days on the average.

From the Mansarowar to Tadum (140
miles) glaciers are visible always to the

south.

About Lhasa no very high mountains are

seen, and hardly any snow was visible from
the city even in winter. The country

around grows a long coarse grass.

Fossil bones are plentiful in the Lhasa
district. These are sold in the Lhasa
bazar as having great healing properties

when applied to wounds, &c., in a powdered
state.

During November the thermometer always
fell during the night below the freezing point

even inside a house, 'The lowe.st tempera-

ture recorded in Februfiry, was 25° at night

and during the day 45''. During the whole
time the Pandit was in the Lhasa territory

from September to the end of June, it never

rained, and snowfall was also very rare,

which was never more than 12 inches. But
the cold is so intense that the water of the

running streams freezes if the current is not

very strong, and water kept in the warmest
parts of a house, froze, and hurst the vessels

holding it. 'The wind is very strong.

The city of Lhasa is circular with a cir-

cumference of two and a half miles. In the

centre of the city stands a very large temple.

The idols in it are richly inlaid with gold
and precious stones. 'This temple is sur-

rounded by bazars and shops kept by
Lhasa, Kashmiri, Ladaki, Azimabad, and
Nepalese merchants, a number of whom are
Mahomedans. Chinese tradesmen are
numerous here also. The city stands in a
tolerably level plain surrounded by moun-
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tains. There are several monasteries in the

city. The Debang monastery is occupied
by 7700 priests, who are held in great

veneration by all classes of the Lhasa people.

There is on a low hill a large and strong

fort called Potolah, which is the residence

of the Lama Guru, his head minister being

generally called Rajah. The fort is one
and a half miles in circumference, and

!

[00 ft. above the surrounding level
; steps

ead up to the fort on every side.

The Pandit accompanied the Ladak
merchant to pay homage to the Gewaring-
bo-che (the great Lama of Thibet) in the

fort. A priest came out to receive them
and conducted them to the presence of the

Gewaring-bo-che, a fair and handsome boy
of about 13 years, seated on a throne six

feet high, attended by two of the highest

priests, each holding a bund of peacock
feathers. To the right of this boy and
seated on a throne three feet high was the

Rajah Gyalbo-Khuro Gyago, his minister.

Numbers of priests in reverential attitudes

were standing at a respectful distance. The
Pandit and his companions were ordered to

be seated, and after making offerings of

silks, sweets, and money, the Lama Guru
put them three questions placing his hands
on each of their heads : Ms your king well’ ?

‘Does your country prosper’? and ‘Are you
in good health’? They were then served

with tea, which some drank, and others

poured on their heads, and after having a
strip of silk with a knot in it placed by the

priests round each of the visitor’s neck they

were dismissed.

The walls and ceilings of all the chief

houses in the fort and all the temples that

contained images of gold, were covered with

rich silks.

The Lama Guru is the chief of all Thibet,

but he does not interfere with State business.

He is looked upon as the guardian divinity,

and is supposed never to die, but trans-

migrates into any body he pleases and is

privileged to transmigrate thirteen times.

The dead body from which the Lama’s soul

has departed is placed in a gold coffin stud-

ded with the finest gems, and kept in the

temple with the greatest care. It is said

that these dead bodies diminish in size,

while the hairs and nails grow.
Next to the Lama in rank is the Rajah

or Gyalbo, below whom there are four

ministers called Kaskak, who conduct all

State business, under the Rajah’s orders.

The Chinese Vakeel at Lhasa, who is called

Amban, has the power of reporting against

either the Rajah or the four ministers to

the King of China, and, if necessary, can

have them removed from office.

The Thibetans believe that no sooner

the Lama is born than he speaks and all

withered plants and trees about his birth-

place at once begin to bear green leaves.

The moment the news gets to the Lhasa
court of such an occurrence, then the four

ministers repair to the house in order to

ascertain whether he is an impostor or not.

Articles of all descriptions are placed before

the child. Should he be able to select such

articles as belonged to
.
the Lama, he is pro-

nounced to be no imposter and is forth-

with carried away to the fort of Potolah

and placed upon the throne as Lama Guru.

The Mahomadans of Lhasa gave the

Pandit the following account as to the selec-

tion of the future Lama Guru. From the

day of the death of a Lama Guru all male
births are recorded by the Lamas about the

city, and the ministers are secretly informed

of them. Names are given to the children

and on the thirtieth day after the decease

of a Lama Guru, slips of paper bearing the

names of children born within the month
are placed in a vessel

; the chief of the four

ministers then draws out one of the slips

with a pair of pincers and whichever child’s

name that slip bears, he is pronounced to

be the future Lama Guru. He is then

taught all that is required of him by the

priests, and when they think he has come
to years of discretion, the previously nar-

rated ceremony of the choosing of articles

is conducted.
On the death of the Potolah Rajah

the successor is chosen from the Debang
monastery.

Thirty-six miles east of Lhasa, situated

on the left bank of the Brahmaputra, stands

a monastery called Same, the seat the Jam
Raja, who is believed to possess the power
and authority to punish or reward the

souls of departed men. The State Treasur}^

of Lhasa is also at that place, and on the

occasion of a war, the four ministers repair

thither, and after a little ceremony receive

the amount they solicit, with an injunction

to return the same within a certain period.
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The Pandit remarks that there was
but little order and justice to be seen in

Lhasa.

The new year of the Thibetans commences
with the new moon, appearing on or about

the isth of February ; they call it Lohsar. On
New Year’s eve every house in the city is

cleaned, swept and whitewashed and the

street cleaned under an order from the

Court. On the following day each house-

hold displays as many flags from the

housetop as it can afford. Throughout
the day and night singing, dancing, and
drinking are kept up. On the second day
of their new year all the people of the

city assemble before the fort to witness

the following feat—a strong rope is fastened

from the fort walls to strong rivets in the

ground 100 yards distant from the base

of the fort. Two men then slide down this

rope, which very often proves fatal to

them
; should hey survive they are rewarded

by the Lama Guru, who is always a witness

of such performances.
From the commencement of the new year,

whoever pays the highest sum is considered
the Judge of the Raja’s Court, who is

called Jalna, and for 23 days he exercises

his authority in the most arbitrary

manner possible for his own benefit, as

all fines, etc., are his by the purchase.
I he purchaser of such authority must be
one of the 7700 priests attached to the

Debang monastery. The successful priest

announces the fact through the streets in

Lhasa in person, bearing a silver stick. The
Judge’s men are then seen to go about the

streets and places in order to discover any
:onduct in the inhabitants that may be
oiind fault with. Every house is taxed in

Lhasa at this period, and the slightest

lault is punished with the greatest severity

py* fines. This severity drives all the work-
‘ug classes out of the city, till the 23 days
jtic over. The profit made by the Judge

about ten times the purchase money.
During the 23 days all the priests assemble

Ij)
the fort and in the Machindranath

* cfnple to offer homage and perform religi-

ous ceremonies. On the fifteenth day of the
new year all the priests assembling about
the Machindranath Temple display hundreds
of kIoIs in forms of men, animals, trees^ etc.,

and throughout the night burn torches,

^h>ch illuminate the city to a great distance.

IQ

The day on which the authority of the

Judge ceases, the Rajah’s troops parade
through the streets, and proclaim that the

power of the Rajah has again been assumed
by him. Twenty-four days after the Judge
ceases to have authority, he again assumes
it and acts in the same arbitary manner
as on the first occasion for ten days, after

which authority is once more assumed by
the Raja.

On the first day the Lamas all assemble
at Machindranath Temple and after a
religious ceremony invoke the assistance

of their deities to prevent sickness, &c.,

among the people, and as a peace-offering

sacrifice one man. This man is not killed

purposely but the ceremony he undergoes

often proves fatal. Grain is thrown against

his head and his face is painted half white

and half black. On the tenth day of this

vacation, all the troops quartered at Lhasa
march to the temple and form line before it.

The victim, who has his face painted, is

then brought forth from the temple, and
receives small donations from all the popu-

lace assembled. He then throws the dice

with the Jalno (the Judge), and if the latter

loses, it is said to forebode great evil, and

if not, and the Jalno wins, then it is

believed that the victim, who is to bear the

sins of all the inhabitants of Lhasa, has

been permitted by the gods to do so. He
is then marched to the walls of the city,

followed by the whole populace, and troops

hooting and shouting, and discharging

volleys after him. When he is driven out-

side the city, then people return, and the

victim is carried to the same monastery.

Should he die shortly after this, the people

say it is an auspicious sign, and if not, he

is kept a prisoner at Same monastery for the

term of a whole year, after which he is

released and is allowed to return to Lhasa.

The day following the banishment of the

man to Same, all the State jewels^ gold and
silver plate, &c., are brought out from the

fort, and carried through the streets of

Lhasa, protected by the troops armed and
followed by thousands of spectators.

Towards evening everything is taken back

to the fort and kept as before. The day
following, immense images of the gods,

formed of variegated paper on wooden
framework, are dragged by men through the

city, protected by armed troops. About
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nbon the whole populace, great and smalt,

assemble on the plain north of the city,

and publicly carouse, race, and practice

gun shooting at targets.

At Lhasa barley, wheat, peas, mustard

are grown. Radish, carrots, onions,
.
pota-

toes, beans, garlic, and various other

adibles are cultivated. I here is no jungle

thereabouts; the hills are barren.

A very few of the rich men’s houses are

built of brick and stones, all others are of

mud.
The manufactures of Lhasa are woollen

.cloths, felt, &c.

The cattle of Lhasa are cows, sheep,

goats, yaks, horses, asses, &c. Pigs and
dogs are also reared, the latter being a

very big animal ; there are quantities of

domestic cats, mostly black, and a few

white and red. Fowls, pigeons, kites,

crows, ducks, and pheasants, together with

a variety of small birds, are very numerous.

Snakes, reptiles, scorpions, &c., are not

known.
The water-supply of Lhasa is from wells,

and a tax of two annas on every house is

imposed monthly.

During the month of December merchants

from all parts bring their merchandise to

Lhasa, and leave in March before the

setting in of the rains.

*rhe inhabitants use ornaments of coral,

pearls, and precious stones, and occasionally

of gold and silver, which are more specially

worn by women on their heads ; boats lined

with the skins of sheep are generally worn.

‘Fhe chief divinity worshipped in this

part is Buddha.
The food of the inhabitants consists

chiefly of salted butter, tea, mutton, beef,

pork, and fowls. Rice is not much eaten,

owing to its high price and because it is

considered a fruitful source of disease.

Wheat, barley, etc., are cheap.

The current coin of the country is a
silver piece called Naktang, two and a half

of which pieces being the equivalent of one
rupee. The silver pieces are cut into either

halves or into three pieces. There is also

a large lump of silver bearing the seal of

the Chinese Emperor, the value of which is

equal to 333 Naktangs.
To the north-east of Lhasa, distant about

one month’s journey, there is a countiy,

the inhabitants of which anniially pay

Lhasa visits under the plea of pilgrimage or

trading, but really with the object of rob-

bing and stealing; highway robbery and
murder are perpetrated by them without

compunction. They appear to be exempt
from any punishments from the Lhasa

government, who never takes notice of any

complaints against them, the reason for

this indulgence being that the Lhasa Vakeel

with the government merchandise has to

pass through the territory of this tribe and

to insure a safe journey for these the govern-

ment connives at the mischief done by

them to the peaceable inhabitants of the

Lhasa territory.

Four miles north of Lhasa is a long hill,

called Toti-phu, which contains immense

quantities of silver
; but a Government

order prohibits any one from working the

metal, for the general belief is that the

country will be impoverished and the men
will degenerate should the metal be worked.

A Chinaman once worked a large quantity

of silver here, but the man was seized and

sent to Pekin, where his hands were cut off.

Gold also exists here. Gold is, however,

worked to a very slight extent near the

monasteries of Debang and Ramoche by

the priests, but should they in their search

discover a nugget of large size, it is imme-

diately replaced in the earth under the

impression that the large nuggets have life,

and germinate in time, producing the small

lumps, which they are privileged to search

for. To the north-east of Lhasa, and one

and a half month’s journey from it, at Sarka

or Thok, gold is extracted in large quanti-

ties, there being no prohibition as to work-

ing it. Here no grain is raised ; the gold

diggers barter the metal for grain, etc.,

brought by merchants.

On the summit of Toti-phu is a spring

and a large flat slab of stone called Darga,

the seat of the Mahomedan Pir. Another

sl&b close to this stone is called Ja-Nawaz;
it bears the impression of a large hand, said

to be the hand of a Mahomedan Pi^

The Mahomedans of Lhasa resort to this

place to worship.

The strength of the standing force in

Lhasa is 1000 Bhotiya, and 500 Chinese

soldiers armed with long flint guns. Lhasa

has a population of 9000 women and 6000

men. The reason of this preponderance of

females over the males is in consequence of
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the large number of males becoming priests

and vowing celebacy, and also in conse-

quence of the custom of one family of say

four or five males living with one

woman.
Regarding the disposal of their dead the

Lhasa people of the poorer classes bind the

corpses tightly with rope and place them
erect against the inner walls of their houses

for two or three days, while the richer and
well'to-do classes detain the corpses in

their houses for a length of fourteen days

;

after which time priests are invited who
pretend to read from their ritual the man-
ner in which these corpses are predestined

to be disposed of. Sometimes their decision is

to cut the corpses into pieces and scatter

the fragments to the birds and beasts of

prey, and sometimes to bury them. The
bodies are detained in the house from the

belief that they may become demons if

disposed of without the blessings of the

priests.

The inhabitants of Lhasa believe that

the ready cash possessed by the Government
of Lhasa equals, if not exceeds, the wealth
of the whole world.

These accounts have all been corroborated

as true by many subsequent explorers.

Kishen Singh, better known as A. K. or

the Pandit made five explorations in all^
(i) In 1856, the one described supra.

!2) In 1869, from Milam in Kumaun to

Rakas Tal lake in great Thibet and thence

southward along theKarnali river toKathai

Ghat, 400 miles.

(^) In 1871-2. From Shigatze to the

I'engri Nor and thence to Lhasa, 300 miles.

(4) In 1873-4. From Tankse in Ladak to

Kashgar and beyond and back, 1250 miles.

(5) 101878. This was his greatest jour-

ney.*^

Charu IUndyopadhyay.

* (-onipiled from selections from the Records of the

(TOVLTiimcnl of India No. I.XXIi anfl A Memoir

on the Indian Surveys. 1875—
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Minneapolis Journal]

i.The awakening of the Asiatic Giant.

Pasquino] Too Early. [Turin.

Peace : "May 1 come in ?"

Combatants : "No, not yet
;
you wait I"

(The olive branch is the emblem of peace).
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Journal,
I HE Revolution in China.

Christ and Christendom,

At Christmas, 1911.

*^Der Wahr$ Jacob],
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King of Italy—“Give me that box." K. op I.—“I am ffoing to take it by force." 'ruRKKV—"Now try it
!"

(Vienna).

Italy’s Box of 1'roudlb.

form of a genie of frightful aspect, who cried,

isst hour is come!’"—(Arabian Night’s Enter-

tainment).

— (Paris).

(Refers to a ‘possible, though not probable, result of

Eut^opean aggression on Musalman Kingdoms).

Latest News from I'ripoli:

The Italians are victorious everywhere, and the Turks

everywhere else.

— (Paris).

(Refers to the conflicting accounts of the War).



Turkey: **Great Allah! 1 don’t think the German
umbrella is quite water-tight.—
(Berlin).

(Refers^ to Germany’s profession of friendship for

The same old stohy.
The new Diogenes searches with a lantern in vain

for an honest friend.

—Xtisfvii (Vienna).



TO THE OCEAN

TO THE OCEAN

Translated into English Prose from the Poetry of Rabindranath

By S. V. Mukerjka, b.a. (Oxon).

O, thou First Mother, Ocean, this Earth thy child,

One and only daughter, lies on thy lap, wherefore no sleep clings

To thine Eyne; wherefore also Fear and Hope and Unrest

Always cleave thy Bosom ;
wherefore rises like some Vedic Chant,

Skyward, without ceasing, to the Temple of Nature’s God

Thy Soul’s eternal prayer, filling all space

With thy note of joy ;
wherefore on this sleeping Earth

Thou showerest kisses unnumberable, enveloping her

\\ ith thy all-embracing clasp of waves, holding her soft body

In thy azure folds, with gentle tenderness

And skilful care. What wondrous playfulness is this, /

I'hou Fount of waters?—now, on some pretence of neglect

l liou goest far away, receding with gentle steps and slow,

As if wanting to leave her,—and again, with a shout of gladness,

Thou returnest in one exultant leap to her Breast
; . , /

,

Foaming with laughter, in joyous tears, and in the heaving pride of love

Thou leavest Earth’s purest forehead wet

With fondest blessings. 'Fhy Heart’s immensity is ever melting

With love. Whence came it, whither are its bounds?

It is fathomless, illimitable. Who can comprehend

The profundity of its calm, the limitlessness of its passion,

The grandeur of its silence, the noisomeness of its sound.

Its mad, loud laughter, its heaving lamentations ?

A child of this Earth am I, sitting by thy shore,

Hearing thy sound. Methinks, for me it has

Some meaning, like that of the sign-language of the mute

For their kindred. Methinks, even the blood that courses

Within my inmost veins, understands this language

And has learnt naught else. Methinks, also the memory returns

Of that dim time, when we lay unformed within thy womb.

Amongst the embryos of unborn worlds, for some million years—
How that tireless tune of thine had printed itself

On each our souls; that ante-natal memory,

That ceaseless throb upon thy unborn child

Of thy Mother-heart—now wakes again, like some

Faint Echo, in all my veins, when 1, with pensive eyes

Sitting on thy lonely shore, hear thy ancient roll.

Thou wert then all solitary, from age to age counting time.

Enveloping the bounds of space, undivided, limitlew

Lost in thyself—the vast new mystery of thy First Pregnancy

Not comprehending \ Night and day, some mystic Passion,

The tenderness of imminent Motherhood, the Love that came
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Unbeknown, throngs of strange desires filled thy Breast

As yet unchilded. At each day-break Dawn came
And foretold the moment of the Great Child’s birth ;

Night after night, the stars gazed motionless

On thy childless bed. That Primal Mother’s love of thine.

Mystic, deep,—when naught of living thing breathed or stirred.

—

That haunting passion, throbbing with imniinent expectancy,

—

Those unwonted longings, that heaved thy inmost deeps.

For the awaited hour—all come back to my mind
Again and yet again, like some age-long memory.
Even so, my soul, filled with strange agonies

And dim perceptions, sends forth to Yond Bourne unseen

Its yearning cry. As if within the deep of mind itself

New worlds of feeling rise from moment to moment
All unknowingly.—Only a half-formed impulse

Maddens my soul with eagerness, dowering it

With some. vast Ambition, formless, insatiable.

Without reason, far beyond the ken of sense.

Argument sneers at it, but Faith holds it true

And doubts it not against a thousand hindrances :

Undaunted, like the Mother’s love for her Babe unborn

When her soul wakes to tenderness and her bosom brims with milk.

Even such an hope enheartens me, as now 1 gaze at thee,

Rapt and speechless. Thou, Ocean, in pealing laughter,

Drawest, with force resistless of kinship’s mystic bond.

My Soul to the midst of thy surging Waves.

THE FAR OFF

( Fr<m the Bengali of Rabindranath Tagore ).

I am restless,

I am athirst for the far, far away.
The daylight wanes, I watch at the window.
Ah me, my soul goes out in longing
To touch the skirt of the vast dim distance.

I am athirst for the far far away.
Oh, the great Beyond, Oh, the uttermost glimpse,

Oh, the keen call of thy clarion !

I forget, I ever iForget

That I have no wings to fly,

That I am bound in this spot evermore.

1 am eager and wakeful,
I am a stranger in a strange lone land, O thou the distant far

!

Thy voice comes to me
Bitterly sweet as the desire waking impossible hope.
And thy tongue is known to my heart

As its very own.
I am away from thee. O thou out of reach.
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Oh, the great Beyond, Oh, the farthest end,

0 the keen call of thy clarion
j

I forget, I ever forget

That 1 know not the way
That I have not the winged steed.

1 am listless

;

I am a wanderer in my heart, O thou far away !

Tn the sunny har2e of the languid noon-tide hours

In the murmur of leaves, in the play of the fitful shadowsi

What vision of thine takes shape in the blue expanse of the sky

!

O Far-to-seek, I am ever a wanderer in my heart.

Oh, the great Beyond, Oh, the farthest end.

Oh, the keen call of thy clarion I

1 forget, I ever forget

That the gates are all shut everywhere

In the house where I dwell all alone.

No IE.
—

'I’he above is not a metrical translation, though the lines are arranged as in pot^lry.

RKVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS

English.

f.i/c and IVark of Romesh Chimder Duit C.LE, by

J. N, Gupta, M.A., with art introduction by

tiis Highness the Maharaja of Baroda and nu^

merous illustrations, Lonaon, f. M, Deni and
Sons, rgn. Price iojdd.

We have read many novels in our time, but we can

iruly say that no work of fiction that wc have read

liL'Id our interest so much in thrall as this book. To
'U) Indian, the book is simply fascinating. But this

somewhat frivolous langua^ to use in connection

with the biography of Romesh Dutt—it is so uplifting,

inspiring and ennobling. Mr. Dutt's able son-in-law,

himself a member of the distinguished service to

'^hich he belonged, has accomplished his task with

commendable promptitude, for the biography,

consisting as it does of 504 pages, has been published

'viihin two years of Mr. Dutt's death.

When we first received the book and glanced
tlirough its pages we were disposed to think that there

were too many newspaper quotations and extracts in

h .ind that the adoption of the direct and continuous

•''irrative form would have made the book more
readable. This opinion received some support from
Sh Henry Cotton's sympathetic review, where the
same defects were noticed. But now having read the
hook from cover to cover, we arc bound to admit that

have changed our opinion. The extracts given

from the reviews of his books which appeared
m the English press, and they are sure to prove
‘meresting to Indian readers, for whom the biography
must have been mainly intended, inasmuch as tney
'''•I give them an ‘ opportunity to compare rqpre-
scniatiye English opinion with their oum. As for the
oyier objection, we must remember that Mr. Giipta

is an official still in service, .’ind c innol speak with the

iiidcp<M>dence which the narrative form would demand,

md by allowing Mr. Dull to tell the story of his life

From his own letters, speeches and writings, and

.onfining his work to supplying the connecting-links

merely, the biograplier has exercised a wise discretion

ind succeeded in giving us a vivid
^

and accurate

resume of the political and economic condition of

India from the early days of British rule down to the

iawn of the twentieth century, at the same time

infolding a noble career which will prove an inspiring

leacon-lighl to generations of Indians ycl unborn.

The main incidents of Romesh Dull’s life arc

jv'ellknown to his countrymen and need not be recount-

ed here. But a few extracts from his speeches,

eltcrs and official reports may be given, as they are

lot known to the general reader and
^

will give us an

idea of the stuff the man was made of.

Here is his sketch of Sir Ashley Kden, under whom

he served "With the new feelings and the growing

aspirations of the people he has no sympathy ;
he has

tried to trample on them, to hold them to derision,

to extinguish them. Patronage and person;il rule are

the weaknesses of the old class patriarchal rule, and

no man is more wedded to them, or has abusra

patronage more, than Sir Ashley. He likes to see the

people come to him and to salam him ;
he likes to

oblige them and to favour them with a benign smile,

or with posts for their children. This is his way of

doing good. He learnt it when be was a young

man, and he knows no other. Agitation for rights

he hates ;
supplication for favours he understands and

rewards.” How true this is of even the latter day

Anglo-Indian bureaucrat administration

.

As Magistrate of Barisal, Mr. Dutt penned a note

on the Ubert Bill controversy which was published in
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the India Gateite and from which we make the

following extract : '^Having admitted them [the Indian

members of the covenanted service] to a share of

those great powers and responsibilities ; having called

upon them to administer districts, collect revenue,

extend education, and keep down crime
;
having

required from them the same efegree of efficiency and
administrative vigour and wisdom as has hitherto

been manifested by trained English administrators,

it is no longer possible for Government to meddle
with the powers which naturally belong to that position,

and which are necessary for the responsible work
which has to be done. I.itllc distinctions, small

curtailment of powers, petty disqualifications based on

race or caste, are out of place, arc virtually impossible,

when it has been decided to entrust the administration

of districts to the natives of India. Legislation cannot

halt where it is
;

it must proceed or move backwards."

Regarding certain customs of ffindu society with

r^ard to the position of the bride, Mr. Dutt wrote to

Mr. Gupta as follows: "You should also... try your
best to conciliate your father, and to retain that love

which should exist between father and .son. Your
wife should help you in doing this, should be dutiful

and respectful to her f.ithcr-in-law, and should, in

fact, conform to the Hindu usage in respect to her

father and mother-in-law. My other daughters who
have father-in-law do this

;
they appear before them

veiled, never speak to them, and they do obeisance

by touching the feet. They conform to the Hindu
usage with respect to their husband’s parents, and I

like this. We need not in these small matters hurt

the feelings of seniors by departing from old Hindu
customs. We depart from them only where we should

do so on principle. On principle inter-caste marriage

is a duty with us, because it unites the divided and
enfeebleci nation, and we should establish this'

principle (as well as widow-marriage, &c0 safely and
securely in our little society, so that the greater

Hindu society, of which we arc only a portion and the

advance guard, may take heart and follow."

In a Note submitted to the Police Commission

I

)resided over by Sir Andrew Fraser, he said as

ollows: "I have seen it .staled that the police in

India arc of the people, and that the police is dis-

honest because the people arc so. Tho.se who make
such sweeping charges do not know, or do not con-

sider, that by the inadequate scale of pay we have

fixed for the police service, we dnaw to that service by
natural selection a class of men not fit for their high

responsibilities, and that we train them in dishonesty

by giving them ample powers, and an undue degree

of protection when they are detected in wrong-doing.

The same causes led to the same results among tnie

Hast India Company’s European servants, among
District Magistrates and Collector a hundred years

ago, and also among the Subordinate Judicial omcers

fifty or sixty years ago. A higher pay and better

prospects have improved all services, European and
Indian

;
the police remains an exception because it

continues to be badly recruited and inadequately paid.

To consider the subordinate police service as
.

fairly

representative of the Indian people is to misappre-

hend the true bearings of the case, and thus unwit-

tingly to blacken the character of the nation."

Apprehension having been felt by some Indian

members of the Civil Service at his l>old criticisms of

iOR ^E6rUARV, t9ii

the Government and its policy, Mr. Dutt wrote the
following letter to his lifelong friend Mr. B. L. Gupta:

** In the first place, my criticisms after I have retired

from the service do not in the least degree injure the

prospects of other Bengalis in the service; on the

contrary, I believe they improve their chances. A
little provocation does more good than eternal

attempts at conciliation. Fraser would strain every

nerve to make you a High Court Judge, knowing full

well that your friend is an irreconcilable critic
; and

if any thing could help K. G. (Sir K. G. Gupta, then

Member of the Board of Revenue) to a Lieutenant-

Governorship, my criticisms would—the Government
would be tempted to reward a loyal man, if only to

show me what I have lost by my disloyalty.

" Secondly, I know the India office—considerations

of race are paramount there
;

they want to shut us

out, not because we are critics, but because we are

natives, and their policy i.s rule by Englishmen. They
have matured this policy in twenty years—they have

a vast mass of secret minutes in their archives on the

subject. Licking the dust off their feet will not move
them from this policy

;
unsparing criticism and per-

sistent fighting can, and will do it. Englishmen

understand fighting, and they will yield to persistent

fighting—not begging.

"Thirdly, it is admitted perhaps that my land

revenue agitation has done some good. It has forced

government to correct past mistakes, to revise as.se.ss-

ments in Bombay, Madras, and the Ontral Provinces,

and to frame rules of remissions and suspensions

when the crops fail. And our personal inlere.sts sink

into insignificance compared with these results. Assure

the Honourable Members of the Board that 1 am
doing all I can to help my friends forward

;
and 1 am

w’orking also for larger result.s, compared with which

our personal prospects .sink into utter insignificance.’’

It is difficult to dwell within a short compass on the

principal characteristics of a man whose life was so

well- filled and complete in every direction. Success

attended him in every sphere of activity. As Mr.

Gupta says, he was a born ruler of men, and there

was in him an element of sternness, a bulldog tenacity

of purpose, which i.s so often deemed the special

charactei istic of the West. And yet there was none

more generous, more full of a genial and kindly good
humour, and no more .staunch a champion of the

poor raiyat ever defended him by pen or word, or

worked to relieve his distress. Regarding his pam-
phlet on the Bengal Peasantry, written while he was

yet a junior officer, Mr, Dutt said in his letters, '1

cannot and will not put fetters on my tongue, promo-
tion in the service I do not much care for.' *Such

servility shall never be mine.’ To the Gujarat agricul-

turists he said
;

'1 do not think I could have felt for

you and worked for you more, if 1 had been bom in

one of those humble peaceful village huts which 1 am
daily visiting.’ To Lord MacDonnell he wrote:

**You can accept my assurance that the obvious desire

. of land-lords to be left unfettered, in the matter of

enhancing rents, and dealing with their raiyats as they

like, has never received my support, and shall never

receive any support, direct or indirect, from me, .in

whatever capacity 1 may work for my country.” Mr.
Gupta truly says that "this part of his work provides a

crushing reply to the criticism of tho.se who hold that

the educated Indian and the Indian publicist are in no
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^nsethe representatives of the voiceless millions of

India.”

His dignified reserve and calm equanimity, perfect

mastery over self, tactfulness, industi^, courage and
honesty, ahealthy and vigorous constitution,ripe scholar-

ship, combined with his broad sympathies and wide

culture developed by extensive travels in India and
Europe, sincere patriotism and consideration for the

weak and the oppressed, made him an ideal administra-

tor. Early in his official career, he wrote to his brother

"The High Court may ' find sometimes that 1 am
legally or technically wrong, they will never find

that I am unjust or oppressive or high handed as a
Magistrate.” As quite a young officer he re-organised

the Dakshin Sabaxpur Subdivision which had been

visited by the most devastating of storm -waves known
within recent times. His reports were highly com-
manded and his suggestions often accepted by

Government. Sir Steuart Bayley regarded him as the

mast caprible executive officer of his time in Bengal,

and while promoting him to the Commissionership

of Burdwan, Sir Charles Klliott wrote to him “Your
record of good work is such that the appointment

must have been for sometime foreseen.'* In a letter

to his brother, Mr. Dutt says of the Government

:

'They have treated me on the whole fairly, but not

with any special favour,* The reforms he introduced

in Baroda as Revenue Minister and subsequently as

Dewan are well known, and the spirit in which he

worked there will appear from the following passages

culled from his letters : ‘The radical reformer will not

fail in his duties. In a year or two the public will

see a great Land Reform in Baroda, or Mr. Dutt
will not be here !" “1 will not spare myself nor move
from the path of duty

;
and God helping, I hope to

bring some light and joy and comfort to the homes
of th^e poor, and also add to the trade and the

manufacture and wealth of the State itself, if I am
spared to work here for a few years steadily and
well.” “Dreams ! Dreams ! Some will exclaim. Well,

let them be so,—-it is better to dream of work and
progress than to wake to inaction and stagnation.

This last shall never be my vocation, it is not in my
nature." It is fit to mention here that in the Gaekwar
he found a most sympathetic chief. In a letter to Mr.
Dutt His Highness wrote

;

“We are all looking forward to the declaration of

reforms the Secretary of State is going to introduce
in India. With certain safeguards, I am decidedly

inclined to give the people of India a substantial

voice in the management of their affairs. The re-

presentative principles of Government may be intro-

rluced into India, taking care at the same time that

the backward classes in education are given special

I'lcilities to come up to their advanced brethren. This
Ui not a chimera, but can be practically done.

“1 should open up a certain number of commission-
^<1 ranks of Lieutenants and above for the Indians,

specially the sons of Indian chiefs who will do credit
fo the military vocation.

”1 should, for the native princes, give greater powers
^od let them introduce railways, telegraphs in their

own territories without reference to the Central Govern-
nicnt. Overcentralised Government is bad for all

Concerned."

His literary work in the field of history, economics

l^litics was alike dictated, as he himself said,

the sole ambition of serving his motherland to the

best of his ability. Quoting Lord Byron, he called
India 'the Niobe of nations', and resolved to prove
to the world that once she was great, and also how
she canie to be so miserable. After explaining the
economic causes of India’s downfall, he says, in the
preface to one of his memorable works, “Given these
conditions, any fertile, industrious, peaceful countir
in the world would be what India is to-day. If

manufactures were crippled, agriculture ovcrlaxcd,
and a third of the revenue remitted out of the country,
any nation on earth would suffer from permanent
poverty and recurring famines,” His history of

Ancient India was intended to teach the Indians,
as he himself said, to regard their religion, history

and literature with legitimate and manly admiration
while avoiding an unreasoning, vainglorious and
superstitious worship of tl>e past, and to have faith

in themselves. His letters to his brother show that

the promptings of a great literary ambition, of doing
something great and noble, of acliieving n European
reputation, stirred him from the very first. 'How
fervently do I wish to cut myself from societv, and
family, and service, and bury myself for years in the

Library of the British Museum, and make at least

one attempt to do something great and glorious
!”

His early retirement from the Civil Service was due
to the same cause, though higher prospects were
open to him. 'Official life has no special charms
for me if 1 can succeed in a more brilliant line’ wrote
he to his daughtei

;
and after t(vo years at Baroda,

where he took service from the same patriotic motive
of proving the praciicabilily of his political and econo-
mic theories, he again became c.igcr *lo serve Sara-
svali in the end,' 'I feel I am proving false to my
higher pursuits, false to my destiny ! . . 1 am longing

to return from Baroda to the larger world of literature

and political work.’ 'I have a plan in my head of

writing a history of the Indian people from the

ancient times to A.l). iqix). It will be in six big

volumes... ’How sad it is to think that he did not

live to perform this task !

His patriotic work consisted in educating the British

people by speechc.s, newspaper articles, interviews

and correspondence wiih leading politicians, and
translating the Epics of India and his own novels

with a view to interpret the East to the West. 'I'he

following remarks regarding the Epics will show that

their publication fulfilled in the main the object which

Mr, Dutt had in view. Lord Georgre Hamilton wrote;
*Your labour and trouble in translating such a classical

poem will be repaid, for it will bring home to many,
who before were wholly ignorant of the fact, what
Indian civilisation and literature were when we were
comparative savages.’ Alfred Wallace wrote : “The
story of Savitrl is the gem of the whole poem, and
I cannot recall anything in poetry more beautiful,

or any higher teaching as to the sanctity of love and
marriage. We have really not advanced one step

beyond this old world people in our ethical standards.

How fine and lofty too is Krishna’s exposition of a
King’s duties.” Mr. Dutt presided over the fifteenth

National Congres.s, rendered yeoman’s service in

England in connection with the Calcutta Municipal
Bill and later on the Reform Scheme of Lord Morley.

On the eve of the publication of Lord Morley 's

celebrated despatch he had a confidential interview

with Lord MacDonnell and from what he heard his

heart was filled with the sanguinest expectations!
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which were however doomed to grievous disappoint-

ment, for the rules framed by officialdom in India

altered the noble policy laid down in the despatch

beyond recognition. He strove his utmost to bring

about the repeal of the Partition of Bengal. As
President of the Industrial Conference he said as

follows of the Swadeshi Movement the essence of

which he defined to be a 'resolution to use our home
manufactures, as far as practicable, in preference to

foreign manufactures.’ '1 sympathise with this move-
ment with all my heart, and will co-operate with this

movement with all my power.... I see nothing that is

hurtful, nothing that is sinful, in this
;

I .see much
that is praiseworthy and much that is beneficial....

There should be a.ssociatinns formed to stimulate

the use of cuunln -made cloth and country-made
articles, not only in towns but in rural villages.’ His

work in connection with the Decentralisation Commis-
sion deserves mention here. The most important of

the recommendation.s of the ('ommission were (i) that

the principles of Land Revenue Asse.ssments should

be settled by law, (2) that Government in the larger

provinces should consi.st of a Governor and not less

than four members, including qualified Indian

members, (3) that Commissioners should hold

rovincial conferences to which non -officials should

e admitted, (4) that village Pimchayets should be

created to decide petty ca.ses, execute minor village

works, maintain village schools, and manage fuel and
fodder reserves, (5.1 that district and local boards should

have a substantial majority of elected members, (6)

that Municipal Councils should have a similar majority

and should ordinarily elect non-fficial Chairmen.
The following extracts from his letters to Lord Morley
will show how ably and courageously he advocated

our cause.

'It is ever thus in India. Peaceful protests against

public measures arc seldom listened to, .so long as

they are peaceful. When they lead to violence, tliey

are disregarded because the Government will not

yield in Inc face of violence
;

in either case wc are

not heard. . . . How w'ill administration be successful,

or give satisfaction to the people, if they are entirely

ignored?’

'No one can know better wbal is good for the

people than their ow'n moderate leaders, and nothing

IS gained by excluding them from all share in framing

great measures. ... To wiihliold their reasonable

demands, to minimise their legitimate influence, and
to virtually set them aside will not strengthen the

titled classes, which the Indian Government seems

to desire, but will be playing into the hands of those

darker spirits who have no faith in British rule.’

' People who .'ire opposed to all reforms have brand-

ed me as an 'impatient idealist,’ while ardent reformers

have branded me as lukewarm and half-hearted. A
reformer who is moderate is between two fires. He
has no friends, as 1 have learnt to my cost.'

'The new proposal of creating electorates according

to castes and creeds is attended with danger. It

will create jealousies and liatreds, accentuate differences

in daily life, foment riots and disturbances and
be a source of political danger to the Empire. . .

.

It is the British Government aiid British schools

and colleges whifsh have taught us to disregard

caste distinctions in public affairs and in civic

life* Is it for the British Government now t6 undo

Its past work, and to accentuate and embitter our

ca.ste diflference.s by making them the basis of

political distinctions V
The hi.story of the world seldom records in.stances

of men in power consenting to share it with those over

whom they rule. But it is a New Year’s hope to me
as it has been my lifelong aspiration. Either such

co-operation, or a widening gulf with increasing dis-

content and di.sordcr is before us, there is no other

alternative V
A word regarding Romesh Dutt as a correspondent.

Nothing in his biography is more delightful to read

than the letters with w'hich it is interspersed. They
are written in a charming style, full of genial good
humour and are withal informing and seriou.s. The
letters which reveal his inmost nature are to his

brother Mr. J. C. Dull, to whom he once wrote : 'I

can truly sav that there is not another thing in ihis

world in w'hich I feel richer or happier, of which 1

feel prouder, than the love you bear to me and 1 bear

to you.’ To his daughters, to whom he was devotedly

attached, he wrote leiters full of a touching tenderness.

He had numerous lady correspondents. "His moral

rectitude w,is an integral part of him
;

it w'as manifest

in all his words and deeds
;
his was one of those large,

sincere spirits which women instinctively trust. His

nature was deep, chivalrous, sympathetic, loveable;

marked by self-control and by avoidance of ostentation

in every form.” And this brings us to that point in

his career which will he the most abiding possession

of his countrymen—we mean his lofty character. As
has been well said by an Anglo-Indian newspaper,
his was the stuff of which heroes are made ; in the

opinion of the Gaekw'ar of Baroda and the London
Dttih News', among any company of leading men in

any part of the world he would have stood high ;
the

Resident of Baroda recognised in him a man of the

highest and noblest ideals, who lived up to wbal he

believed, and was incapable of a wrong action ;
in the

w'ords of f.ord Mac Donnell, he had left a character

and a name of which his family and country may well

be proud; Mrs. Ole Bull, widow of the famous
Norwegian violinist, considered it to be one of her

greatr.st privileges to have known him—‘his was such

a big nature, .so beneficent and inspiring’; and Sister

Nivedita, a gifted and strongsouled woman herself,

bowed her head in .idmiration before him, .'ls "one

who stands amongst the fathers of the future, one

who dreamt high dreams and worked at great things

untiringly, yet left behind him, before his country's

altar, no offering so noble, no proof of her greatne-ss

so incontrovertible as that one thing of which he never

thought at all—his owm character and his own love
!”

His short life of 61 years w;is crowded with noble

thoughts and noble needs. His was not the ‘self-

.seeking sycophancy ma.sqiierading in the girb of a

moderate' but his' moderation proceeded from his

strong practical scn.se, which recognised, in the words

of Mr. Gupta, that 'a subject nation must inevitably

accept compromise suited to the requirements of the

case'. Tt is not', as Mr, Gupta .says elsewhere, 'a

difficult thing to throw dirt on the leaders of a fellow and
subject race', but in the presence of ‘a great personal

force’ like Mr. Dutt, 'a mind,' to quote the Gaekwar
again, 'habitually taking broad views and working
for fine public ends', even hostile criticism such as we
are accustomed to in the Anglo-Indian press stood

hushed
;

he was the most finished product of the

culture of the- East and West, and all will agree with
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Mr. Gqp^'i final estimate: 'No Indian ih recent

limes has been imbued in such a marvellous manner
with the stren^h, the manliness and the patriotism of

(he West, ,ana yet has done so much to vindicate the

greatness.of the; achievements of Ancient India and to

implant in the national mind a hi^h and legitimate

admiration for her past...tliere has been none built

on a larger mould, none who has so greatly influenced

the affairs of his country, or championed her cause

before the West with a more impressive combination

ofknowledge* devotion and high personal worth.’

Mrs. Ole Bull wrote from the Ignited States that

she hoped that a memoir of Mr. Dutt would be written

that would illuminate the mind of young India as to

the wisdom and enthusiasm of his patriotism. The
present biography fully realises that hope, and we
congratulate Mr. Gupta on his performance. In a future

edition the minute details of Mr. nuit's life may be
somewhat curtailed and the shears more xigorously ap-
plied to extracts from hostile and prejudiced newspaper
comments. A bibliography may also be appended at

the end. For one in Mr. (rupta's position the task of

writing the life of a man \vho.se keynote was patriotic

service of motherland must have been peculiarly

(lilficult and delicate, but that task he has .ibly per-

lormcd by studiously keeping himself in the back-

ground. Where he has chosen to give his own
opinion, it cannot be said, considering all things, that

lie has allowed loyally to service to overside loyalty to

truth. *l'hc hook is one which should he in the hands
of every Indian reader, but it must be said that the

price is almost prohibitive to the majority of them. A
cheap Indian edition is sure to be appreciated by the

reading public.

P.

Chatham by Lord Rosebery.

Among historical biographies this sketch—for a

sketch it is—will assuredly raid< very high, not only

for its enduring quality of style—so vigf»rous and
lilting—so full of a quickening effect—but also for the

interesting manner in which a great epoch has been

handled. The refider will also appreciate the noble

view-point. Lord Rosebery writes not as one obsessed

with the party shibboleths : he is nciiher a Whig nor
a Tory : the lenses through which he looks .at Chatham
are clear of all stain of prejudice or personal procli-

vity. Moreover the author’s own share in practical

affairs^his luminous vision—Ids detachmenl-r-his un-
erring measure of men and things—his impeccable
way of discussing the many aspects of Chatham's
life are marked on every page. M.icaulay’s essays

though brilliant reading are heavily charged with the

Whiggism of an exploded day and we who are accus-

tomed to historical appraisements unmarred by bias or

bigotry of a pronounced sort are not now stirred

beyond a certain limit. Lord Rosebery has without

doubt distanced the mid -Victorian Whig not only in

grasp of the materials which have been admirably
welded up but also in point of mental attitude. In

Frederic Harrison’s monograph in the Twelve English
Statesmen series is really well-written and fincly-

'nformed with true feeling but as Mr. Harrison has
never been personally in the thick , of the fight and
has never actually experienced what it is to shape a
nation’s destiny amidst the clash of wills and the
conflijit of cross purposes and jarring interests his

4 ;Scri^ion of the atmosphere in which Chatham

m
breathed though eminently balanced lacks a certain
ring, a certain flavour, a certain touch, a certain
sweep which a politician who has borne the dust and
the heat of the race and known so to say the "tooth
and claw” of rival schools alone can lend to his work.

Plutarch, says the late Sir R. C. Jebb, is strong on
the ethical side but is weak on the political, and he
refers to the Roman Lives (e. g. those of Sulla and
Cicero) as betraying w.int of political insight. Lord
Rosebery is, on the other hand, strong on both sides

ethical and political. There is vivid moral por-
traiture and there is an exceptionally intelligent

estimate of the issues of the controversy that agitated
nien's minds at home and abroad. Lord Rosebery's
intimate knowledge of the whole course of the policy

of foreign courts .so far as it affected Kngland and his

masterly characterisation of the chief lc.<ders of public

opinion can scarcely be equalled. In fact the nmsl
pleasant and with it the most stimulating features of

the book are the numerous pen pictures of kings and
councillors which fill its pages. Wlial an interesting

gallery of statesmen who inouldeil the affairs of gre.it

Britain during the reign of Ger»rg(* 1 1 ! W.ilpole, 1 'rerler-

ick, Prince of Wales, Newcastle, Plniein y, Henry Fox,

Carteret, Lyttleton, the public character of each is hit

off in a few words and yet with certain electric effect.

Walpole almost dominates ilie whole book and his

career is sketched in tlie most impressive w'ay.

"Walpole's knowledge of mankind’' remarks Lord
Rosebery, "left him only with hi> death. His constancy

his courage, his temper, his unfailing resource, his

love of peace, his gifts of m.in.agemenl .and debate, his

long reign of prosperity will always maintain Walpole
in tnc highest rank of Knglish statesmen. Distingni.sh-

ed even in death, he rests under the b;ire and rustic

pavement of Houghton (!hurch in fai:e of iht^ palace

that he had reared and cIum islied, vviihoni so much as

an initial to mark his grave. This is the hlank end of so

much lionour, adiil.atioii, power, .'ind renown. hVir a

century and a half unconscious holenails and patiins

have ground the nameless stones alirnc him, while

mediocrilics in mailile have thronged our public

haunts.” .

But if there is no enigma about Walpole p.144), Pitt

is a mystery, a masked (Ig lire, standing dr,aped from

head to fwt, always acting a part, posing and allilndi.

niring all his life, battling and bewildering every

body. "He would,” says the aiillior, "had it served

his purpose, have smoked a pipe but it would have

been the jewelled nargileh of the Grand Mogul. He
had practically no inlim;ites ; his wife told nothing,

his children told noiliing, he revealed himself ncitlicr

by word nor on paper, luf deliberatf?ly enveloped him-

self in an opaque fog of mystery.” "It is bexond

measure,” continues I.brd Rosel)cry, "refreshing to see

him at this period (before he was caught in the jealous

embrace of parliamentary politics) biintering, falling

in love, the participator of revels if not a reveller

himself. For afterwards no one saw him behind the

scenes, no one was admitted to his presence until

every feature had been compo.sed and his wig and

his vesture dramatically arranged” (p. 48). In another

place the. biographer writes as follows

"He might not indeed study his gesture at the

moment but that was because he had been studying

hit gestures half his life. He had appropriated the

dramatic way of doing things till it had become a

second nature, lo him ;
thus what would have been
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acting In others was natural to him. And indeed he
had so adjust^ and prepared and schooled himself that

aU his emotions were effectually concealed...When
this is sOp acting has ceased to be acting. Mrs.
Skldons svpuld give her orders at dinner in tne awful
tones of Lady Macbeth, This was not acting but

nature^ trained but unconscious nature. So it was
sdth Pitt. He would not laugh because it was undig-
nified to laugh. If he had a book or a play to read

aloud and came to a comic part he passed it on to

another to read and resumed the volume when the
humorous part was over, lest we ma^ presume, he
should smile or become incidentally ridiculous. His
countenance was, so to speak, enamelled with such

anxious care that a heedless laugh might crack the

elaborate demeanour. And so he lived in blank verse

and conducted himself in heroic metre.''

One might go on quoting for ever as the book is

so splendidly opulent in fine passages. But we shall

contend ourselves with giving here the concluding

remarks which are too fascinating to be omitted. *'We
have climbed with him in his path to power. We
have seen him petulant, factious, hungry, bitter. And
yet all the time we have felt that there was always
something in him different in Quality from his fellow-

politicians when they aired the same qualities but

there was an imprisoned spirit within him, struggling

for freedom and scope. At last it bursts its trammels,

he tosses patronage and intrigue to the did political

Shylocks and inspires the policy of the world. Vanity
of Vanities 1 Twenty years after his epoch of glory,

three years after his death, Britain has re^hed
the lowest point in her history. But still she is the

richer for nis life. He bequeaths a tradition, he

bequeaths a son, and when think of duty and achieve-

ment they look to one or the other. It will be an ill

day for their country when either is forgotten (p. 512)."

In a hurried review, it is necessarily a side aspect

of Pitt’s life to which one is able to refer : For the

discussion of the great problems which confronted

Lord Rosebery's hero the reader must go to the book
itself.

H. L. C.

ffifulH Ideals and their preservation: A lecture

Myron H* Phelps ofNew York^ given in the Hindu
College Hall, Jaffna, Ceylon, on 28th February,

sgio. To be had of K. V, Krishnaswami, Mint
Street, Madras.

Mr. Phelps is a wellknown sympathiser of Indian

political aspirations, and in this lecture he says that

after more than twenty years of study of our sacred

books and association with our spiritually-minded men
*in feelkig, sentiment and sympathy 1 believe I am as

much a Hindu as any one of you V No wonder then

that his advice to us with reference to western civili-

sa|ion should in some respects be identical with that

oTbigoted pundits of the old school: *Why should

you change, even were the change to your advantage...

The dignity of your race should be upneld ?' According

to Mr. Ptielps, the Indian ideaU are—munciation
(practising detachment in the performance of one’s

duties), progress towards God the sole test of success

In life, simplicityi neighbouriy love, peace, divorce

from sensuouin^ living (charity); whereas the

Western ideali ai^ 'pursuit of excitement, sensation-

alism, pursuit of wealth, social poution and distinctioii,

pumit of gratification of the senses, putsuil ofthe
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more refined pleasures of the Intellect art ; complexity
instead of simplicity and competition instead of neigh-
hourly love being the nw of life. Regarding the
moral influence ofthe missionary colics on Hindus,
Mr. Phelps says : ”No misfortune m life can be so
great as that (the loss of one's own religion) An
adoptive religion can never mould the character as the
reli^on of one’s fathers. In most cases, a moral death,

more to be deplored than physical death, results. The
life is wrecked—the purpose of life is wholly missed.”
The lecture concludes with a long extract from an
eloquent fragment of Swami Vivekananda entitled

’India's message to the world’ in the course of which
apostrophising India, he says : 'Thou blessed land of

the Aryas, thou wert never degraded...There .she is,

walking with her own majestic steps, my mother, to

fulfil her glorious destiny which no power on earth or

heaven can check—the regeneration of man the brute
into man the god....This is the theme of Indian life-

work, the burden of her eternal songs, the backbone
ol her existence, the foundation of her being—the

spiritualisation of the human race.’

We have read the lecture with pleasure, and may
well lay to heart Mr. Phelps’s solemn warning against

the materialistic tendencies of the West, but we cannot
help remarking that there is always a danger, in .such

an extremely conservative country as India, of such
flattering eulogisms on our civilisation rendering u.s

blind to the absolute need of reform and readjustment
in our social structure and religious outlook.

P.

The Public Service Question in India ; by the Hon'ble
Subba Rau Pantalu, Calcutta. Thacker,
Sprink & Co. tgtt. Price o-8-o.

In reading this moderate, lucid and concise ex-

position of an intricate subject the simile that occurs

again and again to one’s mind is that of the classical

king Sisyphus, who was condemned in Tartarus to roll

to tne top of a hill a huge .stone which constantly rolled

down again. The English and Anglo-Indian adminis-
trators who would open the door of higher appoint-

ments in government service a little wide to the natives

of India are in the position of that condemned king,

for as soon as a little opening is effected by a parlia-

mentary statute or a government resolution, qualifying

and parenthetical clauses begin to be inserted forth-

with, and the door is once more completely barred by
rules and regulations framed under the statute or

resolution as thus qualified, apparently to give effect

to, but really t) nullify, its liberal provisions. Few
people remember, for instance, that the cr\ for simul-

tan^us e^minations in India and England for the

Indian Civil Service was raised as early as 1853, and
members of Parliament exhorted the authorities ’not

to allow such an empire to be governed in the miser-

able spirit of monopoly and exclusiveness.' The
Commitee appointed by tlie Secretary of State for India

reported in i860 in favour of simultaneous examina-
tions, but as Lord Lytton said in a State de^tch,
the Government took ’every means in their poweis
of breaking to the heart the words of promise they
had uttered to the ear,’ and thirty-three years Jater,

Mr. Dadabhai Naorc^i’s motion on the subm, though
carried by a majority of the Houee m Commons
remmned a dead letter, and remains so to this day.
Mr. Subba Rau says : ’The despatch of the Govern-
ment of India and the reports of dm pipvm^ goveM*
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ments [except that of Madras, which was in favour of for the appoinment of Indians to one* sixth of the posts

the reform] form interestingr reading, and show how usually reserved for civilians was, according to a
determined were the efforts of the bureaucracy in Government resolution, to be gradually worked up to

India to resist all attempts to encroach on their within a generation of official life,* but last year the
preserves.* At present the number of covenanted Hon'ble Mr. Earle admitted that 63 such posts were
civilians who are natives of India is only about 5 still available to Provincial Service officers. The only
per cent, of the total, and Mr. Rau has shown how cer- department of Public Service in which a serious attempt
tain artificial and unjust restrictions Utely introduced is being made to fulfil the hopes held out to Indians is

in the regulations unduly handicap the Indian candi- the Department of Accounts, which is presided over
dales, so that fifty-eij^ht years after the question was by a really sympathetic administrator, Sir Guy Fleet-

first raised, the |iositioiT'of Indians in the. matter of wood Wilson. Mr. Subba Rau truly maintains that

the highest ctasi^; of appointments in the state service if the distinction between Imperial and Provincial be
is actually worse than what it was at the beginning, observed all along the line, the relation between
The opium, salt, survey, mint, public works, and Europeans and Indians cannot be one of co-operation

police departments are now almost the exclusive pre- and comradeship, but must be one of timid dependence
serve of Europeans and Eurasians, but this is what and sycophancy, and ''where manhood is dwarfed and
thc« resolution of 1879 says on the subject : 'The scif-rcspcct is wounded, there can be no real Content-

Governor General in Council does not wii^h that offices ment in the land and no real co-operation with the

in those departments should be in any way reserved Government.” The pamphlet is a highly useful

for Europeans. The duties of the opium and customs publication, and is bound to bring the question to a
departments are not more technical or arduous than focus among politicians of all shades of opinion,

those of the land revenue and settlement branches P.
,

of the .servi^, wherein natives of India do exceiient ffasrin : An Indian Medley, by Sirdar fogeudra
work. The system of statutory civiiians was London. James Nisbei and Co. 'iqli.
found to work unsatisfactorily 'as no step was taken

^

to appoint the best men in the country, and We welcome the author as the latest interpreter of

as more importance was attached, in the selection India to England through the medium of the English
of condidates, to birth and social position than language over which he has a perfect command. He
to intellectual and moral fitness'. The* Public is in the direct line of the succession of such men as

Service Commission of 1886 did a distinct disservice to Rev. Lalbehari Day, Romeschandra Dutta, "Thillai

Indians, for it pronounced definitely against simultane- Govindan,** Yusuf Ali, and Sarathkumar Ghose. We
nus examinations, and created a governing caste~-a would fair add another name to the list, that of

corps d* elite—composing the Indian Civil Service, and Cornelia Sorabji, but she writes like an alien and not
an inferior branch of the Public Service branded as the as if she were herself a child of India, and hence her

Provincial Service—rightly characterised by Mr. writings, however vigorous and charming in style, lack

Naoroji as the Pariah Service. The differentiation reality. Sarathkumar Ghose is undoubtedly a much
into two distinct services has been further elaborated more powerful writer than our present author, but the

since then and carried out in almost all the other latter is more well-ballanced, with a
^

better sense of

departments of the Public Service. The regulations proportion and of the fitness of things, while both

for .idmission into the Publico Service in the present are equally patriotic. Mr. Ghose has however won his

year of grace (tgii) go so far as to lay down that spurs, while Mr, Singh has yet to do so. In

'European descent will be considered essential*. And Nasrin he presents a sober, sane and perfectly true

all this, be it remembered, after the Queen’s Gracious representation of some aspects of Indian life, specially

Proclamation, confirmed and reiterated in successive life in and about Lucknow. The author has touched

Durbars and royal proclamations. Indeed if good upon various questions, and presents us with a series

words, the ennunciation of liberal doctrines, and pious of vignettes rather than finished portraits,—as indeed

wishes could satisfy the Indians, there would be found he himself suggests by calling his story a medley—for
enough of them in the various Stale despatches from none of the characters are properly develoMd, except

which extracts have been given. But though the intel- perhaps that of the young unsophisticated Begum, first

It'ct of our rulers has been convinced of the justice of wife of Nawab Haider Jung, Which is finely and
our demands, the will is wanting, and hence we see the pathetically drawn. The aimless lives, steeMd in

spectacle that “only about 8*6 per cent, of appoint- luxury, debauchery and flattery, led by most of our

ments carrying a salary of Rs. 1,000 and upwards are noblemen, has been well painted • so also the custpm-
now in the hands of the Indians and almost all the ridden and prejudice-befogged, ruinous 4nd unhealthy

fiighcr appointments of the State involving direction, practices of effete Brahmanism as typified in Tulsi

;

initiation and supervision have been jealously kept in the sad lives led by Indian girls inside the senana,

the hands of the Europeans’. In spite of the failure often mated to unworthy husbands, the mockery of

t*f the nominated statutory civilians leading to the child marriage and the cruel treatment of the girl-wife

abandonment of the system, recruitment to the Provin- by her husband's mother, ' unconKiously repeating

cial Civil Service is now made entirely by nomination what she herself had experienced oh her marnage from
and not by 'the best and most honorable way '-com- her mother-in-law,* the utter helplessness and hope-
Petition, Mr. Rau very aptly quotes the Nixam, who lessness of the Hindu widow in high and even educat-

writingto Lord Minto in 1909 on sedition, said that he ed families ;
' the silent, selfless, all-sacrificing and

attributed the contentment and wellbeing of his domi- unparalleled devotion of the Hindu wife, which had so

mons to the absolute freedom of his Government from often in the days of yore made light pf^ flaming fire,

racial and religious prejudice and the employment of as if it were a bed of roses* refusin|jid0 be separated

persoae of all races and creeds in his Public Service, even by jdeath the mlged *At nomes* of Anglo-
The recommendation of the Public Service Comission Indians and Indians, * a poor parody cf ^al me,'
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ikme areia U sufficient to work its damning effects evm
without int^iuarriage, the vote of social promiscuity.'

If that be spf why confine your ban to the importation

of Asiatics alone, why not extend it to the occupation

of Orjientai and African countries by European
nationsr specially as, on the author's own admission^
* in this age of peaceful constitutional governmems,
each pi^te, like the violet in the clefts of Alpine

snows striving to raise its tender petals to the light,

is seeing td.bemme free.

'

The third division of the book deals mainly with

prbtectioQ and free trade. After exhausting his ad-

lectives of vituperation on the supporters of the

iLaisttM-faire doctrine, and the 'convicted, priggish,

pedantic absurdity' of the old academic school of

economics represented by Professor Marshall, the

author declares himself definitely in favour of prot^-
tion, and with, most of his arguments in this connection

we heartily agree. He points out how "when England
by reason at once of Protection, of her great natural

advantages, and of the number of great inventors

bom within her realms, had managed to outpace all

her rivals both industrially and commercially, on land

and on sea, and so attained to the industrial supre-

macy of the world, she too, having now nothing to

fear from foreign competitors, opened her ports freely

to all nations."' According to the author, free trade

is only justifiable where a nation is either so strong

. in some large department of industry that it could

practically undersell the world in that department, and
where in conseauence, having no effective rivals, it

could adopt a policy of free trade, using the produce of

the world as but fuel to feed its own supremacy, or

where the nation is so weak that it could never hope to

be a serious rival to any. A protective policy, on the

other hand, is the only sound policy 'where countries

of mat natural advantages and of a ^igh intellectual

and politicial outlook come late in the field of industry,

so that, like some infant Zeus or Hercules, they have
to be guarded and protected with sedulous care until

th^ arrive at industrial manhood' or in the case of a
country, once industrially supreme, and still as rich as

ever in industrial resources, but which has been effect-

ually beaten in the race by an enterprising rival, by
however small a margin, provided that margin is

likely to be enduring, Tne author considers this

last to be the condition of England in relationv to

Germany and America, and points out that

even so thorough*going a freetrader as Professor

Marshall admits that countries with infant in-

dustries may be protected. Continuing his ex-

positiphi Mr. Cfozier says that a nation can only

permit cheaper imports from abroad for consumption
so long as it reserves some industries which will pro*
dttce enough to pay for themi nay, so long as there

is even one Vital industry which keeps the ground and
can pay easily for all the imports from abroad and
still have something to the good. England’s greatest

industry^ the cotton industry, occupies, according to

Mr. Croner, this enviable positioni and so long, says
he, as this iitduat^ continues in its preseiit prosperous
conditbn, Engtiuid can afford to ofM her porto the
free importa^ of foreign goods. Bve^bodV Imoirs

that the cotton industry S mgland rose on tne ruins

of India's ntuslki. tVkde ; yd the iurcoat argument b
wplied eauaily to Engird and Ifidia in the matter of

Free Trade, tnough its lallacy b obvious td .the mean-
est English intern^ when the question b whether

representative institutions should be granted to India

on the model of • England, The author has no
difficulty in showing that 'were free trade to be em-
braced by the wond to-morrow, only the strongest

industrial nations would be benefited, while the

weaker, far from participating in the prosperity^

would be crushed out all the sooner, sucked dry by
their stronger rivals until nothing was left of them but

their skins/ Then he proceeds to formulate a scheme
of imperial preference and anticipates mutual benefits

to flow from it 'from which the Empirt would draw its

harvest,' but needless to add, the name of India has

not been so much as mentioned in connection with

this ^heme for the benefit of the Empire ;
rather, Mr.

Crosier considers such a scheme necessary for the

coming 'struggle in which the nations will be engaged
in carving out heritages for themselves among the

retrograde peoples and the vacant spaces of the earth.’

In another chapter the author lays down what in his

opinion are the conditions essential for industrial

supremacy in the new age opening before us.

These are (i) centralisation m industri.Hl

power, whether in the hands of the government
or of private capitalists {e.g., Trusts), (2) the

spirit of social as opposed to political democracy

as prevalent in America, where the people .are resource-

ful and enterprising and the White House is open to

every occupant of a log cabin, (3) the identification of

the State and its resources with the interc.sts of industry,

in other words, the definite abandonment of the

Laiss68‘faire doctrine, (4) the making of intelligence

and knowledge as such in all their forms, and specially

of science in its application to the industrial arts, an

ideal in national life, as in Germany and America.
There are a few other chapters on taxation schemes,

etc., in which the author goes over much the same

ground, and he closes the book with two short chapters

on the Edgli.sh banking system in operation and the

effect of the entrance of the great trust magnates of

America into the directorate of American banks.

,

As will be seen the book deads with some extremely

topical questions and nobody can deny the author s

fitness to express an opinion on them. We trust we

do him no injustice if we say in conclusion that he

might have expressed hb opinions, well-reasoned and

sound as many of them are, with less vehemence with-

out spoiling their effect; and wO may add that he

might with advantage have remembered now and then

in tne course of theseessays that there is such a country

as India within the Britim Empire-^ country which

would feel grateful to get the benefit of his powerful

advoca^ in favour ofthe protection of her indigenous

industries.

P.

Rducatiom and Siatemannkip in India: by H. R-

Jamttt M.A, (Ox"«.), Priticipdlt presidency Cdlegfi

Calcuttai Longntans, Greens dt Co., 1911^ ijSd net,

PfUlr
The book consists of a seriM of papers first published

in the StaUstdan of Calcutta, and supplies a much

needed want. It presehta in a^ l^^
the avcitace reader mtd to know on the history,

policy and the lesuks df? Indis

from its ineeotieh in lygy down to tpio. Prof. James

b one of tne l^^iBembeiaoif^^^
Service enjoy a deserved r^utation for scholar-

slup and kym^hyi and u thenBfcbe wen^^fitted to
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write on such a subject. His analyses are sober, for the elementary schools, and we are therefore

reasonable* and occasionally penetratinf^, and we unable to agree with the author oh this subject. But
agree with most of his views and opinions. His we entirely agree with the author’s opinion that the

researches amidst blue-books and state despatches, inspecting staff should be altogether distinct from the

Government resolutions and council speeches of an teaching staff. *A college professor must be a learned

earlier period show considerable industry. We wish man, and a specialist in a particular branch of

however that the speeches of Indian members of the knowledge. In an inspector of
.
schools you want

Councils, special!/ the members for the Universities, primarily practical capacity and bodily activity

had nut been so entirely ignored. But of this more combined with a good general education’. Depart-
hereafter. mentalism on this comprehensive scale is the bane of

According to the autKbr, the first dawn of English lndia>-nowhere else in the world would a college

education in India was hastened by two factors, professorship, an inspectorship of schools and a
Christian missionaries and ’a spontaneous demand criminal judgeship be considered as interchangeable,

for liberal education’ among the Hindus, 'for a share In Chapter XlV the author deals with the Indian

in the knowledge and training which they discerned educational service. An ' Indian ' service is of course

to be a large part of the secret of the superior efficiency the superior service from which Indians are rigorously

of nations from the West.' Prof. James would have excluded. Among the names of distinguished mem<
done well to refer in this connection to the excellent bers of the service mentioned at pp. 113-14, some are

scries of articles published sometime ago in the comparatively obscure, while there is not a single In- •

Modern Review

t

which proved beyond doubt that the dian name—not even that of Dr. j. C. Bose. DW P. C.
pace was set not by the Government, but by the people Ray of course belongs to the inferior ' provincial

’

themselves. 'I'he celebrated decision of Lord William service, and cannot aspire to the honour of being

Bcntinck, following the advice of Macaulay, to promote named in the same breath with the many worthies re-

Wesiern education in India, was according to Prof, ferred to in Prof. James's list. He quotes liberally

James and indeed all thinkers worth the name, a from Mr. Valentine Chirol’s book on the Indian un-

wise decision
;

for, as he says, it would have come rest, but the latter's trenchant remarks on the differen-

without State aid, and the ultimate force would not tiation of the educational service into ' separate pens
’

have been less, and jt was more prudent for the seems to have escaped the author. Prof. James has

Government that it took up the control of it. Prof, just touched upon the root cause of the unsatisfactory

James thinks that the (wo great defects resulting from condition of the Indian educational service, but has

ihe adoption of the recommendations of the Education not cared to probe deeper. He says in effect that the

Commission of 1882 appointed by Lord Ripon were scale of pay is not sufficient to attract the best men,

the partial withdrawal of State control from higher but we know that Japan used to get the picked men
education and the lowering of fees, both tending to of England without offering better terms, because

inefficiency
j he is also of opmion that Lord Curxon's selection was regulated by ability and not by nepotism

;

Universities Act of 1904 remedied these defects. That and he proceeds to enquire ; ‘ Are all possible means
it has contracted the area of high education does not used to attract the most desirable candidates ?’

seem to have caused any regret to the learned profes- I-et us hear what the Hon’ble Mr. Subba Rau says in

sor. As for our secondary schools, poorly qu.ilificd the Imperial Council by way of answer: ‘Many ins-

and inadeq&tely paid teachers, and bad teaching of lances can be given where I ndianft of m.irked ability

English, are, in the opinion of the writer, the crying have been passed over and young men from England

defects of these public institutions. "The names S with much inferior qualifications put over their heads.

English schools are world-famous. Who even in In a department where true ability, self-respect, and

India has heard the name of any great Indian School ! character are the sine qua non for the proper discharge

• . . We need in India to think more worthily of of the requisite duties, this differentiation has naturally

schools and schoolmasters." iProf. James however tended to demoralise the Provincial Service. ’ The

expects excellent results from the newly introduced Hon’ble Babu Bhupendra Nath Basu s speeches in

method of teaching English. The direct method the Council might be consulted with advantage by the

produces results that may be fairly called astonishing.' author in this connection. And the pamphlet on 'The

A quarter of a century ago Sir C. P. Ilbert complain- colour line in the Education Department' might well

ed that education in India was confined to only about have been added to the bibliography appended at the

(Op. c. of the male papulation, and the writer shows end of the book. .....
that the average stood at about thesame figurein 1910. On page 50. the author quotes wtb evidenrappro-

‘U cannot be ^tended that these facts and figures val the remarks of the he^ of a Calc^ coUen on

afFoid much ground for satisfaction.' Despatches cramming as the cause of the war* <rf . originality of

and resolution? prove that Government recognised the Bengali sturtot; Nowtfet m w opinion w an
the necessity of spreading education among the entirely superficwl view io take pf the matter. , There

masses, 'but recognitwn of the greatnessofthe problem is undoubtedly some truth m it, tail, yeiry far from die

and affirmation rf the duty of accepting responsibility whole truth. Some amount of^eh^!^ is mdisr

fork . . . leave things just as th«' were until woriw pensable in the rudimentary stages Of learning. M*tno*

and intentions take AaK. in action.' The learnad rising is part of the necessary t^ipline of educittion,

professor thinkB that oompulsotyedncatiim beyond Wheiwise it wuld n« be spuniveiaaUm^^
the heriion; for an jtfmy of trimnedaidadeq^ Iparners 1 it its abmp djat The
paid teuten is neeesttnr to fulfil die scheme, and feundatHinsof Inrnmgmtatbelaid ooiceitawelem^

free educatioii m hfo opitaion is d
.

tary ftastt and ntdfow^wiWi > by

exp^ehey. Caiidods and giadmd Advance in both fotiudon ond fuiicb taiye to be labofieusly committed

thmeikliredfont of Cempuisoiy and education niay tonfoipoiy if subsequeid jiragrtaS: is fo M a^
rAU pfo^ hand inlundi^dietMihfogafteachem «M|itaddtaiinifit«ai^^ or refer-
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ence book at every turn. It is really the examination
system which is responsible for the abuse of memory
known as cramming. Andweknou' that the preva-
lence of the Mme vice has not prevented the develop-
ment of orimnality in free countries, where everyone
finds an outlet for his own peculiar talent and energfies,

and them' is a sufficiently larae number of educated
men of independent means who can devote their life

to original work. When the author has to champion
the cause of his own service, he blurts out the truth

that the portals of the heaven-born service itself, is

guarded by the crammer's an (p.-i 15}. It is useful to

recall here what a distinguished authority like Frederic

Harrison has to say on the prevalence of cramming in

England. **Teachers are slowly thrust out and
controlled by the examiners

; they in turn are checked
and dodged at every turn by the crammers ; so that

learning is fast passing into the grasp of two classes of

specialists, neither of whom are teachers, nor pretend
to teach. . . . From the age of ten till twenty-five he
(the student) is for ever in the presence of the mighty
Mill. The Mill is to him money, success, honour,

and bread and butter for life. Distinctions and
prizes mean money and honour. Success in examina-
tions means distinctions and prizes. And whatever
does not mean success in examinations is r.ot educa-
tion .... published examination papers are the

real Bible of the student of to day. . . . Next to old
examination papers, the manuscript "tips" (akin to

our ‘notes’ and ‘keys’) of some famous coach form the
grand text books. . . . The examination, thus made
tne ‘fountain of honour’, governs the whole course of

study.” {f^ealUies and Ideals, Part 11 . Chap. VI).
Prof. James also approves the residcntal ^stem,

in common with many others who regard the English
public school system as the last word on educati^al
organisation. We believe it was Sir Gurudas Bannerjt
who alone dared to raise a note of protest against
the unoualified introduction of this system in India.

Let us near again what Frederick Harrison has to
say on (he subject : "The entire 'public school,’ or
barrack system, the college or cenobite system, as
practised in England, with all their unnatural conse-
Guences and essentially material spirit, may be, as
tilings are, necessary evils, they are thoroughly abnor-
mal and vicious in principle. The normal and noble
education can only be ^ven in/ami/tVs, and not Jn
barracks or convents. The moral, religious and
social stimulus of education ought to rise mainly there,

and its ground-work should come from the parents.”
Regarding the vexed question of moral and reli-

gious instruction, and the cognate subject of discipline,

author quotes from Dr. Duncan, for many years
the Director of Public Instruction in Madras, who
said so long ago as 1887 : ’Have theire not been, aret

there not, religious beliefs utterly antagonistic to*

genuine morality ?...tt surely ought to be recognis^
that everything depends on m moral character of the
religious Wien inculcated.” Again, ’Indian society

is breathing the same .social ana political Otmospiiere
as all the other civilts^ communities—an atraosphei^
which happens at present to be deficient in reverence
for authority and in willingness to submit to it.' Pnbf.

James rightly points out that the standard of discipline

in English schools and colleges does hot eit bn the

side of severity. In a vein of regtet the leamfd
professor asks : ’Indian dutifulness once held teachers

venerable and worthy of the highest respect. Does
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it do so now ?’ While sharing his regret we may point

out that, if it does not, the fault is not wholly the

student’s ,* for where is that noble ideal of plain living

and high thinking among the modern successors of

the old Pundits of the 7b& ? For, as the author him-
self says, it is the personal influence of the teachers

which moulds the moral nature of the pupils. ‘The
ideals of the teachers and the faithfulness with which
they live by them are the real source of moral vitality

in school and college’. We cannot disguise from

ourselves the fact that the bureaucratic taint has

infected even the Educational Service. At page 165

of the recently published Life of Romesh Thunder
Dutt the case is mentioned of a College Principal

(who now occupies a higher position and came out,

we Mieve, in the same year as Prof. James), who
publicly caned some young Princes, the wards of the

Commissioner of Orissa, under the belief that they

had seen him at play while riding past the Golf

Course and had tailed to salam nim. 'The well-

organised college or school,’ says the writer, ’founded

as it should be in righteousness.... is a capital instru-

ment of moral education’. Undoubtedly, but can a

college be founded on righteousness when the students

turned out by it, though the most brilliant of the year,

are deprived of Government scholarships for no fault

of their own, but because the proprietor of the institu-

tion is regarded as an extremist in his political views 7

The last two chapters of the book are the most in-

teresting, and it is nere that we particularly commend
the Professor’s sobriety of judgment. His verdict on

English education is distinctly favourable. He take.s

a reasonable view of Indian loyalty and .says :
‘ I'hat

the natives of India, Hindu or Mahomedan, Marhatta
or Madrassi, should naturally and spontaneously pre-

fer a Foreign Government and admire manners and
customs so unlike their own, is altogether against

nature.* He shows that English education tempers

rather than deepens the orthodox Aversion for

foreigners, and that SyedGolam H ossein Khan, author

of the Seir Mutakhereint writing in 1780, Raja Ram
Mohan Roy writing about 1831, and Mr. R. C. Dutt
writing in 1901 , hold the same views and opinions in

political matters. And yet they may all be said to be

weiUaffected towards British rule in the sense of

willing it to continue. The author clinches the whole

argument by putting it in a syllogistic form. Educa-
tion produces in men's minds a perception of their true

interests. Government claims to secure the best in-

terests of the Indian peoples. Ergo^ so long as Govern-
ment really does what it claims to do, it may be
reasonably assured of gaming strength, from the spread

of education. By numerous extracts from the

speeches and writings of distinguished Anglo-lndianS|
tne author proves that education and higher employ-
ment of Indians must go hand in handT He recog-

nises that education has stimulated the mental actiw-

ties of the pe(^e. as evidenced by 'the renewed pro-

ductivity of half a dozen literatures, the revival a art

and letters, alert and critical interest in the past

histoi^ and literature of Indian races.’ ’The cap^ity
for combination shown by numerous associations for

social, literary and recreative purposes is a moral
endowment. All . these new cap^les and powers
education has conferred. * The professor quotes

(..ord Morley, who says that higher education in

India has not wholly failed, and eniphaticaliy asserts

that ’not only has higher education not failed to
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achieve what in 1835 it set out to do, but it has

triumphantly succeeded
;
perhaps it has even succeeded

too well.'

The author is equally emphatic with regfard to some

current shibboleths on the political aspect of education.

** Discontent and conspiracy^ if to be called products

of education at all, are indirect products.... Education

is not directly a cause at all.... Education could never

in any sound sense of the term lead to anarchist

crime. A depraved apd perverted nature may use

the powers that education gives to evil purpose.... All

violence and breach of law are contrary to the very

idea of education. The higher the education, the

greater the incompatibility of its influences with

cruelly, treachery, physical violence and .secret murder.

Enlightenment must and does hate these things, and
must still do so, even if it proclaimed the ultimate

right of insurrection for national freedom.... 'Culture'

—as Matthew Arnold .says—‘hates hatred
;
culture

has but one great passion, the passion for sweetness

and light.’
"

'I'he charge of embilterrnent of political

feeling laid against education is, in the opinion of the

learned professor, ‘grossly misstated and in this un-

qualified form inadmi.ssible'. Referring more parti-

cularly to the student class, he says : “Revolutionary

crime has been reckle.ssly ascribed to the student

class
;
but this is a very loose and careless ascription.

...A great wrong has in public opinion been done in

this matter. The great body of students, whatever

the precise temperature of their loyalty, and whatever

ihe.ir occa.sional readiness to flock to listen to public

speakers of repute, are neither revolutionaries, nor

conspirators; nor are colleges hotbeds of sedition....”

VVe trust this vindication of the student community
l)y the head of the foremost educational institution in

Bengal will have its due weight with Jingo writers

who are .so fond of showing more of the ‘tiger qualities

of the British race’ in putting them down by ‘martial

law and no d—d nonsense’.

Lastly, we observe that the learned professor does

not say anything directly bearing on the adivisibility

of allowing students to take part in political agitations

—probably because he considers himself debarred by
the conditions of his service from doing so. But had

he been permitted to discuss the question, there is

little doubt what his opinion would be.
^

For he says

;

‘The aspiration for a larger share (in the work of

administration) than that already gained is perfectly

legitimate, and Indians may combine to secure this

larger share by constitutional means. . . ‘The life (rf

a community cannot be separated into unrelated

eompartments any more than the life of an individual,

liach part affects the rest. . . . Education enables a
man to understand better society, government, and
his own relation to both. ... If political idras are

in the air, the educated man will make acouajntance

with them and they will alter his mental outlook’. In

this connection we may quote the following from Mr.

E* C. Dutt's note published in the Report of the

Excise Commis.sion of 1883, where he said ; “The

thousands of schoolboys who flock to public places to

listen to the speeches of their leaders on political and
social matters arc intimately acquainted with their

habits and thoughts in private life, and instinctively

adopt many worthy and amiable traits in their

conduct.” We have no reason to think that if Prof.

Jame^re called upon to state the result of his own
ciperience, he would have differed from this view.

We gladly recommend this book to all who are

interested in Indian education. P.

Practical Inorganic Chemistry adapted to meet the re-

quirements of the J. Sc. Standard of the Univer-
sities of Calcutta and Allahabad. By P. C. Boy.

D.Sc.t Pk.D., Professor of Chemistry
^ Presidency

Colleget Calcutta. Chuckerverty, Chatterjee & Co.

6s, Harrison Road, Calcutta. Price Re. /.

This book is meant as a companion volume to

the author’s Elementary Inorganic Cheinistery. It is

based mainly upon the syllabus dr^iwn up for the

guidance of the I. Sc. practical cla.ss.

A handbook written by so distinguished a scientist

and teacher cannot fail to be of the greatest use to the

class of students for whom it is meant.

The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, by Samuel Taylor

Coleridge. With introduction and notes try M,
Chose, B. A. (Oxon.), Professor if English Litera-

ture. Presidency College, Caleufia. Chuckerverty,

Chatterjee Gf Co. 63, Harrison Road, Calcutta.

Price As. 8.

The Introduction contains a biographical sketch of

Coleridge, the origin and sources of the poem, the

form and metre of the poem, critical comments, and

probable ultimate sources from which Coleridge may
have drawn for the Ancient Mariner.

The Notes are full and accurate.

The Speeches and writings tfSir Narayen G. Chanda^

varker. Kt, Judge of the Bombay High Court and

Vice Chancellor of the Bombay University. Edited

by L. V. Kikifti, L. Ag,. Servants of Mia Society,

Poona With an introduction by K. Natarajan,

Editor, Indian Social Reformer, Publishers

Monoranjak Grantha Prasarak Mandali, Girgaon,

Bombay. Price Rs. 2~8.

This volume of 636 pages of close and small print

covers an extensive fielti, Social Reform, Student

Life, Politics, Engli.sh IJletalure, and Religion. Sir

Narayen is a distinguished scholar and thinker. His

speeches and writing.s deserve to be vndely read. His

addresses to students and the twelve papers on

Wordsworth’s Prelude should be .studied by all

thoughtful students. The volume contains an excellent

portrait of Sir Narayen.

Select Essays of Sister Nivedita. Ganesk & Co.,

Madras. Price Re. i-8.

There may be magazines or newspapers in India

whose readers may require to be told what sort of

personality was that of the Sister Nivedita or bow

she wrote. But for readers of this Rbvibw any such

introduction must surely be a work of supererogation.

Yet we cannot resist the temptation of enriching our

pages by quoting in full Mr. A. J. F. Blair’s bridf,

gem-like “Foreward” to this volume. It runs thus—

Margaret Noble—“The white flower of nobility”—Nive-

diia *‘oedicate(l ” Whether we think of her by her English

or her Indian name, was ever human being more appropri-

ately called ? High souled purity and infinite devotion are

the thoughts that ever spring to mind at the very mention of

her name. To those who knew her she was an embodied

conscience. As her clear eyes searched one through and

through, so did the white flame of her moral fervour burn

out and wither up all the baser elements in one’s nature.

No man of woman ever fiioed that scrutiny without emerging

from it purified and strengthened.
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She ww
.
a writer of extraordinary range, eloquence and

power. The collection of essays m the present volume,

comprehensive as it is, exhibits her tireless literary produc-

tivety in a mere fragmentary form. The crown
.
and summit

of her Work is undoubtedly the “Web of Indian Life,” to

read which is not merely to enter into the Indian holy of

holies, but to drink deep of the meaning and inapiration

of the author’s own life.

Like all great souls, however, she lowered above, and

dominated, all her works. She was fargeraler than they.

The influent of her life and personality was and is a perp^

tual inspiration, which lives as h.ng as those on whom it

once rested, to be thence transferred ( let us hope ) to those

who follow.

Unselfish, brave, white souled, dowered so nobly with

mental, spiritual and physical graces, who can express in

words what she was to those who loved her, or gather up the

measure of their loss ?

The gfreat problem of India, includingf all lesser

problems, is how we can modernise ourselves and
become progfressive, without losing our heritage,

—

without losing that spiritual power and wealth which

made India great in the past. To be able to atUck
this problem with some success, one has to be specially

equipped. An indispensable part of that etmipment
is a knowledge of the point of view of Sister Nivedita

and those who thought and felt with her. Messrs.

Ganesh & Co., have, therefore, deserved well of the

public ^ bringing out some of her writrngs in book
form. The volume which they have brought out and
the volume entitled “The Civic and National Ideals",

published by the Udbodhan Office, Baghbazar,

Calcutta, should be the companions of all who are

Cng in spirit, never mind what the age of their

ies may be.

We would advise the publishers to obtain the per-

mission of the Editor in every case when anything is

reproduced from a periodical.

Ajtiur : Historical and descriptive. With 28 fulUpage

illuetrations. By Har Bilas Sarda, B.A, F.R.S.L.,

A/mer: Scottish Mission Industries Company,

Limited. Pp. x + 174. Cloth. Price not men-

tioned.

It is a beautiful hand-book on Ajmer. It contains

all that an inquisitive traveller may want to know
regarding the place, including a concise historical

sketch. Even those who may not visit Ajmer will find

it profitable and interesting reading. The illustrations

are good. But the coloured ink in which they are

printed has not been well chosen ;
a deep black would

nave given clearer and more satisfactory prints.

The Mian Nation Builders, Part III. Ganesh A Co.,

Madras. Pp. 259 and i2 portraits. Cloth. Price

Re. /-S.

This volume contains biographical sketches, with

portraits, of twelve distinguished Indians, via., Sir

Gurudas Banerjee, Sir Syed Ahmed Khan, Pandit

Ajudianath, K. T. Telang, H. H. The late Niiam

of Hyderabad, M. K. Gandhi, Arabinda Ghose,

Aswini Kumar Dutt, Dr. A. K. Coomaraswamy,
Rabindranath Tagore, Sir K. Seshadri Aiyar and

Bankim Chandra Chatterjee. Of even greater value

than the life-sketches are the writings or utterances of

these distinguished men reproduced in this volume.

Some are given in translations, as, for instance, those

of Bankim Chandra Chatterjee and Rabindranath

Tagore. The selections are what the publishers have
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been able to lay their hands on, knd they are good
; but

they are neither the best nor the most characteristic of
their authors. We say this not in disparagement of
the volume,—for we do think that the publishers have
done a praiseworthy thing,—but simply to caution
the reader against judging of these “ Nation -build-

ers*' by these specimens given. If this be borne in

mind, a perusal of books like this will be profitable.

We would again draw attention to the need of

obtaining the permission of the editors of periodicals

from which any thing is reproduced.

TAc Song Divine or, Bhagavad-Gitat a metrical render-

ing {with annotations). By C, C. Caleb, M.«.,
M.S., Professor of Physiology, Medical College,

Lahore, etc. London, Lusac & Co., 4^, Great Rus^ll
Street, W. C. Price not mentioned.

The Bhagavad-Gita is one of the sacred books of

the Hindus, and it ought to be a source of inspiration

to all its readers, whether Hindu or non -Hindu. Bur
every one cannot be expected to know Sanskrit. Tran-
slations are therefore needed. And though it has

been always difficult to produce a metrical, poetic and
accurate translation of a poem, none other can be

satisfactory. In the present instance the author has

succeeded remarkably well,—particularly, as he says

that he is almost totally ignorant of Sanskrit. He has

been able to perform his work so well, because of “ihe

generous assistance of a friend (whose modesty fur-

oids me to disclose his name), well known to those

who have the privilege of hi.s friendship as a profound
student of one of the leading systems of Indian Philo-

sophy. His translation of every verse of the Gita

from the original, founded upon the commentaries oi

Shridhara, Shankaracharya and Shankarananda,
made solely for my benefit, has provided me with an

independent text which has been invaluable in enabl-

ing me to come to a correct judgment in regard ic

textual differences met with in the standard transla-

tions I have used as a basis. The Song Divine is thu^

something more than a mere versification : as a joi!)i

work, it may justly be considered as a metrical tran-

slation.”

Dr. Caleb has employed two forms of metre, jr

accordance with the metrical differentiation found ir

the original. His choice has been quite appropriate.

^
The Dook is very neatly printed. The paper anc'

binding are also good.

The Avoakening of India. By Ramsay Macdonald
M. P, Hodder and Stoughton, London, Pp. t

Cloth, Price not mentioned.

This is a very interesting volume, provoking though'

on Indian problems, particularly Indian political pro-

blems. The author on the whole writes with sympathy
and remarkable insight, with reverence superadded,
where necessary, and in a charming style. He is om
of the foremost statesmen of England and brings £

fresh eye and fresh mind to the observation and con*

sideration of things Indian. The result is a bool

which no patriotic English-speaking Indian can afford

to leave unread. The chapter headings give somf
idea of the contents of the b^k. They are : Apologia

pro Libro Meo, On the way. In Bardda, Among tbt

Rajputs, At Simla, The Khyber and the Pathan, A<

Lanore, Punjab camps, At Benares, The Genius 0

Bengal, The women of India, The ways of the native

The new India of Commerce, The land of|the poverty-
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stricken, Awakening India, Great Britain in India,

l^thoughU.

Tht' Iwo chapters on the women of India were

writiPM by Mrs. Macdonald, whose untimely death

has been widely mourned as a gfreat loss to both

England and India.
. .

'
, . . . ,

When the author reached Bombay on his way back

he “was taken to task by an Anjjlo-Indian news-

paper for having expressed opinions with which it

did not agree. It wisely did not discuss the

opinions ;
it merely said I had no business

to hold them. Its state of mind is typical— I regret

to have to believe it—of the majority of Anglo-

Indians. They assume that no one can under-

stand them and their problems unless his eyes have

been blinded by the Indian sun, and his mind

I

moulded by Anglo-Indian habits for a generation.

I

Their reply to criticisms is not reasons, but the recital

i
of dogmas that cannot be explained to the perspiring

'

stranger, they believe, because the truth embodied in

them cannot be grasped by him. It belongs to a

world in which he is a child. To such persons this

book will be but further evidence of the wickedness

of the world, the impertinence of men, and the bitter-

ne.ss ol the cup to be drained by Anglo-Indians.

“Rut in Inaia, as elsewhere, one very soon discovers

that there is not one “man on the spot” but two.

That section of Anglo-Indians represented by

best known newspapers is only a majority.

is alongside it a minority which knows India, I think,

more intimately, and has retained under Eastern

conditions the best of our Western ethics more suc-

cessfully. There is also the Indian himself,....”

After finishing his “test of self-examination, Mr.

Macdonald found himself in a camp almost by him-

self, “the reason being, I think, that I went

Ihe ideas of modern collectivism in my mind. Whilst

these made me welcome the more political side of

Indian nationalism, they forbade my sympmhising

with .some of Its economic demands, such as Protec-

tion and the Permanent Settlement found m
Bengal. I thus at one moment lake my place

with one bed fellow and at the next am with

another."

His description of the route to India is not an

account of the superficial a.spects of scenery but a

vivid characterirstion of East and West. He rightly

calls Baroda “the capital of the most modern and

enlightened of ihi Indian rulers.” All his descriptions

nf places are vivid and show that he possesses the

inner eye to discover their very souls. ‘Baroda, with

a .smile, says, “I am modern”; Rajputana, with a

haughty sniff, says, “I keep the old ways. Tods

story of Chitor is spoken of "as a tale of the hnest

chivalry”; “it should be in our school books.
^

My
friends are dinning it into my ears that there is no

India. I do not know, but Chitor gives me some-

lliing to go upon. «... The whole place is a va^

temple of chivalry. Through lhe.se narrow

over these ruined heaps one should go b^re of head

and foot.”
. u

Of the tin gods of Simla he writes things which we

all know and which these gods ought toread if ony to

“mile derisively. Of the Pathan he writes with admi-

ration.
. . L*

We have no space to refer to all the fine ^ings this

book contains. Nor can we point out wherein our

views differ from those of the author. So we bring

this notice to a close with a few extracts from his con-
cluding pages.

“On the whole I therefore rerard the future as

belongingto Nationalism Whilst the best and the

most ardent minds will speak of India, political free-

dom will come first of ail through provincial Home
Rule. There is so much individuality in the Provinces

that India would lose seriously if it were obliterated.

That was another of the colossal blunders ol Lord

Curison. His mind ran on centralisation
;
the genius

of India need.s decentralisation for its expression.

The general lines of our Government arc good if

they were a lillle freer. Responsible CrovLTnirnent

in the Provinces, a federation of the Provinces in an

Indian Government—that .seems to me to be the way
India is to realise her.'idf—is, in fact, rcali.sing herself.^’

“We can make absurd distinctions between India’s
.

educated and uneducaled cla.sses, and imagine that

to protect the one we must ofTend the other—as

though they were not both of India. It is all a vague

delusion. ‘The impul.se.s of Indian life will go on.

They will show themselves in Science, in Art, in

Literature, in Politic.s—in Agitation. Wc can wel-

come them, or we can try to retard them and grudge

them every triumph. If we are wise, we shall do the

former. Wc can then help India and win her grati-

tude and her friendship. When she is rich, as she

will be. she will remember the friend of her proverty.

When she is honoin ed for her owfi sake, as she will

be, she will remember the patron of her obscurity.

But wc cannot keep her back. Her Destiny
^

is fixed

above our will, and we had heller recognise it and

bow to the Inevitable.”

Urdu.

Ithdd Niidir by Maulavi Nadir AH, Pleader, Agra,

Printed in the Aaiei Press, Agra, Crown quarto

Pf).
Sj.

The avowed object of the book is to bring about

union between the different classes of people in India,

especially among the Hindus and Musalmans and the

writer has had considerable success in his endeavour.

The writer has his own views on certain points and

they ought to be carefully weighed in the balance

before any definite opinion is passed upon them. H js

suggestions for the amelioration of the pre.sent condi-

tion of India, though not entirely practical, are not

wholly Utopian. According to the author, the weak

side of the modern civilization and enlightenment

which is spreading so swiftly, consists in a spirit of

disobedience and defiance produced amongst young-

sters as also among those of the lower strata of

society. This is partly true. However,' the modern

culture has its bright side as well, which the author

himself does not quite ignore. That part of the book

in which the author exhorts his co-religiomsts not to

do such things or utter such expressions as go to

hurt the feelings of the Hindus, is truly sublime. The

author says that the attitude of those Musalmans who

are guilty of spreading a spirit of faction, is wholly

wdsed to the spirit of Islam. The conduct of His

Majesty the Amir of Kabul on the occasion of his

sojourn at Delhi, is quoted with approbation and every

sensible person will side with the author here. The

Amir forbade the slaughter of cows and in his speech

n
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on the occasion ^ave very catholic views which are set

forth at length in the book. We repeat that this part

of the lK)ok is intensely sublime and practical. Indeed
there is no reason why there should be want of union

between the followers of the two religions, if the

educated Mussatmans should be serious in the matter.

No dpubt the Hindus are often at fault and the author

is right in his counter-exhortation to the Hindus. Yet
the mistakes of the Hindus are often exaggerated, to

the detriment of both parties. The Hindus must
remember that among the Mussalmans, a great many
are such as are hardly inferior in the graces of life,

breadth of mind, and magnanimity, to tlic best of the

Hindus; and union among the Hindus and Mu ^sal-

mans will have as its foundation mutual sympathy and
appreciation. 'Phe author proposes certain measures

for the suppression of sedition. To our mind, these

are not very practical. The policy of conciliation

followed by -Government of late hardly leaves any
cause for misgivings in the future. The spasmodic
attempts at disorder may now be considered tilings of

the past. The author is right in his opinion that the

Coronation of His Majesty in India will be productive

of immense good, and will be a stepping-stone to

better understanding among the rulers and the ruled.

The language of the book is correct, but it should

have been simpler, especially as the subject of the

book does not debar a simpler language having been
used. If this remark of ours is kept under considera-

tion, while issuing the 2nd edition, the book will have
a wider range of readers ; and in view of the intrinsic

worth of the book, this will be of no little good to the

country.

M.S.

Hindi.

Amertca^paih-^radarshakhy Shree Satxadem, Prints

ed at the fara Printing Presst Pena res. Cnmn
87W, pp* io8. Price As. 5.

Shree Satyadeva is not new to Hindi readers who
have read his valuable articles almost regularly in the

issues of the Sarsasvati and the newly-started Marya-
da. The talented writer has now resolved to publish

a series of books embodying the experiences he has

gathered during his pretty considerable stay in the

United States of America
;
and America-path-pradar-

shak is the first of the series. The author left India

in May, 1904 and the account he gives of his voyage
and of the places at which he halted reads like a
novel. There can be no question as to the book being

pre-eminently interesting to all varieties of readers.

Besides this^ the book is a storehouse of information

for those who want to go to the United States of

America as students or travellers. The writer has

thought out all the possible queries which an intending

traveller to America might be disposed to make and he
has cpven concise and succint information on all these

in the form of questions and answers. Occasionally

hints have been given as to how an Indian ought to

regulate his deportment towards the Americans in

particular circumstances. The author thinks that

there is a wide held in America for Indian tradesmen
with sufficient capital, and laments the lack of enter-

prising merchants who could go out to the spot to see

tor themselves and compare the state of thiiws in the

two countries. As a brief encyclopaedia dTinfomta-
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tion about the United States of America, suited to the

exact needs of Indians, the book is invaluable and the

author says that he has purposely chosen' Hindi as

the medium for the expression of his thoughts,

that in this way he can make them accessible to the

masses and that Hindi bids fair to be the national

language of India. The printing of the book is nice,

but proofs do hot seem to have been read carefully, as

several typographical errors have been left, e,g,^

wtirw (p. 3), w (p- “>) (p-

(p. 58) HW (p. 7S), (p. 80). We do not consider

a construction like the following as idiomatic {a)

twt H ftiv ft [ p. 18 ] (/>) f ftw^^

t tiW [p. 45 ]-

On page 31 the author writes—"In the New World
there is a large country named United States. Its

area is equal to that of Kurope ami we should imagine

it a's being twice as big as India. It is this country

which is called America.'* We know tint the author

knows full well the difference between America and

the United States of America, and the above remark
is to be attributed either to a slip on his part or to a

desire of being intelligible completely. However, in a

book which we consider as a masterpiece in oilier

respects, we do not want to see any shortcomings

whatever. 'I'he above are the few objections which wc
would make against the book and the author will

surely realize that they are merely of the nature of

suggestions which, if attended to, will, wc venture to

say, increase the gre.^ utility of the book in its second

edition. In conclusion, we cannot help congratulating

Mr. Deva on his immense success, and commending
him for the great service he has rendered to his

countrymen.

Vallabh-kuUchhal^kapaUdarpan by Svoami Blakata-

nand. Royal Svo, pages 6o. Price As. /2.

We reviewed two books by the same author in a

previous issue and this book is’ also of the same series.

Here the author has directed his shafts against parti-

cular preceptors of the Vallabha Sampradaya and, by

giving accounts of their lives, has tried to prove the

truth of his assertions. The book is of the same tone

as its predecessors and what we said about them in

praise or in fault finding, will hold good in the case of

this book also. We would sincerely offer one suggestion

to the author. In the next edition which he publishes

he will do well to leave these books entirely alone and
set forth his views in a more catholic form.

Moderation in censure with firmness of faith in the

assertion one makes, ensures respect for one’s remarks.

The sincere desire on the part ot the author for reform

in the Sampradaya is unquestionably commendable.
We would only have desired that the form which he

gives to his remarks should be less objectionable and
more in the proper taste. In certain places the advice

which he offers is very valuable and what he writes of

his own life in the book makes us reverentially disposed

towards him. He has just passed his three score yean
and ten, and the bitterness which we note in his book

is only due to the hardening in his eventful life of his

repugnance towards what is truly hateful.

M. S.
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Indira, n novel by Vasudevacharya Kerur, Pleader,

\

published by G, R, Manurker. Bijapur, PrtLe

Re, 1-4’

Tills is an ordinary love episode of which we read

in many Indian tales and stories. We are introduced

10 the hero, Ramakant in a hotel at Bangalore. Rama-
kant becomes intensely interested in Indira, the allur-

jn};ly beautiful heroine. Shreckanth, a young man of

rank, but of low character, falls in love with Indira.

The whole story revolves round her relations with the

two. Ramakant is a man of noble character, pure
aml>iiion, of great parts and inspiring ideals. Shrec*
k.-int}i is a man of good birth, but of wicked tendencies

<iihI IK) education. Jayarao, the father of the heroine, is

a member of the mouey-making and uncultured com-
munity of merchants. He intends to wed his daughter
to Slireekanth. IDcvayani is a woman of great accom-
plishments. In her youth, the fathers of the hero and
the heroine had made love to her. She rejected the

offers of Jayarao, and the other being disappointed

imirricd another lady. Devayani remained single, and
cultivated the art of painting, and was richly rewarded
lor her skill and originality. She naturally tried to

i>Lr KamAkAnt to be the companion of Indira in life.

I’he story ends with the marriage of Indira and
Ibim/ikAnt.

Looking at the slow march of Kannada literature,

the book is to be enthusiastically welcomed. The
iuithor has not the picturesque style of his Mysore
(ontumporaries. He has no insight into character,
no eye for hidden motive, .still he is fairly succe.s.sful

in characterization, and has a style ( rather too collo-

quial
) that is brilliant enough to attract a good number

of readers from his sleepy and casc-loving Karnatic
brethren. The author’s description of the famous
Mies of Shrirangapatam delight the reader. The book
do('s not compel laughter. Still it very often excites
^ ^inile. Mr. Kerur has a knack of hitting upon such
names as exactly fit in with the characters. They
airrst the attention of the reader and awake his

curiosity.

I'he author (as he says) attempts to depict the
’‘ociety of twenty-five years hence. He has not suc-
ceeded, because he has not taken into account all the
forces that are at work in our society. “Indira” lacks
many of the merits of a good novel. It is not true

life. It is not an enthralling and fascinating fiction.

Thers is no charm and imagination in it to hold the
f^fider till the end. The following arc a few of the
many weak-points that we have noticed. The Sanskrit

quotations may be exceedingly approptiate ; but they
arc too many. They do not spontaneously flow from
the lips of the characters on the spur of the moment.
The introduction of courting is against the genius of
the Hindu society. The scene on page 271 is disgust-
ing and vulgar.

The author is most happy in his strikingly effective

way of hitting off the characters of social reformers of

all shades of opinion. Much thought, skill, and power
have been put into it. His picture of the life of vaga-
bond youths is extraordinarily vivid. Devayani is the
best drawn character. Happy is the society in which
live such women of strongly marked character,

thirsting for the things of the mind and striving

after a high intellectual and moral standaro.
Her piety of character, her strenuous and noble efforts

to master one of the fine arts, her womanly affection

create in us a sense of admiration for the cultured

lady.

W.

Gujarati.

Biography of the King Emperor, Grom’ V, published

by D, N. Mehta for the Empire Publishing Co., 11j,
Girgum BaeJ^ Rmii, Bombay, Cloth bound. Illustrated

pp.m. Price Bs.U 12 (1911).

In this happy ('oronalion year, almo.st every
vernacular nf India has come out with the biography

of our beloved Sovereign, and Gujarati has not

lagged behind. The story in thi.s volume is succinctly

but pointedly told : naturally a larger proportion

thereof is taken up with His Majesty's tour six years

ago in India. A short introduction in prose and
poetry by the venerable scholar Ranchhod Bhai
IMayaram is the di.stinguishing feature of the book.

Arvachin Shastro ane Shastriya Vichar, published by
Sheth Ranchhod Bhavan of Bombay, translated by
Maganlal Raianji Vidyarthi, B.A,, B,Sc.

Printed at the Lahana Miira Steam Printing Press,

Baroda^ cloth bound, pp. 2.’)'. Price Re. O-8-o, (1911),

Samuel Laing’s Modern Science and Modern
I'hought is a most fascinating work. The above

is a translation of that book with necessary changes.

The chapters on Miracles in the original relatecT to

Christian Miracles, of which here the translator has

tri^ to adapt the explanations to those mentioned

in the Hinefu Shastras. The idea of introducing

this well known work to Gujarati readers is excellent

and the very low price at which the translation

is to be sold, ought to go a great way in encourag-

ing the young author.

K* M. J.

NOTES

Bengalis and Northern India.

By a Bengali Tourist.
The scattered and disjointed impressions

of a t^ttt in Northern India during the last

autumn may be of^ some interest to stay-at-

home Bengalis. To a Bengali who visits

the United Provinces for the first time, the

numerous large cities with their memorable
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^iitoric associations,—Delhi itself, be it

mtiembered, belongs both ethnologically

^ ^nd linguistically, more to the United Pro-

vinces th^an to the Punjab—and the exten-

sive railway system, are sure to give rise to

the question as to why, in spite of the great

superiority of the United Provinces in these

respects, Bengal occupies politically a more
important place in the counsels of the

Empire, and looms larger in the public

view. Benares is already a cosmopolitan

Hindu city, where every Hindu Chief and
Zemindar has his own private residence,

and Hindus of all races from North, South,

East and West congregate. The Theo-
sophical Society and Vivekananda Society

have their headquarters here; the Hindu
College and the Government Oriental

Library are located in this sacred city. It

will also be the home of the proposed
Hindu University. Buddhists have a rest-

house quite close to the excellent museum
at Sarnath. With its large and increasing

Bengali population, Benares seems destined

to be the centre from which Bengali influ-

ence will radiate over the rest of India.

The freedom enjoyed by Bengali ladies in

and about Bengalitolla, the Dasaswamedh
Ghat and the adjoining temples was uti-

lised by them to the fullest extent. There
were no veils, and ladies, unprotected by
chaperons, made their way through a mixed
crowd with a self-confidence gratifying to

behold.—Dusserah seems to be the great

event of the year. The entire riverside is

then a sea of blazing colours and every

nook and corner of the many-storied houses

that line the crescent-shaped bank is cram-
med full of gaily-dressed Hindustani women,
while the pleasureboats on the river, then

in full flood, present an animated appear-

ance that has to he seen but once to be
remembered for ever. The contrast between
the graceful and what to the writer seemed
more refined features of the Bengalis and
of the more hardy inhabitants of the North,

specially in the ckse of the fair sex, could

not fail to attract notice. One could

understand the meaning of Milton's *bar-

baric pearl, and gold' after seeing some of

the bejewelled Hindustani ladies in the

railway cars. But women wore slippers,

and every one had a jacket on, and the

Bengali ladies, bent on pilerimagie^ who
were seen on the station platmrms *in. their

scanty indoor as opposed to holiday dress

made but a poor show before the coloured

skirts and embroidered scarfs of the Hindu-
stani ladies. A mishapen waist, due to an
unfortunate custom of wearing the gown
too low, mars the beauty of many otherwise

handsome figures. The permanence and
solidity of the buildings, built of massive

stone, cannot but strike one who is accus-

tomed to the damp and humid atmosphere

of Bengal, where all buildings are of brick

and have to be repaired every five or ten

years. This is, no doubt, one of the reasons

why architectural remains are so few in

Bengal. The style of architecture retains

some Indo-Saracenic traces still, and even

for Government buildings, is less anglicised

than is the case in Bengal. At the same

time Bengal is comparatively free from the

insufferable heat, the dust and the flies

which make life in most of the towns

miserable for a large part of the year.

Except in the northern districts lying at

the foot of the Himalayan range, there arc

scarcely any hills to be seen, and the

country is almost as flat as the valley of the

lower Ganges. Above all, where else shall

we find the green fields, the verdant foliage,

the network of rivers and waterways, and

the luxuriant though at times rank vegetation

of lower Bengal? True, up there the eye

meets with beautiful mango-groves to camp
beneath which must be a pleasure, but the

arid fields, the parched up canals and the

miserable coglomeration of mud huts which

pass for villages produce a distinctly un-

pleasant * impression. True again, in a

prominent native state in the deserts of

Rajputana, villages with more substantial

structures than are to be seen in an ordinary

Bengal town were met with, and deer and

peacocks disporting themselves on every

side made railway travel more than usually

interesting. But the comparative prosperity

of rural areas in native states, in spite of the

barrenness of the soil, is due to causes which

we need not stop to investigate ; and the

flora of Bengal, if not its fauna, is undoubt-

edly richer and more varied than that of

these scantily watered northern, regions.

The exquisite enamel wares of Jaipur and
the ivory-work and miniature ivory-painting

of Delhi are a delight to even those who
cannot lay claim to any trained artistic

sense, and deserve to be more widely known
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in Bengal. Most d( tlie tollege-buildings,

with the attached boarding-houses, seemed

to be in every way superior to those of

Bengal. Many colleges have a museum
attached to them, and each professor has a
separate room allotted to him where he has

a small library of his own, and there the

students assemble to hear him lecture.

The introduction of these changes would
make colleges in Bengal more attractive

to scholars and professors alike. The
Bengali style of dress, like Bengali con-

fectionery, was, it was said, invading all

the more important towns. The Mogul
forts of Allahabad, Agra and Delhi, all on
the Jumna, are occupied by British garrisons

and have been closed to Indian visitors,

save those portions which possess an
archoeological and antiquarian interest,

or a religious sanctity. Bengali travellers,

known by their want of a distinctive

headgear, were everywhere subjected

to the kind attentions of the Police, but
the unfortunate officers did not seem
to relish the task imposed on them and
went through it with many apologies, as

if half-ashamed of their work. Everywhere
the same tale was heard— Bengalis were
being ousted from Government offices and
even the native states, not always with
the best of results to the states themselves,

and this process was being assisted by a

gratifying advance of education among the

indigenous population of the province.

At Delhi the Rev. Mr. Andrews of St.

Stephens College had infused new life into

niissionary methods, and had succeeded in

indoctrinating a noble band of youthful

hngliah missionaries with his own high
ideals. High character, wide culture, self-

less service, deep sympathy, association with
the people on terms of perfect equality—
these seemed to be the characteristics of the

^vpe of missionary approved by Mr. Andrews.
He knows that not by blind and superficial

denunciations of the social and religious

(Customs of the Indians, but by interpreting

them sympathetically in the light of the in-

sight which can be gained only by a reason-

^*d admiration of their noble and ancient

civilisation, and by trying to understand and
encourage all that is best in the various

'Significant moveihents, social, religious and
political^ which are agitating the bosom of

itfdUhi societyi can Uie missionary exercise

whatever beneficial influence he is fit to

exercise over it.

The most painful impression was created
by the want of unity and cohesion among
the Bengali colonists themselves. Phe
Hindustanis of the U. P. are an estim-

able race —everybody knows that some of

the best men of India hail from that pro-

vince, and as I told the Hon’ble Pundit
Malaviya, I felt honoured by his acquaint-
ance—and nothing is of course furthest from
my mind than to cast an indirect slur on
them in the observations that follow. But
all must admit that every race and nationa-

lity in India has an individuality which it.

should strive to preserve at the same time
that it aspires to a closer political union
with the rest of India, for thereby alone

can it grow strong and contribute out of its

best to the sum total of India's social,

moral and material advancement. A non-
descript and amorphous cosmopolitanism
which would destroy the identity and
eliminate the peculiar racial characteristics

of the Bengalis, Hindustanis, Punjabis,

Gujaratis, and Marathis, and fuse them into

an incongruous whole, seems equally Uto-
pian and unwise. A Bengali can only be a
better citizen of India by being a more
thoroughgoing Bengali. It is from this

standpoint that I regret the growing estrange-

ment of the domiciled Bengalis from the

land that gave them birth. In saying this

I am not unmindful of the exceptions, of

whom there must be a few everywhere, who
but prove the rule. There was hardly any
national sentiment to speak of among the

Bengali residents beyond Benares, which
has, owing to its proximity to and its an-

nual stream of pilgrims from Bengal, felt,

in however slight a degree, the impact
of the Swadeshi movement. Complaints
were heard that the Anglo-Bengali schools

did not get sufficient encouragement from
those for whom they were intended, and
some well-to-do Bengalis were seen to keep
back their children from such schools, with-

out however making any suitable arrange-

ments to have them educated in their mother-
tongue at home. Bengali newspapers and
magazines were seldom met with. I have
seen Bengali gentlemen recently settled

whose children are forgetting their mother-
tongue, others whose children have com-
pletely forgotten it, others again, who art
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themselves the sons of Bengali immigrants,
who have known nothing but Urdu, though
by blood they are as good Bengalis as any
nativis of Bengal. One would think that

considerations of prudence and material

advantage should, at any rate, preserve

them from such a fate. For the next genera-

tion of Bengali settlers will hardly find

struggle for existence as easy as it has

hitherto been, and if they sever the strong-

est tie that binds them to their mother-
province and adopt the language of those

among whom they are settled, they will

find it difficult to regain a footing in fungal,

should they think of coming back. Is it

because they are conscious of this that they

try to merge themselves as completely as

they can with the people among whom
their fortunes are cast ? But even if they are

disposed to forget their Bengali origin, I

did not notice any corresponding disposition

on the part of either the indigenous popula-

tion or the ruling race to be so oblivious.

So far has the process of denationalisation

advanced in some cases, that wtthin my
knowledge an attempt to establish a
Bengali library and a school for teaching

the Bengali language failed to meet with

adequate support from the residents of a
populous Bengali centre. The penalty of

this divorce from the currents of national

life must have to be paid, and is being

exacted, though the colonists may not

know it as yet. There is already visible

a distinct falling off in invigorating

ideals in individual life among domiciled

Bengalis which cannot but make them,

as a class, inferior to and less adapted for

progress than the Bengalis of Bengal.

Many of them have adopted, or acquiesced

in unprogressive social and domestic customs

which Bengalis are getting rid of. The
accession of strength which the consciousness

of affiliation to a great and growing nation

gives to the hands and the brain of each

individual member of it, cannot be theirs,

the impalpable but all-pervading atmosphere

of high hopes and noble aspirations and
mighty creative forces which a puissant

nation drinks in with every breath and
whose subtle influence penetrates the heart

of the humblest individual and makes it

beat in unison with the larger life of the

whole community, will not mould them
into a strong common type, the ' Status

which their race enjoys among the nascent
nationalities pf India will not be shared by
these devitalised offshoots of the mighty
tree, and the pulsating life of the Bengali
nation that is to be reared on a common
mother tongue will not respond to the heart
throbs of these forgetting and forgotten
foster children of an adopted province.

The Chinese Revolution,

Whether the Chinese republic will be
stable and be recognised by the powers,
whether its flag will float in the air for any
length of time, still seems doubtful. In any
case this greatest of latter-day revolutions
must lead to one of three results : a republic,

The Chinese Uepublican Flag.

an anti-Manchu monarchy, or sweeping
reforms under Manchu rule. The humble
submission of the baby emperor, which is the
production of the ruling group of Manchu
nobles, is a remarkable document. It is
** unique in its directness, its simplicity, its

humility, its pathos, and above all else in

practical significance, its truth.’* We quote
some paragraphs.

** I have reigned three years and have always acted
conscientiously in the interests of the people. But 1

have not employed men properly, as 1 am without
political skill. I have employed too many nobles in

political positions, which contravenes constitutionalism.
** On railway matters one whom 1 trusted deceived

me. Hence public opinion was antagonized. When
1 urge reform, officials and the gentry seize the oppor-
tunity to embezzle. Much of the people’s money has
been taken, but nothing to benefit the people has been
achieved.

“On several occasions edicts have promulgated
taws, but none of them has been obeyed. The people
are grumbling, yet 1 do not know. Disasters loom
ahead, but 1 do not see. ......
“ The whole Empire is seething. The spirits of our

nine deceased Emperors are unable to enjoy the
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Hsuan Tung, the five-year-old

Emperor of China.

Kicrifies properly while it is feared that the people will

*!iilTer {grievously.

“All these things are my own fault, and I hereby

announce to the world that I swear to reform and
with our soldiers and people to carry out the Consti-

tution faithfully, modifying legislation, promoting the

interests of the people, and abolishing their hardships,

all in accordance with their wishes and interest. The
aid laws that are unsuitable will be abolished. The
union of the Manchus and Chinese mentioned by the

late Emperor. 1 shall carry out now. Finances and
diplomacy have reached bedrock.

“ Even if all unite, I still fear that we may fall. If

the Empire’s subjects do not regard and do not honor
fate, and are easily misled by outlaws, then the future

of China in unthinkable. I aih most anxious day and
ttighl. My only hope is that my subjects will

thoroughly understand.’’

When nemesis overtakes a dynasty in the

pprsbn of a grown-up tyrant, no sympathy

is felt. But the case of this imperial baby
is touching

;
it cannot but excite pity and

sympathy.

By the by, one should note the contrast

between the attitudes of the Powers to the

Portuguese and the Chinese republics.

Portugal is in Europe and is Christian
;

China is in Asia aqd is ** heathen.’* Colour
rules ethics too.

Dr« Chang Chu Chun.

Chang Chu Chun is a Chinese lady doc-
tor. She has been at the front with the

rebel army. She organised her own Red

Dr. Chang Chu Chun.

Cross when it was announced that the Feder-

al Red Cross would turn over all wounded
rebels to the Government to be beheaded.

She has been called the “Floren(;e Nightin-

gale” of the Chinese revolution.

Mr. William Morgan Shuster*

Mr. William Morgan Shuster of America
was made Treasurer-General of Persia not

long ago by the Government of that dis-

tracted country in the hope of bringing

order out of its tangled finances and putting

the Persian treasury on a solvent basis.

But this would not have suited Russia’s
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plans of exploitation and ultimate annexa-

tion in that country. So events have been

so ordered that Mr. Shuster has had to

leave Persia, and Sir Edward Grey, the

Mr. William Morgan Shuster.

British Foreign Minister, has done nothing

to thwart Russian machinations. Mr. Shuster

himself acted throughout conscientiously

and with ability. That is his consolation.

A ^^god of the earth’'

The Indian Messenger has given the fol-

lowing sample cuttings from a contribu-

tion to the Hindu of a man named P. T.

Srinivasa Aiyangar, m.a., l.t., who, our

contemporary says, is Principal of the

Vizagapatam College.

*'The World-purusha had a whole anatomy when he

was immolated on grass. His mouth was the Brah-

min, the Rajanya was made of his arms, the Vaisya

was his thighs, the Sudra sprang from his feet. In

Southern India, the head and the feet alone are found

;

and what is worse, sundry Sudras; of South India

forget this truth and imagine that they are as good

as the Brahmin, the god of the earth. The Sudra*s

brain is terribly obfuscated by the materialistic teach-

ings of the existing universities of India. How can

the feet ever become equal to the head ? It will be

the first duty of the Hindu University to rectify this."

"Oneof the first things the Hindu University must

do is to rule out the new name panchaina, which the

chandalas have usurped. Manu says in so many
words, *there is no panchama.’ Kulluka, his com-
mentator, explains : 'There is no fifth caste, for caste

cannot be predicated of the mixed tribes, from the

fact that, like mules, they belong to another species,

distinct from that of their father and mother.' The
assumption of the name panchama in our days is a
dark plot of the chandalas to get admittance into the

Hindu fold. The syndics m the Hindu University

will, of course, defeat the plot and take cere to see

that the untouchable remains always untouchable. His

bad magnetic emanations will otherwise stamp out
its Hinduism from the Hindu University."

We have not seen this precious produc-
tion, nor can we imagine what sort of curious

creature the author of these atrocious para-

graphs may be. He asserts that the Brah-

min is **the god of the earth,*’ and he is a
Brahmin : ergo, he is a “god of the earth”.

These then be thy gods, O Bh&ratavarsha !

Pray, tell us, then, the difference between
a “god of the earth” and a learned, inso-

lent and arrogant fool. This “god” makes us

ashamed of our Brahman blood.

What a mournful thing it is that any man
should consider any class of men untouch-

able, when the meanest and impurest of us

Rves, moves and has his being in the

Supreme Spirit, is in closer contact with

Him than the mind can conceive or words

describe.

Princess Indira-raja.

It has been announced that the marriage

of the Princess Indira-raja with the Maha-
raja Gwalior has been indefinitely post-

pRiNCBsS Indira-raja.

poned. What the cause of this postpone-

ment may be we will not enquire. We
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shall be glad if this marriage never takes

place, and the princess be joined in wedlock

!
some worthy prince who will make her

his sole wife.

Honotst to Rabiadranath*

In the current year of the Bengali era

Rabindranath Tagore has completed the

fiftieth year of hia,Hfe. The occasion has

been seized by Bengal to do honour to her

greatest litterateur. On the z8th of January

last, under the auspices of the Bangiya
S&hitya Parishad, Bengal’s most representa-

tive literary society, a meeting was held for

the purpose in the Calcutta Townhall. It

was one of the most representative, crowd-

ed, and enthusiastic of gatherings that have
ever filled that historic hall. From child-

hood to old age, all ages and both sexes

were represented there. Representatives of

culture and high birth and wealth met there

to do honour to the poet. High spirituality

was there, science and industry were there,

philosophy and forensic ability, poetry and
the ancient learning of the land were there,

literature had her many votaries there, the

goddesses of music and painting had sent

there some of her foremost worshippers. Nor
was statesmanship left unrepresented. The
mothers and daughters of the race did not

lag behind. And there mustered strong in

their thousands, the youth of Bengal, her

rising hope, with enthusiasm writ large on
their shining foreheads.

Rabindranath is our greatest poet and
prose-writer. Son of a Maharshi (a great

seer), and himself a seer, he belongs to a
family the most gifted in Bengal in the

realms of religion, philosophy, literature

and art. There is no department of Bengali

literature that he has touched, which he has
not adorned, elevated, filled with inspiration

nr lighted up by the lustre of his genius. The
music of his verse and prose that fills the

outer ear is but an echo of the inner hasmony
of humanity and the universe which exists

at the heart of things and which he hu
caught and made manifest to us by hts

writings. How wonderfully full of real

life and colour aiid motion and yarie^
they are! He has had access to the
court of the King of Kings, to Hts very
presence, and has brought us the message
fromihence: one with humanity, be

;

orn with all things that ltv^ be oim w^^

the universe, be one with Mg,’’ Insight
is his magic wand, by the power of which
he himself roams where he wishes and
leads his readers thither too. Inliiswoiks
Bengali literature has outgrown its provincial
character and has become fit to fraternise

with world-literature. World-currents of
thought and spirituality have flowed into

Bengal through his writings.

But he is not simply a literary man,
though his eminence as a literatus is such that

for a foreigner the Bengali language would
be worth learning for his writings alone.

True it is that he is not an expert musician,

but his musical instinct and genius are

such that his musical achievements have
often extorted the admiration of experts.

We say this not with reference to his sub-

lime and beautiful hymns or to his sweet

and soulful singing, but in connection with
what he has done for absolute music. He
generally reads his addresses, reads in a way
which few in Bengal have approached and
none surpassed: but whpever has heard

his extempore sermons and addresses knows
what an eloquent speaker he is, though his

delivery is often so rapid and his sentences

branch out in such bewildering luxuriance

as to make him the despair of reporters.

Those who have seen him acting some part

or other in his plays of “Rajft” and “Shftra-

ddtsab,” those who have been privileged to

hear him read his latest dramatic composi-

tions, “Achallyatan” and “Dftk Ghar,” have

experienced how natural and elevating act-

ing can be.

His patriotic songs are characteristic.

Some of them twine themselves with their

tendrils about the tenderest chords of our

hearts, some enthrone the Motherland as

the Adored in the shrines of our souls, some
sound as a clarion call to our drooping

spirits, filling us with hope and the will

to do and dare and suffer, some call on us

to have the lofty courage to be in the

minority of one ; but in none are the clash^

ing of interesto, the warring passions of

races, or the echoes of old, unhappy, far-ofi

historic discords heard. In many of those

written during the stirring times of the

^f^esbi agiution in its. prime he apeaks

out with a directness ;^hich is missed in

most of his writings, ^ not in the

^briii-^Klbiai’’ containing, as it does,

poems sAkh make the heart beat thick and
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fast and the blood tingle and leap and

course in oor veins.

In bis patriotism there is no narrowness,

no chauvinism, no hatred or contempt for

the foreigner. He believes that India has

a message and a mission, a special work
entrusted to her by the Supreme Spirit, a

special destiny. But he has never said that

other countries have not their own special

messages and missions too. He does not

dismiss the West with a supercilious sneer,

but wishes the East to take what it can from
the West, not like a beggar without patri-

mony or as an adopted child, but as a strong

and healthy man takes food and assimilates

it. This taking, too, is the reception of

stimulus and impetus, more than learning,

borrowing or imitation. He tells us in

his writings that the West can cease to

dominate in the East only when the latter,

fully awake, self-knowing, self-possessed,

self-respecting, requires no longer any blister

or whip and leaves no department of life and
thought largely unoccupied by its own
citizens.

His hands reach out to the West, to

humanity, not as those of a suppliant, but
for friendly grasp and embrace.
Many there be who grow conservative

with age. But Rabindranath is progressive

and a practical social reformer.

His politics are concerned more with
character-building than with the more
vocal manifestations of that sphere of

national activity. Freedom he prizes as
highly and ardently as the most radical

politician, but his conception of freedom
is fundamental. To him the chains of

inertness, cowardice and ignorance, of

selfishness and pleasure-seeking, of super-
stition, of custom, of authority of priestcraft,

and of the letter of shastras, constitute our
real bondage : the yoke of the stranger is

larjgely a consequence and a symptom. This
point of view has largely moulded his

conception of the Indian political problem
and the best method of tackling it. He
wishes to set the spirit free, to give it

wings,—^a largeness of vision ; he desires

that fear should be cast out. Hence his

politics and his spiritual ministrations merge
in each other.

Without any academic distinction or
university degree, he is a highly cultured
and eattnsivefy read man, acquainted with

many of the best literary products of all

lands. And now in the fulness of his powers
he is thinking of learning the richest, in

knowledge, of foreign tongues, and of again
travelling in the West, to let in fresh light

and air that can stream into the soul only

through windows hitherto but partially

opened. By the reading of books and

periodicals he has always tried to keep his

knowledge of contemporary thought up-to-

date, to keep pace with its advance, with

the efforts of man to plant the flag of

knowledge in the realms of the unknown.
As an educationist, he has preserved the

spirit of the ancient Indian ideal, its simpli-

city, its avoidance of softness and luxury,

its insistence on purity and chastity, its

spirituality, its practical touch with Nature,

and the free play that it gave to all normal

activities of body and soul. But in his

open air school at Bolpur there is no cring-

ing to mere forms, however hoary with

antiquity. His mental outlook is universal.

He claims for his countrymen all knowledge,

whatever its origin, as their province.

Such is the man, in brief and vague out-

line, whom Bengal met to honour last Sun-

day.

The Social Conference.

It is much to be regretted that the Presi-

dent of the last session of the Social

Conference could be selected only a day

before the date of its sitting and no dele-

f
ates were registered until Mr. Rambhuj
btt Chaudhri's opposition to Mr. Basu's

Bill made it necessary to take the votes not

of the entire audience but only of delegates.

And when delegates were registered on the

second day of the sittings, whoever paid a

rupee and chose to call himself a delegate

was taken to be one. Under the circums-

tances, the voting, one way or the other,

cannot be said to have much significance or

value.

Even in previous sessions the election

and registration of delegates have nevei

been quite regular, as there are very few

social reform associations in the country

to elect delegates. Still the practice oi

previous ^ears was far better than on the

last occasion. We think in future delegatee

should be elected by social reform associa-

tions, Arya Samajes, Brahmo Samajes, and

public meetings of some kind or other.
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The speech of the Chairman ofthe Recep-
tion Commltteei Rai Bahadur Debendra
Chandra Ghose, was a sound pronounce-
ment. We regret with him that outside

the Drahmo Samaj there is almost no zeal

for social reform in Bengal. Within the

Brahmo Satnaj itself the zeal for bringing

about the re-marriage of widows would
seem to have suffered some decline. We
hope it is only temporary.

Mr. A. Chaudhuri, the President, having
had no time to prepare a speech, cannot be
blamed for the quality of his address. But
we do think that in the little that he said

he ought to have made a clear and unmis-
takeable pronouncement on the principal

topics touched upon. But this he did not
do. For instance, with regard to the re-

marriage of girl-widows, the Indian Daily
News report of his speech has the following
sentence : “ As regards girl-widow re-

marriage he did not wish to say anything,
because ever since he was a boy he had
been discussing that subject.** This is

strange logic, and unexpected light-hearted-
ness, too, about such a painful topic as the

condition of child widows. Moreover, Mr.

Chaudhuri did not condescend to tell us

what he thought on the subject even as a
boy : and even if he did, we were eager to

know, not his boyish opinions, but his

matured convictions of today. When ac-
cepting the chair, Mr. Chaudhuri should
have remembered that sl' man could not

please both the orthodox and the heterodox.

We do not wish to make any remarks on
the serio-comic performance of Mr. Ram-
bhuj Dutt Chaudhri of Lahore.

Bharat Shuddhl Sabha«
The chief object of the Sabha will be to raise the

depressed ana degenerate classes in all parts of India
morally, mentally, socially and spiritually and to

maJce them feel that they are human beings.

With his object we heartily sympathise.
But we cannot but strongly condemn the
nse of the word shuddki^ which means
purification. It implies that some classes of

men are pure and others are impure, and that
these “ pure ** men can purify the ^Smpure
-^all which is absolutely false. Neither
birth, nor creed, nor race, nor caste, nor
particular kinds of food, can make a nian
pure or impure. It is what ft man thinks,

feels, aayt and does, in one word, hischarac-
tei^ tnt makes him pure or impure. Pure

men and impure men are found in all class-

es
; and it is Cod alone who can change a

man’s heart and purify him, not any man or
man-made ceremonies. We cannot, there-
fore, allow the false and arrogant claim of
any man or men to the ability to “ purify

’*

others, to pass unchallenged.

Expenses at Harvard.

In an article published in this number
Mr. Har Dayal speaks of Harvard as a very

expensive university. No doubt it is, for

young men of means. For others, we ex-

tract the following paragraphs from the

Official Register of Harvard University^

Volume V, No. 43 :

—

The expenses of room, heat, and light, 1 17 dollars, of

tuition and hospital service, 154, and of board,

213, make a total of 484 dollars This sum does not

indude laboratory fees, expenditure for books,

stationery, or laundry, for music or the theatre, or

other personal expenses. It is

Cost of living. neither the least nor the greatest

amount which a student may
reasonably expend should circmnstances demand or

permit It is possible, by going a little distance from

the College grounds, to secure lodgings at a viuy low

cost. It IS possible to secure board at a distance

from the College for less than the average board in

Memorial Hall ; and Randall Hall is less expensive

than Memorial Hall by a dollar and a half a week.

On the other hand, the private dormitories south of

the College Yard are much more expensive than the

College rooms and furnish a greater number of con-

veniences and luxuries, while club and private dining-

tables are more expensive than Memorial Hall.

A pamphlet entitled ^'Students’ Expenses and

College Aids” has been published by the University,

and will be mailed on applicatitjii. It should be

secured by every student whose means an closely

limited. The following is the introductory paxagiaph

of this pamphlet

“Almost every mail brings to the University at least

one letter in which the writer asks if he can work his

way through Harvard. It is hard to answer such
letters except in the most general

Aids for way, for whether the writer will

Students of be successful or not depends chiefly

limited Means, on his own energy and ability.

The Seentary can sussure the ques-

tioner that it is posriblc to work on^’s way through

Harvard, for then are alwtiys many self-supporting

students in College, and he can also assure him that

the experience of many students shows that if a man
has tealth, energy, cheerfulneie, a good preparation

for College work, and enough money in hand or

assured for the necessary expenses of the first vear,

rtie chances are that he will never have to tiim back.

A student who obtains a good start is almost sure to

find before the first year it over a way to continue

hisitiirUee.*'

{t wodld min, thfn, that poor students
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tikti receive education at Harvard by spend-

ing* itty* Rs. 150 a month.

T&e ttigfier Grades of Public Service*

Wb tzkt the {otlowing summarjes of

steteinents from The Indian Daily News i-r-

l^tsiements were laid 00 the table, at yesterday's

meeting of the Viceroy’s Legislative Coiincil, showing
the proportion of appointmeots on Ra 500 and over

hald by Indians and Europeans in 191Q as compared
with 1867 and 1903. Taking the first named period--

X910 and 1867—it is interesting to note that Ae
number of Europeans and Eurasians in 1867, which
was 3^048, rose to ^466» an increase of 9418. In the

former year, the number of Hindus was and the

figure for igro was 789, an increase or 683. The
petition of Mahomedans is shown separately. From
this, it appears that there were only 35 Mahomedans
in the public service in 1867, who held appointments
on Rs 500 and over, and that this number increased to

149 in X910—an increase of 107 in 43 years. The
totals for Indians were 134 and 994, resp^ively, an
increase of 790.
Out of 5,390 appointments on Ra 500 and over in

19x0, 4,166 were held by Europeans and Eurasians,

and 914 by Indians.

During the period 1903—iO| the number of appoint-
ments held by Europeans and Eurasians rose iroin

3,954 to 4,466, an increase of 1,9 19, while the number
of Indians rose from 606 to 914, an increase of 318.
These are certainly remarkable figures, and do not
seem to justify the apprehension that Indians are
going in for all the available loaves and mango
fishes. It is noteworthy that while the number of

new appointments of Europeons and Eurasians made
during the period 1903—xp was slightly in excess of

that made dwring X867—1903, the numbm of Indians
so appointed actually decreased.

The Klttg-Emperor <m seaiUtlon »ad
cditMtloa.

In the course of his reply to the address
of the Delhi Municipality, His Majesty King
Qeorge V said

The remedy for protection from those terrible visita-

tions of plague* malaria and cholera must be sought
in the action of the people themselves and their leamrs
in cordial oe-operation with the scientific dRForts of
the authorities. Considerable progress has been ,made
by reeearch and by the study of local conditions as
to the cause of these scourges, but much remains to
be done above all in the education of the masses,
teaching them to understand and adopt precautions
dictated ly elementary hygiene and domestic sanita-
tion few mthpiwtection and welfare.

Many European officiate and Anglo-Indiaii
joumaltete have eaid that in India the need
of sanitation was prior to that of edueatiODi
forgetting that theit cah be no saniutton
without universal popular education.

they now listen to the Vrordt of wisdta
wdiich have fallen from the lips of ^heir
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master and king and j^ve tfaexr hostility

to education ? One news^per in Bengal,
which has hobnobbed with exiremistn, and
whose editor knelt down before His Majesty

when he as Prince of Wales granted him an
interview^ has also written in a somewhat
Anglo-Indian strain on the subjects of sani-

tation and education. Will it now find it

expedient to support universal education in

furtherance of the cause of sanitation ?

His Majestyte reply to the Address
of the Calcutta University.

Of all the speeches made by the King in

India perhaps the most reniarkable and the

one uttered with the greatest warmth of

feeling was that made in reply to the ad-

dress of the Calcutta University. We quote

it in full.

**1 recall with
^

pleasure the occasion on which six

years ago, I received from the University of Calcutta

the honorary Degree of a Doctor of Law, and I am

5
lad to have an opportunity to-day of showing my
eep and earnest interest in the higher education of

India. It is to the Universities of India that 1 look

to assist in that gradual union and fusion of the culture

and aspiration of Europeans and Indians on which

the future well-being of India so greatly depends. 1

have watched with sympathy the measures that from

time to time have been taken by the Universities of

India to extend the scope and r^jse the standards of

instruction. Much remains to be done, No Univer-

sity is now-a-days complete unless it is equipped with

teaching faculties in all the more important branches

of the sciences and the arts, and unless it provides

ampie opportunides for research. You have to con-

serve the ancient learning and simultaneously to push

forward Western science. You have also to build up

character, without which learning is of little value.

You say that you recognise your great responsibilities.

1 . bid you djod needTn the work that; is before you.

Let your ideals be high and your efforts to pursue

them unceasing and, under Providenoe, you will

succeed. .

Six years ago I sent from England to India a

message of sympathy. To-day in India 1 give to

India the watchword of hope. On every side I trace

the signs and stirrings of new life. Education has

given you hope, and through better and higher Edu-

cation you will build up higher and better hopes. The

annouftcemet was made at Delhi by my command
that my Govemor-Geiieral in Council will allot large

sums for the expansion anid improvement of education

in India. It is my wish that there may be spread

over the land a net^work of schools and coli^e»>
' foqln^wbich will go forth foyal and manly and useful

cxtiseiis able to hoM their own in industries and agn-
ciiiturpafid ah the vocktions in fife. And it is my
srish, that the homes of my Indian subjiects may be

bridhmM^^M by the spread

wkhalUhat^^^^^ the trains a btehef

of Of c^ort, ahd of hew. it if

thro^ eduoa be faffHled and
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the cause of educftdoiivm India wiH ever be very close

to wy heart.

“It is gratifying tO;M jto be assured of your devo*

tion to myself and to my House, of your desire to

strengthen the bonds of union between Great Britain

and India, and of your apprecdatipn of the advantages

which you enjoy under Bntish Rule. I thank you tor

your loyal and dutiful address.’*

As the British eervants and representatives

of the King and noiv-of&cial Anglo-Indians

in general are naturally expected to be not

less loyal to their King (as being of the same
race and country as they) than His Majesty’s

Indian subjects, they are bound in loyalty

and lawful obedience to prove by their con-

duct their deep and earnest interest in the

higher education of India.” Many of them
have hitherto shown undisguised hostility to

higher education and most have been at best

indifferent. In order to set to Indians an
example of loyalty and servanNlike obe-

dience, may it not be hoped that henceforth

they will all change their attitude ? Persis-

tence in their previous habitual attitude

would now argue disloyalty.

His Majesty has said : ”And it is my wish^

that the homes of my Indian subjects may
be brightened and their labour sweetened by
the spread of knowledge with all that

follows in the train, a higher level of

thought, of comfort^ and of health. It is

through education that my wish will be

fulfilled and the cause of education in India

will ever be very close to my heart.’* This

can have only one meaning,—that the King
is unequivocally in favour of the education

of all his subjects $ he has no fear, as many
of his British servants have, that popular

education will foment sedition, NoWf as

the King is in favor of popular universal

education, we hope, lor the sake of loyalty,

those who claim to be more loyal than
” the agitators *’ will support and further

the cause of popular education. In the first

place, the Calcutta University, which some*
time ago declared itself against the spend-

ing of more money on elementary education,

should, at least for the sake of giving an air

of consistency and sincerity to its own loyal

Address to the King, now revise its

judgment. In the second place, tbe ^
Euro-

pean Civilians and other Anglo-Indians

who have declared thetnielvcs afftinst

universal elementary education, ilm

tead tts a practical lesson to loyalty

frilhdrawing dieir objectioos. In the tfiia

place, those landholders who, in their in-

gratitude, will not themselves educate or
allow others to educate the peasants whose
labour makes them fat, those landholders,
who profess and claim to be more loyal

than the agitating middle class, should now
cease to trot out the shameless plea that

elementary education will dimmish the

supply of menials, should, in one word, if

they do not want to prove themselves dis

loyal, go in whole-heartedly for elementary
education for all.

His Majesty has said: ”It is my wish
that there may be spread over the land

a net-work of schools and colleges, from

which will go forth loyal and manly and
useful citizens able to hbld their own in

industries and agriculture and all the

vocations in life.” Mark the word
^^MANLY.” His Majesty has certainly formed

the impression that the people, including

the educated class, are loyal. He wishes

them to be both loyal and manly; there

is, in his opinion, no natural opposition

between loyalty and manliness. May we,

therefore, hope that henceforth any signs

of manliness, either physical or moral, will

not be connected by any member of the

Police or the Executive with disloyalty,

as its cause or invariable concomitant?

In any case, let the people be manly.

His Majesty has also no doubt about the

capacity of our youth, if properly educated,

** to hold their own in industries and agri-

culture and all the vocations in Itfei” Let

our young men justify the King’s belief.

We have one concluding word of request

to our countrymen. God has endowed man
with inexhaustible material and immaterial

wealth. But this wealth does not come of it-

self to the idle. It is the heritage of the indus-

trious, the couraj^eous, the hopeful and the

enterprising. Seeing that such is the case

with the gifu of God, the law csuinpt be

distent with human giving. Queen Victoria

gave Indians the same fK^iticai status

as Britishers, in the Proclamation which

she issued after the fearfully anxious days

of the Mutiny* But the hopes ba^d on

the Proclamation still remain largely un-

fulfilled. For that our own supineness is

much to blame ; and the partial f^
thereof which stands to tW credit of the

Goveipinent is due to the workers in our

ranlu. * $imilariyv if the words of hope of
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King George V are to bear fruit, we must
be itp and doing, H they only lull us to

sleepi in the indolent and fond fancy that

benteforth all will be right, it will only

prove that these words were addressed to

unworthy ears. Be up and doing, therefore,

and rest not until you have got from the

servants of the Crown what the Crown has
repeatedly promised. There is no help
without self-help. Stand firmly on your
own legs therefore. The King has done his

part as seemed to him best \ let the people
do theirs

As for education the additional annual
grant of 50 lakhs comes to only one pice

per head per anpum. It is evident, therefore,

that we must spend much more ourselves

and make the Government spend much
more before the midnight darkness which
envelopes India can be even partially dis-

pelled.

His Hajesty^s Farewell.

In bidding farewell to the people of

Bengal, King George said :

—

In bidding you farewell, the Queen-Empress and I

fervently pray that all my subjects in Bengal of what-
ever race or creed, united by tnc ties of sympathy and
brotherly love, may, under Divine guidance, ever
strive towards the advancement of their common
happiness, contentment and general well-being.

Similarly in Bombay his parting words
were,

It Is a matter of intense satisfaction to me to realise

how all classes and creeds have joined together in the

true-hearted welcome which has been so universally

accorded to us. Is it not possible that the same unity

and concord may for the future govern the daily rela-

tions of their pnvate and public life 7 The attainment
of this would indeed be to us a happy outcome of our
visit to India.

It is clear, then, that it is His Majesty’s

desire that the people of India, whatever
their race or creed, should be ^’united by
the ties of sympathy and brotherly love,”

and should live in ”Uniiy and Concord.”
The King's servants in India should not,

therefore, do anything which may destroy,

or prevent or hinder the growth of, this

”unity and concord” We saiy this because
in his despatch on the tnsnsfer of the capital

to Delhi and the re-partition of Bengal,
His Excellence Lord Hardinge admits that

Lord Curzon^s Partition of Bengal was a
cause of the« strained relations between
Mindu and Musalman Bengalis.

The Musalmans claim to be coiofe loyal

than the Hindus, so much so, thatwheo
Hindu papers expressed sympathy with
Turkey and Persia, one Miisalman paper
said that these expressions of Hindu sym-
pathy were meant to wile away the Musal-

mahs from their loyalty to the British

Government. It is not our business to dis-

pute these Musalman claims. What we
say to them is, ** As yoU are more loyal,

you ought to show greater Seal in seeking

to promote unity and coticord with all noti-

Musalman communities in India, as His

Majesty has desired.”

London Mosque Fund.

We are very glad to learn that the Begum
of Bhopal has given £7,000 to the London

Mosque Fund on condition that a hostel fer

Moslem students is attached to the Mosque.

What a blessed thing it would be if in some

of the principal centres of education in

foreign lands, we could establish hostels for

students of different Indian creeds where

they could have very cheap board and lodg-

ing.

Hindu Settlers in Canada.

The Executive Committee of the Trades

and Labour Congress of Canada has sub-

mitted to the Premier and the Minister of

Labour, resolutions with a view to permit-

ting the entry of the .wives and children of

Hindu settlers. It is to be hoped that these

resolutions will have their desired effect on

the Canadian Government.

Famine in Gujarat.

Our readers are aware that there is famine

raging in' some parts of Gujarat and parti-

cularly in Kathiawar. It is a scarcity of

water, fodder, grain and money. The people

there, particularly the Jains, are trying

their very best to relieve as much as possible

the sufferings of the famine-stricken people

and cattle. Still what they can do is very

little, and there is need of help from all

parts of India. We do hope our readers, to

whatever part of India, or to whatever race

or creed they may belong, will contribute

what they can to relieve the misery of the

Sufferers. They may send their donations

to the Servants of India Society, Poona, or

they may make remittances to the Editor

of this Review, who will acknowledge all

help in its pages and forward the saine to

the proper persons.
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The transfer of the capital to Delhi will

involve a capital expenditure of 6 crores of

rupees according to the official estimate.

The non-official estimate has been as large

as 24 crores. Previous to the Partition of

Bengal there was on^ Lieutenant-Governor

for the Lower Provinces and a Chief Com-
missioner for Assam. The Partition in-

creased our recurring expenses by creating

two Lieutenant-Governors with their Secre-

tariats, &c., for the same areas, besides

expenditure of large sums in building a
capital at Dacca. The re-partition of

Bengal will be still more expensive, as in

the place of two Lieutenant-Governors,

there will be one Governor, one Lieutenant-

Governor and one Chief Commissioner.
Besides this two new capitals will have to

be built for Behar, Orissa and Chota-
Nagpur, namely, an ordinary capital and
a summer capital. Unless for this greatly

increased expenditure, the people get much
better administration than before, the

changes will only produce dissatisfaction.

As the King has not conferred on the people
any political rights, they are entitled to

expect that the changes will be a real

boon. The people of Behar, Orissa and
Chota Nagpur will not be satisfied unless

a great impetus be given to education in

those provinces, and that means expense.

It is said that from next cold weather,
the Viceroy will spend about a month in

Calcutta. That may be a solace to society

people and some European shopkeepers.

But as the capital has been definitely re-

moved to Delhi, what is the good of

spending the people’s money in a journey
to and from and a short sojourn in Calcutta
for the satisfaction of an infinitesimal

portion of the population ? If it conduced
to improved administration, the extra

expense might not be grudged ; but it is

not pretended that it would.

Probable loss of revenue of Galcotta
Municipality.

It is thought that owing to the nhmoval
to Delhi of the Imperial Government offices,

the Calcutta Municipality may lose more
than three lakhs of its annual income.- But
we think that as these office buildings will

nc|t oe demolished, they are sure to be

o^upied by some Bengal Government
offices, or^ by some Railway Company or
Commercial houses

; and these will pay the
taxes. Should this not be the case, the
Government of India would be justly ex-
pected to make good the loss of revenue.
Increased taxation to meet the loss, if any,
would create great discontent.

Readjustment of Boundaries.

The question of the inclusion or otherwise
of some border districts or parts of districts

in Bengal is being discussed with some
warmth of feeling. We have nothing new
to say on this subject. If in any of these
places, Bengali be the prevailing language,
or, if the court language be Bengali,
it should be included in Bengal, otherwise
we do not wish it to be included against
the wishes of its inhabitants. It may be that

the language of Bhagalpur is not Hindi,

that it is different from that of the rest of

Behar ; but that is not the question at issue.

Is the language Bengali or not? Of course,

it is not Bengali
; so we have no claim to it.

It has been said that unless Manbhum,
the Sonthal Parganas, &c., be included in

Bengal, it would be a province consisting

for the most part of unhealthy districts;

and that for this reason, the British Civili-

ans, and even the Indian Deputy Magis-
trates have expressed a desire ihat they may
be posted to Behar, Orissa and Chota-
Nagpur. This question does not much
concern us non-officials. For whether
Deoghar or Giridih be in Bengal or Behar,
we shall be equally able to go there for

a change. It is the officials who will have
to take leave before they are able to go
to a healthy place. It may be said that
their frequent leave-taking and more or less

chronic ill-health will affect the administra-

tion prejudicially. But this veiy fact may
bring about a very desirable result

; it is, that
the Government of Bengal may be obliged
to pay greater attention to the sanitation

of Bengal Proper than it has hitherto done*
When there would be no escape from mala-
rial Bengal except by resignation, there
might be a serious disposition to fight

malaria. Again, it may be said, that the best
civilians would fight shy of Bengal. But how
can it be known beforehand who are the
bisst ? Those who occupy the highest places in
the competitive examination are not neces-
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aa^rily the best. It is after they have acto-

ally served for some time that their quality

and character as administrators can be

dcteftnined. And after all if British Civi-

liafis^would not serve in Bengal, Bciigalis

themselves would gladly manage the aSairs

of their province. That would not be a

very calamitous thing.

Panjab Pleaders and Mttktears.

The Judges of the Chief Court at Lahore

have decided that in future the admission of

graduates to be pleaders of the second grade

shall be regulated according to the numeri-

cal requirements of the province. The
numbers to be admitted each year will be
announced three years ahead. For the year

Z914 only thirty men, who pass the hif^est

in the Bachelor of Laws examination will

be admitted to the pleadership. The
Judges of the Chief Court have decided that

they will admit no person as Muktears after

December ist. We do not think this

method of limiting the number of lej^al

practitioners is either necessary or justifi-

able. It is not the case that those who
pass highest in law examinations generally

become the best practising lawyers. Many
who pass without any distinction become
leading figures in the bar. Why then shut

them out in this arbitrary fashion ? Too
many pleaders m^y be inconvenient, but

they ensure cheap legal help to litigants.

There are hundreds of briefless barristers in

England, but we have not heard of any
attempt to limit their number.

The School at Santiniketant Bolptir.

The Bengalee has published what is al-

leged to be a circular issued by the Director;

of Public Instruction, E. B. and Assam, in

which the Biahmavidyilaya at Sftntinike-

tan, Bolpur, is condemned as *'a1tOj

unsuitable for the education of the sons of

Government servants.** Government servants

in that province are, tl^fom, asked, in

threatening language, nOt to send their boys

there, or, if already sent, to withdraw them
thence ; as the circular says that otherwise

the future of the boys Will be prejudicially

affected. We had heard of the existence of

such a circular, but cannot say whether it is

the one now published. If it be, we un-

hesitatingly say that the Director has been

grievously misled, and has sought to injure

an institution which deserves whole-hearted

encouragement at the hands of all right-

thinking persons. We have no desire to

make invidious comparisons or to be unjust

to other schools ; but having spent the best

part of our life in educating boys, we say

without reserve that the school at Slinti-

niketah is the best we know of from the

physical, molral and intellectual points of

view. We speak from intimate knowledge
and as the guardian of one of its students.

In one respect alone we have some doubt

regarding the ideal character of the school,

namely, the entire dissociation of its

teachers and students from the political life

of the country. But if it be a defect, it

shares it with all other schools in the

country. Still, if possible, we should like

to see civics taught practically in this and

all other schools.

We think it the duty of all the guardians of

its students to bear witness publicly to its

unexceptionable and excellent character.

It is a umque institution and guardians can

bear testimony to its elevating influence on

the characters of even the most unpromising

of its recniitii. It wag fouiided in pursuance

of the wishes of and conducted on lines

appoved by Maharshi Debendranath Tagore.

TiMt should set all doubts at rest regard-

its high spiritual aim and character.

pMMtui MB PmiraBB n Poiw* C^ou « wa KiM.uin Pusi,
6t BovaMM
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INDIANS EPIC

{From the Bengali of Ravindranath Tagore^)

Generally speaking poetry may be

divided into two classes: some of

them are the individual utterances of

their authors, others breathe the voice of a

large community.

By ‘ the individual utterance of a poet
’

we do not mean that the work is not intelli-

gible to other men, for then it would be

mere raving. The phrase means that the

peculiar genius of the poet expresses the

eternal sentiments and heart’s secrets of

universal Humanity through the medium of

his personal joys and sorrows, his fancies,

and his life’s experiences.

Another class of poets reveal through

their compositions the feelings and experi-

ences of an entire country or age, and make
them the eternal property of Man. These

are the master-poets {mahd-kavi,) The

Muse of a whole country or race speaks

through them. Such a master poet’s work

does not look like the composition of any

particular individual. It springs like the

tallest forest tree out of the deep bowels of

the country and spreads its sheltering shade

over the land of its origin. In Kalidas’s

Sakuntala and Kumar^eambhav we see their

author’s peculiar skill of hand. But the

katnayan and the Mahabharat seem to be

India’s, like the Ganges and the Himalayas;

their authors, Vyas and Valmiki, seem to

have been set up for show only.

In truth Vyas and Valmiki were not the

namely of any real men ;
they are names

l?trpn at . a guess. These two vast works,^

these two epics which embrace all India,

—

have lost the names of their authors
;
the

poet has been completely hidden by his own
poem I

What the Ramayan and the Mahabharat

are to us, the Iliad was to Ancient Greece.

It was born and seated in the heart of the

entire Greek world. The poet Homer

merely gave voice to his country and age.

Like a fountain his speech gushed out of

the deep secret heart of his country and

flooded it for ever.

No modern poem has this universality.

Milton’s Paradise Lost has no doubt much

sublimity of style, glory of metre, and

depth of sentiment ; but it is not the pro-

perty of his whole country ;
it is only a

treasure for the library.

Hence we must regard the few ancient

epics as a class apart. I hcy were large-

limbed like the gods and Titans of old

;

their breed is now extinct.

The ancient Aryan civilisation flowed in

two streams, -into Europe and India. In

each of these lands two great epics have

preserved the message and music of that

civilisation.

As a foreigner, 1 cannot say lor certain

whether Greece has succeeded in expressing

her entire genius in her two epics. But!

am sure that India has left no part of herself

unembodied in the Ramayan and the Maha-
bhdrat

Hence, it is, that centuries have rolled on,

tHit the Ramayan and thh Mahabharat hava
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flowed through India with undiminished

;T^ arc read' daily in every

vllliige, in every house,—as welcome in the

gfocer's shop as in the royal palace. Blessed

are the two poets whose (true) names have

been lost in the vast wilderness of Time,

but whose words still flow, carrying a

copious steam of strength and peace to the

doors of millions of men and women, and

fertilising the heart of modern India with

the rich loam incessantly brought down from

hundreds of past centuries.

Therefore, it will not be correct to call the

Ramayan and the Mahabharat epics only ;

they are histories, too not the history of

incidents, which concerns a particular age

only, but the eternal history of India. Other

histories change with the passage of time,

but this history has suffered no change. The
history of what has been the object of India*s

devoted endeavour, India's adoration, and
India's resolve, is seated on the throne of

eternity in the palace of these two vast epics.

Hence the criticism of the Ramayan and
the Mahabharat must follow a different

standard from that employed in appraising

other poems. It is not enough to judge

whether Ram's character was noble or base,

whether Lakshman’s conduct charms the

critic . or not. The critic must pause in

reverence and judge how the entire land of

India through many thousand years has re-

garded these works.

In the present case we must humbly find

out the message that India speaks in the

Ramayan, the ideal that India recognises as

great in this epic. It is a popular notion that

only a heroic poem can be an epic. The reason

is that in every country and age where mar-
tial greatness has been honoured most, the

national epic has naturally been pre-

dominantly heroic. True, there is plenty of

fighting in the Ramayan ; true. Ram is a
hero of extraordinary strength; but the

heroic is not the predominant spirit in this

epic. The jRanniyaff does not proclaim the

glory of physical prowess,—its main theme
is not the description of battles.

Nor is it true that it is an epic only des-

criptive of the exploits of a certain incarna-

tion of the Deity. Scholars will show that

Ram was not an avatar but a human
personality to Valpaiki. Here I may briefly

say this that if the poet had described a god
instead of a man in the Ramayan, it would

have lessened the greatness of his work,

it would have taken away from its merits

as a poem. Ram’s character is glorious only

because it is human.
The Ram'iyan is the story of that combi-

nation of all noble qualities which Valmiki

sought for in the hero worthy of his epic,

and which Narad discovered in the person

of Ram, the perfect MAN, after failing to

find it in the gods. (Balkanda, Canto 1). In

the Ramayan no god has dwarfed himself

into an incarnation ; only a man has raised

himself to the Godhead by his inner great-

ness. The poet of India wrote his epic to

set up the supreme ideal for men. And from

his day Indian readers have been eagerly

reading this description of the ideal human

character.

The chief peculiarity of the Ramayan is

that it has shown the story of a household

in a superlative form. The tie of moral

law {dharma), the bond of affection, between

father and son, brother and brother, wife

and husband,—has been raised to such a

transcendental height in the Ramayan, as

to make it easily a fit theme for an epic.

We often see that what gives life and move-

ment to other epics is conquest of king-

doms, destruction of foemen, the fierce clash

between two strong and antagonistic parties.

But the greatness of the Ramayan does hot

depend on the war between Ram and

Ravan ; that war is only a device for set-

ting off the splendour of the conjugal love

between Ram and Sita. The Ramayan

only shows the extreme point which a son s

loyalty to his father, a brother’s sacrifice

for another brother, a wife’s faith to her

husband, and a king's duty to his subjects,

can reach. In the epic of no other land

have such predominantly domestic relations

of individuals been deemed a fit subject of

treatment.

This fact tells us of the character not ot

the poet only but of India too; From this

we can realise how great the home and

doiaestic duties are to India. This epic

clearly proves the high estimatioiu in which

the householder’s life (garhasthya ashram)

was held in our land. The householders

life was not meant for our owa happiness or

comfort ; it held the whole faBric of society

together and devcoped the true* manhood of

the people. The household was the founda-

tion of the Aryan society of India ; and the
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RamayanU ihit epic of that household. The
doniesticlife into

adversity and iinparted a peculiar glory to

it by placing it amidst the sufierings of

exile m the forest. The riide shock of the

Sita, Ram and Lakshman in the Panchavati Forest.

conspnacy of i^aikeyi and Mantharl shattc»
the royal hcMse of Ayodhyd, but still, in

spite of it,"he i?at»ayaa proclaims the in-

vincible firmness of domestic life. It is

not ^hysikal prowess, it is not lust of con-

,

quest, it is not political greatness, btrtV\;;;;^-
peace-imbrued domestic life ihaft the

’

yan has seated on the throne of heroic
strength, after giving it the coronation-bi^'
of tender tears.

.

A foreign critic has said that the ch|trkctem
described in the /?umayaff are supeiiuiturai:*'

My reply is, -it is a question of tempera^
ment; what appears supernatural to the
people of a certain character, appears as
quite natural to a race of a different,

character. India has never detected any
supernatural exaggeration in the Ramayan,
A thousand years have proved that in no-
part has the story of the Ramayan ever
appeared hyperbolical to India, rhis story

has nor only given instruction to all ages
and all ranks of India, it has given them
delight; they have not only placed it on
their heads fin reverence), but have also

enshrined it in their hearts
;

it is not merely
a scripture to them, it is their romance.

It would never have been possible for

Ram to be at once human and divine to us,

it would nevei have been' possible for ihe

Ramayan to win our reverence and delight

at the same time,— if the poetry of this

epic had been to India a thing of a far-off

realm of fancy, and not something included

within ihe bounds of our society.

If a foreign critic, judging by the standard

of the epics of his land, calls such a poem
unnatural,T-it only foakes a peculiarity of

India’s genius the clearer by contrast with

that of his country. In the Ramayan India

has got what she craves for. In the Rama^
yan's simple anushtup rhythm the heart of

India has been beating for thousands of

years.

Header, look not upon^ Valmiki's life of

Ram as a mere poet’s creation
;
know it as

INDIA’S Ramayan ;
for then only will you

be able to understand India truly through the

R /mayan, and that epic truly through India.

Remember that India wanted to hear not

a historical tale of (national) achievement,

but the ideal character of the full man, and

Ms she has been hearing (in the epic) with

ceaseless delight even to our day.

India has a passionate craving for FULNSSSii

She has never despised of doubted it as
'

beyond objective reality. She has admitted

ft as truth indeed, and in it only has she

found delight. By inspiring and gratifying'

this thkst for lulntss, the author of the ^



The slaying of ihe Magic De^

Ramayan' has conquered for ever the

devoted heart of India.

The race that adores partial truth, that ,

pursues material truth with tireless energy,

that regards poetry as the mirror of. Nature,

—such a race is achieving many things in

the world ; it is peculiarly successful
;
the

whole human kind is indebted to it. But,

on the other hand, those who have said,

**The Great {Bhumd) is the only happiness

;

the nature of the Great is the only proper

object of inquiry,’*r-those who have direct-

ed their devotion to realise the beauty of

all parts, the harmony of all conflicts, amidst

.

the fulness of MATURITY ;-their debt,

too, the World can never repay. If their

and the Ravishment of Sita.

memory is lost, if their teaching is for-

gotten, then human civilisation, oppressed

and withering in the close and polluted

atmosphere of its dusty, smoky, densely

crowded factory, will die inch by inch.

The Ramayan is ever showing us a picture

of those (ancients) who thirsted for the nectar

of the FULL, the UNDIVIDED. If we
can preserve our simple reverence and
hearty homage for the brotherliness, love

of truth, wifely devotion, servant's loyalty

depicted in its pages, then the pure breeze

of the Great Outer Ocean will make its yi^ay

through the windows of our factoiy-home.

Japunath Sarxar.

THE HISTORY OF INDIA AND ITS STUDY

By tub Sister Nivbdita.

1. made after their accession to power by the

I
NDIA as she is is a problem which can Mohammedans are the only real works of

only be read by the light of Indian history which she possesses. Even if this

history. Only by a gradual and loving be true—and we shall be better able to

study of how she came to be, can we grow discuss the question, in a generation - or

to understand what our country actually two-—we must remember that India herself

is, what the indention of her evolution, and is ' the master-document in this kind. The
what her sleeping potentiality may be, country is her own record. She is the

We are often told that Indian literature .history that we must learn to read. Them
includes no histories. It is said that the J are those who my that history as a form of

Rajatarangini in Kashmir, the Dipaw.msa llitttWirt cm ^
and Mahaivamsa in Ceylon; and the records political |H>wer,
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^hj IndU Sat nbt moira workii df an acSiou-

rate and dyiiastlc character. Those who
urge thU, believe that at each new epoch

in her history vast numbers of chronicles

belonging to the past have been destroyed.

May be. On ' the other hand, we may
find in our family pedigrees the counterpart

and compensation for this feature of other

national literatures*^ The little band of

devoted scholars Who are already at work
!on the history of Bengal tell us that their

great trouble is to keep pace with their

material. It pours in upon them day after

day. The difficulty is to keep today's

opinion ‘ so fluid and receptive that it shall

not conflict ^with, or be antagonistic to,

to-morrow's added knowledge. There may
not at the moment be in our inheritance

from the past many formal works of history.

But perhaps the swimmer, who knows the joy
of the plunge into deep waters and strong

currents, is glad. Such minds feel that they
have abundance of material for the writing
of history, and are thankful indeed that this

has been left for them to do.

It will be from amongst the records of

home and family-life, that light will be
shed upon the complete history of Bengal.
It will be by Marching into caste-origins,

and tribal traditions that real data will

be gathered for estimating the antiquity
of processes. My friend Babu 'Diiiesh

Chunder Senv says that he believes,

from a study of pedigrees, thfat an Ofver-’

whelming proportion of the higher-caste

families of Bengal came from Magadha. H
so, it is necessary to assume that there was
at a certain time, a wholesale evacuation of

Magadha. This would agree so well with
the facts of history—the removal of the

capital to Gour, on the destruction of

Pataliputra, and the immense cultural

potentiality of the Bengali people,—that
the suggestion cannot fail to form a,domi-
nant note in subsequent research. This re-

search will for some time be of a deeply in-

ductive character. That is to say, it will pro-
ceed by the accumulation of particulars. This
process is the ideal of modern science^ and

may be said that so arduous and so-

^gaiiistahe natural appetite of the human
®ind^ is it, that Jew there be that attain'
Unto it. ' Yet as an ideal, its greatness is

unqu^ttonable. Conclusions reached by

towards one or reaction aninst anptllk

V

theory, am For this reas^
anyone who can bring forward one fact out
of the far past, however private or circumSh

cribed may seem its significance, so long
as it is unknown and certain, is doing a
service to historians. For progress must for

some time depend upon this accumirlation.

We must investigate the elements, in order

to come at true concepts of the whole.

When we have reached a new fact, the

next effort should be to relam it to known
central events. We know for instance that

capitals changed in Bengal from Patali-

putra to Gour, and from Gour to Vikram-
pore] These transitions could not take

place without immense social consequences*

The ruins of Behar mark the long struggle

of Bengal against invasion. This fact be-

longs to her military history. But another

record is found in her industrial develop-

ment. The transfer of government from

the old Hindu centre of Vikrampore to

the Mohammedan capitals of Dacca and
Murshidabad, meant, in its turn, great

changes in the direction of arts and crafts.

It would be marked by new tendencies in

the matter of taste, the old artistic power
exerting itself to meet new standards. We
must accustom ourselves to the psychologi-

cal analysis of ornament, and the historical

and geographical placing of works of art,'

in order to understand the immense in-

duenceof great political events upon pri-

vate life and interests. Architecture, music,

and poetiy, are things higher than the

concrete industrial crafts of home and
household life, yet marked, no less surely,

with the era to which they belong. By
learning to refer everything to its own time,<

aii<rtd'the state of mind that gave it lirth,

we build up in ourselves a wonderful irea^l-

ness for the graver and more fictious as^MSttr

of history. We learn, too, thit lesson which'

pianists, zoologists, and geologists, have*'

had during the last century to learn and
teach, namely, that things which are - found'

together may have taken
.
wide ^distancea

of space and time to produce; ^"Ihej^mr
of Vidyapati and Ram Mohun
gtsijd . S?y wSc
wbat travail of the Hainan spirit

tween the maktog oilbO' twol In a
Aonnal |;rowrh a new mode, in but^ing^V
or grstvtAg, or tbinkingi is borir but
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|Ln4 iSoeSt rntich deeper than we can imagine

in theee dege^rate days of trumpery and

passing fashions. No one who lias been in

the Fort of Agra, and noted the styles of

iiaing black and white marble against red

lAndslone, distinctive of the reigns of

Akbar, Jehangir, and Shah Jehan, could

afterwards make a mistake as to which of

a particular pattern must be assigned

ta The designs appear side by side at

Agra, yet it took tjiree reigns to make them

possible^

TJie year as we go through it, constitutes

another kind pf historical record. The
festivals of the old village life which follow

each other in such quick and delightful

succession throughout the twelve or thir*

teen moons pf the solar year, are not all

effects of some single cause. On the con^

trary, the Car-festival of July hails from

Buddhism, and has the great metropolis of

its observance at Puri on the Orissan

coast. But Janmnshtami belongs to the

Vaishnavlsm of Krishna, and turns our

eyes in a very different direction, to Mathura

and Brindavan. The Dewali Puja, again,,

connects us on the one side with the famous;

Japanese Feast of Lanterns, and on the

other with Latin and Celtic anniversaries

of the souls of the dead. How different

are the thought-worlds out of which spring

inspirations so various as all these] How
long a period must each have had, in order

to win ita present depth and extent of,

influence I The very year as it passes, then,

is a record of the changing ideas that have

swept in succession across the Indian mind. .

. It is a characteristic of IndU that a;lmo8t

every great outstanding thought and doc«

trine has somewhere or other a place

devoted to .its maintenance .and tradition.

This brings us to the thought of the geo-

graphical synthesis. The whole of India is

necesVary to; the explanation of the history

of each one of its parts. The story of

Krishna comes from the Jumna, that of

Rama from Ayodhya. Other elements may*

npt be so easily assignable to their places

of birth, but it is quite certain that when
studied hard enough from that point of view-

each will be found to have its own definite

area of origin. India is at once the occasion.,

and the explanation of the web of Indian

thought. But yet, throughout Bengal at

any fate, there is a certain definite agree-

ment as to which ilemepts shall be included
in the list of yeiHy celebrations, and iu
what or^er. Not alt the great things of
Indian memory Aft commemorated thus.

'Fhere has evidently been a certain selection

made, apd a certaih rule imposed, by some
one or other at some definite time. Through-
out Bengal (here is ho. great disagreement
as to the festivals, 'hnd the order in which
they occur.. The selelStion must have been

made therefore by sOme person, oj body of

persons, whose influehce was universal in

the province. It is n tfonception that pene-

trates everywhere, therefore, the shaping

pressure of this all-pervhding influence must
have been long-continUed. It may have
lasted perhaps for ceniuries. It does not

seem to have been a peflon;iI influence, for

individuals change, theii* policy of govern-

ment, unj^er capriee or i^ircunlstance, from
generation to generation. This would seem
rather to have been a sfeady concensus of

opinion, a strorig vested interest uniformly

exerted in a certain direction. Biit the

complexity of the matter ruled,upon, would
point to .some central seat of counsel and
decisioq. again, with ai little that was
purely personal in its authority as it is

possible to imagine. Lastly, whatever was
the source of deliberation, it is clear that

there; must have been a consolidated royal

authOfjty to give its support to the decisions

of this^ntre, without flinchingTor changing,

through<Mt the form.ntive ftieriod. Only by

a combination of all theie conditions, can

we account for the uniformity and regular-

ity with which so complex t yearly calendar

is worked out, from one end of Bengal to

the other.

If we wish to be clear about the element
of. deliberation, let us look, for example,)

at^ the Holi festival. In the observanoeofi
this day, three different factors are distinctly

traceable. First,; there is a strain of pre-‘

historic Eros-worship,as seen in the villages,:

in the use of. abusive language to women,
and in the fact that these iii their turn arc^

privileged on . that day to beat the lords of

creation. The coi^eptions Which belong to

this phase of the celebrafion of the .. full

moon of PhalguR must be extremely;

ancient, and consequently we must look

for their analogues and correspondences
amongst widely separated branches of the

Aryan family^ amongst Omik feslivids of
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Love and Spring, for example, Roman
Saturnalia, Mediterranean Carnivals, and
even so lately as in the old4a»hioned
Valentine's Day of English childhood^
That the birth of Chaitanya toojjt place

on this very day of Holi Puja, thus deter-
mining another of its associations, may
seem to some of us an accident. R^t it

was no accident that attempted to interpret
the festival in terms of Krishna-wors^ip.
Some phase of Hinduism,-—to which, in the
elaborateness of its civilisation, the thought
of frank Eros-worship was as revolting and
incomprehensible as now to ourselves—some
such phase took into its consideration this
festival, and decided to reinterpret each of
its games and frolics in the light of the
gambols of Krishna with the cowherds in
the forest of Brindaban. The red powder
of the spring-time thus became the blood
of the demon Metrasur slain by the Lord.
It was natural that the young peasants,
under the excitement of danger just escaped,
should ‘blood' one another, and should
yearly thereafter burn the effigy of Metrasur
in celebration of their deliverance. We
can almost hear the voices of those who
made the ingenious suggestion

!

In the Holi-puja, then, as an instance, we
can trace the efforts of some deliberately
Hinduising power. This power, it is safe
to suppose, is the same that has determined
the sacred year as a whole. As a power it

must have been ecclesiatical in character,
yet must have lived under the aegis of a
^werful throne* . What throne was this?

simpjc test is sufficient to answer.
Those comparatively modern institutions
wich are more or less universal to the
whole of India, must have derived their

®*^gmal sanction from Fatal iputra. Things
which are deeply established, and yet
F^culiar to Bengal, must have emanated
rom Gour. One of the most important
points therefore, is' to determine the geo-

graphical distribution of a given observajrSR^
In this fact, lies the secret of its age,

^

Historical events as such have never been
directly commemorated in India. Yet
perhaps, had Guru Govind Singh in the
Punjab or Ramdas of Maharashtra lived in
the time of the empire of Gour, they would
have obtained memorials at the hands of
Bengali Hinduism. The fact that none of
their age have done so shows that the
calendar was complete before their time.
Even Chaitanya, born in Bengal itself and
a true product of the genius of the people,
is scarcely secure in the universal synthesis.
His veneration, like that of Buddha, is

overmuch confined to those who have
surrendered to it altogether. But if in the
intellectual sense we would fully under-
stand Chaitanya himself, it is necessary
agiin to study the history of India as a
whole, and to realise in what ways he
resembled, and in what differed from, other
men of his age. What he shared with all

India was the great mediaeval impulse of

Vaishnayism which originated with Rama-
nuja and swept the country from end to

end. Th^t in which his Vaishnavism
differed from that of the rest of India re-

presents the characteristic ideas of Bengal
under the st^ng individualising influence

^
§f Gour and Vikrampore,

In all that lies around us then, we may,
if our eyes are open, read the story of the

past. The life we live to-day has been
created for us by those who went before us^

even as the line of sea-weed on the shore

has been placed there by the waves of the

tides now over, in their ebb and flow. The
present is the wreckage of the past India
as she stands is only to be explained by the
history of * India. The future waits, for ut
to create it out of the materials left us by
the past, aided by our own uddentanding
<rf this our inheritance.

the present situation in the BOMBAY COTTON MILL
INDUSTRY AND ITS PROBLEMS

ft of pftpen published in
• - Review I itave duMnissed the erttis'ftitf

'FPi****®* ilMSi^Bgh'V?hich'

Cotton Mill industty iiM passed dprihvthc'
past three yeaw in.A* ehe eecei^ei
ecbhofteie dieoty
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r iri«« that (^GUirfd in

latter part ;c^

;, if has.
. been ehown- that

qloth; prices which occorred in

extension of the weair*

and the supply went much
Kb0i4 of .^0;: demand;: This circumstance

tmi^lied ^tih th^^ our markets

^ ChAna^^^a^^ the Straits caused a virtual

civer*pi^ well as

she wea ring side of the industry. And this

bver-pfoduction brought about the crisis

and the subsequent depression. In this

CbntiOction it must be understood that by
CfverrprOduction we do not mean that the
dombay mills produced more than what
were needed by

^

the Indian consumers.
Such an implication would be absurd in

view of the fact that thirty crores worth of
piece-goods are annually imported into the
country. What is really meant is that the

mill-owners produced more than what they
Could profitably sell at the existing pricea
The consumption would have been much
greater, and the effect of over-production

would have been greatly modified if the mill-

owners could sell their goods at a cheaper
price. 11iis they were unable to do partly

1^^ the high price of raw cotton which
.tfad: ftsultcd from the shortage in the supply
of Ameti'cati. cotton. It may therefore be said

jtkat big^ price of the raw cotton was
also a cause of the crisis and depression.

; The silver tax has also been spoken of as
an element among the causes of the crisis

by the chairman of the Bombay Mill-

owners* Association at the last annual
meeting :pf the Asaociation, who is reported

to have. said that the tag had transferred the

yam vtrade Jfrom Bombay to Japan. If the

Chairman*s alteration be true, it corro-

boratee titei/ a of the Hon'ble
yUlmy 'rbackersay, who during the

debate on the silver tax in the Supreme
Council made the following observations

iegKtdifff the possible effect of the tax on
theB^iukyM

trade relatibns of the two
eoimtritt Unw ahd

aie. one and".idW.'’"''eiily.
' with the

"

to

km att itshearw

. . , _ aadl
ludw te ailed oW tiaiia

.tv

4^ iHMit re<^e the q^My^T aihra- consumed
ii,Ii^, Itisunnmssuy for rae to iniist upon ihZ

l^nt because jGowrnmeitt themeelye^^
SIX crores worth of stiver wiH be liupatted next veJ
against eleven erdres in the cuirem ^ar: The enor
mous decrease in^he Indian consumption must lower
the price of ^ilver in London. NCw my Lord, we all
know that the currency of China is founded on a silver
basis. The Indian exporters to China receive the
price of their goods in silver which has to be converted
afterwards into gold standard rupees. We export
^weCT s to 6 lakhs of bales of yarn eyery year to
China and the value of the yarn is about ten crores of
rupees. The duty now imposed will greatly reduce the
number of rupees which the Indian spinner will get
for his yarn owing to the depreciation of silver. The
Chinese manufacturers on the other hand will benefit
to that extent ,as their manufacturing charges will notM appreciably affected and in this unequm competi-
tion our export trade to that country will be adversely
affected.*'

^

It is, however, extremely difficult to say
how far, if at all, the silver tax has
adversely affected the industry.

In the papers referred to in the beginning
of this article I have tried to establish the
point that the crisis need not scare us.

Because, to repeat what I have said in one
of the papers, a careful study of the history
of modern industrial development reveals
the fact that in no country the course of

economic progress has been smooth, that
all the great industrial countries have
passed through repeated disturbances and
crises, and that white these economic evils

may larjgrely be minimised by enlightened
and judicious methods of businm or^nixa-
tion, th^ cannot altogether be avoided.
In fact It is now generally recognised that
in the western world a crisis occurs ^hce
eveiy eteveii year*. And spmi' economists
go so far as to regard the crisei gs not pure
evils ; for, white they undmibfedly tesiilt

from speculative promotion and injudicious
investment, they at the same time indicate
conditions pf a vital dynamic life lii the
countries concerned. Indeed so far as the
*mtern world is concerned, it is a familiar
phenomenon that a crisis has usually Iteen
fpllowed a period of prosperity better

i PWportj^ f^nce begumi^
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went ,ol ^Qi,M5

and ' aiathoTities:

have dednM^ tbit^ industry is now at

the beginpiie of prosperity better

than it Um

^

bd the

iny rate there is

a better tind^ '^ ^aii]l«owher8.

The ceuse -dfVthis. s^ brightening' of

the prps^c^ ie ter' be sought in the fall of

the pri^ oL raw cottoii^ which has been

caused ^ good American

crop, and also in the renewed demand from

China for our yarns. Just now, however,

the Chinese demand is not so high as it

was in the beginning of October, because

the revolutioiiary outbreak in China has

causi^ violent disturbances in the trade and

industry of that country.

But if this favourable opportunity is to

be utllisi^ to the permanent good of the

industry, and if the industry is to be placed

on a sound and efficient basis, earnest en-

deavours are necessary to solve the problems

which how confront the mill-owners. What
are these problems? The chief problem

before the riiill-^wnera is how to develop

the home market. Hitherto the activities

of the mill-owners have been largely direct-

ed to the spinning side, and the fortunes of

the industry depended largely upon Chinese

demand i
wc have seen how contrac-

tion of the Chinese market was instru-

mental in ^bringing about the recent .depres-

sion/ ^Ithou^ since October last there

has iiMBiiSt a revival in
^ Chinese demand,

it ihiiit be recognised that our position in

the Ear f^terh market roust in future

nedhittadly be.^^ and unstable

as it|ias;:teen in the past. We must also

“ that a time wiU certainly come

ililLowfiars’ Association

Monmobon Dass Ramji, it

that the mill-owners

importance of this matt^. Andi^dse spe^^
isJeonfident that the developiAenr^^
home market is not an impiOBSibW.tadk^ HbV
says: '

.
/' v

*^It is argued that such a deyelppiin^ fat irtpOisdbfe -

in view of foreign imports. 'Whii-f think, hCNiiey^ iS

that the development of the hoaHt market ihbuld

be an ideal placed before us. Because the countiy

does not manufacture variety bf goods at preset, ' it

does not follow that it wilt not be abte in thnetewilie

to manufacture them. The working of the ntijl utdu^
.

try in this country shows hw. p^ductioh ^ ,

certain goods, considered impbwibte pelWr
JJ.

going on apace. Similarly the rtillls, if ^SSfewl^..

proper scope for development, v;ill be producing ftfier

varieties w piece-goods.*’

But although the deveioptrtent of the

home market may not be an impossible tikk*

it is by no means ah caty matter.
: :

thirty crores worth of piece-goods anhtta|{]r

imported into the country are ataiiy tij#

to be displaced by home-made cloth, efidrti

will have to be made to improve the quality'

of the home products and tp reduce their .

price. But in this behalf a plentiful supply

of raw cotton of the American type at a lo#,

price is a requiretnentb! prime importa^p^^

It is agreed in authoritative circles;

so far as the physical properties of tlSe:l^i

are concerned, India can produce fine cot'tpp

.

of the American type. Although attenii^

latterly made to grow Egyptian cotton m
Sind have not proved very encouraging,

experiments in superier cotton ms^de lip

Government farms in tnany places have

been successful. Experts have exprei^d the

opinion that India which could at one tiine

produce cotton of the ‘highest quaUty^ c^^^

imi «: uiBc Will again be made to grow the old tnie

ijpt ciM« to buy oof janifc
-fo^ided up-to-date methods 'ire

mais0 |*j»tidn in the not dwunt r ,»U'»Vi»*avaa —r-r—

hiti|,dfeoA1ii|e nave

vacHi to build .modem

in4ni(it^ iii*nu|actu«n

vill an eaiiy task tp ou« the In^an

produeb:;lfete t^^ imarkot. Tim

:fld.; tkd- *^*^,i*
the tniH.;

elenr' "ti^ te;:|!ii^tinhi'ol.ii^'-'^«8»n o]

'w <!*«*•«
at,Slk,r

In it. cultivation,

live ofgantmnon «*

the leadeMblp of

broad commercial and foaifa^lAhW

and. where pomible.liMtitufioaaf;^®^^

faitn.i and ampla irrighttwi faptutiea Sttift

orntmisation i. not irajpos^le, Gwefi-

inmt wMilii &>
.
all in th^r power tdieM

inigatioa'-ilacititi^



if;.,:i^^Qt''4efa^^ 'faa^

iiiiii^d Fm
_Ittctiy^^^^ lat inadifold hard-

operates'to;

and tenon

It is of no permanent

^:yiten the cheap-
'

^
^s is too often at the estpense of

is that combination is the

feature of the present-day

ihdosirisd^'^lEanisat^^^ of the western world

and th^t’h has: recently noticeable even
in the itidustial organisation of Japan. The
most developed form of industrial combina-
tibiii3 ii» however, to be found in America.
This Is due to the fact that the competi-
tive struggle has borne with the greatest

severity upon the American manufacturers.

The combination movement in America
began with the close of the industrial depres-

: sion, which followed the panic of 1893.
During the depression

'*The steady fall of prices and the slow-moving
liquidaiipn of credit had severely handled the manu-
facturers and merchants of the united States. The
Aggregate liabilities of failures in manufacturing and
trading from 1894 to 1898 exceeded $725,000,000.
Few men made large profits

;
almost every one has

his scale of earnings greatly reduced/’—(ifsods*rrt<sS

: It ..would appear that there is a great
ejpoOpniic necessity at the back of the

tr.0St is, to avoid the

evite of free competition. It is note-

wohhy that the notoriously stringent trust

legislation in the United States, where the

courts have interpreted the common law as

supplemented by Statutes to mean that

restrictions of trade'even though reasonable

are invalid, hat. not been aQe to stop the

S
owth of combinations in that country.

ere is a practical illustration of the fact

that no economic administration which
^n0i;et,.thb fundamental principles of the

ficonoibic Science can attain permanent
success.: matter the Europ^n
statOKhen and judiciaries have shown
greater, regard for the dictates of Political

Econbmy;;^ ,
T Courts have

dectaiMs^ tegal under
eohdittpusv tiot mon snMitectory
solution pf the combination prpb^^ hiss

besen achieved tilb

Government M
ability; otpiie^^^

Contract

' Veficiai:
. JU.i^l by the

hostile ipgisld^^ against

the epmbinatipn German
couita have miaintained of

combinations Ure identtCal of

the people ahd that the Welfare of an in-

dustiy depends on the maint^^ of

prices, and they have actually stated that

there is but little difference between prices

artificially increased by a tariff and the

increase due to the action of the entrepre-

neurs. While this Hberal interpretation of

combination acts has favoured the legitimate

'growth of corporate enterprises, the interests

of the general public have been amply

safeguarded by a rigid corporation law

which subjects every proposal iii corporate

form to the most rigid inspection and

prevents the evils due to excessive organi-

zation of combination before they take

place. Consolidation in the Bombay Mill

Industry may add to its vitality, enable

it to secure many economies which are

impossible under the present circumstances,

and thus strengthen its competitive posi-

tion in relation to the foreign exporters.

In a consolidated form the industry may
be able to largely minimise the effects

of over-production and other evils of the

competitive struggle. As regards the

interests of the general public, it may be said

that the economic and political evils for

which the combinations are responsible in

America could under Ho circumstances arise

in this country. We have a etrbujg; and

highly efficien t administatibn Which iiii: fully

equal to the task of eHctetivdy controllmg and

regulating the opmtions of corpbrate:-eitter-

prises and preventing the evils due lb such

organisations. The free trade system iihder

which our industries are carried oh will

prevent the rise of ntonbpolies and Will thus

protect the consumer.' To whhl; extehtt how-
ever, consbiidatipn is pbssibte depends to a

considerable degree bn the out

Government hnd out Cmirts wiH hbld^^h

.the matter. That thejF WiU hb
towards pailial iileltiMilt

nient and jiidteihiy;.

may be laheb 1^^

fiiftiteir 8^^^ anttWi^fWi’te

lb



,.. . ^v\^y'.^;Vl^V{^vyV'^i^ i''^''
'

GoverflL,.^.™r. j.

methods ot of e^nMic
.aSairf. ..-'';;.:::;;vv'^.^.:^.;;^ .

Two oitbi^ remain to be
con8idet«di/;::|j market

in referred to in a
l»evioni p<ert in connection

with tiiej ^ue6it;iiboi;^:^Ver-pi»du^ and
the conseouent dejp^ from which the

Bombay Cotton baa suffered

is largely dtie to Japanese competition, al-

though the bulk of raw cotton consumed
in Japanese mills is imported from India.

The Japanese mills have a protected home
market, and they are thus enabled to dump
their surplus products in China at less than

cost price without any loss to their share-

holders. The Japanese mill-owners are also

materially helped by the subsidised steam-

i
ship companies which carry raw cotton from

' India to Japan at a ridiculously low freight

rate. The Indian mill-owners suggest that

our Government should levy a special ex-

port duty on all ootton exported to Japan
through the subsidised shipping companies
so that the influence of the subsidy may be
neutralised.

.
question of the silver tax

also should be considered in thisconnec-

: Boi^^ MiJl-bwibe^V.AM aii to
v‘tbe< j^BeCtvOf the tax oh- out yarn trade .with
China deserves coDsideration of the Govern**
.ment>:

In tt shonid:k^
next to ai^Mtem^ the^ is

the most hinimrtaht indotstrY

It is the only industry wi^
have been able to develop in accordsuice
with modern methods* ;h

educational yaiue inesmucb as it amrds
opportunities of practical training in high
finance and business management,--^pppoi^*
tunities which are rare in this country at
the present time.

employs about sflakhs of hands who represent

nearly 4 times as many who are dependent upon
them for their maintenance. Between ri and 18

crores of rupees represent the paid up capital of the

industry exclusive of another 15 to so cr0res engag^
in financing its loans and working capital."

Such an industry, jn the words of the Honi
Sir Vithaldas Thackersay, is a valuable

national asset, the safety of which should

be our first consideration.

SaTISHCHANORA Ba8U*
;

THE ALLEGED MATERIALISM OF THE WEST

U AN it a MiCia} fniimal,’* sai4 Anttotlet

IT* “lie wriBiOt live alonei A man
; !«^lMCM)dy WOttld

beeidier .a .beaet or aii^^' Knowing more
abopt die ‘‘beatta” , if.iaAtthe godli iban the

Gree^ tbinlei.
. tee iawy: add tp the

dictum
; that.

the aDeie^: ipf Ms'fidloi^;'i|w>U
heaMnorr^wi aft^^ny nt^lIl fethiom Die

bees to

bu&ioaii
: itte: ip iPtsapninM^

«H)peTatipe.;T*PT.!^'':^»w^^
creathm;. :iWn

**hich.l^ie^^ij^^:etfie^^

common life, and with feelihgt for' ^o^
anot^r. Pity binding man to .fhan!it.le;gt>dr

like thing, and the apin't of

spirit of social wisdoni reiit'^ :

'

.possess' them 'ineminent .meeiiu^ :|o

of heroes, or providences,,;

men. In 'pmportion.;..M' we::iiy«^m

selves but 'for

Ughtened and fall ofVirtue. , ;

of an . honest-:

society.”. .-- ;
'

..Die..iBotal.iaiv.yeJti<ili

'sating- hstt'i^heen 'hwt^;:'ipei|^p'4^v

V':.
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' .
‘ .' v" v*:::;T«3??-qri^'i"7' Tj^-sTr—

-. v; ’ :*y
'

y niind

aUAin# The

:

0t, .howeM^^iliiNmglo «»irt:idi {kiro*

(akinv tho^t
how to ilfettme. Ttw
evik of from errora m
ia d«tfifMtt^ 1 own cHenee/

and shall

have beeh teM,l^i^ its anti'SOcial

tendencies sirlo^iv^vk^a^^
contended forest^aste^ and borne the

Kan of thiitlvConiti^tion, rjeh and poor altlie,

will M londtied upon as men entitled to

undentandii^ : knd.
,

. honour $ as social

martyrs anid benefactors ; as inventors and
Operators with a power which inflicted

cruel wounds until the secret was learnt of

its control arid management. Neither faith

nor philosophy, therefore, can afford to sneer

without eoinpr^ension at the materialism

of the West.
A German proverb warns us against

emptying out the baby with the bath. This
proverb should be borne in mind by any
visitor or citizen who shrinks, as an intelliT

gent observer is bound to shrink, from the

vulgarity ' that seems to have stamped itself

upon die garnients, the dwelling«places, the

institutibni^ and the mental habits of

the inass of, the European city popula<-

tions. The. d>eabx*;which provide London
with enter^inm^t axe the despair of intelr

tdctualrAiindedi'^ psksons; the newspapers
and tlwipidpiii.which are ntpst pqptdar. ate

but liti^ be^. jHoll^d, so Ipisg the

hoine ofheaitdj^ in domshtic atdhitecture,;ds
now Ibi^ Its ifoii^j^ and ev^ nsodeni

house WBt by iinpre^

tendihg ixs aneestbia deems to cail

aloud to '.the: fair <ky ipf^d la
^erica dhpwh*** <’dany.

fcatniw '.of•idiid'';ewiiiiei^

an^ at

;

wh6Ie':'i^.?;:pp;'^W!ldri|^ih^
******* Ay •

‘-dwipiid’

>tys

evident'

«auie .

*M>^

V ivV . .-ivJ-TS,

the rise ihtb^ lMomtnettdt
comm^'..«{. ihone^;'

mventione svfaidi aneekns! at-flip:
'

even a veiy little ear
' ^ "

population who have ,
bdiind the scenes ta lilju>''.t1feK

'

tn>yfee^^
claiming their birthrii^,?',na^^
educated! and iinrnliiyiit^j buf'nhw^
latent treasures more vsjilable

existing education or miltuini' at*'

.a-world of the kind 'tlia'tVjdm|ie'.'thiM\’^fe^^^^
' the moment : .'calling

newspapers and pUrtorinaAndciiiuiihea^^^^^

are but as shadows to the retdityotwi^^
they are in search. In fhbi flHpOCt ag^idJ^v

"

West is paying the price of; picgitssi

fair things have to perish faelnie the.
.

^

can be bom, and the faiijcst iid all

man. The present phait of eitiiliidrinb^ib;«^

Europe and America has been
the Dark Ages which foltbwed
introduction of Christianity. Id itd e^ :

an asseTtiOin of the claiinsorjtheslavdandldtb;^

poor man and all other des^0d #db|tt^
persons to .recognition as buwtdt' ^
Christianity brought oblitntni bf. Greek;’

ture, and prior considerafibn in yll
i

‘ _
for the mind of little lefinemcnt,

rise of democracy today is overwbc(tnig^;i^ .;

spiritual conceptions and tbe: tuts

process of time succeeded Gdwk'cuH^'^^^
the pride of civitiss tistCv b^
the West has been a'hiidoi^;bf.'!^'i)pti|dif^s^^^^^^^

ing.of the bases of' 80cietyj!''tj|;'t.^'':C(^;|^^

of'social and intel4ectttal..'i^yp^.«af'i)ti|i!||!V

tei^ {along with 'the'.fwlitnwll.^'':-!^
'

after another of the
!

''last’ the ideal- of-peinp4^|i|ty''';^-^

and ' the stru'ggle -..bsish'-.t^|hmeni
(f"

accbipplidinent in; fteV; All

vn^ar, all activity causes- men.
mistakes;; a; Va]|;ar -«nd' in|

|
.f|ij

i|(iM

.

-'dierefore,- -bre’ alive
;
tad oi.^^iEiil' .wiijy ''

;
;|i|;

;

atbievement, ;

-

''"’'Tlic're-''^ls'-a.: spniri^t' _

. afbnns 'that-mstt^-'

'&e-''-iOttV'''Sbd;'’:tkSf'^bd'^
'

’and’ '' dipsat^iftunlen

'a0eetiom',.’:Ott' tbe- ;riii

'^ldiK>phb4eemit.tn..bi;'

jsiii



. _ ^

a -tliem .-anid '"'ai : c\6$er iii,t»r*
‘''

? « -^fae- ' "pfeenbifiena:--^

»» t« expressive of spiritual

sijine spiritual being ot which
Aho 'lean expression, then can the
»aiural|^ oth^ than a

of tW spirit ? If the laws which obtain

;
^ of the metais am} the

all other kingdoms which pro-
' *•**•*” either with “taw

law8
|
can there

to the craftsman
v: with them, his

them ? The precision of
^ enforced precision on hand and
^

qualities height-
f^i appmctation

; the worker loves his tools,

his niaterial and hts product
; and no man

feels himsell more in harmony with life, secs
greater ideas, or tindergoes a sterner d isci-

' 'pUne^ of philosophers is ground-
' cd 4n facts known to, the labouring man,

;

aueh for as that fire burns and
watS; wets V and the virtue of mankind is

founds upon the knowledge over which the
•worker stands

.

perpetuaT sentinel, that

. and allows no
< COBdriuiipns^^^'W^^ or forgiveness.

hiu gone by for easy distinctions

sacrrii and the secular, the

Aristotle’s say-
‘j^^.'^ahis asocial animal,” is seen to have
ji|b reUgiOut as well as its scientific or phtlo-

'Phe sense of a
life w humanity is in some sort

dbe ,gf^;:.as; It has long been recognised as
40^ ^:# rewards of individual

%;ggisfehc.e^' =The.-i< vice of society is a suffici**

Sr any man or woman’s

CiWW(l;'y'»8twce
; ibSide, for instahce,^a^
demands pf the com'mhd Irlibu^ip mW

; fimpon^ng, no man imows boa
•tbthc- dictates of .:.:expi^aijsce; . .

.i' 'rihc. hiysttcal accburit;-bf^soc^,ithat'’i
"isla'^iii^b1.e and noi! ah'agj^l^^.a^spiti
and hot a Cofnbihatibh or a maeSinc^fiiid
;now*a-days this readiest acc^t^^ 1:

merging in the sea of chmmhh ehdeavoui
coininrit) belief, Of common feeting, th

individual finds himself floated xm waves c

ecstasy
^

beyond the narrowy
: ^ limit

which tire him. This is the secret pf th

.Idngevity bf churches arid many other forai

of human association. Out vp* the consci

ousness of fhese things a piety springs u|

and .a type is registered as that of the gooi

citizen. Then occurs a wonderful pheno
menon. Men arise who deny piety in th<

name of piety itself, and seeih to be fillet

with the same ecstasy as the observers o

the ways which they challenge, or even wit)

a keener ecstasy. They can be carried w
far upon the wings of their zeal as to suffe

mart)frdom, all men upbraiding them ;
un

til it is seen that the iconoclast was mor
^ous than his persecutors. Thus the readi

est way of serving society is not always th

truest way, and the most seemitigly bbviou
spirituality may be the nearest to it

noigiaal
^

opposite. I he one
;
of trui

citizenship and spirituality of i ti#

fulness, and* thathot of the
such as the phUaathropltcl^
matter 6f fact trind,:

keepet^a .
•'.!.
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^ Winnie stil^ri^

kftd not ihi gift 0t difliO»t#g

^€f«o^ with^e necfessary

[ ^Qfidchce'^d to

f get any ^ :i]Fnaciriipjblo

myed fata Court

no place f^ h^est ahd lielfrrespectin^^ men.

But Mumd had also the virtues of his

defects; Careless crf^ every thing else, he

was indifferent to lAoney, and his outbursts

of violence or sensuality alternated with

fits of liberality. Such irregular arid indis-

criminate gifts from a capricious master

could not, however, win lasting devotion or

true gratitude. Secondly:, he had the reck-

less valour of a soldier. Place him in the

field of combat, let him face the enemy's

array, and the former pleasure-seeker would

assume an entirely new character; the

martial spirit of Timur would fire hia blood,

he would resistleasly force hia way to close

grips with the enemy, and, amidst the

carnage raging round him, forget every

other feeling save the fierce delight of

slaughter, Wavercrs, no doubt, took heart

from the example of such a leader, and a

charge when pressed home by a prince of

the blood often scattered the enemy's ranks.

But his personal valour was a poor com-

pensation for his lack of generalship. 'I'be

doughty fighter did only the work of a

lieutenant^ and failed to afford his troops

the far-sighted disposition, cool guidance,

a:nd tiniely support which we expect from

the supreme commander.
Knowing the prince’s incapacity, Shah

Hi. . - AM Jnhan had tried to remedy

uJi ^ the mischief by ^ding to

.
iii^ AH Naqi as hit

revetfaa^e ipinisjmr and cM I'bw

officer,t conscious of hj|s own ability and

honesty, and proud of enjoying the

Empeior^s confidence, looked down with

scorn oh tjheibtter^ and boon companions

• He duaiTStt^ wiii his guardian, Shah Nawas
Khan^ dhring

.

W of thS Dipecan, and wm
mom the (Wans#

+% ats^^ IW^

,

.

Vt:.. 'Vy,''
-.'

:
'

wh6:fonned-ii<urad*8 Couit.

evehvto..hatsbnes». in Conductiog\:^be;g|i5f^^

.
men't, and'.his honesty -aiid-, vigS^ht'

the
.

public levenue
;

raised •'•gaJjfM :'h%^^
host of enemies' 'among;:

to profit by the priheeV

extravagance, ^s .the whole admintstTa^

tioQ was under Naqi's control he
also envied by the oths^ nob|ei poid^-

Guxerat. His draconic pufttshmentS

him without a single friend ih the proviii»?

And soon his enemies got tfaeir cihaiWi:

The news of Shah JabanV severe

and retirement to impenetrable privacy, M
well as of Para’s virtual uswpatioh

'

the Imperial authority, reached Mu^d
towards the close of September^ and he

immediately set about raising troops and

calling up his officers from the districts to

take counsel with them. Among tbfHMii -

arrivals was Qutbuddin Khah Kheifagij,

faujdar of Pattan, the mortal enemy o|

All Naqi. A conspiracy was soon formed

between him and MuratTs
Is convicted ol favourite eunuch againSt

rfXS/teSS !>'*
i**"’

.

* in Ah Naqi s hand and

eal, profeuing adhesion -to the citiiie

of Oara, was foigfed and giveh; to a cpiu^X .

who contrived to get hiiflielf 'arrestitd

Murad’s road patrol, without betrajrihg;

its real authorship. Murad was

in bis pleasure-garden when the .intBr<Se|i^.:

letter was brought to him a -ItUle ImMiv

dawn. The prince, w^iO' had not s|ept c#,

his night’s debauch, was in no fit tjttood' :

to r^ect wisely or to deteiiit a pdpt of a '

most familiar in Muslim ' hittbm. . .Ha hutai

into wrath and ordei!e4,.Ali; Na^
dragged to. hie presence.’'"; 1^. A-'’

reading the holy book ^ when lift

summons, and huniediy pat ; 0h
dress as he- wait/. Mpradv.'^.^'trn.-'a.'ijiHi^i: >
.spear in band..' 'BH'dbng

moment -he 'asked '
All

plans .treason .aga,^; .

should his punithmeot be

plied Ali Natjt promptly atM hwM^*'

;

'^Mumd Btmg" '.the".'>ettte tn;b^^,;8ff|>ff$('iM'V:'

';'-hU;'tm«eon.:': The
' taw. 'tiifoil cm»li!ShiM»^;;M'':hi|^^ '

'.



:'who >1^

''w«th. -’"Staftiagi'
i. '<^3rt^t»B ; Ali Kaq!' throiwh
^^dioiiCiajf ^^retcii l inwfte

j»ii b»«e twined cuch a
t tumieh* PtCMnt fellon tbe
II EndMmp|eted their maiter^s
“^*8** ^i-ch. began with this
to- *nd in one eqtialljr horrible.

AH Murad had to
>:;gT?jW[vidft«»'hia ..Qwtt life-blood, four yean

prieon, before the pitilew
!;#* twamiee, without a aiasle fnend or

:.j, bopciM lainiatw haviae been removed
§0mmp^, tbe i^n pf lying flatterer,

^'v
Murad was enlist-

Id' large:-'.numbers - and' needed'

®®. *** «"* »o eunuch named
Khan with 6,ooo troopen and war

•,^VJai|lswf*l:to lei^ contribution from the rich
pori^of Surafc-: The detach-'
ment. -easily- occupied 'the

had. .no wall-''

f^|tpp>u^,'St.;ldli|hlh I'tme,’and' 'began to plunder.
November).t But the

:..'.' .JjMp^a] ..^tteiitaify - enciched with:the custom
Indian port .of theaee.

*•** where, 'tV
*

:

' *1*® deposi-ted : their
.•;:?*ip^^fB^.'safety.' ' As the sea Banked the

T*'*'!?
*‘*® *<**• eu^ its walls

:4#l(i|»Bd'vwith.'mms and swivels at every
?;f|p?^'iSNp^'i*s 4aptnitwasno.ei^. ta*.'

.

xessip, All Naqi .

-'^ . "All Neqi wsrwstnct
thet for a triviai

•'£? to he squseied
]*"" • arrested

' V-/;.':'
"

- V..'-

'.Susei'

ewuu-' C
?*»*8*-

"
'So

-an^bsa .bad to eneiinp lU i Idw distanM
and begin the slow work of
canntmading. Ij^t
piwes, no harm wiw done to Bio fort walb,
and the siege* dragged maliw.s^^ Four
or five big guns mot {rom>|hnagn^weie too
long in arriving. &icoMit ciottl^be Mcund
only by ^her means.,

^ sotne Dutch l artifiw^ ^^e prison tried to discover and dettroy
tbem,butevi(hout sueoesa pnenf
*^*^ **^^ * ytttd
and maehed the base of the iouter tower
techfliOaHy called the Sher^ ^
cbatnher was filled .with 50 Moshhils of

^Wder and the ^a^ fired (»othj>eceni-
ber^ fne explorion- wtus terrible.
yards Of the wall^ with 40 sw^iva) gufil, 600
ajrtillery-men ' and some kinshien ‘bf the
ff^r. Were blown ufy
r^ir^ to thb citadel, but; dithewties^ by
his ipMtoand hbpeleM^ be^ it^^

«s^ srst^' -^
•3^' ::.. , : .^^*SlSSS;S^

:

.'iiM
.

' gtow ; .tassed /.into .'il|«ihai^;^Sd, .

’

mt' 4't ,i&^"'wo'?4iodpida
'

'.Siahbaa .iOiad
, .^aiseml^^^^inei^

;

yf^-afyauustfsl^
'

dwttibei ih “Tto owttepf-gWdt^^ dde
tf^.nwt^wril wyUscLM
The ruRnaiti ;



^ demiikfitiM

; ji(tf
.

• fti^yn^^; : .•Aljy^'^iyh;jhii^

Ae ^ to owsA^tai
Ihii silts;w^ to Muridfs ag^ditt

the : two ridmt merc^ of the cttjft

Hajt Z^i4 {tW headman of

tbe on behalf of

the eOtise ihc^anti^^^ of Surat;

A bond anafount, stamped with
Mtirad*8 seal and^^i^ndorsed by Shahbas as

security for repayment, was deliveied to

these two.*

The despatches of victory and the keys

of the fort were presented to Murad at
Ahmadabad on a6th December. But money
was a inore acceptable present and he
pressed his officers at Surat to send all that

Aey could loaded on fast camels ;t for,

in the meantime he had crowned himself

and begun to bestow offices and rewards
and to enlist new troops on a scale that

soon exhausted his treasury.

WhM the news of Shah Jahan*s illness

was followed by no tidings of his recovery,

but letters from Delhi came fitfully and
then stopped altogether, Murad's suspicions

HnndfofttiiMi deepened into certainty.

slUaaet with All- He. concluded that Shah
”***lh agalait Jahan was already dead,^ and so got ready to contest

the throne. It was necessary to look round
for allies, and none was nearer to him than
Auran^ib, his immediately elder brother,

goyeriihig a neighbouring province and
unii^d to him by a common hatred of Dara.^ aStd D^ 1653, he had met
Aomngeib|!|;: t^^^ journeying to the Deccan
across his province of Melwa^ and the two
had;. nvicteiMy a vague friendly

understanding Dara. But their

plahf now iow^^d^ the shadow;
of ;E^ approaching deaths

Cunousiy
:
enough^ on< same date

(m^djlu of(^tober)
corresponded

with offier for a long their

wrote
to el ioiheir av letter mentiohuig in a neutral

rtp

of which
sm iisiwriR^ the fsmstiider*
rk- #1^^^

’liiL'-
'

'
' '

'

•*i‘ '-f if- Vv-.v

^ .toae.fte' Stall;

:eac%,,ifrt«r. M*. '

pat#«^
«Kdi waiy.

(i^th October) a lettse

an allitnce, abd, it waa:
Auraa^ibV ptbvioce, vbo
courier to proceed to

to Mm a letter of hjrtd^'vtb' |
tUr faevmit purportf^^ !

eoMHpead.ac*'. ence'tiiia::'.be|a|)V'l«!Ri^
.Mj<L vilb bri»klp;V-;t0:;.;.iw^

carrii®e'?|f::J«^i‘:aM^
of postal runnen wera eitabl»hM tleliiM

'

Guzerat and the Deccan,; ;';Mui|^^

two men every ten milee iijll ;

Ahmadabad to the Dec»an :{rm>tim};f^
November). Aurangzib continued idwejiii^

'

eastwards to his own;.seat- of
j^overiBtoepitt

'

:

and also proposed to ShujitA eicciief

and joint service for the pitMipt obinhgn!^*?
:

of letters,—his men supplying the^ t^^^

of runners from Auratijiatwd to

of Orissa, and %ujM 'serveats/^^ t^
charge of it from there to Rnjmahali iwibv
prince also sent confidenfiM agents^

Courts of the other tw6.j^i WNii^ bei^ipt*. ''

set on one purpose, an sigimefflent <

arrived at. CorrespondeMC Vvith SMi^ .

slow and interrupted owing to the iriiiSMi^

distance and lack of roads,' and beiM'’AB%
a general agreement was fbtimed wirikl^
But between Auran^rib aiad Murid'' teib^r. .'

passed quickly, and ^ tAd soon

a plan of concerted action*

cbrresfKmdence Aurai^b > sent id; lliiltid

at early as
,

*3*4. October . a, bigri;;;%;v;'|lie-v,

cypher/- to'.be ;''itted/,’tn ./Airtafe'.l

,
veiy;b^[inniitg -Mtuad- -.fifaMW'

'let(dy' - under' Aiifaii^giib*s/^

Idter after .-|etter'-he''.--Mi>

a^ce u to bii own/
'

vnites, “1 am rea^ to

.me of yoiir witoto: «od
tngly.” /' lD^teed,/to

into Awaogidbts I

giout clonk on dwur wta cd'

;

'

tioh, that Ms Mttan.suiiiliaft4 lito^^
. .

: . s-S- ? ..'r, .-ri,:',', i.-'-

'

/.
r- /•-

' .
-'W

t#,.'



^%V-\:i

h^t‘^

&; .. . .1 i . t.
. f,:i

^

I^

C.iaiLl'JLJ^

.

-

: i yTT^W *mr^

‘'*5^

,
.

iMMonaii»}"aii#'

'*t>0W vK». fahire'.W . dS' tiht ttro^ fetigibn

f.Swllh lib ,plin!^AKy «| -

‘ #*0 liecbiiife * PmJM ,

*b|iiHag war bn ii^.

'

'ditllobMiCjF wai ihiit maktns“^n^^haa iiad Mnt him
,tbft 4a«t c3 ;^fat <ity,

<W»y wai a mm
^'Hii action wai' also

.
Jwieilid' by tho' asirolagers

’

. .•'Wh0 .dcclarad with one
tfaat.:at •-4, hott«: 34

' aMspielbws
'

:
The taoment was

• . 4Hmy WKl
'

'

*1?’****^ Mumd mount-
||^i40 bf:Pm»te Aadience,

bficers at -witnesses. .

41 the public dorbor
“•* atisut pbett, and Nwardsi --

liii^isTrrr^i

^ i^i- - ^ r tttipafted; ia abiolate

ESS?^^i^‘ Shihbaa hi the

^?^^^^^P*^W2*dH'W.bnbaiwth« high

•M wat^ hap^
"atijfiai.

; .1..

^'Belbte- Mofid could;--ltay#^ii!>«g^
*?" embark on the pei^ibin^iet&ilit^i^^^^

• ^ne, there wa< <me biattih!
. importance to be seti^i IjSWiei^

Hi ebMM. - '®
.

stroMhoU Ibr
hbfaaUty. eoold -fibfehm.--

;

disMuit

.

‘ remit bf the-':eiim
||

i;lbv -;j%
iM^l wade through his
to tte throne, and then altwbufd bfcWeli-
Or, he might fail 5 and then weiitd-^eianw
a day of onmakable missty lot kill and
his familv : tiM luckiest claisaant w^id be
done to death hi: a gioiomy pnson f li^ head
i^ld be semred hy the rude<ki^ bf
•rTf*» critically esamihed by bis bithbrious
nval, and filially eapoted :tb -the^^b^^
©see ; his widows would -be diagied to
the loathsome bed of their brand's
murderer

; his tender children would be con-
siimed to dungeon and either drudged with
opium into imbecility or strangledlb death
when th^ came of age.
Murad, therefore, looked about fortmne

ms ehief adhRietitK might redde in : ^ry
during his absence aid
terapomiy nesieitse t^kdtanitt^v.igfim- -|si^’
to .-which he:-/':4»mieif’.'niyMii.^lt^h^to which he;; :4»mmtf niU
dwher after ^ wmek ef^

emitsiilw

^^fSppi Ssff
iiErm’sawsm nwmp

rmm

ui .jHadboiiSe

w
WTj

1 y VV V* .yr^rH. W-, i<-. -



'V-'
'<

.:! V-
*'

;^:v^^^y.’> ''' ,:?. -.Vi.: r . -,

_. ,? ,jj; > ..' :'.• v"'-:/'
'7 .' .•,. .i' 7 .

^V'.-'-'w'c*..'; biV;

l^'.'isd .<MUC. '.' AlifMfjiifbf' jpnMiMliifii' Aot

'

^

'tiB take:i|M';«ciiiii]M^^ /•«9’'':or..Mt" ^up.'

I A« .^iiiiic^^^ :»vs6U pp^Tjrt tUM’to mit, to

dii«iMjlif»f Wd to 'J^tOw iriehdly

letters.^ Daf«,. tUI ::^y ihottid'koow for
' «ruy:,.douL"'.:tdc/

theKfdi^jceio^e^ed Miim
and:paibtie:ve^ toopiecd*

pitate f«.d Opi^ p audh
wmonatifiknceii Kdotad:. limited .tint Shall

Jahan waa already doad md thatData'a
cundidg hand had loiltcd their fathc^i

atyle .<H writing and anaed the Impertal

•eat to the . letten isaued in Shah Jahaii'a

naine^;
:

pnioted out that nO
leliane^' Oould be placed on the letters froin

their lipntt at the capital reporting die Old

Eihpetoele. recoveiy^ because the houses of
thcM agehts were watched by Data's men
and th^ ;i^ere compelled to. write to theit

d|ttant‘i|^steiB false news at the dititatiOo

of Mijr' Salih, the brother of Dara's secre-

tary, Kaushen-qaiam.* In letter after tetter,

op to the acttni starting for Northern India,

we sire vMuiad all fire and haste, -while

Aurangeib » cold and hesitating. . Muiad
urges passionately bat in wain, aiTo wait
for tree heias fimin is tmose tino
aipd enemy4’'M.*' The sooner 3^
,adyjMi'ee^fron':-;4tt«ai'gabad\yte^^^^^^^

me Init^ lor our,:work : tffieritOliWr

agre*fthei^*’t->i=f*W«.,are' ..loiiingrtime"',';ii|wl..

,

httingg .ofd,.4S>sin«i|. suiter, by watitingjor

^stsihiiseistiaiifj'awh.' jMw .i(jar;:ei«h«y';';

-

'%eti^pifc;ni^(#^^i«h«:.;-.te .-Agihit-:' yit- -only :

tcmainilor pib^ipv^
Anraiupdf'ilnginyBI^^ to. Miarad ^at

0 ditnentioo-iidnplldi^^lie' .ippada/afiaiaet Data
w infdfitwm^iitwip Usibakia to

•

;.;.;^: ';he:wfdte:,A%hwM«tan4 which'

'v'.eipnlhen.h'Tprp^^ of. ;'the

li epufin i^

j^ib direct tfi

.A little MurOd (

.Ms^ting'dm rumour o%
iwian, begged armed idd ifrom

'..King. The latter' .mplied
’'inaiSed> '30,000 'men',.io'jQintjlelnr;':

'

mother lotce in Khusaais^,
’^

intervene in India, but
'

: be -.was' semingy.a -.lugh-;.iiofS«m>iw^

'proMntsi .'M. 'envoy :'io'. id6in^.fp!d
learn, .'.the ‘.mal s'tam'td aji^'ia.d
Alia his mnmdtion
sent., a'., letter tb'Shah:'A¥^";hy''-'^''l

Tai^rrub Khan,
and preittlor militaiy awifhilAoe. Thai.-.™.
in mply assuied Jdiirad offA»a" feiendthWa.'

.

and stated that l^i .had almadji! murnaigiyl^ <

Persian gcneraia tmd noblcsr tp hs' iaiiibidi*.

ness and had ordered provisions to : hisi

lected for a four Or,nve yews* campia^ jp

.

India, and hotsel tO'he seattb Faf^A|ti^ -

and 0aiidahar, and woiildHN^tch
of musketeers by sea to Sbttit.vtO:^^

while the rest of the Pernaiii’4imy

march inland through Qandi^ar ,
to

Hiese promises, either the^9jiah>;.difl^^^^^

mean to keep, or they waid reodtwsdiiffil^

neeesury by Aurangeib's rapid and dadUig
success.

Firm the first Aurapgsibhpd.i'td^^
to help Jliwedihttt on what,tierfla#;? hy!ifd«i)i|fe

ly'lhe.'itnddrttW^WF >*«
contntos;' enedyr,' .had: ,beep,vpipqpS<ii*d^'3(iigX1

brc!tl»ia;-w^|.d , djy?idp';jdtg'.je?i!i^? 1dPilii|'.V'yA

thmiselvea.' 'mm
'Ts(pi,;jd;:fe«,'

V'

Anwi^ ' and', solemn wiMM'

.

Northern {Hdsat
' I'WbrnepI 'deil|jpi.-''iid:

thrpfks hatt.'njaw- -beaii *|t;dn'

dafds.of 'the 'Pr^p^'.ksiwd

.:«"Ttds;aeMiuirt'



'luili 'k'

'A4'’'.*4olhitiy’ii>9
'.liiliim' and ."to

.

aad' lariidi' idoIiUriMu iduiif

^lji|!ll«ariKi-aod ifQd^ M that
' di^uifUtoce may he allayed in

whBeat my brother, deat‘

F^Aa^itoart', faaiJoined me in this holy
^irii^hu eonfiraied anew anth strong

faith the terms of co-operation

i^||liri^eii:' 'As :
previously) built on ^omises

iiM^'4i!(hk,'and hai agreed diat after the
' '

mttSqjiitiein ' ef -i the enemy of Church and
wtolemeht of imblic afisifs

kay station of alliance

.•^bim^jmd in at all

'em^vitod idaces^ aOd^ in alf he will

: aOd partner, the friend of

! jnneiide, ^ f^^^ and will

ndt^^^fm ahy l portion of

that will be left to him
' li^ ^ie^'ttmt,‘i^tb I write that, so

'ifpi^ai' t^a brothiw does not di^lay smy
opposed to oneaess of aim, one-

^ ^hfil of hearti and truthfulness, my love and
|iybttr"^to^^ wiU daily increase

;
I sludl

alike,' and
;iiK/aH^^to4adtu^ I shajl

liij|i''hte^ favour him even more
/tliliip'emm,?ldt^ ti^ objem^^h^ been gained
'vfaM-l'IdM - <spd-foiwkM Idolator, .hat - been

i i t ^11 keep my promile^ and,
j^iwvibiuAy settled, 1 tmajl Uuit^it htm ihs

V ..4^gk«ii«teai^ X Siiidk

and Tatta),--the^^ 'n^ of that

t ihall nulke
',''hO’bbjeetimt.'ad.i i^"

^

lhaa::'baaa\''iK^^^ the l»ambie of -.his

I'Of tod' ' .garden''

'

.^..''idf 'ytm-.help' -

:':.-;'mid' ;v;^t«pee^ u.. '.'sbaii

.

v'"udt$ilat;;'m 'lesisit'i delay gr%'.';^wS»aWt6
"

:i|dfto4|l|fia:aMdtoiy At'.to idhib: trnth''.:'bF'^'.diis

^';./^Aiu»a|[ndb'a
-K\ in^' 'ag^

':hpm'''Aa*

'bat:’.:of:^

bt the wiiotem
tMi KasbiqireMd Sij^

ktiti^ip there, iliiue

hii o^n iiknie (hhuibb^i^kiM,
At last MuiadV ^riod^

irksome waiting ended. . Ekr|,

1658, Auiranpib, then stattli

rangabad, wrote to him to mai
province about the time when he^^

might be expected to reach tlus

For a long time MuTMjbad bdfm

as to which route^ Imperial 4t^
take ‘ in approachih^- Giiaerat,<--kd^ by

way of Ajmir in the north or fiotn Malwa
' in the east. At the ci^ o{
Ifoid msi^is January his smttIm OttSiMt

^
^ |asfi^ftt had

arrived near Ujjain with only thiee idr^

thottsaiid troopers. So, Murad light

of the enemy and set but from Miimidkbad

(35th Februa^) north-eastwards

crossed the fiPQntier of His prbvtiide;';;^

Ma^hi and leached Mari^orb^^^^ i

occupying the villages of Malti& oh the

hray.x We next hear b^,hifli 4^
southwards at Dohad on ^th the

meanwhile he had learnt that;^^!^

force many times atron^t diiaiiihis own,

and so he had hurriedly ittitaM
;hiis kWh territory to wait ^pl

’AuiWWi^tb»':;Of Whom' ‘he .h4dy:::W^:;;lie^
anytht4i"dttKei:1ke entiremonttotl^rch^

' ia»wani’t)i£r’''tsiue^
'

hhiii

’sM' .'by' • thbJ^BaaiWara

Etv’ux/hitlM''liWW^'

cadv- ’^''llbat^pii^

away, and
strength and ipoiition,'h^

detour to avoid Sachratr

to Auffthgaib’s Une of

ance cli thii i^idi Mo ^
' 'cMt from'Ddbk4;:'iMitM.k|^

; . knd
’

' Mduibpied '- fbtobfUsl)
^ Binmmd($)§.",

:

'• -



of;:'.;aW';" Uttw ''

.

lliteb

'
M«r*d''i«i^e4’ •Kw :niarc4i'

8i»a Joined

: Attiaf«g)?ibv6n the wy, a
few nitci ndi^<4ast^: b^^^ ^e
armidi of the two brothen were now united,

b^use> il^ i

::|baj^e
'

miles we«t of Dipalw and 4jS«kviCN4^l^
(Sheet 36 S. e!) is a
7 miles west of Dipalpur. Dipalw, aiw 1

almut 24 miles S. S. W. of ujjjanie

•i

•TmeTiTJ" IyjoJi iTT<T*7*l

EDUCATION OF INDIANS 1833-1853 S
. .

’ . .1 .i
.

H? Anglicists were triumphanti for departments of the State. With that

all the funds appropriated for the dated October xoth» 1844, extracts frotti

purposflttbf education would be best cm- which are given below r-^ . ,

ployed bh English education alone.’* The “The Governor.Grenera], having; tld^

authorities were averse to diffuse education deration the yistmg yuc <rf eduyion in

rrt "?r ^Lord Btmtinck himself was not in favor of ^en advantage4
widely educating Indians. His successor instruaion a fair preyed of emph^suntmwpi^
Metcalfe had expressed himself strongly service, and the^ ng cMy

is favor of eduction. WWle recommend-
mg an: improved system of revenue settle- ^ >{he instruction oftheiwi^as wshl^^
ment, he wrote as follows :— Government as 1^ private individu^

"

*‘SHntlar objections have been mged against our ^
sttempdfig to promote the education <A ow native sub- shalj^
ip:ts.>it; hoSr unworthy it would be of a Uberal ® M
Gove^ent to give weight to such objections ! The ®*‘*V*'^*'t*s^ L m
wortd ii power which giyeth who therwn by m wiwe

^ ti^ away than ordinary degree of merit.

Impmut man against the operations of Xfie sum appropriated tb.ewbl
its^iU^ty ii^iimce. All that rders can ^ is to inadequate. Mr; J. C. Matahlihl^i^^

woci$ Viwbr ab^^ our name ^through all jwes, on Indian Territories^ satd :r^
.

-

. v;

j;“±s&n.1issiw
-- “*• •

with snd con*

tnnjp^ife|M ittul swtcnuiohii’ st_

^ C*o*^^ he did-

v^’U|i^:lb'|fe(feii^ CQnne

-fa

,

OUl in « wcwwsa %» r*!*—- w
House inamntwemyesr.thesMB vpitsiiisi hsjiiifei

f
70,000 sno £tofi^
sse, hw btouefat in the tan of

priatod to Scii^
wwe evidently net inau

sum, thsisfen, ai^ he tthsn at

wetiing tn snninn. « )»» , ,
devoted Imm the nvmiM dH

,

puUfe lMtmctioB, withthHt eMfiifebjiiM

Swfeannijsife fewa tim

tatiM favlHi xM^, l,Afeikyifv

he -

the^^aSSISIsS^sf





,

«0|g^nMon^ fm;^;oviM9^::;

^^viiN^viaei^
'

(MiF^torU

must be diiiwim
l Mw^tlve cultiva^*

tion df some tofelln kiira U atniwye very
jttpraving;ier;^'md^ is mdmd ijtt^fpehiabte by
fbe almoit «Mnpe, 9#« ywiiacttiar literature,

and the eofuie^ueiu inTi^oseibilUy cH obtatninff a
tolenbte education from that source only. The study
of English, to which many circumstances induce the

natives to give this prefettnoe, and with it the know-
lediee of the leam^g^ of the West, is therefore daily

jpt^ing. Thia,:« it appears to us, is the first stage
fl the procM by Which India iil to be enlightens,
rhe natives must tsm before they can teach. The
lest educated aikiong them must be placed in posses-
m of our knpwleage before they can transfer it

nto their own lai^uage. We trust that the number
if such translations will now multiply every jmar.
\s the superiority of European learning becomes
none generally ^preciated, the demand for them
nil no doubt increase, and we shall be able to
ncourage -any jgood books which may be brought
«t in the .ngtive languages by adopting them
siensively in wr seminaries.*'

h is stated in the Calcutta Review for June.
t8s4,NoXLlV,p. 305:-
^"In Bengal, with its thirty-seven milibns, the
^rnment

.
bestows 8.000 rupees annually on

(emacular Education ! One-third the salary of a
collector ol^'i^the revenue ! As much is expended on
nprnoneiv igiiaHs.^ How different is it in America,
djestom hi His BduceHonel Imtitutiome of iho
WAaeM,rBnuurks:-^

'Vi<^ Aiiserifia, popular education has from the
tinning Heiigi basM upon the idea of citisehship,

philanthropy. Tbere the gift of education
^the peojlte.liHig.^ meraly m an
* w cluuite ilio tba noor. bin . as a nrivUanre which

^ 9 jMdior the putpose pi besiow-

the mihiniiim of

S;*• wwKiao?WB . tex-tna ‘CoowNNiity t wnersBa, tjia

If** ?•» *»!“»
^ c/meanuim amy

itbiied

I bien''left to private

ariictwnrtMiem,. and

.-did
'

in" -inmis-

Their ciHttvaitiiMi was ttliW
And fi(3i«r c^iitebly thef
task is edidetit Irom die
C. Marshman bcfoiw tbe&
of the House ofCafhamadia^^
ritories on aist July,

'The difficulty which was
regarding books for a course of esthaciiUr -^
is lordly disappearing; and at. the
the Government were prepared to give
couragement, that is to say. tatabhwwidBi1fii,&
or /i,500 sterling, for the tranileihm
whi^ might be required, in the cooine of thnid^:^^^

years it would have as contplete dvOefiiacldi^
libraiy as could be desired at presemv. i " ;? 'v

“Those who have been opposed toverwipid^
cation, and are for confining all their ^

English instruction, have been ia.tib haldt:#M
ing translations

; but there cae be-ao re'iiein ;

translation of a good *n •*ii"riTr3r.

or astronomy should not be quite as
original. Our own literature, alihoegh k oSMeMlhv^
the finest classics, is at the preeeii|.WM,anr^^
translations from the German, and.cfiit

began three or four centuries ago la -tiliqpifeflnib

Committee will allow me, I will

from Wharton, who in his 'Hidioiy 'df

Poetry,' says, 'Caxton, by transbafng;.:.Ofid.\fHiii^^

to be translated a great number of bcbte l^^
.

French, greatly contributed to prumoM itt
literature in England.' This was. tht
which our literature, now so rich and
menced. and it is the mode in Whkh'i^vaplkldi^
literature, more -especially for jchoolf^.-iawAd
in India. 1 thinic it is worthy of

the natives do necessarily receive tNIr
of our laws, in which all thrir intaipM aimbmidPlh^
through the means of transiatioi!ia, ;. 4Msc,-ti^
reason whatever why they »hduldrj!ipt:.;%^^

receive the main tet ef hittoiy« . .jM[f|
liMienemy thiwigb the nmii mediiM.

'''

Btit the Indian

ene0anf6' the citltnnfidii ci

eutaii^’ ;Pedii^’h\'wa«
. ticatly txpedkai'to
that tome b{ th« Anitidia
prew the vemachlata
diat theee Unguag^' iiitiilld

''

For tha Chairmaii

"86m.'

Enidin
cater dielMtt in



1
hB CBB^B]

i h-^SSn&'^m;.

igiiglij

;|ittMft bunnMi, Aott UnKUi^
y drtd fcNr ever fixed in, the habits

fiA mi'^ikinh ik^re u an M^juaH
tannti^'. ^ th$ katant 'to wkiek the

thjf frasiHi Hm eulHaaiai;

$;lft(r iieiAiit ikemtBhH, We haw
uHufi fhporiian to ike afforis which

meats ai inecrucnaiit unu^^nmnwiuu ^

hsv^ pTpgreaeed by
vpry ua^l liteiratuis ba ii9it|iiy

hisve ^en mduced in dbi^' Ft it <tbe

demand which creates thd sujpipfy. .^^icfe

beinff no demand for useful iWoirks in oiir

‘''0$
'- adherence cf ihe nattwe to ihetrold

iif^f^ use it,

iMf inereaeingi lii tne year i8o6, when
silitienaries first begran their labours,

Ijfie civilisation (t) and evangelisation of

Bengal,' th^ found that there was
>4 iStlM Bffffitea book jn Bengalee extant; witk

'' and one

,/ .IfWe was not a prose work existing in

ian|hiage, and they had everything to

ey eiii^yed the ablest native to compose

iMI It was. from their press that the first

idns %ere issued* 'About xx years ago, the

littA ^9ahtic Instruction published a list of

is ilie Bengalee language which thqr found
"V cixikidg:i that Serampore

hadkise^ to print books in the iaiimiage

;

..^;loud4k|imther^ works whidi had
''tjmaed/'^dfcr - the auspices of Europeans, and
nieh-lin beeh^ the natlvee them-"llehhml been the natlvee them-

permit me, 1 will quote
' mmadebyan infiuential paper, on
ihceioent of mis fact : 'Many d these

true, composed of the most con-

others, and by far too large a

[khMt iPPhsist of amatory but many
fkacacter, and contain disquisitions on

nliBituihys'^^ medicine, and philosophy.

Mqia us, we ask whether a Ungui^
siidh a degioe of estivation

hdspbM the mind on soMw of which some are hot

^ aSdvfwdase^ ceii. be .thatjpoor, meagre,
patrons

'^^Idbenjtio be. Whether a language

mtiid^hthtiBfeeSM philosophy,

ghf #
vehiptuoua nuwRiarion, does

^ centoiy of tmpmvemeiit
of mdiqnal oduca-

hardly any decent vernacular- liteiature to

.boast of. In 1853 the }a|mnese language

was not half so well advanced as Bengalee,

Hindee or other leading vernacular dialects

of India. If useful literature in Jaipaiiese

has since been cultivated, there is no reason

why the same should not have takeii place

in our vernaculars also haid thp^ been

properly encouraged. But the cultmtion

of the vernaculars was left to the people

themselves. ...
Thus it would be seen ^ that neither is

the disseminatiofi of general education nor

in the cultivation of our vernaculars, the

people of India during ao years, lU., from

1833—1853 received that amount of patron-

age and aid from the Governxnent their

country which every oiviUsed goyernmeot

is bound to render to its subjects* ' ^

There was established B Bengal.Verna*

cuUf Society, vejgafding whose progiBtOiDB

the Cofeiiftd lieviflv hr Z85X ynim ^
follows:— . .

;;.’
.O^'V Jr";

.

' PaboKAiMi' oiv .

•*lt has -beep dbleiM
into the venuieulaisM ahi^ beesm

,

trahduss all thekhada bf thought. that

tive.’Bei^Mi’.lilie' iwle .-IpiifMe,.# -a,lawWOT
luce ». diet diak^ are ahaiwj
and that we opiiHtwsbjehMtt^^
.the

.



V;'.
...; ..

-‘V-'-f ;
-A.- - .,: ...

^aiteul6d Arew td' lim ii6

BinslatibiM. M into

finglif1i» MmW|B\m iMiib^r Jdl -mika b limited 7

So far iNnt/ eiPen eitr Amerban friends

devoting i oshiMirAliile eimeii^itttte of time and
noney t6 a wiM df traadaticMbfrdai German into

Bnglish, am a libited number wilt

avul thetobd^' i^^
*% *TlKt ,fienmi is the rode dialect of a semi-

lartorras nice.'^-^e beW the flengalb themselves,

on the grouad of ^rtoibm or nattonafity, io deal with
the latter Mrt,pf this proposition/ But, we ask, can
that be a nioe dialect, which has been made to convey,
expressively and suitably, the truths of natural history,

chembtrv, nidatml philosophy, mental philosophy, and
above all, wKiph has been found fully equal to express
the mystb^ous do^as of revelation, the lyric effu-

sions of Isatah^^ and the lofty strains of the minor
prophets of a &ripture 7 Bendes, the Bengali, in its

derivation from that noble tongue, the Sanskrit, pos-
sesses unbowMled resources borrowing terms and
phraseolcigy and is gradually increasing in its capabi-
lities.

^
The Mosbm power luis not been able to extir-

pate it, and all the energy of an Aurungsebe could
not drive it from the homes and hearts of the people.
By its close affinity irith their venerated SansJcrit, it

preserves the lingering rays of the long-faded glories
of their ancient literature. Without touching on its

merits as a translation, we would refer to Yates’s
translation of the Bible in Bengali as a monument
of the degree of elegance and expressiveness to which
the Bengali, language has attained.
”
3 . 'We ought to teach all the natives through

English
; and then translation would not be necessary.'

^Wedo not now treat of what b dmrabht but of what
IS pracHcaH$* We think it veiy desirable that there
were only one laitguage in the woHd, and ipgret that
the contusion oT tongues ever took place j but
we have to deal with a different state of tmngs* We
are in a country, , where the Europeans are but a
handful teompared iritb the natives ; where we fbve
to encounter Ibe antipathies arising from diffmehoe
of ra«w,:^dfd^, innniiers ; add whme, with lew eaeep-
turns, us wkb jealoiny, though
cona^kkb beneflb^^^ We
hm wlththepmcfiM/. Ampb sup-
plim of books are ImpoiMfvm&gbnd for those
nattm who liMderstairiF fidglbh. Are we to do
nothing lor the oullioni in ms present generation,

Jju) irili have, no opportunity of reading these books 7

The Caleatta Btblo .ffoeiety has 4»ent probably more
ffish four lakhs el nmses in Bengali translations of
the Scriptures, but an inteHigWit suading of the Scrip-

ai^pnies other bpoke m^brnsuory, as the Bibb
emads with leMeffoee to ndrieetB of CsMCSphy,
Natenit HfajMiyf Ancient Mbtory, Jewish customs,
Ac. Mle to be tienali^ l and,

-"'ton

'blii9jariQn|:!^ men
that «Bsin!!i

fuQjercd^er^m im : end.
•kmyai laiwument Tor advirinfalLwm' 'amii

o^n^ to do jo; bif
histories} facts admit of being
another tongue, and particular into

as Bien^iWbich has such ceibbundelL

oonipoundiir terms. But even indie mest-

elam of works to be trmnshited, .sm, ffie />

the Bfiglbh peopte insisted on hayinf
as in Miekleb Lusbd, Carey's Dante, Aipe'altomiV
Fairfaxes Tassos, Oi^en's Virgil, Use. lAiliMa a

it mtefUifud to ih*^
giHigtt iranthiiont mutt it tidM^
Lk Us hear on this question the yoiipe of Hbb^,.

We have seen lately timt, the Protestant Cbunm^^m
bm establbh^ in irtlaM for three tontuiies^;^:^l^

hitherto has proved a signal failure In one of 7% db>

jects it had in vbw, eis. to unite Bngland and tcri^
by one religion, as well as one Ian—
after the experiment has been tried i

wrunv vwp iwu uccii muwh,
have begun with education aiul transbtiWrt ' In^
Vemacttbr, as had been thejiraetiee dfmll^^
priesthood there. Among the Wi^h the .feidinj|f/iUm : i

now is so strong, that ffieirremonstimices jn^
in inducing the Gwinment totely toamtointa^

who could preach in Webb. The Engjhtb^€kUridr).|rt«^^^^^

been a comparative failuie in Wales, Owiojjf ptrty.tq

its clergy not being acquainted with the

the people, and despising the Vernscumf/;

not advocates ourselves for perpetuating the edftbpual •

use of the Gaelic andWebh. We t^k it

that Ireland and Wales should uto .ffie. noble

language; but we adduce it to

is to eradicate.a Vernacular bngu^^p^ pmjim^*

:

!y when it is identified with the tdstorieal tosegeirtim

and litma^ glory of a peqpb*;;

proscribed under a severe penally,

bngtiage ;
and the Mussul^sjw

to esriirpato the Vernaculars 1

been the results, with respeirtto t^,

Cttiar7;k b ^10^

the Church of Rome. Attm mmMV
towns were recotibd.- Is- feitin.; afbt iiift

dwd., Miuction.

attwMVGMnadon m L|Mv
wroM Adr mott <1*^’
the vd|W« > >.

(Adrl,Min wiA.
tWlnve urittw in 4. .«rt

5aiarty?n:

•l£i^tbs kffittms/ fll-'i
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,,. :M<!d^.; .wy,iie

fem.-m ]i6
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fiteriitijirto’ Hi^ at
"f at Fnederic iher— -aaii > Ifiaed^ „

h«'
' .Frtifcfic tha i XSteat nat

I’ aii^at s^-
fiUMitwby PreiMih : but hatucoeedad

:
jflpte. Pjj« thfc Vamaciilar, as the

l u fmii^ The iwMieiit he laid hit

German nation rose

i: .""Zi-
naXitmaA tongue

, and
that German Ktera-

. ma^/elBe^^^ thin truth d the remark.
ifNatmmlem ei^elleo, tamen usque leconet'*.

^

case. The Roman
eonqumors there had given eveiy ascend-

jdwh* Vet in spite of all social

mami the Spatiisn language was
- ..—

/

ftimed the predotiiinance.

eliiere may he no neoesMty- again to recur
'-Tt, but that

' ' .

..to tMit^bJOcti but that all, the friends of native educa-
giving every

complete education
Vernacular

I so as to * make
midium for acquiring, and the latter

iOt^Mhisini^^

’ also helped
;o4b<^t>o^ of Indians by the

and • collem in •

.^waa ' froni

The Cakutta

':^-V'6dr.Uyi^^ 'fnihkly..,ijebiowledge4,

'~r;;c|lje':;Pam

br‘'Siiy

distribute htfeuig ItMs, ajiid^ to calti-

vanraeqiu^lmiceiwfth ioteUi^^ natives.

L- ^ «ven li^
Hiher cholc5.^n the
oaae^Mri Wilstm. The Uv^ dr^^he^ witb^ native educilm/ fplee^Wore that
of Dull:; and the (knerar AssSn^'s >jehdof, opened
by him m lOgo, aoon rtyalled, and speedy eclipsed
the popularity of the Hindu : GoI1^ itself. His
vast stores of information! his sj^Mid oiaforical
powers, bis ready and astonishing argumentative
reso^. the warmth and kindliness ofliis inanner.
his happy giftm teaching, of seiring the atmm&m, and
imprMng tlm mii^a of the very youngest, amf, above
alt the. manifest fact, thiu his whcte soUt was in his

worn, in a.very ^ort time, won for him a reputttion,
both natlw and European, whkdi hitf gone On increas-
ing to this day. By sheer dint of gW leaihin^,
the school won its way into ...w

f^*Tgot or sacribcra their fears and prejudices

;

(PP • 359-360).

Thb Hindoo CoDLicm,
*'On tlm 20th January, 1817, the school was oMned

for the first time, in a bouse (364, Chimore Road)
hiW for the purpose ;

• • ' T, •
^jDuring the SIX ymursthat mforvened Wweeh 1817

and 183^ tho school was shifted abmn froni pllce to

pfocc. It was first removedys aootW the

putoorMfoad, then, to a hoiiee, :!iilierwaifdl bocupied
^Or. firndimm ^ oT aH t^
sapient. Jilanagm Himia CoU

.sisassasssf®****!'

o* .-v:
r >V'- I-Jik

a SniMt'
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.KegiMf^g'fa^ liioiiat
';

in a kbti^-40hpeiw'
Arts, .Ltfiid[o^;'4»;'Ms^,;''f ';'•

*'No msn tieseiw mtire to, UW^ in di

benefactbre of his couiiit^ Piuidit Madhti Sudan
Gupta; jpf: |h'e Coilqpe Cakruttai theiirst

Hindu dissected the human body in

publici miisatnl courage and humanity impossible to

surpass^ mhett the conditions Of Hindu life are consi-

demd.*» .

it C^pnbt bo deniod that medical educa-

tion Waa tho beat ineans of the destruction

of the SupOrsritiO of the

IncUan* '^community. The establishment

that Indians could fiold thmo

;

watiii: of life. Tte Indnhs Po^imi -

was the first bureaucratic foot li

wall was. successfully bn^^ ;jh

assauh of a pure-blooded Indian. ;assault of a pure-blooded Indian.

i'he Enaineering CollO|i»^ M
established in 1847 ; .

by'::c;l^.'

'

Lieutenant-Governor 'of the

'iProvinces, whose- nafPe^h.

ing of subordinates' i^quii^' 'lor

Canal, which was then bisiip

h has also done good w^ bpiiV^i^lt

has become the sUoogboVd; not

blooded natives but of %atatofjii^* wiiM

THE education OF INDIANS

Aidx irsia agHd^Ai:* oa eUat {mu
.y:'.-.-, -Cois-yAN7!ii '^lUiaTiit' iNyi.Ssi;’’*

'

Id: I Indian ittfbi^

- One
iili tiw lAaowfirndiirt

iwot* of the East
,
India

dunij^tllike^iie-'and weti,,. .dtcftd^fe-

«{.. ranpaftiiig. edaGat^oni^.i••r'hfifjvl|||p^

:po^er,.;,. .

Froni the daip MlhilunedfJdi

V-cal ;pft#^:.aftei‘.''::the:hdtt^_ 'QjfsI-lSijjS

iW7*down to x85)( tla^. h mr'i-id

flmoi of ttw ]rea(a,' .tl».0^
aatboiitiea alhntyt duetuted

eet'Cent

rr'; > r:
"

’’til
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:‘mSmfiSm. ..that wa.. oMit
'

yoirm^ hatm Irom Hkh fnMtra a
j^iSnUlarii ^i^^ liieht?^

of‘'n«ioiial-|w»^ India 0

^ tucptmtd tK*t- iS"
wliie **Pretperou> BritUh Sm^

^ ^ ^ Thomai Babinffton foreign i

:

to Leedt, who was in nim- prihdple,
^;"iliWX!ae^ait.M^ India, a' Member of Partia- natural r

mWaidiH^ Govemn
vwpi tongue mett^ and not of the heart/* ‘^^777.

V fapJSft
;

eduMtmg Ae people of bXfa

Evmiw ItteM sUsviome of the Anglo-
' witnewee eiuunu^ before the Select

, ,
wOiiMitYte^ j iBdutn effatin were not in

. the natives of India,^ IImiv ^onght that vrould make theni
/diii^f. Take for instance the evidmce
^lM%e ^ Select Committee of the Com*

v?liWwiMi|on- wnp deacfibed htmeelf as
« Bijilifen l»ter^i#ir for seventeen yean tinder
ie^t

;
Coni^^ at Madras

;.«aimafobibetnnSBC(etarv to m Rnmnl. anj *«

yott.eonsi^^ hs tbs esassef ttirteaidiahsl itths

•das M •OMVwed ta hit mind' that it n smutbinir

beinstrumen^ ^ Mating that counii^
roreiffn dpmtnanoe, and there being,no ootiiiter^tuur
prmapfo. norwy ime ofj^^ duty el cja^ce. the
Mtural result 19 a feefing of disalfoctieo to the British
Government
3777. It that feeling found to eadst in oeiijtons of a

miUtaiy cto, .or those who art generally siib|tosed to
^l^fittllydisp^ 9—I think I have^^toerved it

both m Mahomedans and Hindoosi particularly in

Mahomedans.
"wB. a feeling is found to etristi notwlth*

siding their dete conviction of the inte^ty of the
adnftnistretion under British rule, hud ^e myiteribus
charaCtor^of the British power 7^1 think m
things exist t^her} one is felt by the ^ieople at
fojTR®! especially by the Hindoo cpinmunky, and the

okrtiVed in the individual instances to
which I have mm prominently alluded j fo focti it

is the almost uniform result, as far as my experience

ia.1
their being enligbtnied Buropeen

I
Would not the same bietoricsl knosAedge

•S" them to swow that, even if th^ coidd ihalK oB
*5« y»r they wouid only bse^e the st|b^



news.

Thus #ifie4eri'^)":

GovetateMw^^"
ins ouestien

hd
; loir iht suftposition^ br.dangtrous to the

log queitipn

'^782. ; li

that the ipi^ / df

British Gdv^mt^?”

His ahhiii^r Wats tr*r

"None whatever I on the contraryi it appears to

me that the mtad of education must assist the
Government. The educated dass^, I think, feef

themselves, and must feel themsdvesi more bound
to us, and as having more in common with us, than
they have with thmr nneducated countiymen, apart
from the mneral fact that it is more eai^ to govern a
people who have acquired a knowledge of good and
evil as to government, than it is to govern them in

utter ignorance
) and on the whole popular knowledge

is a safer thing to deal with than popular ignorance.^*

The same witness mentioned how anxious
the people of Bengal were to receive the

beneiils 6t ^glish education. He said,

—

“I am quite sute that the people of Bengal are in

a state, ready, not only to seoMd, biit to anticipate
anv effort which the Government might make on the
subject. The

.
condition of Bengal, with regard to

English education, is peculiar } the desire for it is

becoming a craving, the people look for it most
anxiously, even those of a very low class. In obscure
riOages, to which you could

.
scarcely have supposed

'

the name of English
.
educaUon would have reached,

you find petooiis joihUig together, and making
attempt to ^^In t^t^Si

..-ipaidilor 'Odu^
:
GsiiSliti^

rhuB^far dhalt^dibu-^
' fatthdf T*‘ri(69 it

-

impidsifflMfr W;.;";
' Govemmeht to' do .'so. Heitoe,”:^ii!i&

obliged to look the dan^rr^irilisi^ikts^ ^

education to Indians wem:
Yet, not in hot hastei iriKd

step in the matter of the spread
in this country. For nearly a ceiituiy;.

discussed well this questibn-r’inall

and coi»-<^before they arrived at ^hy
sion regarding it. On the occasion bl
renewal of the East India Cdi^nijjrfi^^'

Charter, for the last time of its ekisiibaM*

in 1853, several witnesses wetb exanimad
before the Parliamentary

give their opinions whether it was desiraidb;
;

to impart education to the mhabitaoto
India. Mr. J. C. Marshman in his et^idehd^^^^^^

before the Lord's Committee on the ,^im

June, X853,

**6566. You have given to the Committee '
^

important recommendations, coupled with the esplllii*

sion of a strong opinion as to necessity of extei^
ing education in India, and with the Sxpressioh-bf

your judgment of the inadequacy of the pimntW

^

sources applied for that purpose; do you apptoiMmd '

,

any danger to British connexion in constoptedtofi!

the extension of education in India V-j^
’

'

.

In reply, Mr, Manhmui •aid.r-

- ”1 have eavM- thought that that Wai a^ danger

whatevo’ to our political centw^j^
the apread of olueation in India. 1 iw not i

the loyalty of the natives has bhen in the jMsAtossS

degree impaired Iqr the amount of edneattoh whp:!*i,
have already communicated to diem. Perimpilima
of dm Members of the Government metr

d^ m an inwmparibffity betwfw J^ideief^a

WM^ etroif dtiwe to gjw there may pomfbly be eome tUghteMto aftAmf-

circtoSwea of ^ fiwidlte ciamPmiW
bmeven thowwho'lnteftattiiftat ide|;MA.— 4i-„. ....

fora momertt that there it ertedingir

from dm general ieducadiMr-«fm

lo the btof i of tbi^r means, and anxiously lobUii hto

il iittltetoiiilc time doing a great
thems^yW^-; to the niesns at tool*' difposal.
It isalsb^i icu^t#iaeV aihong the. wigaleeB,

ato; In ntoiiy tesitorts: 9, vw
ntiaordiitofy of. energy prevails to tovour of

emM^^ who have
, te^sivd it{

S app^ilirif^ k inbcuialitot; <rf Engfe^

^aradtoii,

•ffoud:

uveijjf

whoweiiw^^

isaji.
Tium he woe ttekil^

. '.There ,ia;:.rw. hfdlepi^^
t^,,<Srwrnmoi»t;ef 1idia.,,^i^

V •W-'.v....,

ii'ijf.; if
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of the «i6^l^iii^th4t8 :AMsevC^

teinpitlia ' iild' V tbi^^ . atxl t^ir et^al
giurdifth Tbd tike the elebtrie

tram irbiM Atat^inA khh^ iahd pate-

ing : modern apd old C^to you
cross ahd past (he Gieeh Zbblopeal
Gardensv Inter the beautilul shady avenue
of- Acadia trees.. The tram flies along this

itraii^t hyenBe tor five miles .m the Pyra*
mida. YiM see their soft smooth outline

pierciim clear blue sky and on either

side of ydit stretch the vast cultivated

.caa;ic|ithh:'4p the toip.

:thin|l':-ha^en"l’tb ;.;yQ^ ' tnen''|:'jt||iMP^||fli:.

You go lip% few steps to the

db^hd- -ah^g':'a 'smooth ''naiB><ir^.';(iiiii^;

^0 feet liai|gi| Iwding to a atihiterfii«ilfl||

chamber 96 feet below the base

Pyrunid. Yob don’t go
tlmt but about leas than hat!

turn aside and go up rOBnd the :w

old granite door, which
defied all httempts^to force d ihrOe^;^
Beyond this huge ':bloeh. yOB erkhll^illl^tw

dark narrow sUppe,iyfpaeeage:-ai)3;l

not into daylight—btil|;idto the-fplaClim^
asloping gallery 151 feeklong^7.||iii|#$|e

ae feet high. Here at last you
right : the guide lighte':h piime of magnii*

af»Tii1 1
I% >

Jk

yjlfB ?? -r Mg 1

2^
mm



:^i*^''«ii^|i^.:i^^^^ And :’cotttnias,
•'

'^s->kntf 't^geth«: ^-./thitt' t»^'than b

thevAir.^Bluiltt'.: ClOie by. "it tbe /Milled- Tbmple ofdi

B: - jWPjlpig ^e inmr «de« iof Sphiu<~mfereitiiigbediuw of tft tumptaw
ttpne dab* in the waHt mUbaiiter ivikltt and 8oortaj|J It. » an ei

*' feet long. Ab<^ tint chamber cell^t' exattple ol the un4>!ie'and
}.' ed^ chambers. ' arcfaiteetute of the ancient imiptfei

IToii Oita il^ad to get out into the open air x v The templet of the aiicUiht Egyptian

; ||iyiihatid |Eiitefp1.{or the jpg of^c^^^ Whether dedicated: to
W iiitte boy traitini; outtide ofiert tardily iepi«tentativiW"of

Go round the first pymmid ami gerded atdweUing botttes iu{:^«ie gods an
lueh iip:^e teQond» the Pyramid of Kha^ kingi. Hence the templet were;bum in th

iiutice dfe pert of the smooth Casing that model of dwelling houset-H^uWW cbambei
W.Htft left at the top, and then you hurry roofed over and with a fenoe in front of ii

nicootinently to the Sphinx. There it Sometimes as in the tombs of kingB at Thefe
sfis today as millenniums ago -calm, digni- the central chamber was surrounAd by othi

fiedt unrudSed; serene and contemplative; chambers in which die funeral i^rinj
symbol and expression of the universal were placed. In the case of temples di

: ,
spirit Ibe face, though sadly mutilated,— dicated lo gods—if there was an ark c

; ft : urns :nnce used at a target by Marne- the god to be carried in procession the

lidte soltlmt*—>* ttill fuH of dignified the temple had two doors—odierwise if th

impression. Puzzled humanity for genera- god was immovable the temple had, a

tionS
;.
has gazed long and intently at this at Fayaun and Deudera, just the ordinal

tnoniiment of an ancient civilisation and columns and forecourt.

an Ancient culture. And you also, child A little further on is Campbbll’s Toml
of hum^ity, gaze on it today in wonder which the guidebooks say was so calle

arid astonishment. Would you read ite after H. B. M. Consul of that name at th

Sfcret? Would you dare grasp the key of time it was discovered
; but the Bedouit

: Imowledge^ a^ its mysteries? You claim it istheTombof Kamble,ahEgyptia
seelnirn'bAi you taketoit. See in it then, princess. At right aoj^es to the mai
If you will, th^ duration, the permanence, chamber there is a long shaft in which th

' dw continnity of human tradition and family retainers were buried. Another toml

ui htwMui culture. See in it the enduring the Tomb of Palms, is also interesting^

. bme which alone supporu and inspires iu stone roof is very ingepiously and realii

bl^ in all itt struggles, ennobling tically carried to resemble palm trunl

ife failures and justifying its successes. The lying ^ by side along the whde lengt

^hink has sat there watching across the ofit.

desert the toiling, scrambling millions of Just beyond it is the

humanity' It has watdied humanity by MeaHhatii-ra. I eliadfed mt Wity up
rotting wtdi its overgrown pride uid power, and so will you ifyau are wise.; :|f&.sroil

fts ignorant pfujudice and wanton Asires. we are both : resting there hit tne emdod
It hw watcb^ humanity trying at first tome pc^ular miscOnie^fliMttf^
feebly wildly incoherently to shake off ite Egyptian architectuife pyromiA it^TmoD

: straining at its cramping n^.
bfe^mafeorea^ audit hUpatjent msin -«« %3rp*

V is watchii^tbdaF wfeh infinite pity and love funerary numUniei^ of an^t £^9^^
hdrn of ajge Adaatii^ the troublous lieiiriiy hs
wnd stotaity Amet of tfaU dsy of strife and hodiing else to Speak of < Rd addn el*

; ;
JPWtbA U w^^^ hmafed the that

V AeresttHiWatm^gfor the Awpof oV#ni>bweria|dy' lib.uuxed^'^^%^
' |fgs.{ol;l^a.^,pew,^:;Aac^ ';material"'UOsmdality,.ef

.(«n«;ifeieed,,,pro^ .essential«ohiiiudfe«;fet^^
fei:d>eleW’ao o1her|.the'.lRe;:hf ^its

' A]^lity'"bOdy''hfewWfefe''dWu^^ tbbl'idni



11^ it in fact^ . ;He found support for hii

theories in $6UiO Gteek wi^itier who observed

of the Egyptian ^they culled their houses,

hostels and their tombs, etemal dwelling*

places,” Noiy observe where the grievous

error comes in. It lies iit ignoring Father

I Kile who in his terrible and mysterious

wrath rises up every year and floods the

surrounding country washing aWay hamlets

and villages and burying towns under the

deposit he leaves behind. The Egyptian

(wrforce lived in the valley, lived pre-

cariously, uncertainly, in constant terror

of the floods but was buried in the deserts

far away from its reach. Thus we have
to-day existing only those of his works
that are not washed away by the river

—

i.e., his temples and tombs.

Somebody said the Egyptians always
mummified their dead bodies. And suc-

ceeding generations have kept on repeating

this parrot cry. The Egyptian had not
one hut four different beliefs with regard

to life after death. First that the soul

would not go very far but remain near the

body and live practically the same sort of

life as before. Hence tombs were built

on the model of dwelling houses and food
and drink were placed therein. So even
to-day the Fellah places food offerings on
the graves of the departed. Or secondly
the soul might go to the great kingdom of

Osiris, the God of the Dead. In that king-

dom the life was similar to that on earth.

So they placed* in the tombs even little

statuettes of servants so that they might serve

the departed soul in the kingdom of Osiris.

Then a^ih the soul might go to the king-

dom ollRa, the Sun God, sailing in his boat
tpund the world in the sea of air or celestial

ocean. To rwh him the soul would need
a boat of .its own. So little boats with

roinialure sailors were placed in the tombs

Jor the Us6 of the soul. Or lastly the

human entity was regarded as composed
of seven princ.iples-r-the earthly body being
one pf Aem. smd an essential one. The

iieould at some {utn^ time be reupited

^>th ttiia pat^tilar whidi therefore

o)usr^ last idea

rise
*og no !aniy<wV

late and sbine*

many difiiiisent ways. Ip ;

it was simply dried in the siin.
; Later

various ways orembalmihjg came into
The body was first allowed tp dry and
then kept steeped in rmih br i»edar pU| ^

sometimes it was salted-—it was Covered;
with any substance which would exclude
air from the body. Sometimes the
was carefully removed and wrapped upip
its separate covering. This process was a
very difficult one requiring great care and
skill. For not the least tiny boiie might be
broken.

There is yet another common superstition

—that a pyramid is the only and invariable

form of an Egyptian tomb. Now nothing

could be farther from truth. At one time

the tombs were simply round holes ex-

cavated in rocks and the body was placed

in it in a doubled up position. Later on
it took the form of round chambers in

which also the funeral offerings were placed

for the use and service of the departed soul.

The bodies were placed sometimes on^ their

back, sometimes on their side according; to

the race to which he belonged while living.

The Cairene to-day invariably sleeps oh

his back. In time these round chambers

came to be roofed over and covered with a

layer of earth. Then layer after layer is

added till It takes the form of the Step

Pyramid at Sakkara, the oldest pyramid

existing. Once the pyramid idea is deve-

loped we get the whole pyramid built iii

one process according to one original, defi-

nite and complete plan. Dr. Leprius ofietis

another explanation, plausible and with

certain elements of fanciful interest in it;

He says

—

**Before the actual building of a pyramid was
begun a suitable rocky site was chosen and dear^

:

a mass of rock being left K possible in the mIddie

of the area to form the core of . the building. The
chambers and galleries leading td them were, nwd
planned and excavated. Around the Comt a truncate

ed pyramid building was nitkde, the kngtes qf whf^
were filled with blocks erf stpne.

d stone was then built around the .Wo^ whidi grts^ : ^

larger and larger until it was finished. When a; Unf
ascended the throne he built fbrjumsdf a sfAii^

'

complete toihb pyramid and A ^h coatlfig
‘

was built around k eveiy year thd he ^
when he died the sida of the j^^

of which his aopces^
right-angled triangulkr^.bleeH/''iDf;. ^

wwt'iiltid vid:^ft;;.«nd';,Jthid



m Uw lung's -deslh nppra^MI.'iNn:
;: y'.

•"'-'r:

l iBeptioned thui theory we muy '

|(pCt it in favour of the tbed^^ 1:

. ^ i^n befoK, which ii that of MoimiW
^ISS^r^tlic. gr^t

.
Egyptologist.

: tiiiat the common idea of

;
:^E{^jp^iin m of funeral archi**

" funeral ceremonial is a popular
only by suiperstition and

tradition amongst savants and

.ihe 1^jniiil^.<rf
up

f«ir4a(»**«:^4o«ermoniie
to ^ joy
i hiid long promised ini|r^;ll. For it

lb oaljr in Egypt timt eibii sunsets.

And to I snt . tliem dHiiktiil|;ijt''&e intoxi*

fioUngf^U^ of the desert : atriL watching
the ^titling tands ttrctehiOg a«my far u
Uie horizon and in the eioadj|iwW|B|tern sky

the fierce, crimson mdianee oftdw d
setting sun.

R. R Aimgas,

NOTE ON THE BUDDHIST DENIAL OF THE SOUL

By Prof. HosnasiiAM Cox, m.a.

'^IjlHERE- seems to me to be a striking

resemblance between the following

.
passages, one from a Buddhist classic,

ud 1m other from a modem scientific

. hwatbe on psychology. The Buddhist book

.
'^esrions of King Milinda'* written

: W^iblrifini; .td 'Rim Davids “in Northern

bidbir dt or^^ little after the beginning of

^1** passage is as

fpjtiphis h) Rhys Davids’ translation :
*

; jJSjNdw MIllluda die king went up to where
t^ 'vibwbible Ndgasena was, and addressed

hm wiih *he greetings and compliments
«f,ftba|!MMp hnd courtesy, and took his seat

aporb: A^ Ndgaseiia reei-

{woca^e^ Mi CO^ so that Me heart of

Me kmgwai pri^ii^

1? aMiOA ^ow b
dowitRiwerenM knoiM is yOur

aM Mtowi ds N<0ise(^ Q Iriag, and
Its Mat^furipe bnethien in the

afMoi^ih' -piK^
'

i^ai'/NdgsMnia,.::^^

'

..only ,
a.

.
.odd:

-'.wi dPMippQ ..Mil.:' 'v;Ee)f''.MiH«'it>;ab. peraiiMtcnt

5-".;.^. '

'*
r */v; .4“ *. i*'!' v/'* '•'.iifif"'

(no soul) implied in his name. Is it now
even possible to approve him in Mat?'
And turning to Nigasena he said : ‘I! most
ttvermd Ndgasena, there be no permanent
individuality (no soul) involved in the

matter, who 4s it, pray, who gives to you

members of the Order, your robes and food

and l^||ing and i^essaries for the sick 7

Who is it who enjoys suM things when
gpven 7 Who is it who lives a life of

righteousness ? Who is it who- deyotet

himself to meditation? Who is it who
attains to Me goal of the ^^lellept

; Wby, to

Me Nitvina of Andu^ip'l'^^ i|flid:.M^ b it

who destroys, livikgl bi«atoiM;l it

who takes what is rMt ti|i.p»a> W||ip? » it

who Uyet an evil, life of, woHdlv lib^ who
speaks lies, whd drinks sMaag^4^^
a <word) '«ommitt:.'.’.M|y.4bM

which work oiit Mmif Mthri- finnt in

;Mis' life-? ff 'lMat'v]Mi:M.:'Mi|iiVri'''ifiri^

merit nor dtMeilt.j:-' MefadstwiMM^^^^
.Mtuier }bf';’good'-' or-^

;.'iieiMcr. .:ftririt'’'-blW-:'lriMtR llM..I,gried':-;<[^«'.evil

'M.'thiiM.M*t.eNMtA\«i|iri;M'^i^

..tac'.jao;.' iwl.;'iaastkm:;:.>K/M^^

’Mri'.'iplrid-

of



i^-v-wr

i:m.'

isT-
^

'

‘Ido’nti

•Or

»CertairtlflW)*f r

•Or 18 it^
fesh, the^iwli^s^

! the
I n)b;rr0W| .the

kidneys^ hh^ the abdomen,

the splebb^' intestines^

the lower intestines,^ the faeces,

the bile, the j^leipi^ the bipod, the

sweat, the fat, the tears, : the serum, the

saliva, the mucus, the oil that lubricates

the joints, the urine, or the brain, or any or

all of these that is Nd|;asena 7’

And to each of theae he answered no.

Is it the outward fmtn then (Rdpa) that

is N^gasena, or the sensations (Vedand), or

the ideas (Sanna), or the confections (^ns-
khara) or the consciousness (Vinndna) that

is Ndgasena ?*

And to each of these also he answered
no.

Then is it all these Skandhas combined
that are Nagasdna 7’

‘No! grCat king.*

'But is there anything outside the five

Skandhas that is Ndgasena V
And still he answered no.

‘Then thus, ask as 1 ihay,^l can discover

no Ndgasena. Ndgasena is a mere empty
sound. Who then is the Nigasena that

we see before us 7 It is a falsehood that

your reverence has spoken, an untruth |*

And the venerable Ndgasena said to

Milinda the king t *‘You, Sire, have been
brought

, up in great luxury, as beseems
your noble hirthv If you were to walk this

dry weathi» on the hot and sandy ground,
trampling iin4 gtity,

.
gravelly

grams ^ sand, your teet would
hurt youv be in

pain, yput- be dk^faed and
you wbui$ \ex{fierm sense of bodily

suficring^ then you come, on foot

or ib-a^cNiid^F''^;: - ^ -

‘I did 001 epb^ 1 came in

a ca,wiag^^r.-v
'

'can^ ki' 'Carriage-

explam^la Is it die pmc

VVl'J'; '*;
:jl^dtaAll;theie^hc sta^^^
‘ITicn if itaU these pi^ it

. thecharioi-P'
'

' - ‘ -
..''-v'

.

'

‘Nb„Slr*V‘::’
'

‘But: is there anything bots(%
is the chariot?*

And still he answered no.

‘Then thus, ask as I may; I Cau^^^ #
no chariot. Chariot is a meft^MpI^
What then is the chariot you say you
in? It is a falsehood that your
spoken, an untruth ! There is no sitCh

as a chariot! You am king over airimiia,:^

a mighty monarch. Of whom, then are yPIU

afraid that you speak untruth?'

And he called upon the Yonakas and the

brethren to witness, saying: ‘Milinda, the

king here has said that he came by^carriag^i

But when asked in that case to explain:

what the carriage was, he is unidila to

establish what he averred. Is it, iorsooth

possible to approve him in that 7*

When he had thus spoken the five

dred Yonakas shouted their appjbuse

said to the king; ‘Now let yoiir Maje^
get out of that if you can.*

And Milinda the king replied to Ndgaieha
and said: ‘1 have spoken no untruth,

reverend Sir. It is on account of its ha^itig

all these things, that it comes under the

generally understood term, the designattOh

in common use, of “chariot.** *

. ^ .

‘Very good ! Your Majesty has right|^

grasped the- meaning of “chariot.*^

just even so it is on account of aU ^duM^

things yOu queuioned me aboutyrtbe'
;

two kinds of organic matter in a btimra

body, and the five constituent eknSMtti^^

being^that 1 come under die geniiUiiiB^^^^

undeistood term, the designation, ip

mon use of “Ndgasena/*
* **

The other passage is from Ebhingbi^^ ;

Psychology. This is pim of
books of scimitific psydkplp|^^t^

that h to say, not of a UmmISir
cian.but ol'a physinlhgiit. 'v;-'

t‘A stmplh txac^ie wfiB

may eadst not;1nde{)NxMmd^
cottBeUtion miih mhnt
gik heartr hhi tm

-Ajsi'v

.

At
i
JDIIil:...



'(rbm "; one '^another and'
'

'.;:f twareir ' lieiaves'-'andi ilowers- ai>e--ifl

’^'''';||i^ . They - only
''

‘k^"

:
sujiSerfieial appearance a^little

4^^ beaier of att this

metely borne? Who the aub-

A ; ^ single unindej^ndent

them their basis and
e^ separate simple being, in-

' and distinguishable in itsexis-

it has or bears? A
1^^^ of and behind the mere

^ m realities that have just been named ?

Nothing of the kind. But that which has

the complex consisting of

roots, stemt bark, branches, &c., and again

that ; which has the roots, is for the most
part the.same complex, namely stem, bark,

branches^ leaves. The plant has in its green

parts peculiarly constituted cells containing

chtorophyl. but the being which kos, is in

itsgen^l constitution not at all different

from what it has, it is itself again only a

complex of cells, the total of all the remain-

.

ipg dells which do not contain chlorophyl.

Ip general: all the single components,

menibers, functions of the plant only exist

: asiomothing, in some way, connected to-

goilim and borne, .but the ^ing it^^^ bears

and has them is pothing else than the

of that which is borne and had.

Not their sum as is often said with a
msh^lent distortions of this conception;

it ifS. not a case of simple juxtaposition

;

but a nmny-membered totality, arranged
in a dehnite manner and united together

to form a. single whole. If we take away
from the plant all that we say it has or

bean wt Haye taken away the plant itself.

It is not that the proper bearer still remains

altbrnigh inipov^^^ in its possessions

and utUrianip^ nothing whatever remains
' In evcii^ whme we speak of

cei^in imrttal leal^^ of ^ the whole com-
w^ these wi accidental and

jparts as the

teal ^ tyhole. Jhe beamr is

then thairi^ which m do not cate

Im bs describe an^d

more carefuH^ Wo readUy
of the wluilef its propiet nue^ in thne
diembers ( each as rodtSi

)

which dhew ihemseiVes r^tiv^
and unchanged, otr^^-what comes to the

same thing-^are of especial importance for

the coiiservation of the whole. But these

are only ditiereiices in the momentary point

of view; differences of nature do not exist

and are not intended*

So and not otherwise, f say, is the case

with the bearer and subject of the psychi-

cal, with the *4." Bearer and borne are here

too not different in nature and independent

of one another. But that which according

to immediate experience is present and has

now this thought now another, for the

moment sees the blue sky where a little

while before it saw clouds, is nothing else

than the rich totality of all the sensations,

thoughts and wishes, which are connected

and interact with those first mentioned.

That I look on the one as the fundamental

and haver, and on the other as the transi-

tory and had, is merely a matter of the

momentary point of view. Ideas of a

certain past, plans of a certain future, are

something which my I
’* has, and considers

as something separated from Itself, when

they come to the foreground of the psychical

life, but they belong to the **1" itself, and

help to make up its being when something

else takes up that foreground.*’

To put the matter shortly
; we may dis-

tinguish the *'1*^ from uuy paHiciUar sensa-

tion. A man may say have a. toothache”

and di^tifiguiih the *i” from the ^tooth-

ache.” So too we may say ^A tharibt hks a

wheel” or ‘*A plant has leaves.^ But there

is no **r* apart from the totality of inter-

connected sensations, thoughts, memoriUfii

expectations, any more than there is a

chariot apart from the whole formed b^
wheel, framewpik, yoke, &e., or a
apart from the whole formed by leaves,

alem, root, Ac.

Tfao Buddhiit deipfl of the sdut 1

am not mistaken, not found in alky ot^
school of Indian philosbf^
dfpreiied with tlm laiim

' pwiphitmopi^'befom >:



KARL MARX i A

“And Unto the'^oHv TrtE Gospel is

preached/* (St. Matthew).

I

N this shott essays I propose to tell

young India the story of the life and
work of a great European Rishi, a saint

and sage, whose name is revered today by
millions of men and women in all countries

of the West. $uch a study will show us

that saintliness does not consist only in

repeating religious formulae and singing

hymns, and that the hardest tapas can be

performed out of a penance-grove and
without sittinij in the midst of four burning

loji^s of wood under the burning sun. It

will also lead us to the discussion of vital

problems of human welfare and set us

thinking. It will teach us not to confine

ourselves* to the writings of Kan&da and
Kapila, Sankar&chUrya and Rftm&nuja in

our search for wisdom, but to turn to the

great modem thinkers for guidance in our

social, moral, intellectual and political

difBculties. Modern, civilisation has been
built up by tbe devoted labours of a group
of heroes and heroines at the head pT.vast

numbers of energetic people, and Mara is

one of this coterie of thipkers and workers,

whose nam^ are household words in

Europe.

Modern India has a personal tie too, that

links Marx’s name to her destiny, for

Marx’s favourite grandson, Mr. Jean

Lon^pietVone of the most prominent French

journalists, is a staunch champion of India’s

rights and aspirations, and always supports

new rlndia’s claims in his dally paper,

*L’ Humanitd'/pf Paris. Monsieur Longuet
Is the son of Karl Marx's eldest daughter,

nnd Oaed to comf^^ .last days of the

great philceopber in the eaiiy eighties.

dpei value
of eauMi but
tini^:^i^Jj.rbv^C^^ licife.;,|8-.:;pdj^ing

hidden^''d&aiEliutll:.e^^^^

and:dj|^tniie. piit bur- •

MODERN RISHi

selves in a reflective mood first. Weshali
then be able to see the world as it appeu^d
to him. Each of us views the world from
his particular angle. To the preaebeff^

the world is full of sinners i to the cobbler,

it is full of shoes that require mending i to

the king, it is full of subjects. Ana thus

every one lives in a world of his own. Karl:

Marx regarded the world from bis bwn
standpoint, and we must comprehend it

before we can profit by his great work.
Karl Marx devoted his life to the solutton

of the problem of poverty. Poverty is ah
evil of the first magnitude all over the

world. It is the curse of the race. It

blights moral growth and dwarfs the

intellect. It is the root of slavery ahd
disease. It has been the enemy of progress

and civilisation from the earliest timet.

Now poverty may be due to various cir^

cumstances. It may be the result of

geographical and meteorological conditions,

as in Siberia, Greenland and Arabia. It may
’

be caused by overpopulation as in China.

It may be aggravated by ignorance of the

principles of agriculture, as in India and
Mexico. It may be the consequence of

political disorder and chronic social unrest,

as in the republics of South America. It

may be the necessary outcome of politreal

conditions, as in medieval France and some;

regions of Asia. Or it may be due to’ thu

economic conditions of production and
distribution, as in modern Europe,

These causes of poverty are not ittUtnalty

exclusive. A people may be tormehted by'

drought and locusts, fleei^d by motfeyr^'

lenders, plundered by feudal lords, and
robbed by banditti in one and the sam^^^^

country. But scientific sth<^ requiiea
;

complete analysis of the different ^iisei,'^

which ate not mutually

tie of essential
^
tfaiiy

may existsiniultatiieousfly;^

:
liafx did m>t

'dtat^have-bdiimdnu^
'



hkmii M
peo^ ill

v|i{ilid itiUi^imm f* A^ ht -chiefly

.,w.niiyn!i;^,,pli;^. hie litteation Oil tboee coua-^

;m the iiictory ^stem had been
the last quarter ot the

V / thus Marx wae not a philosopher in the

;; to find an answer
question of whence and

r
. the minds of men

to think. He was not a
'

.
aiiira} teacher or a religious enthusiast,

^ to ofier a satis-

fiietdi^ synthesis of all the forces and
.

j^iooniena of life for the guidance of
miinitiidty. He was a gleaner in one field.

^ ^ work and applied all

his enefgy to its completion.

, The problem of poverty has been before
the world ever since the first monera sprang
to life in the • depths of the ocean. Does

^ inform us that nature does not
produce sufficient food for all the creatures
that are bom ? Thus our scientific command-

. en: ten us that the commissariat arrange-
gwiirts of the world are wofiilly defective.

Animals, live in a state of chronic famine
' iiid ccuiseqtient civil war.

Man loo was. in a similar condition in the
piiiliitive efmcfas of his history. Hunting

source of food, and he was
thd^y quite aaoften as he was the hunter.

'

advent of the pastoral stage,
thg condition of things changed. And
^n^^the miracle of agriculture was wrought,
guying, nmn one thousand grains in place
61 xmit and thus feeding murtitiides with a
luM&dM of/C^ before the alleged
fimt of iosUSt! poverty was a thing

M the past. Plenty
8^^ his hopes. For

now iolye this great riddle :

How is it thnt man ha# been in ad abject

;»»».. Oft tfce^

Hindu

that doM
jj

a tower wtthoiii foimdaifadidi^J i^^^^ it »
clear that a mad must b^^ then

iMfvmia, saivatiodi pyr^^ or any
other pal that religion diay prc^ose for
mm. Modern Eurdjw recoghiddt thi#
and Marx has put the whole\World under a
debt of gratitude by pointing out the
fundamental importance of economics in
human history;

Just as humanity was baflled by poverty
even after agriculture had filled her granaries,
so she has eaten dry crusts arid worn rags
even aiter the remarkably inventions of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries have
increased man’s productive powers a
hundredfold and made nature a humble
vassal of his vvilK How is it that while
the^ world is rich, the people are so poor 7

This was the problem that Marx wished to

solve for modem Europe, where poverty
had no right to exist, as science had im-
proved agriculture and industry beyond
the wildest dreams of the utopiaibuilders
of the rost. But the people of Europe
were in Marx’s time sunk >h wretched povtr-

exists now.

Mt. He

'.tlM9''4ncoww:jfr

.

h»ek^ w«. -owj.. .

tdkkiiLJm., Ift.! ririift
^ '

ahd the same etate pi ;dtt^
r©r Marx is not so far nmovii^
was boht in t8i8 and djiM in fUj.
The Educated: dasspi

: of ^ no
idea of tte h«smrtt^ d(Mitutijpn^<d^thh^^^
of the ' in Eaipj^^’

;^
Emperon, in ihdt pr^n dl
on the_ walls 6f die paihoe: of

;

romuitic legnid dwie» « ifjenvdn pn
^h, it is here^it is hestv k i* heite“ And «»
I walked afapprdk ydoin

;
flportrt

New
>0 0^ ;

mind widi oin .altend:!kfirnin;ii^lf
diere.ia ia h^ on ead^ itklee^^

n^fy . whp, ‘One wind

'

can. djkd;

^ts.'.jj* ^

mA :k Sw,#kk!t'-tnn 3̂dHifc»'-
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OB' the ver|^i^.i®((iwfe^

pot? How H.' .ii ilat :wwle '

en;-

and mi^tt tfcre iacreaBiiilgby 4e%]p

1^ bott|id«, . .
have to wt:

tlieir chijd^$.jffiaO!iM suicide

every batw to

eat ? Hoty ;i^S >t c^e about that while

the rich idhtth; ate going so far afield as

Ktkra, Al|^ers
;
at# Krattaum for their

holidays, the poor people are dying of con*

sumption by thousands for lack of proper

food and fresh aJr? How does it happen

that while the sun neversets on fcngland’s

vast empire, he also does not set on her

filthy slums? All these questions troubled

young Marx’s mind day and night, and he
resolved to sacrifice his life and a brilliant

career to help the workingmen of Kurope
out of the soul-destroying disease-breeding

poverty in which they dragged on their

wretched exigence. It would be an error

of language to say that they lived.

But that is not the whole of this great

problem. Let us try to think wh^ the

idlest persons in the world are the richest.

Why should a coolie who works all day
earn only 3 annas, while a shareholder of a
cotton mill earns an annual dividend of

hundreds of rupees, though he may sleep

away the whole time ? How is it that the

farmer, who feeds the whole world, cannot
feed hiinself ? ' How is it that the peasant,

who toils in rain and sun is always poor
and in ddst, while'tfae village money-blender

grows fiat ;and lidi by sitting crr^legged
in hisi slh(^ and writing something from
time to time in his ledger ?.. How do you
explkin ^ strange anomaly that the man
who ridts his life in. getting a pearl from
die bbttbUni Of in the Persian

Gulf,- pevtt if himself and never be-

conms unmbby;^^ white who
Kite Bpmbay or Calcotta

livesMJb
: a staieijr matmon and enjoys all

consh*i«>; imd'adeialjmw^ .-vHoiiv -cen you
accoiime.',jf(H':i^'''^''^dn(t dwlwoikinftiiien, -

whosinmg'^i^ idie;e^"bat ef'-'-fhern'ine in-

Enj^giid .Of.:tp^ William die

.•desBised - jbii»pH«'::'.dmt

of'die

where: it 'isf

and the most dangeroia kbdb bbodr iio
'

the wpnt-jpaid ift all

These awkward ^uestioiit^

ed somehow or other.

In ancient times, people did not tho
way out of this mase. So/ they pi^
charity to the rich, and patism^ ^

poor, with the consolation ot lieayim
thrown in as a reward ofpoverty in th$
world. Thus Jesus saw clearly that DStrei

and Laaarus represented an unnaWrkl
state of things, but he could;; 6^^
threaten Dives with helVfire and
Lazarus with the prospect of sitting in

Abraham's bosom after death. At the same
time, the ancient philosophers recommeruled
epical renunciation and self-starvation^

Wealth is fleeting : it cannot equally

and justly distributed; it cannot be kept

safe against the avarice of king> and/; the

skill of burglars* So they resorted to the

heroic remeefy of abolishing it altogether.

But they could not carry out their precepts

in practice, for the only logical outcome
of their doctrine was suicide for alt and
everybody. They loudly condemned fU
economic activity, but lived cm the frmt

of other people's economic exertions, ^ey
mistook an impossible and irtupid retreat

from the field for a gnmt victory. Even
the ascetic, who ate only a grain of rieC^

every day, did consume a certain qiuusti^

of rice in order to live and show his con*

tempt for all rice-cultivatoie. Tfaua iKc

ancient world only suggested foolish

dies, and could not diagnose tlu? diieaiSiib
The problem of the inequality (rf .foatcdat
conditions bewildered itg and it im aijRfM

in haste. Some tried to asCribe

to ^ (feeds of a former

modem world

ezplanation’ol- "the - .pheincHsiadt^

the bull bv tke facMs , linifCiiid::

'befoie- it: '>fo :iafot;br.{dit|foa^^

. bn ideas dr - -divide -

-

virtue wtH shve k man f

or the plague^ if it

Trahfec^ental phil

Eke Nebachadneiui^^

aad.
-.camiol'^

r*";



THRMODEftN

W k to conniedt

lentiU'I'

an4 I never read of a
br reiigioMs idealist, who could

: if Thus the old solutions

perennial problem of poverty* were
and ridiculous. Let

.
v^liifji^see h modern world grapples with
' And let us study Karl Marx’s contribu*

tiop to the intellectual treasures of the

:j^ race in this province. (Kar]«

^CSiarlas”)
: Karl Mara was born on Tuesday, May
tfh, x8i8 in the German town of Treves.

His father was a lawyer of repute, and had
been converted from Judaism to Christianity

early in h*8 career. Karl was the brightest

pf his sonsj and the fond father formed great

hopes of his future career. Karl was sent

to the Universities of Bonn and Berlin to

study philosophy and jurisprudence and
qualify for a profession. The romantic lad

^rote poetry and planned some novels,

but found that poetry was not his vocation.

He
;

turned to philosophy and became a

follower of Hegel, though he maintained

a very critical attitude and finally rejected

the idealistic element of the Hegelian

^stem. He passed through a period of

painful intellectual and spiritual unrest,—

the storm after which all great spirits find

the caltn of settled convictions and purposes

ifi4i&.; But his idealism annoyed his father

much, and we find the old Jew
addressing grave remonstrances to the

/ on his impru-

miiice In neglecting his worldly prospects.

of t ie world wished

to be like himself. But Karl was
born to othei^ things. It is pathetic to read

in one bf hii lather’s letters the following

Mriqon importance of money

*'C<niipl«k disorder, silly wandering through all

Inraheh^. silly brooding at the burning

: diidempl^unw^ wild in your coat of learning and
nhketf^ hair. .!Qhly on cine subject, I am still in the

tki^aS'to you on timt sulij^ you are

•hwd-enouidi to keep silent, i mean that cursed

gdid, VtbM ^citth to a hihsUy do not seem

^ grasp at all;.,, though you claim that f
'

' kt^wy.W' dd^

'Karl mOOd aad'jevi^-

.

FOR

:

.:
' y^h the

' ^
'

'

.securing. a^rolokorVivci^'.^l^^
indeed. His fatbw’s^/^

inghisson wander. away thorny
paths of politics and ^
better imagined than described. His
mother too felt the loss keehiy, as she
had cherished the hope that her: dear Karl
would win wealth and rank by means of

his rare intellectual gifta Little did she

dream that he would pass his life in exile and
poverty, and that his remains would rest

far from the family vault in a humble grave

across the water. But the struggle between
paternal solicitude and youthful idealism

is not an uncommon occurrence.. Every
young philosopher was not blessed with a

philosopher for his father. India too knows
this domestic strife, which makes one home
dark but spreads light over the land. Is

not Buddha the great exemplar of this

eternal conflict ? Karl too was born to

wring his parents' hearts with Sorrow, but

to give to the world great tidings of joy.

He who belongs to himself cannot belong

to the farnily : he who dotes on the family

cannot work whole-heartedly for the world.

Some one must weep in order that all may
laugh. This rule of vicarious sufiering

holds good under all circumstances.

In 1843, Karl married Johanna Bertha

Julie Jenny von Westphalen, a beautiful

lady who had been the playmate of, his

childhood, and who fully reciprocated his

tender affection. It was a social sacrifice

lor her to marry Karl, as she came of a rich

and noble family, while Karl was a. penni-

less graduate. But ipve is stronger than

the world. The marriage was a happy one,

and Jenny stood by her husband in ill fa is

trials and troubles till denth parted them

38 yeare later. Brave as fi^rl Marx ever

was, his wife was braver stitl, and there is

no doubt that her love and gentieness

cheered and soothed him in hts exile and
bitter ppvkty. As we shall see, Jehny
loved the cause of the working-claiupgs .

as

pa^onately mm KaH^ aiid ta^fieed
children witb ail uiiich hemtsin;;

.'Abrifaain^'.o|^
.

..•ineiiin^'.^ ij^ibatatinfVi''



'-bl.

jjte'-iMHriy'

,

liiliil^ed thibken

":•! idie.

iHultt'beldi

WBgcwei,
ituun

i6me o{ thiip

of Germbd;]^ :

"
iik i ekmpaign

against tkii
. 4^^

^em of ttfti^'tpok nis |)osi-

tion in &ir niak% and his brilH^

contribatioiu tb tbe : VRbenische ^itung,”
(The IfhebUb Gfuntte) attracted much
attention. Ha was made editor-in-chief,

and conducted the paper with^^great courage

and akill. His aledge hammer blows direcitr

ed against the govemmeliit sooii drew down
the wrath of the police bn him. In April,

184^, the papiiN’ was suppressed. Marx
mote to Ri^e, hiS friend and colla-

borator, :W‘tlte cloak of radicalism has
fallen, and the almighty despotism Stands

naked befbre the eyes of the entire world.”

Rage ‘wolfed :--'”Tl»e eotire press of. Gen-
many bbiidd,not, on. deebunt of one or two
oftciall, nm even the IQng, be suppressed...

Ifthe df^osjltmii in t^^ publishinig world
mahes Jtd . 4^^' new;bai%lefields, it must do
» outsi^:'t«..<j^antpiiy.^. -V;^^

Maid4mdi';'ihat he could do nothing wldi-
in thd0^%, intereited

in .pnadmd'
comttii^Um ait a cure

!
for the poverty; of

the, iri^iufii|i<iasteii of Europe. He. also

the merely political

tibedi^fiM* *ki!c^ apt mclude econoinic

measipim:|er,ithn tmief of the poPr peasant
end eHKktad: :cli«nM;

.
m its prqgnimme.

atipdy ecOnofflics and the

theoHm’liR thd; $9 he
eft 'Qmmgiii^,.'''and. '..went to' ..Paris*T^hat

Meceh,ed;itU;Vh^df^^f^ the centre
of kno^ide^'nnd.'\4!a^;iiaj^
o>onti: tlajj:: we

Dew i

„ -v'.'

A. . . . 'j

' omi|^ to''boerdtm(||Mjei;

atWu’ titBpgaveTned.til]^ A
under Imab Plulippe,.

M. Guisot, die Fmntdi
Marx' and

.
the other :;etihfHlt«|^

journal from Phria .Mawt .weat ..*fe^.jkbpuiW|r
with his wife and ddldv aeid:

German political mtilm - wlm';

there. His three years* st^' ^at,

brought him into ' touch with assochsthRik

of German commutiists, and iaet

an opportunity of allying himseifvd^'ihe-:
forces of communism on the eontine&ih hht
established a German Workingmenit' cltl^

and secured the editorial hbntinl^ 't^

"Deutsche Brusseler 2hdt0ii|'> a rn^d
paper published by Geiman :exH«s.. '

::ttb'.

lectured to workingmen on We pripclldid;

of political economy, aiid'^carried blK att.;

extensive correspondtmee W mpidd .

leaders of Prance add Gernmny. Hb j^
tried to organise the vadbui icadped
communist societies in oi^ gmat .'lfcl^^

He entered into relations w|^ dw GMmtm*^
Communist Club of JUtodpth mM
its members to transfer WPilr he§dpin^
to Brussels, so that We
have the benefit of bis peti^f
He then established a ''Comibd^lMilpgHe^.
and wrote a manifeMp whiph n to tWb
famous as "The Communipl ;;Mainf

of which we. shall bear more anon. : 'fif; ,-:; ;

The '‘Communist Manifeoi^ svas brigWgNii

from the printers on Febnmty 14,

and on the same day We world irntp^.;

Wat a republican rewhitiim had

out in Paris and that We .King of filW^
Louis Phillippe had fled from
guise, hf. Guisot, Wo ^ho.
ei^lled Blarx from Parts in f ^

sough* safety in fermgR
rional Government v^. 00'

Republic was proclaimed.

Imiiwlrile, thePnw^ (

been t^ing to penuaie Wei
ities to expdl

•m.

r.Bv'vna.j-?:. c *
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. S's‘ .- i-i'rvi.J' i ' :'/ ' -v-'-S ’/'*

‘..'-ift; 'f v.-.-^/v.'i ! '

iiad.

jidd baniabci'

fraternity of

would " find welcome. Maht
wd returned

;;;1^/)0erflaiU!^':-W^^ ney^ .

tbc of

jOoto (‘*Ncw Rhenish Gaaette”)* The
paper was published on

lune t, f$48* ^ M friend Engels wrote
about his hriaf stay in Paris :- •

'
i<i saw Parts again, during the short fleeting weeks

of the republican delirium, in March and April, when
the workers ate during the day their dry bread and

and at night planted Urees of liberty* in the

bouleyatds, had dispbiys of fireworks, and sang the
Marseillaise, and when the bourgeoisie hid themselves
in their houses and sought to assuage the rage of the

popJif*®®'*'
; The New Rhenish Gazette was no more
popular with the government of Germany
than its predecessor, which had been sup-
pteMcd in 1843. In the course of the
summer of X848, a Democratic Congress
was held at Cologne ; Marx took an active
part in its proceedings. Albert Brisbane,

111 American socialist, was also present at

M, a pen-picture of Marx at the
C^gi^ ifotii which we quote the follow-

blgV
'

i’ VI vfound there Karl Marx, the leader of the
The writings of Marx on

Labi^ Capital and the social theories he then
ei^bi^tedr had more influence on the great
melaflstie mevement of Eumpe than those of any
other nian;. ..He was just then rising into prominence

;

a Ulan of spme thiityyears, short, solidly built, with
a jflnefaee andbuifliy black hair. His expression was
that ^ 6^ great energy, , and behind his self-contained

lesem minannprw^ passion of
a lasbittte sou). Mamls s^^ sentiment was a

; capital, with its spoliations,

its selfU^ness, alid' its sutdection of the labouring-
dasaes.u...;Ai 1 remember that young man uttering

f ftb fijntt yMb irf pmtest against our economic system,
1 reneck fiow Iktle it was imagined then that his

; the^ea woidd^^^c^^^ and become
the importam lew in the overthrow of tifne-honoured

Kittle dfld the contenmOraries
St^ Pkt4 ^ simple

. mind w«W^ pcooiim Who
: obuld^^ that time that he was of moie

have been itt iinpo^ ns was

On
Fwb. % collea^
warn triad w tha cba?igai^;biyin^
the public prqoecutor Undf aomn- constables
in certain comments on their official actions.

Mam conducted his owh ^fence and
spoke for about ail hour. His speech was
really an indictment of the ii^istc^^ He
concluded it with thesemeiUoi^e words

“Not only does the pnemlaHuation^^^^
but also the state of affairs in Pmssla, tnipose upon
us the duty to watch With the Utfnost distrust every
movement of the government, and publicly todenounn
to the people the slightest mikleeds of the system....

In the month of TuTy alone, we Had to denounce three

illegal arrests.... It is the duty of the press to step

forward oii behalf of the oppressed and their struggles.

And then, gentlemen, the edifice of slaveiy has its

most effective supports in the subordinate political

and social functionaries that immediately deal with

private life—the person, the living individual. It is

not sufficient to ^ht the general conditions and the

superior powers. The press must make up its mind
to oppose this constable, Mti attorney, this councillor.

What has wrecked the march revolution ? It reformed

only the highest political class, but it left untouched
all the supports of this class—the old bureaucracy,
the old army, the old courts, the old judges, born,

educated and worn out in the service of absolutism.

The first duty of the press is now to undermine all the

supports of the present political state.'*

The defendants were acquitted by the

jury. But two days later, on Feb. 9» 1849,

Marx and his associates were again trira

for inciring to armed resistance to the

King's authority. This was a much more
Mrioiu affair. Marx made a brilUaat speech

iti his defenc^ and the jury who again
brought in a verdict of not guilty, sent

one of their riumber to thai^ hinb for the

very instiructiVe Intuit ^at lie hM ^iveh
them I In May, 1849, there rSitijM in

Dresden and othbr places th tbc wine
provinces. The pa:tterice of the jPrusrian

Government was ndw eahausted/

v

was ordered to leave Prussia and the Oasttte
was suppressed by admtnisttariyg brder.

The last issue of the paper appeared on
May 19^ printed in ted ink arid cbtitainlng

a stiiTing '*Pamweir poem.
Marx aj^in left his native land

to Paris, yi^
be described in his vriftV w IHter

diaiy us a
dI the; hotisidtotd cdi

to
'

r^^ammiiiied in Itei



ri'^v,*

vife) must ififltvft, fw?.WnM ,

I a^ gatherdi my smil bdd^ to

geek a safe hayop }n (imam. lUrl had HuttiM/
thitherbeforetts.**

I

• -

Mr. Marx toward the

end of Ju(»e| i64d!t md in July her fou

child, Henrjl^y was born of

this event, Mr. learned

biographer of Marx, says that the child

was

^'cursed from birth by the black monster of poverty

I
and doomed to the early death which is the fate of

: so many thousands of poor children.”

This boy died early in 1852, a victim, or

i
rather a martyr pf poverty. Mr. Spargo

j

rightly says ;—

I
"It was the first time that death had visited the

! humble home, and the blow fell upon the parents
the more heavily because they knew that their little

one, who had sucked blood from his famished mother’s
breasts, was literally slain by poverty.”

The family were reduced to the most
gnawing poverty, almost to destitution,

during their first few years in London.
Bread was often the only food they had,
and Marx had to forego his share of it to
let the children eat a full meal. He would
go and study in the British Museum, faint

from hunger and cold. He earned a, little

W writing ill-paid articles for reviews.
The struggle was bitter indeed. Once he
applied in a railway office for the position
of clerk, but was rejected on account of
his bad handwriting! It will be remembered
by posterity that one of the greatest German
philosophers and writers could not become
even a railway clerk 1 Later he was ap-
^inted London Correspondent of the New
York r^'fcaiK!, and was paid £ i a week for
bis services. This sum was for months the
only income of the family. Indian readers,
^ho have visited ]^|(land, can imagine
bow e family cbbld. live on this pittance.
Even the technical scholars of the Govem-
jaent pf iodia get £ 3 a week (of course
including cottplc lived
in two rpomsg one lif whtch ww the slipping

the
: jpfher: scf^ a* kitehenr

Jtndy visfj^

Mrs. . -MiLrk*a letters som
deiiC^iieg|^r

•”Nobib^ esn say ef Jiis tbi^ a noise v

eb^t what.jm for..ysi^ have saenfieed
eHdttie r very tievsr hays our perspnal afEai^^^^^

or dlfiMH bem^no»ed ablx&d.v.te '

!

ml hononrbf the paper (the New Rhmish Qasette) and-
the CIVIC honour ot his frieneb^ he idlo!^
burden to be unldaded on his shoulders, alt the income
he sacriheed^ and in' the moment of his departure he
paid back the salaries of the editors and other brli^
and he was espdted by force fnmi the cmirnry.

^

know that we did not keep for ourselves ,* I went to

Frankfort to pawn my silverware, the last we had

;

at Cologne 1 sold my furniture....^ou know London
and its conditions well enough. Three children and
the birth of a fourth! For rent alone we paid 43
thalers a month our small resources were soon ex*
hausted. ...The keeping of a wet nurse for my baby
was out of the question, so I resolved to nurse the
child myself, in smte of the constant terrible pains in the
breast and the back. But the poor little angel drank
so much silent worry from me that he was sickly from
the first day of his life, lying in pain day and nig^t

...sol was sitting one day, when unexpectedly our
land-lady stepped in, to whom we had paid 350
thalers during the winter, and with whom we had^a
contract to pay after that the rent to the owner of the

house. She denied the contract and demanded £$,
the sum we owed for rent, and because we were un*
able to pay at once, two constables stepped in and
attached my small belongings, beds, linens, clothei,

all, even the cradle of my poor baby and the toys H
the two girls, who stood by crying bitterly. In two
hours, they threatened th^ would take all and eveiy*

thing away. I was lying there on the bare bard
floor with my freezing children .The next day We
had to get out of the house. It was cold« ramti^
and gloomy. My husband was out hunting for

rooms. Nobody wanted to take us in, when he talked

of four children. In the end, a friend helped us. 1

sold my bedding to satisfy the druggist, the baker,

the butcher and the milkman, whe^t scared and all

at once presented their bills. The bedding was
brought to the sidewalk, and was loaded on a carb
We were able, after the selling of. eveiything we
possessed, to pay every cent. I moved witn my litdg

,

ones into oiir present two smell rooms in the Gcraaii
Hotel, 1, Leicester Street, I^eicester Square,... ..£)d

not believe that these petty sufferings have bUnt us^

I know only too well that we are not: the only enei
who suffer, and 1 redoioe that I evim belo%ti^ tlie'

chosen privileged lucky om, becaufe .nigjf dear
band, the support * of my life, yet stsms at^e^

It would be a sacrilege to coin^'

meats on this stoty of« V

by heieelf.
'

'

ja^i^fprii^ of iSea. the

bO(TO'.:^^;,:yeekjJbelMNfc'-;^9E^,i^^

: 'Y-' r':-V-'-.'r ,
’-v- -I

:



i''l<^;.V9rtM|i!a'''iil^ -BerHiMi
^p'^ aiiMlM 'llMMk- iwm we aS «{ uf

nisM .arid arheri niciil Gam^ an
rb^^tbrimr/ the three livwf eldiditn

tie>’i»Jniie daeth tt the dear chad came hi'

p^j «f. jjilir poverty. Our Geniuui
J‘«aeild:}iiet help;.ai..;...;lR the auguishef my

ilMiitt to ap^nnch utaget whohiM tmar aad
jadeeaiethBai'MpitBd ut.

.
I told him our lore

rifwL 4t ewe with the fHendUeet hindneae, he save
4w )C;g; Widi that we p^ for the little ooffin in.

inmthe jpoor cMM slcc^

tia^v;toOt>.,'^occtui<^ -^the. a'enunof.

aitpijwait fai* itmnoi^liaed a pawnr
liei^jarho mu too sea>«m for the ri|^ts

htfnfiettjr; It hippeatitl that Marx wanted
^|»WQ homh old niVer ip^na, which his

Awi|h had .pheHtt^ $s. heirlooms from her
: aooiptprs and which bora the
':«ak Hoti^ Argyll. Thepawo'^
c/lbofcw'a ipplcions were roused, ' when he
j»:^ p,his titled Genpan client in possession

fwdtJ^ious wares, and Iw wanted to

him' luiia afreswd by the police, ft was
iwpo rd^ Marx escaped

the necessary eaplana'—
• J— - . .^1 M n 1 * IKVTa

V the

iadtqhe
to inour

init of o«r

» was shed

girts are a
^ccltonate

however,

.'•ertHowaMk')

fr
imwed iim oMri

wbibh

on our ie]lMtanct-*7C^^

conetant pteasuve. id iiSi'

imd .tinselftUidij
• ' ^ ^

tt the idol ol ^ ^
fever atUeked me and m had lo Miy lera doctor.

On the 26th of November he Ibiingp : Examined me
earefully, and after keeping ident e fe^ time broke

out into the words : *My dear Mm. Marx, 1 am sorry

to say you have got the smatt-wm-^Hi^ children must
leave the house tminediately.- You can imagine the

distrms and grief of the enrii^ -hl^^ this

verdict....;..! naid scarcely raeovmpdfjW
able to leave my lmd, wheo^ demdy .M Karl
took ifek. Bxomsive fmr, ahxiii&r

every sort and description tbt^ htin; .iij^ bis sick-

bed. But, thanks heaven, he iieooverM iamr an illnett

of four weeks. In the meantime, theW hajd

placed us at half*pay again .'to you, my dear

friend, I send my Warmest regards, May jmu remain

brave and unshaken in these days m trial. The
world bekmgs to the courageous. CoiUtmte to be the

strong faithful simport of your dear
rematn elastic in mmd and body,...,..Yours' jn sincere

friendship, Jenny Marx;^'
'

In these simple noteiig we scici the

whole situation at a
. jgtaiibe-^IM^^^i^

household, racked by |K>verty aol iitejknes<
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,

aMlermine

It was a ;4ei<i!r'';wi^

arck ea#g# slPfw ®14 comrade,

Bucher, of

theGovmn(d|kfku»!d^®t|^ Bismarck’s

entire confi#^V 0 lad kept up

iriendly relaBoocX'^^m Man even after

accepting He
wrote a caitMty^^^^ie^ea to Marx,

dated October the course of

which he said i—
"The ‘Staak Aiuidger' X'The State Intelligencer’)

desirestoobtain regular monthly reports concerning

the movement* of the money market...... No
limitations ate iiet regarding the length of articles

kindly writewhether you agree to undertake this, and
•hat compensad^ you OMre....... /’rtuvetr mil
ktn ehUilgid «m«i> timUMfori it Out tkt»ft>n he

vhe vishetip serve the uaittn during hit lifetime

must reily reundike Geivernmeni" (The italics are

ours.)

The sting of the letter is in its tail. The
concluding sentence discloses the real object

of this bid for Marx's literaiy work. But
Marx saw through the scheme. He knew
that dependence oh the Government even as

an independent contributor to an official

or^n would place him in a very equivocal

position hofore his followers. He did not

desire ,t% have Sthything itO do with a.

Govethqpmf newspaper, eyen as a repdrt^,

of the . ihdveinents of ihs ^ malrket.

He thetefeire cefuwd the t^r, thouj^.he
Was injiuhh. pe^og heed of financial ielief..

But
'

'lhh:;'';skoh.id' nhi. 0^10 Money ..at' tbe-aacri*.

fice intetestt of the

moyeaMMh; ; Me the sthsdow of

penr^M\^;:i)ecessities.;

veiy;:||(^;thiiiiieh% .,Blstian^> 'roundr -

'aboui;:':||ltml^;hi:;ibi|^ the.: leader. ;(>f ' Hie

peojde|sj|*iM:jStt^

-Mher'

comndek' ' estabUihed :
m ’*%tferaational

Woi)mg|Bm% "AsseeSatMar vrhich wielded

for dill,; Jigr- ? ewhh.. t
' hiessioi . -ssiM'.a"

*
-(ieikJwt- m
».tisih"tlihe.

on'''^.fjH’^'ilEilkmit''ahlri<h‘oli';^

".m-^ Ithel4;'

various towns and
. ,

and prt^tnmei. ' Bttt'ito: ;;g|ktosr'.^

lay in its'eBectdn primtottogBiw unity
solidarity of the workingulilier^ differntt

countries Marx’s battle>cry
*

of all countries, unite’^i

out Eur^. *'The Times’’ said the ^mpye^
ment that “since the time bf'we estayh^
meet of Christianity and the dett^eri<^;j|^
the ancient world, one hM . se«R

like this awakening of lattoMi’’

of the associations were pi

several governments, but Tts p0WM,'|

Sater every year. At list the **/
„

rman War of i87o--7t jshd tl» iSs^^
ances of the Commune of, Paris d^^
its usefulness by depriving it

active members and fri|^tohiftg fto

supporters. There was luton q$t
the pacific and constitutional secriiki^ .i^

presented by Marx and the

tionary wing led by the. BttSM.aB.

lopher, Michael Bakunip. Tltou|ishM

that the auociation lahguH^,'
finally dissolved in 1876.

Marx’s literary activity wksiiMnfhi^^
wrote articles, pamphlets,

and manifestoes to further Hie inovuii^
Some of these prodtetuMM vn^
polemical 'pamphlets against Various o«pe>

nents, and were not worthy cd Marx. Otti^
lilEe his small bode on **Pirito, ValtieSMd:

Profit,’’ and htS largM urarh," '“A criB^
PoUticsil; Economy’^ are . : of pemuMfiA
vaiuei But the gtMt Whl^ ^on

faihc diiefiy rmtsis ’fBhs

which bs« been mIM^
isai.” The fifsk: voIuMe
Marx in hii IBMisBe. TheieoMiaitiMffi-.-^

vblMiuei''wem :Com^0^ .ih«M;
' his hiendi'’

' '

"1IlHe^ch .rEhgii^IKkf;:

EhgeliPs devotion .to .liwa(;.Aikpk

brij^test episodes .iiU'

His generosity relieved'. 1$
cires that ' hid eMbithqjed;

of tito j^Ubtopbeii’f

>liR|iC:



e»i|' '^iovisi; .wtei,. "i^-.

ptuBed ft4^y, uttiiii^

Sfi ^ith a 00 %ii Hp*.

irop iHnes»a*lfii>g

of fai# life. Qwe^
vioAt loiad.loi^, worry and tnental et^n

; Wd <hit constitution. Livet

iOtOnutia, the inevitable eom^
their journey

t^rooi^' had undermined his health

W IH-health is the penalty

of iotellect. Kousseau, Darwin, Herbert

S^Cir, Comte, and so many otherphilo-

sc^theW have had to fight against it every

day of .
their life.

:
Marx could not evade

thavlaw. ^ buried in Highgate

cemetery, where his wife already reposed in

peace. A few years ago, it was proposed to

erect a monumeivt to his memory over his

J|i»ye, Oiie of his disciples wrote at the

time r —“Marx's monument exists already

—

. not in hammered brass or sculptured, stone,

: The whole interna-

tional socialist movement is his inonument,

mod each new victory of the socialist forces,

ndseafe ht|d>a'**’

us now turn to the ideas and theories

thah'M^ besides his

e#o pe^nathy and that of his heroic

wdiia’ V I am one of those who do not attach

importance to these theories, and
legara them as one-sided and defective.

Thmr usefulness coiuists in supplying the

pistifiabte aspirations of the labouring-

classes with \ a nominal theoretical

Miiua Roussqtu's theory of a social con-

fix was histbricaUy and logically unten-

emte; but it served to establish the doctrine

ii the sovereignty , of peo|de, which
; WM; ^he crying no^l ^ times. Even
sd lihbrhfe tfacoiy ol the class-struggle and

;hk theoty ot yalim: ate nm veiy accurate

or cenidhang^-^t they represent the present
' nrmsticid fdw the;' wothuMsfeeses and

,

jMSmOhfee'W Heme thw tmist enjoy

.'vgimit;.' As^l^.’-'^llidmin(^
^-afdd,-a a^!^..'t«-woiilK.' wi^. '

-

.

..;i^'^dhall'd|fe^''fM'^ .rdtfef'iideie

;Idnd, i^iddittg |M .;;ipdli4eal
; institudom

•j-vhpd: e«en.:.ife'''fB!l%ibife''.'4jBid' ..'llteiaty life

'

;,;-Mctb^..''dr.'-:pSMW^^ i'kkd to great

johentiei ;in Um i^tjre^s^
! In ideas^ and? 4deiida4 tThk^^^w called

the 0^^ fe

u only a half-truth,' but it for.

ward almost as the Wbble trdih^r
,

that society obeys cerfein l4ws of evolu-

tion, which de^nd on industrial eohditioiu.

Social evolution is therefore analogous in

many respects to biological and physical

evolution: it is governed by immanent
feWs, which must be discovered. We
shoidd work in harmony with these irresis-

. tible tendencies that are inherent in society

and pudi it forward. This conception of

social evolution is fatalistic, and in this

respect resembles that advanced by Her-

bert Spehber. I only state this view in order

to disagree with it. Society is not an

agglomeration of molecules, and man is

not a machine. Social evolution is not a

continuous process. There is no law ol

social progress visible anywhere. Human
history is moulded by natural environ-

ments and by man's will. Carlyle’s theory

of civilisation as a product of personal in-

fluences is much hearer the truth than that

of mechanical scientific evolution advanced
by Marx and Spencer. Marx admitted

the potency of social choice in evolution,

but he regarded the “laws" pf progress as

predominant and gaVe a secondary position

to human volition.
,
This interptetation

of history is vicious and mislexding. History

reveals no: law or process or even a tend-

ency. Change is the only law discernible

there. The rest is dnUM, v^if^;great men
try to turn into cosmos,

The second doctrine
,
witb which Man’s

name is connected hm Iheory of'Uu d^ta-

ttruggU. History is a; record of dass-
struggles, and these stttijMlm have bemi the

great evolutionary foree In the paat t^e
Communist Manifesto iayst-r

,

^

'ifeecmon and vsfeV<

IwdaiMsctf, gwM^nsitw |MdjbunMqpen; k—j —i-i jjj. eoiukmt

and (ram - niWdh 'dint- elh'.tw sMlsiifed
aM’.1atdME()stf.feS^'dilun''e|^^.'.'r



to one another, ^
hidifcn, now,

Mnsie (>•*•1 tne

^is distinct!

ooUUjonismSf

.

iiil -
- ttiunteh'i^-eiii^' '^neW-.

epoch pf tj^ bcnir*

Moiste ino ihmw cU»ya)j pMsesjesi however^

ffij distinctive eiraplifed the class

;» fa eiiil more
i Ihostfte camps, into two

Masses , diiecii^: taeii^f eac other,. Bourgeoisie

Snd Ptdetajiet/*- :.

Thus Marx elevate^one phase ol histori*

cal evolution to the of a universal law.

There have beeh classes and class-wars

:

but that is not the essence of history, nor

indeed its mainspring. Class-struggle is

only one part of the whole drama. And I

repudiate the idea that society is divided

into classes by any hard and fast line of

demarcation. It is not class-selfishness, but

social co-operation based on the apprecia-

tion of a higher ideal, that has been the

motive force of progress at all epochs.

Marx himself changed his tone later, when
he attempted to secure the co-operation of

the middle-classes in the ^^International."

This theory of classes was a dangerous
boomerang indeed, for many workingmen
argued that Marx should be expelled from
the movement, as he was not of their class

:

he was a ^^bourgeois" (middle-class man)

!

Thus dp false theories come home to roost.

Marx’s third achievement in the field of

social philosophy is /i»s analysis of surplus

value, Marx saw that the capitalist grows
rich, because he pays the workingmen less

than the full value of the product that they

manufacture. His profits represent the

surplus value, of which he robs the workirig-

|nan. Marx has displayed much ingenuity
in developing this idea, which seems to be
the soundest part of his work in the province
of pure theory. ’ But I am not much inter-

ested in the stupid economics of a stupid

^stem. And Marx’s exposition of value
is open to grav^e objections from the stand-
point of orthodox political economy. There

be m sdentipc iheery of value under the

present absurd regime. On this point, I

cannot speak with ihiich certitude, for I do
not like tb;.w^ the filth and fUire

®f ^ present piedatdi^ ecemom^^^^^ system.
1 knoye that tbe^^^w^ and peasants

s^imted apd
*noer^ the.'-'maiiptactmr^

Jfgtten at theie eapen^c

:

^ciety e^:l^ous^y^ Ij^Viiig ^rp*

land Jtioiild^not faelohg oto «««(,
family or :«oii»(p^fQnv bat to the wibide
commimi'Qr cpHleCtivety. : For tend il

source of f^bd* «}eefaiQg« foelani^
The earth is . teally dot mother; ;lf sonie
men take possession of it to the exelosion
of others, these latter must become the
slaves of the landOnmers for bread. The
landowners may also use the land for selhsh

purposes ; they may make parks for their

pleasure; they may cultivate beetroot for

their profit while the community wants
wheat; they may leave it to their sheep
and cattle, while men are perishing of

hunger. Thus private property in land
leads to slavery, poverty and social strife.

Land is no man’s property, l^is natural

law was understood by all communities in

the early stages of their history. But Strong

and wily men arose, and appropriated large

tracts for their own use. Then they eom«
pelled others to work for them and callfd.

them “tenants.” Communism aims at
making land the property of the wfiole

community, held and administered' Iw u"
universal republican State for the hen^t ol /

ail. The welfare of all is the highest lawi

Further, Communism lays down that

private capital shall be abelisbed aind

money-power along with it. If you think

fora moment, you will see that money is a!

great magician indeed. If a man accumiiH:

iates Rs. 50,000, his children, grand-childr^!

and great-grand-children to the - fdrtietls

generation can live comfortably on .^tke

interest of the money witfaeOT doifig any
work at all, and the origthid suOT .UiOTl'i'

remain intact all the tiip«« Is thiandtaeihi!.'

jufS^'’* ^ Againi take:

who has Ra io,ooe. Ke buyU flU^ i^^
of ghee (clarified butter) jlfiHi|Si| ' at!

village-producen, aud sells iivWieurhr thuil:’:

making a profit '.t^^'Shy,'

repeats the process several ^risne^.

the -'.'end <«f..some yesifa,

'(pwher-tri.-'fo.; '106,000).'-- ';Neur.'itoiiridBT;^dHllh'
-

^is man has done yanidlnicfe
; 'Miy-^ 1tind.*'V He'-''-'iiimp^;'.-iato^'.1kie itriituliis'

'

- -.wm-'ptodueed .the:-gh6S{ 'l&d -

..-^oe>'- io, 'ibe-'^tc'toiLdaaklM' of,-:^ tdOTn-'f'lfe.

-'S.
' '



.
til&w '*liat:'iii'v

mdAaf'?v
MjtMCSt iiiid' *pfum

J|i^,!.'nidd|n|i]|! .>1^ "spbntKrieiMHify.r

(:ipte.. tfac^'.'wie of .a., tnanufaetarec,.

jImiKm: ibaitt m aiM^ He
Ae factoid : lie may be'

§||pi^Y:.^:'^'’iRlie^houti. He may' gO'

wodd;. But hk Aaree
' Bfarik baiidiome income all the aame

tbe yeu:«; How do you explain

,.i^;4'i^ijiwar'^fact''.?:" 'And ' uaa by ude''

; ;
^dyaotagm for the poieeHon (tf

% ?llb tnaay d^ th(m
do. pOMett it. Foy Ae laboureit

M the faeteryt (be villager* who
the in^T Aop*keepers

the engiiieen who
these men, !

-yAbw dp^A^ always remain
aad what is srofse,d<qfiend>

thO: emptoyen and

^ How is this ? It

power of
' is the

.

gOtise that lay* the

i The more we think, the more
' ijl forced on us timt money

.
one jit,

Humanity has

i:'liMiMif!iwf.en.h^^de.. with this weapcm. The
;

why Jutted a coin was guilty of

to Ae . raca When a poor man
a " in his pocket, he is like a

fins with his fetters. For it is
‘
fir jAvet, leather,, or mekcI^
I nude the r^ liAer and
Ijt ifcAe com Aat enables

'
V. and:':anAi ' .'them hi* ' ^

'aShiAA. 'pf;die |M«hIeiB.:.. Itnext pcbeeed*

AwlptAwnfe eapifal, and aioacy, which
u An Cipital

if''''’|dei|iyt:^pt[Psie^^ tWv.innaiqr^M. tnasy

incipl*:

leadsts

money
m'its..toin beeimai.fM^illl^i^ll^^ pro.

.
M'tty,and thus- eah;lw4^#:'A^it others.

So ihe:pmcim‘e^:c>4'^fim';lm - "Love
of money it the root pl ait rSfAl*?' f'le made
a' little mistaltt.:' fHvA^n\iNya. said:

**Mon^ it the root

V

w Ad For

Aoney it tlm eaiiA:
. 4cnAv^frA0ney is

largely an effect Sp UtOg^^ ha
. litoney

exists, most men wilt Aye i|^. in ^pite of all

sermons and wadrnmga/ : despotic

monarchy existed,
:
tnA ytCA jAtind to ia.

trigue for power. Its aholitioii ;iha* sl*o

cu^ mankmd of A* AWt ’hf Atrigue, for

an appAite feeA on its <AjAi
;

where titles of nobility ehlAt tPve of rank it

widespieadi In America and FriAA' oo. one

thinks of rank now, because :AAe is no

rank to be had. Thus mont^ itmK intensi*

which

aU'mligiout

fies that pauioh for its

has been so much deplorei

preachers. So long as propA : AhA clean

lodgings,, recreation and esrea . meiHcioo
to be got only wiA money, thAt Wiin hanker

hr it, for poverty is hot mietely * .Alsfortune

undey Ac present ; it' IS:

to a sentence of deaAu 'Whim'iO^ to

defend themselves against Ae iMkpIfi of

the violwit, aid evety man had AnAfere to

carry a
.
gun on A* AtHtldw sr::^in'.:||KQ»d : in

his helti' it was .Atpomdde A
society thatthe tove m. whAtmu: im>

For the love pf vAapoA of

the love of life and butlAi' ':AMi^ *efigion

vriB,'.; -or-.

healthy

wA149«tng.;v^feig|#d‘4lt^|^^
Wttfe.ai

' iAitiMd>..'yicde|fiee':and ''’i^hA'uiAAt^/jpsitt..

The ancient eeltgions' fenAefe. hpAM''
ward iw-'Ac' fexTcfe,ofpociA;wm^

“we
ferwanL''. Thoy;' haidf^ifllMtft':

.Aa--;i«fe ''and:
-'•



'.jand.
i

mofound Miiiij:

It ehtitledit^'^^ he

explained the of . epohomics to

ethics, but: j^soaiiBe^ he cmcetitrated Jiia

attention

rated its began

to examine^^ that

there was a ottbsM of truth in them.

Thus Marx has indirectly helped the art

of ethics too by his fanaticism for economics

I have contented mytolf with mentioning

only the central principles of communism,

so as to show how it attacks the great evil

of private property in land and capital,

with its brood of money, rent, taxes, in-

terest and profit. Production and distribution

are to be carried on by a universal republican

State, and the products divided justly and

equally* among all citizens. This ideal was
preached by Marx : of course he had his

own pet notions about details, like every

other communist thinker. But the funda-

mental doctrine is the same. Minor differ-

ences are not important.

Karl Marx’s greatest work was not the

publication of his treatise on capital, or

the composition of numerous pamphlet^ or

even the establishment of the various

associations which he founded and dissolved

in his lifetime. He may have thought that

this activity was his chief claim on the

gratitude of the world. But we can esti-

mate the . value of bis work better. Few
great men know themselves. Mark was a

oenefjEtcitor^c^ husnanity, because he was
the first thinkiv of ^ modern EUrqip*

faith in the' - Socialnts

befom .Mm4ancted^ communism was a

boon; to lie itonferi^
and cdudatod {ttUbbthryiptsts oh
ignowtitt lat^^ ttouight it n^ould

come found

aino^: Jtociejy

of associk-

tionk t

the"^ the

*
' WoihHitf' undwif^

of pm«i0taton to
and |iiw

jgygf
. ' ^ki-vUmd;

^l Qiea-i^Sivto' t-.

indintihms, mtoto to «
prodsctT^l&iii^ r-:::,

mult;: Strite the Ifis to
' /'wtotod^ireiiied.m

men^ to the latent mlnhodd in them; Of

which they theinselves Itore'to^

^^Workingmen of all count4ito;to^^ Yefu

have nothing to lose but ymit btoim. YOU
have a world to gam.” Yeata htoi pass^
by : men have come and gone : ^but this

tosalonate cry of the leader who tolltoed

in the ignorant and dirty labourcri still

raises them to the full level of manhood*

Such insight is given only to men who
have suffered for a cause : it does not come

to arm-chair reformers or learned professors

preaching from the siiug comfort of the

study. Marx had to pass throu|h poverty

and want himself before he could learn that

the highest moral impulses He buried

beneath the raggedy clothes and the dirt-

begrimed countenance of i’the man in the

‘street.” In all epochs of social change,

this is the great service that a leader renders

to the people. He teaches them to believe

in themselves by telling them that he

believes in them. They think, they are

weak : he tells them they are strong, for be

puts his trust in them. This is the secret

of all moral reform. When Jfesus hcalrf a

man of disease, he asked him, “Dost thou

believe in me?” But when he toalto a

man of moral weakness, he said : “I tofevc

in thee.” He did not say these word#, but

his actions spoke louder- than words,

Buddha said to the barber: “Yes, you can

come with me.” And the barber’s heart at

once rose to the height of the call, merely

because the master thought him worthy-

Rousseau told the oppwa»*<**

timid fcrf* of otiM^**^K***^*®^'

that thsy were worthy of

sounded Hite nwi^iy. Butl^l^^
awakened all the

thenii' and ' these ra«mJi'

:

starved slaves of thie nobles

self-r^peetiDg citiwris

tipni Muhammad smd- to
'

can couQuer the ^-oHd

"

The'-«reat-"''niBni ' whOiv'.j>d(!i|eis^;;,''3iMt'.;‘lil^ff-’

'men, avkn- 4be:,ruiM'--»M‘^flM*,-,pd0^;|^^
•

capahie;.*l;*he

iw.'y- 1 : .i-v- .
-j-'-.-

-i' 1 *



THE MODERN

and out-

Buddha
: m the vulgar tongue, and drew

who were, despised by the

as ordihaiy men and women,
were those great wordruttered :

which the builders rejected

the bead of the comer” :—“For God
baa chosen the weak things of this world

to confound the mighty, and God has

Ohosen the foolish things of the world to

cbiifound the wise, and things that are

nought to confound the things that are,

that no flesh should glory in His presence

--^“The first shall be last, and the last first.”

What Rousseau did for the people of

Europe in the eighteenth century, Marx and
ptheiis did for them in the nineteenth. His
insight reveals his moral grandeur, for he
was a very learned man, born and bred up
among the rich ; he might have despised

'

the brutish stupid labourers and fancied
that reform would come from above, from
the cultured and intelligent classes, who
could understand history and philosophy.
But he was a moral giant, and saw that
the common men always understand love,

eqilhUty and heroism much better than the

sophisticated ease-lo^^ clasaei.

Social and political jpi^gf^ of love

and devotion, hot off^aoi^
Mant first inspired tho do^tr^^^
despised labourers with a great bope and a
mighty purpose. Thus was real modem
Social Democracy born. Thus “was the

gospel preached unto the poor.'*

In criticising MarxV views and actions,

we must bear in mind Dr. Johnson’s tribute

to Goldsmith : —“Let not his faults be remem-

bered. He was a very great man.” Marx’s

name will be cherished by generations yet

unborn. And his wife and children will

share his glory. When poverty and slavery

are no more, and the last shreds of private

capitalism are consigned to the scrap-heap

of the past, humanity will remember that

they who brought it out of the wilderness

were often faint from lack of food. Mothers

will tell the story of that mother, who
offered her children on the altar of the cause,

so that little children should play and laugh

in the golden age to come. Some one

must suffer that the world may be helped.

Reader, will you be that one?

Har Dayal.

THE DOCTRINE OF SIN

{Prom the Hinru Standpoint.]

I
T is perhaps not «o easy to treat the

ebp of sin from the Hindu stand-

;
it from the Christian

.i^bintibfM^ In Christian theology the term
. meaning, with perfectly

,
jetoifbhHhUis, th^ now sometimes
ihect with a^^^t^^ import in this

coiiceptibh other shades of meaning not
partiC^rly its own. Sin means there

*offendii^ against the will of God’ as ex-
prestii^ ih the Revelation or more properly
in the : eelebm Ten Commandments.
J; Muller if inclined think thafsin essen-^

: tially coebsts in the violatiibi of the Two ^

^ : Love God and love thy
!lNghb<^r^ ; {br*^^^ all this

/ V Hihduiiiti alib we have ; ReveiattcHi or

“Sruti” I.C,, that which was heard or receiv-

ed. The word “Rishi” comes from a root

which means to see. The Rjsbia are not the

makers but the .seers or lecepients of Eternal

Truths.* God is the fountain-head of all

truth. ' Me 18 the light that shines on the

Other bank of all-pervading darkne88.rf He
supported the Vedas (supreme knowledge)
when everything else was engulfed in the

Pinal Flood.

Sin, Aerefcm, consists in offemding

against Truth* Hinduism is always incfithed

to maintain the primacy ofm
truth Over will and sentifnefit; The wm
Pdpa is /not mstneted^^ t^ disobedient
ofdivine biM g^nerib tei^'



includitig the aspects of

ouilt. It is flVit® possible that it originally

meant the viOlatten of the Divine precepts

as embodied in the Sruti and then it came

to mean quite generally- any form of guilt*

ih keeping with the ctymologi seiJise

L means that from which people should

save themselves.)* ‘‘the essence of sin/’

says Julius Muller, “consists in the estrange-

ment of man from God, in a want of love

to him 'rhe word •qw" however, besides

referring to this estrangment principally:

connotes the violation of the laws of Truth

and of conduct of which the Shastras or

the Regulative (sacred) Books are the

receptacles.

The idea of “Sin” is based upon the

threefold relation of self, God and salvation.

;
A knowledge of self and an insight into

its destiny must precede a true understand-

ing of what one should do and what avoid.

A man who has but a crude conception

of the self and its numerous relations can

never have a proper conception of its short-

comings and failures. The true idea of

this life and its significance leads to the

idea of the next. It is the future that glori-

fies the past. 'The idea of an hereafter,-^

of a ' where all our actions attain

their fruition and all our thoughts un-

mistakably bear their consequences, domi-

nates the Hindu's consciousness of

duties and responsibilities of this life,

casts its shadow athwart the river of In®-

The one true goal of the Hindu is salva-

tion-freedom from bondage—that “grand

far off divine event” to which all his aspira-

tions and strivings tend. The Hindu s

standard of conduct has very 11*^1* direct

reference to this life. The present life is

regarded as 4n evil. Things arc not what

they seem. The human soul is here made
to see a ghostly ballet of shadows and

unrealities, This almost Platonic conccf)-

tion of Reality idfiucnccs the Hindus

appreciation of conduct. He turns away
with disappointment from the chains of

**8 life, and centres all bis yeaTiiin® m
coneepfion^^^ : ^ %n Ideal /Good,^deaV

Trutb'^a^ There--

**t the. 'ii^se df

to'die

fom the idea of self and its eaivaiipn

becomes closely interwoven with the itjea

of God, not only as the hijghest ideal of

Truth ek., but also as the Supr^e Arbiter

of man^s destiny. God^s will coincides with

all truth and all good. Any violation

of this will marks a departure from the

road to salvation and is consequently

denominated “Sin.” In one sense, therefore,

the doctrine of sin is directly connected

with the religious aspect of a man's life.

But religion Is not an aspect of a man's life \

his whole life is taken up by it. U forms

the warp and woof of the web of Indian

life.

From the birth of a Hindu down to his

death, IWt i.c., of the first three classes

fttror: iwwnft fiwwfi;—firt

his life is one long^talc of purifications,

sacrifices, observances, rites and penances,

rhe pious Hindu patiently passes through

all these in the hope of terminating the

endless cycle of births and, deaths. Any-

thing that stands between God and man

or anything that tends to set back the

hands of time in his progress towards the

final deliverance constitutes a sin.

I do not mean to say that this aU-peryad‘*

ing influence of religion has nowhere led to

casuistry or even ridiculous punctiliousness

in the conduct of life. When it i. seriously

contended that cuttieig a tree is a sm and

U expiated by three days’ lasting and

penance . «
one connot but wonder if the

Hindus have had any adequate coi^tton

of sin. It is undeniable perhaps that fte

endless sacrifices of the Purva Mimapw fpf

the purifications of the'hody or the lotnrtte

and bewildering variety ofatonwnwte Jftfl

down in the Smritis is the .result m,

man tendency to go to rttr^^. ip

matter. Exclusive attention to 'W
responsible for the European

ness about etiquette. Similarly It iS p^Wc
that ovtarzealous regard lot

simiificance of every action

duosd the cast-iron system of^OtJ^ .^if

atonements which the Smrytts lamjlpt^ !

ttswitlL Tl» noble idea of a

teems to me to be
' of the highly imaginatiye. v

'Bmt anil tlimr/wUy:';o<Hn«Baptatoi|*ji'>;.j^^

^ tsahhm'aU ..i
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the condemnation of particuiar

.ia-:«":;well. /known 'fact .that eomei
‘''

. t^wotadaett of:t^ thoughavowed'
"bf the- .-SamhitU-'

.4^intenance of.^..i^ order, have
' vhtmdbbed^ cult j^MactJces

'. ibd/v^tidtttan^ particularly of an
: f(ile«^ting seems to me to

bf themoral decline

; ;of/jVailhnaidim. it may be mentioned here

not only a protest

7 Worship of many gods, but also

af^insi the niihierbus practices prevailing

among the Hindus of the time of Ram
Mbhan Ray and Debendranath.

^t the qumtion of sin not only troubles the
(hbdlogy of the East but also its metaphysics.
In a shoft paper Kke this it is not possible

anything more than a passing refer*

the doctrine of sin

; .{W .jdie me^hysieal systems of India.
’ .^PluIqw^Wi^ close connection with

, , thb.‘ |5
!K«d^ questions of a

spe^tivn oharacter, theory of a
;.

p(S|(mif4:? theory:^- of reward and
^tpiAmetil^: the problem of human freewill,

- man’s res-

p^ibility, &b.r*-questidnt which have
ibrmed in eyoy^M much

;

,lw«t^ cbu^versy. exempt*
,

ed the Rurui^ not bply limn all virtue and
ylbe bdt ht^all actions. Virtue and vice

.;hel<mi|.:to.'.jmatt!eiv^ The const!* -

Rajas
,

.aad.^rtWWuf^mi^ain the.bfigin of inrtue and
. vice; / 'Tilt l^wledge'^iiliemi and intdl^

. tual-<rm««h»iBSatwiLt^^
'
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modal c^itefiee^o^ of Mdyl
ahd Mjtto tte Abioliim;^

in^^ lorm sin. If

eimi^thing tt taiten ^ God,

eouls arethm AO sin.^ n
fufguiattMe from thn

;
the

imf^ectiona of the indivy^itt at^ tempo*
Mry and itnreals They ^ Mdyd
to which are diie the iimit^tons of the

individual. If the limitation avie removed,

tnse divine nature of the indivw^l emerges

at once. ‘Mf we take away linriimtions from

ourKlveSi there is nothing left' but God.**

(Geuliitx: Metaphysics )

The Yoga system of philosophy prescribes

certain physical and mental exercises by

means of which the bondage of the soul

falls away.
The Purva Mimansa believes iii sacrifices

as a means of purifying the body.
It fimst not be supposedthowevert that this

diversity of opiniont among the Hindu

sages has left the mattef in a state of chaos

altogether. There is a permanefit under-

current running through this wild ubiety of

'pinions explananonSf^i^^
ifeco^itioo of right and wiorig^

8t^ ^ seU-cbnfroli and' adnitiiipn of

sttfiefiiig into this woiMM
.of . .iinmomlity;’

-

'^V ..

I thinic it is

made ii its

.headhn.’lM'dd’i^’ida'tii^ .

Buddhism may in

given’ : Ufe^ib .Mtdddui'^&'./^ It
'

fostered uie sjpa^k

-’under- 'the.'

:’tMctices. ‘.’).Thista{jiii|fe^

’v.tohb:6l’'f^hildttitiinr'-'^^^^^^

v.lifo'tO' ''hd -
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'
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Ae lecond. ;
«i wder

down to di« ;«ie(ft?*riv»*l Wt «* mde^onim

or any 4»t k fiOtetjjr to

interfere A, .
W haptanew the

Hindu lawj^i# idw not owH a single

item which tth ^o fjoy 1*1*110 be termed an

evil*

The Sins are hittghly divided into three

classes. Bodily, verbal and rnental. Bodily

sins are further wb-divided into destruction

of life, thfeft, and lust. Under the second

class fall acts that offend against the

virtue of truthfulness Evil talk, hard

words, malicious speaking and falsehood.

The mental sins are three in number : the

thought of misappropriating what is not

one’s own, the thought of mischief against

any form of life, and ill-will(?).

These sins not only affect the doers them-

selves but also those who in any way mix

with them. Just as one pitcher can be

filled with water from another, so are the

sins communicated from the sinner to any

one who touches him, or speaks, or sleeps,

or lives or dines or sits or travels with

him.* Th« company of sinners is there-

fore a fresli source of sins. Even the king

who, according to oriental ideals, is respon-

sible for the morals of his subject^ acquires

one-slk^ of their virtues and sins.J .

In thd matter of defining particular duties,

the Hindus ib not setim to have laid dwn
an unjsli^eiibly fixed standard ' for all.

social himSrchy pf castes

difiemii castes should leave different

dutieir them. For on the

prober dtfNEbarge Pf these duties, the

social . organiidt^^^^ necewarUy depends.

The Wahittm*s duty consists Sn study and

mediiitlbti* The fcsbatriyii> du^ to

fi^t. . i/aisya^s duty mainly consists

in doesm the

seii^^^Vi^ claws.

thedi»f^ castes must have subsequently

coraatoiiave welVdefe^ *1^
tipu;^#iii(^

:. Vvi)!

takes to arms, Sudra wm killed

India’s ideal of a king for pfeotis^^^^

(iNT), urhich in a Brahmin Cpnitim
The question may ari^ wi to^

caste system was ever so ^

alterably fixed as to bring a^ut;a
of sin. It seems to me undeniabt^^^^

,

that the Brabminical QU|archy
tending to the ciystallisation and
tion, of this institution, v^ieh, howeytr»^

good and useful at its inceptimi,^^^^!^

passed into the “do-not-touchiMn” prevailmg
even in modern times.

Another principle of relativity int^u^^^^^

into the conception of sin is t^ divisipw
;

of a man’s life into four Ammas or stagiii^^

the pupilage, the domestic life, the

life, and the ascetic life; Each of these

asramas has got peculiar duties asstgnedip it,

What is meat at one stage, may be poison

at another. A householder for instance is

permitted to do certain things which if

done by a Brahmachdri uould be viewed as

sina In Hinduism, therefore, the essimee

of morality rests on the distinction of castes

and stages of life, (wlmr-vdi).

A passing reference may also be made to

the division of time into yugas. In

Krita yuga, people were naturally morai|
hence the standard of right and wrbiig

was very severe. But the present Kali

age is marked with the decline of mbiialst

and so the standard of right doing k vtry

low indeed. People have got. an innate

depravity - virtue iormihg only a qiiaiter Pf

the total assets of his Aature as a imbrat

being. 1'his quarter, of virtue is, We'.' are

told, steadily on the decline, till at : hist

in the fulness of iiuin’s sini, the mrhole

world will be involved in btfe cpmCm
riiin-^the . Final Flood, oUt^ rf

world will again spriiig, up alixiih'

nightmare of carrupnon

totle, we know; was a cy^lea

Me thought that the age:

followed by the age
••

. agaiU'ls’ falloived'%':civihikl:i^ilfc
'

cohceptiou pf eternally rspeateQ-cydeiri^
foundly uflects the Htftdu

:r 0uty apd Sin. Chari^ cw

.-.:.ihe principal - v.

It it hardly to afiiSk

the’ JeiniitaT :

' JflppT:’, iiiigit' . -of

5^^
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of a man’s consciousness,

tp constitute a very
' iliij^ta^^ in the true interpretation of

this relativity of moral laws,

in reaching a univers-

basis of 'duty.

himutn to qon-

ihe final bliss, beatitude or salvation,

V v^iclji Was to be attained only by annihilate

iiig i^e passions and impulses which in-

. ymve us more and more in bondage. To
eseam Ifrom this bondage is the highest

_ ideal of Hindu Ethics. The Body is the

prishn house of the soul. It is the dead
leaven to the progress of the soul—a IFatal

clog
,
to the spiritual wheel. The Hindu

teadber was therefore vety anxious to prove
that the sbul was very different from the body,
spirit from matter;—not in the sense, how-
ever, in which Descartes sought to part

them asunder, but for a very different

object. The body is the source of the

imperfections of the soul. It is subject to

the influence of gravitation, and falling, it

drags the soul down below. There is an
innhte depravity in man, and sin is absolute-

ly Universal# Even a saint is potentially a
sinner. Crimes are not sins, but the results

of sifi# Sin is Ulways due to imperfection

,
and the body is the very principle of

imperfibction attached to the soul. Or
as SeniUel Clarke puts it: “Certain ir-

regulUritiet in the moral world follow
from the finite nature of things.” The
body is to be crucified in order that

the soul niay live. This gave rise to the
practice of torinenting and mortifying the

body in a ruthless manner. The body is

the source of desires. It is these desires that

lead us astray from the path to salvation.

They are never imtiated, they drive us
hither mid thiriier till we fall into the

quagmim of abject degradm^ and irre-

.parable ebi Uevei perhaps tp rite again.

Desirm mmit be aim^ in order that

the endless mrim of

ant iufiter^ may cease. “Every living

being is by Pravritti, but Nivrim
Iruift of

pSid^ pnly w
together

the rehdiess emles: ^ ICaiUia must
anylu>W* to

n^inate wfaen the

is gone. Do you then abnegate yourself

and. cease to think of the c^mquehc^^
your actions. Do your duty sake
and leave the consequences to: C this
is the categorical imperative oi Kaht,-~the
ft«Bieedi^desirele88action-^f theBhagabat
Gita. The renunciation of the world and
pjf self taught here is in completeness
superior to that of European mqnasticism.

It is not true to say that the Hindus had
no idea of some of the modem standards of

morality—for instance the utilitarian

standard. I can prove satisfactorily that in

the matter of legislation the Hindli teachers

were largely influenced by utilitarian consi-

derations. But they would not let morality
rest on the private judgment of individuals.

In one of the numerous striking passages
in Santi Parva (Mahabharat), Vyasa dis-

tinctly formulates the utilitarian standard

:

“If any one tries to subvert the established

religion or establish something contrary to

religion, it is the duty of every one to des-

troy him immediatly. it is positively a

duty to kill a man, if by such an act a

family can be saved,—to extirpate a family

to make a kingdom free from danger...

sometimes virtue looks like vice, and vice

like virtue.* It is not unfair to tell a lie in

order to save a life, to accomplish any work
of the preceptor, to bring about a marriage,

and to satisfy a woman.’T But this utilitari-

an criterion did not find favour with the

Hindu law-givers. I'he spirit of utilitari-

anism is to make an appeal tp individual

experience, which in the Hindu system of

morals does not count. Hence the duties

of an individual are clearly formulated
for him by the Master and an appealtp
the ^cred books is final. The end

^

not justify die means, and
^

bad action
is not encbuiiiSkged, as a rule, on the ground
that it promotes commpn good, * “H n
man robs another arid does good deeds with
the proceeds, he js responsible, for his sin

;

fib lAi

: KT*WwW yri f



THE DOCTRINE OF SIN

the merit belongs to the person robbed/**

Here there is no hesitancy, nO casting up

of the columns of the conduct-ledger. It

comes ss a fiat.

Expediency has very little to do with the

Hindu’s determination of right conduct.

For his advantages and disadvantages are

not of this life. They are centred in an

after-life. Every action in this life has its

effect upon a subsequent life. The law of

causality is inexorable. This natural law of

karma and the consequent theory of trans-

migration form inalienable parts of the

Hindu conception of Duty and Sin. The
idea of Merit and Guilt or demerit is deter-

mined with reference to this doctrine of

karma. The individual is responsible for

his actions, no matter whether done in this

or the previous life. His merit as well as

his demerit depends upon his individual

exertions
; only the kindness of Providence

must crown his efforts to acquire merit with
success. God must crown Virtue with Happi-
ness (Kant).

I cannot conclude this brief essay on the

conception of sin without adverting to the

means of expiating sin. The means are

various; but they may be roughly dis-

tinguished into popular and advanced or

external and internal. The popular means
include among others such external means
as to do penances, perform sacrifices, to

make special atonements by giving away
money to Brahmins and beggars, to bathe in

the Ganges, to go on pilgrimage, to read

sacred books, recite mantras, or to mechani-
cally repeat the name of God or gods.

But these are veiy probably as means to

an end— to bring about a certain mood
of mind favourable to the true expiation
of sin by repentance and the resolution not
to repeat the act.f This last may be
called internal me^ns of expiation. Manu
enmurates several means of expiating sin

:

“confession, repentance, meditation, study,

charity and self-control^*’. Confession is

admitted by the Christians and Buddhists

t •rj iiwi iiw* ft wn ttwq mwii

as a means of expiation. The Buddhist
monks are said to confess their sins to each
other or to their Superior on Full moon and
New moon days. As regards meditation
and study we nriay quote a beautiful saying
of Mahomet ; '^Excessive knowledge is better
than excessive praying. Better to teach
knowledge for one hour than to pray the
whole night.” He says elsewhere : “The ink
of the scholar is more sacred than the blood
of martyrs.”

Charity is the virtue of the present depraved
age.* The most effective way of checking sin

is to stimulate its opposite. This is why
charity is so much extolled, but charity to be
of any good as a means of expiation must be
accompanied with a determination not to

repeat the sinful action.

Repentance must not be understood to

mean simply the feeling of remorse at what
has been done, but praying to God forms
its essence. Without this, repentance is of

no avail. But what room is their for God's
mercy in a creed in which every action is

bound to bring forth its fruit, and every-

thing follows by a sort of iron necessity?

Divine justice is a more appropriate con-
ception than Divine mercy. This is perhaps
why Siva, the Ideal Good, is represented as
a relentless God.

Vaishnavism emphasises the aspect of

Divine Mercy. The Ramanuja sect of the
South represents God as Himself hankering
after the tears of repentance of sinners and
as eager to forgive them. I'he Divine
mercy is represented as Vishnu’s wife,

Lakshmi, from whose name the sect derives
its common title (Sri-Sampradaya). Just
as there is some difference between the
Vedantic and the Valshnavite conceptions
of sin, so there is a difference in their

idea of redemption, and this difference

constitutes an essential feature of Vaishna-
vism. Vaishnavism emphasises the aspect
of love to God, the idea of a personal com-
munion with God. (^if irftf:) more than any
other creed within the pole of Hindutsm
and consequently believes in complete
Surrender (TOnufir: ) to God as the true

* limit

WHWIM
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may be duetto
: actions, one’s own depraved willf

imperfection of one’s

W but redemption is attainable

the mercy, of God. This idea

Divine mercy brings Vaishnavism very

near to Christianity r* so much so, that some
suggest that it is derived

Christian source ! The settlement of

a Christian colony in Malabar coast in the

second century supplies the necessary his-

torical basis for their astounding theory.

But the idea of Divine Mercy and Love
can be traced to much earlier sources in

Hinduism, only they were cast into the
shade by the prevailing Pantheism of the

time—somehow or other Pantheism is more
congenial to the Indian mind.

• iduidnn qffaiw irw* im I—dhn I

The Hindu philoa^;^^ speak
of knowledge as the attain-

iiig salvation. doubt
that to know Ofi^ifprop^^ to know
God is the most ^
with the evil princtf^ in ouf^ n^^ The
Upanishads mention the Bun the symbol
of Brahma ^Cf. Purusha in theBun, Purusha
in the Kye). The knowledge of Brahma
dispels the darkness and rerrioves the

imperfection of our nature. But so far as

the conception of sin is concerned, mercy
seems to be more in demand, When the

heart is sore, the healing virtue of mercy

IS more necessary. Knowledge delays, but

mercy hastens the union between man and

and his Maker.

Khagendranath Mitra.

TO RABINDRANATH TAGORE

Rabindra, lord of a new world of song,

Heir of the sacred rishis of old time,

This homage comes from a far distant clime

To hail thee crowned amid the immortal throng,

Whose words have power to make man’s spirit strong

:

For thou hast reared a citadel of rhyme
Great and majestic, with its towers sublime

Above the lower mists, which. to this world belong.

Heaven sends to every people one pure soul.

Filled with the spirit of music, who can sway
The hearts of countless multitudes, till they

Move at his bidding. Age on age may roll

Voiceless, but when the singer comes, the whole
People awake to greatness. Nought can stay

The might of song on that victorious day.

When nations find at length tfieir own appointed goal.

So wast thou sent to give thy nation birth,

Such was the power that brought back life again
To thy dear country. Like a gracious rain

Thy songs poured forth upon the weary earth,

And thtrStihg aouls parched dry with arid dearth

Revived* The magic of ^y mijghty strain

Echoed in all men^s heaits and swept amain
Dkrktiess and gloom away, u^kehed joy and mirths:

Dkui.
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A P-LEA FOR INDIAN ARCHITECTURE

T
he publication of the second edition

of Fergusson’s History of Indian and
Eastern Architecture revives the old

question of employment of Indian style in

the construction of the public buildings in

India.

James Fergusson was the first to place

the examination of Indian Architecture

upon a scholarly basis and to demonstrate

on scientific lines the merits of Indian

architecture as a consistent and straight-

forward expression of the faith and aspi-

rations of the people of India at different

stages of its civilization and temparaments.
The learned antiquarian went further

and contended that **he was convinced
that there are principles underlying the

various styles of Indian architecture which
cannot be too deeply studied and that

there are many suggestions to be derived
from the practice of the Indian architect

which cannot fail, if properly used, to be
useful to European architecture.”* After

his return from India he did his best to

popularize the claims of Indian architec-

ture and to draw the attention of scholars

and artists in England and also of the Court
of Directors and the Government to do what
in them lay to preserve the great archi-

tectural masterpieces of India. It was in

i860 that Lord Canning constituted the

Archaeological Survey of Northern India

and appointed General Cunningham in 1862
to be the Archaeological Surveyor to the

government General Cunningham con-

tinued his labours for 30 years. Meanwhile
orders were issued for the registration and

preservati^ of historical monuments
throughoufylndia ; local surveys were started

in some of the subordinate Governments,
the Efoqibay survey being placed in the

hands ;of Mr. &vfrge8t, who ultimately

succeeded Mr^
:0nhmnghain as Director

General of Atc!b|^ibgice!l Survey. During
the Viceroyaity

;

of Lord Curzori the

* 0| the Study of Indian Architecture, by James
i*<'V]pusoni John Murray, 14.

department has been thoroughly reorganized

and placed on a sound financial footing.

Fergusson's work has been before the

public for more than 60 years, his earliest

work having been published so far back
as 1845. Since then the literature dei^Iing

with the subject has been prodigiously

enhanced by the publication of the stupend-

ous tomes of the archaeological survey

and the other publications connected with
it. Tourists from all parts of the globe have
flocked to India to pay their tributes to the

architectural glories of India. The Taj of the

north and the pagodas of the south have
earned their well-deserved meed of praise.

But the tradition of the great architectural

relics have been neglected and allowed to

dwindle away. The appreciation of the

classics of the Indian architectural remains

have nothing more than a mere academic
value. 'I'he masterpieces of Indian

architecture have been appreciated, praised,

and repaired and preserved but held to be
too sacred to be invoked, followed or

continued in modern housebuilding. The
architectural policy of the Public Works
Department has been to steadily avoid any
Indian styles in modem Indian buildings.

As Sir Thomas Phillips put it at the discus-

sion of the question at a Meeting of the

Society of Arts that '*it was the duty of

the Government to preserve as far as possible

the recollection of the great architectural

works of the Indian dependenci^**-^iMl

no further. That is to say there is no lesson

to be received from its ancient ruing. T^y
are not to be studied for devising new
designs for modern buildings. During the ;

last half a century various edifioM and
palaces, public and private, have towered in <

Calcutta and Bombay but the style of build-

ing in every instance has either been tr^is-
sance or some other composite style derived

from Europe. It is

wiieth^ the adoption of the ^tesiuisaitce

si^le with regard to public bultdings; in

India was the lesult ofa definite
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and policy on the part of the Govern-

ment or that the Government had no
definite opinion in the matter at all and
that. ^lhe policy was simply forced on
the if|partment by the artistic and architec-

iurad ignorance of its officers.’* The maitter

teems to have evoked some discussion at

its inception, and so far back as 1867
Fergusson protested against the proposal

of adopting the Doric style of architecture

for the University of Calcutta. It is

interesting to recapitulate the reasons

assigned for the employment of the European
style in public buildings. It has been
said that principles and designs which
govern the ancient architecture of India

are specially suited for temples and mos-
ques and other ecclesiastical buildings

and they are worse than useless to

meet the requirements of modern India

with its growing commerce and industry,

which have displaced the faith and
enthusiasm which went to build the temple
cities of India. In the illustrations given
here it will be indicated that the Public

Works Department has Itself proved the

fallacy^ of the proposition. Among the

officers of the same Department Mr. Chisholm
and Mr. Brassington in Madras and Sir

Swinton Jacob in Jaipur have successfully

adapted Indian styles to ^departmental re-

quirements.”

The discussion of the question on its

theoretical side by the advocates of the

classic style, is still more amusing and
is in the face of it too absurd to call for

a refutation. To quote Mr. Roger Smith,

F. R. I. B. A.

** First it is said that it (the Indian style and
design) is suited to the climate, semndly that the

natives can do it, and lastly that it is, and can be
very beautiful. But the sufficient answer of course

is mat it may be all these but that it is not European,

far less British^*,

Mr. Roger Smith admits that of the

three reasons alluded to by far the most
powerful is thF one placed first, namely,

that Indian Architecture whether Maho-
medan or Hindu is the ofispring of the

climate and as such better fitted^ *‘than

anything he could import to the circums-

tances of the country.” It is curious to note

that even after the lapse of forty years

Mr. Smith’s utterances are still taken bv
all art experts as the last word .on s^h
aii ttnporti^nt question. Mr. Roger’s opinion

accords more with the Imperialistic ideas
of Lord Curson, who, by the tvay, inspite

of his splendid services to Indian art and
archaeology evaded the problem with charac-

teristic subtlety. He was faced with the

question with reference to the erection of

the Memorial Hall to Queen Victoria in

Calcutta, but he shirked to express a
definite opinion either way. In the course

of his lengthy address on the Victoria

Memorial he said, ‘‘It is too early as yet

to speak about the style of the building,

when the money has not yet been subscribed

with which it is to be raised. That will

have to be settled later on”. At the first

inception of the scheme for the memorial
Mr. Havell proposed to Lord Curzon that

as a preliminary measure a competent
architect should make a survey of the

buildings in Northern India constructed by

living Indian master builders who still

carry on the traditions of Indian architecture,

and that after this was done the design

for the memorial should be made in a

living Indian style in consultation with

the best native master builders that were

found. Lord Curzon engaged a competent
architect, but did not carry out the

suggestion to Investigate thoroughly the

living traditions of Indian architecture for

the reason that ^^CalcutPi was a European city

and that an Indian style of building would

be unsuitable there.*^

So the truth had to be told at last ;
it

was on considerations other than that of

expense that the decision was made. But

it is impossible to conceive that this state

of things should continue for ever. Truth

will out and the Public Works Department
has condemned its own policy. In December,

1902, the Government for the first time

appointed Mr. James Hansome as the

consulting architect to the Government of

India. He held his office for five years and

was succeeded by Mr. Begg. In a paper

which Mr. Ransome read before the Royal
Institute of British Architects in January^

1905, he condemned the tendency to trans*

port European styles to India without regard

to climatic considerations. He also expres-

sed the opinion that neither the classic nor

the Gothic style could be used ib advantaged

Apart from the reasons given by hiih^ he

pointed out, that

*^Any BurqiesTi with the alighten preteiisi^ to taste



I. The High Court of Madras.

who has visited India must have been shocked by
the incongruity of Doric pillars and pediments with

the native environment and by the equally offensive

incongruity of Gothic spires rising from amidst
banana aud palm trees. The offence amounts to an
outrage when in one and the same building we find a
medley of three different styles hailing from three

different parts and periods of the world and all mixed
together with nothing in common except a total

antagonism to their Eastern environment. Nor is

this sin a«inst good taste and common sense any-
where insulted at every turn by exotic monstrositiw
which suggest a virulent epidemic of aesthetic

callousness and perhaps also, tne deplorable influence

pf the Public Works Department. Nor can the

irnporters of these foreign styles plead as an excuse
the absence of domestic models for imitation. Native
l lindu or Saracenic architecture is close at hand and
It offers what the alien import so conspicuously lack,

aesthetic harmony with the surroundings and a
practical correspondence with the climatic conditions

of the countcy.’**

The examples of the Indo-Saracenic style

of architecture which have been carried

out in India during the last 50 years

iiftord convincing proofs that living

it Quoted from the xgth'Pebmaiy, 1905.

traditions of Indian architecture in spite of

all efforts to destroy it, are still lingering

and are quite competent to carry out

the requirements of the present day when-

ever a chance is given to them. I have

specially selected examples of those buildings

which come within the scope of official or

semi-official work. And many of such build-

ings in the Madras Presidency, especially

those in the presidency town itself, claim

special notice. The building of the High

Court of Madras (illus. i.) was designed by

Messrs. J. Brassington and H. Irwin, C.I.E.

and was completed about 1892. Some of the

other important buildings executed in the

same style arc theY. M. C. A. building

in red sandstone designed by Mr. Harris,

Government Architect. The New Law
College designed by Mr. Irwin, the Egmore

Station building and the Moore Market are

some of the striking edifices that testify

to the fact that India under favourable

cqitditons is still capable of reproducing her

great architectural past. Of these the latest
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2. The Victoria Memorial Hall, Madras.

example and by far the finest specimen important towns of the United Provinces,

is the Victoria Memorial Hall (illustration the Presidency of Madras has turned to

a and 3 ) designed also by Mr. Irwin and the North-West for designs of its public

completed in 1908* The entire building edifices in spite of the fact that a quite

is faced with pink sandstone and in many different style had prevailed in the province

places sculptured in intricate geometrical for centuries. In Tanjore the Collectorate

design, the front elevation ( illus. 3 ) being Building is a beautiful Indo-Saracenic edifice

in £is respect especially richly decorated, designed in white and red (illus. 4). Simi-

The ornamentation of the interior is larly in the Municipal Markets and one

in the same style carried out in the white or two other public buildings in Madura
polished plaster for which Madras is the style of the Mogul period has been

celebrated. Thf^ Memorial Hall is a very adopted. Of the modern buildings in the

appropriate emporium of the artistic indus- north of India the best example is perhaps

try of the Southern India, at the same time the Indo-Saracenic design of the Albert Hall

it is a building architecturally worthy in Jaipur 'illustration 5) for which Colonel

to perpetuate the memory of the Great (now Sir) Swinton Jacob is responsible. I'he

Queen. It is a.noteworthy fact that while building was commenced in 1880 and

the splendid architectural monuments of completed in 1885. It is *a fitting receptacle

the Mogul period now preserved at Delhi of the treasures of art forming the collection

and Agra have inspired no modem of the Museum which deserves to be called

building in the same style in any of the the South Kensigton of India. It is executed
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3. The front elevation of the

throughout in white marble, the monotony
0^ which is broken by the pleasing con-
trast of the red sandstone rails and balus

trades. The whole building stands on a

Jj*gb plinth to which access is gained

a broad flight of steps. 'Fhe beautiful

decorative marble work in the corridors and
the show rooms inside is one of the impor-

^nt fixtures of the design.

ITerhaps the best evidences that could be

Victoria Memorial Hall, Madras.

adduced in support of the plea of the subject

matter of this paper are the works carried

out in the district of Bulandshahar by or

under the patronge of F. S. Grouse, C.l.E

,

a Bengal Civilian. Bulandshahar* was a
mean little place when he took charge of

it in 1878 and had become when he left it

^ Indian Aarchitccturc of today as exemplified in

new buildiQgs in the Bulandshahar District by F. S.

Grouse. (Snares, 1886, Part 11
,
Preface P. i i i).
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4. The Collbctorate Building—Tanjore.

Nos. 6, 7, 89 9 and lo

are illustrated a few
of the spedimens of

these public buildings

Which were all exe-

cuted by the native

talent of the district

under the inspiration

and patronage of its

district officer. The
small wicket gate of

the Municipal garden

(illus. 10) and the main

gate of the market

are noteworthy designs.

Mr. Purdon Clarke of

the South Kensington

Museum in a paper

read before the Society

of Arts called special

attention to these build-

ings **as illustrating

^ 5. The Albert Hall—Jaipur.

in 1884, '*the most architectural modem the latent power for true art work which

town of its size in the province”. During exists in even the most unpromising Indian

the course of six years all the public edifices towns and which is often wrongly develop*

from a tank ghaut to the district school ed or crushed out 1^ Government officials*'*

building in the town were planned, designed Nevertheless Mr. Grouse was taken to task

and carried out by misiris or indigenous by his superiors and was called upon to

architects quite Unfettered by the precedents defend himself for having undertaken

pf ibe Public Works Departments. In cuts these buildings without the sanction and
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6. A Building in Dulandshahar.

co-operation of the Public Works Department.
He was peremptorily removed from the
district, when the works he had undertaken
were yet unfinished. One of the aims of
Mr. Grouse had been to correct by precept
3nd examples, the taste of the zemindars
and private builders and to induce them to
patronize the industries of their own dis-
tricts.

"What I had still more at heart than the artistic
®au( ation of the wealthy was to improve the status
ot the poor local artisans by securing them regular
and lucrative employment, either with private indi-
jjouals, or as Qcwernment servants under the District
Hoard. 1 certainly demonstrated their fitness and

j

' economy that would result from their substitution
lor certificated engineers but the demonstration was
“nivailing. ,yhe men who were working for me at

time of my transfer have I fear derived injuiy
taiher than benefit from my exertions on their henalf.
* 'vas removed so suddenly that it was impossible for

to wind up their accounts and since I left they
experienced the greatest difficulty in getting

paid for the work which they stayed on to finish.

‘Il^^
hih^ too much respect for their art to under-

taae the clumsy and grotesque erections in which the

local squirearchy delight, and they are consequently

debarred from private service while—to complete the

frustration of all my hopes for their advancement—
a circular has lately been issued which peremptorily
forbids their employment under Government. Under
this departmental ukase all posts of even Rs. 50/—

a

month in the gift of any District Board must be
reserved for the holders of a certificate from the
Riirki College of Rngineers where no orientalism has
ever been tolerated. The mistri or indigenous architect

thus superciliously excluded from competition ,may
be a skilled craftsman whose work is of sufficient

merit to be transported at great expense across the
sea and set up for admiration in New York or London;
but in India he cannot be trusted to design or carry
out the most petty work in the smallest village : the
reason being that he has spent the whole of his life

in acquiring a practical mastery of his art and
therefore he had no time to study English and in due
course obtain an engineering certificate ; having done
so he is at once qualified for an appointment of Rs.

2^/ a monUn in which he wilt be freely entrusted
with the design and execution of local works, though
he may know nothing of architecture beyond the
hideous '^standard plans” provided by the FHtbllic

Works Department. Is knot an insufito common
sense to be thus liberal to bungling apprentices while
a master in* the art !8 not allowed even Rs. 50/—to
supplement his Exhibition Modal and then to expect



7. A Building in Bulandshahar.

architecture to revive and flourish ? The higher paid

employee can speak English and keep accounts in

the European fashion ;
but in the real work for which

he is engaged he is immeasurably beneath his under-

paid brother."

The style of architecture illustrated in the

new buildings in the Bulandshahar district

and as also in the other examples here re-

produced is more or less Mahomedan in its

origin. And although the Indo-Saracenic

style has been generally requisitioned for

the public buildings in modem times, it is a
mistake to suppose that the Hindu style as

such has altogether flagged and the tradi-

tions of Hindu architecture and their builders

have entirely^isappeared. 1 had occasion

lately to study the present conditions of

Indian arts and crafts in Orissa and in

South India and I can vouch for the exis-

tence of a living tradition of a truly

Hindu style of architecture in Bhuvane-

swar and in the adjoining districts in

Orissa and also in several places in South

India. Mr. Havell in his monograph on
Stoiie-carving in Bengal (1:906) has already

noticed the exquisite stone architecture of

the Emar Math in Puri and of the temple

of Biroja in Jajpur which is still under

construction. These and other temples still

under construction are conceived in purely

Hindu style and represent the works of

the best skilled architects of the prpent

day. Their works have been appreciated

by Mr. Marshall, Director General of

Archaeology who in his annual report

(1902-1903), p. 46, stated that “the work of

the modern stone mason native of

Bhuvaneswar, does not fall much behind

the old work.'* An attempt was made to

give these stone masons employment in

connection with the restoration of the

temples at Bhuvaneswar and at Konarak.

But the work which the Archaeological de-

partment could offer to them must neces-

sarily be spasmodic and temporary and un-

less an employment could be devised of ^
permanent kind it would be impossible to

revive or perpetuate the art of the Indian

stone carvers and builders. 1 know
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A Building in Bulandshahar.

of a hereditary architect in Bhuvaneswar

who since the work of the local Archaeo-

logical department had been finished, sent

his son to the village school to qualify him

for service as a clerk, as no further work

was available for the hereditary craft on

which the artist and his family had depend-'

cd for their living for generations past.^ It

is difficult to conceive why it is not possible

for the millionaires and the educated

gentry of Calcutta who spend large

suras of money in house building every

year to give the Indian craftsmen a chance

to demonstrate their capacities. In this res-

pect the endeavours of the Nttua Cottat

Chetties of Madras, most of them illiterate

for all practical purposes, put to

the attitude in this matter of our so-called

educated brethren in all parts of India, it

will be impossible to exaggerate the im-

portance of the work of restoring the

templfs of Southern India to even more

of their pristine splendour which has been

taifen%p and carried on for many years

past by these Chettiesi who

enormous sums of money and kept in con-

tinuous employment a large number of

the most skilful hereditary art craftsrnaii

of the Presidency. As Mr. Chatterton has

pointed out

—

*‘The work was done in a very unostentatious way

and very few people knew anything about it, but a

visit to some of these temples would convince any one

that the Indian artisan has not yet lost his cunnmg

and that placed in a suitable environmmt, he is mil

capable of planning as great works and totmng

upon them the same careful attention to detail as

h\s forefathers did when the land was still under the

sway of Dravidian princes.”

1 should like to draw attention to the

architectural work that is still being carried

on by these craftsmen under the emplc^

meat of the Chetties at the temples <rf

Chidambaram, Rameswaram and the Siva

Kanchi Temple at Conjivarem. The woA
of restoration at the latter place has tttd<

denly come to a sUndstill by the untimely

death of the patron.

In Northern India the traditions of Hiada

style still linger in Mathura, Bharatpai^^

Jodhjw, Gwalior and Bikanit. 8peciiiiei|i|p
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I. A Building in Bulandshahar.

of modern work from these places were
<$xhibited at the Allahabad Exhibition
held last ^ear, the examples from Muttra,
jnepresenting the most beautiful work of its

kind* Benares as a centre of Hindu archi-

tecture unfortunately was not represented

at the Exhibition probably because modern
work by local craftsmen has become rare

now-a-days. In illustration iz I have
reproduced a beautiful example of a stone
gateway from Benares which was built

about IS years ago. The gateway was
desired by Miadhoprosad, an old artist in the

employ of the Maharaja of Benares, and was
executed by a Hindu mistri named Mallu.
It should be noticed that some of the public
buildings in Benares have, since the last few
years, been designed after Indian models
and although their architectural features

are very modest they mark an important

.
change tii the policy of the Public Works

ad^epartment The construction of the
:^cretariat and other public buildings

recently constructed at Dacca have revived

the controversy (both inside and outside

the official circle) regarding the style of

architecture to be employed in Indian pub-

lic buildings, and Mr. Begg in a conii-

dential report now inaccessible to the public,

recommended certain chan|;e8 which it id

believed are still under consideration by the

authorities. The Indian Society of London
has submitted a memorial to the Under-
secretary of State for India on the question

as to how the still living traditions of build-

ing in India can best be preserved and
applied to modern purposes. I subjoin

below the reply which was received by the

Society with reference to the Memorial^

• India Office, Whitehall, S. W.,
15th December, 1910.

To The Honorary Swretary,
India Society.

Sir,,

1 an^ directed by the Secretary of State for India

in Council to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

the aoili; Novr., 1910, suggesting that Surveyors of



10. Gate of the Municipal Gardens, Bulandshahar.

The Hindu and the Mahommadan Univer-

sity scheme is looming in the distance and
it is expected that a provision should be

made there for a chair for the study of

Indian architecture, art and music.

Delhi as the new seat of the Imperial

Government is on the eve of an architec-

tural rehabilitation and enormous sums will

have to be spent in building new edifices.

It is to be hoped that the native architects

of the United Provinces, many of whom
still trace their descent from the builders of

the 'I'aj, will come in for their share of

rebuilding the ancient city. If the oppor-

timity thus aHorded to patronise and
practically revive the great architectural

industry of India is availed of in a true

spirit of sympathy it would certainly cons-

titute one of the greatest **boons*’ that were

the Indian Archseological Department should be
"istructed to photograph when on tour any interesting

types of Modern I noian buildings and to note the

"'imes, addresses and local rates or remuneration of the

piincipal craftsmen concerned in the design and
decoration of such buildings. In reply I am to say
that your recommendations wilt be communicated to
the Government of India for consideration.

^am,
Sir your most obedient servant,

Sd. R. R. RxtCbis.

ever put in the mouth of a sovereign by

his councillors.

'1 he old Imperial City is also in the throes

of an Improvement Scheme, and it is very

likely that many of its ugliest features will

be removed and the greater portion of it

cleared and rebuilt. As the portion likely

to be .most affected by the scheme is the

Indian quarter of the town, it behoves the

Bengalee and other Indian citizens of the

town to rise to the occasion and to demons-
trate practically their Swadeshi spirit (for

which the vow has been taken again and
again) by employing the Indian style of

architecture in rebuilding their houses and
where possible by engaging the services of

hereditary Indian designers and craftsmen.

For many of the hideous buildings of

private Indian gentlemen of Calcutta the

B. E*s of Sibpur or Hoorkee are responsible.

In the existing state of things although it is

possible now and then to find among the P.

W. D. Officer and the Government Engineers
architects with a preference or predisposi-

tion for Indian architecture it is rare to find

among Indian graduates from the Sibpur
College any Engineer or builder with any
taste or respect for the styles of his own
country* It was given to a Bengal Civili*

an, not being an expert architect himself^
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to demonstrate the possibility of Indian

Architecture under idodern conditions, while

our District Engineers and alumni of the

Engineering College (many of them Rai

II. A STONE Gateway in Benares.

Bahadurs) are fattening on their pension

profoundly indifferent to their responsibili-

ties and totally ignorant or oblivious of the

conditions which are stifling the life of

!

Indian architecture today. I have known ^

.several graduates from Sibpur who could

glibly recite the definitions of a Doric or an

Attic column but could not tell ajaina
from a Dravidian temple. The new home

of the Sahitya Parishad at Calcutta and

the proposed Ram Mohun Library were not

designed by indifferent officials or members

of the P. W. D. but must be attributed to

the best intellect of Bengal, men professing
|

the widest culture and of refined taste who '

were associated with the schemes. Why
was it not possible for any of them to

suggest a design to be conceived and

carried out in one or other of the various

Indian styles of architecture? Was it in-

difference, ignorance or intellectual perver-

sity ? Compare with these the Baptist Mis-

sion House in the College Square, built in

Indian style. Which looks better ?

It is acknowledged by all experts that the

fate of all the other arts and crafts of India

are bound up with the future of Indian

architecture. Therefore any attempt to

revive the Indian art and industry inust be

preceded by a return to the practices of

Indian architecture, which is the mother

of all the other forms of art in India. Many

are the calls on our nationality today : but

the claims of Indian literature and service

should not override the claims of Indian

architecture and art. The problems of social

and religious reforms are as pressing as the

problems of aesthetic and industrial rjegenera-

tion.

Ordhenora Goomar Gangolv.

I. A. O. S.

^ Prof. Jogindranath Samaddar, f.r.b.s., F. R. Hist. S., m.r.s.a.

"Irish Political history has largely affected the

coridition ^ agriculture. Confiscation and settlements,

prohibitive laws, penal enactments against the Roman
Catholics, absenteeism, the creation tor political pur-

poses of 4or freeholders and other factors have com-

bined to form a story which makes painful reading

frm whatever point of view, social or political, it be

rqniurded. Happily however at the beginning of the

century, Irish agriculture presented two new

iaaftiires v^icn can be described without necessarily

arising any party question

—

^the work of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture and fAe spread of the frindp^^

of Encyclopaedia Britannica, nt"

^ition.

The writer of the article “Ireland” in the

Encyclopaedia Britannica in speaking

of Irish agriculture suggests that the

present improvement is due to two causes-^
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the efforts oi the DepaHment o( Agriculture

and the spread of Co-operation. Without

undervaluing the work of the Department,

we may make bold to say at the outset

that the improvement of Irish agriculture

and the consequent amelioration of the Irish

agriculturists is due chiefly, if not solely,

to the 1 . A. O. S. or The Irish Agricultural

Organisation Society, which has taught the

Irish peasants the great value of co opera-

tion, the only effective means of developing

self-reliance. As in India we lack greatly

this essential virtue for a comprehensive

upbuilding of the life of a rural population,

I venture to trace in this paper a short

history of the career of the Irish Agricul-

tural Association, so that to a great extent

their plans may be our plans, and their

ideals our ideals, and let us hope, their

results our results.

In 1894, several leading Irishmen drawn

from all political parlies felt that the essen-

tial thing to improve Irish Agriculture was

that they should do their best to increase

the economic prosperity of rural life, in

order that the nation should live in closer

relationship with the industries of the land.

They, therefore, combined to form an Agri-

cultural Association which subsequently

was christened as the Irish Agricultural

Organisation Society with the object of

“organizing groups of farmers on co-opera-

tive principles and the provision of instruc-

tion in proper technical methods.^’

From the very beginning, the Department

of Agriculture and Technical Instruction

financed the Irish Agricultural Organisation

Society, At first a subsidy was given for

expert assistance and advice which Agricul-

tural Organisers had to give until the

Department’s machinery got to work. At

a later period money was paid for the

promotion of general Agricultural Organisa-

tion because the Department realised how,

m comparison with similar departments

doing similar work elsewhere, it was handi-

capped by the fact that the farmers were

not organised as their foreign competitors

jvere. It is obviously easier to plant new
ideas among organised farmers than among
those who are not organised, so that the

Work of the I. A. O. S. has been instru-

nientgl, not only in improving methods of

nXirketing, but also in helping to introduce

improved methods of production. Be that

as it may, during the period of connection

between the Department and the I. A. O. S.

positive results were achieved. The number
of societies which in 1899 ^74’
membership of 36,683, grew in 8 years to

910 societies with a membership of qo,ooo.

these results must be considered satisfactory.

In 1907, a new joint scheme of work was
drawn up in accordance with the following

resolutions by the Council of Agriculture

at its Meetings on the 16th of May and
27th of November, 1906. The resolutions

were the following—

(1) Resolution of i6th May, 1906;—“Thai, in the

opinion of the Council, it is desirable that the Depart-

ment should promote agricultural organisation and

provide the funds necessary for the purpose."

(2) Resolution of 27th Nov., 1906 “This Meeting

of the Council having regard to the unanimous resolu-

tiem of the Council Meeting of i6ih May, expressing

the opinion that it is desirable that the Department

shouia promote agricultural organisation and provide

the funds necessary for the purpose, recommends

that the I. A. O. S. which is the only existing body

having a special knowledge of this work, should be

aided in carryinjy out an approved scheme of agri-

cultural organist'ilion, subject to effective supervision

of all expenditure in connection therewith by the Depart-

ment, and that, with a view to stimulating contribution

from societies, and subscribers, and then securing

greater economy .is well as evoking a greater measure

of local effort, the subsidy granted by the Department

should be in the form of a /fro rata contribution."

As' regards the contribution of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture to the I. A. O. S., it

was laid down that the contribution may

be paid in advance in such amounts and

at such times, as the Department shall

approve, subject to the following contribu-

tions ;

—

(a) The D. A. T. I. shall authorise the

advance of a sum of £3000 on account of

the estimated cost of the joint scheme of

work, this sum being a pro rata contribution

of £ 5 to £i in respect of £600 of estimated

independent income first collected by the

I.A.O. S.

(b) That in respect of any further sums

received the I. A. 0* S. shall b** entitled

to receive from and shall be paid by the

D. A. T. I. a pro rata contributions at the

rate of £ 2 to £ i, provided that such addi-

tional contributions from the D. A. T. I.

shall not exceed £ xooo.

(c) 'Phat in respect of any further independ-

ent inepme paid to the I. A. O. F. up to

£400, the D. A. T. 1 . shall contribute pro rata
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Siibsidy paid the Department of

A|[rtcu1tuit and Technical Instruction was
' withdrawn irom the commencenient of
xi^. ^ In fact although the Department
wi^s willing to give £2000 for and
j^iooo for 1010 (this to be the last contribu-

tion for the Department) under certain

condition, but it was felt almost all over the
country that the sooner the Association cut

itself adrift from the Department the better.

Indeed when men come to think and believe

that the work in which they are engaged
has been taken up by“ a benign Govern-
ment, they generally consider themselves
absolved from vigorous activity in prosecut-
ing it. In fact, what a people can do for

themselves is an immeasurably more im-
portant factor in national progress than
what the best of Government can do for

them.

A meeting was held under the presidency
of Colonel Nugent T. Everard, H. M. L.,
President of the I. A. 0 . S. to discuss the
question of the subsidy. In reviewing the
work of the Association, Colonel Everard
said that under the fostering care of the
Agricultural Department, the work and
progress of the Association had been really
satisfactory but the most unfortunate results
of the system of subsiding the I. A. O. S.
out of public funds were

'•First, the falling off of private subscriptions, due
to the fact that the Department was, in the opinion
of many, created /or the very purpose of carryinir
out the work which the Society had attempted—
that was to say, technical instruction, ft was also
generally understood that the Department would
undertake organising work, simply because the report
of the R^ess Committee had shown that the best
way of improving agriculture was to encouraae
organisation among the farmers. Secondly, they had
the growing disinclination of societies to save the
Department's funds by contributing freely out of
their own pockets. Thirdly, there was the control,
which was inevitable where public money was con-
cerned, by Govemiuent officials, who, however, desirous
of furthering^ the movement were bound by public
rules, which were generally asifociated in the public
mind with a liberal use of red tape, with the result
that the spirit of enthusiasm was weakened and finally
quenchetL Fourthly, the use of public money to
further the interests of the farmers was resented by

*

a certain proportion of the trading classes, and the
SMiety was conmuently the suMect of attack in the
Press, on the platform and in the House of Commons.'*

In fact, the members felt that they ought
to, face the fact, that the cable which bound

^rr**^* «uqe for tb« IrUh was
cut, and thenlore the sbofter the eaooe for the &ottiah gandef^’ • Thus

period dutwiR i^ich «iey received the
subsidy the better, “ T^y
their eyev

^
M

aptly said, to the reUtions between self

help and State aid. it must be discussed
not in an academic but in a practical wav
In an ideal State there would have been no
need for thU talk.'* Some even went so far

as to say that the farmers of Ireland, if

worth their salt, should now prove that they
require no doles or subsidy to carry on a
movement which discharges, to their advan-
tage, one of the most— if not the most-
important functions of any industrial or

even political, movement "
at present in

existence in this country” and that “ihey

were too long begging and craving from

the Government and that was what left

Irishmen as they are.” It was therefore

resolved unanimously that the I. A. 0. S.

SHOULD continue ITS WORK ON A BASIS OF

INDEPENDENCE OF DEPARTMENTAL CONTROL.

The 1 . A. O. S. is working on splendidly

under its able President Sir Horace Plunkett,

that noble and patriotic Irishman, who is

year after year elected its President, for

“if ever an Irishman deserved the good will

and esteem of his countrymen, for his

unselfish and patriotic acts towards his

country and people, it is Sir Horace

Plunkett.” The country as a whole wel-

comes the principle of co-operation. Some

of the most successful enterprises owe their

success and the promise of their future

prosperity to the adoption of co-operative

methods. ‘Fhere we have today, not an

enlightened educated people, not a people

educated in the methods of trade, but poor

working men, small farmers, hardly better

than agricultural labourers and yet among
them we find keen business ability, a broad
view of the general interests and a warm
adherence to the principles of combination
and organisation. And why? Simply
because they have understood the principles
of co-operation, so essential to the effective

means of developing self-reliance. Their
example is being followed by England and
Scotland.

^

As Sir Horace Plunkett once
pithily said: “It dawned upon certain
minds that what was sauce for the Irish

goose, Was sauce for the English gander. A
little later it got abroad that what was
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agricultural «o>Qpetatiirf iBoMaanti in due

course follotved in the

The sincerest flnttery

went to the length Uf framinig the

and Scottish moveotents iipnn the identical

lines followed in ireJand niH} ah English

Md a Scottish Agricultural Organmtiana..
Society have been formed in England''
Scotland,

:
;

Below is a summary of the progress of
the societies started under the auspices of
the I. A. O. S.

OSSCMPTION or SoCISTY.

Creameries
.

...

3»-ia-os. 31-12-06. 31-12-07. 31-12-08. 31-12-09.
27s 282 288 292 301

Do. (Branches) 56 57 57 64 79

Agricultural Societies
159 168 166 *55

Credit Societies 232 246 261 268 234

Poultry Society 25 29 32 24 18

Flax Society 9 9 15 13 9

Industries’ Societies... SO 51 49 36 21

Bee-keepers' Societies 18 iS 18

Bacon-curing Societies and Miscellaneous .. IS iS 20 1
*5

Federations
. 4

_
S 5.4 3

In the above table we notice in the cases efficeincy, the I. A. 0. S. would not admit
of some Societies a fall. Some Societies them again to what they call their roll op
were ^removed because in the judgment of honour. Indeed there are certain fruit
the Committee they were not worthy of trees which have to be pruned and the trees

a place. Such Societies had been neglected become all the more better for being rid
by those whose chief interest lay in making of decaying branches,
them successful and when these fell into jhe following table another compare*
memciency and decay, it was no credit to ,ive statement is given showing the dif-
the bociety to have upon its roll institution ference between 1908 and 1909 regarding
01 that artd until those institutions number of members, paid up Share Capital,
could rise to a higher level and show some- Loan Capital and Turnover,
thing more in the vuay of Co-operative

„ . No. of Societies. Members. Tom-over.
IJsscRiPTioN Of

wpitai.

SociETWs. 31-IM18 31-12-01) 3I-i*-o8 31-12-09 31-12-08 31-12-09 31-12-08 31-12-09 31-12-08 31-U-09

Dairy Society ... *9* 301 42404 44,2131,3^0171,3^354 93>863 «' 1.365 •7.*^59o 1840,300

Auxiliary Society 64 79 ...
••• ... ... ••• .i.

Agricultural 166 155 12,999 16,050 S.I43 6.aS3 29,21 I 40,3*6 87.045 1 .I3.*a3

Poultry
24 18 6,650 6,152 2,618 2,292 4,811 4,026 7*.S97 64.363

Credit 268 334 17403 18,422 ... ... 53.123 36,469 56.004 57^1

Home Industries ... 36 21 1,612 i»375 2,154 1,267 1,231 1.450 8479 7.666

Fljix
12 9 552 589 97 482 1,817 5.796 589 a,*86

Pederation
... 4 3 238 227 4,811 6.753 13,267 6,36011.58.145 *.59.9*5

^‘jscelllneous 15 IS 4.081 4»633 I3»922 1.501 3.053 a.834 4*.W 48.987

'Total 881 83s 85.9M 91,661 is«,76* 1.70414 000.384 a»*^86»84?4«933.93469
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that though there

% talljng oft in the number of

owing to the pruning referred to

iCboye, in the number of members, in the.

^are Capital as 'well as io the

LrOin Capital and Turnover, the increase is

a fharked one.

W^ the course of this

a^icle to show the progress of the I. A.

O^S. and the effect of co-operation in Ire-

tandii In co-operatiun, Irelaji4 has« and
suftly can hold, the leadership of Engtish-

sj^haiag eotmtriea. The Irish rural policy

m ;^^tter farming, better business, better

living is coming to be accepted as philo-

sophic and ^ientific,*' and that the Irish

business movement in this respect makes
a high appeal, is generally recognised.

In fact, agriculturai Co-opefat|on is now
coming to th^e front as one of the foremost

needs in the world. We need it sadly,

very sadly in India. We want more and

more Co-operative Societies, with their

arms round each other's necks, working for

the same ends and inspired by the same

ideas and aspiration. And when this will

be possible and feasible, we may realise

inTndia Whitman's splendid dream for

America, when he cried —

''Come, I will make tlie continent indissoluble
;

1 will plant companionship thick as trees alonjr all the

shores of America

;

1 will make inseparable cities, with their arms around

each other’s necks,

By love of citmrades, by the manly love of comrades.”

HISTORY OF INDIAN FINE ART: A REVIEW*

The .GrecovBuddhi.st fiend in Indian art has been

Sp^ched but • not killed yet. 'I'hc absolutely incon-

trovertible arguments which Dr. Coomaraswamy
adduced at' the last Oriental Congress to disprove

the fiction rtf the Hellenic influence in creating the

ideals of Indian Art, one would think, have set at

rest a severe controversy once for all. The matter

Has iidso been exhaustively dealt with by the late

Sister Nivedita in these pages. But the key-

note of the whole discussion .seems to have been

lost to many of the critics of Indian art. And it

» rather a pity to find the author of the "Early

History of India" still harping on his favourite

fallacies in his History of Fine Art in India and

C^lon recently published by the Oxford Press.

The massive volume before us with its rich store of

illustrations disappoints the hope which one cherishes

to find a straightforward and unprejudiced exposition

of the origin, development and decline of Indian

Art. One .vcould think that the proper materials for

the detailed study of Indian Fine Art are not yet

available:; in faet no exhaustive searches have yet

been made to g^ectuate an adequate survey of the

materials Irem iriiich a cxdierent and a connected

history of Indian Pine Art could be stitched tether.
Indian Art has suffered grievously from inad^uate

and unscientific reproductions and iU-judnd choice of

the specifiitns on which critics have ba^ their judg-

ments. The causes of this are tunoCold. In the first

piece some of the best specimens and examples

which illustratS lndian Artat its bestare locked up
in temples and are hot available for photographic

f A History Of Fine Aft in Ihdui and Ceyldii.

;i|yr ::Vincent A. Smith; ChijmdKh Orford,

...

reproductions. Secondly the photographs now avail-

able for scholars, (especially those taken by the

archaeological survey on whicli Mr, Smith has drawn

heavily) have been taken with a singular lack of

choice born of the profound i;i[norance of the motives

and ideals of Indian Art-philpspphy and of a silly

prejudice against Brahmanic conceptions of the Indian

pantheon on which the Indian artist has devoted his

skilful labour.

The publication of the splendid photographs of the

Tibeto-Nepal bronzes (for the first time reproduced

in Mr. Havell's book) as also of other representative

specimens of Indian Sculpture, painting and drawings

made available by the indefatigable researches of

Dr, Coomaraiswamy has come as a revelation t)

many European artists and connoisseurs and have

opened up a rich field of research hitherto a terra

incognita to oriental scholars. Mrs. Herringham is

about to publish her records of the Ajanta ^ves.

M. Victor de Goloubeff is also engaged on a series of

moncMp’aphs on Indian Art. It is something very

amusing to find scholars now coming forward with

massive volumes to vindicate the cause 3 a branch of

Indian research lor which only a few years ago they

had nothing but indifference and neglect. The

records of the artistic and Iheraty activity ol ancient

India were absolutdy ignored in the 'wly History

of India' a second edition of which was published m
1909 while the amount of matter available in the

,
same

branch of study has sui^rised" the author in 1911.

It is impoes^ to conceiye that thb inaterials 90 over-,

whelming had ;imped the aitentum of so ardent a

sdhdUr iutiM One is tncTioed to think that

these matenids had been neglected and ignored out

of a dbreigant of the : claims of Indian Art and a

pr^ttdwe Whd misupprd^ atii» aiid
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ideals which the efforts of Messrs. Kavelland Coomara-
swamy and the late Sister Nivedita have done so

much' to dispel. As the author has himself said ^'that

a comprehensive review of fjie whole field of Indian

Art has necessarily involved the revision of opinions

expressed in earlier publications and based on more
imperfect knowledfre.’* One is hardly prepared,

however, to accept Mr.^Vincent Smith’s History as
anything like a comprehensive survey of 'the whole
field of Indian Art* or a well-considered presentation

of the subject. He has vainly groped among his

mass of materials which he would have been well-

advised to supplement and to well chew and disgest.

Unless all trie different styles and schools of Indian
painting and sculpture are studied in detail in

thorou^ly representative specimens either through
adequate photographic reproduction or in originals

the sources of which have not yet been touched much
less exhausted, it is premature to attempt to arrange
or classify them according to their artistic values or to
trace the evolution of Indian art as one integral part
of the record of the manifestation of Indian mind.
FA’cn a chronological table must be necessarily
imperfect unless

^

the gaps and blanks which intervene
between the available materials have been filled up
by adequate investigations. Mr. Smith has therefore
been at a disadvantage at his premature labour. To
take examples, Mr. Smith is obliged to base his
final opinions as to the merit of Orissan sculpture on
the weak and stiff figure of Vishnu from Konarak and
the poor inaccurate lithographic reproductions of two
figures from Bhubaneswar. To judge Orissan sculp-
ture at its best he cannot ignore the splendid figures
in Mugnt stone in the Bhuvcineswar temples, those of
Ganesa, SivaParvati, Kartikeyaand Laksmi Narayan
in the main temple and the seated Parvati in the
outer shrine. The equestrian statue of the Sun-God
jind the remarkable little figure of Ganga at Konarak
nave also escaped his attention as also the notable
series of statues representing the Safita Matrikas at

Jaipur. Unless the available examples are thoroughly
studied and examined in their originals it is hazardous
on^ the part of foreign critics to express a definite
opinion on the merits of these sculptures and the
place they occupy in the evolution of the Indian
Artistic genius. Similarly the best specimens of South
Indian copper images have been inaccessible to him,
as they are to all non-Hindus, and the opinions
expressed on the works of less artistic merit illustrated
>n his book and pn which they are founded must neces-
^nly be erroneous. Exceptii^ the two bas-reliefs
from Mahayalipuram andf Trichinopoly the illus-

trations given in the book can hardly be taken as
representative of all that is best in South Indian
Jculpture. The estimate he has given of the South
^dian bronzes could hardly have been based on the
test works. In the course of a discussion of the
oronze images of Nataraj, Mr. Smith comments

the limit of artistic scope in the treatment of the
^Pbject but in accordii^ the highest place of honour

the decadent and worthless specimen from
roionnaruwa (Fig. 188) he has displayed .the limited

of his own artistic judgments
ny the unnecessarily numerous photographs of the

^andhaira sculptures which ciimbw Mr. Smith’s
haw left himself very little space to devote

attention to the sculpturet « Java. The
H>lendid series of photographs recently published by

the Oriental Art Society, Calcutta, have evidently
hot been examined by him nor has he consufted.

Pleyte’s Indonesian Art (Leyden, igot) or the two
bulky volumes Tjandi DJago and Tjandi Singa*
sari published by the Batavian ' Society of Java
(1904 and 1^9) and the fine plates of some of the
b^t Siva- Buddhist images which they contain.

The illustrations given in the book do not give any
adequate idea (which one is inclined to think he has
himself failed to grasp) of these remarkable series

of sculptures. Even tne inimitable Prajna Paramita
is represented by a small poorly photograph while

a full page plate has been given to the Berfin

Gandhara Buddha. He is not even pr^ared to

hazard an independent opinion on the artistic merits

of these sculptures and leaves the matter to profm^
sional sculptors "who alone" according to him
"would be in a position to realize how much praise

is due to artists capable of executing more than

two miles of stone-pictures" as if the pnysical magni-
tude of the freizes was of greater account than

their artistic excellence. If he nad an opportunity to

study the images in Prambanum and Singasari he

would have to revise his opinion that the distinctly

Brahmanical art is much inferior in quality to the

best Buddhist art. I should especially draw his atten-

tion to the statues of the three Apsaras, Brahma and
Mahakal reproduced in the publications mentioned

above. The illustrations given in the book of Tibetan

and Nepalese bronzes are anything but representative

and as there is nothing to shew that Mr. Smith had

an opportunity to study the collection of the Calcutta

School of Arts some of which are reproduced in Mr.
Haveil’s books and in the plates published in the

Technical Art Series (Calcutta) or to study the

Ukhtomskij collection in original (the wood blocks in

Grunwedel's book being very unsatisfactory and quite

useless for artistic criticism) one is entitled to conclude

that Mr. Smith’s judgments arc based on imperfect

evidence. Mr. Smith does not seem also to have

noticed the important collections of M. Bacot whidi

were exhibited at the Miisce Guimet and a critical

appreciation of which was published in a small pam-
phlet called "L’Art Tibetain" (ipio). Mr. Smith has

also ignored the famous collection of Tibetan bronzes

made by M. Gillot of Paris some of which are repro-

duced in the fine plates published in Colltctton Tihstain
.

premier partie, &uvres d'Ari si du Haute CuriosiU

du Tibet, (Paris 1904'. The Nepalese brass grit

Tara and Avalokiteswar reproduced in these columns

(p. 221 Vol. IX) arc a few of the best specimens of

Tibeto-Nepal bronzes to which many frotn the Calcutta

collection as well the European collections above re-

ferred to might be added. The omission of the bronze

Vajra Buddha of the Ukhtomskij collection hardly

dore credit to Mr. Smith’s ju(&ment and selec-

tion. The meagre notice of hardly two pages

given in his book of a school of sculpture which is

one of the tour deforce of mediaeval Indian Art could

only be attributed to imperfect knowledge and a hasty

study of his subject. It is not within the scope of Mr.
Smith’s publication to reproduce a very large number
of specimens of each schom or branch of Indian Art
but having regard to their importance and artistic

merit tbe Tjbeto-Nepal bronees and the South Indian

sctdpturetir yahd generally medii^tllpj^ Ait have
recttved. 'a wholly dijpOc^>itiona^ notfo Compared
with die fiandhamn Sculptores and leave the awa|e
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^ of the merits of the styles re-

sdiools* The historien of Gieek

M W#y convey Wbai is represented by the

fjencid of Attic art if he confined his attention

the works such as the Lakoon. Simitarly

histoi^ of Indian Art .could hardly present what
.Indian Art has aimed at and achle^ if his vision is

iiinftvd by the Greco- Buddhist statues ofGandhara
af^ he i^res or deals in a summary wav the periods

rtpresentinfif the highest expression of Indian Art.

; M Smith'S treatment of the Indian painting is

also very meagre particularly the Kangra valley

schpdii The fojput and the other pseudo-Mogul

.

spools have received no attention whatsoever. Very
rich

,

materials have recently been collected by Mr.
G. M. Tagore of Calcutta and Dr. Coomaraswamy
which admit of a very full and adequate presentation

ef these interesting schools. Mr. Smith has very

little to say about Tibetan paintings for the obvious

reasons that he had no opportunity to study them in

their best specimens.

As to his general attitude towards Indian Art and
its aims, although he has had to abandon the absurd
views expressed by him in the Imperial Gazetteer he

'
is as yet far from approaching the stu^ from the

point of view of Indian Artistic ideals. * The Indian-

ness of Indian Art is as yet a sealed book to him.
It has therefore become futile for him to assess the
peculiar value of the art of India as a contribution to

the art of the world. The study of the various phases
ctf Japanese and Chinese pictorialism has widened
the horizon of European aesthetics which had hitherto

been limited hv the rules and canons of Greco-
Itomaii Art. The rtudy of the peculiarities of Indian

Art philosophy is likely to revolutionise the theories

of tft forms and to widen the scope and function

ait as hitherto accepted in Europe. But in vain we
lo^ in Mr. Smith’s book for a scientific presentation

of the pecularities of Indian aesthetics. The sugges-

tions of Pergusson and Okakura regarding the

existence of a pre<rAsiatic^ have .recently been con-

firmed by the rich finds ofDr; trhich were lately

exhibited in London..^ These pamttngs and other

relics from Khptan open tip a new pomt of view for

the study of Indian Art In its true historical pers-

pective. India's contribution tb.'the &iiddhist art of

Asia has hardly been realised by Mr. $mith who has

merely repeated the conclusions of Giles, Stien and
Lecog which cannot be taken as final.

One of the reasons for which Mr. Smith has refused

to look at many of the masterpieces of Indian Art

and to listen to the stories which they tell is that

according to Mr. Smith’s conception of the function

of art the many-handed ana the multicephalous

forms of Brahmanic conceptions are incapable of

artistic treatment and Cannot be regarded as works

of art and he has set himself to choose only those

examples in which these so-called monstrosities do

not occur. The Japanese artistic canons forbid the

representation of the nude
;

one can well imagine

what adequate idea can a Japanese form of the beauty

of Greek art if he refusra to look at and to consider

the claims of such sculptures as the Venus of Milo

solely on the ground that the nude has no place in

art according to the Japanese canon. Mr. Smith

has suffered from a similar disqualifiction in rejecting

on the ground of alle^d monstrosities many of the

best masterpieces which India has contribute to the

art of the world. The artistic treatment of the

terrible and the grotesque is a phase peculiar to the

art of Asia for which it is worse than useless to

invoke the aesthetic canons of the West- As a poll-

mical contribution to the controversy of Indian Art

Mr. Smith's book has some value and it fairly sum-

marises the written literature on the subject the

references being all but exhaustive, but we shall

hesitate to accord to it the honour of a standard work

on the subject as we are accustomed to do to the

publications of the Oxford Press.

OrDBXNDRA COOMAR Ganooly.

KALIDASA
An ancient, heathen poet, loving more
God’s creatures, and God’s women, and God’s flowers

.

Than we who boast of consecrated powers

:

Still lavishing his unexhausted store

Of love’s deep, simple wisdom, healing o’er

^ ^ The world’s bid sorrow, India’s griefs and ours

:

That healing love he found in palace towers,
.

On mountain, plain, and dark« sea-belted shore,

In songs of holy Raghu’s kingly line

Or siveet Shakuntala in pious grove,

;'\ -: -;:;Togei^ .Sttjl.his words- of wisdom-shmey'O/'-'--

'

man/iivhito maa^aM'.wbi^
.

'
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E now proceed to consider the rules

regarding witnesses. At the outset
it is to be noted that agents were

attached to the law-courts for secretly
ascertaining if possible the real facts of a
law-suit and for reporting them to the
judges.* How far the information they
furnished would be followed in a particular
case depended, of course, upon the discre-
tion of the judges. They had to use their
discretion with great caution specially in
cases like that instanced in the passage
quoted belowf where the depositions of
witnesses were inconsistent and contradic-
tory, and were consequently in conflict
with the statement of the plaintifl, and over
and above this, there was a divergence
of the report of the “informants” from
both the statement of the plaintiff and the
evidence.

check upon the indiscretions
of the judges was the punishment they
jocurred for their laches and iniquity,
the report the informants had to be
utilised therefore with great care, and with

chances of abuse minimi^d, it .was
meant to help the judges sometimes by
creating suspicions in their minds
Which prompt^ to jSft into a case
more cautiously and sometimes by corro-
borating thq conclusion pointed to by the
®*^b*ents^oi the Mtnesses.

j. I** Arthwastra that a suit was
bot dismissed on the ground that 'there were
no witnmm fpi^ ta:^^e
quest^ Fpr lixdi^Ut^
tegaidiM th^^ ^

his employ

even if he could procure no evidence to
support his suit. And yet it is laid down
that the plaintiff should receive conipensa*
tion in proportion to the work done by
him* Such a procedure Would look strange
unless we bear in mind that over and above
cross-examination of the parties and overt
enquiry that could be availed pf in such a
case there was another resource to fall back
upon, MS., the secret agency for collecting
information. Several such instances will
occur to us as we proceed. ^

Let us now turn to other rules. In a law-
suit, three witnesses either approved by both
the parties (sr!|Uin: )

or trustworthy
)

or pure (ww:)t wrved the purpose best
In a suit for debt however two witnesses
approved by the parties might be sufficient

but never one.

The fact of relationship with the plaiiitifi

or defendant affected the conmetence of a
person to stand as witness. The following
persons were not eligible as witnesses, ufa.|

(i) wife’s brother (fwr), (a) helpmate (ufm).

(3)
prisoner (mw), (4) creditor

debtor (uFCfimr), (6) enemy (iff), (7)depend-
ent(inr), ;8) convict (wtmi)- In addition
to these a few other persons could not
appear as witnesses except in cases which

* Bk. Ill, OTSW, PvI84.

f wr t ‘mnvilifA m
^1 urn* afif w iWsr: Ill, >* 175.

1 in view of the fa^ tlud even a suit with

no evidence to si^port it could hm
seems inconsistent to translate by “at

least three witnes8es*\ W him
reasonable to take of Mietying

p; 151. fiaiaei, t^:tooi^fnidlMd deter.



altec«(id own people i—(a) the kmg

(w),-W i penon leanied in the Vedai

< ’iliiSfllV vUlage-poor ( fn«nii! ),
(d)

l^r»v&c* (lf%, W outcast (qfimA

(g) a person of inean

mvocitibn (h) an atheist

(iy (^), and (j) a government

servant (twfw)v* Incases of assault, &c.,

(WW)j (ifa) and rape persons

other than the enemy* the wife’s brother

and the helpmate could bear witness. Any
man or woman having secret knowledge

of m underhand transaction could be a

Witness in regard thereto. The king and

the ascetics (mea) were exempted from'

this rule.

In case of a dispute between father and
son* preceptor and pupil, or master and
servant, the words of the superiors were
given greater credence.

Witnesses had to take oaths to divulge

the truth before Brahmans, vessels of water
and fire. There were set formulas varying

according to the castes of the witnesses by
which they were urged to speak the truth.

A Brahmin witness was simply told

*Vspeake8t thou the truth.” The formula
for a Kshatriya and a Vaisya was—**Thou

Wiii not have fulfilment of your ambition
and wilt have to go abegging to your
eneinias with a skull in hand for a begging
bowl (if thou speakest falsehood.)”

A Sudra was exhorted thus—”A11 your
religious merit will go to thy king and all

the sins of the king will come to thee (if

thou utterest a lie), and moreover, thou wilt

be visited with punishment. Enquiry will

be made as to what has been seen or

heard.”t
If the witnesses made a concert among

themselves and kept back the truth for more
than a week, they were fined la panas. If

continued obstinate for more than

* In thlf"^ssa^ it is not clear who are indicated

by wnev*!:'** p. 17s, Bk. in,

. t; I ifirinvw'

mm* 4m* m *ift

nfmm "wcmirt

Iffc:
:.f;;wwf mme I mn* wmi

.
- , .. with the

payment of the amoui^ sited

When the witnesses
gyj.

dence, the judgment. upon the

basis of the statemente^^^ majority of

pure (tree;) and approved men
among them. Or the judgment could

follow a via media; if any such was
suggested by the diverse stateinents of the

witnesses. Failing these, the government
assumed possession of the article if any,

that formed the subject matter of the

dispute.

If an amount was sued for and if the

witnesses deposed that only a part of the

amount belonged to the plaintiff, then the

rest of the amount had to be deposited with

the government. If however the witnesses

testified to an amount greater in value than

what was actually sued for, the excess went

to the government coffers.

Those witnesses who were easily acces-

sible were called by the parties themselves,

'fhose who were far away or who would

not come to court except under compulsion

were served with summons (vnfimw)*
The defeated party had to bear the fees

that used to be given to the witnesses.

They received a food-allowance
calculated on 8 items of food. What these

items were is not known. Besides this

boarding allowance, they were given the

necessary expenses they incurred for and

during their journey.

A peculiarity of Hindu Law Courts in

ancient times was that the judges had to

pay a penalty for their iniquity. They

were strictly enjoined to decide cases free

from all circumvention, steady in all

circumstances, impartially and diligentlyt

thus winning the love and confidence of the

people ; but it they were guilty of any

lacnes, partiality or any such misconduct

unworthy of a judge, they could not escape

with impunity. This feature is also noticed

in Chandra (jupta’s law courts. If a judge

threatened, rebuked, silenced or drove out

a party to a suit, he was liable to

lowest amercement^ and for abusing a

party, to a fine of double the atnount. I*

ne put irrelevant questions . to a party*

vriltuily omitted to ask a per^nent question,

* fortbe thfoe ldndsld X



lidnotdoti;te^^^^^ reply liew* jiable tothefe to
to his querrii^ stored, dr pr^ any Other punishthent^ p his
with his previouii statements, he was fined guilt.

;

^

the middlemost amercement. If he en- Care Was taken to prevent the escape of
,uircd into unnecessary : circumstances, a culprit; from the law coiirt (WiNN)Vthc
:auscd delay by such enquiryj postponed he/at (wWf ) or the prison (wiiw); as
srork on flimsy pretexts; tired the parties well as to prevent the abuse of the jailbr’s

)ut of court with delay; misled them, authority.*

lelped the witnesses with clues or resumed It is not clear who tried the judges for

the work already disposed of, he was their misconduct. It seems most likely
junished with the highest amercement. If and it is also consonant with the ancient
le committed any of the offences a second Hindu Law-codes that the king or his aSso-
:iine he was fined double the amount and ciate-judges under him should try them.f
iismissed. In passing, it should be noted that on the
For an unjust fine, a or irt^was Supreme Court of Appeal the king was

ined double the amount or 8 times the associated in the administration of justice

jxcess of the amount over the prescribed with the royal priest and preceptor
imit, according to the nature of the offence.

'f a corporeal punishment was unjustly Before leaving this subject, the following

nflicted, he was condemned either to the point should be noticed. Certain latitude

ianie punishment or to the payment of seems to have been given to the superinten-

wice the amount fixed in lieu of that kind dents of the several state-departments to

)f punishment. The judicial officer who summarily dispose of certain kinds of offences

)rings to naught a good case or helps to committed by their subordinates. How far

:oncoct a false one is to be visited with a their power extended in this direction is not

Jenalty eight times its value. clearly defined but it seems to have been

The scribe who took down the statements confined to the offences done by the subordi*

)f the parties was liable to the following nates in their course of business.

5unishments for negligence or misconduct. . ^
f he wilfully omitted to note what was * See Bk. IV, I

aid, noted down what was not said, left t See J. R. A. S.. Vol. II, p. I93-"Ot. Hindu

Jut what was badly said, and rendered Courts of Justice.^
^

liverse or ambiguous what was well said, t S'*" f' WUnWr, i

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS

English.

English TraftslaHon of ihe Hushruta Samhita

(London) 1(t« iHree volutHes)~^VoL /, pp^
VoU If, pp, Soo, Es, iSt or £z net per volume^
or Es, 2S in advance for the three volumes,
10

, Kashi Ghosh's Lanot Calcutta*

,
The i^icient Hindus long led the van of human

avilisatibn. It was they who first “roll’d the psalm

®5 wintry skies,” as the immortal hymns of the Rig
Veda amply attest, in the domain of spe^lative

^h^gbt they early atuined a degree of eminence,
wnicli. after the lapse <rf so many long centuries, still

<^^le%es the admiration of the woria. The mwistic
pHifosiphy uf the Upaniehads iuid the Bhagavad' Gita,^ the duaKatk phueapphy of the Sanhhya are alike

engaging the serious attention of the modern European

thinker. In the realm of imagiiiative literature the

masterpieces of Valmiki and Vyasai and 'cf Kalidasa

i^B »

1

rrn ?7?i ti niTT^wTir yji.'.v -A Iyj L -e\ 'IT I re ^ ii-a *riv

of Athenian and Roman genius.

It was the invention of the decimal or cipher noMt*

tion in India that first laid the foundation of all true

mathematical science and, as MaxMuller jiMtly

remarks, made thereby the exact sciences possible^

which ultimately led tO; the invention Of the tmescrae,

the stMm-engine and the elcaric telegraph. The
Sulwa Sutras indubitably prove that the edence of

geometry was cuitivated in India Imig before the

age of the Greek geometers of A^odna. In

Afebra the prog^ss made by the far sur*

passed (hat of HeUenlc ia ima-

adipitxe^ West^ /Solars, however



nit:^r.^' ;. iwflwinri' littlDM the nrafkfLiii

tl>e allied eden^ ef

in India at a yery

mteM. T1irhj10B$;to the A«vi«^ and to Rttt^
; jb ua Kig Vedaoontaiti nttoeirous ref^noei tq m

'hddkig art» thoiigh pnceptv ralatina to that an
occur mostly in the tipnipafatively much Tatar Acham

:
‘ Veda. The germs of the "humoral pathobgy/' which

from the days Of Hippocrates and Galen long held

umiHsiiittted sway Jh Eutopei aia untnistakeably

tftecdsble in the Ved^^ fact which, if it proves any-

\ thing,:sho«etclearly that the Hindu systeiri of medicine

did not borrow from the Greek what appears to be

eommdh to both. Moreover, the way in which Arrian

speaksof ^he skill of the Hindu Physicians whom
Atexandsr had in his camp, leaves little room for doubt

that Hindii Medicine had, even at that early age,

mched a much higher degree of perfection than

the Greek.
That the science of medicine was sedulously cultivat-

ed during the Buddhist period may easily be informed

from the inscriptions of Asoka, which testify to that

great emperor’s anxiety to disseminate the cultivation

of medicinal herbs and plants.

From Arabic sources we learn that in the eighth

century of the Christian era the works of several

eminent Indian Physicians, e.g., Kankah, Sanjabal,

$hanak, Mankah and Salih, were well known to the

Arabs. The two last named were court physicians to

CaVph Harun-al-Rashid, the celebrated contemporary
ef Charlemagne. It is stated that his Arabian
pbysloiuis having failed to cure the Caliph of a severe

4wmik ^h whi^ he was afflicted, he sent over a
nam to fetch Mankah, who was induced by
aiaigbjin^ Irak. On

being effected, the grateful Caliph

bMiiSwad upon the physician considerable wealth,

besMejia pension, Prmessor Wilson rightly observes

thfjlt it is clear that the Charaka, the Susruta, the

trast^ on diagnosis, and others, on
poisdns, (fiiwases of women, and therapeutics, all

nmiltar to Hindu science, were translated and
studied by the Arabs in the days of Hanin and
Mansur, eithet from the originals, or translations

huide at a etttt eariter peiiod into the language of

Persia,” Thuk the Ihdiati system of medicine deeply
iiifluenced the Arahi, who m their turn, became the

pioneers of sciehttfic cukure in Europe during the

liiiddld agev so that in the tenth century, while the

sidi Christian resCited to a shrine for cure, the

Maorisa patient never hesitated to place himself under
skifful mefflcai treabne^^ Ardb writers like

Avicenna, Rhases and Serapion# whpee worica are
replete with, nubtaiions from Charaka and other

Indbm medkw atithiorilliMr cam the

chtcl||ktdli^ Euiepe^ physicians and their

influe|^|ip0o so late as the Seiehteenth centuiy.

Hindd'^TMwIcal reperfoiy of

iddjmMisrak thus fioiliirtl Uewiw into
.
Biirape

thrragh df Sbt^
;iipw weti Arabs derived dunr
iPteWf the

the
--^--^Ona wmich- atiR.^onn a salioini* feature ‘Of

X - praptitiir of

tMWbS that the wad
wth the woii

known
ndis

, as
leeches

'

thn
blbod^ettiAg esw ^

*,*laeibh'’ '

' canw' "gio' -

•^phyilcUm.” Tt#: ‘

,

that the art.of pMebbte^ Tpid Its „
less .thdn

described by Sntrott. Nor does the debt of'Eu^
ta Indian ^edtoal sq^tstr^.^ The b^nefi^
affscu of dhatura sdibktni^^^^^^ the use d
coenteh as a .remedj^ i^l^^^ of ChiretU
add hkud in dyspmia^^^^^^ in recait

times, become known 0 ) Euf^, A
, number of

Indian di^gs, have sdready/fOb^^ place in the

Bridsh Pharmaci^cria, but many ^^^m still remain

to be recognised by .Eu0pe. The introduction, from

India, of rhinoplasty, or the artificial formation of the

noses, has revolutionised the whole plastic surgery of

Europe.
It is our firm conviction that the West has

many things yet to learn from the East, and that

whoever helps to make the Indian Medical System

better known to Europe than it has hitherto been, does

a real service to science. We accordingly welcomed

the appearance in an EHglish dress, some years ago,

of the Charaka Sainhita, the most representative work

of the Ayurveda on the subject of medicine. We now

hail with jc^ the publication of the first volume of an

English translation, by Kaviraj Kunja Lai Bhishag-

ratna, of the Susruta Samhita, the most representa-

tive book of the Ayurveda in the department of prac-

tical surgery and midwifery. The learned Kaviraj,

who is a distinguished pupil of our illustrious towns-

man, the late Mahamahopadhyaya Kaviraj Dwarka

Nath Sen, Kavlratna,,has spared no pains or expense to

make his rendering cf Susruta's rhohumental work as

acceptable to the English reader as 0 .his fellow-

countrymen at large. The get up of 0e hook is

excellent, and its style most attr-Ucrive. While aitriing

at as close an adherence to the orijginal as is possible,

the learned Kaviraj has wisely inseried^ in brackets,

explanatory clauses elucidating the tlrUe meaning of a

parage whenever he has found that a too literal

interpretation of the text Would fail to coiiv^ such

meaning. The introductoty dissertadon pren0<l
0e translation is extremely Interest^ and gvinces

considerable erudkfon, acuteti^s and hssmirch.

According to a Chinese aceouiit; Charaka was a

physician to King Kahiska, who ia now generotly keld

to nave reigned curing the first centuty
,
of the Chris-

tian era, and the consensus of exitort mmbn^ sjtoms to

locate the age of Susruta a few cehibries Iktofr? The

learned translator of Susruta ho^sihpwi^ that

Susrufa Kitod long betoro^'Charaka andv adduces

some itugenious argumeiits in

We cDofess oiir inability, in the at^iKe of equate
date, to settle thwpoint one way oir Hie bffler^

The views am forth by the translaitor . 0
0e corremInteipl^tien of the torins vayu, Fittam.

and K^hah, as used in the Ayurveda, iieeni 0 us as

novd as th^ am interas^ we wout^i
them to tlto 0niicaUr.0^ iffl ^xperteJoh the

regard to the prcm'i^'.miifely:'
Hindu Smj^ in the days of
Hia own to^idual eharo m brtogtw^

jwwpwsa,; thitife .'..cm- - be hiA ,bab -

• -menttofto'ito' .lew

insttitoiento:^ the



goii to deviBft

’jpfcial cas^*

l«nday
;

rf .1^, m&iA
different' fotiqe:-:;^'%iWM{ei b^ vartoue etMptere dcH

jjids of medichwrir idluijgS^^ ~ The re-

jurces of modern as inaugurated

y Lord Lister, with IfSvjHiiMiitheties, X-ray apparatus .

ltd a thousand and am .vdelicate instruments and
appliances, arei no doiibt, nnich j^raater. It is, there-

fore, astonishing how the Indian Surgeon of yore,

with his limited irapHancM and ifnper&^

of anatomy, not ohly inahi^^ to amputate limbs,

but successfully condiipt^ : iithotoiiiic, plastic and
rhinoplastic operationsj ae also some of the most

difficult operations in optfuiLlmic and obstetric surgery.

What a sad contra^ does the low level to which
Hindu Surgery has since fallen, present to the high

water mark it reached in Susruta’s day ! At the

present day, as Elphinstone remarked half a century

igOt "Surgery is so far neglected, that bleeding is

Idt to the barber, bone-setting to the herdsman, and
every man is ready to administer a blister.”

We quote below Kaviraj Kunja Lai's remarks
regarding Susruta’s knowledge of midwifery

“It is in the region of practical midwifery that one
becomes so much impressed with the greatness of

Susruta. The different turning, flexing, Riding move-
ments, the application of the forceps in cases of

difficult labour and other obstetric operations involving
the destruction of mutilation of tne child, such as
craniotomy, were first systematically describkl in the
Sushruta Samhita long before fillets and forceps were
dreamt of in Europe, and thousands of years before
the bit th of Christ. Sushruta who advocates Casso-
ran section in hopeless cases of obstruction, lays
down that the instrument should be employed only

i in those cases where the proportion between the child

;

and the material passage is so defective that medicated
plasters, fumigations^ Ike., are not sufficient to effect

a natural ddivery. His directions regarding the
i nianagement of the puerperal state, lactatipn and
management of the child and the choice of a wet-
nui% are substantialty the same as are found in

mMem scientific works of European authors. A
feeling of pride and joy moves our heart when we
contrast these gloHotd achieveme^ our ancestors
With the meanness of results which modern Europe
has gained in this department of midwifery. In those
(nd days perhaps there were no hospitals to huddle

m mat ^jt liwi varkw*Chapters desofte m great deUlt the various kiiids^ <^^^^

food and drink which werii eiad
the sources from which they Jbbfained, the
in which they were cookH jm pn^T^,
kinds of vessels in which they wm servedi' and the
mode of serving out thq various dishes at mdlfsi The
effects produced upon the humah system^whetiier in

a healthy or morbid condifionrr'byieach article of diet,

are also fully detailed and many valuable peptic

precepts are given.

Ayinasib Chandra Ghosh, ala.

/. Indian Nation Builders: Pari L Second Edition,

Ganesh ^ Co, PnhUtherst Medras^ Priiie Re /,

In this neatly printed and well-bound volume of

358 pages we have short biographical sketches of a
dozen prominent and patriotic leaders. Each sketch

is preceded by a portrait, and followed by judicious

extracts from the most famous speeches delivered by
the subject of the sketch. The volume includes such

names as Ranade, Gokhale, the Gaekwar, Mehia,
Malaviya, Bannerjea. Rashbehari Ghose, Bepin-

chandra Pal, and Lajpat Ray. That the volume has

gone through a second editioiv is, proof enough that

It has been well appreciated. The price is remarkably

«dd days perhaps
l^tients together.«m room and -thereby to

®^ate aitificraljy aepUcemk poisons which are now
JO common aiid so lyhig-in rooms. A newly
built lying-til - open spm» abunttontly

jopphed wHk afid heat of the

®o*’ning fife foroi^ individual caseivthe recommend-
ation rfa the aectkm of the

yy ^ which the West has

h him

by conducing to the growth of the national feeling.

We congratulate the publishers on the success of their

enterprise.

II, 5'waMf Ram Tiraih ; His Life and Teachings,

Second Edition, Ganesh & Co,^ PublisherSt Madras,

Price Re, /.

This book of nearly 400 p^es is printed in the

usual neat style of Messrs. Ganesh & Co., aiNi is

adorned with two portraits of the Swami. Though

Ram Tiraih died young, he sowed seeds which are

already germinating in India and America, and are.

sure to fructify in a greater appreciation, in the fulness

of time, of the Ideals of the East by the West.

.

direct descendant of the immortal Tulsidas, he was

an M.S., in mathematics, a philosopher who had

mastered all that the East and the West had to teadi
an M.S., in mathematics, a philosopher who had

mastered all that the East and the West had io teac^

in that time^ and above alL a practical yedaotist

of a type which has now become rare even
..

sacred land of its origin. He was penetrated

and through with the cosmic consctpusness>. aitriiiism :

;

was the habit of soul, mastery d^sdf and fnM^
from superstition were the tessofts. bej^^
practise to perfection. A coUecdcm. ol his /

mid writings is sure to prove; useful to wbe wditt r

to lead the religious life. . ;

///. the Confessions of a .

L, Oaa, BJL,, Second SiiHOn. oji

R. C, Press^ Madras, i^to, Pi^ mtelwdn^:
the iKMk

,

d^

good sriek
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has jgoii^ _
i ; sho^ that Its merits have bi^

; r Myt Vitw of Mian Economic Progmh
^ Edulji Wacha» Price

f ttfraii#, the tioador Offcct AUahahad igii,

:r}'--^'-Mty \Vach8 is one of the few Indian writers who

;
^n deai adeijuately with the. economic problems of

jlidMi. Iii this bowlet he touches on such subjects as

faniine, irrijgation, railways, finances,

ciuneocyi fireiftn trade, banks and industries. Taken
,toj;ethier, these short papers, reprinted from the Leader,

Ibrtii a compact vaae meeum for the Indian publicist.

The writer seems to be of opinion that the condition of

the Indian agriculturist has not improved in this

decade, and consequently there has beeii no real

ecbnbmic progress. We cannot but deplore that the
knowledge or economic subjects, specially in their

financial aspect, which Mr. Wacha possesses, has not
been utilised in the production of a book which States-
men in India and Europe would have to take note of

and which would form a welcome addition to the
scanty literature on the subject.

y. The Crisis in India : by AT. Srinivasa Rau, Ex-
member of the Madras Legislative Council, Madras

:

Higginbotham d* Co* Price Re i-8.

The author of this handsomely got-up and nicely

bound volume of 182 pages writes from a standpoint
Which is different from that of the majority of Indian
politicians and political thinkers, and he knows that

most of his views will not be popularly accepted as

Correct. He considers a democratic form of govern •

meat to be unfit lor India, does not like the opinions
titunciated by Messrs. Kair Hardie and Ramsay
Mm^onaldi thinks it a backsliding on the part of Mr.
Gdkhakh-rthe pupil of Ranade-*that he should give

pdlHltal reform greater prominence than social reform.

He also MVS many other things which are mere
eidkies of what we are accustomed to hear from our
Anglo- Indian critics

; appropriately enough, there-

fm, the book has been dedicated' by permission to
$ir Arthur lawley. We do not attribute any motive
to the author for copying some cheap sneers from the

Anjgflo- Indian press
;
unconsciously perhaps,he deepens

the shade ana ^urns aside the light and produces a
picture which is often neither fair nor true. Cliquism,
the separatist and disruptive tendencies of caste and
creed, abuse of power by those in authority, want of

public spirk, the prevalence of a narrow selfishness

evjsn m many of our social and political activities—

these are among the faults which, according to the
author, and lUbst reasonable people will agree with

him, must be set down against our fitness for political

power. fifUt what the writer seems to forget is that

as onO cannotlearh to swim at the fimt contact with
water; an a nation must be disciplhied and trained
in the jchool of liberty, SM that good government

.

can give ;^)«erfUl eWpourigement to the forces of good
and hasmii the daiy when the i^ls complained dr will

^imppear, and^'j^^ ih the last ttnalysW,

epn only tndpm Tike, for tnstanee,

;tum:of thevkal ^^dohs which: Isra jWW ifow oh die

that r|W^> ^
dloWdte pWbUojiro}i^ Jaif^ on idW

or^iociui^vernmef^
makineh

'tte MwSS

provif

tree 4

Countiies wi
cautious

.. . ,

Gokhale, Agaiii, Mr.; Wl is intended to «hf
religious liberty to a Wnair of adva^
Hihdu^he hbi^y to profess themselves what they

really are in the matter of their religious faith so loiw

as they do not violate any moral uiW by mariyiiw

outside their caste. The Age of Consent Bill which

roused popular ill -wifi to an inconceivably greater

extent was passed by Government into law without

hesitation, but it is urged against Mr. Basu’s Bill

that it is not supported by the Orthodox community,

as nobody supposed it would be. When people are

denied ordinary civil rights for taking a step which

is morally justifiable and even praiseworthy, by a

Government which professes symnathy for social

reform, on the ground of want 01 popular support,

can we blame those who trace in this attitude a new-

born desire on the part of autocracy to combine with

orthodoxy with a view to defeat progress? Japan,

whom the author quotes so often, is fortunate in

having a homogeneous population, while caste and

other elements of discord are deeprooted in our

constitution. But could she have attained her pheno-

menal success but for the devoted sympathy and

wholehearted encouragement of her Government?

The first requisite of national existence is to acquire

strength in defence and attack, and the Government

in Japan has done everything that can be done to

make the people manly and strong. Indians cannot

hold commissioned posts in the army, and they are

not even trained as volunteers. Deep thinkers and

discerning travellers do not perceive any innate

superiority in the Japanese character to our own.

Her success must, therefore, be attributed to the abso-

lute identity of interests between the rulers and the

ruled. While no Government can make us grert

unless the seeds of greatness exist in ourselves—and

they must be supposed to exist, unless we believe in

the inherent depravity of the Asiatic races—the foster-

ing care of Government can make the sMds germinate

quickly and grow adequately, but by neglect it can

leave them to rot und^round while the sustenance

which is withheld from them goes to nourish all

of noxious weeds- As for sedition in India, we refer

the writer to a profoundly suggestive book, Mr.

Putnam Weale's ‘The Conflict of Colour' (Macmilla"

8fCo,, 1910} Chap. III. The nationalistic attitude,

however exaggerated It appears tb be, howbver lenient

at first view in dealing with the fidfects Of national

character, is yet the true attitude, for vt rests on a

bedrock of sound principles, and its foundatlcins

well and truly^ laid. All questions, social, pblitiw

il, which divide and agitate us, when lookdland moral,

at from this point of vimv, will wH Jnto thek* pro^^
place and meet with their natural solution. ' Such

questions cm be harmonidsd and bO-ordinatOd* not

by a judicious ietectiOn from the critioisms of those

whoee acqiiainUiiice must necessarily be eonfiiied IP

our underWing ^Ufes, but d^lv by the lyni^thy

and inslgfit which tii boim m
chastened by a libml eduiP^^
wMdi leads us thiWM^ thesis of the^

and^ dm cdtie
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Hisbry (^ihiXir0IS^^^

In this rather authoir

inclusively prbvastf 0" Munony of the Muham-
iiadan Chronicl^ii artdth|i Ini^npttonsion the Minar/’

(a) *<the famous Qatb:^iiiar was raised by Sultan

Shamsuddin Altahiashf
"

m with a view to peijmtuate the memory of both

the Qutbs" [vsiTi, the King Qutbuddin Aibak and the

ssint^utbuddin Bakhtiar Kaki]y

(f) "and to use it as a MaBtnak from the summit
'

of which the Mueszin’s call to prayer would humble

the pride of the infidel Hindus and exalt the faith of

Islam.”

The accumulated evidence of o^inal Persian

sources is conclusive on these points. The author is

to be praised for having exhaustively refuted a
popular error of long standing, but he cannot claim

originality, because Mr. Vincent A. Smith proved the

first two points in an artjcle in East and West four

years ago. Mr. Munshi gives no reference to this

article. The question whether the Qutb Minar is a
Hindu or a Muslim structure, which divided the

archaeologists of an earlier generation, Syed Ahmad,
Fergusson and Cunningham, has long been set at

rest. The Minar is a distinctly Muhammadan work ;

there
= ^
is one very much like it outside Gazni, whereas “-j

none of the Hindu Triumphal Pillars (
Kirti^Stamhhas)

resembles it at all.

J.S.

Theocopliy and Theism.

A lecture by B, AnimatMud^ pp. as. Price one
unna. To be had at ^ote Omee, Hyderabad^ Sindh,
and 4t»t Durga Charan Mttra*s Street, Calcutta,

The author quotes from Mrs. Annie Besant and
other theosophists to shew that theosophic doctrines of

religion are antitheistic and subversive of religious

consciousness.

JwagimPravesht or the Direct Method of Teaching
English by V. Oka, M. A„ and R. D, Desai, B. A.

Second Edition, Reffised and Enlarged, pp, 68,

Price As, B,

A very useful publication.

Majixs Chandra Ghosh.

Summum-.iboniim-''^ BbM and End-dll of UfOi
Devt^oft^-WwktMis bitt a meins to an
Brooks affiiws this much that “ffws
Bhakti-yogx it the one add onh true motive ofserviGe*
Karma-yogii \ To urge the former is mer^, another
way of urging the 1atter-*an appeal to synthetic
smofton or Lovg, as the necessary motive power of
synthetic acHon or Sirvicb.^^ Karma is the End,
and Devotion is a Mews. But if a man can do his

duties without Bha1tti«yoga, he need not practise

formal devotions at all. Devotion for Devotion's
sake is, to our author, a Chimera. It is a VPseudo-
religious excitement, devotional sensuality—a sort of

sel^abusc in *muddy blue instead of muddy r^’ (a

theosophic phrase).”

The following is an example of 'Pseudo- Devotion'
as conceived by Mr. Brooks :

—"There once lived a
doctor, a great Krishnabhakta. He spent three hours
shut up in his puja^room every morning. During
that time his patients might die If they chose : under
no pretext was he to be disturbed.”

with this he compares "Longfellow's Golden

Legend^* of which the substance is briefly this—"An
ecstatic monk to whom God's Angel, in his callr

appears (ftc). While in soul-enthralling converse,

the hour strikes when this very monk is expected to

f^ the poor at the convent doors. Tn.e poor

are waiting: what will he do?, He tears himself

and goes to serve. When he returns

wondering at his audacity—has he not turned his

back on God’s Mercy ?—what was his surprise

to find the celestial visitor smiling a welcome to him

in his cell. 'Hadst thou not gone, 7 had not tarried'

the angel explains.”

His attitude toward Bhakti is rather hostile, bqt

he assures us that his criiicisin "does not mean

that formal devotion should be shunned. Most need

it. They are not strong enough to make their

ordinary life-routine a constant Sacrifice of Love,

Therefore is it necessary that they should conjure

up before them at set times, in some form or other,

the Ideal of Divine Wisdom-Love they. yeOT
for.” The expression **Most need it" is very signi-

! not all.

gifCILiSH AND SanSXNIT.
(i) The af^ifey VoL i, by F, T, Brooks {Vyasa^
ihrame^ fifiyar, Madras), Pp, eiV+/ie+yy7+s.
PriceM$,g^,Re,f*s2andaHnasj2,

(^^) Eurubheird or the Moral Nature cf the Holy

ibShkh the BhagavaUGiia falls Mankind:
ay the tasne iMthori Pp, it-f5s. Prict sin annas,

fiii ) Tettsk^Ddtshah^ or the Mind»aspect of: Salva^

00. odme au0ar, Pp, //a. Price ten

"
Thesi^^^^ 1^^ anii^omled to'

. :,i. the. .J«v*::r-Th.* '.J.*. W*:-:
Our fofnul '4*Kifw' **"!* pUn

fw ita tiinefit tliiii

ficant. Mark! ..

Mr. Brooks tauntingly speaks of those who enterr

Uin a different view and is loth to call them 'gepd* .

or learned' or religious.
,

'

The author has criticized the standpoint of Sankera,

but thereby he has betrayed His total inahilily; to

understand the krtaphysics of the SELf^lte ^1
concept of the Upaiiishads and the GHa. Of aankora

he says "Tradition reveres Him as a Sage of in^
than human status^ Yet he is made i^^br^ble

doctrine of the incomgatibiUty gf Jaakd (KjimWieto

and iCarma (Action), Thiit it is a hesid^i

being infinitely mischievous, is patezit; - That «t is ali'

absurd one, is equally patent. It ihikkes

-^Either the real aankarechaiya ta^ this and^^^^q^^^

not a real sage or he sMiz oneji believe U) aiide^
not consUtently iaac}i thK, He
had it fathered on him by wme kn^^day siwp^iioi'

and nmt9dka:r rha
tb the abOY* :r-Tho' he miy Jtave



•

.;'f '.'I!?®:.*®®

iaSklit,
'

^^wliSrtier ftmtt wiiS-

'

la^'oAer^^:^
; 4ifi i IKvtine Teacher gave thw race -

t7iU»chinjpir he aurely fiung them as a
''td the oominon sen^ of mankind. He
JaA inisdhitiF into the form of subtle ooildto

we, the thing once tested, should rise in

: i. flDb aiidmr has Kule or no philosophic training and
of Hindu philosophy is vei^ shallow.

1^ interpretations are forcM and artificial.

'His attitude towards the followers of other cults is

' ;4 their god 'a godling*

is, to him, nothing but a
sensuality. His books are a medley of hetero*

materials and are devoid of

% are characterised, we have
and overweening

vii^conceitv^^^ are cons-

picj^Us b^ ab$ehca, A sarcastic vein runs

through tfie
^
books :, they read more like farces than

religious literature. Self-ad\«erti$ing and self-eulogis-

is Obii of the marked features of his books.

^ ^tjBh .
mischievotts productions we cannot recom-

mend to our countrymen. Life is too short

and too valuable to be thus frittered away. But
such IS the deplorable condition of otir country that

aiiy fiuropean Who has but a smattering of Sanskrit,W an authori-

>^ive commentator and religious teacher, if he can
;i^deliver lectures applauding our Scriptures.

The following: extracts Mr. Brooks's books

%iH- b^ with interest by many of our readers:—
i : opinion (which in my case is mere-
iiya phase of M faith) steps

mpping of the link between
would be welcomed by the

IS si success, I should deplore it as a
merely as afailuie from the standpoint

1 , or m India but as a very serious,

iompdraiy, ssf ^aci to the evolution of

.

-i'.

P-
thoroughly

:feape^i

foifiraidii its organic destiny. 1 have
HI .

;^;tm:-^hiieins

'a6dtti0|r^;.c^^

,
take ft as they tike,

to be able to state that British Govem-
all

.
oyer liidia^ ' seehi to have
the iirisd|(pn uf Theosephy in

SedU
Therefore

.

Theosophy and.
bn tbg^ber/ Theosophy

aitihar,

•W tikise for whom
wholly baaad

The rub of

.TO Sanskrit Tou
Thele,^

itii. StmOrU'

they are .ml

on modern
^

Grammar aregiyep/
are printed in tfici 0<
are carefully gnsduaiedi

(f) •7*h§ (SladripdAkwAf Aftfidiiiti Vciutua X

iiiiVolnma V i patf Tha Veda^
^ tf

Both the parts are tre^siated^W^ Bahadur Srisa

Chundra Vasu and publiih^ ly S Nath
Vasu at the Panini Office. fkUi^igan^^ Allaha*

...u— Inhifld Rsi 12. Fomign
sixtbpart contains ill,

’ to gpo) and the sevens

bad. Annual siibserij

£i, single copy Re. i

a, 140 111,3,:
pM III, 3,-39 to 390 to 364). The

Sited,

M. C. G.

Bengali.

StkhjaU:
fy SaraiJCumar Bay, with jHiroducitM

by Bab^ndtAHatk Tagore* Indian Publishing
House, Calcutta, Re, i.

The book is adm irably planned and is not marred
by preconceived notions. It is Imppily^f

that anti-bias—espedally is it not
foreign feeling to which some enthiiidastic latter day
authors are prone when they speak nf the Maratha
and the Sikh community in the days Of .their glorious

independence. This is the sheer blindness of a certain

section of bur public meii: thiw wi^
spirit in every dqmrtinrhtt of
yet arc peryersely railing-

: agafiwrt^; TOt very influence

which is required to polity.

Attdwa. .y I
mM - ebi^tei

mid ptoee Of «r]^ mm-Hni- of the

ftoitM liviiMfr Bei^ jui)|i6ni.:...^^ fUbindra-
nath TaeiM. m ttie iiMiieM ftvit ^ofjfelHiBHiin' culture

tomyRrealttr BiMemJduli.' '.ilirl fUmeirw |in'literary

liiaUNy dt Indk Mjri 4hM the

Of til, Bbtt Md ' the W«,ti <
im-'k

'.Rar-btoe
"

whm ledi^
Of'.’TlwOJ

.w#iooIe vmiiit iiMd,

'

: wonairaiw^

. ,

iiryo\»r aaCetio^

if'bf adKeh «(in^yrgmA>
_ ^ eso;'?* '- -

;''MiiABa'.'ipii4«MUL -CiwSB.



'W
Haberlaih ^
fthb Hour, aft tljiaft:

mnt of the life

y.
WcgpUir

,

ir dainty moMics^

t
proven cj

xalic out!

uilds character,

questions

'1^ molMLpuissant

[dm ^vdope us

excellence,

for grace*

.-- - ty in ideds'—for

ti^^^iiynainic quality which
virtue/ which pushes

randa.S[jfej|nm

itoye* a

Sab^ a JhjgHj^-
of^ the poet/:Shush^i'.irith';atl/,.the'|^i^^

minute accuracy hf t^;:fe3eai^ stu^fetd^ ^IPhe hotdti
Y.

^^«^3wfeiisihe^ .

to the back-grcuod and routine, use

id wont, and the mpral sense raises it to

5 proper height* .

Therise, growth and fall, of the Sikh power have

:en traced witli a master's huud^nd the real causes

its decay hai^ been analysed with unsurpassable

;ill. The main poiht oh which Babu Rabindranath

IS laid great stress iS the fact that the religious

achings of the ficsi'l^rus hot have been

lowed to be diverted to baitWIer political purposes:

e spark of spiritual fervonr should not have been

led in igniting the laggoU of military enthusiasm

iiose intense Sow certemly spread over the parti-

ilar community for a while but left the rest of the

untry untouched, unmoved, unquickened, left it, as

was before, buried in sloth, selfishness and frigid

difference. The Sikh . reformers ' made a huge

istake when they turned the spirit’s current into the

graded channels of martial ambition and renown :

...e stream which broke forth and issued from the

snow-clad heights and sweetened the lives of men,

became choked amidst the base sands.

All sincere students of literatue must welcome such

works. They indicate that the historic spirit, the historic

attitude, the historic vision which Indian writers never

possessed before has been born,
L. Chattirji.

Hindi.

Dim aur Durbar, by Jaya Viiaya Narayan Sinha,

{Modern Pr$ss, AUahiMh rp^ ita, price /a as.

This booklet contains a short description of

Delhi .and the objects of interest in and ar^nd the

pty, asketch.of report of the two

im^rial 187^^ 1003, and a programme
Of King GsKom It is chiefly

meant to fervd?as guidebook for Hihoi-

w^owing r«a^f bi^ the hurry wHh which it has

®6en written
,m tes accuracy and

"»efgrenefliB d'^dethil. Tfm Mgu^ is tolerably pure,

I a ftdl<q^i^ fllustrtUiibns anmuice its value. ^
D;-:' .

' "•

Vihari, Shyam
^arf,

; |q| :
mm. Misra.

Graniih miim^ AMahahad), 13 ^Itustra^

The pablfl^d^BH eiKich in the

gtowthii^v
of its i«

under notice « the oiujpome qf

authors had been Ibni^ ' stiidylng

.

with a view to writing a
(P^e 7 of the Preface.r
We nave

‘

HjnfK
aba fifit bdbk m
tld jSMthocb of

asiig*qy«tki^

have here the lives, hibtmgraphies; and -critical :

estimates (with illustrative qubUtions) of

Hindi poets, Chand Barcfei (i rai^iip3 A.D), Surajd«i

(1483—1363), Tulsidas (1532—16*3), Keshavdas (1355*

1617^, Vtl^riLai (1603-1663), Bhushah (i633* 171jV
Motiram (1639-1716), Devadatta (1673*1745), and
Harish Chandra (18^1884^. :On the fives and works
of these *’nine gems" of Hindi poetry, the inferma*
tipn supplied is detailed and ifistructive. Indeed, the

bibliographies inserted here will be of the greatfet

use to the future historian of Hindi literature.

Of these nine poets Tulsidas and Bhushan have

been treated most fully, and next to them Suradas

and Keshavdas. The chapter on Chand Bardai is,

to our mind, rather unsatisfactory; and r this is the

more to be regretted as he is the oldest in point bf

time, his style is very archaic and concise, to otWcUrity,

and the historic importance of his work as great as Its

literary merit. If our authors had studied him as

fully and carefully as they have ddhe Bhushan, they

would have conferred a lasting benefit on students of

Indian history as well as on lovers of Hindi literatu^

We admit, however, that there is not the same wealth

of materials in his case as In that of Bhushan*
^

’ The scsthetic criticism displays the sariie patft|-.

taking spirit and some freshness or view. Much of it.

will be a novel thing to readers familiar with the

vernacular only. In this respect our ai^hors are

pioneers and they have opened a path for mental

exercise in a direction altogether new in Hindi. Qur

only complaints are that the analysis is npt deep

enough, the aathetic perception is not always delicaito

and subtle, and wery now and then we come acraia

cheap rhetorical flourishes, But in

of popular knowledge and taste in Upper Intfla, wch
defects are probably inevitable. As a peciiiie^«

the authors’ style and method, we translate a^
extracts below.

. . w • j . ,

"

' -v
«The chief characteristic of Siifad|»'’s ppetw is,

that every word of it distifeys the

devotion to God. Poetry is good onty

true. A poem is WueottV«^^:**»v?^^^!^^
the experiences he has gonS:

the thoughts and emoHmw that

the poem breathes counterfeit and^ffeijKfnuinel

menu. Such a poem is lifdess/

poems are mainly cl itiSi a chaibbier 1

the image <rf hhakti (devotion)

doming caste distinctions,

etc*, he considers Wmkiff as the

only souroe of
. • *. m _TL4 _ ..1

IS a
delight,

ten be is i

IM^ sinctf liinMif «iA



< tlw, in

-.comrade.' ^He'OM^f;
' liherefore.

ViVeaSs^j^^^ vid ivhen Krishna commits

; act be ' does (not' hesitaie to) censure

Ihiif 0^'! Ttd^daSi in describing Rama's human
exploili^ remind the reader that Rama

; is (here) he is only performing some
'

'holin' a^ after time he reminds the read-
' iir^ The case is different with

,
Ho considers it enough to draw the read-

erV. attention (to Krishna's divinity) once or twice

ohte*' (P. 156)*

In a fo^us work of this kind we must take excep-

^ to the fancy portraits of eight of the poets. They
introduce an eluent of falsAood utterly at variance

withJthe ^hoiarly character of the book. When a
seciond edition is called fori we venture to suggest that

the authors will leave these pictures out, prune off the'

rhetorical exuberance here and there, and supply a
ciomp^i^tiw irtudy of these poets, in order to show
how diversely different hands have treated the same
subject,—<such as the beauty of nature, the fierce

delight of war,, the spring season, processions, the
devotional frame of mind, and so on. lo the student dl
the growth of Hindu thought, such parallel instances
ranging from the :2th century to the 19th, will be a
subject of enthralling interest. A companion volume
of typicaJ. selections from all these poets will supply a
greatpeed of Hindi readers, but it must be mocferate-

\y priced and enriched with explanations of archaic
^rtrordt and obscure passages.

J.S.

Marathi.

*' Sparih*fAsfiatsk or ihe question of the Social Inter*
courte between the four Vernail' {prict Re, /, to

'^e'.hn4.

Dampdar S, Yonde^ Bombay),

ifhis IS a very remarkable book, written under
the patronage m His Highness the Gaikwar by
Mr* Shripad Damodar Salavlekaf better known to
the mders of Marathi periodical literature as

.Although it deals with the larger question
of the origin and growth of the very complex system
of ;ca8tes, the book js evidently an outcome of the
now wide-spreading movement for the uplift of the

. Depressed classes in India. And that it is dis-
tinctly written td uphold this movement may be easily
seen from the fact that out of the 17 chapters in all,

the latt seven are solely devoted to a very candid an*
quigr into the ways and means of this activity and a

which is at once shrewd and ^mpathetic, of
the being done by the several agencies in the
cpuntry. But three-fburths of the book which cover
the first , to chapes, consists lol the one prolonged

of the one*fourth
d tM . Hindu population, kept hopelessly det^hi^
fronri* the niam oody Is discovered to be as untainable
5”* Shastris if intelligent-
ly and paMently studied, as on that of independent
ream ; a^ Although to us there is

nothing oriii^Y In this arguroenti. Eitt tatherd wead-
UM from which the eduiuited ,toU aeon
ipl^, weTSustW^ strudc %^men^w^ .rndy of extraubi a^«]^eiaatka%

0#;;f§|iras, 'the
. enet^v

'

..
:

the indusj;^. and •^nnmtion^ which he ha!
so success&nr;«^^ literature ^
the ttindUsr^om the Vefy^; ^
iaier-day fdfaiiiw add : iwrilifijjis of the advocates di

the modern sects/we
”

rage Hindu mhid with^ tts

favour of anything that is fduhd ki ; tha Shasiras,' will

very likely be inffuertced for gpbd by this mass of

quotations. But who wifi guafomea the perWnenc^
of this effect ? Every favcmrfd>le quotation, one can

well imagine, may be annulled by scores of adverse

references that may be easily picfced Up by the other

party. And we already hear that a reputed defend-

er of the faith, a Dkarmmdrtdndt has sent to the

Press a torpedo of a counter book to blow the one

under review in the name di the Sanatan Dharm,
Real reform requires much more than a mere shifting

of old books
;

it presupposes a new habk of the mind.

But we shall be doing injustice to our good author

if we fail to perceive in his book his own frame of

mind which is in every way conducive to the most

radical reform and which he has unmistakably ex-

pressed in so bold and almost exhaustive remedies

as he has indicated in the last part of his book for

the removal of the most disastrous effects of caste in

India. It is not very common to find a Hindu who

does not belong to the advanced mtion of the

Brahma Samaj, advocating even the Praiilom form

of intermarriage, vsa., between men of the lower castes

and women of the higher castes, with such a clear-

ness and singleness of pu^se as Mr. Satavlekar

has done in his book. This, among other things,

conclusively proves that though he has spent three-

fourths of his book in trimming the Shastras, he is

not prepared to prop the cause of reform solely on

them. He coolly alludes to the so-called lines of

least and the most resistance and sees the hollowness

of this distiilction. In summing up his argument

and putting forth his plea in thelast chapter, he con-

cludes that the treatment of the '^untouchables'’ by

the higher classes in India is equally utijustifiable

either on the ancient ground of nsOe conquest or of

the animal magnetism and tlecbricky attributed to

the higher-aouMing beifafs and practices of Voga
orontne later ground of ecionomica] d^unpn and

exclusiveness. 'Die concluding prayer from the

Yajurveda Ch« 3618 the culminating point

" Oh LorJ I Elevate me. the uffiole creation

look upon me #ith the eye of a friend. Let me look

upon it as a friend. 'Grant us ‘to look upon each

other with friendly eyes.*'

All Marathi knowing jpeonle who will peruse this

book wifi feel grateful to His Highness the Maharaja
Gaikwad who deputed the authoripsrrke aivbilc on the

line of the present bow. This we book fa to

show hbw he is tiying to educate the scof^
make them think oh sbbieCtB .

the

regeneibubn

-OuiAltATL/
.""

'.Y
,

'

/V,'.-



^orks^ o»o^jd!

;

All these thwb^ from South

Africa by Mr Oohdhi'ji nophew for ^eviev^ and he says

that the last bpol^ti 4 poem of the tinie of King Sid-

dharai Jayasurh of Oujaratj lias become very popular

dth the indimi reaicieM:there. Mr. Gandhi has come

a good deal tinder the jelfiience ol Leo Tolstoy and the

first two brochures are adaptations of simple stories

written by Tolstoy. 1'he language is rather quaint

and out of the wavt still the expression of the

ideas does not suner. The incident in the life of that

great kin^ of Gujarat, Siddharaj Jayasurh which is

here versified, is well known. He was digging the

great unk at hts capital, and amongst those who
laboured there, and catried away the earth dug out

from the pits, was the beautiful wife—Jasmaby name—
of the head of that class of laborers called ** Ode,**

The king was smitten with her beauty and the various
devices he tried to win her away from conjugal
ability and their utter failure are recorded here in an
attractive style.

^

The dialogue between the two is

instructive and interesting. Its style and language
betray it to be a modern production, however.

Samrat Georget by Bulbul {Ramanik A, Mehta),
Printed at the Gujarati Printing Press, Bombay,
Cloth hound pp, ^ ftgii).

This small hand book deals with all the important
incidents in the lives of their Imperial Majesties.
The illustrations and the neat printing on thick glaaed
paper make the book attractive. We wish the
language was still more simple and homely.

Seii Sangitavali by Maharanishanker Amhashanker
Sharma, Arya Samaj Preacher, Devlah Gurukula,
Printed at the Dharma Vijaya Printing Press,

Bombay, Thick cardboard, pp, tgt. Price
(jgn).

The object with which the songs in this collection are
written is to purify the present atmosphere of female
mucation or rather non education. The author says
thm such prurient erotic songs (garbis) as of Dayaranri
and Vullabh, so much in vogue amongst Gujarati
ladies, are sure to tell on their morals, and therefore it

was necessary to provide them with something on the

-Ny the LtkHi tiivme a
tne. Iibeitme^ attempt wAde; in

, tb
nin dbWii thej'dbis of Gujarati poet^ s)ioum not

.

withpitt a prekest. As for the ediitehta ^ the book,
we must say.weare greatly pfbased wiih them; They
are well set/ and when sung by thc
of the author^ rttBt fuitiish a trtat. The instances
pven of the livm of ladies likeJodhba, are Of great use
m making their heroic deeds known more widely;
There are some slips in the bookj like Shiri for Sherini
and Parsed for Farhad^ due to the secondhand
knowledge of the writer^ aboiit this Persian couple,
but they do not detract from the value of the compila*
tion.

Shalapatra Jubilee Ank, published under orders of
the Educational Department by Rao Bahadur
Kamlashanker Pranshanker Trivedi B;A„
Principal Premchand Raychand Training College,
Ahmeiabad, Thick cardboard pp, 148, Pmee
o-5-e(/p/f).

The Gujarat Shala Patra has been the official organ
of the Educational Department for the last fifty years,

and if one were to judge of its utility and worth . from
the man who have been at the helm during this long

period, their would only be a unanimous chorus of

.approval for its work. Mahipairam, Navalram,

Madhanlaland lastly the present Editor, have all

been distinguished educationists, and the history of

the periodical introducing the reader to the collection

of the various articles published in the following pages,

furnishes ample material for congratulation to the

department. It has furnished a niost welcome facility

to schoolmasters to come out with their difficulties,

their grievances, and their opinions on various depart-

mental matters. The papers contributed to this

volume come from some well known educationists

and literary men, and they furnish ample food for

thought, instruction and information. We wish its

get-up and mechanical execution were better.

Letteri of Sutami Vivekananda by Bhaguhhai Fati*

chand Karbhari, Haihi Buildings, Bomh^,
obtainable at Messrs, N, M, Trtpatkt o* Co*,

Princess Street, Bombay, Cloth bound, pp*

Price 0*6^0 •

This neatly got-up volume will help the Qujarfti

^cellent songs have ever told or wdtild ever tell on
me moials of our ladies is another question : so far,
tne ladies have survived the sordid element in them,
[jnd the perstmkl note in the Skringar contained in

^be verses, has fallen flat on them* In singing them

done a more useful work
K. M. Ji

NOTES '-

^ The4;r®^lttttp4.
'
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the

ta w»i(A

,

the grbwttf ^ Wnder-heatted eehool*^

desiraWe by
schoolboys in

the j^tiibHai
.
crimi^^ Neither

guardians can be

enamoured ofw attitude which underlies

this peiitsy^^^^ would treat

stedpnts ^:s and prevent them from

4ey^ppibki;t^^^ of Mlf^respect which

lies at of all stdf-improvement.

The appotn^ent of an Inspector for every

diiitict is foreshadowed in the resolution,

atid is characterised as a much-needed
improvemeiit^ Thi shows in what channels

th4 educational expenditure of the province

mainiy flows. It is good to have Inspectors

of schools, but they should not be regarded

as in themselves, and it is better to

hai^ ioiore s to inspect. Possibly

Iha '^pocial educational officer alluded to

ip eohnection vith the proposed University

will be at the head of this army
^ We are told that the special

^e^ Criminal Investigation

Svill be abolished in East
ijat . it jwill evidently leave a suhs-

Amdv This is no doubt the bureau-

Cf!fk^ fd^i ' ipd educational expansion

;

btti,tbe.pf||bU^^ disposed to

; Inahe^ridi^^ districts,

the primary schools
by 4^ this

ii sapi to ^ of aid

' mse-dhi^ariw
v..

. ni4--'
lasntaiyiiedln^^ nime :

at said •‘iMtt
;

the lamo^ oTcMldM Itom hedjKi^
.ti^; .-net--to

-

educatt<«ui

^ew spread miich
more rapicay ^ to aid more
schools and toadd ad

^

The-' Government and Assan
complains of want dfld^s for providing

elementary educatiM^ The
Coliegm at Comitla and^ are,

accormngflb. review,

befow the mark -Even all the

‘efficient^ coltbj^ cannpit:^^ up to the

stamiards preseribed for higher degree

examinationa, and: thosp whi^ can, do so

in a few subj^tb face of all

this, to estabKsh b m Univer-

sity at Pacca,bywht«^the,M
will not be in. any is to

carry the doctrine of effictont^ almost to

the pitch of absurdity;;^:^
starved Benjgali cried alMbd for mass educa-

tion, and for the
existing colleges and sidiobla He is given

the luxury of a new liniycrsity. Two

thousand yeato ago Jesiis asked

*'What man is therebf you, whom if bis son asked

bread, will give him a ^

Experience shows that
and now, he need not
expected a negative replyf

'

..I., .'i,..-. ..
.P* i

Tlbc MsdlflcatihMiW RnitfBoift 4Mid

. . ’.Tire soragf CnittiiMg*..'. .

.

tietpateb Augl»t fasi^ fafa the

nodhSc^faxi ;bf tSe be

IWI9. Itifai 'facfa:'«;:Mt.fal)h^:'^t: '.•hail

'liigiifa
»{

.is ..haM

.siigisi|iiNs|y:':#l^
: inil'::.tbat



paftitionedi';
: J

Sttsettledf^
And yet

Dime n® .the,- I -• "rt-.r .-w - • •:; ;

iteclamowiijtfwlw^^^ remiion

with letter fully

reciprocate Lord Hardinge's

despatch, lifevdiiiicef Laid Mo on the

Council in the

rentimentt «• it

is destined td same dismal

fate that Mestooki The noble

and statestiiatHiheiX^icy been

enunciated ity MsiExcrilency and which has

evoked the gtatitu^ bf the entire nation it

likely to be Inutiiated by these official ad«

risers on whoni lies the task of working out

the details of diajt JiQlicyr But a delimitation

]f boundarieit tatended to round oB a

xrritorial re^tribhtibft made ezpr^ly on

\ linguistic bans, which overlooks linguistic

ind racial affinitue cahtUsi possibly be a

inal and peaceful settlemeiit wch a

irocedure ik sure .to be cited as a ve^ fine

txample of how not to do a thing, ft may
tppear to be the tbsicst way out of a com-

•Heated aod : difikult sitnatiOni but easy

olutions are hoi attira^ the best, the least

roublesoiOe In tiutvIOOg ruiij or the most

wing. Bengalis occu-

a ,tbei.-ld!swiiiw»''^rto

luethri^4{ie^'4he>bi^ n0 .em.pty

entimeati.iSpr.'lIjsi^ to brush-

d aside;'.' itself

.

hnngly in.fl}ffiO|jBjjih pountriet also, as will

ppear ftomidto.loiBowtng extract

*• •reel hsnyeia:t-.ero ifo tei^ rivers, or _^unuiflt

'»«s, wibv,eiftteiMlAydeiu features still leteneo

geegthdiy-etielie. ’~TI«ee are only tbS htodet*

wvajni,;^^MrcSdeso<4ay, any twne than yestw-

say, wm to tn accept aaamitray

^Uer'lhw.»«hiBa'4erwii iktt Awiitof’ saK'
hom cf-rntii'mlitMm* S/eed: In

tn,'5Slip3&gSg^^
Hneof f

^ytlwhei^ the ;-

.
.tilt - vimrem questkin—tMo wesit /

^

poUi&s were i^ni*
ei^v^ . the cfue 0^ rmm* Today that is nowhere
ai^lpiqjw--tiiiei;.”-

(Tki CinjUct 0/ Cdlour tyv Putnam Weale,

pp. 90^-93, MacMillan ft Co., 19x0).

b vieur of the recent tix>ub|ee in

the itudent
!
of hiatory will no doubt recall^

the following paaiage fmm the

will of Peteif of Rusttta *•

**Bear in mind that the commeroe of India is :thO

commerce of the worlds and jth&t he whb ean exclusive^

ly control it is the master Europe : .no eceasidfi

snoutd therefore be lost to provoke war wjih i^raiai to ^

hasten its decay1
to advance to the PeralOh Gulf, and

then to endeavour to re-establish ancient t^e of
.

the Levant through Syria.'*

.

' ..’P.

Educational Bifureatiofl In Bdag4o

In understanding the full ttgiiiito|nce of

the proposed educational bifufcation iu

Bengali we should never forget that ihe

proposal consists of two parts, the esmbliih^

.

meat of a University at Dacca and the
.

appointmient of a special educational officer,

for East Bengal The two go together,

and in judging of the probabb j^fta of r

the scheme, we must not > consider aiiy of

them singly. That is to say, the scbeuia

includes in its scope not merely

education, but secondary and pruihiiy

education as well For tWt reaaOnyKe haVO:

used the expression edii^tioiml Aili^
ttecu” if any one thinW

cl^jeGtionable, he may use another^

^ftdt^ticatiihn of educational njNMmixiaiyi -* -

iwt to MN Cunwn’s Portitl^ jO* B*ii» t

wto culled by its wppoftcn ik :<ntoe j:

ptioul*aO of udmtni|h5uliy# i^udviiiuiy-

dared

Rchiii ^am



ror
:

feer hirtory.Mie

growth
beneftbial rwultt, Bengal - i

.
^otteipaii ^ „„

'. /, -with '; whoiai rir-

' 4)^taAce (^At ior little or nothing. Yet

: ^tice in hie Jie/bc£(«iHm the Revolutum in

I'-'; ^fOOcr wrotO i—

'

XMAwk And givt pfnlse or

tiniM to jwy tiyiig V reUtei to liiiii)an

\ a4tl0sft And
,

IkttittAii concerns, on a simple
view of the ol^ect as It stAnds stripped

of every sele^lMkr in a11 the nekedness end solitude

of metephivkAl ehstrActibn. Circomstences (which
with some gentlemen pAss for nothing) ^ve In

fVAlHy to every politlcel principle its distinguishing
cdeur^ end 'discrimineting effect The circums-
tAjwees ere whet render every civil end politicef

sohejme beneficlAl or noxious to mAukind."

Circumstances of Bengal and Great
Britain different*

The advocates of the new scheme say
teeause there are several universities

in Qveat E^itain, therefore, there should be
'

-

^here is no harm in having two univer-
^ officers in Bengal.

the circumstances. The

^ people of Great Britain

equip and maintain
but the Government and

when she command-
ed' the^ of Bengal, Behar, Orfsiia

and Chota^^: N^ not being able to
properly equip even one university, cannot
now be exj^cted^.^ adequately equip and
mainta^ tnro, when her area and revenues
ait ^qing iq: m a remarkable shrink-
age. contains an adequate
qiunbar : who are morally and in-

teflti^nhBy fit to adoiinister the affairs d
; seveiai^ U^^^ Dacca, oh the adniis-

lion of the& Gbvernvnent itself

hdiequitt Uumbef of
such iiiiien and wili coiitata ih the immediate
futum a hnsaller ntid&lier of such men. In
EngiittMl and Scotland,; np atteiiipt lias
been : bithk ii|> : the doiidirity

a :haa;:^en
..'..fbade, ...i.n /'tbt

to magnify diiaects ' ^ scjiihratn

ihstituttohs dii^liai^ fbt; edu-
cational reasons t bo have b^n
made to deprive Williant scholars of their

scholarships becaum 6f
, tteir being alumni

of particular mstitUtioiivV no attenipt has

been made tp remove men of great

ability and excel lent character from

professorial chairs of colleges for non-

moral and non-educatiooal reasons
; no

attempt has been made to extinguish the

independence of private colleges for non-

educational reasons
; and no attempt has

been made to import police methods into

schools and colleges. Such attempts have,

however, been made in our country, as we

proceed to show.

Attempts to split up Bengali.

Lord Curzon’s Partition of Bengal

and its reasons are well-known. Regard-

ing attempts made to split up the Bengali

language, the following extract from the

interview granted by Principal Ramcndra
Sundar Trivedi, M.A. (Principal Ripon

College, Secretary, Bangiya ^hitya Paris-

shad, and one of the f^niosf
writers), to a StaUman fit^m^^
suffice’:— .

By way of explanatimi, the

estaUUhinen^<»

i

Bengal to tplk ^
by seuinjg fflyth cHffwsnt sthn<^^ Bbii^b

;

diateO

in the text-b<M^s, accoiding b the 4^ In

different areas.. It was inipob|ble:unde>^.eib^^f^^^
sity to do so but the splitting up of the langipiW ^nld
be an easy under k smarafe^^ D^ In

other words, Mr. Trivedi tSid, It Wdiild ihean the

spfittmg^^upj^the

Some, time ago
fiatioh in^ thsii ever.,

« ^ ^ - Education of

;Eaiterh Bengal and Assam made A to the

Dniymky to in

ft iiiiibd to w
. jfer the

:li,6wcr

luiwinicfsd was that the lahgm^ iolba
culw texubookt was much taw' Sani
gudehts, eS^affy Hako^^

^

Proyincst. .The SUiUte, bowevW: «df^ Wtterum

.BwfiM



four different

MU be

would mean the 4tvidl^ pf

P«p«e'' ;: : 'V^^.:^;-;v^^>-:.•
Every oii0 kjipftro mciU

of the Hiildl^lpffdu^
the U. P.,

simitar state of tkiitj^ in Bengal cannot

but terrify us. We mply love and are

proud of our language and literature. It

nay not be in our power to prevent any
tampering with its Unity and purity

; but

are cannot be a consenting party to any
irrangement which may lead to such

tampering.

Perhaps it may be necessary to explain

tow there is the danger of this sort of

livision of the Bengali language and litera-

ure inspite of Lord Hardinge's assurance.

iVe desire our readers to remember that

he new educational proposal has two parts,

i University and a special educational
officer. People with no up-to-date know-
edge of University affairs in Bengal^ think
hat a University can in no way influence

he Vernacular literature of Bengal. They
ught to know that Bengali is a comjpulsoiy
ubject of examination for all Mngali
andidates in all exaniinatidns in Arts from
he Matncul|j|idji^ And for this

eason ''the';^iy|p^^: .«very.:V^eaf. recom-
mends Besides,

n the

jteir questions; Bengali.

Recently Logic written
in BeqgaU^;^!^ prescribed for

the lateirmediaic ^
Examination. Now,

^’^hen tha jijD^ca University would, choose
Its Bengali boob* would it be pos-

sible for any Viifieroy to prescribe before-

hand vrhat tbd itylh; the diction, the dialect,

the percehiage Of - Persian and Sanskritic

^ords in the vocabu^^ these books,

end the piacCi of their publication must
nr must hot be? A Viceroy cahoot and Will

hot enter into such details^ Again, just

^ thh Dacca Univenity yi^ottld control and
mfluen# of Bengali books
wr 4 qpedal educa-

W |Mw for the y«Wtoy fo

:

by this Committ^
;

.
' si^dwid Boigali ? We 'ftiiak -

repeated at-

,teftpt« inade to foagnify a dialect ihtd a
Imtgimgev and teroember that the Dacca
Uhayersity and Da^ special educational
racer's Department would be run by men
steeped in and in love with separatist ideas.

Even if the Viceroy were to lay down a
strict rule on the subject, which we do not
think he would do, as he cannot enter into
such details, it would be easy to evade it,

as the standard of a language is too delicate
a thing to describe in definite terms.

It is a matter of common knowledge
among Bengali authors, publishers and book^-

sellers that the B. B. and Assam Government
insisted on many books being printed and .

published in that Province if they were td

be used there, though for many books pub-
lished by English publishers like MacMillan,

London must have been taken to be situated

in East Bengal. On account of this insis-

tence some printing and book-binding firms

were obliged to open branches at Dacca.

College Admission according to

domicile.

Many East Bengal students, who soMght

admission in the Calcutta Presidency and
Scottish Churches Colleges, were told to

go back to Dacca, in Calcutta, Patna

and l^cca, Government Colleges carefully

emimine the names of the birth-places of

applicants in their fornis of application for

admission, as one^s,domicile is a deterqilnr

ing factor in granting or refusing his applica*

tion. These facts may not be known to

the Viceroy.

Attempts at disaffiliation.

Regarding the attempts of the E.

Government to get institution dtsalR Iiatei

entirely or in certain subjects only, wh iind

only refer to the too well known cases ^
the Brajamohan Institution, the Bajitinr

School, and the Serajgunge School. Thise

attempts were frustrated by the jnti
liberal and firm attitude of the Calcuttis

University. It wiU be temefobered that

one of these cases 1^1 id the Migntidn df

Sir Baminylild to

sd^rdisellllisn^^a^^^



Governing
.
Imyif' Cotl^» Da<^ forwarding copy

the Principal of the College»

the Govern-
,« tfidia, refuting the College affiliation ki

. Hlitdi^ for the Intermediate and B. A. Examinations.

. ..

a^ of the letter from the President,
&iwiitng Body. Jagannath College, Dacca, and
the Representation from the Principal of the College
be l^warded to the Government of India.

, .liMit the Government of India be informed that the
Syndicate feel themselves bound to observe that the

' way in which tlw Government have dealt with the'
qiMMttipn of the disaffiliation of the Jagannach College
in Histoiy is not in their opinion the right one and
that an opportunity should have been giUn to the
^vindicate to mptms their the way in

such disaffiliaUpn would be likely to affect the
ConagOi ^d that If the representation referred to in
thO Government letter No. 183, dated the 10th March
1909, ak to the desirability of the Jagannath College
i^sitig to teach History, was made, as there is reasm
toperiittme, by the Government of Eastern Bengal
and Assaos, l^e Syndicate should hav^ been put in a
politic to that the
attetidob 01 Gioweoirtieht be. direc^d to the Uust

dgnger ofiludima^ proceedings beingadm^ in
oam of tllti* hind, is strikingly illustrated by^SSSTtbe

what the e«e« «fW
that in tbermnion ^

lUtited M.
Ti,,

liMpector the .chool

authcmti«s.
foim

...to-.'.pay' ;5M per
month. Blit .

,j,j

Syndicate decided:thai|t was not nec^n
to bind the authoritiei in that way. And
BO on. The attempt of the £. 0. ,and Asaam
Director to ruin the ^ntinihetan School
in Wett Bengal ia Well known. Equally
well known is his attitude towards students
of national schools.

Scholanii^ Refttacd foe aonnsdliteational

ReaMas.. ';

. A
^

brilliant student of Brajamoban Ins-

titution who topped or alniM topped the
list in successive examinadihsr • and was
entitled to acbolardiipa, Was denied that

pnvilejje. Hit name is j^vi^ruad Ghosh.
We CsiOaot just now call to nnind any other

definite insduice.

v.'-; dt'-ia^well kno.^'?|(iiii!ie

'

PhiifBMMa ef
aodAha"^--'^'-"'-"'"

theii

mmmm

, BB L I'J
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We wondA: «)i this and

posiibly a

y tdsympalliSe the pco«

poul for a s^iMiratb .tMvar^^^ has^oked. Surely

jtisa miitter of ^i^inc||^^6w)iMge that the spirit to

which the writW* . a' larp

number of offidal^ m Bengal, and very litue

rtflKtion is ruNKled effect of the

establishment . dtas^^b University and a separate

educational eadrS: wedd ;
1» to pei^etuate this spirit.

It is true that &M; Bei^at ia now no lon^tfer to be a
separate admthistraiti^r kiit a mischievous polity

once established ifke ao many other things in this

world, dies hard, and much always depends upon
the ''personnel’Vbf a :Servite. A separate education*

al Service in Et^ Bengali if one were establishedi

would include many of those officers who have been
so largely responsiole for the policy that has been
followed during the last six years.

Theoretical Uiilt7 but Practical Separa-
tion in the Bducatiofi Department.

Lord Hardinge has indeed said that there

will not most probably be a separate edu-
cational cadre for East Bengal. As he has

said so, there may hot be a separate cadre

formally, but in reality there may be a
division between, the educational services

in West and East Bengal. Let us briefly

explain hbw.v;:j;; Vv ;

Though the. may not

Wf aecprd;i«tf: to ibe Viceroy*!,w
h|fetiour>':;.ibiii?^ '.'it '

will.. .cei|Sa|bly. te
jn sC^ ree^ from the'^ttefi^ in

lib And prescribed text-

books. Tim ;|»q{e8^^ tCAch
in Cove^etot^;^:G^ jB^ast Bengal
xccordinjg.A:'’to;.::lb^ '".wouldt' if

tianifewM !i5t6: Bengal Colleges, not
feel tStoreioiirer, ’their ex-

Bengali
but '..'Vilest /.Bengal..

Hencd'"; .wibe
'

m

:tmiiife/

.

thein»/v/.'SisOi^ with
teaebs® r^iwp^ Of schoob; depgfy

inspecifeffev lor wM tex^bookiJxad metbods
Bengal

L . 4. in many

pf the:^fbient Provincial and other
too> leryii^ ip East Brngal, wonid^ fof the
sake of npidM^^
like to remath cemflned /to

This may result m furth^^

We want the same jmlicy,: spirit and
temper to govern education throughout
Bengal. Instances may he given show*
ing the too political character of the & B«
educational officers, in dealing with the
students of national schools and other ins*

titutions. But we must draw a line some*
where, and do so here*

BengaPs Fears not Unwarranted.

Under the circumstances the people of

Bengal were perfectly justified in looking
upon the scheme of educational bifurcation

as an indirect method of maintaining the

Partition. It may indeed be said that the

policy underlying the Partition having
been reversed by the announcement made
at the Delhi Coronation Durbar, nb such

suspicion ought to have been eiitertaihed.

To this one may reply that the re-partitibn

of Bengal announced at Deibi was declared

''Commenting on His Excellency's speech the

Par$i, an organ of the Parsi community, says i—

,

'The long defence made by the Viceroy In reply to

the deputation, does not seem to be quite conyinch^,

so far as the foundation of a University at Dacca is

concerned, pven if It be pleaded*, says the paper,

'that the ntiinbers are growing too unwieldy, fora

single University, the most obvious remedy woidihd
to give a separate Univerity to the newly oonstiliitad

Province of Bchar and not to Dacca. Herem,/it

will be seen, the Parti practically voi<«s the ^tise

of «Mir own people. With regard to the fear

is wWely entertained in Bengmi that the estakligi!ll^.

of a mver^yat Dacca wouM^iespk In a
of internai partition, the Parsi says that

the Viceny nas ho reply to give, exc^t m
which Is scarcely UWy tp xllay

conclusion the paper cites the mmoTNoith: ^
in vindication of the fear of the

S'
mon . educational system, controBad hy^^^

Univeieity,^ the paper tos ?hae.;bWiU^
.

,

ing link between North C««m and rent <

Gkmtkay Presidmcy, which

the two contigud^ dirt/icU

Ottiam. 'the people irf- North

die

".A

.. >

•



m.
as Ofia of tbe

^ the Cajf)|t«l ;fr0m Cakuttay that

d^lared that. the. Partition policy

reversed, that the influence of

Vas referred to in the

|^y*8 despatch in terms not very flatter^

vif^jj^laad^ to infer that the Delhi
; were not the outcome of

ari^jimVadmiration' of ^^t^^ Bengalis’ desire for

M^tdatiiy^ the Tiine$ said that

l^die chief o^ects towards which Lord
^mh’s Partitioo^ of Bengal was directed

kavO beiim safeguarded" and the Daily
: Mo#T eaid that ^^Lord Curzon^s ends have
been attained different means;"
conserjuently Bengalis had reason to be in

a crit^l and sceptipal mood even after

the I^IIh announcements. Even after this

the rejoinder would be warranted that all

this is .mere inference and the creation of

the Ben|rali imagination* But the speech of
the Prime Minister in

. the course of the
Debate on the Address, as cabled by Reuter
(London, Feb. 14), leaves no doubt on the
suh|eci. Here is what he said

Mr, Amuith endorsed Mr. Bonar Law’s note of

perpMsal conmtulation of Their Majesties. Govern*
R^nt topic full cespnsiliUity for the Durbar announce-
linenta, dm not involve a reversal of the policy

pf ms partition of Bennlbut a jd*arrangenient in the

h||ht of, esferienee which, it was believedi would* tn-

ctmaipljfly'Corotd^

.V.h'”
,

V-

The critic of the prevailing Bhigalt
, attitude will now say t^^ in reply to the
address of the deputation which waited
upon the Viceroy in connection with the

.

proposed Dacca University the Viceroy
mid;---

'

i may say m enCe no proposals which could
ppssiblyJlMd m inkrnal partition or division of

^ .
t mepi with any support from the Gov^^^

ment Pf .1^'ia. Any such measures would be opposed
to thejpPISw'^mbodied in the announcement of His
Itnf^rtal mjesty and to the views of the GovemmM
of India*

:
Tm of a Unimrsity at Dacca

and ttm appbbitmeht of a special odmtmn officer 9t
Dacca^t S0«# on grounds of edumtional pdicy,
boih-i^jpo|#sn^

;

and m remove ail

imibu m of ibe
'

But ^^fei^^

dihnot esidoriKi word
in pblitics is **Qo64 maih
or determining factor in
Circumstances cohnt fork'^ ttaditions

and habits of the Service c^nt ibr much,
the men who fill in and details

of a scheme count for sbnietfaingi and a
system may count fot most. After the

&poy War Queen Victoria of blessed

memory issued her Proclamation with, the

best of intentions and in utmost sincerity

of soul, and this document has been en-

dorsed by her august sttcamsors. But in

spite of their good intentions it has

been and will be an uphill fight for us

to induce their officers to give effect to

the policy embodied in the Proclamation.

Lord Morley’s original Reform Stheme was
undoubtedly the product of his Lordship's

good intentionsi btit could it materialize

in opposition to the views of his official

subordinates? In spite of hit
!

good inten-

tions has it not produced many undesirable

results? The originators of the Public

Service Commission, the Provincial Services,

the Statutory Civil Service, &c.| cannot be

convicted of bad intentions* And yet what

have been the beneficial fruits they have

borne ? Have they been at all commensurate
with their good intentions? Laws a,re often

framed with the best of intentionsy but the

men whj^ give effect to them ijbieiug

they ate, they often produce^Wdlhip.
;^

say, therefore, without in the ;

to question Lord Hardie^^f good inten-

tions, that we consider it *01; the

public to maintain a CIS

regard to the whole
bare in full ^ detail ill im : -bajl

con8equencesy---^otiMquen€eii wbi^:- :

jHis

Excellency may not be able; to

or to prmrent on account
circumstances or ef traditio^' ;bfdaiit^ bn/i

tha, very natuie of the IndiMbut^
• system*

'’

^

We, tbefeiorei

theVeiy tncejpttpn of .the:|;^cq^Ne^^
'

ir*

paa ww**'

tutfon, ncme
by oiir. elbfts

have
tion



act yfori lie.- la^iAcbe$ a scheme
without pieviousl^ giving^ the public an
opportunity to dikiusit its merits. But this

we can say that eVierii Lord Curiton showed
greater outtyard regard for piiblic opinion

than Lord IHtardinge) as he allowed the

public to pronouhci^. oh the merits of most
of his measures before carrying them out.

We say outward^ for Lord Curzon was not
guided by public opinion. In justice to Lord
Hardinge it should perhaps be said that
when public opinion is not to be followed,
it is better not to go through the formality
of consulting it at all. There can be no
question, however, that all enlightened
Governments consult and are guided by
public opinion. Lord Hardinge, however,
is playing the autocrat. This may be the
correct thing to do in India, but can no
longer be defended by calling it oriental;
for Japan won a constitution long ago,
China is a republic now, and Persia would
have had a settled constitutional Govern-
ment by now, but for tendencies ingrained
in the characters of some occidental nations.

Is this Provincial Autonomy?

In his Despatch on the Delhi announce-
ments, His Excellency foreshadowed a
jague fcheme of provincial autonomy. By
It we did ^pt understand popular control of
*he proym^sal governments, that is too
good a thing; to be won without , strenuous
constitutipmtl struggles

; but we did anti-
cipate that provincial governors would
w given the power of initiative and full

control so far as the rnternalklEaim^ of their

pmvincm^W^ concemedi This anticipa-
"On inConvct.^^^ here is Lord

to Imjgal as Governor

^ the Government
o< India thought wait for his
opinion final dedkioii
^gardi^v^:^ a scheme as

in a r
ihis is;

......

and aiarni,

hy Lord :

of tW
^us and

ihan like

d

quiet progress and conteiit^t in BeP^i.
and that is probably his intention, too. ^
It just to him to create unrest for him ip
advance? Then comes the question of
expense. Before the Partition of Bengal ini^5» ^hcre was one tJniversity and one
Director of Public Instruction for i^ngal;
Behar, Orissa and Chota Nagpur, After
the Partition there was the same one
University, but two Directors for almost the
same areas. Now, there are to be only for
^ngal Proper two Universities, one
Director (with his olBice) and one Special
Officer for East Bengal (with his
separate office and probably as highly or
nearly as highly paid as tfie Bengal
Director). That is to say, whereas before
October, 1905, one Director with his office

•sufficed for Bengal, Behar, Orissa and
Chota Nagpur, now he and his staff will
be considered capable of directing the
education in only the small area com-
prised within the Burdwan 'and Presidency
Divisions. May we ask why this lavish
expenditure on the directing ageiicy,
particularly when during the last five years
male scholars have increased in Bengal by
4*3 per cent,, and in E. B. and Assam only
by *5 P®*" ai'^l female scholars by x*2

and 2'9 per cent, in Bengal and E. B. and
Assam respectively? Then there is the
increased expenditure owing to the creation
of a Governorship for Bengal Proper alone,
to be met by Bengal Proper only. Surely
Lord Carmichael ought not to have
his hands tied in this way as regards
increase of expenditure

; specially as owing*
to Bengal Proper being thickly populiam
and permanently settled, and with little*

developed or undeveloped mineral respuroei,;

her revenues are not very expansive^ With
things

.
settled for him in this way, be is

likely to relish the taste of ‘^provincial

autonomy.*' Apart from the quests

provincial autonomy, we do nb| know fapw f

the money is to be found for two diiVctifig

officers and a new University, uol^ 1^
starving the Calcutta University and sccbti^
ary and primary educattom^^^

b»tHr
. the.



ii'^vi”^-v

rnow i^intne the for tibfe

ag pvt
at the very outset that Hit

vl^li^lkQC^ ifiipiied arguthent has seemed
eatiiemetjr confused and unconvinicihg.

:
^^jbeitas Only found faiiit with Calcuttay

, jbut has. not proved the fitness of Dacca for

University ; and
forgotten the fact that

'CSUd&ltat ofr#hich he is the Chancellor, ts

^ as an examining tJtii-

vffiity. iT Ca^ bad, that does hot

i^ye that Dacca h good. If Calcutta ta

her not improved by
^iiaMsteniig the remedy at Dacca. If% doctor does not treat

HariV Jf the right arm of a man is weak,
hot rest satisfied with

" and exercise for the

lift arm. But let us examine the Vice*
X^*a reply to the Deputation in detail.

Plisa for Taaeliifig and Resldental
Universities.

sa^^ all agree that a
' VMtaining Un iversi ty wi 1 1 not any

of advancing India,

; and residental Universities

from this point of
ywia tl^ Hindu and Musalman University

in t|e right direction, Our
ig as to where

to take this advanced
taking the latter

.pyin% are to advance, first,

llttd the has forgotteu that

y At^ psi^d during the'

'fhle
;
intfViduction of the teaching and

existing
umriMtisii, and that in pursuance of this
^|eGt, Cakuita is atreadv a teaching

no doubrof a rudiment^

r

TMcUaf

'

"
iLol-'.

v'Axen^e.,'

tqnH^^tLnd. kept -iii-

1* certainll

*PP Iptiare. univenity

U :.diitingai.lted examin.
ing bod^. But tile .ay, where
:<ipAie. in: Uni. -

verwty itselff Calcutta

haa ihade also

according to it. meanW Tn tKkj^^rt of the

Syndicate for mention of 46
eottrln^ nf lectursnjt'^:^ ;’^^^^ 40
Univerai^ l^turer^ .<^; of

Comparative l%t|ol<^^j^Mti) and Moral

Philosophy, Pdlitittl ^ Politi-

cal Philosophy, ' Sam^t,
:
Pkliv! History,

Physic,, Inorf^ic C|i:,bti*^'yi Organic

Chemistry, Geol(^, Ara^C( Persian, Phy*

siology. Botany, ^ngliidi: Aniji Mathematics.

We find the name of a Reader

in Physics, wh6 is to »
lectures on Optical Thebrilith* WV find fhe

names of three. Junior Uniyeibi^ Lecturers

in Philosophy. The Profes-

|

sorship has been of Ibng stbhding, and the
|

many decades been justly cpnl^k^ authori*

tatiye text>bppks iq many bimncbef .
of !>*•

The University Law OMIege
' teabhes law

under t.hi direct control
.

University.

Thb Mintb Professor '

delivers fectMres po , e|pbbbi^
' The, ';B}n4lfllte ' :ha8;;;te'«stgS.ti^|ff^ii^^^

' '*<

.recotbtnessd! to .ihb,

ribn of the?

irna AntieMq«j,l^;.;'ahdvjilii^'t^

.
ma:tictk

, Thp Iwbj;.
R«*e«o» prcsfesiki«^^ip).Q|;''.|n^'

'

Antiquities atsd' the sedbiic ^

„

Professr^p of MathebBaific^,-;:'lHfetolar;

of .each Pi»fesilor;vis,-;ilbte^;':tlLJ^^^

year, aad the' first iticttaib«bt oi.'«^ chai

'.IsWhpl^.^ee for



^tid Researdb^ Darbhaiig* A^rcK m
jliedicine, the liiWice Reicairfeh

lOiiniprasanim^^^,^^^^ Sc^larthii) for

'enabling % scientific

and technied: ^ West,
the Jubilee Po^grjiduitfd Scholarships, the

(shan Scholarship, the Monindra
Chandra Nandi Fellowships for Research
in Ancient Indian Mathematics and Astro-

nomy, and the numerous other Scholar-
ships^ Prizes and Medals at the disposal

of the Calcutta University. It has taken
Calcutta more than half a century to be
able to provide such facilities for advanced
studies, facilities which are at the disposal
of Bengalis (of both East and West Bengal)
Beharis, Burmese, Uriyas and Assamese alike.

We cannot prophesy how much longer
Dacca will take to achieve the same results,

and provide the same facilities for her
alumni. For decades to come they will
have to do without these advantages.
Calcutta is also partly residential ; for the

University inspects and controls all hostels
and students* Ibdgings. If it gets more money,
it can provide adequlate hostel accom-
modation fbr all students who do not reside
with their guaitdiains,and a sufficient number
ofofficeia them. The Presi-
dency ah the Scottish Churches
^ollegC* have such hostels ;

of .the Medical

Other Colleges

/ grants ; fof such
hcstels. If

monqr had ;pipfeS)SOia!^Widehcc8
could to hostela
Such mofus-
ftil

be-
•LI-

tbiftt tetebins

are t3rp«i»

Owe, tad the

mod

'
,

'

^
-Jaf '

Cm^id|6.i;^^'
.'-.brbH

VicerM^ g^d: ^' tbm|^-; )9aeea^.^^

In Calcutta we have aireudy a
beginning in all dtrectidna. Let U8 bavii
efficient Mney

,
and we can haW b^a

full-fledged residential and teaching Uni-
versity in the course of a few years. The
same amount of liioney which the Govern-
ment proposes to spend at Daccai will
cerUinly produce far more tangible results
within a briefer period of time *11811 at
Dacca. For we have here more than a
sufficient number of brilliant advanced
students eager to profit by post-graduate
studies, we have an assemblage of qualified
professors in a large number of subjects, we
have a sufficient number of other scholarly
men in the different professiont to form
the various Faculties of the Senatei We
have more than half a dozen first grade
colleges, besides smaller ones, we have
Colleges teaching law, mediciMe and
engineering, and we have facilities for

research and advanced stud^ in well-

equipped libraries* and chemical, physical,

and physiological laboratories. Beside!

these, we have astronomical observatories

for the Study of astronomy, a botanical

garden for the study of Botany, a goqd
museum for the study of Geology, Minehfh

;

logy. Palaeontology, Arch8eolog]r,Cqn|li;ta:

tive Anatqmy, ^., and a Zoological Gardi^,;

for the study of Zoology, What has Daeci
to show against all this that Governinmt:
should leave its wc^ in CalcMth-
begun and but partially ddaej to ihaJiin'^igi::

altogether new lnq;inmng atJE^c^
ask this question for a yeiy fiqt^’^
If there M two lame men, 4^
requires two crutelm to ba^ a^hs to

and if *»>* ol them'^haf 4^.
siirely it is Wiser to jpye aho^r,^^b^
proceeding to fiuniu tfm toi^d : ihan wi^'-

only one cratch. FWr, Weij^ : il>at C«^
.:Can" become ^.a'lolcf^Iygi^
rfiideifttaLI^iyfiflftT W''wNpi«hditiiwif'-i^^^

Wl. t'JahV*' '.rbiiVJr'- ".vfA'**' diS . '
1

• “1. < .. «



fafti got one crutch, Dacca has hot

got; anjr ;
and Go?ernment has*, we arc

^raidi *or one

W^i: then, bestow it on Dacca,

be able

Da^a^s Fitness Examined*

Let us take the official version of East

Bengal'S capacity. The Hon. Mr. Sharpe,

^e then Director of Public Instruction,

]|. B. & Assam, said in reply to an appeal

lor a University at Dacca made by the Hon.,

&bu Ananga Mohan Naha, in his speech

oh the budget for 19x0, in the E. B. &
Assam Council—'

**I sympathise with the Hon. Member, but we have

tp weigh the pros and eons. On the one hand,

oiir connection with Calcutta saves us from becoming
parochial, though that danger lessens rapidly every

year; In the second place, we have reaped the bene-

fits; of the high standard which that University has

set itself in Tta new regulations. Thirdly, we are

.S^k in those elements which would make up any
.f|cuftiesother than Arts.’’ (The Herald, DaccsL),

V H situation so vastly improved in

ocourse of less than two years as to

j^ke Dacca lit to have a University now ?

in reply to the demand for a University

: it ^cca made by the Muhammadan Asso-

Sir Lancelot Hare said in his fare-

. speak of the desirability of establishing

for this province and vour wish

a^l /ba t^ed. But the expense of (his would be very

great* 1 do not think you can expect this very soon.’^

We do not know how the course of

less than oiie year Government feets rich

enough td estabiish this very expensive

mititutibm .
afraid Lord Hardinge

hat been mialed by some of his advisers

ti|h6. am in love with the reacttonary and
se^ratist policy pursued by the E. B. &
AiMam

:
Government. We guess that; so

tong at these advisers had am external

f^rtttion in the shape of a separate adminis-

tratiph with a separate Bducatio^^ Direc**

tor and they cbutd not make *

(Ketr tninds to advo^te so ekppnsive^

pimamre and unwise a sche|ae as a sepa?

sate Uniyenity. Bnt jidw that this Paiti-

t^ is gontv they tnap^^ naad
- of it in aimtfaer

•'.feife^'thdadsdi^

enquiry as to vdsefierBacca Is sufficiently

advanced to have a'Ufiivkndty. Writing

in tte hrst nitmbief pi; the Bdcwi Review

mcently pt^lisbed tm patronage,

Mr W. A. J. Archbbld, it* Principal of

the Goyeriuneni College ait l&cca, said

’’Money will hot leake Buildings

will not make it. It is essentially a spb^ of learned

men, and unless we Secure tneir presence, it is vain

to expect any real love of learning, the love d learn-

ing for its own sake, to be created in those who be-

long to it.”

Now Government may spend money at

Dacca,—though we are certain it cannot

spare enough for the purpose,—rit may use

some of the buildings vacated by the E. B.

and Assam Government ;• but how will the

society of learned men spring into existence

at once? We do not say that Dacca is

an intellectual Sahara; on the contrary

Bengalis of East Bengal are known to be

very intelligent. But an atmpsphere of

culture takes time to grow and a place

cannot become a centre of attraction for

learned men all at once. In the mean-

while Calcutta has already got an atmos-

phere of culture and an assemblage of

learned men. We are therefore sorry that

the Viceroy has made such a palpably

wrong choice of the place where the great

experiment of a teaching and residential

university can be successfully made.

Properly speaking, direct teaching by a

University U for graduates^ thp work of

preparing undergraduatbii for graduaticMi is

done by affiliaM^, cdile^. ^ fct us s^
how many pQiNgraduatp Mud^ta Dacca is

likely to have. In 29x1 no abideht passed

the M.Sc. exatninatton from Dacca

College, and no other College m E^s*

Bengal is affiliated up to that
only 2 students from only that;^
East Bengal passed the M.A.^ Xbt
ecoiiongr and political pfeilosip^linonc
appean^l in; English, Matl^^
s^y, History,

; Sanskrit, Otc.

;

from thateoliege la ami 5

.passed" the
was c3>uihed by x
Institution, Barisal,

Gauhatfi45 f^ *



Ihgannath W from

Rajshahl Collie,; la from Coo
Behar CoUi^ |H; 14^ - i^ included in

East 15ai| year altogether

only 122 in arts and

science in Bengal and

Assam, of the tqwn of

Dacca- rhe inA#er who went
beyond the B*A. >or B,Sc., stage was only a.

[s this nun^r sufficient for a teaching

University c^eo to start with? Only 6
colleges in Eaat Bengal ^including, Cooch-
Behar) can turn pit

t graduates. It should

also be retnembered that East Bengal has no
Medical or Engineering College. Twenty-
Bve yeai« after its foundation Allahabad
University is gding to have a Medical
College, and that the outcome mainly of

3ublic generosity. It is premature to think
)f establishing a separate University in

Sast Bengal. Let more colleges be estab-

ished there first, to serve as feeders to

I teaching university before the latter is

bought of. To create a university first

n the hope that feeder colleges will be
•prn of themselves later on is to put the
art before the hprse. Why not take the
lore natural course of founding more
olleges firsts and improving those already
listing

-7
"

Dilidinsfit Compared.
The heat poiiiii in the Viceroy’s reply

which calls is his comparison
of the Caii;^ta with the British

Universitiei in tbr^ of the colleges
and sthdenti^e^^^ by thehir The 51
Colleges^hif;:^ vwth i3»37S
*tudehhi

.bie iifOubled h im.
.
He has men-

tinned Univcrsiiics butw which is

ili'/ England and
which '.in

.

figiSP. showing
thisji^^ different

^^ges

|]be;eojiipaiis6n.

to^BritisH" .yhiyer?,.,

.fhr which •

to i ns, the Berlm -

and the Uni-.

;|5w| w
®e larsttiFjsSi^i^4s^jUiWitd .|>e fepictnberod

•

3^3

thet Both at Parts and the students
reside in^he University town itself ntskfng
It undesitable and impi^etfcab^^^^ to divide
the numbers.in these and other large cohtiw

H”?^t!rtitiew% multiplying Uniyer*
si ties. Therefore, the work of supervising
the health, morals and studies of the
students, the work of inspecting the iiistitn*

tions, and the work of examining
,

large
numbers have to be done by inGreasing the
number of officials and by the adoption of
improved methods. These kinds of work in
the Calcutta University also can be better
done than now by increasing the number
of College Inspectors and Hostel Inspectors

and improving the methods of examination.
Regarding the teaching and examining of :

students we shall have more to say later on.

Universities and Literacy.

His Excellency says that in the United
Kingdom there is one University for about

2^ millions of people, whereas the Calcutta

University is (dr more than xoo millions of

people. That is true. But His Lordship

forgets that Universities are for human
beings who are literate, who can. read aod
write, but not for illiterate bipeds, as the

majority of human beings in India arf.

In England almost everybody except infants

of 4 or 5 can read and write and every

child above that age receives educii^ionr

So that a large number of Universitfesr

must be necessary. In India about 95 pcf

cent, of the inhabitants arc illiterate. ^
that His Lordship’s comparison can suggest

only mournful thoughts. We wonder wl^
in a country where in every 4 viHtges

out of 5 there arc no schools, and wheip

in spite of that fact officials for tfe

most part have opposed Mr.

Elementary Education Bill, ihany on iKs

ground of expense, the cbieT office

insist so much on mulfiplyiiig ufiiiwiK

sities and directing

officials; While making

His Lordship alto forgot,tbat in _
ffofo the people and the C^Venim^t ^
gble and Willing to

mere dn ItU kinds a^^^ pf

^;iatfie:>casem::indi»
;yeiry

.

jinach'fo:



Hi ^ry 8tgni6<w:t day. after

:%aHtcrate a country India, ii^a eMminittg
aft«r . iaiiniftiog answer-

Ac
^lifhich 80 uigently fcqui^^

f> ol its old industries and the intro^

ne^ones, ip much stiess sKoold

Ilfc'jpHt pn the multiplication of aaiiwrafi^ffs

,

Arts and iheoreiical (not applied)

Mieppe^.

' of exiut^ large numbeta.

of exainining such

huge humben^ Berlin, Paris and London
dan examine similar numbers, we do not

^ iirhy we should not be able to do so. It

wtii npt^^ b^ the Berlin,

i^rts
' ^ London examinations and

certilicates, dipAma and degrees are value-

less or that they are not among the very

best cpfitret of education in the world.

A^ideSi if Ae number of examinees must

bd reduced, why not create a university fdt

>^";iiew Province of Behar-Chotanagpur-

Qmia ? Behar cries aloud for it. &har
Md,W mates *have different languages

l^ngal. Heir own Government will

*P^"d money to foster

than the Bengal

. p^ fpster the growth of two,
in the new Province there

tipi^ideveloped mineral wealth
tracts of land. The

^ also furnish far healthier

^#fpm the and vicious

ihap East Bengal. We have
the main direct work

,
F it teaching university, apart

-liM Aa done by its affiliat-

poit^graduate work.
.w-Si|i|t.B^^l pmd Anam six colleges

girklinst^.; in ^ar, Ckota-.
i|i||itt; v-jiyL'

' nttwiii a1s6 .snc coll^^ can
the cuCuUbs--

tiMeii^.it la m ; sr^ majoipity.of

..be .Waiuod. 'I»r

'.^liije^'proiwsed'ed^."

S
pars, my
sh, and m 8 or 9 hosn

of fatiguing We pet
this question frdih dtitr- j^isonal praa;.

cal experience sia fMiviemt^ enminer. Up
to what namtwr eah a Uniimrsity easmiiM

stud^ts WitKv^ Mh thii

advpcate tbia^nfftipii, hed^ according

to his estimat^ )tM would

have 3000 thatr^ulafioh cnndidatei; For

this nuihher, for^ei^; qtti^op paper, fin

exathiners may.ibe^;,'li>^^ ts it ptseti*

cable for
«j|
men to jexa^^ to the

eame standard! it thh

uniformity destt^^edWcinjtto^ or 15

instead of 5 ? V^ thillit^^^ 'iea

number of cand^ti|s sh^id be such as one

man can examine, epd fhait;il. My, 600. h
that case an Caicotta MRithts year have 9000

matriculation candidaihNh there ought to fat

IS Universitiea for& Wtsa under its jurw.

diction and. fort^ie 3<^ £Mlt Behg^^ cand •

dates there oUj^ tp 4^ 3

-

have
.
pra^Ua'l , .^nbiffidija another

University, "etcaiiiip^^

number of

whose exanimiitiin^-

carefully. tfoipv.jiei!a'.:f

at |>reient.ythe'

conducted farjtitoia

the candidates ni

what they do. ndw.
has also said that, .thu'

tion examioatidti fa 4
of two studehta w eqj

and one
exat

thi* is A
to

A- '‘fat smaller

;<d^:.'::Calcutta,..:

leei

jEndUr that
I

atfons are

iiSiWwbeB

iient. of

,

bf :

lijjlsiidiiiA'ee, diat

!

' " Tpiqe fsiU
;

^

NoWi

.Uiiliidw ought

uliaifol



i]i« same
vesti^tioB»'4iib:ii!'«|p^ e|odji*

dties near whii^

iDttit neceaaaniy ;^veii |»int

(wbject to c^a;to-J^«^»<^ 'Wlit^ onore

than one the ele-

pi^ of ^ae* .AeeeM;i% w Ur«ly
intpi the qoea^Diti!^ paaa ana failuK; . The
lact may bo jtij^ ia this way t—^ gene*

ml efficieacyJt| ‘gittiitedt it

s true to
;

:how who pw will be

luperior
;
but

\ few of thm;frah {*ii i&^.be superior to

i few of thoye .i^H9 Tlieu errers ore

tet ^ttuliar U -^ptindiion tyttm, they

ire iiihertnt ippUhkp^^ It is

lecessary to alioat forthena in considering

he failure p{ ah individual candidate as

n index ofiiull^encyi

;

Teachtckg Chases.

It has beenr ;j^^ it is not
ossible to tef^ a. UUm or more
indents with^^idjikieiKyi paying attention
> the inditddllliili; d^ needs of each
udmt. ai*0 in
eking ^ a. la^ .'fehP'
rnMiMiaeMi|[;^|Bid’iipt' -fiiMaiafter. an' abstract
wal.;'^ '

that if

:teotion;.h..i^i'Wt:|tah''tpw student,, a
*j* 0^«^m^^an.’..tha« '•«>» be' pla,ced

*",r ’-^SlPhSwIwr.' "'So'J.^t in our

'or section
U i Madents, have 6
®»es:iwi«Se^tii‘ih^i-^ rnm^ ins-

*wetore-:'ih.j«ir: '.put^lt

that w«
'haw:-W*' «*

'

uf 'r',

f
J?

inaittt^i^_,;witii f^pi|w'|(hea''eH;dt»«i^
ice^n'c^e^ .'fliiti.- m-' nriyktli"-

jn Caicutt«;;;;biiji^^^

fore, if tbeyare flitir ekuterice
18 neceiwry fer
and growth of thi natianv--thw
large fee-income derived from a large
her of studehtis If^io course of tirne Vjmblie
munificence be diiected to our odjlcge^
they may be able to take leit

employing more Profewom* to divide
classes into more and smaller sei^iona IjH
then we must put up with the evil of un-
wieldy classes. But suppose we are' pre-
pared to ride the hobby of ideally small
classes to death, how is the establishment
of a teaching University at Dacca going
to solve the problem of unwieldy classes

in Calcutta? In the half a doaen or so b}g^
ger Calcutta colleges there are at least

5000 students. It has hot ydt been ascei^

tained how many of these belong tO Dacca
and how many to East Bengal Jn geheiih
But suppose at a low computation tdke

1506 to be their numberh two^^^^ J^^

have to be done to draft them
to Dacca One is to provide a sulfi*^

cient numbet of colleges Mi foxy

them at Dacca, and the other is to iiidiiice

or compel them to join ' them*

have ideal classes, xnifid. Taking each
college to consist of six classes frpm ^
Intermediate to the M;A. olT M*Sc.^

ard, and each class to contain we mtjUf

:

have 10 colleges of 250 studtmti ea;^^;

5 coHeges of 300 itudents each ;’^yott;;igfi^^

not have mdfc without lowering

to a dangerous extent, is the Govhmh^ \

going to establish 10 or 5 aikh
:
opt^

It not' tbeJjovernment,:

these studentsam’ td.^ be m--

College, them should be for eg^ oK
^nrjtw ki-_v^Ti T'.

inftraeton in each lubject, iMdi of

taUaga iiib-elaMof atitadeMi; TtfdVUpuiiP^W ttid that the Dacca Uirivel!iity!wi^: iii^'

.'hiinktHrh 'Calcutu. '.,:'ll. Mi»>';we , luni.#
"apllcinlt ' ;iiiiiiiber ' 4 'i^teiia^

:^vaij^«et-lo tcich ilL Ih*; iabpldtov'ilitt

Chtiriitiiv:«bn^v:v



-i^gK^tibn . ql stocky. tA

itli«y<d by iradtni ion^

.
twiii in E. B, and Awaiti,

of establisliing (and
' the estabfishm^ht ol) mbia

> "In ihe MofuMil both in West and

^ ^1? Why speak of a teaching

Dhcca : for achieving this

a sufficient number of

Cbl^f^ is established in Dacca. Students

go there. Every East

. student has not his home in Dacca;
the Spihes of many are nearer to Calcutta

than to Dacca. They will prefer to be in

,
CalcttfUi Until the reputation of Dacca
jriVils dir surpasses that of Calcutta, a result

which It will take decades and a mint of

money to achieve. So the problem of over-

mwdiM in Calcutta colleges does not

lilfhd its^( to easy and speedy solution. It

mtty, however, be ruled that no East

Bengal student will be eligible for Govern-
ipe^t service or for practising as a lawyer
.m Bedgul Courts, unless he studies in

ylSait-B^ would be the Farti-

^llifuiy and distant Colleges.

jemsiae m the question of ade-»w inspection. The difficulty is

University has

pecuniary position

lOap^v^ Inspectors than the

Oiie iV^ distance is any

;
Afficiilty,! sprely the colleges situated out-

side separated and
l^ed: Ihtb a : different Un^rsity or

Unri^inuti^ witl:^

in fhai^ Burma^ Befaar,

t^a^urand M pr
>wria:''^lya3^^ 1ne#''''yiiiverSity;^W

g^ need. The muKt;<^

don^era^'"

.

• r
^

-iiiid^an'y

.

... . . ....i&S-ii’"'

dtife'cohtii

Minii tteU chitili^ l»
particular jwiwlictidrir

;Uhi

Univw.
Wi5to partiiioii.flr

parents to

wWiisitSs'W^
bourti^ Uiilyerdtim of ad-
nfihistrative adjustment.

Lord HardingeV lahgbage;' to us

open to criticism ia one: TeapeCl;*; He says,

cannot underhand ho.\V ady body can

bretesii,** ’&c. We do not we
believe. Discussion cannot proceed with

due dignity, if both parties to it do not

respect the sincerity ol, each other’s con-

victions. Or, perhaos ft may that

officials can call in question the sincerity

or good motives of noh-pfficials, though its

opposite is not to be thought of. But let

us come to the point.

We beg to remind Lord Mardihge that

he forgets that his proposal has tWo parts,

(i) the establishment of a University at

Dacca, and (a) the appoiniment pf a special

educational officer for East Beitgat. We
have shown' in a previous note!hbw the two

parts of the proposal when carri^ out may

lead to an internal partition ..of

But unfortui^ately as the Viceroy his not

explained what his teaching Unt^’ertlty; is

going to beiike, or What the
;

^'itioVi
,

and

functions of the special 'officer are ghihg to

be, it is difficult to friHCisfe; him^^

University be a teaching-

and simple, 11% the CohtiiWhtal (W'

type, if, that is to sayir ?t

magnified college mtffiW aid'

Scieni^ Departments'^;

town, if it have hd ‘ btfcer in or

outside Dacca affi^ated ;jm. it

conduct eaamiinatiOna (as Calcutta does)

|tanf;..th^";affitii

'fiiei

examinaf.

tfuk&b

bollug^
College*

SlliSkrate^

„,^jgal.
<»[

jffi^'Bengal

listing'

be".



if.he.hayeja

ttaderhimldind|l6i^^^'.!^f w
if a ‘dii^^^

kind of coiii^i fbr ^st'
Seagal ;

ISeit" iitWirt' liitdlr^

an internat p]tcti^O)!». theire T)'e uo 8U9S'

partition, wO {iha^; glAttly: beaii. tKp lalame
nf having '^eeii. MWuly pcepticsii and pes-
simistic. Blit wA. An boiind to pnblish our
apprehentippa; thdUgK it bp sai4 that we
uepreU^^g, , ,

We tiave, al^dy shown: the difference
petween the cii^umstancpp. pf Bengal and ;

:hose of ^plapes in Europe. Therefore what
8 unobjectionable in .Euiiope, ; may not bei
io here. to the, Hindu and Muham-'
nadan Uniwrsili^. opinion lis not unani-:
nous regarding their probable consequences.:
uany have expressed ' the opinion' that,
hey are likely to. widen the breach between,
'lindus and Musalmans* MoreiOveXv they,
ire not to haye any territorial basis or
urisdiction, and they, are not to have any
colleges affiliated to them situated, outside
we towns where they arc to be located.
As to

^ there being no compolsiori upon
ps^eaU.ter send tb^ any parti-

it* ftny particular jurisdiction,
wd |f^dinge perhaps does not know thht.
East Bengal students have been repeatedly
told when seeking, admission . to , some;
Jioverhihent and Missionary Colleges in
Lalcutm, to go to. Dacca. There arc marty
jestr^tipus which are non-existent in thcoryii
out wbieh are yeiT^re^ in fact. In theory,
wr in^ancey {ndians are. not debarred from
o»y mgh civU^^ HBut as a
owtter .of iacti' proportion Of

;

high

altcady

.

dwelt of
restrietl^ni

a*? nw not

m
‘ tl^'- iema%s;:i^n

.i'ilaeasijiiiMiV;

rittdit

U^I anntoj^cnts,^ the liiidcsifc^le

nuence whfch| aiapng ot^l^r cauiist heces?*.'
sitkted me remoyaj of 'thh capital
—were also meant to be a cpmptfiifent -^
Bengal; We cahnoi blit also ask bUriily^
why, if the Viceroy hai sO great an adimi^^^^
tion for our intelligence and progressive#^
he did npt give Bengal an opportunity to
discuss hts pi-oposak But we forget, a,

compliment, like a gift horse, must riot be'
looked in the mouth.

The Allahabad Universl^,

His Excellency says :~*

During the 5 years preceding the constitution of the

Allahabad University, the number of students inclos-
ed by 37 percent.; in the five years following that;

event it increased by 172 per cent., in the territories

within its jurisdiction.
•

We beg here to offer three remarks,

(i) The Allahabad University had and has
its affiliated colleges situated mostly in the

'

U. P., a region under a different Gover#-,

ment frorii that of Bengal, where the seat

of the Calcutta University is, 'Hence,

the full resources of the U. P. . GoVernmenl'
could be used to develop collegiate

education under the Allahabad Uniyerslty

after .its creatior^, with the, rasul t.noted .iii,

ti^ Viceroy's, speech. But the proppSed
Dacca UAiveiiity being situated ip tbaipii^^
administrative area as the Calcutta

sity, cannot and ought not tp, cng|paM Ja^^^

the attention and respurces of tM Sfepgal

Government. We. do hot know
is' in contemplation to,|tan|^\

order to feed fat Dacca

:

ff

,created

nwpojpbjjr 41 the fMicjring

admiftisttatipn i^e

it* eieation.;

.l|(at-c*j»,,bqifeirystnkt^^^^^



F^min 'wnim.C’;

:

perc^ti^

‘-'--'-*.i^rdl« Oft «.’•

t*H^er percent*

,. .tiis^nc^, H tbe;e be

ip<^, tbe perceni-

b H there' be an
).ilb. the. percimtage

(ormer. caie the

[4nieitNiiii.'i^ liiP;'50ip>;'ind' 'rn- the letter ^

' ieMh ' fteice ’ in the absence of the

Awi^bm' of the itwdents of the

at diiferent periods,

we aii«4pi^e appraise t% real value of

the-aaewBisei-vV'-'^ V'
'

upivemty

by a suppor-

even good

of StiMcai Life*

• Wiat^ Vjteecioy says under this head is

a'pieee cd inmlied^^^^K^ which for its

waaidfcc^en^ would be hard to beat. Let us

fitdf .takew jpranted that wb Pn GarfieldW Indp Madhub Mullick, Dr.

ji and the Viceroy say

! idiiilii^ of: Calcutta life

^ihs facts, but ae,regards the
~

'the -emditipa of the

iMij^atidn which th^ suggest;

iaalid ^bia lef^ue conidd^
’^:$iur0 i$ m Oniversity toeittl

Jj^flf^S' CakHtta. ThmTore have ateaching
Calcutta^ mittdi but in

wotas,.as 'lUin' is HI,

.

.fjMfiidbn treintneot for-

Hnrfi
Cefeatto. simitnia

tkstV; -

there be n
.
gfitdtl; ''rMibalMif itnyeriii^ with healthy

ah BaniV
hoiiK'ia dingy^ Hh-ventihtted,'

db!^''^'h;iidac!d'tww
' Si>aiit:f^^.tbaAas--'a''hieW^^

'.at 'the'-hongestion in':'

-lOal^P^''iiiMg^e{ '.<^}ai^'ff««death;

taiiBt M'. ^

SidKtaSiSS**

wm
'f’lMenttifiu
g>i'’aow. lai

estaMiilt^

^ the

educa-

tion to have moft

cenirit. It baa uidii^

ter, if the ' Daicca
; ^

Colleges an noti by students

unless they be situated to town.

But please shpW lis My -Moffussii

Colle^ iyhi<lh fitll quota

of .siud<n^
in Bengal "are. this

advocate’s conteatto still

be asked taany coilsi^'^
be built in kseif^i^ some

students do go to Dsi^ East

Beig|a1 towns^ tto the

lod|fings of Calcutta here, if

these houses are bad Or it is

not for tbe lack of good
numbers. It is due to otk^^ which

we shall mention presently/ Mc#eover, if

some students go b East Bengali |iiiat would

only mean that the

lodgings will be lesSp not tto thcremainin
oiies will become suddeiily/^Jigjiit^^

ing ^uies. If Calctt^a like

a joint family Hvirig in no

dipb’t/’ the- inigratfon‘''m’';:ai^^

|i^d relieve - Oveitbiffj^^
the cab, ''tlH5-;;|ijr^^

iemedy lor Cakutta.
‘ ;

i
.

'

M
are of

.^^rtwiiaf*

it

of

aaudiafum :luting
.gi«rrpify.1lb";'riiJ^'.-

aha: fiitft fihf iaf^itefiiat

fqip-. .I«ii,:.thbri6>-- bcv'.'

'
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'
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in Calciitt^;^

^ciation be

in Calcutta, »
cal, moralt

. ._^:ritA^.Hn^5fee -the

: “tayironmenu

Jstudent life

Are the atiidi^ Chilli the

In readmg the the hAusea

in which atiidehta live, we should bear in

nind that thete housea are not in the least

nore insanitai^y or hidi« over-crowded than

ihose in which people In Calcutta of the

ame class to
.

which the students belong
ive; on. the contrary, in the case of a very

arge proportion (perhapi a majority) of

itudents coming from the mofussil, their

ilalcutta lodgings are better than their

)aternai hpuseh in the country. We say
his from persofial experience both as
tudent and professor in Calcutta. We
lave no fear that anybody will be able to

ontradict this statement of ours. In fact

»ur students cannot afford to live in. better

touses, or in fewer numbers per house

;

heir condition in this respect can improve
mly with the improvement in the econo-
mical ppsition of their parertts and guardi-
ns, or if either Grvernment, or some
nunificent Irfends of education, build

lostels in suffident numbers and charge
rom^ them only nominal rents. The want
I suitable Imtds can be removed in the
ourae of a if the sum of Rs
>,00,000 pIiMe^ last year at the disposal of

he Goveriiirmt of Bengal towards the

Tovision pl| C^fegiite hostels, be made an
^nuU ^rant by the India Government with
mch ii^neent as may be necessary. The
mdia GpVVfi^entdffic in Calcutta which
iTould ^^ in this

ireclidh^'^ vacated offices

1 Da^ yite propoi^ usi^bt enade over to

superin-'

and 'wtitch...- '.Gbvdrhmeiit :'Can.

bricj

^

,

R^gfeci^ which
the iitjediiwite.a^

;
(^ngiesa pr

Politteitf.X -.iff. .cvfcn

attend^ ^istehdi; ai^ other eii^rtainmenfi
by public wmnen

; th^ iiriany Wreefe
which students Hve to walk in tS
mi; Waffling ffpm their colttgeiiL are in*
fifeted by public womens
ment have not made any itrenddus endear
vouf to. remove elsewhere

|

Japan and other advanc^ cdij^tries, India
has no law to prevent juyediie siiioiing
and drinking, &c. We hope as the Viceroy
is sincerely desirous of improving the nioiafe
of students, he will have his attention drawn
to these matters. Mere profeisiori of atixiety
for students' morals cannnot bring about
good results.

In this connection, it should not he {pf-

gotten that, though like many big titic^
Calcutta has its degrading features, tW
opportunities which young men enjoylwre
of coming under elevating influtlnces hfe
nowhere else surpassed ih India.

Dacca is not a more sanitary town than
Calcutta. So that could not have been a
reason for choosing it for making an ex-

periment in the direction of teacbmg 4n<l

residential Universities. As to its mCfaj
condition, we personally know nothing.

But this we know that Prof. Russell once

reported to the University that he found at

Dacca some students living ip a house in

a part of which prostitutes also were living^

Calcutta is bad enough^ but we think there;

is nothing in Calcutta to parallel thU
in the surroundings of student life ttt

Dacca.

Edweatlofial Progresf In Bast BmcM
as. a Reason.

The Viceroy says that iinpa & B,:.

and Assam has made great in ;W

cation, and his new prpppifidt

^

continue the same of

this desire for progirem

pathise. But we are pot ppoytt
Uie achieyemenfe of the "E. & indivAjCl^
Gov^ment >have hcpo in any waySi^^
tfomt^y - ^riking, JiOt

4 . lift*

.

froo* V

by ^



:W'::^i>ern' Rmjl0rFm

;hj|^ do with (Bdll^iate ediioar nw nefeiwM^
. ptdiminary

to

tioni : tMiVjphW 'doe* not provdAw hjSstbw on ;^e*h-

Jl^it Be)t teaching aniyerr advantage. For Smtance/; w l^sarn from

fl?ty : In Bengal during Ac Resolution .on Report on

|Se sin^f of male Public instruction for ibe yep 1910-11, in

:i$chd1^#|b ;^btic institutions to male popu^^ £. B. and Assam, that a capital grant of

sdbOpl gding ago increased, from 26‘8 one lakh of rupees and a recurring grant of

Rs. 1,200 a rnohth were
.

given to Braja

Aiilkm 30'S; showing that Mohan Institution* Aawini Babu*s College

|;)rd4ress bias been, both^ and slower in at Barisal.

the latter t]ian in the former. In high schools We wish to be fair to the E. B. and

fiengial
.
shows an increase of 14517 and Assam Government, but at the same time

£. 9. and Assam 17212 scholars. In female we must not be unfair to the Bengal

primary education E. B. and Assam has Governinent. From the figures we have

made more striking progress than Bengal,, given above (which we hope are more

but for keeping up this progress neither a comprehensive than those supplied by the

teaching university nor a special educational Viceroy), it is clear that the Bengal Govern-

officer for East Bengal is required. Taking ment, to put the case in a mild from, has

both male and female scholars in all kinds not been less attentive to education than

61 institutions of all grades, the increase

Has been in Bengal 249,201, and in E. B.

and Assam 168,614. In Bengal primary
scKools have increased by 1475,
Assam they have decreased by 239.
Coming to expenditure we find that from

29106-07 to 1910-11 the increase in total

fxi^hditpe on educaton from public funds

has bc^h in Bengal Rs. 1,458,000, and in

and Assam Rs. 1,077,000. If we
Qurselveis simply to provincial reve-

Bengal has been Hs.

and in E, B. and Assam Rs.

962^000. If we include all sources, public

and .private, the increase in Bengal has

been Rs. i^468,obo, and in E. B. and Assam
2*181,000. Regarding private colleges,

the Viceroy said

1 need only point out that when the new province
was fqmied not a single private college was in receipt

of Government aid, while Gevernment was spending
less than lakhs in aiding private institutions. In
ipio tnere were four aided coHeges, and Government
spenvever lakhs in aiding pimte institutions.

It Ihoilld be borne in mind that during
the period referred to, the Government of

India hl^ through provincial Governments,
helped mit n^dy private colleges in all

provimteii, to enable them to futfit the
requirements of the new universities Act,
a;ind that the enforcement of the New
XIniversity RegOlgliofW almost synchronised
aSth the formatiMrot '^the new province/-
|l the new province hai epont more in

Itdingprivatecmlleie^ are nOt:

some Ihstihtiidm

Iheir ^ihdepeOdOaeet • aiid ' hi-

the E. B. and Assam Government. What
ground is there then for the apprehension that

the Bengal Government will neglect educa-

tion in the Dacca, Rajshahi and Chittagong

Divisions unless a University be founded

at Dacea and a special educational officer

there kedps watch in that town ? We must

bear particularly in mind that from April

next the ruler of Bengal will rule over the

five divisions of Burdwan, Presidency,

Rajshahi, Dacca and Chittagong, whereas

up till now he was responsible for the

seven Divisions of Bhagalpur, Patna,

Tirhut, Chota Nagpur, Orissa, Bprdwan and

Presidency. If the Bengal Director of

Education could manage seven divisions

not less creditably than his E. B. brother,

why should he fail to do so with only five

divisions?

Therefore, the apprehension that unless

educational bifurcation be carriedt out

education will suffer in East Bengal, ap-

pears to 118 absurd and entirely groundless.

The Case of the Musalmaiis*

Musalftians form two^i^thirds of the popu-

latioA of East Ben|raK If the province does

ihot suffer educanonaHy Masaltnans also

will not stifier. Still as it is said that they

expressed' their alarm to the Viceroy* let us

examine their caw briefly. The total male

Miisalilh^^^ population iii *^tfae new province"

it x,'02Xi,2i& Out of thk ia^ number
oifly 287 (in i9JiQN.ra^^

the total Hindhi it
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Muhammadans judge whether under the

circumstances a teaching University at

Dacca can be meant particularly for their

benehr. Of the Musalman male population

of the three East Bengal Divisions, 7 out 8,

roughly speaking, are absolutely illiterate.

To believe that a teaching University is

the most urgent Educational need of such

a population requires more credulity than

we possess. Schools, particularly primary

schools, are more necessary for them than

anything else.

University or Schools, which more
Urgently needed?

We take the following passages from

the East Bengal and Assam Government
Resolution on Public Instruction for the

year 19 10-1911, published on Feb. 14,

1912

The Director again comments on the deplorable

condition of high and middle English schools. No
morked general improvement will be possible until

funds can be made available for the introduction of

the approved comprehensive scheme for the reform of

secondary education.

No comments are needed on the above.

The year 1909- lo showed a decline in the number
of boys in primary schools in marked contrast to the
large rise of previous years. The decline has been
arrested, the figures for igto-ii showing a net in-

crease of 3,200. This rise is however very small and
it leaves the total figure below that, recorded in 1908-
o9mthe reports of the Inspectors show that the main
causes of decline were rightly stated in the resolution

the Report for 1909-iu, via., the previous inclu-
s|on in the roll of ephemeral schools with no substan-
tial claim to be classed as public institutions and the
withdrawal of aid from a certain number of schools
wih a view to concentrate funds on the improvement
of better institutions no school should be closed
Without adequate consideration. It must always be
reniembercd that even rudimentary and imperfect
education is better than none at all, and, while tne im-
provement of schdols and the removal of children from
had schools to good are most desirable objects, care
must be taken not to leave children wholly without
means of obtaining elementary instruction. Boards are
mtcii in a difficult position since the funds at their dis-
posal do not suffice for the support even of the better
lichools and the more widely they distribute their aid the
m<ire inadequate their funds become to secure decent
feaching in any of the schools under their control. All
indications tend to show that primary education would
spread much more rapidly if funds could be spared
^0 aid more schools and to aid all schools more ade-
quately.

In the light of these extracts the question
^bicl^ forms the heading of this note can
oeieasily answered. To strengthen our case,

may add that in West Bengal, i.e., in

the two divisions of Burdwan and Presi-
dency, there are 294 High Schools

; where-
as in East Bengal, i.e,, in the three divisions
of Dacca, Rajshahi and Chittagong, there
are only 179 Schools. This also shows that
in that part of the country schools are
needed more than anything else.

Details not yet settled.

The questions nf the scope of the Dacc.^ University

and of the position of the special educational officer

are among the many which will he left over for

the new Governor of Bengal to consider and advice,...

So said the Viceroy to the Deputation.

I'he supporters of the scheme have been
therefore too much in a hurry in their

felicitations, as nobody yet knows what
shape the whole scheme will take.

It would have been well if nothing at all

had been decided without previously con-

sulting the autonomous Governor of Bengal

and the public he would have to deal with.

Let us hope, however, that Lord Carmichael

will do his part of the work in right

liberal and democratic fashion, by allow-

ing the public opportunities to have their

say on the subject before sending up his

recommendations to the Government of

India.

^Tersonal or Political Interests.

In conclusion the Viceroy said :

—

I am hopeful that the l.irgc issues of educational

policy on which the future of India so greatly depends

will be viewed with a wide out-look and apart from

personal or political interests.

We submit that educational and political

interests are interdependent, particularly

in a dependent country like India, and that

political interests are not in the least neg-

ligible or unworthy of being safeguarded.

Personal interests should certainly not

warp our judgement in the discussion of

public affairs. In the present- instance,

however, the mention of personal

interests was uncalled for. For at

present there is not and cannot be any

proprietory college, all college incomes

going to the maintenance and improvement

of the college. H it be: said that the oppo-

sition has been raised in the interests of

the Calcutta Colleges, our reply would be:

(i) these interests are not personal but

public interests ; (2) the Calcutta Colleges

will nob suffer owing to the new proposals,

for years to come, because it will take
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time to give full effect to the entire scheme
of bifurcation, and in the meanwhile
collegiate education may so advance in

West Bengal itself as to fill Calcutta

Colleges completely' with West Bengal
students alone ; and (3) men who are directly

concerned in the fate of Calcutta Colleges

form an infinitesimally small proportion

of those who are actively opposing Lord
Hardinge’s scheme of educational bifurca-

tion.

Lameness of Calcutta.

In a previous note we have spoken of the
lameness of the Calcutta University and
urged that it requires all the help that the
Government can give to make it efficient

and useful to both East and West Bengal,
as well as Behar and other provinces under
its jurisdicton. Perhaps we should briefly

indicate in what respects it is inadequately,
equipped. Very few colleges can teach
science up to the B. Sc. Standard, and that
mostly in physics and chemistry, other
sciences being neglected. The education
of the vast majority of Science students
stops with the B. Sc. degree, because it is

only the Presidency and Dacca Colleges
that prepare students for the M. Sc. degree,
in Chemistry and Physics. Moreover, even
these colleges can accommodate such a
small number that the majority of B. Sc.’s

find themselves utterly at sea, as the follow-
ing figures will show. In 1911, there were

234 candidates for the B. Sc., examination,
of whom 139 were successful!

;
but there

were only 35 candidates for the M. Sc.

examination of whom 21 were successful.

The Calcutta University has no laboratory
of its own where students can work. The
Government should help the University to

build and equip laboratories where at least

100 students can work and prepare them-
selves for the M. Sc. Examination, and a
smaller number can carry on research after

obtaining that degree.

Very few colleges are affiliated up to the
M. A. Standard, and the ajffiliations where
they exist are in a very few .subjects. Such
is also the case with the b. a. Honours
Courses. Adequate provision should be
made by the University for teaching in all

these subjects and courses. In the Univer-
sity Calendar, syllabuses and courses are
Igid down in many subjects for various

examinations; but one searches in vain in

its pages for any adequate provision for the

teaching of many of them, either by the

University, or even by the leading colleges.

We need not enter into details.

The higher education of women is sadly

neglected. There is not a single college

for women adequately equipped for teach-

ing science, or even the arts subjects.

There is only one Medical College, which

every year has to refuse admission to scores

of students.

There is only one Engineering College,

and even this it is proposed now to abolish

!

Of the need of hostels, &c., wc have

spoken already.

The Government should not leave its duly

to the Calcutta University undone, in its

hurry to start a fresh experiment elsewhere.

The Chinese Republic.

The great Chinese Republic is now an

accomplished fact. The ex-Emperor is a

mere baby, fhe Manchu Princes and Prin-

cesses who acted for him and in his name

have shown an excellent spirit of acquies-

cence in the inevitable ; and thus, con-

sidering the greatness of the results achiev-

ed, there has been comparatively little

bloodshed. Yuan-Shi-Kai, the greatest states-

man and general on the Imperialist side,

has been chosen the first President. Dn
Sun-Yat-Sen, the leader of the Revolution-

aries, showed his selflessness by resigning

the office and authority which he held pro-

visionally. One passage in the Imperial

Edict accepting the Republic is beyond

parallel. It runs;

—

ll is evident that the majority of people are in

favour of the Republic and from the preference of the

people’s hearts and will is heaven discernible. Hnw
could we oppose the desires of the millions for llic

glory of one family !

The high aims which animate the Re-

publicans will be evident from the following

passage in the manifesto issued by Dr. Sun-

Yat-Sen on January 5 :

—

*'We shall strive to elevate the people; to secure

peace
;
and to legislate for prosperity. Manchus who

abide peacefull3r in the limits of our jurisdiction will he

accorded equality and given protection. We will re-

model the laws revise the civil, criminal, coromerchd,

and mining codes
;
reform the finances

;
and abolish

restrictions on trade and commerce. It is pur earnest

hope that those foreign nations who have been stead-

fast in their sympathy will bind more firmly the bonds

of friendship b^ween us, and will bear in patience
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with us the period of trial confronting us and our re-

construction work, and will aid the consummation of

the far-reaching plans which we are about to under-

take, and wliich they have been long vainly urging

upon (UK people and our country. With this message

of peace and good will the Republic cherishes the

hope of being admitted into the Family of Nations,

not merely to share its rights and privileges, btii to

co-operaic in the great and noble task of building up

the civilization of the world."

A ^^god of the earth/’

Some friends and readers of the Modern
Reimv have drawn our attention to the

fact that in our note under the above head-
ing in our last number we have been ex-

tremely unjust to Mr. P. T. Srinivasa

.\iyangar, in as much the paragraphs
:]U()tcd in the note formed part of a clearly

iarcastic article in the Hindu, The in-

justice lay in treating them as the serious

opinions of Mr. Aiyangar. As we are not
in the exchange list of the Hindu^ and as
wc took the paragraphs from another paper
which again took them from the Carlylean^
m both of which the context was not given,
we had no suspicion that the writer was
sarcastic. And it is neither possible nor
usual for journalists lo go to the original
sources of the extracts which they frequent-
ly have to use. We have been enabled by
ihe courtesy of one of our readers to read
fhe original article and find out our mistake.

Though we feel that we have not been in
any way to blame for the mistake, neverthe-
less we are extremely sorry for the same.
We are sorry that we have done injustice
and caused pain, though unwittingly and
Unintentionally, to a worthy man. We,
flierefore, unreservedly withdraw our re-

uiarks so far as they were meant to apply
^0 him.

Pictures reproduced in this number.

We have reproduced three pictures in
|nis number, one in colours and two in
hlnck and white. They are from three

j'^ater-colours by a well-known modern
Indian painter. These along with some
others in the same style were exhibited in

recent exhibition of Indian paintings in
Park gtreet, Calcutta. They are in the old
^j^ipta style, perhaps done by way of ex-
periment,

A Striking Compliment to the
Intelligence and Educational

Progress of ” India.

^

At Friday’s meeting of the Supreme
Council, the Hon. Babu Bhupendra Nath
Basu asked :

—
I. Will the Government be pleased to

state—
(i) The number of appointments in

British India in the Indian Fdiicational

Service

;

(2 How many of these are held by
Europeans and how many by Indians

;

(3) How many appointments of Euro-
peans have been altogether made in this

service since Its creation in the year 1896
and how many of Indians

;

(4) How many officers serving in the
Provincial Educational Service have been
promoted to the Indian Educational Service
since the year 1897.

The Hon. Sir S. H. Butler replied :
—

(1) “ The number of appointments is 211.

(2) The number of Europeans is 208 and
the number of Indians is 3.

(3'y The number of Europeans appointed

since 1896 is 210 and the number of Indians

appointed since 1896 is 2.

(4) Since 1897 only two membeis of the

Provincial Educational Service have been

promoted to the Indian Educational

Service.”

Mr. Basu’s Bill Rejected.

It is greatly to be regretted that the Hon.
Mr. Bhupendra Nath Ba.su *s motion that

his Special Marriage Bill be referred to

a select committee has been rejected.

The Hon. Mr. Basil in reply to the debate said that

that measure sought only an expression of freedom. If

others were not prepared to consider this first principle

either through ignorance, or superstition, or prejudice,

or passion, it did not follow that that first principle did

not exist. The law he sought to introduce was really

the basic law of legislation. If it was not immoral and
did not trench on the privilcgts of others and if there

was a feeling among some that such a law should be

introduced, they ought to be given liberty to have

that law. It was not a compulsory legislation. That
ought lo be borne in mind at once. It was only a
permissive legislation. That, however, was not kept

permanently in view in the course of the discussion.

It compelled no one to marry, but it gave liberty to

those who wished to marry but who were preclude
at present from doing so. to do w. After reading
the opinions of two such eminent jurists as Sir Henry
Maine and* Sir James Fitzjames Stephen in support

of his view, the non, Mr. Basu said, a great dealW
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been made ol the fact that an overwhelming majority

was not in favour of this measure. In this connection

he . would point out that an overwhelming majority

was not necessary for a social legislation. Because
ttiey were in a minorityi because thinkers who were

in advance of the times were in a minority in every

country, that was no reason why Government should

refuse their request. Civilised Governments in all

countries had acceded to the prayer of a minority so

long as there was nothing immoral in the prayer.

There was absolutely no force, no compulsion in this

legislation, which should be granted to those who were
willing to have it. Turning to the opposition to the

Bill the speaker said that the Maharaja of Burdwan
had remarked ‘'do not have a revolution.*' If there

was no safety-valve there would be a revolution and
all those who stood on a high pedestal would be swept
away. This measure was not revolutionary. The
real opposition to the Bill was from the higher classes

of Hindus and from a ceaain class of Mahomedans
who feared that the boundary line might be crossed.

That fear was without foundation.

The Gujarat Famine.

We are very glad to record that Mr. L. S.

Subrahmanya Aiyar of the Central College

Hostel, Bangalore, has kindly collected

and remitted to us Rs. 20-10 for famine

relief in Gujarat. We have sent this

amount to Mr. G. K. Devadhar of the

servants of India Society, Poona. We do
hope other students will emulate the laud-

able example of Mr. Subrahmanya Aiyar.

Turkcjr and Italy.

'fhe Italian robbers have extended their
field of destruction beyotid Tripoli, and
Turkey is unable to protect herself or
retaliate, because of her want of a good
navy. There is no hope of help from any
quarter of civilised Christendom. So we
do not see what Turkey can do but in the

long run submit to the inevitable.

The threatened Coal strike in

Great Britain.

1 he threatened coal strike in Great Britain

has sent up the price of coal in Calcutta
considerably. How science has killed dis-

tance and made the fortunes of distant

members of humanity interdependent I

The proposed Abolition of Sibpur
College.

I he proposed abolition of Sibpur College

will make it very difficult for Bengalis to

become engineers in future. The engi-

neering institutions in other Provinces

must give preference to students of those

Provinces. I'herefore the existence of such

institutions, can be no plea for depriving

Bengal of her only engineering institution.

The proposal cannot be meant as a compli-

ment to Bengal.

U nV V / J|
;
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THE EDUCATION

F
rom the evidence of competent wit-

nesses like Marshnian, Trevelyan
and others before the Select Com-

mittees of the two Houses of Parliament
appointed to enquire into the affairs of the

East India Company on the occasion of

the renewal of their Charter in 1853, the

authorities were convinced that it was not
politically inexpedient to educate the in-

habitants of India—nay, on the contrary, the
more the diffusion of education took place
in India, the greater would be the security
of their dominions

; that educated Indians
instead of being any source of danger
would be towers of strength to the rulers
of British India, It was after nearly
a century’s discussion then that the
British authorities, partly, at any rate,
from consideratioris of political expediency,

I

oetermined to impart education to their
i Indian fellow-subjects. With that object
jn view was framed the famous Educational
Despatch of 1854, commonly known as ^‘the

Intellectual Charter of India” or as Wood’s
^spatch, for Sir Chafles Wood was then
president of the BosLr4 : of Control of the
Bast India Compan^;^ a situation corres-

ponding at present to that of the Secretary
*^1 State for India. This document is

attributed to the pen of Mr. John Stuart
'hll, the well-known English thinker and
Pnilosopber, who was at that time a clerk

the India Office. But we think we are

f'ght in saying that it was prepared by
Lord Northbrook.

*

Thi^ despatch consisted [of a hundred
P^raQrajpilis and was addressed by the Court

DESPATCH OF 1854

of Directors of the East India Company to

the Governor General of India in Council,

dated July 19th, 1854, No. 49. The open-
ing paragraphs breathe lofty philanthropy

and altruism ;

—

1. It appears to us that the present time, when
by an Act of the Imperial Legislature the responsible

trust of the Government of India has again been
placed in our hands, is peculiarly suitabte for the

review of the prioress whicn has already been made,
the supply of existing deficiencies, and the adoption
of such improvements as may be best calculated to

secure the ultimate benefit of the people committed
to our charge.

2. “Among many subjects of importance, none
can have a stronger claim to our attention than that

of education. It is one of our most sacred duties

to be the means, as far as in us lies, of conferring

upon the natives of India those vast moral and
material blessings which flow from the general diffu-

sion of useful knowledge, and which India may,
under Providence, derive from her conneciion with

England. For, although British' influence has al-

ready, in many remarkable instances, been applied

with great energy and success to uproot demoralis-

ing practices, and even crimes of a deeper ifyt,

wnicn for ages had prevailed among thenadvesof
India, the good results of those efforts must, in order

to be permanent, possess the further sanction ^ a
general sympathy in the native mind, which the ad-

vance of education alone can secure.’*

The concluding paragraph of the des-

patch ran as follows ;~

“As a Government, we can do no more than direct

the efforts of the people, and aid them wherever they

appear to require most assistance. The result de-

pends more upon them than upon us
;
and although

we are hilly aware that the measures we have now
adopted will involve in the end a much larger ex-

penditure upon education from the revenues of India,

or, in other words, from the taxation of the people

of India, than is at present so applied, are con-

vinced, wttbSif Thomas Muiiro, in words used many
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years
^
since, that any expense which may be incurred

for this object, ‘will be amply repaid by the improvp*
ment of the country; for the genera^-. diffusion of

knowledge is inseparably followed bji thWe orderly
ha1»Ui. by increasing industry; by a taste for the
comforts of life, by exertion to acquire them, and
by the growing prosperity of the people.”

^

Regarding this despatch, which was re-

printed by the General Council on Educa-
tion in India, in a note to the reprint, the^

Secretary of that Council, the Rev. James
Johnston, wrote:

—

^*This important despatch, which was sent out to
the Indian Government 1854, by Sir Charles Wood
(Viscount Halifax), then President of the Board of
Control, and was ratified, after the mutiny, by the
despatch of Lord Stanley (Earl of Derby) in 18^,9,
is still the great Charter of Education for India.

^

** It is reprinted by the 'General Council of Educa-
tion in India’, for the purpose of showing how ad-
mirably it is fitted to meet the great want of that
country—a heilthful and liberal education. Their
only regret if, that its rules have been so little

apfliei to the general education of the poor^ for
vtkieh it was specially designed I and that its prin^
dples have been and still are, so largely departed
from in regard to the higher education. And their

great aim is, to press upon Government, both at home
and in India, the importance of seeing to the faith*

ful and adequate canying out of its provisions.”

The Educational Department as it exists

in this country at present has been the out-
cottw of that Despatch. The Educational
Department seemed to have been designed,
among other reasons, for making provision
for natives of England. Englishment were
(and are now)* appointed to all the high
and coveted posts in the service.

But the education of Indians was also a
necessitv, for otherwise it was impossible
for the Indian Government to secure public
servants to fill the subordinate posts in the
State. This is evident from the Education-
al Despatch itself. Thus in its third para-
graph, it is written

“ We have, moreover, always looked upon the
encouragement of education as peculiarly important,
because calculated^ 'not only to produce a higher
degree of intellectual fitness, but to raise the moral
character of diose who partake of its advantages,
and so to supplyyou with servants to whose pmity

* The case is worse now than ^rmerty, since the

.

establishment of the Indian Educational Service, which
is called Indian, perhaps because it is practically closed
against Indians, that is natives of India. In reply to
the Hon. Mr. B. N. Basu’s interpellation in the Im-
perial Legislation Council, it was stated that there
are S08 Eurojpeans against 3 Indians in the Indian
gdiicatioiial Service,

you may with increased confidence commit offices

nf trust, &c.
• « * e

Also in the 72nd paragraph they wrote
* ''We have alwfws been of opinion that the spread

of education in India will produce a greater efficiency

in all branches of administration, by enabling you to

obtain the services of intellig'ent and trustworthy

persons in every department of Government •"

Again in the 73rd paragraph, of the

Despatch, they wrote ;

—

“ And we understand that it is often not so much

the want of Government employment as the want

of properly qualified jpersons to be employed hy

Government^ which is jelt^ at the present time, in

many parts rf India'
’

In the next paragraph (74), the reason

of educated men not accepting Government

employment was mentioned. It was there

stated,

—

“And we can readily believe, with the Secretary

to the Board of Itevenuc in Bengal, that young men

who have passed a difficult examination in the high-

est branches of philosophy and mathematics, are

naturally disinclined to accept such employment as

persons who intend to make the public service their

profession must necessarily commence with.”

They also did not lose sight of other ad-

vantages that would result to England from

the education of Indians. This would

“secure to us a larger and more certain supply

of many articles necessaiy for our manufactures ant

extensively consumed by all classes of our population

as well as an almost inexhaustible demand forihi

produce of British labour.”*

It was not, therefore, entirely from rno*

tives of pure philanthropy that education

was sought to be imparted to Indians and

the Despatch was prepared. The Despatch

itself clearly indicates philanthropy, poli-

tical expediency, administrative neces

sity and commercial expansion as th<

motives. In fact it is only children

old or young, who believe in unmixec

generosity as the motive of any publi<

measure in any country, Western or East

ern, which has a governing class or caste

In such countries one of the motives is alway

political expediency or administrative

necessity. And this is riot neceisijarily *

sinister motive, though it is not philan-

thropy.

The Government of India also did no

act upon all the suggestions and recom

mendarions laid down in the Educations

Despatch. Lord Dalhousie was the

* Paragraph 4 of the Despatch,
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Governor-Geiieirail of todia to whom the

pespafch wai addressed. It fell to his lot to

organise the iKducatibnal Department. His

latest biographer Sir William Lee Warned
says that he bad to Vcarry out the policy

dictated to him by the home authorities,

that is to say, Dalhousie was acting upon
what another ScoKh Governor-General,

Lord Elgin, called the Mandate ‘rheory/’

It did not suit the convenience of the

East India Company to do anything for

the technical education of Indians. Sir

Charles £. Trevelyan in his evidence, before

the Select Committee of the House of Lords
on the Government of Indian Territories, on
2ist June, 1853, pleaded in very strong

terms for the technical education of Indians.

I In answer to a question of the Earl of
' Ellenborough, he said :

—

" I would also establish a college (or instruction in

art. 'I'he natives have great capacities for
. art. They

have a remarkable delicacy of touch ; they have great
accuracy of eye ; and their power of imitation is quite

j

extraordinary. The extent to which they are capable
'

of successfully cultivating the decorative and fine arts

has been shown by the result of the recent Exhibition
in London. I beg leave to read two or thr^ extracts

from reports upon the Great Exhibition, which will

establish that point. This is a report from Mr. Owen
Jmes upon the decorative arts in connection with the

Exhibition In the East Indian Collection of textile

fabrics at the Great Exhibition, the perfection at which
their artists have arrived is most marvellous; it was
hardly possible to find a discord ,* contrasting colours

^peared to have just the tone and shade required.
The contrivances by which they corrected tite ppwer
of any one color in excess were most ingenious.’
* « * • 'It would be very desirable that we
^ould be made acquainted with the manner in which,
ot the education of the Eastern artists, the manage-

of colour is made so perfect. It is most
probable that they work only from tradition, and a
oiffhiy endowed, natural instinct for which all Eastern
nations have ever been remarkable.' In another
paper, Mr. Owen Jones says,

* In the. Indian Collec-

we find ho struggle after an effect
;
every onia-

^ent ariseis quietly and naturally from the object

jhcorated, inspired by some trtie feeling, or embellish-
ing some real want; the same guiding principle, the

evidence (rf thought and feeling in the artist is

everywhere present, in the embrmdeied and woven
Rarment tissues as in the lutinblest

.
earths vase,

* V • e; * In the managemeht of the
Indians, in common wKh mhst
jery perfi^i:; we see here the most bHEiant

mi
;
by a natuial insmicV-^it is dHRcidf to

nnd a ^acord jfthe relative, values 4^^ ^ci^rs of

pound apfd stnfaces m fdt.'
* * f = Aiid, ? the temporary- ei^hibkieiV of tjie

Indian;jwid

which has secured to lis a poitioh of those cdJIectibrts
as permanent objects of study, will lead to still higher
results.

"Mr. Waagen, the Superintendent of the National
Galleiy at Berlin, and a well-known wrif^ upon art,
says, 'In the fabrics of India, the correct principle
that patterns and colours should diversify plain
surfaces, without destroying or disturbing the imprcs- :

sion d flatness, is as carefully observed as it was in.
‘

the middle ages, when the decoration of walls, pave-
ments and carpets was brought to such perfection by
the Arabs. But it is not only the observance of this

principle which distinguishes the Indian stuffs in the
Exhibition, they are rernarkable for the rich inventions
shown in the patterns, in which the beauty, distinction
and variety of the forms, and the harmonious blending
of severe colours, called forth the admiration of ajl

true judges of art. What a leswn such designs afford
to manufacturers, even in those nations of Europe
which have made the greatest progress in industry.’

" The last extract I will give is the following, from
Mr. Redgrave’s work on Design

'

If we look at
the details of the Indian patterns, we shall be sur-
prised at their extreme simplicity, and be led to

wonder at their rich and satisfactory effect. It wUl
soon be evident, however, that their beauty resuks
entirely from adherence to the principles above des-
cribed. The parts themselves Atfi often poor, ill-

drawn and common-place
;
yet, from the knowledge

of the designer, due attention to the just ornamenta-
tion of the fabric, and the refined delicacy evident ifi

the selection of and the choice of tints^ both
for the ground, where gold is not used as a glrbiifid,

and for the ornamental forms, the fabrics, individuatty

and as a whole, are a lesson to our designers and
manufacturers/ given by those from whom we least

expected it. Moreover, in the adaptation of alt these

qualities of design to the fabrics for which they are
intended, there is an entire.appreciation of the effects

to be jproduced by tfie texture and foldings of the

tissue when in use as an article of dress, in so much
that no draft of the design can be made in any way
to show the full beauty of the maniifactured article,

since this is only called out by the motion and folding

of the fabric itself. An expression of admiration for

these manufactures must be called forth from every

one who examines them, and is justly due to merits

which are wholly derived from the true principles on V
which these goods have been ornaments, and vdM
result from perfect consistency in the designeir’.’'

"6636, Earl of Ellenborough.] Were .you not

disappointed by tlie Indian part of the exhtbilion
;
did

you think it a fair representative of India T
^

"No; such as it was, it excited the admiration Of

.

people here, but it was decidedly inferior: tO what ma^

,

be seen in India. Those who have sebn the beaiitifal' . .

.

buildings designed and erected by the natives at Agra^
Delhi, Beejapoor and Mandoo, wilt say at once that

.

what ap^rra at the exhibition was a very inadei^te,
'

representation of what they are capable of.”

'*d637* That ; 1^

^istr.wno had an
^ us thist that

how would you set about institiaing sacha^Q^^
ment?

model Ibr the at
Maxttoroti|B^-Hoiiie^ islau^ there systehii^ *

.
a

1 bfriolill ^Mlish CNloiliu on th^



He adp&Hin^ in
;

if''..'ffi imr ptydmr

ito/aimiir wrimn mMufactut^^
ijjf iHmng no duty upon Engluk

Indiot and partly by
duty upon > Indian manufaQtureo

in addition to tho natural' in addition to tho natural

of England^ by these

away great branches of mansfacture^
: distress in India t coisseguentlyt

/i&iiiM to India in this

Crouif^ti - 'a that it is specially pur duty to give to

;^ eveey posssble aid in

MHwstH^ ihcae in^anch^^ of art that still remain to

,
ihoM;^nS l consider that in doing so, we shall beneUt
otifwlve^ as them, and that an institution

1 have described, in which the results of Indian

Tiut w^^ of the world,

iwould be quite as important in its relation to European

0^ as it would be in Its relaticm to Native art.

^ ^^38. Lord Monteagle.} Was not there at one
time, a heavier duty in India itself upon cottons

manufactured in India than upon cottons exported
fi^ England ?

;
•* Yes,

j
from the renewal of the Charter in 1813,

until the Transit Duties were abolished, English

Cotton Goods were charged only aj, while the ^gre-
wgmte of the duties levied upon Native Cotton Uoods^gmte of the duties levied upon
mi7|p(vcent., * V*

Were not India cottons paying 17 I per cent,

i doty m: India, while the English were paying 5 per
oentt

, ,

" English cottons paid only 2^ per cent, on their

bamfp duties were levied upon the cottons of India in

yfssdsk'4 and that another heavy duty was levied upon
bfAsn rm/orfsd <afo

' l'd64P>i Earl of Ellenborough^^ Is it not calculated

that ih addition to the. returns from India, for

what is exported to India, India has to remit to this

coimU^ every year, to the amount of

near^ a mifiion and a half T

Much more than that ; 1 think exceeding three

milfions for the Government only, besides the

fMriy we take the Government
/fdinittances at and private remti-

tincses at half that|, we have the sum of four

iitdlions atid a half to be remitted every year from
India to Eiwhind, which forms a great incubus upon

. ttie4^ian tfade. • •

^ of Sir Ch. Trevelyan
for the tbt^fiicai edtt^ of Indians was

;
'{rattlje#s;;'

'

; Fsiiata Eoucatiom was not BNcppRAOBb
THal^

. jsi^pn-^ 'siho -^f pnie; lac- of-, rupees.

.

: aitbttiNf' tHittcatiba of was to
be djfiibnt

the

Ibe of Whal they did

JReview for July, 1855, as folUii^;:i^

was somewhere about a
Safety, called, we belmye^ the Union Schbm Society
was fo^ed in Calcutta, lof a4i««diqhai purp<^'.
Shortly after its lormatibii, its mcmbets, encouraged
by the success that/ had attended their ope
amongst the boys, de^mined to. make: an attempt
in the difection of female education; .At the invit^

tion of this Society Miss Cooko came to Calcutta,

having been selected for this most drfBcult service,

if we have been rightly informed, Wtd our memory
serve us aright, by the celebrated^ltichard Cecil,

whose admirSole sagacity was never more distincUy

manifested than in this selection. Miss Cooke arrived

in Calcutta in May, 1821,* *. We have stated that

she came on the invitation- of a certain educational

society; but on her arrival, it app^md that the

native members of the Committee of; that Society,

although they had spoken well while yet the

matter was at a distance and in the region of

theory, recoiled from the obloquy of so rude an as-

sault on time-honored custom-* * * *

**The babus had been brought up. to the talking-

point, but not to the acting-point. An arrangement

was however entered into with the Church Mission

Society, and Miss Cooke began her operations under

their auspices. An account of the commencement
of these operations is given by Mr. Chapman, in

her little work on Female Education
;
and we arc

sure that we shall gratify our readers by extracting

it at length—
'Whilst engaged in studying the Bengali language,

and scarcely daring to hope that an immediate open-

devoted herself, would be 'found. Miss Cooke paid

a visit to one of the native schools for boys, in order

to observe their pronunciation ,* and this^ circums-

tance, trifling as it may appear, led to the openinjg

of her first scimol in Thuntnuniya. Unaccustomed

to see a European lady in that part of the native

town a crowd.coUected round the door of the school.

Amongst them was an interesting looking girl, whom
the school pundit drove Away. Miss Coim ' desired

the child to be called, and by im interpret)^

her if she wished to learn to read« She was .told in

reply, that this c^ild had for .thiwe mohtb^^^

daily bming to learn to read with the boys, and

that if Miss Cooke (who had made known her pur-

pose of devoting herself to the ihstructioin of native

girls) would attend pext day, twerHy girls should be

collected* ^Accomp^ied by a l^maie friend, iconven-riend, icbnwrs-

-r ' rv

am with the lahguagie, she rioted her visit on the

monww and fouiiC fifteen gitlsrMveral of whom had

their mothers Vith them. Jheit nmutal ,lnq^u^^

ness prompted them' to enquii^ whati^ld be Mis^^

Cooke's amooM itieih-. They

wetie told that she had hoi^ # Bhgim
.womea^ > cduntty warew
thatl^wetw wm taimht the

m'eh Ofily wieoe allesMta^S^dm^^m w icnow'

-':ledgai’' .

chirf^obsiade^-eb :Wae'.'"fhat.rSyU fe*'

figles; .1^ ^ imdertake 4b 'teach tbejui ; she Mid

theielibmMk^oem^^ had her

domtiy/ hex and lrjeada|:;a(» Hdp them. The

- V
:''

- '.i 'K-*,
#>

'1
^.- 'V

?



wththchr

is this
I

It

.

B u.«* - 4ddtd^;j8h«hMj[iyen^^%
earthly exjpacli^^r to; riot the

riches of j^mote your

tiest inteinBt8r-«^''£>«r cldwre^ .«i» ywm, we glue

them to

our girisi «w4 Rood^. ' it do 'ta them V She
was told ^ more usefur in tlietr

{amiiies, arid Ihcrei^ their knowledge, and. it %as
hof^ that ft uimiid also i^end to give them fespect,

and produce hartdohy ' in their famUies'r-^True (said

one of them) our husbands now look upon uS as little

better than brutes.' Another ask^i 'What benefit

will you derive from this work T She was told that

the only return wished for.^as to promote their best

interest and happiness. Then said the woman, *I

suppose this is aWy work, and weil*p1easirig to God.*
As they were not able to understand much, it was

;
only said In return that God was always well-pleased

that his servants should do good to their fellow-

creatures. The women then spoke to each other,

in terms of the highest approbation, of what had
passed.’**

« « « *

"In the course of the first year eight schools were
established, attended, more or less regularly, by 214
frirls. « * • V
"Two or three years after Miss Cooke’s arrival in

India, she became the wife of the Rev. Isaac Wilson,
n Missionary of the Church Mission Society; but
nhe did not relax in her afforts in behalf of the good
cause e e 4> e Mr. Wilson’s afforts were now
directed to the obtaining of the means of erecting
u suitable building for a Central School. In order to

do this, it was rotihd necessaiy to establish a special

Society for Native Female ^ucation. This Society
was established in the beginning of 1B24. Funds
were raised, and on the i8th of May, 1826, the founda-
tion stone of the Central School, in Cornwallis Square,
was luidv . building, We must
not omit to notice the extraordinary munificence of a
native: gentlemaii, the Rajah Buddinath Roy^ who
subscribed the very large e.um of 20,000 Sicca Rupees,
or upWarde <rf £ifW>q staling, tourards the erection.

)^e .belliim^ .:t for a great patriotic object,

w to this V day unrivelled in fte annals of native

liberaiity: f>ana it is
:
properly commemorated by the

tablet/ inserted into

file wall of^he principal hall in the institution ;

—

'
':;: -.-Tbis

Central .^hebf,""

founded% a $oci^^^
'

. Fot'the'&ucatiorir of .

.

/)>fative Female Children,
.

-
! was greaffy assisted by

dl^itiim of Ra. 20,000, from
mHATH ROV BAHADUR

;

l im objed^lurtbei; promoted
.

''•'';'^'‘7and-iunds saved by

-

..;;\yi!|p-p!NSwt^
. J V 'V

'
ji-giijf

. .

•

' /i^'i Wr/fc lee reAi^iirikMTtl^

#

RAJA)

ition;' .t’of
-.."Av

. Ibdiw^/^as

altc^tncT ./;illilerate»''
' But ' .i|p. tb

'

- Indian- Govetukent did hot-'-dn

female ediicat'ton, It wag'nqrv'.^jy^^

because from the utilitarian p^nt of VieW| -

it ivas of little uee to Government,
clerks and women gubordinate '^ciri^^^^
not in demand then in

ablishments and hence - tfaei^ yrai ^

for educated females. And^
to find reasons for not edncjating
women. Thus the Lord
Oxford asked Sir Charles Trevelyan : ^

appeared as a witness before the >

Committee on the Govejnmetit of
territories on aSth June, 1853
“6818. Can you state to the Committee

one of the objections to the ediidilion of fenw
India is not the fact, that they ihust^ if they Study
oriental literature at all, study books of thiseXcminalv
debasing character 7

.

'

**lt IS very unusual for females to cultiyare the I'"

learned languages
;
* e e « 1 presume the question

does not relate to their studying the
languages

; and as regards the vernacular laiq^fUgwes,^
it depends entirely upon the guidance under sreidh W
they are. If they are under the ^guidance pf >

sionarics or good Christian pebfMr or eveh^ 0^^^^

enlightened moral Hindoos and Mahfliint^ns, thriw"
is now a sufficient body of veriMcular literature of an;

'

improving and elevating character to furnii^ the
of a system of instruction for theigiVund it is rap^. . .

:

increasing. . .

**0819. But my question is lu^ blether they cott^
not be taught in something else

; but. whether Vou are
cognizant of the fact, that one of the gnsatobjei^^
to be made against females studying these ' limgul|gre ^ ^

^

was the necessity, if they studied the V

at all, of their being made conVersanf wkh a pa^war .

kind which even male Hindoos thoUjriit

females t
);[

never before heard - it -.even 'picreii^
native females should

India; but certainly frofe my
languages, I should sav that- it :'-wotdd'"<^-v

for a female to cultivate' ;.Sanskrii;'-.'gNiiiS&r^

Iwming a
objectionable for any female re re^^ k ^ J ' " ^

•*6820. Even in. the- estimate '''"V-v-j

**Ye8, even in the- estiipare of a
whatever license they may take themsbl^^ 4bey '^sa^ •

very careful of the purity of4l!ieir wbrnep^V
' ' ^

“6821. Lord Honiiagh ‘iii JiraAiioi

Committee are aware
. the' iatei Mt;

with great generosity, devoted the tttm>

Jf:

for female education ; and i ' beUevg dAWr
. aitty iuul BUYieiitBaMin IwfiitaWAM

renieqiMiredi 'hfvmreitf^''tludi'



; cf
; the wciclnt Iditr^

in

I**?a ?* new to me.
that cither

evident from the
r ih very ancient times, women df

read and write, and
,ftSomp(fiihments <tf drawing and music. Urvasi

. epiejilij^rimii a versa which she writes upon a birch
falling into the hands of the Queen of

^ Pmcavas^ » read bylier principal female attendant.
' Malati draws a picture of her beloved Madhava ; and
; rfi^^Ont aUpsidns are made to the Sangita Sala, orUm In the Ajunta Cave paintings, women
gin rwreim as engaged in study with books of

'/‘-pidm^Teaves.

; : / of Is it not the
^ fact, that it is a principle settled in the Native mind,

thjtf females should not be educated 7

VI do hot recollect any precept to that effect in their

;bpok«*****
**6624* My question was, not what the sacred books

of the Hindoos taught, but. whether there was not in

the Native nVihd, g a settled feeling against

:
the education of their females ?

VYes, I think ihcie is a very strong prejudice

against it ;
I do not think it goes the length of

a principle : 4 •

*^6jS95. There is a strong prejudice in the native

mind against the instruction and education of

lemster
Undoubtedly.

That Is hot of recent date, is it 7

: ancient dgle ; it is gradually yielding to the

.
peoimss of enlightenment 1

* ^

You lume stated to the Committee, that

theteitaft bmh ^ long standing a strong and great

prmiidke in the native mind j^ainst the instruction of

. theti'li^les ;
during the whole time that that prejudice

;
basMn gfmw not impossible that any
one of thmr females should become learned in their

Itofiauure without becoming conversant with those

^abominations which it oonuins 7

'*There are degrees ; but, speaking generally, that

was the cmcecmm^^ ^

'*68ai8. To be : conversant with those abominations

W0ul4^ even,, according . to Hindoo notions, be unfit

for females i,

.'«|f . U Iwd seriously entered into the contemplation

:Of a Hiri<fe«^ hi$ wife or daughters Sanscrit,

T lwve nOw nave occured to

*^d8i9^ ^ Therefore, in fket* it was impossible that

^there cbidd be any^t^ without making

. them f^aaintad with ^a;^ which the native

mfedW
.-••yes.: -

' May iwe not, In looking back; to the long

^ this stme of thfegs has laatetT

•n'fldisklp;;;..., ....... .......

i.i,' d-we'-wish'^ dbjwn'vthat''m

...'••Certainly.'

-vess*. Ewr
. rf ^

ocwld liot mde^ any pMwM fn NiftiVe literetUK
^but {lassiiig through tW Uu^ Awty conbm
.ttooksY. . •

•• With the
,
exception of the n^nt vernacular

literature, which is principallyv suppoited by the
Missionaries.

^* 6833. Do you believe that the feeling of hostility

to female education which exists in the Hindoo mind
arises from the nature of their literature, or from the
fmneral notion existing amongst all thime nations, tbt
me women ought to occupy a subordinate condition ?
‘

'• f think that the primary and main reason is, that

in order to keep the women in subjection and seclu-

sion, it is necessary to keep them ignorant. It arises

from the same cause which induces them to keep their

women in seclusion
; but, no doubt, if there were not

that reason, the other would be a sufficient one.
•• 6834. And, therefore, that would be ah obstacle

to any future progress in female education, unless a

literature of a better kind was supplied 7

"Yes."
" 6835. Lord Bishop of Orford.'] A literature

of a better kind, which shall be employed as an

instrument of male proirress ?

"Yes."

Of course it was prejudice against every

thing Indian which dictated the above

questions and their answers. Sanskrit is

not so rick in books of an exceedingly
debasing character as the classical languages
of Europe. Sir Richard Burton, when he

translated the Arabian Nights into English,

was told that he probably would be pro-

secuted for publishing his translation be-

cause it abounded with niany obscene and

abominable passages and incidents. His

reply was very characteristic. He said that

he would go to the CQurt before which he

was to be prosecuted armed with tf|e Bible

in one hand and Shakeapeaie’s workaj^ the

other. He did not consider the
Nights more abominable or bbs^^
the Sacred Scriptures of the Ghristians

or the plays of the greatest dramatist of

the English. It cannot be said thM
was not a. substratuiii of tru^ in his

contention. If .Eojglish WQinen can read

the Bible and Shatop^kre withbut :^ting
Bieir,morals coMptech th^e is nb reason

why Indian ladies shpuld^^ n be inatrucM
in;;Sanadrrit, ';

;

'Although, 'the' .Bduca.ti'flWit 'lS^
'the

.

cuepuf^einent..:of-:;''S'mdale
Edw^ttpOi''.

db'- -:si;il:that'':thoy .

meat m fenoiw: edubation.

the:-eaie bi



tak«n in hand \by privai^ Individ i^ost

notabl-s atnpw; ]>riffkWater

^fhune, fil^ . waa., a friend of Dr.

Frederick jphi;i MciuSt who ; in a lecture

delivered before thje^ Socipty of Arte, Lbndoif,

inMarch, i8!Mf

"Two days before the close of his honoured and
valued life . Mr. Befhune/^a^^ I *was
watching and whose eypt ;t closed in their eternal

sleep, asked me how lonfr he had to live. *Don*t

conceal it from me,’ he said, *as I wish to complete the

last work of my life.' When ! mentioned to him that

I could onlv measure it by hours, he called for his

cheque book, drew a cheque for a very lar^je amount
and bid me hasten to realise it and keep it in my

custody until he had pateed aisaiy, fbr the:^b^ ; ;

the female echdol he had estabHehi^, this ;wA$'^ :

I was his executor and fdurtd that - t^
lafire official income in India was in, TOJisoiiintey’ ;

and chiefly in. pood works ef wl^h dsi fo Of
'

the female school which bears, his liOfnOittwfe ;

'

Wc need not dweU at any
on the Educiation Despatch of 1854V
have said enough to show^^^

which led the authorities to

and also how and why the idcofnmehdo^^
tiohs contained in it were not given ejRect

to by the Government of the East india
Company.

SPARKS FROM THE ANVIL

[From the Bengali of Rabindranath Tagore].

The chandelier flashed up and said to the earthen lamp—
^

“ ni smother you up if you dare to call me cousin !**

Just then the moon came up in the sky,

And the chandelier cried—“ Come, my dear dear brother !”

Thou who art in the ditch, ’tis easy for thee to throw mud

;

But what is he to do whose path is ever above thee ?

He who has not the power to attain greatness,

Hiis he the power to make greatness appear small ?

The owl takes every opportunity to proclaim

That he has an enmity with the sun,

I will close every door to shut out all possible errors.

But how am I to enter in cries Trtjth.

Favour complains—“ I give, but never receive.”

Mercy says— T give, but never ask.”

Fierce ragefs the storm and wages war.

Who is it that wins at last? Only the gentle breese.

^•^thieis the boast, of the -ipieavii'

Trtith-sayasa'diyi^^ why-thou^artfitse'^”'.;;^^



^
^ Weth nai^i^ !«ii»ter^e

:;.:N6f by .the' 'i^ieol. indolent

Nor% pirof««»inyg iyiBpa»hy w
Without the act.^N»y.!. By the living deed
Me fixed tor inen Love’e everlasting creed
A* die one narrow path to blessedness^
To help the hungering stranger in distress,

The sick, the prisoner—-so runs the rede—
She l<ive«t-and though she left the outtvard told
Of Christ, to His commandment she was true,
tea:ving her home to make a stranger’s woes

'

Her own in Cbrist-like act ; for she was bold
To love, toil, suffer, till death claimed its due
In far Darjeeling near the eternal snowa

""
C. F.

HINDU MUSIC

I;
‘™* SaVTI .

the musical &iitis and
, :in til® icftl® of notst

'

"ii -veiced wet' and sevenil

S;^t it - is lindeiiiabTe that the
»;w«^..:*h*^-,v.aiiy-:sati^a<^^
: as* wti • tf, then, a small voice

'*»- W» *hbM contribution to this
jMOsufflipiiieAi maybe exouseit^ hte dilate pa the tbeories advano*

subjed. the
fcAiTiocb M

*a^ outiina of

.athgi;

? Scdeja^itlmTa^twa
^ whHhhe^iskinai^iigh

to present me With. ;.

,

To maKe*mi'piixwiiipa

wS!»^ SawMf^awrb
» «^ « »hiat,3he

..pieieat. -day • .aiMi«isand'''fb'’"&t ‘ E"-aa4®



[ flind as »

i
bution of

tdietevw

A.?, ^i.-.O,'
;
'..?,“ V;.'j-’

t'lisv

:’ tlV|pii^.WO
'

':«ll!l!lil^'

^

«,. |«4 .'t^' '^'.'tJtoia,'

' 1^aiitieii^;pomble qitfimfef^
^'1 must, 'tfni:t|^;;word''.'Vii,i^^

: ii

'

gf a cotaif»0b firt Ji
to , armi*^ at&i^ iatervils, tmi not,

g> loriie jmay ii!aft|{iae, in ^e tense of what
Indian muiie calls 11 1 (^th), ia, a special

Mt of notes forming a common mould in

which a cer^h group of lagM i* cast.

(sl llie iadian scale of twelve notes,

aneientand modern, consists of the follow-

ing:—
-'

1 (C) and u (G) !||(hiw, t.e., unchanged,
natural;

the remaining five being li and Ama «.«•,

sharp, fiat, aind natural, as under,

a and A {E and B) being at and fihr

sccording to the ancients, and dhlt and
H according to the modems^ (the notes
king the same but the relative nomen-
clature bein^ different; thus modem rfitt

i4r were ancient If tafirutd mcHlem ft wfit

wcre ancient dhit*A), 1ht (D and A) being
slat and tt (fiat and natural)

; and t
being natural {tf ) and sharp ( dif )

.

Mote:—Ibis iINi m was callM tfiassi f bry

the swthorV of w^Nsifisw ; and this is

tnot^ fic^' to be noted as

asifpifijml^hig ihei^isstng sand Siuti, as
'sfil^''4»Sv-Uter''<nu':''-;,''

(|li^i^|tysvJil^iia «h4o of twelve notes

hiewr..'bh -npS''''te|!ni^^ e^ual .-ot;- no-
K^liif natural

>hh^f,'(i»^ hdttshd'.ahd’lh'':iie'the-iiteid«n if .

.

^tl^amd'liB i^iotheia tirhich'aie .related, -

a^'-ba:'>ltS::'iihs^-'4oof note,;' hyMhe'

adh;;||vee(in|^ii^;mf untsanpeted-'shale

sean -^^WiSW w ws'Weeegwvw ae»e

be>it^>faK^ lei^cctive politics

, V- -
;

-IwM#;;’.ttwretn.gifiin;'.

,whi^i •.liisft."'

'taljn^nn'. ranee -(aceonsfbggl^iii'.:

awimer ' ".about ' the’'’;'inesii^‘^,

'hetweeii;-' ' the ' num'ber - oi, 'iviti.

.

seiBpnd,,and the length trf the ptis^ za notes above meittioni^ / . . ,

(4) The remaining ten nbi^-jilidt^
the aa Srutis in all, are not defbiii^ lbgfi^:. :

ed in this chapter of fdhr nlhsmrj ^

fore, we are left to shift- fQr'..aubi|ii»|>s.^;^

.

this piatter. However, soms^^guliihs^o^tr
furnished by the well hnnsrp^lh^bli)^
a certain fixed number d Sru^ tg th|:eeyiin
main notes, by_ SanshHI'-:.v»fl»!S^

and by the principles known, aihbal^;'^
as ffsjfbiii and-sMtf>s-i'rIh;is'ii*eesi^
briefly explain

;
these,; 'If

'

you-

first four notes of the

and then sound the su^edii^’ foti^iije^

1 f A V, you will obsen^ that the feur list^'
bear the same inter-relatifii ^;theh
four

; in other words, if fwere stil^;
as f, then e A and f |h wbuW bss

‘ '

as Alf in relation to that % ^
to the Act that if faVowf bh<f ^bot^
in each set of four corrMjjMn^ to each
in that relation, tut,, x is } pf fi;'

f } of There is only a snalli
’

tothis:—fissf whiA fssf ; thus

between the two is liot emuiEy.^) (whica^itv’

would be if x were: equal to;||^ bht;:Vii^^

by an inArval of {}, an interyM ;!knpiVh:,ju.

comma. This difcrence iM'olbe
*

because by aocepting x as jt tbe j

the major triads is sechred.

This relation of I hetwcks - each
notes fht^'

A

p, wA,-and'»Hi'..ikcalled

Nhw to come to ffgflMii; It ; xrill be xeentia

.the .relaticm . above. «bc»jih;:'"that. .

ate ;co-odii«te.;'witK,dA^a»oith*^

'and X with'-each:exhd:nftd.x'apd.|!t'|)idt^B^^^^^

Thus the." aiicienfs 'gipt^d
•evemlly, ' .'giving ..''ihitat':.:''|e||j!iiia^

'..naines, ij-f.and x.beipg'^ledipf^t«rjf;^
"xMllx;, and' i;-and-.; A'it!itBav''-Tb^(lhv^

.*
tttdudled.'';'in..''eaA. ../of;: .them :’Siett':'-,.e:|^l.:: -..

'hThe' tiga...t. oii.,..f . ..india^f^'^.wsi/iihi^^
a(mv<,.w dod>h4a'orijjAisl-^p'

f inim i» fiiM

...

iJiV.' iv, 1
. 1.... ,-.v » .

-
i



'lW»
'';*f

:“fowr Vto

:

*? ** iiP4;:|fe’f ::TiiiB:''iB' known/ms -

of pbiseaifng:- ah

'

of fjjf^ by hotes included in

three pohps named just above,

?1: Wh have some guidance as
ihany sub^mnes are to be placed

; of the notes in the scale of
**ed by srsfitr VrfiwiiT.

,
This

distance test fixed
Jft' that WArlr. rAfMAfl

Notes. Ratios.

I
1

k
'

dtef H
'.:

3 k ,. If 1

4 \ V ft f

5 ir ^hi 1
6 «! ff , i

(ft) H
8

i

9
.

. V
•

'

’itff i
. to

,
. ..f., ff 1

ft ff f
tz

ifhr ¥
« I* I an(

' '• • "*7® according to the ah-
' it will be obwrved, are the
t^tei< mnd in the minor triad, shown in
liNlbtftica.)

?te look up fmy authoritative

10 - jf*?
wouiti^ tig., the chapter on

Soufl^^ .la %no« » Phsnics, we shall find
Mk>»IK shaq) notes on each

stda <4 the, siww,, natural notes, preserving
and natural and

" die interval between
the rahjor and im^

^ end B) we
;
*: **^*. ai notes authorised;

' )MI i;

>

. w irt fe'j .and-iyit

/. ,;U' /"v /if.

•a—i','- '

-i'.v
''

’th-s

:

- ap^f.
i ... ... jJw .;

U • jT
'

. ^—Z

"““hers of sub-tones precedinsMch ®' the seven principal notes, with the
main note added on, correspond, except inOM case, to the numben of Sfwtfs allotted
to each note by Indian writers on Music.
The four Sntts for ^ will be halves of the
four fromf to a

( ), as the scale will stop
at W=f (the ancient If fit) ; in other worJs,
f«i will have three Srutis out of the lower
*c^, which next precede it.

The exceptioii hinted at just above is in

^ case off which has three Srutis in the^le given here, w*., «, ff, and f, and
our as assigned by our Indian Music.

Mere, then, we haye, a full scale as evolved Iw
^uraMan acoustics in its relation tn music,
which curiously enough coincides Wth the
dismbution cf Srutis as giycrt by out Indian

jters, ^ith the
^t., f„t Mt extremdf pinbibli,
that if ^^only find the onh. uWieing Sreh
for f and locate It properlf thiit^P^mle of :(*hic1, ansaMfS^b out

!r»!f
® fot tbiii utiiiing sub-

^ will fumishm with the Indian scale of fa T6 my
mmiVihe balance is eiirimly in;:^f^^ of

Twp .reswms arcbbyidttsiv-



untempeved mle of ti 4iote|ii which are

bund in thk^oiof ai notat ; ahd^^
:

i

(a) The allotment of

the seven notes, a^

scheme, fnd^ an exaqt oorraf^ndence in

this scale of ii note^ (barrinir the defici-

ency of one Sruti for ir)^ shall indici^te

additional reasons

Which, thit^n, is the misMng Sraft ? After

weighing several considerations, 1
^

arrive

at the solution that the niissihg Spiti must

lie somewhere between the two Sirutis |{
and Ht this should be vt some recog-

nized acoustic interval
;

the interval be

tsreen these two Srutis being smaller than

}f, the next recognised interval would be

the comma, use., H ! thus the missing Sratt

should be either |} of If—ie., Hi ot H of

f|—i.e., H.
Which of these two should be accepted is

a question which 1 shall presently answer.

But the soundness of this procedure is

apparent from the facts—

(i) That by adopting this plan the general

scheme of the scale of 2

1

notes, which has

sub-notes ut intervals of )| on each side of

the seven main notes, remains quite un-

iiaturbed

;

(2/The interpolated Srati is placed a

ecognized acoustic interval, and not ig an
irbitrary one which would result in want
)lhantfipny

;

(3) Tht dtsturbance caused in the wholil

cafe is mduced^^^^

These three reasons justify the intSrpoIa-

ion of the Srisit at an interval (between H
nd H) which is cbasiderably smaller than

NqV whicK^ fitf the two Snsfts, H and Hi
lioiild be.accepted ? Everything considered,

select If as Edok probably,' the c6^
canbot gb, atJp::ea^ length, into the meriU,

ut j^hy bri^y the reasons in

ivourprijh/ TWy are 5^

(i) ^i«s, the lielatioin

sags^f this .

:
thit'rb^Stion lb':HiW ,

.

>d

.or’6tlirt.''''rhu8 !-—

;

(d)' ''Takin(t tf' (V)
( f ),

it« , would be V-X
the hij^er (double) scales br^

|n the practical uut called

being the ttarting note ( «') fl: M
iXj=»M, this very Srirf/.

Thut this H
.

>> not nn inss^b^
though deduced by me by
derations, it exactly hits Idte pbketib^y
correct point.

:

'

These, then, are the grounds on whjch
I fix It as the missing Sr^*, its tocatiib

being between f| and }|* at an interval . Of

It upwards from f|. I have also iitdicatcd

above some of my reasons for accepting the

scale of 3i notes as given in European

Physics, and adding one Sristt as ahbbe to

.make up the Indian scale of Z2 Sfutiii. Tbc^

other reasons, then promised, may no# be

mentioned. They are:

—

(r'; As already stated^ this'scale prewryes

the u'we as far as posnble hefwpeb the

corresponding notes; this results from thp

fact that this relation exists in the Male bf

.even notes in the three groups of ifl^:

and 'o^ni notes, and that the bti^^

noti» stand in relation of U to .

central notes seubally.
,

(a) The scale being acMpted on the jbAds

fixed by physical science, it h>,ac^tiba%

correct; and

(a) Wien the im are altered, the cairnm
which the resulting notes furnish deyiattbtif

from those already existing in this arot(sd»

al scale of ai plus i notes, are aumencat^

:

the least, and the emr of deyiifi^oikw

.

always that of a comma C^^er-aoa^j

* I may note one inddsntal fMt

indiKct support to my thewy alM^ pkt^mtobf
;

the fflissing Srub. Saagb Pariimbi,MMwW/M':
tiwrwidings in the Poona and OdCWta

the populariy known dimt b tb sede bT iaii^

tfiinil wfnix

H luxe* if H is inteipolated hrfem k'; thus.*-'.;,

. : -f Pwindaiiiie.'^ dw'slmit
'

mkrthil'- 'ipai^efr.swiw
. j'-.

.
V

;
>'- :- ' '



..,^Jiflii!t';iiiidiei‘m...

^'%i;'iiiw.^ii[iieoj^^

, .,,^;:;®;B;:PBWit’f 'loUet '.'^ .-

j l^fBt M Ae prindpict ttove
iate ai crtt^ thararMt,

bpt. ki a tmalld 4egne. His
$r»fu is as under;:—

H
tl • . - «

«

.r
'.'' »?' -: '/. b(d»)-}i

1

9(m-^
III

>;(>«)- I
•

.3

,<H*‘

if tlie ancient « (1) it taken

j

-' 'i”-''' 4 AUm Mr. .
if the modcrii t (J) U taken

;

at

IteISm
wjiietiBaktioi^^

ib

'^7T-.«;!-Tf7J!!SiSS^C:. ‘tbWOb)

Mr.

^ of tV^ all

.WMMJn .tlw I^l«. ' of ' .ra SriUit. as

.J''''..3’ii»aiiil.*ti»''^. -^e ,e»Mpd|^ai»<-^^aod

{jewr thati I end f (dout^ of t) res-

^^:^^:.!lii|[iHR;:',uw. -A is no detuatim

.' '*1'
'

'n

'

'

e
'

'V -fr
' '

::'. '.. iv'..':n : .»
'

t ^ n- I

;;.x.;v"v::;.v«- v'.

;
. «:

'
‘ t . cititi - o^j Innitfjr indicate here the flaws

vtUlli'aii t]til[MieiBi''iA.di{B scafe

of .H lecognited by
>;.GtNitid|«':;ikd ..of-:. . notes, betwien
7.iN^|pi|i!ilf^iliipte.i^ neighbour

:V.#'.::tiM)dVtidd;' iaearikbly pMaidd;'
iii:fle.:;Mifs.ddtid';«hd.; :.:

'

'

tk^'fltt^dlistnbdtkiA asnopgtt

. -flai^^':.'?;ed^;:: 'eii';'lfliiipd;'.''-ihi dMundt' n.

.w ttmydmuieolH'ieidiiiMt*^

'

ppyes,,»aawidef;?^'y-'''-V -.'.‘j’ v*-
''

'./*f--: -Oh
:

inexpScable defects ^
: W The JiP ft hccqtted as a asiticipal one
in the scale of aa Srafif% is diitoped in

favour of | (the real ft), ^ote ;-This is a
dehwt mther in the sdile of w Sm**!, than
fn-’thisonedf la'}.;'

(h) diputas dft:^ is

twj the real bid id ff asiidiei^

^ ditcuanpn above, the Seeg:^ ParijOa
having recognised tfPeM b andt ^cs^ it

at a pii^ coiw^iKng to
It IS utisfactoiy » find - suppiivt my
hypothesis any way,.in the tweslnce of dii«

It Sruii in Mr. DfeyaTs tcheadji ;'

'

(c) Mr; jPeval haa tidten {f be dlie inam ti

presumably
. to praselve ; the .'I:- relation

betwcM ft «} imo ewfii .(thdiigh cp^^
en<wgh he inoret Ihisft ip the j ai Srsfi
scale) ; but py Sdoptmg &1ebd^4>ehar-

««j6f Iiiid,|iwhit4i ft Mcured

Ip Bis '.prefted,

:\;^^npte.-|hat.'t '.brtiild’ Id-
A- '' '"

vtlMsetopi’ apid'';A.’'e

Deval) himself hasW (Witt; bat; Id
taking drit bbi^;
the reaaen Ptfoee: as
tween.ftaadiO;.

'

;

To my iia9d,^^ i^^

• VjKT . in



_

by

sUd^ P*5|iidl;'©hoi«;;i^'Mr;A^^^

nven hirViv^ct ill then ikifj:^

Myi—’^Thort ean Ibt^ (ibnb^ tbdilt.

correc»«<lM^^^
their

> only jii«i|!-

poitftQMist;. :U 'y^'\ *«>* Aflwn
what 'plittciplest Dewai or

Mr; ^6ie» pot ««. we told hojr they Pie

found
:

«ottpct,^iuiieii inere comeidence

ii rej^UdM Ph a sound reason. Andi after

ali, cap any one be cock.eure on this

vexed question, unless : he has really sound,

scientHic piineiples— as found in acoustics

—to auppiPt him ? I have now plawd my
hypothesis before persons interested in this

hicinatiru; problem, and my claim fo*'

ccpBidetatTon is based on these Very scien-

tific .principles, and yet I shall not piesume

to bit dOematic beyond the limits of justi-

fication ramished by those principles. With
thtdp lemarlcs I leave the matter in the

luMto^ of quaiified penons.

In ' conclusidp,' L iPay touch oP one point

raised by. y Sopie critics. Mt. Fox^StraPg^

wayS^; white revto#iPg Mr.;;I)evars worlcj:,

ashaii 1^ musichias toalto: use l.'these as

'$riiiiiv4ito'd^;*1''sc^'’!^

ge»iS^;*8«l7..The'iiM!isu^ew^^^ .plpair^and'

;uPto|ii|^ •.;lpdian...stttdept.'^'pf..

:':>luip;’''-;!|5he. »^iaSit;.ifeaIly : used,: ^ps., will
^

'bti.'lhpiid' liy?<ii|to'|?^itetoepi''^^^

; ot'-'lip Mlxie' aigito ip'^vaiyiqe. rpfiui.l' ito.d’:'the.'

;t^lto4;"|hiy.-.ine,' ’aboyeivShe' chatige'.ol’eips.

play certain .as ^fipcipal

nQi&
:
tSbira rii thd .

original sebeme stood

. aariiitodittoto'$jto«ii'^^^ in rnshpeut

. Of; p jW thc nuiin

^ieaitt-riieto • his-l^ .the'-i

.{Ifeoutoe

V readily. Mri-Oeval ciai^''.^''j||liii'din9i(p.^

^ ness of his Sraris that a toutidhul'-

UrofessOr Ab.dul Ibrini dih pSwfi^'|Sh i'

':'0ir. Xtoval’s) as. Sfarii;:'m

.

mancea- This, however,':

test : even the fixing of-m aa^
'

instrument according to any scada^JirlSri^'

.

or otherwise, will not

The truest test will be that one '

number of vibrations of vocal 1
]

recorded by means of a I

in other wordp the reat^test

physical laboratory, by to(K»di^:^ffdD^V:
tions of SKug (not pbySid)

even this test can hardly be poncliiriva Is
regards the question, i'^iChv ptori^^^

Srutu of the, Indian scale r* Fos^fi^
tory test would only ' WtoPrd^ riife aetial )

vibrations of the Potsh '-sliK|||i^> ii'v:’'fitii||t’':i

'decide their c'ortoctneSs,.'itolesi:*ihB.:'ad^Pi^<-

the principle that any. vibrati^^ :^
the' acoustically reco^ised^PfMri^i'.d^^

rejected as uuharmonioUi lltlt?^
is most likely to be wtlsfied by
of Sruris is obvious from fhetof^ ^^1:1

of) tMfrib based on the acdttStica}ly;rito^;:

nixed echetne. The p% verlfid||ii^ neiiiii.i

will be the testing cd' :.itocal :

laboratory and coiPparing. tha

the scheme advocated by mp;'V^ ir: |Miitos >i

the test successfully, tife case fBt it wi^t.liii;;

complete.* ."V*',

'«'! need 'hanily netim'iMr.-;{j;i^4’rriMih'|fiiit;

after an theeeAuw ars fedsl

tetWs'lWBrienMtoe.d^,^^^^^ ,

vadtoiiew'% idiSii«tttt’.iMa;':'';'JwU'.''i^

ehov (hat no one hae yet Mt upon
.

.

And if the ntjpmiehte .J.hato ndeenead#
are eeriouPy eanndendi.:aild>ifte;

which my Imotheeis !eatl:l[i .r

nothing more ae6nlte thm.ori:<^

.The dMeimoebntt MriMMyaltoii^iMifik!
" Mr...Devai:8Mni(imM.|sM^''ed^^

'

thia'.the''.'Slrari« ..im .m
inKfisiiiHi inin- -.<nii?^ OH

.

'^m'th^laiiheen'.^ia^rifa'.



'fi;;-il^9ft^...-.-6f. 'the-,

"'irf-.tfe- :i¥iiiai^»-Qf lAr. U.;';lfey-

^ ;iji^ {potncftes

; My therefore raeir a few.wordr
Mtteri. Vht main pbfot

is as . regards the acoustic ratio

What is that our aiici-

t^teiS iiad no ineans of fixing these

quantities by any physical test

by their wonderfully acute

% of judging by the ear. I&en as

luid successful as it may be in

divisions of the Srutis, there

to be wondered at, nor is it

to them, if they failed to

^ifCer^ntiale tjUs are onl
:iep»iated by an

; or Vatbel

To be ,abJe *o
in oMisai HindustaAt inwtki;f/k^
of^ one wuld lixpert inofe tjbin the e»i.

denee of the. «ar | j

Ubbfatorwl teet of tueh would lx

conclusive, and! do not wiq^K$se
is prepared to go so far.

Want of space prevents rpe ffom discuss-

ing this question at f^eater fep^h.

1^., B. Dfvatu.

TH^ ESTABLISHMENT OF THE RRESIDENGY UNIVEkSlTIES

R. Fisderick John Mouat catneout to

India in the service of the East India

Company as an .Assistant Surgeon on
/. tbe Ben^l B*^Mishinent in the year 1840.

'f|O:«tcC0eded :Mr. David Hare - as Secretary

:^'ei^,B)te:^lcuttti;<Medical College and was
afeop)^^ of that

.^Iflitttfition. It ;wa8 due to his exertions

, pf the Calciit'ta Medical
the iWspital attached to it

it was due to his

. itdinM oivi:. exhortations that the four

.:i;- Bppgslce Mroical students, the well known
B and Or. Surya

: Xwnaf Ctpodeeve Chuckerbufty and two
otbefs^ went to Epglpnd in 1844 to com-

'

'^ete .tbe'if odut^tiosi..
' ^ ' Or* Mopat^i^^ appointed Secretary

In those

;
V {Mrector of Public

an^ Inipector of Schools

AfiiiitmF of both these posts

^ Secreury of
} ' ^ ;

So Or,; Mpuat l^ ini^t
. . aH'BW'S^^ eolleget ill. the province
'• Vpf

.

Conhci!;^ 'of'

'result.'*'' of''bis ; -ipsjpe'eti'Ont,

'.'It '.tIbMtbli)#;'ldt.''.8e!KgaI* '''m":a.'l|«tui«.

.
:Bf)hbetd;;By''«ni'din^Bie. .a3ni:'.’M^^

,:,'1»bh>re tftc’ lkKidiy£;I;bf;..'Arti:''..di'’v|^^^

f.v

all thic colleges and schools under the charge of the

Council and had become acquainted with the standards
in use, 1 was at once struck with the absence of any
definite aim and object in the system of education

adopted in all. It appeared to me that a great scheme
of public instruction worked by an able stjlf and turn-

ing out annually numerous schoters of considerable

merits and attainments needed some means of

acknowledgement of the position they ought to occupy
as men of culture

, and ^ucationv I rapidly arrived

at the coni^usion that nothing short of a university

having the :^wer to grant degrees would focomplish
thispurpo^.

**l accprdiQgly placed myself at Once in communica-
tion with mv TFiend professor Malden of Unlveraty

S in Lonfon.' Prom the informatton which 1

before him, Piof«^ Malden
to be perfectly ready for tfo estabiisment df

Uiiiwsities andsentnieaei^ of
iniditutkms in Europe wikten by -I theii

conferred whh thd; May
Cameron on the subjerf^i^ him whdt I had done,

&c.» &c. J was dinei^ to prepare the scheihe,

which I dM aCcordin^y,V /

HU sclumid
' M that the University

Bengai shoald, the model

*' Ahmr Undoing the liw corinitittioh

rf tfo Umvet^ies 4 *

those ef the roce“*‘^

the latter akhe i

..........

iveii fo
of dbe Selec^^^

:.Df.f



the Govcrniflwwotlndia^^ the aiithotidin^

of the East

course it aias Q6r They #ef^
averse to extiehsiOa 6f d^ocatioo ^morjg
Indians ohd to they n put their foot

on Dr. Mouaty icheine. It waia on t^ eve

of the rehewai bf the E^t Ipdia

Charter that Mr. jCaineroh submitted a

petition dated 30th November, 1852, to the

House of Lords in which he showed the

causes which operated as hindrances to the

spread of education among Indians. He
wrote:

—

"That, as President of the Council of Education for

Bengal, your petitioner had opportunities of observing
the desire and the edacity of large numbers of the
native youth of IndTia for the acquisition of European
literature and science, as well as the capacity of the
most distinguished among them for fitting themselves
to.enter the Civil and Medical covenanted services of

the East India Company, and to practise in the
learned professions.

"That the said native youth are hindered from
makin^r all the progress they are capable of in the
acquisition of the said literature and science

:

"1st. Because there is not in British India any
University with power to grant degrees, as is done by
Universities in Europe.

*'2nd]y. Because the European instructors of the
said native youths do not belong to any of the coven-
anted services of the East India Company, and do
not, therefore, whatever m^ be their learning and
talents, occupy a position in Society which commands
the respect of their pupils.

**3rd[|y. Because no provision has been made for

the education of any ca the said native youth in

England without prqudice to their caste or religious

feelings.

**Your petitioner therefore prays,
"That one or more universities may be established

in ^British India.

*^That a covenanted education service may be
created, analogous to the convenaiited civil and
medical services.

^That (me or more establishnients may be created,

S native youth of India may receive, in

Ei^taiidy' WfBiout prejudice totheir caste or religious
feet^gV« itu0i a secular edbeatipn as inay quali% them
for. admission iiito the civil and medical services of

the EastIndia CornfiHmy.'*

Rega^mg tbtf ahd his prayer
for the ;^ pi oBe or more

^

inciia, Mr. Cameron
aeaTeJiingly emmiiied :

on

Oil; the-Qoye^^ vtej^tp^, .

•

hi detail

/ would to thii.

should be m each of the great capitia cities ih
a University I that is to say; i|it £alcutfte, at Midrite;
at Bomtey and at Agra ^thb^ four Idlieh being
centres of four distinct bmguaj^ Cdleutta being the
focus of the Bengalee langua^ r Midms
Taniili Bombay of the Mahrotioai and Ai^ ofthe

’

Hindee. In those four Universities woidd he taugl^;
according to my notions the English
all the literature that it contains ; an
also in the same language ; and ^ the
time the four languages that 1 have mentibi^d
would also be cultivated. Native students wbUid>
practised in translations from En|^eh into eil^h of
those languages, and from each of those lani
into English. Every encouci^meht.
Government can give would be gtveh 1

of original works in those Native fa

system already exists to a considerable extent;, but
(here is no University; there Js no body which ties

the power of granting degrees ; and that mrt ol
encouragement appears to be one which the Natives
are fully desirous of. They haye arrived at e point
at which they are quite ripe for it, and they theip^
selves are extremely desirous of it: that is to s|y,

those who have already benefited by this sy^iiiU of
English education are extremely desirous Of

disSnetipns, and are extremely nesiromi of havioW thiat

sort of rec^ition of their position as subjects « tjie

Queen of Great Britain.

"7317. Would you assimilate the decrees
degrees conferred at the London University.?:

"The plan that we suggested .when 1 Was Pirpsideht

of the Council of Education, e 0 was
'

the plan of the London University ; we' coph
mutaHs mutandis from that plan.

• * ,

,

"7322. Would that, in your opinion,

general tone and character of the education
throughout India ?

"1 should think very much .so indeedi,
* o. ,

"7325. Earl of Ellenboraugk, Y Would you give
the same titles as in England of MxWer Of -

Bachelor of Arts ; do not you think they
"^hadur" and "Rajah’ V rather better ?

.

"1 think they would like to be admitted ilHp IlM
European republic of letters better than to have IkoSe
nativetitles to whiidi your Londfahip afiud^,^^ :

;

;'

It IS not pdcc^ry id mako
from 'the • Evident ,.6f. .'M.n

. Parliamentry. Committidjs\.- iil!!^

.
have been convinced"': ' lha't

'

harm in establishing pht dr : ;

ties iii Jndia.

^ the Diivctprs ot

: pany were after mil pfetgagifett"

v ihehd the establiimmeht of Uni^^
/fiidia dti the; model: Umvemity ' of

;,tmiadhc jrheiy



Ji|B||B w^^B5i^*iSSSi ^
agM^PWi^^ 'of cKe'- ^M^Ieia

'

of ait -' increMiig
have M li

inatilwtime has now arrived for the
'0^ til India, which may

Gotfiee.of -education,

degrees. as evidmoes of
y-W bcanches of art and sciencei

honour for those who may
'‘^iliWgl^'cialiPele loirhenoriiry distinction.

dt'.fiducation, in the imoposal to

^v|fKh Jfl!^ took the London Uhivenily as
^ . .M we ame wjth them, that the fSm,
*fPWp.W^.- -fold fttiiclions of that imiversity • •

'

:

*0 the wants of India, and may
MjpOW dnth advantage, although some variation

in points of deUil7'

y®ttr consideration

V 'JW*^******* ®f yniversitiee at Calcutta and Bombay,
which we have now ex-MMMjkv.3^ Md report to us upon the best method

with a view to thetr incorporation by
; ifl^Or dw t4«i4^ Council of India.•.•«*

j. .
•»,• -. .

.i'-' -..• ••
•

'ft:.*,-.;.- jl'

'

“.T-- i^coiitd

>^ttj]iu'-.ie-

iafk^ soiiA

ivrdi# their

clmraeter to those wlJc^e^ as soiiiA

. i^'.thitexteheioh of;a:mhral=-isddd^
estabUvhment would be Of advaiiflU^
O0mh|ulM^.V '

But kve Govenimt^t of

-

ill a huriy to give effect to

tibn of the Court of I34t?ecti>^ East
India Company and estabiidi .'l^nivereities;^

These were not establflhed dhnhg the

Governor-Generalship of l^Oid^

tl^ Scotch J* Laird of Cockpe^r* but of

his successor Lord Canning. It ifas in the.;

{

rear rSo, the year of the outbrm of the

ndian Mutiny and the last year of the

existence of the Bast India Con^ny, tbit

the Legitlative Act was pansed sanction-

ing the establishment of the Universities

at Calcuttai Bombay and Madras.

POETRY AND DAILY LlPE

the but tibinan tMchen
11. r-.ui-i. J--:- . , - #’.. .... ...

iinport
who iMk ’AfiCt in author*

teaclwr, life itielf.

thh ttcred Mriptum of

: in vane;, and <he
• poetry.

.
the beet poaoM whira

imfi JBnglit^ literature

Spiif^ eiimmM-liAd lacredeet

the. wSAi .Man can*
purajl: diritfllt, and without pan?

ntncHU.iinOi.fte duhenect nan

tiifc*c.;;t|idehi in 'nay
.,

• or.'virtiHjr,;.

have'' iefeued ..Hnny poetic.ahd..nf^riyiMo>)Cri

.ah':-eKpr4Mubhv;'iod« ;4!by4c^idH>’'dfiiiio

genius -4nd’-ipirit: 'itf ;lidHK'-iHMtetfad;’<:nid'

industrial pieo]de; .kis.4<nli>innStit^^

Enji^ish
' should carryin'.

all' shorn .niiinlt;H.’,h(^
aoee o{-.;RngliaK'|inntilin'-4iwd^^

fticdom'-wlwdi - is tl^ .oiidciMlI^.lwt^^

.the -nhpt^....A;'h»iootw^^’:/^
' mity'

'inNilth - aodi'tdn.iif^h'tldi^

.. uniplfini
' Itjwgji^Mi.' 'j|amd!lwiMlliak3liMjl£rfi",ih

*
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. tion Wkh:'ii;>0Rij9i^^ of’ibine

Und or WT%^ >M«n
iiieastt»«iltbi||i^^ ittislf;

w 'w, ; ita

exi9eoa[^^ ; ''i*.
'

':not
.
for.

exi9«|hM^l^y, It particiikr kind
of exi||fteiii|it<|9 e;K>iteneo ^at satisfies the

higfaett (Bkh-s being. And no
instrument is «e «aittsd»le' in this struggle as
poe^. Alt :th^ however, come to

man's aid ift taping this Jilfet irotn the

bumbleit Irt which makes the potter's

vssmI a 0nng of heautyi to the highest

which immortaiises a human form, or it

may he a . landscape. For beauty is the

agent width most glorifies die life of man,
and has the greatest^ p^ of making
him nch^ly conteoted with his lot And of

alt the simvants pf beauty and the means of

the ereatloh of mauty^ poetiy probably is

the commonest and has the widest appeal.

Or if there is an^hing which takes rank
with beaufo as the supreme satisfaction of

human diss^ it is tm SMwe of the merged
identf^sd .self : with the pommph life of

man, us, the sense of

illiasitmda'ylMdsgi soul is

tridm^ ipi^udimebss^ grsindeur or

Itrifofo^i ciUS. Ideal does hot present itself

pnme iniaistmiit of

beati^'ltmhihaihiMneftt, the fimt hf ihmro^

nienlh^h^ilihidltM pirtiealar kind
of elisiaaeh 's^ men most desire, and

deiytMs"'lhf!^:iVt^ : .fact''. its<''passidhate

'.;;^|w.ifoBei^'iel'‘'aif'' aameat .city
......

,Sound of a
of

'{^'.mtSBii' of-

m'i-m
'

-'IlMlSigS'MAahsd

the irallMr.;iMet th dte^

Nor hear tieir see whsiF,, ,

But from thcM amts nahhi
Forml more real than Iwfngi.t|^; i.

NursHnfs of immortality*;

These, matchlem
objects of the oniverse, all foims hf:Ufisi

the expresiion of a divine

contains the infinite, llie SSthimiAi^'i'imw^
ever falU_ short of the idthi,: and (^ dopt..

feels that it is so. Although hS ek^ 'cntl^t
things that are, he is eneSahthd liht iwlti^
actual, but by the ideal, udif^JS
than the actual. The rose; fe^it^nei,
less than the divine idea of whieh it fit'dih

'

embodiment, and the poet tinging. Jf^h'
rote, can bring us nearer tp the divip# tdifT

than the rote itself is able. ’

Foe(;fy it

were stands with Qod behind the; ,,:|!

'

of the creation
j
poetry

,
it tlm dlViif^:'^

still operative in the
: oon^ritp^^' pf:

world. It is for this reamm t^;\^
of art surpass the woikt
virtue of hit nearest position itp;

visible creation, man,
snatches the divine fire fnSm. the snn'Mi^
outshines it. He tekm
the .rose, and. makee evun-;pl ;i<g^i;;^iHejij^^;:

In a Wmtem picture .gatleiyy.v.thmy^a^i^^
a .-' painting' by. -i Fre'neh

clutter of roses in a vase.
'

the pictum am numerable arid yet .semp';^ii|

emitiun. ’multifudinoutniMI; l^'.-.info!ll^S|^b..:v'>

the ^waves of the sea. '

i'

This or something lilm.tldfr .fo: idii^

and bestpbilos(i^% aadwdillddddiliL.^
dream.or the p«i«epti9h.-^li9li^
in the eyes ahm <d ^ MdiilK
theicfom .the”mod
If anything is troit, ndi :

ifitbefalsp,itissfHt#e
hfw't jotsKit m
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. they are ihratisiigured

:P«ir^iiiise| They retain no hint of

4ie.:!n^ The touch is on them which
- Spirit answers

They fill the heart with the con-

ol ;thc presence of a power Which

; ^ama ' a ends, which cannot be

, Ihwab^ed, which leaves no work to fall

. This is the revelation

conveyed to us by the solemn ecstasy of

beauty and poetry
;
the knowledge com-

municated of what is. And the message
brought concerning what might be, the

impulse given to the active and assertive

powers of man, is no less astonishing. ‘‘He

had the poet's passion for Nature”, wrote

George Meredith of W. E. Henley, *^and

by reason of it the poet's fervent devotion

to humanity,” If I witness the daily

festival of the sun, the glory of the grass-

blades and the forests, and the grace and
enchantment that clothe all living things,

1 cannot he content with the squalid and
pining state of man. Why should not man

jrejoice as the clouds and the rocks rejoice ?

Ifj Wordsworth thinks, the flowers enjoy

the air they breathe, human beings too

ought to live in natural pleasure, and there

is «ie more reason to lament ”what man
has made of man.” Indeed it is among
the poets and all lovers of beauty that we
And most of those who are as the nerves

o'er which do creep

The else unfelt oppressions of manicind.

And it Is poetry which is the best accom-
plisher of reform,—better than all customary
ways of didactics, or party spirit, or

denunciatipor^-by at once pointing men to

the vision of the future, and putting their

hearts into the only temper by which the

future can be gained and held secure.

Who can doubt that the daily round of

existence for the Indian peasant (much as
it may owe to religion) is companioned and
sweetened by the sky and the landscape
which are ever glowing a.bout him, and by
the ipnits of plants pnd animals and men,
arid by the marvellous many-coloured
costume, tihe nuMt fauUleifsly in keeping
wim Yfs snmphdmgp world perlmps,
to whi^iilhemultitudes of India are directed
rather % The same

V beauty as w riipwem^ down by die shn

;
and the earth atsp hpon evim domaf-

f|ip utensil In m peasant's d#e|f|ng^

vessel of clay, and the brass:^^*wbefe*
with the women repair to the . village well.

And did tye ever behold work of man
more beautiful than the Persian Well with
its rude yet sufficient construction, its

patient team of oxen, and their boy driver ?

Centuries have not improved for use or for

beauty what the flawless instinct of the

early engineers invented, Eveiy inch of

the soil of India teems with beauty, and
the peasant who squats with his fellows

upon the field in some happy, talkative

circle, enjoys by his closeness to Mother
Earth a dignity which seems to be seldom

the possession of the more artificial Western

city-dweller. It may be that only by life

in cities are ordinary men awakened to the

dealings of beauty with them ; it may be

that the lack of beauty in cities first makes
men aware of the hunger for beauty and

articulate in its praise ;
certain it is how-

ever, that men who live in the midst of

beauty and fail to perceive it as a poet

perceives it, are none the less blest.

There is nothing on earth more beautiful

than a gteat city, London or Paris, for

instance, and yet neither is there anything

more ugly. In attending to the more mate-

rial wants city dwellers are apt to forget

the necessity for beauty, and to grow

vacant-minded and vulgar in appearance

on account of their forgetfulness. Nothing

will charm away the tedium and ignoble-

ness of too many features of the life of

cities, until the regard for beauty is once

more popularly cherished in their, midst

Beauty being the sign of life in its highest

well-l^ing, regard for beauty is rwcrence

for life itself.

The spirit of poetry, then, or the spW^
which is kindled by the vision and the

fashioning of beauty, enters into all human
affiiirs, great and small, when they arexon-

ducted well. And to an Englishman living

in India, face to face with the great

privilege and obligation of seeing India; and

coming to undentand ri^tly something of

India, no gift seemsmore desirable tfiari: the

eye that beholds beauty. Of a certiihty,

none tan see India who isIniMnnble to ^
beauty of the sky and dbe laiMie^pe. and

of the living forms of the fmestandm fieldi

of the moiihiaiiii and the dty, '"wM. Of ail

Ant bett^'-to.jnaii.--



Sc6J»I; AND LINES Ot WDlAW ECONtt^lC StU0Y

THE PRESENT CONCEPTION OF THE SCOPE AND LINfS OF
ECONOMIC STUDY AND THE REQUIREMENTS OF

ECONOMIC INQUIRY IN INDIA

T
homas Carlyle characterised econo-

mics as a dismal science. Economic
investigations during a large part of

Carlyle’s life-time resulted mainly in the

discovery of certain grave social evils* which
had arisen out of the Industrial Revolution

in England. Taking this fact into con-

sideration it is not altogether surprising

that the sage of Chelsea should have given

that unworthy appellation to the noble

science of economics. Happily, however,
during the latter part of Carlyle’s life-time

and especially since his death, economic
thought and investigations have produced
results which justify us in regarding econo-
mics as a most hopeful and fascinating

subject of study. Undoubtedly blind

sentiment and irrational enthusiasm have
no place in.economic study. The economist
does not shrink from taking facts as they

are and giving them straight to the world.

He believes that before one can do any
good to humanity he should first understand
how humanity has moved from time im-

memorial and may, therefore, be expected
to move in the future. And if after careful

and patient investigation he has found out

that individual, or at best family, consider-

ations have been the main spring of

human endeavours all throughout history

and may, therefore, be expected to continue
to be so in the future, he is not ashamed to

say that to the world, socialists, com-
munists and philanthropists notwith-

standing.

So far as production and distribution are

concerned the problems before the economist
am the lame as engage, the attention of the

businessman.
.
^ut .while the bustneseman

considers ifrpblehis hcoxe the point pf

view pf individbisl j^in*; econoi^
vif^s from the point of viw ©f WKiil

'.welfa|% .. ..:t^^retere,\.Cai11y1ey

pbf|Wl^ion that foster

Sel^ as

utterly unfounded. For this misunderstand-

ing, however, the economic writers them-

selves are much to blame. The majority

of these writers have talked so much of
,

competition as being the most furidaihental

characteristic of modern industrialism that

the uninitiated public may naturally think

that these scientists encourage the policy of

everybody hitting everybody’s head.

Competition/’ is no doubt more intense and

more widely extended than it used to be :

but it is only a secondary and, one might

almost say, an accidental cpnsequence from

the fundamental characteristic of modern

business.”* The real characteristics of

modern business are, a certain independ-

ence and habit of chosing one’s own course'

for oneself, a self-reliance; a deliberation

and yet a promptness of choice and judg-

ment, and a habit of forecasting the future

and of shaping one’s course with referent

to distant aims. They may often and do

cause people to compete with one another

;

but on the other hand they may lead,
^

and

just now indeed are tending, in the
^

direic-

tion of co-operation and combinations of

all kinds good and evil. But these tenden-

cies towards collective undertaking art

quite different from that conceived add

advocated by socialists and comimtmiats.

They arc quite different also from those of

earlier times, because they are the rrtult hot

of custom, not of any passive drifting into,

association with one’s neighbpiilrs, out of

free choice by each individual of thdt Und

of conduct which after careful delib^tion

seems to him the best suited for attaining

his ends whether they arc selfah or uiiselibsk

It is true, that there is less deliberate selfiih^.

ness in early timh id modern {oiM
industry ; but there is also less deiiborgtft

unselfishness. It is (he delibcram<ll^^

ilot Ote selfii^^ that is the of
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jnfittCfui' '' faugdy . the

and practices with
is concerned/ The solution

^W the practical economic problems

v we are concerned will be found

; : upon the enactment of. Wise

faa^ or the repeal of unwise ones. To
enommt^ one or two of such problems in

lnd£Bi.Jto*day we may mention the question

of the regulation of railway rates and of
' the insurance companies.

: Our Science is closely related to socio-

logy. The economist is often led to push
his inquiries over into an adjoining tract

of knowledge that covers human action

and yet is not Jurisprudence or Political

Science or Ethics. This adjacent Science

which busies itself with imitation and
custom, and tradition and conventionality,

that seeks the origin, meaning and autho-

rity of the standards and ideals shaping

individual action is Sociology. The point

will be clear by enumerating some of the*

economic problems which arc also problems

of Sociology. The question of population,

for instance, is eminently a question both

of . Economics and of Sociology. Malthus

spoke of moral restraints as checking the

oVer-tgrowth of population. But now
psycmc and social custom and standard of

life are also recognised as factors influenc-

V ihg population. Again the economic prob-

lem, what fixed the days of labor in the

J
ear and the hours of labor in a day, cannot

t solved without an appeal to sociology.

Again phenomena such as the Bengalee
^teem of landed property and the Marwari

E
redilection for trade and finance cannot

e explained without refrence to the autho-

rity of tradition-^a sociological fact.

Whether and, if so, how far and in what
way Economics is related to Ethics is still

. a controveiisial question. Generally it is

agreed that it is outside the domain of

economics to suggest what ought or what
ought not to be done in the economic world

merely on othuMl grounds* But the recent

growth of immense competition in economic
organixattons has facilitated the appearance

af so matiy eyilsand immoral practices in the

Wspnomicworid that itnanyeconomic thinkers

have been a.decidedlyethical

iview of iheetudy^^ ecoiminics*Thesetbinkm

if ' CHa^t;:v,cwi.

have aliaady acquimd a position
amongit economic schblatsapcc^ a
new school Of economic thought In America
this sch^l claims two of thC mpst emizient
kcohomists, We., Professor Eiv of ; the UnU
versity of Wisconsin and Dr. Elisha Benja-
min Andrews, formerly Gfaancellor of the

University of Nebraska, as its adherents.

The writings of these economists have
greatly influenced the recent discussions

and economic legislation with regard to

the problems of distribution and have in-

directly encouraged the propagation of

socialistic and similar doctrines.

Now we may proceed to consider the

relation of Economics to History. Before

the middle of the last century scanty

attention had been given to economic his-

tory by the economic writers and thinkers

;

but with the development of the Historical

School of economic thought inaugurated by
Frederick List and popularised by later

writers like Roscher, Hildebrand and Knies,

thorough knowledge of economic history

is now considered indispensable by all

schools of economists. Among the strongest

advocates of this school may be mentioned
the names of Professor Smohller of Berlin

University and Professor Ashley of Birming-
ham University. Thinkers of this school

point out that the economic science which
has been developed up to this time is a

static study, that is to say, it seeks to explain

the economic problems of our own time

only. Such a study, they assert, cannot

necessarily be of pertnanent validity. For

society is dynamic. A static or stationary

society is inconceivable at least in the

civilized portion of the world. As Professor

Ely has put it,

"Man now wanders about by force of necessity

and age-long habit, now starves rather than be

moved from nis home. Land is now frW to.alt, . now
parcelled out with well nigh absolute right of indivi-

dual pessession. The seemingly eteiw features of

the mial structure are gone in a few generations/'*

The historical ei^nomists also ass^t
that what we call economic science to-day
is no science even as a static study, becat^
it does not explain the econbinic probteOM
of all the tiationis eVen of the Westbeb
world,, not to OrteidibM

countr^s. They, rbtarofomv:

* Omitlinii of 2«o«omiV;i,p. 6.

ever, dod not bdong to the
'

such.:-'- .
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^ complete transformation of Political

Economy is neces^iyi and they say that

this sociail study ca^n do fruitful work in

the future only by becoming a distinctively

historical science. As Professor Smohllei*

of Berlin has expressed it,

V In the future a new epoch ill come for Political

Economy, but only by giving value to the whole
historical and statistical ,material which now exists,

not by the further distillation of the aiready-a-

hundred-time-distilled abstractions of the old dogma-
tism.'^*

While all economists of the Historical

School are agreed in maintaining that a
complete transformation of the economic
study now in vogue is necessary, they are

by no means agreed as to the form to be
assumed by this study when the transforma-

tion has been effected. A section of the

historical school holds the view that it is

absurd to attempt the establishment of a
system of universal economic laws. Thus,
according to Knies,

“Economic institutions and economic theories are
products of historical development. No given econo-
mic system can be final. It is itself the result of

special conditions of time, place and nationality
;
and

as these vary, it will be subjected to progressive

modifications. Every nation, therefore, and every age
has a Political Economy of its own."t

This view, however, is not entertained by
historical economists generally. While they
all insist upon the changing character of

economic conditions, they bold that it is

possible to discover laws of these very

changes
; and, as Hildebrand has said.

Political Economy is to be “a doctrine of
the laws of the economic development of

nations.” They also claim that as these laws
will he based on a comparative economic
study they will be capable of universal

application. This position of the historical

school has been expressed by Professor

Ashley in the following words

;

‘‘An increasing number^‘the historical school’ ‘ in the
strict sense of the word—hold that it is no longer
worth while framing general formulas as to the rela-

tions between individuals in a given society like the
old ‘laws’ of rent, wages, profits ; and that what they
niast attempt

,
to mscover are the laws of social

ucvelopment^hat is to jmyj generalisation as to the
stages through whk^ the economic life of society has
a^uallv;' moved. They believe that knowledge like

thw will fiof^nly give timin insight into m past,

^ w a PoliHifal

but will enable them the b^er to undetetand thd
difficulties of the present.’’*

It should be observed here that amon^
the economists who believe in the possibility

of developing a science of ecbitomic evdu^
tion there is divergence of opinion as to the
kind of work now to be taken up. A
number of these economists led by PtofessOr

Smohller hold that economic investigations

havg notyet reached a stage at which a
science of Political Economy is poteible.

They, therefore, urge that instead of fritter*

ing away their time in vain sp^ulationii;

economists should for the present devote
themselves exclusively to the study of

economic histoiy and to contemporary
economic conditions, and when sufficient

knowledge has been gained of economic
events the thought of developing a science

may be entertained. But this view of the

present scope of economic investigations is

not acceptable to the more moderate thinkers

of the historical school led by Professor

Wagner, who recognise the fact that with*

out the aid of explicit theory It is hardly

possible to assign to phenomena their causal

connections. Economic History itself needs

to be interpreted by theory. These writers,

however, admit that the theories now
formulated must necessarily be provisional

and should be regarded as subject to correc-

tion in the light of progressive economic
knowledge. The necessity of generalisa-

tions in all stages of economic investiga-

tions has been forcibly explained by
Professor Marshall in the following words

** This (the inexact and faulty nature of economic
generalisations) might be urged as a reason against

making any statement at all on the subject. But to

do that would be almost to abandon life. Life is human
conduct and the thoughts that grow up around it. By
the fundamental impulses of our nature we all—high
and low, learned and unlearned—are in our sever^
degrees constantly striving, jto understand the courses
of human action, and to shape themvfor our purfmse,
whether selfish or unselfish, whether lu^ or ignable;

And since we masf form to ourselves some
the tendencies of human action, our chotoe is betiesen

forming those notions camles^y riid forming
careful^* The harder the task, the greater the fbr
steady patient inquiry; for turning tb account the

• Efiglish Economic HiHiny and

t Econtmicit ofJnduihy, 34. . This
bridge ecpnomist is unquestionably m k^tng
expement in the English-speaking wbrid of titel present
benoei^iQn of static economics wldc^ te tuteea bh a
reConriHa^ betv^ the deduetive end tev1^^
teedted* of eooobnik'ii^
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"p-'ta.m|»«i-tw
l-Vl^ioririitd^ (test wecm welt .-.

^itei, or proviiionol Uiwi, «£ 0^ .

Stmtion/'

this paper it may be

J t^rof contradiction that

CcPnomy held

>1^ of the higtorical

the most rational and inspiring

["lls^tiias yet been placed and can^yer

t iipt much has yet been done to

ai n prai^ical shape, there are

hoping that in the future the

of inquiry on the lines suggested

^ be histmcalthinkets wil^ be more rapid

an4 more satisfactory than it has been in

tbe'l^st. conception of economics is

in with the dignity of economic
Itodjr a^ ie in conformity with its varied

reqoirenients ; according to this conception

vtlte position of the study as a science is fully

;tecb([^ised-^tt is not reduced
^

to a mere
etudly cl economi history—and its universal

validii^ assured ; and when such a study

h^ been developed the conflict which has

be(m going on between national and cosmo-

political economy for over half a
wilV^^^b^^^ for ail disappear, for

in India. This
has a special appeal,

^ of economic inquiry in

; to build a modem
::i)r^itotriat system in this country on a stable

mad efliciehi basis ; and for such an inquiry

.a. dynamic economic science based on.

Oom|^mtjive study and establishing prin*

cifdes of economic development alone

^ has been said

jir j

it «hoatdi|tf

auce of this msw
does not I«a4 ^ %.

sind^ ' iitatjoV-'J^ pt

Viaiionid inquiry.'

a dynamic study, it is

should clearly isddeima»4^ j^^ '

tics of the vario^
development, and a static sm%;^i|} enable

us m undmtand the^^ of a
given stage of this dimlopric^^ Further

more, so far as ecbhomics^^^^^^^^^^^ to

Psychology, a ce^in part ofr dynamic
economics itself will laigely^ consist of

static generalisations. Finally it must be

said that no system of e^i^^ic study of a

general character will be able to explain all

the economic facts of a paiticuilar tutorial
life. Hence special territorial inquitim wi

always have their utility and iiic^ specially

for legislators and gtatesinen. But such

inquiries will be purely of a descriptive

character and will not justify any ^deavouf
to develop what are called natioiial systems

of economics. From what has been said it

would follow that the labours Of that long

line of thinkers who have work^ in the

realm of static economtci have dot been in

vain, and that they witf^n^ to be

useful to students of econoinicS. And every

serious student of the subject wiil fully

subscribe to Roscbei^s prediction ^at '*the

future will accord both to Ricairdo and

Meltfaus their full meed ol honpar^

tical econcmats at^ diacovemm
rank.”f
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Hi» i b^w
{of the iXMttle infentioni] I

might hawIsm eiKtiaedim lttiigering here].

Sat after i^Hnllt the info^^ negti*

gence and tii^y wpdd only, be causes of

aedecliiMS What need is

there of^ Amvial of the 'advance-tents’ 7

(Verses) ^

The man of God is not a stranger

in the east or the west

;

Whichever way he goes, the country

has not partedlrom Him !

”

After entering the garden [outside Agra],

the Emperor held a public audience and
told his officers aad clerks that the march
would begin the next day and that he
would halt [only on reaching] Lahore.
The Chamberlain petitioned, ^'The march
has been undertaken all of a sudden. It is

impossible for the necessary things to reach

us.”

Across the sheet of the petition the

Emperor wrote, “The eternal journey
which no man can avoid, will have to be
undertaken all of a sudden, without previ-

ous warning. What shall I do then 7 This

my pri^eht journey diouIdW cbhatdkiiid aa :

like that [eternal voyag&J I

further on in the same
have arrived up to this ph^«, Kdy» it is.

not even necessary to mark out (the lehj;tbs:-

of the successive] stages; L shall [daily]

travel as long as I can. (Verse)

The wayfarer in the path of death is not in ne^ > ^

of stages.*^*

7>ir.->^Abdus Salam Khan’s and Ms.
Noiet,—In September i66d» Aurangzib then at

Agra learnt from the reports cS his spies that Shah
Abbas II. wanted to enter Khurasan with a view

to invading India. The Emperor at once tent his m
Muazzam with Jaswant Singh towards the Paniab
(4th September.) On 9th October he himself left

Agra for Delhi, but made no haste to reach the nordi^

western frontier. On 12th December, at the hunting

lodge of Palam, he learnt that the Shah had died on
22nd August. (As N, ^4, 984, ^.^.56—58.) A
taunting letter which the Shah sent to Aurangaib

the hand of Tarbiyat Khan, the Mughal envoy in

Persia, shortly before his death is given in Faiyat*

uUgawanittt 496-499. In it he threatens to invade

India.

[This anecdote will occupy a place between { and

J 51 in the Anecdotes of published in the

Modern Review, from September to December, 1909.]

Jadunath Sarkar.

A NOTE ON CO-OPERATION

[Now that the Sister Nivedita, the great a memento of an inspired soul, has been
aoul tbat lighted the path of many a surrendered to the public.—Govind Pai.]

seeker after truth, is no more among \ S to what you can read. First, for what*

us, the ui^y consolation we can find is £\ part of the national work do you wish
from j^r various writings, that have been to train yourself? I believe if rightly

hitherto pubibhed. Of these, her letters carried on, India is now entering cm a period

are in no way the least important. They in which her motto is to be-—“Mutoal A^r
are brjUM of sound practical mother- Self-organisation; Co-operation.” / ^

.

ly ad^!^, and^ remain as in- If you will look into ffie

effacefMl^d (bob sands of time, sec that most cases of bpprbi^n and
PerKai^it t1hete4^ liumber of these ruption—where the radyswlbjb^^'^

letteiUv coiitenti of known is so uniformly on one side, iib

buttoAIbb kend^ addree- be met by OrgbaiWitoV It U
to be'Wiihed to^dobtbng tO't^bbdme^^

that bublidied, and are iatelligeht, than

ffoiw (o

-

Kumwe pprMNi. me or oiOfiaS4

ja : iSSmt Pl Gdvenmtstt lematai ^

'ipaiw4n^';ri^tie;iayaiB,

eawdia^: tiiiaittd
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db not merely
for that the organ could be

' ^ obtaining credit, tools, know-
co-operation and mutual aid of

If this is the branch which you are fo

foiib up, you will find that the subject has

a history and a literature of its own. Read
iup Ciho^raUon in the Encyclopaedia

SSpitannica. Write to the Irish Agricultural

Organisation Society, 22 Lincoln Place,

Dubiin, Ireland, for their papers, and for

advice and answers to definite questions.

RtSid Mutual Aid^ a scientific work^ by
Kropotkin, published by Heinemann. Study
the history of Trade Unions. Study the

history of Co-operation in Denmark. And
study particularly the history of small

countries, Norway, Sweden, the Hanseatic

Lea^e, Motley’s Rise of the Dutch Re-
public, etc. Make a small society for

reading and discussing these subjects.

Indeed do this in any case. Share your

own knowledge, and co-operate in extend-

ing and deepening it. Above all, think

things out, and put your thought into prac-

tice, learning from your own mistakes.

Organise a single group of people for some
demiite aim, and see how you get on.

Organise a class for, say, legal aid. That
ought not to l^e difficult. But 1 think it

would be a better experiment to make than

organising for a charity, an enterprise

wnii^ we are all accustomed to attempting

and failing in. Organise for a united

struggle of some kind, against something
definite.

Or do you want to specialise in politics ?

In that case you must study the Economic
History of India,—and the Congress publica-

tions, together with the books of Dutt,

Digby, Naoroji, P. C. Ray and others, with
the speeches of Ranade, Gokhale and so

on, will be your best fare.

Of is it India ? In that case, work at

liisfory and do not neglect the History and
Geography of other countries besides your

own. For remember, it is the national

sense i« the Wortdiisense that we heve to

achieve. The structure of humann society,—

Spencer, Tylor, Clodd, Lubbock And others

;

the history of early empires,^ Assyria,

Chaldea, China, Persia, Egypt, Greece, etc.

;

and for lNDiA,^TiIak’8 two books, Fergus-

son’s Architecture, Cunningham’s Ancient

India and other books, M’Crindle’s collec-

tions, Archaeological survey reports, etc.,

etc., etc. In this kind of reading, constantly

reinforced by pilgrimages to the places of

which you read .as far as possible—you
can find the materials for a history yet to

be written.

Or will you serve the great cause through

the Industrial Revival ? In that case all

that helps for co-operation should help you.

And a different class of work is wanted.

Or do you care to undertake the u'ork

of getting modern knowledge written up in

the vernaculars 7 What books have you

in the Malabari tongue, in which women
can read History ? If you worked at this

in that language, you would need helpers,

an army of them. And then, again, you

would want the courage that is born of

feeling that others were carrying out the

same idea in other languages.

For this, we would need the heroic devo-

tion of thousands, of our choicest graduates

the country over, each choosing his own
subject, and filling up a single space in

your great roll. There is nothing that so

much needs doing. Nothing that would
bring moire illumination with it Here is

a case of co-operation. Each man would
give only a few hours of leisure daily. The
rest of his time be would be earning his

bread. Doyou see?
But there are other causes. There is

physical training, for example. Ibis is

much needed. And so on and so on.

In any case read eveiprthing you can lay

hands on, by Frederick Harrison. His

books are expensive, but worth their weijg^t

in gold. They are published by MacMithMt

r Niiwta bF
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HISTORY Of AURANGZIB

for

before the war of

sttccession*

CHAPTER XIV.
Aurangzib advances from the

Deccan, 1658.

F
rom 4th October 1657, when Aurang-

zib retired from the war with Bijapur,

to 25th January 1658, when he began
his march towards Hindustan as a claimant

to the throne, he passed
Anzioiu time through a most anxious

Attrangxib
critical time. Events

which he could not possibly

control were moving fast,

and he was bound to move also if he was
not to perish. And yet the future was so

dark and the danger of every possible course

of action so great, that a wise decision was
extremely difficult to make. His present

position was daily growing more untenable,

while the future was ominous. But the

difficulties, great and complex, which he
overcame raise to the highest pitch our
admiration for his coolness, sagacity, power
of managing pnen, and diplomatic skill.

If it be urged that these do not completely
account for his success and that he was
also beholden to Fortune, then the impartial

historian of the period must admit that

Aurangzib had done every thing to deserve

Fortune’s help.

Whichever way Aurangzib turned he was
faced with danger. The exulting Deccanis
interpreted his retreat from Bidar as a con«
fession of defeat. Tlie Bijapuris boasted
that they had rolled the tide of Mughal
invasion back ; their armies tried to hem
the Imperiaiists round; and their local

officers drove out isolated Mughal outposts.

Even the Sultan of Golkonda seized the

opportunity of the retirement of Mughal
troops : he renewed his dforts to retain a
hold on the Karnauk. to seize

some villages near the frdnrier foirt of

the hhtodan asserts Aikangzlh
I iddi nis attny frem the Biianur terrkoty only

Ibe^M ^an Molammad (Beestia-i*

Yet Aurangzib could not remain where he

til f 1
got

can. ordered peace to be made
and recalled the additional

troops sent to the Deccan. It was im*
possible for Aurangzib to punish the Bija-
puris by arms, or to overawe them by a
display of superior force. He could not
even safely stay in their territory. A cruel
fate threatened to snatch away from his

grasp the fruits of his long and costly war
with Bijapur, just when he was about to
taste them. True, Adil Shah had agreed
by solemn treaty to pay a huge indemnity
and to cede the fort of Parenda and a large

tract of land. But how could he be held
to his promise now? Concessions wrung
by force could be maintained by force

alone.

Aurangzib, therefore, determined to play
a game of boldness in order to realise the
terms of the treaty before, the Bijapuris

could recover from their recent defeats or
learn of the full extent of the weakness and
distraction of the Imperial Government.
He at first gave it out that he would stay at
Bidar in readiness to punish the Bijapuris

if they broke their word. Later on he
announced a wish to march in person to
Ahmadnagar, and actually, sent his army
under his son there, in order to overawe the
refractory qiladar of Parenda,Vho was not
yielding up his charge. In bis tetters to

Bijapur he frequently invoked his fathet*s

authority in demanding the quick payment
of the promised indemnity and threatei^

Hei. (oreed to

dMoi. brtwwn But thu pol^ of fiietitt

two rrllt: to loM rouoa to. Btjapiif ' aiM'

'

U. duiM for makiog detno^.
tte Crawa, tfations in. ihe Smith 1^,
ttt drawbaeka top. The alhiih of Hioda-
tUui had neccManly to be pegtoctod.'

. The
longer Aintoiedb oeto^ to o toititoi^
plant forccmteadng toe

buBNlf.a elatoiint^' amt -
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rmUingi^^^ cii{>tiui»

offiberi »nd
dii^*^|!|R' ne»r, cqnwUdatiiig hil

.
own

>nd eftectuall^ cpuntehwting
ponible designa, Moreoyer,

4|ai^ thu l^eriod of tusiMnae all ambitiom
#d4 ;

«d.fi^;inea. were likely to go oyer to
in^ belief that tbe tjjmid and

jirihBptv^ would never make himself

.on the other hand, Aurangzib concen-
1 hit forces, made a public claim to the

tb^ne, niMcbed northwards and openly
bse^ with the Im^al government by
enlisting troops and forcibly detaining with
hinitell the officers ordend back to the
Court,—then he would, no doubt, check
Dara in time, he would secure the adhesion
of ambitious adventurers. But at the same
time ffie helpless condition of Shah Jahan,

„ „ ,,
the civil war among theMM loic^

ths
and the temporary*

j^Siwrwsr. collapw of the Imperial
authority would become

mtent to Bijapur, and all hope of getting
^irb^a or tha jpromised indemnity would
be gone. And, ‘ at the same time his other
enemies in th# South would raise their

hwluls S' Golkon^a would recover the reluc*

tahtiy ceded an^. eagerly coveted province
of lum raid the
Junnar mid fUimadnagar districts. In short,

the Iraiis. of the last two years' warfare in

the^uth would be totally lost to him.

,1110 whole history of Aurangzib’s
chaagihg anaieties and hopes, plans and
devicM, and the variations of his policy

wiffi mrsry fresh d^lopment during this

ciymftfttl pmodj is dearly and fully unfolded
«« his numerous confiden-

fiiltiiiisli^
• letters to Mir iumla

\ preserved in the Adak-i-
BWefly iwtj bis first plan was

to; tmlise Bimpur treaty
as^^^vt^ as posiildc and secure

'
jhh. ..lhe;'ffisonev

.

' .TMv:'^^HieceH,'K

oh tlm^^^w
_
i:die»iimmst'of '^tah'\..

'if .

^la^’s.toBeliss.ifliiesSsli^^ The
.wiftetf.tell.the story-:<j|vh^ of a
ipee# settliiimM iei& Shaper iliity grew
tontet , and lamter, how & trSlrf diverse
fthOns to; get the promised teinnto^ and
money, how he conceded to iBtjaphr one by
one dw hahl tetiitt wrung out the
treato,-^II at last, in deqiair. eii getting
uything from Bijapur, he jpiw all
thoi^t of the South, and tum^ hisun-
diVidM attention and leemircea to the
pursuit of his schemes in Kortheni India.
Compelled to give up for the present the

mr J««U sent
j**®* “hquests

to get P«^, Bijaput,^«ng«b,on
Port >°tb Septemhor, sent Mir

Jumla towards Parenda
to take delivery of the fort in terms
of the treaty. Qssi Nisama, who ac-
companied the Mir, was soon after-
wards deputed to Bijapur to realise the
promised indemnity. But before the Mir’s
departure, Aurangzib had held long and
secret consultations with him and taken
his advice on every possible contingency
in anticipation. Even after Mir fumla
had gone towards Parenda, Aurangazib
wrote to him almost every day, and
in^iortant oral messages werC delivered and
consultations held with him by ineans of
confidential officers like Shaikh Mir and
Abut Path, who made rbpeatied trips be-
tween the Prince and ^he Minister. Not a
stm was takvo without first seeking Mir
Jumia s advice. “I have lio, friend or-con-
fidant but you,” a« Aarangkib: .ibid bim.
The Prince set Cut on fan nriurri^^i^^

-,.c „ Kaiianl od

treats^ frm a«d reabbed $iditf

Ksflanl days. A MU|^ IpdriMb

L ij «. V .
Beg was .left. ^

hold Kahani. At Bidar, acebtd|bg to. ffie
poperor’s last prdeia, Aurtmgrib was - to
halt tmdk^ holdwf. -thb'

*®*y’
.
®ut “ntbwird eveiilri.

'

.

j?® ' ''.iewseebsii;
i^^iiiw Ibb.

Nai^vlOiii^i'.tlippAs

bf ; .lWe,':':arwy:|(pes-

;



The Bijapttris tod attacked

detached wherever they

could fed thto^ Their general Afzal

Khan With a V targe army crossed thc^

Knathora river tod advanced to recover

the Kaiianr tod Bidar districts* Worst

of all, the Bijapuria intercepted near Nal-

dfug Aurangrib’s djapatch to Mir Jumla

together with the deciphered copy of a

1 secret letter he had received from his agent

! at Delhi, and thus they learnt the truth

; about Shah Jahan’s critical condition and the

i
hostility between Dara and his brothers.*

;
Aurangzib himself was growing more and

more anxious at having got no fresh letter

from Delhi for several days past. Was his

father dead ? If so, he must make an at-

tempt for the throne without further loss

of time. ...
So, he provided for the future with his

usual foresight and wisdom. Bidar Fort

was repaired, the ravages of the late siege

restored, its artillery properly arrranged,

and the necessary provisions and munitions

stored. A garrison of 5 >5^ under Mir

Jafar was left here. At this time Aurangzib

wrote to Murad a letter which merely said,

“You have not written to me for a long time

past .... I shall soon return to Auranga-

bad, You must have heard the news about

the Imperial Court.” But his real message,

proposing an ofiensive and defensive

alliance between the two brothers against

Dara,, was orally entrusted to Allah Yar,

the confidential messenger who
^

carried the

letter to Murad. Healso wrote similar letters

to Shuja in Bengal. A communication

received from Delhi the after a long

silence, only confirmed his suspicion that

Shah Jahan had lost his

control and^^^^ at
|U ^ new

*ui« 1>6 made
up hU ' ifiW, and itaJted fra Bidar on

i8th Oct«i!b«r,

Inunediiileiy the;greateM rejoic*

ing » tlig: ' DeigiSBni kiii^oiisik ,

were

tbe Aeir late

u unfielliti|li£ ila v^tm did AA#n|pdb tijr ,
to

put
' a^fjbisM:; ^

did

Vnd, to'-5y)f ;
f'- P '

'
"

•

of my anny wa8'dtic '.t0'.l;^iA,

the people of Bijipdr whd
by its presence and" fed’ ilatodiOtt^

cultivation of their landg,.to4 also

I had got news that my fegimy
increased.”* The plea was too j^l^abfy

false to be believed. While his vahq^Sni^

enemies were raising their heads in t^:

South and a storm was brewing against hfe

in the North, Aurangzib received one Of tfe

severest domestic shocks : the day
^
alter

leaving Bidart he
^
Itofe

Desth of his that his principal wife fed
wife Dllras Bano. the mother of three of

his sons had died, at

Aurangabad on the 8th of the month.

Shah Jahan had ordered Aurangzib tp

stay at Bidar; but the Prince now got a

plausible excuse for marching to Auranga-

bad, wz., to console his children newly

bereaved of their mother.
^

For some weeks

after leaving Bidar he did not write any

letter to the Emperor, nor give any

for his return to Aurangtoad.t But he

corresponded frequently with Shuja and

Murad, especially the latter, who was nean-

esttohim, and thus built up an alliance

against Dara. Murad’s first letter, sent with

a confidential servant named Muhammad

Raza on loth October, had crossed Aurang-

zib’s letter to him (written about the iStijV

And now, assured of his suppwt, Aumngzib

sent him the key to a cypher in which they

future correspondence was to be conducts,

a. “prudence U needful, and wriung m the

ordinary alphabet U not proper.^ § ^ ^

On leaving Bidar, Auraogwb.
first was to go^ to Pathny

some wo miles itOrfh^

-

where the road forr^«^
hanpur and Houston;
branches ,

oft Ikhp ,
ftsit |.i

leading to . Aurangabad^ ^

II he heard of Shah lahanV da^sb oU Aa
way he would follow the lorwarraWii uW^
march into NorAern fodia J ,

uAiPWira

he would set his face w«|tward# :

I asseils that Aurang^ ^

new. ra igfh October one
jSl?L^r«iS2ilOM stater that the news mched Avimnigm^

eTBffe tn .the night nrscodi^^

He waits in tm-

newa of Shah
Jalutn's eondi-

^on.
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;tp Autangaba49 the seat of his vice-

the period of uncertainty

no decisive informa-
'

from Delhi, and for weeks after

‘ipSying Bidar Aurangzib passed his time in

t|i^ greatint anxiety and vacillation.
'

CS tSth October he learnt from a letter

df hfS Agent at Delhi that Shah Jahan had
become helpless ; on the 21st, came another

letter, saying that the Emperor's illness was
decreasing. A third letter, received

on the 22nd, brought news of an opposite

tenour ; Dara had become supreme at Court
and was daily strengthening his position.

A secret message from the Collector of

Agra, evidently professing devotion,

reached Aurangzib at this time. It only

confirmed his worst suspicions: the very

fact of such a letter being written meant
that a demise of royaly had taken place or

was very imminent; “one of these two
alternatives must have happened,—Shah
Jahan is either dead or a helpless invalid."!

In view of these facts Aurangzib proposed

to send his son Muhammad Sultan with an
army to Burhanpur, to close the ferry over

the Tapti river, to detain in the Deccan
nobles like Natsiri Khan then returning at

the Imperial summons, and also to assemble

the local landholders in the Prince's service

and to enlist new troops. But to do so would
have been to commit himself openly ; it

would have been an overt act of rebellion,

which he could not have explained away if

Shah Jahan recovered. Aurangzib, there-

fore^ hesitated, asked Mir Jumla's opinion,

who condemned the proposal and requested

that Muhammad Sultan should be sent

towards Parenda instead.}

In fact, while days and weeks wore on

^ without the expected event

taking place at Delhi,

Aurangeib and Mir Jumla
were wistfully looking to-,

wards Parenda. Every letter of Aurang-
zib to the Mir contained an urgent order

settle ithe afkir of Parenda as quickly

as pmible, in order that the most impor-
tant business of all may be undertaken
before it is too late.** The minister still

flattered himself that the fort could be
secured by threat or bribe, and both these

means were employed in turn. But
Auiangzib made a more correct^imate of
the character of the Bijapunii and their

Juture line of action than Mir Jumla did.

He frankly wrote, “ No triist in the words
of the Bijaptiris....They used to lie even in

the life-time of
.
Khan Muhammad (who

was in our interest), fhere is no hope that

the affair (of peace) will be accomplished....
No good waiting in vain near the fort of

Parenda."*
Mir Jumla, however, persisted in his own

while MifJumU At his request

is *more hopeful Aurangzib sent him solemn
and tries ell sorts written promises of high
.of means. favours addressed to the

qiladar of Parenda to induce him to give

up the fort. But the attempt failed. Then
Mir Jumla tried a show of force. To please

him Aurangzib reluctantly sent Muhammad
Sultan with a part of the army from his

side at Pathri (4th Nov.) to join the Mir

near Parenda. The young prince was told

to place himself under Mir Jumla's orders,

and to be guided entirely by his judg-

ment."!
Mir Jumla had hoped that the force

accompanying Sultan would be exaggerated

by popular report and this would cow down
the Bijapuri qiladar, Aurangzib even made
a public declaration that he was himself

going to Ahmadnagar to coerce the Bija-

puris, and ordered the palace there to be

got ready for his use.} But all these tricks

failed. The news of Shah Jahan’s illness

became public. The Bijapuris shrewdly

guessed the situation. They knew that

Aurangzib, with his depleted force and

distraction about the succession, was not

prepared to renew the war with them,

and so they delayed yielding their forts and
paying the promised indemnity. Mir

Jumla, still hoping against hope, lingered

near Parenda, trusting that his envoy at the

Bijapur Court would influence the sultan

and his Ministers and secure the peac^ul
surrender of Pairenda. Though every

moment was precious for most
important bnsiness of all" atid Aurangzib
was impatient to get Mir Jumla back
side to make the necessary preparatipot tor

war with Data, yethe peirmittM^^^

* Adahi 2QObt q^ s^^

! aoiA zoM and
i Adabt 7.ta, tsoa* .. ^

,
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continue in that quarter with M, Sultan

for weeks longer if by so doing he expected

to get iNtrehda. About 6th December

Sultan was recalled to his father's side and

Prince Muazzam was sent in his place to*

Mir Jumla’s camp near Bir.*

But the hope of getting Parenda and the

war-indemnity grew fainter and fainter,

and, as the complexion of affairs at Delhi

grew more and more ominous, Aurangzib

relaxed and finally abandoned all his

claims on Bijapur and tried to make
friends with Adil Shah in a fashion amus-
ing to those who know not the

.
crooked

ways of diplomacy. As early as the end
of October he had instructed Mir Jumla to

terminate the affair of Bijapur by giving

up all claims to Parenda and tribute, and
remaining content with Adil Shah's pro-

mises and oaths to maintain peace on the

withdrawal of the Mughal army. But
evidently Mir Jumla still hoped to get the

cessions and he did not then adopt the

policy here recommended. He spent three

months in the Bir district,

After 3 months within easy reach. of Paren-

da, in the vain hope of

SKccLtoA^S^. inducing the Bijapuris to

gabsd. keep their promises. At
last even he was undeceiv-

ed
; he confessed that there was no good in

staying there any longer. His return to

Aurangabad was hastened by a peremptory
order of recall received from Shah Jahan
about 22nd December. Leaving Bir about
the 27th of the month, he reached Auranga-
bad about the ist of January, 1658.!

Aurangzib had arrived at Aurangabad
on nth November, 1657,

Aur*na*ih at and set himself to the task

P«P«i«8 the way for

the war ^stic- succession to the

cession: throne. He had one eye

turned on Mir Jumla at Bir

^nd another on Shah Jahan at Agra. The
idea of, his marching to Ahmadnagar to

Overawe the Bijapuri officers was definitely

abandoned. On 28th October he had taken

f
very necessary precaution by sending a

force iindet Malik Husain to Hahdta to

Baize all ferries of the Narmada and
prevent corret^ondfnee between Dara .gmd

the Mughal officers in the Deccan. He
also wrote friendly letters to the Goiiid

Rajahs of Deogarh and Chanda, through
whose territories his road to Agra lay. A
few men in his camp who had tried to send
news to Agra were punished and carefully

watched, and a secret courier was expelled.

At the same time he urged his friends to

, ,,,
collect news. should

be on the watch to get

and Shuja. sides.” HiS
alliance with Murad was

made strong and its terms clearly defined.

Letters were frequently sent to Shuja, both
by way of Agra—which route was unsafe,

.

being in his enemy’s hands,—and also

through Orissa. But distance forbade any
useful league or concerted action between
the two brothers. So, they were content
to vow mutual friendship and a common '^'

hostility to Dara.®

But what line of action was Aurangzib to

adopt now ? His followers were looking up
to him to declare his policy. A prompt
decision was required from him

; but a
decision at this stage was most difficult to

make, and beset with dangers. The news
from the 1mperia 1 Courtwas

Conflictina news conflicting. The first inti-

from Delhi. mation of Shah Jahan’s
illness was followed by a

long silence ;
from about 8th October to

the i8th he received no tidings of his

father’s condition. Then (on i8th October)

he learnt from his agent at Delhi that Shah
Jahan had lost all control and that the state

of affairs at the capital had taken a new
character. Three days afterwards came a
letter (written on the 5th) saying that Shah
Jahan's illness was decreasing and that he
was conducting business without difficulty.

The next day brought another letter (datod

the loth) from his agent at Court which
stated that Dara had virtually usurped the

government and was doing everything at

his own will,—changing officers, takingaway ;

jagirs^ and collecting men and money,
though the orders were issued in Shah
Jahan’s name. Other Communications from
Agra only increased his distractibh and
uncertainty about Shah jaban-s real condi-

tion. . /"V

aoid,i70&, 203^.
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wm dsatracted.

wrate to Mir Jumla^
The arniy of this provinice^

after a year’s hard cam*
iftiKi has lost heert on hearing of the

V tilaess, and has been unsettled in

viaiCm ^
described. Many (of my) position and cripple bis bit^hW power

want to return to the Emperor.*’* beyond repair. But Aurangaib refused to

W har^ anxieties were raise the banner of rebellicm before know-

aUte or diMciibe bdw the- dii^: over
ihe ? I have no remt^y me
Morad, too, was urging n^if^h letter

g after letter, to be imme-

sad watch. ^ further

time to strei^tben his own

^ open to objection every possible

Uo^ of action before him was, will be seen
’ froth the following letter which he wrote to

Mir Jumla in cypher

:

" The desires of my well-wishers can be realised

« only when the occurrence of Shah
BisJiecrct fetter Jahan's death is verified, and the

to Mir JitmU news of it arrives. Otherwise,
asking what what probability is there that hi

^
;^iey to choose, the Eniperor's lifetime and before

the dtvulgence of the heart’s

secret desire of my other comrades (allies) such a
work will be undertaken, and the project of ad-
vancing'and crossing the (frontier) river carried out?
But I pther from my Court agent’s letter that it is

impossible for the Emperer to recover from this

disease ; he has not strength enough left to pull him
back to life. Most protobly the affair has (already)
become past remedy.

if in such circumstances I delay in equipping my
army and publishing my claim (to the throne), in what
hope will men consent to keep my company? If the
omcers here, seeing my negligence and indifference,

.
return ^ the Court, and Dara becomes aware of my
conditlqn, it will be impossible for me to attract other
wortdiings and seekers of rank. So, ] have deter-

miaed on this :----if we can quickly conclude the affair

of Bijspuri it will be good, because then I can reach
fiurhaiipur before the screen is withdrawn, Shaista
Khan recalled to Court, somebody else appointed
in his place (as Governor of Malwa), ai^ Dara
winS: over the zamindars (of that province) and seizes

the forts of Ftaisin, Mandu, dtc. The fort of Rabin,
which b under Nasiri Khan, can be got (by uS) now
without effort, and the army of this province can be
fed by hoM to accompany me, and fresh troops may
be -carefully enliated'.

But if the Bijapur affair is delayed, and my scattered

loi^ cannot be concen the meantime,
Shah Jahan’s death) arrives, the

ing for certain that Shah Jahan was dead.

His own army was smalli and he was
making desperate efforts to collect the

sinews of war by securing the payment of

at least one portion of the Bijapur indem-
nity. Possibly also, he waited to let Dara
show his hand and divide his strength by

attacking one of the brothers firstf

But the quick march of events forced

Aurangzib’s hand. He learnt by 24th

November that Dara had decided to send

an Imperial army against Shuja who was

advancing from Bengal. Shah Jahan’s

policy (he inferred) was clearly this; *So

long as a few days of his life remain and

out of regard for him no unfilial movement
is undertaken from any quarter, he will

make such arrangements that after (his

death) no injury may be done by any (of

the other three princes) to Dara.’:|!

Dara’s plair with regard to the South was

D«.>. kortU,
now fully unfolded.^ He

unfolded. wanted to weaken each ot

his two brothers there^ and

set one against the other* For this he

made the helpless Shah Jahan transfer

Berar from Auirangaib to Murad and remove
the latter from the vicerc^alty of Guserat.

But Murad had discussed with.Aui^jgsib
and prepared himself beforehand for such

a contingency ; he refusal either to take

Berar or to give up Guzeratf Data then

mnt two Imperiar artnies^/^tt^

andtime for most of the above works will have already * 5
slip^ away. That is the reason why I have been designate qf Malwa au4' >

to bar

hunyinlyiw,:’*

the- 4tli yr«ek .of Uecmib^,
of loiBatii

Autu^i^^ depniHoa
jNa(!lic4^liilo^ipQ^ to W
'eotOduit;:.;.

.Wbatibkll ;

the peUi of; Aomnjpib;
from Odzenit .These ..

on,...!^.; sad-

'

.t'. i .

.



MIStOftY OF AORANO^B

Murad crowiii^ faimBelf and took Surat

Fort b^^brce; and auch overt rebellion

could not be left uhpuntshed by the Impe-
rial government. Laatly, Mir Jumla
received a formal Imperial letter of recall

which it would have been flat rebellion to

disregard. Similar letters reached Aurang-
zib*s officers.* ^

The time for action had at last arrived.

Further inactivity under these circumstances

was impossible if Aurangzib hoped ever to

be king or even to live in freedom. His
mind was made up. He sent a most flatter-

ing letter to Mir Jumla, highly extolling '^his

wisdom, thanking him for his entire devo-
tion to his interests, and placing him above
all his other followers.

"I know you are faithful to your word. Your inten-

tion in going to Hindustan was and is no other than to

increase my power and grandeur and to make me
succeed in my heart's desire.

Aurangzib in- You have often said within my
vitcs Mir Jumla hearing, wish for life only that

to his side to I may see the master uf mankind
help in prepar- (w Aurangsib^ on the throne

;
and

ing for war. in realising this aim 1 value not

my life or property/ Now is the
time to display your devotion. I do not need others
in making the necessary equipment for this business,

while you are alive. 1 care not for those (officers) who
have been estranged from me by reason of my partiali-

ty to you. Come to me, so that with your advice I

may engage in preparations for the work of gaining the

Crown."t

Mir Jumla returned to Aurangabad about
1st January, 165S, avowing that he was
going to Agra to wait on the Emperor,
But ia plot had been already contrived

between him and Aurangzib, and a little play

was acred to save the Mir’s family at the

capital from Dara's vengeance. Mir Jumla
feigned fear of Aurangzib's intentions and
refused to see him, saying, “As 1 have been

ordered by the Emperor to go to him, 1

have no choice buj to obey.” Aurangzib
sent him a friendly message through his son,

„ Muhammad Sultan, “to

“‘i..

f

»i«c fSi.
persuade

chs^ ofiftMon. bitn to visit the Prince in

order to receive an import*.
ant tiggi mpiiULgb foir the EmiperOt** A* »opn
as Mir

; thp

AtthlQi^jiib'S words that

Aurgngzib, he was arrest^ At a
ed signaly* and all

artillery seized by Aurahgzib in tiie niibd
of the State. But the inask had not yet bb^
thrown ofl> and so Aurangzib gsive

ostensible reason for this act

;

he public-
ly announced that Mir Jumla was thus

^

punished because he had not sufficientiy

exerted himself against Bijapur and Was in

secret collusion with the two bcccanl
sultans! But his real motive comes put in

the letter which he wrote to the Mir after

defeating Dara, when he set him free and
said, “You insisted on going back to the

Court at an inconvenient time in spite of

my urging you to the contrary.”t The
captive waxir was lodged in the prison-fort

of Daulatabad, to be released, restored to bjs

property, and promoted to the highest rank

of the nobility with the honoured titles m
Premier Peer (khan^i-Khanan) and Faithful

Friend {Yar-i-wafadar)^ as soon as Aurang-
zib made himself Emperor.J

Even at this stage Aurangzib was not

prepared to break openly with the Imperial

Court by taking an irrevocable step. He
urged Murad to abate his ardour and prac-

tise subterfuge. For himself he announced

that his loving heart had been distracted

by hearing sad rumours about Shah Jahan,

and that like a dutiful son he was going

to Agra to see his father in his illness, release

him from Dara^s control, and thereby save

the empire from alarm, confusion and
tumult. As his pious journey to his fathpr

was likely to be resisted by Data's creatures,

he was taking his army with himself ; but his

mission was entirely pacific* So be wrote

to Shah Jahan's new teazir Jafar Khan.§

In the meantime, from the beginning of

January he had pushed his military prepm-

* Kambu, loft. Aqil Khan zo, Alamgirnani^h S^

and 84.

t Aqil Khan, zo. Adab, 67^ 95a (Aurangaib '

"That I imprisoned you was not due ip any pl^iW^liy

on your part. Only you . showed remiswpss hi eker-
.

tion and insisted on going back. Src.*’)* . Khag RbaW^^ .

writes "Aurangzib imprisoned Mir Jatpla at DptdpliiJ*
’

bad as a stroke of policy to provwt his ill Wpptei”
(H. g)* The official history,

that Mir Jumla was arrested *w ;pqlh^

Aim, IZ3 (after the telle of
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fmt; be wanted to a.
‘

tbe;
.

jPeecan -and-^' -fox^ike j^dllcy- aiid 'time

Shah presftiiig him to pay
ol his indemnity.

'^froni Haidarabad Aurangtib’s tonie

^ rV| towards the Goikonda king
harsh anci chtd^

ing. He was particularly

,
. ^

displeased at Abdullah
:;! ra ihttigued with Dara and poisoned

He frequent-
' tribute and

of the promised indemnity,

urg^ hifii to banish from his mind the vain

dredtn of of the Karnatak,
and iIVtLms him to withdraw from that

province his officers (especially Abdul
|abbar), who were obstructing Mir Jumla's
agents there. Further the Golkdnda king
is COaunanded to restore the relays of post-

: nien established by Mir Jumla from Mughal
Peecan to the Karnatak across the Gol-
konda territbi^. When Qutb Shah prayed
for the remission of a part of his indemnity,

Aprangeib tauntingly replied, *‘What can I

: dp7; ¥^ better intercede with Jahanaraand
Pata, end throc^h their mediation submit
k to me Fmperor.** And again,

4^ your promises but are

Kstehthg to wicked and ruinous advice. I

canaoteaye you }”
invasion ol Bijapur Qutb

Sblfh'^iLMked to send a contingent of auxi-

; Ukries;: VYou have^ ia,ooo horsemen
in spite pf

.

your
.
(pretended) poverty. Send

me 5iOOp pf them quickly, as you promised.

Po UPt delay in providiiig the arrears of

tribute. Recall your men from Mir Jumla's

estates in the Karnatak.*’ A harsh and
Said, was sent as

: Mu^al enyoy to Golkopda to hustle the
' diiriadiring kin^ and exact the arrears of

tribnte; ^ Aurangzib retreated from
; Bid^^ vybuked Qutb Shah : leam

; that hearing of the march of the

v:lmi^riai;a from Bidar and the pirtula-

<'::^so;i»e;\fa|se'--;-r!^ Shah
death) among i^e ynlgar^ you have

'.given

i; :.^'aaunfcd'b^4^ 'mj^'ingdefay 'in.

:v the collected:

idly under a false hppe-^.:.iiEe1ylng^^^ false

/ney^::.;y.Ott.:. .have/: your.

But soon afterwards his ttil^ds forced

AurangSib to assuibe a gentler tdhfe First,

he instructed Mir Ahflnad nPt l4 pain the

king’s mind in realising, tha tribute due.

Later on, the objectibnable ehVoy; was
recalled and one more acceptable to the

whoK kill. lilt
It'?? wa* sent ik bis^lace,

Ult ebndiuted. with instruCtipris tp behave
gently to hiin* When his

vanguard was being sent to Burhanpur,
Aurangzib urged Qutb Shah thus : “Now
is the time for you to show your friendship

and exert yourself that nothing unfriendly

may be done.” A little later, when
Aurangzib himself marched northwards to

contest the throne, he sept a most concilia-

tory letter to Qutb Shith, urging: him to

guard the frontiers of Mughal Karnatak from

mischievous persons and not to encroach

on the Imperial territory.f

Aurangzib also sent friendly epistles and

Hi. ilMlla,. /g; .
**‘® C"”"

wlthBl).pitti Mother of Bijapur, urging

her to expedite the pay-
ment of the indemnity, and also despatched

a secret oral message td her. Just before

marching to Burhanpur he Wrote again to

her: /M hope the Deccani: Sultans will

remain quiet (during my absence) and you
will keep your ptroibise (about aendtng the

indemnity money),: so: timt 1

you when I have b#cpme Emj^
We have seen ho# as gariy^W

Aurangzib had 4> Mir ^

friendly settletnept with Bijapur
abandoning all ctaims to the :territbiy And
indemnity promised . that iu thc

recent ireaty.i

at that tiine, was
Adil ;Shab Wat .informed by the: IP^ce

-

... .attacked' .-ydut

kbhda,;' OpaM /.'yout/.-.peiiSp^^
^

w-.
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Joy&l aa<i:')Q|t<^'%«^'-|^^ ttnt :

Urge
'

lions ^

to

return for^W^
friendsli^.V''

its'iiep^^nt tirn the

the mahat pi
Waftgir had been
anpfxe^ .to the empire,

together with th^ the Karnatak
which had been granted to the late Adil

Shah,—shbuld beMclt to you as before, and
(a) out of your promised indemnity of one
krore of rupees, thirty lakhs are remitted.

Protect this country ; improve its

administration. Expel Shiva who has

sneaked into possession of some forts of the

land. If you wish to entertain his services,

give him jagtrs in the Karnatak, far from

the Imperial dominions, so that he may not

disturb them. Send the reduced indernnity.

Be loyal, and you will be amply rewarded.

—

1 am going to Hindustan with my army.
Now is the time to show your loyalty and
friendliness. The ^late Adil Shah had
promised to send a contingent to me, should

an occasion for it arise. Do you send me
at least 10,000 cavalry. I shall grant you
the territory up to the bank of the Bangan*
ga I promise not to accept the offer of

Shahji or of the sons of Bahlol and other

officers of yours to enter my service. So
long as you. remain faithful, no officer of

this Court will molest ydur dommion.
Should aiiy one come front Hindustan to

invade your ebuntzy, I shall defend it.”*

The ebneessions here made were ample
beyond Adil Shah^s fondest dreams, and
he knew that they would be withdrawn as

soon as Atiran^aibV need was over. Indeed

the above d0er contained conditions liable

to great latitude of interpretation; and
afterwarthr Sn his hour of victory over his

rivals^ : Auraiigaib seized this loophole to

repudiate his promises and to deiziand

moie than all that Bijapur had agreed to

yicldf by the treaty of August, 1657.

But some money realised from the Dec*

fell into Aurangeib’s

to equip him
tfor the Mir

AttfAngsib in-

triguei with the

nobles *t Court
end the generals.

of the princes.

cani i

hands airtd

ardtt)^

»>vaskmi»v;'^>»
,

;in die Dsc^ just bipto

lery,v''seryed by' EompHRn"''|un^
inestimable use to Auraj^tb,
attached them early in : Jahuaiy*
“supplied the much*-needed^^^

^

^

-

Aurangzib’s progress, towards his objecti ^

at this critical time,” as the historian Aqil
Khan Razi points out.

All this time Aurangzib was intrlguini;

actively but in secret with the courtiers at"

the capital and the high officers in the

provinces (especially Malwaj. Some anec-
dotes have come down to

us which prove that Aurang-
zib was regarded by the

ministers, and even by Shah.

Jahan himself, as the abl*8t

1 find it impossible to reject

them entirely as prophecies made after the

event. Of all the four sons of Shah jahan
he had the best reputation for capacity

and experience
;
the known record of hit

actual performance.^ was most varied and
'

distinguished. Evidently' all self-seeking

nobles and officers recognised him as the

coming man, and hastened to secure their

future by doing him friendly turns or at

least by sending him secret assurances of

their support. As Dara reported to Shah
Jahan, “Aurangzib is winning over the

nobles and the pillars of the State. He
is doing his work by means of secret

epistles.”*

The enlisting of new soldiers had been
going on apace. A bounty

His mUttary month’s pay was
advanced tb all recruit^

Muhammad Beg in

desh was ordered to select and engage ai
many Bundela infantry and Buxari

lerymen of reputation as he could
'

officers were sent to bring 2,00a :

saltpetre from Balapur and to buy

realised by Ahmad Said about Dec. 1^15$

Wans, X2id.), Bijapur present of four laKhsef rupM
in cash and kind brought to Aurangabad fay AW
Hasan, in the 3rd qttaiter of 16m Ipfa).

^

Fmin this total must 6e deducted

with Bijapur and bribes te Bijapuri deserters, agjsiite'

which the ia lakhs worth of bewiy Uiken at Bidaf^^^
a paitiai set off. What wenlthr

and Muhammad Suhaii sabl^

Shsih we know not; but popular

la ; PeWf'wSi,: otOi'. KambuTw, loaf. 'Adu^tfakii,

preparations com-
pleted.
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'. aiid kitienk; st. Sami and cbnvey these Idllowen 6( Aarangzib tmre ftaie tCeran th«
Burhanpur for manufacturing Kajah of Bikanir and Subh<-ICaran the

V Lead for making shot in Bundela chieftain of tfatia and lather of the

: A 'iiiil^jBieh^ Burhanpur more rehowiied general Dalpat Kao.
A quantity of gunpowder Before leaving the Deccan he took steps

' eyidently taken from the Deccan to maintain his hold on the

foirtSa accompanied the Vanguard led by country during his absence.

Mftibamitiad Sultan. A thousand soldiers ^ tjjf Deccan
Khan was re-

Sultan Beg in the savkar during hit ab- called from the Karnatak

of Bijaygarh. Many Maratha chiefs also sence. with his detachment, and

loihed Aurangsib with their contingents. ordered to guard the pro-

fn this way his army was swollen to 30,000 vince. Prince Muazsam was left at Auranga»

picked troopers, besides Mir Jumla^s 'excel- bad with two high officers and a strong

lent train of cannon served by English and force to carry on the government and to

French gunners.* prevent the public peace from being broken

Aurangzib was even stronger in officers . by Shivaji. Auranzib did not lose his fear

than in men and material. During his rule lest that “son of a dog,** as he called the

of Deccan he had gathered youthful Maratha leader, should seize the
band of able round himself a band of very opportunity of his absence. His new-born

able servants, all attached son Muhammad Akbar was left in fort

to him by gratitude aud some by personal Daulatabad with his harem, but two other

affection. They did him signal service du- sons, .Muhammad Sultan and Muhammad
ring the contest for the throne. Often giving Azam, accompanied him to the war. Some
lip their lives in stemming the enemy*s forts were also repaired and a wall of defence

onset in the hard fights of the War of built round the suburb of Karan-pura, as

Succession. Those who survived naturally

rose to the highest offices, and were at once
the pillars of his throne and ornaments of

his Court duting the early years of his reign.

Such were Murshid QuH Khan the diw'in^

Shaikh Mir the warrior and confidential

adviftV Aqil Khan Razi the equery and
pmonai attendant, Qabil Khan the facile

and trusty secretar}^ Khan-i-Zaman the

energetic Inspector of Ordance, Muhammad
Tahir, a veteran captain raised to the

peerage as Wazir Khan, the faithful envoy
Isa Beg (created Mukjilis Khan), the high-

born and experienced Shamsudd in Mukhtar
Khan, and above all that jewel of a servant

Mir jumla, great in war, greater still in

oounsei. Of the Imperial officers who had
served in the Deccan, besides Multafat

Khan, his able son Hushdar Khan, Najabat
Khan, Qazi Nizamd and some others,

Aurangzvb secured the adhesion of Nasiri

Khan, ffccently tranferred from the Deccan
to Malwa, Lastly, be released from prison

and took with Kaj&h Indradyumna of
DbanKlHkrtfi^^;<>vilUteht Rajput of Malwa.
T!ivo'fl&lief'‘‘o^ A19SS. devoted Hindu

. 0^. , lMr.das (i6«) md
A^lf AChkh 1^5} bqm estimate Aurangzib's arniy at

the absence of the main army in Northern

India might tempt spoilers. The officers

were ordered to engage houses at Aurangabad
and Burhanpur and leave their families

there. Money was given to them in aid of

these necessary arrangements.*

On bearing of Murad Bakhsh's corona-

tion and Mir Jumta*s arrest,

Re oirndy Shah Jahan .cnt letter, of

WMd. to reprimaixi t® hi. two sons,

the throne. ordering them to return to

the path of obt;dience and

duty. But they pretended to sec only Dara’s

hand in these Imperial letters, and insisted .

on going to the capital to pay their respects

to the Emperor in person. At last, his
|

preparations being well advanced, Aurang*
zib considered further delay useless, es- !

pecially as Jaswant Singh and Qasim Khan ;

on reaching Malwa were sure to strerigtben
;

Dara’s interests there and organise the local i

zamindars to bar the road from the South.
^

So, after giving to Murad the impatiently-
j

expected notice to start, he sent his eldest

son with the Van towards Burhanpur

(35 January, 1658), and himself left Anran-

f
abad with the rest of hit army eleven

ays afterwards (5 Feb;). He now began

* aoie, gas, tSda 1 A, iV. 43*-^^ I

:

fKnmhm,
.
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he iuilti

month.

to exercise royal prerogatives, bestowing

titles, post^ and promotions ol mansab

(tank). Muaxtam was created Viceroy of

the Deccan and Wazir Khan that of

Khandesh.* *

Burbanpur„was reached on i8th February,

and here the organisation
At Bwliaiipw q{

preparations for the March
were completed. A month’s

halt was made in this town. Aurangzib

had written a letter to Shah Jahan inquir-

ing about his health and hoping that the

Emperor would soon completely recover,

look after the administration himself, and
put an end to Dara’s usurpation of the

supreme authority. But day by day only

alarming news of the Court reached him.

His agent Isa Beg, too, arrived from Agra
and fully unfolded the state of affairs there,

saying how after his illness Shah Jahan

doted on Dara to an extreme and that

Prince had made himself Emperor in all

hut the name. Isa Beg was the bearer of

secret messages from many nobles, profess-

ing devotion to Aurangzib and asking

him to push on to the capital, without

fearing the largeness of the Imperial army,
as it was at heart hostile to Dara*

Encouraged by these promises of support

and unwilling to let Jaswant Singh have

more time to consolidate his power in

Malwa or. close the northern road effec-

tually, Aurangzib set out from Burhanpur
on 20th March. From Mandwah he sent his

Cl. t t\dest son, back to arrest

Imprison Shah Nawaz
*

Khan, who was unwilling

to accompany Aurangzib in his open rebel-

lion, and had lingered behind at Burhan-
pur under false pretexts. This high officer,

though he was the father-in law of Aurang-
zib and descended from the royal blood of

Persia, had to sacrifice liberty to loyalty,

* A, N, 42—46, Aqil Khan, 24—26, Kambu, lo^,

Masum, 42^450.

(26 March). By AuraiigiibV order, He yfm
kept a prisoner in the fort of BurhAnpttt.ior
seven months.*

At Mandwah there is a parting of the
roads to Hindustan. One pAth runniog^^

nortn-castwards crosses

Narmada, ^ 1^* Narmada at Handia.
But Aurangzib took the

other route, turned to the north-west, and in

seven marches reached Akbarpur on the bank
of the Narmada, the stream that has divided *

Southern India from Northern since time

immemorial. Here he forded the river

without the least opposition (3rd April)

and then marched due north towards
Ujjain, through the pass overlooked by the

hill-fort of Mandu.
On 13th April he reached the environs

of Di palpur and learnt that Murad had
arrived some miles west of him. A
messenger was sent to invite the younger

Prince to join him without delay. Next

. , ,
day, both the armies began

MupAd march, and on the

way, ndar the lake of

Dipalpur, the brothers met together ;
their

armies were united
;
and with redoubled

strength and confidence they pushed on to*

wards Ujjain to encounter Jaswant, who
was only one day’s march in front. In the

evening Aurangzib encamped at the village

of Dharmat, on the western bank of the

Gambhira (an affluent of the Chambal),

and decided to fight the enemy next day.f

Jadunath Sarkab.

A.AT. 46—53, 309, Amedoies of Aurangtih f6,
Kambu, Aqil Khan, 23-24. iiandwa is a statbn

on the G. 1 . P., Railway, 19 miles N. N. E. of

Burhanpur, (/a.*/. i4^/as, Sheet 54).

* Akbarpur, 22*9 N, 75*32 E. on the Narmada.

13 miles west of Mandlesar {lnd» Ai, Sh. 29 N*
The hill-fort of kfandu is 14 miles north of Axbarpur.

Dipalpur, 22*50 N. 73*56 E* (Sh. 36 S. E.) DAarwar,

23 N. 75 43 E. is 12 miles north of Dipalpur, 2 miles

S. W. of the Fatehabad Railway Station, and 14 miles

S. S. W. of Ujjain. (Sh. sb N. E.) A. N.
Aqil Khan, 26, isar-das, 17.

u- .
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THE INDIAN COTTON INDUStatV DURING
THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.'.

By Rrof. P. G. Shah, m.a., b.sc., m.s.c.i., Forman Christian Cqllei^, Lahore.

#.;
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Early History.

I
NDIA has been regarded as the seat of

origin of the cotton manufactures : the

of cotton and its spinning

and weaving having been the national

industry of the natives of India from time
immemorjal. In the Rig-Veda we read of a
‘‘woman weaving a garment** (ii, 38-4), of

“female weavers** (ii, 3-6), of the warp and
the woof (vi, 9-1), etc., and of carpets

ifinged with gold, of cotton and woollen
clothes, and of the colours used in dyeing
cloth.* The Mahabharata, Ramayana, and
the Puranas, not to mention the later

Sanskrit writings, are full of references to the

cotton goods ; during the Buddhistic period

the export brTndian cotton fabrics was of

World-Wide Herodotus (445
B^Cr) wrote tto ci^ton was the customary

the Indians : “they possess likewise

. a of fruit, produces
^

' w a finer and better quality than that

of sheep : of this the Indians make their

clplbeiiL*’ (Herodotus Bk. iii, io6.) Arrianf
also wr6fe«“t|ie Indians wore linen (?) gar-

ments, the substance whereof they were
made, growing upon trees : and it is indeed
flax, or rather mineikiffg ^iiek whiUr and
JiSier Aae They wear shirts of the

Ume the middle of

their Ikgs, at^ ven^ which cover their head
arid part bl their shoulders.’* “Tke
PM^ris e/vtfce Exyihnan Sea'* X^, D, 61)

: meritipiw that the Arabs and Greeks cafried

Qri i Indian seaports, Patala,

Atiikdv^ ^ Broach),

and (the m
of 'Beii|^L-.'

Romans also used Indian cotton clothes;

these are mentioned in the list of goods
charged with duties in Justinian's (A. D.

55a) Digest of the Laws. Marco Polo (13th

century) mentions the Coast of Coromandel,
and especially Masulipatam, as producing

“the finest and most beautiful cottons that

are found in any part of the world.*’ Taver-

nier (17th century) mentions the “white cali-

cuts woven in several places itt' Bengal and

Mogulistan ;......8ome of these are so fine

you can hardly feel them in your hand,

and the thread, when spun, is scarce dis-

cernible ; there is made at Seconge a

a sort of calicut so fine that when a man
puts it on, his skin shall appear as plainly

through it, as if he was quite naked.’*

Early part of the 19TH century*

India could produce large quantities of

such cheap and elegarit cotton fabrics cove-

ted by merchants of various nations till

the beginning of the 19th c^ritury.
.

Tho^^^^^

there were rio powerlooiils or big
the Indian weaver coutd^^^^^.p

cloth with his ant^urite^ Ibo
in his own house or often m tfie air.

The coriditioris ^^(^ustry

pa^ed or the way tri .

weaving was coriductmi tlurifrig^B^^^

can he best judged froin the

given by various writen during the

The iridiistty is

Buchanan', a- /'medital..;. officer - hf^’^^^'-Bast

India Goinpahj% who was bSetany dejp

in 1800 to travei ih Sbuthera &diay a
;,t8o7. '.in

'

. inquiries: into; the of

/Dumipoxe ; in.

'.'ampi'ing'

i:-. .
. / ...V-J. .r.'!

’
,

.

'



.ink i
**« which wust have coAdueed to Ae p«fce& :

;dBie at this U of manufacture." (/Wd, p. in),
allowed by tl^^^feeadfe occup^^ Mill explatna the urteqpat^^i^l skill

ITie coarse yarns aW: on Va small
^

of the Indian weaver, thusl'^^It tsa r^djen*
Uniserable wIm^Iv harido** tary occupation, and thus jn harmpny
The hand-mill his predominant incliDatione It fe,<jii}|^^^\:;^

^

fern its seedfiji to y,|tea8e it. patience of which he hdis an InoxbattlH^te
«The following. ^ fund. It requires little

the weaver’s busiifiess'; a loom aj rupees; which he is always excei^fngly sparing;
^

sticks for warping and a wheel for winding and the finer the productionv the more ^

2 annas ; a shop, 4 rupees ; thread for two slender the force which he is called upon to

ready-made pieces, worth 6 rupees each, apply. But this is not all. The weak and

5
rupees,—total II rupees 10 annas, to delicate frame of the Hindu is accompani^

which must be added a month’s subsistence, with an acuteness of external sense; partis .

The man and his wife warp, wind, and cularly of touch, which is aitpgetber uhfa

weave two pieces of this kind in a month, rivalled: and the flexibility of his fingers

and he has seven rupees profit, deducting, is equally remarkable. The hand of the

however, the tear and wear of his Hindu therefore constitutes an organ adapt-

apparatus which is a trifle. A person hired ed to the finest operations of the loom, in

to weave can in a month make three pieces a degree which is almost or altogether

of this kind, and is allowed 2 annas in the peculiar to himself."

rupee of their value which is 2} rupees Baines, in his “Historjj of Cotton Mand^ ;

(4s. 6d) per . month. The finest goods cost factures of Great Britain," p. 75* is also

2 rupees a piece for weaving." of similar opinion : *‘It is then a physicat

Orme writes in his “Historical Fragments organisation in the natives, admirably suit?

of the Moghul Empire," p. 409, that “on the ed to the processes of spinning and wcayv ^

Coast of Coromandel and in the province ing; to the possession of the raw tnateriial

of Bengal, when at some distance from the in the greatest abundance; to the potsessipo'

high road or a principal town, it is difficult also of the most brilliant dyes for stainilng;'

to find a village in which every man, woman and printing the cloth ; to a climate which

and child is not employed in making a renders the colours lively and durable

;

piece of cloth. At present, much the great- and to the hereditary^ practice by particular ;

est part. of the whole provinces are employ- castes, classes, and families, both of the .

ed in. this single manufacture."..."the pro- manual operations and chemical proyesses
..

gross of this manufacture includes no less required in the manufacture ;— it is to

than a description of the lives of half the « these causes, with very little aid
,
froni

inhabitant of indostan.’^ The extent to science, and in an almost barbarous state

which the industry was .practised is easily of the mechanical artHi; that India csWes h^f
: ;

explained the fact that the raw produce long supremacy in the manufactuti. ol

was abuhdkiht and that by centuries of cotton." , ! \

contiiiuial practice the Art was perfected The superiority of the Indian

and sui«td tb the tcnipcramcnt of the people, tures was thought by some to be d^»e t»

women thread destined very simplicity and crudeness the

for the/cldtb, and th “The price which Indian

who have ;fingers t;o model it as exquisitely inferior to that con^manded
as those of America. Yet the ebtton of

clumsy a is capable of. producing fabrics of uneqji^ft. .

peablt tp;i^ and durability. This

*ntrumeii*i tance may not be attributable entij^4(b;U;
-the 'quality:-of the--*roaienal, bat

^vety; manufccrurev.v;.. ..



iWeaving -..is-
'

performed by«

.

the process of bleaching is

and exposure to the sun.

upon the fibre by the

f
; the first two operations,

%y:i^'-ot'[tmrter9A acids in the thifd, are

; the cloth is not subjected

^ process of singeing, and there is

strength to either
' beauty or economy.”*

on India at this period

are full of admiration for Indian manu-
iactuie their superiority. ”India pro-

duces, on the one hand, a great mass of

e^rse fabrics, and, on the other, a small

quantity that is exquisitely fine to meet the

requirements of the poor population and
the few richi respectively. The delicate and
the flexible form of the Hindu, the pliancy

of his fingers, and exquisite sense with
which they are endowed, even his quiet

indefatigable perseverance, all render him
peculiarly fitted for this description of

employment. The Muslins of Dacca in

fineness, the calicoes and other piece-goods

of Coromandel in brilliant and durable

colours, have never been surpassed. Yet
they are produced without capital, machi-
nery, division of labour, or any of those

means which give such facilities to the

mUBufactUring interest of Europe.”!

Imdia : The Mother op Cotton Industry.

The influence of India on the Cotton
Industry of the different parts of the world

is thus described by an hnglish writer^ :

—

**Our own condition, at a period very recent,

would but ill-compare with the then inhabi-

tants of India
;
our moral condition with

the advantages of climate was absolutely

below the latter,aiu) the position of the manu-
facturing art in India, surpassed even that of

OUT woolen manufacture
;
and to this day,

; with all our appliances we cannot surpass in

fineness the muslins of the East. When pur
peo^e Were in primeval darkness, the East

wal :Jn V light.. ....India, too, is

whence we received indirectly

, eW :m,eas of trade^^t^^ *

,
(Thppitrw. . ^'Ipdiis ; Its Slate and Prospetts :*

/, 'l^ondon -V,
'

. t WawefV London ;i 83a sol.

i:Vrr by'la^

.

tures of that country as

inspired the minds m our {prefathers with
the wish for luxuries according to the

Received notions of the times; The period

in which the manufacture was carried on
in India, formed, comparatively speaking,

the dawning of our day ; the sun was then

travelling from another and past era in

the world’s commerce. The Indian Manu-
facture was the forecast of that light, which,

intensifying on its road hither, gained the

needful warmth to dispel the early misty

morn and develop the embryo state
; and

strengthened by the energy of the European

it has given rise to a new era of commer-

cial splendour never before witnessed.”

Treatment of Indian goods in Europe.

It is difiicult for Indians at present to get a

proper idea of the excellence of Indian

cotton goods a few centuries ago. It might

give some idea of their superiority and

cheapness, if it be mentioned that they were

a source of terror to all the manufacturing

nations of Europe in the xyth and i8th

centuries and were generally prohibited

by legislation. Owing to the beauty

and cheapness of Indian muslins, chintzes,

and calicoes, there was a period when

the manufacturers of all the countries

of Europe were apprehensive of being

ruined by their competition. In the

seventeenth century, the Dutch, and English

East India Companies imported these

goods in large quantities; they became

highly fashionable for ladies’ and children’s

dresses, as well as for drapeQr and

furniture, and the coarse calicoes were used

to line gannents, To such an cxtciit did

this proceed that^ as early aa 1678, a loud

outcry was made in England agaii^t the

admission of Indian goods, which, it was

maintained, were “ruining our ancient

woollen manufactures.^’ This resulmd

high duties op the imports pf Yndi^^^

and, (bially, in prohibitidp^^^^^;^

Acts. The first prohibitive

Acts zz & ia of William Ilf, (*7P*)
which forbade the intir^ucHon pi indian

silks, and printed palicoce fi^^r^d use,

either as apparel or .
*

.peiialtV''.' ot:'.£^Von the'-

Bat this Was

fpodand



HteTOtiY of THE INDIAN COT FON INl^tRY

ing bitterly against Indian cnanufactures in

1708; and had to be followed by various

other Acts of thcreasing stringeney . The
general fancie of the people runs upon Eas^

India goods to that degree, that the chintz

and printed calicoes, which before were only

made use of for carpets, quilts, etc., and, to

clothe children andjordinary people, become
now the dtess of oiir ladies ; and such is the

power of mode as we saw our persons of

quality dressed in Indian carpets, which but

a few years before their chambermaids
would have thought too ordinary for them ;

the chintz was advanced from lying upon
their floors to their backs, from footcloth

to the petticoat, and even the queen herself

at this time was pleased to appear in China
silks and calico. Nor was this all, but it

crept into our houses, our closets, and
bedchambers ;

curtains, cushions, chairs, and
at last beds themselves were nothing but

calicoes or Indian stuff, and, in short, almost

everything that used to be made of wool or

silk, relating either to the dress of women
or the furniture of our houses, was supplied
by the Indian trade. Above half of the

woollen manufactures was entirely lost,

half of the people scattered and ruined,

and all this by the intercourse of the East

India trade.”* Another writer in “ A Plan

figures of exports are not availablei;

will be seen from the Mldwlng figures

export to different countries %at thtnigH

the first years of the cenpsry showed large

exports, they fell down very ralpidly during
the next twentyfive or thirty years

America. Denmark. Puniigal.

tSoi 13,500 bales. 1800 1,500 bales. 1799 9,714 bales.

i8a9 258 „ 1820 150 „ 1825 825 „

In 1815, India not only clothed her vast

population but sent to England cotton

fabrics worth £1,300,000. In i8i6-t jr, the

export was worth £196591438. Milburn
wrote (“Oriental Commerce,** 1813), “India

exports large quantities of cotton fabrics

which are famous for great durability,

permanence of the whiteness, delicacy of

texture, purity and fastness of colours,

grace of design, and, above all, for their

cheapness.** But this state did not last long

in the century : the advance of the British

power-loom, protected by immense duties

on imported Indian goods, soon reversed

the balance of trade. The Indian expoi ts

to England were decrea.sing while England
continued to send larger amounts of cotton

goods to India.

Vi

3 Exports from England Imports from India to

5 mainly to India. England, etc.

of English Commerce** published in 1728
also complains of the evils of the consump-
tion of Indian manufactures not only in

England but in other countries also :
—

**The calicoes arc sent from the Indies by
land into Turkey, by land and inland seas

into Muscovy and Tartary, and about by
long-sea into Europe and America, till in

general they are become a grievance, and
almost all the European nations but the

Dutch restrain and prohibit them.** (Quoted
by Bathes, p. 80.)

Exports of Indian cottons during
THE CENTURY.

It is thus concluded from the above
account of the export trade of Indian cotton
goods, that the magnitude of the Indian
tiRde was sornething very enormous. After

414 dtilies durlhg
ihe zjr^^ century it is not pbstible to eupebt
a .v«iy'.v"large^. export Irbrh ,Iiidiiu,;.^ExaUt

* i).^;
of 6raish

Cottoi|Ti|adufempe/^p*;79^^^ V-.'-.'r.’.

156

19.575
74.f>95

108,824

296,177

2,222,089

S . Cotton piece-goods

2 §.§1 from

I Britain to India.

Is I J.
(uu 1814 818,208 Yards,

e® £ 1821 19.138,726 „
182842,822,077

^^3 183551,777.*77 .<

2,63b Bwles,

14.817

1.167 „

3.?§6

, 541 „
£690,584

Cotton piece-goods

from
India to Britatn.

1,266,608 PieceSi

534;493 <1

300,0(10 .

Thus, it will be seen that by 184^ india

had almost ceased to export cohoh piece-
goods to England, but on the cofitrary was
meiving nearly three tiihei wfiat shpe ex-
ported to all countries,. The gradual Under^-

ininthgdfthe cotte^vfi^nuf^

is of sii^cient to 4^
a in de^t} ; it il}ustratee Ife negative



•: 'HEVn^-: Fpil'-APR^-.^^p-’ ' 'frf
^

H^i'-eojum j[|'.% outlet);

tfpe fn^e;
j. ;S pjf!WM,li|i^'%' dneiKient c6wt»;';aad-' a'. 'Weilr

’ liMtion. &ttri||w

- 9'^ *^9^* 3 dccadei^

yfy.:0t^-tll(aillk.^ ianlt'.^of nonentity' in'-cotton.'
'*® '

'* position u. -a-

’

i 'vli^i
lj
itWifittSSng

,
coutitoy . On- tbe contrary,

v in tlie cotton fabric maiicet
'..:iiWpf9Wibg, instead of exportina, taree
':: ;:..4^tities.

V . CaUBBB OF THE DBCUNB OF THE COTTON
MANOFAci^ES.

Tbe way in which the min of Indian
- Cotton Industiy was brought about is too

" 9pni^lcx to be briefly sumniarised, but the
foilb^ng causes may be mentioned among
the most important :

-
t*. The comparative high price of Indian

cotton fabrics, which employed manual
labour, as compaied with that of English
gpo<^ manufactured by modem machinery,
Untricted the use and importation of the
former in England. Indian articles were
the. cheapest in the European market before

^ ^ introdMtion of machinery* but after

foe reyolutionisinig inventions in England
buiwreen iTdo^ahd 1790 by Watt, Arkwright,
ffoigreaves, Crompton and others, England
could ^ produce cheaper cotton fabrics if she

,
«ms given good raw material, vit., cotton.

: ;But in spite of the higher cost of pro-
duction, Indian goods could be sold in the

. foiglish mUiket with a profit of 50 to 60 per
- cent, and: heavy duties of 60^—70 per cent,

were levied on Indian goods to protect the
. English infant industry. As these duties
allowed some kinds of Indian goods to be
imiforted foectaliy for foe rich, they were
sit last j^v^ befog imported by
/pwtive i Such a prohibititm

a !^ndb h. tHor%foal seat cf^^ «^ inanubctutes
airi wung as theindiultiy clfoendedon hand processes

. Lanei^ qaite amible. to compete with the
agsrfog trsehioM eMWcf tte lAifom fondwotl^— jhis Aimv Jahnse.. iladMtoeiy chai^ aU

:.;foqime..;iH^)amonerr'eF' mirnim,'

.Wa.cdnntry'lfku .fuiliaijltibfo '

market
fnnvwplu*; .goods in*ant ao
imitate deatwctmn Uf foe fodiistry

: if
-. ludfo been independ^g^ .'de'-hed any
othm ^mufoet open for her, foe same result
^pmd Bot

s. Ilfo demaifo for In^ in the
foreignmarketi even if denfo^d, Would not
have produced iso great/ .^Cts, if the
importation of cheapJUtglifo ifoods had not
also diminished the locd derfotnd for Indian
gooes. WberM foe exportatfoii of Indian

f
oods was subject to high .ifoiiort duties in

ingland (see
_

below), foe English goods
were admitted in jndia on payinga nominal
-duty of 3f per cent.--

Duty on Indian goods in ^land.

Muslins

Calicoes

l8t2s

27J percent.

7ti ».

1824.

37^/*

«7*..

SO -

1832.

lo*.

10 .

:f V»: r-r.-'-i- ,

•

Other cotton goods 2^\

Baines in his **
History of British

Manufacture/* p. 8a, mentions that in

1835 the English cottons paid a duty of

a| per cent, while Indikn cottons paid in

England a duty of io per cent, and Indian
silks 30 per cent. A petition, dated ist

September, 1831, signed by several natives

of Calcutta for the reduction of this duty
was not granted, though at that tithe no
Indikn iniUs existed. In' unequal
struggle, it was natural to 8n4 India losing

ground, though it fhTf^‘
credit that in spilh

..It ^/'aai4;-tp;-'l>e^

tiie eptfepr liibrics

^**^11* **.*8^^y y«rn
was iihj^rted in tar^
Manchester ghd #eavera''W
in their factories.;.

4. However the 4iSa4yantdgea
^riH systtih were^
e^^s given
.India ;;Ccnipif^^ 'fciihhrvhiani^^
India. The Compaigr waa reqdu^ to Send
goods worth a certarn amount,
time to time by the Comi^of
to gji^ this amount du^ ite ye^; the

• Co^pan^’
;

.,-v.

fc ,.. * . J ,. .
'i;-'.,;/.:

.* '
j.

.
., ..? , ..-v . *,!' <> u . *1 ..’Si...,

'N.-
'.ft..;. cii’.ifci.f-'..
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the weaver

Igtions pa»e4W W Uhdar

loch trott{bt«wiii^i

eapected ^ #^veri

long in fijMMi / bf moral

degradatiqo IWT^^ woaving industry

would thrive arty foiiger* We soon find that

the weavers t^andtfhed ttteir ancestral craft

and turned to the cultivation of cotton.

5. This tendency of retrogression to-

wards agriculture was fostered by the

commercial policy of England, which

regarded India at a colony to which Eng-

land could export her manufactured goods

in return for Indian raw materials. Conse-

quently, every facility was given for the

cultivation and exports of cotton of good

quality. As late as in i860, this policy was
advocated by the Cotton Supply Association

of Manchester: “the true policy of the

Government is primarily to legislate so as

to drain the raw cotton out of the country,

and create a demand for our manufactured

goods in lieu of those now manufactured in

India.”* This policy of favouring cotton

cultivation, while the weaving iudUstry was
under stringent regulations, had the desired

effect of turning the weavers into culti-

vators, and thus indirectly destroying the

Indian cotton mat^bctures. 5

TheM; were sOoe of the causes that

checiu^And ruined to a. great extent, if not

completelyt the hahd^Ioom industry of

Indisu The sMte of a^irs in the fifties

represented, as we have seen tslready, a
large expert of raw cottc^ (worth 4 mtllion

sterling in diminishing exports of

cotton. .nutlions) aq^ increasing

imports of . cotton maira^te^^ (5^
millionfl^:.:.;;-','.'.''.

FAttoaraa,

Howeim, a^ w., po'wtt^

loom Tjidastiyi^^^^^^w take
the pila{to.,ef th* d*^ cotton

mahufaetUnm.^^^' miewd- Eng^ish-
•nen satfir ' liiat^'& :jiiy ddubfe
freig^ V^ impoftinfr ' Ii^iji^

:

asporriiiiig%'jptpM<g|ai^K>toVla$^:'«^

f the. finsfiitt catfoet'^wiM 'ttiainSiiiied
;
.into .

cloth Thtiiii.;:..\ito!en' -aw"'^

Mi
"

-.Nf.-K.V'

.

accduhting for high coil s Ol efec^iW v

shown by Btatiitics, that ^ CM
facture by machinery at a cost ab;pif cMti
less than Great Sritailri ^n
manufactures in the Boihbay
Mann Ibid^ p. 76)* With this vieW*
Cotton factories were started^

capital; the first was estsibltshed in tSit
at Fort Glo’ster near Calcutta ftbe Bbwrei
Cotton Mills Co.y Ltd.) : this Cornpatiy
got its charter as a Cotton Milt, a coffi^

plantation and a rum distillery. The
Bombay Spinning and Weaving Mill was
floated in 1851, and .began to work in
February 1856 under the management xd
Mr. Cowasji Nanabboy Davar. An abofv-

tive attempt was made by Mr. Landon to
start a cotton factory at Broach—a centre
for the best Indian cotton. The Ahmedabad
Spinning and Weaving Mill was started

in tS^g under the management of Mr.
Ranchhorlal Chhotalal, C.I.K. The work
of pioneering the industry being done,
many other mills soon followed. In spite

of various difficulties about skilled la->

hour and management, these first mills

were a financial success.^ The peace and
security of life and property that prevailed
in India after zfa8, the direct control of
India by the Crc^n, the favorable attitude

towards Indian Industries avowed publicly
in the great Proclamation, and in general,

the government of India by statesmen
rather than by merchants—all these con<*

tributed greatly to the rise of new industries

in India, the foremost among which stands
the Cotton Mills Industry. Tfie progi^
in the number and the capacity or the
Indian mills has been very rapid in mcc^
years : in z86z, 12 mills were at wofkvlfn
1881, they were sixty, in 1891, z^
1909, 264. A more complete idea
growth of the fnills, in their nudiBer and

* The early success of the industry can
from the fact that the Bombay SpinaTiw and Wsflvc >

tng Company paid its 6rst diyjidMdd

share ; and the second hatfWeatfy of^ 4^^^^

that the sliare*holders redsised Rs. 1,000 ib InlliM
on a notniria] share of Rs. hf .tha

R/^B. Ranchiiorlid Chhotaliu,
*

Bads^ ;
*

shews of% Bpiiing an^,^
:

.'siv'#: . pW...^e9tev-;v;'|pWi^ a
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;
from the

: ? 'Chili jabte is miiiniy prepared horn the reports

^ Mill-Owners’ Associatioii* The
^ larger than those given from

year to year in the Governmeht : 'fhe
rettiras tor ^pi^l ih

the Statistics ot British India fclr iopy-l ;' a|^d do not
inctttdS the proprietory concerns oat oidy join^

companies, These figure6> again; to rim
for»bur purposes after 1908-9, as the Native States are
excludea from that year*

*

l.poms ih

thousands.

Employees in

thousands^

Consumption
of; cotton in

thousand
No/of Mills. Capital in lakhs.

Spindles in

tnousands.

cwls.

1806

1 5 ,
29 nil ;s No RMrd

13 No Record 309 3‘4

No Record
91

1876
1880

47 ,, IIUU 9*1 19

56 II 1461 *3‘S
- 44‘4 1076

1885 87 656 2145 16-5 67-1 2086

1890 *37 , 84s 3274 23*4 J027 3529
ifcJS 148 3809 35*3 138-6 4695

50861900 *93 1188 4945 40*1 i6ri

1903 192 1188 5043 44-0 *84*3

2o8’6

6087
igo6 217 1265 5279 52-6 7082

1907 224 *337 5333 58'4 205*6 6930
1909 263 6*93 827 233*6 6772

The above table shows the growth of

the cotton mills in India which is remark*

ably rapid, specially looking to the difficul-

ties (to be referred to later on) with which
their advance is beset. Vht progress, how-
ever, is not very gratifying, specially when
compared with that of other countries, e.g.,

Japan, and when the vastness of the Indian

continent is Uken into account. The Mill

industry of Japan may be s^id to date from

1^1, and during the last few years she has

made marvellous progress. During 1889, she

imported 6a.OQo bales of yarn from India,

but in 1899 only 350, and in 1900 none,

were imported : on the contrary, she exports

yarn now, and is a steady competitor of

India for the Chinese market. Moreover,

ao4 mills (in 1904) looking to the vast
^ Icpgth and breadth of India is nothing in

comparison* to 2,077 Great Britain :

1,201 in the United states: 500 in Italy: 420

in France : 390 in Germany : 304 in Russia

and Poland : 257 in Spain : 64 in Japan :

22 in Canada, (in 1904) —although a great

many of these countries do not produce

cotton for themselves.

Before studying in detail the progress of

the cotton mills, it will be interesting to

note the peculiar tendencies and circums-

tances which have facilitated it, and those

that have ched^ed it. The Indian manu-
facturer has certain points of advantage

over his English competitor.

Advantagbs of the Ibdian Mills.

The raw produce and the market for the

finished product are both near, thu* saving

a double cost of freight, etc. The Indian

f Relative position of the Chief Cotton Manufacturing Countries.

Couniriesv No. of Mills.
Spindles in

Millions.

Looms in

thousands.

Consumption Hands
of Cotton in ernployed in

1 ,poo;bales. tbotisands.

rirefttBfelam ... ... 2077 50 720 3270 536

U,S,A, - MS* s* 4«8 4*fi4 W
Gerinany 390 8’5 212 1580 350
Rttssw ... ... 304 7 IS7 tSQO

France ... ... 420 6 io6 840 . 99
India ... ... tga S 4S*5 *7^5 * i«
Ualy ... ... ...i $00 2*25 no
AusUia'... . . 125;,; s*iS .

iiO 'loo .

; I'tiis toble is quoted by Dr. Sbadwdl in hh '' Ittdtmnal BiSdeiteyV Vot; U p^-^^
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labour is cheap, abundant, docile, and less

liable to strike : this point is well under

the eye of the Eiiglish manufacturer, who

has tried to equalise the labour conditions

by limitation of work, etc., forced by,

legislature I but it should be noted that

Indian labour is not so eMclent as it is

cheap. Indian manufacturers generally

possess a more intimate knowledge of the

market and its fluctuations than the foreign

manufacturers. The Indian goods are

naturally welcomed and encouraged in the

Indian market with a legitimate feeling of

sympathy (Swadeshism) which cannot be

I

extended to foreign goods except for their

I cheapness and durability. In the first

years of Indian Mills, English manufacturers

had to pay an import duty of 5 per cent :

it had to be soon abolished by 1882, under

the agitation of Lancashire
;

it was levied

again in 1804, but this time yarn produced

in India, of such counts as would compete
with Lancashire, had also to pay 5 per cent,

duty. In 1896, yarns were freed, and a

general excise duty was levied at per

cent, on the production of all woven goods

whether coming in competition with Lanca*
shire or not

; the details of the adoption of

this duty will be found in the History of

Tariffs given in Appendix 11
, p. 151.

Excise Duty.

The duty of per cent, is to be paid
hy “every mill in British India, upon all

cotton goods produced in such mill and
has served as a check on the growth of

Indian mills. An ordinary mill in India,

with a capital of 6 lakhs, pays 30—40 thou-

sand Rupees as excise duty on production,

whether the mills pay a good dividend to the

shareholders or not: and often the share

of the net interest paid to the shareholder

barely exceeds this amount.
The amount of the excise duty realised

from the cotton mills is as follows

iSgb-; 11*23 Lakhs of Rupees.

1897-8 11*66 „ „
18^.9 13*75 „
18^-1900 13*39 M
1900-1 12*16 „ „

1901.2
, iTGg ,, „

1903^4 2ff77 „ „

1904-5 ayw
1995^6 37*06 „
1906*7 39W „ »

.35
’

4|

,
\i909-io

^ 4^ „ :

The increase of the cotton mills aiid of

the capital invested in the indpstry

been often brought forward as argumeptt
to show that the excise duty hasnot hind^
ed the progress ; but it cannQt be denii^
that the progress Would have been mo^
rapid and thorough in its absence^ than what
it has been in spite of the duties. At teastji

“the present excise duties on certain cotton
goods ought unquestionably to be abolished^

Nobody in India, be he Europeon or Native^

regards them otherwise than an altogether

unnecessary and indefensible sop to Lanca-
shire. Apart from political considerations,

however, these Indian excise cotton duties

form one of the most extraordinay monu-
ments to British economic eccentricity that

the whole of the rariff controversy affords.

Whilst, on the one hand, the free-traders

of England are never tired of asserting that

the protectionist policies of foreign nations

can only handicap those nations and that

Great Britain with the healthy free*trade

principles is absolutely unassailable by such

devices, the free-trade cotfon spinners and
weavers of Lancashire take very good care

that India does not impose even 3I per

cent, for revenue purposes on their products

without an accompanying and correspond-

ing excise duty ! From the point of view of

Great Britain and of the Empire as a whole

the excise duties are unnecessary and inexpe-

dient,”—Mr. M. P, De Webb, (quoted in the

report of the Bombay Mill-Owners’ Asso-

ciation for 1907, p. xiii.) “India and the

Empire,” p. 157.

Difficulties of Indian Cotton Mills.

Besides this difficulty about the

duty (like which none is levied in lUiy

country throughout the world) the Indian
mill-owner labours under certain other dU-
advantages. The cost of erectipn of a fac-

tory is far greater in India than in England.

The Englishman can set up in his mill a
spindle at the cost of about 1£ per fpindtev

including the cost of building, etc,, whef^
in India we have to spend Rs. 40 Or inaro

per spindle. This makes the initial outlay

required here 2^ times as large as ttet in
England ;

consequently, the milU butlt

the capital of poor Inata cannot
with English millSi «ither in

or the fulness of equipment

orthe cheapness^
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; ihe k^^vi9le^ c^ Indian

: from using

; ^ uapital, but takes away a

V'ti^ earning-^thus dim!^

pm&tl of the shareholder. The
interest In is about a to al-

[;,')|^ the Indian Banks have to

i while the Indian

his ^to pay generally from 4
to

||
as interest. Just as the cost of

great, so also the cost of

{ud and the ‘‘stores,*’ which have to be
imported, is also greater. Before the work-
ing of the Bengal coal-mines, India imported
her coal from fc^ngland and Australia : but,

even now, the Bengal coal is not cheap :

its price is increased by about 200 per cent,

before it goes fro.n the colliery to the

cotton mill-^the prices being about Rs. 4
and Rs. 11, respectively. The immense
freight charges affect also the price of raw
cotton, and the cost of sending the manufac-
tures to the market. 1 he freight charges
ate far less heavy where the system of

of State Railway Monopoly does not exist.

The short staple of Indian cotton leaves a
portion of the Indian market uncontested

tor Lancashire : Indian cotton cannot yield

hii||^ar counts^^ a 303. Consequently,
tndian mills have to import these higher

counts to weave 6ner fabrics.

Indian LABOUR.

ludian labour, though leputed to be
cheap, is not efficient. The Indian labourer

is ignorant and idle« wastes much of his

time in loiterinj^nd whistling, and works
indiBerentlyy ^e Factory Commission
reported that he “likes to spend an
av^age 2|-^3 hours per day butside the

factory.** TKe English labourer is keen at

his V^rk and sees it neatly and accurately

done, he values his time and his own labour.

The elfitienty of the English and the Indian

Mill hands is in the ratio of 6 : 1. A Lanca-
shire weaver worb si^^ from 4 to

6 loom af^ will turn out from each an
a^ra|e of coarse cloth working

<5 in aU; whilst the
'

ledinn lobin

and; can^^ 7b |[b&* dnly of a umilar

weaver 56 ;
weefc

weaver Of n\m and
thue,. ..in>' ..^ite!Vb^'^t^^ of

'Indian ; i:aoourt;':Va’-p<j^ costs

17 pies ip of the

saw
lent in fiogkkndv and 31 p^ Indian

hand-looitt at Ahrnednagar.b
According to some, the cfbsjng of the

mints against the free coinage of silver, and
the recent increased duty bn eilver have

affected the progress of Ihoian Cotton Milla

The duty on silver amounts to 3 per cent,

bounty to Japan and China, and
3 per cent,

penalty on the Indian yam spun for the

Chinese and Japanese markets. The Mill-

Owners* Associations of Bombay and

Ahmedabad believe that the recent increase

in the duty on silver has seriously affected

their trade relations with China and Japan,

the trade being already impaired. “ Form-

erly Japan was amongst one of our best

customers, and in 1888-9 she fuok from us

more than 23 million lbs. of yarn. Now
she takes none, but, on the contrary, takes

instead large quantities of raw cotton,

thereby raising the price of our raw

material, while lowering the price of our

finished products in the Chinese market.

The largest quantity of raw cotton shipped

to Japan in a single year was 2,526,200

cwts. in 1901-2. But in the eleven months

of the current year 1909-10, no leW than

2,573,400 cwts. have been shipped.**t.

Apart from these external debilities of

the cotton mills, our Mtll-lJwners lack in

the necessary business OApacity and com-
mercial integft:i^. In the fbreign^^^^

no efforts are made to keep hold of those

already secured, but/ the quality Of the

goods is not kept uniform, and few
.
make

systematic efbrts to push their gbod^ into

new markets; many are content with a

smaller profit rather than be ready to adapt
themselves to the requirements p! the new
markets. There is little of healthy competi
tion in the home market

: ;
a lack of

briginality has resulmd in many dishbnest

E
ractices, imhatipn of estab^^^

ibels, diortmeling spintiiog^ ah^ hekvy
sizing ; of clodi^ Tt is hi|^

;
time lor

.
w

cotton fulils to
;

ep^

,
* Thprtsfle

.

fiw; ijpjihiO';^
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both for production and sale ; it is necessary

to avoid conflict^ home, market by

specialising tn certain of produc-

tion and |0 cpnirbi the foreign m
the regulation of mailcaand la.belB under a

syndicate or guild such as organised in

England or Japan,

Years. . 4>rodBction of yam.

PROORBSS IM pRODUGtioM OF YARNi;
in spite of various dmtlvantages iiie^*^

tioned above, Indian Gotton mitts

showing good progress. We will study this

progress, first, with reference to pfodoetion»
'

export, and import of yarn, and, then* with
those of manufactured goods:

—

Exports of yam. Imporisof ySm,

Million lbs. Million lbs. Crores Rs. Million lbs. Crores Ri,

1876-7 1 , , 8 •3

1888-9

41 above 20s.

^^°l388 lower

52*5

1895-6 6*2 *•89

1898-9
... f above 20s,
^^^\

44o\ov/er 6*4 45:5 2*55

1900-

I

... 352

g
( 104 above 2cvt,

• 57® 473 lower ...

2*4

*9‘\3-4 252*4 9 28 2*1

1905-6 ... 65s 297*5 12 457 3*2

1908-9 ... 6s7 235*4 9*6 41 rf’

I9tK>I0 ... 6*7 261*3

The table shows a steady increase in the 1888 to 1903 is of a similar significance

production of yarn and its exportation ; showing that India could supply a large

indicating a prosperous state of the industry, portion of this demand.' The increase in

It also showed a large and steady decrease imported yarn in 1905-6 was due to increas-

(till 1905) in the importation of yarn which ed use of finer counts, and to the decrease

was used in the hand-looms. It might be in the import of Egyptian cotton. Thus, it

also pointed out that the increase in the is clear th'it Indian mills have succeeded in

production was due to an increase in the checking imports of foreign yarn, while

outturn of the higher count yarns for which carrying on a good export trade themselves;

Kgyptian cotton was imported'—192,544 let us see how far they have succeeded in

cwt. in 1904-5, and 161,476 cwt* in 1905*6 : reducing imports of cotton manufactures,

the steady decrease of yarn imported from

ProgrtBS in Woven Goods,

Year. Production in million lbs.

1880

1890

1894

1897-8 .

1899-1900

1905-A V

19^.7

19^-g

othm 26'si

"
l-flthers 3<ra >

[
Others 297 >

Export in crores of Imports.

Crores of Rs. Million yards.

1*5 (?)

of Wld!^,||P0^
:
die:

a|«Eipp%to l|0|^ ee^ tn *^ ol

>•3

V2

r6

1-8

17

2*0

16*9

267

26*4

24*6

29*9

39*0

22

..36;'..

31,032

'"penodi 'diiiipfeidoa,.?'''^^JoG^

.tween:.

'

SIMM ^
IKe^etoMire df lat^ tmnit,
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to to (amine, and to overproduc*
tm : and after C907, when it has been the

r^9tt of overj^^^ high price of

The depression is produced frc-

iqtiiehtly, by the tendency to overproduction

the mill agents whose profits de-

pend tn;many cases upon production (about

3 pies per lb. as commission), f.e., on the

aniiual output. It should be also noted
a large portion of the goods, nearly 80

per cent., are grey or unbleached, indicating

a backward state of bleaching or dyeing;
however, there are slow signs of improve-
ments as seen by the decrease in the

percentage of unbleached goods from

91 per cent, in 1887 to 80 in 1906-7,
to the total output. Moreover, this pro-

portion varies from province to province

:

“in iQ0V4i Madras showed 64 per cent.,

the Central Provinces 28 per cent, and
Bombay 17 per cent, of their manufactures
as bleached and coloured goods, hosiery,

etc.”

The exports of Indian piece-goods are

comparatively insignificant and show no
rise. The imports of piece-goods in India

are steady and do not show very great

decrease. This indicates that the work of

the Indian Mills is not of a type to drive

away the Lancashire goods: in fact, the

coarser qualities woven by the Indian Mills

form only a part of the total Indian demand
for cotton fabrics. 1 his shows that there

is an immense field for Indian Cotton Mills

and the progress achieved is but a part of

the race to be run and won. If our manu-
factures arc to displace English imports,

our mills must produce goods of better tex-

ture and finish, and pay greater attention

to up-to-date methods of dyeing, bleach-

ing, mercerising and finishing. It appears

also that the spinning industry of India

has advanced to a far greater extent than

her weaving industry : and this may be,

partly at least, due to the action of the excise

duty ^'hich leaves the yarn untaxed, but

affects the weaving irulustry: and the tax-

ed cotton fabrics of India, perhaps, cannot

stand in conmtition with cheaper and better

goods from England.

The rise of India cotton manufactures

depends opon the increase in the cuUiva-

tsoh of eotton i: and the cultivatipn" of

. cotton in tt^ fiisifc-half of the centoiy went
oh increasing, as judged by the export.

Exports op raw cotton.

A comparison of the exports of raw cotton

from India during the various years of the

century with the imports of manufactured
cotton goods in India will show that India

was passing through a transformation from

a manufacturing country to an agricultural

country. Apart from the value pointed out

above, a brief history of the cultivation of

cotton in India is interesting in itself, as

showing the benefits of the attempts made
by the Governmeut from time to time to

increase the cultivation of cotton. England

was importing large amounts of cotton from

America, and wished to diminish these by

getting her demands supplied by India.

Imports of Indian cotton were encouraged

by a special rate of duty. Thus, in 1798,

East Indian cotton paid 4 per cent, ad

valorem duty, while West Indies cotton paid

8/9, and American 12/6 per 100 lbs. (at 6d.

per lb.) Several attempts were made after

1788, in order to improve the quality of

cotton, by sending machinery for cleaning

the cotton before exportation, by offering

bounties for cultivation, by establishing

various experimental farms in the cotton

districts to try American seeds.* One of

the defects of Indian cotton, vi»», its dirti-

ness, was removed but the length of the

staple (i‘02 inches average as comparer!

with i*8a American and 1*52 Egyptian)

could not be improved by the various

attempts.

Exports of Raw Ihs.

1793

1817

1827

1840

1866

1878

1882

729,000

3,183,000

40.291.000

68,000,oort

77.011.000

/ 803,000,000 lbs.

I £3$ million

f 336.000,000

\ Rs. 93 million

672,000,000

Rs. 149 million

Imports of Manufac

tured Cotton Goods.

hyfiyf*

U08,824

£296.177
£3’ I millions

5*6 II •

1907^8

560,000,000
Rs. Ill million

000,060
Rs. 257 million

1878

1882

1892

1899

1901

Cultivation of cotton.

Experimrnts. V

Se^ral experienced American; fanners

* “Productive Resources of India*- by Dr, j. F*

Royie, London, 1840.
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were brought oit in 1840 to try the Ameri-

can plants in Idiilia. Mr. Mercer, who was

at their head, gave his opinion in 1845,

after trying a series of experiments ip

different parts of India situated in different

climates, using different methods of cultiva-

tion For different soils, that ‘*the experi-

mental farms wers^only a useless expense

to the Government ;
the American system

was not adapted to India : the natives of

India were, from their knowledge of the

climate and the capabilities of the soil,

able to cultivate better and much more
econoniically than any European.” Dis-

satisfied with this result, the Court of

Directors appointed the Cotton Committee
of 1848, which also could not give very

bright hopes. The Committee reported

that there was,not much room for improve-

ment in the methods of cultivation, but

that the depressed state of the farmer, un-

certainty in the revenue assessments, and
want of good roads, prevented the exporta-

tion of cheap and good cotton.

Good points of Indian Cotton.

The Indian cotton was liked much by the

English merchants in spite of its shorter

staple because of its cheapness and other

qualities, u/e., its colour which improved
the appearance of cloth and yarn, the power
of the thread to swell up on bleaching so
that the interstices in the cloth were filled

up, and the property of being dyed uniform-
ly* These are the peculiarities that have
steadily kept the export demand of Indian
raw cotton. The export of raw cotton from
India may be said to have begun practically
from i8ij, under a pressure due to the loss of
the American supply temporarily, and in 1840
had reached to a high figure of 77 million
lbs. The rapid increase of the exports in-

dicated the suitability of Indian cotton for

English mills; this was remarkable because
the rise was effected in spite of the com-
petition of America, which was so n«r
England, and which was helped by English

capitalin cultivation and by mechanical
and scientific aid scarcely availabe to the

^diah fai.rmcrs, AEtiin the rise of export

thus in 1813* Ithe of Su^s at f»ivei)ool

:

IromH lo

f
to Id

I This ano*

I. .

:."

maty is explained by Mr. Chapmant*^ as
due to the fall in freights, fall iii exchange,
the pacification of the country, and the
consequent diminution of danger and cost
of carriage within India, and to the changie
of route by which the cotton is more che4i>^
ly carried to the sea. The increase in the
volume of the export trade can be easily

seen from the tables in Appendix I : the
largest value was received for the exports
when, during the American War of 1865—7,
England could not get the American supply.
But since then the demand has fallen down
and no great fluctuations in export have
been noticed. The export during the last

few years (after 1907-8,) has again risen

owing to the increase in the cotton mills

in the world, e.g., in Japan, etc.

Recent Cultivation.

Although the demand for Indian cotton is

steadily increasing, it does not mean that its

quality also is improving. ,Sir George Watt
thinks that the Indian farmers are getting

careless; and are growing low grade

varieties, those that ripen early, and are

hardy enough to grow without much care

being bestowed upon it. The Indian mills

have been using this cotton, spinning lower

counts, the limit of the demand of which

was soon reached, and the doors of China
were shut against the low-quality-goods,

Consequently, as long as the quality of the

Indian cotton is not kept at its best, the

mills will not be able to hold their owp
against Euiopean competitors ; and it was
with this view that one of the membersf of

* *The Cotton and Commerce of India " by John
Chapman, founder and late Manager of the G.LP.
Ry., London, 1851, p. 68. Mr. Chapman shows in the

book the amount of bene6t that might accrue to the

customers of Indian cotton in Enj^nd, by a suitable

railway system through the cotton areas of Bombay.

f “Poverty compels our agriculturiits to go in for

shoit-supled cotton only, inasmuch as it takes a
shorter time to grow and yields larmr quantities. In

fact, long-stapled cotton is grown only at Hubit, Barsi#

Muglai and Surat. The Weaving Industry, which is

as yet in a rising state, will have to suffd* much in

future if the mill-owners will depend upon the Govern-
ment and remain indifferent. I therefore recommend
that mill-owners should float a company with a capital

of at least 50 lakhs of Rupees for buying wistelands
from the Gevemment reclaiming them and infrodiidiig

the cultivatton of long-stapled cotton,

of siich a opurie only will ^ve enppiiriigeinent to
firing hidto^ry cl tne co^
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the Bombay Mill-Owners* Association ex-
pressed the necessity of the mills owning
latge tracts of land for the cultivation of
superior cotton.

Experiments in Sino.

The experiments made recently by the
Government about growing of cotton in Sind
and the United Provinces are fraught with
important consequences. ** The Experi-
ments so far conducted on the perennially

irrigated areas of Sind, showed that the
Egyptian cottons can be grown normally,
and can give a larger yield by changing the
sowing time from June to March If the
whole of Sind were put under perennial
irrigation (through a dam constructed at
Bakkar), the potentialities of the province
for cotton-growing could not be surpassed
even by the United States."

Hand-loom Weaving.

The hand-loom industry of India needs a
wparate mention, specially of its recent
•development The history of the cotton
manufactures in the first-half of the last
century is the history of hand-loom
weaving, rhe decline of this industry has
been already noted : and although India is

no more exporting cotton goods in large
quantities, her capacity for producing
cotton goods of good quality even at the
present day, is greater than the coihbined
power looms of India, about which so
much has been written and spoken in terms
of approbation. This fact is clear from the
following table* ;

—

D ffo™ a paper read by Mr
K. B. ratel, m.s.a.c., before the Calcutta Industrial
Conference on Hend-loom Weaving.^’

Class.

Coarse
Coarse-Medium
Medium
Fine ...

Total

Warp
Counts.

6s to 16s ..

20f to j6s ..

26s to 40s ..

over 40s ..

Weft
Counts.

. 6s to 20s ...

. 20s te 40s ...

. 30s to SOS ...

. over 40s ...

Hand-loom supply
in million yards.

900
ISO

450
150

Power-loom
supply, mil-

lion yards.

60
500

40

Imports,
million yards.

300
1,100

750
350

Total Con-

sumption, luil-

lion yards.

1,260

1,240

500

... ... i,6so 600 2,500 4.750

It will be seen that in spite of a large
amount of capital employed in the power-
loom factories, the total production is far

less than that given by the hand-looms :

and again the possibilities of increasing
this production are great.

Advantages.

easily.* Again India is the country of small
indiMtries ;

' and hand-loom weaving suits
her best, as it will save her from the evils
of concentrated industrialism, of over-
crowded cities, and of unequal distribution
of wealth. If hand-loom weaving could
pay in Europe, it should pay much more
in India.

The smallness of the capital required as
outlay, the cheapness of the labour, good
quality and strength of the fabric, adap-
tability to village life, where the maiket is

quite near— all these facts have helped the
industry to hold its own. Moreover, the
advantages over power-loom are great

;

the lowest and the highest counts which
are not so easy of manipulation with the
power-loom, are utilised with considerable .

success by the hand-loom. Besides, some-
times the demand for a particular pattern
is comparatively too small (c.g., the cloth
for Puggris) to allow the power-loom
factory to go in for it ; whereas the
hand-fooms can do the work cheaply and

Progress.

Consequently, much has been done recently
for the growth and encouragement of this
industry by the people as well as the
fjovernrnent. I'here is an aspect of the
possibilities of the hand-loom which may
be noted, that by increasing the speed of
the hand-loom, say from the present 20
picks per second to 50 picks per second, we
can increase the production of cloth of the
vanoos kinds from 1,650 million yawls
^9 ^*lK)ut employing more manor

has suoceisfulbr woven Shawls^ imported wool on the Salem fly-shutde hartd-
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increawng the coft of labour. The cloth

will ^cheaper, and the country will be able

to withstand the imports of foreign goods.

(K, B. Patel, loc. cit.) It is possible to
increase the speed of hand*looms, and
Kveral improved patterns are being shown
at' the exhibitions : but there is another
difficulty, namely, that about the finishing

of the goods produced by the hand-loom.

Dyeing and Bleaching Factories.

Thei^e is not a sufficient number of bleach-
ing and dyeing factories in the country to
supply the needs of the hand-loom industry

:

recently, some of the mills have been
introducing dyeing and bleaching plants;
but these are sufficient only for the mills

395

and cannot do much work for the hand*
looms. This was already pointed out in
noticing the larger percentage of unbleach-
ed goods turned out by the cotton mills

;
but the number of ble iching and dyeing
factories is limited. This was due partly
to the want of sufficient technical know-
ledge among the dyers to understand the
new processes of dyeing with coal tar
colours, until the manufacturers of these
dye-stufh sent their own specialists to teach
the art. The destruction of the vegetable
dyes and colours will be referred to later

on, but it is sufficient to point out in

connection with the textile industries that
India is very backward in the condition of

her dyeing and bleaching trades.

THE LEWIS INSTITUTE

OUR people in Calcutta will be sur-
prised to learn that Chica/s;o, the
fifth city in the world, with a

population of 2,185,283, has only four higher
institutions of learning, excluding the three
Catholic iols, while there arc a dozen
collel^s of arts and science in th^ city of
Calcutta. Of these four places o( learning
two are universities, and the other two arc
technical institutes.

^

The North-Western University was organ-
wd by the Methodist people in the year

Evanston on Lake Michigan, in the
outskirts of Chicago. It teaches courses in
arts and sciences, in medicine and dentistry,
and in pharmacy. The courses of civil,
electrical, mechanical and chemical
^gineering have been provided for this year.
There are three thousand and thirty-one
hoys and one thousand two hundred and
fifty-two girl students. The teaching staff
consists of tlyce hundred and five male and
forty-nine female instructors. The school

averages 300 rupees per year.
The University of Chicago was founded

hy Mr. John D. Rockfeller, the richest man
the world. He has contributed Ks.

10,500,000 including his last gift of Rs.
30,00000. The University with 6,3^
^Vid^ts is second only, perhaps to

the Paris and Berlin Universities. The
University is opened for forty-eight weeks
in the year. It gives courses in arts

and sciences of all descriptions, in lan-

guages both ancient and modern and
in theology. This year the University

will collect Rs. 12,000,000 from among its

contributors and sympathisers and will soon
open colleges for engineering courses.

Besides contributions from its founder
Rs. 22,500,000 have been donated by many
rich men and women. I'he schooling fee is

Rs. 120 per term or Rs. 480 per year exclud-

ing laboratory fees and expenses. There
are 277 male and 75 female professors. Of
6,^0 students 3,070 are girls.

The Armour Institute of Technology was
founded by Mr. Armour, the richest meat
merchant in the world. It imparts courses

in all sorts of engineering—such as civil,

electrical, mechanical, chemical, fire, mining,
marine, and architectural engineering.

There are 808 students. The schooling
fee is Rs. 360 for a year of nine months.

I he State University of Illinois is situated
outside the.city of Chicago, which consists

of 710 professors, 2,805 students and
828 female students.

The Lewis Institute was founded by Mr.
Allan C. Lewis, a man who had bequeathed
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jfcimost all his fortune lor the purpose.

That such aa institute can be maintained
with comparatively small funds even in

America, where the expenses are higher than

those in any other country, is instructive

to our people, specially those who are

connected with the National Council of Edu-
cation. Hence I will briefly narrate the

origin and the growth of the Lewis Institute.

By a will Allen C. Lewis set aside Ra
16,50,000 for the purpose of opening a
school where technology should be taught
to the boys, arts and sciences to the girls,

and night instruction given to all sorts and
conditions of men and women. Subsequent
to his death in the year 1877 the trustees

invested the money in accordance with the

wishes of the donor, whose intention was
that the money should be utilized when it

amounted to Rs. 2,400,000. Be it said to the

credit of the trustees, the sum amounted to

Rs. 4,800,000, when the institute was
opened in September, 1896.

The buildings are flre-proof structures of

brick and had been erected at a cost of

twelve hundred thousand rupees for build*

ingsand four hundred and fifty thousand
rupees for equipments. The Arts Building
is a six story structure; the Engineering
Building has seven stories, and the

Gymnasium in the rear of the other build-

ings has two stories. The Auditorium of the

Institute with a seating capacity of about
a thousand chairs, comprises the first and
second floor of the Arts Building. A high
well-lighted basement occupies the entire

floor space covered by all the buildings and
the alleys which separate them. Both the

Engineering and the Arts Buildings are

supplied with elevators for carrying students

up and down, and the most approved
appliances for heating and ventilation, and
and are equipped with all apparatus needed
for the successful accomplishment of the

work that has been undertaken.

The Library.

Besides books that are kept almost in

every lecture room for the immediate use

of the Professors, the main library consists

of about seventeen thousand volumes and
about three thousand pamphlets, selected

with immediate reference to the use of

each department. It is essentially a work-
ing library, containing all necessary

reference works with representative books
in the various sections of history, biography,

literature, fine arts, engineering, mathe-
matics, physics, chemistry, philosophy,

philology, and sociology. One hundred
and sixty-three periodicals are currently

received. Library assistants serve in turn

at the reference desk and assist in making
the students familiar with the arrangement
of the books, and the use of the dictionary

catalog. The catalog is a clear, simple

guide to the resources of the library, free

from confusing technicalities. The Dewey
system of classification is used, with Cutter

book numbers.
As the college authorities do not keep

dramas and novels of recent produc-

tion, the library may be said to contain a

good collection. But I am sorry to note

that the library does not contain a single

book on Hindu philosophy, on philology,

though the libraries of the other institues

keep quite a good number of them. Since

writing this, however^ some volumes on the

Upanishads have been ordered. That the

Yankee does not know, nor care to

know much about the ancient history of the

world is manifest when one notices the

meagre copies of books that are kept in the

library on the subject or when one sees that

the text books used for such purposes are

written by country (rural) teachers whose

knowledge is no better than that of our

hungry writers of historical text-books for

Entrance or Middle Vernacular Courses.

.The equipments.

It is almost impossible to describe the

equipment of a polytechnical insitute in an

article like this. Suffice it to say that the

college has the following rooms for the

courses signified by the name itself, besides

the lecture and recitation rooms. There

are two or more lecture rooms for each sub-

ject ; since all students may not be able

to attend the class in certain hours or one

professor may not be able to look over the

work of more than a limited number of stu*

> dents. There are many laboratories, siich as

dynamo, mechanical, strength of material

t

hydraulic, steam,^general and advanced phy**

sical, chemical, geographical, geological,

biological, bacterialogical and culinary.

In addition to these are wood shops, pattern

shops, advanced and elementary machine
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J^hop. forge shop, foundry, eight rooms for

drawing and design, blue-print room,

pottery rooms and four jewing rooms.

There is one big lunch room and kitchen

on the first floor, where most of the teachers

and students take their lunch during the

half-hour recess at noon. It is interesting

to mention that about a thousand boys

and girls take their lunch in that room

without any noise or disorder. There is

also a lunch room in connection with the

cooking-laboratory on the fifth floor.

Department of studies.

The Institute gives four year courses in

mechanical engineering, two year courses

in arts and sciences and two year courses

in domestic arts and sciences and house-

hold economy. I'he Academy department

of the Institute gives four year courses in

arts, sciences and mechanics leading to an

Academy certificate.

The students of mechanical engineering

must have credit for fifteen units in

academy courses, and should study four

years both practical and theoretical courses

prescribed in the Institute bulletin. They
are sent in and out of Chicago on trips

visiting factories and experimenting in

the works themselves.

Students entitled to the degree of As-

sociate in Arts are required to finish assigned

courses in English, Latin, Greeks German
or French European history, philosophy,

economics, and industrical history of the

world. They must have high school credits

in addition to credits in general physics

and solid geometry for the entrance require-

ment.

rhe Associates in Domestic Economy are

those who finish two year courses in the

following subjects, the admission require-

ment being the same as is shown above for

the Associate in Arts. These subjects are

rhetoric in English, chemistry of foods.

Cookings plant physiography, sewing and
de.sign, drafting, human physiology, bacterio-
logy, sanitation, food and dietetics, econo-

mics of home, millinery, laundry, and tex-

tiles. The students, as is seen from the

courses above, do mostly practical work in

the laboratories on the subjects. They are

sent out to do work in the Hull House, the

^shr^m of Miss Jane Addams, the greatest

American woman. After this year
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girls will be given a four year college course
in household economics leading to the degree
of Bachelor of Science. Home Economics
mean not only cooking and sewing but the
management of a home as well as a house.

In the cooking department one of the
girls in turn is appointed as manager of

the works connected with the department.
She makes the estimate of expenditure,

buys all requisites in consultation with the

instructor and her fellow-students for the

time she is in charge. She must have a
keen eye economizing the cost by manag-
ing intelligently. The students are requir-

ed to cook, serve and wash the dishes them-
selves. Each student is supplied with a
stove and a drawer for keeping all utensils

she requires in connection with cooking.

Most of the evening students are nurses

of the hospitals of Chicago. Daily the

students prepare lunches for delegations of

visitors from all parts of the city or a few
teachers or students of the Institute including

themselves. These parties'are all pre-arran-

ged. Only limited numbers are served there.

The four years academy curriculum pre-

paratory to the college curriculum, is, to

niy mind, a splendid eyeopener to a second-

ary^ student. Here he learns besides the high

school courses, physics, solid geometry,

machine shop, pattern shop and instru-

mental and projection drawing. If he
discontinue his course there he can some day
become a foreman or draftsman on good
remuneration.

Summer and Evening Courses.

The summer courses are designed for

students who wish to shorten the time

necessary for completing the work required

for graduation, to make up deficiencies in

scholarship, or to pursue special courses in

shops or laboratories. Provision has also

been made for such evening instruction as

will enable young men and women who
are employed during the day to continue

their education along those lines which
will be of the most service to them in the

work in which they are engaged. In point
of number of students and benefits derived

by them no work of the institute is more
important.

The classes for evening courses are from
six until ten in the evening, For the cpn«
venience of teachers in the public schobU
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e^rtoin courses in Mechanical Arts and In

l^mestic Economy are given from four to

six in the afternoon and on Saturday
mornings.

The Co-operative Course. .

The co-operative course for shop-appren-

tices was started two years ago to fulfil

the aim of the founder of the Institute.

The manufacturers have shown their inter-

est in their apprentices by being willing

to incur the inconvenience of changing from
week to week the boys who are working
on a job, besides paying their tuition of

Rs. 250 a year. As the tuition does not
cover more than half the cost of instruction,

the Institute is contributing Rs. 150 a year
for each boy.

On each alternate week the shop appren-

tices are sent to the Institute for five school

days of eight hours each and report to the

shop on Saturday. In computing wages,

the school week is counted equivalent to

the regular shop week.

The Institute reports to the employers

weekly the progress of the boys with the

statement of the time spent in school.

Two years courses in English, mathema-
tics, physics, machine shops, machine
sketching, forgic^, mechanical drawing,

shop ana foundry practices are given to the

boys. The first year boys get on an average

of Rs. 12 to 15 each besides tuition and

the second year boys get Rs. 15 to 24 from

their employers.

Pottery,

The Institute gives a practical course in

pottery. Working people may be benefited

by taking a course during his or her leisure

hours, since the class is open from 8 a.m.

to 10 P.M. There are nearly 50 school

teachers who take the course in this

eubject.

Tuition and FbeIs.

Each student has to pay Rs. I5:a8.:regis-

traction fee, this being paid but oniCe* The
tuition for a co1|e|eyearof thirty six weeks,

is Ra. 180, while Rs. 5 is charged for

eveiy laboratory course.

The OpkktNti Week.

The Institute opens about the 20th of

September every year« though the regular

studies begin a week later. New students

register their naines in the first week or
earlier and they ajie assigned to classes on
the basis of certificates. Test examinations
are held during this week in the form of

Recitations, oral or Written, which determine
the fitness of the student to begin the work
in the classes to which he or she has ‘

been
assigned.

Two hours dail}^ however, are spent

throughout the week in the college audi-

torium, where Institute songs and National

sbngs are sung by the newcomers in chorus.

The Song of the Institute.

EsTUDIANTINA LSWISIANA.

1

We are the students of Lewis,

Courageous and canny and gay,
Always jolly,

In our folly,

I^t the future present what it may.

Life was not made for the quitter,

own with the coward and mope

!

Drink off the sweet with the bitter,

Here’s to our joy and our hope.
; ||

2

We are the students of Lewis,

Of Lewis the tried and the true,

Allen Pater,

Alma Mater,
We're as loyal as steel to the blue.

II
: Throned by the highways of racket

Calm in the midst of the noise,

Eire we face life and attack it,

Teach us thy firm equipoise.
:||

3

We are the students of Lewis,

Of Lewis the tried and the true.

Alma Pater,

Allen Mater,
We’re as loyal as steel to the blue.

Canny and jolly and gay.

Firm in the midst of our folly.

When the bugle sounds,

When the bugle sounds.

When the bugle sounds the call “To arms”

Then is heard the shout,

Then is heard*the shout.

Then is heard the shout,

“Here we are! here we are! here we are I**

We are the students of I.ewis,

Of Lewis the tried and the true,

Allen Pater,

Alma Mater,

We*re as loyal as steel to the blue,

Yea Lewis, Yea Lewbi Yea Lewis,
. W' " -' " 1 —-S Lewis.

Here we are.

Interesting .pMchet ate delivered by tbe

diittctor welcoming the fto^nls speak*
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ing on the origiiiand tlie growth of the

Institute. • , . .

All the departments of the Institute are

open from 8 to 5 for the day students, 4

pIm. to 6 P.M. for school teachers, and froAi

to 10 P.M. for the evening students.

S0CIBTIB8 AND Clubs.

There are a number of societies, clubs,

and fraternities, attached to the Institute of

I
which the two Dramatic Clubs, the Girls’

Glee Club, the Men’s Glee Club, and the

Parnassian Society deserve special mention.

! The Dramatic Club present two plays each

i term. The most ennobling work of the

College Dramatic Club, perhaps unprece-

dented in the annals of any such college

club in the United State, was the perfor-

mance it gave in the fall quarter, in the

Hull House for the “Milk Fund” of the

children of the striking garment workers of

Chicago at a price of Us. 1-8 per ticket.

These girls and boys in the play do not

act, nor do they aspire to act like the

professional actors or actresses, but they

smartly represent the character of the

dramatic personae in their best. At the end

of the second term the musical organiza-

tions give an opera in the Auditorium

Theatre of the city for which as many as

2500 scats are sold to all grades of people

of the city. The price of these seats range

from Rs. a-4 to Rs. 4-8.

Both the glee clubs jointly sing in the

play assisted by a chorus of about 400

voices from the students of the Institute

and also assisted by the Lewis Institute

Orchestra. All taking part are instructed

in vocal and instrumental music by the

musical professors of the Institute. The
opera that will be produced this year is

written two ' former students of the

Institute.

Every Monday all the students of the

Institute are invited to join the orchestra

or the chorus in the college auditorium,

where songs are taught by the said profes-

sor.

The Parnassian Society is a literary club

composed of some forty members of the

college! The work consists of parlia-

mentary practice, and the discussion of

political and social matters. T nc socieW

somojliines invites prominent meA to talk

od' matters which cUefiy interest Ae

young people. They sometimes interest

themselves in some lively amusement.

Lectures.

The Institute provides for interesting

free illustrative lectures now and then hy men
or women of note. Series of lectures arc

delivered by Professors of Chicago Univer-

sity as University Extension Lectures at a

price of Rs. 1-8 per ticket. Sometimes

professors of other universities deliver

itinerant lectures. Free lectures arc also

delivered by the candidates for mayoralty

and membership. Many free lectures are

delivered in the Institute Auditorium in

connection with engineering education and

practice by the expert men of the Mecha-

nical and the Electrical Engineers Associa-

tion of the United States.

The Director and the Dean.

The head of the Institute is the Director,

Mr. Carman. I have never seen before

a person so dutiful in hi$ age. He is in

his office regularly from morning till

night, busily engaged in matters con-

cerning the students and the faculty.

Dr. Lbwis.

He supervises all the depa^mentsif the

Institute, and looks to the weekly work
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.Aro^ fcKe i8 successful, last

year, Sje Joges Chandra Dutt,

of 0ac^) has secured the

degree -of M£. He has

inade a good record in the

Ihstitute, land lias visited

many factofM during his

f^idence in
; the Institute.

He IS now spending most

of his time in revisiting

them, and making notes on

any special feature. He is

working as a consulting

Engineer on renumeration.

He constructed a eight horse-

power combustion engine

when he was in the school.

Owing to the great effort qf

Dr. Lewis, Dutt Sahib got

a scholarship in the insti-

tute. Even Sj. K. Chatter-

jea^ of Barisa), who was a

special student in the insti-

tute for two years, was

allowed the privilege of a

free-studentship. Our coun-

try-men may naturally expect

many things of Sj. Dutt,

but our people, for obvious

reasons, are slow to
.

give

facilities to rjeally expert

hands and that is why
the progress is slbwe^ than

our expiations. 0ne of

reasons is, as ari; American ^^ m
ested in our welfare ptita it : **You are

not, as yet, moved by a common national

spirit! Your students abroad as well as the

^ardians at home are striving more fpi*

self-aggrandixementiban for the cause of

the country r*

Sj. P. barman, a young man formerly
of the Punjab^* is taking special couises in

the institute. I have been a Uudeoti
for the last college year. Most peoti^iy
I diaU ice courses fm a year more
l^fto ally .^niveiiit^

'

arduBHrs and thb vacultv. .'
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ini the ^niifiiitra-

rive officersw ite InttUiJte; Tlie Institute

is
managed liy 4 linard of corporation

consisting of ^ director

iticluded, of u^in trustees orf*

the fund. The President of the Chicago
University and the President of the Univer-

sity of Illinois are among the members of

the board of corporation.

Day students— nay
Men yzo
Women 417

Summer students 218
(Deducting students of the Institute.)

Men 109
Women 109

Evening Classes 1697

Men 1234
Women 403

Total day and evening students 3042

One fact which seems to me remarkable

concerning the faculty and the students

of the institute, is the democratic spirit

which prevails here. There are no rules to

obey, and yet there is no disobedience.

Students are expected to act like ladies

and gentlemen. Teachers and pupils seem
like one body of students. Nobody stands on
his dignity, and so nobody cares much to

upset dignity. The junior students publish

every year the “ Lewis Annual ” in which
the social and literary life of the students

and’ the school spirit is brought to the

public.

Two steam engines with a capacity of

seventy-five and sixty kilowatts are used for

lighting the buildings and furnishing

power to the laboratories^ and shops. The
heating of the building is done by steam
from Uic same boilers as furnish steam to

the engines and the temperature of each
room is accurately controlled by an
automatic thermostat arrangement which
keepsthe temperature of the room at any
desired point. In addition to this gas is

us^ for the laboratories and the cooking.

There are numerous wash basins, lavatories

and fittered-water pipes in building. Alt

the lAvntories are supplM sen^

towels, niu^^ and cold water. Two
separate gymnaiittms am for

the bc^s and giil% to wjhich !fOonm

am.|l86attmcM^'

m
Th» mCOMB and FOR THR VRAR

BNDftfO June 30f 1909,
VafEe 0/ property.

Institute bmidin
Do. grounos
Do. equipment

1.213,008 5 6
3»3S4»340 o o

S88»539 *3 ^

Total
Other resources [Fund invested]

Value of all properties

Income,
Tuition

Income from other sources [Interest.

Rent Revenue of the fund invested]

Total

Expenditure,
Instruction and School administra-

tion

Engineers and Janitors

Shop and Laboratory supplies

Fuel and other supplies

Repairs and alterations

Student Service

Total

Other eimenses

Total expenditure

Excess of income over expenditure

2|tS<5.388 I

3.398.055 *3

S.554.443 14 6

299,281 10 6

232,92!) 7 o

532208 I. 6

291,865 II

39.^7 7
19,806 4
38,223x6
5.881 13

14.983 5

4*0.727 4 6

26,494 13 0
437.222 i 6

42^986 u o

In the items of expenditure it may be seen

that Rs. 141983-5 had. been paid to the
pay-the-way ’* students for the services

rendered by them. These students^^ both
boys and girls, do odd jobs, work in the

laboratory, or wait in the library.

The registrar of the institute distributes

work among the desiring students. Me
arranges with the people outside the school

and gets jobs from them in firms or in

private places for the students.

The Examination and Credit.

' At the end of each quarter of twelve

weeks the final examinations are held, but

the grades are assigned by the daily work
done by the students. These works are the

working out of practical problems^ eaq^eri-

ments in the laboratories, or writingthemes.

Students getting 95 to zoo per Cent bf

the marks will get
**
A,** which stands for

excellent. Eighty-five to 95 per cent, gives

a grade of '* B,*' which means good.
Seventy-five to 85 per cent, will allow a
grade or “C” which is the equivalent of

hit. The grades A, B, or C entitle the

ftiutot^ to the credit oh the institute

Kailas Q. 0PTT Cuowdrurti

8
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IN GERMAN.I»Ri$QNS
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the Christian era/a

:«relt'-to-do Civil Engineer of Paris, Paul

^ Choi«nne by nam was arrested in

afterwards tried and con-

id^ded to seven years* penal servitude for

bpioiiage by the Supreme Court at Leipaig.

He res^ined his freedom in 1907 after serv-

ing the full period of his punishment.

Throdgfaout his Jncarceration he continued

to: protest his innocense vigorously, and
petitioned the Imperial throne several times

lor mitigation without effect. He made a
determined attempt to effect his escape

from prison, which was all but successful.

The mader will find M. Chorenoe*s account

of this incident most fascinating, by reason

of its similarity in all respects, except the

main pne of eventual success; to the wonder-
ful ^rformance of his fellow-countryman,

te Capitaine Lux of the French army, in

malting bis escape from the prison fortress

Of in C^many during last Christmas.

Atr^e close of the year 1909 M. Chorenne
book—Jlfss Prisonsen Prusse

{My prisons in Prussia), recounting hispri-

imn Experiences. It at once jumped into

pppular favour in the French capital owing
to its topical human interest. 1 have culled

the most absorbing portions from this book
and Strang them together into a more or

jess connected natrative. M« Chorenne's

story is of special interest at this moment
when the nations of Europe are indulging

more and;more in the pastime of spying on
each^lmrV and when, as now,
80 rnhoy British naval and military officers

are .^gui in German prisons and
imtttaiy ftronghplds. The perusul of the

stoiy
;
yriiVU^ giye rise to many inter-

estiiijg; speculations in a thoughtful mind/
which

,
would be the old

pppuis^ oaw that ^mpn^:
and '''tbe'^'''oft-ip;|Otpd 'Uiiiiiip

tibi^ itmnfer:>Aap
fiiftt ifeavE'E^^^ indulge in

. fancibs 00 pprasalt^f hi Chmenne’a

: l^bunt^ jMimhfhig to mvnrt to

on some future occasion, ar t^^^^^ has

his own goal experiences to toU hack u
and to compare with those of otopm placed

in a similar position. ^ >
K. K. AtWavalb.

,

.r I
'

The arrival at thb Central House of

Hallb.

Halle: We descend frdrn the carriage

and reach the exit of the Railway Station.

To the Zuchtbaus, driver,*’ briefly called

out one of the guards when we had taken

our places in the first public conveyance
that drove up.

It was a miserable morning in March.

It had rained and snowed at the. same time

a moment before. The sky above and the

town beneath were both of a dirty grev

colour, dismal and oppressive. The cao

stopped before a huge door, and m alight-

ed. I knew them now, those dark forbidd-

ing portals, the bare sig^t of which is

enough to congeal the lau|;h oil the tipi of

the passers-by. A warder-impbsihg Alike by

his tall stature and the rotundity of bis

prominent abdomen, (^ned the. stem

doors, and his rubieond face of a FaUtalf

appeared to say, **NosV riien* tmtOTv we arc

not as bad a^s the people thiiik.^*. We Oross

the interyeniiig court and mount the stair-

case of the administrative buildingi A
glass door bars way. The usher who
accompanies us rings the helL ;;A ^ung
Superintendent with a hes^ of faijr/emriing

hair and sympatoetic featui^
into the omee oomdori Heatoi the super-

intendent of the office, .was /theBieUF,Nies-

tatekv the most clmrming
House. Presently'a dopr Upeiis vth; ^onE of

me and l.am tolnioet^
•

Sarroim4ing:n|^ ^ten



‘Do y^?-- for ..enterifii;;:-.i9iB;.:tte..::i^^

ire ::V^-\’:;:':;‘:‘-'
;

,;
'

;v;..,
:

- latighitt^y aii4''to./;At/<rf;-'i^
No,Sif;{£;'..;.'.::,: of -«»ven;'yiear« ; t4ie'g<fo4/foHpy;;W^

Y'du ypiir« • ed.at' yb^urbij^h. haai£k:a4e^yati''4

notbei- present; in tht bradlt, by ilippi^ fobVi
^Remembbi|t'!liii&^ surreptitiously under the vary n^dse' bl y^ur^'^

of a pardon vaiw praVfotts cbniessiotii axccllent papa^ this draft oh your t
I could only:;vra.gk^ ..; ;

;.

:'
/ . .

' ^od . we never di8honour''':thlSte:
''•

It isgood;:v_Ypn*ci|t^^ ;
,

•. is- our
.
special recomriHsndatibtt

Outside, the little Superintendent with always retain the bearer bf such scjidip

fair curls accosted me in his inb$t ingra he presents himself at the counter;
!

ingmanner. And the ‘father of the fainiiyV

Let us go to find the Hausvater to pro- boisterous in his hilarity, the while^{^^
cure your equijiiimeht from hiiti. nes winked at me from behind his baCki- / ;

The Hausvater, paterfamilias of the “Rindermann ! bring the fonny lout heref

I
Prison, is the racial charged with the care now stand him there and place the three

I
of the equipment of the prisoners; He holds pieces of mattress on his head. T'Wre V

;

the rank of the chief warder and carries a Good; the bundle of the dish Und linen

sword. Two prisoners assist him—one as

a secretary and the other as a general

factoturti, ' or “calfactor,*’ as he is styled

in Germany.
‘The father of the family’* lived on the

first floor of an isolated building, the ground
floor of which was taken up by the kitchen

and the wash-house, and the basement by.

the bakery. He showed himself very

amiable, almost s^eet The “Calfactor”

dropped
, a^ my feet all the pieces of my

eqipmeut/while the secretary made an in-

v^tdi^ of the thfojp T brought with me.
Djdrihgatibte Hausvater
from tht iwini the latfer seised the oppor-
tuni^ to jadd^ me4n''a fo
pwest FrcSrK^/-" '''.

'V'
The Hawyater it a ddyil. • For eight

yesirsi obw^ I am "itying a tifc of'hell with
hinj.' ^
Who are youi thtmVm^^ 'poor frfend ?

Cabahnes, cbndenitn^
labbiir for commuhtcatmg^^ State
to Fi^ce,

iht inferring ddmm,ttitteatibn was
herjs tut' short by the ietbrn '

ol^^ t^^^^^ Haus-
Vatetr^ turned^;^m oveir^r;
of the : wash«hdxise sSith ordtfe to giye^

hot bath and; have my bead god

to wlfem'lUhder^^ tht'

tn

s cbijfifoa^

in the left hand : So : That’* it t: Perfect :

And now thy friend, I will conduct yoh to
your tent.”

I was laden like a mule. The OsattreBs;

I had on my head and which I held ysith

my right hand, was heavy enou^ to break

my neck'bone. Rindermann, howereri had
the kindness to help me in descending the

stair>case and to escort me as ter asjthe

CQurt*yard^ where he left ine to seturn to

the store>room;

Assailed by the wind in tlMi.^open court*

yard, I totter 'under my ywSght, J^hk^
causes some amusement to a s^td of im^ates

who are just then traversing the coUirt in

Indian file. I straitened mi;^' ^dy,. ^^
furious gust of the Ms^h ysind staggers 100

and the load falls precipitately.

The “father of the family’'and hi*‘ChUd^v

ren the prisoners, all laugh ;outr1|^:;' ^
gather the three pieces of rfie

tiy to replace them oh my headi,.ime 1

three 1 with a supreme e&rt IidM^
bundle tbmy head, but the

again drops on the. |pr6ukd:^d;4iv0n^H^
me in the fall This tiOtt,'

regular explosion of
'

hold their sides in Very
.

path,

therO witnessed such supreiho hiuiiefoiie l . .

But the gfl^emor appeani ;6h theVscene: ^

' atv ; this' ^momeht, ..'a;hd\..ioid». i;.

seehe.:';'. chahge*.' oifeaitdr.

' abfilptly.';'-. W'
'
Chht».''di5

# -'odithiiMtfi
'

warder in charge of divinictt : iida^

tor|ati: y(dce, and timuhttypncriisll^all'^j^^



... .... . •- . .. -
.. . . :

-

.'Tl^ niratder' ..advancit'' '

before tlie ^vehidri

'.vv . .
-14, ,

. .fhirfy men at exercise* •

firesh. Airs welJ.”
‘

'
.1 auf j” (cover your heads), yells

and all heads are covered again.
" " ^Mo^ar Schwartz!’ cries the

t^aivateH and delivers a hand-blow with
Otnergy* I will teach you to laugh in future,

jFbu gay dogs !

At this psychological moment the govern-
or paues by close to us, and the Hausvater
stilfeAs up, clicks his heels together, and
tt^rts:—

new arrival, Yow Excellency ! for

the rest nothing fresh.*^

Md $ta»i&r»b(y «ii«f flie ;tiie

nnt month dlmy
the warden o#;bvi^^^ fa^

the charitable habit d) ith-treating new^
comers in older to inspire ,tb^ with
holy teribr ibd was
spared the infliction of thi|{ bumiliatih^
test. Haberland put me in possession of

all the usages of the House, the dodges
played by the prisoners and the warders,

the characters of the different offaaxla in

a wordi he instructed me in a most valu-

able manner.
At two o’clock the same afternoon a

warder came to look for me ih order to

1 was installed in cell No. 96 on the

third floor of the wing of the prison build-

injg, marked B. D.—a great nice cell with
two windows on the south measuring
twenty one cubic metres, double , the size of

the cell at Leipzig, which was, to me, an
agreeable surprise.

The bell rings, it is mid«*day, and the

distribution of the rations commences. A
fri^tful uproar is raised. On all the floors,

doors are bipged, bolts unfastened, the

linglmg of keys, and the din of sauce-pans,

busy ii^iiipings of feet, and general cries,

att iuu*in together. vAll the demons
lb heU appeared to have b^^ let loose in

Aie ebrridora^ For an instant I thought
that a revolt had broken out. My door
opens suddenly and the warder, with his

face on fire, cries to me ih an ear-splitting

voice

'**The rationsy your poringer, quick !”

1 hurried up with my plate. A prisoner

filled it up for me with barley gruel, with

a single tiiru of his hand, another thrust

in say left hand a piece of brown bread and
a square of stinking cheese* The door is

shut agfldn with violence, and the cyclone

pufsuesits course.

Preiehtly the calm which succeeds a
sfoiiA The prisoh is

snehf, diSMtifig. At : the

outset#^ iiA ter AW to swallow

a fmirth hi Piy portion althou^ the bread

ahdcheemamgbodafad^^^^^ passably

A chinch rbe
rto .risk :the'..- Ulh: ^U i::::whii-^^Sxpiesii^ ;

^ive opfimiiwirT

take me to the secretary’s ofliee.

Mr. Secretary Stock, a man still young,

of a bilious yellow complexion, who was

given to punctuate his conversation by

coughting and spitting alternately, set

himself * to the task of posing me the usual

?
uestions about my family, the education

had received and the number of languages

1 spoke* He complaisantly asked me if, I

was given to drink, if I had committed
my crime in a state of drunkenness, and
if I was a habitual criminal. My replies

were most carefully entered in the rcgisti;ir*

While, tbiey were revising my descriptio^

I had remarked in front pi me, at the otiw^

end of the office, an indiyidnai in the gfVb
of a prisoner, who opened his mouth wbep 1

spoke, and inclined his head when 1 inclined

mine ; in ritort he repeated all my gesturea

His face was smbotb, and clean-shaven, his

hesul was also shaved and be wore a collar

knotted twice round his neck. Mo^ver,
he resembled—Oh 1 singular caprice, my
late grand-father* The person regitrded me
steadily. 1 smiled, be unilied,' t made him a

little friendly aijs^ with my head, he res-

ponded by doing exactly the same.

Suddenly 1 sneezed, he did lifcewim : B was
too much ; and it was onty that I

become awam of theiact that I:w
ing in ftont of a glass; ai^ I

.my t^.haldUmmitb.''^
""

:
The Siseretaiy

-piwhMI



tore backi Ubouf up to

.Mi ' vears :. .-wlib^ .befaa^'

^nivts
flkeraHy-^lSie*^ Bat to

their 0/

bruise i^eif

edattempii/’^
'

-

ThereapaPv be read to ine tke rules of the

establishin^nt and efterwards presented me

to the Catholic priest. The latter is a man
of about thirty^eight years, tall, square-

shouldered^ a good rosy face, smiting and

clean shaven, the eyes a bit large, moist

with tearsi and a half bald head. He was

clothed in a floating black redingote, cover-

ed with an immense round hat of soft felt. He
is the best, the most obliging man and,

therefore, the moat imposed upon by the

prisoners, as I did not take very long to

to know. When we were alone he held

out his hand to me and said :

—

What have you done, my poor friend,

that you should be condemned to seven

years of penal servitude 7

I told him my story in a few words.

Do you know Jansen, the publicist of

Brussels ?

“No, Sir.”

“He is leaving here shortly. Condemned
like you for the same offence, he has passed

eight years with us. During his sojourn

here he has rhad two congestions,^ had
paxalysis of the leftside also, and his life

has tieen in Contiiiuous danger: and well 1

in spite of uUt our efforts to obtain his

pardon have been in vain. The Govern-
ment is without pity and without mercy.

Do hot therefore count on its clemen^as
long as you do not confess your crime

:

for coitfession is the necessary preliminary,

the stWj^ 11011 o^ a pardon,”

Freeai^ jwbid and the good cure

hastened to change the subject by adding
“But since tlfo good God, in Hts incompar-
able wisdom^ has conferred on you seven

years of compulsory, leisure, and. as the

Parisiahs hhve lost you for that time, do
give me ybdr^ friendship by studying our

hdy .Celtic rehgaon th^^^ Beltf^
me^ he a :

theib^^ %
.

cfhijpvely'ifJMt;

tddi^ bith thq

promised to lend me, for I have always
pacdal to works of phitc^hy^M c€^ faat intoivib

the warder conducted me
,
back to >

The . news of - my -.arrivaiV;i||d;;

a train of gun-powder
;
and hardly

I returned to my cell than the whole
foremen, warders in charge of other corrl^;

dors, contractors, and inspeetpb came
;to

visit me, turn by turn, aiid asked me ja

thousand questions about my process and
about Paris. I did not hear a single tihkihd

or uncivil word about France^ At about
five o’clock the governor himself qalfod

in person to inform me that fwas at li^rt^

to write to my mother and that my advo**

cate Maitre Zehme had just notified to

him his intention to visit me at the end of
'

the week.

Evening closed in. At seven o'clock

rice-soup and a chunk of brown bread

^iece was distributed among the prisoners

The food was decidedly wholesome, better

than 1 had dared to expect/ The rye-bread

was even excellent I

At eight o'clock the lights are extinguish-

ed and the doors closed for the night. The
bell rings, and suddenly , from all parts of

the vast edifice, rise up vociferations, shouts,

and piercing cries 1 The whole of the

prison is singing, but each division apart,

without giving a thought to its neighbotir.

I opened the window, the great court-yaid

resounds with a frightful cacophony, whib
the pug-dogs of the adjoining houses yejp

in a dismal manner by way of accompan^r

ment. I shut the window, again, and lie

down exhausted as I was by the emotions

of the day. The next morning at sixv

o'clock the bell rings, and I am awakjr;yrifiii :

a raging fever, i had caught cold in^my

poor, insufficient covering.

Militauv Tailou.

Warder Haberlapd, lateJ^hutem
Hambourg, who hid put

service,which was, boweycr, nof ufell

because he was fond of play and

Came to annoimce to me that^
had ordered me to learn

; tary Tailor, the equipmentiOil

: ^rmy befng entirely

; Prisons.

.vpisesmitly:
;
Wng



?::V«Hii^.1i| 'tKie ..ratei ^

:

I"8hao»'.
mbl« tQ' .101^'

^ return 'to nomml'''U(e.
</' tffne to ' rcMinc; tny seat in

-the "office warder came to

the governor. **A

1 to me, and,

!; into the gubernatorial cabinet,

to meet there my Liepatg

.ifeiliodite Maitre Zehme. He had busihese

!
llt'ibUe'aiid being well acquainted with

f
^ o! tha priion had come to see

meirr^ theidea^^^^^^^ of some use to
'

Ck^ttor Regate deai^^ himself

amiabl^ A think,^* he explained to

: Maitie prisoners are at the

; mercy of the warders and other officers.

Np l the arbitrary official has no room
in" the administrations of the Prussian

^ - pinim in France. The
p^ik^neirpossesses some inviolate rights— his

nghti or man, and if he behaves well he is

^ have introduced in

prisbti the caserne or barrack system

neither more

^
: l^biaerieal rm^ of this interview was
thaf’^ governor permitted me to buy a

ivooiltn vest for the cold. 1 was
a^ letter from my sister the first

V alffir my condemnation. I cOuld rnot read
' it ^me misgivings but ai it always

happens, the enormity of the mitfortune

which knocked me down had had the

<d$ect nearest relattvesii ft

appealed ^ to that the

\ ^ entities for

. my p^Oa. It«fa< heon wh^ returned to
my cell, wbeie a di4i of peasoup m iard and^^

' ei^d'tKeh'''i&'enti!b&’'n^

. ‘bl ifewaiaeir,'-tb

JfSteba bt.th>0wir*jg4t'«^^

remteUkti. -
’Bmt;' 'ilT/

and much'.'exag^ratcd;:^^^;;::^^

ail' a 'matter 'bf/iam

hunger 'In- this. 'prieem. an’

account of what takes pta^ a^^

time. The wardbr distiY^^'^ to

every one his piroper portfebii:;% Of pea-

soup and two hundfed and'!fit^'^ of

bmwn bread *, then • aftb^^

trtbiition
, as there aiWays rejn^ine a. quanti-

ty sufficient " to feed six to ei|jht adults, the

attendant calls out ih ' the corridor :—
“Naditisch i” (The dessert, gentlemen

!)

“Warhoch will klingeln*’ /whoever desires

to have more should ring f> And then on

all sides a terrible din is iWiSed^n infernal

hubbub, for every one is ringiirg, every

prisoner desired to have more than his

rightful share t

One day 1 was witness of a scene which

I will never forget. There was ampngst us

a prisoner named Konnecke, a littk'man of

twenty-five years, strong, knock-kbeed, with

a sickly complexion, a prOfessjOhal thief

who had stolen a paper-cutterihd w^ help-

ed the foreman of the paper^rbitt to transport

the packages to the truck or the stbti^rOOtn.

That day Kofinecke Was abaebi at^ time

of the ’."-distrsbuttofi’-^’"-bf
’

.'w'-''

.warder;. whcWft-’I-
' ratton^.tub, asked 'me- 'itb':/'gb''r;m^::';^

get his dish, baiinrJ^
them in- front '-of

,

d’ish With'’--h-U'./’Titibns:'^at^

our woik,pf distrSinrtton^-IWh^

At iMt.tidien^ei^f^ c>iie:!md#i4!^:|m
my cell, whCie a dith of peasoup in iard and; titm quantity' theie fdinaijWd|Wt^
«.'p^;.if>{ht|oWn;bj^ me«:^^..p(jftt^ thk;^

'

>tofWm;-yT<lnibe.'ev^^ '"devbttr'';.'nn=';

'

enbrmtbctt.v of -- .tiut;".''lavoutiW'diiiu'^'

I

bi'lhe-

m

a iobWtt;4^ cc^^ tdjMml Mrvitud^

foe foiaWryk ilm ww
k|a-ottec^bpy'^

w?atdej^-'^1t1s;hatiB^

'make -..:,them^:"-',rtng.

'Kbnneitite-'v.:tettt''A^^^ vmmaber
mouAM^:^'P^te‘8cbr^^
-And., to':*' my

attendant .Ailed Wii^r ':-as

woli :-aa.: tiw;' famto:

-wa^.-lmld-ltiS,:Sidie^^

f’iin'« pp^iai^
/:.:«ivKatife-o|::lMrJqfieiM’'p^ KHa. wiio'V;-'.

: -i
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' rVyJ-f v
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-'.. . V%7 ' J-v-'’;'"'
' "Wt. -I-' = / '•./.; .'». . ‘ / ..''V* /X"'--

citied

l«l>le. b ii

lide of windpm
; .'itands ' .m/ikiftaiiii' :' v^itli' i-v-Wgfeiegt
;

'
square, ftnd'tAMii :vihp'';.^V&8ii'tisch

or dinrtef^;ipi^» to

play a ro|e to the

wall by
occupied of the t%U. It is

itised up i^ti^ ^11 and harbours the

famous mat^ess in three pieces whioh is so

hard that 1 took one whol^ear to get my-
self used to its surface; The fourth side is

most interesting-T^there are two large doors
in it, side by side, only separated by a
wooden jplost which forms part of their

frame. Two large doors for a single prison

cell ! It^appears that this cell was formerly
divided, into two small dungeons by a
a partitk>n-waH, which was afterwards
pulled down. Above the door in the wall
gapes a black opening—the mouth of the
ventilation chimney. In the angle to the
left of the entrance two little brackets
support the ewer andi the basin, underneath
are hung a shovel and a small bloom.
There, iiti that discreet corner^ is the curuie
chair, in German, ** Lcibstuhl.’* In the
angle to the right of the doors is mounted
the hoj^air npve-^ihat^ U great
iron funnei ^of the steam hea.ting appara-
tusr-.w^Ach» tikewise destined to play
a rolp th my hMpry^
To muihe itbO; inventory of the cell :r—

to the left ofthe entrah^^ to the
wall iM: the tieight/ o^ a mfsn ,of ordinary
statuie ate a s^^^ shelyea There
are/j^^ these in piderly lash^

spobeii^agl^^ttle III';' which '

'f
ntdii

pmfcte in ViiM^at ofietrips
of sidted/heif^^ the tin W
bladiihg*

. -#ax "tins

for email.

'boar4tf#..iiie ;{pctf

which'.

ia.'salted

hepid|9!yh^^ ndth -^a

lattstete- h[|lsd^hsisa'^^'^im^^

-little

.'-{trao;^ tae.-tp.

•Thsie thou aiti a prisdrierlv

windowi the bolts of thy door, the^c^^ “

everything proclaims to thee
- .

liberty. The Lordhas not aid
coQtiiiueto abuse thy liber^, send
ahd shame, and he has crfid to thm
thunder *Halt ! thus far and notiiiSiiwf

which the terrestrial judge has on thee bditab
to thee from the celestial Jud^ whose^
pjULce thou hast troubled, and hast' Hke^se;
his commandments. Thy 8(^dtiin ih this hp^
punishment, and alt punishment is biiiterrbdt

tor
*

forget that thou alone art the cauw of it This 1

ment, nevertheless, is a blessing to.thee 1 It ap<ieadh"^
thee to curb thy passions., to jay bare Ihy ;b«d' rhsbte
to obey without question^ to obiSrve the dMne faw
and the law of men

;
it will invitO^tbee to repent^^^

past, and will giye thee the necessary Stfenjpth to bp
'

again a new life agremble Ip Goa
:
an

Bend, then, thy knees under thp brazen of C
And further. on:—« - •..

.

.«Bow down thy head before tWlewo of the '

^

Bend thyself to the exigencies of tbowg^
:

ever their command, execute it Wiiho# mto1^
it would be far better for thee to A
grace than to suffer for thy bbstkiacy. Thiii lbw.
wilt find thy interests well served a^ it wiff be a
living confirmation of the words of the pmpliet.
Thy present punishment does not appeair,:,. |0 Wl r*
pleasure but a misery; later on, mpBnwK9e«
bear a gratifying fruit and will give him vdm
suffered by it internal peace ahda loveof jMStim^^
May God protect thee!” . . 1-..

Birr I It is the icg^ulatibn pf
which makes this beginning and 1 prbii^^
myself to finish tbe reading pome other day|
An alert young man zVith g; mHI^

helmet covering his himdv U
my cell like a gust of wtOd; it is

man tailor. Hb held'^ band a ;

' 8ome.:fags, '.and-a ' .grbat - ^-bag

^he’-thicw tii-a'icomei^'

:

1- cpfhe^ he. ' itmarh^ .tp' je« ;

' fiiat leisoh in taiidiiu«'.'i>
'

And- 'hit': -two

. iritettigc^ce'vandv-i^^

- Ihmad'-abd: .neidlh:
".- That; is how a

mi:
,
. T- r -w ^

"I 'jf . :: ^ i
^

St 1 . v,5, •Vv*'" '
! /i

*.



staring at a
MsdinS 1 profiled

tp ^xpior^ the inside
eti>{ which methtnlcs he made

present.
^

It contained a metre

* , # tw^ pairs of scissors^ a thimble«

a. knife, an awl, a. round
c^ik, and a bone polisher. During

I hear a rustling sound at
:Sme or the doors, the cover of the peep-

;^^ {s d^ in the void is dis-

ho^ied piesen^ of a glassy
. itflex in the mtdst which appeared a hu-
man eye whose look instantly crossed mine,

v ; On his side finding himself detected the
; idrterw did not wait to pack oB at a wolf’s
s^p, for it is always a very ugly thing to
be surprised while spying on another 1 Most
of the warders, and specially the younger
pni^ disdain to make use of such means,
caring^ little to merit the epithet of
^^timich^” or spy, with which the priso-

gratify the rare guardians' who have
their eyes always glued to the peep-holes.
Time passes slowly in prison. 1 pass

hours, heart oppressed, in following with
my eyes in the March sky the march of

S(|fuadrons of clouds which are drifting
towards the west^towards France*—towards
Parts 1 III order to see as much of the sky
as ppssM I mount up on my stool,

though it is forbidden. In front of me the
flwn of^ extends, far away, in its

iijmy banaltty. Above the roofs which are
Still streaming from the last shower of
rain rise up, here and there a steeple, there
a belfry^ or a watch-tower, or cupola. In a
glade are (deserved the denuded trees of a
park, and a street and its passers-by, all

clothed Jn a wonderful kind of prestige—
diat of libertyii In thegreat cburtryard at my
leet $ tim sen^ in his peaked helmet was
rtibuajdiflgW^ his iron-shod
boots the pavements of the road which was
set in a waste' land. His sentry box made
U spot streaked bUek and white at the foot
c^ dm bij^ wall. To left, the little

cejmetety with 'the tmes made bare by the

Iprmierf the melaacholy pi its cold stones,

.

ai^ yfts'^^h^^^^ under the Ivy.
Above; the wall fs^ me, the homes in

dm Ueiieit etrem shPUr dieir upper smimys.
A wtiimapm a c^d
Appem At

m; bmf u fte s^ to di,.
tram me duhng long omitted

'.imicii avell m «oart; a
^olom. the ieai&Aiad witH^
iioa inhabit rite ieefitta.

priipa
rooft oflief ttbritem . Thni^kaiM ehatn*
iitfc truly

! Theit hettd a hfiiife the threat
and chest white, and the
black, they sport the colaiMV^^ PruisiaQ
colours, like the mntiy-bcm r The^^^^^i^

are astonishing little amimals, aideiit in
love, impassioned, and jealous, but not
spiteful, they hold glorious fights between
themselves, and fill the court and the entiie

,
prison with their clamour.
Four o’clock. It is the hour of my lesson

with the little foreman. There he is enter-

ing my cell like a hurricane and installing

himself at the table. But scarcely has he
begun to give me an indication of the next
lesson when

^

there he was, op again at a
bound, erect in the position of the military
salute before a man who appeared at the

door, a personage of about fifty summers, in

uniform, with a flat helmet covering his

head and a long sword dangling at his side.

It is Herr Bohn, the redoubtable chief of

six foremen tailors, a retired sergeant of

clothing, who bad passed all his life in the

military equipment department, and who
knows nothing besides it.

Do not inconvenience yourself, he observ-
ed to the foreman ; then turning to me

**Look here I Mr. ParisiapT It i| very

courteous of you to have come from stich a
distace in order

, to clothe our brave sol*

diers! I trust you will distinguish yourself
by and by! Tne Prussian (^ernmeiit has
its eye on you ! It might be pleased With
you for your ieal, and who knows

l
perhaps,

at the end of seven ymirs, if it is quite satis-

fied with you, it mi|^t retOm Alsace Lor- ;

raine to Franca”.
Very edifying, indeed I but adult follows ;

is better stilL

*^What is ypur trade, outside/* ha asked
me.

; ”Engineer, Mr. Chief^1^
wCMil but men, you know iterlu^m to i

a/. sewing'-, machine?”

eufiittig ippM him



^ Chief

chief foiKii^j:;iSil«pi^^
only bwathecl wUh

(Clief 1 -A" -h'rt
' i-‘\\ V.' ’ ' ' -IT '- i-.-'J'-

h»» 8en*’fht''ljihfe.f^y5' i^^ 'dae ftill

hour to, 'dWilSyili ^Jllitt

that ycm eih' 1^ hu 'behn

bruitedin ttHe!]Sadadh^dwt yo^ iii« veiy rich—
b it a fact ? hotd i way to tack,

‘lhavea'i&ttutie,’* .

"Ah! llit a thing.: Mytelf, nowi I

have not got A' penny, hut ] have a wife
and family to attoport.” '‘^Yoii 'have aeen
how I have diitocted the needle 7 Follow me
arefully. I pAai it aj^in by the last hole.”
"And I earn Only thinee idiillinip a day ; it is

miserable. Just the thing to convert a man
into a Socialist” . "This stitch imitates that
ofa sewing' numhi^” "By the bye, do
you know f^otoeniee ? It is an immense
prison in die environs of Berlin where more
tton two thousand prisoners are confined.
They have sturabl^ against there some
pretty undedtand doings between the offici-

als and the prisoners, among others they
have font^ tinder the floor of acell—.” "Do
you see the pretty little stitchea they are
hardly visible but hoW it holtbl" “Yes,
they have, discovered under the floor of a
cell ^pjite a respectitole stock of beer.”

“Thisltot stitch is difficuli and mudi in

voguevr^^f thing' is that it

diouid ij^ hardly'^ v "^d it even
'tpptotS'.l^t(Sis:hltt>pdtOners;of^^^m used
to go m: therOyitotojiy the ‘theatre in
B«rl%-^ ptisoit late at

•, v4‘\

"l^iye^ntc^
.
“S^^wfch l; Fotonton yeiu am a n»an^ 0^

intellfgi^ hMl heart, t int delieate
•n heu^r;^ikfk:^g Wifl ruto toy dilgSstiOti.

I.et''.0sv'i|e^

now-.*nai

^ '

marksa

eotttifht you
rpiyiwoirl'rd^'

'yon::*toto‘v}niodTed ^

. ...'.-.'v i?“. -.--/Sr*!.'

prisoffbrs, and t laj^ wiU do tfe
so <hftt ill 4
thati -a

• 'coople . 'of-

attend to^ per diem
; beGaiise-^^

for you to be ocoupiedr^
Older to keep up apj^arancea’*
^*Donel Bring me tomorrow a

and paper that I might frte]^
in Paris. Eight days aflery Vy^^ wili
your first payment of a hundred oiirk^
better still; I will make it trm hund^
you might bring me eveiy day snipb
or other of table delicacy^a bottle of Pei^:
Wine or Malaga, a ham or a smoki^
tongue, a salmon or a caviare, a wioj^ v

chicken or a slice of roasted beef. That is

settled then ?’*

Oh
!
yes, it is. When I caii render a

service to a prisoner I never hesitate. The :

essential thing is that you should appear to

be occupied whenever any official enters

your cell. I leave you now for Itb-day. 1

have my last round to go.”'

Thus ended this memorable lesson,

unique, without doubt, in the annals of

tailoring and of which the result fbr nie

was immense!
The last traces of fever and catarrh bad

disappeared suddenly, and 1 took stock of
my cell in the leisurely fashion of a.pam^
lytic individual who has begun to discoyti

the use of his limbs. Strange, but it appciMdi

to me presently that the prison is anilinoit
,

comfortable place, if ortly one were not so

ill-nourished and iil-warmed there 1

As regards victiiaUing, here is acfxirdUig

to documentary title the ordinaiy menu;w
the week, such as Was dictattkl^^t^^^^

my slate warder Haberla^^ ' V

In the mornings Coflbii

two hundred and fifty

bread.
r-r/, 'S'.-

,
A-..'

'MlO-nAV.

350 grams of brown- biead»:-if:?=fl:''.^^

&n&y.v.Murtoh.ted. tunitp
'

' 'Monday.^.Rice and/phe^l-J
- Tuesday. ; .A d^ WF t^cui

. •^•Tbiirsday?;V*5fdu«-l^^ ’i;



4*^

1^ ^As to the heatingv it ««^ 9^^
, . dtirini; the months ai im

and November* and Mamli and April
; for

V,1^^^y*'3i«ad i0up. they only light the heateia t^i^^
1^11^ ^eek and then only till noodiao that the

;;|^tii^ay • . .Unpeeied potatoes and
^

salted thermometer in the cell scarcely rises up to

herring. la* centigrade, and the poor prisoners keep

$ti0day...Soup of wheaten flour. on shivering through the long hours I

f^ a Teutonic stomach the above vie- Yes, certainly the cold is perhaps the

jbials are certainly good. For myself,! most terrible recollection that vrill remain

am 9ure I would have soon died if I had to me of my captivity^

not had the resources of smuggled extras. {To be continued.):

THE HISTORY OF INDIA AND ITS STUflY

II.

I
F India itself be the book of Indian

history, it follows that travel is the

trite means of reading that history.

The truth of this statement, especially while

^
the published renderings of our history

]. remain so inadequate and so distorted,

’ ought never to be forgotten. Travel, as a

( mode of study, is of infinite importance.
^ Yet it is not everything. It is quite possible

to travel the world over and see nothing, or

opiy what is not true. We see after all,

Opiy what we are prepared to see. How to

develope the mind *of the taught, so that it

shall see, not what its teacher has led it to

expect, but the fact that actually passes

bemre the eyes, is the problem of all right

scientific education. In history also, we
want to be able to see, not the thing that

would ht pleasant, but the thing that is

true. Fof this we have to go through a
strenuous preparation.

. With a tew of the counters of the game,
As it were, we take it for granted that one

already famiUar. The^reat names_p(
Indian

Uiair^ '^meihihg to bhe. ^ Gra-

du^y sS^edi lor himself bis

dm s^lp^ by wluch to comimfe
tlie degrees of ihia dr ^hat quality that

: iditlbrests, him. llo dbodm episode,

aiid to tee it in Sbi settifl^

Beharvmdi

most ciuppiea

provinces in India. In studying Behar,

then, we early learn the truth of the dictum

of the late Puma Chandra Mukherji, and

whenever we find a tamarind tree, mentally

substitute by way of experiment, a bo, or

when we come across a rounded hillock

with the grave of a pir on the top, convert

it into a stupa, and make it a Buddhist

centre.* if we do this, and cultivate the

habit of summing up our impressions, we
shall be led to many wonderful and un-

expected conclusions about the distribution

of population at the Mohammedan invasion,

the strength and forms of Buddhism, so on.

But one pf , the ip!S8ter4^^
; history, a fact borne in uppu
with ew^'hqttr^.^of stu^^^ - is\.

^ amount of analysis, racial, lingiiat ot terri-

torial, will ever amount in the sum td the

study of India. Perhaps the axioms of

Euclid are not axioms after all. Perhaps

:all the parts of a whole are not equal to

rthe whole. At any rate apart fiorn and

/above all the iragmehts wbich thust be

/added together to make India, we hay^
irecb|nise India her^lf, alt^containm^

l-tloininating^ moulding and shaping the

|destimes and the very natum^
* To the Mdluuwi^

and^ the fact that on eoforw he
than iha ^

bttM a ^VV toiiib: oh a tc

•how ihit thes^^
at^lte nakitaiaed : Tto is say,

' SlIMUiMII- WIM
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out of whfch *e: U composed. tteJjidjM
mav be defective tn the methods of

kss^n teckioe* w. a petmle* in none of the

province has lived unto itself, pursuing its

own devoiopmentj following its own path,

going its wav uhc|;^llenged and alone. On

the contrary, the same tides have swept the

land from end to end, A single impulse

has bound province to province at the same

period, in architecture, in religion, in ethi-

cal striving. The provincial life has been

rich and individual, yet over and above it

all India has known how to constitute her-

self a unity, consciously possessed of com-

mon hopes and common loves. Thus in the

pursuit of epochs, and parts we must never

Forget the Mother and the Motherland,

behind them all. In remembering her and

turning to her, again and again we shall

find the explanation that had baffl^ us,

discover the link that we required.

We must not be cowed too eafU^^^

proofs that such and siich a cherished idea

had a fpieign or scmirforeig^^ ^*\ *{?*•

world there is no such thing as real ongiri-

ality. ^me mind more powerful than

others, breaks up common symbols iiito

their elements and recombines these in an

unexpected fashion. vThis is the whole of

what iiee call originality* The proof of

a miiid^s vigour lies in its ability to' Wbrk

upon the itiaterials it meets with. What is

tfue
.
qf

.
» true in -th^ rcap*ct of

nations. Some achievements, because we

do'nSTItiiow their history, appear imiquc,

solita^, miraculous. In reaUtVi civilisa-

tions like religions, ai*e a web *, they are not

statues or stfioe**picturc8, great creations bt

individual genius. If We could uuveil the

spectacle of the' genesis of Greece, we

should find links between common and

uncommon in every department of her

extraordinary output, and much that now

seems unaccountable for its beauty nr /its

boldness would then appear .***^^*^‘*’

The fact that Egypt^ and the Ewt
itself ware aU wiAin haiU had moit

wi^ the peculiar forintta^^ the Greek

geaiitt !we sWe
If actual glory pi ^

tibp: d^ ^
the''«er^-;''pl r-tte

nidilinials- timtV^'/caPw/iti

above even these qualifies was a
faculty of discriminattoh and organisation;

in which it excelled. But in any case tHe/

Greek race would not have the :

Greek civilisation in any other geographic

cal or ethnological position than the one
which they happened to occupy. The
utmost that can be said in praise of any
special people is that they have known how
to give a strong impress of their own to

those materials which the world of their

time brought to their door. If this be the

high-water mark then of national achieve*

ment, what is there to be said for that of

India ? Has she, or has she not, a touch of

her own that is unmistakable? Surely it

was a knowledge of the answer that led us

to this question. Even in decorative

matters, the thing that is Indian cannot be

mistaken for the product of any other

nationality. Who can fail to recognise the

Indian, the Assyrian, the Egyptian or the

Chinese touch, in, for example, the conven-

tionalising of a lotus? In form, in costume,

in character, and above all, in thought, the

thing that is Indian is unlike any un-lndian

thing in the whole world. For the mind that

tends to be depressed by the constant talk of

Indian debts to foreign sources the best

floedicineisa few minutes' quiet thou^t
is to what Indii has done with it at!.

Take refuge for a moment in the Indian

world that you see around you. Think of

your history. Is it claimed that some other

people made Buddhism? Or that Siva,

with his infinite reipociation, was a dream

of Europe? ^Npr'^if India shared a certain

fund of culturMlements with other peoples,

that is nothing to be unhappy about. The
question is not, where did they come from 7

^ut what has she made out of them ? Has
India been equal to her opportunities at

every period? Has she been strong enough

to take all that idie knew to be in the

world at each given periodi and assimilate

it, and nationalise it, in manner and otel
;

No one in his senses would deny Bits

lndil^ Therefore she has nothing of shama
or mortification to fear, from any enqt^
fate culture-origint*ito culture-ongms*

^ ^
,

This nightmare being disp0ie4 of,;thm le

still another* Tlw
Kel]^ making fneegOns^/i^
pisfltiain argDineiits.
• a^ 'ciee if /'



fm

'kiii^im 4»f net/'tMw '^t- 'way! v-^''-|t;''.

.'imi^irf lact,^ stri .)>itrk)d

in 4odi^ may. be MinjMumtivelT short,

';’'S0in«^g3^':'^J'N^'^ centunes, but
-^ii’nnM no opinion as to

-

ti v Hiitaig

pOrmaaeat

.ofali the -

:plW>^s^«^:^..o«r:.ri(jj^^ ^ :

part).

loeigf gsn««^ Mn^: the parehment
of our KCor<^ na4.y««va 1^ generatioM
poly:'9iakO';ibr^tish#:,:;tbe'^^^ WeAe ewlu- (aft (li(iii:^ijU> ’dw past as^ problems of ^ world’s b come ftpoa the idme:;w^ or

J^ory lave ;^r 4eld_of study here. Greeta, or Cieti^HOft^ thcMme ofThw «cj<dogicaI enquiries that lie be-. India had not alrtadjt a definite sound
tand ^l; history must be pursued in India, and associatkmV At dawn of
rasftiiy fvoper only emerges, when a cer- history in Europe, her tihougfat and sefaolar-
taiB J^up of people becomes sufficiently ship were already held in that respect which
consolidated to «»ry on common activities, is akinto awe H« old «tor in the fourth
ill A direetbn and^^w motive that we
may calJ politicals Mam, as the political
animaily Is the aiU^ject of history. This is

a that will be arrived at' soonest by
cmhi^ttmties which are relatively small

cofhpact, and inhabit clearly defined
|^dg^hical> confines, on the frontiers of
Ariaatf' . Aeinssl^'I^S'siaMw 'ma*I"

—’ — • ws uc|s«ij aur ncr Gooiparatiyeiy laie. inaia,
;^pppulwnais, ntft^very unlike them-' aloiie of all the nations of-aaticjuity, is still

s(tl«w ui cmlisatson. Thus Emrnt. Mfn«»h *.:iiidvwjft civi^^^ Thus Egypt, Nineveh,
•iid^.^bylmi:vC6uId not but arrive soon-
4)r: hulia. on. the historical stage in
virft^ eneftnotheft

•

; i
®®* necessarily mean that

" wi^ftha_ld:cOmp^ her. in actual age,
of the tendenciitt making

IbrV^ And in any cue,
. .whUe '^Miae are. , deadi India lives and de-
y(M#rii:siith r^ndsstiU, to^^^^ the living
infioendes of ^tha yrortd abont her, and sees

. bpfiMe h^, if
'

^^e^^ unih diat her
.(teisdhpiftsft -hu .rhide .her, a long vista

: ofI^wth' .and
'

'pwfectioft to be achieved.
'Ete.i.attl'hnd .ate^ of Egypt date

y«|M» bmore the
;.'ChiHii^'ata*-v< 'Cacte.:faad-a itoiy ' almoft'u
'eariy.;:.':;llihft.::shaE:'say'ftdiaa..wai';ffie <d

: '-,.'ih®yloa-?;rS«i* . 'jmiisi v'itaiterilber. ‘'thai'

.wihrii|.’a}t:,ldNwe;;#Ha..id(^ 'India''

. wii ilitra>4qafciBffi A kng childhood,
say.tha hiibliBipfts, is the ^paaiest |drobf of
avcdiitioasry: advaaeemsnft

' hot : saiat|>!Wiirii:^.''r^^ .rin%. art""aftd.>

. . atchi|b9h«M|i|(i:':il^^ ol'^lwr';

century before Christ, begs the conqueror
of the world to bring him ah Indian scholar

!

There is no need for discontimt in the

Indian mind, if those activities of which
the historic muse can take account, activi-

ties intertribal, internatibhal, political,

began for her comparative^ly late. India,

young, still growing, still keepiftg a firm

hold upon her pasft still reveren.dy striving

of it to weave her future, Ace not these

ffiinga glQiTefioaih for any sw|!le people?
At the same tiisic, whan tt^ doaditions

are loyally mooinisfd and^ a we
caniiot doubt that ffia neiult ,^^^^^^ a
continual Onateftting -of ftetv.-ftdassahf'OHt of

ffif ifti^t of tte pmustorio i'^r)^^^^^

wiriim the .lifted;,
will happen *411 <h(rift a ihfddiitts

wiH '

'.trir to ..satarata ; 'thaaneiais*;: '‘asih,..uhe

socml habit of ; if

dwy will aooa*t(Ma ^aanidyai M ;4^9^g
of - tho h^
btbiiid evenh^ Oaly; ihif l ladbit i^^

,

tbea?'::e*en' to po»t#%W
;
Kft4iias;’jn<^iy^aal.''(«ffi 'ajfteknt'';';:balhtd8,

ftr 'amieft 10 fead a war; of iqigcation.and
.«Miiqu**t;;fdo;-ft

'

ffieat a- ----- 'of ««le,-'to.:pofasiB»'dh*'jJ^^

• ^ f!#ri>af;;.ft«aii!ig:; bito

«ortw«;#p^



Icyond hef

in the br“*“

wai the

Oueens^ who.
^ , .

ofan

than that nationa Ae-
memory of Mothcr-nile
iflftill deeiply ia^ like the
Aryans, have lifo panned out of it.

And sonnie the
world remato tftill border
line between the - Otoly a deep fami-
liarity with tW iraeen of these difikrent

phases can give us f rdal clue to the history
of Asia. Only a g;rasp of that history will

enable us to Gompute distances of time
truly. How old a jpven institution is, it

may be impo^ible to say in terms of years^
but we can tell at a glance whether it is

tnatriarchai or patriarchal, or by what com-
bination of two societies it may have
arisen. The thought of goddesses is older
than that of gods, just as the idea of

queens is prior to that of kings.

rbe history of common things and their

influence on our customs is a study that
follows naturally on that of human
society. Much of this we can make out
for ourselves. For instance, we can see
that the ass must be older than the horse
M a beast of burden. Once upon a time
the World had no steeds, no carrier, save
this useful if bttiinbte servant of man< Let
us dream for bwUle^ this* Let us study
the prasient idistribii^^ the donkey, and
find o:u:t Imi m Ian-

is, as a
figttfo Jii. piaiieCi^^ the ass must once have
been. ilecteit,; bravest and near**

est to the {dur^footed kiudi oaeu
WQiddl set no ; liuiut for

bim. Thev Godddut Shota rides upon a
becfM^r past out of

i.Oeihbraes

:<»fec iwit'-i.
,

, mi:

lenmutci. TM .,«(y fact it

the Christian story, points to the old assocts:
trons of splendour clinging longer to thfe^ Amb,
elsewherei^and in haroiony
met that it is widely distributOd throughout
Africa. After the horse was once tamed,
men would never have taken the trouble
necessary to reclaim the ass, and from this
alone we may judge of its great antiquity,
At the same time we may form an idea
of the time and effort spent on the gradual
domestication of wild animals, When we
read the reiterated modern opinion that the
zebra cannot be tamed. Primitive m%n
would not so easily have given up the
struggle. But then he -would not either
have expected so quick and prohtable a
result. In the story of the comiuonest things

that lie about us, we may, aided by the

social imagination, trace out the tale erf the

fa^ast.

vThus the mind comes to live in the

hittoric atmosphere. It becomes ready to

learn for itself from what it sees about it, at

home and on a journey. The search for stem
truth is the best fruit of the best pclenti&c

training. But the truth is not necekMirily

melancholy, and Indian stuefents will do
most to help the growth of knowledge if

they begin with the robust conviction thf|tt

in the long tale of their Motherlai^ thi^';
can be nothing to enuse them ahything
but pride and reverence. Whgl is tmly;
interpreted cannot but r«iht)piin^

vindication and encouhigenieitt of Udhl v

and the Indian poopli^ ;

“.-j. ^ 4-;. -r',
It-

:'

cH .’-V . ? v v .s'; 'v. .i r; i-
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tHE MOOEiiN ^
the"' mem' who.-

to. '-'the- same elate to

jpresemt-day profeasors belomg
their students

itemie as it is to-day. Those who
1^$hk thai and residential univer«>

Sf^ are sure to do great things for India^

jmittt ateiire themselves first that the pro*

'lessors of these universities would be a far

attjperioir class of persons .to the college

j^fessors of to-day, and that their relations

to their students a’ould be better than what
thty are in the case of our present-day

eolfege professors and students. We are

iiot o^ptimistic in this respect, though we
wish good luck to those who are.

In our last number we quoted Burke to

support our contention that circumstances

are a great factor in human affairs and
that therefore what may be necessary and
feasible in one country, may not be feasible

or necessary in another. In this article we
contend further that, when the circums-

tances of two countries are different, a
system which does good in one country

may not produce similar beneficial results

in another. .

It has been taken for granted that be-

cause :
teaching and residental universities

in England have done good to English

youtht therefore such universities must do
good to Indian youth. Let us, however,
eatamine the conditions.

In England, professors and students can
and do: mix on terms of perfect sociaf

equalityi They belong to the same com-
munity, race and society. In India

Euittpean professors and some Indian pro-

fessors, too, cannot and do not mix on terms

of mial equality with their students.

They betpng to di%rent communities, races

and societies. However afbble the English

mfeteora here in India may be, the gulf

etw<ten thm and their stuoents, generally

speakii^ is impassable^ so long at any
rgte as India contuiues to be treated as the

Cihdmlla of the British Empire. This

may be a harsh truth, but it is a fact which
it is perfectly useiete to conceal pr blink.

In England ih^ intellectual and caltural

Skims and goals of pnsfcssprs and students

"are -the'-eiiney.^ 'any-, wi^-'

antagoiitiitic. An &
|ly

:'ili|d«tets him in Cdi*

tore and inteliectuM e^tpih^ aiij

strength ; nay, he tnuist Toften

with the leaving

him behind in the race, and outshining hitn

in original Work knd name and fame.

What a great stimulus alt ^it must be to

the work of both tearfiers and students I

In India do the European professors wel-

come the prospect of their Indian students

becoming their equals, not to speak of

their being their superiors, in culture, in

intellectual equipment and strength and
in original work ? Of do they wprk with

such a prospect in view, to bring about

its realisation ? We have never heard

,that as a clast they do so, or that a

majority of them or even an appreciable

minority of them do so. Do they as a

class help and encourage their students to

rise to the top? We shall be glad to know
that they do or will do at the end of the

next quarter of a century.

‘^'Pursue knowledge for the sake of know-
ledge", that is a counsel of perfection. It

does not rouse any suspicion if the adviser

be a Sannyftsin. But if a man’s mouth
gives this advice, and his conduct shows
that he intends to keep all the best paid

appointments aiid all the power to himself

and his class, then even we, backward and

dull-witted orientals as we are^ even we
cannot kelp laughing behind his hack^ The
Provincial Educational and other Services

may have been constituted with the best of

intentions, but they have served as a great

damper on our educational enthusiasm, and

they are calculated to dwarf our iatellect

and capacity and destroy our self-confidence

and self-respect. So long as they are not

put an end to, teaching and residential

universities can do us but little good^ Hence
if Lord Hardinge wishes success to the true

object of such universities, he should forth-

with do away with these Provincial Scirvices,

making it possible for able men to rise to

the top in all departments.
In England titt politic aims and

goals of both professors and students are

the same. Tlic student b, or may
he comes of age, as ai his

professon Timm is

W

or thought in the keef
hii studeiite in in^itical Ibte^e
dthafiom atiidehts take

. ^'imd - • "in^
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elections, PoIitiicB ui not taboo to them.

There is np politica^l surveillance or watch-

ing over them. There is no desire or effort

to make them^ entirely non-political crea-

tures, beings without national consciousne^

in a pollticsll^jpense.

All the circumstances detailed in the

previous paragraphs make the relations

between students iind professors in British

Universities cordial and sympathetic and
fruitful of good results.

What is the case in India ? The students

desire to have perfect citizenship,—whether
within or outside the British Empire need
not concern the practical politician. The
Buropean professors, speaking generally, look

upon such an aspiration as almost a crime.

The students like to keep touch with con-

temporary politics. But there is a circular,

strictly enforced, which prevents them from
having anything to do with politics. The
reading of newspapers and political periodi-

cals is discouraged. Even the academic
discussion of political topics is not allowed.

Supevision and control of students with
a political object in view is nowhere
absent, degenerating in parts of the country
into actual shadowing and spying. We are

not here discussing how far such a state of

things may or may not have arisen from
political or administrative necessity ;

we
are only stating circumstances as they are.

And these circumstances lead many, if not

most, Kuropean professors, to bring to their

work the minds of police superintendents to

some extent, making them look upon their

students as potential political ofienders. We
do not see how mutual love and confidence
can grow in such an atmosphere. Nor do we
see how manhood can develop under such

circumstances. For after all, it is the aim
of universiities to make men ;

not to erect

palatial hostels and costly laboratories and

P^y handsome salaries to professors

:

fare the schoolt to hastening ill a prey,
Where wealth acscumulates and men decay.*'

It may be said that we are imijNorting

politics Intb the dUcussiml 0i an education-

h the riile^ then, llmt
.^

be imp^iaed soltttion or
nitcti^ii of edo^tibfiet qu^tions; : to : be

on
tbitA l^t qpy olSiciaL 7^^^ to
the vcapy the idea

^ fttident, ^gqiod-

ing what (besides text-hopks) hereadsiwbat
he says and does and writ^ what he beai^
what cornpany he keeps, &c., during^
plastic period of youth, so that.he may be cast
as far as possible in anon-politiGal mautd^
that this idea had nothing Whatever to do
with the genesis of the residential univemty
schemes. We do not think that any olficial

can say that the residential university idea; is

an entirely non-political idea, that it is not
in the least meant to tackle a political prob-
lem in a particular way. Whatever the
officials may say, let us be frank and say at

once that we do not believe in the current

pious opinion that studenU should have no-
thing to do, even in an academic way, with
politics. Man,—modern, civilised man, in

any case,—is a political animal. And if we
want our young men to be modern and
civilised, they must be political. Men do
not on coming of age all at once become
what they wish to be. There is prepara-

tion needed. Politics is a serious thing.

Unless a student takes interest in politics in

his youth, he cannot become a politician or

even a good citizen in his maturer years. No-
body has yet contended that the study of

history is bad for students, though we may
come to that yet. Politics is only contem-
porary history. If the study of past history

be good and necessary, is the study of con-

temporary history, of how history is made,
necessarily bad and needless? Govern-
ment, no doubt, wishes to control and
mould the lives of our students in order

that they not make mischief and get into

trouble ; but it should be remembered that

men who are, or have been made, perfect^

harmless, actually or potentially, men who
have been made incapable of mtschtel, are

also likely to be powerless for good. Control

should be such as to leave the devdop-
ment of many-sided capacity, initiative, re-

sourcefulness and strength of character en-

tirely unafiected. The gloi^ of taaii*i

nature lies in this that his qbiijiict itiay be
self-determined. Even iimocepcb, like- that

of some of the lower animals, is m^^ n .

it be not self-determined.

more one is deprived of the 6p|^ituhlty^a^
power of self-determiii^ acizvit^^

difficult is it made for him to xiia to the foil

fac^ht;.o7,.his being*/;''-;.-''

Much has bfi^^ 1^
11^ lie^
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'Maiaiiiji' lihimaei^''-iM'
of pipoitei^

^ ^ the piiviqirt

will make it

pteibility theto mky be la t1be

^
Oe^d fwden^tial universities of a aiaci^e

Kie jOif an elevating ebaracter, based

(Q^ # cordial and trustful

intercourse among the

of the students themselves^ there are

dl^busly difficulties in the way. There is^

^fa^in with, the great division between
Hisiidus and Iftisaitaaiis, A social cleavage

me rei^rds tatermarriage and inierdihing

has mcisted all along. Social intercourse

hii4, however, beeii^ Rowing in spite of

this cleavage. Lord Canson*s attempt to

create a Musalman province by the partition

of Bengali^ Sir B. Fuller’s **favourite wife**

thepiy,. Lord Morley’s communal over*^

representation of Musalmans and under-

reprei^tatioh of Hindus in the enlarged
legisiative councils, and similar causes have
nmde Hindu-Mosalman relations mote
stfieii^ than before. When the relations

iwtv^eu the gi^ of two coiii-

muaflses are
. pot cordial, they are bound

to younger
in sphere the Hindu

apd ^ ^f»aliban University schemes are

likdly: to produce siniilar results. The
PfOfC^ Uuniversity may not be a

Musatman University, in the sense of being
manag^ and stafied mostly by Musalmans
and rmirted to mostly by Musatman
stodeatf, but that it is profesmdly intended

to soothe Musalman Busceptibilities, ievery

newspaper^ireader knows; So that there

is no doa*^^^^ m the way of

l^pjiioti between

. ia-
'

separate ''bostala^^ ^But fvcp^'idsisr the
'

HihidUu^;ilieem

.be

Of We sjfieijK from our
. .exne|f$ibiih^'^''b^ Beioft-wie sjmdeftti*

:;.}Odii^i)gi:':^^ ^'-eaine:::- bnder, :tl!W!

' be ... hpfe;

til tim aam tide on
: dm floor 'in..tim';#aiiik.'tM»^'<--^^ ‘*the

principle id f«Ugiotii»:^sitf^^ h^
invaded the univmityi^oat^^ hostels

dnd memesi and Brahmos^afid^f^^

superior and inferior dine

together. To be fair, we isua^^
mactioaary .pbasas of tlia . iKadu revival

and of thei Svradedii have
also tended to produce 'tbis evil con-

sequence. But what waS: a tOadency^ p
duced by them jphates has^^^^^ b given

a fixed outward shape by of

religious neutrali ty.*' What toCiai li te there

would be in the pro|macd laitde^ uni-

yersities can also be imaginad /lmm the

annexed extract from an advertisement,

published in the Makraita of Poona, of the

officially managed Tata lOj^an Institute

of Science, Bangalore

Quarters are provided for the students at the rate

of Ks. 10 per lAensem. The students have up io the

Resent hetn divided into four messes, namely, the

Brahmin mess, the non*vegetarian Hindu me^, the

Bengalee mess, and ^e mess for those livinv in

European style. Separate mess rooms and kitchens

and a staff m servants are maintained in each mess.

If four messes (and there may be more in

future) based mostly on caste and province be

necessary for a very small' post-graduate

institution, how many, one fearfully won-
ders, inay a residential university require I

The object olthe present article is neither

to assail caste nor to artbek iiindu ortho-

doxy. The Inject is simply to show how
little chance ^there is^ a
social solidjEtrity spn^ng up bmpn our

young men i# tte

universities.
'' y;'.- -V;

From consideiiiibns’h^

the previ.ottS^'pa'ra^mflM''’^we-''^^^

the conclmilon that ! uffiyefeiiies

='inV.lhdia' ;^r
;
vipk ’axpecm3'''^#:';'|i|^

which they lipjrbduce' Qinmt Bri^t^
oHierW^^'^ Bdtwe4q ootM

'

' bV' dbipiaai^....'.lf to

Nffiink^ iba

^
.

'

-ajODOg’

euteiiMv
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' We wAiU
' him ii6>:eKondk bit

optijn«»m aie 4^ set have

Ve wi^ to one mofe coneideration

before the fo tte <pi^ of

expense. Wo do not the

proposed residentt^ univeiei ties would be

strictly and purely rdiidentialv or day

scholars residing with therr guardians in

the university towns would also be admitted.

In the former case the number of students

would be limited by two causes. Hostel

accommodation cannot he unlimited, and

the official tendency to restrict the benefits of

high education within narrow limits, would

stand in the way of the provision of ample

hostel accommodation. The second limiting

cause would be the comparatively expensive

character of residential institutions. So

that a purely residential institution
^

can

benefit only the favoured few ;
and if no

non-residential institution teaching up to

the standards of the residential university

be allowed to exist in the same town, as is

sure to be the case, then the poorer local

students would not only not be benefited

but would be actually deprived of higher

education. And the poorer students not

only form the majority of our young men
but are the most capable and aspiring.

Think then what the results of strictly

residential universities may be.

Supposing, however, that the proposed

universities would not be entirely residen-

tial, that they would also admit day-

scholars residing in the homes of their

parents or other guardians in the Uniw-
sity towns, in what respect would they diner

from our existing colleges, some of whose

students reside in college hostels and some

with their gunfHiansT Would the rose

smell sWeic^er^: becaw
another name ? Would
places of education simply'bi^um
poses to call them msidentrM

Apart from the expemsTve ohire^^
residential institutions, there » a. mon ^

fundamental question thit squires attehf

tion. H a student can . attend colh^ ;0r

university lectures from his honie, as a 4^
scholar, is it better for him to reside /Al

home or to reside in the college or imt
versity buildings? Is home-life betti^, or

college or university-life better? Unless his

home is really degrading and his home-life

really sordid, which cannot be predicated

of the homes of our students generally, we

think home-life, with its common joys and

sorrows, its little or great trials and sacri-

fices, its daily round of household duties,

such as characterise our homes, is betmr

than college or university-life. JVe are a

domestic people and our ideals are domestic.

Wider ideals should be grafted on these

without sacrificing them. ^But the compara-

tive view which we have taken of home-

life and hostel life has commended itself to

advanced thinkers in the West, too, as, the

following observations of Mr.* Frederick

Harrison will show

“The entire 'public school/ or barrack system, the

coilefife or cenobiie system, as practised in England,

with all their unnatural consequences and essentially

material spirit, may be, as things ^c, necessary evils;

they are thoroughly abnormal and vicious in principle.

The normal and noble education can only be given

in families, and not in barracks or convents. The

moral, religious and social stimulus of

to rise mainly there, and its ground-work should coiW

from the parents.”
^ ;

Of the vicious habits often originating^

school, college or university hostels, vye dq

not propose to speak in detail.

.1
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REmSTltlBUTION OF BOUNDARIES

Lwd Hariinge going »» for
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THE MODERN REVIEW FOR APRIL, <«3

,Qi», Md capitiaU ( Dacca and Calcutta)

dented and hew ones created. The
ISkhiMir^^ having passed, it is idle

tioW to inveigh against the Delhi expendi-

ihre^ hr the re^partition of Bengal. But
in / the redistribm of boundaries may lie

in expenses and the

:
arrangement which may

^ a hundred years to come.

L The Sorth^EasUrn Frewtier.— It will

. irt once be conceded that recent develop-

ments in China and in Tibet require the

presence in the extreme North-East of an
officer directly under the orders of the
Government of India who will keep personal

control of the marches between China and
Tibet on the one side and India and Burma
on the other. That officer with a few
assistants and . a sufficient military contin-
gent should be a peripatetic gentleman,
with his .dominions covering the Kachin
country 3nd the Lakhimpur district of
Assam (the most North-Eastern), the Daflas,

Akas, Miris, Abors, Mishmis et hoc genus
omne ; with one of his eyes across the
border and the other over these savage
tribes inside it. He should not have on
his brain such comparatively advanced
districts as Sylhet, Cachar, Goalpara or
Sibsagar; he should be keeper of the
marches pure and simple; and thus will

real adrninistrative efficiency gain, and not
by creating a mongrel province which will

be neither the one nor the other. By detach-
ing the Northern portion of existing
Burma (Kachin Country) from that
province, the Lieutenant-Governor of

Burma will be relieved of much
frontier troubles, and he will be in a
position to devote that time and attention
to Mandalay and Rangoon and Pegu and
Mouimein which their civilization and
importance demand. And be it noted that
tlte Kachins, Abors, Mishmis and most
Lakhimpur people are akin to one another
in language and come from the same Ethnic
stock. The capital of this N. £. Frontier
may well be placed at the beautiful village
of Sadiya—where there is already railway,
communication and where the buildings
and cantonments need not cost more than
a lew lakhs.

11. ; It follows therefore that the south-
ern portion of Assam from Sibsagar, south-

and south, should all go to the Bengal

Governorship, including:the .Naga country
and Manipur. This ttuct is iaterspersed

with hill tribes such as Garos, iChasis, Lu-
shais and Nagas; and they will serve to

^ive that spice apd romance to the Gover-
nor, which the marshes of Lower &ngal so

much want.

HI. To tack on the whole of Purnea,

and Santal Parganas, and Manbhum with

Dhalbhum to Behar is hardly justifiable.

They should go to provide a few healthy

and light districts to the Bengal Civilian.

And BO should the Oriya districts of Bala-

sore, Cuttack and Puri, and Ganjam (the

boundary being the Languliya River and

the port of Chicacole in Ganjam) go to

Bengal.

These districts of Orissa are so far away
from Behar that it is hard for their people

to get to it over the heads of the Nagpuri-

ans. The rest of Orissa consists of the Tri-

butary mahals— which are almost a com-

pact area of native states— which may tor

the sake of the Imperial word be tacked on

to Behar, without much discomfort to their

peoples.

IV. The Benares Division of the enor-

mous United Provinces, may, on account

of the linguistic affinity and the permanent

settlement of Land Revenue, be tacked on

to Behar.

V. The Doab^ viz,^ the country between

the Ganges and Jumna as far as is opposite

to Delhi and Gurgaon, vie ,—the U. P.

Districts of Bulandshahr, Meerut, Muzaffar-

nagar, Saharanpur and DehraDun and the

Punjab Districts of Gurgaon, Delhi, Roh-

tak, Karnal, Ambala upto Simla Mills—^o

be formed into The Viceregal Domains.

These are rich districts and will amply

pay for the reasonable
.

expenses of the

Viceroy and his councillors with their

offices. These domains will serve to be a

check upon extravagances of “superibr pur-

zons** and immaculate commanders-in-

chief. The Viceroy, instead of being the

supreme authority in India, is sure in his

isolation to be only a post office whet'e-

by will be communicated pious opimpns
for the enlightenment of the fossils of the

India Office. And the only pfattical use

of His Excellency at Delhi wUl be ^stows

and Darbars, Hofibiici and Oigiiities^ior

wbich^^ but rich
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^Brahmavarta and Madhya of old--

should be enough.

VI. H then the U. P. is to be shorn of

the Benares Division in the east, and the

Meerut Division in *the west, it may well

expand in the South. And we come to that

mongrel Province— the Central Provinces.

Linguistically^ thje northern portion of the

C. P. is Hindi speaking, and the Southern

(including the Berars) are Mahratta speak-

ing. Well let the northern portion go to

the U. P. and the Berars and the districts

of Chanda, Wardha, Nagpur, Bhandara,

Betul, Nimar and part of Hoshangabad be
made over to the neighbouring Mahratta
Government of Bombay. There will be
a distinct saving of the administrative

expenses in the C. P. whose revenue mis-

management has in times gone by resulted

in almost continuous famine and the direst

distress in the heart of India.

VII. What Bombay will thus gain, it

may be presumed, it will digest to the

satisfaction of all concerned. And it may
well give up Sind to the Punjab

;
Sind

being almost an independent administration
and Karachi being the sole port to which
the Land of the Five Rivers sends its

produce for export. The Sindis are more
akin to the Punjabi than to the Bombayite.

m
VIII, The Oriya speakinig portion of

Ganjam, it has already been suggested,
should be linked with the rest of the Oriyias*

IX. And lastly Ranchi or Hazaribagb
or Daltonganj should be the head q^uaHe^
right through the year of the Triple Gpvenl-
ment of &har and Chhotanagpur and
Orissa. The waste of money implied in a
summer capital and a virinter one is how
not only an anachronism but a folly when
good places are available which can
keep the brains cool, the body fit and the

mind alert throughout the year and which
will save the eternal flitting of Governments
to the heights of the Himalayas, to the

detriment of all interests save those of the

high officials concerned. One less therefore

will be welcome

!

1 have ventured to sketch the above idea

here, in order to direct attention—not only

of the Public but of the responsifafle Officials

to real economy—present and prospective.

I have much to say about each single pro-

posal made above ; but refrain, as much of

your valuable space should not be taken at

once by ideas which after all may strike

some as chimerical.

K. P. Boss.

INDIAN PHILOSOPHY AND ART IN THE WEST

I
ndia is looking outwards, eastward and
westward. She is trying to think in

terms of foreign travels. She is yearn-
ing to learn from all countries in order to

set her own old house in order. She casts

her eye on the whole globe and finds some-
thing to entice her everywhere. She dis-

covers good wages in Argentina and British

ColumUa : she scents cheap technical

education in Japan : she is attracted by the

pearLbufiness in Paris : she sees rank and
Wealth waiting for her at the Inns of Court
and Civil Sexvice examinations in

Lbndon
; ihe has iniiiiature exfaibitidnt of

her art-ware and curios aJmosit evOi^be^
at Najpti^i Gibraltae, Algeria and otherplaces

whi^vitb^ idle rich &
find lima

in evidence. That is a good omen, a
happy augury of better things to come.

Let our young men go abroad in groups,

companies and battalions, by shiploads

and caravans, in cargo-boats and cattle-

ships, in any way they can, if only they ge.

Let them run away from home and wire Tor

money from Aden or Singapore. India

must breathe the free, fre^ air of the sea

before she can recover her health ahd
strength. The ocean calls her. Sea-sickncss

is the best national tonic. The wandet*
lust must seize otir boys and girla^ and then
the new era will dawn: then the new (sira

ska// dawn.
But a lerious question ptesents itsm to

us at the outset. How can ^e
and good Will of the idim
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3% cotrntiy ? We Icnow that at
' nearly all pf

a ttatibfi i^e: have no sPcial

.People mayv'pity ns,

ti«* Misfortune by
to sympathy. Merit

pot mere siifierihg. Now^ 4| for the present simply hors de
. aoteba^'^e does not count at all* She is

;ai^tMied to be pensioned off from historym the time being. She does not figure in
ppH^^^ and no one cares for her. She may
as well not exist at all. She is just a big
aero and nothing more. Under these
circumstances, how can we show the world
that we are not savages or idiots ? How
can we claim social recognition and esteem
on account of our common kinship with
the Aryan races ? You know that after all

the Europeans and the Hindus are descend*
ed from the same dear old Aryan ancestors.
Only our forefathers chose India, which
had rather a hot climate, while the other
wanderers happened to pitch their tents in
colder countries. Hence this cursed pig-
ment, that erects a barrier between the
Hindus and other civilised races every-
where. WeiV that can*t be helped, for if

tlW kthiopipn cannot change bis skin,
still Ibss can the Hindu do so; But
we Wpuid like to re-assert our position
as fellpw-tnembers of the Aryan family in
peadtical life, and not merely in treatises

on philology and comparative religion.

That Is the problem. The cultivated class-

es in America;, France and Germany must
be taught to sympathise with India and
to appreciate hOr history and achievements.
It is only through our historical traditions
that we can call ourselves ^'civilised.*^ India
CaO/be cliiMd among civilised nations only
by tbe luinjnou^ her pre-

;

sOiitby shines by the

sun. So we must
tiy (b find some ^ home to
the classes of

America the eaeily-^^^
their kiQjm»^

^ riofMciiyb^ and may
'Worthy to be ilWiir

and in Arjjrsn iace

two

^ Of the
Caucasian inteilect le ouis^ w^^ have
also contributed to it.

Mere 1 tou^ . Upon that
we can employ in order to setsure for the
fimdus adequate recognition as a civilised
race. We must bring out all that is best
and brightest in Our history^ We must not
hide our light under a bushel now* We must
On the contrary advertise our intellectual
belongings everywhere, for a busy world
cannot find out a man or a nation that is

too timid or top modest to tell it the truth.
Modesty is a great virtue for the individual,
but national humility does not befit India
at this crisis. So we must furbish anew
all the old pots and pans, and send them
to the great centres of Paris, Berlin, Heiderl-
berg, Rome, Boston, New York, and
Washington. There we have good con*
noisseurs, who can judge of the merits of

different performances. India must make
ready to^ present to the world whatever is

valuable in her past work, for all backward
nations are on their trial, and time is pass-
ing.

Now of all the treasures of Hindu history,
one of the most precious is our philosophy.
Grammar too is among our masterpieces,
but the West has no use for taddhitu^ suffixes
and fcafcauriW compounds. The genius of

Panini and Katyayana cannot therefore be
made a marketable commodity now.
Ancient India was also great in the sciences
in Algebra and Geometry, in Astronomy and
Medicine^ but the mowm world can have
only an anriquartah interest in tht Sutva
Sutras and the Suty^ for
those old achievements have long since
been surpassed in the West. No one
will learn Astronomy from Arya^aitd or
Medicine froin Charaha, though a few
hints from them may be s^atcfuUy a^i^ted.
Literature is anoriier or our truifip
and we can play it eymi lori^kiasa
can never grow >wsoletCf eO' ioim as n^re
are young men and loi^

.’^orld*.". AUd.^Yah»iki:'vtoO^-w^ a
. gmat.

:

¥ lorn MutW



ANb ART m TWfe West 4lt

tiuiy gttiii a# for the

chariia* But ihe^ with

literature inbre than hall its

beauty in the^

only a gcfnius ein trand^te j^etry as Fita*

gerald trisnalated And even then

Fitzgerald is tQ Oinar much *^as moonlij^t
I

is to sunliglit ani^ as water unto wine,"

Neverthel^s good^ versions of Sanskrit epic

and lyric poetry can win popularity in the

West. My esteemed friend, Dr« A. W.
Ryder, Professor of Sanskrit in the Univer^

sity of California, has the gift of translat-

ing Sanskrit poetry into beautiful English

verse, and he is an ardent admirer of

Kalidasa and other dramatists. He is en-

gaged in writing a large volume on Kalidasa,

and has already translated the Megha-
dutam, Sakuntalft, and Mrichhakatika into

English. His verses can catch the popular
ear, as he is not pedantic, and tries to

interpret the poet rather than to give a
mere paraphrase of the original. I am
sure he will do a great deal to popularise

Kalidasa in the English-speaking world.
1 shall on some other occasion present the

readers with specimens of his poetry. In

the meantime, I only wish **more power to

his elbow," as the phrase goes.

Further, it is only Europeans who can
interpret Sanskrit literature to the Western
world through metrical translations. No
Hindu can hope to achieve even the slight-

est success in this line. 'Fhe poor perform-
ances of Mr. R« C. Dutt and others show
that this part of the work must be left to

gifted European scholars. The vink of

language, touched with alien fingers, gives

only> few jaiting notes^

I am one of those who believe that philo-

sophy and art are our best instruments in

this enterprise. Hindu philosophy is the

great lrmnd*foe of India. It is our pride

ai^ pur curse. ; h is the most superb

achufyement and the
most diimstrpus force in Hindu history. We
bayp^ tniKh iite fer it at home just now.
Wp liia^ muOb JBrahiaan and piaikit

fcwfv'tbevittomept; ^

or

oo Very

V -Ouir"' aoan^-' mktiOm-:

tual resources should berdevotkd edti

to practical pursuita to

physical speculation. But with: E^pe
Amerieattbe case.ts diffeient. These yi|[0^^ :.

rous races, in the heyday of their -/ciieiSVi; -

possess a superabundance of energy;^
seeks outlets in all direcrions. .T

lectual life is therefore extremely rich an^^^

varied. They can spare some of t^T
ablest men for such out-of-the-way pursuits

as the study of Assyriology and Ei^ptole;^
and the investigation of me bwtoty of fosim
and dialects. They are now in a condirion

similar to that of India 500 years before

Christ. They can develope all the arts and
sciences without injuring their social life in

any way, for they have more vitality than

they can consume in ordinary activities.

Hence they start to discover the North Pole

and recklessly sacrifice their lives for ayia*

tion. They welcome every contributioh to

their intellectual wealth, from whatever
quarter it may come. India can therefore lay

Europe under a debt of gratitude by intro-

ducing her philosophy as a subject of study

at Western universities. All European
scholars know that India is rich in meta-
physics. Prof. Deussen of Kiel learned

Sanskrit in order to study Hindu philoim-

phy, and he is now the ablest expositor of

the Vedanta in Europe. He has translated:

Shankara’s commentary into German*
Prof. Garbeof Tubingen is equally ena-

moured of the Sankhya, and his treatise on
the Sankhya ranks as a standard work,

He is also the translator of Aniruddha*s

Bhkshya on theSftnkhya. Prof. J. H, Wobds
of Harvard took the trouble of going to India

lor the study of philosophy, and he now
lectiires on Hindu philosojphy at that great-

est of all'American universities. Thus; we
find that there is a disposition in Wesmip
academic circles to recognise nur{^i^s0p%

;

as a regular subject of tuition JikaX^j^
or German philpaopby. Pral^JRhvV^O^

the noted Pali scholar, has ^
the Dialogues of Buddha will one. day-fii^ ;:

with the Dialpgues of Plato as iimst(^^
of. philosophical literature. - HiifVara iliia

Slpdeed .done India aii ^inestiimble Mrvm;
^ iaetiK^f^ Htmiu pMtosQpli^ '! tn
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in the

origi^M
;
& The example set by

faweaching results, aa

# Harvard does today, other American

\ ti^ii^itiei wilt do tomorrow. Harvard

; University in this country.

;:lt not Very reasonable to study Sanskrit

ior the sake of comparative philology

aiid arcbaeotogical research. Up to this

timei Sanskrit has been valued in the West,

pet for its literature or its philosophy, but

for the resemblance of its grammatical
forms to Greek words and the wealth of

information about early customs and beliefs

that caji be gleaned from the Brahmanas
and the Vedas. This way of looking at

Sanskrit did not serve any useful purpose

for us, as it tended to put Sanskrit on a
level with Zend, Etruscan, or any other

old and interesting language, which was
to be cultivated merely because the people

who spoke it happened to possess the

great virtue of being ^^primitive.'* But
the introduction of Hindu philosophy at

Western universities alters the situation,

for our philosophy deservedly ranks very

high in the estimation of thinkers. If the

Rigveda is read, a schdlar will rise with

the impression that the Hindus were a

simple pastoral and agricultural people,

fond of war and oftspring. And that line

of study does not lead further. But when
our classical literature and our philoso-

phical treatises are* studied, people know
that there were intellectual giants in India

in those days. Our philosophy takes the

Western mind captive on account of its

variety, its boldness, its thoroughness, and

its clearness. Every one knows that Prof.

Max Muller became an admirer of the

Vedanta only through reading the Vedanta
texts for purely literary purposes. It is

imiipOBSible that the wonderful range of

Hindu speculation, beginning with the

Chirvtkas and the M&dhyansikas and ending

with die Sbinkaras should not excite the

admiration of all students of philosophy,

whatevij^, iheit personal views may wi.

I myielf dp not subscribe to any system of

Hindis phApsophy, but 1 see that those/old

thiu^iu perbups e^aoste^
of human tbought-M the field m pure ineta*

physics. 1 imow a protewdr ^ojf ^Sandcrit

whU diils the Hindus *>|peeiMisti in idiilo^

Sophy/’ Tito bur pbilbsophy m

a connecting link bettoto the educa
classes in India and Europe* /

The work of presenting our philosophy

fo the West can best be ddne at the Univer-

sities, for the common people as a rule

have not much time for {^ilosophy. It

is only the superior minds that go in search

of Reality. To the nia|ority of mankind
the world of the' senses is the alpha and
omega of life, as MSdhavilcbArya sadly

complained long ago. The Universities

keep philosophy alive, and philosophy keeps

the nation living, for philosophy, rightly

studied by the few who are fit for it^ is the

mother of idealism in ethics. But we must

remember that our old methods of treating

Hindu philosophy must undergo a thorough

revision, if we wish to introduce it at the

universities here. On this all-important

subject I have to submit the following

observations.

First, Hindu philosophy must not be

offered in connection with any religious

sect or cult. It must be altogether dis-

sociated from religion of every type and

variety, for the universities are not con-

cerned with religion at all. They may
welcome pure philosophy, but have no love

for any Eastern religion. In fact they are

absolutely neutral in religion. If religion

and philosophy are mixed up, it is philo-

sophy that suffers, not religion, for religion

has nothing to lose, while philosophy loses

its very life-breath, its independence and
rationality. However valuable religion may
be from a certain standpoint it must be

divorced from philosophy.

Hence we must take care not to inter-

pret Hindu philosophy after the manner
of Shankara and Ramanuja. We should

rather take the earlier philosophers like

Kapila, Buddha and Briha8pati (?) for our

models. Shankara’s great Bhftshya is a
theological treatise as well as a phtlosopht-

cal dissertation. Now the West is not

interested in our old quartets about Sruti

and Smriti. It does not Care wbether cer-

tain texts of the Vedas and the Upahishads

can be tortured to support Advaita, Dvatta

or Sftnkfayg. It does liot base philoMqsfay

on ancient dilapidated Sanskrit verifi^ of

dmibtful . Aulhenticity and qiiestiibnable

It tt ior tbttrpa^
Xhbid Otiikiiig kny lofdgaer to read what
Ji MXi^poied to be the mtoe)i>ib^ of Hihdu
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philosophical literature—Shankara’s ShAri-

mka Bhftshya. That famous book is full

of the highest wisdom and the most dis-

gusting nonsense. No . European can read

all the interminable, discussions, on the

texts of the Upanishads without learning

to despise our philosophy and our philo*

sophers. And such important and interest-

ing inquiries as those relating to the eligi-

bility of the Devas and the Shudras for the

study of 3rahma-vidy& would evoke un-

qualified derision in any philosophical

circle. Hence we must not wash all this

dirty and very old linen in public here.

We must take the wheat and leave the

chaff. We should re-edit and re-arrange

the abundant material that we possess. At
present it is not in a fit condition to be ex-

hibited out here.

Secondly, the distinction between ortho-

dox and heterodox systems, that was esta-

blished by cunning priests, must not be

exported beyond the confines of India. The
West does not ask if the ChArvAkas or the

Jainas accept the authority of the Vedas

:

it only wants to know if they could reason.

Our old formula of the sanctity of Sruti has

no meaning for the Western world. Hence
we should study all systems and interpret

them rationally. The absurd scheme of

classing six systems as orthodox and the

three great systems of the Charvakas,
the Jainas and the Buddhas as heretical

is a remnant of the age of priestly

fanaticism. It has no place in our time.

Even Prof. Max Muller was misled in

his treatment of our philosophy by this

ridiculous and artificial enumeration. Dr.

Stuart, of Stanford University, asked me
why Max Muller discussed only six sys-

tems while 1 told him that there were nine

and more. I had to explain that the six

systems were needlessly kept distinct from
the others as “orthodox”—an idea which
amused him very much. Hence we must
not bring on the theological rubbish with us

when we come here.

Thirdly, we must not study Hindu philo-

sophy in the partisan spirit that prevails

at Benares and Naddea. The universities

here do not require NaiyAyikas, Vedantins

or Yogis. They can appreciate critical and
well-informed students of philosophy. The
war-cries of the different schools have no
irjt^est for them. Of course a scholar

4^3

will have his preferences but no one
should make a kind of sect out of a systeiii

of philosophy. The Hindu practice of
attaching oneself to one system and “pro-
fessing” it, is altogether alien to Western
modes of thought. Our earnestness about
philosophy has degenerated into fanaticism.

This spirit must be got rid of before a
person can expound Hindu philosophy to

the West.
Fourthly, philosophy must be separated

from all mysticism and practical work.
For instance, the universities do not expect
or desire a professor of philosophy to help
the students in realising Brahman all at

once, or practising prAnAyAma, Asana, dhi-
rana and other yoga-exercises, or preparing

for a life of renunciation and asceticism.

We have to present only the intellectuai

aspects of our philosophy, and must not

introduce breathing-lessons in connection

with lectures on PAtanjali. Philosophy

will get a bad name, if it is regarded as

the hand-made of yoga.* I believe that the

less we talk of yoga and its funny injunc-

tion the better it will be for us both in

India and elsewhere.

Fifthly, some knowledge of Western
philosophy must also be acquired in order

to interpret our philosophy in terms of

European thought. Students are easily led

from the known to the unknown, from that

which is familiar to that which is remote.

Hence it is almost impossible to make a
course of lectures on Hindu philosophy in-

teresting and instructive without refer-

ring to European philosophers fur points

of contrast and comparison. European
thinkers appreciate Hindu philosophy more
keenly when this method is followed in

exposition. Our terms are so strange to

them that they are at first puzzled as to

their meaning. Besides, some of our

theories, which may at first sight appear
fantastic, assume quite a respectable appear-
ance when they can be affiliated to well*

known Western doctrines. For example,

an effort can be made to establish some
relation between Panini’s 1'heory of Words
and Plato’s Theory of Ideas. I may add
that the association of Panini’s name with

the theory of words discussed in Shankara-
bhAshya, Sarva darshana-sangraha and
other treatises is entirely my own device for

giving a name to this remarkable and
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if we can compare ;

Mtio we really provide Pamni

iwl^ a good introductory letter for Western
already their «. teacher^

^^^a^ one who may be said to have some-

[
in common with him wilt be received

light, in the same way, points of

o^jtact can :be discovered between neo«

a the Sankhya, Fichte and
ttt ttc. It is a fascinating and fruit-

fiiilline of inouiry.

>51 believe that Western universities will

soon karn to value Hindu philosophy, if

tkie plan is carried out. A good text-book

ia also needed. I hope it will be forth-

coming in the near future. Philosophy is

our ladder ' to social recognition in the

assembly of nations as members of the

Aryan family.

The second string to our bow is Art. All

cultured people in Europe and America
love art or have to say that that they love

it. A taste for art is a fashionable accom-
plishment, like an automobile or a summer
villa. Ladies who know nothing of art

must go into raptures over old pictures

and ugly busts, for they belong to the cul-

tured classes and are expected to appreciate

art. Well, something is better than noth-

ing. As they say, assume a virtue if you
have it not. Such homage to art will pave
the way for real worship. But oriental art

is not known in the West as it ought to be.

America has taken steps to enrich its

museums with specimens of Japanese art.

The Boston Museum sw a fine

collectioh of Japanese art tbat if hasb^
called ^*the Oriental Lmivrew*^

Kakuso, the famous autho# of ^Ideals of

fhe East,** has been engaged to interpret

i

apane^ art and bring further coniributions

rom his country. It would be a great

advantage for u«, if something like this

could be done lor India* Lecturers on
Indian Art would be cordially welcomed in

American society. But they ihust know
their subject thoroughly. They must not

be mere dabblers irn art. They must also

be able to treat the question of art*^evelop-

ment in India historically.

• Scholars possessing a competent know-
ledge of the history of Indian Art can do

much good to our country by coming here

as lecturers and expositors. They cannot

expect to make money by this work, but

lovers of art need not be told that money
is the last thing in the world worth troubl-

ing about.

In conclusion, 1 would ask young India

to look ‘‘outward.” The whole world is

open to you. You can make careers for

yourselves everywhere, if you are worthy.

Youth should yearn for experience and

adventure. Come out of your Indian holes—
or homes. See the world and its ways.

Know the great nations and make your-

selves known to them. 'I'lien all our hopes

will be realised—not before, not before.

Hah Dayal.

DARJEELING

ARJEELING is the summer capital of

Bengal. It is also a health resort.

It it frequented by pleasure* seekers,

too. Summer and autumn are the seasons

when it is full of visitors.

Ontil the year 1878, when the Northern

Bengal State Railway was opened fortraffic,

the route from Calcutta to Darjeeling,

available for those who had the time,

money, and energy necessary to undertake

so forihiteble a journey, wasW rail from

Howrahf tha te^^ of tlia East Indian

Railway on the west bank of the Hoogly,

to Sahebgunge, a distance of 319 miles ;

then by steam ferry across the Ganges to

Carragola, thence by bullock cart to the

river opposite Oingra Ghat ; after crossing

which, again by bullock cart or palkee

gharry to Pumeah, Kissenguhge, Til^a,
and Silliguri, whence the ascent commeiv^,
via the Punkabaree Road, which jorns m
present cart road at Kurteong. - v
The whole joum^ took from iivi to six

days, and waa abMt as e^nsting
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A Tibetan merchant and his wife. A Bhutea woman with a baby. Two I..epchas»

uncomfortable a journey as can well be

imagined. Those who can recall what the

journey was in those days, while doing it

in comfort now in less than 24 hours, may
well look back to it as a horrid nightmare.

The traveller has to cross the Ganges at

Damookdeah, 116 miles from Calcutta, by
a large ferry steamer, which proceeds to

Sara Ghat, on the north bank of the

Ganges.

A curious feature connected with the

crossing of the Ganges is that, - in conse-

quence of the ever-changing nature of the

river, cutting away the bank as it does at

one place and increasing it at another; the

point of departure on one side and the point

of arrival bn the other has frequently to be

altered many hundred yards (sometimes

several miles). The place where at one

time a station etisted and trains were

running, is at another time a waste of waters.

So, again, tte spot where shortly before the

picturesque native boats placidly glided,

may iireseht the bustling scene of a railway

station. 'V
tliese frequent chai^^es of the river

reqbtfe easeful na^^^

s^l boats;

k be no^ that riiemiiOm

A Bhttfm Woman. /

6f lAe can rmd jfa ikKtki ra tin

, it oiiBiy fldt be oet of place to a<|te, lbr
.
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A Bhutea Coolie. The Ghooni Dwarf. The Ghoom Witch.

the traveller’s comfort, that it is advisable

before leaving Silliguri to put on extra

clothing for the upward trip, and to have
an overcoat or extra wrap handy, so as to

guard against the comparatively great

changed of temperature. The traveller will

also do well to provide himself with a
watereproof coat in the rainy season, i.e.,

from June to October.

The upper, or northern, part of the Terai,

at the base of the hills, is covered with
forest and dense jungle, except where
clearances have been made for tea or other .

cultivation.

Ascending now to the hill-country, we
find a tribe calle^ the Lepchas, who are the

primitive inhabitants of Sikkim, which, of

course, in its wider application alsoincludes

British Sikkim or Darjeeling. Their phy-

siognomy is markedly Tibetan in its

character; their language is radically

identical with Tibetan, though there are

important points of difference ; they

weair their hair Tibetan fashion, plaited

into pig-tails; they have many customs

in common with the Tibetan race ; and
their religion, such as it is, is a modified

form of Buddhism. All these facts point

conclusively to the trans-Himalayan origin

of Lepchas, though they differ in many
resprcts from their Tibetan prototypes.

Still this race, so long as iu historical

traditions go back—a period of three

hundred years,—has been hemmed into the

Sikkim tract of mountain country, barely

sixty miles in breadth. The Lepchas have
a language of their own with written

characters. They possess a tradition of the

Flood, during which a couple escaped
to the top of the Mountain Tendong, near

Darjeeling. The Lepcha, unlike* most
mountaineers, is timid, peaceful, and no
brawler, qualities which contrast strongly

with those possessed by his immediate neigh-

bours to the east and west, of whom the

Qoorkhas are proverbially brave and war-
like, and the Bhutanese notoriously cruel

and quarrelsome. He is of short stature,

four feet eight inches to five feet, broad
across the chest, and with muscular arms,

but small hands and slender wrists. The
face is broad, flat, and of eminently Tartar
character, flat-nosed and oblique-eyed, with
no beard and little moustache. The
complexion is sallow, or often a clear olive.

The hair is plaited, the women wearing two
long pig-tails and the men only one, this

being the most readily distinguishable mark
between the sexes, as the similarity of gar-

. ments and the hairless faces of the men are

apt to mislead the stranger. The lower
limbs are powerfully developed, befitting

genuine mountaineers. The feet, like the

hands, are small. The Lepcha, tho^h
very womanish in the cgft of his cowite-
nnnce, has invariably a mild, franki andeven
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A group of Nepalese. A Bhutia Woman and three Tibetans. Two Nepalese Coolies.

engaging expression. The young girls are

particularly pleasant to look upon, not

from any beauty of features, but from their

smiling faces and evident good nature.

The children also are bright, lively, laugh-

ing urchins. The old women, however, are

not so pleasing in appearance. The
Lepchas as a race show a particular aver-

sion to- cold water, and neither their persons

nor their garments can be described as

clean. If they come to a river, however,
they readily take the opportunity of bathing,

being very expert swimmers. In disposition

they are amiable and obliging, frank,

humorous, and polite ; in their address free

and unrestrained, and without a trace of

the servility of the Hindus. They may be
seen scampering about and playing like

children, the woman often dealing out

tremendous thumps to the men in a good-
humoured way. Their worst faults are

indolence and a penchant for gambling.
They are honest folk, and receive pay or a
present with a brusque bow and thanks,

and without the grumbling look the Bengal
coolie, handsomely remunerated, is accus-

tomed to put on in the hope of extracting

more money. The Lepchas invariably cany
a long, heavy, straight knife, called a ban^

which serves them equally for plough,

tooth-pick, table knife, hatchet, hammer,
and sword, though to the last use it is never
kn«^ to be ap^ied.
The Lapchas have a code of morals far

A Mongol Lama with rosaiy and prayer wheel.

above thoae possessed by their Tibetan and
Bhutanese neighbours, polyandry being

unknown among them, and polygamy rare.

Considering the rigorous nature of the

Sikkim climate, their dress is very scanty,

a cotton garment, with red and blue stripes,
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wound round the body aind reaching to the

knee, with a loose-sleeved woollen upper
ganhent in the coldest season of the year,

being all they wear. The dress of the

women is very similar to that of the men, a
small sleeveless woollen cloak being added.

Both sexes wear ornamental girdles round

the waist, and their costume altogether is

quite unique and decidedly picturesque.

The Lepchas seldom wear hats
;
when they

do, they are clumsy affairs made out of

platted strips of bamboo, extravagantly

broadbrimmed for rainy weatherand conical

in shape for the dry season. They also

construct a curious and ingenious sort of

umbrella out of a mat of plaited bamboo,
doubled across and sewn at one corner of
the fold ; into this corner the head is thrust,

and the body is then admirably protected

right down to the thighs, while both hands
are left quite free. The women wear a
profusion of ornaments, silver hoops in their

ears, necklaces of cornelian, amber, and
turquoise brought from Tibet, pearls and
corals from the south, with curious silver

and golden charm boxes of amulets attach-

ed to their necks or arms. These last are

of Tibetan workmanship, often of great

beauty and highly ornamented, and of

considerable intrinsic value^*^ they contain
little idols, charms of wrijilth prayers, or

the bones, hair, or naifpairings of a Lama.
^Vhen a Lepcha woman puts on full dress,

her upper cloak is of gay pattern, usually
covered with crosses, and fastened in front

by a girdle of silver chains; her neck is

loaded with silver chains, amber necklaces,

&c., and her head adorned with a coronet
of scarlet cloth, studded with seed-piearls,

jewels, glass-beads, &c. This costume is

extremely ornamental and picturesque.

The Lepchas are gross feeders ; they eat

anything and everything, whatever they
can find, animal or vegetable, snails, cater-

pillars, fungi, and leaves being included in

their dietary. A coarse pink-coloured rice

grown without irrigation and gelatinous
when cooked, is their chief sustenance.

Pork they are inordinately fond of, and
they do not scorn the carcases of cattle

which have died of disease. Their cooking
is coarse and dirty : spices, oils, salt, &c.,
are added as relishes. They drink out of
little wooden cups, turned from knots of
maple or other wo^s; these are carious

and very pretty, often polished, and
mounted with silver. Their intoxicating

drink is made from partially fermented

vfurwah grain. They are very fond of tea,

and drink it in the English fashion with

milk and sugar when these commodi-
ties are procurable. They also use large

quantities of the brick tea manufactured in

China for the Tibet market, this being

made into a semi-solid liquid with butter,

soda, and salt added. The only musical

instrument they possess is a rude flute made
of the bamboo, with which, however,

they play tunes that are by no means

inharmonious. When travelling, or after

the fatigues of the day, the Lepcha will sit

for hours chatting, telling stories, singing

in a monotonous tone, or making music

with his flute. Their marriages are

contracted in childhood, the wife being

purchased by money or by labour rendered

to the future father-in-law. The marriage

tie is strictly kept, its violation being

heavily punished by beating, slavery, &c.

In cases of intermarriage with foreigners,

the children belong to the father’s country.

All the labours of the house, the field, the

march, devolve on the women and children,

and the men may frequently be seen rock-

ing the tiny bamboo cradle, while the

women are hoeing, digging, delving,

tending the life-stock, &c. Among these

people vaccination is eagerly sought after,

as they have a horror of small-pox, cruelly

shunning persons who may chance to

become infected with the disease. Disease

of any kind, however, is rare among the

Lepchas, though they are subject to

rheumatism and to intermittant fevers, with

ague, caused by sleeping in the hot valleys

at the beginning and the end of the rains.

They have a particular dread of death.

Their dead are burned or buried, sometimes

both, much depending on custom and rank.

Omens are sought in the entrails of fowls,

&c. In religion the Lepchas are marvel-

lously mixed up, and may be described as

Buddhist-Hindu-Demonolators. Each tribe

has a priest-doctor, or exorcist, who by
prayers and invocations drives out the

devils^ which are supposed to be the origina-

tors of all bodily ailments. These priests

profess mendicancy, and sing, dance, beg,

bless, curse, and masked and drap^ like

harlequins, often play the part of merry
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Kanclianjangha Peak.

mountebanks. Those that affect more of

Lama Buddhist carry the “ Mani,” or

revolving praying-machine, and wear
rosaries and amulets

; others again are all

tatters and rags. Good and evil spirits are
devoutly believed in, and the latter, who
are supposed to dwell in every mountain,
rock and grove, i^e conciliated by prayers.

Altogether the Lepchas may be summed up
as a race conspicuous for their honesty, their

power as carriers and mountaineers, their

skill as woodsmen, and their unfailing

cheerfulness of disposition. Numerically
weak, it is well that they are not of a
pugnacious character, otherwise they would
^ave been long since exterminated by their

turbulent neighbours in Nepal and Bhutan.
I'he women, it may be added, make excel-
lent children’s servants, and the men are
^ot averse to turn their hands to any indoor
work.

Another aboriginal tribe named the
^huteas are found in considerable number
throughout Darjeeling. They are the
lewers of wood and drawers of water,
taking service as porters, dandy-bearers,
&c. It is to be observed that the term
' Bhuteas ’* does not mean the natives of
Bhutan

; the latter are called Bhutanese, or
Bl^ma people, in allusion to their spiritual

cLief, the Dhanna Rajah or sovereign

Ferns in the Botanical Gardens—Darjeeling.

pontiff of Bhutan, and spiritual head of the
red-capped sect of Lama Buddhist. The
Bhttteas are of several classes, some coming
from Tibet and others from Bhutan, a third
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clan being indigenous to Sikkim (though

undoubtedly former emigrants from Tibet)

;

and a fourth being a cross between the

Tibetan-Bhutea and the Lepcha. The
Tibetan-Bhutea is the best of the lot, biit be
is turbulent and cruel, and of his morals the

less said the better. The Bhutan or

Dharma Bhuteas are most commonly seen

at Darjeeling. They are the coolies and
drudges, doing most of the real hard work
of the place. The Sikkim Bhuteas, also

called Arrats, are a turbulent and drunken
lot, a remark which also applies to the

mongrel class, who are known as Sharpa
Bhuteas. To take all the varieties together,

it may be said generally that the Bhuteas
are a most filthy race. Their sole attire is

a long loose woollen robe, confined at the

waist by a belt or a rag of unknown hue.

The upper part of this garment forms a
receptacle, into which they cram all sorts

of incongruous articles, including often

putrid fish or meat, which they use as a
relish with their food. They carry long

knives in their belts. Both men and
women wear silver rings set with turquoises

and square amulets of gold and silver upon
their necks, and on their arms above the

elbow ; in their ears large round ear-rings,

often of solid gold, and so heavy that they

drag down the lobe of the ear in a very

iUgly mannerwv The women also load their

necks with strings of coral and glassbeads,

also pieces of amber, glass, and agate.

These " ornaments simply represent the

savings and wordly wealth of the indi-

viduals who wear them. The Bhuteas of

both sexes are tall and of large frame, and
their capacity for carrying heavy loads is

mervellous. They usually carry their bur-

dens by means of a strap fastened across the

forehead, a practice which is said to

conduce to the prevalence of goitre among
them. They are a most industrious race.

The women spend most of their time, when
not carrying loads, in spinning wool ; from
this they weave a particularly thick woollen

cloth, of which they manufacture their own
garments. The Bhuteas keep large herds

of cattle in the Forest Reserves, and they

bring into Darjeeling supplies of milk and
butter. Polyandry is a recognized institu-

tion among them. As a race they are

devoid of delicacy and modesty, and the

marriage tie, where it exists at all, has but

scanty respect paid to it. They are greatly

given to drunkenness, and distil all manner
of alcoholic poisons from rice, wheat, and
millet. Their religion is a sort of depraved
Buddhism

;
they are followers of the red-

capped sect of Lamas, and believe in the

efficacy of the praying machine ; but they

offer all sorts of propitiatory gifts to evil

spirits, and surround their houses with tall

bamboo flag-staffs, from which they fly

cotton streamers covered over urith block-

type prayers for the wind to carry up to

heaven, and for preservation against the

**evil one.” Some of the Bhuteas are

nomadic in their habits, migrating with the

season with their herds of cattle. They are

the medium of a large portion of the trade

in salt, wood, musk, cattle, &c., with the

Tibetans. They bury their dead on the

mountains, raising cairns over them.

Their language is a dialect of the Tibetan

and has no written characters. There are

several Bhutea villages within a radius of

six or seven miles from Darjeeling station,

where the race may be seen amidst their

evidently congenial surroundings of mud
and filth.

They are of a particularly humorous
disposition and are always to be seen

laughing and joking with each other.

Within recent years Nepalese have come
into Darjeeling in great numbers, their

services being eagerly sought for on the tea

plantations, and they now form nearly 70

per cent, of the total population. They
are a pushing thriving race, very prolific,

and great colonizers. The Nepalese are

excellent agriculturists^ as well as carpent-

ers, blacksmiths, tailors, &c. ; they accord-

ingly find ready and well-paid employment,
being also engaged as domestic servants,

syces, leaf-cutters, &c. Those who enter

Darjeeling usually settle down in the

district, some of them being fugitives from

Nepal on account of minor crimes, for

which no extradition treaty exists, or

because of their having been head-over-ears

in debt. Moreover, on returning to their

country they are mulcted in considerable

sums, a payment which they are naturally

reluctant to incur. The Nepalese will live

in the same village with the Lepchas, but

they occupy a separate quirter to them-*

selves. They are divided into almost
innumerable tribes or clans, erroneously
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A Merchant from SiUkim. A Nepalese Coolie Woman. A Lama mendicant.

called castes. In physique they are wiry,
light, and agile, short and slim, wonderfully
active and hardy, and warlike and brave to

a degree. I'he Goorkhas, who form the
ruling clan, make soldiers second to none
all the world over, and the British Goorkha
regiments are one of the great elements of

strength in our native army. They are,

however, by no means a quarrelsome race,

which is well, for every Nepalese carries a
deadly-looking curved knife^ called a
and can use it with great effect when occa-
sion demands. I'heir religion is a strange
mixture of Hinduism, Brahmanism, and
Buddhism, with traces of Paganism pure and
simple.

Further particulars, however, may be
given in regard to the Tibetans proper,
who in the cold season come into Darjeeling
to trade, bringing with them ponies, yaks,
sheep, goats, rock-salt, musk, and other
commodities. They take back with them
tobacco, broadcloth, piece-goods, and
other articles. When in the district these

people usually camp out in small light tents
on the Lebong Spur, i,ooo feet below
f^arjeeling. They are polyandrous, it not
being uncommon to find one woman occu-
pying a tent with six or seven men. v Their
features are truly Mongolian, and the men
&re ian uncouth wild-looking lot, middle-
sUed, squarely built, and evidently strong

and hardy. They do not wear beard, whis-
kers or moustache, removing every hair

from their faces by means of tweezers. The
men wear their hair either in pig-tails or

flowing as fancy dictates. Their dress

consists of a long thick blanket robe, fas-

tened round their waists by a leather belt,

in which they stick their iron or brass pipes,

and to which they suspend their long knives,

chop-sticks, tobacco pouch, tweezers, tinder

box, wooden cup, and a rniscell aneous
assortment of other useful articles- The
dress of the women is somewhat similar, but

they wear in addition a short sleeveless coat

over the long robe, drawn round the waist

by a girdle of broad brass or silver links.

Their hair is braided into two tails, and
they have a peculiar habit, when travelling,

of smearing their faces with a black sticky

mess of coal-tar consistency.

This pigment of grease is not intended to

conceal their charms, as some travellers

have supposed, but to protect the skin

against the biting mountain winds. Both
sexes wear silver rings and ear-rings, set

with turquoises, and square amulets upon
their necks and arms, which are boxes of

gold and silver, containing small idols, or
the nail-parings, teeth, or other reliques of
some sainted Lama, accompanied with
musk, written prayers, and charms. 'Fhe
Tibetan method of salute is to loll out the
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tongue, grin, nod, and scratch the ear;

but this procedure entails so much ridicule

in the low countries that they do not
practise it to strangers.

It will thus be seen that Darjeeling is one
ol the most polyglot places on the face of

the earth. The vernaculars spoken are

Lepcha, Bhutea, Nepali, Tibetan, Hindi,

Bengali, and Hindustani. There is further

a hill patois called Pahari, written in Hindi
or Devanagri ( “ Language of the Gods *’),

and used in all official police reports.

Sanskrit is also understood and written by
the Lamas.
The population of Darjeeling, as we have

seen, is a conglomerate of many races. It

follows that the prevailing religions are
also a good deal mixed. We And Bud-
dhism mingled with worship of the Hindu
goddess Kali, and with demonolatry pure
and simple. The Bhuteas, of all the hill-

tribes, come nearest to being pure Bud-
dhists. The Nepalese are most closely

allied to the Hindus of the plains. Still,

the spirit of Buddhism prevails over the
whole district, and tinges to greater or less

degree every creed. Lamas from Tibet,

moreover, are everywhere present, and we
have seen that the Lepchas, whose religion,

such as it is, is mostly demon-worship
undisguised, have a deep reverence for these

liuddhist priests. Monasteries are scattered

all over Independent Sikkim, and their

number in Tibet itself is simply incalcula-

ble. They are called goom^, and are

perched on hill-tops, the building being
usually a wooden barn-like structure erected

at one end of a stone platform. A very fair

specimen is the temple at the Bhutea hustee

close to Darjeeling. Many of these monas-
teries contain manuscripts, Sanskrit, Tibetan,

and Chinese, of immense value. The sole

occupation of many Lamas is the printing

and transcribing of books. Others make the

flutes, whistles, cups, &c., used in their

worship. A third class are doctors and
conjurers, professing to cure disease by
exorcising evil spirits and to bring on rain

at seasons of drought by certain mysterious

rites. Certain Lamas are also taught in the

monasteries such handicrafts as the manu-
facture of clothes, boots, hats, &c. Others

again are skilled in cooking, baking, and
house-keeping generally. The ragged,

dirty Lama mendicant is often enough seen

in Darjeeling Station. He wears a black
mask, dances, sings, and perhaps plays on
sonie oddly shaped musical instrument,
prhile an equally dirty and ragged urchin
collects the alms that are offered by the

onlookers. The Lama carries with him
the inevitable praying-wheel, and as he
whirls it round he chants out in dreary

reiteration the invocation Om Mani
Padme Hum*’ ('*Hail to Him of the Lotus
and Jewel ”).

The temples contain these praying-wheels,

large and small, some simply twirled in the

hand, others turned by ropes or straps, and
a few at places actually rotated by water-

power. Within each cylinder are deposited

written prayers, and the turning of the wheel

is a quick and ready means of getting

through with these devotional exercises.

On the wooden altar which faces the door-

way, are placed bags of juniper, tufts of

flowers, peacock’s feathers, clay ornaments

and offerings, brass cups full of water, conch-

shells carved with the sacred lotus, human
thigh-bones fashioned into trumpets, human
skulls fashioned into rattles or drums, tam-

bourines, bells, and other articles. To the

right and left of the altar are shelves, with

books and manuscripts, kept carefully

swathed in cloths. Round the temple are

numerous poles, with rags on which texts

are inscribed, fluttering in the breeze.

Similar poles adorn the villages. The

custom is, when one of the inhabitants

dies, if his relsitions can afford to pay for

them, to set up two additional poles or

flags in honour of his memory. It is also

common to hang votive rags to trees, &c.,

to conciliate evil spirits; a goodly display

of these is commonly seen on the top of

Observatory Hill, Darjeeling*

The matutinal devotions of a Buddhist

priest have been thus described by Dr.

Hooker

'*We were awakened at daylight by the discordani

orisons of the Lama ; these commenced by the boys beat-

ingthe great tambourine, then blowing the concn-shelI.s,

and finally ihp trumpeteand thigh-bones. Shortly after-

wards the Lama entered, dad in scarleti shorn and

barefooted, wearing a small red mitre, a loose gown

girt round the middle, and an Under-garment of

questionable colours, possibly once purple. He walked

dong, showly muttering his prayers, to the end of the*

i^rtment, whence he took a brass Ml and doige, and

mting down cross-leg^, commenced matins, counting

his beads, ringing the bell, and uttering dismd
prayers. After various disposals of the
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l>eU was violently rung for some minutes, himself
snapping his fingers and uttering most unearthly
sounds. Finall^r incense was brought of charcoal with
juniper sprigs; it was swung about, and concluded the
inorningj service, to our great relief, for the noises
were quite intolerable.”

It may just be added that the Lamas have
no prejudices against admitting strangers
into their places of worship, being rather

pleased than otherwise to show the sights,

and quite ready on invitation to say their

prayers in presence of the visitors, turning
the praying cylinders—not always .with a
veiy grave face but often with an amused
smHe and a twinkle of the eye that imply
^acknowledgment of the sham—-and indus-

12
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triously droning forth

the never varying in-

vocation, “Om Moni
Padme Hum.”

Sookna Station,which
is 7j^ miles distant from
Siliguri, and 533 feet

above sea level, is the

starting point whence
the trains have to begin

their actual ascent of

the mountains.

The jungle, after pass-

ing Sookna, grows
denser and denser and
the ear-piercing chirrup

of the cicada is, at

times, heard on all

sides. The Forest De-
partment Depot is pass-

ed, and some elephants

may probably be seen

standing about after

their labours in the

forest.

The thick and magni-
ficent foliage of the sal,

toon, and other numer-
ous timber trees here

attract notice. The
graceful creepers and
orchids pendant from

the trees, the impene-

trable jungle grass and
varied undergrowth,

produce a splendid

picture of tropical vege-

tation, and the gentle

sweeps of the line give
the traveller many a pretty glimpse of the

forest scenery of the “Terai.”

In the fastnesses of the ”Terai*’ lurk

wild elephants,* rhinoceri, tigers, leopards,

wild buffaloes, wild cattle, and deer, as well
as hogs, wolves, wild dogs, monkeys, and
many other small animals.

Among the smaller varieties of game are
hares, jungle fowl, peacocks, partridges,

snipe, woodcock, wild ducks, geese, and
pigeons of various sorts ; amongst the latter,

a bronze-winged green pigeon is the most
beautiful.

» On one occasion wild elephants compelled the
driver to uke his train back to Sookna Station,
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A Dandy.

also^ sijiMgs of re.
veraes, carried ont with
the view of obtaining
an easier ascent.

At the 25! mile a
halt >s made at one of

the numerous watering
stations.

A few yards up the

road is the largest

water-course on this

side of the range,

known as the “Pagla
Jhora,” or “Mad Tor-
rent.” It has cost

considerable sums to

control, and has given

great trouble to the

road. In July, 1890,

during “the rains,”

nearly 800 feet of

road and line were

carried away at this

point and for 500 feet

on the upper road.

The rainfall on this

occasion was over 14

inches in six hours.

It is the chief outlet

of the rainfall due to

the striking of the

clouds against the

Mahaldiram range, and,

after heavy rain, is a

roaring torrent in which
large boulders are toss-

ed about.

The town of Dar-

jeeling is some 307
" Slumber of the Clouds “—the panoramic view of clouds from Phalut.

norths

,
ward of Calcutta, is

Jungle fowl and pheasants are also met situated in 27^*2' 48'' north latitude and
with in the hills, and bears, leopards, and 88^ 18' 36^ east longitude, and occupies a
musk and other deer are sometimes found ridge which varies from 6,<oo to 7,<oo feet
on the higher mountains. above the level of the sel This ridge

Tigers have been killed at an elevation divides into two spurs, thickly wooded
of 7,000 feet near Kurseong, but only in except where the demand for timber has

„ cleared the hill sides, and the mountains
The many “loops or spirals on the descend steeply to the Great Rungect

Darjceling-Himalayan line are interesting Riyer, which, together with the Rammon
as feats of engineering, and form parts of and Teesta, form part of the northern
the^ works undertaken for the purpose of boundary between the district of Darjeeling,
easing the gradients and so increasing the or Bntisb Sikkim, and Independent Sikkim,
hauling power of the engines. There m The annual rainfall in Darjeeling is.
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Interior qf Geeng Monastery.

the severe cold of the

winter in Darjeeling they

must choose some other

time.

The Malt, the Peoplc*s

Park, the Botanical Gar*

dens, and the walk round

the north face of Birch

Hill are some of the

places frequented by visi-

tors.

iThe “Bhootea Bustee,’’

or local village of the

Bhooteas, is situated on

the east side below the

Mall ; here, at times may
be seen absurd and grotes-

que Lama dances, which

take place at the Bud-

I dhist temple, where there

is also a large praying

wheel, &c.

The Dandywallahs of Darjeeling.

on an average, about 125 inches. Four-

hfths of this may be said to fall between
the middle of June and end of September.

During November, December, and January
the temperature is as low as 25* at night,

the weather is superb, and magnificence of

the uninterrupted view of the snowy range

and all surrounding scenery, indescribable.

The traveller should choose this season to

see the place, as daring the rain;|r season

the clouds and mist frequently hide all

views-

This advice is meant for European travel-

lers. As Indians of the plains cannot enjoy

Three classes of Bhoo-

teas are to be found in

the Darjeeling district -

namely, the Bhooteas

proper, belonging to

Tibet ;
Bhooteas from

Bhootan, and Sikkim

Bhooteas. Also Sharpa

Bhooteas—a cross between

the I'ibetan Bhootea and

the Lepcha.

^‘Bhot,*' according to

Dr. Hooker, is the general

name for Tibet, not for

• «Bhootan. The Bhooteas,

who are natives of Bhoo-

tan, or of the Dharma
country, are called Dhar-

ma people, in allusion to

their spiritual chief, the Dharma Rajah. They

are a darker and more powerful race than

the Tibetan Bhooteas, rude, turbulent, and

Tibetan in language and religion, wi^
the worst features of those people exag-

gerated.

The Dharma people ate numerous in

Darjeeling; they are often runaways from

their own country.

The Lamas, or priests, form a large pro-

portion of the population of Bhootan.

Entrance into the priesthood is obtained

by the permission of the Deb,
,
or Seculaf

Pajnh, on payment of a fee. In addition
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Prayers are also pro.

dticfed on strips of

cotton or calico, fixed

vertically to poles;

these may be noticed

in many roadside places.

The Lamas say that

the soul of religion is

mental abstraction and

the withdrawal of the

mind from all mun-

dane consideration, in

order that the thoughts

may be absolutely con-

centrated on the attri-

butes of Buddha; but

the most devout of

them may be seen

listening to, and smiling

at, the conversation of

others, whilst they pass

the beads through their

hands and mutter their

everlasting formula. I'he

conversion of Bhooteas

to Buddhism has not

altogether eradicated

their paganism. I he

common people believe

in an innumerablc’^host

of spirits, and make

offerings to them of

flowers and bitf-' of

coloured rag; which may

be noticed in some

Lebong

Mount Everest (Gourisankar) from Darjeelinif.
BhoowaBustS!* affords

to their religious duties, the Lamas are

charged with the medical care of the

peo^e ;
but, as exorcism is the only system

of treatment attempted, assurance on the

part of the practitioner, and faith on that

of the patient, is all that is needed.

. Lhe village Lamas, and the people gene-

rally, confine their religious exercises to

telling their beads and rotating their prayer

wheels, with the constant, dreary repetition

of the sentence, “ Om—mani—padme—
Hum.** Their preparation for a future state

seems to consist in the personal or vicarious

performance of this rite ;
hence the praying

wheels and machines, by which countless

tfpetitions of the sentence are produced.

a charming ride, and is worth the visitor s

attention. On this spur, barracks for

European troops have been built.

The hotels and boarding houses are often

visited by traders in curiosities of sorts.

“Prayer wheels** may be bought, but these

rarely contain the genuine sacred writings ,

of the Buddhists ;
the makers are satisfied

with inserting strips of old newspapers.

Buddhist bells are also brought for sale,

besides “khukri,** and “bin** knives, collec-

tions of butterflies, some of which ar^

worthy of attention—dried ferns, sturfeo

birds, skins of the musk deer, etc. Tails of

the yak of Thibet, and the skin of the

gorgeous monal pheasant, can also be
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A group of masked Lamas.

A Cane-bridge, narjeeling.

obtained. Jewellery, turquoise, agate,

snuff-bottles, may also be included in the

list of these traders’ wares.

Photographs of the scenery around

L^arjeeling are available at several shops

;

some of these are worthy of the best

collections.

Darjeeling can also boast of its jackals,

and a story is told that they were imported
some years ago, together with crows.

J^ackals are, however, to be found at

Kiurseong, and other places on the road,

and it seems possible that they have follow-

ed civilisation up from the plains.

‘‘Ctat-bears/’ peculiar little reddish

altinoals, are common in these mountains,

43?

and skins may, at times,
be purchased. I'he most
handsome skin which can
be procured here is that
of the snow leopard,, but
it is rare.

We now note, inci-

dentally, that the cinchona
plantations in the Dar-
jeeling district were com-
menced by Government
about 1862, and ar0 now
giving a good return.. The
chief plantation is- at
Rungbi, in a long, nairow
valley. Iq :;:there

were 2,oq6 :acres of

Government cinchona
plantations, in which the

trees were fr<»m 4 to 30
feet high, according to

age. The cultivation has

now extended greatly, and
cinchona febrifuge is a
recognised article in the

market.

The chief glory of

Darjeeling is its splendid

panorama of “snows,”

The finest view is to be
obtained from “Tiger
Hill,” near Senchal.

»

The ride from Darjee-

ling to Senchal is not a
great undertaking

; and if

the visitor can only be
favoured with a clear day,

and undertake to be at

“Tiger Hill” (8*514 feet), near the site of

the old barracks on Senchal, before sunrise,

he will have before him one of the finest

sights of the snowy range which the

Himalayas can afford. We will quote Dr.

Hooker’s description of the scene :

—

"Early next morning I caught my first view, and 1

literally held my breath in awe and admiration. Six

or seven successive ranges of forest-clad mountains, as

that whereon I stood, intervened between me and
the dazxling white pile of snow-clad mountains,

among which the giant peak of Kinchinjinga rose

2o,ouo feet above the lofty point on which 1,stood.

Owing to the clearness of the atmosphere the snow
appeared, to my fancy, but a few miles off, and the

loftiest mountain at only a day’s journey. The heaven-
ward line was projected against a pale blue sky, while

little detached patches of mist clung here and then
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The Milkman of Darjeeling,

places where taeursions may
be made from Darjeeling.

The most albbitiotis, and
at the tame time enjoy-
able, trip to be made from
Darjeeling is out to the line

of mountains to the west
of the town, and which form
the boundary of Nepal, and
are known at the Singalila
range. The highest moun-
tains of this range are the

tel lowing (i) Phalalum,
otherwise called Phalut,
height 11,811 feet; (2) Su-
bargum, height 10,430 feet

;

(3) Tongloo, height 10,074
feet. The first of these

mountains is of a conical

shape, but on the summits
of two last named some

to the highest peaks, and were tinged golden yellow
or rosy red by the rising sun.'*

Mount Everest (29,000 feet) is seen to
advantage from “ I'iger Hill.” “A jagged
line of snow” connects the two highest
mountains—Everest and Kinchinjinga
(28,000 feet). This line of peaks is not. so
much a chain of mountains as* the advanced
portion of the vast mountain region of
Tibet, frowning the immense country to
the north of India.

On the way up to Senchal may be noticed
the water-pipes which convey water to the
town of Darjeeling. The supplies are taken
from the water-courses at Senchal, 17 springs
being tapped. Darjeeling is thus placed
most favourably as regards water, and it is

plentiful even in the driest weather.
Should the visitor not care for the journey

to “Tiger Hill,” he may, except for seeing
Mount Everest, get nearly as fine a view of
the snowy range from “Observatory Hill,”

above The Mall. The elevation here is

7,x68 feet, and more than 24 peaks ranging
from 10,000 to 28,000 feet high are visible,

not counting the smaller mountains.
The visitor to Darjeeling district, if

unacquainted with the manufacture of tea,

should, if possible, pay a visit to one of the
numerous tea gardens and factories; this
will not be difficult by obtaining an in-
troduction to one of the planters.

it remains yet for us to notice a few

extent of undulating land is

found.

The excursionists should make all arrange-
ments to move “camp fashion” as regards

bedding, cooking utensils, and food^ as also

servants. I'here are staging bungalows in

charge of watchmen at various points along
the route, and these contain some little

furniture.

^ There is another Irib which is not difficult

of accomplishment from Darjeeling, vie.,

to the junction of the Rf^ngeet and Teesta

Rivers, and to the ftew suspension bridge,

which was built to supersede the old cane

bridge. This latter bridge was made out

of the large hill cades, similar -to those

which, shod with iron, are in use as “Alpine
stocks.” The cane bridge was so continually

being swept away by the floods that it was
found necessary to erdet a more permanent
structure.

The new suspension bridge was put up
through the agency of the Public Works
Department. It has a clear span of 300 feet

between the abutments, and the roadway
is 20 feet above the highest floods. It was
a curious procession when the wire cobles

were taken down from Jor Bungalow tb the

Teesta {via the Ruogaroon Road): some
80 coolies, walkjng one behind another,

canried the long snake-ltke steel wiie (465
feet long) cables down to the site of the

bridge, and travelled the 18 miles in idiree

di^--
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The Eden Sanitarium it meant for Euro-

peans, and the Lowis Jubilee Sanitarium

for Indians.

The climate of Darjeeling is so admirably^

adapted for children that it is not surprising

to find a large number of European board-

ing-schools located in the station. But

Indians have not taken advantage of the

climatic excellence of Darjeeling for this

purpose. The Maharani School for Girls is

their only enterprise in this direction.

Dr. Hooker described Darjeeling as a

paradise for children, and his words hold

good to this day.

The benefit to their elders is no less

remarkable, and there are few diseases

common to Anglo-Indians which will not

be cured or alleviated by a stay in this

most delightful of health resorts. Those in

a thoroughly debilitated condition must, of

course, observe discretion
;
for after a long

residence in the plains, the large organs of

the body are generally debilitated, and in

the hill climate the heart, the liver, the

lungs, the stomach, and the kidneys all

have their work increased,-— the heart by
the extra exertion of the hills, the lungs by
the rarefied air making deeper and more
frequent respirations necessary, the stomach
by the additional quantity of solids taken,

the liver by the change from heat to cold,

and the kidneys from the action of the skin

being diminished. In advanced stages of

cardiac disease, it may be pointed out the

elevation is probably too great, and the

heart is unable to bear the increased strain.

However, no one seriously affected in any
one of the five vital organs just named
would be 80 foolish as to proceed to

Darjeeling or an]^ other health lesort with-
out skilled medical advice. It may just

be mentioned that the climate, from its

equable character, is simply invaluable in

the case of consumptive persons. A trip

to the bills is, of course, next to a sea-

voyage, the great specific for fevers. All
minor maladies, caused by overwork,
climatic influences, or indigestion, disappear
like magic in Darjeeling, the dry season
being especially adapted for nervous diseases.

Asthma, as a rule, is not benefitted, the

extremely rarefied air being against the

patient who is suffering from this painful

complaint. The rains are not suitable for

those subject to bowel-complaints unless

great care is exercised, cases of diarrhoea,

having sometimes to return to the plains to

get relief. Hill-diarrhoea, a very imper-
fectly understood malady^, is sometimes
prevalent during the wet season, even those

not specially predisposed being affected.

But it may be truly said of Darjeeling

that it suffers less from this cause than any
hill station in India. Children do hot seem
to be prejudicially affected by the rains;

they are bright, happy, and rosy-cheeked

all the year round. Epidemics among
them are extremely rare ; measles, whoop-
ing-cough, and chicken-pox have now and
again made their appearance, but in an
extremely mild form. The sanitation of

Darjeeling may be described as excellent in

every respect.

I'here is no disguising the fact that the

climate of Darjeeling is a humid one.*

• Mainly compiled^from Thacker's Guide Book to

Darjeeling and Illustrated Guide for Tourists to

Darjeelingt
Darjeeling-Himalayan Railway Company.
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English. likely that its history should have interest for the
studmt of Indian antiquities or for the general reader.

’ But that is not so. As the author rightly says
^ It is not yet time when a history of India worth

[
the name can be sought to be written. We have

’ still to proceed through the tangled \vood to find
• out the old and forgotten tracks by which many

scattered tracts all over the vast continent of a countiy
Sonpur is a small Native State in the Sambalpur were once connected tog^her. At this stage we have

Dv^riet, now forming part ck the new province of only to work with patience to collect materials from
Bertar and Orissa. It may at 6rst sight appear un- different sources.

Sot^r in the Sambalfur Tract ; by B, C. Maaumdar,
B.L., if. R, A. S.t Vakil, Sambalpur, Printed am
published 1^ A, €, Sarkar, at the Brahmo Mission

Press, s/J, Cornwallis Street, Calcutta, Pp,

-fvm. With six illnstroHons prinied on art paper
Cloth, Gilt-lettered,
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f..ct the little streamlets of provincial historical re-

cords flow on for the present, with unabated cnerfafy,

ihrouf^ the unseen and unnoticed hilly regions, to

Ifive rise to a migfhty river of a full-bodied history

in the remote future.

He has published in this book some results of his

orififinal research in a popular form.

The book consists of twelve chapters treating^ of

the Geofrraphy of the Sambalpur Tract, the Phvsical

Aspects of Sonpur, the Aboriginal Tribes of the Sam-
balpur Tract, Antiquity of the Samliatpur Tract, the
Karliest Hindu Rajas, the Chohan Rajas of the 5?am-
halpur Tract, the Early Chohan Raj is of Sonpur,
Raja Prithvi Singr Deo, Raja Niladhar Sinp Deo
Bahadur, Raja Pratap Rudra Singf Deo Bahadur,
Maharaja Sri Bira Mitrodaya Sinjj Deo, and the
Status of the Sonpur Chief. There are beside.s four
appendices treatingr of some copper-plate grants, a
^^dess called Stambhesvari Dcbi, and a new rcll-

ftious creed called Alekhism.
Not having^ any expert knowledge of Indian anti-

ouities, we are unable to pronounce any opinion on
the author's theories and conclusions. But we have
no doubt that they deserve the serious attention of

workers in the field of Indian history. Even the
general^ reader will find many portions of the book
interesting and instructive, as for instance the follow-

ing extract :

—

The life of Raja Pnatap Rudra Sing Den Bahadur
i.s most interesting and instructive. He was the eldest
son of Raja Niladhar Sing Deo Bahadur by his first

wife Rani Durgakumari Devi, a daughter of Kumar
Padmanath Sah Deo of the Chutia Nagpur Raj
family. He was born on the full moon day of Asharh
of the Saka era 1 775. This date corresponds to 22nd
July, 1853. When Rani Durgakumari Devi died
leaving her son, an infant about nine years old, Rani
Gundicha Devi, the mother of Raja Niladhar Sing
Deo Bahadur, took upon herself the guardianship of
the Infant Jubaraj, and employed two educated
Oriya Pandits to give him lessons in Oriya and
Sanskrit.

When quite young, the home life was far from
interesting to him, and he devoted most of his time
to acquisition of knowledge by living in the company
of hi.s teachers. When a boy of sixteen, the Jubaraj
was married to the eldest daughter of Maharaja
Udit Pratap Deo of Kalahandi. According to the
custom of the Raj families, two or three young maid-
servants came from Kalahandi in the company of
his newly married wife, and these young maid-
servants expected it as a matter of right that they
would be treated as wives by the young Jubaraj.
But all the members of the Raj familV were greatly
surprised, when the Jubaraj declined to enter into
the apartment of his wife, unless and until the young
maid-servants would be altogether removed from
the house. As the environment was not seemingly
favourable for the growth of such moral force in the
character of a young Prince, a little storm arose in

the Raj familv, when this noble resolution was firmly
proclaimed. The old order had to change to give
place to the new. The novel procedure in the life

of the Jubaraj was then widely discussed and criticis^.
It i-i trae that a wife in a Raj family has to sub-
mit wilJingly to the situation of being one out of many
on whom a Raja ora Rajkumar is pleased to confer
some favour. But, *however much the ladies of high

rank may be used to such i life, they arc sure to
feel elated when their husbands live a life of purity

So greatly devoted the wife of Raja Pratap Rudra
Deo was to her husband that she simply worshipped
her loving husband throughout her life.

However much conjugal love may prevail in .society,

a wife in an aristocratic family i.s sure to be supersedi

ed by another co-wife, if she fails to give birth to a
son for a successor; for the main object for which a

Hindu should marry is to get a son. ^Wli IWI

Urtn is the text in all the work.s of Smriti. When the

first child of the voung Jubaraj proved to bo a
daughter, Raja Niladhar Sing Deo Bahadur arranged
for a second marriage for his eldest son

; but the

.W^^'raj in his firm determination rejected the

proposal and said that nothing could induce him to

take a second wife. How this proposal endeared him
to his wife, we can clearly see. But his father became
greatly displeased, as in his idea the son was not

obedient to the father. The Raja Bahadur, however,
waited for the second ch.ancc

;
but this time too the

mother of our present Maharaja was delivered of a

female child. There was consternation in the Raj

family, and Raja Niladhar Sing Deo became strong-

ly determined to give another partner of life to the

Jubaraj who might be lucky in the matter of bringing

forth sons. Pratap Rudra Deo remained firm In

his resolution, and solemnly declared that he would
not, under .any circumstances, know any other wo-
nian for his wife, even though no son be born to

him. By this determination he incurred the dis-

pleasure of his father, and his bather never again be-

came favourably disposed to him, though he subse-

quently became the father of five sons.
When a erv of despair arose in the Raj family,

the beloved wife of Pratap Rudra Deo commenced
to observe fast on Mondays in the name of Suver-

nameni Mahadeva with the desire that she might

be b1e.ssed with a son. On the 8th day of ibc

month of July of the year 1874 Jubaraj Pratap
Rudra and his wife were actually blessed witn the son

who is now the Maharaja of Sonpur.
The book is neatly printed and got up. K*

Ancien* India, hy .S\ Krishnaswami Aivangar, M.
with an Introduction by V, A. Smith. {S. P*

K. Depository
^ Madras^ tgri)t XIV-^452 and 2

maps. Rs. 4.

Under the above rather misleading title, the author

has published a collection of 19 essays, previously

printed on various occasions. As Mr. Smitn admits,

"A volume of this kind, which is rather materials for

history than history itself, necessarily suffers from un-

avoidable overlapping and repetition, and from a

lack of unity," Only the first and fourth chapters

deal with Ancient India, and they are well-written

summaries of facts known to scholars. All the other

chapters concern Southern India, and in most of

them the author writes with an ea.sv mastery of his

subject. Indeed, as an original contribution to

South Indian History Mr. Krishnaswami's volume »s

of high value, and has rightly gained the praise of

a competent judge like Mr. V. Smith. We particular-

l)r appreciate the chapters on Mysore history (v. viii""

xi), in which the Tamil palace-records have, for the

first time to our knowled^, been utilised for English

readers. This account of Mysore is as luminous as
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{5
original and informing. There is no useless

ailinff UP of details, no overloading of parts in dis-

card of symmetry. But the materials are arranged

admirable method and effect, and the writer

asses from epoch to epoch with ease and grace,

•aving distinct impressions bf each on the reader's

iind. There is nothing perfunctoiy, and nothing

cavy in Mr. Krishnaswami's work.

Again, the chapters on the literary and religioas

evrlopment of Southerh India (vii, x, xii, xiv. and

riii and the account of the Chola administration

)p. rsB—igO throw a flood of light on our country

]d people in the ages gone by. To most readers

nitside the Madras Presidency the history of Southern

ndia is a dry catalogue of names and a haze formed

ly the clash of evanescent dynasties. Mr. Krishna-

wami’s book will dispel their ignorance and show
hem how interesting, full and instructive South

ndian history can he made by a master of its original

laterials. This volume must occupy a prominent

lace on the bookshelves of all who wish to complete

ipir knowledge of India’s past. The printing is

eat and correct, and there are several genealogical

ws to assist the reader.

P. 273. why Ginjeel The word is pronounced as

inji. P. 292 and elsewhere, for Ranadhoola Khan
ad Randtiulah Khan, P. 294. for Khan Khan
ad Khan-{~Khanan, A long account of these

luslim expeditions to Mysore and the Karnatak
given ill the Persian history of Bijapur entitled

mth-i-salaiin.

Jadunath Sarkar.

Hindi.

Maryyajanak ghanii and other stories^ by Shree
Safyodfva, Printed at the Keshava Pressf

Benares,
Price as, 6, Crown 8 vo. Pages tro.

This is the second publication of the Satya-grantha-
da series, the first One of which we reviewed some

ago.. It consists of four very interesting tales the
»t of which is pre-eminently nice. The plot of the
it A^hcharyyajanak ghanti, is dexterously handled
d is based on a scientifle subject. The second
drti.kalima" graphically describes the status of

dian labourers on the western coasts of the United
of America. At the same time, such is its

irm that one does not feel inclined to stop before
''hing it. The third is the translation of a storry
fn the. pen of a famous French writer. The
rih, though short, is instructive. The book is ad-
ably suited as a present to all, young and old.
i sadly lack publications of this type in Hindi.

ti^ a Vaidyaka Sammilan aur uska Karyyavivarna,
Edited ify Pandit Jagannaih Prasad ShuJkl and
yinted at the Raghavendra Press, Allahabad,
'rown 8 vo, pp, 262, Price 12 an,

'he Editor of this book is a well-known Ayurvedic
ctitioner, who is enthusiastic about the spread of
irveda on scientifle lines. His ably-edited month-
'Sudhanidhi” is the only noticeable medical journal
'lindi. The book contains the proce^ings of the
d Vatdyaka conference held at AllahAad. Its

-f value consists in the collection of the speeches of

of the best known Ayurvedic practitioners in

if I including that of the President, Kavira] Gana-
1 ‘Sen, M. A., L. M. S., Kavibhusan. In some

w

of the speeches certain novel discoveries of the speak-
ers are alluded to. The conference ifself is a move
in the right direction. Every one will ardently wel-
come the regeneration of the ancient Ayurvedic system,

, the only one best suited to the needs of India. 'I'he

book may have been priced less.

M. S.

Hindi-Urdu.

Taakire^Sucharuvanshi by Babu Ramdas M,A,
The Hindi part printed in Sudarshan Press,

Allahabad, and the Urdu Part in the Anwar
Ahmadi Pres^i, Allahabad, To he had of Babu
Prahhu Lai Gour, Sabai Mandi, Ujjain.

This book consists of six parts, only the last of

which is written in Hindi. It has considerable ethno-

logical interest and concern it.self with the Gaur
Kayasthas, who claim to be descended from Sucharuji,

son of Shree Chitraguptaji. The first part j*ives a

general account of the subcaste, tracing its social,

moral and intellectual status from the ancient times

to the present age. The .second part is a directoiy

of the places inhabited by the Oaur Kayasthas, while

the third is a directory of the Gaur Kayastha.s them-
selves. The fifth part consists of ceiiain appendices,

notable among which is an extract from an iin-

g
ublished history in Persian fioni the pen of Munshi
adasiikh Saheb, who lived In the beginning of the

nineteenth century'. The sixth part gives in a con-

solidated form the customs and riiuals of the Gaur
Kayasthas and goes so far as to collect together the

song sung at the different ceremonies among these,

The number of this sub-caste of the Kayasthas,

though spread in many parts of India, is very small

;

and it is this fact which has enabled a work like the

one under review to be published. The sub-caste is

very jealous of its customs and is proud )f the purity

of its descent, and there is an impress of these facts

in the book. There are materials in the book
which if compared and sifted along with similar

materials regarding other ca'^tes and sub-casics may
throw much light on certain hi.storical facts. Other
castes may also come forward with authentic ac*

counts of their own nistoms and their own histories.

The predominance of Urdu in the book i.s indispens-

able, as otherwise it would be unintelligible to a vast

majority of those for whom the book is primarily in-

tended. . However, the fact that Hindi has been un-

able to establish itself in the good grace of a vast

number of up-country Kayasthas is not something on
which they deserve to be congratulated.

Marathi.

Musalmani Riyasat: by Mr. Govind Sakharam Sa^-
desai, B,A,, and published by Messrs, Damodar
Savalaram and Co,, Bombay, Price Rs, 2^8,

The great commotion which has overtaken the
Islamic world at present, the Pan- Islamic movement
which is making frantic efforts to spread its branches
all over the world, the recent awakening of Moslems
in Persia, Turkey and Egypt, the supreme efforts
put forth by leading men in those countries to assert
their claim to an independent existence as a nation (in-
dependent of monarchical as well as of foreign control)
not to speak of the rather aggressive attitude ta^*
up our Mahomedah brethren in India in adyancinn
What th^ caH their superior right to political coRceimoS
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based on thdr actual or supposed superior political

importance in India, these nave forcioly drawn the

attention of the reading public to the history of the

rise, growth, decay and fall of the Mahomedan po^^r

in India. The Musalmans both in India and outside

,

the country have happily a long and brilliant record

of past achievements preserved in Tawarikhs, letters,

copper-plate grants, sanads, etc. The Mahomedan epoch
takes the sixth rank in ancient Indian history,—the first

being Vedic, second the Brahman or Upanishad, third

the Buddhistic, fourth the Hindu ana fi^th the dark

ages. But it ranks first in the history of Modern India,

being the predecessor of the Mahratta and British

periods. Tnough compared with the vastness of

ages and strange vicissitudes of life through which

India had to pass before and since the arrival of the

Musalmans in India, this epoch of Mahomedan rule

covering over 750 years is nevertheless a sufficiently

long period for tiny human beings to exhibit their

physical, mental and moral powers individually or

communally. It was in this period that Arabic and
Indian or rather Hindu civilisations first came into

contact with each other and were since struggling to

gain ascendency in India. They were struggling, but

were by no means exclusive. They were mutually

helping by adopting the policy of 'give and take’ in all

departments of civilised life such as literature, arts,

science, and architecture, religion too not excluded.

The great Mahomedan power which forms the subject

of the volume under review has been practically

extinct in India for the past hundred and fifty ye.ars

and more. Yet even now one can see Islam stamped

as it were on many of the social customs of the Hindus
(e,g., the purdah system), Hindu literature (especially

poetical j, Hindu science (such as of alchemy, medicine,

&c.) and architecture {vide works on Indian art by Sir

James Fergusson, Sir George Birdwood, Havell,

and other European writers). The materials of the

Jiistory of this period are not wanting. They are ample
though scattered. European scholars like Alberuni,

Myer, Curtin, Sir H. Elliot, Mallcson, Keen,
Stanley, Lanepool and others have laboured for a
number of years in the field of historical researches

and have drawn out immcnce materials which other-

wise would have lain buried. Cap.ible Indian writers

too, fortunately, are trying to walk in their foot-steps

and have not iinoften shown splendid powers of

research. The Right Honourable Mr. Justice Amir
All, K.C., whose history of the Sarancens is a monu-
mental work, has taken the lead and is closely

followed by our learned friend Babu Jadu Nath
Sarkar, M.A., with whose painstaking and patient

researches in Moghul history, especially in the history

of Aurangzeb’s time the reaoers of the Modern Review

are quite familiar. The book under review is unique

in its importance, considering the paucity of the

Mahratta scholars devoting themselves to making
researches in Mahomedan histoiy. The Marathi

literature, though it stands second among Indian

vernaculars in respect of richness and variety of works

(the Bengali literature carries off the palm in this

respect), hitherto contained no work worth mentioning

on the history of the Mahomedan rule in India. Mr.
Sardesai's book thus must be considered as the

pioneer in the field. The honour is not easily won.

The book bears evidence on almost every page of the

vast labour which the compiler had to undergo and

the busy hours—rather years—spent over its produc-

tion. Mr. Saidesat haa klt^-^^^^^^^ Mahomeils
Hindu, English, imiapped, tlwtt^ he has drawn
on books of Europeait tyfiters and in some places
imbibed their eonduriohs which are not iusiifiaS

,
The author has left no stbna unturned in tnakinv hi

book as complete as possible. He had at his disposs
the splendid State and Palace libraries of Barodi
He personally visited several places of historic impon
ance, was at great pains to revise and correci hi

information in the Ught of new researches, and lasil

he illumined his volume with pictures reproduced froii

original paintings preserved in the Khuda Bukhsi

Library at Patna.

%

This much is to the credit of the author and w
must certainty give Caesar his due. It is a pity a

the same time that Mr. Sardesai should have showi

at the end of the hook sudden impatience after yean

of patient labour. His volume consisting of over got

pages of the crown 8vo size bristles from cover t<

cover with stirring events which flow in the quid

succession of cinematographic pictures and allow om

little time to adjust one's vision. It takes one rapidh

through an epoch rich with dazzling splendour ant

leaves one in .1 bewildered condition. It reads like i

novel producing a variety of characters and charming

the reader with the panorama of events only to dis-

appoint him at the end. A bulky volume of historv

consisting of over 900 pages giving everything likely tc

interest its reader but without a chapter at the end

giving a brief review of events recorded or containing

a summary of conclusions drawn would in EngHsii

literature be looked upon as a grave absurdity. But

Mr. Sardesai has actually produced such a work-^i

work on the Mogul Empire—without a line of explana-

tion of the causes that led to its rise, growth, dcriinc

and fall. This omission is almost unpardonable m

an ambitious author like Mr. Sardesai.

drawback which is noticeable in this book, ^nd wn'c

unfortunately is characteristic of every oricni.‘«l rj'O’,

however bulky and magnificent, is the absence ot a"

index. Mr. Sardesai gives in an appendix a list 0

historical and geographical names alluded lo in

book and excuse himself for the omission ot

index by pointing at the ‘full contents'^ which cove

only 5 pages, thus evincing an ab^lute disregard 0

the convenience of the reading public.

The general get up and illustrations too, 1 am sorry

to note, leave much to be desired.

V. G. Apt*.

Gujarati.

Rai Rajendra ne, ( To the Emperor) a poem, ^
Nanalal Dalpatram Kavi, M,A,, printed at

Lakskmi Art Printing Works. Byculla, Bombay-

pp.ye. {igti).

This little oblong book, is printed on fine art papef

and garnished with artistic pictures. As. its name

implies the poem is one of welcome to their Impef*'

Majesties on their Royal visit to India. The illustra-

tions and the ideas are both in keeping, in a word

they are both fine. This dainty little work is fit

eveiy way to be laid at the feet of their Majesties.

To be appreciated, it has to be seen and read, and we

think, every library, private and public, would be in*

richer by possessing a copy ot this illustrated

rhapsody.
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Translation of TotPs Vpts, /, II, by

mmbhai PaUhcha ^IQuhbarir Sdiior isf iKe

fjna, sold by N, M, Tr^paihi, & Co,i Bombay,

Printed at the Surai PHnHkgr Press, Surat,

Ph. and 321, Strong cloth bound, (/9//).

fHce Rs. tofor hoik VoU,

These two substantial volumes represent the labours
,

of Mr. Bha^fubhai extending Over several years, and

the result is reproduction tn Gujaiati of one of the

most valued works on Rajputana by one who loved the

romance and the chivalry of the.province as well as he

loved his own country. There is another translation

of the same work, also placed
:
On the market. We

have our own doubts as to there being Want for two

such translations. The language of this translation

is simple, and in many places has preserved the

inimitable spirit of the original.

yikramoroashiya Natak or Parakram ni Prasadi,

trausloied by Keshavlal H. Dhruva^ B,A., Head
Master, High School, ^hmedabad, Printed at the

Satya Narayan Printing Press, Ahmedabad, Cloth
bound. Pp. 14H and 36, Price 8 annas, (tgts).

This is another work from the scholarly pen of Mr.
{cshavial Dhruva, whose previous works, we had
he pleasure of reviewing before. Its original in

^nnskrit is well known, and an edition of the text

lith the various readings inseparable from such an
)ld honk with commentaries in English is promised by
lim in the near future. It will be a treat. This
rnnslalion is intended for the higher standards of the
iayajirav High School at Baroda, and the restraint
Iwt Mr. Keshavlal has exercised over himself in the
ise of pure Sanskrit words in the reproduction is

clmirablc. We stumble over many words with
ersian origin and many pure vernacular phrases.

1 his is a great advantage to the boys and the voca-
“wry at the end makes their task still easier. Bui for

I they would have failed to understand some of the
erhs which he has had to coin directly from Sanskrit,
ndcr stress of reproducing the verses in the same
icter as the original. We nave found the translation
n the whole very readable, and such as gives a very
ood idea of what the original is like.

/. Navsahhita of Bobu Kashav Chandra Son,'
translated by Ganpai Boo Gopal Boo Barve, vith a
portrait of Keshav Chandra Son, Pp, tyg. Cloth
bound. Price /rem o-5«o to o^ss^o aeeor^ing to
quality of Cover, (/p/3).

3. Kashmir no Pravas and kalapi no Vanbado edited
by Bhikshu Akhandanand, Cloth bound with a
photograph of Thakur Sursinhji, Pp, 214, Price
as above, {ig12)

(j) Two copies of Bhagyadgita priced respectively
o»i»6 and 0-4..0 according to cover. All publishA
by the Societyfor the Spread of Cheap Literature,
having offices at Ahmedabad and Bombay,

We had already had occasion to speak about the
praiseworthy elTorts of this society. It is advancing
steadily, and books (1) and {2) arc very creditable

productions indeed. I'hc tirsi is a translation of

keshab Chandra Sen's famous book called Nabo
Sanhita prefaced with a life sketch of the Bengali

sage. Mr. Barve has done his work very well. T'he

second is a work from the pen of the late Thakore
Saheb Sursingji of [.athc in Kathiawad. He was an
educated prince who died in the prime of his youth.

He wrote under the nom de plume of Kalapi, and his

poems especially have taken rank amongst the first

class poets of Gujarat. The prose works of this priticc

poet which comprise a description of travels in Kash-
mir and reviews of Swedenborg's books are here pub-

lished in book form, and they furni.sh very good and
instructive reading. Kalapi’s poems with annotations

are promised by this Society also. And if they bring

them out in this cheap form they will surely do a

great service to our vernacular literature.

Medical opinions in favor of vegitarianism and
against flesh-eating, published by the Jiva Daya

Jnaii Prasarak Fund, jog, Shroff Baear, Bombay,

These opinions are collected and translated into

('rujaraii by Chhaganlal P.. Nanavati. They deserve

perusal.

K. M. J.

CONTEMPORARY CARTOONS

Hu»ia and England—**Keep on your own side Germany gets a bone
;
the rest the mp*

of the line!*’—TO (Berlin). ^kmhterdammw.



Thb New Republic (op China)
Joins the Chorus.

Ceina—“Down^ down, with the ManchuTcrown, i

with the saky tile, away, away, with the .King
Cathay, Here s the Rmblican style

!"

Aur-Hooray, Hooray, here's .to Cathay|under tl

glittering lite V*<^KUkUiiiwdatuk (Berlin).

Why Germany can't help Turkey.
should love to help you, my dear, but John Bull

and Marianne have just left me up a tree."

—Kikeriki (Vienna).

England and Germany.
Peace Angel—**l'm doing my best to make them kiss

and be friends, but tl^just won'tl"



British Lion (to Russian Bear) : ^'1 join you, though|
under protest. After all, we undertook to act
together.*'

Persian Cat (diminuendo ] : ''If I may quote from
the Anglo- Russian Agreement of 1907, this under-
standing 'can only serve to further and promote
Persian interests, for henceforth Persia, aided and
assisted by these two powerful neighbouring States,

can employ all her strength in internal reforms."

[Prepares to expire.

From "Punch."

Spire of the Peace Palace.
What could be more symbolical of the results of the

Hague Peace Conference?—Berlin Kladderadatsch,

-

V *

As BETWEEN FRIENDS.
Limitation of Armaments.

British Lion (to Russian Bear)—"If we hadn’t such John Bull-t"! have a fine plan for sharing this fruit.
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NOTES

Th« First Hindu to teach Political

Philosophy in an American
University.

For the hrst time in the history of Ameri-
can Universities, a Hindu, Mr. Sudhindra
Bose, has been called to fill a chair in the

Department of Polifical Science. The
recent catalog of the State University of

Iowa makes the following announcement

:

^

‘‘Oriental Politics and Civilisation—A comprehen-
sive survey of oriental civilization with special reference

to the social and political factors in the later evolution

of the peoples of India, C.hina. and Japan, including a
consideration of the political relations between China,

Japan, and the United States—Sudhindra Bose.*’

Mr. Bose, who has been so honored, is a
former student of the Calcutta University.

He comes from Dacca, Bengal. One of his

brothers, Mr. S. N. Bose, is the Principal of

the Comilla Victoria College. Mr. Sudhindra
Bose has received his Bachelor's and
Master's degrees from the State University

of Illinois. There his intellectual qualities

and efficient work attracted attention, and
he was elected to a scholarship in the

University of Chicago, where he did notable
work in the departments of Social Science
and English.

His studies, however, were not confined

to books alone. He travelled the length and
breadth of this country as a lecturer,

addressing scores of American audiences on
India. In these addresses he not only
aroused deep interest in Indian affairs, but
corrected many erroneous impressions

regarding the life, religion, and customs of

his people. Some of his experiences as a
traveller have appeared in the pages of this

magazine.

In 1911, Mr. Bose came to the State
Univeisity of Iowa, and entered upon re-

search work in the Department of Political

Science. This year he was elected to a
fellowship. As a fellow of the University,

he has given a number of lectures on Hindu
Jurisprudence. These lectures have left

with the audience a very favourable impres-

sion as to the personality, ability, and in-

tellectual attainments of the Hindu scholar.

So marked is his administrative ability,

that when the Cosmopolitan Club, one of

the largest and flourishing organizations of

the University, was balloting for its presi-

dent at its last election, Mr. Bose was elect-

ed to the office. He is also one of the

Mk. Sudhindra Duse, m.a.

national Vice-Presidents ^of the American
Association of Cosmopolitan Clubs. Of
the two thousand members of this Associa-

tion, many are eminent instructors azul

scholars.

In all American Universities there are
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certain exclusive societies known as Greek

letter fraternities. The Delti Sigma Chi^ a

journalistic fraternity, has recently elected

Mr. Bose to its membership, recogniziag

his ability and experience in the world of

journalism. It is doubtless the first time

that such an honor has been accorded to an

Indian.
''

This does not come as a surprise to his

friends who have for years known of his

journalistic work. Although Mr. Bose’s

experiences have been so broad and so vari-

ed that an American finds some difficulty in

gathering them together in a connected

form, yet they are all focussed around one

object, and in some manner linked together.

The large range of his training and expe-

rience will tend to make him most useful in

serving his mother country; this is the

great purpose of his life, his whole work is

directed with this in view.

Mr. Bose has a wide circle of American
friends who admire his ability, splendid

ideals, and feel the force of his indomitable

will. They recognize in him a man who
has a mission in view, with a sufficient

courage and determination to accomplish
his purpose. Those who know Mr. Bose
are confident that he will more than meet
their expectation as he enters upon the

duties of his position in one of our great

American Universities.

Beatrice Mekota.

Public Life and Public 'VTork in India.

There are two seasons in India when
patriotic men and women cannot help

thinking how public life may grow in the

country and be fruitful, and public work
may be done with greater devotion, know-
ledge and steady persistency from year’s

end to year’s end. During Christmas week,

so many engagements are crowded into

every hour of every day that it becomes
impossible for anybody to keep himself in

touch with them all. For this reason we
find that even the daily papers are unable

to report in full the proceedings of all the

meetings of the various political, religious,

social, industrial, communal and caste con-

gresses, conferences, and leagues that take

place during this week. When even re-

porting becomes impracticable, editorial

comment on all the topics discussed, reso-

Imions passed and speeches made is out of

the question. It is absolutely impossible
for any man, however great, and wide and
many-sided his patriotism and mental out-
look, and however robust his constitution,

to attend all these meetings. It is no less

impracticable for anybody to read all the
reports of these meetings in these papers.

it is undoubtedly the object of these

.meetings that the public should take in-

terest in all the matters discussed therein

and press home on the attention of the

Government whatever is capable of being
remedied by the powers that be. But
under the circumstances described above,

this object cannot be gained.

Owing to almost the same men having
to devote attention to a good many topics

within a brief space of time, no subject is

properly discussed, the speeches being for

the most part got up in a hurry. This is

particularly the case with the proceedings

of the Social and Industrial Conferences,

though many of the papers prepared for

the latter are undoubtedly masterpieces of

their kind.

What is the remedy ? One remedy is that

more men, particularly men outside the

professions, men who can attend to public

work even on days other than Government
holidays, should devote themselves to

public work and becom:- public men. This

would make feasible the applicafion of the

other remedy, namely, that the different

congresses and conferences should meet in

different parts of the year.

If the topics to be discussed could be

settled and speakers chosen two months
ahead, the discussions and speeches would
certainly become more thorough, better-

informed and businesslike. Of course, in

cases of emergency, urgent topics, not in

the list settled beforehand, could be taken

up for discussion.

The other season when events are crowd*,

ed within a few days in bewildering and
distracting abundance, may be called the

Budget season. In that season the Imperial

and Provincial Budgets are discussed, many
bills are presented and passed, many resolu-

tions are moved and many questions are

asked and answered, in the Imperial Legis-

lative Council and the Provincial Councils.

Consequently even the most omnivorous
newspaper-readers find it difficult to follow

all that passes in the more than half-a-doaen
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councilB tn the land. To complicate matters

some University Convocations also take

place at this time. The course of other

events also does not remain at a standstill.

So that in this season, too, many questions

of the greatest importance receive the

scantiest attention from the public. Even

the members of the Councils find it beyond

their powers to devote any serious attention

to more than one or two questions.

What then is the remedy?* we again ask.

Of course we cannot ask that the Budgets

of the Imperial and Provincial Governments
should be taken up for discussion at different

periods. That is clearly impossible. They
must come up for discussion before the

commencement of the financial year. What
we propose that at this season only the

Budgets and matters arising out of the

Budgets should be attended to, bills and
resolutions being left for other meetings of

the Councils. Of course, interpellations

must be allowed at every meeting. Now
the remedy that we suggest would require

longer and more frequent sessions of the

Councils. This would necessitate the resi-

dence of the rulers and their secretaries in

the plains during the greater part of the

year. They would be loth to give up the

luxury of the yearly exodus to the hills and
stay there for the greater part of the year.

But unless they gave up this luxury, the

government of the country cannot improve.

On the non-official side, too, the remedy
we have suggested would make a far heavier

demand on the time and energy of the non-

official members. They would have to

sacrifice almost all their professional income.

Just as in England successful lawyers and
other proressional men on entering {^la-
ment have to make heavy sacrifices, so must
our “hptiorables” on entering the Councils.

We shall be told that members of Parlia-

ment have the substance of political power
whereas our “honorables” have only the

shadow and it is hard on them to sacrifice

so much
,
for a shadow. True, but if the

shadow is ever to become a reality, it must
be through such sacrifice.

Moreover, unless a lerger number of our

leading mtn become public men in the

sense in which Mr. G. K. Gpkhale is a
public man, making public work
chief business in life, politifU

affairs would never lecpi

serious attention virhich they deserve. Ama-
teurish speeches, full of platitudes and
declamation will not do. The ^^^honorables*’

must be mastets of principles and facts and
figures as, for example, Mr. Gokhale is, and
be able to handle them with the ease which
characterises his utterances.

Srlmatl Satyabala Debi.

It is said that the musical accomplish-

ments of an Indian lady named Srimati

Satyabftlft Debi have aroused interest in

some places in the United States of America.

The Indian Musical Journal of Mysore has

published some details of her life. She is

the grand-daughter of a Zamindar named
Babu KftmSLkhyftnftth Chattopftdhyfty and

was bom at Belur in 1892. Without any

Srimati Satyabala Debi.

male children, her father Babu Sarat Chandra

Chattopftdhyky gave her a good education.

When she was eight, she visited all Hindu

places of pilgrimage in the company of her

father. She was educated in Bethune School

till the i4th.year of her life. She has received

a ^ood education in music and theology.

She studied the Sanskrit mustcai treatisM

*‘Sangita-ratnlkara'*' and ‘‘Sangi^rpin-

j&ta” under some Shistris of Maharastra,

and studied and learned to chant the S&ma
Veda correctly as the pupil of Pandit Durga

Shankar Shastri pf Benares^: ^le is an

expert player on the Vii^l, an instruiwmt

which is said ordinarily to require twdve
years* practice to tnaster. She ls eaid to^te

acquainted whh SattskrifrBimj^li, Gujarati,

Maiatbi, Punjlibi, Hindi, P^eisui, I'amU
and Ei^lith; = She is the wife hi a liiedipM

span of tte ifeiii^ of
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Leadership*

This leads us to the consideration of the

question of leadership. It is a truism that

leadership should 0o,t6 the men who are^

the ablest, the best-informed and the most
able to devote time to public affairs. But
in India, in the absence of other qualified

men, it goes ver/ often to wealthy and
successful lawyers. Now, against them
personally we have nothing to urge in this

connection. Our complaint is that owing
to scanty leisure they do not and cannot
study public questions in all their bearings,

and, therefore, sometimes make pronounce-
ments in public and private which greatly

compromise the cause of the country.

Circumstanced as India is, it would also

be a blessing if we had leaders with
as little *‘atake” in the country as possible.

This may seem to many a very curious

demand on our part. But our reason is

that we want that our leaders should speak
and write and conduct themselves without
being even unconsciously influenced by any
thought of their personal interests in any
direction being affected favorably or un-
favorably by any public measures or by
the pleasure or displeasure of the powers
that be.

The Awakettlng of the Mongolian.

In the history of the world, many a time
and oft it is the unexpected that has
happened. From the writings and utterances

of some of the early English statesmen it

appears that they thought that the British

connection with India would lead to the

establishment hiere of a representative form
of Government and even to her eventual

independence. Some of our owa earlier

leaders, too, seem to have had suth antici-

pations. lliat without any subjection and.

tutelage to any Western power any other

Asiatic people would have a democratic
Government long before India could dream
of having it, did not seem to. have crossed

the horiaob of their minds. But that is

what has happened. Japan has .long had
a settled pc^ular Government. China is

on the way to get it The case of Persia

is dilfereiit pe^ to have a
Coostitutiot^ Covemment, but Ibr Wilmses

whichm will not discuss here; their hopes
thepresetit at auy rate,

to remain unlttlfilled.

So that in all Asia it is two Mongoltah'
peoples who have got national and demo^=
cratic governments first The future Of;

Asia must, therefore, be influenced a great
deal by the Mongolian races. It is cleat
that Asia is awake, though the awakening
may not have its full fruition everywhere.
What are to be India’s place and fuiio

tion in this general awakening of Asia ?

Waves of the Musalman revival from Tur-
key, Persia and even Afghanistan beat
upon her, particularly upon her Musalman
population, from the West. Waves of

the Yellow renascence beat upon her

from the North and the East. The
Republic of China touches India on
several points. Tibet borders on India and
China claim suzerainty over Tibet. Nepal
is the northernmost part of physical (though

not of political) India, and China claims

some sort of sovereignty over Nepal. It

has hitherto been nominal. Let us see

what change the Chinese Revolution brings

about in the mutual relations of China and
Nepal. Chinese territories border on the

north-eastern frontier of India and on the

Burmese frontier.

At none of the points referred to above

is there easy access to China. So there is

not going to be much direct land inter*

course with China. But maritime inter-

course may come sooner than land inter-

course.

We do not think the Chinese would soon

think of obtaining political ascendancy in

India. But we think the economic con-

quest of India by the Chinese is moire

probable. Already the Japanese are accupy**

ing a progressively wider field in the Indian

market. As soon as things settle down
in China, her vast vegetable and mineral

resources and her myriads of eober, indus-

trious and skilful inhabitants would enable
.

her to invade the Indian market. What
preparations are the British people making
to stem the yellow tide ? What prepara-

tions are we making ? The problem has

not escaped the notice of all EngUshmen.
'

In the course of a long interview with Mr.

H. M« Hyndman, the famous socialist,

published in the **Pall Mall Gaadite,*’

occurs the following pasimge
<*The next tiiost famartoble thing, he consider

that thirty-three years ago he succeed
the Toiy .Jrarly, as Hansard* shows, to adopt a polky
of reipi|N|i^^ iti India, which, he said, *by this
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time would have made India a great native Empire

under English Iradership. That, this policy, once

|j)^;un, should have been abandoned was to me, of

cpaureei a very great blow, as 1 believe to this day it

UN^d have entirely transformed the problem of Asia.’

Hta idee, he continued, was this: 'I saw, perhaps,

as eiearly as any man could, that the Mongolian is

coming power in Asia, and probably in the world,

and ! hoped to see a great and prosperous Aryan
India as a sort of breakwater against this tremendous
flood. Unfortunately, as I think, our policy has

tended to throw the Indians over into the Mongolian
camp."

Indians do not wish to be subjugated

by China. Conquest by foreign nations

one after another is not a variety enter-

tainment calculated to afford us amusement.
Indians cannot be thrown over into the '

Mongolian camp in that sense. But certain-

ly we shall learn lessons from all peoples

on the surface of the globe, including

our yellow brethren, and adapt them to

our own circumstances, By conquest,

commercial intercourse and religious pro-

paganda many races and sects have consci-

ously and unconsciously taught India much.
The Mongolian races will also teach us

much, but not, we think, by wresting India

from the hands of the British. But whatever

the means and character of the contact,

there is sure to be mental contact between
the Indian and Mongolian races. There
was such contact in ancient times, when
China and Japan sat at the feet of India.

Now, perhaps, the time has come for India

to become the pupil.

But we have still to answer the question,

what are to be the place and function of

India in awakened Asia ? In his Remarks
on Settlement in India by Europeans^ Raja
Rammohun Roy hoped that sooner or later

India might succeed in enlightening the

surrounding nations of Asia. How vain

that hope now appears ! Our students go to

Japan ;
Japanese students do not come to

India. In the course of a decade our

students may go to China, too ; but it is

not likely that Chinese students would come
to India as learners. Yet after all the

Raja’s anticipation may prove correct.

India was the philosopher, the thinker of

Asia, in times gone by. That may be hsx

role again. We do not mean to say Aat
there has not been any philosophy or

thou^t in Chiba or Japan* Hie genius of

China has been more ethical and practical

tlum metaphysical and contemplative.

Japan has been artistic, practical and mill
tary. But the attempt to compress thi
characteristics of nations within the
pompass of a single sentence would be vain
and misleading.

Whatever India’s political and economic
destiny may be, she is to be for all Asia,

perhaps for the whole world, the philoso*

pher, the genera liser, the thinker, the seeker

and finder of the one in many, the unifier

and reconciler of faiths, cults, cultures and
races. Should this be her destiny, her age-
long tribulations would not be in vain.

The Deaf Hear.

We are glad to acknowledge the receipt

of Rs. 11-4 for the relief of the famine-

stricken in Gujarat, which has been collect-

ed by Mr. Maulibhusan Mukherji from the

pupils and teachers of the Calcutta Deaf
and Dumb School. The amount has been

sent to Mr. G. K. Devadhar of the Servants

of India Society.

The deaf have heard the wail of the

sufferers in distant Gujarat and responded

;

will not those who are blessed with the

sense of hearing, hear and respond ?

The Sister Nivedita Memorial Meeting,

The Sister Nivedita Memorial meeting

held in the Calcutta Town Hall on the

23rd March last was a great success. Let

us hope that the memorial itself will be a

fitting and adequate one. The committee

should at once go about collecting subs-

criptions. The president Dr. Rash Behary

Ghosh observed in the course of an enthusi-

astic yet discriminating speech ;

—

"If the dry bones arc beginning to stir it is because

Sister Nivedita breathed the breath of life into them.

If our young men are now inspired with a burning

passion for a new, a higher, a truer and a nobler life

the credit is in no small measure due to the lady who
4ias been so prematurely called away from us. An
India united in civic purposes, proud of its

achievements, proud of its contribution to the civilisa-

tion of mankind, and destined to render still higher

service to humanity was the ideal for which she worked*

And who can say she worked in vain ? Who can sa}'

she h^ not made the steps easier for those who will

follow her?"
"On one thing I caii spmk with confidence and that

is this. If we are conscious of a budding national

at the present day it is in no small measure due to the

teaching of Sister Nivedita."

Babtt Surendranath l^nerjea spoke of the

enthusiasm and stgadfastiiMs of resolve

'which many derived in the! Swadeshi
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movement an4 the national cause generally

from contact with the great personality of

the Sister.
.

Mr. Fraser Blair said

"'ItiLs meeting gives the. lie to one of the grossest

caluinnie.? ever uttered against the people—the calumny

that the Indians do not and caniiot reverence a woman.

We tan hardly hope to kill a Superstition which per-

sists in the VVest in defiance of the teachings of Indian

historv and literature i but a meeting, such as this

shoulfl certainly help us to live it down.

“VVe are gathered to do honour to the memory of

one of the noblest women God ever made-^a woman

who gave up a most precious life in India and for

India—.1 woman who by her record of courage, self-

sacrifice and love, no less than by her radiant personal-

ity and her intellectual power, broke down for us

tlie harriers of time and space, and took us back

to the spacious days of the Mahabharata and the

Ramayana. The heroic woman, thank God, is to be

found everywhere and in all ages. But it has always

seemed to me that the heroine, as we meet her in

Indian story, has a majesty and a fragrance peculiarly

her own. Nor can I believe it to have been a mere

accident which brought Sister Nivedila to a land in

which her exceptional spiritual nature found .so fruitful

and congenial .411 environment. By her birth in the

West, and her life and death in India, she has enriched

the world in a twofold way. She brought to the

cxquisiUi ideals of Indian womanhood the intellectual

robustness and the modern outlook which are the

heritage of Europe. She interpreted to the West the

nobility and the sanctity which attend the Indian

woman in her home. And her interpretation was . not

to pity by our difficulties, our shortcomings and our
sufferings : she came to us because she felt the call

of India. She came to us because she felt the fascina-

tion of India. She came to give to India the worship

of her heart on one side and to take her place among
India's sons arid daughters in the great work that

lies before us all. And the beautiful completeness

of her acceptance of India was indeed what no words

can express—not merely her acceptance of the great

things for which India has stood in the past or of

those for which God willing she shall st.and again in

the future—but of India as .she is to-day with all her

faults and short-comings undeterred by (he hardships

or difficulties of our lives, unrepellcd by" our ignorance,

superstition and even our squalor.”

Babu DKupendranath Basu spoke with

great feeling and gave several illustrations

of her wisdom and thoughtfulness and of

the reverence felt for her by young and old.

Babu Abanindranath Tagore read a paper

in Bengali, pointing out how she had

opened the eyes 0? the Indians to the

beautiful in their own country, their own

art and their own institutions. Rai Baha-

dur Dr. Chunllal Bose

"described Sisler Nivedila as ho had met her very

early one morning W’alking on the Strand at Hagh-

bazar. The doctor asked her il it was her custom to

take these early walks. Her reply was—no; but

some Indian ladies had complained to lier of having

been insulted, by certain budmashes, while bathing in

the early morning ami she was going with them to the

ir to see that it didn't happen again. How charac-

of her beautiful indignation at wrong andmere theory. It was knowledge at first hand won by
^

that very discipline of «elf-denial and contemplation
^ ^ response to the

which has given Indian women their unique position
^he helpless!

” ('he Empire)
iimoRg the women of all nations.'

And more in the same strain.

From-Mr. G. K. Gokhale’s tribute to the

Sister we cull one passage :

—

"faster Nivediia*s personality was a wonderfully

striking personality^so striking indeed^ that

lo meet her was like coming in contact with

Some great force of nature , . Her marvellous

intellect, her lyric powers of expression, her great

industry, the intensity with which she held her

beliefs and convictions and last but not least, that

truly g^eat gift—capacity to see the soul of things

straightway—all these would have made her a mosj;

remarkable woman of any time and in any country.

And when to these were joined-^ were joined in her

case—a love for Ii^ia, that overfiowed all bounds, a

passionate devotion to her interest and an utter self-•

surrender in her^ service and.finally a severe austerity

of life aoiepted not-pnly uncompiainiwl^ but gladly

for her sake* iait aiijr webde^ thit Sister Nivedita

touched our Imaginaftbn add ' caj^urwl .
ow hearts or

that sh« exercised ahAiarrteachinginnueiice

on the
,

ihougiits ^id ideas of those iroui^d hm' ai^i

that we aedaimed her as one of the jp^test men
and women that lutVe livediwd laboured

Sister Nivedita came to us hot to ifood” to us,

as some people ibmeuffiat fMitrohising^^ -she

caU e.to us not .even as a worker fpr hiiMnily^m

cry

Babu Bhupendranath Basu read the

following private letter from Lady Minto

to Sister Christine:—
"It is with very real regret that I read in the news-

papers the sad loss that has been susta ined in the death

of Sister Nivedita. I cannot resist sending you a few mes

of very deep sympathy, and not only for yourself but

for all the Indian community lor whom .she was work-

ing. Sister Nivedita had a wonderful personality*

anti I look back to the few mceting.s 1 had with her

with pleasure, and with real admiration for her

enthusiasm and single-minded desire to assist dth^.

The world is the poorer for her loss, aiid for you her

constant companU and helper the Wank she leaves

must be irreparable.”

Hr. Qokhale oa CalcutU and BcagaL

In Lord Hardinge’s Despatch on the it-

cent changes, dated the 35th of August last;

occur certain remarks on the influence of

Calcutta and Bengal which could not be

read by Bengalis with satisfaction. Comin|;

{fom the greatest o^iaV in the land,

they represanted thd ^cial

see what our greatest non^^^
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*M to »y on.thesameBubject. Speaking affected the UniM
jfcoBi hif place ill the Vicerj^’s Council, on Benpi and

astli Mi^rch last, Mr. G. K. Gokbale

whatever the future may hold in its wombj

itothber ql ddstibs
.

46
respecti^yl iw; the nut-break
tvas of the 4)n0^^

free,

dom of Madeas fi^ f^^
:
the kbpwjfHt that this Council; wnich has-mwn in dom of Mmam for invest!.

.; :^jii$t3^7irbih smallest b^innings to its present, f^dpn no at by

dimensions^ will meet here no more, is a thought that

jukes the heart heavy^ It is not merely the infinite

klndnem ahd hospitality which we, coming from
»lher^rbvincjMi|havealways re^^^ the people
of. Calcutta, it is not merely the friends whom we have
made herei that we shall miss, it is the entire in-

ftaence of Caljputta and all that it stands for that will

t^w be lost to lis. l\ly lordi some of us have been
coming to this city year after year for several years
{»st^ have come here now continuously for eleven
ywrs'-^nd we have learnt to feel for this province
the same enthusiasm which the people of Bengal feel.

Its yaying fields, its noble streams, its rich and
w^derfiil vegetation of every kind, throw on us now
fhe same spell that the people of this province ex-
perience, and the warm-heartedness of its society,

as culture, its spiritual out-look on life and the in-
tensity of its national aspiration, have made a deep
and abiding impression on our lives. We bid good-
bye to this city with profound regret and with every
good wish for its continued prosperity that the heart
can frame* And we sincerely trust that great as
has been its past Us future will be even greater.'*

The Health of IndU.

a Commission appj^ted for th

commend imelf to &% as ve^ inj^t

urpose does not

Bengali DlsiNmteht Calcutta

Town liall lie^

The Calcutta Town Hall meeting of the

26th March last was iield to voice the

opinion of Bengal on the recent territorial

changes, the Council regulations, the status

of the Calcutta High Court and the pro-

posed educational bifurcation in Bengal.

In the King’s Proclamation at Delhi,

occur the words, with such administrative

changes and redistribution of boundaries

as our Governor-General in Council, with

the approval of our Secretary of State for

India in Council, may, in due course, deter-

mine.” The use of these words shows that

it was not thought undesirable or inexpe-

dient that such changes or redistribution

should be made. But in practice none have

been made. If none were to be made, why

were these hope-rousing words put into the

The latest report published by the Sani-
tarv ^omtiiissioner with the Government , ^
of India is for the year t9io« The Amrita mouth of the King by his ministers?
Ba$»r Patr^a siys ir^ In Lord Hardinge’s Despatch the cry of

**It sheWt plainly ^nough that there was no improve- “Behar for the Beharis” is supported.
nib ikiWatMtM. • ivi I 1:- '

... u 1 t ?

|3 respectivrty, but; there was nothing to be grati-
at In this, as there was a rise in the death-rate

as of i.a, per thoiuaiia,fhe figures for the two
jrearsbeiiv sj ao and 34-49. It would be perhaps
lAteretoi^to note that ihe h'yhest death-rate was
MCorW m thejttowh of Novefflber while the most
hetd% moa^Awas Jme, Another intecesting fact
tsthat males was hi^^er in
all- provmCes . than And thisdiscre^

of infants. The
all India was claim-

ed ^by feve^ Smmh iiQOoant^ for 4,341^392 deaths
giving a rtido Id^Ciper^ thousand, llie death-
rate^ thousand of ch^m was 1*9^ aqnb) ib;43QHl5l

as . cQmpai^^
same cause

1*83 as
diarrhoek*’

other cai

the

» of,,

figures for!
,

iikneasedrih

ftpm iilagui sgihTOtrd We. tbm Meet
esoem^p^ tlte iRie pM^^sed jjimichiog

.yswv'lw'

_ ipt-'-.M' denee
niiall-ptfe In xomiBi
e mertaUty under
mr reiMHt.^ 1^^ m

any non-Bengali province ?

the Despatch one of the reasons why Orissa

diould not retrain writh Bengal wak stated to

be that ^ the Oriyai, lite

little in coihrnon with the

and good. Boyt similarly, the ISen^lis of

Manbhum, Dhalbhum, Purnea ^
^ the

Sonthal Pargaiia8;ba^^^yiDttsiy,^H^^ in

common with the BehiS^rCWhy th^ have

these Ekngalis been same ad-

mtjtiiatration ywkh Behacia ? U it that

whet, is good
logic for these a]|^^^er the

EMterii and West^;^h
Bengal ? T^y
one partitionjc|!|||ennl:ha«^^1^^

nndlher, the diSe^^
eiulier aBoetei^i la^

with ttei
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university at Ekcca U riot wanted But

go further and
;
thmk that

India will such a university be better than

the present Government coUeges and will

therefore be unnecettaty^ Unt^ the dnivei^

gity professors be better qualified men

than the existing class of European professors

in India and unless,,the University professors

be as non-political arheart as our students

are required to be, and unless the professors,

with true sympathy, make common cause

with our students in all their legitimate

and righteous .
aiins and aspirations. We

must also add that wherever residential

Universities may be established, either day

scholars, not in residence within the Uni-

versity buildings, should be allowed to

attend their lectures and qualify for their

degrees, or non-residential institutions

should be allowed to exist in the University

towns. In no other way can the interests

of the poor students of India be adequately

safeguarded.

Rusalmaa opinion on the proposed

Dacca University*

Some people think that whatever Bengali

Hindus may think Bengali Musalmans

support the Dacca scheme. For their

benefit we quote below the speeches of

two representative Musalmans at the

Town Hall meeting, only adding that

Vlr. A. Rasul was of opinion that *^the

Musalmans of East Bengal would not in

my way be benefited by the residential

iniversity”:—

Mr. Akram Khan supported the resolution in

Bengalee. After the partition the East and West

iengal Moslems quarrelled over the education

uestion and this misunderstanding was given e^res-

ion to in the Burdwan Conference. If the Dacca

University was established the same misunderstanding

and quarrel would arise. The riafibnal feelings of the

Moslems wouldU sadly injured by the new University

(cheers), which umuW dp ho gjoodw at all. The

Mmtmans wanted

was spent iM-dm aducmion Moslems (Loud

l)he way Whlye^ was thought

font ’f>oon’ given

to them

f by the modificatibh (rf: the partition ^ But in truthjtho

i

boon would bh a evil to the Moslems. The
i action of the Government pliiiniy showed thm H was a

sop t% the Moslems who wens dissatisfiW by the

moiilhraition oif the partition. He i^iild not snppbrl

the resolution when it said that theproposed University

should confine its activities to Dacca City alone. It

should not be allowed to spread its influence even to

the Jagannath College. If it spiread its inftiieni^

further than the Government Coi^ge, hew would the

poor Moslems be edu^ted ? .They were ail poor.

They would not be al^e to pay the residential colleger

fees, it would be too miKh and too high for them.

He could not agree that the new University should

^read farther than the Dacca Government College.

Those were the true feelings of the poor Moslems.
As a compromise he agreed to support the resolution*

None required the University in Dacca. (Loud and
continued applause.)

Mr. Abdul Kasem in supporting the resolution said

that it was a myth to say that the Moslems of East

Bengal wanted the University. It was totally false.

The East Ben^l Moslems were dead against the

University. This was proved from the fact that the

Bombay Moslem League, before the East and We.st

Bengal Moslems said their say, supported the Dacca

Scheme. The Madras Moslem League followed. Htdtd

not know why the League at Timhuctoo did not do the

same. He supported every word that was said by his

friend Mr. Akram Khan, the talented editor of the

'Mahammadi.' He had never before spoken on be-

half of his community but on the present occasion he

had the authority to speak on behalf of the Moslems

of both Bengals to say that live University was not

wanted by the Moslems. Nawab Siraiul Islam and

three Moslem pleaders of Mymensingh had spoken

against the scheme.

The Central Council of the Moslem League and the

Bengal Branch had not, in spite of very Heavy official

pressure, supported the scheme. All-India Mwlem
League had supported the scheme by a fluke. They

were all dead against a special officer for education in

East Bengal. They wanted money for primary and

secondary schools to educate the poor Moslems. The

Moslems were poor and the new University would not

help them. The Moslem newspapers had all spoken

against the scheme. The All-India Moslem L^ue
had passed the resolution supporting the scheme Only

by a fluke, as they were going to do that might in th^

meeting. He heartily supported the resolution as it

then stood as nobody wanteo it.

Wh«t the Dmc* Uaivenltr tfioitld

belike.

H a University be establisked at . Decoar

we think its special feature ^
teaching of literature and p^lAveflty wM
history, etc., and of theoMiiiii^ sciei^.

It should like manytpl die ffiodem

univenities of the Weif } itt teaehih|

v^uid have i«lation to the manufacf

tuiei, -agticaltuine, .&c.ii;.'of &Mtcrh Bei^t

'

and Assftm. Take Hie example of the lJni>

yeiuty of Leeds. Inco^rated.iil<i|W^ it

-grew out of Yorksh^ Collegej, d^bltshed

in t975 /w tfw ef iiiitrutr

tm in the afta andxienmwtm^ m^'^
Ik io Oie mmhf9!^rn»; enpne§4lai i^

w wwwb'*' - Frbim thu
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ve draw the conclusion that the proposed
Dacca Uniyersity should teach, among other

*g«<Ju*ture, with special reference to

iolS^Calctttt^^ Convocation.

the iailt Calcutta University Convoca-
tion the yice-Chancellor made a notable

We are glad to find that he took
view (which we had taken in our March

fratfifaer) that ihe Calcutta University is a
teaching university to some extent and in a
certain sense, though he very properly also
pointed out in what directions new depar-
tures should be made and wherein the
defects p( our university lay. He was right
in observing:—

"Our exertions have grown ' pari passu ’ with the
growth of our task, and our strength does notye! give
any indicution of exhaustion**'

He was also justified in saying that ** the
Indian Universities have in fact contributed
exceedingly little towards the advance and
increase of knowledge.** But as he referred
to the Medical College with its distin-
guished staff of Professors, many of whom
have done highly important work of an
original character,” it seems difficult to
understand why he avoided any express
mention of the original work, known to and
recognised by the scientific world, done by
some well known Bengali professors of the
Calcutta Presidency College, with their
demonstrators and pupils, or of the original
historical work done, e.g., by a Bengali
Professor of Patna College. It may be that
he followed the course he did, as, the
European professors of the colleges having
done no rewarch work, he might seem to be
tnaking an invidious distinction in favour of
his own countrymen.

We gcoerstlly agree Jwith the Vice-
Chancellor that the teaching imparted to
the wt.A. or >i.sc. students is on all fours
with that given to the a.A. or b.sc.

^ students, -that it is meant eatpressly to help
/them to pass these egamipatiott*. With
/due deference to Prmetp^. who is

I

inclined to take es^cippltioh to this pM of

I
Sir A; Mttkherji’s addfe^, we shott^

j
to point even ip^ Proii^^
College the teaching is hot (^aracteirised
by a high degree of efficiency or by the
tendency to add to the wmrW’s stock
knowledge. It ^Id be;

Vice-Chancellor made certaih reservations-*
he said, “this m.A. teaching, except in a few
notable instances^ has not been essentiallv
different either in spirit or in results from
n.A. teaching.” Evidently he had in view
the researches carried on by the Indian
professors, demonstrators and pupils we
have referred tp abbve. It is sad to reflect

that if the contributions to the stock of
knowledge made fey some of our distin-

guished Indian professors be left out of

account, the record would be poor indeed.
And yet, strange to say, Mr. James, in his

work entitled Education and Statesmanship
in India" (Longmans), coolly and contemptu-
ously ignores the achievements of our
countrymen in the Educational Services.

To quote our reviewer in the February
number : “Among the names of distinguished
members of the Service mentioned at pp.
113-T4 some are comparatively obscure,

while there is not a single Indian name —
not even that of Dr. J. C. Rose. Dr.

P. C, Ray, of course, belongs to the inferior

‘Provincial* service, and cannot aspire to

the honour of being named in the same
breath with the many worthies referred to

in Prof. James's list. He quotes liberally

from Mr. Valentine Chirol's book on the

Indian unrest, but the latter’s trenchant
remarks on the differentiation of the educa-
tional service into ‘separate pens* seems to

have escaped the author.”
The Hon. Mr. Gokhale, hiniself a veteran

educationist, thus admirably summed up
the pernicious effects of the new regime
in his budget speech of 190 ^

;

—

" My Lord, it is difficult to describe in adequate
terms the mischief that is done to the best interests

of the country and of British rule by the appointment
of third or fourth rate Englishmen to chairs. in Govern-
ment Colleges. These are unable to command that

^pect from their students which they think to be

“t*e to their position, and they make up for it by
clothing themselves with face, .pride.”

^
Babu Bhupehdranath Bose, speaking from

his place in the Bengal Legislative Council,
observed:

—

”A system of recruitment haspeen adopted by which
Indians were practically d^md jrom .the higher
.branch of the educational ferince.^;
not always distinguished gradual 6f the . Home
universities, have been recruited at' 5oo a rtontb
and have speedily risen to the gp'adeof Rs. 1000 a
month, whereas elder nien who had made their marks
as teachers and had achieved distinction in the

subjects of their choice as original woikers wearily

stnigiile against the bars of colour and



NOTES

Pay of University Professors.

The Vice-Chancellor announced that

several University Professorships would be

created, carrying a salary of Rs. 12,000 pef

annum each. In addition to what he said

to meet the objections of those who were

of opinion that capable men would not be
available for this salary, we wish to point

out that, according to Mr. W. H. Sharp’s

book on “ I'he Educational System

of Japan,” in Tokio University in Japan
the average annual pay of a European
Professor is £684 or Rs. 10,260. Many
of these European Professors “have
made names for themselves in Japan,” and
helped to make the Japanese original

workers in scientific fields to a far greater

extent than our European professors havj
done with regard to our students. Let us

reflect, then, why the Japanese get good
foreign professors for less than Ks. 1,000 a
month without pensions, whereas we do
not get their equals for higher salaries plus

pensions.

Sir A* Mttkherji on Primary Education.

In the course of his weighty Convocation
address Sir A. Mukherji said *

Some enthusiasts may be inclined to urge on this

occasion also the so-called paramount claims of ade-

quate provision for universal primary education before

any increase of expenditure on higher education and
research. To them would 1 only reply that if higher

teaching has to wait for admittedly ncedfuf develop-

ment until a fully satisfactory scheme of general

primary education is established through the whole
length and breadth of the land, the day for these higher

developments will never come.

In our opinion this portion of the address

was totally uncalled for, as here the Vice-

Chancellor was fighting a shadow of his

own creation. No advocate of universal

primary education has ever demanded its

promotion by sacrificing, or even arresting

for a time, the growth and spread of high

education. It is possible and practicable

to pay attention to and spend money for

the advancement of all grades and kinds

of education. This has been done in other

lands, and it can be done in India.

The Chancellor's Address.

It is gratifying to learn from Lord

Hardinge’s address that he considers our

8tu4ents capable of higher work, that be

caxmot regard the present facilities for

4S5

higher studies as at all sufficient when not
a few students who wish to take the degree
of Master of Arts have to be turned away
for want of accommodation, and that he
thinks it very important that we should
turn out good m.a.’s in sufficient numbers,
otherwise it will be difficult to find capable
lecturers for our colleges or to provide
adequately for research.

The Viceroy's Assurances.

Speaking in the Imperial Legislative

Council, the Viceroy assured the public
that the operation of the proposed Dacca
University would be confined within the

municipal limits of Dacca, and that Bengalis
need not apprehend any splitting up of

their language. These assurances are very

gratifying. But will then be a separate

Matriculation examination for the Dacca
University at which students of Last Bengal
High schools must appear ?

Resolutions in the Viceregal Council.

As was anticipated all the Resolutions

moved by non-official members of the Vice-

regal Council were rejected. Fhat shows
that Lord Morley has given us neither the

moon nor the Canadian fur-coat,

We should reflect whether in addition to

moving resolutions again and again we
cannot do something ourselves. Fake for

instance, indentured labour. That this

accursed system is equivalent to slavery,

that owing to it many coolies have com-
mitted suicide or otherwise lost their lives

and many women have lost their chastity,

are well known facts. We ought to try

our best to so spread education that the

poorest of Indian men and women may not

be duped by eoolie-rccruiters, we ought so

to develop the resources of our country

that for starvation wages our poor brethren

and sisters may not feel tempted to sell

themselves to a life of practical slavery in

distant lands, and in the meantime We
should start vigilance committees in all

recruiting and registering centres f6r the

prevention of abuses.

Similarly steps should be taken^

regard to the subjects of the other resolu-

tions.

Hr. Ookhale's Bill.

His Majesty the King-Emperor held out
the hope of education to all his subjects.
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hi! M tfae Imperial have
to a Mr< Ck^khim'S Bill for

makipa the beginninn of universal educa-

^on.; It behoves the Government, therefore,

to provide some other adequate means
(statutory or administrative) whereby
within a measurable distance of time
illiteracy may be confined almost entirely

to children below seven years of age.

After 150 years of British rule only 6 per
cent, of the inhabitants of India are literate.

At this rate of progress, if we had the very
moderate degree of 50 per cent, literacy

as our ideal, we should require 750 years
more of British rule. We know 90 per
cent, literacy is met with in many Western
countries.

Let us, however, be practical men.
A glance at the educational articles

published this year and in past years
in the Modern Review will show that in

India non>-official agencies have given the

lead in education and Government has
followed the lead. If even a few villages

and munici]>alitie8 could be given universal

free education by non^official agencies.

Government might see its way to follow the

lead thus given ;—particularly if it felt

that the thorough control of popular educa-
tion in all its raihifications might pass out
of its hands. It is not only anxious to keep
the control of education in its hands, but
it is obviously against its interests that there

should be any ground for the public to believe

that anywhere indigenous agen^ does more
for the people than the British Government.
Note Sir H. Butler’s emxiety to prove
that British India dpes not lag behind
Baroda in education. Let us take advan-
tage of this feeling of rivalry in the official

mind. Is it beyond the resources of Indian
patriotism to take in hand even one village

or municipality ?

The main official objection is, India is

not like other countries. That is true.

But just as, in spite of this dissimilarity, the

bodies of Indians are illogical enough to

require food,M their minds, too, perversely

enough, require knowledge. Give us know-
ledge by the means which you think
best, if Ae means suggested by Mr.
Gokhale are inafipropriate, and give it

to us quick. As for money, it can be
found, whenever the official mind is

made up. £. G., the Dacca Universify

scht^ the buUding ^ capitals at Delhi
Bankipur, Ranchi, $c. Besides we
are prepared to bear additional taxation

for the purpo^ev
The PendaA Situation.

Whereverbn earth wrbng is done to any
mao, it is done to klL Much more is a
wrong done to one nation

.
a wrong done to

all. Persia’s miserable plight, therefore, is

not a matter which affiscts Musalmans
merely or chiefly ; it touches all, whatever

their race or creed or natipnality. Musal-

man feelings have been deeply stirred, as

Persia stands as the foremost representative

of Musalman art and culture and medita-

> tive piety. These same things furnish

connecting links between India and Persia.

Indian ait and culture owe much to Persia,

and the mutual affinity of Sufism and

Vedantism must strike all students of

comparative religion.

Last Thursday’s Town Hall meeting in

Calcutta was, therefore, naturally attended

by men of different creeds and races. It

was held to make a joint appeal to Great

Britain asking her interference for the

preservation of the integrity of Persia. Dr.

Kash Behary Ghosh presided, and, as usual,

made a fine speech. Referring to a recent

anonymous article in the “Fortnightly

Review,” he said :

—

**In the opinion, however, of an anonymous writer

in the “Fortnightly Review” in expecting Ifogland to

intervene in an aluiir which does not primarily concern

her we are guilty of veiled treason to the British

Empire. When I read this effusion 1 could not help

askm myself 'stands England where she did?* When
did England cease to be the hope of freedom, the

curb of the tyrant? When did her glorious flag erase

to be a signal of rallying to the combatant and of

shriter to the fallen ? When did her noble sons cease

to do all that lay in their power to extend to others

less fovoured the beneflt of those free institutions which

they have enjoyed for generations and which have

made them the envy of the whole world ? It was

certainly not so in other days.

"GefltlemiMi, it is not we who are guilty of tr^n
in asking Englmd to use her influence in securing a

constitutmnal government fw Persia. It is the anony-

mous writer who is giiilty of ti^on, not veiled but

open, of treason to his own couhtty, of treason to

those glorious traditions which have made the name

-of Englaind so dear to all who mre oppressed

and downtrodden, to aft who cheri^ high aspirations

and are fightliig in the cause of order, and of good

government. Ills impossible, said Mr, Gladstone on

a iniemorabk occasm affairs of foiwen

tMUkmi can ever be indHfereht to. a countiy 1*5

gii^nd. It is impibniMe, he added, that Engird
would forswear the inteitst she must naturally fed in

the strufQgles of a people for justice and foriiewom.

Piuimui urn Pimumixp BT Fimd Csaim^ KinrrAi^i Plans,
61 & ds. BowuAes.B I

—

—





Worshipping Shashthi—the goddess of children.

From a water-color by Mr. Nandalal Bose.

By the courtesy of the artist.

Tkra coior Hocks by U. Ray ^ Sms, Kunfoline Press, Calcutta,
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THE COLONISATION OF INDIA

WHEN the East India Company ob»

tained the Dewany of Bengal, Behar
and Orissa, they knew that their

tenure of the country was not based on
conquest and hence they could not set to

work to colonize it with their own
compatriots and co-religionists

;
though the

policy which they adopted in governing
the country—a policy the immediate effect

of which was seen in the terrible famine in

Bengal in 1770, was well calculated to

achieve that end. The American colonists

at that time also had not thrown off the

British yoke and so there was no surplus

population in England to be spared to

colonize India.

But it seems that during the regime of

Mr. Warren Hastings, the colonization of

India was taken into consideration. Two
of his counsellors were strongly opposed to

it. That foresighted statesman, oir Phillip

Francis, in his Minute published in the

Bengal Revenue Consultations, dated zath

May, 1775, wrote:—
" I. If nothing but ^ants of waste lands were in

Question, it would still oe an object of serious consi-

deration, to the Briiish Govirnmeui, whothor or
not U would be advisable to encourage eoloniaation

here,

• a a
*'4. The soil of right belongs to the natives.

Former conquerors contented themselves with exat^ing

a tribute from the lands, and left the natives in quiet

possession of them.
*'To alienate them in favor of strangers maybe

found a dangerous as well as an unjust measure. We
cannot taiderstand the arts of cultivation in this soil

and <$01^ so well as the natives. The landholder

wtlli;consider us with jealousy and hatred, as the

invaMB of hu rights and property. The ryots,

attached by custom, religion and prejudice, to the
authority of their ancient masters, will not readily

submit to labour for new ones, to whom they are not
bound by any natural relation of manners or religion,

or by reciprocal obligations of protection and depend-
ence. A few Europeans will bp thinly scattered over
the face of the country

;
the native inhabitants will

desert it.”

• • •

Again, in an introduction to a publica-

tion, intituled ** Original Minutes of the

Governor-General and Council of Port
William, on the settlement and collection

of the Revenues of Bengal, with a plan
recommended to the Court of Directors in

January 1776,” Sir P. Francis wrote :

—

a question at least it deserves to be considered

whether it may not be essential^ not only to the
internal prosperity of the country, but to its depend*
ence on Great Britain, that the Europeans in Bengal,
should be limited to as small a number as the'services

.

of the Government will admit of
” The acquisition was made, and has hitherto been

preserved by a British force which has borne no
proportion to that of the natives. Under a mild and
equitable Government, under such a one as it is our
own greatest interest no less than our duty to give
them, they are incapable of rebellion or oe^tipn.
Their patience and submission to thCir rulers in the
last twenty years are sufficient to show how much
they can endure. On ike other handt, as we increase
the number of those who can only es^ at the expense

of the countryt
we load our Government with useless

weights, ana sdd to its embarassments without aiding
to Ss strength, *

** Whether these Europeans are directly employed
or not in the service ot Government, there is im fund
but the public revenue out of which they can derive a
subsistence. One way or other it is paid for by the
country, and one way or other must become cham.
able to Government.

"

** Exclusive of public empli^ments or contracts with
the India Company, there Is no bur occupation for the
industry of Europeans in Bengal. Every enterprise
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^ey epipge in, whether of forei^ commerce or

intemal improvement, leads them into distress if it

does not end in their ruin. Even of adventurers

pursuing every mode of acquisition that offers, very

few, if ati3% have succeedeo. But these are people to

whom no encouragement should be given* Their

rtsidmc$ in the country, especially in the remoter

parts, harasses the people and alienates themfrom
their natural habits ofsubmission to any power that

protects them,**

Mr. Monson, another member of Mr.

Warren Hasting’s Council, wrote :

—

" The (Question now before the Board, on which I

am required to give an opinion, may be considered in

a political view

:

1st. Whether it isfor the interest of Great Britain
to coloniee in East India,

2nd. Whether such a colony would be of advantage
to the India Company,

**The migrations to countries believed to be the
regions of wealth would be so considerable, that the
mother country would soon feel the dire consequences
of them.

"Every person who comes into this country is

impressed with the idea of making, in a short time,

a veiyr considerable independent fortune."
"1 ne means to be pursued for this end operate to

the impoverishment and destruction of the country.
If Europeans were allowed to hold farms, as their

influence is great, they would in some degree oppress
the natives, • • *

"Their manner of life will not permit them to give
equal profits to the Government with the natives,

as their expense on every article of subsistence is

more considerable ; consequently, the Europeans wilt

be in a worse condition than the natives, or Govern-
ment must be satisfied with a less revenue from the
lands, in order to enable them to live.

"The few wants of the natives, who are satisfied

with the mere necessaries of life, will allow them to

pay larger taxes to Government from the same
quantity of land, in the same state of culture, than an
European can afford to do ; it is evident, therefore,

that It can not be for the interests of the Company
to allow Europeans to become landholders.

"The uncultivated lands, under a mild and fixed

Government might soon be brought into culture by
giving premiums and making advances of money tp

the natives.

"Providence has ordained, by her formation of the

constitution of Europeans, that they should not

become the cultivators of this country ; they can only

be taskmasters, and will enrich themselves, having
no permanent interest here, to the prejudice of the

natives, and to the loss of Government."

Marquis Cornwallis in the course of a
letter to Mr. Dundas, dated London, 7th

Nov. 1794, wrote

"And I am strongly impressed with a conviction

that it will he of essential importance to the interests

rf Britain, that Europeans should be diseourofed

and prevented as much as possiblefrom eolonimng
and settling in our possessions of India,**

fiX a Court of Directors held on Wednes-

day, the 4th February, 1801, the following
resolutions were read and the Court ap-
proved thereof :

—

•"Resolution Second. That it is equally the interest

of the nation, and the duty of the Company, to guard
gainst all principles and measures which, by an
indefinite enlargement of the present channel of

communication, in their nature tend to the introduc-

tion, immediate or gradual, of such an open inter-

course, and its probable consequent colonization.

• * *

"Eleventh. That if to this aggregate capital,

which may be termed the present maximum of the

native stock of British India tor a trade to Europe,

it became a practice to add capital belonging to

private residents in Great Britain, and transplanted

to India for the purpose of forcing the productWs of

• that country beyond the ability of its own means,

this would be the introduction of one of the first

principles of the Colonial or West Indian system; and
if it were sanctioned, directly or impliedly by any
public regulation, it would tend greatly to extend the

relations and intercourses between those countries,

and this, as well as to si^rsede covertly, if not

openly, the prohibition to Europeans to occupy lands

there, which prohibition is already in a variety of

instances, dispensed with; and thus, without any

certainty of ultimate commercial benefit to the

British Empire at large, a change would be com-

menced in the present system of Indian policy,

which is allowed to be the best for the maintenance

of those distant possessions."

But with thq free influx of Europeans

permitted by the Charter Act of X813, and

the annexation of the mountainous tracts

both of the Himalayan and the Deccan
ranges, some people of England set on foot

an agitation for the colonization of India.

But to cover their ulterior designs, the

agitators had to wear the mask of philan-

thropy. In a pamphlet entitled “A View
of the Present State and Future Prospects of

the Free Trade and Colonization of India,"

the reputed author of which was one Mr.

^
Crawfurd, it is stated that—
"Although there may be no room for colonisation,

there is ample room for settlement, in a country of

fertile soil, far more thinly peopled, after all, than

any part of Europe, and a country without capital,

knowledge, morals, or enterprise, * * Our country-

men, living amongst them, will instruct them in

arts, in sconce, and in morals; the wealth and
resources of the country will be improved ;

the

Hindus will rise in the scale of civilization, « *"

He concluded this pamphlet thus :

—

"We repeat, that the only suitable and efficient

means of improving, our conquered subjects—the only

means by which one people ever conferred lasting and
solid improvement upon another—is a free and
unshackled intercourse between the two parties."

Colonization was advocated on the score
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oi
philanthropy* bccauw this, it was skid,

would lead to^ improvemmrt of the nativea

What the consequences would have be(», if

India had been coltmised at that time* is

all a matter (rf conjecture ; they might Or

might not have been good for the Indiana

In other parts of the world, as a matter of

fact, the results have not been good for

the natives The reasons will be clear form
- what Huxley has written.

*'The process of colonization presents analogies to

the formation of a garden • *
. [The colonists]

set up a new Flora and Fauna and a new vartefy of
mankindt within the old state of nature. * * Con*
sidered as a whole, the colony is a composite unit

introduced into the old state of nature
; and, thence-

forward, a competitor in the struggle for existence, to

conquer or he vanquished, f Huxley's Evolution and
Ethics and other Essays^ Vol. IX, p. i6).

II * « • ryhg colonist] would, as far as possible,

pul a stop to the influence of external competition by
thoroughly extirpating and excluding the native

rivals, * * * * the obstacles to the full

development of the capacities of the colonists * *

would be removed by the creation of artificial condi-

tions of existence of a more favourable character.”

[Ihid,, p. i8].

The Natives of India being more civilized

and numerous than the natives of the

colonies, the results here would not probab-

ly have been exactly the saiue,

Mr. Frederick Shore was also an advocate

of the colonization of India, In his ** Notes

on Indian Affairs/’ he treats of the subject at

some length and tries to meet the argu-

ments of those who were opposed to it.

According to him, the arguments advanced

against colonization were :

—

”ist. That the rich settlers would supplant the

natives in the possession of the soil

;

”2nd. That were the country overrun with the lower

class of Europeans they would ill-treat the natives,

and, from tneir irregular and disorderly habits,

commit many crimes * *

;

That as soon as India was tolerably well-

peopledTwith English settlers, it would become inde-

pendent of the mother-country,”

After disposing of the'first two objections,

he has devoted some considerable spac» to

the consideration of the third. Refening
to this, he writes :

—

”lt is indeed probable that, in theoourse of'riine,

India emancipate a *

probability is, that India iriU be jnde^dent
EngbUid long befm that evMt could be
colonization ^;,mid ;^hat,, so far fr^m being a;M
acdeienttiii# febwd
itv * I which

wai)i4\iisbe fiwih eelMiisadon; whole iteration would
-of

the Indian administration, and k is the apprehension
of these which forms the true reason of the strenuous
opposition hitherto made against colonization.

"These are, first, that the present oppressive system
of Government towards the natives would be exposed
by the new seUlers. The people of India are obliged
to bear it, as they possess no means of averting it,

or making their complaints known: but Englishmen
would not submit so quietly: thay would at least

make themselves heard in England, where public
opinion would demand an alteration in the system.

"Secondly, that, before long it would be found
absolutely necessary to appoint residents in India
to many situations from which they are now exclud-
ed: and this would diminish the patronage of the
home authorities.”

He favored colonization on the ground
that-^-

” Such a body of settlers, having everything to lose,

and nothing to gain, by the subversion of the British

power, would, in the event of any disturbance or in-

surrection, exert all their influence, and induce their

native dependents and connections to do the same,
in support of Government

;
whereas, so different

is the feeling of the natives towards the British

authority, that when a di.sturbance arises, those who
do not take part in it stand aloof, and will rarely

give any assistance to the Government.”

Sir Charles Metcalfe and Lord William
Bentinck used arguments similar to the

above in favor of the settlement and
colonization of their compatriots in India.

It was no wonder then that the Charter

Act of 1833 afforded greater facilities to

Europeans desirous of settling and coloniz-

ing in India. In fact, that Act encouraged

the colonization of India by Europeans.

Mr. Brian Houghton Hodgson, the well-

known Resident of Nepal, was a great

advocate of the colonization of the Hima-
layas by Europeans. His paper written in

December 1856 is a very important coo**

tribution to the literature on this subject.

He wrote;—
"! say, then, unhesitatingly, that tlui Himakyat

«
nesally is very well calculated for the

iropeans, and I feel more and more e0iWinced.

the encouragement of colonization ther^oi' ie one of the

highest and most important duties of the Goveniment

" I trust therefore, that the general Sifbtect of the

high capabilities of the climate and sett of the

Himalayas, and their eminent fltness for European
colonization having once been taken bp,. wtll

dropped till colonization is a ^ fait gecomfli,*

that the accomplishment of this, g^atest, surett,

soundest, and simplest of all political meuures for the

aiabilitation of the Brkisbj^
tbi'^nals of Genn^

"XWdutothenlttiWp to

tlm nie^ie under ceh^ftfation. In the first place,



of imodcupiecl land would fr«A the

<$oy«#ibeint from the necwity of providing agamrt

wrrn^tM d^daceraent ^ and, tn the second place, the

ei^ afdrirM^ from disqualifying prejudices,

proj^r to tht: HimaU^ population, wofiila at once

: piOlection from European oppression easv,

and would r^der them readily subservient under the

direGtion of European, energy and skill to the more

eSb^iu^: drawing forth of the natural resources of the

. .regiphr”
, •

; la his paper he wrote that he

would en^iiottrage “ the starving peasantry of

Ireland and of the Scotch Highlands to

coloniee the Himalayas
** By free grants for the first five years, and by a

very, light rent upon long and fixed leases thereafter,

lowing to compensation in the general prestige of their

known forthcomingness on the spot, and assured'

that, with the actual backing upon occasions of

political stress and difficulty of some fifty to one

hundred thousand loyal hearts and stalwart bodies of

&xon mould, our Empire in India might safely defy

the world in arms against it.'*

In a footnote, Mr. Hodgson added
" To ward off Riiasian power and influence, we are

just now entering on a war (in Persia).as immediately

and immensely costly, as full of perplexities and
difficulties, even in any of its better issues. Were
one*tenthy nay, one-nfteenth, of the money which

that war, if it last, will cost, bestowed on the en-

couragement of European settlements in the Hima-
laya, we might thus provide a far more durable,

safe and oheap barrier against Russian aggression,

and should soon reduce her land-borne commerce
with Eastern Asia to NiL**

The far-seeing statesmanship of Francis,

Mofudn, Cornwallis aad others who helped

to lay the foundation pf the British Empire
in India was at a discount and the opinions

of men like Crawfurd, Frederick Shore,

Metcalfe, Bentinck and Hodgson found
favor with the people of England.

Although the authorities never openly

gave countenance to colonisation, yet after

the outbreak of the Sepoy Revolt of 1857, the

colonuation of India was loudly called for

; by the people of England. An English

jiamialigt
has brought most people now-a-days to the

optfkioh UiatM grwt Mutiny was in a ^preat measure
the result df / a vicious system, maintained for yean,
WwhiiEh k|m of the Civil

las . immigration into India of independent

Burepma sra if admitted, have taken root

lii t& couhtry, and who might even by mere numben
have was disoouraged and almost

prohibited. The cf^t was that the governing class—
. the Covenanted Ctml Seryiqe!--foim only avenue

to anything like it gradually

absorbed the dontiolhf thesmy as as tlm cnlil

administration of the; eountryf , and it broke down at

once and tttteriy in Urn dtho of

• The Saturday Riwki# Cw iin 1876, p. 148.

di^d^ed by the^ p®bri«i;sbf Thus
wn>te Sit Edward SitUiviitii^ Bhr^uei

"fevwy nation, adthout eadB|ition, ^thiit h^
reduced another to permanenSv^sitb^ioii, has, mere
or lessi cemented conquest by * * and
it is an undoubted fact thai^ Jn ;pf^ to the

number and strength of these colbniw^their rule vas
more powerful and more enduring. ^ ^

"It would almost appw as if colonituttion is the only

condition on which Providence wfli permit the substitu-

tion or lengthened subjugation of one race by another;

and as far as history hitherto instructs tis, permanent

conquest is but another word for vigorous and success-

ful colonisation. Up to this perKxi, England has in

no degree colonised India, or encouraged an amal-

gamation of races; nor is there aiw probability, not

to say possibility, of her doing so."-—Sullivan’s Letters

an /Mdta, 1858, pp. 24-25.

So a Select Committee of the Parliament

was appointed in 1858, to consider the

question of colonization and settlement of

India by Britishers. At this distance of

time, the two Reports issued by the Com-

mittee are very interesting reading.

It seems that all the enactments made to

encourage the settlement of the English

were not enough to induce them to colonize

India. Hence special measures were to be

adopted to convert India into a colony of

England. On the x6th March, 1858, it was

ordered by the House of Commons—
" That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire

into the progress and prospects, ana the best means

to be adopM for the promotion of EuropeM colonisa-

tion and settlement in India, especially in the Hill

Districts and healthier climates of that coiint^l

as well as for the extension of our Commerce with

Central Asia."

Towards the closing dbys of November,

iqoy, the following telegraoi was ; to be

seen in the papers of most \6f the cbiintrifs

of the world.^

Prince Buelow has introduced a bill in the

Reichstag, for a grant of a further ;^ao,000,000 to

continue the Germanization of the Polish provinces

by means of German settlers, and conferring powers

01 compulsory ex-propriation.
. ^

(Rentier*! Sehf&e,)
.

London, Tuesday, (iVovf. 2^
/pay).

,

England could have done the same thing

fbir the EhgHzh:«ettIe|» in India as Germany

did for tte QbfoOianizariQii of Polandv w
hteti Mr. Hodgson ha^ 80||^ted the a#op*

tbii'-.of '-mha meaiuire. '
.

die riyiMM8«iiw'-"-Wh<>. .



abdve a

cottrtc, With the Ahglo-

Ittdiat) aiJithoriticis, they; ,W

ing EHglishwn to’^ 8^^^^ hf
pecuniafy lirom the money taken from

the Indian tak-payei^; ; India was expected

and made to a certain degree to pay lor her

being converted into an English colony.

Take for inatancei the case of tea

plantations. How the tea planters were

assisted in this industry will be evident from

the following questions put to,, and the

answers given to them by Mr. J. Freeman
who appeared as a witness before the Select

Committee on colonization.

"1922. Are you not aw&re that both in Assam
and Kumaon the Government established tea-planta-

tions for the express purpose of trying experiments, for

the sake of the settlers, and with the avowed object of

handing over their plantations to the settlers, as soon

as the experiment had been shown to be successful,

and as soon as settlers could be found willing to take

them?—That is what I refer to; that in the first

moving of the cultivation of tea the Government took

the initiative and encouraged it, and went to some
expense in taking the necessary steps towards it. Then
some Europeans took it up on a larger scale, and that

attempt was not successful; but somewhere about

U years ago, in consequence of this new arrangement,
where the Government gave them more favourable

terms about the land that they were to concede to

them, from that arose the present company, vthich

has tarried ii out in a very extensile way, nehich

without the English settlers and their capital / doubt

would ever \have’\ been Reeled.

"1923. Did not the Government in fact bear the

whole of the expense of the experiment, and hand over,

both in Assam and Kumaon, their plantations to the

settlers on very liberal terms?-—That I am unacquaint-
ed with

; 1 will not say that it was so or that it was
not so.

'*1924. Did not the Government send Mr.
PortunCi and others before him into China to get seed,

and to get tea^markera, Chinese, and otherwise, to

inform them as to the Chinese system of'^Itiire, for

the ei^resi putpose and sole object of instructing the

settlers tn ihctia 7—1 do not know for certain whether
that experiment was made by the Government; 1

believe it was so ; but 1 know that Chinamen were

brought ih the first instance. It was hoped, through

them that the natives in India ^Id gpt an insi^
into the cultivation of tea, but it falledv iw far.'

’

Thus; it will be seen hp^ the

tea-plantefi liftve been^^:b^ the

'.'Bdt'-tbe..

Gdii^ment ' h<i^ p
.niqf'.;:'. '^rely ' Indiafepoin^m;'-^^

been ei^opraged in the seme ipahner as the
EtttopMn.seule:ra '

'

It is for die benefit of tlwj European tea-

planter, that that act> up tq thie stands
on the pages of the indian Statute Book—
an act which the late Hon’ble Rai Bahadur
Kristo Das Paul, c.i.b., was compeiied to
condemn as legalising slavery in India.

’

The Indian Government very generously
offered to assist iron manufacturei^ of
England if some of them were to come to
settle in India. Thus the same witness was
asked

" 1927. Are you aware that the Government
have recently sent out a gentleman conversant with
the iron manufacture, and with him several antisuhts,
to the province of Kumaon, to introduce the iron

manufacture there ?—I have read of it, but we offered

to do everything at our own expense.
*'1928. And the Government have stated that; as

soon as the experiment is shown to he succes^ul,
they are willing to hand over the works to any
Englishman that will undertake' them?—Yes, that
maybe,

Comments on the above are superfluous.

Again from time to time Indigo-planters

have received pecuniary aids from Govern-
ment at the expense of the Indian tax*

payer.

If the Indian Government spent money ih

building, roads and railways in India, these

seem to have been made with, among others,

the object as set forth by one Mr. J.

Dalrymple who appeared as a witfieiig

before the above Committee. He;

asked;—

"3551. And with more perfect laws, and thc fai^-

lity of roads, canals, and rivers, you yourself know of

no other place where bettw fruH.s for enterpeiss ^st
than in Bengal ?.^ertainly not, i v

^

'*3552. In your long experience you have teaHied^
those results?—Yes.’' '/'Jr;

Facilities of communication seem
have been made to help coloaimijiM
Thus one Mr. W. Theobald wat

'*867. Incrmsing cbmmunioafieitv

commerce, therefore, will great^ hicrsam
England upon India?—Yes, 1 thiMso/'

; . ;V ;

Facilities of communication
land have /resulted in Baddfidlg thdia.

large increase of ^gUsh ^^B
officers and

iLt 'him



tmLmmm
: ieWil

hail diniinl^
tb9l 11^ civd ier^^
to the that

b, to^^^^ the availahle
ib^r ^offic^ ie^ the state ?—Veiy

'/^^ntocihrai:^^^
"

.' ^
.' Vi^^ At piMnt ;ttbi« w greats
imrnte absent thanWok the imroditdon^^
•x-VeSf 1 fhloh so.

^^laSov And that would natMraUy call for an in-

crem of that service 7—Yes.

...:
.

*.. '. .• *
'*1282. Does not the facility of coining home en-

courage a greater number to come home than did
come home round the CapOi having a six months* voy-
age staring them in the face 7—Yesj no doubt."

Railways were constructed, and roads and
waterways were neglected, because they
would not be convenient means of travel-
ling for the British capitalists. Major-
General G. B. Tremenheere, in his evidence
before the above Committee, on the 15th
April, 1858, said

"Colonisation cannot proceed in India as it does
in Australia or Canada

; it must spring from the
upper, rather than the lower ranks of society, by
the settbment of capitalists

; that is, from the capi-
talist rather than from the labourer.

• * *
"The state of the existing means of travelling in

India IS sufficient alone prevent the countiy and
its resources from becoming known to capitalists.
The ordinary mode of travelling is either by march-
;ing in stftpsfirom 12 to 14 miles a day, or travel-
ling by dawk in a palanquin. Capitelists will not
submit to this tardy mode of progress. 1 conceive
tto if raihwjrs existed, places hoiding out prospects
of i^Uible tnvestment would be reacRIy vis^, and
capitalists would then judge for themselves of the
advantages to be gained by settlement.

* ' * ' •
- 1 conceive that before capital can be attracted’

to India, it u necesaaryto give the greatest facility
for mterconummjcatkm. Both the egricultural and
tiwtirineral resoutces of the different localities could
than be readily inquired into on the spot. Those

would not only be accessible to capitalists
ptacri within easy oommunicatim one

with the wieri which IS net the case now.”

Thia mtnen pleuled for the construction
of nulwsjfs M t^ best tnetths for coloniza-
tion of Indhk He was adtedt—

s./ ’ -r

",8. One jportim Tif the inquinr «hich has been
devolved aain this COmmkfee by the House of'
Conmians is the poMlriBly of MsdibMr ourselves of
the chn^e the M statHM^lodia ibrt^
non and setthsinent t hese
ftttnthw to’.diBt ^e#T-4;thjbi* one of the meet
mworoM Amgs that emdd be dene wwlld be to^e jhe. hiH statieds twoeealiHe by n

1W hiUs^^^ Were iuigeeted for
colMiztmon ttnd^the prains eettleitient
of Eurt^peans;m India. Thus one J. n
Waller ias a witnesi before the above (^m.
mittee was asked by Mr, Vansittart.

r„ ft. am s«. a
What are its capabilities for English

colonists and settlers 7—Its capabilities are very
grwt, and it myites colonization to such an extent,
that even the laboring classes may settle there. I
think the Ksources ofthe hills are boundless for the
purposes of colonization.

, In the plains we can only
have what I understand by the word ‘Settlement’.”

* * . »
”5204. In your answer to question No. 48«57, you

say,^ I think that the climate offers no serious im-
pedime^ whatever to the settlement of Europeans
are the Committee to understand from this that coloni-
Mtion is practicable in the plains of Bengali—No; Iwd the word 'settlement,* that I intended to cover
the ^ole of India

; Europeans may settle there, al-
though they may not colonize ,• that is, you cannot
intrc^uce labourers into the plains of India

;
but if

you have 500 Europeans s<^led in Bengal now, as
far as climate is concerned, there is no reason why
you should not have 5,000.*’

According to another witness, the whole
of India, like Algeria, could be colonized
and settled by Europeans. Mr. J.

Freeman
was asked

”1750. Do you think colonization can be effected

in any part m India in the same manner and to

same extent, as Algeria has been ..colonised 7—1 think

that colonization can be extend^ in India, but there

are two kinds of colonists for India, whereas, in

Algeria, there is only one kind of coloiiist that is ab-

solutely necessary; one to work the land. But in

India there is room for two colohistSi one with capital

and during capabilities, enterprise, and perseverance,
using the native for carrying out his purposes, and
one a colonist to work the Iftnd himren under parti-

cular conditions and cicumstances
;

if you encourage
and render your institutions rationsdly fit for ine

n^her grade of these, you will confer the greatest

owefit to the country, but the latter must be always
more or less limited, but they would be of great use

to the countiy, for other reasons.
***

75 ** .
Vou instanced the colonization in Algeria

f* ? ^ ** e^stended iii India ;
therefore

lasked, 'Doyou think that it can be caftri^ on to

the »ine ^tent in India as iiii Alg^T*--^fn every
part I should say hot, bm in humy I should say
It roighL In Algeria a Uige g^t was made to a
cmi^y, on condition UutfI wiihin af Certain itumbfer

•bwiM iwi.blbh
simuld have SO muhh Im in calriv. T . ? vwjuviKijmi- ; . : anis j,wr*7

Md flWv liiA.



biMb by

J wheat vnd'

this is i^y
lihour ot the tiatim gf

it strikes me^ ib at wftiw ia ^ -4^ il(

many parts of tndiar tha heit uJlpltM gnM|»:aiMi

there are the same dif&ulties as t&W
of the heat to be bvercome there as by the Ebte|Mans

in India. Then, if y<w come to the northern parts of

India and to . the hilly ran^s there, 1 think, the

climateand soil are quite ht for purposes of that kind ;

and if settlements were established there, to induce

Mople to settle, it would be an advantage in having a
European force at hand as in the military colonies in

Algeria,”

In order to make colonization possible

and successful, it was necessary that a very

large number of Englishmen should be

brought out to India. It was with this

object in view that some of the witnesses

urged the necessity of appointing English-

men in preference to Indians to all the posts

of trust and responsibility. Thus to gain

their end these witnesses did not scruple to

paint the natives of India in the blackest

color possible and say things regarding

them which were false. Major General G.
B. Tremenheere, in his evidence before the

Committee on aoth April, 1858, said ;

—

” European settlement in India might probably be
promoted by a further increase of the members of the

Uncovenanted Civil Service. Their ranks are recruited

from young men who, in many instances, have been
brought up in India

;
they have small pensions, and

after serving the Government for a period of years,

are imry likely to become good settlers. Their local

experience will induce them to take advantage of

opportunities for profitable investment, which in the

course of their career would be surely forced upon
their observation. The strength of the regular civil

^ce is too small for a country, of such vast extent.

They work hard, and are a most exemplary body of

•jen
; but there is a limit to individual exertion, and

they look to England as their ultimate home. A
®®rtain propo^on of highly educated civilians is

absolutely necessary but mticli of the ordinary civil

^siness, both revenue and magisterial, might be
®®tter administered if a larger number of moderately
pud officials were etnployed.

‘340* You think that they would be brought into

Wore immediate contact with the natives 7—Yes, they

^®“ld become acquainted with the resources of the

juintry, and by retirihg on smaller pensions, would

^ more ltktily< to Setde in India than the civilians of

‘he present day.

Beiddeir advantages which you haj»

ay proved; wl
u^se from

to be

^ Hilnailayu
.
^ ttalmiiH

bt'Oe jpnieriGt] «*•««•; •**i*i<**
•oai (dOoi^; 1^:4 dw 5

• rtmmi u

:

fitted rilMjve offi4ahi,:wi^
qpri^ow«tt;mKtemre of die4v9
Miv fotflrMimt*; wfrich our oini ofiinn can employ.
Abuityy a f^ir reptitatibn, quickness in writing the
Persian and Hindobjitiinee languages, and an aptitude
for; business mure emp% to a native. High
moral qualities, if only based on the princtples
iiicukatra by thrir own religious creeds, would have
influence if they could be found

;
but unfortunately,

thm native subordinates and the whole class from
which tl^ are derived are notorious^ deficient in

good principles, and they; counteract the efforts of
Government to administer strict justice to the people.
The people themselves have no greater respect for;

truth or upright dealing ; they will institute, against
one another, prosecutions of the most serious character,
on the most false pretences, and support them by a
cloud of witnesses

; even when they haye a just cause
for litigation, they know that if they do not possess
the means to bribe fr^ly, they cannot succeed : and
the feeling among them is, that the party who can pay
the most to the subordinate officers of the court, is

sure to gain the day. The best way to cure this evil

is to make moral worth, and character, the chief

qualifications for employment by the State. It is not
by books, nor by teaching, that any appreciable
progress will be made towards improvement of the
national character of the natives. More may be done
by the living example of numbers of Englishmen,
trained up among them from their infancy in the

principles of the Christian religion, who by reason of

their moral superiority, will obtain the precedence in

all public employments, and in the favour of the
State.”

Then this witness was asked
”
385 . As a question of policy and justice, do you

advocate the employment of Europeans in offices vmich
are now filled by natives of the country in preference

to the natives?—-I do as a first measure, until yit^;

can obtain those qualities which, 1 presume, the

Europeans would possess. I think the quality of the
instrument should be looked to, and not the mere
national character of |he employed. If ypii oopld

obtain natives possessing the same principle as.

peans, 1 would have them employed by all mem,
and 1 would give them the piwerence ; but until Vpu
can do that, let them see that those are the qualmes
which are required.

'*
386. 1 presume you are of opinion that we should

not govern India for our own purpose solely, jb^ for

the lbenefit of the inhabitants conceive that the
employment; of high principled instruments under the

Government, would be doing moie justice to. the

people of the country than the employment of othm "

who are corrupt, akhoiigh they may be of Cheiaiw
nation.” -

- -u* It waaeuggested by maiiy witocseea

EngHAjiiM rfiotild be tc.m the Him. ^^ ^
Dafo^ &C. Thai i^ve «4imw :



tif good «nd family
_ _i cpiirttiy^ to fill thoMi situations

.

same time their instruction would
heWt1ib;;l%ihln IndtavMd they Wou^^^ lonw

,;: ; . \ .

•

Was again asked t—-;
'

Wotdi it be just to exclude the native?—
just to exclude the native,

bW 1 simply employ the European until you
eoWdjhaW m native of the proper standard.

Is it not sometnina like the old adage of

;
llW i9^ the water until he can
«Mni, imt e the natives till they are fit for
emjdoyiiient ?<—If you

:
show men what qualifications

are i^uisHe ior employment, it is their fault if they
doubt come up to that standard; if you give them
an opening, and say we will employ you if you
exhibit certain qualifications, I conceive there is no .

hardship in keeping them out of emplo>'ment till those
qualifications are produced."

Another witness before the above Com-
mittee examined on 27th April, 1858, was
asked:--’

Gevemmmt rf ^

If*
wwworAy

rf their own WtHw clM tB
'

'.(I

"209a. You mM' »«».».
of the GovernmeM

*efvam»
. ..

^
shouW Jje found wiono theEurppnn wt^n;fr~ye^ ;M.' pMsi^, i

think (t would be« pest inducemcrnt fbr'^Euro^

ments***
themadmlof-thooe app^

m : W- .
' *

“83»2. Would it b« jutt and fair towards the
peorte of the country to talw ail the employment out
of their hands, imd give it to the EnipuhT—If you
can not find natives fit for those employments you
must employ Europeans.

^

"2323. How are the natives P> be made fit without
being employ 7—You may mbke them fit for sons
of the appointments, but it is difficult to make them
cowct or honest without more European superin-
tendence.

"2324. Are they likely to be made correct or honest
if they are not tried ?—Th^r do not seem to improve
in that respect.

,

* •
.

*
.

'

"2326. You think that it is possible to teach boys
to swim without allowing them to go into the water?—
Noj I do not.

' "2327. Ckatrman] Do not you think it would be
an advantage for them to see a man swim who could
swim better than themselves?—Yes, I think that
they would get benefit from the example."

Mr. N. B, E. Baillie was also a witness
before the above Committee on ist June,
1858, He was asked :—r

* sP? object to natives being appointed
to high official situations ?—Yes,^ I do; my reasons
m both caws are political. I would say that with
regard to the appointment of natives to higher
situations, that I was asked the question when
examined .before the Committee of Uie House of
Commons in 1853. 1 then s^d that I thought that

e improving very muhb, and that, inteifeetually,
they might beconsider

sent a very m ^istablishment of native writers in f j, .?**• • ? f then gave my epfnloa erttirt
iluwiwA oAwSS-m nf fwWUWM tudtcial’ Question, e IMniV It . WJuiS'^SMal

Until the moral code of the Mussulman and
the Hindoo is higher, ere you of opinion that in the

iiiterests of India and its people they should not,

unless in exceptional cases, be employed in responsible

positions ?—Certainly, I think the creed of caste and
t)to creed of the Mussulman is^ bad creed for persons

entrusted with the administration of justice ; e *

"1)86.'* As regards the police * * that respectable

Suropcans shouw ml the place of darogah, and that
’ even ; In bubordind to those the steady

intblijg|mt Europim would fill the places well?—

;
MxcNutr. was examined before

\lhiie 6th May, 1858.

:

* ^9p5|^. In what, situatioiis under Government
do you think more Europeans could be employed
than are employed nowT-^lo all the public offices,

such as the Treaiury, the Home and Foreign Depart- ^
ments, the Milittfy, Public Works, Salt atm Opium,
Stamp (Mficer Mint,.P &c ; there is at pre- ^ *

theiw depahmcnu; some^ them receiving from £100
... ...

.f
.
annum, and even more, who do vety

riih^are nearly ail mere machines, who
00^ cannot draught or Write a letter of any
consequence; for the present pay of these native

esbabUsHmento 1 should say a much more efficient

Einopean establishment which would
be afeod training sehoot for higher to

gel dn from,ipuir mkn tnecltpaiid eaertmne*
.

of

= their miUeaji^ iind^ t^ ivoidd^be
less ehoeim^uMu; held Bduciae
themselves diM nowf--lt migtil be. to ao^^

hm’iiei;viefy. mufeh^'

'

n';-.. -...'C

judicial quMiM. * Jfo* it fs given p^&ical
pounds. I tbinit, pbliticdlly, the natives rirould not
be appointed tnibote high situadons/' ...

TT»e witneetes

ent «f
.^ Enclidf aj^cy iii It^ia

ridence of the litdSKdidn'and yet tftey g^ve eyie

cy and InGoht^tenty of: tha then eniating
a^qr^that it of the tnetthtta; of the
Covwanted Civil S^ice,^ Mr.
IJteeniaa. |n Jiis evident -hebme^ ab^

.:the-«hia«nfir:’and^!



THE

H the- Wm in-
efficient did liofr jwifom ^eir duti«$
properly; it wae prepoftorout te ekp^ct that
uiicovenanted Eurbp^e office would bh
a better set of pcoptei Py
and incoinpifftcocy ef

the natives of liidia wcmid be the sufferers.

WelV that did noi^ the calculation
of those who advocated the more extensive
employment of the Europeans in India on
the score of colonization.

The improvement of land tenure to faci-
litate its possession by the Englishman was
also suggested. Thus Mr. J. Freeman, in
his evidence before the Committee on the
a9th April, 1858, was asked

"1654. With ri^ard to the land, can you make
MV suggestion which would improve the tenure of
land, and facilitate the possession of it by Europeans ?
^Certainly

; in the country, where most of the land
h occupied in one way or another, except in the
Sunderbunds, there is a difficulty to surmount.
Those gentlemen who have invested their capital
in indij^ and so forth, have managed it in this way

:

for the sake of peace and quietness they have come
«n as purchaser of leases for 8, 9 or 10 years, they have
purchased putnee talooks or perpetual leases. Therefore
when this unfortunate sale law comes into effect
upon an entire Zemindary these are all swept away.
"1655. Vqu wish some measure like Mr. Grant's

sale law, which should give the lessee a security that
ms large tenures, unprotected by the sale law tenure,

not be destroyed by the sale of the Zemindaiy?
."“I'hat is one thing; our other method is to rent the
land from the small tenant; * e"

He gad several other witnems like him
were for extinguishing the rights of the
lyots in Lower Bengal with n view of
putting the English planter in

,

possession
of the fee-simple of the land.

One of the aiieged reaspm hindering the
colonization^ of India by natives pf Eng*
and was, their apprehensipn of being siib-

jectecl %o the jurisdiction of native Indian
judges and magistrates and what they were
pleased to call **Black Atw**’ Th»s wrote
the London Times in

*lf any thing can jiiof«dPi,rly.«e^^^
of smnty in which Indian^ spite ef all

vanimg have iaduiei^ it is ptk at

'

when this
in the

of

junn fiiwOTI, vpnWWSn WBR ' Sill, w, sngpSea^- - SVIe* ‘*9^

'

if’',-'

.4 before''; ‘

..

.

Off, -May,

tHeirviieffri^
fw^as-mech- ^ ^ - -

Mr:.j. p.;;

above
said:-
"Suppose^ these Btiek W Pirrikd fiffo

^

kwas was d^red Jim pmvi^^ the breaking
of this mbellion, the iPiiXAr^ Europfeahs as ai
preparative measure might I^Ve bem
Then he was qaeslibned by a oiMher

of the Committeeil. ; -
;

7

^*3651. I think you suted that it was the object'^
drive the European settleiV Ptit^Yes; one wi^d
suppose so.

^

**2652. To whom do yoii impute that object; was
It the effect of the laws or was

,

it the thtemion of
those who pawed the lasw?-^Thc faws would have
ihateffect."

“2653. You do not mean rniay tlmt any Gevmit--
ment would desire to dHve settlers Oiit r^One wcsild
suppose not, but practically thatis the effect.'*

An attempt was made during the Vice*
royalty of Lord Kipon to empower nation ,

Indian judges and magistrates to try Chi^
tian European criminak But such a hue at^
cry was raised by “the Pueca born Britimsi^

and the Eurasians that Loird Hiponk
ernment had to tamely: yield to vw
agitators.

rhe Government of India by the

India Company was not iavorable io WlW
nization. To give an impetus to coloffiza*

tion, as one of its objects, it does not sgeiff

unreasonable to suppose that the transfer dl

the Indian Government frdtm the Gomjpiwi^;^

to the Crown was effected. This trapslj^

benefited the English ^colonists. Ildr« I;
Freeman in his evidence before the

mittee, was asked
-

'

"'.'Oy

'*1567. What effect do yOU; think the ^traiiafer J

the fSkwernment from the Cabipshy to the

have on colonization or Brkith settlemen
*

lion as applied to India io the nreseiit ct

would have a very great effect 1

cause the change in the torm::(d

Company to the feS

reforms more closely ebrnieibted

Mr.' G.
the *l>ore

What

bfGpwMmmlffMnjAkpnl^^

ki <W|’ i. i

w « mu'.

%"thes
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. of , India the Crown would or would
in that country?

;
been in India, and at home, I

a grittt

i India bein^ governed in the name

ydd think that such a transfer would be
; die increased settlement of Europeans in

Ihdiai^U if added to good

:V ;

!• G. Walicr, in his evidence before

tW iCotAm on 3rd June^ 1858, being

*!4841. What would you enumerate among the

.^rin^ej objections to the settlement of Europeans in

Saidi*^-

think 1 have enumerated several; but there is

one Other which is of such importance that I cannot

with justice to the subject omit it. 1 think that the

transfer of the authority of the Government from the

GorpOratipn which now reprelMnts the Crown, by vir-

tue of a trusteeship, is absolutely necessary. Ifii
he fh^

.
real intehUon cf the English Gevernmeni

to enctmrage the settkmeni of Englishnken in India,

iond to fwe full scope to primie enterprisefor the

aeompMhment ifthose obierts connected mith India,

ndUeh Government alone can never effect, * * Eng-
lishment I am hersuadedt and the hUtorjf of the pasd

pfpo WfM not accept the intervening authority

e^ony CorporaiUon, as a Government, in lieu of the

iirect authoritjf and povsev of the Crown, and the

fundamental principles and laws of their own consti-

tution I think that the substitution of theauthori-

ty and name of the Crown is essentially requisite to

' prepare the way for those sweeping changes in the

Gby)^tnntem of India which must follow almost imme-
to induce and encourage colonisation,

bid .to keep our hold over that immense extent of

country.”

tt is a xenaarkable fact which must be

greatly regretted that the two Perliatnent-

ary Reports from the Select Cdtnmtttee on
. Cdlbhiaatibh and Settlement (India) have
npt received any attedtton at the hands of

indiah
Bat with all the Laws and Regulations

^Ich aBord facilities to th^ people

io /colonize lndia» edbniaation has not

progresied yer^ rapidly^ India for the

l^lishiihen, it is said| pomsses lew charms,

>^r;'Townsehd writds-:^:/

;**Tbh al^iico 4^ whke^:^i^^

> ermte, M *die Hills* noene iottiosv Bndlah-
live on the sultry. pUhs New South Wales

;

Amerkaiw; who are

otfedi, are Slliag up rthe stpemy;: elaiiis of Fkmda

;

SpiPiiiiits have ik»iled «i a iPvpmlng i^

out the tropical sections of the two Americas f Dutch-
men dwell on in lava

; but the English, whatever
the temptation, will not stay in lindni.* No matter
what the sacrifice, whether in nm^ or dignity or
pleasant occupation, ah uncontrollable diyust, an
overpowering sense of being aliens inexorabfy divided
from the people of the land, comes upon them, and
thw glidle silently away.”* h

Meredith Townsend's Asia and Europe, p. 87.

The real reasons for the slow colonization

of India seem to us to consist in the facts

that India is a large country and well

peopled and it was not a very easy task

to displace the millions who inhabit it,

and also in India being not rich in gold,

silver and diamond mines like Peru, Mexico,

, California, Australia and South Africa.

India is mainly an agricultural country and

hence less attractive to the European gold-

hungerers. Major-General G. B. Tremen-
heere in his examination before the Com-
mittee on the 20th April, 1838, being

asked :
—

**412. * * Why does not he (the Englishman)
go to India as well as to Australia ?”

Answered

—

** There are more enticing objects in other countries.

The finding of gold, the production of copper, and
mines generally, offer njiuch greater inducement than

the slow profits derived from agricultural produce.”

But now that several mines of gold and
other minerals have been discovered in

India, India is becofhing more and more
attractive to the Europeans. It is not to

be wondered at if rapid' colonization of

India takes place now.
The promotion of Eurasians to the class

of Anglo-Indians and the large amount of

money which is bein|; spent on their educa-

tion and the creation of domiciled Euro-
peans as ‘•statutory natives" will also

facilitate the colonization of India. The
conspicuous absence of “statutory natives*'

and “ AnglcHlndians (or Eurasians), in the

ranks of the provinciai judicial services

which tax inWUigehce to the utenost, for as

a matter of fact, members of these services,

administer law and justice much better

than judges belonging to the. “ Heavenborn
Ci«U Servicf^” is to be explam no

other hypbtb^s than their unfitness for

:
appointiiient to them; An4 hence ^^ery

Ottetapl is to educate thtTm to emible

them to take their those seryij^*
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HISTORY OF AURANGZIB

CHAPTER XV.

Battle of Dharmat, 15 April, 1658.

Reaching Ujjain with hU army at the

end of February, Jaswant was quite

in the dark about Auranjg'zib’s inten*

tions and movements. So strictly did that

Prince watch the roads

and ferries of the Narmada

StlfjS,

^
river that no news from the

Deccan reached Jaswant.

The Rajput general, however, learnt that

Murad was coming from Guzerat. So, he
issued from Ujjain, took post near Kach-
raud to bar the enemy’s path, and sent his

spies towards Murad’s camp for further

news. Murad was then 36 miles away, but
on finding Jaswant’s force greatly superior

to his own, he prudently avoided a battle

and making a wide detour round Kachraud
arrived south of it, in order to be near the

Narmada and Aurangzib’s line of advance.

Jaswant heard of this movement, and in^

his present state of ignorance could not

account for it. just then he got a letter

from Mandu Fort telling
hears of Aurangzib had

crossed the Narmada. A
party of Data's troops,

who had fled from the fort of Dhar at the

approach of Aurangzib, now joined Jaswant
aiid confirmed the news. The Maharajah
was at his wits' end ; so well had Aurang-
zib’s movements been kept secret that

Jaswant had not heard of his march from
Biirhanpur, begun as early as aoth March,
nor of his having crossed the Narmada.
The first news that he got of Aurangzib
Wiis that the Prince was alr^dy in Malwa
aiid rapidly marching on the

same time, from Murad's
.
present :]^itton,

a junction betvi^n was
meat likely. :

.>; '.v- ./•: y-
: •

In utter perpk^^^

Ujjaiti. Here a
Kaiit l^i, detivmd to hhn Anfini^ib's

A Kl^V'aa.

and
Aurmgzib^s
proaeh;

tftkei post at

Dhsmiat to

oppose Aurang-
db,

message advising him to give up his opposi-
tion and return peacefully to Jodhpur as
the Prince was only going to Agra td Visit

his father without any thought of Vagtng
war. Jaswant declined, saying, must
carry out the Emperor’s orders. I cannot
retrace my steps without disgrace."

He then advanced 14 miles south-west
of Ujjain and encamped
opposite Dharmat, to block
the path of the enemy
coming up from the south.

Here another startliitg

news reached him: Murad had joined

Aurangzib (14th April) and the two were
within a day’s march of him^ This was a
contingency that Jaswant had not thought
of before. His waiting strategy had failed

.

to keep the two princes apart. How yw
he to meet their united forces how? He
quailed at the prospect. Next morning,

when Aurangzib'zfarmy had already begun
to march to the ^vneounter, Jaswant "ih
mortal fear" attempted to parley. He sent a

^
messenger to Aurangzib to

diplom^r beg the Prince’* pardon
and say, “I do not want to

fight, and 1 have no power to show audacity
to your Highness. My wish is visit

serve you. If you pardon oie and give bp
your project of a hght, I shall and ; wkit
on you.” But Aurangzib h^w of

advantage and was not willmjg m strehi^
en the enemy by gmatihg
teply was, ** As t have already star^, delay;

is out of place now. If you
what you say, leave your amy pnd eo^^^
atone to Najabat Khan, wbo^^^^^^

to my son Muhammad Sultih and tl^t'

prince will introduce to hie and secum
your pardon."*.

.v

'' '

Such a iiumiltattM siitimiHipu

.

sinking a
xauld’-'^ndt; h^g'^

AlH I51 .Aq9;-.KhaiH ^

’19,

'

tries

in vain,



ljar'..-#ii^'- Bui "^yjg^snitai-i^

'..by-^rteyrng bifafe-

iil;ely' to win iii- the -clasli^:

^
«irettdy loBt ibat tonfidk^

;V- .^i¥b »l»if fhc victory,.

Mal^-ln' ihe" bc^'
that.;- the ^mere :>«^ of

'

'SLSSLS^ the Im^iai tUndardt;
lebeHioos

their provinces, and that all

J..'.^^^;lw..: -would- ^ve to' .undertake- -was' a
: of force. Now, when

he realised thht his adversaries
uwre tn deadly earnest and ready to fight to

end^ He tn^ his forces

; if he
high crime; his

;

spirit galled before that of Aurangz^ A
two such generals can

\

had been charged by Shah Jahan
tci send the two rebellious

TSu d^tidtici princes back to their own

5j^4f jnmrv to them as possible,

Si' ae liesdciai and to fight them only as

^
'I/ .,a last resource,*'

' At . alt

>•
;
times, a^. .subject opposing

I hHW fighting

f^ a dmiit master agaihkt two chiefs who
: aehiii^edge n antbority than their

^ W In

Jji^an^ of his

E'tipn Was aggravated by the commands
«d reOeived from Shah

,

Jahan, White
J^um fdjowed his own judgment only,

kj^w by the

highest his object vtith

all his fmumei^ u singleness of atm,

r^dy to 4o and his^^^u^

was ^iftriieted hy the conflict

z.' batWeeh'o tho, .instructions .'.;hr«m' ..Agra...:' and:
'

Vv ,',the';': jeii|fehdW:'ol-;^^ . 'actuaismi1'ita.ry.. situ?-'

^:’'' a^on/mlii&lviW^.mi.d.^ .for.

.

;,':.his/-.;oWtt''''1i«e^^
' on-'wliat '(its oppo^}

'he&my.'vr^ '-A rgtfAM
f^:':'eaiiimtv hai^'.-.d|d;:;'Wdvahmgt^^^^^ the

.

:^2:£^-sss^P2::^
'.lill-snari|..

:'
:...-

. .diyio^'A^ '..from each

and miarreh about dignity^

not the
commander to humour :a^ them,
and make all obey the wiilbf one common
head* Uten, again, them was the standing
aloofness between Hindus and Muham-
madana It had been found next to im-
possible to brigade these creeds together for

a campaign under one general. Hence, in

the first siege of Qandahar ail the Rajputs
.of the Mughal Van marched under Rajah
BIthaldas and all the Muslims under
Bahadur Khan,*—two co-ordinate author-

ities subject only to the commander-in-chief.
In the Bijapur war also all the Rajputs of

the reinforcements sent from Hindustan were
led . by Chhatra Sal Hada, and all the

Muslim troops by Mahabat Khan. It was
only a commander standing in a position

of unquestioned superiority above the beads
of the other generals, that could make the

two creeds work in amity. Aurangzib was
one such by birth as much as by merit.

But Jaswant was a mere fnaaso6dar, only

two grades higher than Qasim Khan, and
eocially equal to him, as both were gover-

nors of provinces There could nbt, there-

fore, be unity of command in the Imperial

army. Indeed, Qasim Khan’s orders were

to cc^operate with the Maharajah and not

to act as his subordinate.

This division of cpmiiiWnd acceptua^^^

the difterence of creeite in

e&**^ £5:
at hi, ieinaere<|.*tsfuc(mdiqicuit

ofitciM. . StWn) ill tte
'.

’.officen . wew,.
se^tly frit^dly . to Atinuigsib or Asd bew
coimqited Ay. An#, ^le histt^ of :

tAe

bottle' 't)>At {dllowed prove, tAw M^cion.
true t ivAilejtAd impetiaHsttloit a,

.
RAjput

^ieiAla ioonAiet; oQ^ oaoM
..^XimerAf -ifttfs ..AftlAd'^oii" .tAdr.lidAi <S@Htn'

' Alf:r’bliAi>liApAliAl.'.-:lr^^ .io

tAi, battle AAd;t»At 'AecAAiA' i^/i«tiiAt’Af'-^e

Mtmfn of Fute, M.|hb'^',ai|#iell.: AhMAry.

liAAitTAy'iiiiyi

'

s'.:. -I. I.;
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the bfltttW four Muhatn-

inadan qlfichrs o the Imperial army came
over to Aiirrui^ih iod wei-c rewarded

him.* Such have fought

loyally twentyrfoor hours earlier.

Finallyi ad a general was no

,
match for Aurangzib, who
»MkJ “aged in war." Con-
tpmporiiry hi»torianst

blame him for his incapa-

city, inexperience and faulty plans. He
chose his ground badly and so cramped
his men that the horsemen could not

manoeuvre freely nor gather momentum for

a charge ; he failed to send timely succour,

to the divisions that needed it most, and,

the battle once begun, he lost control over

his forces as if he were a mere divisional

leader and not the supreme commander of

all. Lastly, he made the fatal mistake of

despising artillery. It is said^ that the

night before the battle, his chief officer

Askaran, surnamed Kiftiwant, had urged
him, “The two princes have drawn up their

guns in front of us. The brave Rajputs
do not love their families or own lives very

much, so that when they move to the

encounter they will never step back. The
artillery of the other side will annihilate

them. If you only give the order, I with

4000 of bur men shall fall

on their artillery at mid-
high t, slay the gunners and
capture the guns. There-

after the enemy will not
have strength enough to defeat us in a
pitched battle.” But Jaswant replied,

**lt is inconsistent with manliness and
Rajput usage to employ stratagem or make
a hig^t-attaok. Next morhingi with God’s
pac^, I shall use a plan by which their artil-

lery will lie at its place bn one side^ and the

Rajputs coming upon their troops will gain
the victory. Not a man (of ui^ will be
hurt by the guns/' .

"

Evidently Jaswant’s plan was to skirt

the eneniy*s artillery and come to blose

quarters with tiWir tieops^ dismgarding

iSi. thiei-

. 1^ nich

He wjceti the
proposal of a
night-attack on
the eaemy^i guns.

30, Ratjwf,

tactics could have sudeeeded bn^
charge had been made oii a wide Iqjfei

plain and also, if dhe opposing
been served by Iridians proyerbiaily
in turning and firing their piepeS.

when the battle began the Rajputs Were
penned within a narrow space with ditches
and entrenchmcnis on thbif fianks, and
subjected to a deadly fire before theyjCbiiid

expand their formation for a charge.
Secondly, after they had passed by the
enemy’s artillery and engaged Aurangatb’s
troops, the French and English gunners
of the Prince quickly turned their giins

sideways and began to mow down the
Rajputs in their new position. It was truly

a contest between swords and gunpowder,
and artillery triumphed over cavalry.

The ground* where Jaswant took his

* Kambu says, 'These inexpert generals, through

faulty counsel, took post in a narrow swamp aiid

uneven ground. Next morning when they marshall-

ed their troop.s, a large body wW packed in that

narrow pass, one behind another, at^ sonm stood

here and there on the sides, without order or method.

...Owing to the narrowness of the held and tlm

f
ressure [of the enemy] from the two rides, tlii^

mperialists found no space to matioeuvre.!' (11^).

Aqil Khan supports this statement and adds,

''Jaswant drew up his trohps oii uneven ground, on

the bank of the Narmada(!); having poured water

he made 200 yards of ground near it muddy.*’ (28,

30.. Murad's own description is, "Jaswant encamped
on a plot of land which had ditches of

,
water txn alt

four sides [joined to] swamps, and set up eiurench*.

ments round it." (Fctyei, 4^). Bernier's dMcrip-?

lion of the battle-field is very inaccurate
;
the Perriati

histories do not speak of any "disputed passage-

'

across the river, as the fight seems to have; men
place more than a mile from the bank. I have visttM

the scene and found there not a slrfgte “rock io the
'

bed of the river"; and the banks

common height," as is asserted by Bemier»

The battle evidemty to^ place

close to tbe Raun Smgh Mbmif^t, imd hot cist

of the village of DHaiihat.

;

village DkarmaUpur, hut tlm

36 N. E., and the viltlgers chirit

read in A. AT. “One frqm OhanMi^ut
barred the Princes’ road....Jai

opposite Dharmatpiir, one kos from
...Aurangrib’s tent was pitched bn dm b
nulhh of Ghoma«syahah,V
river, facing DhwfflaW slopim f^
have prerimted any; dtmeuky toil)

and giih»» Them b
but sofha damp Ml and ncar^ R
Meihonal/ I

^ diewle w 1n;a plam and liet In the
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.
•ttitd wiis narrow aii^^ uneven, with ditches

li. swamps on its flanks.

One his^rian as^rts that
Jaswant had deliberately

poured water on and.trodd*

eh intb mud 200 yards of ground in front

of hiin, evidently to arrest the enemy’s
chiirge. His position was also surrounded

by threh^^ up during the previous

day, as the usual precaution against night

attacks. In short, the Imperial army seem-
ed to be standing on an island, ready for

a siege. No worse disposition can be
imagined for a pitched battle to be fought

by cavaliers on mettled horses.

Of the forces engaged, we know that

Aurangzib had 30,000 men with him. To
this fiiiist be added Murad’s contingent,

probably less than 10,000. The Imperial

army is variously estimated. Aurangzib

f

»uts it at *’30,000 horse and many infantry,”

sardas at 50,000 ; Murad goes even further

and counts the enemy as 50 or 60 thousand.

Aqil Khan estimates it at 30,000. So, we
may conclude that the two armies were al-

most equally matched and numbered over

35,000 men each.*

On Aurangzib’s side the divisions were
thus formed ; The Van, said

Diviiioniof to have consisted of 8,000
* steel-clad veterans, under

; Prince Muhammad Sultan

i^nd Najabat Khan, with Zulfiqar Khan and
some guns guarding its front,—the main
artillety under Murshid Quli Khan,-' the

Right Wing under Murad,—the Left Wing
under Multafat Khan, with the boy-prince

Muhammad Azam as honorary commander,
—the Advanced Reserve (iltimsh) under

Murtaza Khan with Aurangzib’s own guards,

—the Centre under Aurangzib himself, with

Shaikh Mir and Saf Shikan Khan guarding

his Ri^t and Left sides. Some pieces of

artillery were posted with the latter. As
psuiti there was a screen of skirmishers in

front, composed of tjic scouts and the servants

of the hunting department,

Jaswaitt’s ;fO,ooo strong, was formed

in two columps/ under Qasim Khan,
>nd thep^CT^

DUpoMou vw ' ^veral thousand Rajputs,

; ttnd« Mukund Stogh

: « Mabi i04ir, lw<idas, 1^, (but on ijoi he pats

Murad’s arnjv at 70«0(K) 409» Aqil

:./jKhan, s8v

v‘-' .

and six other Hindu efaieftiaihs. On his two
wings were Rajah Rai Singb

,

Sisodia and
his clansmen (the Right), and Iftikhar

Khan with the Muslim troops of the Impe-
rial service (the Left). The Centre he led

in person, with 2000 of his devoted clansmen,
besides other Rajput and Imperial troops
at his back. The Advanced Reserve was
also composed of Rajputs, led by a Gaur
and a Rathor, white the skirmishers were a

party of warriors from Central Asia, expert

in the use of the bow. The Camp and bag-

gage, left close to the battlefield, were
guarded by Maluji, Parsuji, (two Maratha
auxiliaries) and Rajah Devi Singh Bun-
dela.*

It was a little over two hours from sun-

rise when the rival hosts
The battle be- sighted each other. The

battle began with the usual

discharge of artillery, rockets, and muskets

at long range. The distance gradually de-

creased, as Aurangzib’s army advanced
slowly, keeping its regular formation. Sud-

denly the kettledrums struck up, the trum-

pets pealed forth, and the conflict began at

close quarters. The Rajputs densely packed

within their narrow position, were severely

galled by the barqandazes and archers of

the Princes’ army from front and flank,

without being able to manoeuvre freely and

give an effective reply. Their losses began

to mount up every minute. Death has no

terror for the Rajput, but then it must be

death in conflict. If he is to die, it is better

to perish after killing some of the eneniy,

than to be butchered while

Clufge by the standing motionless in a
^Iput Vjm on dense column. So think-

guard. the Van,—Mukiind Singh

Hada, Ratan Singh Rathor,

Dayal Singh Jhala, Arjun Singh Gaur,

Sujan Singh Sisodia and others, with their

* A, N. 61—'66, Aqil Khan, 28-29, Isar-das^ 20^*

Masum (48fl) canlnot be trusted^ For the description

the battle our main authorities are A. M
Aqil Khan 29—jf, and Isar-das 20^-2i^, (extremely

vaioable for Jass^tit’s doings),
;
and

!

secondarily

Kambu 118, and Masum (inacourate aa usual) 4^^*

5ia. FaiWi 469*476 and 1640 k 8. wb*
1230, 1336, are veiy meagre. Berniet is entirely un-

reusblei. Tod (ii. 87$ metWy Mooirds^ Wild fiction

^piil bew^ Khafi (U.

an origimu authority, but avcmwilyliW^ d.

//•WirfiAqaKban, «
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choicest clansmen, galloped forward.

Shouting their war-cry of ’ Ram I Ram!
*4hey fell on the enemy like tigers, casting

away all plan/* The flood of Rajpnf
charge first burst bn “Aurangaib’s artillery.

The guns and niuskets fired at point-blank

range, wofully thinned their ranks, but so

impetuous was thjrir onset that it bore down
all opposition. Murshid Quli Khan, the

Chief of Artillery, was slain after a heroic

resistance and his division was shaken;
but the guns were not damaged. The
artillerymen probably fled ^before the

storm, and returned as soon as it passed

away. Victorious over the artillery guard
the assailants fell on the front part of

Aurangzib’s Vanguard. Here an obstinate

hand-to-hand combat raged for some time.

The Rajputs at first outnumbered their

opponents. Zulfiqar Khan, the commander
of the front division of the Van, when press-

ed hard by the enemy, followed the custom
of Indian heroes in the sorest straits. Get-
ting down from his elephant, he made a
firm stand on foot in the centre of the car-

S.ve« fight.
lighting with the

valour of despair, without
caring for his own life or stopning to count
how many backed him. But this heroic

sacrifice could not stem the tide of Rajput
onset : two wounds stretched him low, and
the Rajputs, flushed with success, swept on
and pierced into the heart of the Van.
This was the most critical moment of

the day. If the Rajput charge were not

checked, all would be over with Aurangzib ;

the assailants, gathering impetus with each
victory, would shatter his defence, and then
all the divisions of his army would catch the

contagion of panic and rush headlong out
of the field.

But the Van was composed of his most

Ohrtliun, def.
"‘^^S***

thousand mail-clad war-

rio«.’: ttany of them
. hereditary fighters of the

Afghan race, and their generals were reli^

able men.. Muhammad Sultan, Najabat
Khan, and other comitiandetB of the Van,
on their elephkniti kepit Ihdr gfbund like

hilts, while the flood of Rajpotbharge raged
round and round ^them in dddies. Here the
most stubborn and decisive fating bf the

dayHook place. and ettgger alone
be ffliei

grappled together at c|o!^ ^narters.
, “Th©

ground was dyed crimson wii|» blood like a
tulip-bcd.” The

, Rajputs, being dividati ,

into many mutually antagonistic dabs,

Diudv^tUg.. T
of theR.jp.mr "?a!»5 .%y werd

broken up into six or seven
bodies, each under its own chieftain and
each choosing its own point of attacks
Thus the force of their impact was divided
and weakened as soon as it struck the dense
mass of Aurangzib*s Van. Each clan
engaged the enemy for itself and whirled
round its own antagonist, instead of batter-

ing down all opposition and cleaving
through the Van in resistless career by
forming one solid wedge, moving with one
will.

Only a few men from Jlaswant’s Centre
and Advanced Reserve had moved up to

support their victorious brethren. But the

Maharajah had chosen his position so badly
that many of the Imperialists standing on the

uneven ground could not join in the flgbt

and many others could not charge by reason

of their being cramped within a narrow
space. Half the Imperial Van, viV, thC

Mughal troops under Qasim Khan, rendered

no aid to their Rajput comrades now strug-

gling hard with Aurangzih’s Van; they

were suspected of collusion with the enemy
or of antipathy to the Rajputs. The charge

of Jaswant's Vanguard was not followed

up. Aurangzib’s troops, who had parted

before the rushing tide, closed again behind

them, and thus cut off their retreat. Jas-

want, too, was not the cool and wise

commander to keep watch on all the field

and send timely support to any hard-presMd
division. And the development of the

action now made the sending of aid to the

Van impossible, and even rendered his own
position untenable.

For, by this time the watchful eye 4>{

A«r»>gtib »b..
foren Wi Vm, Mtuiition . »«, hit Adyaoei^

Reserve had bten piithied's

up to reinforce the Van, Md he fainiii^tf

moved forward with the Centre to fpriP al;;

wall of‘ support and .«efu|'e olote lMhfn4
them. Above all, 3hai)th Mif:

ShJhan Klian with the rjeht hhd left' wthgs:
of the Centre sthijek the Rajputi;

wAlft from the. two llankt, lyhUe jl^b^ wii^
iriih Aprapi^aib’t Vws itf front.
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"vviv ';

Uitf*

anolker pointy

iid^, their mriu
withou t support

reoiriBeht /hirrtvi^^ from their btim

.'')B^jpb;b
. .

.were, -vdisbeartened and
(ttifkiuad Singh Hada^ theirgallant

.
itKkivtd an arrow through his eye

lidl down dead. All the six Rajput

^hliH^ns engaged in the charge were alaiti.

outnumbered now, assailed in

front, right, and left, and
cut off from their rear, the

Rajputs were slaughtered

aiftetpetloMing frantic deeds of valour, as

Wes their wont **The dead formed heaps.

The dadgers grew blunt with slaughter/*

^^ypft numbers of ordinary Rajput soldiers

mrp kitled^^ Thus the first attack was
ahnihfhikted.^^^^

had become general.

Recovering from the shock
of Mukund Singh's charge
as soon as the Rajput
cavalcade swept on to

Aurang2tb*8 gunners, with

djteii* pieces mounted on high ground, con-

ceutrated their fire on the enemy’s Centre

under laswanl himself. The Imperialists,

d^pwdfd together on a narrow ground flank*

and swamps,
freely, and ‘‘sacnficed

thetf iii^S like moths in the of war.”
of the annihilation of their

briWtVanguard ^ triumphant forward

motefnept on the part of Aurangaib, defec*

tibn ap(^^^ the Maharajah’s ranks.

Rai Singh Sisbdia from the right flank of

dte Centre, and Sujan Singh Bundela and

Amar Singh Ch^^^ from the Van,
left the their clansmen and
'latofi^d.bbmb;^

But in tiib of the Imperial Centre,

- under the banner of Mar*
war, stood ' l,boo Rathoi%

^ ready to iti^e or to die with

chieftain, besides

many bii^HReiput aukiliaries>
;A'. .Stubbb.rh.' '

bppueltioii. -

.

v'Fpt,^' .meantime '

'division
.
.hag/'falleii'.

on^^ plepe ijie field,

Deiii

thaiiaef

day's 'Struggle .and'
'

'

.by-: :;ff^

.

.troops;-;'.'in' ow^lW
Valiahtly-'^to^-tM;'''^^ his. coU
leagues; traitoiiat)i^ Aiirang.

aib the next: day l
Wing sobii Ibaseo to exis% >

Rai Singh’s flight had altead^^^ uncovered

Jaswant’s right of Iftikhar

Khan exposed his left

Meantimf ^tos Van had at
ed by bit

most entirely melted atvay

:

part of it had perished

around Mukund Singh in hit heroic charge

;

of the rest, the ChandraWat Rajputs and

Bundelas had fled, and the Musalmans
under Oasim Khan, who had kept aloof

from the fighting, prepared to run away as

they saw Aurangzib’s hpst advancing on

them. Only one course was left to a Raj-

put general under such circumstances : he

must charge into the thickest press of the

enemy and die amidst a heap of the

slain. And this Jaswant wanted to dp. He

had fought valiantly for four hours

and by firmly keeping his own ground

he had so long saved the Imperial

Centre, the pivot on which

his whole army rested. In

spite of two wounds, his

voice and example had

cheered the Rajputs. But now Aurangcih

from the front, Murad from the left, and Saf

Shrkan Khan frbih the right, were converg-

ing on him like a tufhultiibus liood^ to en-

velop hts small remnaut of claM >Sucb

a combat could hive only owe issu^

was impossible* but a; hbip’s deaih^im Ibw

dear to the Rajput i heivfe W|ihih his

reach. He wanted . to. drive his hotae into

the acKranemg enebay’t,ranks and get slain
*

e lmr-das (aiA},---'*Jaiiwiht wanted to ride

stnwgle and get slain, l>ui Mahes.dii, Asiaran and

cil^tr prgdknHS seh^ his bridle dild brought htm

^Vay/^ Masum (soA)i^*‘^fhe

wounded and fell HtS dey^
" ,-i^iu^ ';^itakfs'-hlni''to;a"safepUpei^'nn^^^

is about to be
sufTounded at

the Centre

;

badeHsaylngi^^d^^ ,
. fOmenWd the womded^ lueil

Apn Khanm
'flmdri' ' ei:

-'

'far.''aS'^pbU

Khan lugid^^
deotlwfiiewfen^^

_ Waa ' heietm Maidesby an over-

and lived
"

listen to hte

"S of :^liia roceiv-
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jfot iM; Hihesdai
(}aoft afid other ministen

seised bis bridte and dsagged his hofse out

of the field.
* “

iieeicApss with

ytWXA% to jodh**

_ 1 princes might ent each
Other's throats, but why
diould the head of the Ra-
thprt ; and the hope of Mar-
war, give up his

domestic quarrel ?;^ With a few Rathors,

mostly wounded,-—the sole remnant of his

gallant band, the vanquished general took

the road to Jodhpur.

The battle had been already lost, and
flight of the Rathors removed the last

semblance of remstance. There was now
a general flight of the few divisions of the

Imperial army that had still kept the field.

The Rajputs retreated to their homes, the

Muslims towards Agra.

The soldiers had been under arms for

A*. , ^ more than eight hours of a

hot April day. Victor and
vanquished alike were worn out by the

strife. So, Aurangzib ''mercifully forbade

pursuit, saying that this sparing of human
life was his tithe-offering (Mahat) to the

Creator." But the Creator in Aurangzib's
creed is evidently the Creator of Muslims
only. The Prince’s instructions to his

officers were to spare the life of every Mu-
salman found in the field and to respect the

property and chastity of the Musaliiians

found in the enemy's camp. The Hindus
were outside the pale of his mercy, though
several thousands of this creed had fought

loyally junder his bannm^ out of his

four high officers wounded one was a
Hindui,^, / .'V

There waul anptlmr and mnre probable

Plttad»
rcasoii for not or&ring a
piiiiiuit The deserted camp

of the ImperiaUstiii ;ch^ to the field,i.con-

tainM ‘'booty bey^d inciagtnation.”

Hither victpn flcmed^ The two brothers

musthave jeaitmsty Watched: thalt neither

shotild seiM sbcne share of the

Anmnipsih, ftn

one^hiid for Murad. Ihp entire

Idawant and Qasim iOito alt

artillery, tents, and
; ;

vast amount of treasure, b^me the vietnbi*

spoil, while the soldiem looted the pFoper^ . :

equipment and baggage of the vanqusi^
army. Long strings of

^
eamls and ntples

laden with various articles were seised as
prize or pillaged by the common sobers
and camp-followers.* .

But far greater than all these material

AutAngtiV, ^
pin in pfciti,*. pwtiM secuied^by Aw»i«5*

zib. pharmat becamd the

omen of his future success in the opinion of

his followers and of the people at latge

throughout the empire. At one blow he
had brought Dara down from a position of

immense superiority to one of equality wiidi

his own, or even lower. The hero of ifte

Deccan wars and the victor of Pharh^ti

faced the world not only without loss but

with his military reputation rendered
*

absolutely unrivalled in India* Wavereri

hesitated no longer; they now knew
beyond a moment's doubt which of the

four brothers was the chosen favourite of

Victory. Even on the field of battle

Aurangzib was hailed with "shoiiei of

congratulation from the earth and the age/*

as his servant wrote With pardoxiime

exaggeration.

No sooner had Jaswant and Qasim iCl^n

turned their backs than Aurangzib’s band

struck up the notes of victory ; the di^ms ^

beat, the kurka »tnt forth a merry peal,

and the clarion sound(^, pfbclaimiiig^^^^^^

and near that the battle hgd been w
Aurangzib knelt down 00 the

with folded arms rendered tbbObs tO

Giver of Victory. Then he^

deserted encampment of tfae ei^exy^ p
his own small campaigning.'teiiKt

afterwards performed:

;

in full concourse ofMuslim

Murad now arriyed, cbngWiidmdli^
his victory, and introduced the deieiMt:

Singh Bundela. Murad’s coHaf^^
the victory was mwaid^ -

_ ^licsEtelixde "sui

bis< 'simciiiddi
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. Sie 'Conflict
. .

the victorious

. ^ iv 4 r- prince Ordered a village to

mSHw! founded, with a gar^n,

S^OT5^fcft*rn^
'-11108000. and serai.* The
village, bearing the usual

mine or *Abode of Victory,*

Im^ndw gro^ almost into a small town,

as it is a railway junction. The moSque
Itah^ on a high platform, the front part

of Which has sunk in the middle, through

^e . havoc of centuries and badness of

m$mary work. One of its three domes has
failen down and the red sandstone facing

of the edifice has slipped down in many
places,.revealing the ill*iaid concrete with-

iiii But its boundary walls enclose a vast

area, and from their top a good view of

the country can be commanded, especially

on the west and north. The serai has
entirely disappeared in two hundred and fifty

years of neglect, unless the fragments of

a few cloisters on the north wall of the

quadmngle belong to it. The garden is

probably represented by a patch of jungle
north of the mosque.

Heavy was the loss on the Imperial side,

and the main portion of

it was borne by the
Rajputs. Nearly six thou*

smd dead enemy were counted by Aurang-
aibVofiicera. At least five hundred Rajputs
had fallen in Mukund Singh’s charge, and

Kathors were afterwards slain.f
Every clan of Rajasthan contributed its

quota to the band of heroes who sacrificed

their lives in their master’s service {swanti^
dharnta). As the bardic chronicle records
it, ' The onset cost seventeen hundred
Kathors, berides Gehlots, Hadas, Gaurs,
and some of every clan of Rajwarra.”
This was one of the events |dof>uus to the

* .l8ar«de$i 22a. Dilkeshe, 23. My description
oftbe presmt condition of the place is. based on a
visk jWtd in October, 10^

9^ Adah^ Khafi Khan, ti. ly, Bernier

l^ th^ fUiputs alcme at 7,400
language is s^ificant, *Valter toms
great Rajputs had been slain*'

> U AiKiut 5000 slain on the two
isar-^s’s estimate is '*14. eminent

:Rajput chiefs, a;eoD Rajputs of Mairwar, and 6,000
V (mbM andolficeis of the. Iniperiat service were idain*'

. .Auif^ib lost; k pnfiOm servant, Murshld
khan, but ne mher idBcer el nme. Iiar.^
the abMm% ineMlNeW

q| tbs

Ib^pati.

shewing His devHtaM to
fidelity had been pledgedi-^1^ aged and
enfeebled emperor Shah Jahan, whose salt

tjiey ate,—against all the temptation offered

by youthful atphition....The Rajput sealed
his faith in his blood

; and hone more
liberally thiin the brave Hadas of Kotah
and Bundi. The .annals of no nation on
earth can furnish such an example, as an
entire family [the house of Kotah] six

royal brothers, stretched on the field.*'*

Among the chiefs of note who fell were
Mukund Singh Hada, Sujan Singh Sisodia,

Ratan Singh Rathor, Arjuh Singh Gaur,
Dayaldas Jhala, and Mohan Singh Hada,
besides eighteen other high Rajputs and
Iftikhar Khan, an Imperial officer. To

Ratan Singh of Rutlam a

noble monument was raised
Monument.

descendants on the

spot where his corpse Was burnt. Time
overthrew it, but in 1909 its place was
taken by a lofty structure of white marble,

decorated with relief work of a bold hut

conventional style, illustrating the phases

of the battle, and surmounted with a stone

horse. It is the most striking sight of the

place.

The day after the victory, the two
brothers reached the envi-

gazette of honours and pro-

motions to their meritorious officers. Many
traitors who had left the Imperial army
during the battle now joined Aurangzib
and were welcomed with titles and posts.

A three days* halt was made here for repair-

ing his losses, making admihistrative
arrangements, and dischargirrg urgent

affairs of State and theri, on aoth April,

the march northward was resumedv and a
month afterwards (2 1 St May) Gwalior was
reached.f

Hbre Nasiri Khan, a high commander
who had won honout: in the

Bijapur wairi joined Aurang-
zib, leaving tbe service of

Shah lahasi, and was
;
ed a Commandier pf Five TKbusahd with his

lather’s title ol Khan^
Amngatb had -solemnly promised: to hiih in

writing. It npw t(^nt thht Dam Ibid

cptne tp t^olpoT wUh a .vast

;a.,' .

finds f!» Pboi*
pwhrrf guMiid^
sd by Xhtfa,
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crosses

Ghambal At

nciflected ford^

tlie

seised alV the

lords over the Chambal river. His
entrenchrnents frowned on the crossing

places; his artiUery crowned the opposite

bank; and everywhere strong parties of his

troops were on the alert for the envy's
arrival. To cross, the river with its steep

rocky banks an<f wide ravine-intersected

approaches, in the face of such opposition,

would have led to a heavy loss of life. So,

Aurangzib cast about for some secret and
safe path and offered high rewards to the

neighbouring landholders. One- zamindar
told him that forty miles east of Dholpur
there was an obscure and out-of-the-way

ford with only knee-deep water, by which
no army had ever^ crossed before. Dara
had omitted to guard it as it was a petty

ford unfrequented by travellers, and Aurang-
zib was still far from the river-bank.

No time was to be lost. In the very

evening after the arrival

near Gwalior (aist May),

while the main army halt-

ed, a strong division under
three generals and some artillery made a
forced march all night, reached the ford

next morning, and crossed safely to the

other bank. That day Aurangzib himself

set out from Gwalior, covered the interval

in two long marches and crossed the river

At the,same place with the rest of his army
(23rd ^May). In these two marches, ^‘the

path was rough, the soldiers underwent
much hardship before arriving at the ford ;

and on the way nearly 5,000 men died of

thirst/'— these last being probably camp fol-

lowers But Aurangzib’s unrelenting firm-

ness overcame every obstacle, and carried

the army through, regardless of loss.* The
* A. TV. 79-80, 85, Isar-das, 23, Kambu, 126, Aqil

Khan 33-34, Storia, i. 269-270, Dilkasha, 26. The
Alamgitnomah and Aqil Khan name the place of

Bhadauriyah said Bhadaur respectively, and
place H 40 (or 50) miles east of Dholpur. lsar-.das

falls it AafftVa, and Bhimsen GorAhd, Now, Gorka
is only 6 miles east of the Dholpur ferry, and therefore

could not have been Aurangzib’s crossing-place.

Und, At, 50, S. £.). There is a Bhadaoli, 26*45 N.
78*36 4b fiiiles east of the old Dholpur fort on the

Chambal, in a straight line { Xantri is 3 miles S. E.
of him. At, 69). Thb map a village road

coming from the south weal (Gmior crossing

the Chambal a Uttle tneh (sonti-

nued northwards to the jtmmh; Aopordm^^

47S

military advantage of the movement com-
pensated for the heavy deathdist, equal ' tb
that of a pitched battle, iBy one stroke hc
had turned the enemy’s position and renden-
ed Dara’s elaborate trenches and batteries ^

useless. The road to Agra now lay open
before him. It was now Dara's turn to
abandon the line of the Chambal and fall

back on the capital, if he did not wish to
be intercepted. In the hurry of his retreat

he had to abandon many of his heavier guns
on the river bank, and thus weakened him-
self in artillery in the next battle.* By

.nd«riv., near f" T?
Agra. Aurangzib had left the high

road to Agra and arrived a
good deal south-east of it. From the
Chambal he marched north towards the
Jumna and in three days came in touch
with the enemy near Samugarh.

As the Jumna sweeps eastwards by Agra

S.mag.,l> dM- T***
cribed.'^

mi]6s down the stream

we have the ferry of Raipur,

and opposite it, on the southern bank, the

village of Imadpur, with some fine mansions
built by Shah Jahan for his residence when
out hunting. (These are probably represent-

ed by the Badshahi Mahal of the modern
maps.) One rni'le east of them stands the

village af Samu||arh, containing the ruins

of Jahangir’s hunting- lodge. East and
south of Sarnugarh, as far as the bend of

the Jumna, stretches a wide plaint, a fit

arena for the decisive combat for the lord-

ship of Agra.

Jadunath Sarkah.

also), Aurangzib's guide to the ford was Chgrnpat
.

RaoBundela (Pogson, 32), Isar-das (23A) odls him
“Haihirat Jat, Zamindar of Gohad, in the iurMdroi

Gwalior.*’ Aqil Khan (34) has only *'the

of Bhadaur”
Zahtthdar

Mknu^ and Bhimsen

Dilkasha, 26.

f Isardas spells the name as Sambhugaifh^ **/ii

Imadpur, one mile from Samugarh in coming fowatds

the city, on the bank of the rwer matisicms were buHt

by order of Shah Jahan at a cost of iUi/8(bbbei

completed in November 1^3.” (WarM/giM
Is given in Indian Atlas, Sheet 50 S, E., as 8 mtlieS

due east of Agra Fort. The Jumna » tialf d tAUeV
north of it and agatniour miles on the east The /day

after the battle, AAtangsib halted in the hunti^-Mge;
at Imadpur. (Aqil Khan, 49.) tsarilas

: ArH
Kh.. 4a. ’’At Raiiwa 10 to from Am/ nearw
Jumna, Dara chose a fi^lor the /d,
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IN GERMAN* l^RISONS -

TunslAt^I) prom the Frkich

By K. K. AtoavaleL

An Attempt Escape.

SATURDAY. £veiy day of the week
;
hu its epecial allotted function in
pri^ Saturday i$ the day of the

badi^ Under the orders of the warders
. the rtsin, in aucceitive groups, descend to
the pavement where there is a tangle of
pAvt^ and vaulted corridors whose obscu-
it^ facilitates the commission of eveiy sort
of breach of the prison regulations. The
baths are located at the end of one of these
corridors. It is a well lighted hall—that of
the baths, divided into a score of bath*
rapmt each furnidied -with a shower-bath.

:
^1^^ ^***^^‘ ^®uche by batches,

w® w*. Iiiiii4r®d imnates of the prison who
Miff 4%a peevish way the doubtful atmos-
phere bf me place, 8hottt|the order to “un-

’ 'd^;^-galop.”
a minute to. undress one-

,
si^ in, and as 1 am.not ready, the warder
laaces at me all kinds of taunts, particular-
ly, offering me to fetch my maid (femme de
ehandtri) Paris. Everyone in the
batch is jubilant and writhes with the exu-
betaace of his inirth. We are jn the bath-
totifsa each in his separate one, and at the
pi^ «» “oficn*, all die taps start together,
dia dopche plays downa warm shower of
rSuh tto die bare, naked skins, the taps sing,
aod i^^ An instant after
arii; )pven .in sucCaBi(Mi, at precipitate inter-
val^ fhefbUowihg Words rri GonvAand;

imip, ‘^Abtrbcknen” ^tebi^ your
-.bod^'JljldsiidAh?^ :are<iar-'.((^pi^;r^

i llkVl^VV - wlSPhv.1
'

'' ''' *

Naii^ it :dre;\

.enjiei'

than at other days of the week. The pri-
soner is expected to utijiae this hour in tidy-
ing up his cell, for instance^ in waxing the
floor, washing the window glass, and dusting
the waJIs. Seven o*cl6ck.. The bell rings
in the evening soup, and half an hour after,

the extinction of the fires is sounded which
is also an hour in advance of other days.
At half past seven I am in bed—^an inter-

minable night, a night of twelve long hours
begins

!

Sunday. At eight o'clock grand mass for

the Catholic prisoners at a chapel located
ill the administrative building itself. At
the entrance of my bench I find a prisoner
who is kneeling. He holds the prayer book
crushed against-bis breast and contemplates
with a kind of^ecstacy the Good Pasteur of

the coloured vriiidowrglass; His lips mum-
ble a mute prayer. The man appears to be

^arin^ in the hyper«terrestrtal regions

wherein the very miseries WOtld a*®

converted to tnfiflite beatitude the

prisoner Roedlingi an Austriilh,
to twelve yeart^hafd kbour jfdr attempted
pOtik>nini|[, CO Betl^ iimd who
vtas, in additiM, wanted by His own
country for swiridlihg id difierent places,

whiah would give him a further sjpcH of

i^pri^htimht in Auatria after semhg his

his •. .edueitlPn.' V at l^ragueJ/..'-' ''After''
' leaving

he

did Opt a

s ‘S'‘

'•the.

_ .
fteth, ..4te«R«''.-.to<>K



the jpracc^
;

^re a dur-

ing the dajiKof^^j^

ways polite, au^
that be scmputbusty observes the regula-

tions. A saitil fUicording to the good
priest. But, ibetter than that, a hero ! at

least in inyey^ '

At ten p* ct0ck, I am back again into

my cel], and already I begin to feel the

weight oh my shoulders, as always and
everywhere, of the black ennui or tedium
of Sunday* I read in order to divert my
attention, but one is so miserably warmed
that at the end of ten minutes 1 am be-

numbed with cold. I leave my book aside

and begin to walk about. Then the idea

took hold of me to attract the rooks to my
window. I had still left with me a piece

of bread from the evening before, and this

1 crumble down in front of the window
and wait. I whistle and sing. ‘*lt is

strictly forbidden" say the regulations, my
copy of which I happen to open and read.

An interesting chapter is chapter 13 entitled

**Reward8 and Punishments." The portion

devoted to the rewards is extraordinarily

succinct. It ends by the promise of provi-

sional liberty on the termination of three

quarters of the punishment, to every prison-,

er whose oondupt has beep pronounced'

exemplar. T||c^^ punishments, cm the other

hand, are nunterous and varied. I only

give a few of them here, such as, for ins-

tance, the prohibition of visits, suppression

of three months’ pay, deprivation of the

bed,^putting on a diet of bread and water,

placing in irons, confinement in ill lighted

or dark dungeons. 1 was going to omit
the punishisieiit of flogging upto thirty

strolm • but I will bare occasion^ alas I

to refer to it later on*
i^ut hpld ! There are tim rooks. 1 see

two bfthUm wWv are having a junketing

*ny w**>4pw ledge. And there is a
thiM who flops down to shatt the feast.

They go sha.^ in ihy crumbs,
then, ei they do any

:^
falUng^. ’doM-'
is .take,

to And

,

hours of my time, and then 1
reading.'';.:':

. .

At. last, the evening^li'fings'^^^^

o’clock. They distribute, aii iunjeviti^;
semp or gruel of buckwheat
impossible for me to sw^Hnw even
ful. At half past five lam in my
on'Sundays they close the prison very early
in order to allow the Warders to enjoy
their evening at home, I have to face a
night of twelve and a half hours—a dreadful
torture, indeed

!

On Monday morning, the curious ofhcial

who might have loo&d into my cefl

through the peep-hole, would have observed

me stitching most assiduously. The toiU^

man tailor came and went. The bait of

two hundred marks had completely warmed
his cold blood ! At eleven o’clock the

,

pfiice

warder came to take me to the Goyemor^s
cabinet where a visitor was waiting for me*

:

'*Do you know this gentleman ?*’ atk^
me the Governor in designating with

hand an elegant personage wearing a

monocle, who rose up on my entrance.
;

If 1 knew him, indeed I It was the Com-
missioner of Police—Herr von Tau|cH;^the

crafty engineer of the process or ca#e aj^inst

me. A perfect gentleman all the same.

"I bring you’’, he remarked to me, ‘^your

liberty. At least, it entirely reste with you
to leave this hell of a place. T4)e Goverh-

ment has sent me to tell you that if ypu
denounce your accomplices and make a

complete confession it will give you ybur
liberty.’’

And the policeman fixed me in the White

of my eyes to surmise the aSect

wordsi

The cat is out of the bag| That istfi^^^

reason why they had had nie
seven yean’ hard labour I

;

nothing by the enquiry, anfl abp .pQ¥b|pg^^^

the trial in the court, they tepeu
. dreadful ’.condemnati0nr':AhwV'''''.|^:

prospect i had befom
work of the d’ tusifr^A^ and MjP ihh

to decide to purdiase . bmdt
whatever cost I^My an^iV ^ r
{br me to menttoo, wai^

. 'them ' hi& ,boen^M':Cciim^

,not-/Bc'::'.auyv;!qu^

much less ci axofitesim. Herr
.'appealed" to W-^dfamved



: later on. He okik toiae ii^nei«I tnftn^Mon
b^ij^er spared this unnecessaiy Enjslish accent. He ; bat j^aced on tte

ledge o| the counter a prejttv gerroan silver

f
plbugw of perjury and violation of ^ane Me end of ^bich it fn the form of a
iiei iM^rett. beak and it it only a couple of miUime
tti^dayr^March ajrd. At morning exer- from the bank notes of the fat gentleman,

then that grand looking The latter it properly occupied in speaking
.r pri^i^r befo so erect, so slim And to the clerk about the drah he wants, and
, :tb! s^ wears hit round helmet in the meanwhile, marVai of marvels ! the
^j^ishly, a bit le^ on one ear. He beak of the cane opens and snaps up one by
looks elegant and well-groomed even in one several of the little packets,

his prison clothes
|

He is about thirty years “Oh Yes ! Meci ! Mr^ci V' lisps O^Connor and
old. The face is oval and emaciated with disappears by the exit door with lightning-

the disadvantage of a slight prominence of like rapidity, while the fat gentleman who
the jaws and cheek-bones. There he is thinks he has suddenly got dimness of vision

smiling and regarding me with his grey . looks in all his pockets for the little packets
hard e^^es. My neighbour in the rank or of notes which the German silver vulture

file; whispered his name to me. He is has carried away in its beak.
O'Connor, the American adventurer. A When a coup of this description had
most astonishing type of man, if one could succeeded, the hrst thing O'Connor did was
believe, all that was told about him. Being to get himself clothe^d anew at a fashionable

awarded, in default, fifteen years of com- tailor's and the next to part for Monaco,
pulaory leisure in return for diverse exploits where he finished by losing everything he

practised in the New World, O'Connor had had gained by his nefarious exploit, This

come to tempt fortune in the Old, and persistent ill-luck at the gaming tables of

lastly, in Germany. His ways were for the Monte Carlo compelled him to renew his

rest most simple. He worked in banks, and exploits with the German silver canere-

here is his msaas He had made gularly; while if he had gained a large

for himself a nice hollow cane of German amount at one fortunate turn of the wheel,

silver, at one end of which was fitted a it is likely that he might have held himself

pince or Catch, and at the other was a knob in peace and given up his dishonest prac-

witb a small button in its centre. When tices. Afterwards, when our acquaintance

oak pressed this button a spring mechanism had ripened into intimacy, be never ceSsed

extremely fine and ingenious, hidden inside to repeat to me that he only wanted money
the tube of the cane closed the pince and to become honest

!

by lifting a click the ptnee reopened. Here is how Fate at last laid him by the

O’Coniipr who happens to be a drauftsman heels and put a stop to his valoroiM deeds.

no iheap order, sent me later on a detail- U was a fine day in spring. The “Palmen-
ed sketch of his famous cane, in case I gartem/* the beautiful park of Frankfurt-

desired to get one like it made forme! sur-le-Mein, embalmed the air with the

Now let us see bow he makes use of this youthful perfume of its exotic flowers.

. kubtle instrument, We will follow that fat O'Connor had just spent his last gold

gentleman who happens to enter the vesti- pistole at the PavilHon in gallant company,
bttle of a certain bank. He takes out from and now, as the evening was falling, he

his packet : a well-fil^lled pocket book and roamed about the lanes and alleys, the idea

gi^ to one of the windows a counter of going to rieep without a sou in;

“A diraft on London for five thousand pocket was particsijarly distasteful to him.

francs" he tells the window-cleric and at the The strange thing was that his thoughts

Si|i^ and pro- • pushed him inseniiariy beyond ihe par^^^^^^

to: range caiH^ully, oh one side of the his feet led hiip
Window^ the jfhall packeto of bank-notes bank welhitoos^^ to hin^ He was present-

intendedW the ^yment ly in the hi^l i^eW
Who is this elegant

.
youni ci^ihefs.wiee^^:e^^

: ;maii,at:.iflie heht::hrindo#.:'?''''Talh:' lithe ^ end; ^

/dtstiQgu^^ Ippkii^ he enquiies of srin^w at^
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He shoutdei^ bis way to the next window
and asks the tlerk some question.

At the same time the German silver cane

makes a diversion
; on the side of the

bundles of notes, the ' beak opens and nabs

a bundle, but just at this critical moment
a sharp noise bursts from the hollow of the

cane, the spring df the mechanism inside

had probably slipped from the catch and
escaped. O’Connor grew pale, hesitated

for a moment and then grabbing the cane

and his booty showed a pair of flying heels.

But someone had seen and understood the

meaning of the play. He at once shouted

“Catch thief.” A Town Sergeant barred

O’Connor’s way. The latter pulled out

his revolver and sent a shot flying through
the latter’s helmet. The policeman fell,

another stepped into his place. The passers-

by mix in the melee. It became a regular

man-hunt. As long as he had cartridges

in his revolver O’Connor was able to hold
his pursuers at bay. But the last shot

was fired and then in a twinkling the quarry
was brought to earth.

O’ Connor heard himself condemned to

four years’ hard labour for attempted rob-

bery and eight years’ additional penal ser

vitude for attempted murder on the person
of a town sergeant, “The four years for

the robbery are still running”, he remarked
to me in recounting this history, “but eight

years for a mere revolver play, it is an
enormity I an injustice

!”

Friday- March 26th. The little foreman
made an irruption into my cell, with his

features in an unusual animation, with a
brilliant look, and after satisfying himself
at the door that there was no one in the

neighbourhood, he drew from his pocket a
letter and two bank-notes of one hundred
marks each. It was the reply to the letter

f had Bimt to France through him.
The Paristah frieiid to whom I had

written encouiaged me in my plan of

escape ; and ibbreover promised me his

petiKiiial CG-operatioh, without gi^v a
thoughtVto the risks of thl undertaking^
jt wa« dbaractei^ This
friendly leitJier at :,nll evenft the
nighl Of: itny ti 4 pale tdy
of hope.-.-;' ; >V:

d ftp diyi pasijcetoh^; the:
htttedrim) fasht^ 1 i

and I whistle, relieved by conversatioti with'
the foreman, or the warder and the other
prison ofiicialB; I write letters and receive
them, and 1 read the morning paper; t put

;

on flesh, thanks to my pfofes^r of tailofing,

and I feed the rooks and the sparrows, and
1 watch the clouds chasing each other.

The summer has come ioj and we rise at
five o^clock and retire at half past sevens

I stitch, ! have said, but if the idea had
occurred to Herr Bohn, the chief Foreman,
to observe carefully the pantaloons on
which I worked, he would have seen that

it was always the same garment. In reality,

1 did nothing but dream, and the fine

weather aiding me in my reverie, 1 suffered

from an acute attack of home-sickness. The
recollection of the pleasure parties of other

days, the cycling excursiops in the forests

of Fontainebleau and Saint Germain, tfae

boating and sailing trips on the Mkme, in

fact, all the incidents of my free pleasant

life in Paris take hold of my imagination;

torture my heart, and pursue me with in-

tolerable regrets. Oh I That I might have
the wings of a dove

!

The swallows have now returned to their

haunts, the swallows to whom belpngs the

space, the sky, and the immense universe 1

Two families of blackbirds or starlings

have come and settled in the cemetery,

whose rose-bushes are now in blossom.

They have chosen their lodging in two
charming villas which the administration

has built for them on the tops of a willbW
and an acacia—two tiny wooden houses,

painted green, with a round surbased

opening to each, in front of which is plac^
a roost shaped like a bench, in ordqr to /

allow the young couples to take the alr at
their doors, in the beautiful summer eVdii-

ings. Assuredly the birds cmly are r^fly
happy in this woirld.

1 am no longer the nev^cbqief -im

division. In April they brought, a fair'

young man, about twcntp iix yeaiii old,: ;

fresh and pink, named bchimidtkdhav

sergeant of the Bavarian Army ahd 4
commercial traveller in Fiance,, condelai^^
to six years’ penal iMirvitqde

treason. To believe the judgment 44p^i4it
hij^, tkis man mtut



fevir^isiv^^ ;
: ;;r:ev-:. -

1|iii ccMnAde . dieflic^^

^jft ajrrwteA What piifti-

in Scfamidtkonz

‘and tte acute energy of Us
f^ 1 thought (o myself that this mail

giya the administration a great deal

' proved that 1 was

' in June» Warder
me that they were going to

r one of our prisoners to the Lunatic

in the Centra] House of Moabit-

ti; was now a long time since he

-had mad» but as he was inoSensive

and lliiey wem short of accommodation in

BefitUt he to remain here. He

'

tal]^ most feasbnably when his particular

ho^^ Was not in question and performed

he had
lalieh^ Pabacht by the coilart so

lhat to think of confin«>

ing him in a mad bouse. He,is Wolff the

Cv ^ corridor, the bell was
r rmging^ and Mathes left me in constema-

tSon. Wolff mad I and 1 bad no knowledge
oTthestate tj^^sm In the meantime

:

|(oest fuojcct of Christmas, my
' water I Well I it can't

. --.M thing must be

V;,

Jwt

,
a (n^ rdlexions

ne.ra to in my
the command

;

for oiorci^*' At liw yard 1 found

O'CcnUMlr in "Itont of me, Fw wme time

ii0w«e )i)t4 :M of ^
dMial^ ii^IrMIndly^^^ eacii other.

iTSiat diem
rirnd In the hodv tome-

Ilfhif ?«n4 'hrinanid^ and air of

•,
'

'Tip i'hien.Jin,' my.'':diyi<Kp#.;'lort^^

totti&iori the-

;

.ecteeticiiy; tlu^'lBiaftdieardie'al^' aa^h«'.>

»t M’ jpprvni^;4d’ ea^ ':

SnddonijJ O’Cpnotor doff hi* hehnot
'

and lh*»td httpmhuVf^
to^ wttikti f •»?”

. Tbi* k
;^:'.fatandiA'’w#'49 ^t|k MqPiat;

'

.'fendiincnii; fipvJiiiies!^

- hhottifig
;

agatn:^i^^1fl^.
as.f passed by ht *isdi^Mrcir; m a verv
toW contitt^
my^ and I looked
in '^ of O'CcMuior.f ns. was still

stooping: Jsi^as 1W m by
him, 1 h^d Mat^
a prisoi^ faifai to'^^^^k to the

regulation st^ &Gcmn6r p3^^
of this dtvenion to cfawl;^ foisrs behind

the cemeto^ palfsade and dinfppiear behind
a tomb. My heart beat violently. I

looked in all directipnsi Mob^ had
observed anvthingl What was ^oing to

happen 7 Tne sentry cSiiiily continued to

walk'up and down the length of the ceme-

tery, very much absorbed in his own reflex-

ions to notice dine Bgums of the prisoners

!

At one moment with his fii^ charged ready

for shooting, he was only a couple Of steps

from the hiding place or O^Gohnor. The
sentry has stnct orders to shoot without

hesitation any prison^ found leaving the

ranks without permission. Suddenly, 1

saw springing up from the tombs an

elegant cyclist clad in a grey coloured

costume with his helmet covered by the

same sombre-hued stuff. The cvciist bound-

ed towards the wiall of the eiiGiosure. The

palisades, the rose bushes, the lilacs and the

tomb Stones gave him a partial coyer. He
flung a rope ladder with iron books over

the cmst tff the waiU It is O’Connor who
ii niiihing away 1 Oh 1 tny God 1

provided

be is successful in elinlmg them 1

The hooks of the huU^ liot; ;

it was n^uNUary m hi^^ It agath^^ I look

at Warder Matb&
whispers something in Kw aafvand
his finger at the

;

cipimtes himseif^^^^^^ ^

clapspur raised-' iU::' ':the:'''.pO^H^

pijfitHiem haW
oI^:^hhat ,,was:: ha^pibjik%<ciJ^
is there^ (pptng uueofiscmU[s

umisUalv/';’%'0':,'^

h^:ind^loi^:;::C(p^^
:-:h

*»

O^CoiSnor
it with the

haMhaitat^^



took hlP :# caosed

the Mathes
then arrijircdv^n ibe; iipbt and t66k hold of

one of tte arffi» of O’CoQitor was
natiirally itotm^d by his fall from a height

offive nietteiii^ h seized his other

arm, and the delinquent was thus' led to

the lock-up and there confined pending the

time the Governor pronounced his verdict

in the case.

It is sad to think, but 1 believe, in the

whole of the prison, I was alone in deploring

the miscarriage of an escape
.
planned with

so much art and skill and carried out with
such sang-froid and courage. On the con-

’

-traiyakllarmind'^
ed a kind of maligaaiit 4hd jeatoftt^MSw
faction at the event of O*Coniior's^k|(0^
Not a^ord ol mgiot, not a iign<^
miseration for the fate auraiting
but worse than that they envied
tune of the traitorous Gefahard, and tte
wretches who helped ;to catch hold of’etidr/

comrade, well ! fbf«eoUi, because
going to leceive fioih the adinifttidik^^
the usual reward. Each of
touch at least six marks of blood modisy |
for they had valiantly responded to call
of duty! Poohl

: v

ENGINEERING EDUCATION IN AMERICA

PUR years ago I sailed from India for

America to complete my engineering

education. Each year has more
strongly impressed me with the necessity

of students in India, who contemplate
courses in American Engineering Institu-

tions. having some accurate information
regarding conditions here, before leaving

home. Some things in this article may
seem to have been written to discourage

prospective students from coming to

America. The writer’s purpose is the oppo-
site, to encourage them to come but to save
them from certain disadvanta|[es. Probably
ihy only qualification for this task consists

of wer three years’ study tn two of the

Institution^, of the Enstem part of the

country and^" a year in this

Western Uhiveirsity^ added to extensive

corresj^deike and study of catalogs of

various Instimtionsb Students intending to

come tib America for the purpose of study-
uig Enjipneering would dp well to choM,
according to
tibni; Irom fbe
and then to yjget^^^ m with
diem M so doinib
^hey nxn avoid a:

and

'

made by Engmeen. 1%ey luive dewcSi&cd ^

her unrivalled matern.1 rembrit^. and
The highest buildings, mdst

'

roads, biggest dams and t^hals

for example, now undet: eooitriKtioftJ, . siiiei..

.

cessful handling of various:mit^ eb|dif^i>t'

sanitation, and other eiigiiieerihE fMjtl liuie

the signs of the perfectipii; l^iat IpS
attained in this partieuhtr scienCt^'^^V^

result, American engineering institit^tMiS

.

attract students from every pirt of theglfdfe.:;:'

The doors of the AiMric^ khoefc'i::9|^:.>7^

colleges are open to foriijgtiers '

extended a cordial vreteo^ ytrh«p^-i :;i

they go. The Chinese and japaAm;'tiht>;;^

dents are making the best 'M ot'AjMnnMM
universities and collies, but uii^^
the number of Indians at est(^niiiifih|ii^i-

schools is distressingly snoAlt. Wc«i«;s|4;.>
awfully inclined toward ui easy ' -

not xealixe that our imsse^ fiOMtiUoift^;'

maads of us to pay mom ‘attett^^>vitp.;;

technical lines. Let us foroonse

less attention to the studies lair, Ana. stpAf'

other such branches tlud'Jwve fitlpiltpvm ?

atoin of Indian atmoAlhew -iriiSh'
’

theoretical talk, and diMteyisbioeid’t.ifjeiidiii-.;'
in scientific

. ^ mtm eoam to

'bd!t'.’.':'^;^;.knndreds|..''i

.

AinUfltoli' '

j* gUWW ' iPWWBif

ts. wrt.



Ji-ysy

in: . GcttMt’ ' India

J. N. 'Tata,

'

. ^ Indiai an engineered by
^d...a5AL.-uj'L^ ^ •

Atjiil . American institutions the length

'o| ^ engineering course is four years,

except at Harvard and Yale Universities

vriiCm undergraduate courses, prepara*

Jc^ are of three years and
BeS. and Ph.B. degrees respectively,

^ by graduate courses of two years

leading to corresponding engineering

degfeei. Before going into any further

dilCussipn, 1 should explain what is meant
by the terms •‘school” and “college.” The
line of separation between these two terms'

is not so distinct in this country as in India.

In Eastern Universities and Colleges of

America each department is designated as

a school ; such as School of Engineering,

School of Mines, School of Medicine, etc. A
College is an institution independent of a
University, having a number of departments
^d a right to confer degrees. An exception

to this is noticed in Western Universities

where each department is called a College.

llie mrfn Sclmol is often

an iiistitotion of any kind or sistv My list

gives only the schopU oHeri^ from fair to
best engtneeriitg courses. The southern
universities and colleges are wilfully
omitted on account of color prejudice
existing there. The Institutions mentioned
are not uniform, nor of same standing—some
offering highest scientific theoretical train-

ing, while others, by virtue of their splendid
location, giving the students best of chances
to combine theory with practice. The
importance of location can never be too

much emphasised.
According to geographical location, the

Institutions are divided into three parts--

Eastern, Central and Western. The abbre-

viations indicate the degrees| given at that

Institution in Engineering courses offered

there.

* C. E. (Civil Engineer) ; M. E. (Mech. Engineer)

;

£. E. (Electrical Engineer)
; Ch. E. (Chemical Engi-

neer); Cer. E (Ceramic Engineer^; E. M. (Engineer
of Mines); Met. E. (Metallumcal Engineer); B. R.

(Bachelor oX Engineering) ; B. S. (Bachelor of Science);

Ph. B. (Bachelor of Philosophy
; M. E. in E. E.

(Mechanical Engineer in Electrical Engineering).

institutions. Location.

EASTERN.

I

StAits oy N«W York—
Colitnibia University ... New York City C. E.

Cornell University ... Ithaca ... C. E.

New York University... New York City B. S.

r PoUtcfchnic Itisittjute ... Chooklyn ... C. E.

. Rensselaer Polytechnic Troy .. C. E.

Of CoNlriBCTiCOT--
Yule Univerjirty ... New Havm

. MASsaCBo-
..

.

"
... Cambridge ... B. S.

Btttton ... B..S.

.. ; Tech- .

Hovoken'
,

. Princeton ... C. E.

VAtUAf'^-

/Uhlv; PhiUdNphki ... B.S.
Univ^sity .. . South Bethelhem C. £«

Atpibi^li ... 8. S,
/'Stale ',

i.of

' c
1

S
i
re

C/3

JZ
{J

f
'E

I ^ u
£ S*

I

M. E. E. E. C. E. Ch. E.

M.E. E.R. C.E. ...

B. S. B. S.

M.E. E.E. .. Ch. E.

M.E. E.E.

Ph. B.Ph. B.Pli. B. ... Ph! B.

B. S. B. S

B.S, B, S. B.S. B.S.

M.E.
E. £.

B.S. B. S. &. S. fi. S.

M.E. E* E. .. Ch.fi.
B. & B.S. B.S. AS.

B».'S*. 'Bv S.' Bit- $«' B*' S.

..fkfdew’k^^ .JW 'Pf

'

nine

E. M. Met. E. II250 II 700

,^100 $475
iioo 345«

S200 $550
#300 #600

Ph. B. Ph. B. 1; ISO

B.S. B. S. #150

B. S. B. S. #250 #hoo

#250 #600

$100; l4‘’«

£. M. Metw E. $150 Iso*’

E. tt. Met fi. f IHP 1450

«3S0"



iNSTITUTIONS.

State op Ohio— ,

Ohio Srate Ui1iversi]&^;l^

Case Scheol^'oC Appliij|[> /

Science ...

State of Indiawa—-';^|^
Pur due University

Rose Polytechnic fI# :

titute Terre Haute

State op Illinois—
University of Hlinai* ...

Armour Tnstituts <tf

Technok)g[y .

State of Michigan—
University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Michift^an Agricultural

College ... ..i Lansing
Michigan College of

Mine.s ... ... Houghton

State op WiacoN'iiN—
University of Wisconsin Madison

State of Minnesota—
University of Minnesota Minneapolis

State op Missouri—
University of Missouri Columbia

State of Kansas—
University of Kansas ... Lawrence

State op Nebraska—
University of Nebraska Lincoln

State OF Iowa—
State Univ. of Iowa ... Iowa City
Iowa State College ... Ames

State of Colorado—
Colorado School of

Mines ... ... Golden

State of CALiFORNtA—
UniyeiiEitv of Califomta Berkeley
Stanford' University ... Palo Ah

Staije of
Uiiiveni^ of Waihitig*

'

toii . .Soattie.

j- I=5 1 I
O S S

M.E.
in

C. E. M.E. E.E.

B.S. B.S. B.S.

CENTRAL.

I
.s

s H
. H

S« Cer.E. E. M; ... ^ 30*llli4Po

B. Si# .
.

B. S,. B. S. S 150 $ 550

B.S. B.S. B.S. Bi S/ ... M« •M t *5** 35«

B.S. B.S. B.S. ... R.S. .. B.S. #100 I450

B.S. B.S. B.S. B.S. B.S. B.S. B^& M« ... I400

B.S. B.S. B. S. ... B. S. - 9150 9456

B.S. B.S. B. S. B. S. B. S. ••• ••• M 9 sa* 94on

B. S. B,S. B.S. ... •oe ••• V* ••• » 5o*A#»

• •• ... B.& ... 9 i5049 ifSpn

C. E. M. E. E. E. ... Ch. E. .. B. S. •M 9 S‘**9 .»»>

C.E. M.E. E. E. ... E.M. Met. E. S 60* $400

B.S. B.S. B.S. ... B. S. ... B. S. B. S. 9 40*9 400

B.S. B.S. B.S. ... B. S. ... B.S. ... 9 9o'^940o

B. S. B. S. B. S. ... ... Mt 9 30*9350

B.E. B.E. B.E.

B.S. B.S. B.S.

B.E.
B. S. B« St B« S.» •M

. t
' 9/ S^'^94k»

WfiSTERN.

B. S. B.S. B.S.

A. B. A. B. A. B.

B.S. B. S. B.S.

E.M. ..
.

. A
fit'Mt * Net* B t5P''

B. S.

A. B.

B* S.

B.S.
A. 8. {

90*8300

Bv S» " «M'



ymmmm
. .«^Teciiiio)o|^« Stevens

yCoFiiell, Columbia, Michigan

idlag engineering institutions in;

v ' CSumbia Un iverai ty and polo*

Mines offer ' the best ,Mining
g^oufies. No less important, on
Iheir location, are the Minitig

I following: Michigan College

m a well-known mining re-^

U of California in the biggest

University of Pittsburgh
W

, world'a largest centre of coal

p ^wUtillg . and steel indus^; and Lehigh

r tKih^ity in the anthracite coal region.

itV ^Fbr;Chesiqii Engineering, Massachusettes

, fnsi&te of .T Brooklyn Polytech-

Ohio State,

% giidBtinfsd Illinois and
;Ohto StOte, are credited with offering best

4 ; .Ccj(i^tobu^
.'// Noiii but those who expect sup^^ from

j,;hoiUK AdUld^^^ to East, as the schools

except a few,^ tuition fee. As to self-

.
siqiitMti hb should come to America

l^i. btdOlUfMiiig,thoroughly aware of the hard*

:C of ia iiid{*supporting student’s life.

: self-supporting students

;;
this does no

to ensUrU &e success of everybody

fitness, as the chances

. are growing fewer and
However, chances

for energetic, hustling

Such students
‘ "

* West, ai the colleges and
'
^inexpen-

sm and Mff^uppoit is

extent. The ehgihdef«ii|^b^
; neverv-come .to. -

selt^iupport as tteVj&tudiW tine are
too severe to allow time for outside work.
Students with a mbiithiV support of from
Rs. 4b to 50 should not hesitmb: to come

;

the rcst^ can be t»i^d esarly^^^ sudi
prospective students 1 can safdy^^
the University of Californii, as Offering the

best engineering courses

Coast; though Stanford^ and Washington
oSer good courses.

As for the entrance requiteinen^, students,

seeking entrance in American engineering

schools, must have passed F. A. examination

of an Indian University or have done

equivalent work. A good knowledge of

mathematics and drawing, and, above all,

an inclination for engineering are strongly

desirable. An entrance passed student

will find attendance at an American

High School for a year or two prior to his

admission to a university much profitable.

For less prepared students, there are some

schools offering various technical courses

of two years leading to diplbiia only*

Pratt Institute of Brooklyn, New YbA, and

Heald’i School of Applied Science of Obli^

land, California and many others of this

type arc examples. These schools will be

found best suited to their preparation, and

w:iU give them chances that unlfortuoately

cannot be found anywhere In bur bwii lai^*

Upshafia Natu

UN1VBB9ITY OF C^iFoaKia,

;

U* 5^ A.

Sw...-
fiiV

;7;v.
^ .

''s;
.

AND RELIGIOUS'IDEALS;

ai|i6M'-l(3h«H«ii'''D(w^ a young, ‘puice '-be

fci «a4 bh sj^ndfatlier’t thnt liter on tweakd.

otlier mBster^iecn?
,

'la-

inweeiiiitkjif epWJ
^'-aniS'lna rgiand]^^ but bber'inMlI

.mK^. .

-i ^
'|^?biejS^e'‘''b»^U^Sul*i^'^be^»ngK^

.

'leeai^':ii&..lii*etb' 'fl«. .

.
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2001^ * such faypotheiis

^ ikit 6i Eivolhition i Chsrles Darwin

pot^d al^ljbe^^'^ pf his grand-

alon^ vW^^ mdntal qualities i

which Bacon saw tW necesrity of cultivat-

ing *-^**de$ire to patience to doubt,

fondness to ipeditatei slourness to assert,

readiness to reconsider, carefulness to dis-

1 pose and set in-order.”

; The conviction animated the mind of

: Darwin as it did that of Bacon, that the

making of hypothms and general explana-

tions of things could not go on. profitably

until a large body of evidence had been

collected together. In other words, obser-

vation and experiment are the precondition

of resaonable belief, and the necessary basis

of anything deserving the name of know-
ledge or philosophy or faith. Experience

is the real guide of human reason, and the

accumulation of the world’s experience,

or rather of certain modes of the world’s

experience, is stored up in the treasure-

house called Science. This is the fact

which Bacon stood fox, and this is the fact

which, always knocking at the doors of

man inclined to disregard it, burst like a

thunderi-clap upon the ears of sleepers, with
the publication of ^The Origin of Species.”

The world has seldom had such a startimg

awakening put of
.
the slumber of receiim

opinions as when it was forced to listen for

the first time to t$e story of mankind’s as-

cent ffdm the animals; and within no
circles of society were the efiects of the

felt with more disturbance than

within the ' religious circl^^ re-

mained ini a condition alternating between
anger dnd consteriiatibn^ The xiew ideas

were i^iited subvei^ve of

>%ligibi^: add time in his-

tory tim laboun of a man of science were

subjected With uhanimity ambtig the sects

to all thd iomia of ecclmikatical censure.

that attitude df m part of

churches has all hot |issed away, and few
save tiW

gists

tbg

Work havo aeen^wsiii^ ^
maim 1^^ milCMng

titid disposition a
Can any^inan be teelumed a:

whose intellectual ideal lM^ais:to

rmemblance to BacbnVintellectual ideali^

‘’dmire to mek, patience to doubt, fondndli
to meditate, sIqwxmIss to assert, madiness^^^^y
reconsider, carefulness lb disppiw and set in

order”? A few of thmt iteim indeed^^ O^^
theologian might be disposed to mgard y ;

unobjectionable, but taking the frame Of
mind as a whole, is it the frame of mind
which is approved of and cherished by the

churches ? Questions like these althdngh
they are seldom stated are not unseldpm
answered in the negative

;

by persons who
appear to entertain no mispvmg abemt
their ability to utter the verdict both of ^

piety and of common sense upon the prp^

blcm.

If these persons are ri|^t in their fixftid

habit of mind with regard to the matter,

that is to say, if the customary, conyptioiv* v

al view of what consti^tes a fol^b
disposition is to be adopted^ theu^''

difficult to see how any student of^^s^

can be supposed to pomW a re%iottS

disposition, since the portrait of what
student of science wishes to become^ or 1

tends to become, is presented in the words
of Bacon. If truth requires us lo deny that

Darwin was religious, then it is impossible,

for science and religion ^ dwell in the

.

same breast together ; and every inteifigent

man will be obliged to reject one or tHe ;

other. Practical consequences therefoter

for clear-sighted people, depetul upon the

solution of the question which it takes si^
naivetd to propound so directly

Darwin religious?
;

The facts eppear to be tlmt

a member of no church : ^tafter a
period of his youth U himseK
whole-hearted adherence |p no loM
public or private devotiionv^

attem{>t to reconcUe hie^
the religious and theologiyi

his time; and theauthortte^ye^
tions which rose aroUnd him did not

him from bis course^ < HishMvwas ^fl^ g -

'.star; afi’dV:^’Weii^' apariuf::^;''$u^>:'ay^

mueb' tiia|''tiie'>



;im4 bis earnest

id^e love and awa^f facts

ivd^ted to old age, the

^
r: ^iia frf bis work to alt the latergenerations

%' Shall we be content tq allow

V and perseverance to

our definition of religion?

prajr for truth; perhaps. Darwin did

hot pray for truth ; he sought for truth
; and

of us is the better worshipper? We
pray tor goodness. Darwin did not, and
yet be became as it were a pavement for

the firmer steps of men : that is he achieved

g:>dne8S. Is it more religious then to pray

goodness aiid possibly do nothing
further, than to attain to goodness, and not

to pray ? Or shall we think a deeper

thought about prayer, and satisfy ourselves

that prayeris upon the lips are out echoes,

when they are hot altogether foolish, of the

strivings within lis? Lahorare est orare^
** to labour is to pray.** The Latin proverb

seems to suggest that a man who is at

work, whether he fall down upon his knees

or whether he do not, is not a prayerless

man.
But Darwin was not a believer 1 No,

he certainly was not; not at least in the

; ecclesiasttcal s the word. But it

^

out that he was a worship-

: ;per; truth, for instance,

that can hear opposi-.

tiph for the truth : that his mind must have

, bfPWed down in such wonder before Nature

as would, were we to insist upr»n the com-
parison; dwarf many a devotee's emotions

Wore God into
.
insignificance. Is church-

:i)red awe measurable with Darwin's awe ?

th) the churehes burse such greatness of

inind and febihig as' dwelt in Darwin?
question , seems to prompt its own

aaswer ; that it it dangerous to deny that

The bmp^Ms of i Darwin’s life seems to

Ik laid more up<m; doubt th^^^ faith;

but thSi may he but a superficial impressioni

^fGb' faith can be

;
dieelirned*iin him. He believed truth,

:

' as we Have said ; he b^ man
might his life to a search

bftir trothi he^^^ that truth whcti: it

was found was pmciousi eveb: though anew
v;* truth slmuid of eveiy
vs oUkr had

it was bis fats ms
fulh^ to doubt ; and atthe^ hi this
butfbess he was absorbed, it mby be, to the
excUilion of explicit faith altogether. That
faith ;pf some sort belonged to him whether
he I^w it or not, goes without saying;
for mo can work without fatffa 7 Or if

the life of a Darwin can be lived without
the aid of faith; of what value is faith? It

is not necessary however for the good effects

of the faith we hold, that we should Ik
conscibds of our faith, or every day remind-
ing obrielves of it. It may be, as 1 say,

that IHrwin never stated his faith, never

made clear to others or to himself
; but

' that he possessed faith, is as clear to sight

as that he did the work of faith. And that

work wbs doubt, with the faith underlying

it that doubt if not so good as knowledge,

is better than delusion. The great thinker

therefore, silent about his convictions as

he was, aitid to all appearance as agnostic

was a belikver under all, and we can see

that belief and doubt in a thing so large as

the mind of man are by no means exclu-

sive one of. another. Belief may lead a

man to doubt as it led Darwin, and the

work of doubt in the world is quite as use-

ful and necessary, and legitimate and reli-

gious as the work of faith, since doobf in

one ' of its aspects is’ reverence for Wuth,

and in another of its aspects is belief ict^ tha

making. Thbt is the next point for con-

sideration.

1 have said .that doubt is reverence for

truth ; but dotibt is more than this : doubt

is the inevitable accompaniment of Sttbli-

mity of feeliajg. When we are in the

presence of atiy sublime object our state

of mind is a mixture of certainty and

uncertainty, Icr While we know that we are

in the premuci; of the sublime, we know
also that we ahe in the premnce of the

unfathomable. Even were we to “sec

God'*— to use a frand Biblical expressioii—

our doubts would not be removed; bu*

wouldl incfease hpon ur, for would He not

be mcompreheniible therefore,

even in me imm of God*

would sHll be an : eleuknt qf ho

&it lormhmg nte

infly amnding, ie it i

:;’-too^|kittfully ''Uwiik^ ^ihe

;

'-It:

St'
v

^ 0: :
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DABSfSmM I^IQIOUS lOfiAlJS

this itilimiaM us ami mtfain

08,
that we derive our keenest jotts and our

ocutrst mental suftoings. We bear both

the joy of worship and the suffering of the

knowledge of our ignorance because both

are proper and inevitable to our nature,

and to the situation in which we are placed.

If we knew all things as men esteem know-

ledise, perhaps we should be beyond both

joy and sorrow, perhaps we should be

incapable alike of ecstacy and of misgiving;

but for the present, wearing these emotions

of our finitude, we are human, as we know
and feel ourselves. Let none of us there-

fore profess himself above doUbt, or see in

doubt anything that is unbecoming to either

a religious or a manlike bearing. 1he
religious consciousness of the world has

always spoken of faith and not of know-
ledge, for while the former is possible to us,

the latter, in completeness at least, is impos-

sible. And yet the same religious conscious-

ness, guided in this by an attempt at system

rather than by intuition, has set up creeds,

and has constantly, even when creeds have

been abandoned, shown a disposition to

consider doubt as the eneitiy of faith. Apart

from doubt, faith would not be possible ;

and it is by renewed intercourse with doubt

that faith is ever reviving itself and casting

off the pid forms which hinder it for forms

more suitable to receive it. A wise man
therefore is both a doubter and a believer,

but 'he lays no claim to certainty. For

both doubt and faith are part of his nature,

but certainty has no proper claim upon him.

Both faith and doubt are of the atmosphere

in which the human spirit grows up to

its highest; but a religious certainty which
shuts out doubt as enemy to religion can

but breed such types of mind as fail to

perceive the grandeur of Darwin ;
as strive

to arrest the work and ithe influence of all

daring and freeborn sons of genius ;
as

would hinder the march of mankind un
their great, courageous and unknown

progress. Who indeed that has taken
thought would exchange the feeling of

fthc bbrden and the myst^ heaey
|nd the weary weight of all this unintefn-

itble world” for the consolation

fpmfort of an ecclesiastical refuge? Whb
^ould give up the subliming knowledge

jri the perilous and tragical siti^ttop pf

l^en, for a secret communicated to him by
l-priest, or whispered ,it may be by tradi-

ijons hoary with age and palsy ? What
substitutes of equal moral value can be
found for the urgency of questioriing, and
the courage of faith 7

The conclusion seems to be therefore that

Darwin and all men who worship the same
ideals as he, instead of being devoid of the

religious spirit are eminent examples of

it. There are in fact two types of religious-

minded men, the doubters and the believers,

and each of these has his part to play, and
the world could not get along without

either of them. The^ churches hitherto

have fixed their eyes exclusively lipon the

religious temper of faith, and it has not

occurred to them how essential to any real

belief is the constant habit of doubt. Hence
science, one of the pillars of the moral and
religious as well as the intellectual life of

man, has had to go on its way outside tlie

churches. But when at length religious .

communities come to see that it is their

business to bring up adherents to mental

honesty far more than adherents to a

creed, they will love and esteem the doubters

as much as the believers, and a niche for

Darwin will be found among the saints.

It remains to be said that there are other

ways of exercising faith besides the way pf

the student of science, and that, there aro

.

other sources of religious conviction besi4et

the sources that science ofiers to us.

discussion of these things would ^ iatto a
supplement than a contribulibn Jl^ the

present essay. T

P.
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MAN: HIS ORIGIN AI5d ORIGINAL H^ME

AmTICUITT OF KAN.

i

,G< BHiiiloii's Peof4§s,2

S
Tfc« ls>een veiy nicely remarked by a

. diiniagaiilied man of Mience that man
he looks. I can

safely' msert without any fear of contradic-
fm Aiat his ajje is at least half>a.million
iwani- This Mtimate is extremely moderate.
The historic or the contemporaiy period

of than is never l«s than ten thousand years.

'Pi« next preceding geological period,
snuch is popularly known as the pre-historic
period, was of a duration scarcely less than
seveirty thousand years, during which time
'fjtth'iisri miufe considerable progress in social

. Iriri "Sypn Jxiom this time there is indelible
activities through a period

of .ihidf^vihillion years which is technically
.«|l^ the geologists “The Pleistocene^ or quaternary
^tihuh,”'~ Froin this calculation alone the
eeadets^ will see diat 506,000 years is really

n podera estimate of the age of man.
. P^ious to the quatemai^. period is the
-tprilny pthiod arnich h^ duration of
jdMMtt thttte thilli<M>rif 3n«rs. This tertiary

‘ijierio^^^^^^ by the
]ipold|||dri«» namely, the eocene (duration^ thev nriocene (duiariOn i ih.),

(duration , 45. th.)

riwaieiia^
'

' only ^mui's iinmediate.

orippehrsor, bht tnan himself, hu
in the riew (diooeB^

^^eupi^ jpatM kgs* been ei^v*
;;«d,. prri!^:’';tn'rip;neW'pMn^ ;

'fit

,

wis pra^itUmm vety^ i^^
IsctisafUhioed by the aothnwologiMs,; In
the. )am.'ew';M!^-'tmoeriw:lM^
have been ribMned ri an animki :(C|iy(opi.

•''diedw}aUii(Ml-to'-te ehtBMuriBe'4UM;as«aeh -

>. allied' tb.'iisaa. '''3lia'.h^«eu|g;'oi;:.mipln^ -

will' 'snkriy-'’ha^Hw^ic4-ip;''i^ w

time when the I^hyppitheehs:dould be met
mth, the remote precupof of man must have
been evolved. Darwin mmarked nearly half
a century ago:

"We are far from knowing how long aeo it was
when man first diverged from the caUrriune stock;
but It may have occured at an epoch as remcte as the
eocene period

; for that the higmr apes, have diverged
from tly tower apes as early as the upper mioi^e
TCHod IS shoj^ by the existence of the Dryopithecus."
(Descent of Man, p, 156).

^

I need hardly point out that this calcula-
tion takes us back to a tiihe removed from
us by one-and-a-half million years. Man is

certainly not as oW as the hills, for the hills

had come into existence long before man
was born

; but his antiquity is still very
great, and he is not so young as he looks.

Original home of man.
Now that the doctrine of evolution is re-

garded by all scientific men of eminence
^^®^^ntary truth like the Cc^efnican

and Newtonian doctrines, it wilt :^tiite do,
if I make the bare statetnent that
ancestor or precursor of- man was a fmiy
animal of arborial habits. The qikistion I

am here concerned wi^ is regarding the
V^ob9b\t region which tecame the original
e^dle of iiotv^ly thie^^l^ but
also of than himself, aa a Sf^cis*
iwotved by casting oH his
been for the' laist half-!a«centti^ a of
amops^ investigation by the aaiiif‘o|H4dgist8.

Though that Holy Lanid has imt l^
ni^y idtmtifi^ in
hOldmg tbM tlm origihal^

aathio|K>l«^Bt Kjeap^
tegaidi^ the ori-

;giwi
.^'.r

foiriem
fikely tp lukYt been llhi xie^

vS£'.
.

... .
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ikwii where Uie propeTtien ef
ir

.

gretUir in l^e secondety and
thM at (Ethnelfigy,

find tft _
early teirtiaiy

p.236)*

The
evbluti^

tnan'e

taken

M all agree that tHe

anthropoid apea and o!

precursors miist have

r-r-:- iij., thosc regions which still

continoe^^ the catarrhine

apes. The lemurs,
^
the higher apes and the

two gmat sections of the ^gro division of

man live within the region extending from

the south of Africa to Malaysia. When
Darwin suggested in a hesitating manner
that the human species was evolved in the

southern, part of Africa, he had the catar-

thioe apes and the Negroes of Africa in view.

He quite saw the difficulty of his position,

but could not work out his proposition

further, as it was not then definitely esta-

blished that there existed once a vast conti-

.nent stretching from the south of Africa and
extending to Malaysia, joining the Indian

peninsular region with it.* The area with-

in which the evolution of the anthropoid

apes and of man took place, *^mu$t obvious-

ly be sought,** says Mr. Keane, **in those

regions of the indo-African and Austral

continents, which survived into tertiary times,

and which were the common home of

the Anthropoids and of the lemurs with both

of which suborders the Hominidse show
affinities.*^

D. Q. Brinton, the celebrated

Aih^icap anthropologist^ has suggested

in jiis wdrk^^^ Peoples** that

—

"'Mill wjis in the warm regions of

the Westeim or Atlantk of the Old World*
area of

Afri^raM^

& la^' Brinton has shown the

impdsi^ibiflty regions to

have l^ehi^e cradle bf mankind, his views

are reMfded^^ the patpratlsts to be sound.

Dr. ita!ted ;
it ip a paper ^in the

man was

alonjii tlic lotstbetn jtldpes of Iffie; mountain

Gantafe^^ Alps

^t the, pnncifwl
wrirtfcrn^:;Sect

m>u^ tdbkno'aeemiat^f
of buiii And water io (eiiiBiy timei'

to take (hie ienpoitant bfit into con^wdk*;
: V

tion vitiated idso the judginent of

Dallas. The most fatal objection / ^
Brinton's theory .iS: what' Mf*

atated;— '
.. -V. 'v'-'

*'West Europe is far too limited an atea<

been too frequently subject to upheaval and sufiiipp^ :

;

to be the primaeval home of the higher and

Mr. Keane has* further shown ip Av^^
convincing manner in Chapter XIV

; df'

Ethnology thut—
** All the known facts impbr that hcie [in

section of Europe] man is an intruder, arTivIhg in

West Europe from the south aerms the MeditenVaW
isthmuses in company with the giwat Afncanlap^’'

It is true that we can trace now an

and primitive type of mankind

Gibralter to the Eastern Himalayas and
-^

to Ceylon and Australia, but the phw^t
conditions of the early, times inaltiB-'-rt

impossible that the western section of 4^
vast region could be the home of Our

ancestors.

The only objection that cAn ^. i^^,
against the theory that man had
of evolution on the Indo>^|n:can iaiid

Austral continents is whethef thO;, d®h*

tinents aforesaid djd really contii#
;
te

exist in tertiaiy times to allow men

evolved there.’ The remarks of Mr. Hpidi|^

and Mr. Holland regarding the physilii)

asoects and geologinl. condition, dnrfitt,':

tertiary times, as embodied in Vof. f of

,

Imhtnal Giueitter <ef India, seem J

the effect that tbo IndOrAIncah^

of the secondary pendd dMiwt iu^^.^
^ into'- tert-iary times. .'-II .ie '-KoWev^-.i.-cliiarf;;^

from what they have stated and Iroih V

R. Di OWham has wri«M
tbe evoJution of fndjaa

tb

throughout the :shcooda1|(,s«oiiW'..;Jh|S||.^^^

connected .
by-. eOhtiasgli^»

Indian .-Ocean' wili».,.-$p«lh

aide.ahd--t.heMaIayi&.#t.'ikd;.''ptd^

-however- ^./been

.

' g|eolo0Cir..-< .'tnvetti|ilt.ti(niS;'; '.-^thait. -Hltlig-;

JUncan;

'

... .--,lB»l»ismnOT^*W;'|i»PWr^• -CIS



THE^MODERN REVtEW FOR^^M^

,
ihit #hat Mr. Keane bas

‘ lirv ^redenbtiffi^s ** Summary of the
on the point,

this learned geologist
^ TC^rding this ancient physical

:|UikP0i!l!|r^ of India” still

un^r :

:

pn^atiatlon. On reference to

'^^WialaiSU by R. Wallace and
(Stanford Series,

; tniM), We learn that, though broken
continents referred to above

down to the quaternary epoch.

Mr. Keane
io his V Ethnology * ;~

V TKui all the coindition<i point to these Indo-African

and Austral lands as the most probable centre of

evidfiilipn of the pliocene precursor, who may have
aii^ty m^rated thence in small family groups to every

sa^ef the Eastern Hemisphere— through
In^io Control Asia^ eastwards and westwards to

Australasia and Central Africa, and from Africa to

Europe. From the already described distribution of

land and. water at that time, it is evident that all

the continents were directly accessible by 'overland

rotiteii’ to the ibigratpry groups, which in tHeir new
Hemes became independently specialised by the

niuural process of re-adjustment to the dinerent

environments." (p. 238).

Evolution of man on the now submerged
continent can only explain how men of the

ume type may now be found on the main
land of South Africa, on the scattered

,
islanda In the Indian Ocean, in Malaysia

andin Australia. 1'hey are now separated

fflpm one another by impassable waters

because of the breaking up of the old con-

tibents ; bill they retain their old similarity

in phyiieal type having failed to modify
greatly their original physical dharacter

m, their isciliated homes. This clearly

shows that the pliocene men, who were left

in their original home, have now been

4iyided into African and Oceanic groups
the intervening waters

c^^ho Indian Ocean between them. This

ins^n applies alto to the

apetf^ now des^

1b these jregiOns^^^ a and iio*

which

afH^rOa^ ibareit^^ the higher Simiair

and to •ypw*-'

“ rOUs the deep*’ wheie ow psfrss

. JEMi absi^^ the hm Pf isien ^ imd had a
ot im6y thousand years.

Who tndwd «0t

.

identify conclusively the holy phitfie of the
earliest ^finMba f

DispsasioN OF MEN.

Excepting those who were left behind in
their original home, the pliocene men
migrated in all directions and formed new
centres of evolution to develop the special
types within the new changed environments.
In their migration they found continued
land to^proceed almost to every part of the
globe and became differently modified by
climate, food and struggle for existence.

It will not be relevant to describe all the

routes by which the pliocene men advanced
towards different parts of the world. But
one fact is of the greatest moment to be
noticed here that at the time of this earliest

migration from the Indo-African continent,

the road was open through “India to the

shores of the flooded Central Asian depres-

sion," which extended at the commence^
ment of the pliocene time from Turkestan
to Sicily.

Europe was populated in remote past by
two principal streams of men proceeding
to Europe from Asia from the south and
from the east. All the great modern races

of Europe have sprung from the mixture of

these two races, none of which spoke any
Aryan language. 1'he present European
nations are mainly the descendants of the

old immigrants whose language was in no
Way connected with What is called the

Aryan tongue. Hqw the Aryan tongue
and the Aryan civiliisattbn were superim-
posed upon the people of Euiope, will be
discussed later on, What became of those

who came into India from West and Soisthf

what physical type they developed and
what civilization they attained; will also

be considered afterwards.

What is most important for me to note
here ip connection with v the migration of

man, is the civilizatiap which .the diSet^*
groups of rnen developed in different cen^pfes

of their new evolution. Men did Sprbad
oyer almost all Ae hppwn pjarA;^^^

globe during the wly
, of thi

;

quitter-

niM7 times, put each
!

and |^0(|raphic^l

aiw was not favoombe f<W
; m

'aod/mtellecj^

to'-Uib,. ib

:v; •

'

'O.-'"'
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comers only de-

generittey whm for want of communica-
tion with other races, the groups t)f families

and hollies of people could noe get fre^h

blood of Other groups or hordes, and re-

mained only isolated without getting much
incentive to struggle for higher exliitence.

How human life^ began to petrify iri the

Negro areas, can easily be understood.

From the imbedded records of man in the

neolithic period, it has been ascertained by
the ethnologists that the centres of culture

in prehistoric times ** are mainly confined

in Asia to the south (Naga, Khasia and
Jaintia hills, the Deccan, south of the

Vindhya 'Range, Irania^ Asia Minor, Moab,
Syria, Palestine, Arabia); in Africa, to

Mauritania taken in its widest sense (Tripoli-

tana to the Atlantic) ; in Europe to the

south (Crimea, Mediterranean islands,

Iberia), the west (Gaul, Belgium and
British Isles) and the north (Scandinavia).

Greece and Italy are excluded, because the

Cyclopean tombs of those regions seem to

be of different type, and much more recent,

being directly traceable to historic peoples.**

(Keane’s Ethnology, p. 133..

Though the European countries have
been shown to be seats of neolithic culture,

yet'it must be remarked that this culture in

Europe proceeded from Asia. It is noW
universally admitted by the anthropologists

that Europe is merely a dependency of

Asia, as from Asia the whole stream ol men
and human culture flowed into Europe.

The earliest settlers in Europe were a dwarf-

ish race. Mr. Keane has stated in clear

terms

—

"That after the last ice-age Europe was resettled

from two different quarters, the east and the south

or^uth-east."

In the Journal of the Anthropological

Institute of 1893 it was shown that neolithic

man is unaniniously allowed by all the

anthropologists to have reached Europe
f|om Asia, from the east and south. There
is; also a general agreement amon|pt the

nattira:iist8 ^at the seat of a itlatively

advanced civiliaatiph was in those, quatters

#;jfsia and Africa as have been^^^e^^^

iid:'b<dore,.

V cledriy jAEO^Oiviliaation

of the bbtoriG^ of India did not rand
/ficdiid hot ' ;l)iavf

IndiaJiseUi

6T-txp0 some fioighboniing tracts,!

lying to the nafth-^st. The
built upon queer interpretatidnS of Vedie
texts do not deserve any constd^tion now
It was physically impossible for men of

culture to have migrated from aibtie

home in historic or in pre-histqric timea Ihlb

one will deny that philology has moeh imK
portance in ascertaining many qiiestfons

of antiquity, but many phiiologiSts ba^
brought philology itself into dtsre|Mite

by building idle theories without referring

to the records which the earth has stilil pie*

served for us. Even such a great scholar as

Max Muller is guilty of the of^nce of
having started his theory of the Aryan origin

of many nations of Europe and Asia on
the strength of some philological sugges*

tions only.

It is no doubt true that neolithic culture

went from Asia to Europe. But the tribes

who carried that culture did liot and could

not carry any Aryan civilization with thein.

On reference to the modern works of ethno*

logy including Dr. Beddoe’s "Races of
Britain*’, the readers will find that the

present races of Europe are mainly the

descendants of those very tribes who inhabit*

ed that region in the remote past, and as

such have no ethnic relationship with the

Hindus and the Iranians. As investlgatton

regarding the physical character of those
'

people, who attained a high civilization in

prehistoric times in India, has not been very

vigorously and carefully pursued, we ean^

not obtain any sure dam to establish

whether the Hindus of India are the

descendants of the pre-historic people Of the

soil. But our natural expecutipns

analogy of other nations raise a pteettmp* .

tion strongly in favour 6f ail anie^r in :

affirmative. The question as td hpw si^
races of different countries came tb spdah
the dialects of one language, mmt be soltyed

alter making due mcojpiitioo^id^ ,

ascertained by the anthroppit^isW^^^^^^^^

avoiding reckless and itnppmlbte au«mj>*
tions*

The ethnologists that when prtini*

tiveman was only:

ments. : .in-,,Enropei:;'1M]^^ :\cMriliaation'. :..

develpped in the Nile aiid Mie
^

valleys. Thi^ iaw
wsa adimnoed cepire by db ejbtehlFdb^
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*;•,

mi
'Ud r.^e mp^
E^rojpe

;
yet faeqai»eM

^y**«»*
;

fcatUBBi,
i

togMher^M_ C«u^

.

Caucam haa no etbiiic ^^haiever
They have been all gr^Mipi^ together, u
they diiler froni the MttojgpHI; type ;and
*h® Negro type, and at they in otN
tain respem for having deyele^ almost
a common type within one vatt.aiaa, thou^
at difierent centres.

¥iZ*l^“'V
'
t««re« oi pi^msionc 1 have thus far only prepared my ground

t^^Ae S” *]r\”
“ «thn6logical ditcumioo relating to^^tl^i^old ^Ewphane,, the Jenrs and the the laces of Indm.

*

nito% ;tbe old Babylonians, the Iranians ’ Bi C. MAZ<tti»A8.

-- —— '.^-VKIWWO* ^®Diy; ‘

tte -civUmtibh ol Incfia

“ liiftea can be connected wtth
' 'pW’4).i«oiic period.

; ^ coimiected together eiltiii*

: w or ractt which fidurtih^
.;• times within the vast area

:' the East Himalayas to the
: ef Africa, developed a physical type

P
^Wffnrnon to all of them. The same

'
- bf favourable environment biought

. almost the same sort of results in

mdependent centres of pre-historic
. TImi PiflhllAlAevamOM

HINDU MARRIAGE AND THE DIVORCE QUESTION

^ipHE Hbn’ble Mr. Bhujpendranath Basu
; I * in introducing his Special
; Bill in the Imperiai Legislative Couii-
' mi referred to ian objection which had been
ndiid quarters against the

the Bill if passed into
iaif divprce, and athed

npt desirable in

' cimpmstances.
this paper is to suggest a

faw. cpnitderattons which may throw some
' ^j^ontWq^

^wo h^^ripnis arc commonly mised
ag^iiirt firpidsio^ of divorce m Hindu
ibeietyi^ it would destroy the
aiimcrity which is an irre*

it would encourage
^ Jiai^ of family

^^ the first objets^ if the sane*
iol fiffihdu'' mari^ai^- 'im^

:^ Iheh Hindu matri*

sanctity ;^ on the part bfAe ,bosb^^^^

:.ai.&;:''i^rihlamVcogiae

.
^A. _

,:yesr*vdie'!i«|iji;„

"i year i dwiwite

intKe
. in&

eleventh; the wife who speaks with bitterness,
instantly./'*

• *‘For one whole year let a husband bear with the
aversion of his wife but after a year, if she cojntinues
to hate him, let him take what she possesses only
giving her enough to clothe and feed her, and let him
waM to cohabit with her.- 'f “If a woman pr^ of
Imr family and her importance is unfaithful to her
imsband, the king shafl have her devoured by dogs
in a, veiy frequented public plScc “t .

It is however painfully true thmti the
Aastras have granted no right of repudia-
tion to the Wife.

“Although the conduct of nisv be
blamewoitln, and he mii^y giv^ liiihielf ;up id dlher
amrars sndTbe devoid ofgood qualities, a virttii|MUf:^fe
ought constantly to revere him as a god.“f

V Manu, fiook lK, So-ai.

wwigrei V V vi sil^i

.
;

XwHnfil

. WWn InTC I

.-r^ ;i^-Viit. ^

;
t

/T

y :§ Aid. -

j:, &*wiy



But .m^er' •tbah' ' mim-
inise thi wpoitan^^^ bl the qufestiab^ asked

Fit>ia' liM bem said it would appear
that the: idea o^ at all loietgii

to theJSi^u coabeptloft of marriage^ But
there U this diftevence between the marriage

system of the H^os Skhd what is known as

civil mainriaiige, Especially that obtaining, in

Europe and Ahiertca, that wheresis in the

one case the right of divorce is granted to

one party only, in the other case that right

is equally possessed by both the parties. It

is interesting to note that besides adultei^

the circumstances under which divorce is

pennitted%y the Hindu Shastras, as is clear

in the passages from Manu quoted above, are

family pride, aversion, failure to give birth

to son, sterility, and habit of speaking with
bitterness. And when we bear in mind that

very slight evidence suffices to prove adul-

tery, as is shown in the passage quoted
below, does the Ust of oftences need any
commentary to indicate the position of the

wife
.
in relation to the husband in the

Hindu matrimonial unions?

'To pay little attentions to a woman, to send her

flowers and perfumes, to frolic with her, to touch her

ornaments and vestments, to sit with her on the same
couch, are considered by .wise men as proofs of an
adultrous love.'**

It is noteworthy in this connection that

in Europe and America of the several cir-

cumstainces mentioned above, adulteiy alone,

and |hat again understood in the strictest

sense <rf the term, would be considered as a
legitimate cause of divorce. \
As regards the second objection urged

agaihat mvorce, it cannot be denied that

adoption of the institution in the Hindu
society would be likely to give rise to many
cases of hasty and injodiciotu sepiaimtion,

in view of thevn bi the people

of Euiope
.
and (rf Albert leam

tl»t Wbsnan m l^rpit has aMlWd lor

a diiilbirce, . that .her bu«»od has"

only to oni^peMy
in that Kkelimod dbbi mt
justify the OOhtluiion^^^ t^

necessaiy. have - to considc^ A

.the advantages' '

- would .

society from :adoptibn of^^^^^^^^

divorce will not generally but^
evils that might rmult fmm
question is whether these evils Wili be OOijE^^^ -

pensated by the relief that will

the unhappy families and jnirtim tb
able unions. Some light on this

be obtained from a reference to the

of European and American life^ No seh^
student of Sociolo^ wilt eontend that the
institution of divorce in Eumpe- ahd
America has undermined the intedrify aud
the moral basis of family life. The opjuicm
of the writer of the article on divorce in tim
new edition of the Encyclopcedia Britanica

about a particular countiy, which however
may be considered as typical of the Western
world, may profitably be quoted here—

^

'The question (h«»w far the frequency of divorce in

the Unitm States has been a social injury) » veiy
like that of ill^itimacy.

^
Np trustworthy inference

regarding the moral condition of a commUhity eabhe
derived from the proportion of illegittinate chfldfen'
bom—^so regarding the prevalence td divorce. It is

by no means impossible, for example, that the spread,
of divorce among the Negro population in the South
marks a step in advance from the condition of larjgigy

unregulated and illegal unions charactOristic of tm
race immediately after the war. The prevalence of

divorce in the United States aipong the native popillar
tion, in urban communities, among the New Engliiid
element, in the middle classes of.society, and among
those of the Protestant faith, indicates how cleai^
the social phenomenon is interlaced with much thatv

is characteristic and valuable in American civitisatioii;.

And one who knows anything of the family and
home-Kfe of America will not readily despond of the

outcome.”

The efiect of the recogfiition of divotue' ^

on family morality in Europe aud
America may peihapa ituliiectly be gklNg^
by the statistics of pefipns remarrying:

year and of those divorcing durjiug

same period, and «!«> of

.

widowers ; because from tbsne ' sEaiist^^^^^^^^

can measure the fatent to whidfa the
lor marriage with a petim w the

motive ^rdivoree. Such
available for all the advancedi^eom^
But a general idea jMljter ^

be' formed ''irdfB-'-

'

following two In
imimber d| - is
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nHjip^n: 0t; ^ Atid the

ftguTei f Switzertandf HolUnd^ and some

, IP rfie Qermati citie®, tiotably Berlin,

^pdieate mat the proportion of the divorced

remarry is about the
^
same

Id of widows and widowers. ' That
dldatiofis for divorce are not commonly

by fantastic or ill-considered

iAdi^k evident from the fact that in the
iStaies between 1887 and 1906 about

Ppi^ of divorces panted by the Courts
4̂Set'^-4ut to the three cau8e8--de8ertion,

adultery and cruelty. The other familiar

oiuses of divorce are imprisonmenti habitual
drunkenness and neglect to provide. A
noted American student of sociology has
laid great emphasis on another circum-
stance, which is not at all a familiar

—

because for obvious reasons it is not men-
tioned before the courts—^but nevertheless

the most serious question that we are called

upon to consider in this connections, vie.,

hideous diseases of the husband. It is this

circumstance that has recently led to the
enactment of a most important piece « of

social legislation in the United States,

where a local legislature has passed a law
that every citisen shall submit himself to a
mkdtcai examination before contracting

marriage. The American sociologist just

referied to believes that the frequency
of divorce

^

in the advanced sections

of the civilized world, which is being
regarded by many social thinkers and
Statesmen as a, symptom of a possible social

unarchy, is but an indication of a new
process of socialization which is going on
in the Western world and under which
marriage is tending to be a contract oh the

footing of periset equality between the
two sexes and yet the tie of union is being
pmg strengthened* As Wester<-

maiekhasdh^

**dn the whole, progmss in has tended
to make marriage mom ducah)e.’*t '* The faint-

hearted cry hits come to us that ever^hing is com«
ing to ah and. It is hot so ; on the comtafy evmy^
thmg ii about to be renewed. Fr<kh the Ihom distant

stohe-tge the hist^ bisen a
losg Series of Far from mohriimg

-Art.,- Divorce;-,

t lbs
iV-P."W* ; ^ -'.ivV

„

when the world seems to Im enioringfa. ffesb
life, let us rather rejoice/’*

Altogether it may be said ini.

ritution of divorce in the WestW’h world
has not proved to be a soei^ injuiy ; on
the contrary, it has afforded tetief to thou-
sands of miserble unions, and by letting

free the parties to such unions it has added
to the Slim total of their lAdividual happi-

ness, has helped the development ; of their

personalities as hopeful, confident and
vigorous. social units and hgs tluis indirect-

ly fostered the growth of harmonious and
phogressive social structure.

^
It is for the reasons set forth in the pre-

' vious paragraph that in the West the right of

divorce has been granted not only to the

husband but to the wife. It is not to be

assumed, however, that throughout the

West marriage is a contract on the footing

of perfect equality between the sexes.

Among the European countries where abso-

lute divorce is permitted, the position of

the wife in England is still inferior to that

of the husband, for in that country the

husband must be accused of one or other

of several offences besides adultery. In

Italy, Spain and Portugal, a judicial separa-

tion may always be decreed on the ground
of the adultery of the wife, but in the case

of the husband other aggravating circums-

tances are necessary.

" But there is a growing opinion that, whore it

(marriage) is not (yet a conttwdi <ni (he foQl;SMg of

perfect rauality between the sexes), it ought to be so.

^ain, when both husband and wife desire, to sepamtei

it seems to many enlightened minds that the sute to
no right to prevent them from dissolvliig the marriiige

contract, provided the children are properly oareddor

;

and that tor the children alim, It is better to I

supervision of one parent ouly than of two ^

notagrec.”+

^

The Hindu law has given Ittll ngfiV of

divorce to the husband but has dqjped^^^ t^^

right entirely to the wt^ Ap^
question of die theoretieal in|u8ticij£

situation, we have to consider,

there it any pracrioaineomrii^ f^^

the right to die wife;

hpwiitahy catoof
be found in die; Hindu society

divorce woiddxom^ at a gieat^
• %FSpdly.;.p4.:^.'

.

;V.'
'

ilm Ifocd Idem,

h- :



HINDU MARRIAGE AND THE DIVORCE QUESTION

many cases of cruelty are o^uring eveiy

day in the Hindu families, how maity

husbands imve ruined beautiful homes by
habitual drunkenness and how many*
unfortunate wives are forced to submit to

the cruelty and humiliation of living with

husbands who are suSering fiom hideous

diseases. These tfiiestions do not admit of

precise answers, because social statistics

dealing with all these facts are not avail-

able; but no careful observer can fail to

obtain a satisfactory answer in a general

way. In this connection the evidence of

one of the most gifted women of modern
India illustrating the position of women in

the Hindu society may profitably be
quoted :* A near relative of that lady had
been given in marriage in her childhood to

a boy whose parents agreed to let him
stay and be educated with her in her own
home. But after the marriage had been
concluded they failed to act according to

the agreement. The boy was taken to the

home of his parents and grew up to be a
worthless dunce, while his wife through
the care of her father developed into a
bright young lady and well accomplished.
Thirteen years later, the young man came
to claim his wife, but the parents had no
heart to give their beloved daughter to that

beggar
; nor was the wife willing to go with

him, since he was perfectly a stranger to her.

Some orthodox people of the community
who believed that a wife should follow her

husband even though he bea worthless man
collected funds and enabled him to sue her
and her parents in the Court of Justice.

The case was decided in favour of the

husband according to the Hindu Law, and
the wife had to go with him. Another
illustration is the ease of Rukhmabai, which
profundly agitated Hindu society. That
lady was brought up under the living

care of ter fat^^^ and learned from him how
to te^end herself against the assaults of
social and religious bigotries. But after

her father's death her husband brought a
siiit

. her in : the Court of Bombay.
Tte lady dedined go #ifb^
nmmi and teteM" da
tliat;^ i%e./te'rHajia"te4v.tedi^ Kooncbidcd

be

tried the case id the first insfancet gave his

decision in favour of the lady. Tbia dici-

ston aroused orthodox hostility all over
India and vast sums were collected to

enable the husband to appeal against the
verdict of Justice Pinhey. The Cheif Justice

sent back the case to the : lower court tot

retrial on its merits as judged te the Hindu
Law, and the husband won. The lady was
commanded not only to go to live with the

man but was also obliged to pay the cost of

the dispute. This could happen because
marriage in the modem Hindu society is

governed by *^laws enacted in barbaric

times, four thousand years ago,’* and Hindu
orthodoxy does not realise that a law may
require modification or even repeal in view
of the advancement of civilisation and the

growth of enlightened ideas.

The life and institutions of the Hindus must
be as much subject to the law of evolution

as those of other races, and if marriage and
the family have been constantly modified
in the past it cannot be maintained that

they will remain forever crystallized in their

present state. Careful investigations into

the subject of matrimonial institutions hayt
revealed the fact that all forms of marriage

tend to be in the fullness of time voluntary

contracts on the footing of equality between
the sexes. Letourneau has said.

—

“Our various researches oh the subject of divorce

have led us to nearly uniform conclusions. They all

show us that, however dissimilar may be the countries

and the epochs, the union of man and woman begins,

with very rare exceptions, by the complete slavery
^
of

the latter, and her assimilation to domestic

animals, over which man has all possible rights,

a /ofitorf that of driving away. Then as the ages

move on their course we see societies which become
by degrees civilised, and in proportion to this advance

the condition . of the woman improves. At first the

man could kill her if she displeased him ; then, cases

of adultery apart, he contented himself with repudiate

ing her ; next, the severity of the right of repudiation,

at first unlimited, was mitigated ; then it was restricted

to certain well-defined cases ; some rights were even

granted to the repudiated woman. At length her own
nght was rec^nised to seek divorce in order to escape

fi^ mtoleranle treatment. At list a return was
jmade to divorce by mutual coniient, which had been

afiowed .in a good number of primitive societies, before

a wd legislatiqn, generally theocratic, his crysta-

bseef in iigmying^t^ some of the. old barbarous

the i^dtnl einancipation:
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of the compesw to hear many spnnds at the

same moinMt, whilst composing; when it

was impo^ihle to ga^er ,together players

of dmerhnt instniments, with whoin i**

inight. ezpcriimenn As compOsent began
shore and more to hmr their Wdrit inwardly
without the, need of eatemaliinng it, ana
to compose theAoest things for chorus and
orchestra insfead of for hei^d ihshmn>M**i
this need •! courm disappeared, h^. the

habit of pianoipiltying; efc., 'he^
cd ih .the .ih|mnn^’.'ahflT:|iii»'-.'.a^^

.'.cdfitihup, .’ Moiho'vayf,; ..'nary...' I^uiil'id

:work.'..his^ ' a1i|h.''Jls^s'<M^tt{in.''i(^
' di!faithy''tHin.-'-g^tmh':aioi»e^^
.

' ihstriuhehts.’MHM’''ni^'^-'hHihB«niiiM
..dat:al(id.4idi^h$ii^ihase:

.jpew.v .Now it .is’a''iideogiiisa^'>lad&m^'’^^

.grejM'. cpmpa»Cr..^'iibii^1d.:«dI.'hM^

'.'.''help::&iia. in’hls'.‘ii||^;;:'‘.':l|e. 'Mils

to .hwr;inwarAy^gid';fit^.:b»;;w|ip'

.'*sch*'add''MfeB^^

'.bliahted.by'i)t^^
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art, mainly jbet^^e

fluence of k^yeS in^ voice.

The genius of the and
organ is inimical to that the human
voice for many reaso^^^^ which*

is that the tones of tba vm are pitched

by a wonderful ^cmtaneous and natural
process to expf^ ihnutnerable delicate

gradations of tone which no keyed instru-

ment can elver do. Now the result* of cons-
tantly practising to the accompaniment of

keyed instruments has been that singers
have imitated their artificial pitch, and
have done it so thoroughly that there are
to-day, according to a well-known inusical
scholar here, Mr, R. A. Streatfield, “pro-
bably not two musicians in the whole of
Europe and America who could sing tones
smaller than half a tone,*' which in plain
English means that Western musicians
have paralysed their vocal chords and
deadened their capacity for distinguishing
fine shades of sound, just as Western feet

have been rendered comparatively useless
by the wearing of tight shoes. The beauti-
ful old Italian school of florid (rapid, full,

and variegated) singing has practically
disappeared which is the direct result of
imposing artificial pitch upon vocalists.
In its stead we find a coarse heavy quality
of voice, often allied witbai difliculty in

keeping in tune even to the bare notes of
the piano,* and this difficulty is not because
our singars have no ear for music, but
because keyed instrumenU are positively out

0/ iunOf and the vbcal chords, obeying their

natu^l inipttlse to sing in tune, refuse to
copy

^thebe artificial, tones until drained’
by Ibng yearn of practice. This ‘training*

elitninates eveiy vestige of spontaneity and
birdlike nature fiom pur stn^rs, and when
it is a dull lifeleiiii

and yhblfy unmusical product, as likb a
miachiine;i4 it iS;^^ p and equally
.unlike t^ eapro^^ the human soul.

JElhp pam# proPpss has gone on
aincumt^^^ instnimentalists, but not

feu# an.aitent, becausp moat of the great
rpatraibeifital woms are perfprmed iwimout

^ ptanp or o^n, and so i^ir use

^ cpipparattvelyt.' upr^riemet • ••

Instrumentalist have been
theless, by technical contoibn la^
having to adapt their pitcbrr^and ip'
fingering^to the piano, wimp
piano sonatas, quartets, qutnteWv etc., a^^^^

when accompanying piano Concertps^ :

orchestras. Inevitably this has fended to

force them to fix their pitch to the iinibbvihg
sounds of keyed instniments,and 86 tb»day%e
find a curious state of affairs in the Western
instrumental world. The great solo instrii-

mentalists are still clinging to theif freedmn
of pitch, and pathetically Attempting to

practise it against the bulk of their or^es^
tral brethren, who have frankly allied fhm-
selves with the piano and its false tonaiity,

and thrown natural music to the winds.
The result is that our orchestral concerts

are absolutely devoid of musical power,
they are mere cultured noise, whilst the

few inspired solo players who stiif survive

can never express their musical spuls to

the public, through the fog of artificial

pitch by which theif acenmpamsts surround
them. Our eminent pianists are of coiine

absolutely unaware—for all practical piir-!

poses—of the existence of frue iimundv

Their capacity for sensing it is

well-known pianist, and one of our gii#iieiit

scholars, composers and conductors hem,
said frankly to me not long since, in answer .

to a question about the pitch of a certain

note : “I think it is all right. But I really

couldp’t judge ! You viminists know more
about tune than we do." And .this is the :

:

utterance, remember, of a very great Wjfeli-

erii musician, known throughout the West
as a distinguished authority. He st8i.ftt^

life with a fine ear, which has been careftdif

ruined by his piano studies^ U be hitt W^
faicd, how much worse hSiS rt befii with .

the leaser musieiatis
1

i

It has come, then to this ; the musibal^j^l

'

of the West is in bondage to •keyed

ments, machines It is of no use going'

Westen\ concerts to hear

many cleverly arranged, sounds, tnst we go
away emp^.

’

How do these machines work ? .What is

arlilficiat pitch? ;

Two kinds of musical pitch are mcbjpltsed

la die modern West./ ^ The fim

';li]w.af^cisi} Dkbhi:.':^
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K«tiitiaf or |tt«t Into^ v

1^ taWifying toii^ 6r

is produced by an
procesi of topat :ad^ -

^

b^^ mpiicians* All young
for instance, before tbejilr ears

ipotled by playing to piano

to pmuce suck tones.

vvFli^t;^ violinist, the late Dr. Joseph

^heii exaiiiined in his scale-pUy-

Heimholtz, was found to

;;:prbddce ufierringty, scales in the tonal re*

’ lations of which the most exact accoustical

and mathema^^^^ were un-

conmously followed; These were tested

by Helipholtz by the finest apparatus of '

inpd^ Needless to say that they

were far different from piano scales. The
true natural scale-player, tike a true mathe-
rnaticlan, has no rigid artificiai standard,

like that provided by keyed instruments, bv
whf^ to ^ckoci his notes. The only stand-

ard pf ait tfr pure aesthetic ' enjoyment.

change in tonal reiatioiH

. ships, therefore -with every mood and
atniosfdiere-rtone must be readjusted to

iharih^^ This fine

adju^ment is called $ruti in Indian

theory^
"0^ iuch constant readjustment

can be mathematically and artistically

/ odridiB^'^ has proved. Nature is a
flux and change, obeying one
law of adsiptability : even so is

ait and all true science. .

invented the crutch by
which he has lost^ the use of his musical

;
lifhbs^he ktyti instrument'-;^! ti mecha-

; use cd lust Intonation.

^'Iiethid inidcd thiscleat^ as

poasftla ^veii mh (mode) the

telatidp^ is in a
:

The nieia sung on
: ej^;i^iblah^^ wiU always con-

: thin ; a limiUr rio^
but ev^ eltouge of ksynote (f) will '^briag

abot^^ n^idh will dilfer m

the'rs^ini'':;v1%n^^^

lants tbeifndst^^^p^

"

no ipradatiohs, oi^ if 44*^^ ins^ument
could be invented Whic^^ of

^r7daieM,--^f.e., slum^^ jMtnping from

^note to note therd. few

rigid modes from whitdt t^ gradatio^ were

made, all tones on keyed mstruhieuts being

calculated from two or three modes only,

instead of from seventy-two. Each ratio

of vibrations ^ in the seventy-two modes
differs slightly. No ki^ed liistrument could

provide for this. And it is absurd to try and

limit modes and Smits to the exigencies of

any mere machine. As I sit at my window
writing this, I am listening to the wind

playing in the trees in my garden. What
would the gods say if we had the impu-

dence to try to fix the tones of the wind?

—

or to arrange that it should play on one

branch of a tree and not on another ? Doubt-

less all that it does in its wild perfection is

correct and beautiful. How much rifore so

the Spirit of Man, playing on His Aeolian

harp, the Lyre of Apollo, untrammelled by

the artificialities of musical crutches and

machines ?

Through the use of thete machines,

artificial or Tempered Pitch came into

existence in * the modern West. The

machines couM not be adapted to the needs

of man’s soul, so he elected to forget he had

one, and deliberately turned his pianos m
that all thenotes ww slightly false in

relation to any perfect scale, but so that a

general Mean Tone or mw^
tion betweem ^all. nptmHand

’ occulted.
,
In |Mwt4?a:^-to'Wei^

must be said

many more W^d
hear the piire tp(^ say^

^ofhi>n'e»0ue*»*'':'^-:-^
'

V'..
.. v-

BeforU) dealif^ further Wilh{tlw^^

I want /my .

out tha pntiwt muweaF ;

not-.-m keyed iuilxun^
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clear, j-nstniincirt

and ftf m^igh; ; 'kiUed

modal
..

The -present

'

incapabj^;^W llie/beauty of a raga^

which IS dpljr * tefe 6{ mode: -

4.

---THtt of musical colour-

blindness, if 1 may 80 put it, has only

obtained in the West wtthiu the last three

hundred years. It was never known in the

whole previoiis history of the world. Is all

the previous musical efiort of the whole
world to be set at naught by a three-

hundred-year old Western experiment : an
experiment which has killed* music wher-
ever it has been followed ?

5.

— Jt is not necessary to develop musical

colour-blindness in order to appreciate and
perform all the greatest choral and instru-

mental worts of the WestJ\ Musical colour-

blindness follows only on the cultivation

of keyed instruments. All choral and
orchestral work may be rendered exempt
from it, since pure harmony does not demand
it, but only a delicate shifting of the

SrtUis which changes with every mode and
‘ke/ (t).

6.

—Because of its adaptability to all

shades of tone and feeling, the human
vo|ie is undoubtedly the most perfect of

mtttical instruments. It is therefore the

most sensitive. We have seen that Tern-

peit^f’itch has done more harm to vocalists

than to instrumentalists. This has resulted,

in the^ Westi in the, voca,l art how being

gendrnlly regarded artificially, by cultured

people as being less worthy than instru-

meiital^-rwhteh is tantamount to saying

thst an eye-glass is better than an eye 1 1

do hoi want to disparage instniments.

But i iaay that they a less than their

creatm^,-and^^^^ dte muiacal state of

.* Csdim of the Board
Sohoel eniid, carehilly

;

trained to a pianoi with tlMt

of the pmwmt /hi some oiit-dfrthe-wSv psit of.

fianiliiS’ tiever been trattisd at all, Tbp lattSr

h fjw fsSSima^ farUier go Itori civilisation

^A^OtlSH HAlU40NKni«Si^ m
•a^rs.;^;;whtch-:,

•Gpd-made,;.:singc^^ .
;

mere 8laVe.to.am.a^Stn.e;#hd:ir
V'

for being lifeless, needs
by tvtiy lovetofthe Beant^. ^

''v

Now what areVe doing in tni^ ^ We :

are trying to go a step fuftlMr

West in this downward psiifh of | .

You, my reader, may think it fop^ of me .

to talk thus seriously about mustb at
when the Woman question, and iho;^
pressed Classes question, and the Lab^r
question and many other deep sotes are
pressing into the world on every Sid^ I

am perfectly aware that beside these throb-
bing human problenss the question of
whether or not we should sing in tune must
seem of absurd unimportance. 1 know that
when the heart of the world is in time, aiid

its deeds are just, it will sing in tuner
as the birds sing, because they iSTe gd<^,
loving and just and God shines through
their perfect lives. But the educaHonal
value of sound, its creative building force,

for good or ill, is nevertheless a factor

which may be used to harmonise and^
society, and in so far ar it is a prpfpund pod
natural means of raising our ht^rts io i^e
Spirit of Truth and Justice^not
trifling jingle to flatter and appease;^^^^

appetite for sensuous pleaiure and Pelf^sepjE^
'

ing —in so far, I say, as i|ie exercm of ttpe

music for the uplifting of society p^
the political virtues incumbent on

;
every

.
;

man and woman who pbssesses tbt gift, /

it becomes our sacred duty to guard the''
‘

purity of its tones; this indeed is; the firii

step to be taken in anv serious ini^^
education, for hpw can^^od the

reveal himiwlf through iippurt

lodta is tryinglo go a Step furthW a^^^

from troth in music than the West* Jbeeiiijld

she has adopted the harttmnmm^ VrhW
even worm thati the pianb. It ^only;
makeHihift portable instrument . wdiich^V

"

missionaries brouj^t to (ndi% np Sudb tbmg
being used in the West^ eae^lng at street^

;
\

comer meetings in the. stums of > 010^ e
’Wherc^nb- other k^ed- /imtruineo.r^ ’V;

.

p^ible..; ;Tliis, v’tlmm^.;d

- |i-degradat^---»

• jbdbiev-.b6rhi^ of

:'t|herr

irest''Wedded "to the
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they cal!
'

. ^ the srutis as one
the ecbm of the ocean I It

.iiAt'ure 'oi-'-inusic ' that.' the srutis

: mathttmatically'^perfect

I have indicated above, being al*

wa^ in a state of change and adaptation,
sole guidance of intuition and

;aie$tHetit sense—the only Infallible standards

: -of miisical tonality. Any attempt therefore

to di^etmine the srutis must end in failure.

It is obvious. There are seventy-two
modes, for instance^ in South India. How
can any fixed standard of srutis be made
toiit all of these? What is the use of trying

to count the drops in the ocean of sound ?

What utter fatuity is it that impels Indians
to try to make an harmonium to register

those sounds ?

The quality of harmonium tone, loud
and rasping, is ruining the capacity to hear
delicate grades of pitch (srutis). How can
murchchhanas (fainting^notes) be heard or

sought after in that din ? Noise kills music.

All soft gliding effects are also precluded*

The drums—copying the harmonium— grow
louder and louder, and the singer must
ahriek if he ts hot to drown. So with these

things Indians are ruining their splendid

vc^sd heritage^the most perfect in the

wbnd;;;^^^ they are not even replacing it

by fait instrumental music. Vina and
iaiitnghi iv\\\ in tune with har-

mbnittih, and nothing will ever make them
so to sound. Are Indians, then, going to

Orifice them to harmonium ? They must
choose, hither it is to be harmonium with
its false pitchy .gradually compelling all

Indian musicians to aihg ahd^ay tune"
with iiy and forcing thoih to the state of
musical paialysis*; we have
^‘attaihed*’ in thO modem West ; or it is to

be the abolition of harmphium and of

Ternpered Pitch, and the education of true

musical sense with the help of vina snd
fiddle and sarengki above all, with the help

of the best of all instruments, the human
voice.

It is certain that the Tempered Pitch of

keyed instruments and the Just or Natural
Intonation cannot exist together. One or

the other must go. On her choice of

whichi the musical future of India depends.

We cannot imitate the bad without

becoming like it. The way of the bad,

the vulgar and the mercenary, is easy. It is

the broad road that leads to musical

destruction. They who would “enter in at

the Narrow Way*’ which leads to harmony
eternal, would rather be silent that utter a

sound which they know is not straight from

the Soul of Music : they who have gazed

upon Her naked beauty would offer their

own lives rather than false jewels to the

Mother of Worlds.
Maud MAMbt

(nee Maud MacCartiiy.)

* The test of this is so simple. Musical capacity in

its ultimate analysis is the power to produce ibund

and rhythm . N ot one in a thousand Western musicians

could distinguish . srutis or perform the complex

lime-patterns of raga. It is not thatthe|»pabityis

not there> but that it has been educated out' of them.

They might retort that Indians could not pla« in

orchestras and produce harmony. Indians pan l$am

these things with eKtraordinary rapidity, th^ btfiig

easy compared with advanced forms
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not claim for
;

his > own work the title of

history.

•‘My aim has been to ph^e before the student, the

original material as it is m the sources and not aeit

has been elaborated and modified by the historian and
the philosopher; ihtn 1 have sought that the conscien-

tious investigator who wishes to form for hhnself his

own independent conception of the great historical

problems of Islam may be able to find in this work
all the elements necessary for his judgment.’*

After an introduction of ^o pages dealing
with the early life of the Prophet, the plan
of annals is strictly followed. Every event is

given under the heading of the year of the
Hijra in which it occurred. Up to the end of

the tenth year the different accounts are
fused into a single narrative, but from the

eleventh year onwards each tradition is

given in a separate paragraph with the

sources from which it comes. Some idea
of the amount of labour involved may be
gained from the statement of the Prince
that

—

'*A 1 I the first part of the work, reaching down to the
year 132 of the Hijra, has been three limes entirely

rewritten, throwing in the fire the fruit of almost ten
years of continuous work.”

When necessary the paragraphs are fol-

lowed by short critical notes, but special

paragraphs have been devoted to the dis-

cussion of questions too important to be
disposed of in a note. Some paragraphs
have been contributed by Dr Horowity the

distinguished professor of Arabic at the

Aligarh College*
Only a profound Arabic scholar would

be competent to criticise so learned a work.
All we shall attempt, is to give some account
of the conclusions to which Prince Caetani
has been led by his researches. Kor the

present we confine ourselves to the period
ending with the Flight of the Prophet to

B ledina. In the first place, we must note
that the Prince,rejects much which earlier

historians had accepted as true.

” While the beginnii^ of Zoroastrianism, of Bud-
dhism, and even the origins of the Christain faith, are
involved in thick legendary clouds that hide many
unpleasant truths from critical indiscreet regards, Islam
has the appearance of being bom, so to say, In the
sight 6f all, and iii so open a manner that it seems as
If all the various places of ito development could be
studied with relative SjBCttrity.”

Tiiiitij appearance by which most 0{;>lhe

EuropiAn biographers of Muhammad have

,
allowed themselves to deceivedvie hbw«
‘dVer a mere illusion* M b, matter, of fact

**b^ore the memojrjhle flight to MedikA ^e
know scarcely anything eertsto^ and ^
little that tradition tells us is so
by later influences that the truth est^peS as'

and we must abandon ourselves for the most
part to theories and conjectures."

The ultimate sources for the history of.
Islam are the Quran and the Hadith./ For
the earlier part of the Prophet’s life, however,
we must depend on the Hadith since there

are no references to it in the Quran. As to

the value of the Hadith, European scholars

differ widely from Mahommedaristi The
Mahommedan tests the value of a tradition

by the isnad or chain of witnesses going
back to a companion of the Prophet. If there

is no reason to suspect the fsaod, the tradi'-

tion must be accepted.

**No one can deny that theoretically the principle was
just and correct, but the critical acuteness of the orien-

tals does not ever surpass a certain limit, it does not

ever dare to put in doubt every fact before accepting

it. That is to say, it did ^not dare to affirm that the

vc^ process of falsification which had multiplied to in-

finity the traditions on the Prophet might have exteiid-

ed itself in the same way and the same proportions to

the isnad. as soon as this system of iuslification had
arisen. The Musalman traditibnists aomitted, It is true,

the existence of suspected isnadstt but only in case they
discovered there were gaps or chroUotogicaJ absurdities

in the list of names, or invented names of persons who
had never existed. If, however, the isnad was iuperfect

order and contained good names every suspicion wa^
excluded, it did not ever paip through their mind
that it was a task of the greatest facility to prefix to any
tradition whatever the most pWfecl and best ai isHods.

To admit this would have shaken the basis of all Musul-
man traditionism, and would have cast discradit on all

Islam. The Musulman doctors never had so much
critical boldness, nor ever dared to express so radically

destructive a doubt: but in us non-Miisulman# long
familiarity with all the material of the m^cs
even this pessimist doubt arisei'^and it increases m fotce
the longer the traditions are studied and tbeir if-

regularities, contradictions, errors and absurdities ait
examined,”

Without contesting these remarks of the
Prince, we may recall the. wdl known fact

that Bukhari rejected by far the greeter

,

number of the tradltirmt current in

time. Now Bukhari lived in the ritnHi

century of the Christian em» when veiy few?
people in Europe exercised any crittcia^

at all. The "critical acuteneM of the.

Orientals" was above that of their Christian
contemporaries, even if it fall below the
standard of modem Ettrppean schol^^^
Till as late as the eighteenth:century the
European was in generd quite as uncrittcal

aa^ oriental. Even mw, the Christians
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;tjhe 'eiueiptii

if& Tftke for es^tk^

I l|aijirl«tffi to S* Lm« Na^ the

of thhk fifqepeU S. jL^ukc o^ ftootheti

I oMm ftilt^entoot a companion
ttt dw* say whether he heard

or only at

^ third hand, in short the tradi rion

ioi^y so to my, without any isnad

orouid^ we M rejected

by Musuimhii critiev

to the Mnsnlman traditions,

them is reaioo to fatitey many cases

the^ is later thhn the tradition jtself.

The oldest of the trad&^iits Urwah b. at-

Ziibayr often gives traditl^ without tsn *d.

"This means that even in the times of Caliph Abdal-

tnaiik^ that is to say about A. H. 70—80, or sixty

years and inore after the death of the Prophet,

a tiradltlontst although already distant from the events,

he narrates, did not think himself obliged to justify

the source it the notices he furnished.*

*

in Ibn Ishaq who died fifty years after

Urwah, we find the tsnod, but even yet

nqt ill the complete form adopted by

BOkhari. With this last writer who
died A. H system reaches its full

develOj^ent* The conclusion Prince Caetani

comes to tf thafwe cann^ rely on the tsnad

and the greater part of the traditious

is a. of the period commencing about

A; reaching its greatest develop-

ment about A. H, aoo/’^

Nevertheless the Prince considers that

these groups of traditions to which the

names of certain companions of the Prophet

are attached give a general idea of/what

these epmi^ioDS would have said even

if the facts in detail am not alway true.

Unfortunately the compahiohs who knew
the Prophet best have left the fewest

traditions ^OSt arc due to men who were

very yonng ut the time of Muhammad’s
death. Th® ^ nnmee that d*ccur

fireqiieiitll' in ^ the collections hre those of

Ibn AbM, Abu Humitali and Anas b.

a Mnsidihan theologian

assumes that a condpanion :, cannot tie.

df Ike

companmiw htay not that

of a companion 'himseifv'^^^T

./not ' . Mpihtefmhie/ihf11 "hn .
d.tspomd

. 'iadmit' ahy * -iharp; distinct*!^,

:ji| :ittbeas|Mw

k caohOt/Slka^^rt^ Mahom-
...:ha:edah'-., .'abstain

;
^v_fr(»n'

^

the

ibheteiiit jfKobabiUty of a tnaJitibn before

adceptl^ it. Sd^ >n exandhitdon leads

in general tb tile

conplpsions^ aii^ the PnhCe
instam^ pf td^ufd vM
of quoting any: ^ hie one

fmm Muslim the seamd" 0^^ the great

Musalihan collectors.

^*From Abu HurSirah, he said : The Prophet of God,

may God Bless him and give him peace, one day was

among his people and there came to him a man and
said: O Prophk of God what is faith 7 He said:

That you believe in God, and His angejs, and His

books, and meeting Him, and His Prophet, and that

' you believe in the final resurrectioii. And he said :

O Prophet of God what is tslam 7 He said : Islam

is that you should worship God and not associate

any one with Him, and that you should perform

the prescribed prayers, and bestow the ordained alms

and fast in Ramajan. He said : O Prophet of God

what is piety 7 He said: Tbatyou should worship

God as though you see Him although you see Him
not but He sees you. He said ; O Prophet of Gud,

when is the Hour 7 He said : The questioned knows

no more of it than the questioner but 1 will' relate to

you its signs { when tfie maidservant gives birth

to her master that is of its signs ;
when mei) of naked

feet and bodies become lords of people that is of its

signs ; and when the pasturer of sh%> fives in palaces

that is of its signs. There nre nyc things which

no one knows but God to whom be and glory.
““ - - - .

Thereupon- the Prophet of God, moy uOU bless him

end ggii^ Him peace ; Verily with Him ^Hc

knowlefl^ of the Hour,:and He Minds down rain and

He tbowO. what is in the and no man knows

w^at. shall Wall him tb-mori^ no snan knows

in what land he shall die. Vlirily -God knows and

is aware.*
‘

He said : t Theraiipcb that man turned

tW i Wawy and PrephM
^
of

and grant him pcwic, smw * trrmm i%na

they went to brtiijg him back and tney nothing,

and the Prophet oTOod, may G<
* "

him peace, said : That was jiUni,

might teach people their reHgio^.*^

The rerparke oi tbo Urdu cotumeAtab>r on

part pf thie Haditb are cuetpus abd we will

qqote them altWpgh tevc iib epn-

•MnW^5*ihat Hmmkt,
gram him f&ine fCtmartphtM^lc)

ai4 E^t and 1W4ke the wine cul^ and

mvtlisauoh^ai^ imbple Of Borppe^t^ W
, ^werfr quite wu

. jemoc^ally

-

f an
“

Itusua had ,
a

ahimab.l^
inedvodpfruteand^

and imraikit ppi^ts
'

ol: Boland
midJ*k®

thereiMn nu
^ .:a-.;aft<. .

. ^

idigpMindn^ in our tlmejSirfca
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of the worW. thisW }udgmem
and this h the meaiilng of this Hadith.”

Now np; theological pre-

possessions, that when the
Prophet was stirrounded by his friends the

angel Jibritcime ^hd q^^ him, any
rnore than he; wi\i a nlan who
had lain four dlEye in the grave was restored

to life. Assufiilng that the tradition goes

back to Abu Hurairah, the only conclusion

is that Abu Hurairah was untruthful. This

is in fact the conclusion to which Prince
Caetani comes : *‘Abu Hurairah deserves the
title of liar in the full sense of the word.*’

Uis opinion of Ibn Abbas is equally un-
favourable, and in general, he thinks that

very few of the traditions relating to the

early life of the Prophet are trustworthy.

"The best companions have not others, and the
memory of the Prophet has been entrusted to those
who were the least worthy of preserving it and handing
it down to posterity. We come then to the painful

conclusion that in every element there is falsehood or
error

;
and that scientifically speaking we ought to

make a iaWla rasa of the greater part, if not of almost
all the legendary and semi-historical material of

Islamic histoiy before the Flight and limit ourselves
to the Quran alone and those few traditions whose
antiquity and authenticity are beyond discussion.*'

The Prince however reproduces and
exaihines the early traditions, since in any
case they throw light on the conditions of

ancient Arabia. First of all, we have the

traditions as to the ancestry of the Prophet.

Here the same influences have been at work
as in Cbristianity. 1'he early Christians

contpiled two distinct fictitious genealogies
of Jesus tracing his descent from David or

even Adam. Although a later Christian

legpnd attriburing to Jestis a virgin birth

made thpse genealogies sqperfluous, they

given in tl^ gospels*-

made any pretentions'W sVch an honour . ! It was
the later men> and in particular the two great mventorii
of biblical and genealogical faBl^, Ibn Abbas ai^ Ibn
al-ICaIbi who after the death of the Prophet Set to wPHc
to create for him a patent of nobility."

In some points the Prince pushes hls
scepticism further than other scholars. 'rhUs
he throws doubt on the statemeni; tfiat

Abdullah was the name of the father of the

Prophet and believes that that namb was
not used in Pagan times. “ I hold it im-
possible to adduce an aal^ewhc literary proof
of use of Abdullah before the times of

Muhammad.” Stress must be laid on the

word “authentic” which the Prince itali-

cizes. The name Abdullah does occur

among the heathen Arabs but he thinks

that it should be interpreted as an orthodox
correction of Abd-al-Lat orsomesiich name.
However we meet with Abdullah among the

names of the pagans or the ancestors of the

pagans killed at Badr and Ohud.* NoUir it

is easy to understand thjsta Musulman might
be ashamed of a pagan ancestorbut there

seems no reason why the names of mesn who
fought against the Prophet and had gone
to hell in their unbelief, should have been

altered. Moreover as an interesting review

of the Prince’s book in the “Quarterly”

points out, the Quran itself shews that

Allah was known to the Arabs although

^

ar-Rahman was strange. Then too, aa a
Musalman friend of the present writer urges,

the fact that Muhammad was called son of

Abdullah in the treaty of Hudaibiyah Con*

eluded with the pagans seems good evidence

that this was really the name of his father.

Almost the only event which Prince

Caetani admits as historical in the e£r^
life of the Prophet is his

,
marriage wim

Khadija. Leaving this period, we come
to the time of Muhammad’s assumption of

the prophetic office. His clainui to inspira-

tion have seldom been iuc||p^ fairiy by
European writers. Among these

the best known in India is Sir Wltiiam ,

Muir. Of his work the Prince says

*^His only saurces are Ibn Hisham and
with an imperfect and sttperficial sulnidiaQr;^
attracted from the. verses qC .the Quran.
altogether the Immense importance of aU thereit ol
poebcsl, tfaditiohist isnd! htstocical Arabic literature.

“The first Christians imbued with Judaiim could

not conceive the Messiah and Redeemer bom in a
modest family Of a humble village in Paleatinei and
wished to raise him to the rank of a prince of royal

blood, die tendbn^ to nobilitate him was so strong
that they did not notice the contradiction into which
they feil i 9 Jesus was the Son Of God, he could not be
son OfJosrinh^-but then what was the use of the genea-son Of los^h^ but thoi what was the use of the genea-
IcgichTtim David and the patriarchs ?

In idam:^ sank itehdenctW were'verify eiect
likewise :Wf; Hl^ifigetted iWbbiiiii^ tcaditionr.. The aim
end bi pimve thtt no liradlywaii^

1 . ptekkil stateamad^who w
; abmt idle as d^l£ hover '^'Ohud’Nos. i, »3.
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comproheitd ekhw the Arab people, or the medium
in which Muhammad was born, or the relations

bet^oeh Mubainmad and his countrymen, without

sMyinit^thoroughly all the Islamic literature of the

hnl three centuries of the Hijra. Muir ignores all this

lield of studies, making thereby a grave eap in

his hl^rical materials and depriving himself of an
assistance primary importance. Besides this he is

above aH deficient in Quranic analysis, because he is

igimrant of Hebrew literature and of homiletic and
rabbinic literature from which Muhammad principally

drew his religious materials. Lastly Muir believed

that he could explain everything by discovering in his

fashion, in the legendary traditions (apocryphal) on
the infancy, signs that Muhammad suffers from
epileptic attacks, although it is not clear what can be
the connection between epilepsy and religious feeling

nor how ‘ one can be the effect of the other. Religious

feelings form part of the noblest impulses of the

mind and of the heart and it is not at all obvious to us

that one who suffers from that horrible disease must
be especially inclined to the contemplation of

religious problems. As to the theory of diabolic

influence according to which Satan was the effective

inspirer of Muhammad, a theory which Muir has
seriously maintained, it is not worth the trouble of

giving to it even a line in refutation considering its

intrinsic absurdity/'

The theory to which Prince Caetanj refers

U given in Muir’s Life of Mahomet, Vol.,

II, pp. 90—*96. The whole passage is worth
reading for its amusing naivdtd, but we
have only space for two sentences

:

"May we conceive that a diabolical influence and
inspiration was permitted to enslave the heart dP

him who had deliberately yielded to the compromise
with eyil ? May not Satan have beguiled the heart

in the habitude of an Angel of light and, even when
insinuating his vilest suggestions have professed

himseK a Messenger from the Cmd of purity and
holiness?’’

This is the question which Sir William
Muirs feels /'it is incumbent upon us to

consider from a Christian point of view.”

He is not dogmatic however and is content

"to have suggested the awful possibility.”

At times he is inclined to think that if only

Muhammad could have attended a Presby-

terian abrvice and listened to a Scotch

sermon all wnuld have been well.

"H|ul he witnessed a purer exhibition of its rites

and^:doctrines, and seen more of its reforming and

illl^eriiimg influences, we cannot doi^^ that, in

the, iiinoerity of his early search after the truth he

wobid lesduy have embraced and faithfully adhered

to the faith or Jesus.”

The Prince remarks that Muir’s book is

leasant to read and in a way this is true,

ut there are numeroiis passages that ofiend

the taste of an English reader. For ins-

tance:
*fKhadija, SnrroinMsd by her maids, was sitting

upon the upper story of her house, on the watch
for the first glimpse of the caravaii, when a camel
was seen rapidly to advance from the expected
quarter, and as ft approached she perceived that

Mahomet was the rider. He entered, recounted the

prosperous issue of the adventure, and enumerated
the various goods which agreeabty to her commission
he had purchased for her. She was delighted at all

she heard ; but there was a charm in the dark and
pensive ^e, in the noble features and in the graceful

form of her assiduous agent, as he stood before her,

which pleased her even more than her good fortune.’*

It is clear that if Sir William Muir had
not become an Anglo-Indian official he

could have achieved equal success as a

writer of penny novelettes for servant girls.

But in a book meant to be taken seriously

"the dark and pensive eye” is out of place.

It is more profitable to consider the

Prince’s own view of Muhammad’s inspira-

tion. Me insists, perhaps at somewhat
unnecessary length, on the Prophet’s abso-

lute sincerity. This is a point only the

narrowest of theological opponents will

dispute. The whole Quran leaves on the

mind the impression of the Prophet’s in-

tense personal conviction of the truth of the

message he delivered. Take the following

passage :

—

"By the star when it falls, your comrade errs not,

nor is he deluded, nor speaks he out of lust. It is

but an inspiration inspired. One mighty in power

taught him, endowed with sound undwstanding,
and appear^, he being in the loftiest tract. Then
drew he near and hovered over, until he was two

bows’ length off or nigher still. Then he inspired

his servent what he inspired him
;

the heart belies

not what he saw. What, will ye dispute with him on

what he saw?”*

The sincerity of Muhammad’s belief

that he saw the angel seems to us as much
beyond doubt as the sincerity of S. Paul’s

that he saw the risen Jesus. There ate

many other instances of such visions. Among
the most celebrated is the vision of Colonel

Gardiner quoted by Scott in his Notes to

Waverley. Colonel Gardiner, a man who
had till then led a dissolute life, saw one

night
"A visible represeiflation of the Lord Jesus Chiiit

upon the cross, surrounded on all sides with a glory,

and was impressed as if a voice, or something

equivalent to a voice, had come to htnit to lhiseffect (for

he was not confident as to the words) : *0 sinner, did

1 suffer this for thee, and are theto thy returns?’”

Qbviously the fact of Colonel Gurdmer^s
vision is known only from his own
statement From the nature of the case,

* Surah LUl, Palmer’s translation.
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there can be no second witness. Those who
doubt the Coloners word cannot be

convinced by any argument, “Will ye

dispute with him. concerning that which

he saw ?” But the sincerity of Colonel

Gardiner’s belief in his vision is proved by
the change ir produced in his life, and
exactly the same may be said of the visions

of S. Paul and Muhammad. Those who have
reached the scientific stage of thought will

not of course believe in the Angel Gabriel

any more than in the risen Jesus. But a
rationalistic explantion does not exclude
entire belief in the honesty of men who had
these visions.

According to the Prince :

''None of the existing surahs is absolutely the

Hrst of the revelations received by Muhammad.’'

This is very likely true but we can
hardly believe he is right when he goes on
to say

"These did not come to him one day suddenly tike

a flash of lightning in a clear sky, but they were instead

the product of a long period of incubation and
or religious reflections, that Muhammad transformed
with much care into literary compositions, always
liowever in the conviction that the internal stimulus
tiiat moved him to act wai a supeniatural being."

The fact that the present writer has

witnessed phenomena which he believes

to be identical with those of inspiration

perhaps justifies him in giving his own
views. Otherwise he would not have been
bold enough to express an opinion on a
question about which so many learned

Arabic scholars disagree. In the first place

it must be noted that the inspiration of the

Prophet was always accompanied by
external physical signs. We are told that

he was thrown into violent agitations.

These signs could ‘ easily be recognised

by those around him and his companions
always distinguished his inspired from his

ordinary state. There was no difficulty

in knowing when / the Prophet was himself

speaking and When God was speaking

through him. Next we note that his op-

ponents explained these sighs by saying
he was pQMessed by a jinn, '‘Bihi

jinnktun.”* Sp there was no doubt about
an i»teniai ’|N9Wer influencing the Pro-

phet r the in dispute was, wh^er
this influencis was dtw to God or to a PSln.

^niie way there Was no doubt that

Jesus was possessed by a spirit, but the
scribes who had come down from Jerusalem
called it “an unclean spirit” while he called
it “the holy spirit.”*

Now anyone who lives in Kulu in the
Himalayas, as the present writer has done,
may see for himself the phenomena of pos-
session by a god. The technical term
for the state of the man is “aWhrna” and
for the action of the god %helna*' “to play,”
The man who is subject to these attacks
is called a “gar” and to every temple one
or more are attached. Very often
the faculties of the are transmitted
from father to son and this is in accordance
with the laws of heredity, but often they
are not transmitted, a fact which seems
inconsistent with imposture. Moreover the
giir is perfectly well known to the people
among whom he lives. It would be difficult

for him In carry on imposture for many years
without being detected. He is not in any
way a professional priest but earns his

livelihood by ordinary secular occupations.

Sometimes he only receives revelations

from his own family god, and shews the

genuineness of his belief by acting on them.
But the decisive argument against fraiid is

that the symptons of ubharna cannot be
produced voluntarily. We have seen an.

imitation of ubharna made at our request

by a Kulu friend, and afterwards we saw the

real thing. It seems to us the reality can
be distinguished from the imitation. This
is, of course, merely the opinion of a la3*man,

and it would be well if these phenomena
could be observed by some expert in

nervous diseases. Religion will never be
properly understood till it is studied from
the point of view of mental pathology.

Again we have seen possession by a Mail,

the Hindu equivalent of the Arab /tail.

The phenomena of possession by a god and
possesion by a bhut are distinct, but not so
different that they could not be confusihd

by a malevolent opponent.')'

The account in the sixth book of the

iEneid of the coming of the God to the
Sibyl is not all poetic fancy. It is, with

.

some exaggerations, a description of
ubharna which Virgil himudl must often
have witnessed. Ubharna was commoh

• Mark^ chapter HL
f iibharna may sometimes be seen in the plains too,

: my if k not^ We think, so common at in the hills.
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among the Jews, and the Jewish nahi

corresponds to the Kulu gur, Balaam, the

son of Beoz was a nahi and we are told that

he said : **Havc 1 now any power at all to

speak anything ? The word that God puts

in my mouth, that will 1 speak/* This

passage which conies from the Elohist writer

IS evidence of what used to happen in his

time about 800 B.C.* In Kulu the gar, we
“are assured, does not know in his normal
state what he has said in the state of

ubharna. Still the one state may influence

the other, as a man's waking thoughts

influence his sleeping thoughts. The ins-

piration a prophet receives from his god,

will be coloured by his own beliefs and
emotions even though the inspiration is

perfectly genuine.

Internal evidence does not shew which
was the first surah revealed, and the tradi-

tions disagree. They disagree also as to

the first convert. By some this is said to

have been his wife Khadijah, by others his

cousin Ali. As Ali was at the time a boy
only ten years old or less, his conversion

could in any case have had little meaning.
Prince Caetani thinks more weight attaches

to the traditions which make Abu Bakr the

first convert. If not the first, he was
certainly the most important. A man of

unblemished integrity, rich, generous, of

courteous manners, his adhesion to Islam

produced a great effect on his fellow

citizens and is for us, at the present day,

one of the strongest proofs of the perfect

sincerity of Muhammad, About the same
time, or even earlier, Zaid, the adopted son

of the Prophet, was converted to Islam.

These four, Abu Bakr, Khadijah, Ali, Zaid,

were the first converts. Five others soon

joined them influenced by the exhortations

and example of Abu Bakr. Within a short

time forty-five more converts were made, a
list of whose names is given by Ibn Ishaq.

After three years of private preaching

Muhammad received the command from

God to teach Islam in public. Prince

Caetani quotes a tradition from al-

Zuhri, which he believes to be thorough-

ly genuine with reference to this period

;

*‘The Prophet invited people to embrace Islam

both in secret and in public and to his appeal respond-

ed principally the young, and the weak among men

:

things went on to such a point that many Mlieved

* See Addii's Documents of the Hexateuch,

in him, while the Quraish did not show any aversion
for what he said; and when Muhammad passed by
any place where they were^ united in assembly, they
pointed at him saying -There is the young man of

the bann Abdul-Muttalib who speaks of heaven.—So
it went on until he spoke against the idols that they
adored besides God and pointed out the perdition of

their dead pagan fathers : then in consequence of

this they hated him and made war against mm."

From this passage it is clear that the

hostility was due to practical considerations

rather than to theological differences.

Similar motives have led in recent times to

bitter disputes between the Wahhabis and
ordinary Sunnis. I he Wahhabis do not

believe in the intercession of the saints and
denounce as idolatry the reverence* paid

to relics. Now these relics bring in a great

deal of money to their proprietors, and the

natural indignation of the priests when they

feared the offerings at their shrines might
fall off, led to violence and in a few cases

even to bloodshed. In the same way the

Kaba was a source of income to the

Quraish and they feared its prosperity

would be injured by the teaching of

Muhammad. They were willing to

acknowledge Allah the Creator of heaven
and earth, but they claimed that their gods

and goddesses had the power of intercession

with Him. There is, as Prince Caetani

remarks, no evidence that the Quraish \n ere

guilty of any very serious persecution.

"If we admit that the traditionists have introduced

many exaggerations, we shall easily come to the

conclusion that, suppressing the exaggerated, there

remains very little to the charge of the Quraish. The
importance of the persecution is still further diminished

if we look in tiie Quran for evidence in support of

the assertions of the traditions : the sacred text makes
no mention of true persecutions and does not ever

mention personal violence."

Even in modern times, with their boasted

tolerance, a man who attacked the religion

of his country as Muhammad did, would
meet with rudeness and insult, and beyond
this the Quraish do not seem to have gone.

We need not estimate any the less highly

the courage and patience with which the

. Prophet persisted in his mission through
years of ridicule and neglect. This forti-

tude, Sir William Muir naively remarks, is

aU the more marvellous, because Muhaih-
fflll was not like Elijah and other Jewikb

* Tazim as distinct from sijdah
; but the Wahhabi

will not admit the distinction.
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prophets, “strengthened by the palpable

demonstrations of miraculous power**.

it may be that sometimes slaves converted

to Islam were treated with great cruder.

The Prince thinks that if such cases ever

occurred they were exceptional. Of the

instances related by tradition the best

known is that of Bilal, the slave of Umay-
yah. He is said to have been thrown on

the ground and exposed to the sun during

the hottest hours of the day with a stone

placed on his breast. This torture was re-

peated for many days, but when urged to

renounce Islam, Bilal only answered “Ahad,

ahad’* “One, one**. At last Abu Bakr per-

suaded Umayyah to accept another slave in

exchange, and set Bilal free. Other slaves

were also ransomed by Abu Bakr who spent

for the sake of Islam a fortune of forty

thousand dirham
Here we must interpolate a remark.

Limits of space only permit us to give short

notes of the conclusions to which the Prince

has come, but in the “Annals of Islam** the

original authorities are reproduced in con-

densed translations so that the reader can

form an opinion as to the validity of these

conclusions for himself. Fhe Prince does

not aim at writing a history in the ordinary

sense of the word. So he does not, like

Gilson for instance, write a connected nar-

rative and support it by authorities in notes.

He reproduces the traditions and when
necessary gives notes with critical com-
ments. We will translate one paragraph

with the accompanying note to indicate his

method

:

"Muhammad, knowing himself protected by his

uncle continued to preach and so much the more
increased against him, the discontent of the Quraish.

They no longer concealed their hatred, they dis-

cussed with vivacity the new doctrines and tried^ to

stir up ever more and more the idolaters against him.

A new commission of Quraish was sent to Abu Talib,

and this lime was not content with protesting but

went on to threaten more energetic measures if

Muhammad did not desist from preaching. Abu
Talib remained alflicated and disturbed by the threats

of hostility and of civil war, but he would not yield or

abandon his nephew. Meanwhile he sent for

Muhammad, related to him the threats of the Quraish,

and begged him to spare the family and himself

greater misfortunes. *Do not impose on me" he

added, *a greater burden than I can bear.’ Muham-
mad thought he perceived in the words of his ||^Ie

a threat of abandonment. *If they were to givelne

hc^cried, ‘the sun in my right hand and the moon in

.my left, asking me to abandon my mission, until

God Himself reveals it, or I perish, 1 will not abandon

it,* and he went away weeping. His uncle called

him back and said : Go and preach what you wish.

By God, nothing shall make me abandon you.

(Hisam, p. 168; Tabari I, pp. 1176—1179, where is

given another version more prolix and interpolated,

which goes back to Ibn Abbas; Athir H, pp. 47-48
and 48-49; Khaldun II, App. 8; Halab 1

, p. 387}.“

["Noth. The assemblies of the Quraish to deliberate on
the conduct of Muhammad and their meetings with him and
with his uncle Abu Talib to obtain the cessation of the

Musalman propaganda, form one of the favniirite theses of

the traditionists and reappear in various forms in different

passages of Ibn Hisam : besides the form noted now and
in the following paragraphs, it reappears on the occasion of

the death of Abu Talib, to demonstrate indirectly that

Abu Talib was a Musulman at heart, and did not wish to

become an open convert that he might not bring new
misfortunes on his family (Ilisham, pp. 278-279)

In these years owing to the persecutions

of the Quraish some of the converts re-

nounced Islam. Yet they seem to have
been subjected, not so much to physical

violence as to insults and perhaps depriva-

tions of the means of livelihood. The Pro-

phet therefore ordered those most exposed

to temptation to flee, to Abyssinia. It is

difficult to ascertain the truth about this

Flight to Abyssinia owing to the variety

of conflicting authorities. According to the

Prince, European writers have been mis-

taken in adopting the supposition that there

were two Flights, and Muir in especial, with

very little critical good sense, accepts all

the legends of later writers. The question

'

is fully discussed in the “Annals** but we
cannot give an account of the discussion

here. Fortunately there is a very early

account of the Flight to Abyssinia preserved

by Tabari. “The document,** says the

Prince, “has a special importance both his-

torical and literary

:

“It is perhaps the most ancient specimen that we
possess of Arabic historical prose and it is also the

most ancient version of the pretended emigration in

Abyssinia."

Urwahribn al-Zubayr wrote to the Khalif
Abd-al-Malik as follows

**He, that is to say, the Apostle of God, when he
called his people to embrace those things, for which
God had sent him of the right direction and light, that
had been revealed to him, in the beginning, they did
not shew repugnance towards him in those things which
he invited tnem to embrace and were almost on the
point of listening to him. Until he made mention of
their idols and there came some of the Quraish from
Taif, who had possessions and disapproved what he
did, they were harsh towards him, and shewed aver-
sion for what he said and excited against their
dependents. Then the people separated from him
and abandoned him except those among them that
God preserved and th^ were few. It lasted as long
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as God wished thal it should last, then their chiefs

deliberated to tempt those amon^ ihcir sons, their

brothers and their tribes who followed liim from the

religion of Allah. I'here then came a violent tempta-

tion for those who followed the Apostle of God among
the people of Islam : and they were tempted who were
tempted and God protected among theiii those that he

wished. When this thing was done to the Musalmnns
the Apostle of God ordered them to set out to the land

of Abyssinia, and in Abyssinia there was a good king

who was called the Najaohi : no one had to suffer in-

justice in his country and through his merit peace

reigned there and the land of Abyssinia was a market
frequented by the Quraisb, who traded in it because of

the abundance of provisions, the public security and
the good business. Then the Apostle of God ordered

them to go to that land: and all the Miisulmans
when they were oppressed in Mecca and when the

Prophet feared for them temptations went to that

land. He instead continued without ceasing and so

passed various years and they wore harsh towards

those among them who had embraced Islam. Hut

afterwards Islam increased in it and there entered

ill it some men iinong their nobles."

The chief of the nobles who were then

converted to Islam were Hamza, the uncle

of the Prophet, and Omar the future Khalif.

Hamza, the romance of whose life is so

widely read in India, is said to have become

a convert owing to his anger at the insults

uttered against the Prophet by Abu Jahh.

The conversion of Omar which took place

probably about a year later, is related in

two ways. According to one version he

found his sister and her husband reading the

S
uran and overcome with anger strucK

em. Then suddenly becoming ashamed
of his action he asked to be allowed to see

what they were reading. It was the Surah

T. H, the twentieth of the Quran which

tells how God sent his prophet Moses to

Pharaoh. As he read the words sent down
from the Merciful seated on the rhronethe

heart of Omar was changed and he became
a Musulman. 'Phe other story, which rests

on inferior authority, is that Omar was
converted as he overheard the Prophet

praying and reciting the Quran near the

Kaba. In any case, his adhesion gave new
hope and courage to the Musalmans. In

later years Omar was the wise ruler of a

mighty empire ;
now he was the chief sup*

port of a small and persecuted body of be-

lievers. To him, more than to any other

one man, excepting only the Prophet him-

self, the triumph of Islam is due.

The conversion of Omar wa.s due to

the impression made by the Quran, and

in the Quran Musalmans have always

seen the decisive proof of the divine
origin of their religion. Later, in the
case of the heathen poet Labid we have
another example of the effect produced by
the book on a man who approaches it

without any bias in its favour. Even to

the modern European, who is a Christian
if he believes in any religion at all, this

message of God’s mercy and power, when
recited in the original, appeals with over-

whelming force. We may quote the testi-

mony of Lieutenant Boyd Alexander, the

African explorer:

" Never bad my prospects looked more black than
they did as 1 lay awake in the open, staring up at the

sky. Sleep too seemed to have utterly deserted me,
and my mind worked hard to discover a way of

escape from the troubles that beset me,... All my
hope .seemed departed when lo, the figure of a man.
wrapt in white, stood out upon the roof of the mosque,
clear cut against the sky. It was the high priest, and
presently he lifted his voice and chanted in deep

musical tones a verse of the Koran. As the glorious

sentences rolled out upon the night, I fell to dream-
ing under their spell and a feeling of peace came
over me. Once more 1 was borne up by faith and
hope, and soon I fell asleep."

To this period is assigned the incident of

the false verses, an incident to which Muir
in the hope of discrediting the Prophet

assigns great importance. The story related

by Fabari is as follows

"On a certain day, the chief men of Mecca,
assembled in a group beside the Kaaba, discuss^ed as

was their wont ilie affairs of the city
;
when Mahomet

appeared and seating himself by them in a friendly

manner began to recite in their hearing the LI 1 1 Surah.

'I'he chapter opens with a description of the first visit

of Gabriel to Mahomet and of a later visit, in which

certain heavenly mysteries were revealed. It then

proceeds

And see ye not Lat and Ojja.

And Manat the third besides ?

When he had reached this verse, the devil suggested
an expression of the thoughts which for many a day
had possessed his soul ; and put into his mouth words
of reconciliation and compromise, the revelation of

which he had been longing for from God, namely,
There are the exalted females
And verily their Interecession is to be hoped for.

The Coreish were surpri.sed and flighted with this

acknowledgment of their deities; and as Mahomet
wound up the Surah with the closing words,
Wherefore bow down before God and serve Him.
The whole assembly prostrated themselves with one

accord on the ground and worshipped."

Afterwards we are told Gabriel revealed
Prophect the true verses as they now

stfllQ in the Quran.

* Muir's Translation.
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Mahommedan critics have already pointed

out that the story is unworthy of credit

and that the isnad is unsatisfactory. Prince

Caetani gives good reasons for thinking

that this fSfiaa is 'an invention of later

traditionists. Without entering into these

technical discussions we may note the

intrinsic improbability of the narrative.

The Quraish hitherto bitterly hostile to

the Prophet are represented as listening

attentively to the recitation of a Surah

although they did not know beforehand

what it would contain. Their rejection

of his claims was due far more to political

than to theological reasons and yet this

one concession makes them willing to

recognize his authority. 'The character of

Muhammad too is completely mis-

represented. No man was more conciliatory

in unessential matters. If he had lived

in India he would doubtless have forbid-

den the killing of cows. But about the

fundamental doctrine of God’s unity he

would admit no compromise. 'I'here must
be no tolerance of idotatry either directly

or indirectly under the pretext of interces-

sion, As the Prince says :

"Muhammad was a true statesman, gifted with a
most delicate political sense and of an extraordinary

ability in dealing with and governing men. Gross
errors such as that of momentarily accepting the

worship of three idols were Impossible for him.

It would have been equivalent to destroying in a
single instant all the patient labour of the preceding

years and to ruining himself for ever...The Quraish
far from desiring peace with him and far from wLshlng
to recognize the hated and feared agitator as their

spiritual head, as the.story wishes us to believe, would
have profitted by his momentary weakness to demolish
him pitilessly in the sight of all both pagans and
Musulmana."

The explanation of the story is to be

found in the verse of the twenty-second
Surah

:

*'We have not sent before thee any apostle or

prophet but that when he wished Satan threw not

something into his wish."

It belongs to the class of anecdotes invent-

ed by later traditionists to explain passages
in the Quran whose original meaning had
been forgotten.

Three years before the Hijra the Prophet
lost his wile Khadijah and his uncle and
chief protector Abu Talib. At this tee
Islam seemed to have come to a standlful.

There were no longer any active persecu-

^tions but few new converts were made. The

attempt of the Prophet to convert the
people of Taif had completely failed. But
now an event occurred of decisive

importance in the history of the new
religion. Certain men of the tribe of the
Khazrajy said to be six in number, who
had come from Yathreb to Mecca on the
annual pilgrimage listened to the exhorta-
tions of the Prophet and became Musalmans.
These men on returning to Yathreb, after-

wards known as Medina, the city, preached
the new doctrines with success. When the

season of pilgrimage returned the following
year, twelve men of Medina met Muhammad
at Aqabah,a height outside Mecca, and on
behalf of their fellow citizens pledged their

faith to him. This pledge, known as the
first pledge of Aqabah, ran as follows :

“We will worship one God only, we will not steal nor
commit adultery nor kill our daughters : we will not
slander: we will not disobey Muhammad."

Musab Ibn Umayr was now sent to Medina
to teach the doctrines^of Islam. He also

conducted the prayers since the Medinese
would not accept any one of their own
body, owing to the jealousies of the two
principal tribes the Aus and the Khajraj.

Islam spread rapidly and in almost every
family of Medina there was a convert.

Next year representatives of the people of

Medina again met the Prophet at Aqabah.
Hitherto the Musalmans had endured their

injuries patiently but (iod now gave them
permission to take up arms against the
infidels. By the Second Pledge of Aqabah
the men of Medina bound themselves to
receive the Prophet and to defend him
against his enemies. When this meeting
became known to the pagan Meccans the
persecution of the Musalmans broke out
afresh. Indeed if we consider the point of
view of the Quraish we can hardly blame
them. They could foresee what afterwards
happened, that Muhammad and his follow-
ers at Medina, almost due north of Mecca,
would become a danger to their commerce
with Syria. The history of the period is one-
sided since it comes exclusively from Musul-
man sources, but even so the Musulmans
appear always to have been the aggressors.
Even now the Quraish seldom if ever

used any physical torce. The Musulmans
of Mecca were allowed to depart peaceably
to Medina. It is extremely doubtful if

those who stayed behind were subjected to
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actual constraint. Muhammad with Abu
Bakr remained to the last, forming as the

Prince says, a kind of rear guard. Doubtless

he feared that some of his followers, if left

behind and no longer under his personal

influence, might abandon him. When they

had once fled to Medina they had committed
themselves irrevocably. The story of the

flight of the Prophet himself has been

distorted by legends. This much is clear

that leaving only Ali behind, he set out

with Abu Bakar to Mount Thaur, south of

Mecca, exactly in the opposite direction to

Medina. Fearing they would be followed,

the two remained hidden for some time in

a cave. This is referred to in the Quran in

the words

:

“When they two were in the cave alone ; when the

Prophet said unto his companion :—Be not cast down
for verily God is with us.”

Numerous legends have been related about
this case, but the truth seems to be that the

Quraish did not attempt to injure or detain

the Prophet. After a time, generally said

to be three days, the two left the cave with

a guide Abdullah Ibn Arqat who brought

them safely to Medina. It is especially

worthy of notice that this Abdulla Ibn

Arqat was not a Musulman but an idolater.

Seventeen or eighteen years later, the

Khalil Omar determined to reckon the

Musulman era from the year of the Flight

or Hijra. I his year was in fact the

turning-point of Musalman history. Islam

hitherto persecuted or neglected now enters

on a period of almost unbroken success.

The history of Islam too, takes a new
aspect, it emerges, the Prince remarks,

almost suddenly from darkness into light.

Hitherto the historian has had to extract

grains of truth from a. mass of legend ; now
he has fairly trustworthy materials at his

disposal. With the Hijra, begins a new
stage in the career of the Prophet. So far

we have seen him the teacher of a new
religion. Like S. Paul, with whom he may
most naturally be compared, he combined
the fervour of the enthusiast and visionary,,

with the clear practical good sense of the

man of the world. Conciliatory in details,

firm in essentials, he too was ready to becotne

**all things to all men*’ that he might win
them to acknowledge the unity of God. At
Medina, Muhammad, no longer only a

Warner and preacher, displayed his

marvellous capacity as a statesman and
ruler of men. He created a nation, and
initiated the conquests which led to the
formation of an empire rivalling that of

the Caesars.

With the Hijra, Prince Caetani closes the

introduction to the Annals of Islam. 'I'o

this introduction, although it is a compa-
ratively small portion of the work, we
must for reasons of space confine our

review. We are afraid we have been able

to give our reader only a very imperfect

idea of the intellectual acuteness and vast

industry shewn in the compilation of these

annals. One last point we must notice.

The Prince has been more critical than

previous historians, and has rejected as

fabulous much that they had too readily

accepted. But the most penetrating

criticism has not in the least diminished

his admiration for the Prophet. On the

contrary, when the cloud of legend is dis-

persed the greatness of Muhammad is all

the more conspicuous. We will conclude

by quoting Prince Cactani’s own judgment

;

“A man great only in proportion as his thou^lils

and actions are above the level of men of his timi'.

But to be just in our appreciation we must not .'isk

from a simple mortal more than is humanly possible.

If Muhammad did not see and perceive some truths

which are now the common properly of the mass of

men, because they are the heritage ^ a civilisation

centuries old, we cannot reckon this a fault in him,

and it is our duty to recognize that Muhammad Nv.'is

^eat in the true sense of the word, in as much as hi.s

figure emerges like that of a giant above all his

contemporaries, both within and beyond Arabia.

The greater part of his most eminent followers were

great and celebrated in their turn, only in

so far as they preserved the genius of the

great master and followed faithfully his example.

Muhammad created a new society and founded

a new faith, both by far superior to those previously

existinf^ in his country. The measure of this superior-

ity is given-by the immense success that it had in the

world, amon^ people who yet were heirs of most an-

cient civilisations. Although he was a simple son of

the desert, who perhaps never went outside his own
country, and never knew any part of the boundle-ss

world that surrounded him, yet he created a religious

system so genial, so adapted in certain special condi-

tions of society, to the true needs of human nature,

that even today after almost thirteen centuries his

system is a strong faith, active and living among
nearly two hundred million men, and makes ever)

year thousands of proselytes in the heart of two great

continents—Asia and Africa. There has never existec

another man of whom so much could be said, and who
has left so enduring a mark on the vicissitudes of his

feltow-beings.”
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THE AJMERE URS

T
he Moslem month of Rajab draws

annually a large concourse of people

to the heart of Rajputana. Train-

loa(i<i of pilgrims from all parts of India

and even outside India—Afganistan is well

represented—converge to Ajmere. Their

number is roughly estimated at over

25,000. The object of attraction is the

shrine of Kwaja Moinuddin Chisti, the

prince of Indian Moslem Saints, who died

about 1235 A Among other things, India

is a land of Moslem Saints as well, and

Garibnawaz’s name stands first among
them. VN henever a Saint dies, his memory
is perpetuateil by an urs and an accom-
panying nte/a which is not unlike the

mediaeval fairs of Europe, a happy blending

of religion and secular show. The greater

the Saint, the grander the urs. As a rule

every village in India with any pretensions

to Moslem antiquity has a patron valt or

Saint and in some cases a host of valis;

bill the immortal Khwajaof Ajmere towers

high above all Moslem Saints of India.

Fhe urs begins from the first of Rajab
and lasts for six days. The majority of

pilgrims arrive on the new-moon day.

Every night the Durgah is brilliantly

illuminated with over a thousand lights

which, with their red and green covers and

festoons of flowers, appear very picturesque.

The shrine of the Saint is open day and

night and for six days running there is a

regular inrush and outrush of eager pilgrims

and sightseers through the Dargah gates.

The rush at the entrance to the Mausoleum
is so great that it is very difficult to

worm one’s way through the crowd and

unless the services of a khadim or Dargah

usher are engaged, it is well nigh impossible

to gain access to the marble grave. On
either side of the massive gateway of the

Dargah are shops which principally cater

for the pilgrim population, supplying them

wi^h sweetmeats, flowers, scented wicks,

linchnse and other votive offerings. All

along the Dargah road, toy shops spring up

like mushrooms which do a roaring trade

in pice-a-piece gewgaws whose vociferous,

earsplitting noises, heard on ail sides, pro*

claim to the world that the nicla is in fiill

swing. There is a bustle and confusion

everywhere. The streets and narrow lanes

radiating from the Dargah are thronged

with people. Above the din of the crowd

are heard the resonant cries of itinerant

tamhulies and flummery vendors. Sturdy -

beggars sing in sonorous tones the praises of

the Khwaja, levying a toll on the passing

pilgrims. Inside the Dargah the scenes arc

more varied and picturesque. Fakirs of

the madaria and ;«/«//> orders rend the air

with their weird shouts, invoking the aid of

the Khwaja. Suspended from the trees like

so many flying-foxes are seen some pilgrims

who, by such acts of asceticism, seek the

intercession of the Saint for the attainment

of their object. Far from the “ madding

crowd ” in a secluded corner sit mashaiks

with drooping heads and flowing beards,

buried in deep meditation. The nowbat

beats nafiri notes from the Nakkarkhana at

regular intervals. Near the cistern a

Malkajun or Jankibai attracts large audi-

ences by her free open air concerts. At

dusk, devout wriwafis—men, women and

children- - cluster in front of the shrine and
holding ghee lamps in their hands chant, in

their native tongue, bhajan-like hymns
setting forth the miracles of the Saint. As
the gloom deepens, the Dargah music

begins.

As none but Moslems are permitted to

enter the precincts of the Dargah, a brief

description of the various quaint rites and
ceremonies that are performed during the

urs days will not fail to interest the general

reader.

Let us begin with the jriaraif ceremony.

For this purpose there are over a thousand

ifkadims or vakils who have monopolised

the right of conducting pilgrims to the

holy dome. Were a pilgrim to enter the

Dargah without a vakil or usher, he would
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I find himself in a very awkward situation, is followed by the strewing of flowers and

j

To avoid this, almost every pilgrim selects spreading of garlands over the grave. The
beforehand his own vakil who receives him vakil once more takes the embroidered

' at the railway station and lodges him in

his house as a paying guest. After the

necessary ablutions the pilgrim proceeds to

the holy shrine. A five-rupee note is handed

over to the vakil who brings a basket of

sweetmeats and two others containing

flowers, wreaths and scented wicks. On
reaching the mausoleum, the pilgrim bends

and appplies his warm Ups to the cold,

marble grave. Meanwhile^ the vakil holds

the gold embroidered coverlet of the grave

over his head and pours forth a long bene-

^diction. This done, the pilgrim is led off

to the left side of the tomb. The vakil

then holds up his hands and muitnurs fateha

in which he is joined by the pilgrim. This

coverlet and drawing it over the pilgrim’s

devout and inclining head utters, in rapid

succession, a series of invocations, rounding
them off with a blessing. This concludes

the ziarat ceremony. Now the pilgrim may
enter the shrine at any time, free from the

observance of any formality and is not

harassed by the khadims either. The pilgrim

rewards his vakil liberally on his departure

home.
Next we come to the iavvali and

ceremony. I'he . kawali or dargah music is

a prominent feature of the urs and attracts

large audiences. It is held after sunset in

the mahfilkkana or music hall which is

bnlliantly illuminated. The hall, which
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was built by the late Sir Asman Jah of

Hyderabad (Deccan), is a huge Shamiana
in brick and large enough to accomodate
7,000 men. It is a perfect square. In the
centre there is another square space, leaving
a wide passage all round. Above the
central sq[uare is a dais-like masnad called
the Sujjadah which is occupied by the
Divanji or spiritual heir and the Mutavalli
or hereditary steward of the Dargah. In
front of the Sujjadah at a respectable
distance sit the kawals (musicians) with
their musical instruments of antique cons-
truction. The sides of the central square
are lined with pilgrims who sit reverentially

with folded legs. The incense burns. Thick
fumes in fantastic shapes curl up to the
ceiling. The scented wicks perfume the
air all round. At a signal from the Divanji
the thudding iublat moaning Sdrangi and
trilling Stiar blend into sweet oriental

1. harmony. Ghazals (odes) from Hafiz,

Mowlana Rumi and other Sufis are sung.

8

Some choir of kawals performs wonders in

music. Deep silence reigns. All of a
sudden, a sufi shrieks and bursts into wild
ecstacy with fists clenched, features con-
vulsed, eyes rolling madly, movements
frantic and gestures unintelligible—

a

perfect picture of frenzy. Music continues
to pour forth its heart-melting strains and
the kawals repeat the couplet over and
over again, the monotony, however, being
relieved by the singing of *ht hemistiches
in various tunes and pitches. Every one
amazed and bewildered gazes at the sufi
who in his trance is utterly unconscious of
the wondering crowd around. At iz p.m.
the Devanji and Mutavalli get up from their
seats and followed by many devout pilgrims
proceed to the holy shrine to observe the
washing ceremony called the Ghusul. The
two spiritual dignitaries wash the tomb
and sprinkle powdered sandle-wood over
the grave. The water used in washing is

collected in bottles by the khadims who
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dole it out to the pilgrims. The sandlewood
and roses strewn over the grave are simi-
Utrly distributed among the pilgrims. The
Ghusul over, the Dewanji returns with his
following to the Mahfilkhana. Kawali
then ceases. Fafeha-reciters form them-
selves into a semi-circle before the Sujjadah
and repeat texts from the Quran. All hold
up their hands and invoke blessings of the
Almighty God on the saint’s soul. The
mahju melts away as soon as shirini (sweet-
meats) is distributed. The same programme
is repeated for six days. But on the last .

day the proceedings begin early in the
morning instead of in the night and are
marked with scenes of great excitement.
The last day’s ceremony which is termed
qul is over by a p.m. and with it the *hirs.”

Then there is the Rikhni or light cere-
mony. It is performed a little before

sunset. Although it may be observed at

any other time, the urs is considered a very
fit occasion for its observance. The pil-

grims willing to take part in it make
known their intention to their vakils who
purchase for them perfumed candles and
make all necessary arrangements. The
pilgrims are conducted in front of the main
entrance to the holy dome and arranged in

a line or two. Before each of them a
candelabrum is placed. These candelabra,
which are Dargah property, are oddly-
constructed brass candlesticks with their

iron bars all round, looking; like so many
cages. They are provided with fine muslin
coverings. The scented candles are set in

the s^kets and lighted. The nowbat beats

nafiri notes. The cage-like candelabra sue
then placed on the heads of devout pilgrims.
Standing erect and supporting, with upr
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Friday Prayers during the urs when all the dargah buildings are converted into a mosque.

lifted arms, the candlesticks on their

turbans or topiest they present a curious

spectacle. Softly moving towards the

entrance and entering the passage by twos

and threes, they are led to a corner and

made to fall into a line. A salutation hymn
is recited by a khadim. The candelabra are

set down gingerly. The candles are

removed and set in the sockets on the silver-

mounted frame round the grave.

Perhaps the most interesting ceremony is

deg^looiing. As one passes through the

massive gateway called the Baland Dar-

waza one notices to the right two colossal

degs or cauldrons known as the big and

small deg. They arc permanently fixed in

the ground with steps all round to enable

men to reach the top and arc provided with

huge gaping ovens of solid masonry. Rich

pilgrims propose to offer a deg feast. The
cpst of cooking the big deg is Rs. i|Opp

while the materials for the small one cost

half the an^ount* Besides this, the donor

has to pay a couple of hundred rupees more

in the shape of presents to the Dargah

officials. Like the Koshni ceremony, the

deg-looiing may be performed at any time

but the **urs’* is decidedly the best time for

it. Sacks of rice, sugar and dried fruit are

emptied into the cauldrons. Ghee and

water are then added. The cooking lasU

the whole night. By day-break the gigan-

tic rice-pudding is ready. Eight earthen

pots of it are reserved for the foreign

pilgrims and the rest is scrambled for,

boiling hot, by the people of Ajmere and

the khadims of the Dargah. The looting

scene is best witnessed from the roof of the

Makfdkhana. To escape the efi^t of the

scalding mass, the looters are swathed in

rags from head to foot. They impatiently

wait for the signal. The police maintain

order and keep the bystanders out of harm’s

way. The Muiavafti then arrives on the

scene. Standing on the canopied dais close

hy and holding up his hands he muimprs
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View of Muhfilhhana in the shrine of Khwaja Moinuddin Chisti, on the last day of the urs when
qiil or lastfateha ceremony is performed.

faieka, consecrates the contents of the deg to among the ihadims and the members of

the Almighty God and invokes blessings on the D^HinjVs family. One half of the

the saint’s soul. He then moves away to nuMrana (offerings) goes to the Divanji and
some place of safety. The looters, buckets the other half to the khadims,

in hand, scramble up the steps round the The Dargah is of great historical interest.

deg. All eyes are turned towards them. It was begun in the reign of Altamash and
Down go the buckets into the smoking deg finished in that of Humayun. The Baland
and up comes the rice-pudding which is Darwaza though disfigured by modern
handed down to co-looters below. When colouring contains vestiges of Jain sculpture

the cauldron is half empty, ropes are tied to which are still visible to the scrutinizing

the buckets and the contents looted, uf a eye. The gateway was built by Sultan

sudden a bold fellow leaps into the deg. Mahmud Khilji although popular tradition

Others follow suit. The buckets continue ascribes it to Akbar. The shrine is the

to go in and come out until the deg is proud possessor of a pair of large drums
scraped clean. ft is counted among the gracing the Nakkarkhana and brass candle*

miracles of the saint that no lives are lost ’ sticks alluded to above, both of which were

on these occasions. The looted contents taken by Akbar at the sack of Chittor.

are sold to the pilgrims.
.
There are mosques in the Dargah built by

The shrine, which is lavishly adorned Sultan Mahmud Khilji, Akbar and Shah
with gold and silver, is also richly endowed. Jahan, the last of which is used for Friday

A part of the ;agfrs allotted to the Dargah prayers. The big and small degs were

by Mohamedan rulers has been divided dedicated by Akbar and Jehangir respective-
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ly both of which have been renovated since, Dargah lies Hurun Nisa, the daughter of

the former by the late Sir Asman Jah, Shah Jehan.

prime minister of Hyderabad and the latter c y At t » a

by the late Nawab Alam AH Khan, aUo
of Hyderabad. Within the precincts of the (0/ ll, H, the Nizam's Educational Service^

THE LAW OF CONTRACT IN CHANDRAGUPTA’S TIME

By Narendra

TO understand the full significance of

contract ( uravTC ) as it obtained over
two thousand years ago, it is essential

that we should free our minds from the

modern associations of the institution.

We shall begin with a general statement
of the requisites of a valid contract, and
then follow out each of those requisites

in detail.

A contract* was of course a two-sided
act and the parties thereto could be both
individuals as well as groups e.g., a body of

persons engaged in a common concern

( ) was entitled to be a party to

a contract*

Secondly, a contract had to conform to

• ( X ) innq lAni tsuifrunfimq

«

q Bk. Ill, P. t8i.

-VNWwii
( Y ) rT rT ?! Rif ^ ^ RTRfRinn

Rinwwm q Bk. Ill, P. 148.

In
( Y ), Rimw be taken to refer to the free

exercise of one's will though a technical meaning

document, may be attached to RIRR (vide Manu VIII,

5ir52»*S4)
1 quote here Manu VllI, 51:—

ftmpwq I

RtqUlfqpRRnfl* RRriNpi RfiRC N

But whichever meaning is taken, the reference to

the] unfettered exercise <3 the will of the parties »

apparent in both the cases. RPtR in the ^cond

sentence in ( Y ) seems to bear the ' meaning of

D^ument. refers to the object in the Vil, of the

contract, and to the circumstances under which a

contract is ma^. This meaning of RW circumstances

Nath Law, m.a.

the following restrictions viz.^ (a) that the

agreement between the parties should be

clearly expressed without any ambiguity

( RRlNRlfili! ), (b) that it should not be made
in secret

( rrer* ), (c) that it should be in the

presence of witnesses
( RTfamq ).

'Phirdly, it should comply with certain

conditions as to time
( afiR ), place

( fir ) and
(f.e., caste, class 8ic?).

Fourthly, the object
( rrr )

for which the

contract is made and the circumstances

(Itr) attending it must be such as not to

offend against law in any way e.g., there

must be no undue influence, &c.
( RqqfR ).

Fifthly, the consideration ( few )
must not

be illegal and improper, the parties, witr

nesses, agents must be competent
( mnRfRlgiq)

and in short the contract must conform to

ail the technicalities of law, f.e., must be

(see passages (x) and (y', f.n.).

The first requirements as I have already

stated are that the agreement of the two
parties should be expressed properly and
that there must not 1^ any secrecy about
it. Witnesses have to be called when a
contract is formed. It appears that instru*-

ments ( )
are used in contracts and

when the terms of a contract are entered on

as opposed to the time and place of a contract, is

found in Manu VIII, 45

—

R Riqii eiRTWHR RlfilR; I

tif ^ RTTO ^ fipRi; q

RinR* authority. It seems to refer to capacity,

of the parties of witnesses, etc. refers to all the

technicalities that are to be complied with.

however seems to be a needless repetitition of what

is implied by that goes before.
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an instrument, the witnesses could have

been dispensed with.* We find its parallel

in some of the Sanhitas. But witnesses

were a necessity in oral contracts.| But
^ we find an exception to this general rule.

A suit was not dismissed on the ground

that no witnesses were forthcoming to testi-

fy to a point at issue. In a dispute, for

instance, regarding the non-payment of the

wages of a labourer^ the employer could be

sued even if the former could adduce no
witnesses^ Other instances of this excep-

tion will be furnished by the class of con-

tracts called to which we shall have
occasion to turn presently. The presence

of witnesses was repugnant to the object of

a Brftffe contract arid it was entered into

in secret. A document may sometimes be
used in such a case in lieu of witnesses but

sometimes there may be neither a document
nor any witnesses.§ Under such circums-

* An nnalof^y to this rule is found in Colebrooke's

Digest, Vol. 1
, p. i6, 3rd ed. where the contract of loan

is dealt with—
''Brihaspati quoted by Bhavadeva, Vacbaspati and

Cbandeswar

:

A prudent lender should always deliver the thing

but, on receiving a pledge of adequate value either

to be used by him . or merely kept in his hands ; or

with a sufficient surety ana either with a written
agreeneni or b^ore credible witnesses*'

Yajnavalkeya II, 91.
—"But every document which

is in the hindwriting of the party himself is considered

as' sufficient evidence even without witnesses, unless

obtained by .force or fraud.” For the passage of

Manu on this point see supra. For references to

document in contracts, see the passage (y) quoted

above ; see also the last sentence p. 176

which runs thus—

VI vifNii spnif n

f It has been pointed out while dealing with legal

pr^edure that three witnesses either approved oy

both parties ( Vfiffn: ) or trustworthy ( Vinrfvin: ) or

pure ( IfV: ) served the purpose best. In a suit for
debt however two witnesses approved by the parties
might be sufficient but never one. For a parallel
rule as to the number of witnesses see Yajn. I [, 60, 70

:

Manu, VllI 60. 77.

t vmm: vrtvnrar: k Bk. Ill, p. 184.

f Manu VIII, 109 and i lo (S. B. E.)—** If two.
(parties) dispute about matters for which no witnesses
are available, and the (judge) is unable to really

ascertain the truth, he may cause it to be discoven^
even by an oath.”

"Both by the great sages and the gods oaths
have been taken for the purpoM of (deciding doubt-

. ful) matters; and Basishtha even swore an oath
before king (Sudasa), the son of Pijavana/’

tances, a dispute was decided by examinsU
tion of the parties themselves, by a reference
to any custom that might govern the trana-

action, by taking the opinion of experts
by utilizing other resources that the

court commanded., e.g., the information given
by the ^'agents” attached to the law courts,

and by looking to some form essential to

the transaction, e.g., the seal in the case of a

deposit under seal. So we see that as a
general rule openness and publicity were re-

quired for the formation of a contract and
it had to be entered into in the presence of

witnesses. But we have noticed that

there are also devotions from this rule. The
absence of witnesses could be made up by

an instrument or otherwise.*

Let us now turn to the restrictions as to

time and place with which a contract had

to comply. As a rule,, the following

contracts were void, via., those which were

(i) «nviRr «.e., formed during night, (ii)

WMKpilt entered into the interior apartment
of a house, (iii) made in a forest (iv)

[- formed in any other secret placc.:|;

* In this connection it should be noted that a person

who overheard or saw a thing by stealth could be

taken as a competent witness— XW VI

p. 17.6—vmfilVTC:*: Other>ules as to witnesses that

have been pointed out in connection with the legal

procedure in general apply also, to contracts under

proper circumstances.

t Manu takes particular note of the interior apart-

ments of a house
( wftlU ) and of forests ( )

where any act may be done.—Manu VllI, 69. Kautilya

also particularly mentions them. Yajnavatkya however
mentions both «ri| and contracts in Bk* Ih

verse 32.

B ipwni*nr. I

( BXCBPT10N« }

( b

)

Pwf <INwSwiiW>«rt

^nit^lwinmqiiwif^rfy. i

(c) Um wMmw:

wnnfiwt ^ vftiniR)ji<Sy i .

(rf) «nwKr«t

( • > ShSiini: iWy » V

Bk. Ill, pp. 1471

<
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The object of making these contracts void

is, as already pointed out, that the law

wanted to discourage clandestine contracts

as far as, possible^ However, to rempvp

horrible hardship to particular classes of

persons who might suffer by these rules, an

exception is allowed for their sake to each

of the above four rules. I shall now speak

of these exceptions in the order of the

above four rules (vttfc (c), (b), (d) and (f)

below):—(i) Though all ifiliRT contracts are

void yet those that have some connection

with or are made in order .
to ward off

violence, attack and affray, those that arc

formed for doing anything connected with

the celebration of marriage as well as those

made under orders of the Government were

valid. The contracts made by the^dww-

also fall under this exception.* It

will be seen that all the cases mentioned

here are cases of great emergency. Unless

the rule is a little relaxed in respect of

people trying to defend themselves from

assault, &c., the protection of their life and

property would be an impossibility, and it

is for the same reason as well as for its own
safety that the state reserves to itself a full

* The exceptions under (i) seem lo contemplate

such cases as this :—If A promises B to pay a certain

sum of money in consideration of his informiiy a

police officer of a burglary that is being committed m
A's house, the contract cannot be impeached on the

ground that it was made at night.

« the time from dusk

to midnight. The use of the word in this sense

occurs in Aitareya Brahmana, Kausika Sutra,

Katyayana Srauta-Sutra, Mahabharata,

11,1,45. (commentary)—(see Monier Williams). Those

who usually transact business during this time are

therefore But who exactly are

meant is not clear. If we take the meaning ^
any persons who enter into contract during

then an objection may be raised that if such a case

had been contemplated such sweeping rule as the follow-

ing would have been laid down, vig., that any

contracts are void ; the general rule then could well

have been that all contracts are void. Again,

if all contracts be allowed up to midnight why they

cannot be allowed, say, a few minutes after imdnignt

would be difficult to explain. Removal of scCTecy

about the contracts is the ^neral policy and therefore

if all sorts of contracts are allowed during the first

half erf the night, they will offend against and for the

tim^ negative this j^cy. So, it is most probable that

only a liinited set of persons is the object of considera-

tion of the Government '
iri^ this cast in View of the

hardship .(h4t will fMherWis^ be put on it and thw-^ rnok likely a technical

weaning and relers to a limited group of persons.

contractual freedom. Again, Hindu
marriages are never celebrated before dusk
and sometimes the lagna (propitious
moment) may shift so far into the night as
to touch even its small hours. Hence, it is ^
a necessity that contracts conditioned by
such marriages should be sanctioned. As
to the exemption relating to the class of
persons last mentioned, there is some hazi-
ness as to who exactly were meant. The
literal meaning of the word via., those who
usually do their business during the first

half of the night, does not carry us very far.

(ii) This exception shows some consider-

ation to diseased pardah women(^Pr^llfkiii:^:)

If in a sound state of mind, they can make
contracts relating to (division of pro-

perty), fWq .(open deposit), (sealed

deposit) and ftwrf (marriage) in the inner

apartments of the houses, though the general

rule is that contracts are void.

(iii) Exemption is given by the third

exception to the traders (qrw ), iwim, i.e.,

cowherds &c., hunters (qpir), spies (^) and
those who have to roam in the forests fre-

quently (ifvf They can enter into valid

contracts in the forest though contracts by
all others in that place are void,

(iv) The fourth exception relates to the

vnPT contracts. as will appear from

the text, refers to any secret place other*

than the private apartments of a dwelling-

house or a forest. The general rule is that

any contract in any such secret place is

void—the exception being in favour of

partners in a concern ( qw ).

It should be noticed here that in all these

four excepted cases, the requirements as to

witnesses or in lieu of witnesses the require-

ments as to document had to be complied

with, though of course if a case occurs in

which niether any witness nor any instru-

ment is available and which falls within

these exceptions, it will stahd on its own
merits and the judges may try such a suit

if they find it possible to do so or may dis-

miss it. Another point that should be
noted in this connection is that if an^
persons try to make a contract which is

void on any grounds, the proposer (qnif), the

acceptor (qitq)i the witnmes (^) and
the person who brought together the parties

( wn^nn ) were all fined.

Now, we turn to the legality of the ol^ct <

(qni) and consideration ( fRif ) of a con--
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tract The object and consideration must
be legal and be such as can be upheld by
a law court according to equity and good
COKieciehce. in the case of a contract in

: party tries to take undue advan*
tage oyer the other, the court will interfere

in favour of the party who is at a disavan-

tiqje. A concrete example given in the

Arthasastra will make it clear. If a person

while he is being carried away by flood, &c.,

or is caught in a fire or is in danger from
wild animals is rescued on his promise to

give to his rescuer not only the whole of

his property but also his sons, wife and
himself as slaves, the proposer cannot
be made to perforrn his promise, it being'

opposed to all justice and common sense

and therefore illegal.* The rescuer can
realize only as much as is fixed by experts

( gWIR ) appointed by the law courts. Simi-

larly, in the instance given of a contract

with a public woman, improper demand
made by her from her paramour or vice

versa cannot succeed The court does not

support any such demand. Similarly, it

will be seen from the passages already

quoted that the general rule is that all

WVfkimy fraudulent contracts are void but

an exception is made in favour of the spies

appointed by the government. They can
in their capacity as spies achieve their object

by fraudulent contracts and they are not
penalized for the fraud they commit. It

seems to me that cases like the following

are contemplated by this rule. A spy, for

instance, makes friends with a person whom
he suspects to be a thief and gradually

insinuating into his confidence, proposes to

buy the goods he has stolen. After taking

possession of the stolen goods, the spy re-

fuses to pay the value promised and puts

the machinery of law against him instead.

In such a case the law court punishes the

thief but it cannot punish the spy^ as well

for the fraud he has committed, neither can

the thief bring a suit against the spy on the

same ground. Thus, the law softens its

e Bk. hi p. i84,--Hnmir.,wdnn«w

hm:

t Katyavana says a bribe be promised for

any purpose it snail by no means be given although

the consideniddn be performed**--(see Colebrooke*s

ViDigfUt, Vol. 1.^ p« 4|j5a, 3ird edition.)

rigour and legalizes an evil to suppress a
greater evil.

Now that the four kinds of valid contract
npspf wswamw, wcwim and which
derive their validity on account of the

exceptioiis laid down, have been dealt

with, it is time that we should turn to the

valid firtlftRT contracts. A place is fWlte
if it be such a place that anything done
there would be sheltered from human
sight.* It therefore includes

as well as ^qix. Now, let us look at the

matter from another standpoint. Under
cover of night, a place may become fWfrn
i.e., may be out of view on account of

darkness. Therefore a place which
is qfN has reference both to the nature
and situation of the place as well as to

time, e.g., night. The general rule is that
contracts made in such a place are void
and the exception that attaches to this

rule derives its validity from the objects in

pursuance of which the contracts are
formed. We shall consider the objects
shortly, but before doing so let us enquire
whether the validation of a proper Mrwi
contract necessarily involves a deviation
from the restriction that night vitiates all

contracts. It seems that such a deviation
takes place in this case. We see that two
classes of objects are mentioned which can
validate faflfve contracts, viz., (i)

i.e..taking a large debt and ii) objects which
are f.e., cannot be expressed and
Irought into others’ notice owing to the

delicacy that attaches to them. As to (i)

it should be noticed that taking debt of a
large sum of money detracts from the
credit and reputation of the debtor and
lowers him in the estimation of the people
who come to know of the fact. Therefore,
for the benefit of the debtors perhaps such
an exception has been made. Regarding
(ii) a difficulty arises as to what kinds of

delicate and secret matters were meant.
Among the numerous instances furnished
by the Arthasastra a valid contract between
a woman of the town and her paramour

P 147. Bk. III. Here explains A Mlffpr

place is one which is qfhg, U., sheltered inm human

gaxe.



THE tAW OF GONTRACT IN CHANDRAGIIPTA’S TIME m
seems to be frota tU dtlicate object an

instance in point. ' / . . ,

We can well see mat m a contract which

involves a dcHcaie piattet, the contracting

parties will rather seek the covert of

night for the secrecy it can afford and will

by all means shun the glare of the day. In

view of this it ii nothing strange that an

express sanction is given to a deviation

from the restriction as to night. It should

further be stated here that a valid MfiWf

contract also contravenes the general

restrictions as to sjstotVi and wcw,

for it has been already pointed out that

fsftffiT includes all the three places.

Now, one word remains to be said

to mark more distinctly the difference

between a fhftRpr contract on one aide and

the other three contracts on the other. The

principal difference lies in the objects of

the contract, the objects of fhClfin contracts

being secret and delicate. There are a few

minor differences which will appear from

the statements already made.
We shall next consider the restrictions

as to the ^ of the witnesses [see passage

(y)].* The word ^ appears to be vjery

comprehensive and signifies everything

that the expressions mpwc and ^ ^ ^
in passage (x) can imply. Kautilya does

explain clearly the restrictions but they

have to be interpreted in the light of what

Manu and other such ancient lawgivers,

say on the point. In Manu the following

rule is laid down, vU .

—

“Women should give evidence for women and

twice-born men for twice-born men of the same kind,

virtuous Sudras for Sudras, and men of the lowest

caste for the lowe8t.“t

The commentary of Medhatithi throws

more light on this point. He says that
** twice-bom men of the same kind ” means
“ twice-born men of the same caste,

occupatiofnt|^^c/r The line if ^^
( f^rni) si 4i<iV./ Isignifies that a Brahmin

sThe references here are to the twb passage
....ftw mm faammxAm finnvirimt

(x) andMnuoted in the foot-note at the beginning of t WWmr

I

should choose a Brahmin for a witness, a
Kshatrlya a Kshatriya and so forth ; and fail^

ing that a person belongiiig to another*

may be taken as witness. Therefore, the two
passages (x) and fy) lead to this conclusion

that the contracting parties should try to

make their contracts in the presence of

castemen of the same sex and occupation

as themselves in the first instance, failing

which they can take witnesses belonging to

the same caste and sex but haying a differ-

ent occupation and when this also fails,

men of a differentW may be called.

Next we consider the rules about the

capacity of parties to make a valid

contract. No contract could be made if

any of the parties be (i) in a fit of anger

( 91 )» (*') under stress of ^extreme sorrow,*

distress and danger, (
eim) (iii) intoxicated,

( im ), (iv) insane (
ws ), and jv) under

undue influence, duress, &c., ( ).

Those who act in supersession of these

bars are fined, as already pointed out.

Here it should be noted that in connection

with the subject of contracts made through

agents of which 1 shall speak presently a

few terms were used which imply a few

other absolute disabilities so far as the

principals are concerned.’!’ for

instance indicates an age below which a^

person cannot make a valid contract on his

own account ;
similarly fidhf Wiwt signifies

another disability due most probably to

an age-limit beyond which a person is sup -

posed to lose the amount of discretion that

is necessary for making contracts on his

own behalf, though in such a stage he may

act as an agent under the instructions of his

principal just as a minor can. Manu kud

* In the case of an agreement with an ^ ( man

in distress) though no contract withhim ^ ^M godd

at law. yet we find that the law-coyri makes hm^pay a

sum fixed by experts ( fW. )
if he has already g?t

any benefit from the other party. See Artbash^ra

111 , p. 184,

' tlanu Vin,^

and siidti {See (VJ .lost Si
: pr^My-;a;hgiit'.S'a|p;^ v
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others however make decrepit old age a rninor (n^w^mnc) for one who has attained

(lirfirwi) an absolute bar. It should also majority and is otherwise competent to

W noted that an ascetic ( imfivir ),
a person contract, (ix) a person whp is srflasjsew: (see

ocbyieted )* one physically deformed above), (x) a person convicted (sifNiwi), (xi)

{^)J zni addicted to vices ah ascetic ( airfawr)* (xiiV a physically de-

can according to Kautilya make contracts formed person ( aif ), and (xiii) one addicted

oh behalf of principals authorizing them, to passion

but Kautilya does not clearly state whether I shall now name here the principal trans^

they can also enter into contracts on their actions that bear the character of contract

:

oym behalf. Some of our ancient law- (i)^WTOT*n| (loan), (iz) sale ( ftwa ), ( m )

givers however mention a few of the above fhwv ( open deposit), ( VI )
trrfhfV ( sealed

cCmditions as nullifying contracts. deposit ), ( V ) mortgage, pledge, &c., ( VI

)

One other disability remains to be hire, (Vll) partnership, ( VHI

)

contract of

mentioned: a woman cannot have pecu- service, (IX) a few other miscellaneous

niary, dealings with a man or a woman contracts.

with whom she is forbidden by law or by
. From the above we have an idea of the

her superiors to do so.* If she violates the elements that make up msVlK in Chandra-
prohibition she is punished. This rule gupta’s time. The elemenfs that constitute

applies also to a male. enrir may well justify us in calling it a
We shall now consider the rules about contract though of course owing to the

the appointment of agents. The following changed circumstances of the age in which
persons if authorized by the principals ;t prevailed, it has assumed a different

could make contracts as agents t— complexion, some of the restrictions being
(i) Dependants, for the person who sup- peculiar to the time in which they obtained,

ports them, <ii) son, for the father, (Hi) We notice also that the legality of contracts

father, for the son (iv) a brother, for another j,ad a larger scope than now. The Govem-
brother though not belonging to the same n,ent exercised a good deal of control over

joint family, (v) a younger brother belong- ,he details of the subject’s life and therefore

ing to the same joint family, for an elder j^gal interference touched spheres now
brother, (vl) a woman, for her husband or looked upon as merely moral or social. A
her son, (vii) a slave, for his ina8ter,t (viii) vagueness necessarily attaches to some of the

• >S6i Bk. MI. fkxnsipl—aSAx: details of amrt but on the whole we see

<y. ^'Nsrada to Indra in the Harivansa :—Noinan, its broad features and in them a gttt®”*-

O thou subduer of foes, should have pecuniarydealings likeness to a modern contract,
with him from whom he desires much affection, nor visit

his wife in his absence”—Cole, Dig. Yol. I, p. 16. « text see supra. The text seems to be a

t For the meaning of wfiRWr See Arthasastrap.lSa, little faulty in its first portion and so I interpret ii

KWmHVBk. HI. subject to some doubt.

THE FUTURE POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT
AND THE PEOPLE

I
desire in the first part of this article to men t not only to refraifl froni doing any-

consider what measures the Government- thing that ihight undo, however slighty,

^shottld adopt as early at jibssible to the good efiects of the^Royal Visit, but to

develop the new relations that ha been do all that in them tw foster those

established bttereen the rulers and the. relations and place thein bn a

ruled as a mult of the Royal Visit It basis. The Rojwl Visithw no
emphasited that h is jinniense Bbt

v
; tb* sacred and.bbtiftden duty of the Govern- pardop pS if we say tlit SlRI rensains
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to be done, ii the hygones are to be by-

gones and India ia to enter bn a career of

steady and j^bgreaaiye development. The
people of India havp been generally appeas-

ed by the rhbdification of the Partition, the

promise to promote popular education and
«*the wider elepient of synapathy’^ infused

into the adihmilftration. Nevertheless, the

new policy of ^ reformand appeasement re-

quires to be developed still further, if the

good results of the Royal Visit are not to

fade away. The King-Emperor, by his

gracious acts of sympathy and beneficence,

has placed a peculiarly sacred responsibility

upon the Government of India. His

Majesty has emphasised more strongly than

ever the fact that India is a trust to be
administered solely for the benefit of her

people, and the Government wilt be failing

in their duty, if they did not realize this

keenly, and carry on the good work begun
by His Majesty.

First and foremost comes the repeal of

the repressive laws enacted during the last

few years, particularly the Seditious Meetings
Act and the Press Act. Those acts may, ^

perhaps, have been necessary in the anxious
times through which the country has
passed

; but things have now settled down
to t^ir normal condition and they «re no
longer necessary. It need not be said that

no civilized government should place such
laws permanently on their Statute-Book,
^ince as soon as the times for which .they

are specially devised, disappear, they not
only do not a tittle of good but do positive

harm by fettering the legitimate expression
of free thought. The Press Act, particularly,

Is a serious menace to the freedom of the
press. It is not too much to say that since
its enactment every honest joumaHst who
has the courage of his convictions has been
discharging his duties with the sword of

Damocles hanging over his head, that any
moment the: Government may make it

impossible for him to continue his paper
any longer. '/I'lie dread of being required
tp deppi^l secfirity aitd the eventual

discphtinuaiice pi paper, if the security

cannbt hi^furnishbdv^^ a bugbeiar and
prevents frjom bein^ genuiiie

honest public' opiniou.
Tlm Picsg Abt: is^’^ ujpdti the

,
nafbral of the people.

‘

rjelquiring^ when-

ever a Printing Press is to be opened or s,

newspaper started, it makes the jPress a
monopoly of the rich; and prevents poor \
men, otherwise capable, from taking to
journalism simply because; they have no
means to deposit the amount of security.

Journalism is as noble and honourable a
calling as law or medicine

; it has, more-
over, this further advantage that it is one of
the best means of serving one's country.
Surely, no good government ought to

deprive any one of its subjects, however
poor, of the right of following such a noble
profession, if he is otherwise capable, by
placing harsh conditions and restrictions

upon its exercise. To prevent a man
otherwise fitted, from conducting a news^
paper simply because he is too poor to

furnish the requisite security is a glaring in-

fringement of the inherent right of man to

adopt any profession he chooses for which
he is qualified. I, therefore; earnestly

appeal to His Excellency Lord Hardtnge
to take the matter into his serious consider-

ation, and at the earliest apportunity repeal

the Press Act and other repressive laws of

the past few years. Nothing but evil can
result from the gagging of thC Press, and
the sooner the Act is repealed, the better

for the growth of «Dund public opinion.

If His Excellency thinks that a total repeal

is impossible, let the Act be at least so

amended as to do away with the' provision

demanding the deposit of security as a pre*

Itminary condition for permission to start a
press or a newspaper. The existing prenes
and newspapers have been expressly ex-
empted from the operation of that provision.

Let the new presses and netvspapers that
may come into existence be also placid oh
the same level, and let security deinau^
ed from them only in case they are foun^
to have contravened the provisions

Act relating to the publtciatlon of
;

able matter. Thk is by no
demand and I fervently hopoHis Eac^lehcy;
the Viceroy will add to bis imputation as
j^inpathetic and aagacious state^an by bt
J^Bt ameiihihg tho Aci accordingly,' 1 also

.

bope that the Gbkhale and;

hbn-official members
: will press upon

> attenlibn oftho Gavei^nmeht the

of the repeal bf the Act aM
lepir^sive legidatSbn of the IM^
The next thing that denUihds them



their capital to

;Delhiv ^ 3 of that despatch

; ; il>hy:;tay

;
India depends

ii o( the Governor-GeiwraJ

;.€omReH» and the. Indian Councilfi Act of 1909 itself

hpi^ t^tabpy to the impossibility of allowing matters

a majority of non-

votes in the Imperial Legislative Council.

- ji^^^llerthelessi it is certain that in the course of time,

' the demands of Indians for a larger thare in the

(^^rninent of the countiy will have to be satisfied,,

unj the question well be how this devolution of power

(gn be conceded without impairing the supreme

authorhy of the Governor-General in Council. The

otity j^ible Solutio v of the difficulty would

apMr to be gradually to give the provinces a larger

ig£^re <d s<dl«governnient, until at last India would

comdet nf ' a number of administrations, autonomous

in aH provincial affairs, with the Government of India

above them all and possessing power to interfere in

case of misgovernment, but ordinarily restricting their

functions to matters of Imperial concern. In order

that this consummation may be attained it is essential

that the Supreme Government should not be associat-

ed with any particular provincial Gwemment. The

removal of tne Government of India from Calcutta is,

therefore, a measure which will, in our opinion,

meterially facilitate the growth of I>ocal Self-Govern-

ment on sound and safe lines."

The icheiae for the future Government of

India so bricHy outlined in the above

par^aph h%s been understood by some as

ine^ing V the gradual evolution of Home
Rule fb^ the

vteW taken, for instance, by the well-known

lion-ccMiiormist divine Dr. Clifford in a

brief note he has contributed to the Janu-

ary number of the Indian Review. 1 he

bpinton of men like Dr. Clifford is certainly

entitled to great weight, and however much

i wish that tbei^eTable doc^ was right,

I am afraid, the interpretation is not quite

warranted by the language of the para-

graph* The Scheme, if analysed, discloses

the foUowing ^krcs

(1) The Governor-General in Council is

to he supreme all manen of vital con-

cemu itif^ however, not stated what share

the people of India will have in the delibera-

thmi of .
the Odvenior-Geiieial's Council.

Am content with only one
the £xeetttiv« Council ?

*

Imperial^ Couiiici) ;is

newer io have a majority, not

10 ipcek of an etpthivehtai^^^

; (3}
Rfoyincial autonomy, i^c., the various

^

provihctal kovernmenw are to have g;more

dr less deeirive voice in purely provincial

.

affairs. But even in the administrations of

purely provincial affairs, the Indian people

are not to have a predominant, much less

sgd exclusive share, but only large share.'

These are the essential features of the

scheme,: and to call it a scheme for Home
Rule would be an utter travesty of language.

It need not be said that it cannot afford a

final solution of the Indian constitutional

problem. Though it may, perhaps, be

accepted as a tentative measure, as a small

step in the direction of Home Rule,, no

self-respecting Indian will consent to it as

the last word on the subject. It is not by

such tinkering with the problem, but by

inaugurating a genuine scheme of sclf-

g^ernment that the Indian political

problem will receive its solution, and the

connection between Englana and India be

placed on a sound and permanent basis.

It is my firm conviction that this ques-

tion will have to be agitated in right

earnest, and the Government compelled

to make a declaration that within a few

years India will he given self-government

such as obtains in the British colonies or as

is proposed to be shortly introduced in

Ireland. Nothing short of such self-govern-

ment will satisfy the legitimate aspirations

of the Indian people^ ,

I noW come to the second and last part

of my article, u£r., on what lines should our

future political work be carried on ?

The first and foremost thing in this con-

nection is tb«. close up our ranks and rally

round t ;e Indian Natibrial Congress. The

so-called moderates and extremists must

now let bygones be bygones and work

shoulder to shoulder for the common cause

of the motherland. It is to be hoped that

earnest efforts will now be made to bring

about a hearty reunion ' between the con-

vention ists and the non-^conventionists and
that the next session of the National Con-
gress to be held at Raiiia, the ancient seat

of the great Magadha Empire, will be not a
mere wetionai gathering but a Pah-lndiah

Assembly of all races, crto4e and; pa^^
It is a matter of profound satislacridb

im Mohatomedan^^

toemriderif^' their ;^kt:tiHt^ towkirds

G^gren and tlrinhing^ :^ joining it .and

'thus cai^tog to ;^beir tot W
vafid'"’ blhrir'>^commnnitito:bf''l eliSs.

er|Mto^hasui^
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\nff aloof from the Congress, and any

differences that may exist on the question

of the Congress constitution will, it is to

be hoped, be removed by the exercise of ^
little tact and the spirit of compromise by

the leaders on both the sides. The Con-
gress holds in its hands the future destiny

of India, and ^ shall be guilty of suicidal

folly if we do not reconcile our differences

and work in a spirit of union for the cause

of the great National Assembly.

The work of the Congress also must be
carried on, on improved lines. We must
not be content with merely holding an
annual session of the Congress, at the fag-

end of the year, in a week overcrowded
with too many functions, but carry on
our agitation continuously from year’s end
to year’s end. ’ And for this purpose, it

must have an organ of its own in India and
also an agency of whole-time workers and
itinerant preachers. Its gospel must be
spread throughout the length and breadth
of the land. It is very strange that a great

association like the Congress should do
practically nothing to promote its objects
by means of cheap, popular literature.

Pamphlets should, therefore, be written in

the different vernaculars, in easy popular
style on subjects with which the Congress
has been dealing, and sown broadcast
among the people. This mode of diffusing

knowledge and creating public opinion
which has been hitherto grievously neglect-
ed must be freely resorted to in future.

Again, the Congress must concentrate its

energies on more important matters which
demand immediate consideration. For the

next few years, for instance, it might apply
itself chiefly to these questions, w«.. Free
and Compulsory Primary Education, Repeal
of the Press and other repressive Acts, the

ill*treatment of Indians in the British

Colonies, Home Rule and Swadeshi, All

these are most important matters and
demand our earnest attention. They ought
to be continuously agitated by the Congress
until our demands are satisfied. The Con-
grM has. ddclnmd itself in favour of fr^
and compulsory .pnmary education in

India; and the agitation on the question

must be^ such as to, compel the Government
to introduce

: it. The rejection of the

^orable Mr. Ookhale*! ^Education Bill,
‘

instead us, impel

us to still greater efforts until the Govern^ ;

ment accepts the principle of compulsion.
So also, we must not rest until the. repressive

laws of the past few years and particularly

the Press Act are repealed, and our griev-^

ances in the British Colonies redressed. As
regards Self-government, I have said above
that we must compel the Government to pro-

mise the grant of Self-government within
the next twenty-five years and in the mean-
while to take the necessary steps towards
that end. To some the question of Swadeshi

might perhaps appear more proper for the

Industrial Conference than for the National

Congress. In my opinion it should find a
place in both. It has a most practical

bearing upon our daily life and will train

us in habits of self-sacrifice for the sake of

our mother-country. Economics reacts on
politics, and as our industrial development

requires that we should go in for home-
made articles even at a sacrifice while at

the same time trying to increase their out-

put and to improve their quality, it is

essential that every member of the Congress

should promote the cause of Swadeshi as far

as possible even though that may involve

some pecuniary sacrifice. Swadeshi may be

described as constructive self-help and it is

necessary not only for our economic salva-

tion, but also for the development among'
us of a true national spirit.

Another thing that demands our earnest

attention is the diflusion of Western thought,

particularly Western political and social

thought among the people by means of

translations or adaptations of standard

European works in our vernacular lan-

guages, while we must jealously guard and
preserve all that is good and noble and of

permanent value in our ancient thought,

culture and institutions. We must at the

same time adopt and assimilate the best

that the West has to give us, so that the

deficiencies in pur own indigenous culture

and civilization may be removed, and our

national evolution become as full and har*

moniout as possible. It is therefore nece^
sary that that kind of Western thought which
we want tb' imbibe and mould into our*

national character ^ould^be broi^bt home
to our people . through ihi. uiediuin of thp

vernaculars. European stiiuidard works on
social and political philosophy^ on important

epochs of History and on the develop*
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®f .
frw ftitionalities ought to be an imtruinent of pronwitlrii; dMiir move.

tato tbe vernaculars and brought ment. v

^ easy reMh of the reading public. We are hll extreniely fpat^f to the
Montesquieu, Rousseau, Government for the beneficent results of the

^ttaijse, Blumschli and other great pol tj- Royal Visit. But nothing would be more
Cal writers of Europe ought to be as famili* suicidal than to slacken otir own effortsW to us as to the Europeans themselves, because the Govenment have adopted a
though, of course, we may not subscnbe to sympathetic and conciliatory policy. We
and accept all that they have to say on frankly recognise that the Government
soaal and political problems. Speaking have done a good deal. But let us not
for my own province I cannot but express forget that much more remains to be done
my

^

regret that though we have been before we can realise our Gdd-appointed
talking of representative government g^r destiny as a self-governing, progressive
so many years, there is not a single nation. Nobody denies the solicitude of
treatise on the subject in the Maratha tbe Government for public good ; but there
language. Mills Representative ^ire limits to it, as the rejection of the
Qovernmenthas not been translated into Hon. Mr. Gokhale’s Education Bill shows,
the vernacular. 1 understand the Bengalee and ordinarily, no government introduces
language has made great progress in this reform until the pressure of strong and
respect.

^

If that is so, it would explain why continuous popular agitation is brought to
the national movement is stronger and bear upon it. I have appealed above to
more widespread in that province than in the Government to place themselves at the
other parts of India. National literature head of the Reform Movement, and to
IS the greatest instrument of promoting initiate a comprehensive scheme of self-

national movements and such literature government, but I will not conceal my
must spring up and inspire even the com- f^^rs that the appeal is not likely to receive
men people, if those m^ements are to be response. \ certain kind of magnani-
crowned with success. The Japanese re- mous daring is needed for the Government
foitners resorted to national literature as a to spontaneously and willingly extend the

Jirc means of promoting their cause; they benefits of self-government to India; but
nooded the country with books, treatises, the Government of India have not as yet
pamphlets, &c. dealing with liberty, dignity ghown that they possess much of that great
and rights of man, the doctrine of national- quality* They move no doubt, but they
ities, representative government and so forth move very slowly and not until very great
and th^ succeeded in making their move- pressure is brought to bear upon them,
ment irresistible. In China, too, literature The English people have not much of

ba« played a conspicuous part in moulding idealism in their national character,
th* thoughts and sentiments of the people and they require to be moved, before
a»d in advancing^the cause of the Revolu- they can summon courage enough to intro-
tion t^t has now become an accomplished duce «te^ in consonance with popular
fact. In. the history of our own country demands and aspirations. Hence the cons-

religious movements taht need for popular agitation and efforts.

imMded, inmired and promoted by national The Royal Vistt has done us ^t good,
litermre. Everywhere in the world, great and we cordially reciprocate the new sjnrit

mevomente harm sought to mqpress and that has eejme over the f^efomeittt' and
oromoto themM^ in that, we dnly li^ rtot be a toeie
to 4*^ vitality of a mwm may be passing phase bit an endwmg tohre ef

clothed British rule m>ria. to
itsiw ih literatuse. that apM^ to and in* popular amtattbo and 'eSorta iaiaaiaa>.as

ti» comraim ptopfoi its ^tas before, to rtdftiag '#jM bis to«
sucto IS atoed ; » to 4 IS yet a dlitoittous tto to lac .ia to tol Iw
surto . raove^t to toto reiMjM

: to
yicccis. . toiey., : to«st;:- to:-

,Tho''toto"fcto^ ihalh
.S^ore-the

.
topneaw'.'vato' or.llttoto. is. ^

.. togto ^'SWto tototo'
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in spite of 80 many and
disappointments ought to be an encourage-

ment to us to put forth still greater efforts

until, by the grace of God, our goal is

reached and this ancient and magnificent

land becorhes once again a great nation

worthy of her glorious past aihd taking her

proper place in the comity of nations. The
Royal Visit no doubt marks a new era in

the history of this country, but the more
glorious era when India will be admitted
on terms of equality into the federation of

great and powerful nations is yet to dawb,
and for the early coming of* that era, it

shall be our duty ever to strive through
thick and through thin, neither elated by
small victories nor depressed by heavy
defeats on the way. Let us be true to God,
to our country and to ourselves, and it

shall follow as the night the day, that this

ancient land will realize her God-appointed
destiny as a self-governing^ united and
progressive nation.

R. G. Pradhan.

IRRIGATION POLICY IN BRITISH INDIA AND THE
NATIVE STATES

I
T is a great pity that no adequate atten-

tion is being paid to this all-important
question of irrigation either by the

Government or by the public. In by-gone
times and especially in the Mahomedan
period, to spend large sums of money on con-
structing innumerable large irrigation tanks,

canals and wells, was considered a wise,

foresighted and far-reaching policy by
Government, so much so that a preference
was often given to it at budget-discussions
when the country was in peace. Bold
•*ichemes of canals of a thousand miles
from the Ganges and the Jumna, large

irrigation tanks in the Madras Presidency
snd some works on the Indus in the Punjab
are vivid examples- of the noble and bene-
ficent rule of the old Governments. The
portions thus endowed with such works
even to-day suffer only to a very small
extent from the ravages of a famine. In

the past auefa works were constructed^ more
as charity rather than with a view to invest

money, bearing in mind that irrigation

adds to the wealth of the Ryot, and makes
ihem mosperous and contented, thus the

poor Ryots of villages often received a
substaiiftal return for what they earned by
\hc svjhrat of tteu to the

^iirkat
:m . varioos ^m Now railways

devour nearly tbe budget provi*
sioi| finr irrigatti^ crores of ixipees

have railwi^ in

Indbt in^ past centufy.

Injudicious extensions of railways are not

without weighty objections. A considerable

portion of the amount spent after railwayl

goes to foreign countries to purchase rails,

iron sleepers, and rolling stock, never to

return. A large amount is every year

draining from India into foreign countries

to pay up dividends to foreign capitalists.

It is true that railways have equalized and
to some extent increased rates of corn,

*

&c, everywhere in India and that there is

not and will never be a famine of corn

in India and the Ryot will never die

of starvation if there is money in his

pocket; but it is a great 'If; but at the

same time labour has been scarce and dear

for agriculture and the growth of middle

men between the producers and the coii!^

sumers of corn has carried away much of

the increase in rates by way of their exorbi^

tant profits, brokerage and even by taking ;

advantage of the ignorance
,
of villageiii;;

Again, the earnings of agriculturists by Way
,

of cart traffic have dWindM to iMasOi^

nothing, which, when there was no railway;:
;

in all parts, brought a substantial incotne

to their coffers in winter and summer when
there was less work for them and their

bullocks. In partsof the country like lower
Bengal, which are intersected by natoral

water-ways, the agriculturUts were aisb
;

boatmen and earned much by bpat traffic*

This source of income has been i^iy greatly

rtidueed. Thus the agricultbrist is acytso
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much better ofi now when there are railways
at the very door; and add to that the
temptations brought by easy traffic. Even
the^ poor labouring class of a province like

Gujarat (where a total failure of crops is

never known) have to pay now in a famine
very high rates for corn (or have to starve
if their pocket is empty). Again the assess-

ment on all lands within a radius of about

3 miles from a railway line has gone up
very high. Of course there are some ad-
vantages derived from railways but at
least villagers almost stand where ikey
were. Other political causes may press in
for extensions of railways and for spending,
still more sums after them, but what the
public particularly want to bring to the
notice of Government, is that a sum double
that provided for railways should be spent
every year after irrigation to secure the
following advantages :

—
(i) The poor labourers get sufficient

labour as there is chiefly earthwork in

irrigation works and thus the country's
wealth does not drain out.

(3) Waste lands may be reclaimed and
and may bear crops if irrigation facilities

increase and thus the country's wealth is

increased.

(3) As the cotton and jute cultivation
has in^creased, the area under corn has de-
creased, which also accounts for present
high rates of corn. Again demands for

rice, wheat, sugarcane, &c., (which depend
mostly on artificial irrigation) have
immensely increased and their rates have
consequently gone up very high. It is only
by a vast extension of irrigation that this

difficulty can be surmounted.

(4) Irrigation must precede railways
everywhere to give them sufficient work in

the traffic of increased outturns of crops.

(^) It is proved that the poverty of the
agriculturists is mostly due to their idle life

for eight months in a year. Irrigation will

give them and their bullocks and boats
work throughout the year and their earn-
ings will doubled or trebled. (They
cannot afford to go out for employment
in industrial centres for a few months in a
year leaving their land and bullocks behind).

(6)

Large canals and wells save tracts

commanded by them from the effects of

famines ; (even where there are small canals
and tanks) the Ryots live upon the savings

made in the past years on account of an
increased outturn of crops by irrigation
and thus are less exposed to the ravages of
9 famine caused by the failure of those
small canals and tanks in a particularly
dry year.

^

(7) If the later rains fail or if there is no
rain in the interval for a long time, an
immense loss of corn occurs

;
this calamity

can only be averted by a liberal extension
of irrigation everywhere before it is too late.

(8) Facilities crop up when the Uyots go
in for irrigation and they are thus en-
couraged to make reform in implements
and methods of agriculture.

(9) Ravages caused by floods are averted
by constructing large tanks in the valleys.

(10) Water (a precious form of wealth)

which every year drains into the sea to no
purpose, wi(l be utilized to some extent.

(11) The sub-soil water of the areas

commanded by tanks and canals gets higher

up and thus expenses of drawing water

from wells are much decreased.

(12) Irrigation from canals and tanks is

much cheaper than from wells^ though
wells have, so to say, an unfailing under-

ground reservoir.

(13) The Ryots blessed with facilities

of an extensive irrigation, thrive and

become prosperous and contented : conse-

quently the Sirkar's burden is lessened and

in addition direct and indirect revenues

increase and the Government get the honour

of the Ryots thriving.

(14) Large sums of money expended as

relief and famine charges will be saved

at least in areas properly protected by irri-

gation works, not to speak of an immense
loss of men, bullocks and cattle and proper-

ty to the Ryots in the famine year.

(15) The country gets richer in high

class crops and fruit trees.

(16) Potable water can be arranged for

at a much cheaper cost e^en in towns and
big villages, if good irrigation works exist

close by.

There are also many other indirect ad-

vantages both to the Sirkar and to the

Ryot resulting from irrigation. It may
happen that in certain localities a

good percentage of interest on the capital

sunk in an irrigation work may not be

available in the first few years on account
of the absence of certain natural facilities
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jnd circumstances; however if all other

indirect advantages be valued and credited

to irrigation, a fair percentage of interest

in many cases, be a certainty. For

example : -the assessment of waste lands

brought under cultivation because of irri-

gation) should be credited to the head of

irrigation along with the water rate. The

loss to Government by way of remissions

and relief as well as famine charges may

to a great extent be lessened in parts pro-

tected by a large irrigation work; so the

saving thus made should be credited to

irrigation. 'I'lte construction of a large

reservoir checks the damages done by

floods to villages and lands situated below

the highest flood contour of a river

or a water course ;
this should also be

valued and credited to irrigation. The

charge for raising the subsoil water in wells

and for undergr<iund moisture should pro-

perly go to irrigation. The whole value

of the crops raised by irrigation, (after

deducting charges for seed, labour, &c.)

should really speaking be credited to irriga-

tion but the Sirkar generally levies such a

water rate as will leave a good profit for

cultivators excluding the seed and labour

charges and which will encourage them to

go in for irrigation to grow high class crops

and to be free to some extent from being

at the mercy of the rains. The failure of

rains either during the monsoon or at its

close means a loss of lacs of maunds of

corn which can be insured by providing a

good irrigation work and charging the land

under command with a nominal yearly

premium. Large irrigation works allow the

growth of high class perennial crops or two

crops in a year from the same fields. This

saving in the first case and the increase of

wealth in the second case is due mostly to

irrigation and a much greater portion of that

wealth has to be reserved for the Ryot, for

^heir bare food and even for their pros-

perity and contentment, which ultimately

result in deep loyalty, good feeling and

even in an indirect increase of revenue, to

the Sirkar. In bad years collection of land

revenue is possible to a great extent owing

to the existence of water near by, so some

portion of the land-assessment should also

he credited to irrigation, in those y®**’*»

whfere major irrigation works exist. Water
is volatile and therefore to make a storage

very remunerative it should be used as soon

as possible ; so it is to be kept in mind that

no good percentage of interest should be

expected on the capital sunk even on major
irrigation works as they have to perform

double duties, one of remuneration and
the other of protection too, that is to say,

water has to be preserved for bad years when
the value of water is of the value of

the crops raised by its application, though

the parental Government cannot levy such

high water* rates or sometimes have to

supply water free in such bad years to save

the Ryot. There is a constant fear that if

the land becomes fertile when it bears high

class crops by the help of irrigation,

Government will raise the assessment itself

and this fear discourages irrigation. Again

to take the full advantage of irrigation,

capital to purchase ample manure, seeds,

bullocks and other implements as well

as labour is in most cases necessary;

facilities to raise this capital at once

without any hardship at a fair interest

should be given to them; or resourceful

Zamindars should be created or transferred

to localities blessed with irrigation works

and large holdings should be assigned to

them on fair terms as to assessment and

water rates. All sorts of hardships and

detentions caused to landholders by the
*

servants of the Sirkar should be stopped in

order to induce honourable, enterprising and

resourceful landholders to enter into an

agreement to utilize water on certain terms

for a fixed period. There are companies

for railways because Government treat

them on commercial principles and

methods. The same will be the case after

some time as regards irrigation, if Govern-

ment adopt a similar method and give

facilities and open experimental works on

a large scale themselves ;
of course in the

beginning a certain guarantee as to per-

centage of interest will have to be given to

originators.

Every year large sums of money arc

provided in budgets for roads and build-

ings which hardly yield any interest worth

the name. Nearly the whole of the land

revenue is every year expended to keep up

the military department. Still we cannot do

without them, though we can comfortably

reduce their budget provision. The wealth

earned by the hard labour of villagers goes to
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cities and to the treasury of Government.

More than 1/3 of the annual income of

Government, flows automatically out of

villages never to return. It is only

irrigation which will give some poor

return to villagers and therefore any

miserliness in providing for irrigation

works, is much to be deplored ;
in short

it is a very short sighted and even an

unjust policy. It is therefore much to be

desired that at least 1/16 of the whole

gross income from all sources of a Govern-

ment (even in a native state) should special-

ly be set apart for irrigation, and not only

that but remunerative major works should

be taken up even by raising money, with

a guarantee of interest from 3 to 4 p. c. by
loans. It is found, when bad years ace

over, the budget provision for irrigation is

curtailed, which is a very risky and short-

sighted policy. It hardly remains to be
said that there is ample room for econom}
in other items of the annual budget of

Government to save ample funds for
irrigation.

This is a matter which should be ventilat-
ed often and often by all public men, bodies" I

and journals, and Government should be I

brought round to take up irrigation seriously i

and to provide much larger sums for it i

rather than throwing small bits as at

present.

At a future date I may go into the details

of the subject with facts and figures
; but

for the present I should like to draw the

attention of all concerned to the facts

exposed by that eminent irrigation and

drainage engineer Mr. Vishvesaria at a

meeting of the last Indian Irrigation Com-

mission, how major imperial irrigation

works are unjustly burdened with establish-

ment charges and how they are not allowed

to become remunerative by certain restric-

tions imposed upon the distribution of

water and upon adjusting accounts, &c.

Pro Bono Publico.

CHITORE
t

By Sister Nivedita.

I
T was almost midnight as the moon grew
near the full, when we looked for the
first time on the fortress of Chitore.

The lights in the village at its foot had
been extinguished, and the hill with its

great length stood dark and isolated against
the sky. Almost directly above the black
cleft of the Cow’s mouth, stood the Tower
of Victory of Kumbha Rana like a finger

pointing upwards in witness of past glory.

And even in the darkness we could see the
gentle curving lines of the walls following
the contour of hillside, with its three miles
of length and one of breadth. Silently we
sat on a low stone a mile off, and drank in

the sc^ne. Even thus,*on the first or last

night of his journey may some Rajput of
old have gated hour after hour, on this

beloved home. Even thus may jPadmini
have caught her first glimpse of this city of
'ter fatel

It is not a connected story, tfitii for wbieh

Chitore is famous. The wild romance for

which her annals are so full, is a senes of

gleams and flashes, lasting through hun-

dreds of years. Like watching from the

plain the escalade of some rocky summit, is

the effort of one who strives to picture the

past of Chitore. Again and again do the

banners of the clansmen appear amidst trees

and crags, only again and again to be lost

to sight. Wherever the mists of history

lift, there is revealed the old time ideals ot

courage and pride of woman, and the glory

of man. - Chitore is no mere chronologies

record
; she is an eternal symbol, the hearts

heart of one phase of the Indian genius.

Architecturally, the splendour of the city

justifies her pride. Th«' rock on which

sUnds, slopes inwaids ircm ull e^^^^

the result ttel there are i^umerabk
and a water iupply praetk^ utiiliniit*

•

Within tke walls aro tbe' .rciiiaite of 'vna

'Has -beiem virtually

^
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CHITORE
535

The Temple of Mira Bai and the Palace of Rana Sanga, Cliitorc. i

north-east, the ancient capital of the time
before Bappa Raoul and one more modern
which has grown up between his accession
in 728 A.D. and the evacuation under Akbar
in 1568,

The old manor-grange, on, whose veranda
Bappa Hacul, in the eighth century,

administered justice, scarcely comports with
our modern notions of a palace. In front

of it, not far away, is a tower of victory,

now crumbling to pieces, and eveywhere,
the living rock of the original foundation
IS close at hand. The life of the garrison,

within this fortress, must have been strange
ly like that of a camp.

Long, narrow, like some lean grey lion,

crouching for the spring, lies walled Chilore
on its craggy hill. And the newly arrived

traveller watching it may see it to-night,
as the returning escort may have seen it,

when Padmini*8 niarriage procession halted
for the last time on the homeward way,
n^ore than seven centuries ago'. Then, as

K now, the long heavy walls curved lovingly,
like the canvas of a tent, about the city.

Little can the ‘lotus fair' Padmini have
slept that night, the last of the long'
journey from her father’s distant stronghold.
Rather must she have gazed f)n through
hour after hour of waking dreamfulness,
counting the tale of the turrets and bastions
of the fortress that tomorrow she would
enter as bride and queen. Within her was
the confidence of the Indian wife, who
thinks of herself as commencing what is

only a new chapter in an old story, as re-

covering a thread that was held but a while
ago, and dropped, at death. Not for the
first time were they to take up tomorrow
the tale of life together—it was an ancient
comradeship of the soul. Did no vision of
the future cast its shadow across the path
before her, to make Padmini shrink and
pause, in the glory of this her great home-
coming ? Had the bard whispered no word
above her cradle of the tragedy of greatness
that lay before her? Did she know that as
long as winds should watl over Chitore,
they would sing her name? that with
her would every stone and every
buildmg be associated in the world^
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memory, till the end of time? To her,

what would be, was but the following of

the path of Rajput honour. Was it not

always said, that in the hour of birth, the

eyes of a boy were set upon a knife, and
those of a girl upon a lamp, for the man
must leave life by way of the sword, and
t^e woman by that of fire ?

A PLEA FOR INSTRUCTION THROUGH VERNACULARS

By Prof. Ramanugraha Narayan Sxnha, m.a., b.l., l.t.

The two denominational Universities for

which vigorous efforts are yet in pro-

gress start with the idea that the

Universities under Government control are

not sufficient for the needs of India. Can
it be said that the Hindu and the Muham-
madan Universities will remove our desidera-

tum ? To a certain extent they. may. But
the fact that the medium of instruction in

the two Universities is still to be primarily

English, makes only a little difference be-

tween them and the existing Universities.

The proposed Dacca University is going to

be a residential one. It may have as its

model the Oxford University minus “its dead
weight of the vote of the Convocation.*’

The Hindu University may, in pursuance of

the ancient Hindu ideals and following the

example of the modern German Universities,

aspire after the acquisition of knowledge
for its own sake. The Mahomedan Univer-

sity may, in its turn, have a policy of its

own and look to the peculiar need of the

Mahomedans—a wide diffusion of knowledge
among the followers of Islam. All these no
doubt are moves in the right direction. But

they do not obviate the disadvantages of

instruction through a language foreign to us.

The Hindu and the Mahomedan Univer-

sities have the ambition of granting degrees

and so they must be the prototypes, more or

less, of the existing Universities. In order that

they should have charters from the Govern-

ment it is necessary that they should not

deviate from the bitten track of the Indian

Universities. Instruction through the medi-

um of English has come to be recognised as

a settled policy of the Government ; and it is

perhaps indispensable and unalterable at

the present stage. It behoves us therefore,

jto supplement what we get at the Indian

Universities by means of indigenous attempts
in the required direction.

It goes without saying that instruction

through a foreign language is very tedious.

The noted men in the domains of art

and science whom India has had the

good furtune of calling its own, have
been produced in spite of the difficul-

ties in their way. Given a vernacular

language as the medium of instruction,

there would have been ten times their

number, or even more, and there would have
been evidence of marked improvement in

the calibre of those we already have. Ins-

truction through a language which is not

our mother tongue necessitates two processes:

First, the learning of the language itself, and
second, the learning of the subject. In the

case even of the best men the first process

takes almost double the time which is ordi-

narily devoted to the second. All this results

in the meagreness of the number of original

thinkers and inventors in India. Our energy
is wasted in the mastery of a language and
even then the language we are so enthusi-

astic in learning hardly becomes our own.
It is an admitted fact that thought
presupposes language, it follows that we
cannot produce thinking men of a high
standard, unless we give prominence to the

language in which we usually think and in

which only we can think in the beM possible

way. We may try to think in English
and most of us even do that, but we can
hardly proceed very far in this direction,

and the results of our thought will at most
be imperfect and second rate. This applies
equally to what we may do in the domains
of History, Political Economy or Philosophy
on the one hand and Chemistry, Botany or
Anatomy on the other.
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Thus we see that comparing an average

student in India with one in England,

America or Japan, the former is at a great

disadvantage ; and it redounds much to

the credit of the former that he aspires

after competition with the latter in the

face of his difficulties. Can we not do

something tojremove this sad state of things ?

I do not propose to make this discourse

only theoretical, but I want to give it, so

far as possible, .a practical turn. And view-

ing what I have to propose in this light,

I am sure we have not much reason to lose

heart.

None can gainsay the fact that noble

work is being done by the Universities under

the control of Government. We should

of course, profit by that and do something

more. If the existing Universities are pass-

ports to Government services or the bar,

let us have institutions which should be

passports to real and solid qualification for

industrial and scientific work. Let the

students of such institutions eschew current

politics, for, though I may be contradicted,

it is my firm belief that participation in

political affairs is foreign to the avocation

of a student. Institutions like these will

multiply in course of time and will be of

substantial good to the country; and in

order that the best possible results should

be achieved in the shortest time, the medium
of instruction should be a vernacular.

There are no doubt institutions in India

receiving support from the Government,
where scientific and industrial education is

provided for. Biit their number is too

small However, their necessity, at the

present time, cannot be ignored. The
higher branches of training in industry and
science cannot but be imparted in English

for a long time to come. But the crying

want of present-day India is the popularisa-

tion of common handicrafts.^ For these,

instruction in a vernacular will be quite

sufficient; and this process of instruction

will further call forth, in an amazing

manner, the national intelligence, which has

so been in an inert and dormant

cqiidition.

I shall now discuss the difficulties so often

pointed out in connection with inking a
vernacular the medium of instruction, and
shjdl show that these difficulties are not

'such as to dishearten us. It is said that

there is a lack of suitable books in even the
best vernacular in India. But this asser-
tion ignores the trite fact that books will
never be forthcoming unless there is a
demand for them. The writers of books
must first know that they will have readers,
and assuming the demand, the supply is a
foregone conclusion. Vernacular books
that are written now-a-days have merely
the growing desire of educated people for

the encouragement of vernaculars to depend
upon. The recent regulations of the

universities making vernacular composition
a compulsory subject, as also the unavoida-
ble necessity of having a vernacular for

primary education, have also done a great
deal in the direction. But if there are

institutions in which systematic training is

given through vernacular books to an ever-

grcTving number of students, the perfunctory

and half-hearted manner in which books on
scientific subjects are written now-a-days
will give place to an earnest exertion in

this behalf.

It is beyond my scope to refer here at

length to the advantages which a common
language for the whole of India will have
in its train. Though the recent territorial

changes have been welcomed by the people

both of Bengal and Behar, they are apt to

throw some obstacles in the way of having >

a national language. However, so long as

we are divided in our languages, institu-

tions of the type forecasted above may
spring up in several places and give instruc-

tion through Hindi, Bengali, or Marathi, to

begin with. They will still do untold

good.
Then there is the lack of suitable men

for the sake of imparting instruction.

America seems to be the best training

ground for teachers of handicrafts arm
scientific subjects. There are Indians avai-

lable who having already returned from
America and Japan are quite capable of

taking the work in hand ; and if the scheme
is forwarded and funds are forthcoming
we may have many men of such type.

Such men training students in India
will considerably curtail the expenses
incurred in sending Indians to other coun-
tries for learning handicrafts. The whole
thing depends upon a requisite fund for the
purpose, such as that got together for the
Hindu University, Imtitutions having

IV
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appliances for training in handicrafts, such

as the Carnegie Technical Schools in

Pittsburg (Pennsylvania, U. S. A.) will

remove a crying want of India.

I have especially referred to scientific and
industrial subjects, because of their superior

importance in consideration of the present

needs of India. Instruction in other subjects

can also be given in vernaculars, and
though the students who come out after

their vernacular training may not have the

hall-mark of the present universities, they

will surely be of far more service to them-
selves as well as to their country than under
the present circumstances. American or Ja-

panese diplomas do not carry much weight
efsewhere, yet there are those in India who
having returned with distinction from

America and Japan are doing much to

support themselves as also to forward their

country's welfare. It is high time that we
should realize the comparative hollowness

of mere diplomas and degrees, unless some

substantial work is done for the country.

TOWARDS DEMOCRACY

A MONO the most significant facts of

jnL modern times are the origin and
growth of the idea of democracy,

and the remarkable, almost phenomenal
changes and turn of events to which that

idea has given rise. In England, as in the

English speaking world generally, the idea

of democracy has sprung up with amazing,
almost unaccountable suddenness, and has
created new and unexpected evolutions,

turned the course of events into quite new
directions, and with such assurance and
confidence as to have made the continuance
of the old aristocratic idea of life, of deve>
lopment and of government, to appear
almost a thing of the past. When every-

body seemed to be thinking that England
was Imperialist at heart, and that the idea
and object of England was to convert the

world into a huge English-speaking,
English-governed State, with London as

its centre, that country, quite suddenly and
unexpectedly, and of her own free will,

abandoned the Imperialist idea, swerved
round to the idea of nationalism, and show-
ed iierself to believe first and foremost in

liberty, in the right of free choice, as the
fundamental condition of all development.
The result is that to-day the more thought-
ful people in England, the people who
really count and who are destined to deter-

mine the future policy of England, are
confirmed believers in nationalism, in free-

dom, in the ri|^t of every people to develop
along their own lines and in their own way,

and are quite opposed to the old Imperial-

ist idea, and to the method of forcing

which that idea necessarily involves.

Now the one word which best typifies and

explains this remarkable change in ideas,

attitude and policy, is democracy* Im-

perialism is doomed because aristocracy is

doomed, because the idea that a few Eng-

lish Peers and landowners possess all the

wisdom of the universe and know just what

is good and beneficial for everybody, has

been shattered. Aristocracy is doomed and

is being superseded by democracy for the

simple reason that the rights hitherto pos-

sessed only by the privileged few have been

discovered by an enlightened populace to

be the inalienable rights of all men, of man
as man ; and it is because of that discovery

that Imperialism is also doomed. Demo-
cracy means many things, and entails many
and even vast changes in personal ideals,

the social order, etc. ; but its distinguishing

feature is that it lays less stress upon the

word government, and puts more stress

upon the word man. The rank and file of

the English people, the growing army of

workingmen, have come to realise that

what aristocracy stands for is not the high-

est development of the individual, of man,

as such, but primarily the upholding of

just those institutions which guarantee the

privileged few in all their privileges, and

which bring men to punishment for the

least show of rebellion against the fixed

order of things* That is why the great
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body of the English people have latterly

come to disbelieve in many English insti-

tutions; it is also why they have come to

disbelieve in Imperialism. The foundation

of Imperialism was the idea that everything

English is of Heaven ;
the downfall of Im-

perialisin is due to the discovery that many
things English are not of Heaven but of

Hell, and have no right to be perpetuated.

Thus whereas fifty years ago it was the

ideal of the majority of Englishmen that

the world should be Anglicised, brought

under the magic spell of English institu-

tions, law and government, now they be-

lieve that more play ought to be given to

individuality ; that the true and complete

development of a people must be through

nationality
;
that only by the way of free-

dom can the best be evolved, can the

ultimate end of all civilisation and develop-

ment—brotherhood, the spiritual union of all

mankind—be attained. Grant freedom, and
what is good in any civilisation will be

adopted and assimilated
;

but exercise

force, and distrust and resistance will be

sure to follow. Then, too, by forcing any
law or institution upon a people we can

never be quite sure that we are not forcing

upon them a huge superstition or a strong

prejudice of our own.
This change of attitude towards Imperial-

ism, and towards government generally, on

the part of the English workingman, can

easily be explained. It is the natural out-

come of enlightenment, and could no more
have been avoided when once the process of

education had begun, than the dispelling

of darkness can be avoided on the intro-

duction of light. The Imperialism of the

Victorian age was the result of ignorance,

of an implicit belief by the people at large

in tradition, in the aristocracy—-a belief

which enabled the latter to “enclose” com-
mon lands, literally to plunder their fellow

countrymen, to carry out a policy of brigan-

dage unequalled in modern or, for the matter

of that, in ancient times ;
aiid it only need-

ed to dispel that ignorance in order to

dwtroy the Imperialist idea altogether.

Literally crushed and enslaved, the English

peasant had been weaned into the belief

that as an Englishman he was a superior

Iverson, a member of a nation whose func-

tion it was to exercise dominion over

every other people and was so trained
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that what enthusiasm he had left when
he had worked sixteen hours on the land,
was spent in dreaming of, in shouting and
fighting for, the Imperialistic advancement
of England, the subjugation of the entire
world to English rule, institutions and
civilisation.

But since that time great changes in

thought have taken place, with the result that
to-day the best minds are no longer Impe-
rialistic in outlook but democratic. As an
effective policy Imperialism is dead, and is

dead for the very reason that workingmen
have suddenly become enlightened. The
intellectual and social awakening of the

English working classes is one of the out-

standing facts of the times, an epoch-making
event. It is to the enlightenend work-
ingmen of England that South Africa owes
her political freedom, her constitutional

government to-day.

But it is not simply that the workingmen
of England have discovered that to be

“governed”, especially to be “well” govern-

ed, is to be kept in ignorance and to be

exploited, that they have abandoned Im-

perialism ; it is because they have discover-

ed that liberty is a law of life, one of the

profoundest needs of human nature, and
that political activity is a life function, a

means of self-expression and a condition of
’

self-development, a right and duty, there-

fore, of every member of the State. The
object of government, it is now being

clearly seen, is not simply to preserve order,

but to make possible and to encourage the

development of those higher social relation-

ships whereby the grand social ideals of the

great religious teachers may be realised
; to

establish, or to seek to establish, a real

brotherhood in the earth, and so hasten the

time when instead of the desire for wealth,

fame and position, the desire for fellowship

shall be the chief motive behind all human
activity. That being the case it is idle to

talk of government by the wise few
; for

what intelligent men and women want is

not bottled wisdom, to be taken like

medicine, on trust, and in accordance with
a prescription, but a policy they can under-
stand, whose drift they can see, which
points to a good they themselves can
accept as a worthy end of their activity, as
an ideal, as the expression of their ntitsi

aspirations. Only when gevernment is
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thus conceived of can it be reasonable ; for an indication that, the ideal of democracy
is

to conceive of government rightly is to * spreading. Nations like Persia, Turkey
recognise that every act of government and China are in the throes of conflict with

ought to be an expression of the people’s autocratic government
; nations like India

wifi. Government is a form of human and Egypt are struggling for freedom, for

activity which can only be ideal when the right of self-government, against foreign

every adult in the State participates in it ; bureaucratic government
; while in America

when it is the expression of national and England there is manifest a tendency

ideas and feeling; when it points to a in the direction of decentralisation, an

good which the people are consciously effort to increase the power, in the former

aspiring after. And, as we have said, it case of the separate States of the Union,

is because English workingmen are realising and in the latter case of the separate

this that Imperialism in England is doom- nations whose combined representatives

ed, and that democracy, the belief in self- constitute the British Parliament. More-
government, and therefore, as a means to over, in England there are not wanting
that end, in nationalism, is spreading.

^ ^ ^
signs that in the near future there will be

It is because the democratic spirit is an increasing demand for a gieater measure
spreading, that more sympathy is being of local control.

shown to-day by those who already possess In the history of every nation, immediate-
national independence, towards all those ly after the merging of many tribes to form
peoples who are struggling for such in- a nation-state, the centralisation of power,
dependence, that the workingrnen of the establishment of law courts, of a police

England are in full sympathy with the force and of an army, would seem to be
Irish in their demand for Home Rule, and inevitable, because with that event—the

with the patriotic Indians who are seeking formation of a nation-state—the blood
to awaken the spirit and to develop the bond, which had previously been the condi-

ideal of nationalism in their own great tion and cause of obedience to law, or

country. The cause of nationalism is bound custom, is now rendered of none effect,

to prosper in every developing and spiri- owing, of course, to the introduction of new
tually alive countiy^, for the road to the tribes, who also have their own customs
fullest social and spiritual development lies but who recognise no obligations to anyone
through nationalism. Without nationalism outside their own tribe. With such s

there can be no freedom, no adequate number of tribes thus brought together to

opportunity for self-expression, of self- form a nation-state, therefore, a strong

development. That is why, as we have central government Would seem to be

already said, the ideal of democracy carries necessary in order to enforce a common
with it the idea and fact of nationalism, law, at any rate until such times as the

and is fundamentally opposed to the ideal people at large came to recognise the

of Imperialism. Thus we claim that de- justice of that law, the social, human, spiri-

mocracy, like nationalism, is a great tual necessity behind it, its indispensability

spiritual ideal, for the very reason that it to individual and national progress. But
is founded on a great spiritual necessity, when a people begin to understand the

on the need of the human soul to develop,
. moral and spiritual significance of law,

to attain the heights of spiritual exaltation and to accept and practise it without the

it dimly sees and believes in. Indeed we compulsion of the policeman, then the time
believe that the ideal of democracy is a has come for the process of devolution to

spiritual ideal, is one of the most powerful set in, for greater and greater numbefs of

forces opeiating in modern society, and is the people to participate in the work of

accomplishing a work the significance and government. When it is recognised that

;
importance & which we are as yet totally the real function of government is to make
in^abl# of ascertaining. the highest spiritual advancement of a
The tendency in the direction of freedom, people possible, then has the time come for

towards nationalism, and in many cases such a people to participate in the vmk of

tomrds lesser units even inside the nation, government ; nay, they cannot any Tonger
which is at present everywhere manifmt, is men be shut out from such work, for
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are just coining into the knowledge of

their own deeper selves, of their spiritual

aspirations, of the sacred rights of man-
hood; and to re*fu8e to men who have
developed this consciousness of inner spiri-

tual need, of the right of self-government,

is to begin a conflict of the most deadly

order, a conflict that can have but one
ending.

Thus we contend that Nationalism in

India is inevitable, as inevitable as was the

English Reform Act of 1832, or the recent

Parliament Act. But, of course, as is al*

ways the case when advance is made, oppo-
sition, even strong and bitter opposition, to

the cause of Indian Nationalism, will have
to be encountered. Just as in times of great

national awakening and upheaval we are

sure to meet with many spiritual idealists,

large souled patriots, so are we sure to find

at least a few materialists, degenerates who
are quite ignorant of the spiritual aspira-

tions which are heaving in the breasts of

their fellows, and therefore quite incapable
of understanding the drift and purpose of

what is going on about them. They rebel,

as they must inevitably do; for being
materialists they cannot understand the

meaning of what is taking place, and can
conceive of nothing but ruin and calamity,
both individual and national, coming out
of it all.

But liberty that is granted in res^^nse to

a spiritual need and appeal, cannot produce
evil^ and is bound to* be a benefit to giver

and receiver alike. To grant liberty in

respond to a spiritual 4omand, as a
condition of development, is to increase

love, mutual appreciation, brotherhood,

lellowship. Nothing that is spiritual

decreases by being shared ; but all spiritual

thing9 are like love : to give them is to

increase them. And it is just because the

more intelligent and enlightened people in

England recognise that liberty is a spiritual

oeed, a sacred right of manhood, thAt they

in favour of helping and encouraging
the^ movement towards Nationalism in

India, for they also recognise that only by
granting liberty to India, can a sfnritual, a
real and abiding bond of union between
that nation and England be established.

In^ other words, it is precisely because

England is becoming democratic that she

IS showing more willingness to assist the

nationalist cause in India ; for embedded in
the democratic mind is the feeling, the
belief, that the fruits of liberty, (when
liberty is a spiritual necessity), are bound
to be good, to issue in the union of all free

and spiritual peoples, to hasten the coming
of the Christian ideal of brotherhood, the
time when all races and men shall have
true and undivided fellowship one with
another. It is now an admitted fact that
the bond of union between England and
her Colonies is all the stronger by reason of

the fact that the latter possess almost un-
limited powers of self-government. But
not only is that bond strong, it is secure

;

and it is secure for the very reason that it

has been forged in the furnace of love, is

the outcome of that feeling of brotherhood

and kinship with all mankind which is the

soul, as well the ultimate object, of

liberty. No one will deny that the feeling

of unity between Boer and Briton is

stronger to-day than "ever it could have
been had not the broad and liberal

constitution granted by the English govern-

ment to South Africa been conceded.

Thus I contend that the ideal of de-

mocracy is one of the strongest forces in the

modern world, that it is essentially a spiri-

tual force and is making for the full and
.

complete union of all mankind in one

grand spiritual brotherhoqtd. To an ad-

vancing civilisation autocracy and bureau-

cracy are bound to entail spiritual repres-

sion, to produce tyranny ; so also is aris-

tocracy, which stands for the spiritual ele-

vation of the few, the divine right of the

noble-born to govern the lowly-born. But
democracy, which has for its foundation

the idea that it is the inalienable and spiri-

tual right of every man to govern himself,

and thus to participate in the work of

State government in so far as such work
is necessary in the interests of the

fullest and highest spiritual development

of every mem^r of the State, is in the

true line of progress. Thus aristocracy

is a selective principle, and, consequently,

a force of division among men: the;

producer of privilege, of unreasonable ad-
vantage for some, and of an equally un-
reasonable disadvantage for others: and
thus of hatred and war ; while democracy
is a spiritual and universal principle *, the
d^ial of privilege; the recognition that
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man is a spiritual and dcvelopinental being

for whose true advancement liberty is an

absolute necessity; thus it is* a bond of

union between men, the creator of love,

brotherhood and fellowship. Says the

aristocrat ; “Give men what is good for

them”; which means, in the last analysis,

what is necessary to uphold the present

state of things—that condition of society

which sees them, the privileged few.

securely established in power and authority I

But says the democrat : “Give men liberty

for with liberty they can develop, realise

their manhood, find the truth, and attain
the highest spiritual well-being.” And it

is the voice of the democrat that the people
are heeding

; towards democracy that the

whole world is moving.

#
Wilfred Wellock.

CONTEMPORARY CARTOONS
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REVIEWS AND ^JOTICES OF BOOKS

English.

A Study of Indian Economics : by Pramaiha Nath
Bauerjea, M, il., Late Professor of Economics, City

allege, Calcutta, and Member of the Royal

Economic Society, London, Macmillan & Co.,

igii, pp. 221,

This is a handbook on Indian Economics in which
the aut hor deals with such subjects as the physical and
geological features of India, the structure of Indian

society (e.g., the joint family, caste system, &c.),

production agriculture, mining, manufactures),

distribution, exchange, (currency and banking), con-
sumption, public finance, &c. The author covers the

whole ground, but in the briefest possible manner,
giving only the accepted conclusions, or in regard to

(lebateable topics, such as the Permanent Settlement
and Protection, summarising the principal arguments
advanced on both sides. So far as we have been able
to test the exposition is fair and free from bias. The
style is simple and attractive. Brief references arc
made to the speeches and writings of Messrs. Dutt,
Bigby, Naoroji, Ranade, Gokhale, Wacha and Sir

Vithaldas I'hackersay. The author is careful to point
out that the principles of General Economics must be
considerably modified before they can be applied to
Indian conditions, that man is largely the master of
his environment and is not absolutely dependent on
climatic and other conditions, that population in India

not increasing as rapidly as in other civilised

countries, that the exploitation of our mines by foreign
capitalists permanently impoverishes the country, that
the benefit derived by India from industries supported
by foreign capital is confined to a certain number of

wage-earners in subordinate positions or doing coolie-

that the much-abused Indian money-lender
often keeps the cultivator from starvation (he might
have quoted from the Imperial Gasetteerm thisconnec-
lion) and that the Indian cultivator is not so conserva-
tive as he is often supposed to be. The author also
has the courage to point out that in the opinion of
many the excess of exports over imports as represented
by the Home charges constitutes an annual drain on
thf? resources of India, and the incidence of taxation
yn income is much higher in India than in England.
He questions whether Government is not paying too
h'gh a price (over 30 crores annually in military

charges) for the peace and security the country enjoys.
'I Inless and until there is a retrenchment in the

I'Xpenditure of the Civil'Departments, and a substan-
tial reduction is made in military expenditure, educa-
iion, sanitation and social leform will continue to

languish for want of, funds.'* Finally the author
condemns the laissea^faire policy of the Government
of India in industrial matters, and contrasts it with

t’crmany, the United States, Canada, and Australia,

'vhere ‘the State does everything in its power to

promote national industry.* He points out that the

scheme of Imperial preference will not benefit India,

for India wants protection agciinst Great Britain most
of all. “The real solution of the problem from the
Indian standpoint thus lies in granting India fiscal

freedom such as is enjoyed by the self-governing

colonies, so that she may arrange her tariff in the

way she finds best suited to her own requirements.*’

We will now point out a few defects which have come
to our notice. The drain theory is important enough
in an exposition of the economic condition of India to

have deserved more than a mere line in passing. In

treating of cotton the author makes no mention of

the previous history of Indian cotton manufactures

and does not point out how the greatest industry of

India was throttled by unjust legislation. A para-

graph is devoted to the excise iluty on Indian cotton

manufactures, but its effecL on the Bombay mills is

not described. Railways not only mitigate the

severity of famines, as the author says, but they also

produce an opposite effect, as admitted by many
European writers (e.g; Ramsay MacDonald), by

extending the famine-area, owing to the rise of prices

in the neighbouring districts which in the pre-railway

days would remain unaffected.

The book will prove very suitable as a text book for

less advanced students. There is no index.

Pol.

History of Bengali Language and Literature, by

Dinesh Chandra Sen, R.A.f*ublished by the Calcutta

University. Demy St'o, m-to-A-SA-xtii pages, cloth

bound. With g halftone illustrations, of which

5 are coloured. Price not mentioned.

As no contributions have been made to the subject

in a collected and well arranged form, this book,

with its imposing appearnce and attactive title, is

bound to raise very high expectations in the minds

of the readers. lam, however, sorry to record that 1

felt greatly disappointed, when I finished reading this

big volume. It is rather a small defect that the volume

of the book has grown considerably out of proportion

to its substance
;
for, it is easy to put up with diffuse-

ness, when a book contains information worth acquiring

What is most striking Ls that the author, who was
appointed a Reader to the Calcutta University to

lecture on the “History of the Bengali Language'* does

not disclose in these pages much knowledge of his

su^ect.

The very first sentence the book begins with, runs as

follows: “Bengal was a wry ancient centre Aryan
settlement in India." It is difficult to say whether

this statement is due to want of critical powers or to

bias of patriotism. It matters very little with the*

present mngali descendants of the Aryans of olden

days, whether the settlement of their forefathers in a
particular province took place at a very early date or
at a time comparatively recent. It will never add
to the glory of the Europeans in the colonies, if they
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try to estaUish that their settlements had been made

ioina before the period when they actually took place.

Tha very facts adduced by the author in support of

hieWoposifion show that he found it difficult to support

he stated, and so got together some irrelevant

facti to make his case appear ‘plausible to the

superficial readers. The very firet fact adduced

to prove the proposition is that the kingdom of rrag^

iyotis was founded in pre-historic times. We may

afi^d to overlook the loose and careless use of the

word ''prehistoric.’' How the situation of Pragjyotis

improves that of Vanga, is not easy of comprehension.

The second fact cited by the author (p. 3) shows

that he was conscious of the hopelessness of his situa-

tion. After making an uncritical and careless state-

ment regarding the conquest of Ceylon by one
Aryan king of Bengal tn fAg sixth cgntury B* €.,

the' author makes the funny statement that "the

citizens of Champa in Bengal (!) had already, in^a

still earlier epeeh of hiitory [meaning thereby a
time earlier than 543 B. C.], founded a colony in

Cochin China, and named it after that famous old

town." Prof. Rhys Davids will shudder, if he
learns that the author has made him responsible for

this awful statement by referring the readers to page
35 of his Buddhist India, That the town Champa
was in Anga and not in VangUt has been definitely

stated by the learned Professor in' the passage to
which the author refers his readers. On turr^g to
page 29 of Buddhist India itself, the author could have
clearly seen that the authority he has relied upon, men-
tions It in clearterms that the early Buddhistic literature

does not show that the Aryans of those days had any
manner of knowledge in respect of the county of
Vanga. Prof. Rhys Davids has no doubt mentioned
the fact that the Indian colonists in Cochin China
named one of the most important settlements ater
this famous old town Champa

; but he has not stated
and could not state that this settlement took place in the
sixth century B. C. The author could have easily learned
from Col. Gerini's learned treatise on the Researches
of Ptolemy*s Ge^aphy that it was in far later times
that a town in Further India got the name Champa.
The next argument regarding the antiquity of

Aryan settlement in Vanga is, that we meet with the
name Vanga Ih some old books of our country. This
mention in the first place cannot be used in sup-
port of the proposition, as long as the chronology of

the works rderred to has not been established. The
author himself has not given us any suggestion as to
the time v^en the aforesaid mention was made. In
the second place, the bare mention of Vanga as a
country shows merely the get^phiea] knowledge of
theaumors making such mention, but k does not prove
that the Gountiy was then an abode of Aryan settlers.

That in reality, Vanga was aland in the exclusive

possession of some Dravidian tribes tifl at least the
early ^aife of the fourth century B.C.# cannot now be
serioudy dfspiited. As I cannot set out any deullml
account df it here, 1 refer the readers to my impers on
the suli^ in the Prasmsit 1318 and die Nenyelbho^

It it perfectly clear that the author did not look up
prote; authcaities, his feckless re-
marks regarding the antlqui^ Of Aryan cidture In

. Vanga in connection widi {he:^ i^ of the Jaliia
saints. He has not only OiUendad ihelimtm of Vam
cl old to suit his purpose^ hut has complte^ Igiimtl
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f tracts of our modern Westeni
, .during the days of the
rude imorimnaf tribes. Tlie

roamra about in Ladi^

the fact that the putlv

Bengal were inhm

J

atna saintjb% m .

aina tradition that

or Radha or Risrim oOuntiy (th^^ partTtile
Birbhum district), is fouiid in the ADarangaSuHa
It has been stated there that the pecple of Radha
country were rude and tnhpspitable, and never

scrupled to rob a - man by kiflinghim in open daylight.

The description we get of this country in Brahmanda
section of the Bhavisya Parana^ gives us unmistakably

the rude character of the tract even in comparatively

recent times. The people inhabiting Rarha have

been described as black in colour, ugly in appearance

and highly immoral in social habits. I think no

patriot of Bengal will take any delight in tracing his

ancestry through an unbroken line of these old Rarha

people of the days of the old Tiiihankaras.

After delineating the history of ancient Vanga in

this fashion, the author proceeds to trace the origin

ol the modem Bengali language under the heu-
note—"Bengali, a form of Paisachi Prakrita." It is

a pity that the author has not jgqt any right notion

regarding the old Magadhi Prakrita, from which our

Bengali language originated. That the Magadhi

Prakrita was not c riled Aisachi, could have been learnt

^ the author in the popular works on Sanskrit Rhetoric.

The elaborate enumeration of different Prakrita dialects

in the easily available Sahityadarpana^ was not even

referred to. The Prakrita dtaifct of the Andhras in

which the BrihaUkatha was originally composed,

was designated as Paisachi. The author's supposi-

tion that the old Eastern Prakrita was called Paisachi,

because It was a dialect of the Buddhist people, has

the merit of being original. It is curious that the

lecturer on the history of the Bengali language does

not know this very commonly known fact that all the

Prakrita dialects were the spewhes of the Aryan

people of India of different provinces, and that the

Magadhi was the Eastern provincial dialect of our fore-

fatlmrs, and not of some Pisachas or devils. If the

author had studied the old Magadhi Prakrita, he could

really have given the readers a genuine history of the

origin (rf our Beiwali language ;
for, this Magi^hi

Prakrita is a ricn mine for sebkers of philological

treasures. Without trying to throw light from this

source on the dark places of our modern krogimgc and

literature, the author merely pronounces "his curious

opinion, and passes on to other topics.

The statements made by the author that the drama

UfiachakaHhk was written by a Buddhist iprinoe and

that ft was in accordance with the Buddi^c tecial

rides that the Brahman Charu Datta payed court to

the courtesan Vasanta Sena, make It clteir i>eybn<^

doubt that the author has not only got no idea of the

state of society which prevaHed during the riM and

seventh centuries A.D., but had never the oc^ion
to read the drama itself Any edition of the lfrfVcAs-

kalikaiM tp^ to Dines dte /sWbbr was

not a Buddhist prince, but nuis a i|^ as

fIMiRllW and tet tlm JanioQt jPwSi^
imtib two benedictoiyzteAM in Bie rif Mahaideva as

Sambhu and MaliaEderii ite

.of Gauri. tite ifflandra

Senm this^connn^
oflbs BnddbMr isetiily of

‘

" biGibks were cdinijkM (niBlor se^s
1^' smeek
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boys what morat ajcceHenoe tlie Buddhist society then

**
The ^second chafer of the book be^ns with an

account of some aphonVms and wt» ‘ sayings of Dak
and Khana. It is wite significant that the author has

not got the critical eye to observe that Dak and

Khana have been mere names under whose shadows

the popular adag^ slid clever utterances of many
men of different timra have been grouped together.

Dines Babu was in quest of some pre-Mahomedan
Bengali authors and these names lent themselves

happily to his purpose, and he fathered upon them

all thc'proverbs and popular sayings of all ages. The
test of language was alone sufficient to detect their

real character. It may be that the authors of some
of the doggerels were Buddhists, but the materials

from which the author derives his inference regarding

the religious faith of the composers of the p^ular
sayings, do not warrant his conclusion. Clever

utterances on matters worldly must relate to matters

of social and domestic utility, and as such no one can
expect " injunctions for prayer to God ” in those say-

ings. However, it is not possible to criticise all the

wrong statements of the author with which the book
abounds, since we have thus far only advanced to the

second chapter of the book. I can only inform the

readers that the philological section has ^en executed
with as much carelessness as has been displayed by
the author in the historical section of the book.
The portion of the book dealing merely with the

Bengali books from the time of Chandidasa is not

without some information worth recording. Though
this portion of the book is wanting in Drevity and
lucidity, it contains a good account of the books of

the authors who flourished from the fourteenth
to the middle of the nineteenth century A. D.
The book is well got up.

B. C. Maztimoar.

A Aids to General Culture: by Prrf, Benoy Kumar
Sarkav, JIf.d., Bengal National College^ Calcutta.

S, K. Lahiri Co., /p/o. Price Ps. t^i2»o.

The series consists of 'books' on thc^ following

subjects: (i)J^onomics, (2) Political Science and
International Law, (3) Ancient, Mediaval and Modem

(4) Constitutional Histoiy of Modern States

(s) History of English Literature. In the introduc-

tion the author says: *‘It can have no pretence to

originaliiy except ui the grouping and arrangement
of the topics, and in the uniform presentation of them
III a tabular form ; the whole matter being thrown,

not into tfie form of questions and answers, or of mere
summa^M of paragrapb^methods generally adapted
•n cram-bocdcs In this country^-4»ut into the form of a

sy^ematic analysis 6f ideas and detection of the

salient point :in the. treatises." We are inevitably

^minded in this connection of a passage in Mr.
Frederick Harrison’s and (pp« 35^7

“

Syjrom which we make the following extrart, merely

adding by way of exidanation that in spite of the

nomencli^ure of Prof. Sarkar^s book, k dow not

appear ifo up to deserve any other name than ti^of a

cram-boide ph somewhat improved lines, intended to

™apt fhp requirements m students who have no

textrbbok to go upon

:

trains Examinee...can dp with ease whatW^ :al the old school couW w*_^do.

Modern History

School. Arthur Wellesley would never get into the
a^y. And Burke would have got low marks,
through not apportioning his time to the various
questions in the paper. I seriously doubt if many
of our great ^olars, our famous lawyers, historians,
and men of science could 'floor’ offhand a htghclass
examination paper. They would not put their
knowledge in the sharp, smart, orderly, cocksure style
which so much delights the examiner. 1’hey would
muddle the relation of the stiire-moot to the hundred-
mooit or they would forget the point in Smith vs.
yoneSt or they might differ from the examining board
as to the exact number of the Isomeric Amyl Alcohols
now known. All this your trained examinee, well
nursed by thorough crammers, has at the tips of his
fingers. He...ti‘ots out his surface memory in neat
little pellets beautifully docketed off with i, 2, 3, (a)
(b) (y), the ‘fine elements’ of this, the 'seven
periods' of this movement... It Is a memory deliberately

trained to carry a quantity of things with sharp
edges, in convenient order, for a very short period of
time.... Books are going out of fashion

; it is only
analyses, summarie.s, .'md tables which art? studied..’,

like any successful speculator, he (the examinee) has
a hearty contempt for mere knowledge."
We fear this book will be welcomed only by the

"trained examinee," and will be of little use to the

general reader ^

//. The Sterling Debt of India: by M. R. Slundaram

Aiyart B.T.., yoint Secretary, Economic Section^

South Indian Association, Madras : Printed at the

Law Publishing House, rgt 2 . Price 4J annas.

In this pamphlet the writer discusses the financial,

economic and political objections again.st tlie raising

of sterling loans in England. He approves of the

Government of India’s policy of raising the money for
^

financing the new Imperial Capital at Delhi not by a
special gold loan, bill, as far as possible, out of the

revenues of India. He has showm that in theory the

Government policy is that the money necessary for

K
reductive public works .should be raised in India, bill

e points out, by quoting facts and figures, that

Government has gone on borrowing recklessly in

England for both productive and unproductive pur-

poses, and that this has given rise to a deep rooted

impression that India i.s bled to pay heavy sums to

England every year in the shape of interest. He
thinks that the National Debt of India is the lightest,

and is a friendly critic of the Government. But he

quotes Sir John Strachey to prove that railway loans

are not always reproductive, as many raitw^s have
been constructed for political purposes. "The Govern-
ment," said Sir John, "had spent at least twice as

much as we need have spent on the Railways and they

have been constructed on almost uselessly expensive

scale under an extravagant and mischievous system."

The sterling loans raised during the Mutiny imposed
an annual burden of no less than two million pounds
in round numbers on the Indian taxpayer and the

great and p^manent addition to the iftiiitdry expc^i-
ture which it involved caused a heavy financial deficit

which had to be met by further unproductive borrow-
ing in England. In the case of a silver debt oqntraeted

by the Government of India, ‘no money leaves die
country, the interest of the loans also being paid and
spent hi the country.' Indian capital is no longer shy,

94,per 'cent. of the deposits in the Indian Savings Bank
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Mne made by the native* of the country. The

remedy is to afford greater facilities for the investment

of Indian capital, and to give it a fair chance against

British Mpital. The value of the pamphlet has been

enhanced by the statistical tables at the end of evere

article and the printing and paper are the best to be

found in India.

///. King George's Speeches in India : G. A, Natesan

& Co.^ Madras,

This is a complete collection of the speeches delivered

by His Majesty in India during his first tour as

FYince of Wales and second tour in connection with

the Coronation Durbar. There are some nice

illustrations, and the volume is sure to prove interesting

to his subjects.

IV, Indian Railway Finance: by D, E. Wacha,

G, A. Natesan & Co. Madras^ itfi2. Price 0^4-0.

Mr. Wacha has done a public service by bringing

together his contributions to the Wednesday Revi^
and publishing them at a cheap price. They aim

at presenting, from the Indian point of view, a genera!

survey of the railway policy^ of the Government of

India, and also contain a criticism of the recommend-
ations made by the Indian Railway Committee ap-

pointed by Lord Morley in 1907 under the Chairman-
ship of Sir John Mackay (now l..ord Inchcape). Lord

Inchcapc has again held a secret and informal in-

vestigation on the same subject by the direction of

Lord Crewe, and this secret ^'mission" has naturally

been the subject of much comment in India. Up to

the year 1910, the capital outlay on Indian railways

amounted to the colossal figure of 439 crores of rupees,

and there was a net loss to the taxpayer of fully forty

crores. Mr. Wacha shows that the railway policy of

the Government is dominated by a microscopic but

influential minority of British traders in search of a

safe and profitable investment for their capital, and

that India would have been much more benefited by

a more liberal education, sanitation and irrigation

policy and a more economic railway policy. In his

opinion *the breathless progress of the Railway Rake
demands a strong curb^ if money is to be found for

removing the real needs of India. Rolling stock

costing crores of rupees is promptly increased at the

bidding of Kuropean merchants whenever they com-

plain of shortage of waggons without regard to its

noflpaying character whuc it remains idle, but Indian

agitation for improved accommodation for third and

inter class passengers, who contribute to the bulk of

the passenger traffic, is ignored. Mr. Wacha proceeds

to urge that the capital for expenditure oh Indian

railw^s should be borrowed in India so that the interest

on it may be earned by Indians and the heavy drain

of money from India without return twky be checked.

He also advocates the separation of railway finance

from the general finances of the countiy. India should

no longer be^ slave of the foreign capitalist. Indian

politicmns shiould turn their attention from administra-

tive to ec^mic and financial reforms. The author

winds up with an account of the scandalous neglect

of all truly. Indian interests by the Indian Railway

Board, and urges its reform, if not by the appointment

of an Indian, member on the Board, at any rate by

making it a body of men of business experience in

touch with Indian and English merchants and trade-

interests. In the appendix a summary of railway

statistics showing the net loss to the country up <

1909.10 is given. We recommend the pamphlet to
all who take an interest in the economic condition oi

India and can assure them that they will find much
te learn and think about within its pages.

V, Raroda Administration Report, igio-n

:

bay. Printed at the **Times" Press, /p/2. Hoth-
bimndt pp. a 13.

VI. Census of igtt -. Baroda State: Summery of

Report, with diagrams: hy Gomndbhai B. Bmx,
B A. LL. B., Superintendent of Census Operaiioni

Baroda. Bombay. Printed at the Prm,

igti, Stiffpaper cover, pp. 7^3, index pp. i—vi.

I’he first thing that strikes the reviewer of the.se

volumes is the remarkable promptitude with which

they have been published. 'Ibc regular force of the

State consists or a light field battery, 4 regiments of

cavalry, and 5 of infantry, the total actual strength being

4,337 and the irregular force consists of Horse and

Fool numbering 3,806. The total cost of the army

which is under the command of General Biidwood is

nearly 19 lakhs, or one- ninth of the total income of

the State. As against this expenditure must be set

down the fact that the vast majority of those employed

in the army are nati\'es of the State. Special features

of the Judicial administration are the conciliation

boards which disposed of over eleven thousand cases

and village Punchayets, 168 in number, which have

the power to dispose of petty civil and criminal cases.

Government controls, and in some cases manages,

religious and charitable institutions, which own pro*

perty worth 17 J
lakhs. In 1905 an American expert

was appointed Economic Adviser, and the Rank of

Baroda, started at his instance with a working capital

of 80 lakhs of rupees, marks the adoption of a definite

programme of industrial development by the State.

I glass works, i brush factory, i ornithological

farm, the Saraswati Oil Mills, 5 agricultural banks,

4 cotton milb were started. At present there are 86

factories of all kinds in the State. There *are 4 dis-

trict boards, 38 local boards, and 10 municipalities,

all under the control of government officials* Some

municipalities, e.g., Baroda, Pattan, and Sidhpur, have

started waterworks. It cannot be said that these

institutions are in any way self-governing, but govern-

ment grants to the municipalities have been disconti-

nued and they have begun to tax themselves and

thus shown a commendable spirit of self-help.

The report says: “There can be no rights

without corresponding duties and unless the people

fully appreciate their own obligations, progress in the

cause ot self-government is bound to be slow and halt-

ing," The total amount spent by His Highness s

Government up to date on irrigation is 30I lakh-s.

An ambitious City Improvement Scheme has been

organised for ^roda with statutory powers. The

Government d^ided to spend nearly aj lakhs a year,

and the Municipality of Baroda has been askw to

contribute one third of this amount, and work has

already been commenced. The railway department

of the State has in hand a construction programme of

over 200 miles of railroad, some of these lines' are

nearly complete and will shortly be opened for traffic.

We learn from the report that the Vclan and Bcyt

harbour schemes have been shelved for the prci»nt.

The Beyt harbour was surveyed with a view to find out

whether it could be converted into a port for the addont''
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modation of ocean-going steamers. *The whole ques-

tion is now in the hands of our consulting engineers,

Messrs. Rendei and Robertson, for their opinion."

Agriculture, sericulture, entomology, have all received

due attention. There dre three model farms, and

agricultural knowledge is disseminated by a quarterly

journal, agricultural associations, shows and exhibi-

tions, honorary correspondents, and demonstration

farms, whereas seed’ is supplied from the State Seed

Depots. But the record of progress is not very en-

couraging. Two other departments which suffer from

the same defect are Sanitation and Police, both of which

are undermanned and underpaid. As for the police,

the report says :
—"The sense of duty is still very

rudimentary among the general public and without

their help the Police are not likely to successfully cope

with the difficulties that arise." The State forests yield

a revenue of nearly 2 lakhs, Abkari nearly 12 lakhs,

tribute from feudatories, realised direct or through

the British Government, 6 lakhs, opium 16 lakhs,

railways 6 lakhs. The total income is nearly one crore

seventytwo lakhs and tlie^ total expenditure one crore

forty lakhs, leaving a closing balance of thirty-two lakhs

at the end of the year. The land revenue alone

amounts to one crore thirteen lakhs nearly, and the

incidence of taxation per head exceeds five rupees,

while in British India it is only two rupees and eleven

annas. The late Mr, R. C. Dutt tried his best to

moderate the land assessment, and his efforts met with

partial success. That the Gaekwar is capable of making
generous remissions will appear from the fact that the

customs duties, which yielded the State an annual in-

come of T lakh 80 thousand rupees, have been abolished

root and branch. The Palace expenses amounted to

oyer 20 lakhs, that is to say, rather more than one-
eighth of the total income of the State. His Highness
and his family returned from England in Dwember
igio, and again set sail for Europe in April 1911.

The Maharaja has more than half a dozen palaces in

Baroda and British territory, adorned with extensive

and eostly gardens, but the Gaekwar does not go to

Tottenham Court for his furniture, and has a furniture

factory at Baroda equipped with the mast up-to-date

machinery which supplies all his needs.

The imposition of a nigh rate of taxation on the subjects

of his H&hness might be justified had the revenues
of the State been spent entirely within it, but the

costly foreign tourneys of the ruler represent something
like an annual drain on the exchequer. Foreign travel

js of course highly beneficial to our ruling princes,

but when it becomes an annual institution, the State

suffers financially and morally from the evils of

absentee landlordism. His Highness is undoubtedly
|ne most progressive ruler in all India, but it cannot
be said that he stints himself in any direction for

the sake of his people.
'

Nowhere is tne enlightened character of the Gaek-
war’s rule more visible than in the legislative and educa-

tional programmes of his ^te. Mr. B, I... Gupia is

m charge of the l^slative DepArtment. During the

mr under report the diffeult and ambitious task

the codification dl the Hindu Law, was carried

through, the Compulsory Education Act was revised

and the mininiuiii standard of compulsoiy educatiofi

and the compulsory age limit were both raised, and
chiton’s courts were established to deal with

juvenile ofienders. The State spends 14 lakhs^r
nearly one-twelvih. of its revenue on education. The

Education Department controls 2,972 primary
Khpols, 43 Secondary Schocris including 5 High
English Scliools of which i is for females, a rollege
which teaches up to the highest degree examinations
(though the examination results do not .appear to be
as satisfactory as might be wished), 2 Training
Colleges for male and female teachers. In addition to
these, there are some special institutions like the
Kala Bhavan (school of arts and industries, where
there are two Bengali students), music schools,
orphanages, i Technical School at Naosari, Sanskrit
and Urdu Scliools, 1 Deaf and Dumb School, Patel
Training Schools, Military Schools, the Jail School,
Evening Schools for astisans, Industrial Schools and
Workshops, a comprehensive system of libraries of
which there are 27.S, and a very fine museum. The
State spends seven annas per head on education as
against one anna per head in Britisli India, Referring
to the boys educated in the four boarding scliools for

the forest tribes, the report says, “ most of them follow
their ancestral profession of tillage and are lietter off

for their learning than their ignorant confreres."
This ought to dispel the fears of those who think tlial

a mastery of the three R's will cause every cultivator's

son to leave the plough. Within the short time that has
elapsed since the introduction of free and compulsory
primary education no remarkable results could be
achieved, but we learn that on the occasion of laying

the foundation stone of a new building for the male
Training College the Gaekwar 'repeated his unabated
faith in the future of free and compulsory education.'

This healthy optimism augurs well of the experiment,

and is in striking contrast to the melancholy forecasts

of the ofKcial and non -official members who opposed

Mr. Gokliale’s Elementary Kducaliun Bill in the

imperial Council.

The Slate of Baroda consists of the four isolated
^

districts of Baroda, Kadi, Naosari, and Amreli, sepa-

rated from each other by large tracts of foreign terri-

tory. The area is over eight thousand square miles

and the population is two millions and thirty-two

thousand. There has been an increase of 8(),o(X:)

persons or 4*1 percent, during the last decade; The den-

sity is 248 per square mile, which,compared with shme
European countries and some parts of India, is high.

The population of the towns has not increased. Naosari

is the head quarters of niost of the Parsis in Western
India, and they number 8000 souls in the district.

In the previous decade the population of the State de-

creased by one-Hfth owing to the prevalence of plague

and famine. During the present decade the ravages

of plague continued and there was a successicih of bad
harvests. Owing to these and similar causes the het

increase of population during the last 46 years was
only 176 per cents Dwaraka is an imj^rtant centre

of pilgrimage, and lies within the Gaekwar's territories,

yielding 61,000 rupe^last year in the shape of pll-

grim tax. Nearly 70 per cent, of the people live on
agriculture. More than four-fifths of the population

are Hindus (24 per cent, being Marathas, the race to

which the Gadiwar belongs}, and about 8 percent.'

are Mabamedans, the rest being Jains, Parsis,

aborigines, &c. HalLthe Hindus are Vaishnavs; the
others being Saivas and Saktas. Hindus have increased

nearly 97 per cent, and the Moslems by 2*5 per
cent, during the decade. The great famme 6i igdo
yielded the Christian missionaries a pl^ttful harvest
of cdnveits, for the numlwr rose dunng the decade
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. (rpm p^ %o 7,691 in Z901V biU it declined by 488
in the pre^t census. Tiie Arya Samajists are
infci^int rapidly, thanks to the jirpselytisifig eeal

pf ^Wsionaries from the United Provinces, and at
nearly 600. There are only six

inimlgrants for employment in the State
seiiiN^* Except among a few of the high castes,

;
is not observed iii Gujarat. There are over4m widoWs in the State between the age of i and 20.

The Widow Remarriage Act was passed in 1901, the
Liberty Conscienc Act (somewhat on the lines of
Mr. Bhupendra Nath Basu’s rejected Bill) was also
nassed about the same time, and the Infant Marriage

• Prevention Act was passed in 1904. The last Act
does not appear to have succeeded in achieving
any marvellous results as yeL but there are some
adventitious reasons which contributed to the ill-

success of this important item of social legislation
during the decade. The castes which do not albw
remarriage form about 15 per cent, of the population
of the Sute, but such marriages are considered
indecorous even among those who allow them when
.the widows have children and sufficient means of
subsistence. We commend this portion of the census
report to those who fear that once society permitted
widow marriage all restraints would be cast to the
winds. In imitation of the evil customs of the higher
castes, the low castes of the State, as in the rest of
India, look upon enforced widowhood and infant
marriage as the hall marks of good birth. Under the
head of 'Present day attitude towards widow marriage

»

the report says that the treatment of those who have
taken part in widow marriages serves rather as a
warning thart an example to others, and regrets the
lack of personal courage on the part of the Indian to
do anything which his society or family disapproves.
I he report might have pointed the moral by inferring
to the proposed polygamous marriage of Prince^
lodiraraja,

^
specially as we read that.monogamy is the

rule and |»bgamy the exception among his subjects.
Kulimsm, hypergamy, endogamy, exogamy, prevail
msl as iir Bengal, and unduly restrict the cirele of
choice. Only ten percent, of the population (one
male in evciy six and one female in every fifty) are
hteiate. There are seven weekly newspapers m the
State, and aj prinUng pwses. Gujwatris the main
language^of tte^Sute. It is the adapted laiiguage of
the Farsis, It is spoken by 86*4 per cent, of thrtolal
popubtioni mcludthg 6oper the Musalmans.
ThaGaekwar hasadopt^ tlmPevnig^^ for all
ofiicuil pi^bhcatiohs in Gujarati, inching the State
Gaafette,^ a scheme of

educmio^ the medium of

in the
••Gi^arat is pre-

emiii«i^;a-1ahd In nopaft of Indurm
the sub^visions ip minute ds in The reppit
gives Bst ^ at many ae thiite^ Hew cu^
which Jdieldy are in the
pipocem^

turists and even
the State. The
and has no difficul

pi^ticalfyjnon-exisi%H.^^ T ait soldienwe are soldiers, airricui

t
oi

from Manu

and England-returi^ pw^e we f«ieely read^S
into Motty on or witlwrt the peifoi^aaee o^ a noSIS
perance. But there have heeii:. nonarriaffesbetWMn
different qastes. '^e rise- ef individualism is even’,where apparwt.. “Domestic terviqe has becomes*
uvular. It IS eiuy to seeuee the services of Iclerk or a peon on Rs. 8 or ip, but very difficult to set
a. cook or servant for^ same wages.*' More Mafio.
remans are employ^ in,the State service as constablesand septus than Some, of the highest ap.
pomtmente are also held by Mehomedans.

^

Both therep^are excellently printed, but a moa^spicuoM ^defect is the want of a good map d
Gnjwatstowmg the relative situation of the dillerat
districts of the State of Baroda.

vUia^^ watis pebpte
tbii^able cosbssi foimsiift .8 poif « 4np
kttion-^of the State and id eiW icxi^t of the nnKmij
and where noim existo, at a distenee
liiom the vffiage ' such water as inav
geneitiuslyfaef^^^

it«; m&a iihemoSS
v^umg persons of different fee Wiki to be

m. Appt^ to ike Empirn ky P. SutramnU
jymr. Editor, "Afnean ChronkU." Durban,
Nataly rgtt.

In this pamphlet the writer gives a connected historym the position of indentured Indian labourers in

Watal--how they were induced to emigrate, how they

i*’®
country into a 'garden colony’, how^

^**«y settled down
an unjust legislation—Act 17

t i895-rthey were compeiled either to reindeniure,
license of^3 per. head in addition

males ^ve 16 and females above 13, forced both men
and wonlen into slavery or prison and drovP the girls
into immorality,, for the average annual income of an
IndiM immigrant did iwt wtcesd /is to and

•**??* fteRiqctiimation

iiMj 'cunpiia~

..i" " . —’TV any.shapd dr under

unlawful as in every

n^.W|ri?|tyydomifl«)ns^iuidth(if ^'therc

^J!. thei»Wj|Bj

“W.n’rlmigiiiigc or, creed,: the

Mtoded impartially to altdike.!'
; Eyidjit»iy;;’ii!l ipich

l^-soupffi«ig :pn)bllVMtiim' aiitt home^si^tiM only. .Thf

.*f
the UiMoa .Oostehimeiit $dudLAMcai

»«*•

^ ,.a«ryv .. ,W|;

h .Cbristiafi' w
viie;rt%;i4»:
^^fhe 8tfiHidi»j_

fcw the Ubetsfl i..™

ixwmriMs M .mai»

ja«o-’,excuse

wh.ich
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Price annas fouK Printad ai iha Le^mi Vilas

Press, Baroda, To be H, M, Deiai, Barodot

& others, ; .

Thisisavery vsdfMV iim and will be

highly appreciated by students who want

to go 10 England tp C. S. £xamina«

lion. It is likely tb iteve them much waste of time

and energy. The book
;
furnishes them with most of

the information they are likely to require in a short

compass, and ptits them
,

in the way of gathering

further information from proper quarters. We wish

other patriotic Indian Civilians would give the country

the benefit of their experience, so as to make the

task of those who want to follow in their footsteps

somewhat easier than hitherto. If the country could

have a clear idea of their difficulties in regard to the
examination, representations could also be made to the
proper authorities for their removal. Copies of this

brochure will be supplied free to college libraries and
at half-price to other libraries.

IX.— The Fourth Annual RepoH of the Depressed
Classes Mission Society of India t Bombay^ tgn.

Sir N. G. ChandaVarkar, the President of the
Society, which has been refipstered under Act XXI of

i860, truly says that ''in elevating the depressed
classes we are elevating overselves." Nor is his
excellency Sir Geor^ Clam much wide of the mark
when he says ; The cause which we have meant to

promote is no less than the conferring of the
elementary rights of citizenship upon your fellow
human beings who are blamed for no fault of theirs.

L'litil that cause conquers there is nothing worthy to

^ called an Indian nation." In the Government
Schools of Bombay pupils belonging to the depressed
classes have to sit separate from other pupils outside
or in the verandah of thb school -building. Thanks
however to the so^l work done by the Mission, they
can now take their seats openly and on relations of

equality and miitual^pect with the higher castes in

public meeUngs;^ . T over 33,000 pupils

l^longing to tb^ claoses in the primary schools of

the presidency, the number having increased by over

3.000 in 1^9 abne. The society . is helping in-

awtly to mould opinion and thus to produce effects

which cannot bo calculated in f^res or embedi^ in

reports. Pive schools are mtuntamed by thb society,

one in Poona and four in Bombay, where literary and
industrial education is succetefuUy imparted. At
^nribay there , is a boarding house attached to the

Society -s Middle School at Parel. Hinduism on

nonsectarian lines, bsaed on ‘the meditations of the

anciem sagss afidtbe passibns of the mediseval sainte,

ministern to
, tbe spiirUdal needs of the pupils,

rmpagandist work is not also foigotten. There are

nine inco^ralod branches at Bombay and Poona,

dteties at sudi places as

Madras, Sidaia; Aiifraotii Indore, Mangalore, &c.
The nateei K&hiiisss the Qaekwar abd the

[ate Miss Cliirlte, tdP^Cer Of die Goyer^ of

The
_

Sode^
w eviden|ijf;dOpfcSm'^

its'

and ebterp^inl bbi
.
also for t^:

large number of educated Indians who can write racy
and idiomatic Engli^. These stories are excellently
printed and written in a fluent and spirited style. They
d^i with an aspect of life in educated Indian homes
which loudly calls for reform. The object of the writer
is to focuss the attentions of his readers on the custom
d demanding heavy bridegroom price, which often
proves ruinous to fathers of marriageable girls, and
also on the evil habit of early maitiagc. The evils

0! polygamy, which prevails even among University
graduates, and enforced widowhood, have been
vividly described. The failure of some of our social

reformers to set an example in their own household,
and of educated young men to protest against the
exaction of ruinous dowries and the barbarous tyranny
of their female relations over their girl wives, furnish

the theme of some of the stories. ‘Hymen's Obstacle
Race’ is the most amusing story in the collection,

not however without a deeply pathetic side, but ‘The
Golden Cross’ seems to us to be the most perfect in

literary finish and displa) s much psychological

acumen. The author knows that the existence of the

evils he complains of is admitted, and dcmlores that

no one has the courage of his convictions. The follow-

ing verses are quotea more than once

—

“Grant us the will to fashion as we feel.

Grant us the strength to labour as we know,

Grant us the purpose, ribbed and edged with steel,

To strike the blow.

Knowledge we ask not—knowledge Thou hast lent,

But, Lord, the will—there lies our bitter need,

Give us to build above the deep intent

The deed, the deed."

Wc endorse the following remarks from the Intro-

duction contributed by the Editor of the Hindu ; “The
enlightened conscience of the community has to be

awakened to a sense of its duties, and it may be
^

hoped that the stories in this book would succeed in

an appreciable extent in doing so.'* We recommend

the book which is priced s6 cheap, to our college

students. They will find in it suggestions of practical

social reform which some of them may like to carry

out in their own lives.

Pol,

** Indian Shipping ; A history of the maritime acti-

vity of the Indians from the earliest times'' by

Badhakumad Mtikerji M.A» Premchgmd:. Roy-

chand scholart
Hem^handra Basu MalUh profess*

sor of Indian History in the National GoMate/ tf

Education^ Bengal^ {Longmam^ 73. U.

First' Notice..

Principal Brajendranatif Seal, M.A., Phil).,

has written the lollpwing In^iictory Note to ^is

important work

:

Aaltttffodiid^

Prof. MookeiiPs monogeaph oh Indian ehippiiiji:

and maritime activity, from thif eariiest times to m
end of the Mhfhul pimbd, dyes a connected and coth''

pi^ensh^e survey dNtmotelasd^^^ Indiana

history. The cnaraCter cd thewk as^ learned and
;

m-toHdate compilation^: authoHUive
sources^ incl^teihhd miist n^ be. alWfied

to tfnw info ^e 1bacfcg|Vj^d^ the mtetnaSity^^

M m^ the

fifpt tiwei fiAgrnenta^^ and
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are collated atid compared in a systematic

sb^bf the entire field; and one broad historical

gttieralization stands out clearly and convincingly,

of which all histories of world culture will do well to

iaite note, w/a., the central position of India in the

drient world, for well-nigh two thousand years, not

merely in a social, a moral, a spiritual, or an artistic

Reference, but also and equally in respect of colonis-

ing and rnaritime activity, and of commercial and

manufacturing interests. A multitude of facts of

special significance also come out vividly; and, in

several cases,' for the first time; In the author's pre-

sentation, ^.g., the teeming ports and harbours of

India, the harbour and oHicr maritime mgulations

of the Mauryan epoch, the indigenous shipbuilding

craft, the Indian classification of vessels and their

build, the paramount part played by indigenous
Indian shipping in the ex^nsion of Indian commerce
and colonisation from the shores of Africa and Mada-

usefully employ the methods of a trigonometrical nr
cadastral survey.

p

•Too well-knoWri to reqimre any introduction. Kverv
Piiblic Library, and every ^nskritist and hisioriai

oiight to have a cp(]iy. Price Rs. 6/-

. "Vac."

SANSkRIT^EKCLlSk.

htanusamhiia^ C. iV;, vnih kulhkit^s Glbss. Edited by

Ramlal Vedantatirtka Vidyafdtnat M,A, and pui
lished by M^&vs, Bhaitachafyu and Sons, 6$,College

Streett Calcutta, igtt. Price Rt. 1-4,

The Calcutta University has prescribed Kulluka's

Manvarthamuktavali for the B.A. examination in

Sanskrit, but unfortunately no reliable edition of the

text was hitherto available, Mr. Ramlal Vedanta.

gascar to the farthest reaches of Malaysia and the
Eastern Archipelago; the auxiliary character of the

foreign intermediaries, whether Greek, Arabian, or
Chinese; the sources of India's manufacturing
supremacy for a thousand years in her advances in

applied cherniistry, etc. In establishing these positions,

the author, besiefes availing himself of the archaeologi-

cal (including architectural and numismatic) as well

as other historical evidence, has drawn upon hitherto

unpublished manuscripts and other obscure sources.

But the signal merit of the survey is that these facts of

history are throughout accompanied by their political,

social or economic interpretation, so that the monograph
is not a mere chronicle of facts, but a chapter of un-
written culture histor}', conceived and executed in a

philosophical spirit. The author’s style combines
lucidity with terseness, compresses a large mass of

facts into a small compass, and is equal alike to the

enumeration of details, and march and sweep of a
rapid historical survey.

One characteristic cannot escape the most casual

reader of this volume ; Prof. Mookeiji takes his

materials as he finds them, and does not clip and pare

them doSMi in the name of historical criticism, or

handle diem after the accredited methods of specula-

tive chronology. By confining himself to settled

landmarks, and traversing his ground by rapid strides,

proceeding from epoch to epoch, he is able to avoid

the qtdckaarMki of Indian chronology. As for the

critical mstkods of sifting evidence, there is a gmt
deal id inimoncebtion in the air, and it is best to pmnt
out lliatm metnods which are imperative in testing

.

an fad or event aio highly unsuitable in a
review of the foitnAtiVk forces, agencies, movements,

.

of nattoh's histp^ias "presetved m the store-house of

national tradjtipiiV \ To take an eximple from the

so-called htg^; oritictsm, to explode the Mosaic

authorship i8.^bt Co explode Moses tfi culture-history.

In fact, whether in Seini^, Chineair, oir Indian philo-

logy. the destr^ive (smd explosive) criticism of the

seventies and eighties of the last century is now itself

exploded, and has been Idlowed by a fhm and more
accurate Mse of hisloricJongih ..»id national evolu-

tions. For the test, it must be recognijsed that, while

accuracy and sciehtific cridtism, in the measure in

which they are attainable in the social sciences, must

always be essential to a right hrstbrical method, a
first dcetch or mapping d aii entire province, the

work of scouts; pioneers and conquerors, cahi^

tirtha felt this want and prepared the present edition

from two MSS. and six printed editions. We notice

a real improvement of the text in many places.

The explanatory notes are remarkably free from errors

and they have been judiciously selected. The intro-

duction is concise and full, and contains the results

of the latest researches. The index, the Mist of books

consulted’, and ’the alphabetical list of quotations

that Could not be verified’, will add greatly to the

value of the book. The get up is excellent and the

price moderate.
An examination of the various readings which ap-

pear at the foot of eich page yields the following con-

clusion:—ft) thesixprint^ editions represent really

three different MSS.
;
thus Professor Bidliubhusan

Goswami’s edition looks like mere reprint of the

Bangabasi edition and need not have been separately

mentioned. (2) The much decried edition ofjiva-

iianda is better than those of Vasudeva (Bombay) and

Bldhtibhu-san Goswami (Calcutta).

The presgnt edition came as a pleasant surprise to

us. It was a genuine pleasure to turn awdy from the

Notes which pass current under the dignifira name of

commentary and edition amongst the students of the

Calcutta. University to Professor Ramlal's edition.

The former formed the subject of a notable campaign

in the Calcutta University. The authors of these

keys—•including such wefi.known men as Pandit

Nrisimha Chandra Mukherji, m.a., Babu Jahakinath

Bhattacharya, M.A., b.l., p.r.s., and Professor

Bidhubhusan Gpswami, were deprived of

their examinerships for compiling what the iTniversity

^ authoritatively pronounced to be mere cram books or

kM, though they usually masqueraded under dignified

tides. Upon this, the vast majority of the key-makers

texKsed the gravity of their offenpe and quickly gave

i^ail connection with the keys. But unfortunately

a small minority saw in this pniy ct better qpportuni^i
die bisect dt fewer cofiipMitbrs and greater profit.

So wy persisted in their dd : -trade, 'iipw rendered

doimiy .tuciative, and continued to poiir forth

volummous keys to tl^; )diame df^^d^^

and ruib of their btudebts.
; The : re^ graduates

of the Celeuite University impress^
the acholamhip mani^stjlM by these gentlemen in

these keys whicli form their:sdb literary vimrkS, that

they elected 6ne of them to be a member 01 the

smtef It was in such a time as this that prqlessor

Raihlal Vedbhtatirtha compiled fhki reafiy excellent
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book. The student community who are never

insensible to any higher stimulus would undoubtedly

lum to Prof. R.*imlai Vedantatirtha’s book in preference

to its more voluminous rivals.

To turn now to the defects of the book, llie

present work seems to have been printed in a huriy
;

and all the blemishes pointed out bebw are due to this

sole cause. No ^holar should work in a hurry.

Patience is the watchword of all research, (i) The
preface ought to have preceded the introduction. (V
The Notes arc not entirely free from bad English

such as too frequently disfigure the ordinary keys.

(,t) There arc orthographical blunders, and though

they have been rigorously corrected by Errata, yet

they certainly detract from the merit of a scholarly

edition such as the present book. (4) Pandit Ramlal
Vodantatirtha is a professor in the Cotton College,

Gauhati, and we certainly expect him to consult

some Assamese 1V1 SS., provided they are available. He
should not have contented himself with merely two
Bengal MSS.
This book, however, discovers a new method of

work to our Sanskrit Professors. If they would follow

in Professor Ramlal Vedantatirtha’s footsteps, as

faithfully as some of them did in the footsteps of the

gifted Principal Saradaranjan Roy in the method of

Annotation, they will soon remove the well-deserved

reproach that Bengali Professors of Sanskrit are

uncritical and at best only Key-makers. In conclusion,

we wish Professor Ramlal’s book all success and hope
he would erelong give us an edition of the entire

ManvarthamuktavaH.
“Vac.”

Bengali.

Jainadharma, A Bengali tract in seven pages on

Jainism^ published by Kumar Devendraprasad Jaina
of the Bannya Sarvadharmaparishadt Nirbana
Kunja Bhaaainif Benares City, for free distru

button,

it is the Bengali translation of a Mahrati lecture by
^Igangadhar Tilak. It shows that Jainism is a part
of Hinduism and that the doctrine of ahinsa is

derived from the Jainas, and not from the Bauddhas as
ordinarily supposed. Notwithstanding its bad lan-

giiage, it will amply repay perusal.

“Vac.”

Hindi.

Prachin Bharaivasion ka Videsh Jatra and VaideshiJb

yyapar, by Pandita Udaynarayan Vajpeyi,

Printed by the Abhyudaya Press, Allahabad and
Published by the Mind^anth^Prakashakmandali,
^raya\ Etaieah, Crown 8vo, pages 77+2.
Price annas 8,

The Hindi-grantha-prasarak-mandali has embarked
“pon the laudable endeavour of writing Hindi beraks

.subjects hitherto little attended to in the Hindi
literature, except what one saw in the course of

isolated articles in Hindi periodicals. The reviews

published by the Association on some of the best
known Hindi poets of the Musalman period and
written by those especially competent to handle them,
ihe^Mista brothers, have btan deservedly Mpre-
fiated by the more advanced Hindi readers. Before

now lies a book evincing considerable research;
and though a few of the factsmentioned in the book

r^uire more proofs than such as have been advanced
by the author, we still feel bound to pay tribute to the
amount of pains taken in collecting the necessary
materials, which have been got together from multi-
farious sources. The writer strives to prove tliat there
are statements in the ancient writings of India, e.g,,

the Vedas and the Valmikiya Ramayana, which go
to prove that sea-veyages were common for the peujlne
of India. He (ortines his remarks by means of quota-
tions from the writings of foreign authors. The
writer starts the theory that in th<; Buddhistic period,
Bauddha Rhikshus went over even to America and
preached their religion to the people of Alasca,
Mexico, Guatimala, Peru, and others. There are
plausible proofs from philological and other sources
in support of this, as also of the si.itement that the
Hindus found sovereignties in Western Asia. .Some
space is also given to the well-known fact of the
colonisation of Bali and Lambak in the Ka.st Indies,

and reference is made to the emigration of the ancient

Hindus to Sarawak in Borneo, 'i'he commercial
relations of the Hindus with the nations in the differ-

ent parts of the world are dealt with elaborately and
several chapters arc devoted to them. The writer

states in one place that there was a lime when the

Hindus exchanged silk, weight for weight, with gold.

The book constitutes a strong plea in favour of sea-

voyages and will, we hope, .serve to demolish many of

the prejudices again.st thton. 'I'lie plan of the book

is novel and cveiyihing mentioned is discussed on

scientific lines, efforts being made to prove the state-

ments conclusively. The language is popular and

the gel-up of the hook is nice. T'he proofs seem to

have been passed with more care than we ordinarily

find in the ca.se of Hindi books.

Hindi Meghduta by Pandita lAikskmidhar Vajpeyi,

,

Printed and Published by the Indian Press,

Allahabad, DemyHvo, pp, bo-^S- Price as. 6,

There have been other metrical translations ol the

Sanskrit Shakspeare'.s Meghduta, but the one under

review is still valuable for being in Khariboli. The
author has been fairly successful in preserving the

spirit of the original in the face of the obvious difficul-

ties. There i.s a preponderance of difficult Sanskrit

words, which in some instances could have been

avoided. However, their meanings have been given

in simple Hindi in the foot-note for the benefit of the

general reader. There i.s a portrait of tlie author in

the frontispiece and there are besides two tri-coloured

blocks, of the 7aksha and the Jakshini, The author

has also subjoined a suinmary of the story in prbse.

The get-up of the book is very nice, the printing

being effected on art paper. The author deserves

encouragement*

Karyya Vivarna, part U of Pratham^Hindi^SMtya*
Sammilan, published by the Reception Committee

of the Sammilan and printed by the Indian Press^

Allahabad, Crown quarto, pp, jqq. Price as, 12,

This book has been lying on our table for a pretty

long time. It contains 16 prose theses and starts

with 6 poems on different subjects connected with the
Hindi Language. These assays and poems were
read at the first Hindi SAmmelan held in October,
1810. What strikes one in reading the essays is the
fact' that mh one has been treated by the authority
be^ qualified to deal with it. There are two essays
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which constitute the product of much re^rch, toh

being on the modern Devanagri Script. Th^ have

been illustrated and the theories propounded therein

have been sought to be proved with much ingenuity.

The short essay on the history of Hindi ^Litcraj^re by

the Misra Brothers reveals many new facts. The <me

headed "Hindi in the Moslem regime’/ proves by

means of facts and figures that the Hindi language

was patronised by most of the Musalman rulers.
^

The
Rev. G. I Danjie of (he Bankipore Baptist Mission

comes with his contribution on the assistance given by
the Christian Missions in the cause of the Hinai

Literature. The hope of the ex-Justice Srijut Sarada
Charan Mittra in his thesis headed "National language

and National Script,*’ that Hindi may at one time be
the national language of the whole of India must be
shared by every right thinking Indian : and though
there are difficufties in the way, they are not altogether

insurmountable. Efforts made in this direction will

be well repaid by the great ease and facility with

which the efforts for the advancement of the nation,

will be attended as a consequence of it. The price of

the book is not much, considering the intrinsic worth
of its contents.

Kusum-Sangrah by Shrmaii Bangawahila* Printed
by the Indian Presst Allahabad and edited by Pau~
dit Ramchandra Shukh Pp, 250.' Price Rupee one^

annasfour,

Hindi readers are not unfamiliar with the writings

gf Shreemati fiangamahila, which have appeared
Apcpiionally in periodicals like the Sarasvati, Sama-
(Mhika, Bhaitendu, etc. Kusum-Sangrah contains

some djf thc«. There is a variety of subjects which
have discussed in the book, but most of them
are fN${||u!ly suited for the perusal of girls. The book

w91 i^m an admirable prize-book in girls' schools.

At least eight out of the ten stories in the book
particularly concern themselves with some phase or

other of female character. Some of these stories arc

pretty long, and besides these, there are six essa^,

two of which give veiy practical hints on domestic

economy and female accomplishments. Further, there

are accounts of the Todas of the Nitgiri Mountains
and the wild tribes of the Andamans. Some very

curious habits and customs of these tribes are referred

to. The book is wound up with two small biographies,

one of which being that ot Bhagavatt Devi, mother of

Vidyasagar, is veiy elevating. What we especially

note is that the writings are calculated to appeal in a
simple but forcible manner to female instincts and
produce typical Indian women. The language reflects

much credit on the ^horess, and though the book
has been revised by the Editor, we cannot refrain from

noting in the style of the writings, features which tell

us that the authoress writes Hindi naturally and
sponuneptuly. There are in some places very
uses of Hindi proverbs and idioms. We repeat tha
the book will form a nice and useful present to females
If is no Jess interesting to the general reader.

M. S.

GujAratl
Murakhraj and his two hrothm, published

fy the

International Printing Press, Phoenix, Natal,

South Africa, Paper bound, pp, 7/.

^
This is a translation of one of Tolstoy’s stories.

The language at times is incorrect and a mere
reproduction of foreign phrases, without any attempt

to clothe them into Gujarati idiom, and hence, crude.

But on the whole the interest of the story is well kept.

It depicts the fruitless efforts of Satan to wean away
a very simple but honest noodle of a peasant from the

paths of rectitude and affection for his brothers and

family.

Jaina ICavya Pravesh; compiled and published by

Mohanlal Dalichand Desai, B A,, LL,B., Vakil,

High Court, Bombay, Printed at the Diamond
Jubilee Printing Press, Ahmedabad, Thick card

board, pp. 191, ((912). Price Rs, o-fi-O.

The jaina Conference has laid down a standard of

moral education for schools, in this part of India, and

this compilation is an attempt to conform to that

standard. The poems collected arc from the pen of

various Gujarati Jaina poets, and they have been fully

and well annotated. A very short but instructive

introduction, and an index of names of the poets

and the first lines of the poems are the special features

of the book. Though primarily meant for Jainas, it.s

perusal is likely to TOnefit all To a lay or non-Jaina

mind, it gives information on various points. Some of

the devotional songs which have become like

household words in this important community are of

great poetical power, and a collection like this is sure

to fulfil its object.

1. Shri Buddha Charitra* Cloth bound, PP*%
Price Rs, o»%*o,

2. Shfi Buddhopadesh, Paper bound, pp, qS.

Price Rs, 0-0-0, Beth written by manilal

Nathubkai Doshi, B,A,, tf Ahm§idhai \i^\i)»

Both these compilations, as their names imply, relate

to Buddha. At all times bis life and teachings are

instructive, and the more widely they become known

the greater the good they would do to us all. Asa
effort in this direction, we welcome these publications

which on account d the easy treatment of the subject

will go a great way to make it popular.

K. M. J.

NOTES

* Bducatlon*
^

and of these Roorki Ccrilege ie not 0,^11

111 due wh^e of lirt$a and EhAitna, all pure natives of India inrelip^tive of

tbieif population of 3^5 their place of birth and ristbe. This quite

hot evep half a doaen Enginiiw^ ipid^uate proviaidn lor
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education is naw proposedyfiot to be increased

but to be reduced|by the abolition of Shibpore

College. It would seem therefore that all

those who might like to be engineers would

not be able to find in India facilities for

receiving the education required. We
would draw the^attention of ail such to the

article on Engineering Education in Ame-
rica published in this number. It will be

seen therein that in America in many insti-

tutions engineering education can be had

at a total cost of Rs. loo per month and

even less. Education at Roorkee is said to

cost Rs. 100 per head per mensem.

Abolition of the Shibpore Engineering
College.

At the annual meeting of the central

council of the Association for the Advance-
ment of Scientific and Industrial Education

held on April 20th last it was resolved

‘‘That in the opinion of this Council, it is undesira-

ble that the Shibpore Civil Engineering College should

be abolished.'*

The mover of the resolution, Rai Bahadur
Krishna Chandra Benerjee, who is a well

known Engineer, made a most convincing

speech. As this question has not received

the attention which its importance demands,

give below almost the whole of his

speech, particularly as it is free from ver-

biage.

The abolition of the College has been fore-

shadowed in the Government Resolution No. 302 dated

Mh Januanr, iota, in which the main points raised

were these I—
Whedier a technological Institute and a Mining

institute are requM to be established or not.

3- That as. only one appointment in the Supenor
grade of service in the Public Works Dept, is made
annually from die students of the Civil Engineenpg
College at Shlbpoie^ whether it is advisable to main-
tain sudh an expensive College as the one at Shibpore
for the reficttiioient of only one officer for the Bengal

P-W.
fil.

V That as most of the passed sUidents join the

subordinate rank in the Public Works Department
wift the inevitable result of creating a class of dis-

satisfied subordinate whether it is not advisable to

Out of these points only a and 3 which relate to me
Hasolution 1 bra the honw to move maybedis-
cussed togethe* While admitting that of Ute only

appcttntmeiit;lsmade year in Bengal to tho

'^uperim jgne the P. W. Depertmwt,
we muipnt aopa^thevie^ Civil Engineetmg

of the students who pais out of the College join the
subordinate rank in P. W. Department. The facts
and figures which I am going to place before you
presently will sufficiently belie these assumptions.
Out of 270 students who passed out of the Shibpote
College betwMn 1S64 and 1906, r)2 were appointed
in the Superior grade of the P. W. Dept., 74 were
private professional practitioners, or found employ-
ment on Railways, under private firms, and the Edu-
ction Department, 53 were appointed under District
TOardK and Municipalities, and onlv 81 were in the
Subordinate grade. From this it is manifert that only

30 p. c. of the successful students entered the subordi-
nate service of the P. W. Dept., while more than two-
thirds were employed on works which rrauired as high
a standard of training as that of the ofneors of the P.

W. Department.

I might be permitted to mention here, a fact that

a lar^ number of Bengali students finding the course

of training in the C. E. College at Poona of shorter

duration, passed out from that College. Some 65
Bengali students came out from l^oona between the

years 187') and 1906, and 57 Bengali students passed

out from Roorki up to the year 1898, when Roorki

was closed to the students not domiciled in the Punjab

and the United Provinces Of these 122 students, only

18 obtained guaranteed appointments in tlie superior

grades in other provinces, while the rest of them

returned to-their own Province. Tims there are at

present 120 Bengali Civil Engineers outside the perma-

nent establishment of the P. W, Department as the

following list..will show

District Engineers out of 46 District in the old

Province of Bengal .. 31

Assistant District Engineers ... 2

Calcutta Corporation and other Municipalities .. 10

Port Commissioners ... ... ... 5^
Raj Estates ... ... . ... 8

Private firms ... ... ... ... 32
Private Engineers practising in Calcutta and

outside ... ... ... ... 23

B. N. Ry 3
E. B. S Ry. ( tempoiaiy staff

) 5
Factories ... ... 2 »

Total ... 12b

It is thus obvious that besides Govt, service fheie

are other openings in Bengal for men who liave

adopted Civil Engineering as their profession,

An officer holding a very responsible post under
Govt, was heard by me to say that of late very few r

students availed themselves of the C. F.. College at

Shibpore, so much so that for the last 3 or 4 years the

percentage of passes has been very low. The Principal

of the Shibpore Engineering College in his Annual
Report for 1909-10, page 307, says, however, **In my
last report I dealt with the serious nature of the situa-

tion that this College now finds itself in, unable to

expand at Shibpore and with insufficient aocommo-
dation for the increasing numbers now hitraeted to

the College." This provm beyond doubt that

authorities in charge oS the College do not Md the
views expressed above. The same report shows that
there were 108 applioaiioos for admission, aud only

30 could be askeid to join. On the face of these hard .

focts it is indeed acafunmy tosay that Bengali stikfitoti

hralittk or no aptitude I Crvil EngineSng*^>
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profenioA. If the peioentage of pattes has been low, and the Gevernment Rffolution quoted abovn •

thelcAuse must be sought for elsewhere. out that there is a oonsidemble amount of disann^'
I need not here take up your time in explaining to ment and discontent among them by reason of 1

!’

you the reasons for the low percentage, referred to fact that only one student is at present admiillU
above and it is meet that Government .should enquire aqpuallyto the superior grade of the P. W. Denart
into the cause of this falling off in the number of ment in Bengal. This dissatisfaction is not a sfiepiai

passes. I dare say many people whi) are in a position characteristic of the Bengali student alone but \

to know the actual facts of the case could give shared alike by the students of Poona, Madras anri

some cogent reasons for this phase of the case, if they even of Roorki, inasmuch as it is not possible fnr all

are invited to express their opinion on this point. the successful students to enter the superior grades of

I am sure many of you are presonally cognisant Government service. It is a natural corollary to the

of the fact that there is at present a great and growing system of appointing men by competitive examina
demand in the Province for the services of trained tion.

Engineers. The Eaniindars in Bengal are waking up

to the fact that th ^re is much room for improvement

in their Zamiiidaries and services of men with expe-

rieooe and knowledge of Sanitary and Agricultural

Engineering are evidently in great demand now, and

would be so in the years to come.
Schemes of Light Railways for the improvement

of interdistrict communication are being taken up by
several District Boards and the demand for services

0f qualified Indian Engineers with local experience

Mid with a knowledge of the manners and customs

^ the people is on the increase. One of the Light
lUilways of the Province not many miles from
Calcutta is under the sole management of an eminent
Itogali Engineer, who while labouring under excep-

tional difficulties, has effected considerable improve-
ments on his line, which has extorted admiration
even from the Government Consulting Engineers for

the highly efficient way in which he has discharged

hk duties as manager and engineer of the Line.

Capitalists in Calcutta and the muffasil are now
Mppesffiating the advantage of employing trained

#i«ineeis and Architects for the construction of

tnmdin^s for residential and business purposes, for

electric instillations, etc. Municipalities are carrying

out projeofs of water supply, drainage, etc., so that

•malarious towns are being converted into health

resorts and swamps are being reclaimed and converted

into flourishing gardens. It would thus be a highly

retrograde policy, if Government were induced to

lower the standard of qualification of the Civil

Engine^ng branch of the Shibpore College. The
demand, as has already been pointed out, is on the

increase and the increasing number of students going
abroad proves beyond doubt that Bengal requires

more trained Engineers than can be supplied by the

local College. Roorki has already closed its doors

to the %ngal students, and the authorities at Poona
have also restricted the number of students to be
admitted from Bengal. Even as proposed in the

Government Resolution, if facilities be given for

Bengali students to enter the Roorki College and get

themselves trained there, you can well imagine that

only a few students could avail themselves of the

privilege, as they areas a rule not very opulent and
can hmly afford to go to Roorki and prosecute

their studies in that college. Such a policy cannqt
satisfy the growing demands of a Presidency which
has fnr its Capital thesecond City of the British empire.
It is thus evident that the expansion of the Brhar
School of Engineering will not help the people of

the Bengal Presidency in any way.
As already mentioned beton IM to 1906 only

8t students entered the lubQsdihate rank « iBie P.

W. Dept after qualifyii^t Ubemselyes as Eagioeeri,

If the opinion expressed in the Government Resolu-

tion be given effect to, then, to be consistent, all ihe

Civil Engineering Colleges in India should be abolish-

ed. The proposal of depriving only the premier

Presidency of India of its Civil Engineering College

while retaining those in the other Presidencies 1$

therefore an absurd one, and cannot be seriously

entertained.

As far as we have bwn able to ascertain, the people

of the^ Presidracy desire a considerable expansion of

the Shibpore Engineering College and not its abolition.

In the ooinion of the Council it is therefore hiphiv

undesirable to abolish the College and in this the

Council is convinced that it voices the emphatic ex-

pression of opinion of the majority of the people of

the Bengal Presidency.

THe duration of Viceregal assurances.

Our Viceroy has assured us that he will

not allow anything to be done in connec-

tion with the proposed Dacca University

which may in any way have the effect of

an educational partition. The suspicion

with which the people look upon the scheme
in spite of such an emphatic declaration by

the highest authority in the land may be

regarded by some as sheer perversity on our

part. But what lends justification to our

fears is the way in which the most solemn
declarations of administrative policy are

forgotten, even reversed, soon after their

authors leave the shores of India. The fate

of the Shibpur Engineering College, for

instance, is now very uncertain. But here

is what Lord Curzon said of it in his

celebrated resolution on Indian Educational
Policy in X904 :

—

** Technical education in India has hitherto been

mainly directed to the higher forms of instruction

required to train for Government service hs

engineers, mechanicians, electricians, overseers,

surveyors, revenue officers, or teachers in schools,

and for employment in railway workshops, cotton

mills and mines* The institutions which have been

eittablished for these purposes, such as the Engineer-
ing Colleges at.. .Shibpur.. .have done and are

domv valuable work, and M#f> maiittffuiuce and
furthordinmh^mmtarama^ars^groat importance:'

Eight years after this was written, the
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abolition, and nbt the further development,

of the Engineering College at Shibpur,

seems to have Income a matter of even

greater importance, in spite of the

unanimous protests of the people of Ihe

country.

Perjury in England and India.

Mr. Ramsay Macdonald, in Chapter If,

Part III of his book on the Awakening of

India^ says that ‘bearing false witness’ is a
grave defect of the Indian character.

“This,” he adds, “ is one of the most
depressing experiences of the friends of the

Indian people, and is responsible for

destroying in many a man the sympathy
with which he began his official career. It

cannot be condoned....” If this defect is

so serious as to forfeit the sympathy of

English friends, is not the state of things in

England sufficiently grave to lose it the

sympathy of the civilised world? For here
is what His Honour Judge Edge, of the

Clerkenwell County Court, said in a judg-
ment delivered on the 15th December,
1911 :

—

" The increase of perjury in the county courts is so

alarming that public attention ought to be directed
to it. It is a pressing demand. 1 am saying it as a
retiring judge, being on the Bench for 23 years, ttel
it is almost impossible to do justice between Jthc parties

owing to the prevalence of false swearing. It is

really shocking. It has been a matter which has
placed a very great anxiety upon judges who have to

try cases and endeavour to do what is right and just

between the parties. False swearing is increasing in

a way that 1 think the legislature ought to pay
attention to at once. I do not think any one would
oppose that greater powers should be placed in the
hands of judges for checking peijuiy."

Mr. Macdonald represents the working
classes, who sell their votes to preliminaiy

candidates in return lor a free drink at the

nearest public house. And yet Mr,

Macdonald says in the paragraph imme-
diately preceding that from which the above
quotation has been made, that “ The Wwt
must ask no excuses for its own bad habits

which it is not prepared to give to the East
lor its bad habits.’^

The Coal Strike.

The coal strike in Great Britain, which is

now over, shows that peace hath her victories

up less renowned than war, that these

victories can be won by the “ common
people,*’ that they do not necessarily

involve bloodshed and that the only
weapons they require are organisation in
view of the accomplishment of a common
object steadfastly adhered to.

Another Indian Professor In an
American University.

In our last number we recorded the ap-
pointment of an Indian to a chair in an
American University. In this we are able
to report another. Mr. Har Dayal has
been appointed Professor of Indian Philo-
sophy and Sanskrit at Stanford University,

Palo Alto, California. The Daily Palo
AltOf the organ of that University, writes
in its issue of ist March la.st ;

Har Dayal Chosen Professor in Sanskrit
Will give Course.

Har Dayal, ihe Hindu student. h.is been appointed
by the board of trustees as lecturer 011 Indian Philo-

sophy at Stanford University, and he will meet with
his classes next week. The courses will be in the

regular curriculum and credit for graduation will

be given for this scmester'.'rwork.

A course in Sanskrit is to he given by Dayal and
he is also to give descriptive and historical lectures

on the Philosophies of India. All interested in tak-

ing either of the courses are requested to meet in

room 4fk) on Tuesday, Mirrch «?• at 2-30 p.m. Mr.
Dayal will be present to meet the students. It has

not yet been decided whether they will be two or three

hour courses.

Firft Hindu Professor in U. S.

'rhe engagement by the trustees of Mr. Dayal is

an innovation in American college circles, as no other

Hindu lecturer is known to be engaged in the institu-

tions of the United States. The students who take

the new courses will doubtless receive much benefit

by receiving their knowledge of the subject practically

first hand.

Mr. Har Dayal is a brilliant graduate of

the Punjab University and studied for some
time at Oxford. He was asked to deliver

two lectures on Indian philosophy in

January last, and the appointment has

followed after a short time.

Standford University.

Stanford University is one of the fourteen

great American Universities. It was found-

ed by a millionaire with an endowment
of several million dollars. It is the richest

university in the world as regards endows
ment. But there are no opportunities for

self-support there, and the University

charges fees. Board and lodging cost at

least Rs. 75 per mensem. The fees and
laboratory charges are mitra. Fees are
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Rs, 90 per annum. Laboratory charges vary

according to the subject. If Indian students

wish to go there they must have means of

their own ; and they must be graduates of

some Indian University. For this Univer-

sity has a« strict test for admission, as it

has a higher social and academic standing

than some other universities. Only

graduates of Indian Universities can profit-

ably study here. This Univereity is noted

for the excellence of its departments of

science, engineering and medicine. It does

not attach so much importance to mere

literary studies. But the above three sub-

jects are taught very efficiently. The pro-

fessors are men of world-wide reputation.

The coloniiation of Kashmir.

It is said that the removal of the

capital to Delhi will facilitate the coloni-

zation of Kashmir. But nobody yet knows
whether the Government of India have any
such project in view, though from the fol-

lowing extract from the Imperial Gazetteer

of India, Vol. 1
, p. 16, it does not seem

improbable:—
'' Economically, again, ihe climatic conditions of

the country are important
;
for it is here that Euro-

pean <:oloni;!ation is to succeed, if it succeeds anywhere
in India. The English race has never yet taken root in

India, but it seems passible that with more facilities for
occupation Kashmir might become a white man’s
country,*'*

If Government really intend to make
Kashmir a British colony, we hope ample
safeguards will be provided for preventing
the evils from which the indigenous popu-
lation of European colonies have suffered

in former and recent times.

Mr. Amir All and the Turkish
Revolution.

We find the following passage in E. F.
Knight’s “The Awakening of Turkey” (p. 67)
regarding Mr. Amir Airs connection with
the Young Turk movement

It will be remembered that the Sheikh-ul-lslams,
as representative of the moUahs and the interpreters

of the Koran in Turkey, gave the young Turk move-
ment the sanction of the faith, rebukM the fanatics

who had preached against reform as being irreligious,

and compelled them to stay their mischievous vapour-
ings. Had it not been for this suppoirt the revolution
would have been impossible. But it may not be
generally known that the theokmcal aiguments which
convinced the Sheikh-uUIslam tnat this was the
attitude to take were drawn up for him by a faitn-

ful subject of Edward VII, Ameer Ali, ex-judge of

the High Court in India, and a learned
Moslem thought and tradition.'*

exponent of

Tke 17* P* Conferences.

to the United Provinces in additions
the political and social conferences, an
industrial conference was also held, thus

setting an example for Bengal to follow.

The political conference was not much of a

success. The two others were successful.

The success of the industrial conference was
due to a great extent to the co-operation of

the European manufacturers and merchants

of Cawnpore. The speech of the President,

Mr. A. H. Silver, was very telling. Speaking

on the cotton excise duties he said

First of all we may reasonably ask that even if

active help cannot always be given, we should at least

not meet with actual hindering of our industries at

the hands of Government. And yet how otherwise

can we regard the imposition of the excise duty levied

by Government on the output of all cotton cloth woven

oh power looms in this country ? The imposition of

this duty cries shame upon those who were responsible

for it, and we have eveiy reason for saying that it

was forced upon India at the dictates of a jealous body

of manufacturers in I^ncashire, against the advice of

all who were qualified to judge.

No matter whether the Indian manufacturer makes

a profit or a loss he has to pay to Government a levy

of t/* upon the value of every yard of cloth he turns

off his power looms. Think upon the iniquity of il—

the State says to the manufacturer, 'Unless you agree

to pay me a certain sum of money upon every piece

of cloth you make I refuse to allow you to make cotton

goods at all.' Thus is the greatest industry of the

country throttled. How can we expect capital to

flow into industrial channels when we are faced with

the knowledge that whenever an industry has proved

able to hold its own against foreign competition it is

liable to be penalised by the imposition of an exci.%

duty at the bidding of influential manufacturers in

England controlling votes in the House of Commons ?

This cotton excise duty is nothing more or less than .1

protective duty in favour of Lancashire, for be it

remembered that while the Lancashire manufacturer

pays an import duty at the gates of India only upon

the quantity of cloth he actually sells to India and

upon nothing else, the unfortunate Indian manufacturer
besides paying the excise duty of 3^ per cent, upon

alt the goods he makes (whether they be sold or not)

also pays an import duty usually m 54 per cent, upon

rany necessaries of his trade which must be imported,

including oils, dyes, driving ropes and on such items

of machinery parts as the customs authorities may 1h*

pleased to declare as capable of being used for some
purpm other than that for which they have obviously

been imported. Now it must be clearly borne in mind
that the only argument ever used in support of this levy

is that it is necessary in order that India may not have

an advantage over Lancashim in the manufacture of

cotton goods for sale in Induu I will not discuss the

justice of this claim—many ofyou will, I know, deny
that there is any justicq in it. But in the first place
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I hold that the actuat by the Indian

manufacturer exceeds that paid by the Lancashire

manufacturer for the reasons 1 have just stated, while

in the second place 1 state with all the emphasis at

my command that there is no real competition between

England and India i|^ these goods. •

On the question of the unfair railway

tari%, which would seem to have been

meant to prevent the growth of industries

in India, Mr. Silver said

The third respect in which we may, I think, fairly

: ask for Government co-operation is the revision of

the railway tariffs with due regard to the possibilities

of Indian industrial expansion, and this 1 regard as

the most important of all. Have you ever realised

that our railway tariffs are framed almost solely with

the view of aiding the exporter of raw produce ? Yet
if one studies the complicated mass of printed matter
designated 'Railway goods Tariffs' it will be found
that practically all the special rates are port rates,

that is, rates for carrying the produce from our rich

valleys and plains in the interior to the sea-board,
there to be exported and worked up by the industries

of other lands. I am not contending that we are
now, perhaps we never shall be, able to work up all «
produce ourselves into the form in which it is finally

marketted, but we can at least make a beginning
given favourable conditions, and it is the railway tariff

ill many instances which prevents our effecting the
conversion and reaping the resultant profit ourselves,
to say nothing of the wages paid to our workeis
engaged in the processes.

The following instances occur to me :

—

On raw cotton the railway freight from Cawnpore
to Bombay is Rs, 0-X5-11 per maund or '22 pie per
maund per mile. On the yarn made from that cotton
as well as on^ piece goods the sum charged for the
same journey is Rs. 1-13-1 per maund or ’41 pic per
maund per mile. The difference between these rates
IS as nearly as possible *2 pie per lb,, a very big item
when dealing with a commodity like cotton yarn.

faking grain as an example, we find that it is

carried from Delhi to Howrah, a distance of 903
"lues, at Rs. 0-7-6 per maund or *09 pie per maund
^r mile.

^
Supposing we have a flour mill at Chunar

situated just half way between Delhi and Howrah—
to be exact 465 miles from Delhi ; if it were carried
to that point on the same basis of rate, the charge
Would be Rs. 0-3-6 per maund, but the rate actually
charged is Rs. 0-6-3 P®** maund or very nearly
oouble. Put in another form, the railway gets
Ks 0-6-3 P®P maund for carrying the grain 465 miles
to Chunar, but they will take it another 439 miles for

you to Howrah for an additional charge of Rs. p- i-3

PJ*!'
maund. But you need not consider the possibility

^f cstaUishing a flour mill at Chunar, or any other

f®.
®*milarly situated, for while the grain from

Delhi
^

is taken past your door to Howrah tor an
inclusive charge of Rs. 0-7-6 per maund you have
hi t of all to pay Rs. 0^3 per maund for bringing
the grain to your mill and a further 6 annas per

maund to carry the flour to Howrah. It will
^

be

understood that I am merely illustrating the vicious

pnnpiple which underlies the framing of our railway

[iles, and although Chunar mav hot possibly be a
L happy

selection for my illustration it brings out the

point I wish to establish and owners of flour mills can

Sev
examples of tho hardship

ewsideration
^ sympathetic

A toird example is the differentiation m.'ide between
raw hides and tanned leather. The railway will carry
raw hides from Delhi or Cawnpore to Howrah at
Ks. 0-7-6 or Rs. 0-5-3 per maund respectively

to -09 pie per maund per mile. But to bring
hides from Delhi to Cawnpore, a distance of
271 miles only, one has to pay Rs. 0-5-8 per maund
or*25 pies per maund per mile. Think of the
absurdly of it-Rs. 0-5-3 to carry the hides over 63-,
miles between Cawnpore and Howrah, but Rs. 0-5-8
per maund to carry the same hidc'^ over 2/1 miles
between Delhi and Cawnpore. So as to make it

impossible that the leather should be tanned in this
country and afford cmplojanent to oui' workpeople,
the rate charged for leather, common or rough, in
bales from Cawnpore to Howrah is Ke. i per maund.
It costs therefore Rs. 0-5-3 P^^i* maiind to lake raw
hides from here to Howrah, but Ri,*. i per maund to
take the tanned leather over the same distance. These
are but mere samples of thj‘ anomalies I liave picked
out from the tariff in the course of the last few hours.
I have no doubt many more glaring examples would
be brought to light if enquiry were mrule.

The Chittagong 'Conferences.

From the accounr.s published in the

papers and from what we have heard from

Mr. A. Itoul, President of the Bengal Provincial

Conference, Chittagong.
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friends who attended both the political

and social conferences held in Chittagong
it is clear that they evoked great enthu-

siasm and were so far very successful. ,What
we have generally failed in is keeping up
and utilising this enthusiasm throughout the

year. We find that there is great public

interest in questions like sanitation, edu-
cational bifurcation in Bengal, Council

ir«;

Mr. Jaminikanta Sen, the Secretary, the Bengal
Provincial Conference, Chittagong.

regulations, technical education, the Shib-

pore Engineering College, the inclusion of

all Bengali-speaking districts and areas in

the Bengal Presidency, education of women,
the remarriage of widows, the training of

widows as teachers, &c. This interest

should be kept up by holding meetings,

publishing pamphlets, &c., and chiefly by
practical work in matters which are entirely

in our hands. ' We know there was a
prosposal to publish a pamphlet on the

proposed educational bifurcation in Bengal,

a gentleman promised to pay the cost and
parts of the pamphlet were edited and

'

V.

Mr. Jatramohan Sen, President of the Reception

Committee, the Bengal Provincial Conference,

Chittagong.

made ready for the press. But for some

mysterious reason or other, the matter ended

in smoke.

The Kayastha Conference at Fyzabad.

At Fyzabad the Kayastha Conference

was this year presided over by Babu Sarada

Charan Mitra, a Bengali Kayastha. There

was also a movement set on foot to promote

interdining and intermarriage between

Hindustani and Bengali Kayasthas. These

are hopeful signs of the times. No doubt,

besides the prejudices of backward persons,

the greatest difficulty in the way of Kayas*

tha intermarriage is the difference in the

mother tongue of the two sections. * There

are some social differences too. For in-

stance, Babu Iswar Saran, a Hindustani

Kayastha leader, says that in many a Hin-

dustani Kayastha family, grown-up daught-

ers do not appear before their fathers, nor

grown-up sisters before their elder brothers.

This
.
unhealthy state of things does not

obtain in Bengal. Again, drinking, as an

eveiy^day practice, and as a recognised
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social institution on ceremonial occa-

sions like marriage (prevailing among both

men and women), has never obtained

among Bengali Kuyasthas, which C2g[i

scarcely be said of Behari and Hindustani
Kayasthas, inspite of the Kayastha Temper-
ance movement. We do not, of course,

mean to say that there are no drinkers or

drunkards among Bengali Kayasthas. We
are speaking of it only as a recognised social

practice. There are other differences which
can not be discussed in these columns.
We shall be glad if the proposal of inter-

marriage leads to an obliteration of these

differences by a process of levelling up.

Pandits in Conference.

In thought activity in the field of social

and political reform, Madras has been of
late occupying a leading place among the

provinces of India. But even for Madras to
bring together orthodox Pandits in a Con-
ference for discussing the marriageable age
of girls or the permissibility of sea-voyages
is a forward move. The first attempts may
end in failure, but there is no doubt that, as
in the case of other earnest endeavours, they
will ultimately prove stepping-stones to
success.

Other Conferences.

Last month has witnessed the Hindu
Education Conference, the Sikh Conference
and other Conferences. We have no space
to notice the proceedings of any in detail.

are glad to find, however, that all com-
munities now understand that educa-
tion, both for boys and girls, for the upper
ten as well as the lower ten thousand, lies
at the root of all progress.

A separate Province for Andhras.

Owing to the new names given in some
ca^g to provinces by the Musalman and
British rulers of India we are sometimes apt
to forget the individuality of old provinces
and language-areas. For this reason it is

perhaps necessary to explain to many of
those who have read only the Geography
of Modern India that Andhra-Desha is the
I elugu-speaking province which lies to the
'^outh of Orissa.

Cfur Andhra brethren wish to have a
‘separate province for themselves. The

Desabhimani of Guntur, a iri-weeklv organ
of theirs, writes thus on this subject :

An esteemed publicist writes lo us tlwi m n«itfition
to secure a separate province for the Andhivis is ill-
advised and harmful to our best intcnsis and that
this IS a retrograde step conflicting with li.e formation
of an Indian nationality. We respectfully submit
that this agitation is in consonance with the views
expressed in the memorable Despatch of Lord
Hardingc to the Secretary of Stale. The future Indi.in
nation will be composed of various races speaking

languages aud proiyrcssliig according to
different traditions but to reach a similar goal. A
strong Indian nationality must consist of strong and
efficient

^

units.
^

Unless the differt*nt races composing
the Indian nationality arc in themselves self-consti-
lued and efficient, the Indian nation as a whole can-
not be an efficient nationality. I lie diflereni members
of the nationality with unequal dcgrcfs of development
will form a weak nationality unable to havi! uniform
progress. We fully realise* the higher ide.'il of the
formation of the Indian nation, but before it is an
accomplished fact, the separate races must he strong
and efficient units able to contribute a large share to
Indian nationalism. 'I'his agilaiion is not peculiar to
us but advocated by the best reprcscnt.iiives of differ-
ent races in India. A cominon language is llie great-
est bond of union and as such, liie Beharis, the
Bengalis, the Mahrattas and the Uriyas all desire
a separate province, wherein they i;aii progress with
a strong individuality of their own. Thus each pro-
vince will be a self-consiituted unit controlled by the
central authority. The Government have fully

recognised this principle and we .ire firmly of the
opinion that the Andhras cannot have any "appreci-
able improvement and cannot contribute to any
large extent to the ideal of Indian nationality unless
they have a separate province of their own. The
Hon'ble Mr. S. Sinha in his presidential speech at

the sixth United Provinces Conference said, "In view
of the scheme of provincial autonomy lo which I shall

pre.sently refer, ii is absolutely necessary that so far

as may be, each province should comprise a more or
less homogenous populatitm speaking preferably one
language." We arc ol the same opinion and it re-

mains to be seen how the Andhra country receives

the scheme.

There is much truth in what the Desabhi^

mani says.

Influence of the Vest on the East.

Mr. Sidney Low in “ The Fortnightly

Review*’ writes thus on this subject

:

"If we are to impress the East it must be rather by
our public than our private morality. We should like

to be able to show that the European nations as a
whole, in their collective action towards those of the
Orient, are inspired hy lofty motives and are actuated
by the regard for altruism, justice, and legality which
are among the elements of Christian civilisation. It

must be admitted that from this point of view our
missionaries will find a good deal to explain away.
The conduct of the most Christan powers during the
past few years has borne a striking resemblance to
that of robber bands descending upon an unarm^
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and helpless population of peasants. So far from

rttpectina the rijirhts of other nations, they have ex-

hibited the most complete and cynical disregard for

them. They have, in fact, asserted the claim of the

strong to prey upon the weak, and the utter impotence

of ail ethf(;al considerations in the face of armed force,

with a crude nakedness which few Eastern military

conquerors could well have surpassed.”

The Japanese Pariah.

Many of us know that Japan had a caste

system somewhat like that which prevails

in India. It had a class of social outcasts

known as Eta^ whose standing was similar

to that of the Pariahs of Madras: Some of

us would emulate the example of Japan in

natdrally their lives were miserable to a degree. Not
until the inauguration of a nipre humane government
under the auspices of his benign and Imperial Majesty,

the present Emperor, were their disabilities removed
and the Eia given a chance to rise. The emancipation

of the Eta took place in 1871 when the social ban was

removed and they were accorded the rights and privi-

leges of ordinary citizens. The name, EtUf was then

supposed to fall into disuse, but in the blood of the

Japanese there exists a spirit of natural aversion to any

one of Eta origin, though it must be admitted that on

the whole the people ot this low extraction have proved

worthy of the rights bestowed upon them and have

been received by the average. citizen with much more

welcome than might have been expected.

The origin of this singular caste is one of the most

interesting questions of sociological history. Their

Ah Eta Village.

everything else, but remain wedded to our

present social system. The following

paragraphs taken from an article in the

Japan Magazine may have some lessons

for us

:

From remotest times there has existed in Japan a
class of people known as Eta^ or social outcasts, who
were regarded with utter contempt by the ordinaiy

citizen, completely ostracised by society and even for-

bidden by law to ^iticipate in the ordinaiy avocations

of life. So wide was the gulf separating the Eta and
the ordinary subject of Japan that no one was permit*

ted to borrow from them, nor even to offer one of them

fire enough to light a pipe. Occupying a position d
extreme social isolation they were more to be pitied

than the Jew in the Europe of the Middle Ages, and

existence seems to have arisen from a variety of

causes, closely related and more or less complicatM.
It is most probable that the earliest Eta were

the prisoners taken in war, as in ancient Japan
all such were at once reduced to slavery.

The isolation visited on these unfortunate prison-

ers and their descendants received further em-
phasis on the introduction of . Buddhism, which for-

bade the talcing of life; for the iSfa were the butchers

and masters ot daughter houses in the Japanese system

of civilization. The Japanese had always been great

meat eaters, and nothing bears more evtclent witness

to the influence of early Japanese Buddhism t^.i the

degree to which this ingrained custom was ifversed

and the Eta still further despised asa destroyer'^4ife*
Perhaps the influence of this phase of the new
was enhanced by the already existing intense
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Eta Tanning Hides.

abtiOTrence of a dead body and eve^thing ociiinected monially unclean, and the house where death occured

that preyailed among the Japanese, cwntact with b^g usually destroyed. At any r^e it required but

a oorfMK being suflicient to render the individual cere- little tocouragement to bnng the Eta into yet greater
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Eta Minding swine.

contempt, ns a polluted class in the eyes of the

commonalty.

As a mode of making a living thcf/a were permitted
a monopoly of butchering animals, tanning hides and

grave.s. Some of them also worked at
making leather sandals, work in leather, the skin of a
dead beast, being held in disgust by the common
people, {..ater, in the Tokugawa period, £ta were
employed as detectives and prison warders, as well as
in taking away the bodies of executed criminals. It is

said that even to>day such work is u.sua11y undertaken
by the descendants of the Fta class. Some of the
Pariahs became itinerant performers, such as the

jugglers still to be seen going about the streets of

Japanese towns and cities, and some of the less

fortunate of their females became street beggars,

playing a samtsen from door to door. The houses of

the villages were of the most primitive kind, mere
straw huts seldom more than ten or twelve feet square,

with floors of mud covered with coarse straw or rushes.

Ill the days of the Tokugawa regime
measures against the Eta were most severe.

Fo such an extreme did this aversion

run that any one found harbouring or

employing an Eta was imprisoned for fifty

day*.
^

After their emancipation naturally a great change
at once took place in their circumstances. With the

opening of national schools the children of the Pariah

were flowed to mingle with those of the ordinal^

citizen in lessons and at play. Education has had such

a marked effea upon them that now members of the

former Eta class are not infrequently members of the

Imperial Diet. At the time of their elevation to the

rank of citizenship there were not more than, perhaps,

400,000 altogether in the Empire; and the^ have

now become so mixed by intermarriage that it would

be very difficult to say who is of Eta extraction and
who not. But the high class families of Japan have

been and are somewhat jealous as to purity of blood,

and these, as well as the people of the rural villages,

have not yet entirely lost their old prejudices against

anything associated with the once despised In

Kobe it used to be said by some that only those of Eta

origin ever became servants to foreigners ;
and this

had the effect of deterring to a large extent the best

class of Japanese servants from entering the employ of

foreign residents in that district. In the average

Japanese community, however, one never hears any
distinction made tetween those of Eta ancestry and
others, which shows how universally their emancipation

has been received by the nation.

On the Chinese Revolution*

The Chinese Revolution has led the

Christian Register of Boston to indulge in

the following and other similar observa-

tions :

—

The uprising of one quarter of the human race in

the Far East, the sudden abolition of a tyranny that

has lasted for three hundred years, the establishment

of a republican form of government, and a contest

between the two foremost citizens of the nation to

escape the presidency and to make the other man the

ruler of three hundrM and fifty million pe^e,—these
and other events of a similar character in C^ina have
given to Oocidental nations a shock of stuprise,
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unparalled in modem times. At last our self-

complacent dream of superiority has been shattered

by the exhibition of mental sagacity, moral power,

ni)(l admirable self-control in a nation that was
supposed to be fettered and shackled by superstition,

Formalism, and a tyrannical ruling class.

It has often b^n said of Americans that no one

ever refused a nomination to the presidency
;
and it

has been taken fgr granted that "the gr^t refusal"

was beyond the power of any American citizen
;
but

out there in a pagan land we see the astonishing

spectacle of a Christian, elected to the first office in

the gift of his country, asking that another man be

put in his place, while this second non-candidating

official protests that he does not want the office and
is incapable of doing justice to its duties and respon-

sibilities. For American politicians and candidates

this is an astonishing state of adairs and raises a
doubt as to our absolute infallibility as promoters of

public welfare and students of the principles of states-

manship. As a salve to our self-respect we may say

that the East misjudges the West as much and in the

same way that the West misjudges the East; but

tliat, after all, is only a hint of the mighty task before

us in demolishing these walls of ignorance and
superstition.

Chinese Political Philosophy and
the Chinese Revolution*

Count Okuma’s article on ** The Chinese

Kevolution" in the February number of

The Jap rn Magastine enables us to under-

stand the genesis of the Chinese Revolution

much better than any recent magazine
article that we have seen. It was written

before the revolution had culminated in a

repi^lic. It is remarkable that Count
Oki^ma had foreseen this as a probable

result.

The Count says

The history of China has been more or less marked
by revolutionary movements, but the present

revolution is wholly different in character from any
that preceded it. Former revolutionary outbreaks

were mainly in connection with a change of ruler

;

but the revolution now going on has to do not only

with a change in the ruling power, but with a radical

reformation in the political organization and laws of

the Empire. In this respect, therefore, it is on a line

with the revolutions that have taken place in Europe.

Indeed the essential genius *of Chinese politics is

much like that prevailing in Europe throughout the

Middle Ages. The divine right cn kings, the belief

that the ruler was appointed by heaven and exercised

an absolute power, was everywhere taken for granted.

So in China to-day faith in the divine right of the

ruler finds almost universal credence. The sovereign

is invested by God with the power to rule and exer-

cise jurisdiction over the people; and the will of

Heaven is that the ruler should promote gocfd- govern-

ment and the general happiness of the nation. Only
the ruler who successfully fulfils this mission is Heaven-
rseiu; those who fail In this achievement are against

the will of Heaven. The Chinese are convinced
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that the present dynasty has not fulfilled the will of

Heaven
;

hence the present revolution. 'I'lie ruler

must be removed and replaced by one sent of Heaven'.
Historians admit that such revolutions have taken
place at least twenty-one times in China, resulting
in as many legitimate changes of dynasty. In ad-
dition there have been various usurpations of power,
exercising a limited sway, and if these partial revolu-
tions should be reckoned, we must enumer.nte the
revolutions of China as some thirty altogether.

How these revolutions occurred is a question very
interesting to pursue. Their causes may be inferred
from the forms^ they assumed, and these can be
roughly divided into three. The first is, that phase
of revolution in which we find the ancient political

philosophy of China fighting for expression, but it

IS difficult, viewing it from so reniote a time, to say
how far the idea was made effective. 'I'hc undcriy*
ing idea was that, 'to be a sovereign is no matter of

selfish concern
;

it is a divine commaiid to lead the
people to peace and to exercise a wise rule over them.'
This theory of monarchy originated with one Gyo
whose son was afterwards disinherited because he
failed to live up to the ideal of his father, while the
son of Shim, the latter being another upholder of the
Zenjo idea, as it was called, also lost his throne
through incapacity, when the power passed to a sage
named Yiu. ./flie principle that the wisest should
.'ilways rule is also the central thought of the C hinese
classics.

The second form in which Cliinese revolutions have
appeared is what is called Hobatsu^ r)r the theory
that the sovereign may be dethroned, by violence if

necessary, and another permitted to t'ike the place

'

of the deposed ruler. It washy this means that Yio
came to tne throne of China

;
but after securing tiu*

reigns of government lie developed another theory
to the effect that imperial succession should be by
inheritance, as too many changes of dynasty were
not good for the n -itinn. But he held nevertheless,

to the idea that the principle of having a wise and
able ruler should not be departed from. His advice
was accepted for a time, but as a state of stagnation
set in, the government degenerated. The country
came under the wealthy classes, who, with the ruling
power, lived in extravagance and luxury and were
overbearing in their attitude to the people. Once
the confidence of the nation was lost, revolution again
began, and the ruler was deposed by violence,

according to the principle of hobatsu . .

.

Now It seems to me this is a far more advanced
idea than that of the divine right of kings, which
prevailed in the Europe of Medi.^uval times

; for in

Europe the ruler was freely permitted to exercise
despotic and even tyrannical power almost without
limitation. In China this has never been so

; and at
no time in the history of the nation, has the idea of
a Heaven-sent ruler been more alive than it is to-day.
The third form of the revolution appearing in Chinee

history has been called Sorattt or the doctrine of
Commotion

;
which means a disturbance arising among

citizens on account of the Government permitting
barbarians by force of arms to usurp the throne of
Empire. The ancestors of the Kang dynasty at first

apf^led to the principle of hobatsu in justification of
tmir claims, but later they based iheir claims on the
doctrine of Soratti or the necessit;^ of a commotion
to check foreign influence. Chinese history has
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numerous examples of riotous behaviour becoming
tple-spread ana leading to revolution, owing to the

inCimds made by barbarians in ^ancient times, and
laliif by foreigners.

As to the present revolution going on in China it

appears to go further than any that have gan& before
;

for according to the claims put forward by the revolu-

tionists the present dynasty which has held sway
for more than 250 years, must be abolished, without

any clear notion of what is to take its place. It seems
to me that the fall of the Manchu dynasty is only a
question of days ;

and then what will be the fate of

that vast Empire comprising one-fourth of the popula-
tion of the globe ?...Such has been China’s past

;

and such very probably will be China's future. Thus
far prophecy is not so difficult

; but whether the new
regime will be in the form of a republic or a monarchy
is the question of the hour, and the one most uncertain
of solution. In more remote times, perhaps, one
might have thought probable the meteoric rise of some
heroic figure capable of turning the tide of events,

placing himself upon the throne, establishing a new
dynasty and bringing peace. Even now this must
come, or the result will be a republic. At present the
main danger lies in the tendency to disintegration....

And to-day we see many provinces declaring their

independence like the petty states of feudal days. But
asm the past the provinces claiming independence
have always been finally brought into subjection to

the ruling power, so it probably will be in the future :

for the Chinese seem to be as amenable to centrifugal

as to centripetal power. Nevertheless self-govern-

ment exists always more or less in the various
provinces of the great Empire

; because in proportion

to the slackness and inefficiency of the central govern-
ment, the provinces are obliged to attend to their own
affairs. There is little doubt but the provinces would
side with the revolutionaries if the revolution showed
ample proof of finally being successful. The use of the
ideographs in writing, too, has a powerful influence

in binding the Empire to^fcther, no matter what form
the government may ultimately assume. All Chinese
use these characters, and it is through them that ideas

become common among the educated and ruliing

classes. This is what has made the Chinese Empire
so united as to the fundamental principles of morality

;

and tends to predispose the people to united effort in

times of crisis and emergency.

Those who are agitating for one uniform

script throughout India will find this a good
argument in their favour.

It is no doubt the influence of foreip^n ideas that has

caused the present revolution in China to assume so

different an aspect from itspredecessors. This revolu-

tion partakes somewhat of the genjOf and also of the

heMsu tendency, but in its hatred of theManbhu
we see the outcropping of the soran idea ; but in the

demand for a republic and for a new form of govern-

ment and new Ws, there is something so fun^-
nentally different from the past, that it can be ascribed

only to the influence of foreign education and the

progress of modem civilization among the people.

The Chinese are awakening to a sense of their back-

. w^ness in comparison with western countries, and
are banning to feel keenly the necessity of rdorma-

tion to save the state. This dissatisfaction with them-

selves, has, among a proud people like the Chinese
been rendered more acute by the rise of Japan to
the position of a first-class power; and Japan’s
brilliant exploits in the war with China and later with
Rupia, has excited a spirit of emulation among the
Chinese that only a thorough reform of government
and revision of law can satisfy.

The Gaekwar at the Gujarat Sahitya
Parishad*

Speaking at the recent session of the Guja-
rat Sahitya Parishad held at Baroda H. H.
the Gaekwar said that “ to preserve the

records of the past, to reconstruct with care-

ful hand the literature of a bygone age, is

but one of the many activities a literary

society may have, although such has been
almost the main aim of those started in

America and with a few exceptions, those
in Europe as well. If a country has an
honourable past, as India has had, it be-

hoves its scholars of today to see that she
has an equally honourable present. If a
country declines in its art, in its industry,

in its mental and physical vigor or in its

literature, that country is discredited. It

ill becomes our dignity, as an association,

to record the deeds others have done, yet

admitting that we may not do the like our-

selves, but only preserve the thoughts of

those that have passed away before us, and
not contribute our share to the literary

productions of the world. We are„^the

present aetprs in the arena : the battle-axe
has passed from other hands to ours. . In

our veins flows the blood of those we
venerate. In our brain resides the soul that

prompted our fathers to deeds of righteous-
ness and words of wisdom

; let not our
children say of us that in our veins that
blood turned to water, and that under our
care that soul lost itself in slothful ease.*’

He therefore urged upon his hearers the duty
of studying the contemporary life of our
people, of discovering means to improve it

and of co-operation for certain common
ends to be attained. The two things that
in his opinion were needed for this co-
operation were a common script for the
different languages spoken in India and a
common language that shall tie us together
into one compact union ol ideas and aims.
He also urged that by means of translations
into our vernaculars “the best thou^ts of
other nations should be made ours

$ . hot
through the dead languages of ancient days,
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but in oul^ own living language of the

present; not through the old languages

of the chilly North, but in our own warm
tongue which we drank in with our

mother’s milk.”

He announced that he was organising a
State-department for the translation of good
European booka' into Gujarati or other

vernaculars and their subsequent publica-

tion, and he was setting apart the sum of

two lakhs of rupees, from the Khangi
Department, the interest of which would
be used for carrying on this work.

Paris University.

The Calcutta University is said to be un-

wieldy, because it has a large number of

students in colleges affiliated to it and
situated over a wide tract of country. But
Paris University can boast of a much
larger number of students, all dwelling in

one city; and yet, to judge by certain

figures given by the “Debats”, it is the

most attractive intellectual centre of the

world. “The last report states that in

round numbers, out of 18,000 students there

are 3,500 foreigners, whose total has trip-

led in the last ten years. The most
popular faculty is that of Letters, which
boasts about 1,300 non-French students,

more than half of whom are girls. T^e
first place is taken by Russia, with 512, but
almost every icbuntry on the face of the

globe is represented. And these are not

mere amateurs, but serious workers, as is

proved by the fact that thirteen foreigners

took the degree of Doctor of University and
that of Doctor-es-lettres, not to speak of

lesser distinctions.”

Intellectual Life and Residential

Universities.

Many persons in India seem to think and
would have us believe that in order that

Universities may be the creators of new
knowledge and promoters of an intellectual

atmosphere, they must be residential. But
with the newer Universities in the United

Kingdom, residence is not the rule, nor is

it the rule with the Paris University or the

German Universities. We, therefore, endorse

the following observations of the Edu^ional
Rtview of Madras on Lord Hardingh’s recent

Convocation address.

' . While agreeing with the Chancdllor in saying that

the ifidian Universities ought to .become like the

Universities of the West the nurseries and workshops
of intellectual life, we cannot emphasise to the
same extent the value of a residential system. The
German Universities are the chief centres wherein
new knowledge is being created at the present
day, but there is no residential system connected
with them. Whereas in Oxford and Cambridge
which are residential Universities the output
of original work is comparatively small. Original
work is a product of an atmosphere of Lent'-

freiheii and Lehvfreiheit and not of the cramped
atmosphere of an examination-ridden system.

The Bombay Social Conference.

The social reformers of Bombay have set

an example which ought to be followed all

over India, in that they have held their

Conference quite apart from the political

Conference. Mrs. Ramabai Ranade, who
presided over the Ladies’ Conference held

in connection with the social conference,

was quite right when she said : “The Social

Conference has now become a separate

movement ; and as such it held its first ses-

sion in Bombay last
^
week. This is just

what we desire, for our past experience is

that whenever the Social Conference is.

held in connection with the Provincial Con-
ference the minds of the people are so much
absorbed in the discussion of political

questions that very little attention is paid

to the subjects of social reform that are

brought forward”.

Mrs. Annie Besant on Violence.

Emerson says that consistency is the bug-

bear of fools. The latest illustration of

this adage is to be found in Mrs. Besant’s

pronouncement on the violence used by
Suffragettes in England. She has often

denounced the violence used by the “anar-

chists” of Bengal, and posed as the saviour

of India from rebellion and anarchism.

But in a recent issue of The Times she justi-

fies Suffragette violence, asking, “To what
else have politicians ever yielded?” She
adds:

—

“There would be no Home Rule Bill if

landlords had not been shot and cattle

maimed. No Reform Bill of 1832 without

riot and bloodshed. No later Reform Bill

if Hyde Park railings had not gone down.
It is all abominable, but it is true. Violence

is the recognised way in England of gain-

ing political reforms.”

We do not think, therefore, that Mrs.

Besant is reliable guide in politics.
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Gujarat Famine Relief.

We have received and forwarded to Mr.

G. K* Devadhar of the Servants of fndta

Society for famine relief in Gujarat, Rs. 16

collected from the students of the.Govern-

ment High school, Tumkur, Mysore, at the

instance of Master M. V. Krishnappa, a
pupil of the fifth form. We hope other

students will follow this noble example.

The Solidarity, of Indian and
European interests.

The Empire thinks that the removal of the

capital to Delhi will produce some benefi-

cial results which the Government did not

have in view, one of them being “to in-

crease the solidarity of Indian and Euro-

pean interests and not to accentuate their

differences. The moment Europeans begin

to take a real interest in the political life

of the Presidency, they will begin to sym-
pathise with the grievances

,
and aspira-

tions of their Indian fellow citizens.

Hitherto they have been content to rely

upon the identity which is supposed to exist

between the interests of the European mer-

cantile community and the governing classes.

Their social intercourse with the ruling

classes has masked from them the anta-

gonism that inevitably arises between an

oligarchy and a subject state. The result

has been that they have looked upon the

various agitations that are springing up in

the Indian body politic as purely factitious

if not insidiously disloyal. They will soon

find out that this is not the case. The
moment they begin to take themselves seri-

ously as a political factor they will make
acquaintance with the iron hand that the

velvet glove has hitherto concealed from

them. They will find themselves criticizing

the Government in a spirit not dissimilar to

that displayed by the most outspoken of the

Indian associations, and when they discover

what small effect the first representation has

upon the powers that be, they will begin to

meditate upon other ways and means of

showing that they are in earnest. One
of the most efficacious of these will be un-

doubtedly the joining of hands with Indian

associations for the accomplishment of aims

which are held in common. Such a com-

bination would jjrove practically irresistible.

One demonstration of the possibilities of

combination would cement Indian and

European interests to an extent which even
social intercourse has hitherto failed to do.

We have no hesitation in saying that one
q/the most valuable results of the “forward”
movement of the .\nglo-Indian Desfnee

Associations is likely to be the establish-

ment, along certain lines, of a solidarity of

interest between Indians and Europeans in

the Presidecy of Bengal.

“

We will not take the risk of prophesying.

We shall rejoice if The Empire proves a true

prophet.

The duty that Anglo-Indians owe
to India.

The Empire discourses on the duty which

the Anglo-Indian community owes to India.

Our contemporary observes :

—

“Apart from all this it is a good thing,

on general principles, that the European

community should rouse itself and begin to

take a living interest in the commonweal.
It is its duty. Even if it does not contem-

plate a life-long residence in this country,

the individuals of which it is composed
spend here the best years of their lives.

How can they reconcile it to their con-

sciences to take all that India can offer

them in the shape of money, prestige, occu-

pation and recreation, and give back no-

thing in the way of service? Business and

spoot—these are the two things that the

average Anglo-Indian lives for. So far as

all public questions are concerned he

grudges the time and interest which a

proper consideration of them would in-

volve. By his supineness on public ques-

tions he has played into the hands, now
of his Indian fellow citizens, who are keener

on these^ matters than he is, now of the

Government, which has exploited him for

its own purposes, and has in a matter of

the highest importance to his interests,

left him suddenly and shabbily in the lurch.

It is his own fault, and it is an excellent

thing that he realizes it. If the movement
which is now being inaugurated had been

started a dozen years ago it is extremely

doubtful whether the Government of India

would have ventured upon the course to

which it actually stands committed.*’

Chemical Research in Bengal*

Those who are interested in the progress

of science in India will learn with pleasure
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that papers embodying original investiga-

tions by our countrymen have been appear-

ing almost every month in the journals of

the London Chemicat Society. The numbef

for August, contained three pieces

of research by Dr. P. C. Ray and his pupils

! and co-workers, Messrs. Hemendra Kumar
; Sen, Jitendra Nalh Rakshit, and Rasik Lai

! Dutt. The latest number of the journal

contains two important papers : one by
Mr. Rasik Lai Dutt and the other by Dr.

Kay and Mr. Rakshit. The annual Report

on the Progress of Chemistry for 19 ii

recently published, refers to Dr. Ray’s “long

and painstaking researches on the nitrites,”

as well as to the contributions of some of

his past and present pupils, among them
being Messrs. Panchanan NeogI, B. B. Adhi-

kari, H. K. Sen and B. B. Dey.

Delegates of the Calcutta University*

The Conference of the Universities of the

Empire will commence its sessions in the

beginning of July under the presidency of

such distinguished men as Lord Rosebery,

Lord Haldane and others. Dr. P. C. Ray,
the distinguished Bengali Chemist, and
Babu Deba Prasad Sarbadhikary, the

University representative in the Bengal

Council, will attend this Conference as

delegates of the Calcutta University. We
wish them hon voyage. Dr. Ray will also

participate in the celebration of the 250th

Anniversary of the Royal Society^ as a
delegate of our University, which has cer-

tainly made a worthy choice. The Royal
Society is one of the greatest scientific

societies in the world and it is an honour
indeed to be invited to send a delegate to

its 250th anniversary celebrations. It is

a piece of good fortune that our University

was not obliged to choose as its delegate

some highly paid mediocrity, but had at

hand a scientific discoverer and author of

the standing of Dr. Ray.

India not the only sinner.

At the recent All-India Sanitary Con-
ference the question of village sanitation

was raised by Captain Justice, the Officiat-

ing Sanitary Commissioner in the Madras
Presidency, who dwelt on the scanty pro-

gress achieved in the improvement of the

I
s^itary condition in villages in the last

* half-century. According to the returns

quoted by Capain Justice, there were during
1910, only 595 towns and villages in the
Presidency which could boast any system of
conservancy. The remaining 42,207 were
without conservancy arrangements of any
kind. Captain Justice ascribed this state of

things to lack of funds, the want of trained

sanitation, and the failure of the people to

co-operate so as to render the measures
adopted more successful. The Captain was
of opinion that “the apathy of the people,

is a stumbling block to all progress.” On
this The Statesman observes ;

—

“ Doubtless it is true, in a sense, that the

apathy of the people, is a stumbling-block
to all progess.” But this proposition is not
a fair presentation of the facts unless it is

qualified. In the first place, it conveys the

impression that the masses in India are

peculiar in their indifference to sanitation.

Now, this is not true, as anyone acquainted
with village or town life in European
countries can testify. . The people every-

where are neglectful of hygiene, because
they are ignorant alike of its principles and
its value.’*

We hope, with the spread of education,

particularly on matters hygienic, the apathy
of our people will disappear. But we
should not forget that our poverty is also a
very great stumbling-block to all progress.

Teaching UniversitUs and Teaching
Colleges.

Some people have an amazing capacity

for self-deception. They seem to think that

as soon as you call an institution a “teach-

ing university” instead of calling it a
“teaching college” (for we presume there

are colleges which do little teaching though

they realise the full tuition fee), you are

within sight of the educational salvation

of India. Take a concrete instance. It is

said that the Dacca Government College

is to be made a teaching university. Now,
it is certain that its present European staff

will be among the university professors. If

they are good teachers now, the name
“university professors” will not make them
better. If they are not good teachers, that

name will not make them good. It is not

the names- that signify, but men and
methods. It may be contended that in

future they will adopt better methods. But
who prevents them from adopting these
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methods now ? It may be said that better

and more professors will be appointed in

future, when the institution has become a

Univereity. But why cannot they be ap*

E
ointed, so long as the thing continues to

e called a college ?

The late Mr. Langat Singh.

In Mr. Langat Singh Behar loses a son of

whom all India may be justly proud. He
began life as a Railway pointsman, lost a
leg in a railway accident, took to the

business of a contractor and by his honesty

and business capacity became a wealthy
man. He made good use of his riches.

He was the founder of the Bhumihar
Brahman College at Mozaftarpur, to which
he gave a princely endowment. His other

benefactions were also large. Latterly he
had been actively exerting himself to make
the. Hindu University movement a success.

The Wreck of the ^^Titanic.^*

The wreck of the “Titanic” in which
more than 1500 persons lost their lives is

the greatest disaster of its kind on record.

The details, so far as they are available,

have appeared in the papers and need not

be repeated. But some passages from the

accounts furnished by survivors deserve

prominent insertion.

The transfer of passengers from the

“Titanic** to the “Carpathia” was a most
pitiable sight. Ropes were tied round the

waists of adults, and children and babies

were placed in bags and hoisted on to the

deck. Some boats were not half full while

others were crowded. Some passengers

were in evening dress and others in their

night clothes and wrapped in blankets.

««NotaSobwMHcM4.^'

All were hurried to the saloon where a
hot breakfast was prepared. The rescued

passengers had been in boats for from four

to five hours in a most bitingly cold wind.

There was no demonstration. The passen-

ger says not a sob was heard. All seemed
stunned by the shock of their experiences.

Divine service was held after breakfast.

Women to Go First.

The Captain who was bn the Bridge

summoned all to don Ufe-pceservers and

ordered the boats to be lowered, the fim
boat containing mostly males, as they were
the first to reach the deck. When the rush
of women and children began, the rule that
women should go first was strictly observed.

‘'Nearer Xy God To

The officers drew out their revolvers but
in most cases they were not used. As the
last boats drew away, the ship’s band
gathered in the saloon near the end and
played “Nearer my God to Thee.”

Confronted with Disaster.

“We all worked slowly up the life-belts

over our clothing. Even then we only
ptesumed this was a wise precaution the

Captain was taking and thought we should
shortly retire to bed. There was total ab-
sence of panic, possibly owing to the ex-

ceedingly calm night and absence of any
signs of an accident. The ship was abso-

lutely still and except for a gentle tilt

downwards which I don’t think one person
in ten would have noticed, there were no
signs of the approaching disaster.

PaUictic Scenes.

But a few moments saw the covers lifted

from the boats, the crews standing by ready
to lower. Then we realised there was
something serious. People were now pour-
ing up. Presently came the order:—“All

men stand back from the boats, all ladies

retire to the^ next deck below.” The men
stood back in absolute silepce leaning on
the railings or packing. The deck boats
were swung out and lowered to the deck
below where the ladies got in quietly except
some who refused to leave their husbands.

Wives Tom from HasUads,

Some, however, were torn from their

httsbwds and poshed into boats. All

the time there was no trace of disorder or
of rush for boats. There was no hysteri-

cal sobbing among the women. It was ex-
traordinary how self-controlled everyone
w^ even when they tealised that they
might presently be in the sea with life-belts

for their only support. When the boats con-
taining women and children had dis-

appeared into darkness, word was jdven to
the men to enter the boats. Tms Was
effected quietly.
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pAlnlul Parting Scenes,

Scenes of partings when wives were forced

to enter the boats were terribly painful.

Some refused, to leSive their husbands and

perished with them.

Conduct of Officers.

All agree that the conduct of officers and

crew was admirable.

A Half-Demented Passenger.

I^cports of suicides emanated apparently

from a half-demented passenger who was
one of the first to land.

The Captain’s Fate.

A passenger named George Braden says

he saw the Captain as he sank standing
alone. A wave knocked him down but he
regained his feet, then another wave came
and he disappeared.

Mr. Stead.

Hitherto the only reference to Mr. W. T.
Stead, the most distinguished soul who
perished on the Titanic, is by a Yorkshire-
man named Barkworth who saw him on
deck shortly after the vessel struck. Others
report that they did not see him among the

mtn who were watching the loading of

bdats. As there was no sllarm he may
have returned to his State-room. Others
tell us that he was one of the most active
in helping the women and children off the

steamer.

Some survivors report that Mr. W. T.

Stead came to the door of his State-room
but went back to bed.

His heroic end.

According to Mr. Seward, Mr. Stead was
one of the few on deck when the “Titanic”
struck. He preserved a beautiful composure.
“No one,” said Mr. Seward, “would know
Mr. Stead's end except that he faced death
with philosophic resignation.”

“Did not sec Br. Stead sgaia/’

^
A steward, named Cunningham, described

cailling Mr, W. T. Stead. He asked him
to show how to put on a Ufc-beit. Cunning*

15

ham^ put the life-belt on Mr. Stead whom
he did not see again.

Calm Courage of Colonel Astor.

Passengers praise enthusiastically the
calm courage of Colonel Astor and Major
Butt, Mr. Taft's aide-de-camp.

,,
Both help-

ed and cheered the women, Astor personal-

ly helping a ypung^ bride who was in

delicate health into one of the last boats.

A Lady’s Mishap.

Mrs. Churchill Candee, of Washington, had
both legs broken getting into a lifeboat.

She declares that most of the men saved

were picked up in water into which they

had plunged after the lifeboats were
launched.

The Discipline was spendid.

When the boats were being lowered,

Major Peuchen continued, the discipline ivas

splendid, but he was surprised that more
sailors were not at their posts. About one

hundred stokers came up crowding the deck

but an officer drove them back like sheep.

No Discrimination in Rescue Work,

They made no discrimination regarding

the class of ^omen put into the boats. H
some boats \^ere not fully loaded, it was
because they could not find people willing

to go. They did not' seem to care about
getting into the boats. No effort was made
by the officers or crew either to restrain or

direct passengers. He saw women on deck
but they did not respond to the calls and
he had no time to drag them in.

Full List of Saved,

Mr. Buxton, in reply to Mr. Chioza Money, ‘

has issued a return showing that on the

“Titanic” in the first class were 172 men, of

whom 59 were saved, 144 women, of whom
139 were saved, and five children all of whom
were saved ;

in the second class 160 men
of whom 13 were saved, 93 women, of whom
78 were saved, and 24 children, all of whom
were saved. In the third class 454 men, of
whom 55 were saved, 179 women o1 whom 98
were saved, and 76 children, of whom 23
were saved. The crew consisted of mc
men, of whom 189 were saved, and 23
women, of whom 21 were saved.
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AH poor wonea and cKildren saved.

Wife realstliig being parted from Husband.

70 widows In «<Garpetbla.*'

Wireless operator's marvellous Devotion*

A feature of the Titanic disaster is that a
number of rich persons were drowned while
so far as is known, all poor women and
children were saved.

The millionaires, Mr.- Widner and Mr.
Harris, died bravely after putting their wives
into boats. Mr. Isidor Straus and his wife
perished together, the wife successfully resist-

ing being parted from her husband.

Mr. Howard Case valiantly assisted Major
But to get the women into boat.

Mrs. Edgar Meyer, of New York, praised
everyone on the Titanic. Her husband
threw her into a lifeboat, reminding her of

their child at home. She says there were
about 70 of us widows on board the
Carpathta.

The Titanic's Assistant Wireless Operator,
named Mr. Bride, testifies to the marvellous
devotion of his dead chief Mr. Phillips, who
continued working with the cabin awash
for a quarter of an hour after the Captain
said **You have done your duty. Save
yourseir

No Cowardice 00 'Tltsalc.*'

Colonel Greele'i Account,

'.'No more Women to go"

A Canadian sculptor, named Mr. Cheveret,
declares that there was v absolutely no
cowardice on the Titamc. "1 uke off my
hat to English seamen who went down with
their ship. Those maiming boats were
most difficult to force into the boats.^’

Colonel C^cie, who went down with the
ship but was sul»equently rescued from a
raft, says he felt as if he were being propel-

led by explosions to the surface. Bodies
were all round the raft, which was soon full

and waterlogged. They were compelled
to refuse to receive any others. Many of

the latter went to their death, saying "Good
luck-God bless you.**

Questioned by the Senate's Commitee as
to the circumstances in which he left the

Titanic Mr. Ismay replied almost in a whis-
per that one of the boats was being filled

when Officers called out to know if there

were any more women to go. "There weie

none,** he said, "and there were no passen-
gto on the deck, so as the boat was being
lowered I got in.**

Heroic Act of CapUin Smith.

Those survivors who were still on board
the Titanic when she sank agree that

Captain Smith acted most heroically to the

end. Just before he was washed off his

feet he megaphoned to the crowd to be

British. Later he was seen helping the

stragglers in the water, and other Officers

and members of the crew nobly seconded his

example.

Splendid Conduct of the Strlngmen.

All accounts testify to the splendid con-

duct of the string band which almost until

the last played cheerful ragtime selections

finishing with " Nearer my God to Thee.*'

With tears in our eyes, with the rest of

the admiring world, we bow to the British

sea-men and British and American passen-

gers who behaved with such exemplary

coolness, courage and self* sacrificing devo-

tion. We bow to the women who did not

and could not be forced to leave their,

husbands but perished with them. For

ever will they be adored as true satis.

The sinking of the Titanic is a most

terrible calamity, but it has shown the

world that .j^e British people and Western

races generw'y occupy a dominant place

in the wo^ not by mere brute force or

superior scientific weapons of destruction,

but also by calm courage in facing^ certain

death, by
,
self-sacrifice, by discipline and

by chivalry, which last has certainly a real

existence, not a mere verbal one. The rich,

the strong, the famous could have saved

themselves, but preference wm given to the

poor, the weak (including women and

children), and the obscure. Mr. Astor and

other millionaires have shown that they

were more opulent in the wealth of a noble

soul than in worldly riches. The wprld must

mourn their loss, being poorer in spiritual

wealth by their death. It will mourn the

death of Mr. W. T. Stead, the fighter, the

worker, the hero, the friend and advocate

of the weak and the oppressed all over the

world, the promoter,of peace and the fore-

most journalist of his day. He died as he

lutd* lived, unruffled and without fear# it
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will enshrine in its heart the sacred Riusla in Persia,

memory of the wive* whow love was ^ot the success of the constitutional
Stronger than death. Nor will mankind movement in Persia, two things were absio-
forget to do homage to the many obscure ,„tely necessary, vix., that her finances
and, in many cases nameless, heroes, whose should be sound and that her people should
conduct relieves the tragic gloom of a be able to assert their natural freedom. By
great disaster and makes us proud of our driving out her American treasurer-general
common humanity. Shuster, Russians made the first im-

possible. The second was made impossible
The Discovery of the South Pole. by systematic execution of leading national-

Just as men in their youth love danger fig****-

and adventure for their own sake so do

partly

One

[Current LiUrature,

" The Persian Editor whom the Russians

Captain Amundsen. Hanged.

of these has succeeded at last in reaching

the South Pole under Captain Amundsen.
This discovery will have important scientific

results. But as the antarctic regions may
l>ave economic value, there will be the usual

scramble for sovereignty there. Nay, it has

begun already.

Hadji All took the lead in expounding that ideal of

Persian self-government which brought W. Morgan
Shuster into the land. He was summarily executed

by the Russians as soon as Mr. Shuster had been
sent off.

Education of Sindh Musaimans«

The Hon. Mr. Bhurgri has introduced

a bill in the Bombay Council for taxing
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{Current Liierature.

Resisting the Cossacks in I^eksia.

The vicinity of Tabriz presented, during the crisis over Mr. Morgan Sliuster, all the aspects of Waterloo
in its first stages—the Waterloo being Shuster’s.

the Musalman land-holders of Sindh for the

education of Sindh Muhammadans. This

has been done with the full consent of

these land-holders. Musalman and Hindu
land-holders in other Provinces should

follow this not>le example.

Gorrectib^s.

Page Column Lines ’^Por*^ Read

353 *

» I. *2 ain ^
„ 2 29

. tail of Hi HiJofH

355. 2 ^ 34 HW ; vms

35^) I 22 to 34 These lines (
bccinning

with the word Note;—
to the figure should

be excluded from the

f
text and read in con-

tinuation of the footnote

under thrstolumn.

„ 2 * 7 Read i as representing

H before

Page 3O4, 2nd column, 53rd line. "Property”
should be "poverty' '.

Page 368, 1st column 29th line. There should bi*

full slop after " Disappear," the " f " of " for " should

be capital F, the full stop after " India should be

taken off, the line should thus stand as follows : "For

students of economics in India this conception of the

study hasa special appeal."

pRiVTiD AND Published by Purna Chandra Dass, at the Kuntaline Press,
61 & 63, Bowbazar Street, Calcutta.
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WOMAN’S LOT IN EAST AND WEST

(From th$ Bengali of Ravindranaih Tagore),

WHEN I reached Kurope I found only

ships running, carriages driving,

men moving, shops plying, theatres

going on. Parliament in session,—in fact,

everything on the move. In everything,

great and small, a vast endeavour was
busily asserting itself day and night to an
extreme point

; all were rushing on in

concert with tireless energy to attain the

extreme limit of human powers.
I he sight oppressed my Indian nature

;

but at the same time I cried out in admira-
tion too, “Yes, these arc indeed an Imperial

race ! What wi" look upon as much more
than enopgli is but a miserable pittance in

their eyelg. For the sake of their meanest
comfort, for the sake of their most fleeting

pleasure, man’s powers arc toiling with

nerves and muscles strained to the utmost.”

During ^le voyage I used to reflect

Jhis ship is incessantly advancing with its

iron bosoii thrown forward ;
on the deck

countless men and women are engaged,
some cosily reposing, others amusing them-
selves. But there is a fire burning for ever

low down in its secret bowels, at which in-

nocent coat<^biack damned ones are con-

stantly grilling and shortening their lives.

Oh ! the unbearable strain, hard toil, and
pitiless waste of human life incessantly

goinig on there I But it cannot be helped.

His Majesty MAN is making hi^ royal

progress; he will not halt, he will not

consent to lose his time or bear any hardship,
il it can be avoided.

It is not enough for him that distance has

been annihilated by ^ the ceaseless, working
of machinery ; on the way he will not bear

the least curtailment of the comfort and
splendour to which he is accustomed in

his palace. Hundreds of servants are ever

engaged in waiting on him
; his dining

saloon and music hall are finely decorated,

painted with gold, covered with marble,

and lighted up by hundreds of electric’

lamps. His table groans under every

possible variety of dish. How many
regulations, how arrangements for

keeping the ship tidyilwhat careful atten-

tion to the minutest detail! Every bit of

rope is kept neatly coiled in its proper

place. As in the ship, so everywhere else,

—

in the streets, the rivers, the shops, tfaeattes,

—there is no end of arrangements. Bvirry-

where the senses of HiB Imperial Majesty

MAN are being offered sacrifices with full

ppnip of ritual.
.
For years we toil and toil

in advance that he may ' enjoy even a
moment’s pleasure

{

My subjective Oriental nature looked
upon this machine of civilisation, worked
at extreme strain, as a source of affliction.

Even a single voluptuous despot in a
country requijres thousands of wretches to

wear their lives out in contributing to.,, his

pleasure ; but when the kings of society'are

counted in tans of thousand, tha buman
race is crushed under an intolerable burden.
Hood’s Song of the Shirt is the pathetic cry
of that oppressed humanity.
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In the reigns of bygone tyrants the pyra-

mids of Egypt were built of many stones

and many miserable human lives. Looking

at the beautiful towering edifice of modern
civilisation, I often think that it has been

built of stone above and stone below, with

human lives crushed between the two layers.

True, it is a matchlessly prodigious struc-

ture; true, its artistic beauty is marvellous;

but its cost is also excessive. We do not

mark this cost from the outside
; but it is

gradually accumulating in Nature’s account-

book against us. It is a law of Nature

that the despised take their revenge,

though little by little

1 remember that a certain great man of

Europe has prophesied that the Negro race

will one day conquer Europe. The black

clouds of Africa will envelop the white day-

light of Europe. God forbid it 1 But it is

not naturally impossible
;
because, in light

there is confidence, a thousand eyes are

gazing on it ;
but where darkness gathers,

there danger accumulates its strength in

secret,—there is cataclysm’s birth-place

shrouded in mystery. When India's Nawabs
grew luxurious beyond endurance, a storm

burst on them from the gloomy neglected

North-western corner, the home of poor and
hardy races. Such a fate may possibly

overtake luxurious civilised man.

It would be presumption on my part to

make any dogmatic aj|||prtion about foreign

society. But so far as 1 can judge standing

outside it, I am convinced that with the

progress of European civilisation women
are becoming more and more unhappy.

Women are the Centripetal force of

society. In Europe the centripetal force is

failing to pull society back towards the

centre as strongly as the centrifugal force

is driving it asunder. The men are being

scattered over the face of the earth in

different lands ;
with the (artificial) increase

of wants they are being ceaselessly engaged

in the struggle for existence. A soldier

cannot fight with a heavy kit, a traveller

cannot walk with a heavy load on his back

;

so, too, in Europe man does not easily con-

sent to burden himself with a family.

Woman’s realm^ is going to
,
be gradually

depopulated. The maid (in Europe) has to

wait long years before getting a husband

;

the wife has to pine in loneliness while her

husband is away at work
; the son whe„

grown up leaves his mother’s nest.
It has become necessary for the women

even to join alone in the severe struggle hr
existence. And yet their traditional train-
mg, nature, and social usage are opposed
to such a course.

I think, this destruction of social harmony
is the reason why women in Europe are
striving for equal rights with men. In the
social plays of Ibsen we see that many of

their female characters are very impatient
of the existing social ties, while the males
support social usage. This paradox made
me realise that in modern European society
the position of women has truly become
very inconsistent; the men will neither
build homes for the women, nor grant them
full right to enter the field of work. At
first sight the large number of women in

the ranks of the Kussian Nihilists may
surprise us

; but reflection will show that

the time is nearly ripe for the women in

Europe to appear as Furies of destruction.
On the whole we see that in European

civilisation, strength has become so very
indispensable in every walk of life that the

place for the weak,—male and female
alike,— is gradually disappearing from their

society. 1 he demand now is only for work,
only for strength, only for movement. It

seems as if those capable of giving and
winning pity, of loving and being beloved,
are^ not quite entitled to live in such a
society. Thus it is that their women seem
half ashamed of their femininity, and are
trying to prove formally that they have
strength no less than feeling.

Such is their lot
j
And when in England

people shed a flood of tears over “the miser-
able condition of Indian women," I feel

great regret as so much sympathy being
needlessly thrown away....Sympathy from
an Englishman is so rare, that my sorrow
knows no bound when J see this precious
article being wasted on an undeserving
object.

We see that our women, with their
simple graceful ornaments, their ever cheer-
ful faces, have kept our homes sweet by
means of their tenderness, love, and
graciousness. Sometimes their eyes are
dimmed with tears when they are in a pet

;

sometimes their simple fair faces, under love’s
oppressive sway, assume a tender melancholy
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hue, patient and grave. But woman’s

afflictions, viz,^ cruel husbands and un-

natural sons, are' to be found everywheae

in the world ;
I have learned from a reli-

able source that they are not absolutely

non-existent in England ! Well, we are

quite happy with our household goddesses,

and they too have never told us that they

are very unhappy. Why then do meddlers,

living thousands of miles away, break their

hearts needlessly over the imaginary

sorrows of our woman folk ? Men naturally

commit great mistakes in imagining what
would make others happy or unhappy. If,

through the evolution of civilisation, the

fish were suddenly to develop into

philanthropists, their sympathetic hearts

would never find peace without plunging
the whole human race in a deep mossy
pond ! Europe, your happiness lies outside,

our happiness dwells inside the home
; how

then can we make you realise that we are

happy.

When a lady doctor of the Dufferin Fund
enters our women’s appartments, and sees

there dirty small rooms, small windows,
beds not at all milkwhite, earthenware
lamps, mosquito-nets fastened with strings,

a few oleograph daubs of the Calcutta Art

Studio, the walls blackened with the soot

of lamps and the smudges of many fingers

for countless years,—she turns up her npse

and thinks, “Oh, it" is horrible! How
miserable is their life I How very selfish

are their men that they have kept the

women like cattle!” Ah, she does not

know that we all live thus. We read Mill,

Spencer, and Ruskin ; we work in hnglish

offices, write to the papers, print books, but
we light that earthen lamp, squat on that

mattress, buy gold ornaments for our wives

when we are in funds, and inside that string-

knotted mosquito-net sleep we and our wives
fanning ourselves with a palm-leaf fan,

<»ur baby between us.

And yet,—you will not believe it ?—we
are not miserable! We have no sofa or

carpet-seated chair; but we have pity,

tenderness, and love. True, we read your

literature, half lying on our backs on a
wooden bedstead, our shoulders pressed

3g9inst a bolster
;
but we can nevertheless

understand and enjoy a good deal of it.

read your philosophy with uncovered
backs before a half-broken earthen lamp.

and yet we can get so much light from it

that even our boys have almost become
sceptics like you

!

And we, on our part, cannot enter into
your feelings. You love your furniture,
sport, and amusement so very much that
for their sake you don’t mind having no
wife or child. With you comfort is first,

then comes love. With us love is the

supreme need
;
and thereafter our lifelong

endeavour often fails to secure for us an
(adequate) measure of comfort.

The truth is, we Indian men cannot live

without marrying. The porpoise lives in

water, but it must come up to the surface

every now and then to breathe, or it will

die. So, we may remain plunged in the

midst of business ; but we must run every

now and then to our women’s apartments

and there refresh ourselves, if we are to live

a( all.

1 was just now asking,—Are our women
happy or unhappy ? Well, 1 think that in

the present structure of our society, our

women are tolerably well off, though that

structure may or may not be beneficial to

society itself. An Englishman may
imagine that a woman cannot be happy
unless she plays lawn tennis or dance.s

at balls. But our people believe that

woman’s true happiness consists only in

loving and being beloved. But such a
belief may be one of ottr superstitions.

It is impossible for the woman-heart in

an English family to attain to the varied

fulfilment which it gains in the Indian

home. Hence it is considered a cruel

misfortune for an English woman to live

and die an old maid. Her lonely heart

gradually turns arid ; she;tries to keep her-

self engaged only by nursing puppies or by
joining charitable societies-. The doctor

must artificially pump out the accumulated
milk of the mother of a still-born babe, to

keep hei in health. Similarly, the inherent

tenderness of the European old maid’s heart

has to be poured out fruitlessly by various

elaborate devices ; but it cannot give her

soul true gratification.

It will not be unfair to compare the old

maid of English society with the girl-widow
of India. The two classes form nearly the

same proportion of their respective popula-
tions. Outwardly their lot is the same, but
there is a marked difference between the
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two in one respect. The Hindu widow's

feminine nature never gets a chance of

growing sterile by lying arid, vacant, and

waste. Her lap is never bare, her arms

never idle, her heart never unattached.

She acts, now as a mother (to her nephews),

now as a daughter, now as a companion

(to her sisters-in-law). Thus, throughout

life she remains tender, full-hearted, affec-

tionate, engaged in the service of others.

The children of the fjoint) family are born

before her eyes, and grow up in her arms.

To the other girls of the house she is attach-

ed by the ties of many years* joys and sor-

rows, love and comraderie. With the male

members of the family her relation is mani-

fold, —that of render care, respectful devo-

tion, and merry playfulness. She is not

denied a share in the household work which

women n.iturally love. And between whiles

she has time also for reading the Ramayan^

the Mahabharat, or a Puran or two, and for

the loving task of drawing the children

round her knees in the evening to tell them

stories. Nay, a wife has sometimes the wish

and the leisure to keep kittens or green

parrots ;
but a Hindu widow leaves no

corner of her heart unoccupied
|
by useful

loving service^ for the indulgence of such

frivolous tastes.]

Hence 1 cannot believe that our women
are less happy than your women who are

incessantly whirling in the eddy of pleasure

or are engaged in competing with men, or

passing their lonely maidenhood or widow-

hood in nursing puppies and four or five cha-

ritable societies. Loveless tieless vacant

liberty is a terrible thing for women—as
terrible and vacuouji i| the boundless free-

dom of the desert ifW i householder.

Whatever else we may be, we are a do-

mestic race. Hence it logically follows

that we are at the mercy of our woman kind

;

ihey have cherished us with great and con-

stant care and attention. Indeed, so fully

have they got us under their control, that

we cannot bear to stay long away from our

home and country. It does us much hanh

no doubt, but it at least does not make our

women unhappy.

I do not mean to say that our society is

perfect and the best in the world, nor that

nothing can . be done to improve our

women’s lot But on the whole it can

be asserted that our wives and daughters

do not generally live in a world of horrors,

but that they are happy.

Before we discuss the intellectual traininjL;

of our women, we may well question

whether our men even are properly educated.

Are not we, Indian men, a strange medley
of odds and ends, a patchwork? Are our

powers of observation, judgment, and

assimilation very healthy and natural, and

carried on to a liberal maturity? Do we not

frequently mix up unreal fancies with

things observed ? Has not blind Prejudice,

unshaken and proud, usurped half the

throne of Reason in our minds ? Is there

not an absurd inconsistency always notice-

able between our convictions and acts, as

the result of our feeble education and weak

character? A terrible confusion, without

order, without control, reigns among the

thoughts, opinions, and institutions of the

Bengalis.

And, because we have not learnt to

observe think and act like well-trained men,

there is no stability in anything pertaining

to us. Whatever we say and do seems to

be done as in play ;
it all fades and drops

down dead like mango-blossoms before

their season. Hence our writings are like

debating club essays; our opinions are

meant for displaying our intellectual subtle-

ty, and not for application to our life.

Our minds are keen, like the tip of the

kusha grass, but ndl strong like weapons.

If^uch is our condition, what high educa-

tion can we expect for our women ? It is

putting the cart before the horse to expect

the full education of our women before the

education of our men has been perfected.

So, we must admit that though an

English woman’s character is left imperfect

if she is not educated, the practical educa-

tion of our women,—thanks to our well-

filled home,—acquires far greater complete-

ness (in spite of their lack of literary educa-

tion).

But this largeness of the family is a load

which has crushed all growth out of our

race. Our household has, through the

course of ages, grown into such an un-

naturally huge affair that none of us has

any strength left for minding things outside

our homes. We have clustered together

(in our homes) in such large numbers as to

reduce all to the same stunted size. Our
society is like a dense forest, whose
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thousand creepers entangle and prevent any

particular member from raising himself to a

towering height a.bove all the rest.

Under the complicated ties of our family-

svstem, we have failed to form a nation, to

form a State, and to develop world-conquer-

ing manliness. We have produced (ideal)

fathers, mothers, sons, brothers and wives,--

and, by the reaction of this strong social

force, many ascetics and recluses
;
but we

have not produced anybody (vowed to live

and die) for the great world. I'o us the

family is the only world. [The same
Bengali word, sansar, means both ‘family*

and ‘world*].

But in Europe we see a strange pheno-

menon. The domestic tie is much looser

in Europe than with us, and hence Europe

has no doubt produced many men who
have devoted all their powers to the service

of their own race or of humanity. Hut, on

the other hand, many Europeans seek in the

world nothing beyond a good opportunity

for pampering their own selves. On one
side we see philanthropy free from all

(family) ties, and on the other selfishness

free from all restraints (of social duty).

Every year there is an increase in the

number of our family, and an increase in

that of their comforts. We say that a

bachelor is only half a human being ;
the

English say that a man who has not a club

of his own is an ineii|mplete person 1 We
say that a house without children is a

desert
; the English hold that a house with-

out furniture is a wilderness !

Where material prosperity is valued too

it becomes a tyrannical master of

society. Wealth begins to despise merit and
to pity nobility (of character)....Wealth first

appears as the external sign of ability, but

in the end ability ceases to be respected

unless it cultivates the outward show of

wealth.

A great and swift river gathers sand by

its own impetuous force ;
but in the end

that very sand bars its further progress. I

often think of European civilisation as

such a miAty stream. Its energy is

gathering fiSsa all quarters of the globe

even the meanest things required by man,

every year piling up fresh mountains of

sttdi “rubbish heaps of civilisation.*’ But

oar civilisation is a narrov/ stream flowing

feebly and finally half*hidden from view and

arrested midway by the thick mossy en-
tanglement of the

[
Hindu joint

]
family.

And yet it has a beauty, a freshness, a
verdant charm, ft has no speed, no strength,

no expanse, but certainly gentleness, serenity

and patience.

If my apprehensions be true, European
civilisation is imperceptibly creating a vast

desert of lifelessness for itself. By heaping
up material comforts, it is gradually burying
the HOME,— the secret abode of man’s ten-

derness and love, the perennial fountain of

beneficence, the one thing needful for man
even if everything else were to disappear
from the world. The heart*s birth-place is

being covered with a thick and responseless

crust.

In a land where homes are disappearing

and hotels increasing, where every one is

working and earning for his own self and
seeking unbroken comfort by .securing his

own rooms, his easy chair, his dog, his horse,

his sporting gun, his pipe, and his club for

gambling,— there we must conclude that

woman’s hive has been broken up.® For-

merly the working bees used to gather honey

abroad and store it in the hive, where the

queen-bees used to reign. Now, each selfish

bee hires his own cell, and drinks up
alone in the evening all the honey he hais

gathered in the day. Therefore, the queen-

bees must now come out into the wide wide
world ; they can no longer live by giving

away honey and drinking honey. They
have not yet succeeded in adapting them-

selves to these changed circumstances ; hence

they are helplessly buzzing about hither and
thither. But ive,—we are quite happy
under the rule of our queens, and they, too,

in possession of the inner apartment of the

home,—the very centre of our family-based

social system,— are living happily, girt

round by all the family.

But recently our society has changed in

many ways. 'I'hrough the economic
changes in the country, our means of earn-

ing a livelihood have naturally become
diversified, and in consequence of it our
joint family system is gradually tending to

* Cf. Kipling

:

**A million Maggies are born every year to
bear the yoke

;

For a woman's a woman, but a cigar
is a smoke."

[Editor).
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become somewhat loosened. A chaLnge in

the condition of our women has become

necessar}' and even inevitable along with

this change. The Hindu wife. must no
longer remain spread as a tender heart over

the whole house ;
she must stiffen her back-

bone, and stand alert and erect as her

husband’s helpmeet in work.

Therefore, if we do not spread female

education, the harmony between husband
and wife wmII be destroyed in modern
educated Indian society. I'he spread of

English education has created [an

impassable gulf like] the caste system,

between those who know English and those

who do not. Hence, in most cases, the

husband and wnfe belong to two different

social planes, as it were : the thoughts,

[favourite] language, beliefs, and acts of the

one are quite foreign to the other. Hence
in our present day conjugal life there are

abundant instances of comedy, and possibly

instances of tragedy, too.

For this very reason female education is

gradually spreading [of itself] in our society

;

it is the outcome not of public lectures, nor
of a sense of duty [to the weaker sex], but
of sheer necessity.

English education, affecting our society*

within and without, will undoubtedly
modify its character in many ways. But 1

hope and believe that it is a false alarm to

apprehend that English education will

make us lose our eastern character and
turn Europeans altogether. Whatever our
education may be, it is impossible for us to

be entirely transformed. English education
can give us a certain number of ideas, but

cannot give us all the circumstances

favourable to such ideas. We can get

English literature, but not England itself.

It is easy to import the seed, but not the

soil.

Take an illustration. The Bible has

been the chief ethical teacher of Europe for

long centuries, but in spite of it Europe has

retained her impatient violent character;

her heart has not even yet been melted by
the Biblical lessons of forgiveness and
meekness.

I consider it a great good fortune for

Europe that she is receiving from childhood
a training which is not entirely consonant
to her nature, which is presenting a new
field to her inherent character, and which

by it* clashing is keeping her ever awake in
the path of nobility.

jf Europe had only received an education
in exact cohformity with her natural incli-

nation, she would not have been so great

today. Then European civilization would
have lacked its spacious range; then the

same soil would not have produced so many
saints and itien of action. The Christian

religion in Europe is constantly maintain-
ing the harmony between eartb and heaven,

between the intellect and the soul.

Christianity is not merely diffusing a

spiritual element in secret through European
civilisation, it is also helping the intellec-

tual development of Europe to an extent

that words cannot adequately describe.

European literature furnishes many ins

tances of it. Who can fully analyse and
expound the rich poetry and beauty that

Oriental ideas and Oriental imagination,

entering into the heart of Europe through

the medium of the Bible, have developed

there ? Who can fully unfold how this

agency has expanded the comprehensive
range of the European heart, not by means
of ethical teaching, but by establishing a

close contact with an absolutely foreign

type of thought f

Happily the education which we are now
getting is not entirely akin to our nature.

1, therefore, hope that through contact with

this new force we shalEbe able to renounce
our age-old monotonous inertia ;

the new
invigorating vernal breeze will kindle us

into life again, and make us put forth fresh

foliage and blossoms ; our mental horizon

will be expanded to the utmost.

Some hold that what is good in Europe
is good for Europe only, and what is good
in us is good for us only. But no truly

good things can be mutually antagonistic

;

they are complementary to each other.

Circumstances may compel one country to

give predominance to one good element,

and another country to another ; but from
the standpoint of the complete development
of humanity, none of the elements can be
discarded. Nay more, there is such a

natural affinity among all good things, that

if you discard one, the others are weakened,
and our maimed humanity gradually loses

its motion and stands helplessly inert by the

road side [as a dead stationary civilisation].

II the plants were suddenly to gain intelli-
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gence or feeling, they might think within

themselves, “The earth is our‘ birth-place,

therefore we shall live only by drawing sap

from the soil. Hie sunshine and rain t>f

the sky are tempting us further and further

away from our native soil towards the

(foreign) sky* I'herefore, let us young
plants form an association to avoid care-

fully all contact with this ever quivering

changeful sunshine, rain and wind, and to

cling solely to our stable motionless eternal

earth.”

Or, the plants may reason thus, '‘The earth

is very gross, despicable, and low. Let us

give up our connection with it and set our
faces for ever to the clouds like the sky-lark.*’

Both these lines of thought would show
that the plants have got more cleverness

than is good for them.

So, too, in modern Indian society, those

who want to retain our old beliefs and
institutions absolutely unchanged and
those who hope to become completely
Europeanised by one leap, are alike delud-
ing themselves with vain imaginings and
over-subtlety.

Common sense naturally tells us that on
the one hand we cannot live by plucking
our roots out of India’s past, nor on the

other hand can we avoid accepting the

English education which is blowing all

around us like the wind and falling in

showers like rain. Now and then we may
have a thunder-bolt or two hurled on us,

now and then we may have a hail shower
and not merely the (beneficent) rain. But
where can we go by turning our faces away
from it? Remember also that the rainfall

»f the new monsoons is in.«piring a new life

in our old land.
What will English education do for us.

you ask? My answer is “We shall not
become Englishmen, but we shall become
strong, noble, alive. We shall remain on
the whole this home-loving peace-loving
race, but we shall not, as now, shrink in
horror from foreign travel. We shall wake
to the fact that there is a world outside
India. By comparing ourselves with others
we shall be able to reject as ludicrous or
harmful any ignorant rusticity or undue
extremeness that may disfigure any depart-
ment of our civilization. By throwing open
our lon^ closed windows wc shall be able
to admit within our house the free outer air

and the light of east and west. We may
not become a principally military com-
mercial or exploring race ; but we shall be
able to develop ourselves into educated,

mature-minded, tender-hearted, liberal,

philanthropic, pious householders; and
though we may not be materially rich and
strong, we shall be >blc to render great

help to common humanity by means o* our

ever active knowledge and love.

Many will regard this ideal as not suffix

ciently high
;
but to me it appears as a very

proper one. I'o me the true ideal is not to

be an athlete but to be healthy. The pro-

per ideal is not a cloud-kissing monument
or pyramid, but a firmly built house admit-

ting, plenty of light and air....

I trust that through all our errors, action

and counter-action, we are advancing

towards full humanity. At present we are

oscillating between two opposing forces

;

and therefore the truth inherent in each of

these forces looks like an uncertain shadow
to us ; only when we reach for a moment
the middle space between them, do we
entertain a firm hope about our future.

Jadunath Sarkar.

THE SUPREME NIGHT

A SHORT STORY.

(Prom the Bengali of Ravindra Nath T>igore).

I
used to go to the same dame’s school

with Surabdld and play at marriage

with her. When I paid visits to her
house, her mother used to pet me much,

and placing us together used to say to her-

self, “What a lovely pair!’*

I was a child then, but I could understand

her meaning tolerably enough. The notion

became rooted in my mind that I had a
special right to Surabala above that of

people in general. So it happened that, in
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the pride of ownership, I used at times to

punish and torment her
;
and she, too, un-

complainingly fagged for me and bore all

my punishments. The village, used to

praise her beauty; bur in the eyes of a

young barbarian boy like me that beauty

enjoyed no glory;— I only knew that

Surabala had bee'i born in her father’s

house solely to bear my yoke, and that

therefore she was the particular object of

my neglect.

My father was the land-steward of the

Chaudhuris, a family of Mamindfirs, It was
his plan, as soon as 1 had learnt to write a
good hand, to train me in the work of estate

management and secure a
[
petty

] rent

collectorship for me somewhere. But in

my heart I disliked the proposal. Nilratan

of our village had run away to Calcutta;
learnt English there, and finally became the

Nazir '^Superintendent of bailiffs) of the

District Magistrate
;

that was my life’s

ideal : I was secretly determined to be the

Head Clerk of the Judge's Court even if

I could not become the Magistrate’s Nasir.

1 saw my father always treating these

court officers with the greatest respect, I

knew from my chilhood that they had to be
propitiated with gifts of fish, vegetables,

and even money. For this reason i had
given a seat of high honour in my Ipart

to the court underlings, even to the bailiffs.

These are the gods worshipped in our
Bengal,—a modern miniature edition of

the 330 millions of deities of the Hindu
pantheon. For gaining material success

people have more genuine faith in them than
in the good Ganesh, the giver of success

;

hence the people now offer to these officers

everything that was formerly Ganesh’s due.

Fired by the example of Nilratan, I too

seized a suitable opportunity and ran away
to Calcutta. There I first put up in the

house of a village acquaintance, and after-

wards got some funds from my father for

my education. Thus I carried on my
studies regularly.

In addition to it, I joined political and
benevolent societies. I had no doubt what-
ever that it was urgently necessary for me
to give up my life suddenly for my country.

But 1 knew not how such a hard task could
be carried out,—and none also showed me
an example of it.

Butiiipveitheless my enthusiasm di

abate at all. We country lads had not
learnt to sneer at everything like the pre-

cocious [supercilious] Calcutta boys
; and

hence our faith was very strong. The
leaders of our associations [only] delivered

speeches, while we used to go begging for

subscriptions from door to door in the hot

blaze of noon without breaking our fast

;

we used to stand by the roadside distribut-

ing hand-bills, or arrange the chairs and
benches in the lecture hall [ with our own
hands], and, if anybody whispered a word
against our leader, we got ready to fight

him. At these things the city boys used to

laugh at us ns provincials.

I had come to Calcutta to be a Nazir ora
Head Clerk, but I was preparing to become
a Mazzini or a Garibaldi.

At this time Surabala’s father and my
father laid their heads together unite us

in marriage. 1 had come to Calcutta at the

age of fifteen; Surabala was eight years

old then. I was now eighteen, and in my
father’s opinion I was almost past the age

of marriage. But it was my secret vow to

remain unmarried all my life and to die for

my country ; so, I told my father that I would

not marry before completing my education.

In two or three months I learnt that

Surabala had been married to a pleader

named Ram Lochan. 1 was then busy

collecting subscriptions for raising fallen

India, and this news did not seem worth my
thought.

I had matriculated and was about to

appear at the Intermediate Examination,

when my father died. I was not alone in

the world, but had to maintain my mother

and two .sisters. I had therefore to leave

college and look out for employment.
After a good deal of exertion I secured the

post of second master in the matriculation

school of a small town in the Noakhali

District.

I thought, here is just the work for me

!

By my advice and inspiration 1 shall train

up every one of my pupils as a general for

future India.

I began to work, and then found that the

impending examination was a more press-

ing affair than the future of India. The
Headmaster got angry whenever 1 talked of

anything outside grammar or algebra. And
in a few months my enthusuism, too,

flagged.
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1 am no genius. In the quiet of the home
I form vast plans

; but when I enter

the field of work, like the Indian bullock I

I have to bear the yoke of the plough 6n
my neck, get my tail twisted by my master,
patiently and with bowed head break clods

of earth all day, and then at sunset have to

be satisfied if I can get any cud to chew.
Such a creature has not the spirit to prance
and caper.

One of the teachers had to reside in the
school-house, to guard against fires. As I

was a bachelor, this work was thrown on
me. I lodged in a thatched shed close to
the large cottage in which the school sat.

The school-house stood at some distance
from the inhabited portion of the town, and
on the bank of a big tank. Around it were
betel-nut, cocoanut, and Madar trees, and
very close to the school building rose two
large primeval Nim trees pressing against
each other and casting a cool shade around.
One thing I have forgotten to mention,

and indeed I had not so long considered it

worth mentioning. The local Government
pleader, Ram Lochan Ray, lived near our
school, I also knew that his wife,—my
early playmate Surabala,— lived with him.

I got acquainted with Ram Lochan Babu.
I cannot say whether he knew that I had
known Surabala in childhood. 1, too, did
not think it proper to mention the fact at my
first introduction to him. Indeed, I did not
clearly remember that Surabala had been
ever linked with my life in any way.
One holiday I paid a visit to Ram

Lochan Babu. The subject of our conver-
sation has gone out of my mind

;
probably

it was the unhappy condition of present-
day India. Not that he was very much
concerned or heart-broken over the matter

;

fiut the subject was such that one could
freely pour forth his sentimental sorrow
oyer it for an hour or two while puffing at
his tobacco pipe.

While thus engaged, I heard in a side-

room the softest possible jingle of bracelets,

crackle of dress, and sound of foot-fall ; and
1 felt certain that two curious eyes were
watching me through a small opening of
the window.

All at once there flashed upon my
memoryj a pair of eyes,—a pair of large
^yes beantiiig with trust, simplicity, and
girlhood’s love,—black pupils,—thick dark

eye-lashes, a calm fixed gaze. Suddenly
some unseen force squeezed my heart in
an iron grip, and it throbbed with intense
pain.

I returned to my house, but the pain
clung to me. Read, write, or do any other
work, I could not shake that weight off my
heart

j
a heavy load seemed to be always

swinging from my heart-strings.

In the evening, calming myself a little,

I began to reflect, “What ails me ?” From
within me came the question, “Where is

your Surabala now?” I replied, “I had
given her up of my free will. Surely, 1 did

not expect her to wait for me for ever.”

But something within me kept saying,

“You could then have got her merely for

the asking. But now you have not the right

to look at her even once, do all you can.

That Surabala of your boyhood may come
very close to you, you may hear the jingle

of her bracelets, you ,may breathe the air

embalmed by her hair essence, --but there

will always be a wall between you two.”

I answered, “Be it so. What is Surabala

to me ?”

My heart rejoined, “To-day Surabala is

nobody to you. But what might she not

have been to you?”

Ah I that’s true. What might she nor

have^ been to me ? Dearest to me of all

things, closer to me than the world besides,

the sharer of all my life’s joys and sorrows,

—she might have been. And now, she is

so distant, so much of a stranger, that to

look on her is forbidden to me, to talk

with her is improper, and to think of

her is a sin ! -while this Ram Lochan,

coming suddenly from nowhere
[
into her

life,] has muttered a few set religious texts,

and in one swoop carried off Surabala from

the rest of mankind

!

I have not come to preach* a new ethical

code, or to revolutionise society ; I have no
wish to tear asunder domestic ties. 1 am
only expressing the exact working of my
mind, though it may not be reasonable. 1

could not by any means banish from my
mind the sense that Surabala, reigning there

within shelter of Ram Locban's home, was
mine far more than his. 't'he thought was,

I admit, extremely unreasonable and im;*

proper,—-but it was not unnatural.

Thereafter 1 could not set my mind to

any kind of work. At noon when .the boys
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in my class hummed, Nature outside

simmered in the sun, the sweet scent of

the Nim blossoms entered the room borne
on the tepid breeze, I then wished,— I know
not what 1 wished for ; but this I 'can say

that I did not wish to pass all my life in

correcting the grammar exercises of those

future hopes of India.

When school was over 1 could not bear to

live in my large lonely house
; and yet, if

any gentleman paid me a visit, it bored me.
In the gloaming as I sat by the tank listen-

ing to the meaningless sighing of the breeze

through the betel-nut and cocoa-nut palms,

I used to muse that human society is a
tangled web of mistakes ; nobody has the

sense to do the right thing at the right

time, and when the chance is gone we
break our hearts over vain longings.

I could have married Surabala and lived

happily all my life. But 1 must be a
Garibaldi, -and I ended by becoming the

second master of a village school! And
pleader Ram Lochan Ray, who had no
special call to be Surabala’s husband,~to
whom, before his marriage, Surabala was
no wise different from a hundred other

maidens,—he has very quietly married
her, and is earning lots of money as

Government pleader; when his dinner is

badly cooked he scolds Surabala, and when
he is in good humour he gives her a bangle

!

He is sleek and fat, tidily dressed, free

from every kind of worry ; he never passes

his evenings by the tank gazing at the stars

and sighing.

Ram Lochan was called away from our
town for a few days by a big case else-

where. Surabala in her house was as lone-

ly as I was in my school-building.

I remember it was a Monday. The sky
was overcast with clouds from the morning.
It began to drizzle at ten o’clock. At
the aspect of the heavens our Headmaster
closed the school early. All day the black

detached clouds began to run about in the

sky as if making ready for some grand
display. Next day, towards afternoon, the

rain descended in torrents, accompanied
by dtorm. As the night advanced the fury

of wind and water increased. At first the
wind was easterly, gradually it veered and
blew towards the south and south-west.

It was idle to try to sleep on such anight.

} remembered that in this terrible weather

Surabala was alone in her house. Our
school was much more strongly built than
her bungalow. Often and often did I plan
to*invite her to the school-house, while 1

meant to pass the night alone on the bank
of the tank. But I could not summon up
courage for it.

When it was half past one in the morn-
ing, the roar of the tidal wave was suddenly

heard, - the sea wa> rushing on us 1 1 left

my room and ran towards Surabala’s house.

In the way stood one embanked side of our

tank, and as I was wading to it the

flood already rose up to my knees. When I

mounted the bank, a second wave broke on

it. The highest part of the bank was more
than seventeen feet above the plain.

As 1 climbed up the bank, another person

reached it from the opposite side. Who
she was, every fibre of my body knew at

once, and my whole soul was thrilled with

the consciousness of it. I had no doubt

that she, too, had recognised me.
On an island some three yards in area

stood we too
;
all else was covered with

water.

It was a time of cataclysm ; the stars had

been blotted out of the sky
;

all the lights

of the earth had been quenched ;
there

would have been no harm if we had held

converse then. But we could not bring our-

selves to utter a word ; neither of us made
even a [formal] inquiry after the other's

health. Only we stood gazing at the dark-

ness. At our feet swirled the dense dark

wild roaring torrent of death.

'Foday Surabala has come to my side,

leaving the whole world. Today she has

none besides me. In our far off childhood,

this Surabala had come from some dark

primeval realm of mystery, from a life in

another orb, and stood by my side on this

luminous peopled earth
;
and today, after a

wide span of time, she has left that earth,

so full of light and human beings, to stand

alone by my side amidst this terrible desolate

gloom of Nature’s death convulsion^ The

stream of birth had flung that tender bud

before me, and the flood of death had

wafted the same flower, now in full blponii

to me and to none else. One more wave
and we shall be swept away from this

extreme point of the earth, tom from the

stalks on which we now sit apart, and made
one [in death].
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Mav that wave never come ! May
Surabala long live happily, girt round by

husband and children, household and kins-

folk ! This one ‘ night, standing on the

brink of Nature’s destruction, I have tasted

eternal blissi

The night wore out, the tempest ceased,

the flood went down ; without a word

spoken, Surabala went back to her house,

and I, too, returned to my shed without

having uttered a word.

S«3

I reflected,—True, I have become no

Nazir or Head Clerk, nor a Garibaldi ; I am
only the second master of a beggarly school.

But an eternal night had for a brief space

beamed upon my whole life’s course.

7'hat one night, out of all the days and

nights of my allotted span, has been the

supreme glory of my humble existence.

Jadunath Sarkar.

THE EARLY RACES OF INDIA

II

fAuthorities : I.t-A. H. Keane: (i) Antiquity of

Man, (2) Ethnology; II.—Prof. Rhys : Essays in the

Journal of the Anthropological In.stitute; III.—Dr.

Brinton : Races and Peoples ; IV.—Dr, Bedcloe

:

Races of Britain].

WHEN we have to proceed with a

scientific mood of mind to direct our

inquiry regarding the origin and

character of the races of India, we have to

diyest ourselves of some preconceived no-

tions relating to the origin of the Aryans

and the Dravidians. Our school-boys learn

it as a well established proposition (along

with the propositions that the earth is round

and the apple falls because of gravitation)

that a group of people called Aryans came

into India from Central Asia and that the

speakers of some European and Asiatic

languages descended from a common Aryan

ancestor. Though this theory is a result of

a very reckless assumption, the popularity

of it, at least in our country, has been very

great. It is therefore necessary to speak a

few words just to show the absurdity of this

theory that a small group of the so-called

Aryan clan of Central Asia peopled almost

the whole of Europe and a large portion

of Asia to the south-east. Though this

theory is in direct conflict with, and is

wholly contrary to, the evidence collected

by the anthropologists, we have to take the

burden of proof upon ourselves to show the

hollowness of this mere figment of a

mighty scholar’s brain, before we can

proceed to follow a new line of inqui^.

We all know that identity of speech does

not imply identity of race; the Bengali

language is spoken by many races, who

have no ethnical relationship whatever.

Even diversity of speech does not show

ethnic difference ; the Brahmans of Northern

India after having settled in the Presidency

of Madras have forgotten the Aryan dialect

and speak now some Dravidian dialects.

Identity of language and of religion point

only to social contact, and not necessarily

to common ancestry. It is therefore wholly

illogical to build any theory regarding

genetic affinity on the basis of some

similarity in speech.

I'hose who have read Max Muller's

“Lectures on the Science of Language”

know that his theory regarding an Aryan

race or an Aryan family rests upon this

simple argument only that the Indians, the

Persians, the Greeks, the Romans, the

Slavs, the Celts and the Germans have

preserved radically the same forms of

speech. With this sort of statement at the

commencement the learned philologist

jumped to the conclusion

“That before the ancestors of the Indians and the

Persians started for the south, and the leaders of the,

Greek, Roman, Celtic, Teutonic and Slavonic colonies

marched towards the shores of Europe, there was a

small clan of Aryans, settled probably on the highest

elevation of Central Asia, speaking a language nrt

yet Sanskrit or Greek or German, but containing the

dialectical germs of all.’* (Lectures, p. 2 x a.)

T'hough from anthropological standpoint

of view Dr. Taylor’s theory regarding the

origin of the Aryans is more ridiculous, his

remarks regarding the above^quoted passage
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of Max Mitller are quite correct. Dr.

Taylor writes with reference to the above
passage

:

*Than this picturesque panigraph morc^mischievous
words havh seldom been uttered by a great scholar."

1 have stated it on several occasions

before, and I must repeat it now that

philology is of great aid to the anthropol-

ogists, if judicious use can be made of it. 1

do not say that language proves social

contact only, but what I mean to say is

that no argument can be based on philol-

ogical suggestions merely. When we see

that one race superior to another in culture,

despite its thorough change in all mattei^,

preserves unawares many words and
phrases of the unadvanced race, we may
suspect something more than social contact.

When amidst diverse influential races, we
meet with a small community preserving

some grammatical forms and words, of

daily use,of the language of a race far remov-
ed, we are led to make a deep enquiry

regarding the relation that might subsist

in olden times between the two races,

now residing far apart from each other. The
Finns were first suspected to be Mongolic
in origin, because of. their physicial consti-

tution ;
and this suspicion was confirmed

when Mongolic element could be detected

in their Uralo-Altaic speech. The detec-

tion of a Malay element in the Negroid
speech of some tribes of Madagascar, has

been of great help to the ethnologists in

finding out genetic affinities between
different sections of the i£thiopic people.

What has been stated of language, is true

in respect of religious ideas and social

usages. There is evidence in history that

religious conceptions and social usages

have been transmitted from tribe to tribe to

such an extent that the last recipient tribe

did never come into contact with the tribe

from which the ideas and the customs
emanated.
We are often apt to forget that living in

far-off centres different races may evolve

similai' social systems and religious ideas

because of similarity of circumstances in

the matter of racial growth. It is foolish in

such cases to seek either genetic affinity or

social influence to connect the ideas of

far-off peoples. The anthropologists have
pointed out that similar social and religious

ideas exist among races who could not

possibly imitate one another, as between
those races many continents and oceans in-

tervene. Mr. Keane has shown what a
remarkable parallelism exists between some
Buddhistic and Aztec ideas. With reference

to some similarities that exist between the

culture and customs of Mexico and those of

China, Cambodia, Assyria, Chaldea, and
Asia Minor, Dr. D. G. Brinton has asked, if

all the ancient peoples named on the list

should be transported into Mexico to

establish the origin of the unity of ideas. It

is curious to note that a custom which is in

vogue among some aboriginal tribes of

India, prevails among some races of other

countries. The Papuans, the Australians,

the Zulus and some American aboriginal

tribes do not allow a mother-in-law to

speak to or appear before a son-in-law.

This custom did not prevail among the

Hindus in very olden times, but it is now
universal in Northern India that the mother-

in-law should draw a veil upon her face,

when appearing before the son in-law and

that she should not speak with the son-in-

law, though the latter is regarded by the

former as a son. No doubt the Hindus

have borrowed this curious social decorum

from some neighbouring aboriginal tribes,

but no question of borrowing can arise

between the Indian aboriginal tribes on one

side and the Papuans, Zulus, etc., on the

other.

I now proceed to show that those who

are formulated to be the Aryans, could,

under no circumstances, be the progenitors

of the European races, speaking some form

or other of the Aryan languages. It i*^

stated by the supporters of the pan-Aryan

theory that it was shortly before the historic

period that the Aryans left their home in

Central Asia and peopled a great portion of

European and Asiatic area. Earlier time

cannot be fixed for the supposed Aryan

dispersion and colonization : for, the

linguistic evidence adduced in favour of

the theory discloses a culture almost of the

historic times. Roughly speakiiig, the

historic or contemporary period set in about

ten thousand years ago. If the disjpersion

of the Aryans be considered to have taken

place even fifteen thousand years ago

(though the supporters of the theory give us

a date not exceeding five thousapa years

from to-day)^ neither Europe nor any
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oortion of Asia can be considered to have

peopled by the new-comers of such a

recent time. . . , ,

.

It has been very carefully ascertained that

those races who inhabit Europe arc the

descendants of the very tribes who had

peopled that' region not only in the

neolithic, but also in the paleolithic ages

long before the prehistoric time dawned.

The celebrated French anthropologist

Topinard has remarked in his Anthropology

“that the people of France may be Aryans

by speech, but they are Cymry in the north

and Celts in the central region.” That there

has not been any marked change in the

physical characteristics of the European

races since neolithic times, cannot now be

doubted. As such, genetic affinities

amongst the different groups of people,

speaking Aryan speech, cannot be estab-

lished. How was it that in the historic

or during the later prehistoric period an

Aryan culture was superimposed upon

many races of Europe, is a problem which

awaits solution. Even though we may fail

to explain the phenomenon, with the help

of facts which we now command, no one

will be justified to explain it away by

absurd theories and untenable propositions.

Dr, Taylor’s book entitled ”The Origion

of the Aryans ” is an example how on the

basis of the very linguistic suggestions some

other plausible theory may be set up, which

is in direct conflict with the theory of Max
Muller.

I shall have occasion to discuss the gram-

mar and the vocabulary by which the late

Prof. Max Muller sought to link together

different nations of the world, when I

deal with the Aryan form of culture of the

earliest historical times. Asking my readers

at present to dismiss the popular Aryan

theory, at least provisionally, I

enter into a discussion on the probable

origin of the races of India.

It is true that the descendants of the very

early ancestors of the human species

migrated in groups from the original

and spread over nearly the whole world.

On the oiie hand these groups of men

having bccii subject to endless migrations,

clisplaeements and interminglings from the

remotest conceivable time, have caused such

blurring; of primaeval types that despite the

fact that ttey have at different centres ot

later evolution evolved some elements

in race differentia, it is extremely difficult,

if not impossible, to classify the races of

men, with mutually exclusive fundamental

characteristics. On the other hand we
observe that though there has been inces-

sant interminglings of blood or miscegena-

tion and endless migrations to secure

sufficient food, the races which succeeded in

the early historic times in developing high

civilization, have been in the main in that

geographical area which they chose pre-

vious even to neolithic times.

I have stated that the European races in

the main are where they were in early

palajolithic days. It has been ascertained

that the mighty builders of civilization in

the Nile and the Euphrates valleys thrived

in those geographical areas at least from

the earliest neolithic times. I he reason

for this is rather apparent on the face of it.

Those who could succeed in their struggle

for existence to hold a particular favourable

geographical area as their own for a con-

siderably long time, could only become

great and mighty in course of time. Man

was no doubt at the iirst stage of his exist-

ence forced to move about from centre to

centre in quest of food and peaceful exist-

ence, when comparatively larger area was

needed for the subsistence of one individual;

but this truth must not be lost sight of that

man is by nature conservative and tries

always his best to remain permanently at a

particular spot, if the environment be not

positively unfavourable. From the re-

presentation of the old races of people on

the walls of the ancient Egyptian monu-

ments, we can see that the African races 01

the old times still occupy the old homes of

theirs. Dr. E B. Taylor has remarked in his

” Anthropology ”

:

•• Notwithstanding the many foreip invasions of

Egypt, the mass of the village population is true-bred

enough for men to be easily picked out as represent-

atives of the times of the Pharaohs.

What has been found to be true in ethno-

logical and ethnographical investigations in

respect of races of stability, must be pre-

sumed to be true regarding the Aryans of

Max Muller’s creation. The small elan 01

Max Muller’s Aryans who developed the

highest civilization on the highest elevation

of Central Asia, could not possibly attain

their culture without being able to make
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their home a favourable environment for

their physical and intellectual growth.

They must have possessed sufficient power
to repel others for a considerably long time.

But it is curious that they had to disperse

bodily from their original home in quest of

dominions elsewhere. When forming new
colonies in foreign lands, they were power-
ful enough to conquer the previously settled

races of those countries, but not a single

band of theirs could remain in their original

home, retaining and developing their

previously attained culture which thrived

well in other countries in the hands of the

dispersed bands, presumably weaker than
those who remained in their original home.
Though this theory has been altogether

discarded by the anthropologists, it is still

supported by some philologists, despite the

fact that it is found worthless when judged
by its adequacy in fitting facts.

Why is it that some dark races of India

should only be considered to be autochtho-
nous, is not very easy to comprehend. I

have stated it before that at the time of the

earliest migration from the original home,
our ancestors got continuous dry land to

move towards India as well as towards the

other parts of the world. I must however
give a brief account of the physical features of

India when human migration took place, in

order to carry conviction to the minds of

my readers in respect of the proposition I

am going to establish.

When India remained connected with
Africa by land, the Aravalli mountains
stood very high on the desert land which
was once a sea. In the language of Mr.
Holdich *The Aravallis are but the depress-

ed and degraded relics of a far more
prominent mountain system, which stood,

in Palaeozoic times, on the edge of the
Rajputana sea.” The whole of the East
Coast of India, the central plateau and the

stretch of land to the slopes of the now
depressed Aravalli mountains, have not
much changed since the primary period of
Indians evolution. During the secondary
stage of evolution when “'I he ocean cur-

rents swept from the Persian Gulf to the
Aravallis, the rock area” of India extended
from the South to ^Assam and the Eastern
Himalayas, while Burma, the North-West-
ern Himalayas, and the uplands beyond the
Indus were still ^sub-marine.” (“Indian

Empire,” p. 2.) In tertiary times when men
came into existence, “the Deccan land-
scape was shaped to its present outlines.”

T^e Himalayas attained by then their

highest height, but Burma was under
waters. At the time when the migratory
movements of man commenced, the sea,

which flooded the whole of the western
frontier hills, Tibet and Burma, receded con-
siderably. But as I have stated before, a

sea then extended from Turkestan to Sicily

and the Indus to the west was as good as

a sea to the men of those days. We know
that the river Indus obtained its sea-name
(Sindhu) because of its great width. 'I'hat

the mountains then presented a “forbidding

front” to the Indus valley, need hardly be

stated. The gap that existed between the

Himalayas and the peninsula of India, was
not then completely filled up. I would bet-

ter quote a few lines of Mr. Holdich to en-

sure accurate statement

:

“At first it [the great depression] was a wide and

deep partition between the Himalayas and the penin-

sula which the collected alluvium of ages gradually

filled, as it was brought by the action of the great river

of the west, the Indus, from the whole Himalayan sys-

tem. A comparatively recent development of these

movements between Assam and the Rajmahal hills has

formed the eastern or Gangetic depression ; and the

final dividing of the waters of these two great river sys-

tems (Indus and Gan^s) may have occurred almost

within historic time. No further change can now take

place ; for, the rivers have marked out their own courses

and adjusted their gradients to permanent beds.”

It is thus clear that the early Indian im-

migrants could proceed in one direction to

the slopes of the Aravalli hills through the

central plateau and in another direction to

Assam as far as the Khasia and the Jaintia

hills through the Chutia Nagpur and the

Rajmahal hills. It has been pointed out

before, that in India the centres of neolithic

culture were near about the ^ aga, the Kha-
sia and the Jaintia hills, and in the Deccan
south of the Vindhya range. The progress

of those who proceeded to the north-east was

arrested by the Himalayas to the north, the

Naga hills to the east, and the flooded shores

of Burma to the south-east. When, during

the earliest historical times, the descendants

of the neolithic period proceeded to the

west, they got a vast extent of fertile coun
try extending to the Indus and the impass*

able barrier of the mountain chains. In

early historic times it could be scarcely

possible, for the peoples of those days to
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come into India from Central Asia by pass-

ing through the highland passes. In the

words of Mr. Holdich if such peoples were

"impelled southward by the crowd of competing

humanity in High Asia, they found their progress

barred by the Indus, which appeared to them to be a

vast expanse of water, even as the sea.”

The climatic condition of those days was
such that the sun could not burn the inhabit-

ants of Northern India, either dark or

brown. Monuments of extensive prehistoric

civilization have been unearthed in the

Bahrain Islands, and it has been found there

that palm branches were used in that local-

ity to a great extents Mr. Keane has re-

marked that there has been **a great change
in the climate of this now ‘desert* region.”

Those who try to explain the influence of

the Aryans upon the previously settled tribes

of Europe, consistently with the dispersion

and the migration of men, formulate now
that a culture group of the Aryans proceeded
in later times to Europe through the south,

advancing very likely from such centres of

neolithic culture as were formed in Africa.

They want to state that the small number
of the Aryans has wholly disappeared leav-
ing only their language and religion,

and that only a slight “Aryan strain

permeates all or most of the groups,”
now speaking Aryan tongues in Europe.
It is also formulated by them that a
number of this culture group also pro-

ceeded to Iran and India to change
the language and religion of those places.

I hat it is not at all a tenable theory, can be
easily seen. No doubt, if any culture group
did migrate, they migrated either from Afri-

ca or from the south of Asia. But it does
not stand to reason that the culture group
of the Aryans could exert permanent and
a>biding influence upon some races of Europe
and upon the Iranians and the Hindus, but
could not make any impression whatsoever
|n the Nile and the Euphrates valleys.

However, I shall discuss the question later

on in all its bearings, when the nature of

the Aryan influence itself will be dealt with.

I have spoken of the prehistoric man of

India and of his centres of evolution. The
evidence of the activities of earlier man,
namely, the man of palaeolithic times, has
been obtained, as might be expected in

conformity with the physical asjpects of

India of those days in every part of the

peninsular India. They have been un-
earthed by Mc-dlicott and Bland ford near
about Madras, by Hacket in the beds of
the Narbada and by Winne in the beds of
the Godavari. We get evidtnct that many
groups of men came into India just when
migration from old home took place

; and
wc get proofs that certain sections of men
of India made considerable progress and
civilization in pre-historic times.

I cannot give the readcM* a definite and
accurate idea of the prehistoric remains of

man in India, as in the first place there has

not been as yet a thorough and systematic

investigation of prehisiotic limes in this

country, and in the second place the

materials of palaeolithic and neolithic times,

as have been accumulated by some observers,

have not been scientifically studied. It has

been rather officially stated l)y the Govern-

ment of India in the “Indian Empire*’:

—

“The officLM's of the Archa:ological Survey, with the

notable exceptions of Mr. Alexander Rea and the

late Mr. A. C. C'arlleyle, have been toomuch occupied

witli the study of historic monuments to devote

attention to the obscure relics of a more remote past,

and the observations on which a treatise descriptive

of prehistoric India mip^ht be based remain buried in

the pages of technical periodicals.
'

A few facts, however, as should receive

greater attention, may be stated in brief:

(i) The whole soil of India teems with the

remains of very remote palaeolithic man
and his rude activities. No one will venture

to assert that the rude people of those days

had any connection or communication with

the people of Babylonia and Assyria leading

then a similarly rude bfe, and yet many
fragmentary remains of their work appear

to be practically identical in form. (2) I

have spoken of the centres of neolithic

culture in India. It is to be noted that

though implements of the neolithic period

abound in India, they are, if not altogether

wanting, rare in Bengal and in the Punjab.

This should make us careful to accept the

theory that the Punjab was the oldest seat

of the Aryans during the prehistoric and the

earliest historic days. (3) As much as has
been unearthed during recent years points

unmistakably to a high degree of civiliza*

tion in Northern India previous to the
time when the so-called foreign Aryans are
supposed to have taken possession of India
to the north.

The excavation of a cemetery near the
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town of Mirzapur in the presence of Mr.

Cockburn has been of considerable interest.

The cemetery is of neolithic period con-

taining implements of that far-off time.

In this stone cemetery two dishes 'of planed

pottery have been found along with the

skeleton. One of these dishes contained

*'^a long narrow lachrymal vase of green

glass about seven inches long.” No one
will now say that the earliest use of glass

was known only in Egypt and Babylonia.

The skeleton that was found in the stone
enclosure measuring 12' x 8 ' was the

complete skeleton of an adult male of

large size. The size itself is of importance,
since it is not the skeleton of a man belong-
ing to those races which were despised by
the Aryans. When proper scientific exami-
nation will be made, wc will be in a
position to say whether this man of pre-

cremation age bore the physical characters

of our Aryan ancestors. One point however

is beyond any doubt that the man, whom
the skeleton represents, Jay in the grave
north and south, taking the position which
isFgiven to the dead body of a Hindu, when
funeral rites are performed. We may fairly

expect that many more skeletons of the

neolithic and the prehistoric times will

be unearthed, and we will be in possession

of materials to decide whether the Vedic
fathers are or are not the descendants of the

people who evolved a neolithic civilization

in Northern India.

Many races of Europe and Africa are,

where they were in the neolithic, nay, in

the palaeolithic times : This raises a presump-

tion in favour of the proposition that the

earliest races of India still continue on this

land without having undergone much change

in their physical characters. It now remains

to be seen what facts we can adduce in

support of this very natural supposition.

B. C. Mazumdar.

MYTHOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION AND THE ARYAN
HYPOTHESIS

An extract from De L’origine Des Cultes Arcadi-
ens of M. Victor Berard, 1894.

For some years past, thi hypothesis,

generally admitted till recently,

about the origin of the Aryans hH^Jbeen

seriously called in question. At the colleges,

we were brought up in the idea that the

races and civilisations of Europe had for

their cradle the plateau of Central Asia;

and that wave on wave of emigrants surged

westwards to Europe ; that the out-going

colonists carried with them a highly ad-

vanced civilization treasuring up the his-

torical associations and religious beliefs of

a common ancestry. This treasure was
believed to be considerable, bespeaking a
civilization materially and intellectually

great.

But to-day it appears to be debatable

whether the original home of the Aryans
was ever out of Europe. In lieu of look-

ing for this home on the plateau of Iran pr
on the plains of Bactria, some writers

have placed it in the heart of Germany

:

others locate it on the shores of the Baltic

;

others yet, and with considerable probabi-

lity, as Benfey has already indicated, find

this central home in the extensive plains of

Sarmatian Russia, in the fertile region of

the black soil spread out between the

mouths of the Danube and the Volga.
One thing however may be regarded as

settled beyond doubt. It is the fact that

the Aryans before dispersion were not far

removed from a state of nature or

barbarism.

The study of languages has quite be-

smudged the colouring given by Pictet to

the picture of the primitive Aryan social

life.

Pictet and his disciples represented the

undivided Aryans with all the traits of

Homer’s heroes. They enjoyed the eternal

youth and commanded all the puissance of

Gods and Angels short of immortality. If

the names ;of the several maladies to which
flesh and blood was liable differed in the

several Aiyan dialecu this was eaiiiy
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explained; for Justi tells us that these

demi'i^ods never succumbed to disease, but

that they were either killed in battle or

dropped out by sheer superannuation lilce

over-ripe fruit from the parent-stock.

The undivided Aryans had already

fashioned for themselves brilliant arms such

as bronze lances spiked with gold, bucklers

k la mode, chariots fully equipped and
battleships manned with all appointments.
Servants and slaves cultivated their farms
and reared their cattle. They grew all the

known cereals and domesticated all the

animals in common use now. Their civic

polity allowed of chieftainships, princes and
kings of kings. They had their Achilleses

and Agamemnons and for the recreation of

these gods of the earth their Dcmodocus
sang to the accompaniment of the lyre or

the harp.

It would seem, however, that the brilliant

colouring of this picture requires some
shading. Ill- provided with arms and tools

which, at the same time, were few in

number and made of wood or stone, the

undivided Aryans hardly knew of any
metal other than copper. Without many
of the domestic animals, without horses

even in all probability, they did not attain
a civilization higher than that of nomadic
races.

Agriculture did not commence among the

Indo-Europeans until the separation of the

European and Asiatic branches of the stock.

The name of one and only one cereal has
been recovered as common to the Aryan
system of languages, the Sanskrit ‘ yava,’

corresponding to the Greek ‘zea*; and yet,

we do not quite know which cereal was in-

tended to be designated by this name. If

•11 the Aryan people of Europe were fami-
liar with wheat,* barley, millet, peas, beans,
flax and onions, it should not be forgotten
that all these varieties were perfectly known
to the most ancient civilizations of Egypt
and the Semitic countries.

It is not then at Troy or Mycenes that we
i^hould recover the type of primitive Aryan
civilization. We should rather turn to the

pile-dwellings of the lake regions of Switzer-
land for the example.
^tween the undivided Aryans and the

heroes of Homer it is necessary to intercalate

several centuries of progress, of the achieve-
ments of inventive genius or what is more

certain, of oriental influences. For accord-
ing to M. Hommel, when the Aryans des-
cended towards middle Europe, they found
the country occupied by non-Ar)»an popula-
tions whom they either absorbed or annihi-
lated.

There can be no doubt that non-Aryan
civilization preceded by far the Aryan and
that, at least in the case of southern Europe,
the Semites were the teachers and educators

of the Aryan barbarians. For the latter

were in a condition little removed from that

of savages, in comparison with the P/gyp-

tians and Semites of those periods.

The Aryan invasion into the peninsulas

of Europe whither Semitic civilization had
already penetrated might be compared in

my opinion, to the eruption of the Germans
in a later age into the Roman Empire or to

the descent in a later period, of the Slavo-

nian races on Byzantine Greece. It was the

onslaught of vandalism against an establish-

ed and prosperous civilization It is at

least to this result that the present-day re-

search leads and no one can now question the

fact of the profound influence exercised by
Semitic and Egyptian civilization on the

art and industries of ancient Greece.

If within the last twenty years, the entire

face of Archseology has changed by a percep-

tion and acknowledgment of these extraneous

influences, it stands to reason to suppose

that the s.Tme influence should have been at

work likewise in other branches of Greek

history. Ought we to continue still in the

idea that the fabric of the religion, the litera-

ture, philosophy and institutions of the

Greeks was raised entirely by the unaided

genius of the Greek race, on a substratum of

Aryan tradition ? In mythology, at all

events, it does not appear that the hour is

come for striking new lines of research.

For close on forty years, the ideas of

Kuhn and Max' Muller have been put in

practice in the universities of Europe, and

the Indian hypothesis and the philological

method — to empldy two terms convenient

and of general adoption—have been worked
out and developed for all they are worth.

They have gone so far as they could. Alt

the results have been summarized and
embodied in Roscher's Lexicon of Greek
and Roman Mythology. If these results

are to be accepted as conclusive, the science

of mythology must for ever yemain morti-
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fied and defunct beyond the reach of further

treatment. If as in the study of geology,

accepted methods of research can be
emploj^ed, if it is permissible to reason from

the historic to the prehistoric, from known
phenomenal evolution to unknown but

analogous developments, it is quite appa-
rent that all the religious systems of Greece,

during the historic period, were imported

from the Semitic East.

Without going back so far as the premier

theogony of Greece, born with Hesiod in

the countiy of Cadmus, it appears that all

the religions, Orphic, Pythagorean, Bacchic.

Osirian, Mithratic, Christian and Musalman,
went from Phoenicia, Egypt or Chaldea
and the Semites were in every case the

pioneers and prophets of these teachings.

Why should, then, it be denied that the

same thing should have occurred, at the in-

ception of the Helleic cults, properly so

called ?

One might maintain, with some measure
of success, that the Anthology of the

Northern Aryans, the Germans and the

Scandinavians, at least so far as we know
from the Eddas, was shaped under the in-

fluence of ancient Paganism and even of

Christianity and that ultimately it is trace-

able to Greek and Roman mythological

beliefs.

Here at least is a whole chapter with

which the Indian hypothesis has no touch ;

why should we then suppose that the my-
thology of the Iliad should have had more
affinity with that of the Vedas ?

Let us admit for the sake of argument
that the Indianists have discovered one
method of interpretation. But is it im-

possible that another and perhaps a better

one, more precise and complete, might yet

be essayed ?

If the ground work is reasonable and the

developments logically consistent, can you
refuse to discuss a hypothesis because of its

novelty? It will be conceded that mathe-

matical precision is not what can or should

be looked for in these discussions. I cannot

pretend to any such certitude. For says

Renan

—

** Every sentence ouffht to be qualifiec^ with a
'probably* ai^ 1 hope I have made a sofiictent use of

thisauxuiary.’*

M. W. Immerwahr in his study of the

Amdian Gods has applied the fndiahist

method to its fullest extent. All the results

of the philological method and the Aryan
hypothesis, all the data deduced from
Sanskrit and comparative grammar by Max
Muller and his school have been carefully

noted up and ably developed in his valu-

able book. It is a standing testament of

this method. According to this scholar

Poseidon was the leader of an invading

army from Thessaly. Hermes went into

Arcadia from Elis at the head of a similar

expedition. A like suggestion explains the

advent of Artemis, Athena and Demeter.

Every divinity found his way into the

Arcadian pantheon at the head of an

invading host.

Without referring to the opinions of the

ancients, who always represented Arcadia

as virgin soil, immune from the attacks of

covetous neighbours, a few days’ stay among
the hills and dales of Arcadia is enough to

convince one that it could never have been

the happy hunting ground of foreign

Nimrods and that they could never have

established themselves, if they hazarded the

enterprise, without great difficulties.

Comparative philology cannot do away
with the inherent natural obstacles opposing

themselves against an invader. The

mountains of Arcadia could never have

offered a pleasing prospect for exploitation

by successive hordes of restless Hellenes.

It should be the last place to attract the

attention of a colonizing tribe in quest of

a rich soil or of adventure.

At this day, Arcadia is, as it certainly

was in the time of the Pelasgians, the per-

manent home of ancient traditions and

ancient ideas.

If you have to abandon the Indian hypo-

thesis, you have also to give up the philo-

logical method. Without engaging in a

polemical contest, without at the same
time, animadverting on the validity of the

fundamental basis, one might well recog-

nize that the greater number of philologists

in the actual working of their method have

been entirely in fault, in studying the

Greek myths by themselvex, in criticizing

them by themselves without taking any
account of the divergence in evolution as

between the country where the myths ori-

ginated and the one where they were deve-

loped ; without giving Udequgtb consider-

ation to religious rites, symbols and 1|seq^es
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with which the mirths are found to have
been associated and in which perhaps their

real origin should be looked for. For well

nigh half a century, the entire body «of

Greek mythological investigations has been
based on the theory of the undermentioned
postulate: ^
"That the Greeks possessed in all ages or at all

events, since their establishment in Greece, a common
system of mythology highly advanced in character

susceptible of considerable organic development. This
*
common heritage containecT within itself either in

embryo or in shape and form, all the myths and all

the legends that we know, and they underwent no
greater change in later times than to be embellished

and filled out in detail under the influence of time,

place and circumstance.”

This postulate gave rise to a method
which consisted in taking up the Olympic
pantheon as we find it in Homer or Hesiod
and making the same common to all the

tribes of Hellas and to every period of

their history. Each god or hero of the

pantheon is then studied in the light of all

the testimony and all the detail that has

gathered round his name in every period of

Hellenic history, as if the identity of the

name connoted also the identity of the

divinity associated with it, with all the

paraphernalia of myths, legends and
symbolism complete.

When several individual gods have thus

been passed in review, the next step is to

put the results together and to reconstruct

by synthetical process the mythology
supposed to have been common to the

various tribes, Phessalian, Beotian, Attic,

Arcadian, etc.

This method is radically unsound. As
the grammarian does not deduce the several

dialects from a common language but works
up from the dialects to the %pothetical
common tongue, the student of mythology
should regard the common system not as

the source of the individual branches but

rather as the confluence of several independ-

ent streams of belief. In place of the

method synthetic you have to substitute

the analytical and local method to be sure

of your results.

V. Venkataciiellam Iyer.

THE DEMONSTRATION TRAIN OF AMERICAN AGRICUL-
TURAL COLLEGES*

By S. StNHA,

bet, you, gentlemen, know how
1 to do great and glorious work

toward the training and uplifting

of your farmers such was the remark
passed by a Chinese agriculturist when he
was shown the demonstration train run by
the Illinois Traction System, under the

auspices of the University of Illinois.

Ferhaps many of you would like to know
what isa demonstration train. It is an agent
of Agricultural Extension run in co-operation

with the railroads, carrying a corps of

instructor and lecturers to the various parts

* The writer is indebted to Mr. P. H. LaBaumej
AtrieuUural and Industrial Agent of Norfolk and
Western Railway Company, Vuginia, for the pictures

ilhrratingaiisa^de.*

B.S.A., M.A.S.A.

of the State to teach the farmers the prac-

tical side of farming within a short time.

Its beneflt is appreciated by those who have

not money enough for maintenance during

the four years of a college course and who
have but a common school education, not
qualifying for admission into the State

Agricultural Colleges.

Some sixteen years ago, on account of a
failure in the com crop, agriculturists in

Iowa induced the railroads to co-operate

with them in running a demonstration

train to teach the farmers how to handle
their seed com, and till their lands, so as to
prevent a repetition of such disasters. ^
far as the writer is able to learn this was
the first demonstration train manned by
college professors, to be sent out on such a
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"The Better Farming Special" run by the Norfolk and Western Railway, Virginia.

An overflow crowd after the lecturers.

mission. Many such trains have been *sent

out in many States since.

During the summer of 1909, the **Modern

Farming Special*' was run by the Maine
Central Railway, under the auspices of the

University of Maine. It covered some
fifteen hundred miles. The '^special” was
composed of some baggage carts filled with

exhibits of interest to general and special

farmers, and some flat cars carrying modem
village, planting, and harvesting machinery,

also a passenger coach carrying a corps of

College and State Department lecturers.

Several stops were made, at each of which

the assembled crowds were given an oppor-

tunity to see the illustrations on exhibits.

Attendants explained each exhibit, answered
questions and directed attention to new
methods in farming. Four short addresses

concluded the program. In the towns where

night stops were made, the work of the

State Agricultural College was illustrated

by a stereopiicon, and practical talks were

given to forty thousand farmers.

During- the summer of 1910 the Norfolk

and Western Railroad placed at the dis-

posal of the Department of Agriculture the

'^Better Farming Special" of seven cars, of

which three were coaches for lecturers and

three were baggage cars which the Depart-

ment fitted with exhibits relating to fruit-

growing, dairying, drainage, seed and corn

improvement. The train was run for two
weeks and was stopped for one and a half

to four hours at many stations.

Durigg the summer of X911 the Illinois

Demensirration Train was run for two weeks
covering over 300 miles. Five cars were

used to carry the demonstration and ex-

hibits and to provide seats for an audience
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Scliool children and School ma’ams are coming out after hearing illuslralcd talks

and seeing agricultural exhibits.

of 100. Illustrative materials were carried especially, were interested in the works,

to supplemeiit the lectures on sheep, cuts They -the youths of to-day and the men of

of meat, chickens and poultry equip- to-morrow -will ponder over what they saw

ment, milk testing, soils, plant breeding, and heard. They are sure to remodel the

birds and insects. This included the live works of their fathers and create a new

specimens of the leading breeds of chickens agriculture in the birth-place of their

and sheep and miniature models of coops nation.
.

and other small farm buildings. The One of our duties amongst ourselves is

project met with greater success than was co-operation. Co-operation is necessary

anticipated, over 7,000 people having with the farmers, agricultural instructors and

gathered at the various stopping places railway companies, if we really want to

to listen to the teachings of the college improve Indian agriculture. We think, by-

authorities. Although the meetings were the co-operative spirit, we can run demons-

arranged for the school children, the veteran tration trains in which the cars will contain

farmers turned out in such numbers that educational charts, dairy equipments, farm

the speakers were forced to utilize nearby implements, various sorts of grains, live-

sand piles, boxes and rolls of wire as plat- stock, poultry, etc., or in other words the

forms. After the lectures agricultural train itself will be a demonstration farm,

bulletins were distributed. Having seen Several stops will have to be made in each

charts and illustrations of modern business province. When the train arrives, the farmers

thethods of farm management, these farmers and the children of the rural homes will be

can not fail to have carried away some allowed to get in and see the exhibits and
valuable suggestions. The school children, listen to the illustrated talks on practical
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agriculture. Will it not be a wonderful way more by the variety of its enterprise than
of teaching the ryots and creating enthusiasm by the ma^itude of any one or two prevail-

in farm homes ? The advancement of ing activities.

Indian agriculture should be measured even *

THE FAMILY AS THE ECONOMIC UNIT IN INDIA

The Hindu Family, ‘joint in food,

worship and estate,* is the economic
unit of Hindu society. The family

.

consists of the man himself, his sons, grand-

sons and great grandsons, who live in peace

and harmony and share the common chest

or purse.*^ Founded on the virtues of

affection and self-control this system tends

to develop 'i spirit of self-sacrifice, and
mutual control and dependentre which are

quite opposed to the competitive indivi-

dualistic spirit—the key-note of modern
industrialism. Indeed, the sentiments which
it fostered and the economic effects it

produced have led to certain fundamental

difiercfnces characteristic of our industrial

life clearly distinguishing it from that of

Europe and America. Thus, while in the

West, it is the individual’s own scale of

wants, his standard of comforts and of

activities which regulates the growth of

population, in India the family mode of

enjoyment or standard of life is the main
factor. Marriage in Hindu Society is

compulsory at a particular age, so the

fluctuations in prices of the crops have no
effects as in Europe, on the number of

marriage8.t The members of the family

are assured maintenance for themselves

and as many children as they choose to

bring into the world from the property or-

dained to be the hereditary source of main-

tenance of all. In hurope the check to the

• 'The Hindu Family is a group of individuals

related to one another by their descent from a common
ancestor within 7 generations in the ascending

line." (fihatUcharjee. The law relating to the joint

family). A well known saying ascribes happiness in

heaven to one who lives to see 7 generations gathered

under his roof.

t lliis seems to us a statement of doubtful accuracy.

Our impression is that there are more marriages after

'A good harvest than a bad one. even in India. More
11|^t should be thrown on the subject.—*£d. M. R.

increase of population is the struggle for

food and competition and its law,—‘if a

man will not work, neither shall he eat,**

enforced upon the individual by the society.

In India, the rigour of the law is mitigated

in its operation by the family. The family

protects the young wife, the helpless orphan

or the decrepit grandfather. Thus State

Medical Aid or old age pensions are unneces-

sary.f There is, however, no excess of

population for there are restraints on birth

rate. Those are not only economic but

also social and religious and enforced by

the family. The joint-stock family

economy again has an ennobling influence

on our social and economic life, through

its conception of the marriage relation. In

Europe, marriage is a convenience or

pleasure, a personal affair and not a

family duty, thus a man marries after he

has a good income and leaves his family

to seek his own happiness. Many, again,

failing to have the income which modern

civilisation requires for the fashionable

maintenance of a family do not marry at

all and thus escape from the responsibilities

of a married life. Thus, “The fear of

marriage and the family is the particular

feature of French matrimoniality. At

Paris, where the struggle for existence is

very severe and where the care for money is

more predominant, late marriages abound.

Whether these facts proceed from the grow-

ing difficulties of existence, or from a fear,

always augmenting, also of trouble and care,

or from these two causes combined and

mutually strengthening each other, the

consequence is the same ; marriages are

becoming more and moiie simple commer-
cial transactions, from whence arises the

* Sidgwick-^Practkal Ethics.

t We do not think this is a fact.—-Ed. M. R*
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worst and shameful of selections—selections

by money. As regards these marriages by

purchase, France is unworthily distinguished

beyond other nations,”* To the Western

woman, marriage is the means of subsis-

tence. There is hard competitive struggle

among womikn to find out their own
husbands and the struggle is all the keener

because the number of men is usually

smaller than that of women, and, further,

there are some men who refuse to marry.

Thus the women pay the greatest attention

to the attractions of their appearance and

to a thousand artificial blandishments and

useless trivialities which receive a considera-

tion in marriage plans. In India marriage

is a sacrament and its supreme object is to

perpetuate a family, a patrimony and a

faith. The consent of the family is neces-

sary. Individual likes and dislikes are

not of much importance ;
for marriage is

not a means of one's individual pleasure

or advantage, but the duty of transmitting

an unimpaired estate and maintaining the

integrity of a family is a supreme considera-

tion. And the family in maintaining a

strong authority in its integrity does not

allow economic considerations to stand in

the way of a marriage. A man need not be

very wealthy before marrying, for the family

will support his wife and children,! and the

girl in the family organisation is not left to

shift for herself in the matrimonial market.

Her father arranges the marriage and she

finds assured maintenance provided for her as

soon she leaves her parents for her husband s

family on reaching maturity. Such a fami-

ly presents a striking contrast with the un-

stable organisation of the romantic family

of Europe and America, which offers little

resistance to the disintegrating influence of

morbid emotion and insane ambition.

“When the duty of maintaining a family

tradition is no longer acknowledged, when

religion has ceased to be an element in

domestic life, when children have become

unwelcome, and marriage is viewed as a

convenience or a pleasure, legal obstacles

s Monsieur Ch. Letourreau. '

.

t A mein^r, entitled to get the least share on parti-

tion, may by reason of having a large family of hiswn
to support consume during iointness the largest portion

oft the proceeds ^ joint property, without wing liable

to be cmled upon to account for the excess of conramp-

t’lon at the time of partition. (G. Sarkars Hindu

to its dissolution will not long be tolerated

by a community of irritable, sentimental,

and egoistic men and women who have
found life disappointing.”* Thus divorces

have been rapidly multiplying in Europe
and America. marriage relation has

come to be a contract. It is not a union

through life, even unto death, but lasts like

a trading concern as long as the agreement

satisfies both parties. Thus marriage be-

comes business and no romance. No con-

sideration is paid to the interests of the

children, who are often pitilessly sacrificed.

Divorce has become easy and, to add to the

family unstability, the woman of the West
is becoming more and more economically

independent. Not supported by her own
family and unable to find a husband or de-

serted by him she has to earn her own
living. Thrown into the hard struggle and
competition for wealth, she gradually loses

the idealism that is natural to her. She

asks for votes in order to shield herself from

the individualistic economic system regulat-

ed in the interests of men, but the feverish

excitement, the constant fret and foam of

modern industrialism, gradually renders her

unfit for motherhood—-the essential and

incontestable right of every woman.
Our family organisation enjoining upon

the man that marriage is a family duty neces-

sary for the perpetuation of family culture

and rational manhood, and protecting the

woman from being dragged into the mire

of industrial competition and struggle for

living has contributed in no small degree

to a high standard of morality and real

contentment of the people.

The unity and stability of our joint-

stock family have, however, been threat-

ened by the growth of individualistic

tendencies due to the recent changes of

economic conditions. As Professor Nichol*

son observes, one of the most charac-

teristic features of economic progress

has been the disintegration of the family ;

freedom of the individual has displaced the

bonds of blood relationship, at any rate to

a considerable extent. New organs for the

accumulation of capital have been invented,

individual earnings need no longer be
invested in family land. The passion for

personal liberty has made neceSsa^ a
change in the idea of the faniily as the

‘ * Giddings : Principles of Sociology;
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social organ of property. In India ac-

cording to the MitAkshara, those who
are born and those who are yet unborn

require the means of support; nt> gift or

sale of the family property can therefore be

made. A member of the joint family ac-

quires a right to the joint property on be-

coming a member by birth, adoption or

marriage. In an individualistic age, the

sons sharing co-equal rights by birth in the

family property took their shares by parti-

tion. The patrimony was sometimes dis-

sipatedand thus the joint family system was
threatened. To prevent this dissolution of

the joint family,^ JimutabAhana, the reputed

author of the Dftyabh&ga S3'stem in Bengal,

made a change in the law. He formulated the

rule that the sons had no right to ancestral

property during the father's life time, thus

depriving them of the right of enforcing parti-

tion against the father's will,, and further

provided two shares for the father in case he
made a partition during his life. To prevent

injustice to the sons, he at the same time

deprived the father of the power of capri-

ciously and whimsically alienating the an-

cestral property, or of making unequal divi-

sion of it or of taking more than a double

share on partttion.| The modern courts of

justice, however, declare that there cannot

be a real joint family consisting of father

and sons during the father's life-time, inas-

much as joint property, which is the essence

of the conception of joint family, would be

wanting to make them joint. Nor can
there be, according to the modern view, a
real partition during the father's life ; for

* Some writers, on the other hand, maintain that

the Dayabhaga, giving to the father an absolutely

unfettered right in all property, whether ancestral or

self-acquired, represents the utmost development of

that individualisation of property whicli beg^an in an
earlier age. An earlier exponent of individual pro-

perty rights was Rishi Devala.

f According to the Dayabhaga, afather is income
petent to alienate immoveable property, excepting a
small portion, provided that such alienation is not

incompatible with the maintenance of the family.

Then, the author of the Dayabhaga maintains that

a person is legally competent to alienate, as for

legal necessity affecting the family when the property

is ancestral, and accoraing to his pleasure when it r is

self-acquir^ ;
the ancient texts requiring consent of the

coparceners in the former case and of the sons in the

latter, should be held to impose only a moral obligation

but not to invalidate an alienation actually made
without such consent : because the nature of the law
cannot be changed by a hundred such texts.

it must mean neither more nor less than a
gift of the property by the father to his

sons. I'hus “The position of affairs has

become anomalous owing to the divergence

between actual practice and legal theory,"*

and the view taken by the courts, making
it almost impossible that there should be a
joint family of father and sons, unless their

is joint property acquired otherwise than by
inheritance, threatens the existence of the

joint family system in Bengal. Still joint

families consisting of father and son do
exist in Bengal, and the natural love of a

father for his sons prevents the evil conse-

quences that might follow from an appli-

cation of the court rulings.

It is not indeed, the High Court decisions

but the economic stress and consequent

growth of individualistic spirit in our coun*

try that have been slowly sapping the

roots of the joint family organisation. A
more complex economic life has necessita-

ted a change. It is possible that the joint

family in the family system may come to an

end. But let us not accept the family

system of Europe as the ideal. To gratify

individual passions, feelings and preferences,

the system of the West has sacrificed family

patrimony and tradition, and has no

scruples even in sacriRcing children. Nei-

ther India nor Europe and America but some-

thing above them will give us the ideal

family. The ideal family regards duty as

the most sacred thing in the world, it has a

high sense of the privilege of transmitting

its qualities and its culture to the children.

It gives the children right training, disci-

plines them in the robust virtues of self-

control and self-sacrifice
;
thus it consciously

selects, cultivates and transmits the fair

fruits of a rational civilisation. The
system of our country, though it developed

some important virtues, has tended to

promote idleness and extravagance. It has

engendered an unmistakeable affection in

the man and woman and helped the main-
tenance of a respectable and pleasant home.
But in its zeal to perpetuate a patrimony,

it has sacrificed economic progress, and
thus stood in the way of the development
and the perpetuation of that rational perso-

nality, which is the supreme end for which
the family exists. Thus^ actuated though
it is by a lofty idealism, it has become quite

* G. Sarkar's Hindu Law.
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unsuitable for fhe stress and struggle of

modern life. Life has now become harder

and individual earnings have now come to be

devoted to satisfy individual wants instead oT

being shared. equally among different family

members. Again, in the joint stock family,

whilst there is nO room for bequest the right

of inheritance is fundamental. But our
law of succession has a very pernicious

influence on our economic life.

"

The land is divided into many small
estates.. The small land-owners have little

capital to make permanent improvements
of their estates. Usually the security of

tenure is less in small than in large estates

and the relations of landlord and tenant
are worse. Again with regard to property
other than land, Mr. Dadabhay has remark-
ed ; the family capital as soon as it reaches
the point when it can be increased with
the greatest advantage undergoes a process
>1 disintegration which reduces the parti-

cipators to actual poverty, or at least throws
them back to the original position when
ihey have to start accumulation anew. This
3rocess goes on seesaw fashion to the detri-

ment of industry. Nothing is more certain
n finance than that reduplication and
.^[rowth of capital progress successfully
tnd quickly after accumulation has reached
i decent point. The same might be said
>f the Muhammadan system of succession.
1 hus the capital that can be accumulated
s very small, and the village indebtedness
^ chronic and increasing at an alarming
ate.

1 he land system itself, again, is also res-

>^>n8ible to a great extent for this minute
ub-division. As Sir George Birdwood says,

mder the system of peasant proprietorship,
the ryot has become so strongly attached

W the most sacred and deeply rooted
tits to the soil that, rather than relinquish
his hold on it, he will burden himself and
his heirs with debt for generations ;

and
padually under the Hindu practice of in-

heritance the holdings become so minutely
Sub-divided and over-burdened by mort-
^^ges, that extended cultivation and high
farming are made almost impossible. An
analogy may be found in the law of equal

*?i^fitance and its economic effects in

A .
no doubt that the British

Agricultural Labourer is better off than
the Pt^nch peasant owner. As Professor

Nicholson,* has pointed out :
“ The case

in France is aggravated by the Law of
Inheritance, the excessive mocellentent is

partly due to the parlage forcee. But the
aversion to make exchanges and thus
amalgamate the little plots throws a strong
light on the difficult}'" of co-operation.
And when we find as a fact that apart from
such a Law of Inheritence there is in small
farms an almost universal tendency to

undue sub division, it is, to say the least,

unscientific to argue as to what might
happen if this disturbing cause were
absent. In the Highlands of Scotland

and in Ireland, land has in many places

been divided until the plots are too small

to support a family.*’! Again though the

one great advantage that the small farmer

has as a rule possessed is inherited and
empirical skill : this is, however, useful

under conditions fixed by custom and may,
when conditions are changing, prove an

obstacle in the way of improvement.^ In

Indian agriculture, the conditions in fact

have now greatly changed and the small

farmer being unable to adapt himself to the

changed circumstances has become much
worse off.§

The joint stock system has secured a

characteristic co-operation of the family *

members in our society which though

advantageous at first is deterimental to

progress in a higher stage of industrialism.

In the agriculturists’ family the women

* Principles of Polilical Economy.

t In Belgium, however, where there is a great

number of small land-holders and the sub-division of

ihe soil promoted by the French Lav? of Succession

and the density of population, agriculture has been

very successful. The .system of cheap and rapid

transport in which Light Railways fill a prominent

role, while the canals are not neglected, contributes to

the undoubted success of Belgium Agriculturists.

Co-operative methods of purchase and sale are

encouraged and Agricultural Education is systematic-

ally diffused in the country, thus giving an example to

the Indians to imitate with profit.

t Nicholson's Principles of Political Economy.

$ One bright side has however, been pointed out by

Sir George Birdwood. To the land and village system

he says are due the industrial and artistic skill

and cunning of the people. *'There can, in fact, be no

popular art without popular traditions, and tradi-

tionary art can arise only among a people whose

social and Municipal Institutions are based in^ perp^
tuity on a democratic organisation of thtw innerent

righiand property in a natmnal soil, sudi as is mured
to the pec^le of India by the Ryetwairi Tmiure,^’
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freely assist the men in field work, sowing
the seeds, weeding or assisting their

husbands in irrigating the fields. In Behar
where the pressure of population has led

the males to emigrate to Bengal' for work,
the woman have to do almost all the field

work. In Bengal, however, the woman
leads a more secluded life seldom taking an
active share in outdoor work and the

seclusion is greater as the family is richer

or the caste higher.^ In her house, how-
ever, the woman works the whole day. She
cooks the food and makes all necessary pre-

parations for that process. She has also

to grind the wheat or the pulses in the

Janta or husks the rice with Dhenki and if

she has any leisure, she spins cotton or
silk threads or twists the san, cocoanut,
jute and rhea fibres into ropes.! If it is an
artisan's family, the woman can assist in

the husband's work more niaterially. The
weaver's wife cleans the thread and arranges
the warp and woof. The oil-presser's wife
manages the bullocks and runs the Ghani
when the Kalu is working in the fields.

The silk rearer’s wife diligently and care-

fully feeds the cocoons. The tailor’s wife
uses the sewing machine when there is hard
work for the family. The laundress herself

washes the clothes in the tanks. The
banglemaker’s wife makes the slow fire and
rolls the lac rods into thin pencils. The
Muchi’s wife helps her husband in the
collection of hides and skins. The Dom
* Agriculturists' wives will on no account come to the

fields in which .their husbands work, the breakfast
being brought there by infant girls or old females,
usually the mother. As a rule females do not work
in the fields, except the very old or very young, who
are sometimes deputed to tend catttle in ptots ad-
joining to homesteads. But the women may be
sometimes seen employed in thrashing out the grains,
winnowing or stacking the hay.

f A spinning wheel does not cost much. The spin-
ning hours are those which a woman snatches from her
other labours at home; an hour after the raid-day
and the night meal is the most usual time in which she
plies her wheels. Sometimes she works at it in the
dark before day dawn, guided by the dexterity of her
fingers. In the course of two months her savings in

thread after exchanging with the trader suffice lor a
piece of cloth for herself or her husband, for which
she pays the weaver at the rate of two pies per Cubit,

either in cash or in Dhan, the length of the cloth
being 7 or 8 cubits.

For twisting fibres, a few bundles are hung from
the thatched roof of the varendah and the woman
twists by means of a reel called Dhira or Takur into
twines of different thicknesses.

woman weaves the baskets. The potter's

wife collects and prepares the clay. In

some cases again, the woman does much of

the labour of carrying the goods for sale to

the market. Thus bangles are sold exclu-

sively by women. The fish woman is

better in bargaining than her husband.

The laundress carries the clothes to the

Zenana. The milkmaid and the oil-

presser’s wife also carry their products to

the inmates of the rich man’s household.^

The boys of the family also are all

usefully employed. They do most of the

work of pasturing the cattle. They collect

fuel and manure, milk the goats and some-

times cut grass for the cows. The girls at

their father's house have not to work much.

In the artisan’s family the boys like their

inother can do more work. They are early

trained as apprentices. In Madanpura,

Benares, I saw boys and girls of 4 or 5 years

arranging the nakhsSi threads by means of

wooden handles, and thus helping their

father in his weaving. Thus the boys are

trained in the craft quite early and they

begin work as soon as they learn some of its

rudiments. The system while it provides

for all the family meinbers gives each his

place and occupation, so that his services

can be best utilised in the interests of the

family. But the family co-operation is

advantageous in the first stage— only for

production on a small scale. The division

of labour being confined to the small family

group, there arc none of the economic

advantage of co operation and division of

labour in society on an organised scale.

There is little scope for the utilisation of

capital. The wealth that remains after pro-

viding for the few agricultural implements

and seed and manure or artisan’s tools goes

to bedeck the persons of women,or is spent on

family property which may be deteriorating.

New investments of capital are disliked.

The system discourages individual initiative

and consequently there is loss of personal

• The woman however has no freedom and initiative

in her occupation. In the above cases she merely

helps her husband to some extent in the maintenanrt

of the family. Only in the lowest social grades the

woman goes out and earns her living independently-

Thus among the Sonthals, Dosadhs, Ghatwala

Chdkuiyas, etc ; the women are' seen to work as day

labourers in the, fields, carrying bricks and mcMrtar in

the building industry.
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energy. The stimulus to individual exertion industrialism dominated by ideas of indivi-

being not very great progress is difficult, dual development and the passion for per-

Thus the organisation has lost much of its sonal liberty.

older vitality now’ in a higher stage of Radhakamal Mukerjee.

THE RISE AND DECADENCE OF ART IN INDIA

T
he rhythmic dance of creation never

ceases. As Purusha smiles, Prakriti

shews herself in her myriad moods,
never failing to delight her lover's heart by
her wonderful changeableness. We live

indeed in a world of incessant change—we
know not of stagnation—a truth which
Bergson has crystal ized into a philosophy.

How Art partakes of the character of her
mother Nature, and goes on tremulous in

beauty from change to change. We trace

the evolution, the culmination, the de-

generation. Then begins another period, the

structure of which is based on the ruins of

the last. Thus the History of Art is a
series of jagged hills one rising above the
other, the summit of one being the base
of another. Some time elapses before a
new Art realises its ideal. As soon as this

end has been reached, it begins to dete-
riorate, for it loses sight of its ideal as a
whole, and begins to pay undue attention
fo details. It descends to the supersubtie'
and the wire-drawn. Thus Gothic Art fell

a victim to its own over-elaboration. Now
these periods with their three elements,
evolution, culmination, degeneration, vary,
and the times vary according to the number
of forces operating.

In speaking of the forces operating on
Art, we have to speak with diffidence. In
^ scientific age, which deals only with the
exact sciences, which has strict definition

^ith terms, and talks of causes and effects

with unerring exactitude, it is 'hard to

remember that there are Arts, which almost
defy analysis and definition. The only
definition of Poetry, says Swinburne, is that

cannot be defined. The shadowy pro-
ducts of the brain demand a delicate treat-

rnent which we are apt to forget. But in

^

our incessant struggle with these unseen
‘ghosts in the surrounding darkness, we do
htt upon some more or less positive entities.

Thus w»hen we come to reflect upon the
causes which tend to the Decadence of Art
in India, we are appalled by their great
variety and their immense strength.

As we look back into the dim past, we
find that we were rich in images. The
Vedas are a treasure-house of gorgeous
pictures, but we have poems only, not
plastic Art

;
the technique necessary for the

conversion of these vague metaphors into

plastic images was wanting. Then came
the age of keen rationality when we dis-

carded the illusive metaphors, when we
began to realise our environment of MAyS,
when we stared thought directly in the face

without any intervening media. The
analytic faculty was rampant and Art could

not flourish in such an^ atmosphere, for Art

is synthesis, not analysis. Lastly, this gave
place to an age, when we desecrated our

gods in our attempt to revert to the rich

imagery of the past. The holy significance

of Siva was lost--he had become the symbol

of generation in the eyes of the multitude

;

Durga, his consort, another instance of

phallic worship. Our heads must turn and
our stomachs nauseate at such desecration.

Art vanished from this polluted atmosphere.

It is only in the intervals between these

periods that Art flourished.

Floods of barbarian invasions inundated

India beginning with Mahmud of Ghazni.

The rude nomads swooped down upon
the plains from time to time. Property

was insecure, life itself hung on a thread,

racial antipathies were stirred, religious

persecutions began, society was shaken by
the tempests of Heaven, armies met, and,

in this cataclysm of mighty forces, culture

and Art fled into the sequestered grove to

fade into nothingness.

The mystic spirit of reUgion died out,

and Art without her inspiring breath could

not Uve. Buddhism was cold in its grave.
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It was the age of blatant Drahminism—
Brahminisin without its exalted poetry. In

pur own day, it is these spiritual guides of

ours who have taught us to persecute the

artist and drive him down into a quagmire
of Sudraism from which it is impossible

to emerge. Monastic Art there was none

—

the Brahmins were busy with their spiritual

extortions ; the other high castes acquisced

in this hideous tyranny.

In our own day, potent forces are work-

ing. The insensate luxury of the rich, the

killing poverty of the poor, leave no place

for Art. The besotted villain on his sofa,

the peasant on his bed of thorns, have not

the heart to hear the soft trill of the

nightingale’s note, to drink in the drowsy
perfume of the rose. There is no ‘patron

Art.* The potential patrons live in houses

moulded in the evil eclectic style of modern
Europe, the propagation

.
of which is

carried on by greedy European firms. The
poetry of the cupola or the dome has been
lost, the mysticism of the arch forgotten in

the tyranny of the Corinthian column. The
houses are adorned with cheap plaster casts

from Italy, casts of Jupiter and Apollo,

not the eloquent bronzes representing

our own gods ; they have nondescript

E
rints perpetrated in the East End of

ondon or in the slums of Berlin. Those
wondrous “flowings of line and fragments

of nature” we see in Indian articles dis-

placed by the perpetrations of Picadilly.

And lastly, a false appreciation of Art has

done more t -> degrade her than any other

cause. We have rejected the seeds and
accepted the tares, we have been ecstatic

over imitations of the wall-paper designs

of England, we have raved over Graeco-
Roman plagiarisms. Kavi-Varmaism has

raised its unhealthy head.

“Folk Art” is almost impossible under
the conditions in which we drag on our

existence. The soul refuses to sing and
the hand to paint when there is hunger in

the stomach and sorrow in the heart. The
peasant, whose life is a process of slow
starvation, can not carve, his hand is para-

l^^sed. He lives a life of appalling misery,

his creative spirit is stifled, the fire of genius

extin^ished.

A false Puritanism can not fail to show
its ugly countenance in “spiritual Indian”

We have a^opteff l^ropean conventions in

our morality even. The sex-question has
raised a blind wait—and we, who worship,

ped woman as a goddess of maternity have
begun to regard the mysteries of creation

as an evil—as a subject to be thought of,

dreamed of, but never to be mentioned in

polite society. That is the voice of our

modern conscience. And in this way do
we ape the hypocrisy of the West. Apart

from the lofty symbolism underlying the

lovely tales of Krishna and Radha, Siva

and Durga, the genre paintings of Mogal

Art have a peculiar beauty of their own.

There is no morality in Art—says Dr.

Coomaraswamy—the only criterion is ex-

pressiveness. Art transcends the narrow

rigors of a conventional morality. In this

stigmatism of Indian Art, our purists have

betrayed the canker in their souls, for

criticism is only a mirror of the soul. Blind-

ness is the obverse of their vaunted author-

ity. And narrowness of dogma and an

assumption of superiority are born of the

disgusting mediocrity of the middle classes.

Catullus's noble rebellion against this

shallow system of Ethics is couched in

beautiful language

—

“Rumoresque senum seueriorum

Omnes unius aestimemus assis.”

Such a code is not Nature, is not Art.

The appalling lethargy we see in our

country at the present day is a most painful

sight. A colourless humanity stalks abroad

in ugly colours. There is no enthusiasm

and young men turn cynics at an age at

which it ought to be hard to stifle one’s

ardour. In some cases a selfish adaptation

of means to an e.nd has displaced the

“grande passion” of life. This paralysis

of emotion has become a paralysis of

thought as well.

Commercialism too is not without its

eflects. We live in an enlarged sphere of

activity—we gain in breadth, we lose

in intensity. The ancients occupied them-

selves with sculpture, painting, poetry and

the production of wealth— in most countries.

But the production of wealth was carried

on in a crude manner, for it was only an

elementary system of agriculture carried on

by means of slave labour. Now we bccuf^y

ourselves with the production of wealth,

mechanics, prose, poetry, painting, sculptui^^

The extension or our activities means ^

deterioration of some of the Arts, s.^*i
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literature, painting, sculpture, mechanics,

and the production of wealth engross our

attention. The production of wealth has

become a complex science, mechanics «tin

more so. The sequestered grove—the haven
of poetry, philosophy and art—is wanted
no longer, the tranquil temple is out of

place, we long for the roar of the engine

and the smoke of the factory. Quantity is

the end, not quality. We prefer photography
to painting, plaster casts to sculpture, the

electric machine to the loom -• we are revert-

ing from the “decorative stage to the.

utilitarian" (Herbert Spencer)—an appal-

ling retrogression to the barbarism of the

youth of the world.

Thus we see that the causes which tend

to destruction are most potent. It is hard

indeed for Art to raise her head, when all

the forces seem to have conspired against

her. But still Art flourishes.

The reasons for the rise of Art in India

will be explained in various ways. It is

for us to choose from an infinitude of causes.

Here the Law of Change itself acts in

favour of the rise of Indian Art. 'I'hus light

dawns after the darkness of centuries

—

degeneration and apparent death leads to

vigour and life, as the death of an organism
in Nature leads to the growth of various

other organisms.

“When winter comes, can spring be far

behind ?”

In the dim ages there was no technique.

But in their struggle with the forces of

nature, our ancestors soon acquired it.

How much of this was due to their own
talent, and how much to an offshoot of

Hellinisticism, it is for future ages to decide.

Perhaps the Gandharan period was a mere

episode—an interruption of the evolution of

Indian Art

;

perhaps it was the dawn of

Indian Art, for it marked the birth of

technique. But this technique, though

feeble at first, grew with leaps and bounds

in the fertile soil, amid the favourable

zephyrs of the Indian peninsula. “Ideal-

ism," that mighty magician, soon trans-

formed a rude plant into a beauteous

flower^then began the History of Indian

Art. The efflorescence of Art, ,
Drama, lyric

poetry began with the Gupta period.

^ Tiniie tempered the rage of the analytic

faculty, that destructive force mellowed

wkfa age ; a soft idealism and a poetic

6oi

mysticism shed a halo round it. The
supreme iconoclasm of the Advaitavftd be-
came a mere vision, the dance of Prakriti

became a real image. Names and forms,
hitherto an illusion, began to rise. Indi-

vidualism, which had run mad, regained her

senses. The Nihilism of Hindu Philosophy
was diluted ; legends grew, ancient stories

which had died down into echoes, revived

acquiring new vigour, new legends began
to centre round the fresh experience of life.

Vaishnavism and Saivism rose
;
Mahayanist

Buddhism spread from shore to shore.

The desecration of symbols (which I have
spoken of above) raised a universal cry

of horror. The curtain of ignorance was
raised. The hideousness of phallic worship
was exposed. Siva's frenzied measure be-

came the dance of destruction, which leads

to construction. He became a yogi again.

Krishna began to roam the shores of the

sacred river in rural guise; hts eternal

union with Radha became the grandest self-

realisation of love. The keenest forces of

discrimination were brought to bear upon
this selection ;

the poetic, the romantic, the

moral were chosen the worthless, the use-

less, the ugly discarded.

I'hrough the narrow passes in the North-

Western Frontier swarmed the countless

barbarians to the plains of India. But

the health-giving Zephyrs of India infused

the spirit of a mighty civilisation into them.

1'he conquerors were conquered as in days

of old the conquest of Greece became the

conquest of Rome. 'I'he stupidity of Mos-

lem iconoclasm has been relegated to the

limbo of a forgotten past. 7 he decentralis-

ing forces of religion have been tempered

by a wide humanitarianism. Buddhists,

Jains, Hindus, Moslems in their eternal at-

tempt at mutual synthesis have attained

a glorious union. Racial antipathies have
been forgotten, religious persecutions have
ceased, bitterness of feeling and rancour

of heart soothed. No refugees fly to glorify

other lands as our ancestors did in Java.

The Mussulman mosque and seraglio are

settled facts and they stand in close proxi-

mity to the Hindu temple. Jainism has

worked beautifully for its own self as well

as for the pleasure or the devotion of Islam.

It is now. long years since the, Mahayana
Buddhists incorporated the gods of the

Hindu pantheon into her owii«-i<pand
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Vishnu and Buddha came to be bound by a

f
olden thread. The great trinity of Moghul
mperors employed Hindu artists and fur-

thered Hindu tradition as ever did Hindu
monarch of old. Indeed it is from a

Persian foreigner (Abul FazI) that we get

the most graceful compliment to Indian

Art—**it surpasses our conceptions of things*’

he says. The Ajanta influence is seen clear-

Z
* in Moghul Art, the Persian in Rajput

rt. The modern revival is a synthesis of

schools, for it represents the Rajput School

just as much as it does the Moghul and the

Buddhist. The centrifugal forces of the

same religion are being neutralised. In

Hinduism the barriers of caste are breaking

down inspite of the stupid clamourings of

fatuous nonentities—we have conceived the

ideal of a happy fusion and are moving
towards that great goal. No odium now
attaches to the artists and the exalte Brah-
min no longer turns his sleek countenance

away from the beaming eyes of the artist.

The evil dogmatism of medioeval scho-

lasticism has been exposed.

But the mystic spirit of religion is not

dead, for that would be the death of Art.

That etherial emotion, which is displayed

in the Vedas, in the mellow backgrounds of

Kangra Valley paintings, in the dim interiors

of . Buddhist caves, in the delicate carvings

of Hindu teihples, is still a living spirit

among us today. Without this religious

K‘3n, the wondrous sculptured yogis

—

ha, or Siva or Vishnu, would be merely
hideous, inhuman, monstrous, an ecstatic

dance would be an unrhythmic caper, emo-
tion would be sickly sentiment~in fact

Art would be mere caricature.

Patrons are springing into existence, and
this is the outcome of a higher culture than
that imparted by our universities (though

to many individuals this may seem impos-
sible). True culture was paralysed in the

contest of various nationalities and various

civilisations but she revived with the dawn
of peace. Now the untiring efforts of our
educationalists, the unceasing strivings of

the people are inaugurating a new era.

But no country ever had very much to hope
from the middle classes -for the middle
class is always a mediocrity and as such is

rooted in convention. They have fallen

Iticfims to.Aristotle’s narrow dieturn<^**to-

mesbfi estin ariston” and Are not susceptible

to the grandeur of a wider philosophy.
Their education is only “Brodstudien”, and
Art which is not lucrative is beyond their

sphere. Commercialism is their guiding
principle in life. In their blindness they
kil to perceive the beauties of Art, and
therefore raise a hideous howl of scorn.

'I'he higher classes, who have not to struggle

for their existence, are sometimes more re-

fined in taste, but the sin to which they

have succumbed (together with their

mediocre brethren) is Anglo-mania. They
have thus become second-hand imitators

of European civilisation. But we do find

some shining lights among them princes

who are trying to establish picture-galleries,

who take a noble pride in their col-

lections
; intelligent connoisseurs, who have

learnt the art of judicious appreciation.

But our hopes rise when we come to view
the lowest classes. The peasant who sings

at his plough or carves in his hut, is only

a dream in Europe —in India he is to be

seen at not a few wayside villages. The
legends of the Puranas, the examples of

the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, the

austerity of Buddha are to them an inte-

gral part of life. They never fail to respond

to nature, they can never resist the appeal

of the flowers and the sunshine. The raf-

ters in their smoky huts are carved into

beauteous shapes, their horses and their

cattle are adorned with bits of finery—testi-

fying to a spirit unsubdued by poverty.

I'hey alone have maintained the traditions

of Indian music, they alone sing the songs

of our mediaeval times, they alone play

upon the instruments of our country, leav-

ing the heresy of the piano and the harmo-
nium to others. Their hearts are full of the

poetry of nature and this is seen in the

minutest details of their lives. Materialism

has not entered into their souls and thus

we find here a treasure-house of the glories

of the past of our country.

The narrow Puritanism of Europe has

been exposed, and has got its deserts. The
thin veneer has been rubbed of. We have
reverted to our own convictions, like streams

which have carved out their proper course

and which resist artificial efforts at damming.
The appalling lethargy which was creeping

into our souls has been shaken off and
a burning activity is seen in every

phase of life—in art, in literature, in social
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reform;—in fact, a new era has dawned
on us.

But the modern revival of Art is not a
rennaisance, for it is not a resuscitation of

the past, not the investiture of a corpse

with the regalia of life and vigour, but an
emergence of the living spirit in the budding
flower of Art. A rennaisance, which
draws its inspiration merely from the past,

is never a success. Examples abound in

modern European History. The Pre-

Raphaelite movement in painting was
doomed to death from the beginning. It

commenced with a flash and ended in

smoke. William Morris has been consigned

to oblivion. The possibilities of the Austro-

Belgian school are limited, its emulation of

the glories of Gothic Architecture is futile—

the mystery of a Gothic Cathedral is out

of place in modern Europe; and what
inspiration can attain, steel and iron will

603

certainly not achieve. But our modern
revival is the expression of the living soul
of a nation, not a mere imitation of the
past. Thus religious themes appeal to us
now as of old. Historical scenes bring the
past before our visions. Imaginative works
appeal to us as always. Genre paintings

form a large part of our artistic productions.

The pathos of a postman or the connubial

bliss of a peasant in our Art make a univer*

sal appeal. Modern life is portrayed in its

various aspects. It is not necessary for us

to invest the burgeoisie with cavalier

clothes, or to crucify a peasant on a cross,

and call it Art, for the poetry of modem
life is still a living entity to us.

Our Art is a vigorous organism and is

growing from more to more ;
what is wanted

alone is veneration for the artist—an
apotheosis of Art.

Arun Sen.

THE DEMOCRATIC SPIRIT

By Wilfred Wellock.

With Special Reference to Conditions and
Institutions in England,

EMOCRACY is an ideal. That is

why it is so important. If it were

not an ideal we should not be great-

ly concerned about it. Some people talk

of democracy as if it had already come

;

but if it had come we should not be greatly

troubled about it
; we should be in search

of something better. Life is essentially

progressive, and such that it can only be
what it ought to be, vital and satisfying,

when it is permeated by great ideas ; but
ideas that have been realised, hardened into

fact, are no longer important, simply be-

cause they are no longer ideals, and do not

inspire men. . Only that inspires man, and
is worthy of his best attention which lifts

him up to something higher, satisfies his

aspirations and is the promise of sublimer

attainments. An idea may be partly realis-

itd and yet be an ideal ; but when it has
been wholly realised it is no longer an
ideal, and ought then to be supplanted by

an idea that is also an ideal. It is one of

the fundamental facts of life that while

man is always realising and enjoying life,

he is ever conquering new tracts of experi-

ence, aspiring after a more ideal and per-

fect existence still, and thus, as advance

is made, endeavouring to conceive new
ideals. Thus the most fascinating ideals

are always ideals ; those, that is, which

transcend the good that is and tell of a

greater good that may be. All great ideas

are expansive ideas, evolutions, whose

complete realisation is the work of centuries.

Ideas that live do so by virtue of the

ideal elements they contain. A great idea

is a development, and often takes centuries

to unfold ;
it is not like a wall that is soon

erected and is then complete, but withal

capable of being easily destroyed; but

more like a reef which, starting from a
scarcely perceptible beginning, grows slow-

ly through the centuries until it becomes an
impregnable mountain, a veritable and in-

destructible part of the world.
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Such an idea is democracy ;
and

democracy is an ideal which the present

age has come to believe in, and is bent on

realising. Those simpte-minded • people

who believe that somewhere about the

beginning of the twentieth century, we, the

British people, entered into democracy, are

probably destined to pass through many
disitlusions. What we have entered into

is not democrac3% but the ideal of

democrac3\ As yet democracy is afar off.

And because democracy is an ideal it is

unde6nable, being something we can feel

rather than something we can explain.

Like all really sublime and vital ideas

democracy belongs to the realm of imagina-
tion and feeling rather than to the cate-

gories of knowledge. We know that demo-
cracy is a living idea, because we can feel

it operating, see its effects, picture its pos-

sible manifestations; but we cannot define

or clearly outline it. And it is to the glory

of democracy that we cannot define it.

The ideal of democracy, like every other

great ideal, is larger than the measure of

man's mind : we cannot conceive what
sort of a life or social condition it will give

rise to ;
thought cannot grasp it

; imagina-
tion cannot circumscribe it

;
yet it domi-

nates the mind, inspires the imagination

and fires the soul. To contemplate demo-
cracy is like walking through a picture

gallery ; it is to feel a great amount of truth

we cannot wholly explain or fathom.

It is because democracy is an ideal and
undefinable that it is more appropriate, for

the time being, to speak of the democratic
spirit than of democracy. A few may
possess the democratic spirit even in an
autocracy ; but before we can have a demo-
cracy we must first have a people who are

all imbued with the democratic spirit. And
that, of course, is what we have not yet got.

Still, democracy does carry with it a signi-

ficant and unique meaning for a great

many people even to-day ; does stand for

something unusual, idealistic, sublime. It

is with that unique and significant some-'

thing that we are concerned in the present

article. >

To the enlightened people of to-day the

word democracy is one of the most inspir-

ing in modern use, and is so far the chief

tieason thit it stands for increased freedom
i^ritually, the breaking down of the

thousand social barriers which to-day
owing to false ideas of «veU-bcing, are a
hindrance to social intercourse and progress.

Dertiocracy stands for the elimination of

caste, of “class” feeling of every form, of

the habit of distinguishing and grading
people according to their position or stand-

ing in society, the amount of wealth they
possess, the family they belong to, or other
equally external considerations. There is

something in the ideal of democracy which
is very like the idealism contained in

•Christianity : the same idea of brotherhood

;

the same necessity and demand for in-

creased social intercourse; the same
tendency to look upon social intercourse as

a veritable part of spiritual life ; the same
denial of the popular but aristocratic

fallacy that spiritual and material poverty

go together, and that spiritual and material

well-being go together. What we are

discovering to-day is that fellowship is life,

that the cultivation and enjoyment of

fellowship ought to be two of the primary
activities of man, and that everything

which hinders free personal development
and expression and free social intercourse

is wrong, utterly evil, narrow, selfish, anti-

democratic. Thus democracy is coming to

stand for a profound spiritual principle, for

the cultivation of social intercourse, the

establishment of brotherhood, and, in

consequence, the destruction of all those

customs, conditions and institutions which
are alien to these ends. And it is just

because democracy carries with it, howso-
ever vaguely, these spiritual implications,

that it is popular to-day, and that it will

spread, dominate men’s minds more and
more, and ultimately revolutionise our

society.

It is because democracy is a spiritual

ideal that it has so tenaciously taken hold

of the people’s minds to-day, at a time
when, as a matter of fact, there (exists so

little in our national life and institutions

that is truly democratic. But because men
and women are beginning to believe in

democracy, to accept it as an ideal, we
know that our nation is safe, that we are

approaching a new era, that we are on the

eve of a great heroic struggle for truth, for

the right of spiritual growth, for liberty.

The spectacle of a people fighting; foir

liberty, for a grander order of extstence, is a
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rare but exhilarating onc^ and one that we

believe we English are soon to behold. We

are looking forward to it, and will welcome

it as the surest si|n*of a profound national

spiritual awakening. The root motive

behind the modern demand for social and

political reform, both here and elsewhere,

is not physical but spiritual, having its

origin in a desire not merely to secure a

better distribution of wealth, but to increase

liberty, the opportunity to live more fully,

robustly, spiritually. It is not poverty that

is the cause of the present social unrest and

upheaval, but a vision of a grander, a more

spiritual and vital existence : a vision that

the enlightenment . of a broader education

has made possible. The idea of democracy

has not arisen in the slums,; for indeed the

poor have always been with us ;
neither is

it the creation of an empty stomach or of

an envious spirit; it is a vision, nothing

more or less, and is the product of deep

thinking on the part of the profoundest

minds of the last and present generations.

And for these reasons we are convinced

that the ideal of democracy will endure and

conquer.

In the midst of aristocratic institutions,

ol a society permeated by materialism and

strong class feeling, the idea of democracy
is taking root. And without doubt, and

despite all our boast of freedom, our govern-

ment is strongly bureaucratic, our morals

and customs alarmingly aristocratic. The
majority of our institutions, from the Court

levee and the motor car down to the village

tea party, are strikingly aristocratic. The
motor car has become necessary, not because

it is a needful and advisable form of re-

creation, but because, by reason of its cost-

liness, it has come to be regarded as a sign

t>f a certain superiority, presumably spiritual

superiority ; while the squire has to preside

&t the village tea party for no other reason

than to add to that function the dignity

^hich belongs to a higher ordw of beings.

Amongit all such ideas, institutions Und
tendencies, the ideal of democracy is assert-

ing itself. Slowly but siirely that ideal is

^varriog agashst the lundmental error and
foundaiion of aristocracy, the idea that

mbla birth, titles, wealth, etc., are the signs

^f spiritual aupduority-^an idea that is

leeply ropted in British mind.
'

b a s^ demoOTcy has out of

aristocracy; but it so far transcends aristo-

cracy as to be fundamentally opposed to it.

Aristocracy was an advance upon monarchy,

because it meant the« elevation of at least

a few men to power and liberty. But de-

mocracy is an advance upon aristocracy,

because it means the elevation of all men
to power and liberty. It is the wider appli-

cation of a good principle, a fuller recogni-

tion of a spiritual necessity. Aristocracy

was the assertion that at least a few men

are spiritual, are worthy ol and capable of

using increased power and liberty ;
demo-

cracy is the assertion that all men arc.

But in extending the principle, what mo-

mentous changes are involved in ideas, in

customs, in beliefs, in mental attitude, etc,!

And what social fictions and fallacies must

needs be sacrificed ! Aristocracy, as resting

on the assumption that an entire class, by

reason of social position, of wealth, of tradi-

tion, of the fact that certain of their ances-

tors were wise and valiant, are spiritually

superior to the rest of mankind, is founded

on a lie, and is a degrading and pernicious

element in society, an anti-social and de-

moralising force. Because in a scmi-bar-

baric age a few men, by reason of .superior

valour and wisdom, were heralded as rulers

and leaders of society, aristocracy had a

reasonable origin. But because in a civi-

lised and spiritual age a certain number of

idle people, who are neither strong, nor, it

would seem, specially talented, believe that

they, as the descendants of remote ancestors

who happened to be strong and talented,

ought to be worshipped, luxuriously housed

and fed, aristocracy is doomed, bo also is

plutocracy, which claims for wealth the

same homage and sp*f*[“al significance

that aristocracy claims for birth, etc.

The continuance of aristocracy and pluto-

cracy is a sure indication of the existence of

materialism, of the assumption that wealth,

position, power, birth, etc., are the primary

things, and that man,

are secondary things ;
blood aud wealth are

virtue, and that poverty IS vice. But demo-

cracy is the denial of the assumption that

there is any necessary connection between

wealth and virtue on the one hand, tod

between poverty and vice on the othser.

Had there been fewer millionaires in the

world, fewer of the men whose l^e^
viUge is the sign of spiritual dei^th and of
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the victory of physical force and the mad
passion for power, fewer tyrannic landlords,

fewer rich merchant men whose traffic is in

human souls, this ancient view might yet

have found favour fdr a few more decades.

Glut as it is, it is fast becoming discredited.

Everybody now knows that, if a man is

determined enough, is sufficiently audacious

and unscrupulous, he can make money.
Happily the mystic power of wealth is rapid-

ly vanishing, while the people are coming
to see that the possession of great riches, or

of an ancient title, is no more an indication

of spiritual worth than is the possession of

a dog, or of a big stomach.

To possess the democratic spirit is to see

the man behind the coat, the personality

behind all the trappings of convention—and
tljis in spite of the misconceptions and false

assumptions of an ignorant and misguided
society ; it is to estimate men according to

their spiritual qualities, to venerate them
solely for their spiritual manifestations and
attainments. We need not wonder, there-

fore, that this spirit is so rare. The spirit

of aristocracy still permeates us, shapes our

thought, determines our conduct. Indeed,

so far are we from democracy that we can
as yet only imagine it with an effort. We
often talk about democracy, and * even call

ourselves democrats, and then belie our
words by putting the very first man we
meet into his social “class” and treating

him accordingly. It is the aim of aristo-

cracy to put men into social “classes” and
to keep them there. But thus to classify

men is to dehumanise them. It is the aim
of democracy to destroy the very idea of

“class,” to put all men upon one common
platform of “humanity”, and to judge,

estimate and venerate them in accordance
with universal and spiritual standards.

To prove that we are still essentially

artistocratic in temperament we need only
remind ourselves how shocked, how
mentally dislocated everybody seems to be
when a breezy, jovial person, a man with
a buoyant spirit, say, bursts into our society

and acts and talks in a free and open
manner, as every reasonable being should.

What a sublime confusion of ideas, what
mental catastrophies such a one always
produces I Hailing from some unheard-of
corner of the land, the man of true demp-
cratic temperament comes among vs with

his open manners, his robust, unconven-
tional spirit, and, ignoring all class and
artificial distinctions, as if he were too

uncultured to know them, talks to people
as if they were all indeed—simply men
and women 1 And he remains a mystery to

everybody, and is remembered for all time.

But what sane man that has met such a
one occasionally, at a party or in a railway

train, has not in his soul rejoiced at the

glorious freedom he manifested, at the

disconcerting turbulence he produced? Yet

most of us, because of our aristocratic

spirit and our slavery to convention, when
in the society of such men, are for ever

twitching our heads and hands as if we
were dreadfully uncomfortable, or were

afraid of being robbed of something. And,

indeed, it is very likely that we are being

robbed of our clothing all the while ;
for

the true democrat in his riotous, that is,

unconventional behaviour, is probably

stripping us bit by bit of our folly, of

our tinselled coverings, gradually exposing

our spiritual nakedness and poverty to the

view of all. Men of this stamp are veritable

tornados, the healthy breeze of whose

personalities literally whisks from the

backs of the proud the flimsy coverings of

convention as so much foolish drapery,

leaving them naked and ashamed amidst

an ugly heap of d6bris.

And that is just what democracy stands

for,—spiritual freedom, spiritual contact,

spiritual nakedness. That which hides the

spirits of men, and imposes upon society

by means of a false symbolism, causing

quite external and worthless things to

receive the homage and appreciation spirit

only ought to receive, is the deadly enemy
of democracy. Democracy and true spiri*

tuality go together; aristocracy and

materialism go together. And it is because

we are still essentially materialists, and

possess the aristocratic temperament, that

we go on creating and maintaining those

artificial distinctions, those dehumanising
social barriers which so effectively divide

mankind into spiritually opposed groups*

Democracy is the love of man as man, and is

the outcome of the recognition of the spiri-

tual power and beauty of man. Aristociiacy

is the love of few men, of men within a class,

and i^ based on the idea of privilege. Thus
democracy is a spiritual and social force,
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whereas aristocracy is a materialistic and
anti-social force.

Nothing could be more indicative of the

materialistic basis of aristocracy, and there-

fore, of modern society, than the prevailing

and popular assumption that ‘^manners’* are

a true indicatioii of spiritual attainment. For
what we call manners are very often nothing
more than a cult to mark off a particular

class, as, for instance, wealthy and well-

born people, and are no more a proof of

spiritual attainment and superiority, of real

refinement, than a crooked nose is. Con-
vention demands that people of a certain

social caste shall adopt certain forms of

address, a particular accent, tone of voice,

etc., just as it demands they shall possess a
motor car. But such things are taken on
as external accomplishments and have
really very little to do with culture and the
spirit. It does not follow, nay, it is not
true, lhat because people practise Society
“manners” they will have beautiful spirits

and large hearts, just as it does not follow
that the well-bred man who owns a garden
must necessarily be spiritually superior to

the lovely-born man who tends it. Indeed
the two-yard patch of the poor man that
he .trinfs himself is infinitely more likely to
he an indication of spiritual refinement than
the hundred-acre plot of the rich man who
hires 4|ardener8. Refinement and vulgarity
are universal essences, and belong to every
level laf society, being matters of the heart
and not of social position. Wealth, by
reason of a certain spaciousness, magnifi-
cence, and appearance of refinement it is

able to give, has the effect of making the
possessors of it look spiritually superior to
the rest of mankind. But close observation
teaches that there is as much genuine feel*

i'^gt as much charity and large-mindedness
among poor people as among rich, and as
much false pride, enmity, strife, narrow-
mindedness and bitterness of spirit, which,
by the way, are the root causes of all vul-
garity,—among the rich as among the poor.
A man may be blunt ; but that does not
make him vulgar ; whereas a polite snub,
patronage, and many other aristocratic.
*Virtues” may be of the very essence of

vi||lgarity.
. . \

lU a spiritually enlightened age aristo-

cracy is antagonistic to a peopled highest

^d&re, a very principle of dMth ; for a

man cannot t;hink of others as more than
human without thinking of himself as less

than human. To bow to or venerate a man
simply because he possesses great wealth or
is noble born is to demoralise oneself, and,
in addition to popularise a vicious principle.

It is belief in aristocracy that has subdued
the peasantry of England, robbed them of

spirit, conquering zeal and aspiration, and
that has caused them to love their chains.

In the spread of the democratic spirit,

which is essentially the spirit of brother-

•hood, lies the supreme hope of ouf age —
from materialism, from an inhuman commer-
cial S3'5tem, and from a demoralising and
dehumanising belief in class and class dis-

tinctions. Necessarily so, for in democracy
we have the finest idealism of our time.

Democracy stands for the ennobling and
elevation of man, for the triumph of spirit

over matter, for the deepening and increas-

ing of spiritual life. ,For properly under-

stood, civilisation is socialisation ; and

socialisation is spiritualisation. And be-

cause democracy is a spiritual and social

ideal and principle, and has for its object

the cultivation of fellowship, the increasing

of personal freedom and of opportunities for

self development, it Is destined to break

down all those ‘Vlass” barriers which to-day •

make the cultivation of finer social and

spiritual life almost an impossibility. The

man of the true democratic temperament

fully recognises that virtue, nobleness of

character, spiritual power, etc., are not the

product of external conditions, but are to be

found, like flowers, and in accordance with

the glorious profusion and contradiction of

Nature, in places where presumably it was

impossible they could grow.

Democracy,’ like aristocracy, is not a

question of political policy, of Government

merely, but of temperameiir, of mental

attitude. It is possible to have a monarchic

regime and yet to have a large measure

of democracy ;
and it is possible to have

a perfect system of State control, and for

democracy to have no place in it. It is a

certain mind, a particular way of looking

at things, and not an external order of so-

ciety, or a particular form of Government

that constitutes democracy : and until we
produce that mind, etc., legislate as we
will, we shall never have democracy. That

is why a knowledge of the meaning of
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democracy is so essential the ^present

time. Tne source of democracy, like the

source of great music, is a grand and inspir-

ing idea; and we can no more expect to

produce democracy by the mere passing mf
Acts of Parliament than we can expect to

produce great music by simply formulating

the laws of harmony.
The humanitarianism of the present age,

shallow as it often is; the universal de-

mand for social reform ; the growth of

literature and the spread of the art and
practice of reading; the growing hatred*

of slavish money-making and of the ideal

of the rich man ; are all indications of one
supreme fact, ots., that our conceptions of

man and of life are changing, that demo-
cracy is at hand. Since the dawn of the

twentieth century great changes In thought
and life have taken place all over the

world; but the most significant are those

which have given rise to the ideal of demo-
cracy. The ultimate significance of these

changes, however^ cannot yet be foretold.

To possess the democratic spirit is to

possess that which is the guarantee of the

highest spiritual attainment, that which
makes a man in the truest and fullest sense

free, and Hie an inspiration. Nothing so

purifies and elevates the mind or frees the

spirit like the effort to love and serve men,^

to appreciate men for what they are spi-

ritually. I'he democratic mind is the truly

spiritual mind ;
for the point of view of

democracy is the point of view of humaniry.
The aristocratic temperament is simply a
sejfish and enslaving temperament, being
the outcome and concomitant of a mate-
rialistic conception of life. Thus we
believe it is to the aristocratic temperament,
that we owe the bulk of the social suffering

and poverty of modern times. We are

causing poverty and keen social suffering

today, not because our political regime is

wrong, but because our personal ideals are

wrong ; because our hearts are set on the

wrong things— because, in fact, we possess

the aristocratic temperament. The demo-
cratic mind is the spiritually free mind

;

it hides nothing, and thus fears nothing.

People who are full of fear and prejudices

are usually selfish, limited in sympathy,

secretive, aristocratic. Open, optimistic, free

and fearless people, the men who make
tyrants tremble and who sweep through life

like bracing breezes, are the true democrats

of all ages. And true democrats are the'

need of the hour.

In democracy we of the Western world

come for the first time to the social idealism

contained in Christianity ; and in that ideal-

ism lies the hope of salvation to the twen-

tieth century. In Christianity the ideal of

democracy finds its most perfect expression,

while: in the life of Christ we have,the most

perfect embodiment of.the democratic .spirit

the world has yet witnessed.

STUDIES IN SAIVA SIDDHANTA#

The author expounds in this volume the Tamil Aeamanta recognises, are • Nature, Soiil and Spirit-

developments of the Agamic School of thought. The entire economy of the present dispensation

Saiva worship is generally considered to be a under the active control of the Spirit, and is especial)

\

gross form of idolatry but the author ,has shewn that destgne.d by him in view to the emaneipclion of tht

a popular form of a religion is very different from the Soul Nature is -multi-coloured and many-vestured,

same religion in its developed form. The subject and is the material cause of not only the outer

dealt with in the book has been ably handled by the universe, which hides within the immensity of its

author and his exposition is very clear. Our reader bosom, countless hosts of sidereal systems, out also

will get an idea of the Agamic Philosophy from the of our body, with all its grosser ano-st^tler divisions

following passages quoted from the bode and components, its instruments of knowl^e and

*'The three philosophic Categories which the action, its proclivities and tendencies, in which the

Soul lives as in a cottage. The Spirit is lAtnaiient in

* ByJ. M. Nallasvami Pillai, B.A., B.L., District both Nature and Soul, and as in fact their Guidihg

Munsiff, Madras Presidency, with an Introduction by Principle. He is thus the Soul's Soul* It is not in

V. V. ftamanan SUstrin, Ph.D., F.ZiS., etc. Pp. the power of the Soul to lead an indepsndent exis-

460 (Price not known}^ < tonce r dthbr It mutt i^ain in un^iuff cop^
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with Nature, byerpowered by her blandishments br

in conscious Fellowship with the Spirit, an intermediate

state being thus practically denied to it If it ceases

to gravitate towards Nature, it must lean on to ,the

Spirit. The tamtara^ckakra is the Soul’s orbit,

wnich represents the resultant of two forces continually

acting upon ft. The orbit certainly shrinks up towards

the Spirit, when^ Soul would not be attracted bv
Nature. The Soul has the ability to know both

Nature and Spirit, as it is possessed of serttiency, an
attribute which it only snares in common with the

Spirit. Rut it cannot be cognised by Nature ' as She
lacks sentienev

;
and, for the ^me reason, the senses

and the mind, which are- fashioned out of insentient

Nature, cannot cognise the Soul. . Nor has it usually

an opportunity to cognise as such, its own true •

lineaments, because of its ceaseless and indistinguish-

able communion with either Nature or Spirit, a
communion which prevents the Soul from identifying

its genuine lineaments. The Soul is possessed, in

other words, of the remarkable tendency of ever

appearing in the colours of either of the two
other categories, that chances to be in associa-

tion therewith for the nonce, since, it is, for

one thing, seldom, if ever, in a state of complete aloof-

ness from both Nature and Spirit, and cannot, for

another, associate with either of those categories,

without its being indistinguishably merged in, or its

becoming one with it. Consequently, the Soul
ordinarily sees in itself either Nature or Spirit, but not
its own form. It is beginninglessl^ entangled in the

fascinations of Nature, and the Spirit carries on His
live-fold operations with a “ body • of pure sentient

Knergy"—the outcome of his own free-will’^^lel^ to

disentangle it from those ruinous fascinations. The
universe that we see around us, has Nature for its

material cause, . the Spirit for its efficient causp.and
His body of pure sentient -Energy for its instrument-
al cause Nature ,:is specially superinfelided by the
Spirit^ in order that She, albeit wtsentifeAt, 'may the
more rigorously and consistently exhibit the law of

desert and causality, in relation to the Soul. The law
of causation is really the inherent and eternal

property of Nature. As long as the soul chooses to
enjoy the company of Nature, so long will Her jaw of

causality and desert hold the Soul tight within its

meshes. But Her connexion with the Soul is, after all,

but temporary, though She is, by Herself, enternal.
It ik also possessed of an ingrained perversity that is

inherited from Nature and hence eventually eradicable,

whereby it mistakes -its sensuous or sensual wallowing
in the law of Nature for its appointed goal, and thus
converts its Spirit—-given instruments « emancipation,
formed out ot Nature, into effective engines of its own
perdition; The award of Spiritual Freedom is always
made by the Spirit to the Soul by an act of Grace, and
when the moment for that award (which invokes a
complete Emancipation from its bondage to Nature) has
arrived, the Spirit reveals Himself to the Soul in any
manner He pleases, and blesses it with His Eternal

Fellowship ^ ineffable power and joy. ;Tbe above in

short, is tne plainest summary of the central truths of
the Agamantai when shorn ot all learned technicalities,

and it srin not be difficult to see how simple ;the whole
ihcichthg runs.

'
•

*^The three Categories, Natnic, Soul, and Spirit, are

etenialf that is 10 say, are withouteither start or
.̂
ish

;

buttheSmtl and Nature are underthe contid of Spirit,

and- have nothing like absolute independence of action
which the Spirit alone enjoys to the tuil. ’Vht Spirit js

an embodiment of love and compassion, or as it is

sometimes expressed, is nothing but life, light and love.
The Souls are infinite in number, but a broad marshal-
ling brings them under three classes, with reference to
the varying grades of their bondage to Nature. Nature
is governed by ceaseless cycles of periodic manifesta-
tion and dissolution, cycles which turn out, however,
to be of many sorts ana conditions, when regard is had
not only to the extent of, or the interval between the
periods, but also to the specific character, phase, nr
grade of the manifestations and dis.solutions. Mani-
festation is simply a process of becoming patent, while
Dissolution, that of becoming latent. Nature ever
endures, librating between a codition nf grossness and
ponderability on the one hand, and subtlety and imper-
ceptibility on the other. She Ls per se inert and every
cycle of Her activity is only rendered passible, by the
peculiar impact She receives from the Spirit and His
immanence in Her. The essential active attribute of

the insentient Nature, is Her rigid adherence to the

law of causation and desert, both physically and mo-
rally, and if the statement be made that She is the Spirit-

appointed material instrument of the Soul's .salvation,

ailweare to understand therefrom is, the Spirit requires

the Soul to seek Emancipation only by weeiding Nature
and thereby passing the ordeal of caii»liiy. But the'

elaborate processes which Nature daily employs to.

bring in more and more Souls as Her suitors, in order

that they may be schooled under the law of causation

are indeed very inscrutable, although exceedingly

seductive. She first seduces the Soul into Her com-
pany by Her irresistible fascihaiions, and finally tin's

It by Her inexorable law of causality, which at the

.same time reveals Her inward grucsomcness to the

deceived Soul. The Soul then rates Herat Her pro-

per worth, when She also, in Her turn, becomes a

penitent and obedient instrument at: its hands, by

letting go Her hold of causality on the Soul. And
thus Nature proves successively a seducer, a task-mas-

ter and a servarit, in relation to the Soul, in accordance'

with the degree of spiritual progress attained by it.

The Soul is originally stopefied with the darkness of

involved or inchoate Nature and, in that condition,

remains tossed about in Her unfathomable womb till

the Spirit quickens it, so that it may take its chan<%

towards its permanent Spiritual Freedom, by consci-

ously contacting Nature. At each Dissolution, the

unemancipated Soul reverts to the '*womb of Natiure,V

and awaits its return to the highway of samsant, with

Her next Manifestation. The Salvation of the Soul,

when once attained is permanent and irrevocable, bu^>

the unconscious stupor in which it is primarily plungeii^

has no beginning. How the Soul comes by that obli-

vion, or, what amounts to the same thing, how it gets

to be beginninglessly entangled in Nature, cannot be
satisfactorily explained, and any endeavour to do so,

however deftly managed, will be simply landing one-

self in a viciou.s circle of ad infinitum regressus. In

other words the Soul's state of bondage ha^ no begin- •

ning but has an end, while the Soul's Spiritual Pre^om
has a definite beginning but no end.” (Fp. x—xiv).

God DBFINBD.
God has been defined ** as siva^jat or chit-sat or

sat^chit. Sat denotes God as a Pure Being in which
aspect He can never reach, us ; chit or Love-^His
a^ect in which He can reach us and we can kiiow
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Him. Sun which, we can never comprehend*
Chti IS IJght, one ray of which is enough to

rc<nove our daHcness and enlighten us; and but for

that one ray of light, we can never know (he Sun.
*'All ^her c >nception<i of God follow from this

essentiar definition of G'bd as sat-^chit and, if true,

must Conform to it. If not, they must be rejected as

faiiie.

**Frqm the fact that He is intelligent, it follows also

that God wills and acts,

''And He wills to create the worlds, He creates them
and resolves them and* reproduces them again and
again. He could not do .this purposelessly or out of

His mere whim and pleasure
;
and as we know He is

all love, He could do it only out of such love, to help

to lift up the erring and ignorant souls, by giving them
their bodies and senses; so that they themselves may
will and act and taste tho> bitter fruit of the tree of

'

knowledge of good and evil and be chastened and
purified by suffering and sorrow and learn to submit
their will to the will of the Supreme.”

Saiva Monism.

Saiva-siddhanta writers describe their s>stem as

Advaiia pure and simple. According to saint

Meykandan " the word Aavaita Cannot, mean one-ness

or Ekam ; no one can think of himself as one. and the

very thought implies two things. The word simply

denies the separateness of the two, Anyanasii and
hence God is said to be 'one with the souls.” This
means that Advaiia is Avanya or non-different.

Advaiia literally meaning noi fwn, simply denies the

separability of God and $oul and matter but does not

postulate Oneness by denying the existence of one or

other Padariha or by postulating their mutual conver*

tibility as in causation, etc* Mind (unextended) is not

matter (the extended)
;

yet they are ever inseparable

and found as one. The illustration of mind and body,

used to denote the relation of God to the Universe
consisting of nature and «g|ian. God is the soul and
this universe is His body. This relation may also be*

explained after the analog of vowel and consonant.

The vowels are those tnat can be sounded by them-
selves but the consonants catnnot be pronounced
without the aid of the vowels. The consonants cannot

be brou{;ht into being unless the vowel Supports it

;

and in union the two are inseparable. But vowel is

not the consonant, nor the consonant the vpwel. God
is not one with the universe and yet without God,
where is the universe 7

This relation has also been explained in the follow-

ing pas^ge (qupted by Mr. J. M. N. Pillai from
Snkantha’s commentary on the Vedanta Sutras II.

1. 21—23).
*'We do not esUblish that sort of Visiskiadvaiia

which takes the form of duality and non-duality. We
are not the advocates of an absolute distinction be-

tween Brahman and the universe as between a pot
and a clothe Neither are we the advocates of an
absolute identity as of the mother-o*-pearl and silver,

one of them being illusory. Nor do we hold to duality

and non-duality which is opposed to the nature A
things. On the other hand, sre maintain that the
Unity of Brahman as the cause and the effect is like

that of the body and of the embodied, or like that

of the substance and its attribute. By unity of Brah-
man and the universe, sre mean their hiseparablfify

Uiifr that of day andthe potas cause and effect, or

like that of the substance and its attributes. A pot
is not indeed seen apart from clay, nor is .the blue
lotus apart from the colour blue. Similarly, apart
froqi Brahman, no potentiality of the universe ran
exist; nor is Brahman ever known apart from some-
thing else, the former must ever be conditioned by the
latter and this latter is naturally one with the former.

“Wherefore Brahman who is in no way separable
from the universe is said to be one with the other.

And there is a natural distinction between the two

;

so that the Supreme Brahman is ever higher than the

universe”. The passage “All this verily is Brahman”
refers to Brahman whose body the whole of sentient

and insentient universe is.

“The body of the God of Gods is this universe,

moving and unmoving. This, the yivas {Pasus) Ao
not know, owing to the mighty bondage. They say

sentiency is Vidya and insenticncy Avidya, The
whole universe of Vidya and Avidya is no doubt the

body of the Lord, the Father of all
;
for the whole

universe is subject to Him. The word sat is used

by the wise to denote the real and the good and asat

is used by Vedic teachers to denote the contrary. The
whole universe of the sai and the a$ai is the tiody of

Him who is on high. Just as, by the watering of the

roots of a tree, its branches are nourished, so by the

worship of Siva^ the Universe which is His body is

nourished.”

Asbtamurti.

St. Manickavasagar says :

—

“Earth, Water, Air, Fire, Sky, the Sun and Moon,
The sentient man, these eight forms, He pervades
The seven worlds, Ten quarters, He the One
And many, He stands so, let us sing.”

. God pervades these eight forms, they form His

eight bodies and hence Siva is called Ashtamurli.

By this is established His Antaryamitvam or Omni-
presence or Iipmanence in all nature, as He is chit.

But He is beyi^d all these forms and beyond ai nature

and man.
As pervading these eight forms he gets eight

names, via. Bhava, Sarva, Isana, Pasupati, Rudra,

Ugra, Bhima and Mahadeva.

Srikantha Sivacharya comments on them in his

Bhashya on the Sutra 1. 1,2 of the Vedanta Philo-

sophy in the following manner
Brahman is called Bhaba because He exists every-

where at all times, the root *hhee^ meaning existence.

Brahman, the all-destroyer, is designated by the

word Sarvat derived from the root ‘Sri’ to destroy.

Brahman is denoted by the word ‘Isana’, the Ruler,

as indued with the unconditioned supreme sovereignty.

As the Isvara or Ruler must have some beings to

rule over. Brahman is denoted by the word Pasupaih
Master of Pasus or subject beinp fsouls).

As Pasus (Souls) are so cmled because of Pasa«, Pasu stamb for both Pasu and Pasa. By
.>ithet, Brahman is shown to be the Ruler of

chit and achii, of spirit and matter.

Brahman is caliecl Rudra as expelling the malady
oiSamsara,
Brahman Is called Ugra or Pierce, because He

cannot be overpowered by other luminariesk

As the regulator source of fear to all sentient

beings, Brahman is known by the name of Shiu$a dr

Teitible.

As Great and Luminous, Sjva is called Makaieua,'
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Divinb Attributes.
The Supreme is adored as the Creator, Hata ;

as

Protector, Sankara
\
as Destroyer or Reproducer,

Rudra and SiS Bliss^iver, Siva. He is described as

possessififjf eight attributes and tliey are as follow

Self-d^ndence, Puritv, Self-knowledge, Omni-
science, Being-ever-free-from-sin, Supreme Gracious-

ness, Unlimited Bliss.

Srikantha-Sivacharya comments on Divine attributes

in his Bhasliya on 1. i, 2. He says :

—

The entity
^

called Siva^ possessed of Omniscience
and other attributes and denoted by the eight appela-
tions, is said to be Brahman, the cause of the universe ,-

and to that entity alone Bliss and all other like

attributes point. The attributes referred to are

Omniscience (Sarvajnata), Evercontentedness {Nitya^
triptata) Beginningless Wisdom (Anadihodhata)
Independence {Svatantrata), Never-failing Potency
(Niiya-alupta-saktita) and infinite Potency (Ananta
Saktita).

Omniscience {Sarvajnata) consists in all things
becoming objects of direct perception—of stainless

intuitive experience—independent of all external organs
of sensation.

Ever-contentedness (Niiya-iriptata) consists in

being replete with unsurpassed Bliss, wherein there is

not Uic slightest trace of distress.

The p^session of unsurpassed knowledge—which is

Svatas-siddha self-existing or inherent,—constitutes

what is called anadi bodhatva or beginningless wisdom.
Independence {Svatantrata) consists in freedom

from servitude to others and from other marks of in-

feriority and in all things other than Himself being
brought under his own control.

The never-failing-potency {Niiya-alufia-saktita)
consists in all potencies being inherent in His own
nature.

The possession of unlimited potencies is what is

called Endless Potency (Ananta Saktita), It is in

virtue of these endless potencies that Brahman is the

producer and the ruler ot the world.

Then follow questions whether God should be said
to possess form or no form, whether He should be
regarded as Saguna or Nirguna^, f’Orsonal or Im-
personal and so on.

^
In r^ard to the question of form or no form, the

Saiva Siddhanta is positive that God is neither Rupi
with form) or Arupi {i^,\ without form) nor Rupa-
(i.e., both Rupi and Arupi). It r^ognises that

all Rupa and Arupa are forms oi^ of matter which
is objective to our senses and God caii never be
objective to us and cannot possess any of these

material forms or bodies. The nature of matter is to

limit and God is the illimitable and can never be.found
by any material forms. Some would say God is Arupi
not realizing that matter is also formless.as air and
nothing is gained by calling Him Arupi,

If it IS pointed out that Saiva Siddhanta religion

recognises forms (tf God and His appearances and
^ts, it is answered that these forms or His are not

material but are purely ^spiritual forms formed of His
great love arid grace arid to be perceived not by the

human mind but with the divine grace.

, .
If it Is said that there are imag^ in the temple, it

answered that the various forms in the temple are

nm eaVthiy symbols, necessary for the oirdinaiy

human mind to grasp and follow tlm divine ideals

until ihe soiil hai advanced to a viery high stage.
,

According m the Saiva Siddhanta God is not
Si^unahniNirguiui, The Uiree gunas*-^S'aftMr, Rajast
7'amas—are qualities of Prrikriti and as such, the word
Saguna means '*witk matetdal qualities and Nirguna
means without material qualities Nirguua is the
same as gMitafiVa, t.«., beyond gaea or matter. The
word, therefore, implies non-material and therefore

pure chit. Hence it is clear that to call Brahman
Nirguna is not denying Him Intelligence, RationaU
ity and Consciousness.

Mr. Pillai says “As Siva is Nirguna and not

Saguna, it follows that He cannot be born as a man
through the womb of the woman. That Siva had no
avatars or births is generally known. This is the

greatest distinction of the ancient Hindu Philosophy

• and of the Saiva School, making it a purely trans-

cendental Religion free from all anthropomorphic
conceptions. But," adds Mr. Pillai, “this absolute

nature of Siva docs not prevent Him from His being

per^nal at the same lime and appearing as Guru and
l^viour, in the form of man, oiit of His Great Love

;

and feeling for the sin and sorrow of mankind and
helping them to get rid of ^heir bondage*'.

God’s Sakti.

Siva \s Sat^Chit^Anandat Somaskanda (Sa+Umas-
Kanda

;
Uma« Light or Wisdom). As pure Being,

the Absolute, God is, unknowable
;
and as Light and

Love, He links himself to Man
;
and it is possible for

Man to approach Him through Love.

This Light and this Love arc therefore called His

Sakti ana this Sakti of God becomes the mother of

the Universe {Bkuvanasya Mataram) as Siva is

Bhuvanasya Pitaram (The Father of the Universe).

She has been described as Isa’s Kripasakti CLove
and Grace), Ichchha-saktif Kriya-saktif Jnana^sakti

and Tiropava^sakti, She actuates all creation, suste-

nation and resolution; she is Rupa, Arupa and
neither

;
She is the consort of Isa in all these forms,

is all this world and all this wealth, and begets the

whole world and sustains them. Says Arunandi^
“The from of this Sakti is Unlimited Intelligence* If

asked whether supreme Will and Power are also

found in this Intelligence, we answer Yes. Whenever

there is Intelligence, there is Will and Power. As
such. Power and Will will also be manifested by this

Chit-Sakti.” ... „
This Niiguna Chii-Sakti which is also called f/aia

and Durga, is to be sharply distinguished from Maya
which is a Saguna Sakti of the \jord. Inasmuch as

God is in a sense identified with His creation as the

Upadan Karan of the Univeme, inasmuch as it is

I^s Light that illumines all this world, so the Mother

is also identified with Maya as Mahamaya,

This Maya is matter and comprises Tanu (body),

Karana (the internal sense), Bhuvana {the world) and

(sensation). Maya is the Indestructible form-

less One, seed of all the worlds, Achit all-perva-

siWt a Sakti of the Perfect One, cause of the souls,

bodies, senses and worlds, one of the three Malas (im-

purities) and the cause of delusion.

Four Paths.

Mr. Pillai says:—“We cannot know God really by
all our religious rites and performances, repititton ot

prayers and formulas by Saguna or Nirguna worships

with or without idols and even by the higbest yo^
exoqxt when His Grace and Love mis us an and we
lo^oarselvesinthis Love.“ *'Go(l iiRQt knowledge
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idone. jf lie were so, we could not know him for

cevuin. But He is also all Love* It is in this

^reme iaet that oor Salvation is based. This Love
Jain tuf, aurrounds us on all sides above, below and
all about To know Him and to become one with

Hitn We must love Him. What is Siva? It* is Love.

What is worship of Him ? I^vingr Him.”
i^*But knowledae is also an essential requisite of our

love. As knowredf^e grows, love will grow. The
more and more we understand our nearness to each
Other and to God, more and more will our love grow.”
The Saiva Philosophers claini to have introduced the

conception of Love into Religion. ” This conception

naturally divides itself irito four forms, that of master
and servant, parent and child, friend and friend, and
lover and the beloved. All other conceptions can be
reduced into these four.There are love and knowledge
in all these forms of Sadhana^ These four paths or
Mavgas are technically called Charya KriyOi Yoga
and Jnnna or otherwise Dasa^Marga^ Saipuira^Marga,
Saka-Marga and San^Marga* When you want to

approach God, you can approach Him as your Lord
and Master, you can approach Him as your father, or

as -your friend or as your beloved. The last is no
marga at all but where the one-ness is reached fully

and finally. There is return to birth, while one is In

the first three paths. And these paths,” says Mr.
Pillai, ” are so adjusted in an ascending scale as to

suit the intellectual, moral, and spiritual development
of. the aspirant. The lowest and the highest have
equally a place in this scheme and are given room for

their development and progress. No one path is put

in opposition to the other. It will be noticed this

scheme diillers from the so-called Karma-marga,
Bhakti-marga, Yoga-marga and Tnana-marga and
the latter is no logical scheme at all but involves cross

division. For it may be easily perceived that when
one approaches his Maker, he must know Him as such

(Jnana) and must love Him as such (Bhakti) and must
adjust his conduct accordingly (Karma). In each
condition therefore, Karma, Bhakti and Jnana are all

toffether essential, and from the Dasa to tne Sanmargi
this Karma, Bhakti and Jnana are progressive.' There
is no opposition, ' there is no parting away with one to

follow another.” .

The respective tiuties df these paths are : r->

(t) The Msy duties, lighting lamps, culling flowers,

sweeping and wishing the temple, (Rising God and
assisting in His service of abkiseka^ cooking food,

constitute Dasa Marga,
(n) Puja^ leading, .reciting prayers, Japa^ true

fsipos, truth, purity, loving, offering food, constitute

Sat putra marga.

Uii) Purifying oneself by Mhiata and Nadi
SM^anaand Mceming possessedof eighteen S'aithVsand

entering the temple of jnanakasa (Cnidambaram) and
getting rid of one's senses and mind is Saha Marga.

(f%) Getting rid of one's Pasulvam and Pasa,

becoming one with Pati, melting in love the heart

which never melts, entering the true presence which
one can never know and standing steadfast there,

are Sanmarga,
SoMMUM Bonum.

The highest experience has been well described in

the follovnng Stanzaof Tiruvacagam :

—

'*Tbis day in Thy mercy unto me Thou didst drive

away the darkens and stand in my heart as the

Rising Sun.
' Of this Thy way of rising—there being naught else

but Thou—1 thought without thought.

1 drew nearer and hearer to 'Fhee, wearing away
atom ^ atom, till 1 was one with Thee.

Oh Siva, Dweller in the great Holy Shrine.
^

'I'hou art not aught in the universe, naught is there

save Thou. Who can know Thee ?”

'Mr. Pillai writes :—"As man nears God, he wears

away atom by atom, so that at the moment of union

nothing of him is left and what is left is the presence

of the Supreme One’ only and the feeling of His

presence
;
and no feeling or consciousness of feeling

of himself or others, ‘inis feeling of the presence and
Bliss of God is one and Advatta and there is no

consciousness of such oneness or Bliss am) duality

will certainly arise the moment man regains cons-

ciousness. So what he is said to lose in fact atom
by atom is his Various conscious selves.

"His bodily consciousness, his life-consciousness, his

mental consciousness-^11 these constitute his indivi-

duality—the feeling of I and mine. This 'l-ness'

is what has got to be rid of. So that when this *l-ness'

or individuaility is lost, ,he becomes Sivam or God.
What perishes of course is the soul’s individuality or

consciousness bf T-ness' inducing duality, but what

subsists even in mokeha is the soul's personality

which has svanubhava or sivanubhava, identifying

itself with God.”
Mr. Pillai is one of the molt learned interpreters of

the Tamil developments of the Agamic Philosophy

and his "Studies” bears marks of £ep learning, and
critical powers of thought. The book is indispensable

to the critidai study of Comparative Religion/ We
have read and re-i'ead the* book and have been im-

mensely benefited by it. The book is strdngly recom-

mended to our readers.

Mahbs Chandra Ghosh.

RAJGIR '. AN ANCIENT BABYtON
By t«b Latb Sutbb NivBDiTf.
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wAy the mountain and concealed from

sight, and yet with a wide stretch of country

well in its own purview. Curiously small

and unfortified, to Western thinking, •it

consists of two parts, a court on the inside

guarded against intrusion, and crowned

with wide terrace-roofs ; and without, a

few rooms ranged about two sides of an
open square. Its feudal and mediaeval

character lends the building an interest,

which its undeniable beauty well sustains.

But far beyond either of these considerations

is the exciting fact, that we are to keep
house for twenty-one days in a spot where
for a period of from twenty five to thirty

centuries, there has been continuously a
human habitation. For the great staircase

by which we have climbed the rugged hill-

side, is undoubtedly constructed over the

foundations of the ancient walls of Rajgir,

and the earliest predecessor of the Barons
of .\nnwa mu-^t have chosen for his family

stronghold to develop one of the buttresses

of the guard room of the self-same walls,

occurring on a small plateau. Below us

lies the floor of the winding pass with the

stream that forms a moat at the foot of our

mountain-stairway. In front.a great curv-

ing staircase constituting what our modern
railway companies would call “a loop” of

the fort, protects those temples and hot

springs of Rajgir which still form the

objective of a yearly Hindu pilgrimage.

And out in the open, a stone’s throw away
as it seems in this clear plain atmos-

phere, but really perhaps a mile by the road,

is the modern village of Rajgir, anciently

Rfija-Griha, the city or dwelling place of

kings.

Already the villager^ are showing us

friendly attentions. The servant who has

come with us was born a few miles away,
and his women-folk are arriving with our

first meal in hospitable readiness. The
peasant-guard have established themselves

in the outer rooms for our protection, and
a small boy of the neighbourhood is clam-

ouring to be taken on as an attendant. It

is as if we were guests of Semiramis in Nine-

veh of old ! It is like pitching our rent on
the ruins of Babylon, and entering into

friendly relations with lineal descendants of

the ancient inhabitants]

How beautiful is the country that lies

Wretched More usj Outward from the

6

mouth of our twisting pass, at Christmas
time or thereabouts it will be covered
in the green of rice and other crops,
with every here and there a field of white
opium-poppies in full bloom. But now,
at the change of the .seasons, in October,
we see here fields as patches of many-
coloured earth—purple and brown and red,

—and we remember the words of Buddha,
half-laughing doubtless, yet full of affec-

tionate memory and tenderness of one who
said to a disciple in a much-patched gar-

• meiit, that he reminded Him of the rice-

fields about Rajgir.

A quarter of a mile behind us, the hills

open out into a circle and here lie the ruins

of the ancient city of kings. Wonderfully
clear and distinct is every part of them.

Wc almost might trace out the very lines

of the bazaars. With regard to streets

and roads, it sounds dangerously near

truism to say that they retain their

positions with little change from age to

age, yet I do not know that the fact has

been much noted. Here in Rajgir, at any

rate, where hundreds of cows and buffaloes,

sheep and goat, are driven daily by the.

herds to and from the ancient ruins, many
of the main roadways remain much as they

must have been in the dim past. Here fox

instance is the thoroughfare that ran

through the city ;
with traces, at a certain

point near the centre, of the palace walls,

bastions and gateways ;
and here, beyond

the palace, are the outlines of the royal

pleasure-grounds, with their wonderfully

engineered ornamental waters, intact to this

day ] All through this little mountain-

arena and the pass that leads to it, indeed,

there has been an extraordinary amount of

hydraulic engineering. It would seem as if

the fame of the hot springs must have been

the original cause of the royal settlement in

this natural fortress, and the artificial deve-

lopment of its streams, the main occupation

of trie kingly line thereafter. Eyen now
below our own walled and moated manor,

lies an empty tank that two thousand years

ago most likely held lotuses in a park.

Even now, the river that runs through the

valley, though naturally one, is divided in

parts into two and even three streams,

forming a net-work that is enough to show
us the attention that must have been paid in

ancient India to the problems of irrigation,
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in order to give birth to 80 marvellop

a degree of hydraulic science. Far away in

Central India is a monumental building of

an age aome two hundred years later than

that of Old Kajgir, which shows, by its

ornamental cascades, the same engineering

genius, and the same royal idea of beauty

and magnificence, as we find here. Well

may the Indian people glory in the ancestry

which already lived in this splendour,

while that of Northern and Western Europe

went clad in painted woad.

There can be a few places in the world, <

so old as Rajgir, about which so much is

definitely known and so much safely to be

inferred. It was in all probability about

the year 590 B.C.—in a world in which

Babylon and Phoenicia and Egypt and

Sheba, were of all facts most living and

important, it was about the year 590
B. C., that there came along, the road

leading into the valley yonder, one whose

very form was radiant with feeling and

thought that lifted him above the common
world, into that consciousness that makes
history.

It may have been early morning when
he came. For the books say that the great

company of goats was being led up, at

that moment, for the royal sacrifice, fixed, it

may have been, for about the hour of noon.

Or it may have been about the time of cow-

dust, on the eve of the festival, and the

herdsmen may have intended to stable their

goats for that night, outside the palace. In

any case He came, some say carrying on

His shoulder a lame kid, followed by the

patter of thousands of little hoofs. He
came, moreover, in a passion of pity. A
veritable storm of compassion had broken

loose within Him, on behalf of these, the

helpless *Mittle brothers” of humanity, who
were caught, like man himself, in the net of

pain and pleasure, of life and death, bewil-

dered, like man, by love and sorrow, but

who unlike man, for want of speech, could

neither express their perplexity, nor form a

conception of release. Surely they crowded

round Him, and rubbed themselves against

Him again and again, the gentle, wonder-

ing, four-footed things I For the animals

are strangely stiisceptible to the influence

of a silent love, that has no designs on
Aeir life or freedom. All the legends of

ihe world tell na that tb^y cat^k the hush

of Christma Eve, respond to the eager

questioning of the Child Dhruva and

understand that unmeasured yearning to

protect them, that may be read in the

eyes of the Lord Buddha on the road that

goes up to the Palace of Rajgir.

We had been some time in the place, be-

fore we noticed that it was on one particu-

lar islet in the river below us, that the

village death-fires might so often be seen

at evening. It was a very ancient custom

in India, to bum the dead by the stream-

side, just outside the town. But this sand-

bank was far away from the village. Hardly

could they have chosen a point less easily

accessible. Ah! Yes, certainly there was

the explanation, the burning-ghat of these

peasants in the twentieth century must be

still where their ancestors had chosen it,

in the fifth, in the first, aye, even for centu-

ries before that, may beimmediatly without

the city of Old Rajgir. It takes a peculiar

angle of vision, and perhaps a peculiar

mood of passivity, to see the trees turn into

a forest when the existence of such was

previously unsuspected. So 1 shall not

attempt to guess how many more evenings

elapsed, before, as we went along the road-

way, on the far side of the burning-ghat,

one of us noted the broken steps and the

entwined tamarind and bo-trees that mark-

ed the old-time ghat of Rajgir. Nor do

I know how many more days went by, be-

fore there came to some one of us, the flash

of insight that led us finally to discover

that the mass of fallen masonry close by

was that very ancient gateway of the city

through which Buddha Himself with the

goats must have pasMd, and brought to our

notice the dome-like head of an old stupa,

lying in the dust a few feet away.

Passing through the gate and standing

at the opening of the theatre-like valley, we

find that the river which flows out of the

city as one, is made up of two streams,

which between them encircle the iwal city

as a moat, even within its girdle of moun-

tains and its enclosing walls. They join

at this point. Leaving unexplored that

which flows towards us from the left pwt

of the garden, of Ambipali the Indian

Maiy Magdalene, and past the abodes of

many of the characters who figure in the

narrative erf Buddha’s life, we truly turn to

thatJmncli wMch comes to os troisi the .r^t*
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A world of discoveries awaits us here I

The path leads us across to the water, but

this is easily forded, by stepping stones

which may still be detected to form frag-

ments of an ancient bathing-ghat. Evi-

dently, bathing and the bathing-ghat were
as prominent in the Indian civilisation

twenty-five centuries ago, as they are to

day. Then the road follows the stream-

side, at a distance of some fifty yards more
or less from the line of mountains on the

right. About midway through the city, the

face of this mountain is pierced by a great

cave, supposed by some, with, as it appears
to myself, overwhelming probability, to have
been the Satapani Cave outside of which
the First Buddhist Council was convened,
in the year following the Mahanirvana or

death of Buddha. The place to-day is

known to the peasants of the counrty-side

as the Sonar Bhandar or Golden Treasury,

which may or may not be simply a modern
pronunciation of the ancient name.
The interior of this cave is polished, not

carved. There stands in it, as if some
party of robbers had been interrupted in an
attempt to carry it away^ the earliest stupa
I have ever seen. The outside is half-con-

cealed by shrubs and creepers. But even
now the mortice-holes remain, that show
where the carved wooden ornaments were
once attached. And even now, as we stand

at the entrance we see in the distance, in the

middle of the city, the tower that Fa Hian
noted as still intact and visible in the year

404 A. D., crowning a small stupa or well

to the east of the palace.

1'his cave then was the cathedral of

Old Rajgir. Here Buddha must have

rested, or meditated or taught and there

must, suggested some member of our party,

have been a roadway connecting it directly

with the palace. Acting on this clue, we
proceeded to brush aside the wild growths

and explore the line between the two.

Outside the Cave, we found a level floor of

ancient asphalt, a sort of Venetian Plaaa

de San Marco as it were. Ihis was

evidently the town^square, and we picture

here the scene of the First Council, 543 B.C.

It was more. We read a reference in one

bf the old Chinese suftas of a certain place

in Rajgir, %t the place where the peacocks

Were fed^ ‘*The place where the peacocks

were fed, how our minds had lingered

over the words when we first read them I

And now here we stand. For undoubtedly
just as the pigeons are fed outside St.

Paul’s, so on this asphalt plaza, before the

cathedral entrance in an Eastern city, it

fitted the royal dignity and bounty that

peacocks should be daily given grain.

The asphalt runs down to the river, and
across it. F^or the water still flows under
the ancient bridge, and we can walk on it,

though its level is somewhat sunken. Easi-

ly, then, we make our way to the royal

mansion, clearly marked as this is at its

four corners by the foundations of four bas-

tion towers. But turning again, to the

bridge, we find an unbroken line of this

same asphalt running along the bank, by
the way we have come, though sooth to say,

we might never have noticed it, if we had

not been tracing it out from this conspicu-

ous mass.

Was this, the riveMront opposite to the

palace, protected by the steep hills behind,

and running from the Town-Plaza to the

Bathing-Ghat beyond and across this to

the City-Gates,—was this the High Street

of the ancient town ? Every now and again

as day after day, we pace, brooding, up and

down the distance, every now and again we
come upon some hitherto-unnoticed mass of

masonry, or mason’s tool-marks. Here are

a couple of blocks lying on their sides, as

if tojorni a seat in a river-wall. Here

again traces of steps or fallen ornaments.

At one place, on the opposite bank, deeply

sunk between masses of earth and vegeta-

tion, there runs down to the river-side a

small ravine that would now pass as a gully,

if the pavement or ancient asphalt did not

prove it— in days before Pompeii and Her-

culaneum were born,- to have been a street.

What were the houses like, that looked

down upon these footways? What was
the life that was lived in them ? How long

had the place been a city ? How long did it

continue to be one ? What were the sur-

roundings in the height of its glory, of this

Abode of Kings, now an austere and desp«

late ruin ?

These and a thousand other questions

crowd upon us, and ' it is strange to how
many of them we can give an answer.

The rushing rains of Indian summers have
long washed away most of the soil from

the hanging gardens that once clothed the
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hillsides, and made the prospect from the

palace to the gates and beyond them

through the pass leading out into the plains

a veritable vision of delight.

But still the artificial terraces of red trap

rock are smooth and level, amidst the out-

cropping masses of natural crags, and still

the wanderer may take his stand on some

spot whence Bimbisar the King was wont

to look upon the glories of his inheritance,

or with difficulty, at one or two points, may
trace the ways through the old pleasance

by which doubtless, royal hunting-parties

may have started for the forest-glades. To-

day, it is true, there are no rich woodlands,

covering slopes and mountain-tops, as in the

royal ages. Wild undergrowth, dense shrubs,

and here and there a twisted palm, growing
in a cranny, are all that can stand for the

lofty timbers, dense aisles of the days when
the place was a Paradise, a king's garden,
surrounding a king's palace. And still at the

back of the ruined city, guarding it from
the passes on the South and East we find

the double walls, of enormous thickness.

The square mortice-holes in the face of

the rock out of which the great Sonar
Bhandar is hollowed, give us a clue that

enables us to rebuild, mentally, the Ancient

City. For these mortice-holes held the

attachments of the wooden ornaments that

formed the front of the Cave. Now,
between Bombay and Poona, on the west

of India, is another Cave, that of Karli,

which though of a much later date, must be

of the same style and period as this and
there the wooden front is still intact. The
carvings form a picture, moreover, as

Fergusson has pointed out, of an ancient

street from which we gather that the second

Storeys of houses, standing . in rows, were
decorated in front with crowded wooden
verandahs, porches and niches, and all sorts

of beautiful and irregular curved corners.

That these, further, were not mere devices

of beauty in the case of the houses, as they

were in those of the caves, we see in the

ictures which were curved, probably in the

rst or second century A.D., on- the gate-

ways of Sanchi. From these we can gather

an idea of what the Palace of Bimbisara
and the homes of his subjects must have
been like. The first storey, then, was
massive, sloping inwards and upwards,
loop-holed and buttreieed a^ its four comers

by four circular towers. The first storey

only was built of stone and its parapet was
battlemented. On the strong terrace pro-

vided by the roof of this fortification, were
constructed the family living rooms, which
were of wood and tnuch carved. That it

would have been possible, however, to

have withdrawn the women into the lower

storey, in time of war, may be seen from

buried ruins at Ujjain, which are shown

by the pandas as part of Vikramaditya's

Palace and appears to have belonged to a

fortress of Asoka's time. Here, built of

hard gray stone, now black with age, we

have what seems to be the inside corner,

and part of the courtyard, of just such a

building as the Sanchi sculptures would

lead us to expect, as the dwelling of a king

or noble. Outside, the walls would be

almost blind ; inside, they are honeycombed

with many pillared halls and verandahs, and

one room with raised floor that represents

an old Indian form of bed chamber and bed

in one. In times of peace these were, we

may suppose, the quarters assigned to men-

at-arms. The building is of a massiveness

that rivals Nature, and there are a few

pillars still left,—amongst the many that

the succeeding sovereigns decorated in

different degrees and different styles—whose

simplicity of form enables any observer

that knows Sanchi, to feel fairly confident

in assigning the building as a whole to the

reign of Asoka or earlier.

Of such a form, then, though perhaps

smaller and less elaborate, may we suppose

the Palace of Rajgir to have been, and iri

the streets about it, the more plebeian dwell-

ings of the townsfolk, must, though small

and comparatively huddled, have been

like unto it. True, their lower storeys

would be built in all probability, even as

the huts of the Rajgir pilgrims are to this

day, of mud and pebbles, instead of lordly

stone. From hillocks formed of earth of

such, anyone may by the streamside, pick

out, at various different levels, bits of old

household pottery. But the facings and

tops of these shops and houses were doubt-

less of carved wood, and the front of the

Cathedral was a faithful enough reflex of

the life of the town. Through such streets

while the king stood watching him from

the roof of the palace, paced the Sakya

Prince* “a lad in his first youth**, ere yet he
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was Buddha^ and no honour that Bimbisara

could offer would tempt him from that

bridal of Poverty in which alon^ his mind

delighted. ‘‘This life of the household is

pain, free only is he who lives in the open

air; thinking thus he embraced the life of

the wandering monk.”

Far away from Rajgir, in the north of

Rajputana, we have Amber and Jaipur, a

couple of cities which every visitor to India

tries to see. Of these, Amber is situated in

the highlands, and Jaipur out in the open •

plain, and Amber is very much the older

of the two. It is in fact an old Indian doc*

trine that no city should occupy the same
ground for more than a thousand years. It

is supposed that a potent means of avoiding

pestilence and other ills, is then to move
out and occupy a new space. In accordance

with this canon, the new city of Jaipore was
laid out. And when all was finished, the

Maharaja moved into the new town, with

all his people.

Now this history of Amber and Jaipur,

enacted in modern India, and still fresh in

the memory of the Rajput people, is our guide

to much in the history of Old Rajgir. For

in the lifetime of huddha, the son of Bim-

bisara—that tragic king, Ajatasatru, across

whose path falls the red shadow of a father’s

murder !—found that the time had come to

move the city of kings, and he accordingly

built a new city, with walls and gates, like

the last, but out in the open plain. And

there the grass covered ruin lies to this day,

to the west of the present village, the grave

of a city, the memorial of New Rajgir.

Bimbisara was the king of Magadh in

the days of the Great Renunciation. Ajata-

satru was king at the death of Buddha. But

we know, from the fact of the desertion of

their highland stronghold and its rebuild-

ing outside, that for 500 years at least,

before their time, there had been a city on

the site of Old Rajgir.

Nor need we think that the city thus

built was only a palace and its apper-

tenances. The fact that it actually became

the new centre of population, forming the

direct ancestor of the present village, shows

itself two hundred years later, when the

617

great Asoka, desiring to build fitting

memorials to Him whom the emperor
delighted to honour, chose its north-western

corner, on the left hand of the main gate-

way, whereat to place a stupa and Asokan
pillar with an inscription. As the edicts

carved by Asoka on rocks and pillars have

the character of proclamations, it follows

that the rocks and pillars themselves partake

somewhat of the nature of the modern

journal, inasmuch as they were the means

adopted to publish the royal will, and hence

a position could never be selected for them

at a distance from inhabited cities. The

inscribed pillar at Sarnath was placed at

the door or in the courtyard of a monastery.

And similarly the inscribed pillars, whose,

fragments have been found al Paialipuira,

were erected in the interior, or in the site, of

the old jail, as an act of imptiial penance.

We may take ii,thenjhai Old Rajgir was

really deserted, at about the lime of Bimbi-

sara’s successor, and if it was afterwards used

as a royal residence, was so used at inter-

vals, as Amber is now. Such then was the

city, already ancient, thiough which Buddha

Himself has passed time and again, and

where He was held by all as an honourable

guest. Across these fields and up and down

these streets, now ruined, or within the

massive cathedral-cave of Satapanni, there

echo to this hour the immortal reverbera-

tion of the voice of Buddha.

Why did He come this way at all f Was

it for* the sake of the learned men who

forgather in the neighbourhood of capitals?

Was the famous University of Nalanda of

after-ages, already, perhaps, a university,

where one might come in the sure hope of

finding all the wisdom of the age ? It would

seem as if, any way. He passed this spot

with treasure already in the heart, needing

only long years of brooding thought to

(use His whole Self in its realisation,

less He was sure of the truth before He

reached here, He could not have gone, sure

and straight as an arrow from the bow, to

the unfrequented Forest of Bel-trees, with

its cave overhanging the river, and its great

tree between the farms and ponds, where

now the humble village of Btidh-Gya

stands.
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THE STONES OF VARENDRA

The Mahananda-doab.

The MahSnandft-doab, between the

Mahananda and the Tangana, con-
stituted, as it were, the north-west <

frontier of Varendra,—an important area,

—

A frontier of
important than

Varendra* places in lower Bengal.
It included a territory,

which now lies partly in the district of

Dinajpur and partly in that of Malda. But
before the creation of a sub-district in

Malda in 181^, it formed a part of the dis-

trict of Dinajpur alone, although it was
then lying utmost uninhabited and con-
cealed in a forest, infested with wild animals
of all sorts.

Traces of ancient ramparts completely
overgrown with jungle,

—

Agrcateitf* of ruins of palaces and
temples, patiently await-

ing a painstaking research,—-indicate to

this day the site of a great city within this

extensive area. It was indeed a city of

palaces, a city of gardens and a city of fine

tanks of old. It had its greatest length from

north to south, along the old course of the

Mahananda, which has now receded far

towards the west. But a low sandy soil,

with depressions towards the west,

with names of villages signifying their

situation at one time on the bank of the

river, indicates clearly that in the palmy
days of the city it could not have been far

off from the river. It is, however, im-

possible to discover when was it first com-
menced to be built, although we may safely

suppose— It could.npt have been built in a

day. No, not in a day, to be sure beyond

a ray of doubt, as we have relics of build-

ing-stones to tell us that the process was
not wholly abandoned until we come to

the very last days of the Moguls.

A portion only of this great city now

f
oes by the name of

andua, sometime p^-
nounced by the illiterate

as Pania. It is called Haarat Pandua by

the learned scholars, to distinguish it from
another city of the same name in the dis-

trict of Hugly. Hazrat Pandua of the

Moslem historian represented, however, only

a small portion of the pre-Moslem city,

which extended over several miles, with im-

portant suburban areas on the north as well

as on the south, if not also on the east. A
large number of ancient tanks, too large for

any modern city of equal dimensions, al-

most all with their greatest length from

north to south, indicating thereby their un-

doubted Hindu origin, suggest the existence

of a teeming population. These suburban

areas of the ancient city enjoyed fora long

time a great reputation as an important

centre of the old weaving industry of Bengal.

It did not, therefore, fail to attract the

earliest attention of the European merchant.

With the gracious permission of Emperor
Alamgir, secured in 1686, the English East

India Company built in this neighbourhood

a ware-house at Kaligram. The French

and the Dutch were not also behindhand
in their keen competition for the purchase

of the handloom-products, which had till

then retained a strong hold on a ready and
appreciative market in Europe.

Towards the north of this city, at a place

called Devasthali (now corrupted into Dey-

thala) General Cunningham noticed in his

day **one very fine large tank and several

small ones.” Here, ‘‘as in every other old

Hindu place throughout

DevMtliaU. Bengal,” he noticed ”a Ma-
homedan shrine on the very-

site of a temple,- built with the stones of the

ruined temple.” I his shrine, situated

within a ruined enclosure, is no other than

what is still locally called the Taktya

(resting place) of the renowned Moslem
Saint Shah Jalal Tabrixt. Born at Tabriz,

in Persia, he came to India, and resided for

_ a time in Delhi, which he
^ however, iiltimately to

ISM
^ aband^ ian account of a

false odium cast on hiji character by a
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woman of ill-fame who subsequently con-

fessed to have been suborned for the pur-

pose by Saint Najamuddin, the jealous

“Sheikh-iil Islam*’ of Delhi. On coming*to

Bengal, Shah Jalal received great honour

and acquired 22,000 bighas of land, in the

midst of whith ( locally called the Bais-

hazfiri Estate) his chief shrine still receives

unabated homage from the faithful. Ac-
cording to some, the saint departed this life

in the Maldeve islands in the Indian Ocean.
Rut Syed Ilahi Baksh, a native of Malda,

in his manuscript Persian account, the Khur-
shid-jahan-namah, says, “his tomb is in the

port of Deo-Mahal in Bengal.” Besides the

Takiyn of the saint at Oevasthali, a

small mosque, containing unidentified

tombs, may still be seen within the

enclosure, with an interesting inscription

over the entrance gatewav, recording the

erection of a “Jami Mosque ” in 868 Hijira

in the reign of Sultan Barbak Shah of Gour.

When “ Sheikh Jalaluddin ” came to

Bengal, “ he began,” says Blochmann, “ to

destroy idols ; in fact his vault occupies the

site of an old idol-temple.” What the

learned Professor said of the chief shrine, may
possibly hold good also of the resting place of

the saint at Devasthali. For there are several

Hindu pillars still lying about the enclosure,

and in their midst General Cunningham
actually discovered a beautiful stone-image

of Visnu. It will be interesting to know
whether Syed Ilahi Buksh intended to refer

to this place as the port of “ Deo-Mahal ” in

Bengal. We do not know if Devasthali

was ever actually regarded as a port ;
but

we havii^ some evidence to hold that it was
regarded as a “frontier-station” by the

early Moslem Sultans of Lakhnauti. There

are two interesting inscriptions, recording the

erection of mosques at this place, by one

Ulugh Murahit Khan, who according to

Blochmann, is called an officer “ guarding

the frontier.” in one of these inscriptions,

the place is distinctly called the ” blessed

town of Tiruabad, generally known as

Deotalao.” The Moslem name of the place

hasy however, bi^n completely forgotten

;

while the pre-moslcm Hindu name (sought

to be changed by the new rulers) clings to

tjje locality with a tenacity, which can not

but disclose its great popularity from the

pie-Moslem
: 4^^ of yore. Tiic name

suggests meiMy M of devas,”—ai»

6x9

appellation too vague to be usefully

connected with any known fact of history.

But the deva-temple, whatever it was, was
of considerable importance to tempt the

Moslem saint to select it as a fit spot for

establishing his Takiya, If what Bloch-

mann says has any truth about it, the temple

may be safely supposed to have survived

the ravages of time until it came to be

cruelly demolished by the hand of man.

Narayana Varma, the Mahii^Samantudhipaii

(the chief of the feudal lords) of King
• Dharma Pala, is recorded, in the copper-

plate inscription discovered at Khalimpur

in the ruins of Gour, to have applied for a

royal grant of lands in support of a temple

he had built at Subhasthali for an image of

Narayana. Is it possible that Jfubhasthali,

of Narayana Varma, came in course of time

to be changed into Devasthali ?• At any

rate, this place deserves a careful inspection,

more than an ordinary one, specially after

the discovery of an image of Narayana in

the midst of its ruins. The story of the

stones of Devasthali, must be interesting

by itself. But if it had any connection

with the image of Narayana, consecrated

in a temple by Narayana Varma, and

supported with a grant of land by the

Buddhist King Dharma Pala, the interest of

the story will be naturally augmented by

the clue it will supply to explain the

gradual assimilation of Buddhism by what

we call Hinduism of our day.

The application of Narayana Varma for a roy^

rrant of lands in support of his temple at Subhasthali
*

.1 ‘.n f*nnnpr-nla.te inscriDtlon t—

ftir wniw IT firow miiww

ww

This application, quoted in the Royal grant, gives

us the interesting fact that Narayana was a Kshatriya

by caste, a chief of the feudal lords by his exalted

omce, and a devout Hindu by his religion, And that

he approached his Buddhist Royal Master for a grant

of lands in support of his temple through the Vuvaraia,

the son of the king, named Tribhuvana Pala,, who,

however, does not wpear to have succeeded his

fat^r on the throne of the Empire,
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All 6ld leat of

iMmiag,

Towards the south of the great city, as

on the north, there was
another important suburban

area, which is now re-

presented by the ruins of Madhaipur,

known also as Moregram Madhaipur.

This pl|»ce abounds in relics of stone-

images. With the neighbouring village of

Bbfttpftrft (now corrupted into Bhatra by
the Sonthals who inhabit the place) this

locality is still remembered as one of the

traditional centres of Sanskrit education in

the Kmpire ;of Gour under the Hindus, •

before Nadia came to assert its influence.

Uupa and SanStana, the erudite Vaisnava
saints of Bengal, are said to have received

their education here, before they were
selected by Sultan Hosain Shah as the

trusted ministers of his state. Srikristia

TarkftlankSira, the renowned author of

Dayakrama^samgrifha (translated by Cole-

brooke) is believed to have come originally

from Malda. 1'he Vaisnava poets of Bengal

readily acknowledged the fact that Gour of

their day was not only a seat of temporal

power but also a reputed centre of Brah-

manic education. Madhaipur is still asso-

ciated with the memory of those colleges of

old, which existed and flourished on the

ideal of plain living and high thinking.

The i situation , was a picturesque one not

far from the bank of the Mahananda, ^ith

an extensive heel in the rear, Madhaipur, with

its temples and chatuspatiSf ever resounded

with the music of the jingles and conch-

shells, augmented by the recitation of

sacred manfras, must have constituted a

fitting suburb of the great city, so well

known in the past for its wealth and
wisdom.

A small modern temple, built by a poor

» « . f
Brahmana, is now the only

DfumaM.
^ ° Hindu edifice in this desert-

ed locality, which gives

shelter to a large number of relics of stone-

images, including that of a Sun-god,

which is (curiously enough) worshipped here

as the image of Dkannd, I'he month of

Bysak (April) and specially the fullmoon
day of that month, draws together a large

number of votaries, mostly of the lower
castes of Hindus, who come with their offer-

ings of fruits and flowers to this temple of

Dna^ii, thus preserving unwittingly the

traditions of the Bu^hist wordiip, which

once flourished in the land. Many more
stone images are lying about the compound,
wherever the sites of old temples may still

be* traced under the luxuriant trees. To-
wards the north of this interesting locality,

at a place now called Bargaon, an inscribed

stone image of Visnu has been recently

discovered, disclosing the fact that the

Visnu.

image belonged to the village of Vata-

grftma and related to one Sree Jita Deva. As
the Brahmans of the Savarna*>gotra are said

to have received from the Hindu King the

village of Vatsgrama for their residence,

it will be interesting to find out if this

inscribed stone-ima^e ha^ any connection

with them.

Other localities, besides these two, may
also claim similar import-

lap octant as special suburbs of
atoae-imagit.

great city. The interest

about them has been heightened by . the
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recent discovery of three stone images and

of several metal images of old, in course

of re-excavations of old tanks. One of .the

stone images is undoubtedly of Hindu

origin, the slab representing in bas-belief

the image of Oauri, sitting in an amorous

style on the lap of her consort. An inscrip-

tion on the pedestal records the word

Vabrabhi^ a name of Durga, noted in the

Trikandasesha lexicon and referred to in the

Chandi. Of the two others, one represents

Buddha^ seated in the Vajrasana style, with^

the right hand touching the ground, in the

attitude called the Bhumtsparsha^mudra,

which the great teacher is said to ha^e

assumed with a view to signify his final

victory over the army of the Maras (the evil

spirits). The other stone image is that of

the well-known Bodhisattva variously called

Loknfttha, Lokesvara, or Avalokitesvara,

with an inscription on the pedestal, record-

ing the usual Buddhist formula of ^*Ye

Dharma," &c.

Two places are speciall}^ associated with

,
the traditions of the Jogis,

Jogfis.
them, the /ogf-

ashana, is a mere mound of earth, near

Balia Nababganj, which keeps completely

concealed from view whatever relics may
lie buried within. The other, the Jogi-

bhavana^ is, however, not so. Ruins of

temples, old metalled roads and numerous

tanks indicate clearly that it was an im-

portant place in the days of yore. A stone

image of the Sun-god, lying>* half-buried

in the debrtk of a ruined temple, is still wor-

shippecL here as the image of Kili, though

no sacmcial rites are allowed, it is said in

consequence of a sdlemn agreement under

which Kali came to take shelter in the

temple of Golaknath, who was averse to

killing.

Only one suburban area of the great city

appears to have partly survived the ravages

of time and the numerous vissicitudes of

fortune. It is called Old Malda, to distin-

guish it from the civil station of Malda in

the modem town of hnglishbazar on the

opposite side of the river.

Old Malda was the port of the city,—

a

commerce,—connected with

the .far east as well as with the historic

markets of the western world. Its situation

on the confluence of the MahInandJ Bind

the KHlindi (corrupted into Kalindri) is

really picturesque. With a stone-built

watch-tower, still retaining a height of

about sixty feet, on the opposite bank of

the Mahananda locally called Nimasara

LoKNATH or AVALOKiTESVARAi

(Nim-Sarai or halfway rest-house of the

Sultans between their capital cities of Goiir

^d Pandua), with two city gates of stone,

one on the north and the other on the south*

with the river in front a^nd an cntcnsivc
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lake, the Dharma Kunda^ in the rear, thift

port of Old Malda still retains the type of a

fortified city. It is no longer a great centre

of trade, but many buildings of old testify

to its affluence in the days of yore.

Haji Ilyas, the reputed founder of Haji-

. . pur, assumed independence
to ittiwri.1 in the kingdom • of Gour

under the name and style

of Sultan Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah. He was

addicted to Bhangs and was, therefore, better

known to the people by his nick-name of

Bhangra (addicted to the drug). Firoz Shah

Toghlak, Emperor of Delhi, laid siege to

the capital of the Bhangra King at Pandua

in 1353. On that occasion Old Malda

became a seat of war, in fact the imperial

camp was pitched near the city-gate. One
quarter of Old Malda is called Firozpur

(corrupted into Pirojpur) to this day in

memory of the Emperor. This has come

to be written as ‘Firozpurabad” by the learn-

ed scholars, owing evidently to a misprint

in the text of the Ria»^u§-SahMnt published

by the Asiatic Soceity of Bengal. ^^Fimpur
of the Persian text came to be

printed as ^^FiroMpurahad asf* through an

ugly freak of the '^printer’s devil,*’ but the

mistake seems, so far to have come to stay.

The mosques of Masum Sadftgar (called

the Sona-musjid of Malda
PHaeipsI moi-

\yy Ravenshaw) built in

1566, the Phuti or broken

mosque (erroneously called the Fauii or

burial mosque by Ravenshaw) built in

•

1495, the Sir-bari mosque (supposed by Syed

Ilahi Buksh to contain the decapitated Sir

or head of Saint Anwar, son of Saint Nur

Qutub Alam) and the mosque built in

mahalla Sankhmohana by Sheikh Bhiku and

his father (who created a puzzle for all anti-

quarians by attaching to their mosque an

inscription of 870 Hizri from an older

edifice) are some of the stone-relics of old

Malda, which will repay a visit.

A, K. Maitra.

IN GERMAN PRISONS

Translated from the French by K. K. Athavale.

The Ways and Means of Escapei

Here is the way O’Connor went to

work to make arrangements for his

’ attenipted escape. He worked as a

military tailor in the gaol, and as such was
|ible to dispose of thread at will. He had

Mssed long months in cording the ladder,

fhen he had to procure his steps—this was

hot so easy. He collected bits of wood in

the yard and got others from Che warders

hqder various pretexts and even oh the

morning of the escapadevhe had appropriat-

ed for thU use the window screws fixed to

the wall of his cell. And wlutt about die

hooks? His gaol lamp hung from a bracket

and it yielded him tnh requt^ iron. As to

die cycling costume he had tailored it him-

self from the cloth placed in his hands for

turning out infantry great-coats. He had
' passed Saturday ni{^t, all Sunday,.smd the

fmoming of Monday in scwiikg it, and
himself in H ^before dcacendii^; to

the yard for exercise. He had of course

put on his prison uniform over all.

O’Connor was put in irons and condemn-

ed by the Governor, with the sancti^ of the

doctor and the Government, to fifqp" laAcs

from a cat. The infliction of the punish-

ment took place in the presence of a

^vemment Inspector. They secured the

prisoner, who was only clad in a pair of

light trousers of ticking, to a wooden

triangle and the strongest man among the

warders, the giant Forster; administered

the whipping.

Most prisoners howl like the fallow-deer

under the rod. O’Cpnnor did not cmn his

lips or lift his teeth the least bit. He did

not utter a Cfy, not even a poor moan, pro-

voking hereby the admirattpn of the; Ins-

pector charged with the duty of assisting

in canying out the p^i^meiit,
^ .

^ O’Connor was put in irons for one rnondt*
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of a flat bar, while a big chain encircled

his waist and descended to two rings on

his ankles to which it was rivetted. He
remained in this handicapped condition

night and day. Only in the morning the

warder freed him in order to enable him to

wash. At the exercise O’Connor wore his

chains as lightly and as elegantly as, not

very long before, he carried his helmet or

his overcoat. For the cloth he had stolen

he was mulcted twenty marks from his

wages, but in return, the cycling costume

remained his property. Warder Mathes*

who expected to be complimented by the

Governor for preventing the flight of

O’Connor, was reprimanded severely for

failing to detect the rope-ladder in the

prisoner’s ceil. As regards the sentiy he

got fifteen days cells for not firing at the

fugitive.

“Tell me now. Foreman ! Let us have a
serious talk for a while 1 Couldn’t you, now,
help me to escape from this place ? I will

pay well.’’

It is thus that I harangued the little fore-

man the day after the attempt of O’Connor.

“Do you know, if 1 help you, 1 will risk

my liberty ? 1 have a wife and child ! But,

what will you pay to one who helps you to

esc^e ?”

“Ten thousand marks, payable at the

frontier.’’

“Uo 1 It is a sum, that, and it is

worth the risk, certainly ;
why, if I had

that money, 1 could establish myself in a

town ! Yes, if there is a way to earn that sum
witho^great risk, I will not say no to you.”

“Thw is a way. I have thought of and

matured a plan^ Here it is;— It will be

enough if you bring roe .a fine saw of very

durable steel,—simply a bit of steel to saw
off one of the bais of my window. I will

plait a cord with the sewing cotton which

I can have as much as 1 like with which

to descend the twelve metres which separate

me from the yard. I his descent 1 roust

manage very rapidly at the moment when
the sentry is at At oibtr end of his beat;

miich more so as the jutting in the facade

in ^ middle of the wing will efiectually

screen me from his regard. As to the night

found, I will time the descent to begin at

the instant it passes on this side, for I have

noticed that the patrol never passes a spot

twite in succesMOn# Once down belbW| l

will lie down flat on my belly in the field

of French beans which is under my windows
and extends up to the cemetery. The ver-
dure is sufficiently high to hide me and to
enable me to creep as far as the cemetery
where I will be under cover behind the
tombs. Now if you were to place yourself

on the other side of the wall in the footpath
which runs alongside and in which no one
passes after midnight, you could, on a pre-

arranged signal from me, throw a rope-

ladder to me over the enclosure. You
should bring with you a great coat and a
hat, which will help me to reach your dwel-
ling. The rest will be no more than mere
play.” ...
“Well ! this project looks quite feasible

;

and my risk is insignificant. But the most
critical moment for you will be the descent

from the window, for if ever by ill-luck the

sentry turned round suddenly and saw you
hanging down by the cord, you will be as

good as lost”.

“Bah ! 1 have plenty of chances for me.

Besides, we must not exaggerate the import-

ance of a sentry. Has not Haberland told

me that a sentry had never prevented a man
from escaping?”

'*So be it, then. I am entirely at your

disposal. The money your friend in Paris

sends me every, month will suffice for the

preparations as well as the journey to the

Austrian frontier. 1 have full confidence in

you. 1 am sure you will send me the ten

thousand marks as soon as you set foot in

Paris. But when will you attempt the

coup?”
“It is the asth of July today. It will take

me a month at least to prepare the cord.

We will fix the adventure, therefore, to soine

date at the end of August. Will that suit

you?
”

“Perfectly. There’s my hand on the bar-

gain. You cun count on me.”

That veiy day I commenced work, and at

the end of a week I had plaited two metre

lengths of the cord, of the thickness of a
centimetre, of which it was necessary for

me to have twelve metres. The foremito

brought me six pairs of infantry pantaloons,

all brand new, and supposed to have been

made by myself: and in the pockets of these

I hid the bits of cord as I plaited them.

Certainly the idea of encroaching cm&e
JsnedpBsef a plot’s cutter woi^ never
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come into the head of a warder and prompt
him to search the pockets of these garments 1

I took advantage of the hours when 1 was
sure of not being surprised to execute my
illicit task. In the long run a prisoner

comes to know the habits of the warders

and other gaol officials. He knows to a
minute when to expect their visits ; he scents,

as it were, the days and hours of inspection.

At the end of a year I had come to distin-

guish my guardians by their respective steps,

and to know each one by his manner of in-

serting the key into the key-hole.
*

When 1 had completed three metres of

.

my string of freedom, I made big knots in it

at intervals of thirty centimetres, and in the

evening, after the doors had been double-

locked and bolted, I attached one end of

it to the top of the heater pipe, then, mount-
ing on the table, I exercised

.
myself in

going up and down the knotted cord, a ve^
painful task in the beginning, for the six

months of captivity and the consequent

inertia had considerably weakened me.
Luckily I am not heavy— I scaled at only a
hundred and five pounds

;
and besides when

young 1 was very fond of gymnastics and
fencing. 1'o be brief, therefore, at the end
of a month's practice I was able to mount
and descend the cord four times in succession

without once putting my foot on the ground
-—an effort equivalent to the one I must
accomplish to reach the yard.

After showing me samples of different

stuffs, my little foreman measured me for a
travelling costume. Thus the month of

August arrived in its turn. The foreman
procured me also a saw-blade which 1

tried on the iron of my bed-stead, and
found that it bit well into it.

It was definitely settled that the attempt
should be made on Saturday, the ist of

September. The foreman had completed

my outfit for the journey—a pair of shoes,

a soft hat, and under-linen for the body.

On the 31st of August he gave me the saw-
blade, for I was obliged to saw off the

largest of the bars the preceding evening,

in order to have as little work as possible to

be done the next day. It was an additional

risk, for the warder had the knack of strik-

ing the window bars, from time to time, with
a hammer, in order to assure himself, by
the sound, that they were intact. I had
^us to pass the night at this preparatory

toil, painful and dangeroud though it .was,

and for this reason it was necessary for me
to $le away with the least possible noise,

for fear of the inmates in the adjoining

cells, who would unhesitatingly give the

alarm if their suspicions were roused, it

was also necessary to watch, on one side the

sentry, and on the other, the night patrol,

who went their round in the corridor with

the steps of a wolf. At day-break the bar

was so far cut into that it was held to-

gether by a mere thread. I had worked

the file from behind so that regarded from

my cell, it looked quite whole and intact.

Besides the section of the bite was so fine

that it was hardly visible.

One thing troubled me most particularly

:

Once my descent accomplished, the cord

would continue to hang down from the

window grill. The night round or the

sentry might notice it, in which case I was

lost. In order to minimise the danger as

much as possible, 1 had chosen grey-colour-

ed thread to weave together my cable. Its

dull tint almost effaced it in the flickering

light of the gas jets. For the same motive

1 contented myself with a thin cord even at

the risk of a broken neck. But about the

chances of rupture 1 was a good deal

reassured by the trials 1 had made with the

help of the heater-piping.

when leaving me on Saturday evening

the little foreman was visibly moved.. He
pressed my tiand and wished me good luck.

**You are playing a big game,” he said to

me, ”Let us go and trust in the grace of

God. Liberty is apparently the onl^ thing

worth having in this world, since a man is

ready to risk his life for it. I will be at

the cemetery wall. You may count on me.”

After the evening bell, ! went to bed.

In spite of the regulations I had retained

with me in my cell hidden under their

covers a pair of infantry pantaloons which 1

intended to put on before making my
escape, for, obliged every evening to place

my effects before the door, without this pair

I would be constrained to run away clad

only in my shirts with the nether limbs

quite naked.

In the meantime, as it was only half past

seven o'clock and as 1 could not commence
my operations before ten, 1 extended my-
self full length on the bed, and finished

by dropping into slumber. ”Ha1t ! War
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da? Die Parole j” suddenly awakened by

these resounding words, which mount up

from the bottom of the court-yard, I sat ijp

in my bed.

It was the sentinel who had stopped the

night patrol, ^nd demanded the word of

order. The Prison clock struck ten a

moment after. 1 put on the pantaloons

quickly, and after having carefully opened

the window, set myself to saw off the

bar already cut into the night before.

At eleven o'clock the work was finish-

ed. 1 fix one end of the cord to the grill

and watch the sentinel. Presently he passes

below my window whistling a tune. Slowl/
the soldier draws away, very much absorbed

by the trills with which he is echoing the

court-yard. The psychological moment for

the descent has arrived. 1 put out both
my legs and gently drop down the cord.

There is not a second to lose ! After sus-

pending myself for an instant from the bars,

I glide down the length of the cable.

Scarcely had I put my feet on the ground
when 1 hear steps to my right. I lie down
flat under the shade of the green French
bean bushes and hold my breath. Have
they seen me? No, thank God! It is the

subaltern commanding the guard who is

making his round. He passes within three

steps from the spot I am hiding in, but his

attention is taken up by the sentry who
cries out from a distance ; **Wcr da" ? (who
goes there?) and runs up crossing his

bayonet. The man passes and the coast

being clear I take advantage of the oppor-

tunity to creep a few feet in the direction

of the cemetery. I hear the Sergeant eevere-

ly rebuking a soldier for whistling and then

continue his turn. The whistler shoul-

dered his arms and remained rigid and erect

until his superior disappeared behind a

corner. 'fhen he laughed loudly and

whistled again, the while continuing his

sentry-go.

Then with infinite precautions, I recom-

mence to crawl under the cover of the field.

! hear someone speaking at a distance. I

stop to listen. It is the night patrol just

going to pass beneath my windows. Will

it notice the cord.? A moment dt torturing

sMspenie and fright. They are two young

guardians who laugh. “Halt I Wer da ?"

But the warders continue their route laugh-

ing, Thank God again ! They have not

seen the cord, and when they will repass
the spot, I will be on the other side of the
wall. The sentry now stops close to ray
hiding place, his rifle resting on the ground
and with his nose in the air. A whistliog
tune bursts from his mouth, and then he
marches away in rapid strides. His com-
rade of the guard in the other beat was
calling him for a gossip. The coast was
clear again and there was nothing more to

be afraid of. 1 begin to crawl again on
all fours towards the cemetery, which I

reach safely without mishap, and simul-

taneously all the clocks in the town give

out, pell-mell, the twelve strokes of mid-
night, which die away in the distance.

The moon, ill-timed, appears behind a
sombre cloud at this moment and inundates

the trees and the tomb stones with her

feeble light. 1 had to traverse the entire

length of the cemetery in order to reach

the enclosure wall. While I work my way
through the funeral mounds, the fears of

childhood return to me; a strange hallu-

cination causes me to see the dead under-

neath in their last sleep; the soil is as if

it were transparent
;
a skeleton, stretched

on its back, turns on its side for better rest

;

two tiny corpses in the self-saiiie narrow

prison, hold each other in a tender embrace.

At last 1 am at the foot of the enclosure

wall, and as pre-arranged with the little

foreman, 1 throw a''”clod of earth over the

wall. But nothing—no answer from the

other side. I lance a second clod. Then,

from the other side of the wall an unknown

voice questioned me.

“Mann ! wat is derm datt ?" (Helo

!

Whal’s that ? Karl 1 is that you?)

Amazed, petrified, a cold perspiration

breaks out on my forehead. I do not budge,

but wait. Seconds, minutes, why ! centuries

pass ;
then, suddenly, I think 1 hear the fore-

man cough and hem outside. Quickly I

give the pre arranged signal.

“Na ! bist doch gav zu toll ! Karl ! Karl V*

it is the same voice as before. Its owner

is evidently astonished by this rain of earth.

1 do not understand it, either. Some other

person than the foreman is watching out*

side. Oh ! my impotent rage at this disco-

very. It is about one o'clock in the morn-
ing. I decide to make the last try and throw

a clod as before. It falls on the other side

with a dull thud; But there is ndansivering
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stir outside. My tentative flight has become

a miserable failure, there is not the least

doubt about it.

Hidden behind the tombs, 1* pondered

deeply over my situation. It is simply most
dreadful. There remains only one thing for

me to do. It is to try to regain my cell,

at the risk of being detected while travers-

ing the court-yard or when hanging to the

cord. Oh
I
the perils and fears of that route

which, besides, led me back to slavery.

I am again at the foot of my window.
It is two o’clock in the morning. 1 have to*

overcome the same difficulties and brave
the same dangers as before at the time of

descending.

The musical sentry was relieved at one
oMock. The new sentry has other habits.

He is given to exercising the Parademarsch
—the defiling step of the Prussian Infantry.

He extends his legs turn by turn, lances

them violently in front and knocks the

pavement of the court with his iron-shod

soles with a deafening noise, amplified by
the echo of the surrounding ramparts. Flic

!

flac I pan I pan I he goes on. 1 thought this

one will not at least hear me if I perchance

cause a little noise. Flic I flac
!
pan ! pan I

1 take hold of the cord, while he flies away
in the distance. I hoist myself on the

ground floor window by the help of the

basement projection*
,
Three metres of the

height overcome. ^I^lace my foot on the

ledge of the window and hoist myself anew.
Five metres done. I grip the cord firmly

and thanks to the knots the ascent is not so

difficult after all. 1 reach the window on
the first floor. Flic! flac! pan! pan! I

hold the baia of my window, pass the right

arm by the opening of the grill and hold
myself by the interior curb-stone of the

support.

1 pass the head, the upper part of the

body and the other arm and make super-

human efforts to work myself across the

narrow bay. At last more dead than alive,

1 tumble down heavily on the floor of my cell.

I get up and recover the cord ; then 1 take a
piece of wax which every tailor has to keep,

soften it in the palm of my hand and make
use of it in order to stand the sawed off bar
in its position again. It will hold for some
hours at any rate. I say to myself, and in

the morning 1 will send the little foreman
fbr some iron c^ent^or refixing it with.

I was saved, but the refaction the instant
after was tremendous. Seixed, suddenly,
uj;ith a fit of convulsive trembling, I saw
everything around rne turning round, and 1

dropped on my bed in an inert mass^ and
lost consciousness.

The five o’clock bell awoke me. Oh ! ^he

pitiful awakening I Nevertheless with all the

poignancy of my grief, 1 had retained

sufficient presence of mind to hide the

pantaloons, all of a mess as the garment
was, and to take a leg bath. Then 1 laved

my hands and face and dressed carefully.

1 was without strength, utterly exhausted,

*and bruised, broken and feverish.

The hot coffee cheered me up. At a

quarter past six the little foreman entered

my cell. He was very pale but presently

he resumed his smiling mien when he saw

me safe and sound. After learning from

my mouth the details of my ill-starred

nocturnal jaunt, he recounted me the story

of his personal anguish and suspense. On
arriving at the spot agreed upon at mid-

night he found to his inexpressible stupe-

faction that a sentinel was posted there.

He had waited in the neighbourhood in

the hope that the man would go away at

a given moment, and if such a lucky diver-

sion had taken place he would have profit-

ed by it to throw over to me the rope-ladder

for scaling the wall; but this hope was

{alsffied,^n4 with death in the so^l he re-

turned to his dwelling. It was therefore

not without considerable apprehension that

he rang that morning at the great door of

the prison, fully persuaded as he was that

the first word of the porter would be the

news of my nocturnal attempt, but the

latter had his usual humdrum air. He had

run thence to the apartment of the foremen-

tailors : bis colleagues spoke in the usual

indifferent tone and no one would mention

my name. He bethought himself then that

I had recoiled from the attempt at the last

moment and he feliciteted himself on such

a supposed lucky turn of fortune. Then he

ran to see me. He learned during the day

that it was only since the«previous evening

—the ' first of September—that th^ had

pla^d a ni^^t sentry ill the foot'^path out-

side the wall ; so that if I had earned out

my perilous attempt on 3X8
t August, just

34 hours earlier it would have entirely

sttcce^i^ Always tfaU nothing, t^^
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trifle which puts a spoke in the wheel of

the surest combinations and the best laid

plans ! *
^ »

By means of the iron cement, which the

little foreman presently hurried to procure

for me, I replaced the sawn bar in its posi-

tion ;
and left it, thus, against time to see

it fall at the first knock from the warder’s

sounding hammer. When that time comes

what will happen ?

It was a day of great events. About ten

o’clock I was sent for by the Secretary.

The prisoner Wisch, who attended to the

writing work in the Secretariat and Ac-

counts office, had left the prison after serv-

ing his time, and the Governor had decided

that 1 should fill the vacant place if I

possessed the necessary qualifications. They

made me pass a double examination of

ridiculous questions.

The accountant notably told me to

calculate to a thousandth of a penny what

the cost would be of the menu of the day,

so much for the prisoners in good health,

and so much for the sick. After having

square-rooted the potatoes, cube-rooted the

carrots, integrated the mustard and cheese

during half an hour, and lost twenty minutes

in the infinitesimal calculations of the meat,

1 finished by finding, with the help of a

table of logarithms, that the administration

fed its six hundred mouths, including the

well and the ill, with sixty marks and

twenty-one pfennigs, or in French money

seventy-five francs and twenty-six and eight

hundred and seventy-five thousandths of

centimes.

“Do you know,” said the accountant to

me, very stiff and without the ghost of a

smile to illumine his sombre features, when

1 had communicated to him the result of

my labours, “it is exceedingly impor^t
that we should know to a thousandth of a

pfennig, the cost of feeding the men cheap.

Above all we are required to economise on

cheese, herrings, mustard, ^ndles, etc., m
order that our Emperor might be able to

indulge in his annual trip to Norway or

l^alestine. If ever you make a mistake of

a single hot in your calculations—and may

the Almighty God preserve us from it I it

wyi be a public calamity. The revenue

will go down and the Emperor will be

forced to pass the spring at home, which

will be another public calamity

!

Sapristi ! I thought to myself, it was a

heavy responsibility to be saddled with 1

And I wonder that the Prussian Adminis-

tration should have so much confidence in

a Frenchman.
The result of the enquiry on my intel-

lectual capacities was at once submitted

to the Governor, who ordered that I should

forthwith commence my new duties.

Returning to my cell I reflected on the

new situation and my altered position. I

lost my provider of comforts, for I had at

once to transfer my effects to the ground

floor, wherein were located the cells of the

prisoners employed as writers in the office.

It was a great loss. As to the clandestine

correspondence, it can be continued, for

my postman, risky though it was, would

somehow find the mfeans of entering my

cell, by stealth or on some plausible pre-

text, to receive and bring a letter ;
and so

far it was a capital arrangement

!

The little foreman made a wry face when

I communicated to him the news of my

promotion. It was understood that he was

to continue to receive a hundred marks per .

month to manage my external communica-

tions, and moreover, I made him a present

of the custume he had made for me and the

other toilet requisites purchased in view of

ray flight.

At last I was going to leave for ever this

cell which had become quite dear to ine

after passing the last six months in it.

Dear! Yes! Bentham has declared it

before me: “The human soul is so well

raade for suffering that, in the long run, it

adapts itself apparently to nwt
intolerable situations in the world,

far more than my cell, I regretted my rooks.

I have come to feed them regularly. They

came every day to take their repast on the

ledge of my window, erect, graceful,

immobile, looking through the open

window, very much perplexed by my
gestures and never scared by anything.

And I became sad at the thought that I

would never see them again.
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HINDU AND HINDUISM

I
T is now some time since the question

“Who is a Hindu ?*’ was put before the

public and the opinions of public men
were invited. Believing that the question

still remains open, 1 propose to discuss it'

very briefly. I consider it proper to state'at

the outset that I have no knowledge of any
of the views expressed on the subject. Con-
sequently, I can not deal with the merits

or demerits of the opinions that have al-

ready been put forward. I wish to pursue

an independent line of thought in discuss-

ing the subject.

To the majority of our people, the ques-

tion is a great puzzle and appears like a
complex problem, the solution of which is

believed to be full of insurmountable dif6-

culties. On the other hand, I am inclined

to think that the answer to this question

is very simple indeed. Almost all the diffi-

culties in the way of its solution arise out

of the confusion of our own ideas about it.

Before attempting to answer the question,

it is better to be clear about what is meant
by it. Most frequently the word ^Hindu’ is

mixed up with a newly coined word “Hin-
dusim'* which is supposed to represent a
system of religion side by side with so many
other isms. T herefore in finding out a defi-

nition of ‘Hindu,* one naturally wants to

define 'Hindusim' before-hand in his mind
and so falls into such mental confusion that

it becomes difficult for him to see the issues

involved. In order to make the matter

plain, it is necessary to state here that

although the word '‘Hindusim*’ has been
derived from ‘Hindu,* the two words are

quite distinct in their significance. Each of

these words requires an entirely separate

treatment and therefore I will follow this

plan. The word Hindu can be defined thus:

—Hindu was the name that was given by
the foreigners to the land on the south-east-

ern sides of the river Indus, as well as to the

pe^le inhabiting it. Indus being equivalent

to &ndhu meaning ‘river’, this was the river

t|}#t formed the boundaiy of our country on

that side. The word occurs in Zend, the old

language of the Persians as “Hendu,” the ‘S’

of Sindhu having been changed to ‘H’ in

Zend. T'he ancient Persians were the first

strangers to come in contact with the Hindus.

Next came the Greeks, who by a slight

change of pronunciation used the form

‘Indo ’ which has given the word “India”

to the world. It is mentioned in clas.sical

Roman writings :—‘Indus in colis sindus

appelatus’ ;Pliny) ; and 'India mittet elevi*

(Virgil). T'he origin of the word, then, is

evidently territorial. In fact it was used

exactly as we use the words ‘American

or 'Chinese.* It is immaterial for our

present purpose whether the people to

whom the name was applied, ever called

themselves by this name, though we know
it for certain that they knew and called

themselves as “ Aryas.” That the word was
not used in any religious sense, is conclu-

sively proved by the fact that it h used by

the Chinese pilgrims who visited India in

the 6th or 7th centuries A.D. Buddhism was

then the religion of the state as well as of

the majority of the people
; but we find that

the Chinese regarded the name with

peculiar love and reverence. The com-
ments of the famous Hiouen Tsang, on

the wqrd, should be read by every Indian

with interest and just sense of pride. “India

was,” he writes in his travels, “ anciently

called Shintu, also Hientan, but now
according to the right pronunciation, it is

called Intu.’’ Note the similarity of the

words Sindhu and Hindu with the words

used by Hiouen Tsang. The word ‘Intu’ io

Chinese means the moon, and so he conti-

nues : “ Though there be torches by night

and the shining of stars, how different from
the bright cool moon ! Just so the bright

connected light of holy men and^sages,
guiding the world, as the Shining of the

moon, has made this country eminent and
so it is called Intu.”

Hinduism was not known yet. Whenever
it is ne^eg^vy to ref^r ta the old aysteni

|
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which had bieien ovexcom^ Buddhism,

but was again sthiggling with it, it should

be spoken of as Brahmanism. The conflict

that lasted for nearly one thousand yearS in

India, was an ihternal struggle of the Hindu
people in which Brahmanism and Buddhism
fought for supremacy. The former stood

for the old order, while the latter starting

originally as a movement for the reform of

the old order, aimed at extirpating it al-

together. The final victory of Brahmanism
decided once for all that the Hindus would
stick to their ancient order of things, which
represented their old civilisation.

What was the position of the surviving

Buddhists and Jainas in the country? They
were of course Hindus but the difference

was that they were so to speak, non-
conformists.

England in the 17th century could not
tolerate the presence of non-conforming
Englishmen in the land, while India a
thousand years before not only tolerated

its nonconforming Hindus, but received

with open arms the Buddhists who were
driven out of the Persian dominions by the

Zoroastrian King and later on welcomed to

its shores those very Zoroastrians who in

their turn were persecuted and expelled by
the Mohamedan conquerors of their land.

At this moment we are confronted with

another great problem. According to our

definition, we should count the Moham-
medan population of India as Hindus.

Quite so, but we have to study the facts

more closely. The early Mohamedans
came to India as enemies and invaders.

They were foreigners too and for several

centuries their alien character was Kept in

prominence by continual immigration from

Arabia, Persia or Turkistan. The Hindus
on the other hand, had hardly finished one

struggle when they had to enter upon a
new one equally long in duration but more
fierce and terrible in its nature. They
naturally looked upon this new people as

a foreign element in their midst. Even the

large
, number of Hindu converts to the

Muhammadan religion were treated ^
foreigners- Hio Muhammadans in their

turn retaliated by attaching bad meanings

tO'iithc wdrd 'Hindu* in the Persian language.

Alberuhii the first great Muhammadan
scholar ind writer who visited India as a

prboner with Mahmud of Ghasni, has very
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ably discussed the attitude of the Hindus
towards the Muhammadans. His work on
India is a most valuable storehouse of
information about the condition of the
Hindus in that period and should be read
and studied by every student of Indian
history. He possessed great intellectual
and critical power. He has compared the
Greek philosophy with the Hindu philo-
sophy in his book. He tells us that Sanskrit
was the language of the educated people in

India and that he tried his best to learn

Sanskrit in order to study Hindu philosophy
and learning. Though he did not succeed
in his object, the free quotations which he
gives from the Darshanas and the Gita,
show that he had gained sufficient know-
ledge for his purpose. He has given five

reasons which led the Hindus to hate the

Muhammadans.
I. The difference in language. 2. The

difference in religion." He says that al-

though among themselves the Hindus
tolerated all differences on philosophical

questions, their hatred was directed against

the foreigners, whom they called “Mlech-

chha” (unholy). Fhey not only strictly

forbade all social connection with them,

but would not even sit near them or eat

and drink from their hands. They believed'

that the very touch of the foreigners would

pollute them (the Hindus). 3. Differences

in names, habits and manners. 4. The
fourth reason was that formerly Buddhism

had spread all over Khurasan, Faris (Persia),

Irak, Musil, and Syria. But King Gushtasp

was such a staunch supporter of the Zoroas-

trian religion that he persecuted the

Buddhists and drove them out of his

Empire. They sought refuge in India

and spread this hatred against “us”. Apin,

the invasions of Mahmud, his work of

destruction, had intensified that hatred, as

a consequence of which Hindu learn-

ing had fled from the parts conquered by

him to such distant places as Benares and

Kashmcrc, where it might be safe from his

onslaughts. 5. The last reason, as he

describes it, was the peculiar characteristic

ignorance of the Hindus. They believed

that there was no country like theirs, no

religion like theirs, no sciences like theirs,

and no government like theirs. They
could never imagine that other nations too

could be civilised and advanced in different
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branches of learning....Their ancestors,

however, were not so ignorant or narrow-

minded as that generation was.

The causes that are so intelligently des-

cribed by Alberuni as early as 1000. A.D.

continued to work actively under the succeed-

ing invasions and* the reigns of the several

dynasties on the throne of Delhi. Although

these dynasties occupied the Imperial throne,

they could not consolidate their govern-

ment and their actual rule did not extend

far beyond the country round Delhi. They
were looked upon as mere foreigners by the

mass of the people. The Moguls, and parti-

cularly Akbar among them, were the first

to organise Muhammadan rule in India.

With them came a change of policy which
created a radical change in the attitude of

the Hindus towards these newly settled

foreigners. Inspite of the difference in

religion, a process of amalgamation began.

In their desire to help this process the Hindus
gave way almost completely. The Rajputs,

who represented the Hindu ruling class,

gave up their old prejudices and agreed to

have full social intercourse with the

“foreigners.”

If the policy of conciliation initiated by
Akbar had been allowed full play, the

ties of a common motherland would have
proved stronger than religious fanaticism.

The Indian Muhammadans, like the Indian

Buddhists, would have become Hindus
while remaining Muhammadans in their

faith.

The crisis came almost suddenly on the

imprisonment of Shah Jahan. The unifica-

tion of the two elements in the population of

India seemed near at hand. If Dara Shukoh
had got possession of the throne, the subse-

quent history of India would have been
entirely different. Just as the conquering
Normans after 150 years’ rule in England,
became Englishmen, the Muhammadans
would have become a part of the Hindu
people, without either party giving up its

religious beliefs. But Aurangzeb’s ambi-
tion and his fanaticism, caused and en-

couraged by his ambition, changed the

direction of forces. It would be a long
story to relate how the dormant elements
of hatred were again awakened among the

Hindus in the movements of the Mahrattas
and the Sikhs ; and how finally, supported

by the Rajputs, they succeeded in breaking

the Mogul Empire to pieces. The conflict

was a severe one and It exhausted all their

energ3% although it left them masters of a
greater part of India including Delhi. Thus
ended the second great struggle; but no
sooner had this ended, than began another

\ struggle with a new race which had landed

on the shores of India for trade at the time

when the Moguls had begun the work of

consolidating their rule. This race was
destined to supersede them both. The
wars of the Mahrattas and the Sikhs with

' the British constitute the third great

struggle and form the modern period of

hidian history. The overthrow of the

hopes and aspirations of both the Hindus

and the Muhammadans^ have brought them
down to a common level of equality.

The process of conciliation that was in-

augurated by the ruling classes in the six-

teenth century has to be started afresh by

the peoples now. Both the peoples can

unite into one nation if they feel the com-

munity of their interests, forget all differ-

ences of the past and unite their hearts and

wills for a common goal in the future. To
a thinking mind, the past conflict with all

its struggles for supremacy and the attend-

ant sufferings and> misfortunes can serve

more as a bond of unity than as a reason

for separation. If we learn that our past

failures and regrets should make co-operation

easier for the future, we can lay the foun-

dations of a new nation in India. Before

the strength of this idea, the differences of

language and religion have to dwindle

into nothingness. Countries can be pointed

out wl^ich afford evidence of the triumph

of this principle over the forces of disunion

produced by variety of races, religions and

languages.

Thus we conclude that the word *Hindu’

like other similar racial names, had a

territorial origin. But a country is not

represented by its rivers or mountains. It

finds its self-conscious unity in a state.

Hence a Hindu came to mean one who
loved the state which represented the people

of the country. In the absence of a state

the love of national history serves as a bond
of participation in a common political life,

actual or potential. We may therefore say

that everybne who is born in India and
who loves her past and works for her future

is a Hindu, whatever creed he may profess.
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t think the Americans make the most
correct use of the word ‘Hindu/ All Indians,

whether Hindus, 'Muhammadans or Sil^s,

are called Hindus in America. I was once

very much surprised, rather amused, when
I was questioned by an American youth

if the Hindus were Muhammadans. From
this point of view the heated controversy

in the Punjab, as to the Sikhs being Hindus,

becomes entirely superfluous. The Sikhs

should rest assured that in calling themselves

Hindus they in no way compromise their

religious beliefs. Hindu simply means a

native and lover of India.

Now I take up the word “ Hinduism.**

The word means the religion of the Hindus.

I have said that the word was quite new
simply because of the fact that the Hindus
never had a religion in the European sense.

Indeed the word was out of element with
Hindu thought. It had no equivalent in

the Sanskrit language. The analogy of

other religions has misled us and we have
in a way adopted this word, which has
been coined to satisfy our anxiety for

having a religion or in other words a com-
mon basis of faith for all the Hindus. The
Hindu leaders have long been anxious to

hnd out a definition of Hinduism. I

remember that on the occasion of the Con-
gress Session of 1901, held at Lahore, Mr.

Tilak chose it as the subject of his lecture.

He defined a Hindu as “a person who
believed in the Veda.*’ Personally I am a

believer in the Veda, and 1 wish the defini-

tion were correct. It is true no doubt that

the Hindus hold the Veda and the cow in

great reverence. The cow is to them the

symbol of the economic prosperity of the

country. A simple regard for the life of the

cow is the only condition which the Hindus
expect their non-conforming fellow-country-

men to observe. The king of Gujarat imposed
this rule as the only condition when he

offered shelter to the Parsees who had been

driven out of Persia. Similarly the

change of policy on the part of the Mogul
kings was marked by forbidding the

slaughter of the cow in the country. But
this is a matter of practice and not of faith.

The Veda, in the eyes of the Hindus, stands

fqr all the wisdom and knowledge of the

ancient sages ; but by the Veda, they do not

mean the Samhitas alone. Shankar, for ins-

tance, regards the Veda as the final author-
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ity and he always refers to the Upanishads as
the Veda. An absolute faith in the Veda,
therefore, can not be made a creed of
Hinduism, though it must be admitted that
the direct opposition to the idea is enough
to characterise a man as a non-conformist.

I am afraid, therefore, that any exact defini-

tion with a view to formulate a creed for

Hinduism, would lead us to misread or

misinterpret the history of the Hindu race.

It would spoil all the beauty of Hinduism.

It would be bartering the pearl for a robber’s

knife. No doubt we find that the creed-

propaganda has led to the success of

Muhammadanism as well as of Christianity.

But their temporary and partial success

does not prove that it is the right

course. The evil consequences of the

propaganda predominate over the small

amount of good it has done. This notion

of a creed was at the root of all intolerance

and persecution. It caused so many religi-

ous wars and an immeasurable amount of

bloodshed and misery in Asia and Europe.

It is the source of the keenest hatred and

heart burning at the present moment. It

makes the followers of one religion hate all

other men, however good or pious they may

be, for the simple reason that they can not

and do not share certain peculiar views*

with them. In short this slavery to creeds

binds and clouds the human intellect and it

will flourish only so long as humanity is

sunk in ignorance. Pagan Europe was free

from this creed slavery. Philosophy and

learning flourished. Christianity was

dominant in Europe for a period of one

thousand years, which is justly regarded as

the age of darkness and ignorance. The

movement known as the Renaissance,

revived the old Pagan learning and free

thought, which led to the forces of the

reformation and modern progress in Europe.

Hinduism is the only survival of the old

free-thought systems of society. It is

destined again to prevail when the mind of

humanity expands and breaks through the

fetters of creed and superstition. Says Sir

W. W. Hunter—
** The Brahmans treated philosophy as a branch of

religion.” (It would be more correct to say that they

treated the dogmas of religion as mere problems of

philosophy.) "Now the universal problems erf

religion are to lay down a rule of conduct for life and

to supply some guide to the next. The Brahman

serfutions of the practical questions involved, arc self*
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discipline, alms, sacrifice to and contemplation of the

Deity. But besides the practicai questions of religious

life, religion has also intdlectual problems, such as the

compatiDility of evil with the go^css of God and the

unequal distribution of happiness and misery in this

life. Brahman philosophy exhausted the possible

solutions of these difficulties and of most other great
problems which have since perplexed Greek, Roman,
mediaeval scholastic men and modern men of science.

The various theories of creation arrangement and
development were each elaborated and the views of the

physiologists at the present day are a return with new
lights to the evolution theory of Kapila whose Sankhya
^stem is held by Weber to be the oldest of the six

Brahman schools."

Hinduism is thus not a Religion* like

Muhammadanism or Christianity ; but
simply a Dharma, t.e., the LaWi Duty or a
Rule of Conduct for life. It is for this

reason that the agnostic Kapila is as good
a sage as the founder of the Theistic School
of Yoga or of the pantheistic Vedanta,

Buddha is raised to the position of an in-

carnation. Even Brihaspati (of the Char-
vaka School) is treated as a rishi.

Hinduism places before us the ideals of

Rama and Sita, Krishna, Arjuna and
Yudhisthira. No one knows what Rama or

Yudhisthira believed, but every Hindu child

is taught what they did. The Hindu

Dharma is embodied in Sanskrit literature

and in the biographies of Hindu heroes.

Toc preserve these monuments of the past,

which constitute our ancient civilisation, is

the main duty of a Hindu. Hinduism does

not enquire into your beliefs because it is

not a system of beliefs. It is not a creed

because it is above all creeds. The creeds

hang over the human intellect like clouds

over the earth below.

Hinduism stands above the clouds in

« eternal sunshine. It gives complete freedom

to human reason ; and if any definition is

qeeded, Hinduism can be defined as the

negation of ‘religion*. If earnest Hindu

youths want a common philosophical basis

upon which they should stand and a com-

mon intellectual idea for which they should

work, “the emancipation of the human in-

tellect” will serve for both. India is the

only country in the world that has evolved

a self-consistent theory of toleration and

intellectual freedom. Let this distinguish-

ing mark be our badge in the parliaments

of religions wherever they may be held.

Bhai Parmanand.

PROJECT FOR A HINDU GIRLS^ SCHOOL

The problem of the education of Hindu
girls is acknowledged by those who
attempted it to be very complex. With

all the efforts that have been made, the

number of girls in Bengal (the most educated
province as regards women) who go through
a primary-school course is six and a half per
cent I And the orthodox Hindu girl rarely

goes deeper than this. Amongst Christian

converts, in the missionary homes, a know-
ledge of English and a teacher’s training

are more or less common. Amongst the

Bramho Somaj and Parsi sections of the

community, too, many women have taken
University degrees ^me with great dis-

tinction. But it is difficult to us to realise

what a very small fraction of the population
these two classes and all similar instances

represent. ^

The overwhelming majonty of Hindu

girls are orthodox. Yet the most conservative

of the Hindus are eager for the education

of theif women. The chief difficulties seem

to be practical. At the age of twelve or so

most girls pass under the control of their

mothers-in»law, and after this time, there

must be no running out to school, even in

the same lane. Hence the teacher would

need either to be a member of the household,

or to have the power to prevent marriage.

If each home could be reckoned as including

one well-educated lady, the problem obvi-

ously would have ceased to exist In order

to bring about such a state of things it

seems wise to take hold of the other alterna-

tive. Why not begin with those girls who arc

denied alike the possibility of marriagei and

the joys of motherhood-^the young widows?

If we could edlttcate these in some effici^t

mannefi having rei^rd to those ehds which
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must be served by the whole nation, surely

through them we could do the rest.

But whatever we are to do in this

direction, we must leave the religious

and social traditions of the race un-
disturbed. It .is thought wrong to break
caste or the restrictions of the Zenana.
The instant, therefore, we produce a.

denationalising tendency in the mind of

a young widow, we are defeating our own
end—-to make orthodox women available for

service amongst the orthodox. If the social

customs of Indian women are ever to

change, it can only be healthfully effected

by those women themselves, when id

possession of knowledge and the necessary
practical faculty. All change of institu-

tions, to be sound, must be by growth from
within; never by addition from without.

John Ruskin says ‘^Imitation is like prayer;
done for show, it is horrible

; for love,

beautiful.** And adoption of European social

standards here, without the ideals which
have produced them, is like imitation done
for show—fatal in many instances to the
finest sides of Indian character.

So we see that a training which would
leave a girl absolutely loyal to the associa-
tion of her people, while it filled her with
that passion for service which is the glory
of Western development, might carry us a
long way towards the answer to the Indian
women- question of today. We might, if

means could be found to do this on a large

scale for young widows, produce a class of

women free from personal ties, and able,

ss well as willing, to devote themselves to

educational work amongst their* own
country women. These women would be
allowed to live in the intimate companion-
ship of the most orthodox and their children

without fear or reproach on either side, so

|bat simply by utilising a class that is now
idle we should have added to the intellec-

tual resources of the nation in a most i .n-

portant way.
Of course it is also apparent to those who

l<now aiiything of psychology that the

education which is to result in a develop-

ment of faculty must be manual and prac-

^cal, rather than merely verbal and literary.

many reasons this is peculiarly true

m India,—^where the knowledge of some
means of canting a livelihood would need

be ;paii: of every women's stock-in-trade.
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As long as a woman is helplessly dependent
on a man, what sort of individual and
social freedom is within her grasp? There-
fore, any intelligent effort to accomplish
the well-being of Hindu widows must in-

clude manual and industrial training. One
of the main weaknesses of girls' education
as at present organised is, that it exists

only on two plans,*— the Primary or

Vernacular, and the Higher or University.

The main requirements of a people, in-

^
tellectually, probably lie midway between
the three R*s and the Higher Mathematics

!

It is on consideration of facts like these

that the project of the school for girls has

been formed. It is proposed to buy a house

and piece of land in Calcutta and there to

establish an institution that shall serve the

double purpose for training widows as

teachers, and educating little girls. It is

planned that these widow ladies and one

or two Western wom6n should co-operate

in the training and education of the little

ones. It would be our aim to provide school-

life and teaching for girls whlck should

combine to make fine women of theuS—fine

enough either to become the wtvea or

mothers of strong, serviceful men, or to be

eager to go out in to other places, th^re to

,

start fresh centres of educational activity

for other Hindu women and children.

Education, to my thinking, is best des-

cribed as all that empowers us to will

rightly and efficiently. To-day, in India,

if not in the vexed question of domestic

institutions, undeniably in the field of

thought, aspiration and national aims— we
see the passing away of an old order, and

the change to a new. An age of great

opportunities is before the womanhood of

that land. It is and will be theirs to guide

and inspire the progress of husbands and

sons and brothers. And they need know-

ledge. They can only be fitted to play

their part well in such a period by an

education that constitutes a practical, as well

as a literary training. Eyes that can see,

and hands that can do, are far more impor-

tant elements of a robust humanity than the

tongue of speech. And if these faculties

can but be made the expression of a trained

mind and will, we gain all the infinite

results of self-discretion, power of combina-

tion, and intelligent activity. As a meant
to this end, I would found a school-course
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upon the Kindergarten. I have already

conducted an experimental school in

Calcutta, where I have had ample occasion

to note the suitability of Froebelian work
to the Bengali child. Even apart from

principles—which are, as we all know, of

universal application — the occupations of

the Kindergarten are a delight to these

children and I see every reason to believe

that many Hindu girls would do well as

Froebel teachers. After this stage, it is my
earnest hope to make some handicraft a
permanent branch of the school-work.
Embroidery or metal-work may be specially ^

adopted to our needs. But under one form
or another, we must adopt an art that shall

offer an ennobling pursuit, industrial train-

ing, and a reliable means of livelihood.

The Bengali and English languages are

also necessary for an advanced Calcutta

educationr—Bengali for obvious reasons, as

the local Vernacular, and English, because
it is at present the only universal tongue of

the country. Literatuve, history and

geography, elementary mathematics and
some scientific subject, complete what I

should consider the necessary curriculum.

Thus the Hindu Girls' School aims at

providing an education which shall be
national in type, practical and industrial in

quality, and productive of self-activity on

the part of the educated.

I am well aware, of course, that the

characters which we produce are a hundred
times more vital to the working-out of our

purpose, than any branch of study. And
the guiding motive of the scheme of work
which 1 have just sketched is my belief that

fhrough it one might.be able to give

Oriental girls some of what is best in West-

ern thought and feeling, at the same time

that they could realise in their own lives

the highest ideals and traditions of the

East. Strong men and women, of the type

dearest to her own heart, India cries out for,

and Education stands second only to

Motherland, as the World's man-maker.

X.

A SUCCESSFUL SWADESHI CONCERN

About twenty years ago, when pre-

mises No. 91, Upper Circular Road,
Calcutta, contained only a one-storied

building, there came to live there in a
small rootn Dr. Praphulla Chandra Roy,
who has since become famous as a Chemist.

Behind and in front of the house there was
open land, unbuilt upon. Here and there

lay scattered about the grounds, earthem
vessels of various shapes and sizes, casks

and barrels, and so forth. Here sulphate of

iron was being made with scrap iron and
sulphuric acid, there attempts were being

made to prepare citric acid from lemon juice,

elsewhere again nitric acid was being

distilled from nitre and sulphuric acid. On
the roof raw bones procured from the

butchers' shops were ^drying. Neighbours
getting annoyed were raising objections

and thinking^ of petitioning the Munici-

pal authontiM to put a stop to the

nuisance. Attempts were being made to

prepare from these bones
^
medicines con-

taining phosphorus. Various other similar

chemical processes were at work. Thus

were the foundations being laid of the

Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical

Works.

Many a young man is heard to exclaim

that industrial enterprises cannot be started

and brought to a successful issue solely for

want of capital. That may be true and

partly true in some cases. But it is not

the whole truth, nor does it represent the

crux of the whole problem. “ 'Tis dogged

does it.” To succeed in any industry, one

must apply oneself to it with unflagging zeal

and perseverance which will take no defeat.

One must serve apprenticeship to one's

chosen pursuit from very humble begin-

nings. One is sure to fail if one thinks of

dazzling the world with stupendous success

all at once.

Many joint stock concerns saw the light

of day before and after the Swadeshi
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agitation. Many of these are now defunct,

many are moribund. What is the reason ?

Coming from Rajputana with a “lota”
and a rope for drawing water as almost
their only capital, how have the Marvvaris

managed to monopolise the entire internal

trade of Bengal ?

Bengalis have learned to excel mainly as

clerks and pleaders. •*

When Dr. Ray was laying the founda-
tions of the Bengal Chemical and Pharma-
ceutical Works, Jbis monthly income was
Rs 243 as. 8. He had then heavy paternal

debts to pay, and, as is well known to poor
students and others, the bulk of his income
has always been spent in charity. For 7 or

^ years his salary was as stated above. Such
was the capitalist who thought of starting
a chemical industry in Bengal.

In the early days of this enterprise Dr.

Ray found a valuable co-adjutor in another

persevering, enthusiastic and patriotic

young man. He was the late Dr. Amulya
Charan Basu. He was a friend of Dr.

Ray's boyhood. If Dr. Basu had not joined

hands with Dr. Ray, it would have been a

much more difficult matter to make this

industry profitable. Success might have
come even then, but it would have come
much more slowly. At the incipient stage

neither Dr, Kay nor Dr. Basu cared for per-

sonal gain. Full of patriotic feelings, their

only thought then was to make the business

a success. The late Mr. Satis Chandra
Sinha, Dr. Basu’s brother-in-law, Joined this

firm immediately after taking his M.A.
degree in Chemistry. He was a valuable

acquisition; but unfortunately he lost his life

soon after as the result of accidental poison-

ing. Mr. Chandra Bhushan Bhaduri and
several other gentlemen have also laboured

to make the business a success.

When Drs. Ray and Basu saw that the
business had outlived the experimental
stage,they converted it into a limited liability ,

company. But the founders had to over-
comemany difficulties before this stage could
be reached.

At present many allopathic physicians
sometimes prescribe indigenous medical pre-
parations. This innovation is due entirely
to the exertions of the Bengal Chemical and
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Pharmaceutical Works. During the infancy facture there. So the works were removed
of this enterprise no allopathic practitioner to 90, Maniktala Main Road, the office

had faith in the genuineness of indigenous remaining in Upper Circular Road. It was
preparations. The main object of the now that the conductors ' thought of prepar
Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical Works ing chemicals. With great pluck and
was to manufacture these preparations. But trained business capacity they began to

in order to make the concern a success from make sulphuric acid, ^ince the appearance
the business point of view, the Works began of their sulphuric acid in the market, that

to manufacture patent medicines like At- chemical has become cheaper by 25 to 30
kin*8 Syrup, Parish’s Chemical Food, etc. By percent.
selling these the firm collected sufficient We had occasion to visit these Works
funds to tide over the period of struggle for some years ago. Feeling .curious to know
existence. Many people now prepare aqua further developments we visited the factory

ptychotis. But this firm was the first to again recently. Dr. Ray and Mr. Rajsekhar
manufacture it and make its virtues known Bosey the able manager of the Works, very

to the public. In the old books of the firm, kindly showed us over the diSerent parts of

there are to be found vouchers showing the building and explained everything,

purchase of “ajwan” worth 5 annas, but ^ extensive grounds stand their engine

now the Company buys more than a Aou- rpom, pharmacy, acid chambers, carpenters’

sand rupees’ worth of this seed at a time. workshops laooratory,
;;
packinj^ room,

Even after the firm had become a limited casting room, godowns, officers’ mess,! &c.

liability Company with Rs. 2,500 as capital. The conductors have learned by experience

it had both its office and its works situated that for convenience and economic: wntiihg,^
at 91, Upper Circular Roiwl for 3 or 4 ydtia. the Works im|Bt be self-contaiuftd, For

With the. extension of the ousiness, it this reason, the factory has.

W

ifAooisible to carry on any manu- conglomeitUibn of v^oi^ kMs o^
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We first entered the press. As the Works
have to print a large quantity of placards,
handbills, catalogmes, pamphlets, Bengali

and calendars, labels, &c,, obivi-
ously it was wise of the manager to have
a printing establishment of his own. The
firm make their own wood-cuts, stereos, and
electros, too. The carpenters, workshop
fimilarly helps them to make their own pack-
ing cases of all sizes. The steam saw serves
to supply the firm with planks made on the
premises from logs of wood.

Entering the workshop we found scienti-
nc apparatus of various kinds being made

enquiring into the origin of

apartment, we learnt that at first

had only a few machines and
to manufacture mainly their own phar-

fittings and only a few scientific

As regards the buildings, if the firm had
got them constructed by contractors, per-

l^t have saved them much

trouble and not cost them more than they

have done. But the conductors have gladly

undergone the trouble as the cost of ex-

perience. By doing everything themselves,

from the drawing up of the plans onwards

to the construction of the buildings and

the installation of various kinds of machi-

nery, they have got an excellent and
thorough training. As the result of this

training and experience, they have won a
reputation as the best laboratory fitters in

the country. Various apparatus, furniture

and fittings for laboratories are being cons-

tructed in the workshop. The firm have
become experts in designing and furnishing

laboratories. They have made arrange-

ments in many laboratories in many places

for manufacturing gas from petrol and
kerosene oil. Their services have been
requisitioned in connection with labora-

tories in Calcutta, Dacca, Mymensini^,
Barisal, Khulna, Gauhati, Cuttack, BaxSi-
pore, Madras a^d Lahore ; and everywhere
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they have done their
;

work with credit. In throaghout. In soldering lead hydrogen

planning laboratories even distinguished gas has to be used. . This work cannot be

professors of science consult them. Some done except by expert leadmen. The
of the delicate apparatus invented by Dr. Company have trained their leadmen

J. C. Bose were constructed by them accord- themselves. The chambers have been made
ing to his instructions. with si|ch skill that specialists have pro-

A large number of men work at their nounced it as their opinion that even if

workshop. The firm have devised means skilled leadmen had been brought out from

for getting their money’s worth from every England the work could not have been

employee. No one is able to idle away his done better. The work of the chambers

time without being found out. ,No mate- gbes on day and night and every day some

rials issued from the godowns can be wasted 4^^ .
pounds of acid are manufactured,

or misappropriated. Gilders and aerated wafisr manufacturers

During the summer months there is a purchase large quantities of acid.. The

great demand for fans. We found a large Compahy supply acid the Mintf the

numter of hot-air fans being made. One Government Telegraph Workshops the

has only to light a kerosene lamp and the Govemmebt Ammunitibn Factories

fan is worked by the draft of hot air created The sale of acid in this tountiy is tim
thereby. Many other machines and imple*^ because there do not eaist

ments were being made which were
. ue indus^^^ So iwcH

ingenious as they were neatly tumod; out. "sunied id Aldmt Sqda»
:>Tn the add henuM^ ^e^ 1^4 ^Ivantaii^f

::^iiibers . Ilwyr. a^. ie^Ak di is
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8Uf€ to bave enough work. The reasons are

tnkny why these industries have not yet

been started in this country and there is no

early prospect of their being started.^ The

main obstacle in the way of establishing

Alum and Soda factories, for instance, is

the excessive Railway freights. Une can

get out goods from England to CalcuUa

for:much less than from the Central Pro-

vinces* •Everywhere in Europe sulphuric

acid if made from pyrites ; the manufacture

of that chemical from sulphur has become

obsolete there. Pyrites arc far cheaper than

sulphur. But good pyrites have not yet

India. It

been conve-

pyrites could 1^
•

' impocled f^m Spam, but

1^^^^ for their

cari^ there

/>v
V chance of

'Slaking a. . profit. We^ that Bumbayites

still import their sulphu-

ric acid from England.

Owing to the prohibitive

railway rates, it is not

practicable to send acid

from* Calcutta to Bombay,

it would perhaps have

paid if the firm could

open an acid factory in

Bombay.

On .entering the Works,

a wilderness of pipes at

once arrests one's atten-

tion. Steam pipes, air

pipes, unfiltered water

pipes, 'filtered water pipes,

&e., there is no end of

them, it is also useless

for a layman to try to

remember the names of

the various machines

made use ipfi -^Percolator,

Extractor^ Evaporator,

‘St'inctu#?; Press, Filter

-Kess,;^
^. 80 Our familiar

"drugs, Bisak,, Guruchi,

Kutaja, Neero, &c., pass

through liuise -• roafdiines,

and come out with diflerent

^
colors, odorS| properties

and name.. It is by tfaw

irt^genous drugs Bengal Chem

and* Pharmacfutical Work, have found

their way to the hearts of Indians.

A time there waf when students of medi-

cine used to come
education, from Arabia, Persia, 1 tbet, C
and Ceylon. Two thousand years ago

Pioscordes came from Greece and rc^i

his medical training here*

doubt that Charak and Susmta

not left than 3500 year. MO.
antiquity the Ad»fliigihn4ay» -w

come* neat, being
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ten centuries ago that there were Hindu
medical men as court physicians at the

courts of the Caliphs of Bagdad. From
this time forward the Hindu medical system

had- its days of glory for several centuries,

louring this perioa it was that metallic

medicinei, alkalis and murcurial prepara-

tions found place in that system. In succeed-
ing ages that scientific spirit of enquiry of

Hindu physicians which had led the public

to rvalue the Ayurvedicsystem, underwent a
sad decline. That svstiSfn has reached its pre-

sent backward conmtion, because its practi-

tioners haye for generations stuck to purely

^3

traditionary methods.
Even in the last century
the system was in a better

condition. The progress

of allopathy bids fair to

roh it of the little vogue
that it still enjoys. Drs,

Kanai Lai Dey, Uday
Chand Dutt, Ainslie,

Waring, Wise. &c., made
praiseworthy experiments
to ascertain the virtues of

indierennus drugs and pre-

parations. As the result

of their investigations,they

have in manv cases con-

firmed the statements

made in the Hindu mate-

ria medica regarding their

properties. But as the in-

digenous preparations

were not manufactured in

their days according to

modern scientific methods,

their endeavours did not

produce the results desired

in the direction of bring-

ing them into use. The
Bengal Chemical and
Pharmaceutical Works
have deserved well of the

public by taking up this

line of work,

At present in their phar-

maceutical department

their activity is mainly
confined to the manufac-

ture of Indian medicines.

For sometime they pre-

pared tinctures with im-

ported spirits. For the last two years or

so the Excise Department, in pursuance of

a new enactment, has been imposing such

heavy duties on imported foreign spirits,

that British-made tinctures sell cheaper

here than foreign spirits. The duty oh
country spirits has not been enhanced, but
its smell is so bad, that it cannot he used

for tinctures. On account of these difficuU

ties, the Company almost had given up the

idea of manufacturing tinctures according to

the British Pharmacopoea. But on account
of the comparatively low duty on country
spirits, they have decided to open a distil-
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' Disinteifrator—For Powdering Drugs, B. C. P. W.

Bry of their own and manufacture their spl-

its there. In addition to making rectified

pirits for medicines there, they hope to

nake methylated spirits too. With this

)bject in view the capital of the Company

las been increased by two lakhs, making

he total five lakhs. For the last few years,

s divident of per cent has been paid to

th^share-holders on a capital of 3 lakhs.

At present Mahuk worth many lakhs of

rupees is exported to foreign countries. In

Germany, cattle, sheep and pip are fed on

idahuk. A cohsidetable portion of the
.1..^ Ma fort If tktfi Arm

Open a distillery, they

will purchase Mahul
tiwrth some thirty to

* forty thousand rupees

cye^ year. At present

Germany and Java are

contending for supre-

macy in the Indian

spirits market. The

Dutch colonists in Java

have reduced the price

of their spirits consi-

derably. The Bengal

Chemical and Parma-

ceutical Works hope

tO;. sell their spirits at

(jgtin. i cheaper prices

uSkiO J^va spirits, and

stflif make a profit.

They have succeeded

in everything thajt

they have set their

hands to. It is hoped

that they will succeed

in the spirits business

too. Cheap spirits for

medicinal use have

not yet been manufac-

tured in this country.

So that the business

would be a new one.

In thcijr perfumery

department, they pre-

pare essences, hair oils,

&c., from Indian flow-

ers. In the seasons

when particular flow-

ers open, their employ-

ees go to Cuttack, Gha-

zipur, Kanauj, &c., with

machinery, and obtain extracts by special

contrivances. From these extracts essences

are made in the laboratory here with small

machines. In these essences, other ingredi-

ents are also used, in order to make them

suited to the taste of the public.

The Works being situated on a canal, ij

is very convenient to load and unload

goods from ships and boats. Within and

without the Pharmacy and the Acid

everywhere trolly Hoes have been laid.

This has made the conveyance of goods very

easy. The works h&ve obtained license to

dmw wAter fmm ffi« canat. and have laid
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pipes accordingly. When-
ever needed, water is

pumped from the canal
into the small lake or
pond situated within the
compound. There arc
several bullock carts for
the conveyance of goods
to and from the office

and the Works. There is

a private telephone con-
nection between the office

and the factory. No
arrangement is wanting
that may make (or con-

venience, economy or

safety. They have a fire-

brigade of their own con-

sisting of twenty men.
The men have become
well-trained in their work.
I’,very week twice or

thrice the alarm bell is

sounded and the men are

drilled. At any hour of

the day or night, it does

not require more than

three minutes, after the

alarm is given, to throw

a copious jet of water on

any given point. 'This was
demonstrated in our pre-

sence. Occasionally,at dead
of night, all of a sudden

the alarm bell is giveii>nd
the men are drilled in

their work by torch-light.

May we have many such

well-planned and well-

managed successful Swa-
deshi concerns.

COMPULSORY ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

I-rTiUt Pouciy OF THE GOVERNMENT.
^HE subject of compulsory and free

I eletnenUry education has been

brought to the, fo^ in our country by

Jhe untiring efforts of one single individual.
n re^^oired a publfC nian of the eminence

^ Mr. Gokhale to

achieve this heroic result. In xoio he set

the ball rolling by moving a resolution on

the subject in the Imperial Council. Next
year he introduced a little private bill

;

after a more or less perfonctor3r diacuasibn

the bill was circulated br opinbn amoUg
local Governments and public bodlek. la
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March of this year it aj[ain came up before

the Council and was hotly debated there.

A motion to refer it to a Select Committee

was carried to a division and defeated, 13

voting for and 38 against it. It would be

entirely superficial to judge from this that

nothing was gained ; for the whole country

was roused from indifference into a sympa-

thetic watchfulness, the need for the spread

of popular education was admitted by the

authorities in unmistakeable language, a
definite progressive policy was formulated

by the Minister for education, and the

ultimate success of the cause of free and
compulsory elementary education was
assured.

In this and the next article we propose
to give a connected history of the subject,

showing how the policy of the Government
first took shape and was gradually
developed leading to an account of Mr.
Gokhale’s Bill with the arguments pro and
con advanced in the two debates in the
Viceroy’s Council in March of last year and
this year. Any special points not* covered
by the debates will be referred to in
footnotes.

“Throughout all ages,” observed the
Education Despatch of 1854,* “learned
Hindus and Mahomedans have devoted
themselves to teaching, with little other
remuneration than a bare subsistence

; and
munificent bequests have not unfrequently
been made for the permanent endowment
of educational institutions.” The Court
of Directors acknowledged their own res-

ponsibilities in the matter of Indian educa-
tion in the following terms :

"It is one of our most sacred duties to be the means,
as far as in us lies, of conferring upon the natives of
India those vast moral and material blessings which
flow from the general diffusion of useful knowledge,
and which India may under Providence derive from
her connection with England."

Regarding mass education in particular,
they observed

:

"Our attention should .now be directed to a cop-
sideration...which has been hitherto, we are bound to
admit, too much neglected

; namely, how useful and
practical knowledge, suited to every station in life,

may be best conveyed to the great mass of the people,
who are utterly incapable of obtaining any education
worthy of the name by their own unaided efforts

;
and

we desire to see the active measures of Government
niore especially directed for the future to this object,

^
* The Despatch is said tb have been drafted by John

Stuart Mill.

for the attainment of which we are ready to sanciioii

a considerable increase of expenditure."

This, it will be seen, is the first definite

.anifouncement of a liberal and progressive

policy in the matters of elementary educa-

tion. The next great landmark is Lord
Ripon’s Education Commission of 1882.

The Commission made several recommend-
ations in 1883, of wliich the first two were

:

(i) "While every branch of education might justly

claim the fostering care of the State it is desirable in

the present circumstances of the country to declare

the elementary education of the masses, its provision,

* extension and improvement, to be that part of the

educational system to which the strenuous efforts of

tl^e State should now be directed in still larger measure

than heretofore."

(ii) "An attempt be made for the fullest possible

provision for an expansion of primary education by

legislation suited to the circumstances of each province."

It will be observed that the second resolu-

tion called attention to the need for legisla-

tion for the diffusion of elementary educa-

tion. No such legislation has, however, been

undertaken as yet. Mr. Gokhale’s Bill was

an attempt to remedy this defect, but it was

not passed into law.

Lord Curzon’s Resolution on Indian Edu-

cational Policy, dated nth March 1904,

contained a further definite declaration of

the Government’s intentions on the subject.

The resolution states :
—

"The Government of India fully accept the proposi-

tion that the active extension of primary education is

one of the most important duties of the State. They

undertake this responsibility, not merely on general

grounds, but because, as Lord L.awrence observed in

1868, *Among all the sources of difficulty in our ad-

ministration and of possible danger to the stability of

our Government, there are few so serious as the

ignorance of the people.'*

"On a general view of the question the Govern-

ment of India cannot avoid the conclusion that primary

* How true this is, may be illustrated from an

incident which came within the writer's personal

knowledge. About a couple of months ago, riis little

boy told nim that a gang of Government emissaries

were about with a view to seize little children and

carry them off to Sara Ghat, there to be sacrificed

before the spirit of the new bridge. On being ques-

tioned, the boy said that he had heard the story from

other school boys (mostly sons of peasants)^ the

servants in all seriousness confirmed it
;

the barber

who ranges over the whole countryside repeated the

tale in mysterious accents
;
a female member of the

family said that she had received a letter from h^r

mother (an orthodox illiterate lady) in another district

warning her to keep a careful watch over the children ;

and the frank increduli^ of the .writer was regarded

by the illiterate section of his household as the perm*

Clous result of a foreign education.
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education has hitherto received insuifiicient attention

and an inadequate share of the public funds. They
consider that it possesses a strong claim upon the

sympathy both of the Supreme Government and of

the Local Governments, and should be made a leSding

charge upon Provincial revenues and that in those

Provinces where it is in a backward condition, its

encouragement should be a primary obligation.”

*rhe indifference of the more advanced

and ambitious classes to the spread of

primary education* and ‘the calamities

of famine and plague’ are referred to as

impediments to the expansion of ele-

mentary education ; but the resolution adds*

that ‘these, however, are minor obstacles,

and would soon be swept away if the majn
difficulty of finding the requisite funds
for extending primary education could be
overcome*. ‘The wider extension of educa-
tion in India,* truly observes the Resolution,
‘is chiefly a matter of increased expendi-
ture ; and any material improvement of its

quality is largely dependent upon the same
condition*.

In 1907, the Government of India issued
a circular letter to all local Governments
advocating that fees should be abolished
as far as possible in primary schools and
primary education should be made largely
free. There is reason to believe that the
circular was not productive of much good,
for lack of funds prevented the introduction
of the scheme in most places.

The enunciation of policy to which it is

next necessary to refer occurs in the speech
of Mr. Orange, Director-general of Educa-
tion, in connection with Mr. Gokhale’s Re-
solution of 1910. He said :

"Are we content to remain where we arc^? Are we
satisfied with the rate at which we are progressing

ought we to be satisfied ? To these questions the

non'ble member (Mr, Gokhale) answers No, and I

also most emphatically answer No I am not by
any means against the principle of free primary educa-
tion, and I am disposed to think that anything like

universal primary education in this country would be

incompatible with the retention of fees In my
opinion, the stage which we should next endeavour to

l|•‘ach is one in which the increase of our expendi-
ture will become less a matter of chance and more a
matter of calculation, that we may put before ourselves

I’onic defined stan^rd up to which we may hope with-
in ssome reasonable and not too distant limit of time
to arrive in the diffusion of educational facilities ;

that

uiecost of reaching this point may be more or Iws

m^finitely ascertained, and that the provision of the

poii
llf^tt****! of a settled financial

Would be useful here, to glance at the

island kingdoms of the East and the West
to appreciate what was being done in other
countries during all these years for promot-
ing universal national" education. In
England from 1840 to 1870 administrative
and legislative efforts were alike directed
towards greater efficiency of teaching and
the provision of trained teachers. In 1870
a law was passed which required the

compulsory provision of educational

facilities in every locality and empowered
local authorities to introduce compulsory
attendance. In 1876 a further law was
enacted requiring parents to send their

children compulsorily to school. In t88o

the whole fabric was completed and it no
longer remained optional with local

authorities to introduce compulsion but

the law made it obligatory on them to do

so. In 1881 England made education free.

The modern educational system of Japan

dates from 1872, when' the Emperor issued

the famous rescript : ‘It is designed hence-

forth that education shall be so diffused

that there may not be a village with an

ignorant family, or a family with an

ignorant member.* In 1890 education was

made strictly compulsory, and in 1900

Japan made education practically free.

The total amount spent on education by the
’

Government of India and the public bodies

together, including the amount raised from

fees (Rs. il crores', is six crorcs of rupees,

of which "the State contributes nearly z j

crores. The military expenditure of the Go-

vernment, it may be stated here for purposes

of comparison or rather contrast, is about

^2 crores of rupees a yc^r. Out of every

hundred rupees budgetted for expenditure

this year, Rs. 4 has been allotted to educa-

tion and Rs. 24 to military charges. The

expenditure on primary education in parti-

cular, is now about ij crores a year, a large

portion of this having been incurred since

1910. Ten years ago, it was 63 lakhs only,

of which a paltry 17 lakhs came from the

coffers of the State. During the quarter of

a century which elapsed between the Vice-

royalties of Lord Ripon and Lord Minto,

the expenditure on primary education had

advanced by roughly speaking 57 lakhs a

year,wherea8 during the same period military

expenditure had advanced by about 13

crores a year and land revenue by 8 crores a

year. The number of pupils in primary
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schools was 3a lakhs in 1901, and 40 lakhs

in 19x0. In the former year there were

only 5 lakhs of girls in schools in all Jndia.

In the course of a quarter of a century the

progress of primary education in this coun-

try is represented by an advance from i‘2

per cent to 1*9 per cent of the total popu-

lation. Assuming that there is no increase

of population in all India—an obviously

impossible assumption—at this rate nearly

a century will be required for every boy and

nearly six centuries for every girl of school-

going age to be at school.* Regarding the

extent of elementary education, the Resolu-

tion of 1904 observes :

"It is commonly reckoned that fifteen per cent of

the population are of school-going age. According to

this standard there are more than eighteen millions of

boys who ought now to be at school, but of these only

a little more than one-sixth arc actually receiving

primaiy education. If the statistics are arranged by
provinces, it appears that out of a hundred boys of

an age to go to school, the number attending primary

schools of some kind, ranges from between eight and
nine in the Punjab and the United Provinces, to

twenty-two and twenty-three in Bombay and Bengal.

f

In the census of 1901 it was found that only one in

ten of the male population and only seven in a
thousand of the female population were literate. These
figures exhibit the vast dimensions of the problem,

and show how much remains to be done before the

proportion of the population receiving elementary

instruction can approach the standard recognised as

indispensable in more advanced countries."

The statistics collected by Mr. Gokhale
exhibit the subject in its true bearings at a
glance. Here is the passage

:

"Whether we consider the extent of literacy among
the population, or the proportion of those actually at

school, or the system ot education adopted, or the

amount of money expended on primary education,

• Referring to this aspect of the question, Principal

James of the Presidency Colley, Calcutta, in his book
on Education and StaUsmanlhip in India (191 1} says

that 'the contrast between what has been done and the

doctrine of iree compulsoiy education is f|[rotesque.*

His conclusion is that compulsory education is beyond
the horizon and free education on any comprehensive
scale of doubtful expediency. It is however fortunate

that the limited vision of a schoolmaster does not obs-

cure the policy of Sir Harcourt Butler, the Education

Minister. Mr. Gokhale’s scheme, as will be seen

hereafter, is a mere beginning in the direction of free

compulsoiy education. In reply to the objection

whicn he anticipated that the sebeme was not compre-
hensive enough, he quoted the poet's lines

:

'I do not ask to see the distant scene

:

One step enough for me.'

f This does not include the hotl tracts of Eastern
Bengal, which are the most backward with regard to
jidkmtion in all India.

India is far far behind other civilised countries. Take
literacy. While in India, according to the figures of

the census of 1901, less than six per cent of the whole

population could read and write, even in Russia, the

piost«backward of European countries educationally,

the proportion of literates at the last census was about

25 p.c., while in many European countries, as also the

United States of America, and Canada and Australia,

almost the entire population is now able to read and

write. As regards attendance at School, I think it

will be well to quote once more the statistics which I

mentioned in moving my resolution of last year. They

arc as follows :
—

'In the United States of America, 21

p.c. of the whole population is receiving elementary

education ; in Canada, in Australia, in Switzerland,

rind in Great Britain and Ireland, the proportion

ranges from 20 to 17 p.c.; in Germany, in Austria-

Hungary, in Norway and in the Netherlands the

proportion is from 17 to 15 per cent
;
in France it is

slightly above 14 p.c. ;
in Sweden it is 14 p.c ; in

Denmark it is 13 p.c.; in Belgium it is 12 p.c. ; in

Japan it is n p.c. ;
in Italy, Greece and Rome it ranges

between 8 and 9 p.c.
;

in Portugal and Russia it is be-

tween 4 and 5 p.c. .whereas in British India it is only I'l)

p.c.’ Turning next to the systems of education adopt-

ed in different countries, we find that while in most

of them education is both compulsory and free, and

in a few, though the principle of compulsion is not

strictly enforced or has not yet been introduced, it is

either wholly or for the most part gratuitous, in Indh

alone it is neither compulsory nor free. Thus in

Great Britain and Ireland, France, Germany,

Switzerland. Austria-Hungary, Italy, Belgium,

Denmark, Norway, Svireden, the United States of

America, Canada, Australia and Japan, it is both

compulsory and free, the period of compulsion being

g
enerally six years, though in some of the American

tales it is now as long as nine years. In Holland,

elementry education is compulsory, but not free. In

Spain, Portugal, Greece, Bulgaria, Servla, and

Roumania, it is free, and in theory compulsory,

though compulsion is not strictly enforced. In

Turkey too, it is free and nominally compulsory, and

in Russia, though compulsion has not yet been in-

troduced, it is for the most part gratuitous. Lastly,

if we take the expenditure on elementary education m
different countries per head of the population, even

allowing for different money values in different

countries, we find that India is simply nowhere in the

comparison. The expenditure per head of the popula-

tion is highest in the united States, being no less than

165.; in Switzerland, it is 13Z. 8d, per head; in

Australis, 1 iz. 3d. ; in England a d Wales, xoz.; in

Canada, 95. 8d.
;

in Scotland, gs. jld. ;
in Germany,

6s. lod,
;

in Ireland, 6s. ^d.

;

in the Netherlands, 8^.

4|d. :
in Sweden, 55. jd,

;
in Belgium, 55. 4d.

;

in

Norway, 5^. id. ;
in France, 41. lod.

;
in Austria,

35. lid.
;
in Spain, is, l\d. \

in Servia and Japan,

IS. 2a , ; in Russia, 7^* ; while in India, it is barely

one penny."*

No wonder that the Hon’ble Mr. Sharp,

following his chief, Sr H. Butler^ should

say in the Council: T Have a very grt-at

horror of these analogies whether trans-

marine or otherwise/ iof they hetraj Aat

* Id tiie expenditure per helMl
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India is in a plight which is hopelessly in-

capable of justification.. Here is Mr.

Gokhale's retort
: ^

"The Honl}]e Mr. (now Sir Harcourt) Butler

declines to accept my ana1o}i|[ies and says that the

state of things in this country is different to what it is

elsewhere ;
and as jpegards Baroda, he says that it is

(Toverned autocratically and that makes a great

difference. Western countries will not do, because

they are governed democratically ! Baroda will not do,

because it is governed autocratically ! 1 suppose the

Hon'ble member will not be satisfied unless I produce

the analogy of a country governed bureaucratically ;

and as there is no other country governed as India is,

he is safe in insisting on such an analogy, and 1 must
say I give it up.”

The system of free compulsory education

originated In Germany and rapidly spread

over Europe and America. Three move-
ments have combined to give mass educa-

tion the place it occupies at present among
the duties of a State—the humanitarian
movement which reformed prisons and
liberated the slave, the democratic move-
ment which admitted large masses of men
to a participation in Government and the

industrial movement which brought home
to nations the recognition that the general

spread of education in a country even when
it did not proceed beyond the elementary
stage, meant the increased efficiency of the

worker. Elementary education of the mass
of the people means something more than
a mere capacity to read and write. It

means for them a keener enjoyment of life

and the more refined standard of living. It

means the greater moral and economic
efficiency of the individual. It means a

ffigher level of intelligence for the whole
community generally. Mr. Orange says :

—

*‘But even if the case rested solely upon material

considerations, those who know best the present

cifnculties which beset the improvement of agriculture

aniongr insufficiently instructed peasantry, or the

building up of great industries with the labour

illiterate artisans, advise us that when we do
[ace the cost of a great system of popular educa-
bon in this country, we shall find the expenditure

y it to be not wholly, and not ultimately, unpro-
uuciive.”

Again, says Lord Curaon’s Resolution of

1904

.

“ i'o the people themselves the lack of education

•Snow a more serious disadvantage than, it was m
•Jorc primitive days. By the extension of railways

'be economic side of agriculture in India has been

ffreaiiy d^ehmed, andm cultivator has been brought
"lo contact wtth the comiiiiinncial world, and has been

'"solved in tranimctions in which an illiterate man is

at a great disadvantage. The material benefits at-
taching to education nave at the same time increased
with the development of schemes for improved agri-
cultural niethods, for opening agricultural banks, for

,
strengthening the legal position of the cultivator, and
for generally improving the conditions of rural life.

Such schemes depend largely for their success upon
the influence of education permeating the masses and
rendering them accessible to ideas other than those
sanctioned by tradition."*

The latest pronouncements on the policy

of the Government were made in the course
of the debate in the Imperial Council on
Mr. Gokhale's Bill on the 18th and 19th

» March of this year. We shall close this

article with a few extracts from the speeches

of official and non-official members to

indicate the present attitude of the autho-

rities in regard to this momentous question.

Hon*ble Mr. Gokhale’s opening speech :

—

" No one is so simple as to imagine that a .sysiein of

universal education will necessarily mean ;iu end to all

our ills, or that it will open out to us a new. heaven .and

a new earth. Men and women will still continue to

struggle with their imperfectiohs, and life will still be a

scene of injustice and suffering, of sellishriess and

strife. Poverty will not be banislied because illiteracy

has been removed, and the need lor patriotic and

philanthropic work will not grow any the less. But

with the oiffusion of universal education the mass of

our countrymen will have a better chance in life.

With universal education there will be hope of better

success for all efforts, official and non-ollicial, for the

amelioration of the p«?ople, --their social progress,

their moral improvement, their economic well-being.

1 think, my Lord, with universal education the mass of

the people will be better able to take care of them-

selves against the exactions of unscrupulous money-

lenders or against the abuses of olHeial authority by

petty men in power. .My Lord, with 94 per cent of

our countrymen sunk in ignorance, how can the

advantages of sanitation and thrift be properly appre-

ciated, and how can the industrial efficiency of the

* It will be of interest to m.iiiy to know what

Swami Vivekananda, 'a living epitome of the national

life* as Sister Nivedita calls him, thought on the

subject: to Vivekananda, ibe absorbing question

was, how to give secular education to the People.

He saw, of course, that the energy and co-operation

of the whole nation was necessary, if inaienal prosper-

ity was to be brought back to India. And he knew

well enough that the restoration of material prosperity

was an imperative need....He also felt, probably, that

only by the spread of knowledge could the country

as a whole be kept steadfast in its reverence for the

greatness of its own inherited culture, intellectual and

religious. In any case, new life could only be poured

into the veins of the higher classes, by a great mwe-
ment of forth-reaching to the democracy....The

sublimated common sense that men call genius, was

to the full as likely to occur in the smalt shopkeeper,

or in the peasant uken from the plough, as in rite

Brahmin or the Kayasth.”—TAs Master as I saw

Aim (1910), pages 373.74«
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worker be improved ? With 94 per cent of the people

unable to read or write, how can the evil of supersti-

tion be effectively combated, and how can the general

level of the country be raised ? JVIy hord, His

Majesty the King Emperor, in delivering his message

of hope to the people of this country before he left

Calcutta was pleased to say ; ‘And it is my wish too

that the homes of my Indian subjects may be
brightened and their labour sweetened by the spread of

knowledge, with what follows in its train—a higher
level of thought, of comfort, and of health/ No
nobler words were ever uttered. May we not hope
that the servants of His Aiajesty in this country will

keep these words constantly before their minds and
will so discharge the responsibility which they impose
that future generations in this country will be enabled <

to turn to His Majesty\s declaration with the same
fervent and reverent gratitude with which the people of
Japan recall their Emperoi's famous rescript of 1872?”

The Hon. Mr, Sharp :

‘‘IheHon’ble Mr. Juinah, if 1 heard him aright
today, asked * Do you seriously say that education
will breed sedition ?’ Who said that? What did the
Hon'ble Member for Education .say last year ?

1 quote from memory—'Ignorance is our greatest
enemy

;
and we pray for light to expose and shatter

this insidious foe.’ IVe are not keeping the people
Mck

;
we are not keeping them in ignorance and

darkness
,
we desire intelligent friends. It is the

social system of India which Keeps people in ignorance
and darkness

;
and it is British rule which has given

them light and some knowledge... For sixty years the
Government of this country has been preaching this
doctrine of mass education—the aim to which freedom
and compulsion alike are only a means».,.And for sixty
years the Government of this country has evoked
very little response—until quite recently. 1 think that
everybody in this Council must have been profoundly
struck with the extraordinary revulsion of feeling which
has occurred in the last few years among the educated
classes in this country in regard to mass education.
Towards that revulsion of feeling Mr. Gokhale’s pro-
pagandism has substantially contributed. He has
brought round many of his fellow-countrymen, men of
his own class and of his own mode of thought, to the
view.sof Gevernment in this matter. There is still,

however, much difference of opinion among them.”

The Hon’ble Sir Harcourt Butler

“We are really working for the same object. 1

^ouW rejoice no less than they [the Hon'ble Mr.
Gokhale and those who support his motion] to see a
condition of things in India in which elementary
vernacular education could be free and compulsory.
The Government of India are deeply concerned to
bring about such a condition of things. We are

This is what Principal James says at page 01 of
his b(wk, on the policy of the Government on the sub^
JMI of mass education ; "As regards aims and policy,
then, there has been consistency of statement and u
growth in the extensive perception of the responsibility
involved from 1854 to 1904, But recognition of the
greatness of the problem and affirmation of the duty
pi accepting resMsibillty for it, though valuable 1^
incnementsto^ort, leaves things just as they were,
untd words and inlenUons lake s&pc in acUon.’’

convinced of the necessity of breaking down illiter;,r.,
in the country. Everymile of railroad opened diLS
at once the need of more elementary education
throws into sharper relief the dr&wbSeks of popnbf

• illitiracy. For more than fifty years from iho tlml
of the De^tch of ,854 to tfie Vsoludorjf
Cur^ns Government in 1904, and ^ince then, the
British Government of India has preached persistenilv
the need for diffusion of vernacular elementary
education. And we have not confined our interest to
words only. In 1902 we gave a recurring grant of
40 lakhs a year for general education, including
primary education. We followed that up in 1905 with
a sum of 35* lakhs a year as a recurring grant for
primary education alone. In the distribution of the

» allotments of nonrecurring grants last year, a very
considerable sum was set apart for primary education,
and the greater part of the 50 lakhs recurring grant
^ich was announced by command of His Imperial
Majesty at Delhi has already been devoted to the
same object. We must all feel, we all do feel, the
splendid services which the Hon’ble Mr. Gokhale has
rendered to the cause that we have at heart. He has
created an enthusiasm for elementry education in

classes which have hitherto been indifferent to its

diffusion. We welcome his support in this matter,
although we cannot agree with him as to the measures
to be adopted I must oppose the farther progress
of this Bill on the ground that it is premature and
calculated to damage the cause of elementary educa-
tion. But this docs not imply any hostility to the
principle.s which underlie it. Our mind is fixed to
spread and to improve elementary education. Wi?
believe that great progress is possible, that India in

varying degrees is at last waking up to the advantages
of elementary education. We see that there has been
real progress under the voluntary, system. In the

i

^ number of public elementary schools
alone has increased from uncler 98,ck)o to over 120,000
and the number of boys at school frorn under 3}
millions to over 4J millions I grant you that

are not satisfied—we are profoundly dissatisfied
with the general rate of progress

; but we are advised

^ experts that it can be enormously accelerat-
ed by the provision of funds to finance schemes of

ad^ncement. We are working out those schemes
with Loc^ Governments..,.We hope to finance those

Rhemes with liberal grants from Imperial revenues.
On the solemn occasion of the Delhi Durbar, in the

most solemn manner, we have recognised the predomi-
nant claims of education on the resources of ihe

jj
and announced our firm intention to

add to the fifty lakhs recurring grant further grants
in future years on a generous scale. We desire to

spread schools throughout the land and to raise and
make more practical the whole character of our
primary education. Primary education cannot do
everything. It cannot, as my Hon'ble friend said,

create a new heaven and a new earth. It cannot cn
a sudden lift the veil and open up new avenues to

P'‘oyerity. There are limits—we have touched them
in the West—to what education can put in that Nature
has left out and to what education can take out thui

Nature has put in. Bui it can do much. It can fit li e

masses in this country to cope on more equal terms
with the forces—the strong on-pressing foroefr^'f
material progr^s. It in time it can—create
greater adaptibiliiy to agricultural and inddstri*'*
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advanament. It can enlargrc the minds and bri^jhten

the outlook of the people and foster pro^rressive desire

which is the root of the economic growth of a com-

munity. There are many difficulties ahead, ^ut

we shall not flinch, we shall not falter in the way.

Though our views may differ as to means, we are

all united as to the end,—the Government of India,

the Local Governments, the Departments of Public

Instruction, and enlightened public opinion are

single-eyed as to the end in view. We are determined,

resolutely determined, to combat ignorance through

the length and breadth of this ancient land, up and
down and to and fro, and though the struggle may
be long and arduous, 1 do believe, my

.
Lord, with all

my heart 1 do believe, we shall prevail.”

The Hon’ble Mr. Subba Rao

:

''The Hon’blc Mr. Gokhalc has set up the goal of

universal literacy as recognised in Western countries

and in Japan. Has the Hon'ble Member for Educa-
tion this same goal in view as a result of the policy of

expantion he has outlined ? Otherwise there is no
agreement between him and the Hon’ble Mr. Gokhale.

If he has the same goal, as 1 hope and trust he has,

how does he propose to reach it? What is the alter-

native he proposes, when he rejects the proposal of

compulsion as contained in this Bill ? According to

the policy of di(Tu.sion which he has set forth, when
does he hope to reach the goal and attain the level to

which Japan, England and other civilised countries

have risen ? I am afraid that, so long as he is content

merely with this policy of expansion, we can never

hope to see, even in the distant future, even after a
century or more, India placed nearly on the same
fooling as other civilised countries It seems to

me that the Government of India feel some nervous-

ness in committing themselve.s to legislation in this

mailer, as it would bind them to a definite policy

on which they cannot go back, whereas if the

matter is left to executive action, they would have a

free hand to shape their poliy^ according to tlieir
pleasure or necessity. Now, Sir, if there is one
matter more than another, in regard to which we
U'ant the Government of India to lay down a definite
line of policy and be bound by il, it is in the matter
of education, vitally alTecling the future of India, a
concern, above all others, to be i>reserved from the
mutations of policy or the idiosyncrasies of the
auinonties for the time being.”

Mr. Gokhale, with his usual “sweet reason-
ableness, took a more hopeful view of the
Education Minister’s speed). In bis con-
cluding remarks the Hon’ble Mr. Gokhale

, observed :

"...it goes much further than .-niy pronounccMncnt
on the part of Government has previously done. 'Die

Hon’ble Member [Sir H. Butler] Mated at the begin-

ning that no one would rejoice more than hirnsclf if

primary education became free find compulsory in the

country, and that il w'as Ihe policy of tlie ( loveriuiu:iu

to so work that that desirable consummation should be

brought about. 'I'hat commit.s llie Government of

India, first, to an approval of the principle of fret* and
compulsory education, and sccondk, to .so conduct

their educational operations that Llie time for making

educalion free and compulsory would be lia.slened and

not indefinitely put off. 'riiat, taken with the deter-

minaliun announced at Uie close of tlie speech, amounts

to a practical promise lliat sooner than many of us

imagine, the Stale will help us to reach the goal which

we have before our eye.s, tne goal of free and compul-

sory education."

In the next article we shall deal with the

Bill itself, and the arguments advanced both

in its favour and against it.

Pol.

THE KRISHNA OF THE

WE have seen in our first lecture that

the story of Krishna is more or less

mythical and legendary. In our

second lecture we have seen that if all that

the Makdhhdrata and the Puranas say about

nitn is true, he cannot have been an incar-

*tatipn of God. In the present lecture let

for a moment forget the conclusions of

Qur first two lectures. Let us take it for

granted that Krishna, the Krishna who
'^tiered the Bhagavadgita^ was a historical

person, and that he did not bear the objec-

tJonable character which our poets ascribe

n
* The third of the Raja Suiya Rao lectures on the

*'e«gion and Philosophy of the Bhagwadgita*

bhaga vadgjta*

to him. With these suppositions in our

mind we have now to ask the question,

“In what sense did Krishna believe and de-

clare himself to be God incarnate ?” and the

similar question, “In what sense did Arjuna

and the author of the Bhagavadgtta accept

him as such a divine being ? It seems to

me that it is not worthwhile to enter into

the system of philosophy and spiritual cul-

tore given in the Giia before answering

these questions, for their right answers seem

to be, as will gradually be seen, the very

key to that system. Those who have not

answered these questions, or have answwed

them wrongly, ^m to have read the Gffa
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to little profit. However, before taking up
these questions, we may as well dispose of

another, one which too is important, though
not so important as the other two. That
qu^tion is whether the author of the Gtto
believed Krishna, the Krishna who speaks
in his book, to be a historical person,

or he is only a creation of his devout imagi-
nation. Now, I confess that it is not pos-

sible to answer this question satisfactorily

and that we can only make a more or less

reasonable guess. As we have seen in our
first lecture, the Bhagavadgiia is a more or
less late addition to the original Mahabha-
rafa arid that before it was added to the
original poem, Krishna had already had a
place in it. The Krishna legend, then, in

some form or other, was known to and not
invented by the author of the Gita and his

contemporaries. Whether he accepted it

as a legend or as history, we havfi no
means of deciding. It cannot indeed be
said that the critical spirit which now leads
us to sift historical evidence before accept-
ing it, was absent in his days. Some of
our ancient writers display this spirit in a
keen form, but how far they applied it to
matters historical, I cannot say. It is still

more doubtful how far the author of the
Gite imbibed that spirit. That he was a
philosopher, admits of no doubt

; but the
whole of his tenth chapter and the begin-
ning of his fourth chapter betray a strong
Puranic tendency in him,—a tendency to
accept legend as history. It seems likely
therefore that he accepted Krishna as a
historical person and the main incidents of
the Kurukshetra war as historical. It may
also be that when he wrote, he found Krish-
na already deified and shared in the popu-
lar belief. But even if this much be admit-
ted, it does not follow that Krishna's collo-
quy with Arjuna in the battle-field was one
of the incidents that had come down to the
author of the Gita as a tradition. That
may very well be a creation of his poetic
imagination,—-a creation intended to teach
and impress on the minds of his readers some
of the

^

highest lessons on spiritual life.

That this is so, seems to be probable, as I

already hinted in my first lecture, from
a comparison of the third val/f of the first

chapter of the Kaihopanishi^ with the Gita
stoiy. That the composition of the Katha-
pdntBhad preceded that of the Gita and that

I

the author of the latter was a diligent
reader of the former, we have, already seen
in our first lecture. Now, the Kaihopanishad

‘ text I refer to are the following

Know the self to be the charioteer and the body to
be the chariot, the understanding to bethe driver and
the sensorium to be the reins. Wise men have
described the senses to be horses, the obj^ts taken
into them to be the roads, and the self, endowed with
the senses and the sensorium, to be the subject (lit. the
enjoyer). The senses of him who is uiiwlse, with a
mind always uncontrolled, are unmanageable like the
naughty horses of a driver. The senses of him who is

, wise, with a mind always under control, are manage-
able like the good horses of a driver. He who is un-
wise, of an uncontrolled mind, and always unholy,
does not attain that (t.e. the highest] place, but attains
mundane existence.

. He who is wise, of a controlled
' mind, and always holy, attains that place from which one
is not born again. The man whose driver is wisdom,
and whose reins consists of the sensorium, reaches the
end of the path—the highest place of the All-pervad-
ing. The objects are superior to the senses, the
understanding superior to the sensorium, and the

great soul (the cosmic soul—Brahma) superior to the
understanding. The Undeveloped (seed of the world)
is superior to the great soul, and the Supreme Person
superior to the undeveloped. There is nothing
superior to the Person

; He is the end, the highest

goal."

Now, it seems to me that the author of

the Gifa, as he meditated on this passage of

the Kathopaniskad, the last part of which he
reproduces in substance at the end of his

third chapter, the idea of writing his great

work arose in his mind. The body as a
chariot, the individual self as the occupier,

Reason or the Supreme Being as the driver

of the chariot, the senses as horses, the

world of sense as the road to be travelled

over, the attainment of perfection by him
who is guided by the voice of God in Reason
and th^misery of him who trusts himself to

to the irrational guidance of his senses and
sensuous impulses,—all these facts of the

spiritual life seemed to him capable of being
represented allegorically as Krishna driving

the chariot of Arjuna and imparting to him
the highest wisdom,—wisdom that should
teach him not to trust himself to the

f
uidance of momentary impulses, such as

e might be conceived to feel at the first

sight of the battle-field, but to follow the

advice of him, Krishna, A^ji^na's friend aiid

the friend of the whole world. It may ht
that the story of Krishna's serving as

Arjuna's charioteer and of his saying

^ We omit the orimal texts and give only the
English Tiandatkmk—

^
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something to cheer and guide him at the

beginning of the battle, had preceded the

author of the Gita, and that the latter worked
upon that story as a nucleus and developed

«

it into a regular poem by drawing upon his

own imagination and spiritual experiences.

But whoever may *have first conceived the

fundamental idea of the poem, whether it

was the author of the complete Gita or

some predecessor from whom he got it, the

original source seems to have been the

Katha passage extracted by me. The Kaiho-

pantshad itself, I may remark* by the way, »

owed its first inception to Sukta 135,
Mandala x, of the Rigveda. It is thus- froip

the imagination of our earliest poets -that
most * of our later stories - those of the

Ramayana^ the Mahahharata^ and the

Puranas—have arisen. A true estimate of

the value of our later literature and of its

teachings cannot be formed without a study

of the first product of our national genius,

the Rigveda, Emerson says of Plato in his

relation to later European writers, that he
makes great havoc on their originalities.

The same thing is true of the Rigveda in

its relation to all later Hindu scriptures.

However, I have now answered the

question proposed by me as to the belief

of the author of the Gita about Krishna.

The answer briefly is that probably he

believed Krishna to be a historical person,

perhaps even as an incarnation of God, but

that the story of Krishna’s uttering the Gita

in the battle-field as Arjuna’s charioteer is

a creation of his devout imagination. But

how is such imagination justifiable in a

pious man, such as the author of the Gita

undoubtedly was, if we are to judge •him by

the lofty teachings embodied in his work ?

How could he record his own thoughts and

experiences as the words of God himself ?

Now, the answer to this question would

also be the answer to the questions pro-

pounded by me first in this lecture, namely,

what sense did Krishna, if he was a

historical person, believe and declare him-

self as God incarnate?” and “In what sense

did Arjuna, in case. he is historical, and the

author of the Bhagavadgita accept Krishna

as such a divine being?” These ques-

tions, therefore, I now proceed to answer.

My answer is that Krishna could declare

himself, and Arjuna and the author of the

Gths could believe him, to be God incarnate

only in the sense in which the national
scriptures had taught them to do so. 'Fhe

representation of an individual as identical

with the universal Self, as we find it in the
Gita, is not a unique instance in our
national literature. Since the days of the

Upanishadsj it has again and often been
taught that the fully awakened soul, one
which has been blessed with a knowledge
of its true relation to the Absolute, secs that

it is essentially one with the latter and
fearlessly declares itself to be so. The
typical and classical example is that of

Indra in the Kaushttaki Vpanhhad in his

colloquy with Pratardana. 'I'his is discussed

and expounded in the Vedanta Sutras and
this exposition forms the accepted key to

all declarations of identity with Brahman
on the part of the avatars in later Sanskrit

literature. The Sutras exposition refers to

the case of Vftmadeva in the Rigveda, im-

plying that Vkinadeva spoke in the same

spirit as Indra, and later writers all accept

this reference as correct. But it seems to my
humble judgment, that the author of the

Vedanta Sutras is ,hcre guilty of an

anachronism and credits old Vamadeva with

a wisdom which he really did not possess.

The exposition of the old texts of the

Rigveda in the light of later philosophical

knowledge is indeed a common practice

with our ancient and mediftwal comment-

ators and expounders; but this practice

cannot be acceptable to those who havq

come to a definite conclusion as to the

order in which Hindu sacred books were

composed and in which the different stages of

Hindu thought were developed. To them

the interpretation of VSmadeva’s declaration

of identity with Manu and Surya in the

light of the Monistic philosophy of the

Upanishads must appear far-fetched and

tortuous, for the simple fact that when

that declaration was made or conceived,

Hindu thought had not attained to the

Monistic height to which it rose about the

time the Upanish ds were composed. The
Kaushttaki passage referred to, and other

passages more or less similar to it in the

Upanishads, specially the Chhandogya tknd

the Brihadaranyaka, must therefore be ac-

cepted as instances of the earliest recogni-

tion of the doctrine so prominently appear-

ing in the Gita that the fully awakened
individual self can speak from the stand*
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oint of and in the name of the Absolute

elf. Before, however, I set before you the

typical Knushitaki passa/^e, with its exposi-

tion by the author of the Vedanta Sutras
^

and their chief commentator, Sankaracharya,

I shall quote and explain the Rigveda text

which I pronounce useless for our purpose.

It occurs in the 26th sukta of the 4th

mandala^ being the first rik of the sukta*

In a footnote attached to the sukta in Mr.

R. C. Datta*s edition of the Rigveda, he

says that rt is declared by the ancient

compilers as uttered in praise of the Self
,

or Brahman by VHmadeva or Indra, but

that there is really no mention of the Self

anywhere in the hymn. In the first part

of it, in the first three fiks^ Indra sings his,

own praises, already sung in several previous

riks, and in the remaining four, V§madeva
speaks of the bringing of soma by Syena,

the divine hawk. I transcribe the first three

rtks with translation, in which I follow

Mr. Datta’s Bengali rendering. Reading
them with an unbiassed mind, bne feels no

doubt of the correctness of Mr. Datta’s

interpretation.

"1. lam Manu, I am Surya, 1 am the learned sage

Kakshiban. I have adi trued the sage Kuisa, the son

of Arjuni. I am the wise U.shana
; look at me. 2.

I have given the world to the Arya. I have poured

rain for sacrificing men. 1 have brought roaring

water. The devas follow my intentions. 3. I, in*

toxicated with Sonias have utterly destroyed many
cities of Sambara. When I protected, in his sacri-

fices, Divodasa, who entertained guests, 1 gave him

a hundred cities."

I now come to the Kaushitaii passage

which I have pronounced to be the real

key to the truly sastric doctrine of divine

incarnations. It forms the fourth chapter

of the Upantshad and is in fact the most im-

portant chapter of the book. Of this

chapter I say in the introduction to the

second volume of my Devanagari and Eng-

lish edition of the Upanishads:

"In the person of Indra, liberated by the knowledge
of his identity with Brahman, it teaches the unity of

all things in an undivided consciousness. The Idealism

it expounds is a most sound one, recognising in un-

mistakable terms the distinction and correlativi-

ty of both the objective and subjective aspects of Real-

ity. Whatever may be said of the crudity of the lan-

guage,-Hhe language of an age in which refinement

of expression could scarcely be expected,—it cannot

justly be said, after readii>g this ancient exposition of

Idealism, that the Idealism of the Upanishads it a
system of sulnective Idealism-^a system which
/emained to be corrected and supplemented by

modern European systems, as some European
critics of Vedantism represent it.”

Now, I ^xtract here onjy a small part-
ju^t what is necessary for our present pur-

pose—of the dialogue between Indra and
Pratardana, and then proceed to Sankara’s

comment on it in his commentary on the

Vedanta Sutras :

"Pratardana, the son of Divoddsa, went to the be-

loved abode of Indra by mean.s of fighting and
strength. To him said Indra, 'Pratardana, let ni(>

grant you a boon.’ Pratardana said, 'Do thou choosr;

one for me, one which thou deemest to be the most

beneficial to man.’ Indra said to him, 'No one chooses

a boon for another. Do thou choose for yourself.'

Pratardana said, *ln that case that boon would be no

boon to me.' Now, Indra did not swerve (from his

promise to grant a boon), for Indra is truth itself. He
said, 'Know me. This I consider to be the most bene-

ficial thing for man that he should know me I am
the vital breath. I am the conscious self. Worship
me as life, as breath. Life is breath and breath is

life. Breath itself is immortality. For life lasts

so long as breath exists in the body. It is by the

vital breath that one obtains immortality in the other

world. By reason he obtains true conception. He
who worships me as life, as immortality, obtains full

life in this world. He obtains immortality and in-

destructibility in the heavenly regions.*

"

Now, I have already referred at some
length to the exposition and discussion of

this passage in the Vedanta Sutras. I'he

discussion extends to four aphorisms,

28th to 31st, of the first first chapter,

of the Sutras. The main object is to show
that the Pr&na mentioned in the Kaushitaki

passage means not any individual person or

thing, but the Supreme Brahman. I'o

obviate the objection that in case *Pr&na'

stood for Brahman, Indra would not have

spoken of himself as Trftna’ as he does in

the passage, the 30th aphorism says :

That is " indra speaks of himself as Prdna by

looking on himself with a sight enlightened by the

scriptures, as Vdmadeva did.”

In exposition of this aphorism, Sankara
says

;

"Indra, a deva, looking on his own self as the;

Supreme Brahman by the vision of the sages, ac-

,coraing to the sastras, says ' Know me,' just as the

sage Vdmadeva, seeing the same truth, felt, 'I am
Manu, I am Surya.’ In the Sruti, (ue, Tht'

Brihoddranyaka Upanishad) it is said, 'The wor-

shipper becomes one with the god he truly sees.’
”

Here, then, is the Gita doctrine of the

Logos, the manifestation of God in the fully

awakened man which enables him to sec

that God is his very wlf, and makes him
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speak in his name. It is from this stand-

point, in the light of this consciousness of

the indwelling Spirit of God, that Kri8];tna

or the author of the Gita personating him-*

self as Krishna, speaks throughout the book.

In thus speaking in the name of Krishna,

the author of the Bhagavadgita does not

perpetrate a fraud, for Krishna to him is

not an individual different from other indi-

viduals, but the Universal Spirit living as

the Inner Self—i4nter M/wa—of every ra-

%
In the 6th verse Krishna had said •.

nature, 1 am bom through the power oi my May;!,”
Now, this verse throws light on the

meaning of ‘birth’ as applying to God.
It recognises that he cannot be born in the
ordinary sense, that he cannot be limited
or confined by the objects he upholds and
regulates, and that he cannot be subject to,

but must always transcend, Prakrit
i, Nature,

that is, his own creative power, to which
tional being. In uttering his lofty teachings. V'V power, 10 wnicn

he attempts to transcend the limitations of
*

^ ‘I*

^
: attempts

his finite individuality and speak from the

standpoint of the Absolute, the Infinite.

That the Krishna of the Bhagavadgita

ignores his finite individuality, all that be-

longs to him as a particular person living

and moving in a particular time, at a parti-

cular place, and under particular circums-

tances, and speaks from the standpoint of

the Universal Spirit which is in all,—

a

standpoint which every one possessing the

needful enlightenment can occupy, is evi-

dent more or leas from every part of the Gita.

How to obtain this enlightenment, may be

said to be the one question which the Gita

answers in various ways in all that it says

on the higher life. 1 proceed to indicate

some of the passages in which this truth is

taught, the truth namely, that the divinity

claimed by Krishna is the common reward

of all earnest aspirants and devotees, that

he who speaks to us as our teacher in the

book is not a hero or demigod who once

trod the earth and has now left it, and who
spoke only to a favourite friend and dis-

ciple, but that he is everywhere and in every

one of us, and is as ready to speak to us now
Hs he ever was to any one else.

Now, the oft-quoted seventh and eighth

verses of the fourth chapter seem indeed to

teach a doctrine of special incarnation, the

incarnation of the Supreme Being as a

particular person, and are often cited as

supporting that view. But read in the

*ight. of numerous other passages clearly

bearing a different import, these texts will

be found to be in no way opposed to the

‘spirit of those passages. Krishna says

;

“ Whenever there is a decay of virtue, O BhiraU,
-ind an ascendancy of vice, I create myself. For the

protection of the good, for the destruction of evil-

doers, and for the establishment of righteousness, I

bom in every age.”

be born, therefore, it must be m an extra-

ordinary sense. This extraordinary sense

is brought out by the phrase atmamayayat
through my Mdyd power,— that divine

power which makes possible what seems

impossible to us. Sankara explains ‘sam-

hhavamyatma maynya' thus

:

“I am bom, that is, I appear to be embuflicd, to be

born, through my MAy.i, bui not in reaViiy like ordi-

nary beings.”

We see, then, in what sense birth and

incarnation must be undersKuul when they

are applied to the Supreme Being. In the

ordinary sense he is never born, he never

incarnates himself, for these processes neces-

sarily imply limitation. To take a body in

the ordinary sense is to be limited by the

senses,—the jnantdriyas- xx) one’s percep-

tions, and by the organs- the k mmndri*

yas—in one’s actions. Inasmuch as the Lord

can never do this, even though he is omnipot- *

ent, for it involves an impossibility, a contra-

diction, as much as the circling of a square or

the squaring of a circle, he is never born, he

never incarnates himself. ^Atmanam srijam-

yaham* and '‘Sambhavami* in the seventh and

eighth verses can therefore only mean

manifestation and inspiration, and these

processes imply relation to a finite con-

sciousness. The Lord is eternally manifest

to himself, but when hs is said to manifest

himself at a particular time, on a particular

occasion, this can take place only in rela-

tion to a finite being, one who is born and

incarnated in the usual sense. Finite beings

of ordinary power and insight do not know
God truly. He, though present in them, is

not nanifest to them. They neither see him
nor feel inspired by him, but only blindly

believe in his presence iri and around them.

But when he manifests himself in a man of *

singularly keen insight and * inspires him
with his love an(l righteousness, then occur
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what we see in periods of spiritual

upheaval,—the protection of the good,
the destruction of evil-doers, that is, of

evil itself, and the establishment of the king-
dom of righteousness. When this' divine
manifestation and inspiration takes place
in a man’s life, he becomes divine

—

Brahmt-
hhutat in the phraseology of the Gita,—
spiritually absorbed and made one with
God. He sees God within and without and
sees nothing that can be separated from
God, for he is, and is now clearly seen to
be, all-in-all. That this Brahmahhava—
becoming divine—is possible to all, and has
been attained by many, is admitted in,

almost the next verse, the tenth, of the same
chapter, which says ;

“ Free from passion, fear and an^er, absorbed in

me, taking refuge in me, purified by the fire of
wisdom, many have attained my state.”

That those who are thus made divine

—

Brahmibhiitak —by spiritual absorption in

God, do not in any sense become extinct,

and are not lost in God in the sense of

physical absorption or merging, is clear, if

it were not so already, from the plural num-
ber used by Krishna or the. author of the
Gita in speaking of them. As we have
already seen, the manifestation of God as
a process necessarily implies his relation to

a finite spiritual being, ohe who, however
dependent on him, must nevertheless be
distinguishable from him. As we shall see

more clearly the further we proceed in the
studies we have undertaken, an unqualified
Dualism or an unqualified Monism solves no
problem either of philosophy or of religion.

. Unity and difference are found to be in-

extricably involved in all phases of life and
reality, and it is a source of great satis-

faction to find the author of the Bhagavad-
gita alive to their truth in every part of his
noble treatise. Even in his Krishna, of
whom he throughout speaks as the Absolute,
he admits by implication, as we shall see later

on, the existence of a finite individuality.

However, proceeding farther and com-
ing to the sixth iihapter, we find there
Krishna teaching us how to concentrate our
thoughts on him and describing, as far as it

can be described, the result of this concen-
tration. To my mind, this description of
dhyana-yoga makes it clear, more than any
‘othv passage in the Gria, what the author
means by ‘Krishna.’ It is not any historical

person whose exploits are sung in the an-

cient poems that we are told to think of.

Nor is it any external deity, any not-self,

'however great and glorious, that we are

directed to believe and imagine as keeping

us company. What we are told to do, is

to draw away our thoughts at the first ins-

tance from all external things, all things

imagined as external, for there are really

no external or extra-mental things

according to the Gi^a—and to fix

them on what we call our own self, what
' in us is the centre and source of all thought

and knowledge. We are told to see the

Self by the self and to rejoice in the Self.

We are to be in that condition “in which

the mind, restrained by concentration, be-

comes quiet, and seeing the Self by the self

rejoices in the Self.” Slowly, but with a

firm resolution, drawing our mind away
from its wanderings, we are to fix it on the

Self and not to think of anything el.se.

When, by such deep concentration and un-

disturbed introspection, the true nature of

the Self has been realised, dhyam-yo^a is

said to be complete. It is said to be a state

of intense joy, “having gained which no

other gain is thought to be greater ;
estab-

lished in which one is not moved even by ^

serious affliction.” It is a state in which

the Absolute is not merely seen—one can

see an object conceived as distant from or

out of touch with one’s self—but is actually

touched—touching is the most appropriate

word which the author of the Gita finds for

expressing our direct perception of the

Supreme Reality. “Thus always concentrating

his mipd, the yogin, freed from sin, enjoys

with ease the intense joy of touching Brah-

man. “Now, when the true nature of the

self has thus been seen by direct vision, it

can no more appear as it does to those to

whom such yoga is unknown, a small thing

confined to the body. It then appears in

its true nature a$ all pervading, as the com-

mon Self of all rational and sentient beings.

The. Yogin therefore sees the Self, his own
true self, everywhere, and in his dealings

with others, in thinking of them, speaking

to them, and behaving with them, becomes

more and more altruistic, for, seeing the

same self everywhere, the joys and sorrows

of others become his own joys and sorrows.

.

So the Krishna of the Gita says

:

*' He whose mind has been steadied by meditation,
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wilo looks on eyerythine with an impartial eye, sees

the Self in everything and everything in the self. He
who sees me in everything and everything in me,
never loses sight of me, and I never lose sight

of him. (That is, 1 always bless him by revealing*

myself to him.) He who, established in unity,

worships me as existing in all things, lives in me in

whatever condition he may be. He who looks on
all joys and sorrows as his own, is deemed the highest

ytiffin,'*

Coming to the seventh chapter, we find

Krishna describing the objective world,

both gross and subtle, as his apnra prakriti^

lower nature ; and the subjective world, the

world of consciousness, as his para prakriti^*

higher nature. He says ;

—

“Earth, water, fire, air, ether, sensorium, under-
standing and egoism—this is my nature divided

eight- fold. This is my lower nature. Now hear of my
higher nature, O mighty-armed,—it is that which has

become this individual self—that by which this

phenomenal world is supported."

In the tenth chapter Krishna enumerates
a number of prominent objects in nature

and prominent persons in history, as he

conceives history, and identifies himself

with them. But he does not forget that

these are only his more prominent manifes-

tations, and that things not prominent are

also his parts or manifestations; and so at

the end of the chapter he says :

—

“Whatever is glorious, beautiful and strong, know
that to be a product of a part of my power. Or,
what is the use of your learning these details? Just

learn that I stand supporting all this by a portion

of mysdf.”

In the elexenth chapter, in some respects

the most remarkable chapter of the book,

Krishna reveals himself to Arjuna in his

visvarupam, world-form. Historically, the

chapter is of course worthless, the otyurrence

related being not only miraculous, but

positively impossible. - No human guru,

however great, could show to his disciple the

whole world, or even such a small portion

of it as a battle-field, in his own person.

It must be seen, if it is seen at all, in one’s

own self. But spiritually, as a record of

spiritual experience couched in poetic

language, it is of inestimable value. To
see the world tn God, specially that scene

of the world-drama in which wc ourselves

and those with whom we have to deal, arc

actors, is ah experience which most people

in the world never have *in the course of

Jlheir whole life, but the value of which is so

great, that even momentary glimpses of it

serve as landmarks or sign-posts in the

journey of life. Well does Krishna say to
Arjuna :

—

"But you cannot see me with these eves of yours. I

give yon a divine eye ; see my divine glory."

The imparting of such a power of God-
vision could not of course t:ike place in a
moment. It comes only by days, months
and years of thought, study and devotional
exercises. But it is after all the gift of God,
as the Gita truly represents it to he,—the toil-

some process of struggle and aspiration on
the part of the aspirant being the channel
through which the current of divine grace
Bows in.

However, we now see what or who the
Krishna of the Bhagavadgila is, and what
or who he is not. We are not to .seek him
at Brindaban or Mathur5, Kuriikshetra or

Dw&rakSl. Even granting that an indivi-

dual named Krishna lived and moved in

these places at a certain period of the

world’s history, vve have nothing to do with

that individual. As, an individual, he is

only one of those millions of forms through

which the Universal Spirit manifests itself.

Even the author of the Jikagav rdgitat to

whom perhaps legend and history were one,

mentions the individual Krishna as only

one of many forms co-ordinately with his

disciple, Arjuna

"I am Vasudeva ;imong the Vrisbnis and DhanaiT-

j.iya among the Pandavas." (X. .^7 )

The author never tells us to meditate

on the exploits of tlie legendary Krishna.

In the spirit of the rishis of the Upanishads,

he tells us, as we have seen, to seek God
within us, and when wc have found him
there, to seek him without us. And really,

when we see him within, we see him without

too, for when he has been truly seen, with-

in and without have become one. We may
then see him in history too -in true history,

not in myth and miracle, for these do hot

represent, but rather misrepresent, him.

We may and should see him in history when
xve have learnt to read history,—to dis-

tinguish between the divine and the human
part in it, between the human errors and
sins on the one hand, and on the other the

divine wisdom and holiness which ate
gradually manifested through them. To
confuse the human and the divine, the
imperfect and the perfect is not—^as it

seems to some of our ancient and mediaeval
writers,—the h«ght of wisdom. It^is the
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result of a blurred and distorted vision of

the truth. The Gita itself is not quite free

from this defect, as we shall see in the

course of our present study. True wisdom

lies not in equalising or denying tfce exist-

ence of opposites like good and evil, divine

and human, perfect and imperfect, infinite

and finite, and so on, but in freely recognis-

ing and successfully reconciling them. We
shall see that the Gita^ notwithstanding

its minor defects, is a valuable help towards

the attainment of this wisdom.
Now, I never expected, when I began to

set forth, in this lecture, the Hindu doctrine

of the Logos, that 1 should be able to state

it SO as to command either your clear appre-

'

hension or your full conviction, and to free

it from difficulties. Even if this could at

all be done, it would not be possible to do
so in the course of a single address. The
doctrine, what each one of us calls our

own self, is, in its reality and fullness, the

Supreme Self, the self of the world, is a
doctrine which I have set forth at some
length and in a reasoned fotm in three of

my works, Brahmajijnasa, The Vedanta and
its Relation to Modern Thought^ and The

Philosophy of Brahmaism. And if I am
permitted, I shall try to give a fresh

reasoned statement of the doctrine in the

course of the following lectures of the

present series. What I have said today is

that this doctrine is really the scriptural

Hindu doctrine of the Logos set forth tri the

Bhagavadgita in a very imposing form.

When we realise the Supreme Self as our

own self, we become entitled to speak in

its name as Krishna does in the Gifa, But

such realisation does not extinguish our

individuality, our fihiteness, for though the

divine presence, the tide of the divine life,

fills us in these moments, it does not

exhaust itself, does not fully manifest itself,

in us. Its fullness is and will ever remain

ideal and potential to us. This truth,

however, is not explicitly recognised in

BhaMvadgiia. But though not explicitly,

the Gita recognises it implicitly by teaching

that even in highest etages of wisdom, Wayti,*

or reverential love to God remains ever as
an clement in it,—a truth which Absolute
^Monlsts do not recognise. Krishna never

teaches Arjuna to call himself Krishna.

Arjuna is always Arjuna, always the wor-
shipper of Krishna, loving him and loved

of him, but never Krishna himself. This
means that the finite, as finite, is never the

Infinite, but always the :hild of the Infinite.

The Krishna of the Bhagavadgita^ when
truly understood, is seen to be the Infinite

.and the Absolute in us; and the

Arjuna of the Bhagavdgita^ when similarly

understood, is seen to be the finite and the

relative in us. That the finite, even in the

most exalted of men, sometimes misses the

presence of the Infinite in it, is explicitly

recognised in the Anugita^ as 1 showed in

my second lecture. Krishna, when asked by
Arjuna at the end of the war to repeat what
he had told him at its commencement, con-

fesses that he has lost the state of yoga in

which he uttered those lofty sayings, and
cannot therefore repeat them fully. Christ-

ianity recognises this truth by making the

Son of God exclaim on the cross, “My God,
my God, why hast thou forsaken me ?” 1

am sorry, however, that the limits of this

lecture forbid the very tempting task of ex-

pounding the Christian doctfineof the Logos
as se| forth in the fourth gospel stnd the

epistles of Sr. Paul, and comparing it with

the Hindu doctrine. I simply content my-
self with quoting, as a fit conclusion of my
address, the grand though mystical words
in which the Evangelist John propounds his

doctrine, a doctrine which, when properly

understobd, will be found profoundly true

and will lead to a cessation of the long-

standing feud between Hinduism and Christ-

ianity.* Dear Brethren, the Word is still

with us and 'will ever be with us. May we
know him and be united to him for ever

and ever

!

SiTANATH TaTTVABHUSHAN.

* We omit the extract from the fourth gospel.—Ed.
Ji/a ^a
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ISLAM IN CHINA AND HIGHER ASIA

By Rai Bahadur Sarat Chandra Das.

Introduction.

The sacred language of Islam is Arabic.,

Mohammed called it the language of

the angels. And the Arabic Koran

is to this day the text-book in all Moslem

schools of Turkey, Persia, Afganistan,

Africa, and India, Turkestan, Java, Sumat-

ra, New Guinea, Russia, and China. As a

written language it has millions of readers

in every part of the Moslem world ;
and

yet to the three-fourths of the believers

Arabic is a dead language and as such is

least understood. Still all public worship

and all prayer must be in the Arabic tongue.

At the waters of the Nile the cry “Allah-

hu-Akbar*’ is sounded forth, ever carrying

the Arab speech westward across the Soudan,

the Sahara, and the Barbary States, until

it is last heard in the mosques of Morocco

and Riodeoro. (Rev. S. Zwemer, D.D.)

The spirit of Islam is able to raise human-

ity to an exalted state. It does not recog-

nise heights and depths in the social condi-

tions of life. Whoever embraces Islam, be

he a Hottentot of Africa ora Chamftr or

Chandftl of India, can claim, nay, assert his

equality with the noblest and richest of his

faith, in the land. Such is not ^he case

with any other religion of the world. There

are no depressed or untouchable classes

among the Mohammedans anywhere. Islam

is one vast common-wealth both spiritually

and socially, presided over by Mohammed,

the Servant of God. It preaches univeisal

brotherhood in spirit as well as in practice.

The official title bv which fs/aw '*

known in China is Tsin’tsing ktso, or t c

“ i;rue and Pure Religion.” It was granted

by the Buddhist Emperor Kublai Khan in

1275 A.D. at the request of Saiyyid Ajai

when he was appointed Governor of

Yunnan,
. , . ^

Mt is stated in Tibetan history that

Buddhism flourished in Transoxania which

contained Shambhala, the utopian city of

the Mahayana Buddhists. A certain King

named Samucira Vijaya arrived at Sham-

bhala in the year 622 A.D. This was the

time when Mohammed had fled to Medina

and the Islamic era had commenced.

Samudra Vijaya must have been a royal

personage from India as his name implies,

who had travelled to that remote centre of

Greek and Parthian Buddhism, in search

of knowledge. This real or pretended

King’s coming to Shambhala has some

coincidence with the Persian King’s taking

refuge in the same country ;
for it is affirm-

ed that Yezdegerd, on the fall of Selucia,

and the conquest of Persia by the Arabs

in 636 A.D., had retired into IVansoxania

or Ferghana. ^ a n
Tibetan historians relate that in 022 A.U.

along with the Hejira in Arabia a new,

epoch was opened at Shambhala by her

Buddhist King which lasted 403 years.

This period being written in the secret

symbolic writing of the Indian Buddhist

is called Me-Kha-Mrgyatsho (Fire^-Sky®-

Ocean^).^ At the termination of this

epoch the cycle of 60 years, which was

current in the Deccan, south of Narmada, as

Vrihaspali chakra, anJ which was used by

the Greek and Partliian Buddhists, is said to

have been introduced in Tibet by Chilu

Pandits in 1026 A.D. The first year ol

this cycle called Prabhava in, Sanskrit and

Ra bwn in Tibetan corresponding with

1026 A.D., the era itself came to be known

as Kab byun in Tibet. Before the introduc-

tion of this Indian Vrihaspati-cycle, the

Tibetans had the use of the Chinese cycle

of 12 years in their country from the time

of the marriage of King Srong-tsatv ^'th

Princess Wcnchang. the daughter of Em.

peror Tai-Tsung in 639 A.D. With that

marriage connection Chinese eivilnation

To be read from right to left,
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and learning came to be known in Tibet

and frofli that time Tibet became a formid-

able power as to become a terror both to

the Caliphs of Arabia in the west and to the

Emperor of China in the East. The king-

dom of Tibet about the time of Caliph

Harun-al-Raschid extended from the great

wall of China to Bokhara.

Firuz, the son of Yezdegerd, called in

Chinese annals Pi^lu ssu, appealed in 650

A.D. to China for aid. Emperor Kao
Tsung, the son and successor of Fai Tsung,

sent an embassy to Caliph Othman to plead

the cause of the fallen power. In response

to this embassy, the Caliph sent one of hjs

famous Generals to the Chinese Court, who
was received with great honour at Changan
(modern Sian-fu in Shensi). The following

is the record of this event in the annals of

the 'Fang dynasty which ruled in China
between 618 and 907 A.D.

"Jn the year 651 A. D. the King of Arabia (called

Tahshtkt Great West t. e., Calipli Othman) sent, for

the first time, an envoy with presents to the Chinese
Court, and at the same time announced that the House
of Tah^shih had already reigned 34 years and had
three Kings." t.e., Mohammed and the two Caliphs,

Abu Bekr aiid Omar.
The Chinese historian, Ssu-Makwang,

notes the constant fighting which took place

between the Arabs and other powers in

Transoxania during the first six years of

Kap-Tsung's reign, and at somewhat later

date the utter defeat of the Persians and
the Greeks. Fiiuz, hopeless of regaining the

Persian throne, accepted the post of the

Captain of the Guard to the Chinese
Emperor in 674 A.D. Some years later his

son also came to Sian-fu and was appointed
Guard of the Imperial Horses.

The political changes which had taken
place through Arabia's overthrow of Persia,

and the way in which the new power had
arisen, are clearly outlined in the following
quotation from the Tang history ;

—

Tah-shili comprises territory which formerly belong-

ed to Persia. The men have large noses and black

beards. They carry a silver knife or silver girdle.

They drink no wine and know no music. The women
are white and veil the face when they leave the house.
There are great temples. Every.seventh day the King
addresses his subjects from a lofty throne in the tem-
ple in the following words :—Those who have died by
the hand of the enemy will rise j^ain to heaven

;
those

who have defeated the enemy will be happy.’ Hence
it is that the Tah-shih are such valiant warriors.

They pray five times a day to the heavenly spirit.

India and Tibet at this time being

difttressed by the Arabs under General
|

Mohamed I&sim applied^ lor aid to China, ^

the embassies bringing among their presents
^

, many coloured birds “whjeh could talk.” i

China responded, and sent an army of i

aoo,ooo men^ commanded by a nephew oi

the Emperor. The famous Kutaiba, General

of Caliph Walid, Ipd the Arab forces against

the formidable armies of India, Tibet and

China and came out victorious. Kutaiba

now flushed with success, sent an embassy

to the Chinese Court. Fhe Chinese record

• of this event runs as follows :

—

"In 713 A.D. an envoy appeared from Tah^shih

bpnging as presents beautiful horses and a magni-

ficent girdle. When the envoy was being presented

to the Emperor Hsuan Tsung, he refused to perform

the prescribed obeisance, saying *In my country we

only bow to God (T'ien Shen) and never to a prince.”

The Mohammedan army was at this time

at the zenith of its power both in Europe

and Asia, and could not but be feared by

China. An enemy which compelled Tibet

and India to turn to China for aid, and at

the same time humbled China^in the north-

west,was not a foe to be despised. Accounts of

several embassies from the Abbaside Caliphs

to the Chinese Court are recorded in the

T'ang annals, the most important of these

being those of A bo-lo-ba (Abul-Abbas), the

founder of the new dynasty, that of A-pu-

cha-fo (Abu Giafar), the builder of Bagdad,

and that of A-lun (Harun-al-Raschid).

During tbe reign of Emperor Su Tsung,

(763-780 A.D.) the son and successor of Tai

Tsung, the Tibetans who had become very

powerful, invaded China with an army of

300,000 men and occupied her two capitals

Chang~an (Sian-fu) and Honan-fu, The

Emperor sought aid from the Caliph

Abu Giafar. It is stated that about this

time the Tibetans had extended their

power to the borders of Bokhara and become
a menace to the Arabs. The Caliph readily

sent a contingent of 100,000 men drawn
from the garrisons of Turkestan. With

their help the Chinese Emperor drove the

Tibetans back to their strongholds beyond

the great wall and recovered his capitals.

These Arab troops remained in China,

married Chinese vvives and thus became
the real nucleus of the Chinese Moham-
medans of to-day. It is stated that the

Chinese Government of the time had to

double the tax upon tea tri order to raj^c

funds for paying these troops, whose j^tvice
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wa» considered iodi^ensable on account of

the protracted troubles with the Tibetans,

vho never kept their engagements and
tieaties with the Chinese -howsoever
solemnly they might have been contracted.

I'he Tibetans so exasperated the Chinese

and the border, kingdom of Nan-chao

employment in the military service under the
Chinese Government In this maimer. Mo-ammedan settlements increased in number
especially m Yunnan.

Coming of Islam to China by uif
SRA-RomTi.

(modern Yunnan), the Ouigur Tartars and
also some princes of India (Kashmir, Nepal
and Magadha) by their military depreda-

tions, that in thebeginningof the 9th century

A.D. the Emperor had to appeal to

Caliph Harun-al-Raschid for aid. The
Caliph despatched a second army of more
than 100,000 troops. One contingent of

these men joined with the Ouigur Tartard
on their march towards China. The Arabs
met the fibetans at Bokhara of which
they had got possession and ' defeated them
in several battles. The bold Arabs pushed
on forward and joining the Chinese and
Yunnan forces on the Szechuan border com-

Loading their ships at Siraf in the Persian
Gulf, to avoid the storms of tiie open sea,
the Aral) merchantmen used to set sail for
China. Muscat in the (lulf of Oman was
the first port of call, where water and cat-
tle were taken on board, and thence the
ships bravely ventured out into the open
sea, when after running before the monsoon
for a whole month, South India was reached.
Starting again and skirting the south coast
of Ceylon, another stretch of open sea was
crossed until the Nicobar group of islands

was attained. Here, after bargaining with
the unclad native by signs and touches of

the hand because he understood nut the

pletely defeated the Tibetans who with
their Commander Mahting-thi had surren-

dered to the* victorious Chinese. In the

Nanchao Records it is also related that at
the outset, i.e., in the spring of 801 A.D.
the I'ibetans had destroyed one of the

enemy's camps by cutting the bank of the

Lu river in the night, and fought two bat-
tles in succession in which the enemy was
defeated and totally dispersed, and that

thereupon the K’ang (Samarkand) and f/eA-

i~Tahshih (Black-robed Arabs) with their

Tufan commander surrendered and that

20,000 suits of armour were captured. The
troubles between Tibet and China lasted

for $6mp time, for in 831 A.D. a treaty of

peace was concluded between the two
Governments arid its texts inscribed on stone

tnonolyths at Lhasilt and Chang-an in Tibetan
&nd Chinese languages. At this time Tibet

was ruled by King Lang-darma (called

Tamo in the Chinese Records), who had by
^ strong hand fuppressed Buddhism and
who in his turn was assassinated by a

certain Buddhist priest while he was
reading the text of *e Treaty recently

concluded and inscribed on the stone mono-
Ivth at Lha#a.

I'he Aral) troops who fought in Yunnan
and Szechjiian with the Tibetans settled in

J^oae pf^idnces marrying Chinese wives.

Ihcse^^c joined by later recruits from

l^urkmt^ who came there for trade and for

Arab’s language, the vcmscI proceeded down
the Straits of Malacca. ' UounJing the south

coast of the Malaya peninsula, a straight

run of ten days due north brought the

travellers into the Gulf dt Siam. Thence

after another 10 days or 20 days the Isle

of Pulo Condor was reached where fresh

water could be obtained. 1 hence, after

another month’s run up the China Sea,

the hardy Arab navigators arrived at Kan-

fu, the ancient and the famous port of

Hang Chowfii. If is possible that the Arabs

had establisheil a factory at Canton 200

years before the Hejira. I hroughout the

Tang dynasty (61 « to 907 A.D.) the Moham-

medans "seem to have been favourably

treated as traders, doubtless on account of

the profit accruing to China. 1 hey were

protected, allowed to build houses and

mosques of a different architecture from the

Chinese, and were even permitted to live

to some extent under their own rulers, thus

evidently enjoying a measure of extra-

territorial privile^. Soliman, the merchant

who came to China in 851 A.D., related,

that at Kan-fu, which was the principal

port for merchants coming from the west,

there was a Mohailimedan appointed judge

over those of his religion, by the authority

of the Emperor of China, and that he was

the judge of all the Mohammedans who
resorted to these ports. The merchants of

Irak who traded thither were in no wa|^
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diMatisfied with his conduct or his ad-
ministration of power which he was
invested with, because his action and
the judgment he gave, were just and
equitable and conformable to the Koran
and the Mohammedan jurisprudence.

When merchants entered China by sea,

the Chinese seized their cargo and
conveyed it to warehouses, and so put a
stop to their business for six months and
till the last merchantman arrived. Then
they took three in ten, or thirty per cent
of each commodity and returned the rest to
the merchants. If the Emperor wanted any
particular thing, his officers had a right to
take preferably to any other person what-
ever, yet payed for it to the last penny it

was valued at ; they discharged this business
immediately and without the. least in-
justice.

It is stated in the Moslem tract entitled
Hsi-lai Tsung P*u (A record of the coming
of Islam) that the great Emperor Tai Tsung
of the T’ang dynasty in his sleep dreamed
of a man with a turban on his head, chasing
a monster with black head and no hair,
enormous mouth%nd projecting teeth which
were rushing into the palace. The turban-
ned man was interpreted to be the Prophet
of Arabia (Tah-shih) and the monster was
Satan representing idolatory. An officer

named Shih-Tsang was despatched to
Mecca where he interviewed Mohammed.
The Prophet in sending him back bade
three preachers accompany him, two of
whom died en route, the third named Wan-
Ko-ssu alone reaching China. So impressed
was the Emperor with Mohammed's power
that he requested him to send a contingent
of eight hundred men, unencumbered with
families. The Prophet gladly responded to
the wish of the Emperor. These men on
their arrival, were provided with Chinese
wives and settled in the country. Wan-Ko-
ssu is said to have made three voyages, to
Arabia and back, by sea. After his third
journey he died at Canton where his remains
were interred in a cemetery which he had
selected for himself.

Liu Chih, the great Chinese Moslem
historian, in his Life of Mohammed,
(published in zo volumes in 1721 A.D.),
recites at length the story of the coming of
the Prophet's maternal uncle, Saad Wakkas
(kUo called Wan Kossu) with three other per-

sons to China, in company with the Chinese
ambassadors who had been sent to Arabia
in consequence of the dream. He makes
thi|i arrival to be in the second year of

' Mohammed's prophetic career. 'Phe Mosque
of Holy Remembrance {Huai Shen Ssa) is said

to have been erected at Fan-chou (modern
Canton) with the Emperor's leave, and Saad
Wakkas, after his return to Arabia, came
back to China some twenty years later,

being charged by the Prophet to settle in

China until death. Regarding the same

^
man the book Kawang Chou Chih relates

**When sea-going vessles began to resort to Canton
during the T’ang (fynasty, Mohammed the King of the

country of Medina, belonging to the Mussalmans in

western parts, sent his maternal uncle to travel in China.

He built the plain pagoda and the Mosque of Holy

Remembrance and they were hardly finishea when he

suddenly died and was buried in that region.

*/The moslem tomb is situated beyona the northern

gate of Canton. It was erected in the 3rd year of

Chang Kwan, 629 A.D., the sepulchre being built

dome-shaped and like a bell.”

Referring to the same person and temple

there is an inscription engraven on the wall

surrounding the cemetery where the tomb
lies. It quotes from the ‘^Annals of the

holy one" to the effect that the first sage

came to China in 629 A.D., and that he was

received by the Emperor and permitted to

construct a mosque at Canton and reside

there.

M. de Thiersaut, a great authority on

Chinese Mohammedans writes as follows
''The real sage, as his Chinese co-religionists

designate him, was Wahb-Abu-Kabcha, a maternal

uncle of Mohammed and that in the year 6aS A.D.

called in the Arab History 'the year at the mission’ he

was made an envoy to bear presents to the Emperor
of China, and to announce to him the new doctrine.

Wahb-A6u Kabcha came by sea to China in the year

629 A.D. and landed at Canton; he then went to

Chang-an, the capital of the etimire, where he was

received by the Emperor Tai Tsung from whom he

obtained authority to built a mo^ue at Canton and

at the samenime liberty for his co-religionists to

profess their religion in China. Having accomplished

this mission, he returned to Arabia in 632 A.D.
hoping to find the Prophet, but upon his aiTival,^^

beard of his death, wWh caused nim profound grief.

After resting some time, while Abu-Belcar edited the

Koran from the scattered leaves left by Mohammed,
he took the sacred book and set out once again for

China. Hardly had he reached Canton when be died

worn out by the fatigues of the joum^. He was

buried in one of the suburbs of the city, where his

tomb remains to this day, an object of veneration to

ab 'the faithful’ ^ the Far East, k is to: bim that

the Mohammedans owe the construction, of the most ..

andoiit mosque in China** (De Tbieriaiit, Vdl. i.
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The old Arabic manuscript entitled

Akhar^uUSiwal Hind or “Observations on
China and India,*' dated 1173
translated into French by M. Eusebius
Renaudot in 1673 A.D. contains the records

of the journey and experiences of two Arab
travellers to China in 851 A.D. and 878
A.D. In the second part of the hook en-

titled “The Discourse of Abu Zeid-al Hasan
of Siraf" there is recorded a conversation,

which one of the travellers had with a vener-

able Arab who had been to China and had
bad an interview with the Emperor of China
at Chang-an. The story runs as follows
There was formerly a man of the tribe of

Koreish, whose name was Ibn Wahab, des-

cended of Hebar, the son of A 1 Asud and he
dwelt at Busrah. This man left Rusrah
when it was sacked and came to Siraf where
he saw a ship ready to set sail for China.
Taking his passage on this ship lie came to

the port of Can fu (modern Can-pu)., leaving
which after two months' journey he reached
Cumdan (Chang-an) where the Emperor’s
Court then was. Being informed that he
was of the family of the Prophet the Emperor
gave him an audience and made to him
rich presents wherewith he returned to
Irak. The Emperor asked him many ques-
tions about the Arabs, and particularly how
they had destroyed the kingdom of the

Persians. Ibn Wahab answered that they
did itl>y the Assistance of God and because
the Persians were involved in idolatory, ador-
ing the stars, the sun and the moon, instead
of worshipping the true God. To this the

Emperor replied that the Arabs had con-
quered the most illustrious kingdom^of the

whole earth, the best cultivated, the most
opulent, and of the most extensive fame.

In the records of the Sung dynasty (960—
*280 A.D.) there is mention of some twenty

^bassies from Tah shih (Arabia) to China.

of these Arab ambassadors obtained
the hand of one of the princesses of the

Eiao, who ruled in North China, for the son
of his royal maitter. It is not stated if all

these embassies came by the north-west
land route or by tbe sea route. It is, how-
sver, to be noted that within this long
period the 4rab| had' colonised in the

glands of tho Indian Archipelago, India,

Cejjlon and the jlurman coast, and any
i^porrtber of thnr ihfi^ were sailing
‘ *0 the Indian ond the Chinese seas.

AND HIGHER ASIA 663

The beginning of the r3th century was
marked by the conquest of the Mongols
under Jenghis Khan whose hordes swept
oyer the centres of Moslem culture and
civilization and by that of the Afgans under
Mohammed Ghory and Baktyar Khiliji in

Northern India. Both Arabic and Chinese
records tell us that

—

“There is no event in the history of Islam that for

terror and desolation can becnmpaicd with the Monf^ol
Conquest. When the Mongol Army had marched out
of the city of Herat, a miserable remnant of 40 persons

« crept out of their hiding places and gazed horror-

stricken on the ruins of their beautiful city with a
population of over loo^tax). In Hokhara, so famed
for its men of piety and learning, the Mongols stabled

their horses in the sacred precincts of the mosques
and tore up the Koraiis. Such too was the fate of

Samarkand, Baikh and many other cities of (Jcnlral

Asia which liad been the glories ol Islamic civiliza-

tion and the scats of learning,—such too was the

fate of Bagdad that for centuries had been the capital

of the Abbaside Caliphs. After Jenghis Khan's death

his grandsons, Mangu Khan and Kuhiai Kiian, patron-

ised the Mohammedans conferring on them high

official posts. Kublai founded the peat Viian dy-

nasty which reigned on the throne of ('liina from I2(M)

to 1368 A.D. 'I'he Mongol Emperors gr»*aily palionised

the colonization of China by foreigners from the west.

During this period a flood of Mohammedans of all

kinds, Arabs, Persians, Bokharisls, converted Turks

and Ouigurs passed freely to and fro, and scattered

themselves gradually all over China itself in a way
they had never done before.”

The.se strangere mixed with Arab colonists

of the 8th century and formed that body of

the Chinese Mohammedans who are desig-

nated to-day by the name of Hui-Huu The
records of the Yuan dyansty give many
biographies of distinguished Mohammedans
who were employed in the Imperial Service.

Such were Sayyid Adjal, a reputed descen-

dant of the Prophet and the' subsequent

conqueror and governor of Yunnan. His

son Nasir ud-din mentioned by Marco Polo,

distinguished himself in a war against

Cochin China and Burmah. Ahoma (Ahmed)

became the right hand of the Buddhist

Emperor Kublai Khan. That the Moham-
medans were numerous in China at this

time (1270 A.D.) is clear from an order

commanding them to serve in the Imperial

army. During the Ming (native Chinese

dynasty) the Moslems did at first receive

some high favours and positions under the

Government. But latterly those residing

and trading at Canton were ordered to ^

quit Canton and that in 1465 A.D. some
of these established themselves at Macao, a
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Portuguese possession. During this dynasty

many Arab commercial expeditions visited

China*. With those came hosts of Mollahs

A Chinese Mahomedan Mollah o( the

Yunnan Province.

who greatly improved the social condition

of the earlier settlers. Many mosques were
built in the different Arab settlements all

over the country and Islam was both taught

and practised by the Chinese Mohammedans.
With the commencement of the 'Fah-tsing

(Manchu dynasty), the history of Moham-
medanism entered upon a new phase. With
the Manchu rule Mohammedan rebellions

commenced. From the T'ang down to the

close of the Ming dynasty for a period of 1000

years the Chinese Mohammedans never

disturbed the peace of the Empire. Writing
in the year 1735 A.D. Du Halde said :

—

**There is no occasion to speak of the Mohammedan
MCI settled about 600 years ago in divers provinces

where they live in quiet, because they take no great
pains to extend their doctrine and make proselytes.

In ancient times they increased their numbers solely

^ by the alliance and marriages they contracted but for

some years past they have made considerable progress
by the help of their money".

The Mussalmans who are so itiilitant and
aggressive in other parts of the world and
who had fought both for and against China
during the Tibetan Wars of 758 and 801

A.D., in Kansu and Yunnan seem never to

have pressed in the least degree their claims

to religious recognition in China. Parti-

cularly, remarkable is the fact that at no

period in Chinese history, up to the conquest

of Kashgaria 150 years ago, is there the

slightest mention of Mussalman religious

trouble. 'I'he sacking of Canton by the

Arabs and Persians in 758 A.D. is the

only disturbance of which anything is

cknown, and that was not on religious

grounds. In that rebellion 120,000 Mussal-

mans, Jews, Christians and Persians are said

to have been killed.

Personal and Social Conditions of the

Chinese Mohammedans.

There is almost universal testimony to

the fact that there are comparatively few

opium-smokers among the Chinese Moslems.

'I'heir women never smoke. The Hui-Hui

stands in almost similar relation with the

Chinaman as does a Hindu with his MussaU

man neighbour in India. He abstains from

pork and wine. He is less inclined to plant-

ing or selling of opium than the Chinese.

He will avoid using the eating and cooking

utensils of the ordinary Chinaman because

there is the defilement of pork in them.

The name of pig will seldom drop from his

lips which animal he will call as “the

black one” in the manner an Indian Mussal-

man calls if Kala Harin, black deer. |n

most ^parts of China the Hui-Hui are said

to prefer river-water to well-water as they

are unwilling to drink from the same well

as their Chinese neighbours. The Chinese

Mohammpdans are keen honest businessmen

and very persevering in trade. Many among
them are horse-dealers and carriers and mule-

cart-drivers. Many among thetn scruple not

in receiving stolen goods and cattle. I

monopolise the beef-trade and they are

mostly inn-keepers and money-changers and

bankers. They are bad farmers and agd*

culturists. They live chiefly in colpnieSi

either in separate villages and towns or in

sections of the city. At Nanking only they

are scattered because the Chinese authorities

have refused to allow, them to segregate.

The Chinese Mohammedans still
,

regard
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themselves as belonging to an alien

people and so, superior to their Chinese
neighbours. They are generally stronger

and more overbearing in disposition. Afabie
is generally used for inscriptions which
adorn their homes, and these are frequently

written with white ink on blue paper
instead of bfack on red paper as is custo-

mary with the Chinese. They greet one
another with Arabic salutations. They prefer

military to civil rank, yet there have been
Mohammedan viceroys and governors, and
not a few have arisen to the highest posi^

tions in the military service. Their attitude

as students or as officials towards the
worship of the Emperor and of Confucius,
is that of compromise. Compelled by law
to conform, they excuse themselves by
saying that they only do so outwardly and
not in heart. In prostrating themselves

before the Emperor's tablet they will avoid
touching the floor with their head which
they do when worshipping Allah. Every
mosque is obliged by law to have a tablet

to the Emperor called Wan Sui pai-tzu

meaning **the Emperor, the immortal, may
he live for ever”. This tablet is worshipped
with incense and two candles placed

before it. It is placed on a table near the

door of the mosque and is either removed
during divine service or has a small piece

of ptipe'r with Chen-chu (Allah) placed in

front when the profound salutations are

made. Their customs of marriage and
burial, etc., differ from those of the native

Chinese. They never marry their daughters

with native Chinese families, though a

Moslem will marry a Chinese wife, who by

marriage is supposed to become a* Moslem.

The age of puberty for a boy is 15 and 14

for a girl. During marriage they have

to kneel facing towards Mecca and repeat

the words of witness and then be mated.

At their marriage ceremonies the Ahong,

an inferior Mollah, officiates, reciting

passages from the Koran. The usual

Chinese custom of worshipping heaven

and earth is not performed by them. In

the bridal procession the bride is carried

on a sedan-chair, her mother’s and mother-

jn-law’s sedan chairs following and preced-

ing that of hers. The betrothal card has

,
the name of the girl in Arabic and there is

an Arabic certificate of marriage. After

marriage the husband may not go iipon a
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long journey for at least one year. He
cannot take a concubine without his
wife s consent. The funeral customs of
the Hui-Hui are more distinct from those
of the Chinese than in the case o{ mar-
riage. At the funeral the body is to be
carried out of the house head first but
en route to the burial ground the feet fore-

most. After death, the body is ceremonious-
ly washed by mosque officials who appro-
priate the garments of the deceased as

part of their perquisites. Fhe body is then
carefully swathed in white bandages. In

doing so all but the poor use a kind of

incense which is sprinkled over the cloths

used. It is carried in a bottomless coffin

to the grave <'md their left bare with its

face towards Mecca. In addition, musk
and camphor are placed in the grave where
the body lies, the wealthy using consider-

able quantities. I’he Mohammedans have

their own burial grounds, the mounds raised

over the graves at Itjast one foot high are

rectangular and not round as is commonly
the case with the Chinese. I'he sides of

the Mohammedan graves are boarded up or

lined with stone or bricks. A stone may
be erected on the mound but no personal

name (Ming) may be engraved thereon.

In the matter of food no meat is eaten by

the Chinese Mohammedan unless it has

been killed by the Ahong in approved

Moslem fashion.

Islam in Higher Asia.

The Mohammedans in China are called

Hui-Hui or Hiii Tzu, the converted people.

Chinese Moslems interpret the name to

signify Return, Returned or converted. It

is written with the square symbols—one

square inside another. It Is evidently a

corruption of the name Hui Ho by which

the Ouigur Tartars were known to the early

Indians and the Chinese. Hui Hui were a

powerful people of Uttara Kuru as nien^

tioned in the Mahabharata. So late as 622

A.D., during the Tang dynasty the Hut Hb
formed a powerful nation in northern

Mongolia. Their capital was on the bordet

of Solong river (Selenga). It has been proved

by Claprath that these Hui Ho and Ouigur*

are the same people. Subsequently the Hui

Ho had their Capital near the place where

afterwards Karacorum was built. Injthe

middle of the ninth century .the power of
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the Hui Ho in Mongolia was broken and

they were dispersed and Karacorum was

desertedr It is now a sand-buried city.

Vambery affirms that in 1865 A.D. about

one million Tungans were spread through-

out Ili as far as Hami and that they were

all Chinese who had preserved their lan-

guage, and who had been converted to the

Shahte sect by an Arab taken there by Timour
(Tamerlane) from Damas in Central Asia

during the fifteenth century. These Chinese

were, he believes, the ancient military

colonists called Tun-ren which the Chinese

employed to guard their frontiers. Mapy
Manchu and other colonists who were sent

by the Emperor Kien Lung in 1770 A.D.
to repeople the country, embraced Islam.

Chinese Turkestan is a great Turkish
country. Its most important cities are

Kashgar, Yarkand, Aksu, Turfin, and
Khoten. The population of these cities

with the surrounding towns and villages is

estirriated at 10,000,000. Of this number

3.000.

000 are Tagians of Mongolia (of the

Galcha stock who stand in an intermediate
position between the Iranic and the Indian
branches of the Aryan family). The re-

mainder are all Moslems.
Kuldja is a prosperous and healthy city

at the centre of Hi province. It has a
population of 70,000 souls, of whom 40,000
are Moslems.
The Turks of China live in Salar which

is a district in Kansu. They number
100.000. They are descended from those

Moslems who were scattered towards China
proper when Tamerlane in 1400 A.D. in-

vaded Kashgaria and the surrounding
country with Moslem troops drawn from
Samarkand, Kokand, Tashkand, etc.

The Turkish Moslems of Peking are not
connected with the Salar Turks. They are
descended from the Moslems of the Chinese
Turkestan who were brought to Peking 300
years ago and settled in a corner of the

Manchu town. This part of Peking is called

Chin tnae t. e., the place of the Turks. There
are now 3000 families who all receive

pension from the Government.
In Tibet Islam has made very little

progress. When I was in Tibet in 1879,
x88i and x883, 1 did not find many Mussat-
mans in Lhasa, Shi-ga-tse, Gyangotse add
Cha-thang. According to Mr. J. R. Miitr

tliejre are now 3000 moslem families at

Lhasa and aOdb -more scattered over
Chiamdo, Garthokt Bathangi Ta-tisen.|u

etc. At Suching on the border, he says,

Mohammedanism is making some headway
among the Tibetan proselytes. Moslem
population in 'Tibet and its borders is

estimated at xoo,006 souls.

The Moslem population of Manchuria
has been estimated at 300,000. In Mongolia

and the valley of the Amour there are about

one hundred thousand Moslems.
Excluding Chinese Turkestan, Mongolia,

Manchuria and Tibet the maximum popula-

tion of China in the 18 provinces according

to Air. Marshall Broomhall is as follows

The 18 Provinces of China Proper:---

1. Kansu ... 3 ,5(Ni,o(ki

2. Shensi 500,000

.3 * Shansi 25,000

4- Chilih ... 1,000,000

5 - Shang-fcung ... 200,000

6. Honan 250,000

7 - Kiang-su 250,000

8. Szechuan 250,0'.10

9 * Kruichone ... 20 ,i >00

10. Yunnan ... 1 ,
000,000

11. Hupet . .
10,000

12. Kiang-si 2.50^

Anhui 40 ,
0(K>

14. Chekiang

15 - Hunan ... 20,000

16. Kuangtung ... . .

.

25,000

17 - Kwang-si 20,000

18. Fukien ... LOO”

Total ... 7,121,000

Mohammedan Rebellions in China.

The first outbreak of the Mussalmans took

place in 1648 A.D. just four years after the

Manchu dynasty had come to power. A
Mohammedan named Mi-Lo yu of Lanchow
in Kansu*^'raised a revolt and murdered both

the Governor of the province and the Com-
manding General of the Chinese troops.

He made himself the master of Lanchow,
Hochow, Ninghai-fu and beseiged the

capital. The Governor of Shensi marched
against him, defeated the Mohammedans
and cut Mi-Lo-yu and his assistant Ting into

pieces. Two years later there was another

outbreak at the prefectura^l city of Kun*^

chung, whenmany Mohammedans were slain.

The third uprieing of the Moslems took

place in the year A.D. when the Em-
peror Yung-Chen, forbade the slaugliter of

oxen in the interest of a^ricuiture. In

China from time iminemorial the cust^
of employing oxen in agriculture prevails,
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in consequence of wj^|Wi»|:fttention »

oaid in breediniiltte
milched and the cnlm hie neyeir starved.

Milk and its are tbenrforc;

unknown in ChBta Proper. Beef is seldom

token by the higher classes. The killing of

cows by the Mohammedans was resented

by the native Chinese whose representations

at last induced the Emperor to forbid it.

The Mohammedans protested that being

unable to eat pork, by reason of their reli-

gion, such a decree subjected them to much

inconvenience. This called forth the issue,

of the following conciliatory edict from the

Emperor ;— ,

“In every province of the Empire, for many centuries

past, have been found a large number of Moham-
medans who form part of the people whom 1 regard

as my own children. I make no distinction ^tween
them and those who do not belong to their religion....

They bear as good a character as my other subjects,

and there is nothing to show that they are dissatisfied

with my Governments It is my wish, therefore, that

they should be le^t in the free exercise of their religion

who.se object is to teach men the ob^rvance of a moral
and the fulfilment of social and civil duties.... If then

the Mohammedans will continue to conduct themselves

as go(kl and loyal subjects, my favour will be extended
towards them just as much as towards my other

children. ..From among them came how many civil

and military officers, who have risen to the very high-

est ranks When the magistrates have a civil case

brought before them they should not concern them-

selves with the religion of the litigants. There is but

one single law for all my subjects. Those who do

good shall be rewarded and those who do evil shall be

punished".

In 1785 A*D^ some 6000 Salar Moham-
medan families, living near Hochow in

Kan-su, rose against the local authorities.

The Government took some very

measures against them, which they endured

till 1863 A.D. and the Salar Moslems rose

fw masse against the Government, shortly

after the Mandarin of Hiao*yi had put ail

revolt of the Chinese Governor
Yakooh Beg in Turkestan in 1864 is well
known* He proved himself an able and
astute ruler. His independence which lasted
for 12 years was recognised by Russia in

186a, and subsequently by the Sultan of
Turkey and by Great Britain. The Sultan
of Turkey rejoicing at such Moslem successes

conferred upon him the title of Emlr-al-
Mumien or Commander of the Faithful, a
title formerly borne by the Caliphs of

Bagdad. In 1874 Lord Northbrook sent Sir

Douglas Forsyth as envoy to his court.

The redoubtable Tso-Tsunglhang with a*

very large army unexpectedly crossed the

Tienshan range by unknown passes, and sud-

denly appeared before the walls of Aksu.

All resistance collapsed and by the lyih

December 1877, Kashgar, the capital, fell

before the Chinese troops when the re-

conquest of Eastern Turkestan was practi-

cally complete. I need not dwell upon the

reconquest uf Yunnan 'by the Chinese

Government which is so well known.

Rebellion alter rebellion dating from 1818

convulsed that ill-fated province until 1873

when it was denuded of its Mohammedan
population. How many hundreds thousand

families died in the four rebellions it will

never be known.

In conclusion, I may add that in my study

of the Chinese people of whom I saw much

during my residence at Peking in 1085,

when they had scored a victory over the

French in Tonquin, I have noticed one iin-

portant trait in their character. It is

industry. No people in the world can

compete with the Chinese in works of skill-

ed labour; even a Chinese cooly driving

rickshaw at Singapore under the torrid sun

the equator', and subsisting on
(5^^ over

dollar aalter the Mandarin of niao-yi nau p-; w - - ... * . 1

the Mohammedans of the village of Tsinkia two
p

^jy subsisting on two
to sword* This rebellion extended to Hami day. An Indian cooiy s »

and Urumchi in Sinkiang on the Mongolia

frontier and inflamed the Tungan Moslems

who defeated the Imperial troops and deca-

pitated General To. Every effort on the

part of the Imperial troops failed until the

famous General T»o-Ch“ngthang fPP**!:®

^

'ipon the scene abont 1870 A.D. and 9'*elle

tke mbeilion and thereby won back the

several proytnces of Central Asia which hm
been severed from the Chinese for a period

ofieven’yeaii .

fnnas will "not 'eam'^ annas a diy. With

characteristic laiiness he will enter mto

N»rw»«« should he get any chance of not

working. The Chinaman on the other hand

will never sit idle and weep when he has no

work to do.

China awkened to science roa^ m iny

opinion, prove a real menace to European

commerce rather than a yellow penl m
matters military as many conjecture she

mi^t in future be.
*
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COMMENT ANf) CRITIGISM

' B,—CoiitrlbtttdrE to this section ere requested speee* Ve cannot as a rule give to any single

kindly to make their observations as brief as contributor more than ||ages« A page in small

practicable, as there Is always great pressure on our type contains 1200 words approximatuy.

The Problem of the Srutl Scale*

The theory put forward by Mr. N. B. Divatia in

his article on Hindu Music appearing in the April

itumber of The Modern Review deserves some com-
ment. It is interesting to note that the writer, white re-

cognising the fact that the theories advanced by several

writers on the problem of the Sruti Scale are un-
satisfactory, lays claim to discover what he calls a
working hypothesis arrived at by a priori methods and
based on sound scientific principles; but on examina-
tion of this hypothesis, we are forced to this conclusion

that Mr. Divatia's theory is as unsatisfactory as those
which he criticises, even inspite of the pretensions
made towards a scientific classification based on
Ganot’s treatise on Physics. Mr. Divatia, however,
suggests that his scheme needs verification under the
testing of vocal music in the laboratory. It is a great
pity that writers like him do not take pains to put their
theories to the proper test before pushing them into
print. If such writers were only able to sing the Srutis
to any key, much of their theory would probably not
have seen the light of day at all.

For, what is this working hypothesis which Mr.
Divatia asks us to accept on the ground of its being
based on acoustic principles? It is this That the
Hindu scale of Srutis coincides exactly with the scale as
evolved by European acoustics in its relation to Music,
with the exception, however, of one Sruti which he has
attempted to fix by the introduction of an interval
known as the comma. If the scale were simply the
product of Mr. Divatia's imagination, it was certainly
a matter deserving of some praise. But he takes his
stand on the Sanskrit works, quotes the Sangit-Parijat
as corroborating his statements, and supplies the
missing links with the aid of Ganot. This is what is,

according to him, an a priori method, and it is really
amusing to see that it does not stand the critical test.

In the first place, the scale of the Sangit-Parijat, as
given by Mr. Divatia, is not quite accurate. Read
the chapter on the fixing of the positions of the 12
notes, and you find that slokas 416 and et seq ,^

—

when correctly interpreted, suggest the respective posi-

tions of the Vikrats on the stem of the Vina, quite

different from those given by Mr. Divatia. Taking
the length of the wire as 36 inches, Ahobala fixes his

ft (natural) at a point midway between ^ and g natural,

that is, 33 inches from the bridge
; and dividing the

distance between qr and ft into three parts, fixes the

ft koinal at a point 34 inches from the bridge. Mark-
ing the positions as given in the Sangit-Parijat, we
fix them as in the following diagram

—

36 34 33 30 28^ 27 25 24 aa 21 ao 19 i8

n * « e 4 «
femal (ttvn) (tlviatana) (ketnal) (komal)

The corresponding ratios, when worked out, will

vary from those given by Mr. Divatia, in the case

pf the two ft's and the4Wo qf’j and the tivra notes q

and^. The intervals are
}4, H. V. li

while Mr. Divatia gives them as JJ, J, J, y,
Pifridit Ahobala's slokas clearly point to the fact that

the divisions on the lengths of the wire, in fixing the

{K>sitions of the Vikrats, are mostly equal. He makes

no pretensions towards fixing the positions by means

of vibrations and ratios
;
and the inevitable result is

that the ratios are complex, and the musical intervals

not uniform. To say this may certainly not be edify-

ing, but that is the truth.

But Ganot, in dealing with the question of

sharps and flats, says that the notes intermediate

to the 7 notes of the gamut are obtained by

raising or lowering them by an interval of

He shows that the sharp of a note is not the same as

the flat of a succeeding note, e.g*, C sharp is

while D flat is
| X Jf or and that in order to

render practical execution more easy in respect to all

possible transpositions, it was necessary to introduce

the temperate scale on the principle of considering the

sharp of a note as equal to the flat of the succeeding

note. I’hus the location of these sharps and flats does

not correspond with the Srutis or notes in the Parijat.

There is another fact which Mr. Divatia has lost

sight of, and that is E sharp (•^^) Is higher in pitch

than F flat
(}§), and B sharp higher than C

flat (II), But Mr. Divatia overlooks the overlapping

of the notes if it can be so called—^nd borrows the

same order as given by Ganot, and uses itfornis

scheme of|3rutis.

Thus Mr. Divatia is ambitious enough to take ^
Ahobala’s groundwork, imperfect as it appeare to

and to buildon it a structure with the help of Ganot

;

and with what result? The groundwork is not strong

enough to bear the weight of the superstructure-^

scientific, as he calls it,—and the whole thing falls tott^

ground like a house of cards. How purious it is indeed

that the number of sharps and flats given by Ganot

is 21, just one less than the number oT Srutis given m
the Sanskrit works

! ,
Herein ties the gist of Mr.

Divatia’s a priori method, and the scientific theory*

As regards the respective positions of the notest Mr.

Divatia
.
presumes, without the necessary authontyi

that they are the same in Ganot and Sangit-Parijat.

One cannot help feeling some compassion for these

Sanskrit writers Tor the manner in which the pre^nt-

day enthusiast of a musical thrary rides roughshod m
the rmoii of pra^ical musicians. It is, after a11i an

absuroshow. It may be that the theories
;
and rul^

of the Sanskrit writsrs do not beaj^ sciMtific and
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rfjudpng their i»orks. ClVt^rnfflyf^,^ in this

linht

oTHi

Snudgin^ their works.

S«i is oe%aps the greatest mjusbce whWi an admirer

out these guides, and needs no help from Ganot for

^^’Tum^to the Pythagorean scale, which /pswsed

from Greece to Italy, and held sovereign sway up to

the i6th century. Even this scale, formed as ft was

on the basis of the laW of the fifths, had to be modified,

in course of time, to suit the law of simple ratios.

But nobody seriously attempts to prove that it is now

the just scale. It stood the test, and satisfied the

musiml susceptibilities of the West for several cen*

turics, althougn it is now found that some of the ratios

,

are not simple. This is by the way.

The chief reason—which Mr. Divatia advances for

histheory—the * allotment of the Srutis finds an exabt

correspondence in the scale of the 21 notes given by

Ganot—fails altogether, because Ganot's scheme rests

mainly on the introduction of the musical interval

i), while that of Ahobala, the author of the Sangit-

Parijat appears to be based on the divisions being

equal on tne length of the wire, so far as the inter-

mediate Srutis are concerned, the musical intervals

being consequently not only not the same or uniform,

but different from )}. It is not necessary to pursue

this inquiry any further by referring to Mr. Deval’s
scale which is equally disappointing in so far as it is

pretended to rest on &ingit-Parijat. It is indeed high
time for these theorists who have a fancy for musical
intervals and simple ratios, to clearly recognise the

worKs according to acoustic tests before startinir new
theories and asking the public to accept them.

S. N. Karnad.

Hlndttstanee Kayasthas and their
social customs.

It is a strange irony rf fate that the foremost journal
ot the motherland should do injustice to the 'Hindus-
tan^ Kaya^has. The social customs, referred to in
thelast issue of the Modern RevieWf do not coincide with
those thatactually obtain among them. Drinking is no
longer a recognised social institution, except among
the few members of the old school, who will, of course,
not yield to intermarriage and interdining. Again the
fact that “in many a Hindustani Kayastha family
ffrown-up daughters do not appear before iliJir

fathers, nor grown-up sisters before their elder
brothers,” does not rest on any solid foundation. I

do not represent Bihar, of which 1 have no personal
experience

;
but, I am sure that this unhealthy state

of affairs does not obtain in any form at least in the

Punjab and U. P. Of course, there are certain other

differences; but they can easily be disposed of to

much advantage. The harrier of language, too is not

an impenetrable one. Both Hindi and Bengali can

be learned up in a few days, having descended from

the one same mother—Sanskrit.
Ra.i Narayan.

We do not want to be dogmatic, as wc know the

“Hindustani” Kayastha community, not from the in-

side, but by report. We advocate fusion of race.s and

castes throughout India.—Editor, Modern Review.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS

English.
The Murzas and Their Country : by Sarat Chandra

M.A., 5,Zf., with an introduction by E. A.
G«t#,£sg., C. I. E., I. C. S. Published the Citv
Book Society

t 64 College Street, Calcutta and Print-
ft* fl* the Kuntaline Press, Calcutta, Cr, 8vo , ;

cloth,

...
S46+abpend^ices^-i~^lxxxiii

{with 48 photo illustrations). Price Fs, 6 or 9J. 6d,

This neatly printed and well bound book is a store-
nouse of tnformation regarding the Mundas and the
jpnntnr tbcw inhabit. Since Col. Dalton’s “Descrip-
tive Ethnology” is not now-a-days easily available,
this work ef Babu Sarat Chandra Roy will be the only
book of reference regarding the Mundas. The author

looked up carefully all available records and has

his self-imposed task with scholarly ability.

T^e book deals with (i) The Origin of the Kol Tribes,

(2) The Traditional History of the Mundas, (3) The
l^rty History of the Mundas, (4) The Mediaeval

of Mundari Histoiy, (s) The Modem History

the Mundas and (6) The Ethnography of the

Mukdas. Asides these regular chapters, there are

1. interesting
,
appendices wherein the legendary

history of the Mundas and the land tenures of the

Ranchi district b;»ve f)et:n given in some detail.

From the very enumeration c»f iho subject matter of

this book the readers of this Review will sec that a

very considerable portion of the book appeared in this

magazine for month.s together. The author has men-

tioned it in the preface that thi.s book was written in

the intervals of his business, li is a pity that such a

capable man as the author is could not devote his

whole time to the work of luhnological Research in

India, for which there is a pressing need in this

country.

Mr. Gait, who is now .mdoubtedly a great authority

on the subject of Indian Ethnology, has written an in-

troduction for the book which is by itself an interesting

and instructive study. This distinguished member ol

the Civil Service has veiy rightly remarked that “If

this country, which contains so many primitive tribes

possessingpcculiar rights and customs lof the greates

^thropological interest, it has long been a reproac*

to educated Indians that the task of collecting inform

ation regarding them has been left almost entirel

to Europeans.” I do not know who is to blaiill

whether our own people or the Universities fort!
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fact that the subject of anthropology is not studied in

our colleges, though India is the home of divers races

and tribes. We cannot afford to forget the character-
istic Mying of an eminent anthropdogist that ''there

will be plenty of money and people available for

anthropological research, when there arp no more
aborigines/’

The question regarding the origin of the Mundas is

still an unsolved problem, and as such I do not
offer any remarks in respect to the suggestions
and opinions of the author. Moreover, 1 have been
expressing my views on the subject in the pages of

this very Review in my papers relating to Indian
Anthropology. My opinion regarding the origin of

the Dravidans and of the Mundas, though fore-

shadowed in previous papers, will be published in the

July number of the “Modem Review."

^

It is ve^ significant to note that more than one-
eighth or the Mundari inhabitants of the Ranchi
district arc Christians and their number is 177,000.
Mr. Gait informs us that the Mundas are greatly
indebted to the Christian Missionaries for their

escape from utter ruin and for the education and
supfMrt they have received from them. “There is no
doubt," writes Mr. Gait, “ that the great success of

the Christian Missions in obtaining converts is due
largely to the secular benefits whien the Mundas thus
obtain." What a sad reflection it is upon us that we
fail to save our own men, whom we cannot exclude
when building our Indian nationality. The author
informs us that once the gospel of Nimai’s love
touched the hearts of the Mundas; but when the
great Vaisnava Reformer died, his followers forgot

the Mundas and their land. No unifying force is

eman^ing from our society to work out our national

salvation. The Rrahmo Samaj may take note of what
the Christian Missionaries have accomplished in the
hilly tracts of the aboriginal tribes, by extending

• Christian love and charity to the people.

B. C. Mazumdar.

Sanskrit-English.

TheSaertd Boohs of the Hindus Nos* $2 and 33,
Vol* wff, Part Iff.—The Bhaktiratnavali,
Translated by a Professor of Sanskrit (retire^.
Published Bahu Sudhinaranath Vasu at the
Panini Office^ Bahadurganja^ Allahabad* Pp,x
+viii+ +4* Annual Subscription : Inland
i?5. /2. Foreign £1. Price <f this part Rs^sj;

This is the third part of the Bhakti Sastras, the
other two parts being Bhakti-Sutras of Narada (Np.
23. Vol. vii—Part i) and the Sutras of Sandilya (No.
25. Vol. vii—-Part ii). Each part is complete in it-

self. The Bhaktiratnavali (the necklace of devo-
tional gems) has been abstracted from the Stimat-
..Bhagavata and contains 405 verses of, the origin^
book. The author of the Bhaktiratnavali was
Visnupuri and he wrote also a commentary on the
same and called it *Kaniimala* The book has been
divided into 13 chaptem, vie •

1. First strlhg-^lutations and treatment of
Bhakti in a general way (i 16 verses).

2. Second string—Causes that generate Bhakti’-*^
Association with good men (64 verses).
t 3. Third string—Details ^ the path of devotion
.^a verses).

4. Fourth string^Virtue of the hearing of the praise

of the Lord (45 verses).

5. Fifth stnng-^Hymning of the praise of the

Lord (57 verses).

, Sixth string—Remembrance of the Lord (26

verses).

7. Seventh string—Shampooing the feet of the

I-,ord (31 verses),

8. Eighth string—Worship of the Lord (9 verses).

9. Ninth string—Bowing to the Lord (4 verses).

10 Tenth string—Servitude to the Lord (4 verses),

11. Eleventh string—Intiniate companionship and

friendship of the Lord (2 verses).

12. Twelfth string—Consecrating one-self to the

Lord (2 verses).

( 13. Thirteenth string.—Taking Refuge in the Lotus

Feet of the Lord (13 verses).

The book under review contains

• (1) The Sanskrit Text of the verses.

(ft) An English Translation of the same.
(iff) The original commentary on the same by

Vishnupuri.

(iv) Notes (Explanatory and critical) in English

mainly based on tnc commentary of Vishnupuri.

(v) An Introduction (10 pages) in English by the

Translator.

(vi) Appendex i. (Extracts from the Introduction

to the Metrical Translations from Sanskrit writers by

Dr. j. Muir).
(»ff) ^pendix 11. Extract from Sir Ram Krishna

Gopal Bhandarkar’s papers on the origin of the

Bhakti School published in the Indian Antiquary

for January 1912.

(vfVt.) An alphabetical Index to the verses.

(iir.) Errata (4 pages).

Is the Bhakti cult of purely Indian origin and

growth? “The orthodox view is that the Bhakti-

marga is the butter churned out of the ocean of the

milk of the Veda." But a discordant voice has been

raised against this view. So long ago as 1873, the

October issue of the “Indian Antiquary" published a

paper with the heading “Traces in tne Bhagavat-Gita

of Christian writings and ideas". This paper is a

reproduction of tm appendix to Dr. Lorinsers

Bhagavat-Gita. Therein the learned German

orientalist produced in parallel columns writings from

the Bhagavat-Gita and the New Testament which

bear remarkable resemblance in sense and spirit. Dr.

Lorinser then endeavours to show that early Christian

iwosUes and Missionaries visited india and the

doctrine of faith and monotheistic worship was in-

troduced into India by their agwey. This view

found support in some influential contemporary

European orientalists.

But a voice of dissent was raised from an uneitj^ct-

ed quarter. That indefatigable worker in the field

of Sanskrit studies whose labors have done so much

to help European scholars with abundant supply o*

materials to work on them—the compiler of yv®

volumes of original Sanskrit Texts—fDr. John Muir--

whose antecedents in India were characterised by the

spirit of a Christian Missionary and therefqie

pro-Hindu, brought out in 1879, a volume of ^'Metrical

Translations from Sanskrit Writers" and

to it a lengthy and ieaiTied introduction^ Therein

he discussed the subject of Or. Lorinsei^s paper >>

the "Indian Antiquafy*V referred to a^ve.;

Muir's views have been reproduced in Appendix i<
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In Appendix ii an extract has been given from Dr.
Bhandarkar's paper on the Orimn of the Bhakti

School which was published in the *Undian Antiquary"

for January 1912. His conclusion is~-"We«havq
epigraphical evidence of the Bhakti School during the

three or four centuries before Christ.”

The Bhaktiratnavali is the essence of the Bhagavat
and contains all the important verses on Bhakti.

Those who cannot go through the 18000 verses of

the original scripture, will, with no difficulty, be able

to master the Bhakti-ratnavali which contains only

400 verses.

This is an excellent edition of the Bhakti-ratnavali,

and will it is hoped be largely used by Bhakta
scholars.

The Sacred Boohs of the Hindus No. Vol. V.—
Part vtii.

*

The Vedanta Sutras of Badarayana with the
commentary of Baladeva. Translated by Rai
Bahadur Srisa Chandra Vasu. Published by Bahu
Sudhindra Nath Vasu at the Panini Office, Bahadur-
ganja, Allahabad: Pp. Annual subscrip-
tion;—Inland Rs. 12. Foreign £t. Single copy Re,
j-8.

This part contains Sutras III. 4.36--IV. 3.15 with
meaning of every word, the translation of the Sutras
and of the commentaiy of Baladeva.

This part also has been well edited and translated.

Mahxs Chandra Ghosh.

Sanskrit-Bengali.

Bhaktiratnavali : translated by Manmohan Banerji,

/j/8. Howrah, Karmayoga Press,

The author of the book, Vishnupuri, was a celebrat-
ed saint who flourished about six centuries ago. He
compiled an antholog)i from the Srimadbhagabat,
which was translated into Bengali verse by Lauria
Krishnadas, of Sylhet, a reference to whom is to be
found in Dines Chandra Sen's History of Benijali

Literature. The book under review is also a metrical

rendering, of the wellknown anthology. The original

Sanskrit verses and their Bengali translation nave
been printed side by side. The translator is a member
of the Provincial* Judicial Service, and has the gift of

poetrv in him. m has handled various metres with

excellent effect and his verses closely follow the original.

Kven independently of the original, the verses are
sweet and pleasant to read. There is nothing far-

fetched, stilted or unnatural in his rendering. As a
oevotional composition the book occupies a high
Place in Vaishnav literature, and the translation
fully sustains the reputation of the original.

Two good indices have materially facilitated the
Work of reference. The biograpnical sketch of

"i^hnupuri might have been more carefully written
And the printing and paper might have been better.

*”fhe second edition an introductory essay on the

PJjlje of Bhakti in religious culture might fittingly be
^ded. ;^e book which contains more than 300

is well bound in cloth and will, we trust, have
« good sale.

P.

Hindi.
d Hilary of Modern India, British Piviod, Part I

Vol. I, by Mr, Govind Sakharam Sardmii, Ba!,
translated into Hindi by PondU 7agnrnatli Prasad
^nukU. Published by the Hindi (Irontho Prasarak
Mandah, Allahabad and Khandwa iC. i\ ). Crown
8vo, pp. Price Re, t.

It is a fortunate thing that hooks on history arc
being published in Hindi. This book is of an intro-
ductory nature, and concerns itself with the Portu-
guese regime in India. There arc many new facts in

the book and many English books have been laid

under contribution. A list of these has betMi subjoined
to the book. The writer has preferred this arrange-
ment to giving references to these books in the foot-

note. As a considerable part of the book deals with
the early commercial relations between the Europeans
and the Indians, the students of political economy will

also find much of interest in the book. 'I'lie book ha.s

been very elaborate and this has necessitated many
facts not directly connected with Indw to be intro-

duced. The Portuguese regime has also been treated

at length and a chapter devoted to the resume of the

Portuguese rule. The writer thinks that ilu? Portu-

guese rule in certain parts of India taught two
lessons of importance to the Britisli : Pirsily, to

follow a policy of neutrality in the matter f»f proselyt-

ism, and secondly, to discourage tin* increase of a

mixed (Eurasian) race. The Portuguese failed also

from their cruelty and instances of tins are recorded

in the book. Obviously the book is the first of its

kind in Hindi and must receive encouragement at the

hand.s of the patrons of the Hindi liieralure. The

printing and binding arc nice. The book is dedicated

to the Maharaja of Barodn and a halftone of the

prince constitutes the frontispiece.

Padyapravandha by B. Maithili Shuran Ouplii,

printed at the Indian Press, ,Mlahahad, Crown

8vo, pages 75,?. price as, 10. lo be hud of B.

Ramiishore Gupta, Chirgaon, 'fhansi.

The writer of this collection of poems has made a

deserved name for himself with respect to the form of

poetry which he has made his own. The collection

consists of the poems published, off and on, in Hindi

periodicals especially th(.* Sarasvali. It goes without

saying that the chief attraction of the poetry part of

the Sarasvali has always consisted in the poems of B.

Maithili Sharan Gupta; and the Hindi riiaders will no

doubt welcome ardently this nice little publication

which if it finds a place in their shelves, will go a

great way in providing entertainment .for them in their

leisure moments. In the whole field of the Hindi

poetry, if any approach is made to the standard of

English poetry, it is iu the poems of the talented

author. However, they are apt, .sometimes, to be

unduly didactic, and in some few instances, even

prosaic. But there is no question that they rightly

hold their place of superiority over poems by modern

Hindi writers. They only admit of improvement

which no doubt the poet must be striving for. The

poet has the genuine poetic fire in him and his genius

has illuminated not a few passages in the collection.

Hindi poetry can only be called in Us infant stage as

yet, and its poverty can only be removed if poets

the type of the author spring up. It has vast poten-

tialities, as is shown by the collection before us
; and
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the poet deserves due encouragement from the lovers

of Hindi poetry. The printing of the book is nice

and constitutes an attraction in itself.

Urdu.

Tazhire Hatardastan or Khamkhanai Jainaidt vol,

lit by Lala Sri Ranit MA,t Munsift Delhit
Royal

Svo.fp, 564 and 7^ and /j. Prices: Bound
editton-^finer paper Rs, 4-8, ordinary p(^p^^ Rs*

j-d. Paper cover edition—Rs. 2-/2. to be had

of ManageTt Daftar Khamkhanai Javaidt Nai
Sarah t Delhi.

This is the second volume of the lives of Urdu
poets over which the author has been wo;‘king for

many years. In this volume, have been embodied, the «

lives of such dead and living Urdu poets whose names
commence with any of the letters sai to hai of

Horoof Tihajji. Naturally the treatment of the

biographies could not be elaborate, short notice of

each poet having been given. However, the work
must have cost the author much pains. The author
has tried not to leave out any poet of recognised fame.
He has characterised the diction of every poet and the

extracts from poems, which he has subjoined to serve

as samples, are typical. In fact the author has made
a point of adding these sample lines, which tell us
much about the peculiar style of each particular poet.

A better arrangement would have been to be a little

more detailed in the case of the more noted poets.

However, the author has followed his own plan and
has been eminently successful in it. This book will

rank with the Firhang Asafia of Moulavi Syed
Ahmad of Delhi, inasmuch as both have cost their

authors tedious labour for long periods of time, though
the objects of the two books are different. The book
under review has also like the Firhang been dedicated

to His Highness the Nizam of H}'derabad. The
printing and get-up of the book are very nice, which
18 found only occasionally in the Urdu books, and that

only in the case of certain diwans. The author has
to be congratulated on the partial termination of his

stupendous labour.

The Commentaries on Yajurveda by Swami Dayanand,
translated into Urdu by Mr, Dharm Palt B. A.,

and printed at the Saivai Machine PresSt Lahore.
Demy 8vo, pp. 436, Price Re. 1^4,

The author is the well-known convert to the Aryya
Samaj by the Shuddhi ceremony, and the editor of

the famous Urdu organ of the Samaj, named Indra.

The rendering has been in simple and idiomatic Urdu,
and the words chosen are appropriate. The book will

prove of much use to those who have not sufficient

Knowledge of Sanskrit to read the Yajurveda in the

original Sanskrit. That the translation has been free

constitutes one of its merits. The price of the book
is not much, in view of the time and energy spent over
it by the author.

M. S.

Gujarati.

Lalit nan Kavyo ; Published by Lakhmichand
Uttamchand Master & Co., Rajkot. Paper Cover,

pp. i^o. Price Rs. 0-8-e (rgi2),

.Lalit is the nom de plume of Mr. Janam*shanker
Manas-shanker Buch. For the last fifteen years, his

•ongs have been made familiar to the reading public of

the province by means of monthlies, and from almost

their very appearance. They have met with a hearty

welcome. They have now been collected in a small

book with just a short introduction by Mr. Nanalal

D. Kavi, setting out in a series of suggestions, rather

than direct statements, the merits and defects of the

oems. I.alit has got a style peculiar to himself, he

andles his words, not in the manner of a fullgrown

individual speaking to another fullgrown individual

but as a mother talking to a lisping child, to a ciiild

rocking in the cradle. He would not say *'good"

but *'goody-goody." This gentleness, bordering at

times almost on effeminacy, wedded to a stream of

expression peculiar to Kathiawad, from where the

poet hails, is the out^anding feature, or call it the

charm, of his poems, which are meant more to be

sung than read. When you hear thenfi recited by

the writer himself, accompanied by the ting-ting of

the little cymbals he carries with him, you are remind-

ed of the Bhajans of Mira Bai and at times the

fervour of Narsinh Mehta, the two great pioneers of

a poetry in Gujarat. For ourselves, we have

great pleasure in stating, that we like them immensely,

and look forward to continuous and better work from

Lalit. The poems are very short. There is no room

there for the full working out of an idea. They arc

mere Hashes of lightning, but during the time a flash

lasts, it illumines everything.

Vadodra Rajya ni Sahitya Sena, by Chhaganlal

Thahordas Modit B.A.t Educational Inspector,

Baroda State. Printed at the Gujarati Printing

PresSt Bombay. Paper bound. Pp. 88. (7p/2).

Price nil.

This little pamphlet, which was distributed at the

Gujarati Literary Conference held at Baroda during

the Easter Recess, gives details of the different ways

in which the enlightened Maharaja Gaekwar of Baroda

has been encouraging Vernacular Literature, Guja-

rati, Marathi, Sanskrit, &c. The large sums which

he has at various times sanctioned for this purpose

together with the results secured by the expenditure,

show that His Highness never stints his resources for

this purpose. He has just capped his generosity by

declaring a grant for this very object of two lacs of

rupees. The list given at the end, of the books pub-

lished b/the help of the State, is instructive in showing

that the encouragement given is not restricted to any

one branch, but is general and comprehensive.

Life of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhit by Pram-

jivan Jagjivan Mehta, L.M, and S, (Bombay\

M.D. (Brussels), 8fc. Printed at the Gujarati

Printing Press, Bombay. Cloth hound. Printed on

superior paper, Pp. 8g and 72 /, (79/2).

A work of this kind was a great desideratum, *>0

wrote the present writer in East and West, in an

article which he contributed to it, while reviewing the

Rev. Mr. Doke’s work in English. It was still more

badly wanted in Gujarati, and we are glad, that a

special friend of Mr. Gandhi has accomplished the

task by translating the English work into Gujarati.

It is prefaced by an intrMuction, which is in the

nature of a small supplimentary book on the subject.

Dr. Mehta has seen &uth Africa, the field of Mf*

Gandhi's labours, and has been ever since 1898 in

active correspondence with him. As a result whereof,

he is able to put in his own independent performance,
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many facts and incidents which run beyond the

ken of Mr. Doke. Mr. Gandhi’s views on the present

state (rf India, social, economic and political, as

discussed in his letters, are, to say the least, verytfreslj

and original. Many ’of them, such as that Railways

have done great harm to the country, that modern

civilisation has demoralised the people, that the

present system of education has undermined the

foundations of hdalth and family ties of students,

would be condemned as heresies, but one has to

remember that Gandhi is a follower of Tolstoy, and

that he supports his conclusions by facts and argu-

ments. The translation is indeed well done, and we

welcome both the introduction and the translation,

which together fully bear out*the object of the writer,

to present the Spartan hero of South Africa

as he is.

Sindh upar Swart, (Invasion of Sind) by Chuntlal

Vardhman Shah, printed at the Prajabandhn

Printing WorJbs, Ahmedahad. Ihick card hoard

cover, Pp. 228, with 2 maps of Sind, old and
new. Price Re, t-4‘0 (1012).

The very fresh invasion of Sind by MahnuiJ Kasim
is the theme of this novel. Dahir Kai, the Hindu
King, was a great believer in Asirnlogy. He? was

told by an astrologer that whoever nianii d his sister

would become a king and so to prevent the

catastrophe he married her himself. Such folly is

still known in Sind, as Daheri. Falling a va*tim to

such statements the olhi?r Hindu Kings of Sind did

not come to his assistance, because 1 1ley were told

that ultimately the banner of Isliim was to float oyer

Sind. Therefore they saw no good in olTering

resistance to the Musalinan invader. 'I'hc n.-irrativc

is inteiesting and the scenes well described. It will

serve to make the history of Sind, in earlier times,

better known in Gujarat, where until now, very hlUc

interest is taken in the affairs of that p;irL of the

Presidency. m i

NOTES

Decentralisation and Provincial

Autonomy*

It is seldom that administrative proV)lems

and measures have not a history behind

them. One of the most important problems

now before the public is that of decentra-

lisation and provincial autonomy. 'I he

question seems to have engaged the atten-

tion of the British authorities more than

half a century ago. For we find that Major

G. Wingate, in the course of his evidence,

on 13th July, 1858, before the Select Com-

mitte on Colonization and Settlement

(India), was asked

*‘7771. You speak of the dangers that arise from a

central Government, and you say that it leads to a

community of aims and feelings that might be danger-

ous ?—Yes, 1 think that if there be any one subjwt in

which the whole population of India would be inter-

ested, that is more likely to be dangerous to the foreign

authority than if the question were simply

one division of the empire ;
if a question were agitate

throughout the whole length and breadth of the empire,

it would surely be much more dangerous to fwe^

authority than a question which interested one P es -

dency only.

"777a. Mr, Danhy
this, that all the people of India might be excited

about the same thing, at the same lime 7—Yes.

» It seems Major G. Wingate was afraid

of a community of feelings^ and intcrws

growing up throughout India, or, in other

words, of the peoples of India becoming

a nation. ,

We do not know what proportion ol the

Anglo-Indian bureaucracy at present hold

views similar to those of Major Wingate

and what proportion do not ;
nor do we

know what has led to the recent discus-

sions of the problems of decentralisation

and provinciiil autonomy. We only know

that in recent timc.s the Swadeshi agitation

has been the only agitation wh'Ch has

reached even the masses throughout l^ndia.

Lord Curzon indeed wanted that Calcutta

opinion should not prevail

Bengal ,
but that “independent centres

of opinion should grow up m diKerent parts

of tL province. Lord Hardinge has ^
trayed a similar jealousy of the predomi-

nance of Calcutta and Bengal opinion.

If Major Wingate’s policy were to

followed to its logical conclusion, then all

the different provinces of India would haw

to be governed by rulers appointed from

“home" and responsible to the British

Parliament and Ministry alone, ‘he post of

Viceroy and Governor-General would have

to be abolished, and there would have to

be different and independent armies for the

diBerent provinces. Of course, the legt^-

tures and the laws would also have toT>e

independent. But we do not think any
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pmcftical politician can contemplate such
sweeping changes. Already, we have had
pronouncements made by “responsible"
statesmen which would seem to show that
the expression “provincial autonomy" was
used, by Lord Hardinge in a Pickwickian
sense. We also find that so thoroughgoing
a' supporter of the Delhi changes as the
Indian Daily News has begun to grumble
that the new financial arrangements will
not in practice leave much power to the
provincial governments.
Moral, Do not shout before you are out

of the woods.

A Project for a Hindu Girl's School.
We wish to draw the attention of our

readers to the Project for a Hindu Girl’s
School published elsewhere in this number.
This was the school which Sister Nivedita
established at Bagbazar, Calcutta, in 1898
and which had been maintained, by a friend
and by her own contribution. It is pro-
posed to maintain this school as a memo-
rial to the Sister. Contribution should be
sent either to

Swami Saradananda,
Udbodhan Office,

Bagbazar, Calcutta
;

or to

Dn Kanjilal,

3, Madan Mitter’s Lane,

Calcutta,
who would acknowledge receipt of all re-
mittances.

Education of Indian Women.
Speaking at the last Madras Social Con-

ference held at Kumbakonam, the Hon. Mr.
T. V. Seshagiri Iyer is reported to have
said i

—
The question, however, was what kind of education

should be imparted to women. He did not think it

would do to educate Indian women to become window-
smashers and hooligans. What was necessary was
education in Indian literature and Sanskrit. This
would in no way uiisex Indian women, and the late
Sister Nivedita had entertained the same view.

We are not aware that anywhere in India,
or in any other country in the world, any
education is or proposed to be given to
women Which is calculated to make them
window-smashers and hooligans. If in any
country “educated" women have become
w^dow-smashers and hooligans, have not
“idiicated" men, too, become hooligans

and bomb-throwers there? Would it be
logical, therefore, to say that the education
given to men in schools and colleges in the
•West, produces hooligans and bomb-
throwers? We do not propose to discuss
in this brief note whether the same sort of
education should be given to women as to
men ; indeed there should be some difference.
But we do not in the least admit that any
branch of learning which, if taught to men,
would make them useful and high-souled
citizens, would, if taught to women, unsex
•them or make them hooligans and window-
smashers necessarily. We require, indeed,
to define what are to be held as the essential

characteristics of the female sex.

The speaker either does not know Sister

Nivedita’s ideal of what sort of education
should be given to Indian women, or he has
not been fully and correctly reported. Her
idea was that, while nothing should be done
which would diminish in the least the feel-

ing of reverence and the spirit of self-sacri-

ficing service which characterise Indian
women, their education should be thoroughly
modernised

: ^

they should, therefore, be
taught, besides their vernacular literature,

English, mathematics, geography, history,

science, and some handicraft or industry
which may enable them to be self-support-
ing, if need be. This will be clear from all

her writings on the subject, as also from the

“Project for a Hindu Gtrls’ School” pub-
lished in this number. This has reference
to the education of the generality of Indian
women. As to the higher education of

women, it is clear that a woman like Sister

Nivedita^who was herself so learned and
highly cultured and extensively read, could
not possibly hold that even the highest learn-

ing would unsex Indian women.
Our idea is that we should not be carried

away by preconceived notions, but shoiild

allow educated women themselves to have
their say on the subject. We have also

great faith in the need of experiments. The
Universe is not built on such weak Wnda-
tions, that the teaching of, say higher
mathematics even, to some women, would
produce utter chaos. If any womao want
to learn any branch of learning whidi men
learn, let them learp if they can, and let us

observe the resultsi apd let women also

observe the results. Neither men nor women
entirely live for thciinselves ;• nor does any
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gex live entirely lor the other sex. Just as

women cannot and do not demand that

the education of men should be only such

as would suit the convenience of women,,
so men also should not demand that the*

education of women should be only such

as would suit the convenience of men. ‘The
subjection of ^omen** should not proceed
further than it has done, or exist longer

than it has done.

Ranade on the defects and duties of
Hindus and Husalmans.

The late Mr. M. G. Ranade thought that—

Both Hindus and Mahomedans lack many of those

virtues represented by the love of order and rcf^ulated

authority. Both are wanting in the love of municipal
freedom, in the exercise of virtues necessary for civic

life, arrd in aptitude for mechanical skill, in the love of

science and research, and daring and adventurous
discovery, the resolution to master difficulties, and in

chivalrous respect for womankind.

He was of opinion that Hindus and
Musalmans should join hands.

If the lessons of the past have any value, one thing

is quite clear, vf>., that in this vast country no progress

is possible unless both Hindus and Mahomedans join

hands together .... Joint action from a sense of

common interest, and a common desire to bring about
the fusion of the thoughts and feelings of men so as to

tolerate small differences and bring about concord

—

these were the chief aims kept in view by Akbar and
formed the principle of the new divine faith formulated
in the Din-i-Ilahi. Every effort on the part of either

Hindus or Mahomedans to regard their interests as

scpai^te and distinct, and every attempt made by the

two communities to create separate schools and inter-

ests among themselves, and not to heal up the wounds
inflicted by mutual hatred of caste and creed, must be
deprecated on all hands. It is to be feared that this

lesson has not been sufficiently kept in mind by the

leaders of both communities in their struggle for exis-

tence aud in the acquisition of power and predominance
during recent years.

As rcjgards the directions in which these

two communities should strive for improve-

ment, he said

Both Hindus and Mahomedans have their work cut

out in this struggle. In the backwardness of female

education, in the disposition to overleap the bounds of

their own religion, in matters of temperance, in itheir

internal dissensions between castes and creeds, n the

indulgence of impure speech, thought and action on

occasions when they are disposed to enjoy themselves,

in the abuses of many customs in regard to unequal

and polygamous marriages, in the desire to be extra-

vagant, in their expenditure on such occasions, m the

neglect of regulated charity, in the decay of public

spirit, in not msisting on the proper management

^^mdewtnent$,'?-in these and other matters Mtn

^
commupities are equal

;
sinners, and thw is thus

"mudi For improvement on* common lines.

d
!

AMul Baha, the founder of Bahaism, is

an/ ««odern thought
and effort. 1 he Persian reformer proclaims

*1 j
in mind in the Kitah-i-

Akdas (the Holy Book),

The first of these is lo brin(» about universal, peace.
He calls upon the nations to .settle their dincrcnces
by a board of arbitration. Second he pleads for a
universal language, "the great source of concord.”
Third, he desires spiritual equality, i.r., people of
all nations to do away with caste and special dasse.<i

and to meet on the bro;id plallorm of one eternal
Father, all men his sons. Fourth, Abdul Uaha lays
special emphasis upon the worth and dignity of labor.

Every one should work, every one h.ive some useful

occupation
;
for work is worship. Fifth, empKasis is

to be placed uppn universal education “for the poor,

for the rich, for the girl, for the boy." (T/ie Christian
Register,)

The claims of knowledge.

There are not many men in India who
are burdened with too much wealth, and
who do not know how to get rid of it.

But if any there be who wish to spend or

bequeath money for objects which are not

vicious, they cannot find better recepients

of their charity than poor students, educa-

tional institutions, and libraries. Free

studentships, schools and colleges, free

libraries, should be founded by donors

occording to their means and inclinations.

The importance of these in such an exces-

sively ignorant and preponderatingly

illiterate country as India, cannot be

overrated, seeing that even in the United

States of America an exhortation like the

following finds place in the Christian

Register:—

Most people spend twice and thrice as much time in

acquiring money as in disposing of it ;
but here and

there, and now and then, some person is obliged to

ponder over the problem of disburdening himself of

his wealth. For in.stance, when he is making his will

;

and, if he feels distrustful of greedy relatives, or fore-

sees his modest bequest to a hospiul dwarfed by larger

donations, let him select some town—his natal town,

by preference - and establish there a perpetual lecture-

ship. Could any other use of five or ten thousand

dollars be more fruitful in educational and civilizing

results ? Reflect upon it, pen in hand, with or without

yourfamily attorney at your elbow! Note the bene-

ficent ^'Lowell Institute Lectures” in Boston ! And eight

thousand dollars, in safe investments, would return,

three hundred and twenty dollars a year, which would

pay for a course of six high standard lecturM

^ch winter. The admission tickets should be allotted

free, on application, and the course should be undbr

the control ol persons of efficient position
;
for example,
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the town-clerk, the minister of some church, the prin-

cipal of the high-school, the president of the local

bank, and the chairman of the public library trustees.

Thus, through “The James Smith Lectures,” you

would hand down yoiir name to a grateful posterity,

who would never spend time in spelling jt out on a

bronze tablet or a marble slab.

A Model School.

The Herald of the Golden Age contains an

account of the National Village School in

Sussex which shows that in many respects

it is entirely and admirably wh^t all schools

ought to be.

The first remarkable thing is the bright and happy

look on every face. The Sussex rustic is proverbially

dull (it may be remembered that John Wesley said

he could do nothing with Sussex : they were so slow

to kindle or flash), but there is no sign of dullness on

any face here. Miss Johnson does not believe in

congenital dullness, unless indeed there is actual mental

deficiency. But there is plenty of dullness in the

ordinary training that children receive and a still

fuller snare of dullness in the system under which

teachers work.

The real difference between child and child in our

melancholy educational system is that some withstand

the deadening influences better than others. That

is about all.

The next remarkable thing is the ceaseless activity

0! the children. In the ordinary school they listen,

yawning, to lectures on History, Geography, Nature

study, or what not, or work mechanical sums, write

lists of spelling, or pieces of composition, or draw from

flat copies. But in this school each is actively employ-

ed, It is a saying of Aristotle’s that unimpeded energy

is an essential element in happiness.

The third remarkable fact is that ail the various

activities are forms of ulf-expression. The child and

his own interests are behind all he does, and numerous

channels of self-expression are opened to him. Here
are a few of them.

(1) Talking. This includes the free expression of

opinion and experiences, the free asking of questions,

foimal debating, the making up of dialogues, etc.

(2) Written composition, including the making of

notes by the children for their own use, descriptions of

nature, making up of stories, verses, etc.

(3) Reading aloud by individual children to the

rest of the class.

(4) Recitation of poetry.

(5) Singing, including the old English folksongs,

which arc p^ly dramatic.

(6) Morris dancing, which is also partly dramatic.

(7) Ordinary dancing.

(8) Acting, including the dramatic treatment of

History, Geography, even Arithmetic; also the

dramatic interpretation of Shakespeare, dialogues,

scenes from Dickens, etc.

(9) Drawing with pencil, brush, and chalk.

(10) Clay modelling.

(11) Informal gardening, including observations of

plant life.

(12) Informal carpentering, including the making of

siath useful things as sheds and fences.

(13) Informal cookery.

(14)

Cutting out and making garments, including
the making of simple fancy costumes for the girls^

and armour (made of tea>-paper) for the boys.
'

The teacher’s one idea is to help the children to
^eduoate themselves. She gives them the three great
gifts : material, stimulus, and guidance. The rest they
must do for themselves. Her fundamental assump-
tion is that real education is self-education, and that

for self-education we must have the power of self-ex-

pression, and that to foster self-expression is the first

and last duty of the teacher.

How History is taught there.

The children teach themselves history by
dramatising historical episodes.

The treatment of history is in the main dramatic.

When they come to such an episode the older children

dramatise it. They consult some historical manual
or novel and make up their own dialogues, costumes
and other accessories. They then act the scene

according to their own interpretation, with the stimulus

and guidance of the teacher’s criticism. The rest of

the class look on, with their history books before them,

qualifying themselves unconsciously to act as under-

studies, and, in due course, to play their own parts.

The child who has acted history will always be

interested in it, and will absorb its spirit, atmosphere
and more significant facts.

But this is not all the advantage. At the same
moment the children are training the sovereign facult-

ies of imagination and sympathy, and the result is

dramatic power generated by sympathetic interest.

Nature-Study.

Nature-stud^ is a prominent feature in

the work of this school.

When a lesson is given on, say a holly leaf, each

child has its own leaf and a lens. They note the

characteristics and try to account for them. They
ask questions and often give their own answers.

Observation is still further developed by nature ram-
bles and by drawing natural objects, and the search

for beautiful quotations. In this way are developed

the more emotional qualities, subtle feeling for the

general life of nature and sympathy with other forms

of life thad our own.

Drawing.

In this school the children have been

forced under wise guidance to educate them-

selves in drawing, and the results have been

excellent.

“In this school the teaching of Drawing reaches

the highest educational level I have hitherto met in

our elementary schools, and the results are the genuine

expression of the children’s own thoughts. Flat copies

are not used and the children evolve their own tech-

nique. The development of thought carries with it

the development of skill, and this is clearly seen in the

drawings, which show good form and proportion, some

knowledge of light and shade, a delicate and refined

perception of colour, and a wonderful power of dealing

with the difficulties of fore-shortening. The central

law is self-effort. The children decide what to draw,
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how to draw it, and the materials to be used. Under
their teacher’s influence the children become acute
critics. In her own words,—“I gave each child an
ivy-leaf and said 'Now look well at it.' We talked

about its peculiarities, looking all the time, and then

I told them to draw one, looking still at the leaf.

Then 1 examined results. A eood many, of course,

were faulty. In these cases I md not say "'No, you are
wrong : this is t>e way,' and go to the black-board.
I said 'In such and such a part is yours the same as
the leaf ? What is differ,ent ? How can you alter it ?

I make them tell me their faults. There was no
blackboard demonstration.”

The scholars may sometimes be seen
seated in the lanes, depicting some objet^

that has attracted their attention.

Discipline.

Regarding discipline in this school, Pdr.

Holmes, late Chief Inspector of Schools,

England, says :
—

‘Were I called on to report on the discipline of this

school my report would be brief. There is no* disci-

pline. There is no need for any. Apart from his love

for his teacher and his pride in his school each child is

so happy in his work that the idea of being naughty
never enters his head. And if there is no need for

punishment it is equally true that there is no need for

rewards. With the example of this school before me
I cannot but hope that some day we shall begin to ask
ourselves whether it is wise or right to make the school

a training ground in egotism and vanity. The world
will draw the child ail too soon into its vortex of com-
petitive selfishness.”

Moving Pictures in the Classroom.

Mr. Thomas A. Edison thinks that the

moving picture can make schools interesting

for the children, which school books have
hitherto failed to accomplish. “The easy

way to appeal to the young is through the

eye; why take the harder ways?” This

idea has led him to think of making an

experiment with education by photographic

film in the Orange Schools. The method
to be adopted is explained by him at some
length in World To-Day. -Mr. Edison

says s

—

"See how we teach geography. The teacher, we
will say, is tiying, with the aid of books, to give chil-

jlren who were never outside of New York City some
idea of the great continent of Africa. The children

are told that there are Kaffirs in South Africa. There

be a picture or two—small and lifeless things—to

^how how the Kaffirs look.
'
'But when ^1 is said and done the children do not

know much about how the Kaffirs look and less of how
^hey live. And when the child has, been drudged

^most to djcath to memorize the ' principal products

« Africa^ the lesson is ended.” .

Mr. ^ison is going to try to teach geography in a

very differam way. '^One of the best moving-picture
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operators in the world'
T-

‘snow ii\ Africa with directions
^ *"vcntor to start at Cape Town anil

NUp
'^^ween there and the month of the

only Kaffirs actually at work and .ti play, but the
biggest beasts of the jungle, the velds, the rivers, and
all the wonders of Africa—"do you believe ni.any chil-
dren will play sick while these pictures are beine
run off?”

**

Not only geography but most other sub-
jects of study are to be taught with the help
of moving pictures, which will take the
place of most books used below the ninth
grade. To quote Mr. Edison’s own words
again

'*
I do not know how I could teach grammar with

moving pictures, but 1 can teach r(•ading, writing,

spelling, ge%raphy, arithmetic, and physiology. I

can even leach historj' and some branches of science

with moving pictures. One of ihc best Films we ever

made was of the battle of l.cxingion. 1 snu men to

the scene and reproduced the battle as nearly as I

could as it occurred. In the same way I have shown

Washington crossing the Delaw.ire. Many rHher

historic scenes could as easily be reproducoil.

'* And one of the most interesting pictures I ever

made illustrated a chemical process. I simply poured

certain chemicals upon a glass and lei coloured

crystals form. Seen with the naked eye. this would

not amount to much. But 1 inagnihcd the crystals

until they were as large as slices of bread, and

when they popped up from the glass they looked

^most like covers flying from the manholes over a

sewer.”

The Literary Digest from which these

extracts are taken, says that as yet in Ame-

rica no institution of learning has included

the cinematograph as a part of its equip-

ment. But in Versailles, France, there is

an important school that has actually in-

stalled a moving-picture apparatus and has

been making good use of it. Mr. F. Honors

describes the out-fit and the many ways in

which it is used at some length in /////as-

tration (Paris, January 13). Possibly, he

thinks, the schools are afraid of the moving

pictures as connoting frivolity. The Litera-

ry Digest translates his words as follows

"The programme of the International Congress of

Mathematics which is to meet in 1912 includes a

discussion on the dangerous tendency of ccrtein

teachers to make the study of mathematics attractive.

And in the same way some old pedagogs, greaUy

attached to intellectual gymnastics, fear that the

moving picture machine may make the study of

science too easy.
'

"This cminion, 1 hasten to say, is not wide-spread

in the university. The introduction of the cinemato-

graph into the official curriculum would appear to w
delayed chiefly by the initial expense, which the

Department of Education considers somewhat heaw.

'^ut while committees discuss and bureaus reflect,
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a professor at Versailles has acted
;
and thanks to the

initiative of Professor Bruckert, lectures in natural

science at the are now accompanied by
moving^ pictures. And this model plant, which we
believe to be the first in France, has men installed so

cheaply and practically that all our schools,, it would

seem, might easily offer the same facilities.

* 41 a • a

*'ln botany, the projection microscope shows, with

.enlargements of 300 to 2,400 diaineters, the innermost

structure of the plant cell, while the cinematograph

enables us to follow the unfolding of a bud or the

pushing of roots through the soil. Views of this kind,

taken automatically at about ao minutes' interval,

are projected at the rate of ten per second, or about

14,000 times faster than the reality. Despite this

formidable increase of speed, the evolution of the

phenomena, hitherto practically impossible to observe,

appears in its smallest details with laboratory precision.

"In geolog^^, the working of mines and quarries,

and kindred industries, may be explained as in an
excursion through the region to be studied, or a visit

to the actual factory.

"In xoologv, the animals appear alive—^from the

whale and the elephant down to the infusoria
; this

manner of showing the life-history of a cocoon will

doubtless tend (0 restore to study the long hours once

lost in secretly raising silk-worms
;
while the procession

of blood-globules through the capillaries will demons-
trate in thirty seconds, and in a definite way, the

circulation of the blood.”

When we were pupils of Dr. J. C. Bose

at the Calcutta Presidency College, about

a quarter of a century ago, he showed us

the circulation of the blood in the wing of a
living bat, much enlarged, by a different

means.
As regards the expense of installing a

cinematograph Mr. F. Honore says:

—

" As I said at the outset, the question of expense

has hitherto been in control. Without giving a
detailed statement, a few figures may here be present-

ed. The general electric plant at the Lycee Hochct

including the transformer, cost $800. This is used

in common by all the scientific departments and on
certain days it is utilised in five physics classes at

the same time.

"The plant devoted particularly to the natural

science course cost only S360. It includes a switch-

board and cables, the cinematographic machine, and
the projection -microscope. This last device sells

generally for $300 ;
but Mr. Bruckert’s cost him only

" The professor estimates that, in general, a
demonstration -film ought not to exceed in length 40
yards, which, at 25 cents a yard, places its costs at $10.
Now it is said that a film properly handled can be
used at least 200 times. Supposing it to be used ten

times a year, it will then last 20 years, and cost 50
cents a year, or five cents a lecture—^ n^ligible
figure compared with the price of material and
products used by students at each session of a class

in experimental chemistry.
" As may be seen, the initial expense is spread over

a long pei^* it will also vary from one institution

to another, according to whether continuous current
is at hand, and to the way in which the plant is

installed.”

^
Public Spirit.

We often complain of the small number
of public spirited men in our country. But
it does not often occur to us that men who
are oftenest before the public eye, by speech

or writing, may not be public-spirited at

all. No doubt, some men of this descrip-

tion do possess public spirit. But there are

others whose names seldom appear in print

.who may be mors public-spirited. We
require to have a correct idea of public

spirit, and to understand that with all

citizens the possession of this virtue ought
to be the rule rather than the exception.

Says the Christian Register :

—

Publicity is often sought by men and women who
have no public spirit. To appear in public, to speak

in public, to figure in the magazines as one who is in

the eye of the public, to carry one's self so that he will

be regarded as a public character, having his doings

and sayings chronicled in all the daily papers,—all

these things may be without the slightest exhibition or

comprehension of public spirit. On the other hand,

one may work auietly, avoid publicity, make no

sensation, but seldom appear in public and never upon

the platform and yet in the whole course of his daily

life exhibit, in its finest form, public spirit.

The public-spirited citizen is one who regards him-

self as part of the social organism, responsible to it

for his actions and the effect of his actions, conscious

always that the social organism thrives only when the

units of that organism are in good health and benefi-

cent activity. Public-spirited men and women are

those who take into account the private interests of

their husbands, wives, children, homes, and houses,

but reckon them as parts also of a community made
up of many homes and many private interests. They
are therefore directly and actively interes^d in all the

institutions which serve the public,—the schools,

churches, hospitals, libraries, museums, and, above

all, the Government, especially in the departments

of the Government which determine arid control

measures affecting the food, water, air, light, police,

and whatever concerns the health and safety of the

individual citizen.

He who is not public-spirited attends to his own
business in his own way, makes his home as beautiful

and as happy as he can, and beyond llmt takes

advantage of the good work done by other men and

women in providing for him a community in which

there are innumerable good things which he can take

or leave, as he pleases, with no further responsibilit}’.

He says in effect : If I want amusements, I will take

such as 1 like. 1 will go to church if the church

pleases me, I will seek pleasant companions where 1

can find them, 1 will pay my taxes if 1 have to ;
and

for these and other things I will pay for what I use

and leave the rest for those who like them.
Practically, this code of conduct, which is that of

sofne very amiable, intelH|[ent, and self- satisfied
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|)eopici is a relinquishment of the dutie.^ and respon-

sibilities of the good citizen. This is neither public

spirit, a good private spirit, or anything but a very
mean and sneaking sort of refined selfishness. They
who are ruled by it are not useful citizens anywlfere. ,

Public spirit regards all public institutions and all

forms of social organization with regard to their effect

upon all the members of society. The poor, the sick,

the criminal, the millionaire, and the labourer, the pros-

perous and the linfortunale alike, arc to be served and
well served, or society fails to do its duty. Regarding
himself as a unit in the social organism, vitally, related

to every other unit, a public- spirited citizen asks what
will best serve the real interests, not only of the

enterprising and the prosperous, but also of those who
arc unskilful, unthrifty, oi^rweightcd by the sin pf

others, too weak to hold their places in the press of

competition, and too ignorant to use the .advantages

which lie within their grasp. •

An Indian School in South Africa.

In the course of a letter to Mr. Ratan
Tata, Mr. M. K Gandhi, the Indian Passive

Resistance leader in South Africa, writes:

—

Perhaps the most substantial result of the struggle

is the establishment of a school at the farm, which is

bein^ conducted by me, assisted until recently by
Messrs. Mcdh and l)esai, two staunch passive resisters

and assisted at present by a cousin of mine. I'he

pupils number twenty-five, and the desire is not to

admit more than fifty. No day scholars are accepted,

and all must remain on the farm. The parents of

most of the boys pay £i los, per month for their sons’

board. The amount so received are credited in the

passive resistance account. No school fees are

charged. Manual training is combined with mental,

but the greatest stress is laid on character building. No
corporal punishment is inflicted, but every endeavour
is made to draw out the best that is in the boys by an

appeal to their hearts and their reason. They are

allowed to take the greatest freedom with their

teachers. Indeed, the establishment is not a school

but a family, of which all the pupils arc persuaded,

by example and precept, to consider lheiTi.selves a part.

For three hours in the morning, the boys perform

some kind of manual labour, preferably a^icultural, of

the simplest type. They do their own washing, and

Are taught to be perfectly self-reliant in everything.

Th|ice is, too, attached to the school a sandal-making

as also a sewing class, the latter under the

snwvision of Mrs. Vogl, who so su<j»ssfully organis-

ed'iie Indian Bazar, held under the auspices of the

Iridian Women’s Association last year. I need hardly

mention that Mrs. Yogi’s work is a labour of love.

No paid servants are kept on the farm in coniiectiOT

either with the school or the kitchen. Mrs. Gandhi

and Mrs. Sodha, assisted by two or three of the pupils,

who are changed every week, attend to the whole

of the cooking. Non-smoking, non-drinking and

vegetarianism are obligatory on the farm. Mental

tramingis given for three and a half hours at least,

consisting of the Vernaculars of the respective scholar^

English, Arithmetic, and so much of history and

^C^raphy as ma> arise from the lessons in Englisn

hr in tne Vernacular. The medium of instruction is

*^hiefly the Vernaculars, which are Gujarati, Hindi

and Tamil. 'I'lie Tamil luition. I am sorry to wiy, is
of a very elementary character, there being no good
Lfitnil teacher available. C)ne hour in the evening i.s

devoted to giving the .scholars som<* idea of their
respective religions, and, to ih.it end, lessons arc read
from the Mahonicdan, Hindu and /nroastriaii Scrip-
tures. Readings from the last haw been recently
su.spcnded, as two Parsee lads who wrre at the school
hayc^ just left it. 'Fhe classification according to
religion to the date of writing this, is sixteen Hindus
and nine Mahomedans, and th(‘ classification accord-
ing to race is eighteen Clujaratis, six ramlls and one
from North India. All the hoys attend throughout
the hour when the respective readings arc given. An
attempt is made to inculcate in them the spirit that

they arc first Indians and everything else after that,

and that, while they must remain absolutely true to

their own faiths, they should regard wilii equal respect

those of their fellow -pupils. ‘I'he life on the farm is

reduced to the utmost simplicity.

The school is in the nature of an experiment.

Though, therefore, it may bii too sanguine to expect

the boys to remain, wlien lliey grow up, agriculturists

and simple livers, it may not be too much to hope

that they will carry into their daily dealings, when

they enter upon the battle of life, some of llic lessons

they are now learning.

The Results of the Conieeveram
Pandits* Conference.

At the recent Parishad which assembled

at Conjeeveram the problems of Hindu

social reform which were considered includ-

ed sea-voyage, the marriageable age of

Brahmin girls and the re-adtnissioii into

the Hindu fold of repentant converts to

other religions. Fifty Pandits have recorded

their opinion on the above questions. Of

those the majority consider that sea-voyage

is not objectionable in itself but is only

rendered so under certain special circums-

tances. As many as 4b are of opinion that

the sin resulting from sea-voyage can be

removed by the performance of suitable

ceremonies. On the subject of the re-ad-

mission of repentant converts, 30 are of opi-

nion that it is proper to readmit such of

the converts as penitently desire to return

to the Hindu fold, but their is gr»t

difference of opinion a.s lO whether the

converts are to be re-admitted into the

caste to which they origmalty belonged.

The question of the marriageable age of

Brahmin girls was one that received the

largest attention at the Cortference. The

Pandits admitted that there was provision

in the Shastras for post-p uberty marriage.

Pandit Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar con-

vinced some of the foremost Pandits that

the Shastras allowed the re-marriage* of
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virgin widows. They accordingly recorded

their opinion to that efiect and affixed

their signatures to it. Vidyasagar publish-

ed a lithographed fac-simile of this docu-
ment as an appendix to his pamphlet on
widow re-marriage. But the Pandits all

denied that they had ever declared them-
selves in favour of the re-marriage of virgin

widows. We do not know whether the

South India Pandits are made of better stuff

than their North India brethren of Vidya-
sagar’s days. In any case it is good news
that most of those who recorded their

opinion have been intellectually convinced

that certain reforms are not un-shastric. ,

Moral courage and consistent conduct may
follow in due course ; though we do not

think that social reform will await the

pleasure of the Pandits. It has not done
so up to the present.

Female Education in Mysore.

Mr. B. S. lya, a Mysorean, writes to The
Leader that female education was first

organised in Mysore under the patronage
of the late Maharaja Sri Chamarajendra
Wodyer. The Maharani’s College has
turned out a few lady graduates of high
birth, who are now acting as teachers

there. Very many lady pandits have taken
their degrees and certificates in the

vernacular and Sanskrit. Most of the lady
teachers of the various girl’s schools in

Mysore have received a tmining in the

Ladies’ Normal School attached to the

Maharani’s College. The number of girl

students is increasing year by year. It

should be borne in mind that all these

graduates, teachers and students belong to

orthodox families.

^*Even girls of mature age attend this

College.” There are scholarships and prizes

to enable students to prosecute their studies.

A widows’ home has been opened in con-
nection with this college. Many widows
are getting through the local Government
examinations. Every year some of them
receive higher education in the vernacular

and Sanskrit.

The literary side has not monopolised the

attention of the College authorities. They
have equipped the institution for the
teaching of drawing, painting, needle-work,
singing (vocal and instrumental), cooking
ana embroidery.

The Government of Mysore spends a con-

siderable sum of money for the education

of girls. Girls’ Schools have been opened in

the sudder towns of almost all districts and

taluks and even in some big villages, to

prepare girls for the secondary examination

at least.

There are many trained midwives now.

An institution for teaching midwifery has

been opened in Mysore and Bangalore.

Education at the Madras Provincial

Conference.

Education was one of the matters referred

to in the Presidential Address of the Hon.

Mr.' T. V. Seshagiri Iyer, He pointed out

that the number of students in colleges has

fallen from 4687 in 190^-07 to 3741 in

1910-11. As regards secondary education

the same tendency towards decrease is

noticeable. The policy which has led to

these results is undoubtedly ^’a striking

compliment to the progress and intelli-

gence” of the Madrasis.

Mr. Seshagiri Iyer also called upon the

Conference to express its acceptance of the

cardinal principles of Mr. Gokhale’s Bill.

Indian laborers for German South
Africa.

Mr. H. S. L. Polak writes at length to the

Press on the subject of the proposed impor-

tation of indentured Indian labourers into

German South Africa. He says :

—

In 1907 the Port^uese gave a contract for railway

construction in their £st African possessions behind

Lobit's Bay. The contractor imported a large body
of Indians from Natal on two years’ agreements

terminable in Natal. Allegations of grave abuse

began to Circulate and the contractors had in conse-

quence to ship the people back to Natal. The
Immigration Department at Durban refused to let

them land although many had their families in the

country and great hardship followed. Now South

African IndianC do not want this kind of thing to

happen again. They do not intend a second tinie
^

to

play into the hands of unscrupulous immi^ation
officials backed up by a Government hostile toIndian

sentiment and contemptuous of the opinion of the

courts. It is possible that in Damaraland Indians

may be better off than in Bennella. Luederits Bay
may offer opportunities that Lobit’s Bay does not

possess, but that is nothing to the point. If Britain

has no effective control over a British self-governing

dominion, she has, with all apologies to Lord Morley,

still less over an indepedent state, and it is intolerable

that Germany, who threatens to oust the long establish-

ed Indian trimers from her possessions in &st Africa,

which they have done more than any other people to

exploit for Geitnany’s advantage; should be privileged
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) obtain Indian labour whether from India or Natal

)r another of her African possessions in order to

II the pockets of speculators and financiers careless

f the well-being of those who extract wealth for them

rom the bowels of the earth. ,
•

We endorse every word of Mr. Polak. If

ve have any self-respect as a nation we
)ught not only to try to bring united pres-

sure on the Golfernment of India to prevent

the emigration of Indian laborers to German
^uth Africa, but also to apply the only

real and lasting remedies, the universal

diffusion of education among our people

and the improvement of their economic con- •

dition by developing and exploiting the re-

sources of our country.
^

Mr. Gokhale on the Enlarged Imperial
Council*

Interviewed by a Times of India represnta-

tive, Mr. G. K. Gokhale expressed the fol-

lowing opinion on the working of the en-

larged Imperial Legislative Council :

—

“II has been a great success
;
we count for much

more in the Council now than we used to do under
the old order. But it will be some time before wc are

able to make the fullest use of the new privileges. And
we cannot do so," he went on in a wistful tone, “unless

wc fiavc a larger number of men of independent spirit

and of capacity and leisure devoting themselves to the

work. A non-official member cannot fully cope with

the duties of his position in the new Council ; he cannot

make the most advantageous use of his privileges un-

less he is prepared to apply himself seriously to the

study of public questions throughout the year."

Mr. Gokhale laid considerable stress on this point.

When he was asked if he thought that there was a

considerable number of independent men of leisure and
capacity available at present, he replied emphatically

'Yes, if only people would be content with the fortunes

they have already made in their profession.' Mr.

Gokhale seemed to think that the time was coming
when men in the active pursuit of a professional career

would find it almost impossible to reconcile the claims

of their time with the claims of work in the Councils.

‘Remember, ’ he said, ‘that the men we have to deal

with are men at the very top of their departments, who
have spent twenty-five or thirty years in mastering
their business, and it is easy to see lh*at it is idle to

hope to make an impression on them by mere general-

ities and without a careful .study of administrative

problems.'

Our views are in entire agreement with

those of Mr. Gokhale on the urgent need of

a larger number of men of independent
spirit and of capacity and leisure devoting

themselves to the work of the legislative

councils. Wc also think that our successful

lawyers and other professional men should,

oh being elected to the councils, devote all

their time to political work, so long as they

remain members. They can very well
aftord to do so.

As regards the alleged success of the en-
larged council, we are of a different opinion.
We have heard that another eminent inde-
pendent member of council holds ihat at
present an elected member of council counts
for much less than formerly. 'I he Council
Regulations for election have been so
framed that now against the independent
opinion of a real representative of the people
can be pitted the “gramophone” opinion of
a flunkey who also can be spoken of with
literal truth as the elected representative of

the people. I'his was not possible under
the previous state of things. Of course, it

is admitted that the enlarged councils have a
greater potentiality than their predecessors;

though the actual results have been so far

nil.

Lord Minto has recently said that he

really intended to exclude the professional

agitators and politicians from the councils.

We know the class he had in view. But it

is false to say that they are professional

politicians. There i.s nut a single profes-

sional agitator or politician in India; that

is to say, no one in India carn.s his living

by political agitation. That class of people

exist in Western countries. 'Diere are no

doubt some professional journalists in India ; .

but they can hardly be called professional

politicians in the sense in which the term

is understood in the West. Moreover,

barring a very few' exceptions who had

earned greater distinction in other lines of

work, journalists have seldom been returned

to the legislative councils in India.

Though we do not want “professional”

politicians in India in the Western sen.se,

we do w^ant whole-time politicians.

If the bulk of the people come in course

of time to be moved by patriotic impulses,

even the nominated members must to some

extent cease to echo official views. But

that time, if it come at all, will come only

in the distant future.

History of Bengali Language and
Literature.*’

In his review of Mr. Dinesh Chandra Sen’s

“ History of Bengali Language and Litera-

ture ” published in our last number, Mr.

B. C. Mazumdar has written

"The second chapter of the book begins withgan

account of some aphorisms and wise sayings of Dak
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and Khana. It is quite significant that the author has

not got the critical eye to observe that Dak and Khana

have been mere names under whose shadows the

popular adages and clever utterances of many men of

different times have been grouped together."
,

We are bound to observe that here the

critic has been unfair to the author;

for the latter has really got “the critical

eye,“ and holds the same opinion of those

aphorisms as the critic does. For the

author writes (p. 26) :
—

“ In spite of all these traditions, we are inclined to

believe, that these sayings contain the accumulated

wisdom of the Bengal peasantry,—they are the

heritage of an agricultural race to which the unassum-

ing rural folk of Bengal have unconsciously contribut-

ed through ages, and that no particular person or

persons should be credited with their authorship."

The reviewer has also said ;

—

“ The portion of the book dealing merely with the

Bengali books from the time of Chandidasa is not

without some information worth recording."

It is only fair to the author to mention

here that out of the 1012 pages of the text

of the book, the portion which the reviewer

speaks of as containing some information

worth recording consists of 898 pages. This

means that in his opinion nine-tenths of

the work contains some information worth

recording,—which is no mean praise,

considering that the critic has not been very

liberal in bestowing praise.

The Chinese as the Japanese see them.

The Japanese are not likely to be very

partial towards the Chinese, as a progressive

China means one country the less for

Japanese exploitation. I'he following

observations of the “ Taiya ” of Japan must

therefore be considered to have great

value:

—

Indian leaders in and out of Office.

In contradicting the rumour that he

would be offered tlie office of Finance

Member in succession to Sir Guy Fleetwood

Wilson or a seat on the India Council, Mr.

Gokhale delivered himself as follows on

the opportunities of serving the Motherland

which Indian leaders may have in office

and out of office :

—

1 strongly feel that those of us who are engaged

in some way or other in building up public opinion,

arc more useful outside the Governnient than in

the Government. And as for influencing policy I

have heard it said by responsible men that a non-

official has really more opportunities of exercising such

influence than a member of Council who, whatever

hrs views, is bound to vote with his colleagues and

whose initiation according to official etiquette is not

expected to extend beyond his own department.

That is the exact truth.

Indians technically trained abroad.

Of the scholars sent abroad by the associa-

tion for the advancement of scientific and

Industrial Education of Indians, eighty, we

learn from a statement published in the

Bengalee^ have up to date returned. Of

these 55
are shown to be usefully employed.

Not quite discouraging this.

Chinese Laborers for Assam
Tea-Gardens.

The Indian Daily News says that Chinese

laborers are already coming to the

Margherita Coal Mines and walk long

distances from Yunnan and Tonquin.

This will solve a problem of some incertitude and

probably need a different style of tea planter because

Chinamen insist on equality of treatment and have a

cheery "take it or leave it" way about- them that

commands respect. They give on the other hand a

rupee’s worth of work for a rupee which is difficult

to get from indentured labour.

Geographically and politically considered, Japan

in Asia occupies the position of England in hurope,

and China may well aspire lo that of France since the

Revolution. But after all we think the Chinese revo-

lution is an event without parallel in history. The

reigning Imperial Family and their retinue assenting

to their own abolition and at once ordering the

establishment of a republic, recognising it as the will

of the people on the whole, is an event unheard of in

the annals of the world. There will be no trial of the

late Sovereign, there will be no execution toe

deposed King, there will be no expulsion of the Royal

Family out of the country. Indeed, it does credit to

the whole of the Chinese people. It proves how

oeaceful and amiable are the nation and how utterly

wrong and groundless is the so-called "Yellow

<ts understood by some people in the West,

But it is difficult also for the indentured

coolies* to> get the exact price of his labour.

If Assam tea-planters had from the first

showed any inclination to pay their just

wages to the coolies, considering all the

circumstances,— the unhealthiness of the

gardens, their inaccessibility and distance

from the homes of the laborers, and the

nature of the work,—there would never

have been a demand for the system of

indentured labor.

The Wood Pulp Industry. \

We are glad to learn from the Advocate
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Lucknow that a new industry is being

)romoted in the United Provinces.

Our paper manufacturers cannot compete with paper
lanufactured in foreign countries because we arc^ot

ble to produce cheap wood pulp as Austria and Ger-
*

nany can do. It has been demonstrated that wood
julp can be prepared in the forests of these provinces

it much cheaper rates and can be conveniently export-

id to the manufafeturing centres. Rai Pragnarayan
iiahadur, one of the principal directors of the Upper
India Paper Mills Company, Ltd., was for some time

)ast considering the advisability of starting a Company
:or making wood pulp. A syndicate with Rai Pragna-

‘ayan Bahadur at its head and Mr. B. N. Kapur as

Secretary has been floated at bucknow to carry out the

scheme which has our hearty good wishes.

We hope the Company will succeed and
send its paper to the Calcutta market, too*.

For Bengal, some years ago, proceeded only

as far as proposing to start a new paper

mill to utilise the raw materials which exist

in Mayurbhanj and other places in abundant
measure.

British Rule in India.

mean disaster to the British Empire, as it
depended on India.

The Independence of Asiatic Countries.
The biggest of independent Asiatic coun-

^les do not enjoy complete independence.
Denmark or Holland or Portugal, not to
speak of the great European Countries, can
borrow money where they like. But wc
find that China is not To he allowed to
borrow where she may fnid it to her
advantage to do so. 'I'he greal European
powers, for safeguarding their own

' interests, are going 10 settle where she must
borrow.

Italian Piracy.

Europe boasts of l)eing the most civilised

continent in the world. And yet (here the

Italians are committing piracy without

anybody interfering to put a stop to such

barbarous conduct on her part ; -we inten-

tionally refrain from using the epithet

“unchristian” in this connection, as Cliristi-

At a recent Royal Colonial Institute

Banquet Earl Grey presiding, Sir Arthur

Lawiey responded to the toast of the

Dominions. Reviewing British rule in

India he said “We found India at war and
riven with crime. We gave her peace and
justice and the most upright Civil Service

in the history of the world with the result

that we were raising the standard of living

throughout the land.** The abrogation of

English rule in India, Sir Arthur continued,

would mean disaster, as the Empire depend
ed on India.

When speaking of Anglo-Indian Civilians,

it is the custom with their fellow country-

nJen to use superlatives. We do not share

ffiat opinion. But we may be mistaken.

It may still be asked whether there are any
^ata for asserting that no other Civil

Service in the world is so upright as the

Indian Civil Service.

The speaker, however, has been unusually

nonest in one respect. Whenever British-

speak of British rule in India, they

[iiHy dwell on the disaster that it would

for India, if that rule were to cease here ;

lew speak of the advantage to Great

Britain itself that has resulted from the

British administration and exploitation of

India. Sir Arthur Lawiey has done the

exceptional thing by saying that the

abrogation of British rule in India would

anity does not govi^rn the conduct of so-

called Christian nations, particularly where

non-Christian countries are concerned.

For, there is no doubt that Italy would not

have been allowed to treat even the weakest

European “Christian** country in this

fashion.

China and Tibet.

Conflicting reports appear in the papers

regarding the fight that is going on between

China and I'ibet. It is probable that in

the long run China would win. But it is

very unseemly for a republic to coerce any

country into submission. It would un-

doubtedly be better for I’ibet to form a self-

governing part of the Chinese Republic than

to be conquered and annexed by any

European power. But it would be best if

this could be brought about without further

bloodshed.
Our Frontispiece.

The beautiful picture of a wild duck

printed in this number is reproduced from

a reproduction of the original water-colour

given in Mr. Vincent Smith’s History of

the Fine Arts in India and Ceylon. The

name of the painter is unknown. Most

probably he belonged to the Mughal Court.

Lascars as seamen.

White sailors want that there should not

be any Indian lascars employed in Europeati
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ships, as that would enable them not only

to monopolise all the jobs, but also to

dictate terms to the ship-owners. So they

every now and then set up an agitation
^

against them. In the recent **Oceana”

disaster, the lascars were said to have
behaved improperly. But at the enquiry

into that disaster Mr. Wilding, the Second
Officer, testified that the lascars had behaved
well. He did not see them . use knives

or display any violence. He did not think

that the lascars were unreliable
;
indeed, he

preferred them to Europeans. The Captain .

too gave evidence that he knew of no
trouble with lascars. The first suggestion

of improper behaviour on their part came
to him through the newspapers.

Crimes against women in the Panjab.

The Panjab is becoming notorious for

crimes against women. What is still more
regrettable is that the majority of the

offences go unpunished. The police report

for 1910 shows that 102 persons were
arrested for ravishing women, but only 39
were punished, 589 were arrested for kid-

napping, abducting or prostituting or

otherwise illtreating them, but only 215
were punished, and 636 were arrested for

using criminal force on women or otherwise

maltreating them, but only 342 were punish-

ed. It will be observed that in the graver

offences, the number of convictions was less.

The Panjab contains more men than

women. But that is no reason why
women should be subjected to such brutal

crimes. Social remedies like the remarriage

of widows, should be applied to minimise

the evils resulting from their disproportion

in the numerical strength of the sexes.

1'he leading Panjab papers like the

Tribune and the Panjabee would be doing

a service to the public if they could prepare

comparative tables of these crimes in the

other provinces of India as well. It would
also be worth knowing, if possible, to what
communities or sects the majority of the

offenders belonged, and whether the

majority of policemen belong to those

communities or sects. Another fact which
deserves to be made public is to what
communities or sects the wronged women
belonged, and whether these communities
tor sects are different Imia those of the

diffenders. Unless • all tfMise facts * are

ascertained, the real remedies cannot
devised.

The other provinces of India look upi
the Panjab as the land of heroes. Bi

unless the Panjabees can give full protectic

to their women, they must soon lose tht

reputation.

An Indian Musalman on his
brethren.

We have often wondered why Musalmans
in other countries should call themselve*

and be called Arabs, Turks, Afghan.
Persians, Moors, &c., but Indian Musalman
should prefer to call themselves and b«

ialled simply Musalmans. And yet the^

express resentment if one says that they are

at best non-patriotic. There is no harm
in being a pan-Islamist; on the contrar

it is good to be one. But every one,

whatever his creed, should remember that

that man is the best cosmopolitan who
loves his country best. As a patriot neei'

not cease to love the members of his famil}

so a Pan-Islamist need not be wanting
‘

deep attachment to his country. The
are thoughtful Indian Musalmans who f

all this. For instance, Mr. Abbas Ty

a

who occupies one of the highest posts

Baroda, is reported to have said t(

representative of the Paris Le Temps v
visited Baroda

"We have got the blindest of politicians.

Mussulmans live with their eyes turned towards

stantinople in regarding the Caliph not only

:

commander of the believers, a role purely rel

but as a political leader of the worldwide revi\

wards which we all must work. The Utopia 01

conception brings on our ruin, as it deprives us of tn

only necessary strength, which is the sense of nation-

ality. English subjects, destined to submit to English

rule, Indians by birth and tradition, forced to live and

reside in India, members of a minority which cannot

emancipate itself as the Hindu majority is very strong

we again accentuate our weakness by confounding th

Ottoman cause with the Mussalman faith. We ar

no nation
;
but one cannot live in the dreams of th<

past. Although working to maintain the Mussalm^
traditions, (Mr, Tyabji had one of the mosqura
Baroda built with a Koranic School atuched to it ai

his own expense) I have tried my best to make my
co-religionists understand that they must be Indian*-

first, because one cannot exist without a- motht

countiy, and that they must acquire English culture.*'

China and Indian Cotton Yarn.

China has up to recent years furnishe

one of the best markets for Indian Cotto

Yarn, But there arc sure indications now
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that this market would soon be closed to

'India, owing to Chinese and Japanese com-
petition. The following paragraph from

iht Indian Daily News supports this vie\y :

—

We read that in 1907 the oiT-take of Indian yarn at

Shanghai mart was 1.130,644 piculs of 133^ lbs.

bleach ;
in 1908 there was drop to 884,363 piculs ;

in

1909 an increase to 990,883 ;
in 1910 a serious drop

to 732> 751^ and in 1911 a more serious drop still to

479,726 piculs. An optimistic view of the state of

alTairs will perhaps seek to find an explanation for

this decline in the Chinese Revolution but in spite of

its sanguinary incidents tending to distrub trade, it

will not be easy to go behind the fact that during the

jjpast five years the consumjation of Indian yarn in the

Chinese market has withered to the abnormal figur6

of 6,50,91 8 and that the process has not been sudden

but gradual. To the student of the economic situa<

V tion in the Far East, the reason should be apparent,

for it is a well-known fact that some time ago China

resolved to depend on her own resources as to her cotton
* supply rather than go all the way to Bombay. And
{ accordingly began erecting spinning mills w'hich placed

' in the Shanghai market 346,952 piculs while Japan

supplemented the output and contributed 379,016

piculs. It is not the Indian yarn alone that shows a

falling-off. The ofi-take of the English product dur-
*• ing the past five years shows also a decline from

12,602 to 2,809 piculs.

M Indian Mill-owners should pay greater

•attention to the home market than they

4iave hitherto done. Foreign markets may
dlso be sought ; but the home market should

•)e developed first.

^ The Bharat Stri Mahamandal.

It is ples^ing and encouraging to note

.^.hat the work of the Bharat Stri Mahaman-
‘'jal in trying to educate women is expand-

yj. In Calcutta there are already some

;ienty lady teachers engaged in teaching

>4lundred pardanashin ladies in their homes,

mass meeting of Indian ladies in connec-

t tipn with the Bharat Stri Mahamandal was

held at Nehal Chand’s temple, Lahore, last

month. Mrs. Sarala Devi Dutt Chaudhuri,
' General Secretary, delivered an address on

'Tanjabi Women, Past and Present.” She

•)• quoted authority from ancient Sanskrit

9 works, showing the exalted position, learn-

ing and knowledge of the Aryan women of

the past. At the conclusion of the lecture

Mrs. Dutt Chaudhuri was requested by

^ many to open Stri Mahamandal Schools for

married women.

IFomen^s Medical Service for India.

A scheme for a Women’s Medical Service

for India, is under consideration. A Simla

telegram says

—

It S undentood that the revised proposal will only

>5

include the superior class of lady doctors and the

question affecting the assistant surgeons and subordi-

nate grades will be left to the Local Governments and
provincial committees of the Dufferin Fund.

This means that European women doctors

are to get the best paid jobs, and Indian

women doctors, so far as they may be avail-

able, are to occupy inferior posts. So long

as Indian medical women arc not available

in sufficient numbers, European women may
be appointed. But what ought to he done

is to establish at least one Women’s Medical

College in India equipped to give as good
education as is obtainable in Great Britain

and to give its graduates the same official

status and salary as British women doctors.

In the mean time, we do not see why the

lady graduates of our existing medical coll-

eges should necessarily be treated as inferior

to the women doctors coming from Europe.

For every British medical degree or diploma

is certainly not superior to Indian medical

degrees.

A BfAve Man.

Recently a man named Dwarkanath Jogi,

an Oriya by birth, did a very brave act of self-

sacrifice. It would appear that a horse

yoked to a gharry was bolting at full speed

along Kansaripara, Bhowanipore, and as

there were shouts of warning the more

nimble pedestrians got out of the way.

Dwarka seeing a woman bent with age

tottering along the road ran to her rescue.

He had just time enough to push her out

of the way of danger and was himself

knocked down by the run-away animal.

Dwarka’s injuries are very severe and he

was immediately removed by some Bengalee

gentlemen, who witnessed the brave act,

to the Bhowaniporc Hospital. All honour to

the brave fellow. We hope he has now

completely recovered.

Foundation Day of Rammohun
Library.

It is necessary to enable all men to read ;

consequently it is also necessary to provide

facilities for obtaining good books for all

literate persons. As we cannot buy all the

books that we require or wish to read,

libraries are a necessity of civilised existence.

The Rammohun Library is doubly worthy

of encouragement, in that it is a library

where choice books are kept, and because

it is a humble memorial to the gseAcsi
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Indian of modern times. We are glad that last

month on its foundation day, the secretary

was SLble to announce several donations
from distinguished men. The donations
of Seth Damodar Das Govardhan Das of

Bombay (Rs. 5,000) and of the Raja of

Pithapuram, Madras Presidency (Rs. 500),
are noteworthy, as these gentlemen belong
neither to Calcutta nor to Bengal.

A History of Indian Shipping.

Indians are said to be lacking in the

historical sense. It would be natural there-

fore for us to eagerly watch how a historical

work written by an Indian is received by
the English press. There is at present

not a single ship, built, owned and manned
by Indians, voyaging in the high seas. If

then a book tells of the maritime and
colonizing activities of our ancestors, the

book must be dear to us ; but fearing that

our patriotic bias might lead us to over-

estimate its worth, we should be anxious

to know what others think of it. Hence it

is that we have felt a curiosity as to how
Mr. Radha Kumud Mukerji’s History of

Indian Shipping and Maritime Activity from
the Earliest Times is reviewed in the British

Press. We confess there is a further reason

for our interest in the fate of the book. It

is that many chapters of the work first saw
the light of day in the pages of this Review.
We are pleased to find that the work has

been favorably reviewed in many well-

known British journals. The Spectator of

London writes ;

—

"Most people can scarcely believe that once, ships

manned by native Indians plied the deep seas and
spread their commerce all over the known world.

Even as late as the early part of the nineteenth centuiy
' one of themost capable and original shipbuilders in the

world was a Parsi at Bombay. If Indians (apbrt from
their comparative!}^ small coasting trade) had not

abandoned navigation, as though it were something
impious, they might hold a place in the development

of the naval architecture comparable with that of the

Dutch and the British." "Mr. Mukerji believes, no
doubt correctly, that the history of the Indian mari-

time activity has never been treated systematically.

The field is almost unexplored, and much of the evid-

ence and the fascinating illustrations placed before us

in this work will be a&olutely new to most readers."

"It may be that both Mr. Mukerji and Mr. Seal

exaggerate in their enthusiasm, but a glance at India

on the map is in itself a kind of evidence of former
naval enterprise. For one feels that the ancient civili-

sations which found ingress and egress through the

mighty chain of mountains across the north of India

niiUk also have come into contact freely with the rest

obthe world by traversing the ocean. India is is

by mountains and seas but of the two the se
always by far the more necessary to bridge, i

colonies were gradually planted in Pegu, Cambo
Java, Sumatra, Borneo, and even in Japan". "Of
thb illustrations the most interesting are the repn*
ductions of the sculptures at the Indian colony c

Borobudur in Java.” "Judging from the illustration

we should say that the Borobudur sculptures ar
extraordinarily beautiful." "Indian navigation m
doubt develop pari passu with that of the Pheenic*

ans, Greeks, Assyrians, and Egyptians." "Colon
Stanhope wrote in 1827 ‘Never was there an instanr

of any ship of the Bombay marine (as it was *

called) having lowered her flag to an enemy of

force.’ The docks at Borabay were equal in

efley of design to any in the world, and the Pan
builders were actually commissioned to build

Royal Navy as well as for the Indian Navy. .

1840 ^no more large ships were built in India, and in

1863 about four years after the East India Company's
rule had been replaced by that of the Crown, the Indian

Navy was abolished. We have often expressed the

opinion that this Navy could be and ought to be re-

vived. We hold most strongly that it would be a
valuable addition to the naval strength of the Empire

;

that it would make use of material which is now utter-

ly wasted
;
and that it could be most easily and cheap-

ly manned from a seaboard of more than four thousand
miles."

The Times (London) is of opinion that

"Mr. Mukerji has selected a fascinating and almos
untrodden fielci of historical research, and has pursued
his inquiries with laborious diligence. Not only ha
he gathered materials from printed works, but he ha

also examined many Sanscrit and Bengali manus-
cripts, and has further collected much evidence from

archeology. It is equally to his credit that he has

compressed masses of information into a compact and
fluent narrative. He is evidently one of that small but

growing band of Indians who are determined to wipe

out the reproach that the historical faculty is dead
within their race. We know far too little of the mari-

time history of the East Yet for many centuries

before the Cape was rounded the Ea.stern seas had
swarmed with shipping And just as India was
never reallyip isolatea by her mountain ramparts, so

Mr. Mukerji shows that her ships sailed far and wide

before the coming of the Europeans. He tells a long

and fairly connected story of maritime^ activity,

beginning with the dim traditions of Hindu my-
thology, and ending with the splendid records of the

Indian navy, established by the British and perhaps

unwisely abolished in 1803. It is a story of intimate

intercourse by sea with the other nations of the East,

and of constant voyage which generally bad trade for

their object, sometimes war, and occasionally coloni-

zation. The influence which India exerted upon
China, and still more upon Japan is now familiar

knowledge
;
what is not so commonly appreciated' is

that it was exercised by sea-routes rather than by

land. . . His long reference to the colonization of Java fron

India is undisputably correct. His reproductions of the

representations of Indian ships in the wonderful

scolptures of Borobudur, in Java, are most interesting.

Tha porpoises in one of the sculptures can on^ have

hem- jurrought by thoroughly observant men familiar
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sea, as every voyager will recognize The
i./^thas many excellent plates.'*

^vThe Athenaeum thinks that

' A •• From the scholar’s point of view the authos’s ujc

'(>f his documentary material enforces admiration by

^^ts acuteness and industry So far as the accessories

'’of every conscientiously written book go, the present

'work leaves nothing to be desired. There are many
^'interesting plates, particularly the reproductions from

the sculpture of Borobudar.*’

. Devoted as it is to shipping, the opinion

•^the Skipping World ought to be valuable.

^.\s an Indian, Professor Mookerji is bctlf?r
'

'iped ill this particulai* field of original research

. , 'any European can hope to be, while, of course,

v*'ites with understanding and also with sympathy.
'^i'^esc are valuable attributes for the historian, agd the

author of " Indian Shipping ” has used them well.

This is quite a new region For historical investigation,

and Professor Mookerji is to be congratulated on his

discovery and choice of subject. On a superficial

view—a distinctly insular and European view, perhaps
there would appear little scope and few materials for a
history of Indian Shipping apart from European
shipping. Professor Mookerji convinces us that that

is altogether a mistaken idea. India, although
mountain-guarded and sea-girt, has been singularly

susceptible to outside world- movements
;
her vast

wealih, her teeming industrious population, her spell,

^
her mystery, have been loadstones for many a
conqueror. Yet her early shipping was distinctly

national and indigenous, and, indeed, exerted an
influence from Japan on the East to Africa on the

'West. Indian seamen constituted themselves, to

borrow our own quaint phrase, the merchant adven-
turers of Asiatic seas, and colonising voyages of no
small iinporlance were undertaken from Indian shores

to far-ofi islands of the main. At the height of her

maritime power India represented the leading nation

of Asia on the high seas. She planted colonies in

Pegu, in Camboma, in Java, in Sumatra, in Borneo,

even in distant Japan. Sne had trading settlements

in southern China, in the Malaya Peninsula, in Arabia,

in all the chief cities of Persia, and all over the cast

coasts of Africa. Such a wide geographical range of

trading ports demonstrates the pos^ssion of a
mercantile fleet of no mean order.”

It calls the book a ’Valuable treatise”

and concludes its review by ss^ing

—

Let us say in conclusion, that tflis is a b^k to

read from cover to cover—not merely to dip into for

picturesque details, such as we have been giving. It

IS a volume of real merit, and must have entailed upon

its author much painstaking research, for which he

should be, as its author, well rewarded by many
appreciative readers.”

In the opinion of the Scotsmftn it is a
^’learned and valuable treatise” and an

I '’instructive and scientifically conceived

history”. The Manchester Guardian calls it

"an interesting study of a branch of mari-

time industry now much
,
neglected.” It

says that ^’it is possible that the eloquent
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peroration to his book may rouse some of
his countrymen to a sense of their depend-
ence upon the energy of foreign shipowners,”
and considers the book "well turned out.'*

We conclude with extracts from the
Glasgow Herald notice.

" Mr. Mukerji (who is Professor of Indian Histoiy
in the National Council of Education, Bengal) in this

carefully compiled and finely produced volume shows
that there have been periods of great shipping activity

in the history of India, and that long before the day.s

of the East India Company the natives were building

vessels of many types and sizes, exploring F.astern

water as far as China and Japan, and carrying on a
large coasting and gcncraf trade. He gives a compo-
site picture in which the story of the development of

Indian ship-building can he traced ail through

Sanskrit and Pali literature,—Indian coins, sculpture,

and painting, and by means of many direct and
indirect references in htxiks and manuscripts, and in

which also there may be seen iceniing harbours and
enterprising people and a wealth of traflic passing

from port to port. Professor Mukerji has searched

wide and deep for his materials.’*

Mr. Lloyd George on Rich Aristocratic

Families.

The following Reuter’s telegram vtill be

found instructive •

In the course of the debate on the second reading

of the Welsh Disestablishment Bill, Mr. Lloyd

George made a notable speech in reply to an attack 1

of Lord Hugh Cecil. I'he Chancellor of the

Exchequer said that disestablishment without dis-

endowmcnl was ridiculous. Property bequeathed for

the poor and the sick and education had been annexed
mostly by great families, one of the most discreditable

records in the history of the count 1^'. He said he was
bound to notice one specially offensive case. The
Duke of Devonshire, he went on, in a circular had
applied for subscriptions to oppose this Bill, "charging

us with the robbery of God, yet he knows that the

foundations of his fortune are laid deep in sacrilege

and built of desecrated shrines and pillaged altars.”

(Ministerial cheers and Unionist shouts of "Lime-
,

house.”)

Then followed a heated passage-at-arms between

the Chancellor of the Exchequer and Lord Hugh -

Mr. IJoyd George resumed : "The charge of theft

against the nation should hot be brought by those

vimose ancestors robbed the Church, robbed the

monasteries, the altars, the almshouses, the poor and [.

the dead. Then they come here when we are trying
|

to recover part of the pillaged property for the poor
j

for whom it was originally given and venture with f

their hands dripping with the fat of sacrilege to accuse

us of the robbery ofGod.”
]

^

There is no doubt that the ancestors of
:

many rich families in India too, as else-

where, were robbers of some, wrt or swind- ^;

lers; but it is seldom that their heirs ^ave '^^

occasion to be treated to a feast of tba 1

*
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imvarnUhed truth as the Duke of Devonshire

Wanted a fortified Delhi.

; course of the Delhi debate Colonel
Yliite proposed the absolute necessity of the

fortihcation of Delhi. He wants to make it

the strongest place of arms in all India

defended by 'definite’ fortifications and up-
to-date fortifications just as Paris is pro-

tected.” Mr. Lovat Fraser also would
fortify Delhi. It is so easy for them to wish
this wish, because it is the Indians who will

have to pay. We find that so long ago as

1879, Major General J. E. Portlock and
Colonel Sir Charles B. P. H. Nugent, R. E.,

wrote in the ninth edition of the Encyclo-
paedia Britannica in the concluding para-

graph of the article on "Fortification”:

—

*‘1{ one truth be taught more clearly than another

by the
^
Franco-German war, it is the advantage,

nay, the absolute necessity, of fortifying,' but of

properiy fortifying, the capiul of a highly centralized

country. When we consider France deploring the
flower of her youth sacrificed, the destruction wrought
in her capital, and the spoliation of two of her fairest

provinces, and mulcted in a money payment of

200,000,000, with an addition of 170,000,000 more
to her debt,—can we avoid the conclusion that no
sum spent upon fortifications would have been too

taige tf It had preserved her from such calamities ?

All that Paris is to France, London is, and more, to

the British B^ire. Paris is rich and populous;

LondQh,;iB richer and far more populous. Wris was
a tcM prize to an invader; London is more
tei^ting and more accessible. The resources of

France, in her soil and in her climate are great, and
for i^ildren are so thrifty that she is self-dependent;

Imt it is far otherwiM with Great Britain. She
depmds upon foreign countries for half the necessaries

oif life and the conimerceby which her supplies of

food are gathered is mainly centred in her capital.

France, as we see, has already recovered from

the Call of her capital; but the. fall of Eiigland's

might be without a rise, for it might be attended

a coiliapse of commerce from which there

be
:

no recoye^. Yet ' notwithstanding the

ssure of unheiu'd of ills, and with the rc^eratum
her ariny straining for j^uroee heavily, Franca
Js means to spfog A4,odo,doQ upon tfo fortiflcatiofis

Paris. Widi bwQit for shall
“‘ Britain in tfo M.,tide #proaifoi^ 40 less for

hi-

it of

el Vafo ittd thftt the only

way to soothe the feelings of the East Ben^
gal Mahomedans was that Lord Carmichael
should live at Dacca during the rains. The
Indidh Daily News provisionally fixes His
Excellency’s programme there as follows

Presumably the following will be his programme.
Monday, lend money to Nawab; Tuesday, dine with
Nawab; Wednesday, ask the Nawab to dine

;
I hurs-

day, lend money to the Nawab
; Friday, lend money

to the Nawab
;

Saturday, ask for repayment ; and
Sunday, secret Mahomedan conference.

*^The Titanic'' Disaster.

^The many notable*men whose untimely
death was caused by the sinking of the

Titanic^ have all received fitting tributes of

praise. Lord Fisher describes Mr. Stead as

Captain Edward John Smith of the Titontc, who
• went down with his ship.

a human dreadnought. Mr. Stead unfolded

Naval plans to Mr, Fisher in 1885 and
vtetwards secured five millions sterling for

iifo Navy. He ako originated the "Two
Xifols to one'* ideal. Lord Milner writes

tittt he cannot recall anyone possessing
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W. T. Stead,

equal vitality. Lord Esher says that no

events of material importance to the country

has happened since 1880 which Mr. Stead

h^ not influenced. Captain Smiin has had

his due meed of praise. Millionaires like

Astor and Isidore Straus, whose heart-

affluence was at least as grjpat as
^

their

material wealth, have not Ifeen without

eulogists. It is gratifying to find that the

men below decks have not been forgotten.

Lord Charles Beresford’s letter'in the Times

Am ‘^Heroism below decks’* is a generous

and richly deserved tribute to the unseen

members of the crew in the engine and

imilcr departments. Says he ;
-

»‘lt is certain that those working below must have

:kiiown the awful danger the ship was in long befwc

>^vbody else, but they remained at their posts, resolv-

'W to die sooner than come on deckand create a panic

or attempt to save themselves. Those below mustteve

heard the muffled sound ol the ke tearing through the

_ ship’s side. Within ten minules or a little

more they knew that the pumps would not check
the rising water, yet for over two hours they
remained at their posts, as was evinced by the
lights burning and the lew of them who were
saved being picked up after the ship went
down. That so many people were saved was
due to the fact that those working Mow re-
mained at their posts working the dynamos
and kept the lights burning, and never came
on deck to state what had really happened.
Again and again the indomitable pluck and
discipline of those who work below in the en-
gine and boiler rooms is illustrated when some
terrible disaster of the sea occurs, but on no v

occasion have these traits been more brilliantly

shown.”

Mr. Alfred Capus, the famous
French Dramatist, moralises on thb

disaster in the Paris “Figaro” in a
very striking manner.

Think of it : what a prodigious summary of

our struggles, our pangs, and our passions, in

the most modern of settings and at the hour

when no man dissembles !

*

•The day of death is the master day/' says

Montaigne. “Oli that day 1 shall know it 1

have been sincere and if the words which 1

have spoken came from the heart.”

Kven so, the passengers in the "TiUtoic,”

stoical and distraught, heroes and caitiffs alike,

have thrown an absolutely true li|^t, upon the

men and the society of to-day. Despite t^e

dissipation of our life we shall l*''^'*’'

stand as regards our sense • jfMr and duty
more clearly from the 'ct/nVision between a
Transatlantic liner and an icebeig than from
all the books of morkls and philosophy# ’ No
observer, no poet, however penetrating his Vidpn,

will ever give us so true and striking a pictiiii^

of our time at so pathetic a crisis.
f;!,

What completes the lesson and expands it to the

point of symTOlism is the astonisiiing confusidh of reli-

^onsand races which we find in this unparalleled

event. Presbyterians, Catholics, Jews, Anglo-Saxons, !

Frenchmen, Germans, Italians, Russians—every

of humanity was represented. In the same way v'

social condition—rich and poor
;
millionaires, workn^.

and artists ;
power and servitude.

It is impossible to im^ipe cireumsUnces
,
liioir^^

favourable to panic and disorder. Had tha

optimist undcrUken to foretell the result of' fUeba .

tumult at such a moment he would have des$i4bed;?

atrocious scenes. Whereas, on the contrary, wkh

or six exceptions, hiyidreds of men, ob^ing

magnificent discipline, recognised the necessity of

dying in orderly fashion, so migfhCy is the exaiflple ;;^

S a few commanding personalities over*

Each at his post and in his cornef/thoy cr«atQd|

heroic conditions around them—a Phillip sencfjng.

last signals of distress, with half his body sabtomw)!

inthe water/ an Astor smilingly accepting the

which decrees that his young wife shall

life alone, while he perishes b^ore her.eyee|'--a8g
|
pip;

an old married couj^e who have included amwKw
common habtte the habit vC:death.

. /
'










